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INTRODUCTION
The Intemational Planning History Conference held at the University o f New South
Wales i n Sydney, Australia f r o m 15-18 July 1998 was the eighth i n a series held
under the auspices o f the Intemational Planning History Society. The first conference
was held i n London i n 1977. Since the early 1990s the conferences have been held
biennially, w i t h the two most recent gatherings being i n Hong Kong (1994) and
Thessaloniki, Greece (1996).
Taking the theme 'The Twentieth Centuiy Urban Planning Experience', the
conference was billed as 'an end-of-the-millennium exploration o f the legacies and
lessons o f a century o f urban planning'. Major themes and issues included:
• rise and fall o f planning agendas, ideologies and methodologies
• production o f planned communities and landscapes
• theory, education and measurement i n buih environment studies
•
formulation, implementation, monitoring and evaluation o f public policy
• roles o f individuals and institutions shaping planning activity and its outcomes
•
spatial impacts o f planning and urbanisation
• conservation o f cultural and natural heritage
• environmental management and sustainability
•
evolution o f planning processes, partnerships and participation
• lived experiences o f planning experiments
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The conference also encompassed the 4th Australian Planning/Urban History
Conference, following earher meetings i n Sydney (1993), Canberra (1995) and
Melboume (1996). While the urban history component has been somewhat
overshadowed b y the planning strand, an eclectic range o f papers dealing with the
pattems, processes and implications o f urban change was also presented.
The scope and depth o f contributions is extraordinary. These proceedings convey w e l l
the diversity, globalism, and interdisciplinary character o f contributions. Also evident
is the desired convergence between, on the one hand, academic and policy discourses,
and, on the other, historical and contemporary perspectives.
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W i t h nearly 250 papers presented, and an even greater number o f delegates, the scale
o f the conference surpassed the early expectations o f the Intemational Plaiming
History Society and the University o f New South Wales. The event certainly
vindicated the critical early support came from key actors i n the private sector, the
N S W State Govemment, local govemment, and professional organisations, notably
the Lend Lease Property Group, the Royal Australian Planning Institute, Sydney and
Melboume City Councils, K i n h i l l , A P T Peddle Thorp, Australian Institute o f Urban
Studies, A C T Planning and Land Management, Australian Housing and Urban
Research Institute and Qantas.
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INTRODUCTION
Portlanders are proud of themselves. Like the residents of many other U.S. cities, the people
of Portland, Oregon can be formidable promoters of their home commumty. Ask around
town and you'll leam that Portland is special for its climate ("mild," not rainy), its views of
snow-capped Mount Hood, its small town ambiance and "just folks" style, and its success at
fending o f f many of the problems of urban sprawl and congestion. In this self-satisfied
picture of achievement by avoidance, Los Angeles has long been danmed, Seattle has sold its
soul, and only Portland still treads the strait way of good planning
Unlike many odier cities, however, well-informed observers around the nation share die
evaluation. Portland enjoys a strong reputation in the circles of urban planning and policy as
a well planned and livable metropolitan community. The city and region gained initial
attention in the late 1970s and 1980s and have enjoyed a surge ofpositive commentary in die
1990s. Portland is one of the few U.S. metropolitan areas that measures favorably against the
model of the compact metropolis diat dominates the contemporary hterature of urban
planning and design.
This presentation addresses tiiree questions that otiier communities might ask in considering
Portland's reputation and record.
o First, what characteristics set Portland apart from comparable cities in tiie U.S.?
0 Second, what factors have allowed Portlanders to shape a city tiiat meets tiie
professional criteria of good planning? What are tiie key steps and measures tiirough
which Pordanders have shaped the metropolitan area during the last generation?
o Third, what lessons might otiier cities leam from tiie Portland experience, and what
aspects of tiiis experience hold the potential for imitation?
Analysis of tiiese issues supports two broad conclusions about tiie politics of good planning.
WHAT Portland has accomplished centers on decisions about urban design and the
physical shape of tiie metropolitan area. H O W Portlanders have shaped tiieir cityscape and
metroscape has to do most essentially witii politics-public values, leadership, tiie capacity of
planmng agencies and local governments, and tiie quality of civic discourse. Good design and
planmng did not happen simply because tiiey are good ideas. They happened because die
community talked itself into making key decisions to put planning ideas into action, and
created die infrastructure of civic institutions to support and implement diose decisions.
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THE COMPACT METROPOLIS
Unlike many fast growing metropolitan areas in the American West (such as Phoenix,
Houston or Las Vegas) Portland is still best understood from the inside out. It has been
fertile groimd and source of good examples for the advocates of neo-traditional neighborhood
planning and the so-called "new urbanism."
Downtown: Metropolitan Portland is anchored by a strong and viable central core. The
downtown is walkable and attractive. Downtown and the immediately adjacent areas have to
date held or captured all of tJie key cultural institutions for the metropolitan area, including
university, performing arts facilities, sports venues, and convention facilities. The central
office district has increased its number of jobs to more tiian 100,000 and upgraded average
job quality over tiie past twenty years. Two-thirds of die Class A office space in tiie metro
area are downtown (far higher that the 40 percent typical for other cities in the United
States).
Inner Ring: Portland lacks the "grey area" or ring of derelict industrial districts and abandon
neighborhoods tiiat surrounds die highrise core of many cities. Downtown Portland is
bordered by viable residential neighborhoods at several economic scales and by
neighborhoods in the making on surplus railroad and harbor land. An innovative industrial
sanchiary policy uses a zoning overlay to protect mner manufacturing and warehousing
districts from the incompatible uses such as big box retailing, allowing major employment
centers witiiin two miles of downtovra to add roughly 100,000 jobs to tiiose in the central
business district.
Middle Ring: Beyond the inner ring of apartment neighborhoods and industry is Portland's
ring of streetcar suburbs, die residential districts tiiat first developed between 1890 and 1940.
In most cases, these neighborhoods were successfully recycled for a third generation of
families in tiie 1970s and 1980s. Several bypassed neighborhoods have experienced the same
process in tiie 1990s. These recycled neighborhoods support an unusually prosperous set of
neighborhood business districts and an unusually strong city school system, which is itself a
selling point for neighborhoods.
Outer Ring: Much of Portland's recent employment growth has taken place in postwar
suburbs, including office clusters and electronics manufacturing. However, tiie combination
of an Urban Growth Boundary and an economic recession in much of tiie 1980s prevented
tiie scattering of low density development in a leapfrog pattem. The lack o f an outer
circumferential freeway or beltway has combined with tiie strong urban core to blunt the
nationwide trend toward the independent employment centers known as "edge cities."
Instead, tiie outer ring of tiie metropolitan area remains closely tied to tiie core through a
radial highway system and a developing radial rail system.

PLANNING COALITIONS
As a compact and centered metropolis, Portland tiius matches in many particulars tiie model
of good urban form tiiat dominates tiie professions of planning and urban design in tiie late
1990s.
The metro area also benefits from plannmg and growtii management instittitions tiiat are now
textbook examples of "good govemment" for otiier Nortii American cities. Most important is
die Oregon land use planmng system, established in 1973 and administered by a state Land
Conservation and Development Conunission. Implementing state planning guidelines in tiie
Portland area is Metro, an elected regional govemment whose powers were substantially
enhanced by local voters in the 1990s.
In Portland as in every otiier city, however, planning is politics, as is urban design at any
scale larger tiian an individual project. Good ideas do not realize tiiemselves; tiiey are
implemented tiurough political decisions m which die community considers alternatives and
makes choices. In Portland, those decisions have mvolved the construction of a series of
remarkable stable aUiances aromid issues of urban form.
These coalitions are products of die last tiiirty years. In tiie decade after World War I I (1945¬
1955), Portland politics revolved around traditional battles between old guard politicos and
reformers over police cormption, proposals for city manager govemment, and the
acceptability of public housing. From 1955 to 1965, politics revolved around the
longstanding tension between business interests on die east and west sides of die Willamette
River, expressed in bitter electoral battles over the location of public facilities such as a
Coliseum and domed stadium.
One reason for introverted batües over issues left over from the 1930s and 1940s was
Portland's failure to catch die postwar economic boom. From 1945 to 1965, Portland was
stodgy in social tone, cautious in leadership, and stingy with public investments. The
neoprogressive political reform movements tiiat spoke for new economic interests aiid
transformed cities such as Denver and Phoenix bypassed Portiand. Witiiin die Pacific
Northwest, Portlanders pinched pennies while Seattle consolidated its economic lead witii
strategic investments in tiie University ofWashington, in tiie Century 21 exposition, and in
facilities to handle containerized cargo, and in community infrastrucmre.
The late 1960s, however, brought important changes. The rise of a locally based electronic
and instramentation industry and the expansion of business and professional services brought
in highly educated outsiders, many attracted by environmental amenities as well as specific
jobs. In combination with the newcomers, a new generation of voters with limited interest in
old battles chose a new set of political leaders with fundamentally new municipal and
regional agendas.
This local revolution in public leadership coincided with changes in the national dialogue
about city planning and politics. Portland's new politics were informed by tiie urban renewal
and freeway critics of tiie 1960s, who emphasized die value of small-scale and vernacular
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urban environments and die excitement of large cities. City planners rediscovered diat
downtowns were complex collages of subdistricts radier dian unitary wholes. Bodi quality-oflife liberals working in the growing iirformation industries and members of minority
conununities reemphasized die values of place and die sought to make neighborhoods
effective instruments of resistance to large-scale changes in die urban fabric. Widiin this
changing national discourse, Portland stood out not for the content of its vision but for die
effectiveness of its leaders in transforming the common vision into a comprehensive set of
public policies and for constructing powerful political coalitions around several planning
goals.
Downtown and older neighborhoods: At die center of Portland planning politics is die
mutual support of downtown busmesses (die traditional "growth machine") and older
neighborhoods. Mayor Neil Goldschmidt (1973-79) overcame east side/west side mistrust
with a three-facet effort diat emphasized public transportation, neighborhood revitalization,
and downtown plaiming. Improved public transit would improve air quality, enhance older
neighborhoods, and focus activity downtown. A vital business center would protect property
values m surrounding districts and mcrease attractiveness for residential reinvestment. Middle
class families who remained or moved into inner neighborhoods would patronize downtown,
and prosperity would support high levels of pubhc services. Neighborhood planning would
focus on housmg rehabilitation and amenities to keep older areas competitive widi suburbs.
The downtown-neighborhood coalition remains viable 25 years later, assisted by Portland's
social homogeneity. Portiand is a middle class city of small busmess proprietors, skilled
union members, managers, and professionals. Unlike neighboring Seattle, its history is not
one of labor-management conflict or ethnic polarization. The small African-American
population (only 8 percent of the City of Portiand in 1990) is well-integrated at die
neighborhood scale by any national comparison.
White collar and blue collar employers: Embedded in die downtown-neighborhood
coalition is an important compromise between old warehousing and manufacmring industries
and downtown office employers and developers. That compromise has been to use zoning to
identify certain parts of the downtown fringe for expansion of offices and housing while
protecting older uses in odier fringe areas. This industrial sancttiary policy is a powerful tool
for avoiding the mismatch between the location of jobs and housing that afflicts many
metropolitan areas.
Central city and older suburbs: A logical expansion of the Goldschmidt coalition has been
die definition of common agendas by the City of Portland and key suburban cities. The
coalition developed in the 1980s around planning for a four-spoke light rail system. The
three largest suburbs recognized that hght rail links to downtown Portland offer strong
development potential for secondary activity centers. They have agreed with Portland that
Metro's "Region 2040" plan, widi its promise of compact residential development and
promotion of city and suburban downtowns served by improved public transit, offers the
chance to pursue futures as outlying anchors on a radial transportation lines rather than as
beads on a beltway.

This alliance has been facilitated by the social homogeneity of the metropolitan area. Censusdefined minorities constitute only 12 percent of the metropolitan population, making Portiand
one ofthe "whitest" metro areas in the U.S. As a consequence, intensified development in
suburban communities does not carry an automatic implication of racial change. Nor does it
imply substantial shifts of social status, for the gap between city and suburban household
incomes is smaller than in a majority of comparable metropolitan areas.
Farmers and metropoites: Providing a context for Portland area planning, as well as the
specific sanction for the UGB, is Oregon's land use planning system. The LCDC system
originated in 1973 as a farm preservation program. The decision to use an Urban Growth
Boundary as a as central tool made it possible to attract Willamette Valley cities as part of a
legislative coalition.
A willingness to consider European-style constraints on urban expansion has been rooted in
part in a sense of physical limits unusual in the expansive West. Valuable Willamette Valley
farmland is an obviously finite resource, whose limits are marked by the foothills of the
Cascades and Coast range.
Urbanists and environmentalists: A compact urban form benefits the undeveloped landscape
and natural systems as well as farms. The commitment of environmental advocates and
"greens" to Portland growth management also links closely to the sense of physical limits,
for relatively littie urbanizable land remains between the suburban frontier and edges of the
Northwest forest. In effect, the recent neotraditional vision of compact development has been
layered on an environmental regionMism of the sort historically associated with Lewis
Mumford. The former draws ftom the planning and design professions who are the strongest
advocates of "new urbanism." The latter draws on scientific environmentahsm with its
concem for sustainable natural systems. The result is a potent alliance between boulevardiers
and backpackers, friends of city life and friends of trees.
PLANNING LESSONS F R O M P O R T L A N D
The Centrality of Ti-amsportatlon: Transportation planning and investment has been the
pivot for Portland's planning efforts. Transportation decisions have strengthened downtown
and older neighborhoods and created city-suburb alliances. The public fear of Los Angelesstyle traffic congestion is the single strongest source of support for regional planning and
compact urban form.
A Habit of Planning: Portlanders have developed a habit of planning. The civic community
is comfortable and familiar with planning processes, issues, and terminologies. Issues of
planmng are part of the civic discourse and a staple of local news reporting to an extent
unusual in other cities. Metropolitan areas frequently take a single well-publicized swing at
defining a regional agenda but lack follow-through. The Portland experience suggests die
vital importance of following such highly visible activities with continued discussion through
conferences, meetings, and publications sponsored by locally based instimtions. These
instimtions might be an urban university, govemment agencies, or nonprofit advocacy
organizations (such as die Regional Planning Association of New York).

The Power of Incrementalism: Portland has built its particular urban form and its
supportive institutions of planning and growth management through a series of incremental
steps. The decisions and institution-building that have shaped the Portland of 1996 had their
beginnings in the late 1960s.
For three decades, residents of the Portland area have moved one step at a time, addressing
problems in sequence rather than trying for comprehensive one-time solution to a complex
set of concerns. They have also built public mstitutions incrementally. A n example is the
gradual creation of a strong Metro from its origins in the Columbia Region Association of
Governments (1966), addition of a Metropolitan Service District (1970), modification of
CRAG (1974), merger of CRAG and MSD into Metro (1978), and the fiirdier expansion of
Metro's authority and independence in 1992.
Other cities might also think about the value of incremental approaches to growth
management. It is common wisdom among community organizers that it always important to
start with small but winnable issues to build community confidence and political momentum
before tackling the hard problems. The Portland experience suggests that an analogous
approach may be relevant for citywide and regional planning and growth management.
Coalition Building: The central pomt of this analysis is die importance of building stable
poUtical coalitions for moving a metropolitan regional agenda. Portlanders have developed a
pohtical culture that considers policy alliances and team buUding as the normal way of doing
public business and balances the brokering of economic and political interests with a serious
regard for rational argument.
It is unlikely that the basis for coalition building wUl be the same in other metropolitan areas,
for key issues and key players will differ. Growth management and urban form may be less
important than another commoidy recognized problem, such as city-suburban revenue sharing
or the creation of political bridges across racial divide). Nevertheless, Portland's recent
planning history suggests that U.S. metropolitan areas are not locked into an inevitable cycle
of spatial sprawl and city-suburb conflict.

[References and full version of paper available on request]
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INTRODUCnON: THE PROPOSALS FOR MID-1930s CARACAS
After Juan Vicente Gómez's deadi, which put an end to Venezuela's longest dictatorship (1908^^nS'
*® ^Contreras's new democratic adminishation
(1935-1941) was to move die presidential residence back to Caracas by die end of 1935 López
Confteras was to find a capital which had tong since shown die signs of die petroleum boomwidi a population of 203,342 and an extension of 542 urban ha by 1936, Caracas possessed
the highest daisity of Venezuela - 146.84 inhabitants per square km - while tiie demographic
mcrease hadbeen 45% since 1926. Rural-urban migration had become an ünportant f a c ^ of
growtii: 87,902 residents were bom from immigrants to tiie capital, which boasted 8 hnes of
taws and cars, 2 tram enterprises, buses, trucks and a very busy urban hfe, according to tiie
1939 Census. Beyond tiie crowded cenfre, tiie new urbamzadones had replaced tiie coffee
plantations ui tiie capital o f tiie former coffee-exporter country. From La Florida to Chacao
eastOTi siiburbs evmced a growing speculation in real estate, urbanized witii a frenzy which
could not be perceived mtibe Gómez era.
Given its potentially revolutionary effects, Gómez had always postponed any discussion of die
u r ^ changes to Caracas; but immediately after Ws deatii, tiie debate was to burgeon out m die
natoml press, wtale related articles appeared i n specialized journals. The daydreams and
fenlasies r^essed for so many years started to be released haphazardly m tiie Utopian
proposals o f Ranuro Na\^ - a visionary lawyer and architect who came to be known as tiie
Venezuela Jules Verne. The bulk of Nava's ambitious plan «Bloque de Oro" - pubhshed since
January 1936 m El Universal Venezuela's largest newspaper - was to be (üsplayed in his
Ammcamzed Foposals for López's restwed capital, comprised in his "Plan Ramrronava",
which mtended to be a st^forward m relation to tiie aUegedly timid and abstract programme of
tiie ^yermnent (1971: 690-94). Less ambitious but mori realistic were otiier i ^ < ^ o ^ S the
ï o S ' ^ th
""^^^
H ^ < ^ > t i o n witii eastem suburbs, such hs ^anonymous
pmm for tiie expansion of Carac^, focused on tiie haffic problem, which could no tonger be
^ I v e d witii furtha- orgamzation of tiie hansit, but only witii tiie necessary transformaüL of
h a Z p ^ f n ' ^ S w^"^ ""^^ a big avenue (Proyecto..., 1936: 5). A week later, Luis Roche
«S ^
to pubhsh his r e ^ n s e m tiie same newspaper. In «Embellecimiento de Caracas", tiie

SfiSTl^r.lS^iT'^J^i
fimctional
shortcomings of
ÏL^SSl' ?
the oraamental detenwation due to tiie mvasion of cars and tiie rziSpmt
f ^ ^ ^ A " ^ i " ^ " ^ ^nfrasmictiire. Apart from some recommendations for tiie sanitary ^ d
foancial development of the capital, tiie highhght of Roche's proposal was in relationto fte
f i 'T ^fo'i^T r ^ " ^ '• ^^^?b seemed to imitate tiie examples o f botii New York and Paris
fS-™ ' ^ " 3 ^ ) ; ? ^ ^ ^ s « f *,<*actic articles published i n £ / ü m v m a ^ from 1938, die cmsade
« S n ' T n ^ ? h ? F ^ t f ^ ' J ^ . SJ^en up by tiie Spanish Rafael Bergamin. Witii
2f t h i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ c ^ f
Henn Prost, tiie newcom^ explained his particular vision
stmcmral r e s t r i c t s due to its
A - LS^ '^^T
functional modification of a centre where
commercial adimmstiative and monumental fimctions were mixed was urged by tiie autiior. In
" ^ ^ s i f i ^ t i o n of the lots of cential blocks! witii 5^o^ey
I f
^
"^"ï^h ^ ' ' ^ ^""^
of central streets, whilst rescumg hmer spaces
tor greenery - one of tiie major wants of Caracas (Bergamm, 1959: 14,19, 22-23).

^}^J trifi?^ f?Z^^^^^
Zt^tr.^

i1>fS.?^\^^^'T'u^°^'^i
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Despite their relative lack of theoretical support, all these proposals had the ment of commg to
terms with the historic chaUenges of post-Gómez Caracas. They pubhcly proclamied the
exhaustion of its colonial centi-e - whose untouched grid had suffered nearly four centimes of
social and economic changes. They also tiansformed tiie pendmg questions of urban sprawl
and haffic mto tiie more general issues of tiie urban renewal of tiie centi-e and its articulation to
tiie eastem suburbs, whüe urging for planning instiiiments m tiiis respect (Caraballo, 1991).
EspeciaUy tiie proposals of Roche and Bergamin had tiie merit of combming functional needs
witii aestiietic amehorations in terms of monumentality, ornamentation and greenery - an
equUibrium o f which it was good to remind tiie gree<fy developers of the booming capital But,
above aU, tiiere was a point which aU tiiese proposal agreed about: tiie crisis of tiie growtii and
ti^c of Caracas could not be solved witii a partialti-eatmentof its centre alone, but witii a
genaal plan for tiie city.

Kotival gained

V-^^S^^^^^^^

ï ï l S r ^ ^ ^ * o f t S
tei'plSg
Und^er Rotival's guidance, die D U first
^
a Snosis of tiie evolution of Caracas tiiroughout d i ^ e n t epochs in tenns o f

ISZI

movement, traffic and transport, cUmate, mfrastmctere, etc. Secondly,
t f f ^ S a t e die proposal, tiie ttaditional social, phüosophical, demograpluc,
^ S i c a n d ^ o m i c stiidy of the centte and tiie suburbs was complemen ed by tiie
^ ï S t i S n ^ f nS? s ? ^ ^ t i c üisttuments of analysis, such as "zoning" and tiie hierarchy o f
"^^^ c S S wJ S b y divided into fimctional areas: commercid, mdusttial, residential
J S ^ a L a)mDleted by tiie disttict of pubUc buUdings; residential zones were also
" " ^ i S S S ^ ^ S o ^ c M sttata (Gobemación, 1939, H: 373-75). hi view of J l tiiese
S ^ J i ? ^ ? * e S i ^ ^ t i o n of tiie French envoys witii die DU technicians tends to be taken
as tiie bktii certificate of modem urbanism m Venezuela.

THE FIRST LOCAL OFFICE OF URBANISM

THE MONUMENTAL PLAN OF CARACAS (1939)

Some of tiie problems and dUemmas hmted at in tiie proposals for Caracas were to be solved by
tiie new head of tiie Gobemación del Distiito Federal (GDF), General Elbano MibeUi,
appomted by tiie President m February 1936. Apart from backing López's samtaiy and
educational pohcies from tiie GDF, tiie General also paid immediate attention to tiie urban
problems o f Caracas, which were bemg discussed m tiie newspapers i n tiie days o f his
appointinent As pubhcly reckoned by newspapers proposals m 1936 and by Govonor MibeUi
himself later on, tiie question of traffic was intimately associated with tiie general
tiansformation of Caracas, which could not be postponed any longer (GDF, 1940: vüi). After
writing to tiie Colegio de Ingenieros de Venezuela ( O V ) m AprU 1937 askmg for advice m
order to develop tiie pubhc services of tiie GDF, and apparentiy also foUowmg a presidential
request, MibeUi created, on AprU 6,1938, tiie first Dkección de Urbanismo (DU) of Caracas.
Witii technical and economic resources detached from tiie municipal administration, the D U
was not meant to be a mere body for controUing tiie growth of the capital, but a planning
zg&xcy which should immediately stiidy, elaborate and ünplement a new "Plan de Urbanismo"
for the city of Caracas, as it was set up m justification of MibeUi's iegal resolution
(Gobemación, 1939,1: 271).

The French envoys' Haussmannesque conception of urbamsme is evident m thejntroduction
to ttie S S S " P l a n Monumental de Caracas" (PMQ - which served to Immch tiie R^^a
M^t^Sois^o Federal (RMDF) m 1939. The PMC's definition of u r b ^ s m protested
ftetadSS S o n c i t i o n of a superfluous ornamental art; mstead, urbamsm was an

At tile same time, tiie urbanistic apparatus was boosted with a new Comisión Tècnica de
Urbanismo (CTU) composed o f local expats and representatives from tiie Mmistiy of PubUc
Works (MOP), tiie D U and MibeUi hhnsdf. The GDF's new urbanistic machinery was
completed with the expertise of French professionals: on tiie same date as tiie creation o f the
DU, tiiere was also celebrated a contiact with tiie Paris-based office of Henri Prost, Jacques
Lambert, Maurice Rotival and Wegenstein, who were supposed to provide "thek autiioritative
opmions and technical programmes which should be necessary", as weU as to teach tiie
engmeers which might in future collaborate with the govemment (Plan..., 1939: 4). Among
otiier poUtical reasons, tiie choice of Prost's office was due to tiie CTU members' academic and
cultural links witii Europe, and especiaUy witii France (Martin, 1994: 345-53).
The French team c o n t i ^ e d for tiie urban plan of Caracas had a genealogy ulthnately related to
tiie so-caUed "École Frangaise d'Urbanisme" (EFU), which made of France one tiie big
exporters o f tiie new discipline, tiianks to tiie urbanistic enterprises of French coloniahsm
(Choay, 1983). Prost had had a more direct Uaison witii Eugène Hénard, the Musée Social's
work, and the great aims of colonial urbanism; Rotival, on the other hand, had a theoretical
understanding of aU of tiiose mgredients, mcluding the work of Hénard - who was to be
celebrated as tiie "urbanist o f Paris" some years later. In terms of design, Prost's tiibute to tiie
Haussmannian tradition in Morocco was continued in Rotival's respect for regularization and
monumentality. AU tiie tiieoretical ingredients of French colomal urbanism were dius
represented in the technical team caUed up for the mission m Caracas (Martin, 1991: 84-88).
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urbanism - explamed witii a certam naiveté - were supposed to bei^fit all tiie components of the
S r A f t i i e b?st Ulusttation of tiie long-tenn advantages of an uri)amsttc ^an, Ae example of
H a u s f m ^ was caUed up. The hygiene problems of mid-nmeteentii^aitiiry Pans could be
^tvSS b^^of
mdomirable enagy of its Prrfect, whose creative gemus confroitted
m S l S t omo^tion m order to ttansfomi tiie city mto a great capital hi view of such a
S S ^ S r ^ e problem of tiie new organization for Caracas did not have to start ^ m
S?o, S should rather imitate tiie way modem legislations combmed uAamstic goals witii
economic means (Plan..., 1939: 19-20).

Z

The exampte of tiie Haussmamtian capital was also used to solve tiie PMC's great dUermna
S n
or urban extaision of tiie centte? Accordmg to tiie experts, f r a c a s presented a
S i s mo^ment towards tiie east; i f boosted by tiie urban extenaon, tins tendency would
S ^ ^ y S g about a devaluation óf tiie centte in tiie ftitiire. TTie nsl^ of tiiat scaiano w ^
UlSrated by Haussmann's decision to mbanize westem Pans, which had supposedly fiieUed
tiie deterioration of centtal slums, whose clearance and samtation costs proved to be v ^
expensive m tiie long tenn. So leammg agam from tiie Haussmannian exprnence tiie PMC s
S ^ S t i o n s opted for a sort of mtan renewal which sought to solve die ttaffic problem
tiirough ttie enlargement of centtal stteets and tiie design of a mam avenue, whose dmi^sions
could give a monumental hnage to tiie city, a goal which was boosted by tiie proposal of fintiier
plazas^and public spaces ^lan..., 1939: 22-25). Despite the wide lockage of g e n « ^
proposals, tiie PMC's mam concem focused on tiie s o ^ e d "mchspensable works whose
e x ^ t i o n always represented a relatively smaU expendittire which stiU had a considerable
unportance for tiie whole plan of a city, hi view of tiie deasiye importance of aestiietic worlö
in those examples, tiie PMC gave priority to the execution of the Jo^^^J^^f^S^/IJ^^^'^^^
by tiie consttuction of tiie 30-m-wide Avemda Centtal, forked mto diagonals at botii exttemes =
westem El Calvario and eastem Los Caobos. Crowned by a Sagrano devotedto tiie Liboator,
new public buUdmgs reinforced die monumental character along tiie Avenue (Plan..., lyJV- ^ i=
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Venezuelan planners no longer wanted to plan their cities m the grand manners of French
urbanism.
(1) This paper has been drawn from die autiior's PhD diesis, 'European urbanism in Caracas
(1870s-1930s)', London: Architecmral Association, 1996, developed under die supervision of
Dr. Nicholas Bullock, King's College, Cambridge. The translation of die diesis is about to be
pubhshed: A. Almandoz, Urbanismo europeo en Caracas (1870-1940), Caracas: Fundarte,
Equmoccio, Ediciones de la Universidad Simón Bolivar, 1997

Postvyar Planning in The Philippines:
Lessons From the Last Five Decades
Sophremiano B. Antipolo
University of Southeastern Philippines
Obrero Campus, Davao City 8000
Philippines
Postwar planning i n the Philippines included planning at the national, local, and regional
levels. A t each level, however, urban planning is embedded. This paper sketches the history
and lessons learned from the last five decades, 1940s - 1990s.
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The Decade ofthe 40s
Postwar planning i n the Philippines formally began i n 1946 when the National Urban
Planmng Commission (NUPC) was created by then President Sergio Osmena, Sr. by
virtue o f Executive Order 98 for the reconstmction o f the cities and towns destroyed during
the war. I n 1947, the People's Homesite and Housing Corporation (PHHC) replaced the
NUPC and the National Housing Commission (NHC).
Most o f these offices were
concerned w i t h housing. I n the same year, Republic A c t 333 made Quezon City the
capital o f t h e Philippines. The Capital City Planmng Commission (CCPC) headed by Juan
M . Arellano, was then created to prepare a general development plan for the new capital
city. I n planning the new capital city, the Commission took into account the role o f the
city: politically, aesthetically, socially, and economically. However, nothing came out o f
the well-conceived master plan o f the Arellano Commission. The lesson from this
experience is threefolds the grand vision o f 1949 could have been realised i f the
following were done:
(1) transform the Commission into an agency w i t h executive
authority;
(2) acquire without delay privately-owned land needed for roads and other
essential pubhc facilities as w e l l as land for housing projects at prices then prevailing; (3)
transfer land use control from the city authorities to the Commission, including the levying
and collection o f special assessments on privately-owned land (Aragoncillo et. al., 1984).

The Decade ofthe 50s
In 1950, urban squatting began to show signs o f proliferation. I n the same year, the
National Plannmg Commission (NPC) replaced N U P C and CCPC, and was authorised to:
(1) design a town, city or regional plan for any part o f the country; (2) draft u n i f o r m
building codes for presentation to local authorities and adoption i n their legislative bodies
similar to zoning ordinances and subdivision regulations. I n 1954, the NPC prepared the
master plan for Manila. I n 1955, President Magsaysay through Executive Order 148
created the National Housing Council ( N H C ) . I n 1959, after the enactment o f Republic A c t
2264, the planning o f Philippine towns and cities became the responsibility o f the local
governments. However, very few cities took advantage o f this opportunity (Abrams
e t a l , 1959).
While agencies for the administration and operation o f lu-ban housing development program
existed, theyworked fragmentally. A t that time, the concepts and consequences o f urban
development, city plaiming and urban rehabilitation were not yet f u l l y appreciated by
either the govemment or private sector nor were urban development needs incorporated i n
long-range economic plans. The NPC had its activities limited to that o f a consulting
agency. The lesson o f the 1950s was that plaiming was up to the individual city or
13

municipal govemment and because funds and technical persormel were unavailable,
most cities, no planning was done at aU (Araneta, 1960).

in

The Decade o f t h e 60s
The decade o f the 60s was characterised by a continuing movement o f the Filipinos to the
cities to search for a better life. Thus, urban plarming and its programs must cope w i t h
the increasing population. However, the strategies used b y the Presidential Commission on
Squatter (PCS) w h i c h studied and recommended solutions to squatter problems w i t h
Sapang Palay as the pilot project i n 1963 proved to be ineffective.
According to
HoUnsteiner (1964),
the plarmer's
conmiitment
to long-range
planning on
a
comprehensive scale often places h i m i n direct conflict w i t h the ordinary populace, which
seeks inmiediate or short-range, hmited scope improvements. What to the planner is his
work and accomphshment, to the people represents a remote and time-wasting period o f
inaction and non-accomplishment. Plarming is making decisions affecting the whole f o r m
and character o f the community and the life o f its people. The lesson, then, was that
planning calls for citizen participation. Public participation is essential i n the planning
process.
The idea o f establishing a centre for urban studies became more attractive when, i n 1963,
the then Institute o f Public Administration o f the premier University o f the Philippines
(U.P.) received a grant from the Ford Foundation to tmdertake a research project on the
problems and operations o f local govemment and their role i n national development. This
led to the creation o f the Local Govemment Center (LGC) o f the said Institute.
I n October 1965, the U.P. Board o f Regents estabhshed the Institute o f Planning (now the
School o f Urban and Regional Plannmg) upon the approval o f Republic Act 4341 b y t h e
Philippine Congress. The estabhshment o f the Institute o f Planning was largely a product
o f the increasing recognition o f urban and regional problems and trends and o f the
realization that plarming is important i n assisting or redirecting these trends. I t was also
a response to the need for capable mban and regional plarmers whose training and
experience are appropriate to the conditions existing i n developing countries like the
Philippines (Carino, 1975)
A series o f seminars on " M a n and His Enviroimient" was held between February and
Jime 1969.
A n assessment o f the papers presented indicated the following:
(1) a
recognition o f the ills o f the city, its causes and its effects; (2) the adoption o f measures to
use or at least alleviate these ills; (3) the recognition o f the need for planning and the
procedures and methods o f plarming; and (4) the urgency o f implementing these plans.
The lesson drawn here stressed on the failure i n the implementation o f land development
schemes and improvements, due to the lack o f foresight and imderstanding not only by the
govemment but by the private sector as well.

The Deeade o f t h e 70s
There was a need to relate slimi and squatter problems to an overall plan f o r urban and
regional development so that a study, which focused on squatters and slum dwellers i n the
five cities o f the Philippines, namely: Baguio, Iloilo, Cebu, Davao and Iligan was conducted
i n 1971. The Philippines has an urban system characterised by primacy. Accordingly,
attention has been concentrated on the major urbanised area i n the vicinity o f Manila, also
described as Greater Manila and Metro Manila. Urban problems are most acute i n the
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medopolitan area, and "the crisis seems limited to the Manila area because o f its
characteristics as a primate city.
I n the Philippines, urban development generally has been neglected and existing planning or
development board are mainly concemed w i t h economic plannmg but not w i t h physical
planning. Since the purpose o f economic planning is to provide a better environment w i t h a
higher standard o f living for the people, i t should lead to physical urban planning. Physical
urban planning should go hand m hand w i t h economic planning at the local, regional, and
national levels.
Although it is quite easy to come up with a national policy stating certain goals,
implementation is difficult because o f the conflicts i n inter-govemmental relations. A n d
the transfer o f t h e physical planning function to local govemment i n the Philippines are often
cited as dehimental effects o f the local autonomy crasade. Reasons w h y programs to cope
w i t h mtemal city or metropolitan area problem have not been too successful were: (1) lack o f
forward looking tradition o f city planning; (2) widespread adherence to local officials and
some national govemment people to the doctrine o f localautonomy; (3) failure o f the
national govemment to provide the leadership i n confronting the city and metropolitan
problems.
The need for a national urban strategy that w i l l hanslate development goals to reality at that
time was already felt. According to Lacquian (1972), a national urban strategy means the
fonnulation, adoption, implementation and evaluation o f a continually evolving set o f
programs and activities designed to optimize the role o f urbanization i n economic and social
development. What is needed is an mtegrated effort on the part o f the public and private
sectors to access their activities i n the light o f their physical, environmental, and spatial
impacts on developments over the national landscape.

Town Planning, Zoning and Housing (TPZH)
The creation o f the National Economic and Development Authority ( N E D A ) i n January
1973 ushered a new strategy i n plannmg. The Constitution o f 1973 mandated the N E D A
for the purpose o f recommending a continuing coordinated and f u l l y integrated social and
economic plans and programs.
I t is an effort o f the govemment to make development
planning a more organized activity integrating physical planning w i t h socio-economic
planning. To bridge the gap between socio-economic and physical planning, an Inter-Agency
Task Force on Human Settlements (TFHS) was created i n 1973. It was charged w i t h the
responsibility to produce a framework plan for the nation and the Manila Bay Region
( N M P C - M H S , 1977). A n integrated report was completed i n November 1974 containing the
"Framework Plan for the Nation and for the Manila Bay Metropolitan Region" w i t h
policy recommendations on special programs such as housing and the creation o f the
Metro Manila Commission ( M M C ) .
O n December 1974, the M M C served as the technical secretariat i n the Philippine National
Preparatory Committee for H A B I T A T which underscored the importance o f human
settlements issues. As a resuh, a solution-oriented National Conference on Human
Settlements was convened ~ a deliberate effort to communicate the National Program on
human settlements development.
Throughout 1977 to 1978, sttong coordinative linkages w i t h the human settlements approach
that proved vital led to the holdings o f the National Conference for Tovra Planning,
Housing, and Zoning (TPZH). I t led to the orgaiuzation o f a nine-agency National
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Coordinating Council (NCC) i n February 1977 by virtue o f Letter o f Instruction ( L O I ) 511.
The N C C - T P Z H Program achieved the acceleration o f land use and zoning plans prepared
i n the major centres o f the coimtry i n line w i t h that o f the regional and national priorities
and
guidelines.
It further enhanced local capabilities for plan preparation and
administration.
The Human Settlements Commission (HSC) was elevated to the Ministry o f Hmnan
Settlements ( M H S ) i n 1978 by virtue o f Presidential Decree (PD) 1396 which also created
the Human Settlements Regulatory Commission (HSRC), and designated Metro Manila
as the National Capital Region. I t was through the M H S that govemment policies for
renewal and development o f Philippine towns and cities were carried out. Its program is
primarily directed to three major concems: (1) land use and town planning; (2) shelter;
and (3) environmental management.
Town planning is ba&ically a local government's function but over the years, the national
and regional agencies have been extending technical assistance due to lack o f technical
expertise and funds that could support the conduct o f comprehensive and integrative
planning. A n inter-agency coordinating secretariat for local planning assistance under the
aegis o f the then Ministry o f Human Settlements came up w i t h a Manual o f Operations for
Local Planning Assistance on Tovm Planning and Zoning. I t was used as guidelines for
planning activities o f local govemment units ~ a resuh o f the joint efforts o f the Ministry
o f Human Settlements, the National Economic and Development Authority ( N E D A ) , the
Ministry o f Finance and M i n i s h y o f Budget. As provided by the Memorandum o f Agreement
signed on July 13, 1980 roles and responsibilities o f each agency including their local
officials and institutions were defined.

imnlementable

costing,

and

investment programs and projects

packaged i n terms o f

time-setting,

location. The hitegrated Area Development ( I A D ) approach was used m

formulating the RDIPs.
The economic crisis i n the early 1980s as well as other national problems made regional
development planning all the more relevant. Regional development as a sttategy and goal o f
devdopment was subsequently embodied i n the balanced agro-mdustnal development
?RAlDl7ttategy o f t h e Philippine Development Plan for 1983-87. The B A I D sttategy sought
to achieve national recovery which emphasized devdopment i n the countrysrde, giving
importance to agricultural enterprises and small-scale industries.

Regional Planning after the People Power in 1986
The change i n national leadership i n 1986 and the restoration o f the bicameral system o f
govemment even led to a more substantive decentrahsation o f govermnent administration and
development plamüng. The Medimn-Term Philippine Devdopment Plan for 1987-92
including the supportive regional development plans and investinent programs were designed
to address the persistence o f poverty and income inequality, high unemployment and
underemployment, and urban, rural and regional d i s p a n ü e s .
During this period, greater efforts towards genuine decenttalisation saw the creation o f the
Autonomous Region i n M u s l i m Mindanao ( A R M M ) and the Cordillera Autonomous Region
TCAR)
The approval o f t h e new Local Govemment Code (LGC) i n 1991 enabled a more
active participation at the local levels i n development activities. This was clearly evident m
the formulation o f t h e National and Regional Development Plans for the penod 1993-98.

New Trends and Issues

Regional Planning in The Philippines
The government's recognition o f regional planning as an important tool i n national
development is reflected i n the regionalisation and decentralisation o f national administration
as embodied i n the Integrated Reorganisation Plan (IRP) o f September 1972. The IRP laid
the foundations f o r the activation o f regional development i n the country. The major
elements i n the IRP which influenced the course o f regional planning are: (1) the creation o f
the N E D A ; (2) division o f t h e country into 11 (subsequently 12, 13 and 15) administrative
regions; (3) creation o f the Regional Development Coimcil for each o f the administrative
regions; and (4) the regionahsation and decentrahsation o f key government agencies.
B y the end o f January 1975, the IRP attained physical decentrahsation o f administration and
operation o f national govemment agencies. The regional development councils were
activated f o r each region. I n January 1976, a Presidential directive mandated all departments
and instrumentalities o f govermnent to prepare their respective medium and long-term
development plans f o r integration by N E D A into the Philippine Development Plan for 1978¬
82. This same directive also included the preparation o f the integrated regional development
elements o f the national plan. Accordingly, the Philippine Development Plan for 1978-82
included a chapter on regional development which incorporated the Five year Plans f o r each
o f t h e regions o f the country.

The Decade o f t h e 80s
I n the 1980s, an innovative planning activity was subsequently introduced. This was the
formulation o f the Regional Development Investment Program
(RDIP).
The RDIP
translated the strategies and targets o f the regional development plans into viable and
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Notwithstanding the relatively long experience i n regional planning, new ttends i n regional
development processes continue to evolve. One such trend is area developmeiit or
interregional plamiing. This has arisen as a result o f the growmg awareness hat the
devdopment o f individual regions as planned i n isolation would leave out development
opportunities that may be present outside o f that particular region (Sobrepena, 1993).
Interregional Planning.
Area development planning activities are now i n varying stages i n
each o f the areas o f Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao. Mindanao is now considered several
steps ahead o f other island groups w i t h the creation o f the Mindanao Economic and
Development Council.
Physical Planning and Sustainable Development.
Another emerging trend is physical
planning which emphasizes the concerns f o r sustainable development. The basic idea here is
that planning should consider the Ihnits posed by the capacity o f t h e land and other physical
resources to carry a certain l e v d o f population These natural resources should be able o
supply the needs not only o f t h e present population but o f t h e futtire generahon as well, h i
line w i t h these, a new set o f plan documents namely, the National and Regional Physical
Plans propose land use pohcies and allocation which reconcile the competmg uses o f land
and other physical resources based on economic, environmental, and other considerations
were prepared.
National Urban Policy Formulation.
Not to be overlooked i n the growing concem for urban
plamiing which is part and pared o f regional plamiing. The hdghtened concern on m-ban
development stems from the recognition that urban centtes conttibute to about 70 percent o f
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the country's gross domestic product. Rapid urban growth, i f left unmanaged, can degrade
the environment, choke roads with traffic and relegate large portions of the urban population
to slum dwelling.
Planning Support Systems. Relatedly, the importance of information generation, utilisation
and dissemination in various development efforts is being recognized specifically in the
planning cycle. In this regard, a number of information systems and technologies aside
from the traditional sources of infonnation such as statistics and indicators are being
fonnulated in order to model, forecast, and access data efficiently and effectively. This
includes Geographic Information Systems (GIS).
Regional Yet Global: Transborder Regional Cooperation. Another evolving dimension of
regional development planning is the establishment of direct access or linkages from
regional centres to international markets particularly neighboring countries. In this regard,
the groundwork initiated by President Ramos himself by strengthening the link between
Mindanao and the neighboring Asean countries particularly Brunei, Indonesia, and Malaysia
through the BIMP-EAGA (Brunei-Indonesia-Malaysia-Philippines East ASEAN Growth
Area). The BIMP-EAGA has aheady established significant footholds in economic
cooperation.
Conclusion
Looking back at the record of the last five decades, there is every reason to be optimistic
about the ftiture. As the Philippines aims to become a newly industrialising country (NIC)
by the year 2000, urban and regional planning shall not be left at the roadside. We have
noted that the Regional Development Councils (RDCs) have been strengthened and
nowadays
are
vigorously pursuing the development o f their respective regions.
Furthermore, President Ramos is supportive of regional development as evidenced by the
hallmarks o f his economic program, namely:
people empowerment, countryside
development and regional growth centres.
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On 17 October 1917, J.D. Fitzgerald, Mmister for Local Government in the NSW Hohnan
National Government, noted in his Presidential Address to the First AustraUan Town
Planning Conference and Exhibition that, apart from defeating the ^Hun', Austrahans and
their leaders
must prepare for the reconstruction of the world, which wül follow the re-establishment
of peace We must provide for 300,000 valiant soldiers who will return victonous to
Austiralia from the battiefield. Many of these will go back to City Hfe; and we must make
City life better for them. This is the sphere of the Town Planner...

For Fitzgerald, this was also the moral duty of statesmen of all parties Liberal, National,
Labor of men of good will of all churches and creeds... [and] of [all] unclassified bodies
of men and women who love their country and desire its development and progress'. In his
Presidential Address to the Second Town Plannmg Conference held m Bnsbane between
30 July and 6 August 1918, Fitzgerald further called on politicians, prelates and patiiots to
rally as the nation prepared to face ^Ihe second great war that struggle for commercial and
industrial supremacy, which... [would] begm on the day peace... [was] declared'.
Thus during the first World War, would-be social refonners looked forward to the
possibility of a new social order: they wrote about it; talked about it; and dreamed about
it Although holding a myriad of sometimes subtly and at other times radically divergent
views refonners such as J.D. . Fitzgerald, Robert Irvine and Meredith Atkmson, were
inspired to varying degrees, by municipal growth, the strivings for new amemties,
democracy, socialism, cooperative movements, the growth of secular education and, most
importantly, the new science of town planning. But while conscious of the possibilities for
a new social order, they were equally aware of the alternatives. As Raymond Williams has
said of then: European counterparts, many of them sensed that ^history could go either way:
that the only alternative to a new social order was an mcreasing chaos, the cities smashing
themselves to pieces'' or, as in the case of Sydney, grindmg to a halt under the dead weight
of past mistakes. Australian society had arrived at a critical watershed in its development.
Proponents of a "New Social Order' commenced campaigns from around 1912 with
characteristic missionary zeal,' though tiieir voices were to merge into a more sustamed
discourse over the first two years of the war.' It was clearly perceived that the war m
Europe had 'released social forces... that marked a new epoch in the industrial and political
sphere'' These forces needed to be controlled and harnessed for social good. Reforai, not
radicalism, was required. The preparation of the populous for a new world was also a
prerequisite for social change and advocates of the new order pomted to state sociahsm, cooperation, syndicaUsm and guild socialism as portentous histoncal developments:
every fresh social experiment provides new proof of the simple fact that, until human
material with which we must buüd our new society is more unselfish, more public-spmted,
and more efficient, every mechanical reform must fall far short of its promises. The
conservative cites the faults of human nature as an excuse for leaving thmgs alone. But the
real lesson of history is that the dead heritage from the past must and can be removed, and
that the progress of civilisation can be deliberately and successfully planned for many
years ahead, so long as the people are educated up to an understandmg of the elements of
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a true reconstruction.^

Human raw material in the antipodes was considered to be the finest in the world
Austrahans It was claimed by Meredith Atkinson, educationahst, pubhcist and then
President of the Workers Educational Association of Australia, had thrown off'outworn
theologies and the "humbug of early Victorian religious cant'.'" Many difficulties however
had yet to be overcome. Largely as a result of the 'inferior type of poHtician' found in
Austraha, the country was said to be still'm the very cave days of democracy' " Both clas,
war, exploding in the Great Strike of 1917, and sodal instabihty needed to be banished i f
Australia was to be remade into an 'ideal commonwealth' 'the New Atlantis of modem
cmhzation'. Social conditions had to be created, Atkinson urged, to bring to fruition the
Socialists and Eugemsts[']... contention that we can cultivate a super-race'.
This social program was enlisted, in the context of total war, into a broader •^chen^e- f n r
•National Efficiency' which, as i n Britain and elsewhere, called for
the most efficient adaptation of means to produce the highest welfare and civilisation of
n a S

'^^^"^"^

^ ^ " ^ of other

Social and national efficiency depended upon three essential ingredients: 'industrial
competency'; social harmony; and the 'organisation of society in conformity with a
of socia progress'.- The latter two were of particular importance in combating ' S e m d
diseases' such as slum-bred radicaHsm and industrial unrest. Class-based S t
„
equated with treason and industiial unrest was ascribed to the machinations of the f o r e Z
agitator.- Getting back to a traditional way of life was, for some such as C E W
BZ
journalist and later Official War Historian " as critical to postwar reconstniction as the
need to embrace new technologies in the race for national economic supremacy. TTds meant
mclaimmg tiie values of tiie pioneer and the cooperative and recreating a f a J ü a l X S i X
New, outer suburbs, untainted by tiie Bolshevism or near bolshevism that p E i e d S y l e ^
teeming inner suburbs, would be one of the sources of the New Social Order.
At the begirming of the war, J.D. Fitzgerald had pointed to the central role which town
P anmng had to play m the creation of a new and higher social order. TTie ideal o f
Z
planmng he wro e m 1914, was 'the highest which can animate the human mind IHs
nothmg less than to create conditions which will produce a higher type of human beins
atobutes; m his capacity for creatmg wealtii; and in his power to control his own destiny
m^d enhance his own wealtii and happiness'." Others argued for t o w n ^ a n S i g l
nnportanee m post-war -reconsh^cüon'. h i 1918, Marcus Barlow, in an issue
oflZT^d
Transport wrote that 'the day is not far distant when a general demand for better
commum^ conditions w i l l force an interest in town and city p l a n n i n g ^ d
S e
mdividuahsm to tire background'." By this stage, however, any tiaces of f a d ' a l S h
"apoi^ed""''"" ^

"

P'"^"^

^^'i

>iè

Many 'evangelical' planning advocates for example, Fitzgerald and George Taylor
became increasingly right wing in tiieir polities which is not surprising given a movement
which preached eugenic aims, cooperation with capital and Z n e e d ' f o r c L s T a Z n y
Contadictions also stemmed from tiieir desire, ontireone hand, to liberate h u ^ L ^ n S I l
for tiie benefit of the race and, on tiie other, to control and regelate peop e aTpToceSs »
As m their general pohtical tendencies, many of tiie expert gentieman n h n n p r r i ü
increasingly coercive and legalistic in their'approaches. F ü z S
p r t ™

example. Having commenced his political career as a municipal socialist Fitzgerald jomed
the infant Labor Party, splitting with the pro-conscriptionist faction in 1917 and eventually
ending his career in pohtics as a member of a conservative National Party. Fitzgerald's
obsession with pushing a bill for the creation of a Greater Sydney also put a practical stop
to various minor but urgent refonns to legislative controls over the built environment.
Having spent years drafting the bill, Fitzgerald, as Minister for Local Government, allowed
nothing on the parliamentary agenda which was 'mcluded within the scope of the Greater
Sydney Bill'.^' Less than a year before his death in July 1922, however, Fitzgerald was to
regret that the 'usefiihiess of the town planners' missions is not yet recognised in Austraha.^^
A prominent, though technically untutored and somewhat occasional campaigner for this
reactionary style of 'town planning' was C.E.W. Bean. A member of the Town Planning
Association of New South Wales, Bean emphasised in his book In Your Hands,
Australians, that the nation's advancement on all fronts 'can only be done by planning'.^^
Writing with a military swagger and indicating an ideological authoritarianism, Bean
msisted that the ' laissez faire of peace' had to be overthrown and replaced by 'careful
planning' in those large and hnportant portions of Sydney ^ d Melbourne 'which had still
to be built up will be buih i n our lifetime or the lifetime of our children'.^'* Noting the
limited options for 'breeding up the race' in the Old World, Bean argued that Ausfralian's
had 'a free hand m making our people'. And for Bean, towns, as opposed to cities, were the
essential cradles for undertaking such vital work. Fusing nature and civiHsation, property
appointed towns avoided the 'dulhess of country life' as well as the strains of city living
which bred people who were 'small, nervous and weak'. A suburban existence was the way
forward. 'It is', wrote Bean,
immensely, overpoweringly important to tiie Australian nation that its city folk should hve
in their own houses aroimd tiie towns, and tiiat every house should have its garden (so
much so that it would be worth while to make a law of it and remit tiie tax on gardens). It
means everything in the world for tiie health and spirit of tiie children that they should
have tills home life. Their mothers andtiieirfamihes aretiiegreat educators. And up to the
present most Australian children do have these homes and gardens, fi-esh air and
playgrounds. It is a pure accident no plannmg of ours but still tiiey have them, and tiiat
is one reason why Austialian city men, alone amongst almost all city soldiers, made
practically as good soldiers as Australian country men. There are healtiuer homes around
our Austialian cities, on tiie whole, than around any other cities except those of New
Zealand, ... But one heara people argue: "This villa hfe will be impossible because of the
difficulty of getting servants. We shall have to live m big flats, like Germans." Do not
believe it. If we have any brains at all we shall invent a way out of tins difficulty without
ruining our nation (which is what the crowded life of apartment houses would do). We
want, for all we are worth, the individuality andtiievariety of our home and family life.^^

Materially linked to the nearby city, retaining a village atmosphere and enshrining rural and
homely virtues, the new towns the suburbs
were to create a new frontier: sturdy
yeoman existmg in a 'familial arcadia'^' were to be supplanted by sturdy petit-bourgeois
families living in 'familial arcadia'. (Others have noted the similarities between agrarian
commtmities and the urban petty bourgeoisie.)^' Old values were readopted on these new
quarter acre 'selections'. Based on agrarian mythology or romantic agrarianism^^ Bean's
ideological program emphasised individualism: individual solutions to social problems.
The agrarian myth was refashioned as attention was focussed on reorganising urban
environments for industriaUsation. The city
the agent of modemity^^
was to be
primarily the engine room for capital acctmiulation. In general spared the nastier effects of
capitalism, middle-class suburbia was to become the ideological heartland of Australian
neo-liberahsm. Bean's familial arcadia also amounted to a program for class quarantining;
it seemed that the greatest difficulty confronting his arcadian vision was the 'servant
problem'.
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to forge from the outset a special character for the area.
Whether desired or not, powers for quarantining classes were provided under the lengthy
and detailed ic?cfl/ Government Act of 1919.^^ Containing 685 clauses and schedules and
thirty parts and touching ahnost every aspect of daily life, this legislation codified the
existing law (which had been passed in 1906); attempted to remedy previous defects; and
amplified and extended the powers of local government. Previously, only one per cent o f
the state had been under local government legislation. Now most of the state, with the
exception of the City of Sydney, came under this Act.^^

Inspired by the agrarian impulse and the environmental movement in Australia and the
United States of America, Griffin's Utopian experiment on the sandstone plateau above
Middle Harbour was both a 'crusade' for art'^ and an attempt to separate 'the genius or the
man ahead of his tunes''" and his cohort from the 'masses [which] must painfully grope out
their own uncertain way'"*^ in an age dominated by frightful mass consumption, the market
and vulgar economics:

Various requirements could be stipulated by local councils in terms o f residential
development, but the most mfluential m terms of the character of suburban growth was the
ability to control land use via the definition and proclamation of'residential districts'.^^
Areas could thus be created in a municipality in which certain land uses and activities could
be banned. Further, in combination with two other ordinances, minimum lot sizes could
be set, building materials stipulated and height, lot coverage and setbacks determined.
These powerful controls were known colloquially as 'brick area' regulations." And they
were used to keep 'imdesirables' out of certain areas. Other sections of the Act enabled the
exclusion or regulation of nuisances, defective buildings, noxious trades, dairies, infants'
milk depots, pubhc toilets, chimneys, lodging and boarchng houses, hahdressers and barber
shops.^''
Despite the continued growth in investment in 1920s suburbia, the decade saw a reallocation of resources to industrial mterests and the emergence of authoritarian forces. A t
the grassroots level, manifestations of this authoritarianism could, by the Great Depression,
be foimd in strict, Utopian settlements such as Hammondville^^ at Liverpool and an
attempted agricultural settlement at Manly.^' Authoritarianism had also crept into the work
and thoughts of members of the town planning movement.
Walter Burley Griffin's experience after World War one had clearly left him a soured man.
He had been more or less sacked as Federal Capitol Director in late 1920 due in part to
his dismissive attitude to economics and bottom lines
and he had been greatly
disappointed by his failure to win an international competition in 1922 for the Chicago
Tribune Buildmg." Turning to theosoph/^ and later moving to Castlecrag in 1924, Griffin
sought to move 'back to nature' to 'develop an organic communal life'^^ with modem means.
He detested
the monotony of the modem environment [which was]... not merely here but everywhere.
The isolated relics of earher art as well as the unique variations in races of men and genera
of plants and animals being obliterated in the ubiquitous standardised product of our
building art.''"

'Communion', he wrote, 'with primeval nature is the common school for future architects
that it was in the beginning of civilisation, when everywhere in every race and every
climate anonymous architects expressed fitness and beauty in their constructions."" To
achieve this return to nature. Griffin blended the modem and the anti-modem camelot
and high art deco
as well as the urban and the anti-urban
metropolitan and
cosmopolitan pursuits with retreat and reaction against mass society. His final earthly
paradise was to be an exclusive, tightiy planned and, at first, executed middle-class suburb,
isolated fiom the city but accessible via car, on 650 acres which he and his wife Marion had
secured through their land development company, the Greater Sydney Development
Association.'*^ As Weirick has noted, a number of the shareholders in the company, most
of whom were Griffin's fiiends and supporters, took up an offer of a free allotment which
was bound by the condition that they construct Griffin-designed homes. This was intended
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Two of the factors in the simplest equation concerning Üie social side of urban Hfe have,
strangely enough, been lost sight of in all modem cities, which are essentially iadustrial
and treat humanity as one industrial unit... In tribal or viUage communities, from which all
civilization has arisen, there were essential intermediate social units between the family
and coUective industry. At least Öiere was tiie neighbourhood of a few famiHes with many
interests ia common and also the domestic commuiuty of some twotiiousandpersons all
weU known to each other. These were the relationships that provided natural standards of
conduct, easy and varied ways of emulation and encouragement tofireeexpression, and the
growth of independent thinking as well as healthy outdoor Hving and human contact. The
physical basis out of which these quaHties have grown in the past is lacking in modem
cities, and so is the human product wanting and degenerate, and the leadership is bemg
recmited from constantiy dimiitisliing rural coramxmities. Effort is being made in some
parts of some cities to overcome this fatal deficiency, as it has to be overcome, by making
available common properties and common spaces to these two separate groupings:
neighbourhood and the viHage.''^

Griffin's suburb was eccentric and unique. But here, writ large, was the new subiuban
inheritance. The suburbs were to effect class segregation or quarantine and create, via
statute (vis the 1919 Local Government [Amendment] Act) and other means, insular
envfronments m relatively isolated areas largely for Sydney's middle classes. Suburban
Sydney was to foster cultural narrowness, parochialism, social mtrospection and
exclusivity. Griffin's abhorrence of the 'active destruction going on, not only in the
inevitable breaking up of old idols but in the wanton despoliation of nature''*' was reflected
in fashionable magazines of the tunes. 'To the average man', joumahst Nora Cooper wrote
in The Australia Home Beautiful, 'the word "modem" probably conveys nothing at all
except a secret sense of strangeness and discomfort at the loss of famifiar things'.'*^ The
suburban paradigm, to which many aspired, went largely unchallenged for more than a
generation.
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ABSTRACT : The growth and decay of the class of urban artifacts we call buildings has
been observed in the 20thC. as a quasi cyclic phenomena. These artifacts which form the
greater part of our built environment, range in types from manor house to church, from
factory to CBD skyscraper. Their appearance as well as disappearance echo to large extent
the fluctuations of the on-going national economy. Nevertheless each class of building, seen
as a numerical whole or population is found to obey variations of simple but inviolate rules
of renewal and decay. The mathematical descriptor that we choose to use, we call the sinking
stack effect.
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The Case of the Sinking Stack:
A Theory of Growth, Renewal and Decay of Urban Stock
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A dynamic model of the urban stock called a sinking stack is presented. The stack represents
the accumulation of constructional endeavour over long periods extending back into history.
Each element or section of the stack is subject to renewal and decay in a manner appropriate
to the historical influences it has been obliged to bear. In general, except for current additions,
the stack reduces in 'height' numerically with the passage of time. Thus the stack tends to
sink continually - modelling the disappearance and ageing of the built environment. The stack
needs replenishment, maintenance and care in choice of entry items. Such a choice will
involve the use of what we now know as either renewable or non-renewable resources,
depending on the adoption of sustainable or depletion philosophies.
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Studies of urban housing in the UK as a typed class, for which statistics can be found
covering most of the last century or so, allow comparison between mathematical models of
these effects and the actual situation found in the field.
A computer model illustrating the dynamic effects of these notions has been developed which
greatly assists in understanding such phenomena. Within the scope of the study strong
indicators emerge regarding the direction that urban renewal politics and policies should take.
INTRODUCTION
Experience shows that each cycle of construction, associated with a class of building carries
its own personal stamp of identity, recognised not only by the pastiche of style and owner
idiosyncrasies, but by conformity to regulation and constructional standards, as well as
Contact address: Dr.B. Atkinson, Reader in Const.Tech, School of Construction, UNITEC Inst, of Tech.,
:arrington Rd., Auckland, New Zealand. Tel: (649) 849 4180 (switch), also (649) 815 4321 x 7131 (direct),
Fax: (649) 846 7369 , e-Mail: batkins0n@unitec.ac.n2
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material properties and performance, each one of which is characteristic of its time. The
cycles are not natural, rather more quasi cyclic, more induced by social and political
constructs.
The definition of the lives of a particular unit within a given class or group follows. We need
to consider individual buildings or groups of typed urban stock. The average age (Tg^), the
useful life (sometimes known as the economic life), and the actual life (n) (sometimes known
as technical life, or durable life, or structural life) of typed urban stock are self evident terms,
the latter defines time-spans from construction to demolition. The term amenity value is also
seen as critical to the analysis of urban building renewal in all its forms, as is the equally
abstruse concept of quality construcfion. The productivity of units per annum (p) governs the
limiting total stock of units that can exist at any one time. The total stock (T) varies at any
time (t) on a centurial time-line depending on the addition and loss of stock prior to time (t).
There are two associated features of western twentieth century piaiming that are worthy of
review, and out of which some ground rules for future buiiding stock policies need to be
found. The first is population growth and the attendant economic and survival-based mass
migrations that follow; and the second is the manner that these populations use available
resources and are housed.
This paper is concerned with modelling the 20th C growth characteristics of western style
housing stock taken as a typed class of building. The validity of the models that have arisen
has been tested using statistical data drawn firom UK government sources, that dates back to
1885. The models that have been ^Conceived begin with a simple growth equation through to
more complex algorithms. A computer simulation of stock growth and other parameters
illustrates the dynamic nature of the growth and decay process, and is offered as a description
of the mechanism for the typed class of buildings chosen. The provision of building stocks
that are heralded as sustainable, presupposes that some general philosophy of building
principles is adopted which refers perhaps to Gordon's 'long life, loose fit, and low energy'
plea, rather than say one which bows completely to the gods of profit, or to the adage of 'fast
turnover, fiall house, and fi-ail fabric'.

The era of 250vr old dwelling units may not have been reached, but i f current renewal rates
and early demolitions continue, then such longevity will be necessary unless part of the
population sleeps under the stars, or there is a gross loss in the amenity value of our
dwellings. The irony is that reducing the quality of construction in order to improve supply,
which took place immediately after WW2, will only exacerbate the situation. This mystery
has been termed the housing time bomb. Even by passing comment in this paper it is the first
20th C planning lesson that we need to appraise.
M O D E L L I N G T H E STOCK GROWTH.
As a first consideration we need to study the simplest of mathematical relationships described
here as model No.l. Space limitations preclude rigorous mathematical treatment here, but the
main features of the concept and other models will be outlined..
The growth and decay model that we shall demonstrate is analogous to the logistic equation
for population growth used by demographers, or the cooling and radioactive laws used by
physicists, or the organic growth model used by engineers and biologists. It involves two
parameters; firstly the productivity p (units/yr.), and secondly the durable life of the units n
(yrs). The economic life of a building is normally less than the durable life n , but we will
confine our debate to a simple model. It may not be obvious to the uninitiated, but given these
two parameters it is impossible to exceed in number a total stock greater than their product.
The climbing curve of total stock T (units) approaches this limit asymptotically as t , the time
in years fi'om an arbitrary base, increases. The assxunption for model 1 is that the generating
differential equation is:
dT/dt + T/n = p which yields

T = p.n.(1.0 - e"^") + T^- e"^"°

(1)

assuming boundary conditions that for t =0, values of T = TQ , and n = UQ .
A very useful parameter that can be derived from equation (1) is that of the average age of the
total stock at any time . This parameter could equally well be called the moving average
and is derived from:

T H E MYSTERY
In 1985 the nett population of the UK reached zero growth, peaking at about 54M. Various
estimates of the size of the housing stock at that time give about 22M housing units. Some
0.5M of these predate 1885, and at any one time we may expect about 4% to be unoccupied,
mainly due to occupant transition. I f the mean durable life (n) of these is considered to be 60
years, which is a figure often quoted , then a mean productivity rate of at least 317k. units per
aimum would have been necessary in order to reach the above total number of units. Since
this rate of productivity has been reached only a few times in the years following WW2., then
our assumption about the mean expected durable life of the dwelling units is incorrect.
We know that the average 20thC. productivity rate was about 190,000 units per axmum. This
impHes that the mean durable life of the dwelling units would have to be at least 115 years or
so. Such an age does not fit the popular conception of the durable requirements of a dwelling
house. The mystery of how such a large, but clearly necessary size of stock came about is not
so easy to solve in terms of the parameter sizes that we have come to accept as sacrosanct.
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which on expansion yields
(2)
.
i i we assume that n^n^,
(2a)

Even with a simple expression such as (1) it is seen that the average age of the stock at dme
tg represented by (2) is quite complex. It is possible to calculate the average age of the stock
accumulated in this way over several cycles of construction each one of which has a specific
value of p, n, and T over the operative period of the cycle. For each period of addition to the
stock there follows a longer period of loss of stock represented by the r.h.s. of the r.h.s. of
equation (1) . Each of these cycles is stacked above the previous cycle in order to build up a
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total stock growth function over a given period of time. Fig. 1 illustrates the general form of
the function.
This concept is complicated by the variations in p and n that arise from time to time, which
we have come to recognise as changing building productivity cycles. 25 such quasi cycles can
be found in the 100 years since 1885 to 1985, each with a different productivity rate and
durable life. Each cycle has not only its growth phase, but on completion leaves an extended
decay phase as the stock is gradually replaced over the ensuing years. In 1985 therefore we
had the current cycle of production overiaid or stacked on top of the residue of decaying units
left by the previous 24 cycles. The total in 1985 was in fact about 22M units. The average age
was about 105 years and increasing.
With the passage of time it is clear that the stack reduces unless it is constantly replenished at
the top, or during the current or last cycle. Such an analogy we call the sinking stack. We can
visualize the stack by analogue; by placing a piece of plain black paper with a 3mm. wide
vertical slit cut in it over the T v. t function. Focusing our attention on the lines that cross the
slit, the undeday should be drawn sideways under the sht. The motion of the lines across the
slit exactly models the changes that occur in the stack with time. Alternatively we can
emulate this effect graphically on a computer.
There are some points of note. The addition of new work delays the rate of sinking.
Additional maintenance work also reduces the sinking rate unless we accept falling amenity
values for the stack as a whole.' In practice we neglect some parts of the stock, and focus
attention on others. CSIRO indicate that lagging maintenance is usually between 2 and 6
times less than what is ideally required. The nett resuh is that the total stock or height of each
part of the stack inevitably falls. The difference between maintaining an ideal full height
stack, and the reduced height that we experience in real life, indicates the degree of imperfect
maintenance that takes place, changes in amenity values, loss of function and neglect. It also
reflects political, social and economic constraints and other influences. Examples of these
would be wars, demographic changes and housing subsidies.
It is possible to conceive more complex generating functions than model N o . l by including
additional parameters. Model No. 3 for example introduces the z parameter which is a
replacement factor accounting for loss of manpower diverted from new buiiding work to
mamtenance work as the total stock increases. It also allows for increasing productivity
compoundmg at a rate r per period a. Our trials show that this model produces a total stock
function closely matching that of the chosen typed class of buildings (20thC.UK dwellings) at
least according to the available statistics. There is a fme balance between the effects that
variations in p, k and r generate.

D W E L L I N G HOUSE STOCK RENEWAL - UNITED K I N G D O M
Fig. 2 shows the annual production of dwellings in the UK during most of the 20thC and the
end of the 19thC. Of significance is the unstable nature of the annual number of additions
Fig. 3 shows the graph o f total dwelling stock v time overiaid with the values derived from
model No. 3. They are in reasonable accord. In this hinction the massive annual variations are
lost amidst the statistical chatter of the overall accumulations which number millions Fig 4
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shows the average age t^y of the stock v time from 1885 to 1985. This graph is taken from
the statistics, but can be computed theoretically from model 3 using equations equivalent to
equation (2) or (2a) above. By doubling an average annual value we roughly know the
durable age of the average unit, which in this example appears to be about 105 yrs., far
beyond the 60 yr norm that has its origins associated with cost-in-use considerations.
CONCLUSIONS
It is axiomatic that a population has to be housed. Whether the dwelling units are older than
expected durable limits becomes irrelevant i f amenity values remain acceptable. Higher
amenity values are enjoyed as far as they can be taken within an available capital framework;
but a loss of amenity is endured beyond the effects of other influences because of the need
for basic sheher. The U K stock, which characterises the features of large typed stock, is seen
as far too old for comfort because it was never built to last for so long. The analysis shows
that at the current rate of renewal many dwellings will be in use until they reach at least
250yrs old. A loss of amenity value will arise in these groups. Normally we expect the useful
life of a building to be less than the durable life. Our modelling illustrates these notions.
There is a clash of philosophies between those who currently uphold sustainibility with a
rapid tumover of housing stock combined with the usual developers profit creaming (not
necessarily a contradiction), as against sustainibility with a slow replacement of stock
because of a buih-in long life. In reality whichever philosophy we adopt, as shown in this
paper, the UK buildings will largely remain because most needed whatever their physical
state. Mass demoUtions of middle aged stock are a thing of the past. Over 1.25M are currently
condemned but occupied. This observation is perhaps an indirect definition of the growth of
slums.
The parameters which effect the production and maintenance of housing stock have been
noted above in the abstract. The aging process in dwelling house stocks is a problem carried
over from the l9thC. into the 20thC. that has never been satisfactorily resolved. It is clearly
due to be carried into the 21stC.
This paper has introduced the reader to the concept of stock replacement using the sinking
stack analogy. Having grasped this theory at a simple level it is possible to develop more
complex models which, for example, take account of wide variations in productivity and
short term economic cycles. This could provide insight into how to provide long term buffers
against infrastructure downgrading or collapse. More detailed papers are planned which will
explore these possibilities.
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The image of a neo-classical, grand Dublin, ''the second city of the empire"' is famihar to
many, hi part, this classical Dublin owes much to the foresight and gxiidance provided by
Dublm's Commissioners for the Makmg of Wide and Convenient Streets and Ways (The
Wide Streets Commissioners, McParland, 1972; Craig, 1969; Harvey, 1949). But behind
and alongside the grandeur and the splendour of Georgian Dubhn there was another reality, a
population of deprived, under educated, poor and unemployed livmg in slums in back alleys,
mews courts and lanes and especially concentrated in the western half of the city (Warburton
et al, 1818). The elites aggravated the problem by fleemg their traditional inner city areas to
the unincorporated suburbs or abroad, leaving much of Dublin's fine neo-classical heritage to
fall into muhi-family tenements. The causes of the Dublin slums and tenements appear to
have been unique i n the western worid m fiie 19^"" century in that these conditions were not the
result of industrialisation. As Larkm notes "Dubhn, in fact, suffered more from the problems
of de-industrialisation than industrialisation between 1800 and 1850'\ (Larkm 1998). The
resuhs of these processes included poverty, destitution, overcrowding, unemployment, disease
and very high death rates, as well as the declme and decay of much of the physical fabric of
eighteenth centtiry Dublin.
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Increase in Average Age

T = p.n.(1.0-e-^") + T,.e-^"°

(1)

i

T - p.n.[ (1 - m.n/p)(l - e'^") + m.t/p] + T^. e'^"°

ii

T = p.n.[(e-^^-e"^V(l+g.n)] + t , . e - ' " °

iii

T = p.n. { [ ( 1 + r)'-' - e'^" ] / [ 1 + a.n.logn(.( 1 + r) ] }-f T^. e"^"°
T = p.n. { [ ( 1 + r)'-' - e-^^"""^'* ] / [ 1 + n/z + a.n.Iogn(l + r) ] } + T„. e"<^"° ^

where T = total stock [no.], p = productivity [no./yr], t-time [yrs], n = durable life [yrs], no
durable life previous cycle [yrs], T^ = Total stock at t=0,
increase in p per yr, g =
exponential time constant [1/yrs], r = compound increase in p [no.], a ^ compound time
constant [1/yrs], z = replacment factor [l/yrs].
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A great deal of material has been pubhshed on tiie housing crisis in Dublin at the begmning of
the 20^ century, a crisis that had deepened throughout tiie nineteentii century and to which the
pubhc and private responses had been woefiilly inadequate (Daly, 1985; O'Brien, 1982;
Prunty, 1998). By 1914 nearly 26,000 families or thkty-five percent of the population lived
in 5,000 tenements while more than 20,000 of tiiose families existed m one room and another
5,000 families had only two rooms. The Dublm slums became the mstitution, the locus,
where poverty existed and where a 'culture of poverty' developed which was to exist long
after many of the slums and tenements had disappeared, (Prunty, 1998).
Traditionally, the view had been held that the root cause of the Dublin housing crisis was the
poverty of residents which was based on insufficient and precarious employment. Geddes in
his evidence to the 1913 Housing hiquiry challenged this neat sequence. For him housing
was seen as 'fundamental to the problem of labour, since the house is a central and
fundamental fact of real wages", (Bannon, 1978; Bannon, 1985). There was little chance of
improvement m tiie "terribly depressed conditions of labour" until "a greater efficiency" on
the part of tiie Dublin worker was secured, and to this end "no remedial policy is more
promising than that of improved housing", (Cowan, 1918). Of wider significance and perhaps
of more lastmg consequence was the ability of Geddes to convmce Lady Aberdeen o f the
logic of his argument.
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T H E A B E R D E E N S AND T H E POOR O F DUBLIN.
Lord Aberdeen and his wife, Lady Ishbel, were Scottish members of the Liberal Party who
gave a life o f distmguished public service at home and abroad. The record o f then: stay in
hreiand was one of commitment to social reform and to the Home Rule movement, ("We
Twa'\ 1925). In particular. Lady Aberdeen devoted herself unceasingly to the causes of social
reform, housing improvement and economic development.
I n 1907 she founded the
'Women's National Health Association of Ireland' dedicated to the eradication of disease,
reducmg mortality rates, hnproving housing and creating local enterprise. In time, the
W.N.H.A.I. was to spawn several reform organisations still active in social and economic
advance throughout keland.

Dundrum and Dalkey. The submissions should have regard to three main headings:
commtmications, housing and metropolitan improvements, (Bannon, 1985).
The submitted plans were to be assessed by Professor Patrick Geddes, Professor John Nolen,
Boston and Mr. Charles McCarthy, the Dublin City Architect. The guidelines emphasised
that too much remained unknown about Dublin's needs as yet to allow any definite
commitment to implement any of the schemes. Rather tiie objective was to "elicit Plans and
Reports of a preliminary and suggestive character, and thus obtain contributions and
alternatives which may be of value towards the guidance of the future development of the City
in its various directions". A total of eight entries were received.
The Competition Results.

As a Scott, Lady Aberdeen would have been familiar with the work of Geddes, she visited his
Outlook Tower m Edinburgh and she recognised the potential of his "Cities and Towns"
travellmg exhibition to help "stir up public feeling" on Irish housing conditions and
deprivation throughout the cities and towns of Ireland. "With this end in view [we] invited
Professor Geddes to bring his Cities and Towns Exhibition to Dublin, guaranteeing him
against loss. He came, not once, but twice, and he and the Exhibition made a deep
impression upon a small circle of earnest students", ("We Twa", 1925).
G E D D E S : P O V E R T Y , HOUSING AND T H E TOWN PLANNING C O M P E T I T I O N . •
Geddes took his "Cities and Town Planning" exhibition to Dublin during the simmier of 1911,
where it was displayed as part of the intemationai Congress of the Royal Institute of Public
Health. During the Congress and over the next three years Geddes subjected Dublin to his
renowned fliury of attack and reform on all fronts, (Bannon, 1985; Welter, 1998). He was
instrumental in bringing to Dublin the leading figures of the emerging town planning
profession in Britain and the United States. He encouraged, and cajoled all the leaders o f
Dublin to work towards the eradication of the housing crisis in a planned and orderly manner.
Geddes recognised the urgency of the "civic uplifting" of Dublin's population. For him
"planning pays its way" and he cautioned that "putting buildings up in a permanent way
without town planning is preparing slums for the future", (Report of Housing Inquiry, 1914),
Rather, using the analogy of war preparations, he advocated "bringing up resources on every
side" while "drawing up your plans". Drawmg up a plan should not be an excuse for
procrastination - "during the preparation of a town plan much useful work could proceed
'subject to criticisms "'.
Apart from the exhibitions, Geddes influenced the establishment to set up the Housing and
Town Planning Association of freland in 1911 which later merged into the Civics Institute of
freland. Along with his daughter, Nora, he embarked on a 'campaign to convert" derelict sites
into recreation areas. He ran Summer Schools for Civics and, with Raymond Unwin,
reviewed the Municipal and Local Govermnent Board's proposals for housing deveiopment,
including tiie site for a Garden Village at Marmo. One of his most unportant achievements,
the only one with lasting consequences and the one central to this conference, was his success
m gettmg the Viceroy to agree m early 1914 to the estabhshment of a Dublin Town Planning
Competition with a prize of £500 to go to the wiiming entry.
The competition was considered to be of intemationai importance and was widely advertised.
By March 31'* 1914 the Housing and Town Planning Association of Ireland's Technical
Committee had finalised the Competition's particulars and conditions of entry. The planning
proposals were to relate to a Greater Dubhn area taking in Howth, Glasnevin, Ashtown,
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After lengtiiy deliberations, tiie prize of £500 was awarded to the Lever Professor of Civic
Design at the University of Liverpool, Patrick Abercrombie, who in association with Sydney
and Arthur Kelly, Liverpool surveyors, had compiled the winning entry. The prize was
awarded to Abercrombie and his colleagues having regard to the "magnitude and
comprehensiveness of the exhibit,'evidencing corresponding thought and labour" as well as
"skill and beauty of execution".
The proposals by Abercrombie, Kelly and Kelly, published m 1922 as Dublin of the Future:
tiie New Town Plan, (Abercrombie et al, 1922) consisted of two rather contrasting parts.
With regard to the city cenfre, the idea was to model Dublm, the emerging national capital, on
the plans of Hausmann and Henard for Paris (Evanson, 1979) complete with boulevard
construction, extensive street widening, a new traffic concourse (a Dublin Place de La
Concorde) and sites for new pubiic building, including a bourse! Outside the centre, the
authors prepared sketch subiu-ban housing layout plans to accommodate the 60,000 to be
"thinned o u f from the centre. The plan provided for a hierarchy of open spaces, metropolitan
bus and underground transport systems, the suburbanisation of industry and extensive infilling of Dubhn Bay to accommodate housing, open space and industry.
Apart from the winning entry, the adjudicators smgled out for special mention the competition
entry by C R . Ashbee and G. H. Ghettle since "no other report expresses a fuller and more
comprehensive grasp of civic problems." The adjudicators favoured publication of tiiis report
and expressed the view that had circumstances not prevented its completion, "the author of
the premeditated design might have found in this [entry] a more serious competitor".
C H A R L E S R O B E R T A S H B E E , 1863-1942.
C. R. Ashbee was bom in London of middle-class parents. In 1883 he took up a place at
King's College, Cambridge. He read philosophy. He was greatly taken witii tiie ideas of
Ruskin and WiUiam Morris, hi his final year at Cambridge he appears driven by the
'socialistic enthusiasm' of many young men of means to better understand the working
classes and to get at the "common humanity" below the class differences.
Having completed his studies at Cambridge he joined tiie London architectural firm of Bodley
and Gamer in 1886. In the evenings Ashbee turned towards the chronically deprived EastEnd of London, to Whitechappel and to Toynbee Hall, the University settlement in the EastEnd, where as a resident he was requked to carry out social or educational work. Much of
Ashbee's energies were devoted to crafts education and to the development and management
of the Guild of Handcraft. The experience at Toynbee Hall also instilled in Ashbee a
commitment to university extension education and for much of the 1980's, alongside his work
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13.

The establishment of a 'park system' linking up the existing parks, open spaces and
squares and creating new ones, utilising private enterprise where possible.

14.

The establishment o f a system of playgrounds linked to schools throughout the city.

From a core to a border urban approach

15.

The control o f all buildings so as to differentiate neighbourhoods and protect private
property and real estate values.

Helen B A R R O S O , Francisco M U S T I E L E S , Araxi Latchinian

16.

The passing of regulations to protect the city from the recurrence of the existing evils of
the tenement house system.

Institute de Investigaciones de la Facultad de Arquitectura, L a Universidad del Zulia
Apartado postal: 15399. Maracaibo, Venezuela
E-mail: hbarroso@luz.ve - fmustiel@!uz.ve

17.

The estabhshment of bodies whose object is the recording and preservation of historic
Dublin.

18.

TJie substitution through the zone system of a better distribution of the industrial
grouping of the city, without any disturbance of the two main Dublin Industries.

19.

The completion of what may be called the civic outfit of the city in the matter of public
buildings; those for instance that will be needed in the future, e.g., the Linen Hall as a
"People's Palace"; Ethnographic Museum; the Weavers'Hall, etc.

20.

The cleaning o f the Liffey, freeing it from the introduction of refiise, and giving
improved facilities for open-air bathing places for men, women and children.
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Abstract
Government intervention in housing plans in periphericai areas in Venezuelan cities, should not
be limited to buüding housing projects or providing some services and basic equipment as it
has been done during decades among government institutions responsible of housmg problems.
They need strategic plans of urban iaterventions.
A comparative analysis of housing programs developed in periphericai urban areas in Europe,
Latinoamerica and Venezuela, permitted the detection of a historical strategy of development:
the core urban planning

or core

approach.

The periphery of Maracaibo is defined by the estabhshment of a heterogeneous group of nocontrol settlements. This heterogeneity is defined by the coexistence of high density population
communities with low density ones, combined with communities deficiently equipped and bad
transportation service. This situation has led a new strategic equipment plan: the border urhan
planning

or border

approach.
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FROM T H E M O D E L T O T H E S T R A T E G Y
The Karl-Marx Hof, the Raben Hof, the Engelsplatz and so many other Viennese housing
inter\'entions carried out between 1918 and 1933 were constructed differently, as a result of a
different urban insertion and of a different programs, but they reproduced the same model, the
Viennese höfe.
From the german experience of the siedlung we can distinguish at least two basic models, the
Britz model and the Siemensstadt model; the first one is a product of the relationship existing
among the german expressionist component of the modem movement and those related to the
functionalism; the second one is an example based on the modem reflection of urban space.
The development of social and modem condensers in the early soviet housing experience put
traditional social spaces (Hving and dining rooms) outside the house, concentrating them in
special buildings with the required equipment.
The british neighborhood units or Venezuelan "unidades vecinales" were above aE heiress of
the Siemensstadt siedlung.
Though the 'Viennese höfe, the german siedlung, the soviet common houses, the british
neighborhood units or Venezuelan unidades-vecinales, were generally conceived as models and
materialized differently, all of them were based on the same urban strategy: a core-approach
(Barroso 1997:1-31).
Being the periphery of the Venezuelan cities heterogeneous, from a social and economical
point of view as weU as froin its urban mobility and basic facilities and equipment
requirements, it seems more adequate not to propose a new model as an object that can be
reproduced, but instead housing residential intervention strategies: more coordinated initiatives
to obtain a result to impose a model, to face a growing heterogeneity. The strategy designates
rather the choice of decision criteria, called strategic, because they pursue to guide a
development without modeling it.
In the following paragraphs we describe a historical strategy on which most of the housing
models were based: the core approach. We also propose a new strategy for the government
housing projects, that is thought can be more adapted to the heterogeneity of the periphery:
the border urban planning or border approach. Finally, we will establish a general way when
each one of those strategies must be implemented in the second periphery of Maracaibo.

In the following paragraphs some of the most important residential models built in the present
century will be rapidly revisited focuses on detecting the type of strategy that supported the
western housing urban planning; however the available information concerns more the housing
equipment (kindergarten, basic schools, washing machine service, small stores, parks, etc.)
than the facilities (water, electricity, sewage, roads, etc.), and consequently all the references
concerning strategies wül be referred exclusively to the housing equipment.
The höfe: a core approach
The Viennese höfe were inserted in two differents sites: in existing urban tissue (Rabenhof,
Ley-Strasse, etc.), or in semirural areas (Karl Marx Hof, Engelsplatz, Sandleitenhof, etc.),
surrounded by plantations, a kind of advancement of the city and its tissue.
In both cases, the facilities and even more the equipment were the result of satisfying the
internal demand of people estimated to live in the höfe.
In those housing complexes the buüt surface represented generally about 50% of the total plot,
the rest of the plot, generally corresponding to the great inner courtyard, was equipped with
gardens, game fields for children, and, in many cases, gymnasiums and daily care centers
(Aymonino, 1981:29).
In Venezuela the influence of Viennese höfe, as in the housing complex named "El Silencio",
locates in central courtyards games and garden areas of exclusively for the residents. The
stores are located on the ground floors of the buüdings facing the pubUc streets, to make them
more accessible.
The positioning of the equipment in the center of the höfe or around of the courtyards of the
complexes, confirm the materialization of a core strategy whose gravity center is located mside
of the complex and not outside, and in many cases with the conceptual center of itself (hof).
The siedlung: toward an open conception, but not a border strategy
The german experience could practically be summarized in two large models of siedlung, the
Britz (1925-27) of Bruno Taut, and the Siemensstadt (1929-30) of Walter Gropius; the first is
the result of a most traditional conception, centered in itself, and the second is a product of a
resolutely modern, more autonomous and opened conception.

strategy (housing, facilities, equipment) that takes care exclusively of the inherent
requirements of the plot, that means that all the urbanization requirements are established in
function of the population to be located in the plot.

The Britz model, as so many other siedlung, was born among plantation: urban emergency in
the middle of the nothing. The trade location on the complex, on the Fritz Reuter Allee,
looking for fiiture demands, seems to indicate the presence of a different intervention strategy.
Now then, the criteria of trade location, in siedlung, as weU as in höfe, does not seek to satisfy
only demands of the population of the complex in which they are inserted, but, obviously, m
search of improving their profitabihty, they are positioned in such a way they can absorb
external demand; i.e., they are located on edges, on certain main arteries, to favor their
proximity to future inhabitants of other housing developments.

The core approach is autonomous in the relation with its environment, it's not very sensitive:
it does not distinguish i f the plot is located in a rural area -surrounded of cultivation, in the
middle of the city -surrounded of well equipped and consohdated sectors-, or in critical
periphery -surrounded by spontaneous deveiopment areas, badly equipped.

The school in the Siemensstadt is located in a central wooded space; the rest of the equipment
(sport fields, kindergarten, nurseries, etc.) are located in continuos mtermediate spaces
bet^veen open buildings. However open this layout is towards the immediate environment it
does not mean that it is opened in terms of use of the equipmem offered m the siedlung;

THE CORE APPROACH
Core urban planning

or core approach

is understood as the integral housing intervention
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therefore we have to avoid confusing an opened project with a border approach; in a border
approach the criteria for quantifying facilities and equipment demands consider not only the
people Hving inside of the housing complex but in the precarious surroundings.
The influence of the siedlung -Siemensstadt model-, in Venezuela, exempHfied in the 23 Enero
housing unit, and the San Martm and Simón BoKvar urbanization, built housing complexes
with communal services, children parks, sports fields, schools, nurseries and commercial zones
inside of their open layout, where its dimensions were based on the demographic dimension of
the people projected to Hve in those housing units.

The border approach considers for the programme and urban conceptual purposes, the
particular conditions of those areas; the location of equipments must consider another
territory: the unbalanced and precarious habitat perimeter, that means the plot including the
immediate precarious environment; this way, we will pass from a core to a border strategy;
that means soHdary urban planning, generating positive externalities.
The geographical center of the new intervention, frequently supported with special equipment,
wiU not necessarily stay in the center of the plot, but wül be displaced probably toward its
edges, seeking the gravitational center of the area including the unbalanced and precarious
habitat perimeter.

The social condenser and the "neirboring units"
The social condenser of Narkomfin has also centralized common services, (nursery, school,
club, kitchen and collective dining room, etc.) exclusively for the people Hving in this
condenser. In the social condenser project of Barsch and Vladimirov (1929) the "rooms"
building is crossed with an "equipment" building where there are common cooking stoves,
meeting areas, recreational activities, etc. for the enjoyment of 1680 persons estimated to Hve
in this great collective house.
The model df the "neighborhood unit" is also a clearly materialization of a core approach.
Generally it is characterized by the centralization of the services equipment and the appHcation
of maximum walking distances, according to the criteria sustained by Clarence Perry, who
defines the size of the housing complex according to the distance of walked by a ctuld to go to
and from the most remote house the school.

Border approach and positioning
The heterogeneity and unbalanced state of the periphery of Maracaibo, as in so many other
Venezuelan cities, requires not general but specific treatment considering the differences
existing among the spatial units of analysis.
Positioning equipment in a border strategy wül vary based on the characteristics of each spatial
units.
Central positioning wül be used in those plot perimeters located in balanced surroundings;
border positioning, will be used when the plot's perimeter is surrounded by unbalanced and
precarious habitat.
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THE BORDER APPROACH
A new intervention context
Today's government housing intervention inside of the urban perimeters of the Venezuelan
cities is confronted to a different reality from that of the fifties and sixties; the current
intervention areas, municipal or federal plots, are frequently surrounded by non-controUed
settlements.
The purpose of a border approach is precisely not to lose the opportunity, with the new
housing accomplishment to improve at least partially, the neighboring areas of unbalanced and
, precarious habitat, surrounding the new government housing interventions.
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Unravelling the Australian Housing Solution: The Post War Years
Mike Berry
Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute
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Other analyses have taken one or more of the key features, like suburbanisation, and sought to place
them within broader structural accounts of urban form and transformation. For example:
9

o

Introduction

a

The Australian housing system can be characterised by three particular elements: the relative
youÜifUlness of the stock {67 per cent buik since 1945); the low density of constraction (77.5
per cent of dwellings in 1986 were single detached: and the dominance of owner occupation as
a tenure type (Maher, 1994).
a

Ajistralia as a suburb (Stretton, 1970).
Australian urban scholars have long remarked on the unique features of Austraha's housing
inheritance. Low density suburban life in a house of one's own has been the dominant aspiration and,
for a large majority of currently living Australians, the substantive reality, especially since the Second
Worid War.
However, fi'om the early 1970s onwards - and particularly over the past 15 years - housing provision
in Australia has become more imcertain and problematic - for residents, investors, builders, financiers
and, not least, governments. The defming elements of Australia's housing system are under threat
including the nation's love affair with owner occupation. This paper outlines the contours of the rise
and possible demise of what might be called, 'The Australian housing solution'.

The Long Boom
The Austrahan economy grew rapidly in the 1950s and 1960s:
»
»
9
»
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The national population increased by 50 per cent between 1947 and 1971, more than 40 per cent
of this increase due to'overseas immigration
Sydney and Melboume grew more quickly than the national rate due to their strong attraction for
migrants
Aggregate employment grew more quickly than population over that period as the overall
workforce participation rate increased along with the proportion of fhe population of working age
Real GDP increased, both in absolute and per capita terras, and average (male) weekly eamings
consistently rose faster than inflation
Unemployment, with the exception of a brief credit squeeze in the early 1960s, stayed below 2
per cent.

Rising living standards and economic security were associated with a prolonged flow of investment
into' housing, institutionally assisted by the development of a 'protected circuit' of capital in which
mortgage finance for housing was provided by the heavily regulated savings banks and building
societies and through deliberate government policy. Overwhelmingly, this investment flowed into the
construction of owner occupied detached bungalows in the hew, expanding suburbs on the edge of the
major metropolitan regions, apart from a sharp fiat buildiag boom, especially in Sydney, during the
middle third of the 1960s. The key question here, of course, is why? Why did 'the Australian housing
solution' emerge - or, at least, solidify - during this period? The almost unique combination of a high
home ownership rate, detached housing and suburban location, cut deeper into the Austrahan working
class than in other Westem democracies like the U.S., where the suburbs developed more as
exclusionary middle class enclaves and receptors of 'white flight' from the central cities.
Simple, single-factor explanations are unlikely to adequately account for so complex a process. It is
not sufficient to explain these outcomes as, in some general and vague sense, the consequence of
'rising affluence' or 'land availability' or population growth. Nor is Kemeny's (1983) thesis that an
omnipotent, ideologically driven government policy is the major determining factor at all plausible.
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Berry (1984) drawing on Walker's (1978) earlier analysis of American suburbanisation, argued
that Australian suburban development was driven by changes to the organisational structure of
capitalism (ie. separation of home and work, creation of internal hierarchies, etc.) and the impact
of key technological developments in both production and transport.
The growth of suburban employment occurred alongside the growth of the suburb as the locus of
Ihe dual economic role of women in both the capitalist and domestic economies.
The emphasis on home ownership derived, in part, from the manner in which Australia has,
historically, been integrated into the capitalist world economy. High home ownership, in this
view, is largely derivative, a set of consequences of broader stmctural forces, rather than fhe
intended result of deliberative action by consumers, governments, financiers, or other actors
(Mullms, 1981; Berry, 1988).
The suburban lure of affordable home ownership is, in part, due to the role of urban ground rent
in influencing the flow of capital through the built environment (Harvey, 1989a; Berry, 1990).

In recent years, attempts have been made to apply French regulation theory (Dunford, 1990; Jessop,
1990) to an understanding of AustraHan urbanisation (eg. Berry, 1990; Berry and Huxley, 1992;
Grieg, 1995). The decades of the long boom saw fhe triumph of the Fordist regime of accumulation
in which the associated ' mode of regulation' delivered high levels of employment and rising real
wages linked to productivity increases, this institutional basis guaranteeing arisingmass consumption
of housing and other durable consumer goods. Harvey (1989b) has termed the resulting urban form,
'tiie Keynesian City', a 'stmctured coherence' of socio-technical conditions of production, labour
supply, mass consumption and sense of community, expressed in the (extensively) expanding urban
environment. The Keynesian city was buih through state-backed, debtfinancedmass consumption of
owner occupied housing, cars, white goods, roads, hospitals, schools and other elements of the social
wage or 'norm'. Crisis tendencies inherent in capitalist societies were partly displaced to the built
environment for production and consumption. Urban and suburban development figured as a
(temporary) 'spatial fix' for the recurrent overaccumulation of capital in the economy at large.
Traditional urban based class struggle generated at the point of production was also partly displaced
to the sphere of consumption, giving rise to a more diffuse, interest-based urban politics, of which the
'green ban' phenomenon was the clearest example in Australian cities during the 1960s and early
1970s. So central was 'the spatial fix' during this period that Harvey (1989b, p.39) concludes: ' (i)t is
now hard to imagine that post war capitalism could have survived, or to imagine what it would have
now been like, without suburbanisation and proliferating urban development'.

New Questions, New Solutions?
By the mid-1990s it was clear that the long estabhshed pattern of housing provision described in the
preceding section was under threat. In hindsight, the 1980s appears as a watershed. Thereafter,
suburban development in the major cities slowed, as resident population in the inner suburbs first
stabilised and then began to rise, albeit haltingly and in an uneven fashion. Pressure on fringe
development in Sydney and Melboume has also been relieved by declining foreign immigration and
sustained levels of net internal migration away from these cities though this latter frend may be
reversing. Selective redevelopment at medium and high density in the inner and middle suburbs
reflected these changing population trends, reinforced by government planning policies with sought to
limit, as well as channel, outward residential development. And finally, for the first time since the
1930s, there are indications that Australia' high rate of home ownership is declining (Yates 1998).
It should be stressed that these changing outcomes are partial, imeven, in places uncertain and, in any
event, at a very early stage in their genesis. Suburban development continues in the major cities,
albeit at a slower pace and through more diverse forms, as affordable home ownership continues to
attract many households, even at the cost of increasing inaccessibility to jobs, friends and social
activities. The indication that the Australian housing solution is unravelling is more a forecast of
what is increasingly likely to unwind, and like all forecasts should be treated cautiously.
Nevertheless, it is worth exploring the dimensions and implications of these new trends since they can
be seen to relate to far-reaching stmctural changes, rather than being accidental or ephemeral
phenomena.
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Long term demographic forces are pointmg to a general aging of the population. The proportion of
over-65 year olds is forecast to grow from 12 per cent in 1990 to more than 20 per cent of total
population hy fhe year 2031, depending on future immigration levels (ATIRDR, 1995a, p.75). In the
medium term (up to 2012) growth will focus on the 45 to 64 cohort.
The retirement housing choices of (and constraints on) older Australians will significantly influence
outcomes over the coming decades (Stimson, et. a l , 1997). The 'empty nest' thesis suggests that
older single or two person households will look to exchange their large suburban homes for higher
density living in the central city or in well located sub-metropolitan centres, once their children have
left home permanently. However, there is little more than anecdotal evidence for such claims. More
persuasive is the evidence that older people are migrating long distances especially to coastal
retirement centres (Paris, 1994). Outright home ownership has always been a central plank of
retirement planning in Australia. But it is not clear that this high rate of outright ownership will be
maintained. People are retiring earlier and living longer. Tying up the bulk of personal wealth in the
form of the family home may not be fhe optimal way for all people to organise their retirement. In the
first place, other avenues of wealth accumulation and income spreading are available, notably
superannuation. In the second place, in order to maintain retirement hfestyles some elderly
households may need to consume the wealth locked up in their homes by trading down to a cheaper
dwelling, moving permanently into renting or by taking out a 'reverse' mortgage and gradually
reducing equity in their dwellings.
Work carried out by the National Housing Strategy (1991) suggested that there was a growing
'mismatch' bfetween housing need and the nature of the existing housing stock. Smaller households,
in this view, need smaller houses. The forecast continuing decline in average household size might
imply an increasing demand for smaller, denser dwellings, and therefore provide a continuing spur to
the current surge of medium and high density residential development in cities like Sydney.
However, the simple mismatch thesis has been attacked as simplistic (Maher, 1994, 1995; Batten,
1996). It is not clear that all or most small households want small dwellings. The demand for
housing is still income elastic; the average size of dwelling in Australia has increased by almost 40
per cent over the past 25 years (Maher, 1995). The fully detached family home provides flexibility in
the face of hfe-cycle changes -eg. the option of sharing space, accommodating visitors, converting to
dual occupancy, etc. In the case of owner occupied dwellings, current taxation regimes favour over
(rather than under) investment in housing, while significant transaction costs are a disincentive to
movement.
There are, however, other possible factors underpinning the recent prominence of medium density
housing. In particular, the life-style choices of more affluent, employed middle aged households
place a premium on time. Residence in a newly constmcted, well located unit avoids tiie heavy time
commitment devoted to maintaining and improving the traditional suburban house. Time saved can
be devoted to work and the increasingly commodified pursuit of leisure and culture. For some
households the extra security afforded by the enclave-like development may be a further incentive to
tum one's back on the traditional solution.
On the supply side, large developers have been converting mn-down or derelict indush-ial and
commercial sites and buildings into residential complexes. This has been facilitated by the creation of
a pool of suitable sites in the wake of the collapse of the asset boom of the late 1990s, and the peculiar
dynamics of the 'sell off the plan' development process. The key unanswered question is - does this
apparent trend signal a permanent shift in Australian housing outcomes or is it a short term response
to the boom-bust cycle of the late eighties, early nineties?
The trend towards 'densification' has been reinforced by govemment planning pohcies designed to
achieve 'urban consohdation'. Denser living has been promoted not just on grounds of greater choice
(in the context of the mismatch debate) but also in support of environmental and economic goals - eg.
contributing to a reduction in car dependence and greenhouse gas emissions (AURDR, 1995b; Energy
Victoria et. al., 1996). Although these claims are hotly contested (eg. Maher, 1993; Troy, 1996) urban
consolidation policies have clearly influenced the trend to smaller lot sizes and redevelopment
outcomes, especially where State Govemment land development agencies are active in the urban land
market (Bramley, 1997).
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However, the most radical challenge to the traditional approach is posed by the signs of imminent
decline in the home ownership rate. The relatively stable rate of owner occupation over the past
twenty years is due to the fact that the decline in the proportion of households purchasing (usually on
a mortgage) has just been offset by the rise in the proportion of outright owners - ie. those who have
completed their purchase. If, in future, the proportion of older outright owners declines - for the
reasons outlined above - and the purchaser rate continues to slide, then the overall rate will also
decline.
Yates (1998) has compared the rate of home purchase in 1975 and 1994 for different sub-groups
defmed by age, household type and household income, drawing on datafromthe ABS
Household Expenditure Surveys. Her findings can be summarised as follows:
9

The purchaser rate has fallen across all age groups. Particularly significant for the immediate
future is the decline in fhe early middle age group, 30-44 years, who would in the past, have been
seen to be well estabhshed in their career and domestic situations, and therefore, well placed to
take on the long term debt commitment of home purchase. In the long mn, the fall in purchaser
rate for under 25 year olds suggests an even sharper decline as this cohort ages, unless this fall
reflects a delayed intention to purchase rather than a permanent state of non-ownership.

o

In the case of household type, couples with and without dependent children have experienced
declining purchaser rates over this period; regarding the traditional nuclear family, itself declining
as a proportion of all households, less than half were purchasing by the mid-1990s. Single person
and single parent households increased their rates but from very low bases; it is still fhe case that
the vast majority of such households are not purchasing their own houses.

«

The case with respect to income level is remarkable. All income quintiles have experienced a
decline in purchaser rate. However, the fall is particularly sharp in the bottom 60 per cent of
income earners. By the mid-1990s the most affluent 20 per cent are more than five times more
likely to be purchasing than the least affluent 20 per cent. The differential in purchase rates of
households in the lowest and highest income quintiles increased by almost 10 per cent between
1975 and 1995, roughly paralleling the decline in real income per household over the same
period. Real income per household declined by 15 per cent in the lowest quintile (Yates, 1998).

Those trends reflect the force of both greater constraints and choices differentially distributed across
the population. Taking the constraints fust, increasing economic inequality is polarising access to and
the affordability of owner occupation, even in a climate of low inflation and low nominal interest
rates. Consequently, the income distribution of private tenants is significantly skewed to the lower
end, while home purchasers are concentrated in the middle income categories. Just as important has
been the increase in economic insecurity and the high rate of long term unemployment,' associated
with the relative decline of full time permanent jobs (Gregory and Sheehan, 1998). Low waged,
uncertain job tenure, and recurrent periods of unemployment or underemployment provide a shaky
foundation on which to contemplate home purchase, witii its associated transaction costs and
inflexibilities, especially where high inflation and housing capital gains can no longer be counted on
to rapidiy reduce the real debt outstanding. Although these economic constraints cut across all age
groups, tiiey bite particularly hard among younger people who face the greatest degree of economic
insecurity and the highest unemployment rates.
Changes in govemment policy are also making it more difficuh for lower income people to access
and maintain owner occupation. The introduction of a national compulsory system of superannuation
in Australia over the past decade has diverted potential disposable income away from investment
choices like home purchase. Governments at Federal and State levels no longer see their role as one
of encouraging 'the marginal would be home owner' into owner occupation. Direct subsidies, either
in the form of cash grants or interest rate discounts, have largely been discontinued. The policy of
selling public housing to sitting tenants at favourable rates, rampant in the 1950s and 1960s, has long
gone. There now appears to be general acceptance in policy circles that in an increasingly unequal
and uncertain world not everyone is likely to become or stay an owner occupier. This realisation was
sharply reinforced by a number of unsuccessful attempts by State housing authorities in the late 1980s
to encourage lower income earners into home ownership through the use of unconventional 'low
start' mortgages. The subsequent spate of mortgage defaults andfinanciallosses - the schemes were
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implemented at the height of a property boom when interest rates were high - created a severe
political backlash on the governments concemed. At the same time, the Commonwealth's emphasis
in the social housing field has passed from the supply-side provision of capital grants to the states for
the constmction and management of public housing to the demand-side provision of rental assistance
to private tenants through the social security system. The view behind this policy switch is that
market processes are to be relied on to provide housing to lower income people; however, the market
concemed is not for owner occupation but for rentingfromprivate landlords.
With respect to choice or changing preferences, life style factors may also be causing a re-think on
the relative advantages of renting versus owning, especially for younger people. Given the
increasingly commodified form of leisure, entertainment and youth culture in Australia, reinforced by
American models and media, there is increasing competition for the young person's disposable
income. The attractions of a mobile, cosmopolitan, consumption-focused life style undercut the
capacity and willingness to save for home purchase as a prelude to locking in commitment to repay a
large debt over a prolonged period. Housing situation mirrors job situation - both are seen as
temporary and instmmental.
The growth of long term renting is the 'fiip side' of declining home ownership. Over 40 per cent of
private tenants in Australia have been renting for 10 years or longer (Wulff and Maher, 1998). This
group can be divided into those who have always rented and those who once, in the past, were owners
occupiers. The former tend to have lower incomes and higher than average rates of unemployment.
The latter are a more socio-economically diverse group, older and more likely to have been divorced.
Low and ifisecure income may, as noted earlier, 'trap' tenants in this tenure. However, as has been
implied above, long term renting may be the tenure of choice for some affluent households due to:
9
®
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the prospect of low real capital gains on housing and the existence of other tax favoured
investment opportunities
the need to utilise wealth directly as working capital (rather than tie it up in a dwellmg)
the pursuit of hfe-style, including central city location at which renting rather than buying is
feasible

The changes described m housing provision, policies and outcomes, can be cast within the stmctural
and institutional analysis sketched earlier. The transition to the 'Post-Keynesian city', characterised
by a move to a Post-Fordist regime of accumulation and mode of regulation, has led to a re-focussing
on fhe primacy of the circulation of capital, a retreat of the traditional welfare state and the triumph of
the neo-liberal policy agenda, especially in Anglo-democracies like Australia. Financial deregulation,
reduction of tariffs and other forms of market protection, and industrial relations reform designed to
increase labour market 'flexibility' were central components of the changing mode of regulation in
Austraha from the late 1970s (Berry and Huxley, 1992; Berry, 1996; Dalton, 1998).

The leads to a second process of urban transformation underway - viz. increasing 'competition within
the spatial division of consumption'. The city appears as spectacle, a locus for major sporting events
mass entertainment, gaming and leisure complexes, factories of fun and festivals. Competition
between cities is cast as a zero-sum game and outcomes measured against which city attracts or loses
the Grand Prix, largest casino or most avante garde cultural festival. But the irony is that as
competition for distinction intensifies and difference is eamestiy sought, tiie outcome is what one
commentator has called, mere 'variations on a theme park', where:
electronic means of production, and unifomi mass culture abhor the intimate, undisciplined
differentiation of traditional cities. The new city replaced the anomaly and deUght of such
places with a universal particular, a generic urbanism inflected only applique (Sorkin 1992
p.XIIl).
Underlying this homogenised over-world of public spectacle are the real generators of social
polarisation and spatial inequality. Capital and public resources are diverted to supporting the
spectacle and transforming die built environment to suit. Botii tiie wealth generated and tiie
opportunity costs imposed are unevenly distributed (Gibson et. al, 1996). hi part, die appearance of
high-security, up market residential complexes in the central city and premier tourist locations are
material representations - of tiiis 'generic urbanisation', architecturally marked by neo-Georgian
stigmata or other whimsical post-modemist insignia. Gated estates and sophisticated surveillance in
city apartments are as effective in separating rich and poor as the long established separation of rich
and poor suburbs.

Concluding Comments
Clearly, tiiere is little agreement on the precise nature of urban transformation underway in advanced
capitalist societies Hke Australia, other tiian a general assertion that 'things are different now'. It has
been argued in this paper that witii; respect to one manifestation at least - viz. the way in which
housing is provided and consumed in Australia - the differences are pronounced and increasingly
discemible. The taken-for-granted ^predominance of haditional suburban housing is under siege,
hicreasing inequality and msecurity, long term demographic change, mean govemment and the
innovations (and coramodification)" of popular culture are all part of the 'bubbling postmodern
complexity' which isfragmentingor differentiating housing aspirations and opportunities.
In the light of this analysis, what is facing urban scholars and policy makers at the fin de siècle, is the
need for ' new ideas for Austrahan cities'.
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In the post-Keynesian city, Harvey has argued, capital circulation through the space economy is
increasingly regulated by four key processes, two of which are particularly relevant to the issues
under review. First, competition within the spatial division of labour arises as different cities and
regions each seek to attract and keep new growth industries to replace declining or 'sunset' industries.
The rapid growth of tourism and hospitality in some regions like the Gold Coast in South-East
Queensland is a case in point. 'Flexible labour markets' provide a potential competitive advantage
for those jurisdictions in which 'neo-Taylorist' principals thrive. Lower taxes financed by cuts in
'wasteful' social expenditure and reduction in publicly provided service quality add to cheap and
pliant labour in attracting new capital. In the case of knowledge intensive industries, including
elaborately transformed manufactures, information technology and associated services, the existence
of highly skilled local labour and a well developed educational training milieu (so called, 'soft
infrastmcture') are powerful attractors. More generally, the production of an efficient built
environment for production became an important strategic means of maintaining or restmcturing
growth in the urban economy.
However, the jobs created and destroyed are increasingly
differentiated by income, skill level, security and location. Urban politics is re-focussed on the sphere
of production, and in particular, on the social constmction of conditions seen to be supportive of
locally embedded capital accumulation. It is the perception, as much as the reality, of relative
advantage that is central to the project.
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city life. Leaders associated with these activities are Andrew Green, George McAneny,
Robert Wagner, Jr., and Fiorello LaGuardia.
Infrastructure Construction

Between 1860 and 1990, New York grew from an important regional hub to a global
metropolis, a phenomenon that its reflected in its populations statistics. In 1860 the city
had 1.2 million residents; by 1990, the munber was 7.3 inhabitants. During this time, the
city's public- and private-sector leaders planned and implemented important projects in
several areas to enhance and protect Gotham's hegemony i n the nation, and later, in the
world.' They effected these accomplishments through entrepreneurial and opportunistic
choices, not through systematic grand schemes. They were, in general, driven by a single
objective: to make New York City supreme. Further, i n many instances, a single
visionary leader successfully rallied support for needed changes, stimulating the city's
physical growth and enhancing its adaptability.
This paper surveys several key actions embodying this phenomenon. They fall into five
categories: political definition, infrastructure construction, economic base development,
housing provision and cultural activity and communications cultivation. It also identifies
specific leaders whose vision and political acumen have inspired these enterprises. To
support this argument, this paper highlights examples from each category; a longer work
will develop each one more comprehensively.
Political Definition
While the Big Apple's municipal history is exceedingly complex, three phenomena
contribute to a political definition that supports New York's evolution as a world city.
They are: the consohdarion of 1898 and its aftermath, the establishment and evolution of
a municipal planning and development apparatus and the continuing support for an open
immigration policy. The consolidation resulted in a 320- square-mile city having a strong
economic base and an ample supply o f land suitable for many development purposes. It
also yielded unique governmental arrangements that are effective through 1990. The
establishment of the city planning commission and department and the subsequent
democratization of land-use decision-making through the creation of 59 community
plarming districts with participatory powers provided a smoothly functioning regulatory
process for growth. While the legalization of zoning, subdivision regulations and
buiiding codes predated the founding o f the planning units, the consolidation o f these
activities in the 1930s and their expansion in the 1960'a contributed to orderly planning.
The addition of a regional dimension through the founding of the Regional Planning
Association also supported the central role of the city in the metropolitan area. Finally,
the city's welcoming attitude towards immigration throughout the 1860-1990 period
yielded an ever-expanding labor force whose survival instincts have shaped all facets of
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The city's growth resulted from the construction of a strong and effective infrastructure
encompassing a far-reaching network for internal and external travel, dependable and
ample water, sewage disposal, power and communications facilities and a web of
community facilities including schools, police and fire protection and hospitals. Among
the most important achievements in this area was the delivery of transportation services
ranging from more than 700 miles of subway knitting the city together to a suburban rail
and later highway, network expanding the region to the growth of cargo-handling in a
series of harbor and later airport developments which would also facilitate world-wide
business linkages. Leaders associated with these efforts are Robert Moses and Austin
Tobin.
Economic Base Development
Guaranteeing its world city status has been the city's ability to support a multi-faceted
and adaptable economy. Moving from manufacturing and processing strength originating
in the nineteenth century but depleted by the mid-twentieth century, the city's business
classes have used the capitalistic system to advantage. As a center for investment and
banking, the city has continually galvanized sufficient funding to push into new
economic frontiers. While stress and dislocation have accompanied these important
transitions, the city has emerged as a leader time and time again. Heavy investment in
such new physical forms as skyscrapers and later in urban renewal sites as well as the
creation of targeted programs exemplified by the business improvement districts of the
modem age are emblematic of this process. This section wall highlight selected business
leaders including August Belmont, Charles Dyer Norton and the New York Partnership.
Housing Provision
The city has energetically devised multiple approaches to fashioning its housing supply to
accommodate the needs óf its population. Decent affordable shelter has been a
continuing theme addressed through several means including passage of protective
legislation and the development of mass-produced dwellings from the tenement to public
housing to the Nehemiah unit. The transformation of middle and upper income dwellings
from single-family units to multi-family apartments are a second part of the story.
Finally, the city has adapted obsolete non-residential land uses for housing in unique
ways.
Figures symbolizing these efforts include Lawrence Veiller, Mary K.
Simkhovitch, Robert Wagner, Sr. Robert Moses and Michael Lappin.
Cultural Activity and Communications Cultivation
As a center" of cultural activity and communications. New York City has actively
supported its arts and media sectors. Using selected examples, including the formation of
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and the renewal of Times Square, the paper will

Suburban Alchemy: American New Towns and the Cultural Transformation of
Suburbia

competition and economic hardship.
Nicholas Bloom
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Over 21,000,000 Americans traveled to Chicago m 1893 to experience the World's
Columbian Exposition: aftiU-scalemodel of a perfect urban space that would replace the smoky,
congested, andfractiousnineteenth century city. Visitors mingled m the shadow of majestic
neoclassical buildmgs set carefiilly m a series of formal public spaces. Many middle-class
Americans, ui particular, found themselves inspired by this vision of a beautifiil, cultured, socially
harmonious city, and went on to organize City Beautiful planning and cultural reform efforts in
numerous American cities and towns. Since the 1893 Exposition, however, few urban planning
projects seem to have captured so forcefiiUy the American public imagination.'
A series of 1960s planned suburban communities—Irvine, California, Reston, Virginia, and
Columbia, Maryland—known as new towns have, however, cumulatively attracted not only tens of
thousands of reform-minded middle-class residents, but millions of American tourists, and
hundreds of journalists and academics. These visitors and residents came to experience and to
participate in a full-scale solution to one of the most pressing urban problems of the nineteen
fifties and sbcties: suburban sprawl. Much as the smoky,fractiousindustrial city of the late
nineteenth century inspired the Colimibian Exposition, so the suburban subdivision—unplanned
and mass-produced, divided by race and class, environmentally destructive, and culturally barren—
inspfred the comprehensively planned new town.
New town developers and residents self-consciously sought to offer American society a
radical, new suburban communal model; and because the suburb was well on its way to becoming
America's dominant urban form, they were effectively offering an alternative to mainstream
American community development. Few historians, however, have grasped the historical
significance of these communities. Unlike a World's Exposition and similarly sensational events,
usually concentrated in a single year and location, the development of new tovms has proceeded
in a slow, mcremental fashion over the last thirty years. In addition, most planning historians have
viewed American new towns as profit-driven, overgrown subdivisions, based loosely on Garden
City plans. While it is true that developers sought profit, and borrowed concepts from Radbura,
New Jersey, contemporary European new towns, and more traditional suburban subdivisions, they
re-shaped these elements into new, creative forms. Finally, new town residents have created signal
elements of these communities, not developers or planners. Historians and historians of planning
still pay insufficient attention to the role residents play in shaping their communities."
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The early American suburbs—Llewellyn Park, New Jersey, Riverside, Illinois, and Roland
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Park, Maryiand, for instance-offered elaborate housing and elegant community design. The
sophisticated melding of rural and urban Hfe they pioneered seemed quite successful to observers.
WeU planned, leafy, architecUjrally distinctive, and tied closely to the city's cultural life by train
and streetcar hnes, they complemented the new industrial and commercial city. One of the notable
elements of nineteenth century and early twentieth century intellectual life is the extent to which a
suburban critique did not develop. By the 1920s and 1930s, with the development of the
automobile suburb, a suburban critique emerged (as reflected, for instance, in the writings of
Sinclair Lewis and Lewis Mumford). The automobile suburb, unlike its predecessor, was less
often well planned, usually architecturally monotonous, and increasingly independent of the city.
By mid-century, the automobile suburb seemed destmed to become the dominant American urban
form, and inspired a renewed critiquefrommiddle-class reformers. While these critics overstated
the dase against suburbia, they wererightthat the new suburbs were poorly planned,
architecturally monotonous, and mstitutionally underdeveloped; racially, religiously, and class
homogeneous; isolatmg and often boring for women and teenagers; and lacking in strong cultural
and civic traditions. If the suburb was to define American urban Hfe, many members of the middleclass believed changes would have to be made.
The reform began in new towns with the design of a new suburban physical environment.
Comprehensive planning, commissioned by the reform-minded developers, distinguished new
townsfromordmary suburbs and included .a greater mixture of land uses and a variety of housmg
types; better architectural, graphic, and landscape design; envfronmental preservation; welldefined village and town centers; transportation plannmg; and institutional planning (including
educational, recreational, cultural, and governmental initiatives). Many of the planners working m
these new towns desired to move awayfromrigidplanning methods, and adjusted planmng to
reflect actual resident use. Finally, each new town plan combmed different philosophies of
development and design: from a series of ideaHzed pastoral villages to an ''urban sinew" winding
tiirough the community. The planning m Reston, Columbia, and Irvine, however, developed in an
even more unexpected manner; planning became as much a community activity as a professional
practice.
Developers had, after all, provided residents not only with a well-conceived^ ambitious
master plan that would take decades to complete, they also provided a community-wide, informal
education in new town planning philosophy. Developers and their staffs created sophisticated
multi-media welcome centers, sponsored talks by well-known planners and architects, created
pubHcations that promoted the new town spuit, and surveyed resident response to planning.
Developers also encouraged their design professionals to be pubhcfiguresin the community.
Planners and other development professionals wrote columns m newspapers, often Hved in the
communities they planned, and were thefrequentsubject of features m local newspapers and
national magazmes. Through this educational process developers hoped to attract residents and to
assure long-term support for then- master plans-and tiiey succeeded.
Many residents rallied around new town ideals and began demanding a larger role m
plaraiing. Residents developed organizations to monitor the new town planning, and in some cases
created their own plans. Resident committees often worked with larger governmental
organizations, mciudmg county and city governments, to gain more power over planning. They
created institutions to complement those created by the developer in order to provide a wider
range of social services: from subsidized child-care to mass transit. These residents and local
journalists also wrote numerous articles and editorials in local newspapers on new town issues.
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Sometimes, they gathered with other residents to discuss the success of the planmng and
developed their own ideas for hnproving new town design. Residents even founded historical
societies and archives to preserve historical sights and early new town developments. While these
efforts varied m mfluence, the residents profoundly effected the course of new town planning and
institutional development.
Suburbs, however, sufferedfrommore than just "sprawl" and limited institutional
development; suburbs also lacked the social diversity that would make them attractive to Hberal
members of the middle-class. While much of the history of the American middle-class has been a
search for greater exclusivity and upward mobility, a portion of that same middle-class has
consistently sought out both more social variety and greater social justice (i.e., settlement
workers, participants in New Deal efforts, and civilrightsactivists). A surprisingly large ninnber
of these middle-class Hberals gathered m new towns and began buildmg, with the developer, as
complete a vision they could of not just a more beautifiil suburb, but a more socially just suburb.
These reformers beHeved that they could eHmmate the pattern of middle class "flight" in American
cities by consciously creating more diverse communitiesfromthe start. The developers and
residents thus promoted the creation of subsidized and more affordable housing within theh"
communities; prohibited racial steering by real estate agents; and organized high-profile
ecumenical efforts. Residents and developers also hoped to make communities that would
fimction better for women by providing child care and a physical environment where children
could be more mdependent (for mstance,-givmg children the opportunity to walk to school and
recreational activities). New towns thus attracted many women with an mterest in career
development and feminist activities. Inevitably, sociai problems did arise in new towns, and the
heightened optimism of new town residents made them question themselves and what appeared to
be increasingly conservative neighbors (and Irvine made no effort to encourage racial integration).
While the social reform spirit in most communities changed and even dwindled, it has not
disappeared. Not only has concrete progress already been made, but also there remams a core
group of reformers dedicated to preserving diversity.
New towns, however, were not to bejust more socially diverse; many people saw them as
an opportunity to develop more sophisticated suburban cultural activity. As the suburb had
become a more independent community, it appeared to many Americans to be culturally barrenwhile television provided some cultural stimulation, most suburbs lacked museums, galleries,
concert halls, and pubhc art. The developers initially provided cultural activities-mcluding
concerts, art exhibitions, and public art displays—to attract residents. As the communities
developed, some of the developers retreatedfromcultural sponsorship. During the last three
decades, however, the residents, sometimes withfinancialhelpfromthe developers, have created
an mipressive network of cultural activities and organizations includmg concerts, theaters, art
exhibitions, galleries, art and craft festivals, art courses, higher education opportunities, and even
additional public art projects. Resident efforts, then, have been central to fiilfiUing the new town
cultural mission.
In addition to cultural amenities, developers and residents created a number of events that
would boost community spirit and help overcome the anonymity of both suburbia and the city by
adopting and adapting both small tovm and urban traditions. Developers and residents, for
instance, sponsored community festivals to build community spirit. These included commumty
"birthday" celebrations, July 4th celebrations and parades, a "harvest festival," and hoHday
pageants. Residents also created organizations to promote community feeling. A Columbia
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innovation, a "Friendsiiip Exchange," for instance, consciously sought to respond to any
imaginable family or individual need, much as residents of a small town might do. Drawing all
these activities together in Reston and Columbia has been the paternalism of well-liked
developers. Developers like James Rouse (in Columbia) and Robert Simon (in Reston) have
provided a steady human leadership to these rapidly growing communities. Finally, the experience
of building a community has also created a self-identified group of resident "pioneers." These
"pioneers" see themselves as different from later arrivals in the community, united as they were in
the early days by being part of an mnovative communal experiment. The civic culture of these new
towns, then, quickly attained a complexity andrichnessusually reserved for more established
conmiunities.
These new tovms have spawned numerous mutators, now known as Planned Unit
Developments (P.U.D.'s). P.U.D. 's, like Mission Viejo, California, generally provide residents
with.sUghtly better architectural design as well as abundant recreational facihties, but Uttle else.
New urbanist communities Uke Seaside, Florida, or Celebration, Florida are most notable for theu
emphasis on more traditional architecture and urban design. In tune, both P.U.D.'s and new
urbanist communities may develop more sophisticated mstitutions and social patterns. In the
meanthne, only these three new towns—Irvine, Reston and Columbia—have attracted a significant
group of Iniddle-ciass reformers with the energy and talent to create and support a wide range of
new suburban institutions, social arrangements, and cultural events. It is these residents, then,
with the help of sympathetic developers and planners, who have created the only fijU-scale,
comprehensive alternative to late twentieth century American suburban sprawl.
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Whitlam i n Werriwa: A study in the Urban Political History of
Western Sydney
Michael Bounds and Drew Cottle
Urban Studies Research Centre
Faculty of Arts and Social Science
University of Western Sydney - Macarthur
Campbelltown, 2560, New South Wales
This paper reflects preliminary research on the relationship between the Labor Party and
urban change i n Sydney i n the 20^^ Century. As an archetypal examplé of this change it
explores the relationship between the political career of E.G. Whitlam, from 1952 when
he became a Federal A.L.P. parhamentarian until he contested the 1972 elections as the
Opposition Labor Leader and the urban developrnent of his electorate, Werriwa, on the
then urban fringe in southwestern Sydney.
The growth of the Labom Parties and Social Democratic Parties i n fhe developed
nations of the late 19*^ and the early 20^^ century was bmlt on the constituency o f
industrial workers m rapidly growing urban areas. The populist politician representing
the working class community is a feature of this development. The relation between
labour politics and populist politicians i n various countries is well documented; its
relation to place and the process of urban development is less well identified. The
relation between the spatial and the political leads to a certain conflation o f concepts
where areas/spaces are seen as generating or representing particular political voices.
This is sometimes reflected in the view o f commuiuty that the space necessarily
generates a social solidarity. Concepts of community and politics are mutually
supportive particularly in relation to Labour or social democratic parties. Political
orgamsation is often seen as synonymous with commimity organisation and the images
and virtues o f community associations and their affective ties are held to be reflected i n
the pohtical organisation.
Lockwood(1958)^ together with the studies of Goldthorpe(1969)^ and others identified
the process of social industrial and political change occurring as a product of mass
education, affluence, the long boom and suburbanisation. The breakdown o f attachment
to place and common experience associated with working class commuiuties, the
emergence of physical and social mobility and the consequent severing of ties with
ti'aditional political interests and consciousness is often described as the
embourgoisment thesis. The notion of a tradition of shared political consciousness and
working class communities may have been illusory. As such, these commmtities were a
product of urban and industrial development of the 19* century and the shared political
consciousness may well have been a construction of the party machines and populist
politicians who represented them.
The Labor experience in the late 19* and early 20* centuries was thus parallelled by
that of social democratic parties around the world and was directly related to the process
of urbanisation and industrialisation during that period. Two crucial aspects of the
party's development in the early part of this century were the relative shortage of labour
and thus affluence of the labour constituency and its cultural homogeneity. Party
followers were in general well paid uniomsed and of Anglo-frish descent.
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In 1891 the population of Sydney was 382,000 mostly living withha a mile or so of the
ridge between Cfrcular Quay and Central railway. The workforce was concentrated
within walking distance of tiieir industries. Sydney was afready highly segmented
occupationally and socially wiüi the gentlemen workers, the middle classes and the
proprietors living in the gentrified outer suburbs of Paddington, North .Sydney and
Newtovm , and the working class population m the pedestrian city of central Sydney.
As Hagan and Turner^ point out
" The continuity of working and social lives made for easy industrial and political organisation.
The days industrial disputes were thrashed out again m the local pubs, and the trade union
official {himself a working man) could do his organising after work on foot. When Labour
electoral leagues were estabhshed, he could do his industrial and pohtical organising
simultaneously... influence reached easily to the Labor council whose office was in the trades
hall in Goulbum street, not 400 yardsfromthe southern comer of DarHng Harbour" (1991:16)

The pedestrian character o f the city was soon to change, the electric tramways and the
reduction in fares opened up the outlymg suburbs to workers and the population began
to disperse to the suburbs and to take up home ovmership with all the material concerns
and community buildmg obligations that unposed. The subiuban lifestyle had arrived,
and this effected the character of Labor politics. In some suburbs the Labor leagues
could access potential members and voters tiuough the workplace, in the tramways
depots and brickpits of the suburbs, but it was access to the Union lists of members
particularly in white collar occupations, clerks and shop assistants m the outer suburbs
that enabled the labour leagues to grow i n the new tramway suburbs. Access to the new
membership in the suburbs meant a change of poHcies to reflect aspirations for home
ownership and subsidised travel on trams and trains to the city. (Hagan and Turner
1991:31)
Sydney continued to grow through to the ntid 1930s although at a somewhat slower
rate, and with the hmits of the framways network reached in 1928. It followed the
railway west to Auburn and Parramatta, and southwest to Canterbury Bankstown. In
spite of this growth, industry remained concentrated in the inner industrial areas and
employment remained highly centralised.
Post World War 2 in the mner city the rewards of the party machine were reflected in
redevelopment and new high rise housing in the inner urban areas, a policy being
pursued in the U K as well.
"The main legacy of those decisions, and similar programs of comprehensive redevelopment in
other major cities, was the inner city highrisehousing estates- the characteristic urban form of
the late 1960s, along with the shopping mall, the system built primary school and the off street
parking facility"( Deakin 87: 57)'*

In thel950s the rehgious culture of Austraha was founded on the traditions and
religions o f Irish Enghsh and Scottish immigrants, and although only about three in
every ten Australians went to church regularly, for Catholics this was six i n ten making
them about half o f the attendant church populations. Catholic subculture expanded m
the 1950s and was lent solidarity by anti catholic sentiment in the media. Irish descent
and Labor politics bound together the Roman Cathohc commimities of inner industrial
working class suburbs.
".. .the network of kinship links, economictiesand friendship based on common schooling, local
Irish pubs, and membership of parish organisations, had led to the creation of a Cathohc political
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machine- a system of patronage which controlled branches of the Labor party and exerted a
powerfiil influence in municipal and state politics. In the 1950s the machine flourished"(Hilhard,
1991:406)'

However as the suburbs grew with migration and the shift to home ownership which
took owner occupiers form 40% in 1947 to 60% in 1961, so the hegemony of the Irish
Cathohc machine i n the inner cities declined and the natural electorate p f the Labor
party migrated from the Irish of the iimer city to the different ethnic groups in the outer
suburbs.
Boulay and D i Gaetano (1985)^ argue that machine politics m the U.S. reflects the
particular characteristics of political structure in the late 19* and early twentieth century
hi the US which was gradually in the post war period transformed mto other forms of
political patronage. The characteristics of machine politics were distmctive 'leadershipb'ossism', an identifiable usually pragmatic-mythic relationship between leaders and
voters, a special organisation and an mutually exploitative relation between local
economic interests and the machme leadership ( 1985:25) Boulay and Gaetano cite
three reasons for the decline of machines m the 1940s and 50s in the US, these are:
9
9
9

Changmg ethnicity and immigration patterns
Municipal reform
Expansion of the welfare role of national govemment.

The fu-st is perhaps the most common view of machine politics and is the one we have
identified i n New South Wales. Machine politics is seen as an exchange of political
independence for material seciuity by recent immigrant groups and is evidenced in the
US and AustraUa i n Irish support for the Labor or democrat parties, but its passage is
not so predictable as the declme with generational change or the arrival o f new ethnic
groups.
The rise o f the welfare state in the post war period with its universal benefits and the
increasing affluence and ease of employment among the population eroded the capacity
of local machines to cultivate support through handouts. Equally, the rise of urban based
politics and the distribution of collective consumption goods m the suburban policies of
the Whitlam Labor govemment can be seen as a substitute for the more parochial
machine practices of the pre war and immediate post war period. Urban political
economy had changed undermining the basis of tiie parochial inner city party machine.
The locational mobility of capital had also freed business and entrepreneurs from
dependence on machine bosses. The rise of suburbia and the shift in electorate o f the
Labor party had begun by the 60s to undermine the traditional party organisation and
support base of the Labor party and these pattems to some extent parallelled patterns of
urban social and political change in the US.
In the Labor party these trends provided an opportuitity for Whitlam to develop an
alternative power base which we articulate below. The urban renewal and war on
poverty programs of the 1960s in the US (Bellush & Hausnecht 1967)^ together with
community development programs in Britain and the US had provided new models for
Federal intervention in the cities and the delivery of targeted welfare programs. The
growth centres policies, targeted assistance and attempts at central urban planning
pursued by the Whitlam govemment had their genesis in policies pursued i n Europe and
the US. The political culture and systems of governance in Europe made the conditions
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for thefr application in Europe and the U K more amenable. In Australia they provided a
blueprint for addressing many of the problems of rapid development in the industrial
suburbs of our capital cities and for reconstmcting the electoral base and party
organisation of the Labor party.
The period 1952-1972 is critical to the stmggles and eventual success of'Whitlam as a
political figure and the transformation of Werriwa from a largely 'Greenbelt' area o f
market gardening and poultry raising to raw working class suburbs with few amenities
and infrastmcture fiinged by the ribbon development of light manufacturing industries^.
Most Biographies of Whitlam fail to consider him as a Labor leader representing a new
phenomenon - suburbia. Although Whitlam's political career was forged in Canberra
and his eventual leadership brought significant policy charges to the Party he was not a
product of an inner-city working class culture and its political vehicle, the Labor
machine. Whitlam came from an upper middle class background i n which pubUc service
was seen as a civic duty^. Whitiam's entry into Labor politics was fortuitous. After
unsuccessfiiUy contesting Sydney City Council elections and the State seat of Cronulla
for the A.L.P. he was able to win pre-selection as a candidate for the relatively safe
Labor federal electorate of Werriwa on the strength of the Australian Workers Union
preferences. Whitlam represented an area undergoing dramatic demographic, social and
economic charge as the pressures of immigration, house building and the creation o f
basic public amenities altered forever the rural Liverpool-Campbelltown - region.
Whitlam became a new kind of Labor politician of the new westem suburbs of Sydney.
In Whitlam P.M. : A Biography, Laurie Oakes noted, 'He (Whitlam) applied himself
with surprising diligence to the problems of his constituents, behavmg ahnost like a
man with a marginal seat despite his large majority. He took his social life seriously,
too, attending dances, fetes and barbeques and appearing regularly i n clubs in the
electorate .. In a fast growing area he was called upon to open dozens of schools, baby
health centres and clubs and he found time to improve the ALP organisation i n
Werriwa^
I f Whitlam's parliamentary commitments lay in Canberra the considerations; of his
Werriwa constituents did not go unheeded. Labor activists in the local branched. Labor
aldermen on the Liverpool Council, the Labor member for the State seat o f Liverpool,
Whitlam supporters throughout the electorate and his wife, Margaret Whitlam kept
Whitlam constantly informed about the needs and hopes of tiieir rapidly growing
suburban community. Whitlam spoke frequently on the problems of ntigrants living i n
the East Hills and Cabramatta hostels. In 1965 as Labor's Deputy Opposition Leader he
could embarrass the Country Party by claiming that 'my electorate included more
primary producers of all kinds than any electorate represented by any member of fhe
Country Party .. Schools, playing fields, women's rest centres, baby health centres,
hospitals, ambulance stations, swimming pools, parks, roads, bridges, bus services,
storm water channels and footpaths were only some of the issues urgently required by
the multi-ethnic electors of Werriwa. Whitiam responded to these demands. The
Fairfield municipality (part of the Werriwa electorate) in 1952 was without such basic
public facilities as secondary schools, hospitals, swimming pools and public libraries.
By 1960, '(the) electorate had 250,000 residents. It was by far the most populous in Ausfralia. Moveover, only 40 percent of the residents were entitied to vote. This statistic
illusfrated two o f Fafrfield's notable characteristics. It had the largest number o f
children and the largest number of migrants in any district in AustraUa'^\
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From the tmie Whitlam had entered federal politics imtil his elevation to Labor
leadership in 1967 the A.L.P. was preoccupied then paralysed by the Cold War. In its
long opposition (1949 to 1972) the Labor Party had been split over the question o f
Communism and the Menzies-led Coalition govermnent deployed the Communist
bogey to defeat Labor at successive elections' Although the major cities o f Australia
developed vast new series of suburbs during the long post-war economic boom (1952¬
1972) the Federal Labor Party was broken and factionahsed by the Split, doriiinated by
trade union interests, lost to the vagaries of the erratic leadership of Dr H. V. Evatt and
neglectful in its policies to the needs of those living in the new suburbs^^.
An intellectual idealist, Whitlam, had been earlier drawn to the Labor Party with
promises o f a new post-war order while serving i n the Pacific War with the R.A.A.F.
The defeat o f Labor's post-war plans in the 16 Powers referendum in 1944 propelled
Whitlam into the Labor Party as an activist" Apart firom his abiding interest i n
international affairs and constitutional reform Whitlam hoped to initiate refonns which
would be of ultimate benefit to the majority of Australians living in suburbs like his
own, Cabramatta. Such a goal could be seen as Whitlam finally realising certain of the
objectives o f Labor's post-war plans which had drawn him to the A.L.P. After the
crushing Labor defeat hi the 1966 'Khaki' election the Labor Leader A.A. Calwell
stepped down. In the ensuing Caucus election Whitlam was chosen as the new Labor
Leader. Earlier in 1963 Whitlam had criticised Federal Labor's subservience to the
control of trade imion officials. Such criticism had almost cost him pre-selection as the
Labor candidate in Werriwa. It also marked Whitlam as a rising force within Labor's
ranks who was willing to challenge the old guard's hold over the Party.
From 1967 tmtil thel972 elections Whitlam assisted by a group of like-minded advisers
and confidantes, the most prominent of whom were: John Menadue, Race Matthews,
James Spigehnan, Dr Peter Wilensky and Patrick Troy'^ sought to rid the A.L.P. of its
Cold War straitjacket. New policies embracing the needs and demands of those in the
new suburbs were entmciated. In 1969 Whitlam wrote a booklet The Urban Nation, for
the Fabian Society. Whilst John Menadue and Patrick Troy assisted \Vhitlam in its
research, Whitlam's interest in matters urban was not merely co-incidental with his
quest for the Labor leadership. In 1964 he urged the CommonweaUh to involve itself in
"regulating the cost of building and community services as had been done i n the Uiuted
States [where] ... the Federal Administration makes grants to the states to resume land
or acqitire land, in collaboration with lending institutions and construction companies to
redevelop it. The consequence has been that the redevelopment or subdivision of land
including the provision of services, has been carried out at cost..".
Whitiam believed the new suburbs not the mner city or the industrial centres were
Labor's new heartland. A t a Federal Labor Women's Conference in October, 1968
Whitiam stated, ' I am the first Labor leader who has ever represented the urban sprawl,
who has ever represented outer suburbs. I have lived in these areas for twenty-one
years. I have raised four children m tiiese areas. We have built two houses in them. We
have never been coimected with the sewer.... M y children have always had to travel
twenty miles to a high school... there were no murticipal libraries. There were no paved
roads within a mile where we were. There are still no paved footpaths. For telephones
you would wait four years. There is more hepatitis in our region than anywhere else ... i f
a member o f Federal Parliament mentions these things he is said to be talking like a
shire president or shire councillor. But the fact is that until tiie Federal Govemment
accepts responsibility which national Governments have accepted in every other
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cotmtry we will go short of these things..' Those who lived m the public housing estates
or were home-owners hi the suburbs, who were reliant on private transport and who
desired public amenities for their children were seen as potential Labor voters.
The questions and issues about their area raised in the Werriwa A.L.P. branches were
forwarded to Whitlam hi Canberra. Such information was translated into Labor policy
by Whitlam's key advisers in Liverpool Council chambers. It was the novelty and
strength o f Labor's new urban policies under Whitlam which undermined the
ideological hold of anti-communism as a vote winner for the Coalition forces amongst
non-Anglo-Celtic migrants in the suburbs. In the aftermath of the 1961 Federal election
Whitlam's Campaign Dtiector, E.V. Hale noted, ' A special feature of the campaign was
the number o f migrants o f several nationalities and other non-party members who
volunteered to assist. Mahese, Greeks, Italians, Yugoslavs and Germans and others not
only operated as interpreters at our booths but also visited a large number of
compatriots homes with how to vote cards, to assist in securing formal votes ... this
work by New Australians was a tribute to the zeal of Mr Whitlam who has assiduously
attended to the problems of migrants, as indeed, he has worked for all electors ...'''*.
I f the Vietnam War generated a radical questioning of Australian foreign policy and
Australian society generally by sections of the intelligentsia it was Labor's concem for
the mounting material problenis. o f suburban voters which gave it a narrow victory in
the 1972 elections. Too often Australia in the Cold War has been viewed as the preserve
of anti-communism, a rising generalized affluence, political apathy and the realpolitik
of R.G. Menzies. The growth^pf Australian suburbia and its attendant problems as a
constant reality of the Cold War is a subject largely neglected historically. A study of
E.G. Whitiam's political representation of Werriwa in the centre o f Sydney's new postwar suburbs offer a new reading and understanding of both Cold War social history and
the importance of the urban to the political ascendancy of a new kind of Labor Leader.
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PRESENTATION
This work considers the evolution of ideas and conceptions about town planning and urban
plans in Argentina during the forties. These ideas and conceptions are crossed with new
interpretations about the city and the thoughts ofthe previous international town plannmg, on
one hand and by the dominant political and ideological conceptions m that particular moment
in the history of the country, on the other. In order to show the evolution of planning
conceptions; it has been chosen the different plans done for San Juan after the 1944
earthquake.
It is possible to distinguish in Argentina various "generations" of urban plans before the plans
done for San Juan, in fact three generations. First, the plans elaborated dunng the twenties
(plans that paid special attention to the urban outhne of the city to guide its extension)
Second the "generation" placed in the-thirties (plans with projects to transform the central
areas including the theme of social housing as one of the mam chapters of the plan). And
finally a third generation (plans that considered the city as the centre of a temtory and
included the idea of neighbourhood unit as the minimum element for the design of urban
configuration).
INTRODUCTION
On January 15^^ 1944, an earthquake completely destroyed the city of San Juan, the capital of
the province of San Juan, located at the bottom of Los Andes Mountains m Argentina. The
city had to be rebuilt.
Two years before, in 1942, the provincial govemment decided to make a Master Plan for the
citv Two well-known argentine urban planners were in charge of this project: Bemto
Carrasco and Angel Guido. An engineerfiromBuenos Aires, Benito Carrasco had made urban
plans for other cities during the second and third decades of this century: Mendoza (1917),
Córdoba (1928) and Concordia (1928). These Plans can be considered as the first generation
of urban plans in Argentina. Angel Guido, an architect and engmeer from Rosano, took part
in the urban plan for Rosario (1935), and aiso elaborated the plans for Tucuman (1936) and
Salta (1937) These plans as well as the plan for San Juan done m 1942 can be considered as
the second generation. (BRAGOS, 1997)
The plan made by B. Carrasco and A. Guido {Plan Regulador para San Juan) was not taken
into account in the process of rebuilding the city after the earthquake. Even though it was
made two years before the cataclysm and had had official acceptance, new specialists were
requested instead and many commissions were created to prepare a new plan. For five years,
at least seven proposals were made, one after the other, until the last was definitively chosen.
THE ANTECEDENTS
The Plan Regulador para San Juan (1943)
In this urban plan the main ideas considered by the authors in their previous experiences were
used For example: Benito Carrasco's special street layouts according to the different zones of
the city- civic centres for each zone ofthe city divisions; a big suburban park and the nng
road around the city. As well as Angel Guido's monumental civic centres, designs for the
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workers districts (layout of the sector and projects ofthe dwellings units) and zoning. These
criteria were always used albeit the size and t^^e ofthe city.
The authors elaborated the plan considering the city would reach a population of one hundred
thousand inhabitants within a period of three or four decades. The plan for'this fiiture city
included the main projects to transform San Juan into a "modem" city such as:
•

The ring road {avenida de circunvalación) or parkway that links peripherally all the radial
streets.

.

The civic centre, with two proposals, one picturesque and the other "modem" with a
monumental character (the civic centre was considered as "the authentic built expression
of the city that the residents have the right and honour to present to the rest of the
argentine cities").

.

A big urban park with a lake-channel, as aknost all XIX Century extension plans had.

.

"Charming" garden suburbs in the outskirts that together with the social dweUings were
considered "one ofthe main goals and the social task of urbanism".

.

The transformation of the railway system.

.

The zoning as the "spinal cord of the plan".

The authors planned to give the city a modem profile also by creating distinctive areas:
schools and hospitals areas, industrial district, imiversity campus, airport and merchandise
distribution centres. (CARRASCO, B.J.; GUIDO, A., 1942)
The theme of seismic shakings was completely underestmiated in the plan. San Juan is
located in an earthquake area that periodically has seismic movements of different intensity
and there was a significative antecedent: in 1861 an earthquake completely destroyed the city
of Mendoza, two hundred kilometres south of San Juan. But the authors didn't consider this
subject to be "significant for the city in that time, because of a prototype of antiseismic
building techniques were developed offering minimum risks in a city with usual tremors".
They only recommended making buildings with extemal galleries in the ground floor, because
during the earthquake in Los Angeles in 1933 they proved to be appropriated to protect the
people from loosening from the buildmgs. But the earthquake of 1944 in San Juan tragically
showed that these galleries would have been useless.
REBUILDING OF THE CITY AND THE NEW FLANS
The solutions adopted after the earthquake are an unfortunate example of the way the
govemment works. Commissions that were created and dismissed; plans that were made as
fast as they were replaced; different groups of professionals in charge ofthe projects. Also the
final destination of the economical resources to rebuild the city raised the suspicion on the
opponent political parties.
The first plan: Proposal ofthe Comisión Provincial de Estudio para la Reconstrucción
(1944)
Soon after the earthquake the provincial govemment created the "Provincial Study Board for
tbe Rebuilding" and three architects made the first guidelmes for the rebuilding of the city.
The authors worked during three months and then proposal went beyond the elaboration of
the main ideas for building a new city. They presented a plan for the economical development
of the province and, for the city, they suggested the elimination of the main obstacles -the
layout of the railroad system- for allowing the extension of the city in all directions.
(ROITMAN, 1995)
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The second plan: Anteproyecto de Plan Regulador para la Nueva San Juan (1944)

The third plan: Proposal of the "Rebuilding of San Juan" group (1944)

The national govemment, also created a "Rebuilding Technical Department" to prepare a plan
to guide the works to rebuild the city. A team was formed with recognised architects from
Buenos Aires: C. Muzio (who designed "Conception neighbourhood" in Buenos Aires city);
F.H. Bereterbide (who took part in the winner team in the contest to elaborate the Master
Plan for Mendoza in 1941) and E.E. Vautier and J.H. Lima (from the Dirección Nacional de
Arquitectura).

The plan designed by the "Rebuilding Technical Department" was rejected mainly because it
was not share the proposal to move the city to a new location. So, the Department was
discarded. In 1944 tiie "Council to Rebuild San Juan" was created and immediately dissolved
to create a new one under the name of "Rebuilding of San Juan". A group of new
professionals was called, including the architects J. Vivanco and J. Penary Hardoy (members
ofthe team that together with Le Corbusier elaborated in 1939 a plan for Buenos Aires City).

To do then job the group went to the disaster area tp gather information. Although the plan
previously elaborated by B, Carrasco and A. Guido had an expediente urbano (the local
version of the British civic survey and of the French dossier urbain), this document was not
considered by the group, although the Plan of 1942 had been approved and officially
published by the govemment immediately after its elaboration.

According with the synthesis ofthe plan done by D. Roitman, we can see that its main ideas
were those authors took into account before for the plan of Buenos Aires. Ideas that expressed
tiietiioughtofthe ICMA:

Back in Buenos Aires the group, inspired by the experience of the National Resources
Planning Board of the United States made their own version of tiie preliminary project in
order to submit it to pubUc opinion. Their purpose was to agree with the basic ideas of the
organisation of the new city to elaborate afterwards the final version of the plan. This task
would be in charge of a group of "professionals town planners". The plan was supposed to be
the model that the other cities will use to program their growth and expansion. (COMISION
D E U R B ^ S M O , 1945)
The main proposal of the authors was fo settle the city in a new location. The influence of
Bereterbide's ideas in the Plan for Mendoza was evident m two aspects:
«• The city as the centre of the region. The organisation for the city's growth is
programmed considering its area of influence far beyond their real administrative limits.
In this way the city becomes the urban centre that articulates a net of "regional centres"
joined by the raifroad. Intiiesecentres the typical production of the area -vineyards- will
be developed. According to the authors, these regional centres were a model taken from
the model farm of Le Corbusier, the soviet koljoces and the community rural centres of
the Farm Seciuity Administration in the United States.
«

The neighbourhood unit as fundamental element in the city. Designed in accordance
with the principles of a strict division between the road traffic and the pedestrian traffic,
classifying the streets according with its type, intensity ofthe flow and speed of traffic. In
this occasion, tiiese criteria were taken from the project for the city of Radbum in the
United States.

In this preliminary project we also can find some ideas that were aheady present in previous
plans elaborated for other main cities in the country, such as Rosario and Mendoza for
instance:
»

The civic centres, (goveniment centre, financial core, and commerce district) with
buildings projected by different architects following common pattems. In this way, it was
thought that "we will have a wide variety of personal architectonic shapes, but harmonised
in a balanced magnificent and beautiftil group". (COMISIÓN DE URBANISMO, 1945)

•

The zoning, formulated in this case according with the organicist metaphor that
established that each zone considered as an urban organ should be as clearly defined as the
different vital organs are for a human being.

.

The articulation between the road system and the green space system based also in the
old organicist metaphor. According with this theory, the first is the circulatory system
with its classification of arteries, veins and vessels; while the latter is the breathing system
(the lungs ofthe city).
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•

The civic centres defined according to their functions (civic centre, financial centre, and
cultural centre).

.

The new road pattern, which eliminated the traditional grid system for a new and
hierarchical road system. The separation of different types of traffic and the building of a
new kind of blocks (super manzanas) were proposed to adapt the city to new requirements
of intemal transport and safety of inhabitants.

The fourth plan.* Proposals of the "Rebuilding council" (1945)
After few months the group of "Rebuilding San Juan" was dismissed and architect J.
Villalobos was requested to be in charge of the Plan. The main idea of this new proposal was
the design of a new layout for the rail and road systems for the access to the city. He also
mamtained the concept ofthe super manzanas, but with a different intemal organisation than
that thought by the former group. (VILLALOBOS, 1947)
Architect J. Villalobos maintained a big discussion with former and future professionals
whom took part in the elaboration of plans for the city, particularly about the land tenure
during tiie period of rebuilding. (VILLALOBOS, 1946; BERETERBIDE, 1946; PASTOR,
1946)
The fifth plan: Anteproyecto de planeamiento para la reconstrucción de San Juan (1945)
Soon after, a new team was formed directed by architect C. Mendióroz because of an
agreement signed between the new organisation and the "Urban Department" of Buenos Aires
Municipality. At last, in Jime 1945 the new preliminary plan was presented and approved by
National Govemment in October ofthe same year. The new plan used, with some variations,
ideas present in the previous plans, such as:
•

Territorial organisation, consisting ofthe definition of road and railway systems and m
the zoning within the region (urban centres and rural settlements, crop areas, industrial
activities and natural resources).

•

Zoning, defining areas in the city, following functional criteria (residence, trade, industry,
administration, etc.).

•

Civic Centres defined according to their functions (political centre, administrative centre,
and justice centre).

In this occasion, the concept of neighbourhood unit, present in one of the previous plans and
in the plan for Mendoza, was set aside. Sectors of the city were defined as middle class and
low-incorne residential areas, as it was done in the plans for the first generation.
(MENDIOROZ, 1946). Some aspects of the new plan were highly criticised by architect
Villalobos, especially the raihoad outline and the expansion of the city following the grid plan
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of the old city. He proposed to adopt the model of neighbourhood unit recommended by the
National Housing Agency ofthe United States. (VILLALOBOS, 1947)
The sixth plan: Piano Ley 1122 "reajuste de planeamiento" (1947j
The provincial govemment approved in 1947 the "law plan N° 1122". This law substantially
modified the previous plan approved by the National Law 12865. This plan approved by a
provincial law got the worst concepts: a simple outline of stteets done by someone "ignorant
in architecture and urbanism", a "shame for argentine urbanism". This was the opinion given
by J M F. Pastor, the professional who would be in charge of the elaboration of the fourth
version of a plan to rebuild San Juan. (PASTOR, 1949)
The seventh plan: Plan Regulador de Extension deSan Juan (1948)
In thé beginnings of 1948 a new "Rebuilding Council", under the Ministry of Intemal Affairs
of the Nation decided that other group of private engineers and architects elaborate an
emergency urban and regional plan under the supervision of an Urban and Architectonic
Advisor. Architect J.M.F. Pastor had this responsibility. That same year, the plan was
approved by the Council and becomes the fmal plan to rebuild the city; works that had started
some years before.
The new plan was done following three basic principles: the social structure of the city; the
definition of the road system and the zoning. The plan used the former ideas of the raihoad
system and the road system, but these are not the distinguished aspects. (PASTOR, 1949;
1950). The social stmcture ofthe city was the most important aspect that differentiated this
plan from others previously elaborated. In this aspect, we can see that the author's,ideas were
the same that those of National CathoUcism's: the triad "God-Fatheriand-Home" which
should be "preserved agamst all odds". (PASTOR, 1947: 94)
The social stmcture of the city is based essentially on the concept of neighbourhood unit as
the minimum cell of urban organisation. The neighbourhood unit seems to be the urban
solution to eliminate the bad living conditions ofthe people that inhabit "in cardboard cities"
in the outskirts. The earthquake made this situation more evident, and was considered worst
than the disaster itself because the poor living conditions ofthe low-mcome sectors were seen
qs a threat for society. J.M.F. Pastor states that in this kind of habitat "the human race is
spoiled and the civic spirit and moral fall apart". For this reason, this population, should be
urgently "revitahsed physically and spkitually". (PASTOR, 1949: 105)
In this way the "hygienic and cheerful" quarter becomes the minimum unit of urban
organisation since it was considered as a small city with single family housing, schools,
churches, public parks and public buildings. The idea of social stratification vanished. So, he
will no longer refer to working class quarter or to high class houses or to any other specific
category -neighbourhoods for bank employees, raihoad employees, etc.-. The concept of the
family as the basic cell of social organisation goes beyond any classes differentiation. For that
reason, all neighbourhoods should be heterogeneous to avoid any kind of social
discrimination. Through his corporative conception about the society, the author supposed
tiiat people from different classes would live separate but not segregate and that the
community centres would be the place where different classes will merge with no conflict.
From this point of view the city is understood as a big civic unit divided into "small cities" tiie neighbourhoods-. Finally, after the constmction of houses a new stage will appear: to
teach people how to use their houses, their neighbourhood and their city.
To conclude, the different plans for San Juan show that the evolution of town planning ideas
for the plan and the city was not a Hneal process, it had its pros and cons with different
concepts coexisting at the same time. But, tiie ideas tiiat went along with the ones supported
by the govemment were remforced. All this means that while old fashion concepts about
social organisation were reinforced, innovative ideas from different sources referring to town
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planning, mainly American ones, were incorporated. A l l of them were fomiulated in
accordance with tiie dominant ideology.
According to tiie first -old fashion concepts about social organisation-, we can say that in tiie
forties tiie nationahst, corporative and catiiolic conceptions about social organisation became
stronger in the country. This process had begun in tiie thirties by actions that came from tiie
Catiiolic Church and pro fascist groups. They wanted to rescue the "traditions", that belong to
the "argentine nation" and pretended to eliminate the liberalism, creating instead of it a new
Christian state Military coups and the arrival ofthe peronist party in tiie govemment in 1946
marked the end of the liberal state, which was replaced by a corporative and authoritarian
reghne A l ltiieseideas influenced town planning: the great city will be conceived as a threat
to the harmonious development of tiie society. We wiil no longer speak about individuals, not
even mention them as citizens. The family, the parish or the quarter will be tiie primary
elements to stmcture the city. In order to impose this new model of social organisation.
Planning is understood from now on as a State matter.
Regardmg the second -mnovative ideas on town planning- two new matters appear related to
the previous paragraph. One, the idea of neighbourhood unit as the physical scheme or urban
element tiiiat can solve the synthesis between social organisation and physical environment. It
was understood this was tiie way that allows the full development of tiie inhabitants of the
country. This social organisation should be also understood as a way to impose social
discipline, especially for the working class. The other is the idea of regional planning that
becomes established and it will supported and defended by J.M.F. Pastor who had been
inspired by the experience of the Tennessee Valley Authority. Town planning will be
understood, from now on, as a step in planning process, implying a hierarchic subordination
in the decision process, involvmg national planning, regional planning and urban planning.
To apply all these ideas of town planning from this particular point of view, necessarily
unplies an intemal differentiation in the discipline: a teclmical discipline -to build tiie city- on
one hand, and a philosophic disciphne -to organise tiie society- on the other. Pastor called the
first Urban Planning and the second, Urbanism.
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It's obvious when you know the answer The "analysis of predetermined solutions" in C20th transport planning
Ray Brindle
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"The 'analysis of predetermined solutions' is . .. a process
of 'justifying' previously made decisions". (Kain 1968)
Prologue
John Kain's paper to a Commonwéalth Bureau of Roads symposium in 1967 was prophetic in
several jespects. He commented, for instance, that congestion tolls and parking restraint
pohcies (through both supply and price) were universally rejected by transport authorities yet, he noted, "might markedly affect thê phasing and even the need for major elements of
existmg highway plans".
But his observation that metropolitan transport planning was marked by the "premature
imposition of constraints" - of which, he said, the analysis of predetermined solutions was a
particularly virulent form" - was not oniy an astute comment on metropolitan transport
p anmng ofthe 1960s; it was also an observation about the transport network aspects of urban
plamimg that couid arguably have appHed at any stage of this century. Melbourne provides
an example.
^
The evolution of Melbourne's transport plans
In 1929, the report ofthe (Melbourne) Metropolitan Town Plannmg Commission, a notable
product of the matunng mterest ün town planning from the first quarter of the centurv
commented that "the intemal combustion engine has transfoimed the whole basis of road
commumcaüon and that probably one quarter of the developed Metropolitan area is
set aside for communications by road."
Being far from averse to meeting the demands ofthe car (and motor lorries, it was clear) an
indication of which was obtained from primitive origin and destination infomiation, the
Commission devoted much of its effort to defming a higher-order road network to overlay the
existmg road pattem. (It also made the first of a series of official cases for Melbourne's citv
loop railway, based on what Richards et al (1970) described as a "hunch".) The timing of this
grand plan for the civic renewal and expansion of Melbourne was exquisite- the 1920s were
f ^ from easy for many Melbumians - as F. O. Bamett's photographic record'of slum housing
? P^^^^^^^y/^-^^^d^ worse was to come. The Great Depression and then
WWII stalled any idea of large-scale civic programmes.
The 1954 Mettopolitan Planning Scheme (i.e. detailed zoning map) refined the thinking of
the previous 30 years into a network of some 560 km of arterials (440 km of which was to
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have some degree of access conttol), comprising a predominantlyring-radialsystem. Much
of this.network was in common with the network ofthe 1929 plan, and about half of the new
road length was located in the creek valleys and other undeveloped spaces threading through
the new suburbs (Borne 1954). The case for the city underground railway was again made,
based on broad system and pedestrian access grounds developed in the. post-war years. A
version of the rail scheme was accepted by the Parliamentary Public Worlds Committee in
1954.
Although planning studies for the 1954 plan included ttavel interviews in 1 per cent of
households, there had been so far little, if any, "ttavel analysis" as we later came to know it.
This was still the age of tovm planning optimism, in which the link from plan to actuality was
assumed, but the mechanism was sometimes hidden in the mists. Westland (1970) observed
somewhat curiously that the 1954 plan allowed for a doubling of population (to 2.5 million)
but "there was little resultant change in road space". This comment makes sense only if it is
taken to mean that there was little addition to the 1929 plan, in terms of roads.
Through the 1950s, a handful of highway engineers from Melbourne completed the highways
andttansportationcourses at Yale and elsewhere in the US, and came back with a zeal to
finally implement a modem road network for Melbourne. In those days, the Melboume and
Mettopolitan Board of Works (MMBW) was Melboume's highways planning authority and
had a sttong core engineers and planners ttained in the new transport planning skills. But
they did not invent Melboume'sfreewaynetwork; the Metropolitan Stteet Service Study of
the late 1950s (Traffic Commission I960) and the MMBW'sttansportnetwork pilot study of
the early 1960s, which paved the way for Melboume's version of a "ttansportation study"
later in the 1960s, merely revived and enhanced the old plans.^
Intemational consultants were called in to start the Melboume Transportation Study. Their
task was to conduct a ttavel study, which led to the report "Travel in Melboume" (1964), to
develop forecasting models and to apply the forecasts to the two plans which were supplied
by the MTS Committee (Delaney 1965). This last point is important; it became fashionable
later to blame "American ttaffic engineers" for thefreewayemphasis in the 1969 plan, but the
reality is that the consultants had to work from plans supplied to them by the local committee.
When the Mettopolitan Transportation Study Committee's technical working group
developed the two plans for analysis - one highway-based, the other highway-resttained, but
both to contain tiie ever-present city rail loop proposal which the State Govemment had
aheady committed itself to building^ - it was no coincidence that the highway elements were
based on tiie old famihar proposals that had been around for some time. A veteran from those
days recalls how he was asked to re-jig the ring-radial network derived from the previous
MMBW plans into a more ttendy grid network. After the consultant's work wasfinished,a
local study group was set up, providing a nursery for the ttaining of a generation of ttansport
planners (and sceptics). The next three or four years were spent fine-tuning, analysing
innumerable variations on the basic network, and horse-ttading between the various
departments represented on the committee.
As an aside, a rebel faction among the railways representatives in the study group became
concerned that tiie case for the city rail loop had not been well-estabhshed on technical
grounds, and put up a number of more efficient proposals for improvement of the rail system
(Clark, Richards and Ogden 1970). History records, of course, that Melboume eventually got
its "underground", but analytical ttansport planning had nothing to do with it. The ttavel
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benefit case was marginal, albeit on pseudo-scientific grounds, despite wildly optimistic
forecasts of CBD employment. A senior planner of that time recently recalled that they had
no confidence in the forecasts of city employment but were told to stand by them because
tiiey were vital to the case for the city rail project.^
"Travel in Melboume" - the result ofthe survey and modelling phase - was released in 1965
with newspaper headlines aheady forecasting that Melboume would "need" 500 km of
freeway and an underground railway by 1985. This was still four years before the release of
the plan itself (Metropolitan Transportation Committee 1969). It came as no surprise that the
eventual 1969 plan did indeed include 500 km of freeway and an underground railway, all
scientifically "proven" after some six years of survey, analysis and planning effort. But it was
in essence the highway-based plan developed by the working group as input to the analysis
phase some four years before, and it carried the clear fingerprint of the town plannmg studies
and intentions of 1929 and 1953, and well-brewed technical tiiinking in the meantime.
The 1969 Transport Plan has had a mixed outcome. Elements ofthefreewayplan have been
built, but the logic of their sequencing and their economic case seems to have borrowed little
from the ttansportation study. The public ttansport component of tiie plan has done well in
proportioA, compared with the freeway component. The keystone - tiie city loop - has been
buih, and some major ttam extensions completed. This might be read as a commentary about
what consttaints do to instil a sense of realism about what is achievable - but it also says
something about what tmly initiates majorttansportprojects. How much of what Melboume
has now would have happened with or without the transport study ofthe 1960s? Was all that
effort spent to "prove" the pre-determined?
Extrapolating to the general
Such examples are not rare,ttansportplannmg being:
(a) especially vulnerable to "analysis of predetermined solutions" (and the premature
imposition of consttaints in all its forms); and
(b) one ofthe few areas of planning that uses masses of numbers and is thus an easy
target for manipulation and misappropriation.''
In addition:

"scientific approach to planning", and partly for good reason. Blind faith in the truth of
numbers and the supremacy of reason was, one would havetiiought,despatched by Dickens
in "Hard Times" long before tiie birth of modem town planning. Nevertiieless, the planning
professions have struggled to maintain some semblance of system and reason in their
approach to their craft, and Geddes' chain of surveys - analysis - plan - implementation assessment - more surveys etc sticks in the minds oftiiosetaught in tiie "old ttadition".'
But intiiesepost-modem times, a mechanistic approach to planning -ttansportor otherwise does not have appeal. A paper written by this author some years ago (Brindle 1992) tried to
find some common ground between the "Field of Dreams" school' and the technicians who
ought to be good at "what if?" analyses. "Post modemism" does not mean throwing out all
tiie numbers or analytical techniques, as Douglas Lee (author ofthe influential "Requiem for
large scale models" in 1973) admitted in a more recent paper (Lee 1973, 1994).^
Furthermore, were planners ever serious about applying the "scientific approach" rigidly to
movement aspects of city planning? Without going into the details, with which many readers
will be familiar, one could mention any of the innovations and leaps forward in planning
ideas, e.g:
» Howard's "System City" at the end of tiie 19* Century, with satellite communities
linked by rail to London. (Howard 1946)
o Parker and Unwin's bold introduction of culs-de-sac in New Earswick, near York,
in 1902 and Letchwortii Garden City in 1904.
« Stein and Wright's Radbum concept of segregated networks at the neighbourhood
level, and courts for vehicle access to dwellings (1928).
« Hierarchical road networks, evident in Parker and Unwin's work, Burley Griffin's
concept for Canberra, and many before and after them.
® The extensive rail network m tiie Los Angeles region around the tum of the
century.
« Heavy rail network development in any city.^
® New town road networks and neighbourhoods ofthe 1930s, 1940s and later.
» Many aspects of today's "New Urbanism".

(c) transport planners also often get it wrong; and

o Renewed enthusiasm for "light rail".

(d) since most of them have an engineering or science background, and are tiierefore
not "real" planners, the whole profession of ttansport planning (including ttaffic
planning and engineering) can be easily marginalised.^

• Ideas for "sustainable cities".

The problem with ttansport planners of the 1960s and 1970s was not that they blindly
followed a "scientific approach" to planning or that tiiey had too much influence on ttansport
decisions. Rather, there was precious little tme "planning" going on at all and those few
attempts to use quantitative arguments to change "predetemiined solutions" (such as
Melboume's city rail loop) were spumed by the horse-trading committees.
The Lamp of Geddes is, it seems, allowed to shine only in already familiar comers, and the
phenomenon of "analysis of predetermined solutions" is not restricted to modem ttansport
planning.
It is salutary to find how few modem planners recall, or ever knew, what the "Lamp of
Geddes" is (or was?) (Jackson 1963, p. 19). It is quite unfashionable today to promote a
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Many, if not all, of such innovations would be regarded as "good tilings", at least for an era or
two. But none of tiiem, as far as can be ascertained, were exposed to the cold logic of the
scientific approach to planning. The very origins of C20th planning, the Lamp of Geddes
notwithstanding, appeared to set the non-analytical partem for subsequent urban ttansport
planning and debate. One might even ask the question:
Has objective analysis ever really influenced landuse-transport planning ideas or decisions
on major metropolitan transport issues (above the project design level)?
The corollary to that question is:
What differences have analytical land use-transport planners ever really made?
As I write these questions, Melboimie's City Linkfreewayprogramme comes to mind. Post
facto analyses and justifications notwithstanding, would it be too cynical to wonder i f the
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scheme would ever have occurred to the government if it did not fit into the "big projects, go
ahead" imagery that also gave birth to the Casino, Grand Prix and the Docklands
redevelopment? It is reasonable to conclude that, in that environment, the City Link project
was always going to be adopted - a predetermined solution i f ever tiiere was one - and tiiat
travel analyses were never going to do more than adjust the project consortium's estimates of
toll income.
Looking back over a century that dawned with the first attempts at thinking about land use
and road networks as an integrated entity, today's anal>lical land use-transport planner might
be excused for feeling a touch superfluous, merely someone who adds authority to what was
going to happen anyway. There are many ways of rebutting such a conclusion, some of
which will, it is hoped, come to light when readers contemplate the questions that this paper
has posed.' This note hopes to provoke some constructive - and optmiistic - responses.
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the United States in the 1960s in the wake of new social science ideals, activist city
plannmg based on these ideals, andtiieNew Urban History.

The Politics of Urban Sprawl Reform
Robert Bruegmann
Art History Department
University of Illinois at Chicago
Chicago, Illinois, 60607
United States
The term "urban sprawl" which, since before World War II has been used in Britam and
the United States to describe low density and/or undisciplmed urban settlement pattems,
has taken its place, along with phrases like noise, pollution and global warming, as an
indication of an undoubted evil Its supposed opposite, "compact development," has also
been established as representmg an ahernative, more desirable kind of urban pattem. An
active anti-sprawl crusade has enlisted the support of many reform groups, particularly
those wjio feel they are takmg a "progressive" stance on open space, plannmg,
environmental preservation and social equity matters.
One ofthe most striking thmgs about this cmsade is the extent to which it maintams the
rhetoric of earlier urban reformers while turning the diagnosis and prescription for better
cities on its head. During virtually the entne period of the rise of the dense mdustrial
city, that is from the mid-18th century until the mid-20th century, most informed
observers believed that the 'greatest problem in large cities was density. In the latter part
of this period the most conspicuous term used to describe this evil was "blight." In this
medical analogy, overly high density caused pathological conditions that destroyed city
fabric. To battle bUght two basic strategies were used. The first consisted m creathig a
new kmd of urban periphery with green belts around existmg settlements and garden
cities and new towns, each surrounded by their own green belts. On the city mterior new
transportation systems allowing access to inexpensive housing away from dense areas,
slum clearance, urban renewal, new roads and highways were ali used m a constantly
escalatmg battle against blight.
The resuhs were, m many ways, paradoxical. One curiosity was that those places, like
Britain, France or the Eastem bloc counties, witii highly developed centraUzed plannmg
mechanisms were less successfiil in decentralizing cities than places like the United
States with ahnost no centi-al land plannmg powers and little in tiie way of coordmated
local pubUc planning. Even more paradoxical was the fact that by the postwar decades
when it was clear tiiat decentralization was the trend everywhere and that the old centiral
areas had been emptied of a large percentage of their former population, tiie results were
horrifying to the very groups that had so long advocated decentralization.
What progressive urban observers found was a low density landscape that appeared to
stretch across vast areas ofthe land witii little apparent pattem, obliteratingtiiefi-aditional
distinctions between city and country, and, in their opinion, wasting resources and
destroying the environment. Instead of blight, the new evil was sprawl. This term,
which appears to have become popular in Britain between the wars, became popular m
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Pnriouslv much of tiie rhetoric of tiie sprawl reformers has been similar to that ofthe
bli2ht waróors of earher generations. Botii are steeped in a heavy rehance on physical
determmism tiie essentially modernist belief that there are sunple relationships between
built form aiid human interaction pattems. Even tiie mechamsms to combat sprawl have
often been tiie same as those advocated to stop Wight: growth boundaries, new towns,
«j,te11ite cities In fact, tiie differences were more often aesthetic tiian anything else, hi
nlace of tiie Utopias of tiie fiiüire, for example Le Corbusier's Radiant City the Soviet
Linear City or tiie 1960s new towns, we now tend to have Utopias ofthe past, for example
the large scale historic district, tiie revival ofthe streetcar or rail network or tiie projects
ofthe New Urbanists.
What has remamed constant tiiroughout has been the composition and stance of the
reform groups. Although the political pomt of view has ranged from far to tiie nght to far
to the left tiiese refomiers have shared tiie beUef that as upper middle class professionals
they have a right and a duty to make decisions about the proper fomi of the city. Like a
doctor who is obliged to act m the best interest of a patient who cannot be trusted to know
what is best for him, the urban refomier must be in a position to dictate tiie long temi
needs of a sick city even when tiie prescriptions may not be acceptable to many of the
citizens. Lazy, undisciplined behavior like sprawl must be countered by stem, conective
action taken ontiiebasis of unassailable authority.
To make tins case refomiers have madetiu-eekinds of diagnosis. The first is an aesthetic
diagnosis Sprawl is monotonous, lacks order and is ugly, tiiey say. A second kind of
diagnosis, is social or political, ft has been argued, for example, tiiat the new city
pattems foster mequality because they maroon tiie poorest citizens m tiie inner city while
depriving the central city of tax revenues from wealthy suburbamtes. The final kind ol
diagnosis, one based on efficiency, has received perhaps tiie most sustained attention, m
part because it is here, many reformers have beheved, that tiie most unassailable case
usmg quantifiable evidence, could be made. Sprawl is wastefril because it eats up
valuable fannland, requires a more extensive pubhc utilities and costs more to maintam,
according to this line of reasoning.
What can history tell us about tiie diagnoses of urban sprawl and tiie proposed remedies?
First, tiie aestiietic diagnosis. It is symptomatic tiiat suburbs were rarely caUed ugly when
they were an upper middle class phenomenon but are often called tiiat when they house
the middle or lower middle classes. This suggests tiie clear class biases mvolved. But it
is also conspicuous how fluid aesthetic nonns are. All of tiie things typically said about
sprawl, its lack of order, monotony and ugliness, were also said about the dense mdustial
city and about virtially every successive new urban fonn that has been seen whether it
was suburban London in tiie early 19th centiry, cential Chicago at tiie tum of tiie century
or Los Angeles from the 20s through tiie 50s.
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Planners and the American City: What Does the Historical Record
Reformers focusing on social inequalities have tended to prescribe more govemment,
more centralized planning, metropolitan area taxation and other remedies for what they
perceive as thefragmentationof the city. These are interestmg arguments, but a quick
historical view suggests that inequalities do not disappear with larger governments and
that the advantages gained by larger government are countered by the losses of equally
desired local autonomy. In most US cities somefrmctions,notably water, wastewater
removal, highway and air transportation have been dealt with at an increasingly high
level, but in other cases, for example at the level of the school or the homeowner
association, decision making has been deliberately devolving downward.

Show?

Finally, efficiency arguments have not tended to stand up very well in the light of
empirical research. It is conspicuous that many of the observed phenomenon regularly
defy the predictions of reformers. Commutes have not gotten longer in the more
dispersed cities. Building at higher densities or using large scale master planning has not
necessarily proved to be more efficient or economical than more typical development.
Nor is the record good on the reformers' prescriptions. The greenbelts, for example, have
arguably just extended sprawl fiuther. In fact the history of planning yields ample
illustration of the ineffectiveness -of reform measures ranging from zoning to urban
renewal, from pedestrian main streets to bonus zoning. These measures are very likely
not to work, to create side effects at least as bad as the original problem or to backfire
altogether. Even i f a prescription works in one generation, moreover, it may be viewed
as the failure ofthe next.

The contemporary American profession of city planning is now roughly one hundred years
old and planners, along with art, architecture, urban, and social histonans, have been
researching and writing its history for nearly forty years. While we know a great deal
about certam individuals and events, no smgle work examines the histoncal record m its
entirety to evaluate the profession's impact. This paper summarizes thefindmgsof nearly
forty years of planning history andfindsa very mixed record. If we would improve on it,
both practitioners and planning educators must study--and leara from-the past.

Does this argue for complete inactivity? I would rather argue that what it argues for is a
great deal of humility about our ability to comprehend anything as complex as the city. It
also argues for a good deal more attention to history. It is only history, after all, that can
suggest the enormously varied ways cities have worked and changed over time, the ways
aesthetic, social and political ideals change, the ways individuals and groups of all kinds
have tried to alter cities to reflect thefr own preferences and tiie way that every such
action has ramifications, intended and unintended, across the entire urban fabric. At very
least we ought to know a great deal more about "sprawl," to disentangle the arguments
made about it and be sure that it is actually a problem before thinking we could hope to
remedy it.

Patricia Burgess, Ph.D.
Director, Planning and Urban Design Services
The Urban Center, Levin College of Urban Affairs
Cleveland State University, Cleveland, Ohio 44115
USA

Examining the historical record involves looking at the "official" history of the profession,
at works that examine the profession as a whole, at several edited anthologies, and at
dozens of journal articles written by scholars in many disciplines. The record shows that
much ofthe planning in cities was not done by planners. However, since they are our
concem here this paper will hmit hs exammation to the work of the planning profession,
mcludmg both those who identified themselves as planners and those whom the profession
has claimed as its own. To evaluate the record, we tum to the profession's own statement
of purpose:
The American Planning Association, and its professional institute, the American
Institute of Certified Planners, are organized to advance the art and science of
planning and to foster the activity of planning-physical, economic, and social-at
the local regional, state, and national levels. The objective ofthe Association is
to encourage planning that will contribute to public well-being by developing
communities and environments that meet the needs ofpeople and of society more
effectively.
The collective record-i.e., the sum total ofthe body of evidence-is very mixed. Some is
cieariy positive; some is clearly negative; much more is very equivocal.
The Positive: The record is positive on several points. For one thing, positive evidence
greatly outweighs the negative that the 'Tounding Fathers" were heroic figures. Olmsted
and other early planners raised important issues for public discussion and raised
consciousness about addressing them. They told govemment and business leaders as well
as the general public that they did not have to accept the city as they found it; they could
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do something about it. These early planners believed that they could not only cure the
city's ills but also prevent their recurrence later or occurrence elsewhere. Olmsted Sr. and
Bumham are obvious candidates here, but so are Benjamin Marsh and those involved in
the sanitary reform and playground movements in cities throughout the United States.
These early planners were aiso heroic because they thought on a big scale-they were
visionaries. Big Thinkers. This is tme not only of Daniel 'TVlake no M e pl^s" Bumham,
but also of Olmsted, MacKaye, and the prolific Lewis Mumford. Planners were involved
in many aspects ofthe New Deal, from public housing to the NRPB. They helped
legitimize federal govemment involvement in urban affairs and helped shape the nature of
that involvement. Although they were very different, both the Regional Plan of New York
and Its Envu-ons and the activities of the Regional Planning Association of America were
far-reaching.
The work of these early planners exhibited a high degree of professionalism at a time when
the profession was trymg to define itself Their work was carefiil and thoughtfiil, not
sloppy. Nolen's plans varied to meet the conditions and concerns of many different cities.
Bartholomew enhanced physical planning with data collection: on land use, economic
base, "demographic trends.
Then there were the early women in planning. They were relatively few but very
important for the issues they addressed. They were a consistent voice raising concerns
about housing and social issues, talking about equity and about policies and practices
affecting the disadvantaged or less fortunate. In one sense they were more heroic than the
men because their formal participation in the profession was very hmited.
Fmally, there were the plans. For the most part the physical plans were good plans. They
were really urban design in its best aesthetic sense, mergmg the form of urban space with
its functions, incorporatmg appropriate scale and balance. They sought to raise the quality
ofthe built enviromnent above that which the unplanned, unregulated market was
providing while at the same time meeting the needs of efBciency. This is evidenced in the
housing and neighborhood designs of Wright, Stein, and Perry as well as m the larger
plans of Bumham, the Olmsteds, and Nolen.

suburbanization, which benefitted business interests at the expense of low-income or
minority residents or even ordinary citizens. Moreover, planners have been complicit-or
sometimes actively promoted-segregation of American cities by race and class. That is
the inescapable conclusion of several works dealmg with Urban Renewal and
Redevelopment, highways, housing, and zoning.
Others criticize the profession on the basis of its ideas rather than its resUhs.- Some find
that planners have been too ideological and inflexible (e.g., Rexford Tugwell) or their
ideas too fiizzy and ideahstic (the Regional Planning Association of America). As a
consequence, critics say, plaiming ideas—or even planning itself—has been dismissed as
irrelevant, or has generated suchfierceopposition as to necessitate a revision that negated
whatever potential good it might have accomplished. This is particularly so with respect
to housing. There was much less attention to housing and social concerns after what
Marcuse calls the "planning/housing split," when an emphasis on efficiency and physical
plans took over; and when housing was the subject of planning an implied social control or
a middle class bias was often evident.
Plaimers are also criticized for their eager acceptance of new technology and approaches
without thinking through to the consequences. This resuhed, perhaps, from the focus on
efliciency, and the planners' relationship with the automobile is particularly revealing,
Planners initially viewed the automobile very positively as a means to disperse central city
population, which it certainly did. Their mvolvement m the highway program and their
desire to facilitate mobihty for the population encouraged suburban expansion after World
War n and its ubiquitous shopping centers and homogeneous subdivisions. Although the
resuhs are far less visible, a similar situation existed regarding the planning profession's
eager adoption of social science modeling and computer technology, which caused many
to overlook the human element in plaiming—real people live in cities and communities, not
aggregate numbers in a computer simulation model.

To say that the evidence concerning the early planners and their work is largely positive
does not imply that the plans wereflawlessor the people faultless. Neither is the case.
Still, when one considers urban conditions at the tum of the century—conditions that had
been growing steadily worse for most urban residents—and imagine what might have
transpired had the early planners not taken action, one must recognize their contributions.

Much of the above discussion points to another, larger criticism of the planning
profession—its arrogance. From the profession's earHest days (in both the words and
work of Bumham, for example) and consistently since (especially regarding Urban
Renewal and Redevelopment) there has been an imphcit—and sometimes explicitstatement that 'We are the experts; we have identified the problem and produced the
solution. We know what you need." The planning profession has too often overlooked
the perspective of those affected when defining problems and issues and designing
solutions. Related to and aggravating the arrogance has been an inherent middle-class bias
in the profession. The result has been a tendency for planners to define problems and
propose solutions in terms of middle-class goals, values, or lifestyles.

Negative: Countering the positive evidence is a body that is negative. The planning
profession has been criticized for having far too often served the 'Vrong" side-that is, the
rich and powerful—with negative social, economic, and physical consequences. That is as
tme for those who had business groups as clients as for those who worked on Urban
Renewal and Redevelopment, much highway planning, and some aspects of

A final criticism of plaiming where the evidence is overwhelmingly negative relates to
women and minorities. Especially in its early years the profession actively limited the role
women could play. Also, plans and planning policies have affected women negatively
more often than men. And, as noted above with respect to segregation and urban renewal,
the impact of much planning practice on minorities has been negative. In sum, then,
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despite the conclusions ofthe positive record, the planning profession's practitioners and
accomplishments are not untarnished.
Mixed: There is a large body of planning history that reveals a decidedly mixed record.
The mixed record also resuhs from examining the entire historical record, particularly as it
relates to several specific issues.
One is zoning. One body of zoning history has looked at conditions-especially in
residential areas—in early twentieth century cities and laid the city's ills at feet of slumlords
and industrialists (often portrayed as "greedy capitalists"). These works have shown the
potential for zoning to cure those ills and have told of the triumphant struggle to enact
zoning and have it declared a legithnate use of the poHce power. This history focuses
primarily on the planners' goals and the means to achieve desirable ends, and it views
zoning positively. Other works have examined the resuhs of zoning and have seen the
racial and class segregation and the sprawling low-density development of upper-income
white suburbs. They have shown zoning aidmg developers rather than directing
development.
The judgment is also mixed because the record shows that planners have tended to be
better at producmg ideas and plans than at executmg them. It is primarily m the realm of
ideas where the profession has pushed boundaries. When implemented, however, the
ideas often dehvered less than promised. Moreover, that conceptual boundary-pushmg
pretty much stopped with the New Deal and World War II. With the exception.of
Advocacy Planning, there has been little since 1950 that is conceptually creative or unique.
Planning has often been timid or conventional.
Furthermore, despite planning's avowed forward-looking perspective and fiiturist
orientation, the record shows that the planning profession solved the last problem much
more often than it prevented the next one. Situations did not remain static while planners
researched conditions, identified problems, and proposed solutions. One planning
generation's solution to the previous generation's problem created a new problem for the
generation yet to come.
The collective history of planning also illuminates a tension about the purpose, goals, and
role ofthe profession. The " paradox of doing good" has caused some to so moderate
their goals as to prevent meaningfiil resuhs. And the profession has been spht between
those who sought to mitigate the worst effects of the existing social-economic-political
structure and those who sought to change the structure.
Part ofthe reason for planning's mixed record is that by and large planners have lacked
the power to implement their plans. In early years they were consuhants to business
interests or to local govemment; but in either case someone else was responsible for
implementation. Even when planners became municipal employees, implementation was
still the province of another. An even bigger constraint for implementation has been the
private development sector: that is who buys and sells land, plats lots and streets, and
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finances and builds shopping centers, office buildings, and all types of housing.
T .^^nns.fromtHf^ Overall Record: So what has the planning profession done for urban
America*? The evidence records an impact that has been somewhere between negligible
and negative (if one focuses on resuhs), or a case of unfialfilled potential (if one adds the
attempts and underlying ideals). However, that is probably a bit too strong ^n indictment.
A measure of success in planning, as in anything else, varies with when it is measured.
Was success achieved when the problem was recognized and identified, when the solution
was designed, when the "plan" was adopted and implemented, or when the resuhs were
evaluated? The planning profession has had more impact and more success m identifying
problems and designing solutions than in implementing those solutions-and some ofthe
results have been dismal. Also, is planmng a "success" if the plan is implemented or its
goals achieved-not when intended but at some later time? Implementation and impact
can be a long time coming. For example, Bumham's 1909 Plan of Chicago is surprismgiy
durable and reflected to a considerable degree m present city but Bumham did not see it.
What is the overall judgment then? By a host of objective measures more people live,
work, and play in better surroundings than did one hundred years ago when the
profession's groundwork was laid. Admittedly some of that improved condition can be
attributed to technoiogy and general economic prosperity, but the planning profession has
affected the apphcation and distribution ofthe benefits of technology and prosperity in
ways more beneficial than an unplanned (or solely privately planned) market would have.
It has mitigated the worst effects ofthe existing system. With reference to the APA
statement of purpose c^uoted earlier, through the dialogue the profession has fomented and
engaged hx and through some ofthe techniques h developed and applied, it has "advanced
the art and science" of planning and fostered the activity of planning. And the
communities developed probably meet the needs of more people more effectively than
would otherwise have been the case. Still, that is hardly a rousing endorsement. The
errors have been many and much remains to be done.
Today's practicing planners must learn from past negative consequences, the "hell" their
good intentions sometimes paved the road to. They must also be aware ofthe arrogance
of planning, as well as the timidity and conventionality of much planning practice. The
planning profession may need to redefine its own role to recognize explicitly the roles of
the political process and the private development sector, which place limits or constraints
on what the plarming profession can do.
Planning educators must educate their students about the profession's inherent "limits of
power"—wisdom, expertise, and capacity to achieve. Wisdom comes with time and
experience but also with a wide knowledge of ideas and experiments. A solely technical
education will not provide enough of a basis. Expertise is the planner's knowledge base
and technical skills, but as important as having them is knowing when to apply what tools
-and what the technical skills can and cannot do. Capacity in planning is in part
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determined by understanding the political process and how the private development sector
ftmctions.
Finally it is important for planners and planning educators to learn from history what has
worked in past and what has not-and why! Part of that is knowing and understanding the
role ofthe planner as visionary. It is the planner who can conceptualize cities, their
problems, and the solutions in unconventional and nontraditional ways-even ways that
seem infeasible-then show both the potential results and how they might be achieved.
The importance comes from the act of conceiving better alternatives and presenting them
for discussion--not necessarily with the expectation that politicians, the public, and the
private sector will jump on bandwagon wholeheartedly, but with the knowledge that if the
planners do not raise the issues and possibilities for a better urban life they may not get
raised at all.
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The right to the city: Citizens action and the 1974 Melbourne
Strategy Plan
Sheila Byard
Department of Social Inquiry & Community Studies,
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The public and the city plan
Neighbourhood associations have been said to be self-interested in their aims,
opportunistic & defensive in their involvement in city planning (Sandercock 1977).
North American homeowners associations have been said to be mere 'trade unions' of
the middle class (Davis 1992). Both Davis and Sandercock have however argued that
this terram needs closer scrutiny; the latter speaking of the need for good plannmg
history to step down from generalities to catch "the actual dynamics of real life
situations"(Sandercock 1990). This paper uses the story ofthe CAN report 1973 - the
Citizens Action Plan for North and West Melboume - to explore what happened to the
public 'right to city' after the Melboume City Council started to create a Strategy Plan
in 1972. (North Melboume Association 1973). The Strategy Plan did not in the end
lead to an approved planning scheme. But the process (of bringing planning to the
people) was to have far reaching consequences for the practice of plannmg not just in
the central municipahty of Austraha's second largest metropolitan region, but m the
State as a whole and beyond. Most importantly the promise that people m the street
could "assist to bring improvements abouf (Interplan 1972) was to dissolve notions
of planning as a mystery performed by experts. In this we follow McLoughlin who
gave a significant role to "ordinary people engaged, consciously or otherwise in the
shaping of their city". (McLoughlin 1992). He argued that cross-class aUiances
produced the best defence of local livmg and working environments. It is argued in
this paper that the Citizens Action Plan provided a model for those who were
mterested in building alliances of this type, including tiie basis for subsequent
campaigns by the member groups of the Combined City of Melboume Associations,
& for struggles over the future of the central city and its fringe areas in the years
which were to come.Thus the period from 1971 to 1974 can be seen to be a significant
episode of challenge to the domination of municipal affairs by business and developer
interests, and in the evolution ofthe public 'right to (plan) the city'.
The need for a city plan
In January 1971 the Victorian Minister for Local Govemment asked the Melboume
City Council to set up a planning department and to prepare a plan for the cental city
area. (Hamer 1971) A year later the Melboume City Council voted to have consultants
prepare such a plan for Melboume. Not everyone was keen on this move. The
Melboume and Metropolitan Board of Works took the view that it was most important
for planning work to be conducted at a metropolitan level (Dingle and Rasmussen
1991); the Professor of Planning argued that a more important step would be for the
municipality to create "a totally separate planning department continually engaged in
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research and planning, and aimed at producing its own philosophy towards the city"
(McAlpine 1972).
By the late 60s Australia's major cities were seen by developer interests as ripe for
modernization. There was an emerging coalition of interests against unbridled
development, with warnings about the damage which could be done to the inner
suburbs by indiscriminate re-development. Both in Sydney and Melboume "reducing
the city's dimension to a human scale was something which had to be tackled; We
face the problem of insufficient places where people can lean and sit and talk to each
other in comfortable and relaxed surroundings" (McAlpine 1972).- The Minister
himself had wamed ofthe danger of development creating "concrete canyons hedged
with monolithic office buildings and populated only during business hours."
Thé right to (a say on) the city
An American firm, Interplan, won the contract to deliver the Strategy Plan for the
central municipality. Donald Wolbrin, a planner fi'om Hawaii, was designated Project
Director. He wrote to the Melboume City Council in September 1972 to present the
draft report, The Basis for the Strategy Plan, addressing himself to the "Lord Mayor,
Coimcillors and Citizens ofthe City of Melboiime" (Interplan 1972). The draft report
proposed a pubfic involvement as part ofthe package. It is safe to say that Interplan
had little idea what would follow from this commitment. In fact the creation of a
conmiittee system to under-pin public involvement in the plan process gave relatively
little opportunity for citizen input. The table shows the Interplan view of the
functioning of the Citizens and Organizations Committee which was to be further
divided into a series-of sub-committees:
Table 1
Function of Citizens and Organizations Committee in the Strategy Plan process.(InterpIan 1972)

Sub-committee
A:

Sub-committee
B:

Sub-committee
C:

Institute of Urban Studies, Royal Australian Institute of Architects(Vic), Institution
of Engineers, Royal Australian Planning Institute(Vic) & the Building Industry
Congress.
Town & Country Planning Association, Carlton Association, East Melboume
Group, Hotham Hill Neighbourhood Association, Kensington Social Action Group,
Melbourne-South Yarra Group, North Melboume Association, Parkville
Association,
Building Owners and Managers Association, Melboxune Chamber of Commerce,
Chamber of Manufacturers, the Royal Automobile Association of Victoria, The
Real Estate Agents Association, The Retail TradersAssociation, the National Tmst
and the Real Estate and Stock Institute.

Role:

Committee members to furnish information they feel is pertinent to the
Programme and to react individually to programme elements.

Purpose:

To inform them of programme progress and recommendations ofthe programme

Meetings:

Every other month.
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There was to be no endorsement ofthe plan from these stakeholders, much less from
the public at large. A guest lectturer from Seattle was to tell the Town and Country
Plannmg Association the essence of 'community planning' as conceived by
professional planners was to use a few field workers, & to implement some of the
ideas offered by the community;"It gives planning a legithnacy" (Hancock 1976).
Thus Interplan's programme of citizen participation proposed special attention to 'the
man on the stteet'; "ft is important that special efforts are made to pass on information
to hhn in a manner that attracts his interest, for this reason ttavelling exhibitions and
displays shall be set up in such locations as banks, town and local halls as tiie plan
evolves".
How did the public use the Strategy Plan process?
In 1972 the North Melboume Association was one of the inner urban action groups
which responded to the call for participation hi the preparation of the Sttategy Plan.
During tiie 1960s tiiis neighbourhood (of about ten thousand people) had suffered
greatly from loss of residential buildings due to the sprawl of the city centte's
ftmctions and the Government's urban renewal schemes which affected fifty acres in
the centte ofthe area. There was anxiety that conununity networks were being greatly
weakened in tiiis and other parts ofthe Melboume City Council's West Ward
Some members ofthe Association had been involved in the local Tenants Council and
the North and West Melboume Progress Association.Members of the North
Melboume Association recognised tiie need to leam from other urban organisations
and sought opporttinities to exchange ideas. This eventually resuhed in tiie
estabhshment of the Committee for Urban Action. (North Melboume Association
1974) Individuals involved in the preparation of tiie CAN report had links with other
bodies with urban interests including other organizations represented in the above
table. For example several had been involved in the Town Planning Research Group's
production of the Irregular newsletter which had paid detailed attention to the
Skeffington Report in 1969 (Irregular 1969).
Participants in the NMA were of course influenced by other national and intemational
shifts in interest towards a program of urban action in the 1970s. Such forces
including the emerging social liberation movement and the ecumenical policies of
some ofthe Churches, as well as the changes tiiat were taking place in both State and
Federal Govemment policy in Austraha. For example the Federal Govemment
popularised local urban action through the estabhshment ofthe Department of Urban
and Regional Development, and as stated above, the State Govemment initiated
moves for tiie Melbourne Sttategy Plan. Community organisations had a sense of
power as a result of victories in campaigns directed toward reversing State
Govemment policies on freeways and 'bull-dozer' urban renewal. There was a
heightened sense of public confidence in the gains which might come from a more
participatory planning process.
Thus in the late 1960s and early 1970s local papers such as the 'Northem Advertiser'
and the 'Melboume Times' had begun responding to a readership who were keen to
have a more participatory approach to urban planning. These papers did much to pave
the way for an informed local response to the Sttategy Plan. In late 1972 the North
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Melboume Association Planning group had begun planmng for a printed response to
Interplan's several reports to the Council (Crow 1972).
By May 1973 this response had acquired a new name: the NMA called a public
meeting to discuss preparing a citizens action plan. As the Strategy Plan was to be
presented to the MCC in December 1973 seven months were left to to prepare an
ahernative plan. Work groups were formed and a time-line adopted. Existing NMA
work groups were disbanded so that members could be involved in preparing the
CAN report. Over the next six months more than a hundred particpants took part in
various CAN related activities: research projects leading to eight working papers,
preparation ofthe Association's response to the draft strategy plan, neighbourhood
meetings at which key elements ofthe response were endorsed and production ofthe
report itself
During this msh of activity old and new members of the Assocation focussed on the
emerging Strategy Plan. The question can asked as to whether there was not a danger
of convergence between the work of the professional planners and the members ofthe
public yho were trying to beat the planners at their own game.What was to
distinguish all this activity from the sort of data collection and analysis the
professional planners were doing? The natural scepticism of this group and the
caucusing which occurred with allies from the other localities and from organisations
like the Town & Country Planning Association and the Institute of Urban Studies
meant that there was no real hkelihood of co-option.
The NMA approach was make a determined effort to involve the widest range of
those who lived and worked in the area in evolving a strategy for the city of which
they were part. This lead to pamstaking educative attempts like the butcher paper
maps, diagrams and charts which formed the basis for the CAN report's affirmation of
values. It would be this statement, and what followed from it, endorsed by a series of
community meetings which would distinguish the impact of the local report from the
one prepared by Interplan. Part 1 of the CAN report asserted "our basic value
judgement is one which involves the concept of a 'mixed and participatory city' - a
city oriented towards people and the increased satisfaction they can gain from their
inter-relationships. We should emphasise that this concept applies not only to
residents, but to the people who work in the area and the hundreds of enterprises,
commercial and otherwise, tiiat exist there now" (North Melboume Association
1973).
From this basis the CAN report introduced secondary values (the retention of existing
building stock, and the maintenance ofthe existing mix of social uses) by which any
new develpments should be judged. While it is hard to reconstmct the workings ofthe
North Melboume Association during the Strategy Plan period, what can be said is that
members were drawn from both men and women, and from those who would have
proudly proclaimed themselves working class and as well as from the middle classes.
It was not just the ideas of the report that came out of this cross-class activity; tiie very
collation of the CAN report was done on kitchen tables all over the suburb, the
binding at some-one else's place of work as a 'foreigner'.
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The outcomes of the Citizens Action Plan
Early in December 1973 both tiie Melboume City Council's Strategy Plan and the
North Melboume Association's Citizens Action Plan were unveiled. In, 1974 the
Council adopted the Strategy Plan in principle but efforts to implement ittturougha
planning scheme were finistrated. Interests like Buildmg Owners and Managers
Association which had not botiiered to become involved in preparing the sfi-ategy
challenged the council over key recommendations. As Long has demonstrated the
mid-1970s collapse in office building in the CAD meant that developers became
mcreasmgly anxious about 'restiictive town planning and other stultifying controls'
(Long 1996). The use of amendments to modify the existing plannmg scheme resulted
m dilution of support for the Strategy Plan. Community organizations building on the
basis of tiie techniques evolved in tiie CAN exercise were able to engaged effectively
in a series of battles over Amendments 96, 35, and 45, as well as defensive efforts in
relation to the Mixed Area Stidies.
When in 1980 the State Govemment introduced Amendment 151 in an attempt to
resolve the question of appropriate limits to development in the city fiinge areas
the pro-development lobby was still unplacated. Some of those who had been
involved in the Citizens Action Plan process were elected as councillors only to see
tiie council dismissed by the State Govemment. Some commentators (Saunders 1984,
Long 1996) have argued that the split which had emerged on Council between
Councillors elected from the residential wards and councillors elected frórn CBD
wards which precipitated the dismissal,demonstrates the longer term powerlessness
of Association interests.
In fact it can be argued that the strategic approach adopted by the Association in its
deahngs with botii professional planners and the level of govemment which employed
them laid the foundation for successful broad alliance campaigns right through the
1980s and 1990s. The Citizens Action Plan demonsfrated to citizens at large the
importance of getting the documents, of accepting thebriefmgs offered, and usmg the
timelines and opportunities to make formal submissions in all formal planning
processes. Thus when the Council set up the local area Community Planmng Groups
the NMA and other local associations were well placed to monitor the activities of
councU staff (Gardner, 1998). Between 1981 and 1982, when the actions ofthe State
Govemment had left the affairs of the city in the hands of three appointed
Commissioners, the democratic planmng of the City went underground. A wave of
development was approved without conventional councillor input. The
Commissioners did accept the previous practice of development apphcations being
listed & made available with other committee papers to members of the public shortly
before meetings. Through the umbrella organization Melboume Voters Action,
individuals witii strong community hnks meet on a weekly basis to prepare responses
to council agenda items. I f the goal of this organisation was radicalisation of the
local population, it was unsuccessful (Saunders 1984). But i f the goals were more
modest then it can be seen as another effective episode iri the building of a broad
participatory alliance in the inner city region. Certainly this schooling in the business
ofthe municipality created the effective links which brought a new more democratic
style to the Council in the mid- 1980s (North Melboume Association 1985)
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There is no time in this paper to analyse in detail the longer term impacts of the
aUiances forged in the CAN episode but it can be argued that the its commitment to
shared values was a trigger to the reformist push which resulted in the 1987 Planning
& Environment Act and to the last blast of national urban policy in the National
Housing Strategy,Better Cities Program & the Australian Urban and Regional
Development Review.
What impresses the contemporary reader of CAN is its commitment to shared values,
its pragmatism and the breadth of its vision. This is no narrow NIMBY statement of
claim but a "framework of strategy for the citizens affected". In North America at this
time there were planners who saw their work as a high calling. John Friedmann in
putting forward his idea of transactive planning said that "the planner whose efforts
strike to the very heart ofthe social enterprise... will find the justification of his work
and a call to responsibiity in the enterprise itself The calling of his work will be
fouhd in the seriousness with which he goes about the tasks which lie
ahead".(Friedmann 1973). In Melboume this sample of pubhc reponse to the
invitation to participate in the production of a plan for Melboume, suggests that
Friedmann's sentiment might be re-worded "People whose planning efforts strike to
the very^heart of the social enterprise ...find the justification of then work and a cati to
responsibiity m the enterprise itself The calling of their work will be found in the
seriousness witii which they go about the 4asks which lie ahead".
This paper has been prepared using the archival resources of the Crow Collection (part of the special collection section of the
Victoria Umversity ofTechnology library). Acknowledgement is also made of assistance given by a number of those involved in
the 'Citizens & Organizations Committee'set up by Interplan, and of several who helped prepare the Citizens Action Plan for
North & West Melbourne.

Corridors of Planmng: Recollections of the Sydney Region Outline
Plan Preparation
Richard Cardew
Graduate School ofthe Environment
Macquarie University, Sydney, New South Wales
Email: Pirliard.Carrfpw(fl)mq.edu.au
One aftemoon m 1967 Tony Powell walked back into the large open office area that
acco^ratedThe State Plannmg Authority's Regional Plannmg Division. Tony w ^
^ e a d ^ S s i o n and leader of tiie Sydney Region Outline Plan p l ^ n g team. He M
been in a meetmg with Peter Kacirek, the Chief Planner, recently amved from the UK
with structure planning experieiice.
Tony carried a large piece of tracing paper 1.5 by 1 metre the sort that was used to
I Z l a^ap and sletch new maps. The only markings on this sheet were a senes of 'As
inledtexta about 1.5 cm high, in the pattem shown in the left hand ofthefigurebelow
"s S
Region U n e Plan" he was ask^^^^^
kent this tracing for many years but have smce lost it. It was the SROP. The small
rirefented million people each to the main growth -mdors of Sycfa^
Jhe sectors of the SROP) and
million decentahsed to t ^ ^ ; *
Jtal
allocation of population was not the resuh of carefiil calculations. And did it matter?
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I think that the V^ million for the country was a way of compensating for an unduly
optimistic intemal forecast ofthe population. The forecaster beheved the
"^f^^^^^^
noethod was to project the trends of last intercensal penod (a 5-year interval) 30 years!
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The logic was that all known trends were embodied in the short-term trend and therefore
it was appropriate to base a forecast on the trend. It produced a figure of 5.5m for the
Sydney region in 2001, miUion more than the projections ofthe Australian Bureau of
Statistics (ABS). The ABS emphasised that theirfigiu-eswere only projections but the
SPA and others relied on them and had no alternatives but intemal forecasts.
The SROP in essence was a plan for the year 2001, and to some on the fiinge of the
team an end-state plan in the most literal sense imagmable. Departmg fi'om the
greenbeh notions of the precedmg plan they produced a spatial strategy that followed
the market, but simply contained it within corridors, in some places- edged by the
physical boundary of a proposed motorway. The planners had long since abandoned the
greenbelt concept. Indeed they did .not even have a readily accessible record of how
much greenbeh land had been released by 1967.
The sectoral pattem of the plan, essentially an edge sharpenmg of Sydney's
fimdamental stellate pattem, meant that large wedges of non-iirban land use filled the
interstices created by the urban areas. To the team there was little aesthetic or design
significance in the spatial pattem ofthe plan. However, Christopher Tunnard, a leading
American'Planner visiting m 1968, was rather taken by this spatial form and so
commented to the mild bemusement oftiieassembled regional planning team.
Features ofthe plan
The maps of SROP are well known and they still serve as helpfiil visual aid to talks on
Sydney despite their age. The graphics are appealing, conceived by John Garcia, and
aided by members ofthe team, probably most notably Chris Cunningham. Five maps
were produced to summarise the plan: the Plan; the Phasing Plan; the Principles
Diagram: a second version ofthe Principles Diagram; and the Development Constraints
Map. The plan maps are revealing in several ways and more than previous or some
subsequent plans allow one to identify the broad stmcture of the metropolitan area. A
simpHfied version ofthe plan appears on page 1.
First, the sectoral pattem is evident in the hatched areas for urban expansion in the
Western and South-westem corridors and the thick dashed lines for elipses and
rectangles in the North-West corridor and the Centtal Coast. The lone circle m the south
around Appin was a late addition probably due to the influence of the Secretary of the
SPA who hailedfiromWollongong and was probably securing a piece of the action for
that part ofthe world. The planners had been anticipating substantial growth for Sydney
since the mid-1950s. A revision to the population forecasts revealed far more growth
than anticipated in the preceding plan by the Cumberland County Council, the one that
gave Sydney its first greenbelt. They had enough infonnation to know the broad land
use sttategy for these two corridors. But the North-West sector had not been thought of,
it was cheapest to extend hydraulic services in an arc to the west and south-west with an
extension south-west. Hence the North-West sector took the form of an ellipse. The
West and South-West Sectors and Hoxton Park-Fairfield had been the subject of interest
for many years and land use stmcture planning was weU advanced by 1967.
Like many beachside recreational areas on the outskirts of large cities, the Centtal Coast
had become a commuter zone m the 1950s. About 15% of tiie resident workforce in the
southem end was commuting into the contiguous Sydney area. The Wollongong Urban
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area was not included. It was an insular community physically and fimctionally
separated until the 1980s. Its inclusion m regional planning for Sydney came in the mid1990s (DOP 1995), only a few years later tiian it should have.
Second sttategic land uses were an emphasis ofthe plan, particularly the airports. A
second airport at Towra Point across tiie Botany Bay, linked by an underground/water
rail ttmnel and managed fi-om a single conttol tower at Kinsgford-Smith was the hope
(Kacirek pers comm cl995). But the NSW Minster for Local Govemment, Morton did
not have tiie courage to take this decision that was left to him by Pnme Minister Gorton
(Kacirek pers comm cl995). An agreement witii the Japanese Govemment to protect
Towra Pomt for migratory birds was the official seal given under the Whitiam Labor
Govemment. I f this option were current it might add an interesting dimension to tiie
debates about a second airport for Sydney.
Third the map was diagrammatic. It was carefiiUy constmcted to avoid giving precise
boundaries and not because the SPA was avoiding it becoming the 'speculator's bible' a
term it subsequently and somewhat erroneously acquired. The reason was tiiat it was not
to be a blueprint, it was meant to be outline of tiie direction of growth and tiie location
of sttategic land uses such as airports.
Fourth the physical environment on the one hand was seen a set of consttaints, but on
the other as a scenic resource of exceptional value. Steep and flood hable land was
excluded from development even tiiough tiie former simply heightened the challenge
and mterest to architects- The harbour was a prized asset. A Sydney Harbour Foreshores
Sttidy was in progress at the same thne, but it was provmg too much of a chaflenge for
tiie person assigned to the task. Ecological values were generally unknown, tiiough Ian
Sim whose work led to the conservation ofthe Myall Lakes area was part ofthe team.
Fifth ttansport was an hnportant deteraiinmg influence. The main rail ttansport routes
form'the spine of tiie sectors of growth and were flanked by motorways. Transport
policy was a substantial part ofthe Plan despite the lack of support from tiie ttansport
agencies, indeed the open hostility from some staff ofthe Department of Mam Roads.
The plau and the subsequent pattern of growth
A comparison of the SROP with the subsequent pattem of urban development in
Sydney shows the match to be close (Lee S-M cl995). The mam difference was that the
rate of development proceeded faster tiian estimated land requirements and not because
the population forecast was too low (Roseth 1988). hi fact the forecast was too high.
Rather tiie reason was that more land was required per head of population increase tiian
anticipated. Forecasting of land and dwelling requfrements were fairly mdimentary in
those days despite the influence of engineers and surveyors who essentially quantitative
people.
Land and housing requirements were calculated as follows. The population was divided
by tiie average number of persons per dwelling (it had then fallen below tiie neat figure
of 4 to 3.8) and tiie land requirements were based on 4 lots per acre gross or 10 lots per
hectare. This logic produces a margmal occupancy rate of 2.63 dwellings for every 10
persons added to tiie population or 263 dwellings and 26 hectares per thousand people.
Couple this with an assumption that land releases may be buih out witiiin 5 years or so
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and the land required is 130 hectares per 1000 population increase. In the 1970s, the
marginal occupancy rate fell below 1.
Residential densities were also lower than estimated partly because of confusion over
definitions. Calculations were initially done on the small scale and simply extrapolated
unaltered to the large scale of the indicative residential area drawn on a map like the
SROP maps and later planned in detail to mclude schools, conmnmity centres and large
ares of open space. Ten dwellings per hectare at the scale of a single subdivision of say
30 lots could become 7-8 dwellings per hectare at the very gross level. To 1992 it
averaged 8.8 lots per hectare and 12 at the net level with 14% of the land in open space
(Cardew 1996).
Blueprint mentality
It is appropriate at this point to mention an incident that confirmed that the odd blueprint plaimer existed at fiie time. I had several discussions with a planner who believed
that the SROP was a plan for 2001 and that the plan itself should make no provision for
grovrth beyond that date, i.e. not even by including land to enable the land market to
continue operating in 2001. So the 10 or so years of stocks was not to be included in the
calculation for 2001. The debate was not eritical to the plan, when there is an ellipse for
a release area one cannot be precise about how much land is referred to, but it revealed
the attitude. Second, at the edge of the western corridor, land south ofthe motorway was
shown as industrial. Later it was thought that it might be better used for residential
purposes and swapped with the industrial zone to the northem side ofthe motorway.
This engendered some debate between the traditionalists and the modernists, though
other issues might have been involved.

Theory, practice and predicaments
Theory played little part m tiie plan formulation. Some theory was found wanting
Theory buildmg was becoming popular in tiie social sciences, especially geography, and
Central Place Theory among the more prominent and dear to the heart of geographers.
Toni Logan had done a masters tiiesis on retail hierarchies and centi-al place,theory m
the Shke of Warringah. She wrote a working paper on Central Place theory and
attempted to apply it to tiie commercial centtes in Sydney. Given the CBD was the
primary centte Parramatta was the next largest and clearly a second ^^'^^l^^^^^'^^^^^
only one But what size in employment to give it, especially m 2001? The CBD had
over 200 000 workers (tiie Plan documents were equivocal about whetiier tiie ttend was
upward or downward); Parramatta at tiiat time about 15,000.1 remember her resorting
to guesswork and saying, will we make it 50,000 or 100,000?' and played safe with the
former. In fact even the former could prove too optimistic.
Underlying values
The SROP was a product ofthe long boom mentality. Growth was expected to continue
unabated and major societal change was not anticipated. Market forces were not
challenged at either senior level or amongst tiie regional plannmg team. Those evolved
in development conttol exhibited a sttonger anti-market and developer stance. We had
an openness that comes witii enthusiasm and excitement. The task was to gmde or
coordinate development and ensure govemment mfirastmctture mvesttnent met tiie
requirements of growth. It was an exciting thne and the team had few disttactions to the
task for a couple of years, and tiie disttactions were generally regional plannmg taslcs
rather tiian project level issues or ministerials.

SROP and urban consolidation

One can focus in the backroom

From thne to time the SROP has been criticised for supporting suburban sprawl and
doing too little to encourage what subsequently became urban consolidation. An
estimate of the increase for the established areas was provided, a figiue of 263000 i f I
recall correctly. It was rounded to about a quarter of a milUon people (p20) with the
possibility of another 100,000 i f wider public acceptance medium density housing and
home unit development occurred.

The team m tiie back room numbered up to 10 persons, with little ttimover and no
discernible hierarchy of role. Morale was generally high. Collectively we had hmited
experience at tiie pointy end of plannmg, development conttol and tiie politics of land
use change Our focus was on the concerns of the social scientists and contemporary
issues such as housing, retailmg and industrial land use change. Transport issues were
shghtly removed firom tiie team tiiough tiie Plan deaU witii tiiem as comprehensively as
any issues. Urban governance, inter-governmental relations and financing of urban
infirasti^cttire were not given much attention by the teamfi-ommy memory. Here, Peter
Kacu-ek was a critical and effective counter-balancing influence. He had a keen
appreciation of tiie issues before govermnent as a whole and was particularly influential
even to the pomt of persuadmg the Askin coalition govemment to inttoduce a
betterment levy.

By 1968 the flat boom was in full swing. About 50%o of new dwellings were flats.
Planmng controls were still weak and the amoimt of building in places like Randwick,
Botany (Eastlakes), Inner west, Sutherland (Cronulla) Mosman, and Canterbury was
leading commentators to believe that the luban landscape of Sydney was being
transformed. The Chairman of the State Planning Authority supported a Waverley
Councti's estimate that its population would move fi-om 48,000 to 96,000 by the year
2001.
Older planners informed us that flat building in Sydney was not a new phenomenon and
that the claims of the time were probably not founded in more than simple belief So the
change was not fundamental, but as it later tumed out a resurrection of a trend that had
begun near the tum of the century. Declining numbers of persons per dwelling was a far
stronger influence on population trends in established areas.
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Extemal influences were not pronounced, most brought theh- experience and prior
academic ttaining to bear. Sttidy tours, comparisons witii other regional planmng
approaches did not occur, though Kacirek had wide experience. So we were somewhat
insulated. The namesfi-omoutside that sometunes appeared were Pat Troy who had left
before the regional planning task began and George Clark who delighted in dropping m
to provoke certain senior staff
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Private Hands and Public Gloves:
Options for globalizing US planners, 1945-1975

Concluding comments
The value ofthe SROP lay inter alia in the following:
>
>
>

>
>

It provided an overview ofthe city and literally the outline ofthefiiturepattem of growth.
It also fostered some inter-agency cooperation at a time when planning was little known and
commanded insufficient respect.
The Urban Development Program, a planning process that managed the release of urban land at the
urban fiinge by coordinating pubUc sector agencies, local govemment and the development industry.
It was accompanied by changes to developer requirements that assisted the coordination process and
increased the amount transferredfi-omeconomic rent to inftastructure fmance.
Regional open space and special use corridors; and
Spawned severalttansportstudies.

The ethos of planning that produced the SROP was never to return for various reasons.
Massive social and economic change in the 1970s (property boom, inflation, oil shocks,
social policy, politicisation of the public service, environmentahsm) combined to
undermine the confidence of regional planners. The 1960s were the halcyon days. The
opening comments of the Review of the SROP (NSW PEC 1980) are revealing.
Readmg between the lines the message is, in the light of these changes we have lost our
confidence and are uncertain about how to go about it. That same review show^s also
provides a very usefiil summary ofthe Plaji and is suitablyfirankabout the strengths and
weaknesses of it. Stronger on spatial content and land supply that current plans, but less
sophisticated in policy, theory and process than some subsequent metropolitan plans it
served a purpose. Whilst it got some of its stuns virong, in general terms it ygot the
directions of growth right and spavraed probably the most enduring and effective urban
management program operated, by the state govemment planmng agencies, the Urban
Development Program.
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When contemplatmg the cultiiral, economic and political roles played by the United
States in the aftermatii of World War II, clichés abound. Two of tiiem are (1) Henry
Luce's famous characterization at tiie end of tiie war tiiat this has been the "American
Century" and (2) that people worldwide are experiencing American "cultural
imperiahsm". In this paper I sidestep discussion of these clichés, focusing mstead on
two main points about tiie monumental roles US planners playedfirom1945 to 1975 .
First, I argue that American plannmg influence took on more globahzing dimensions
fi-om' this periodfiramedby tiie military victory the U.S. shared witii alhes in World
War n and tiie military defeat the U.S. largely suffered alone as a resuh of the
Vietnam War in 1975. After mid-century tiie U.S. military was a catalyst for
American planning initiatives on a worldwide scale. From the Marshall Plan and its
aftermath in Europe to planning schemes in tiie Middle East associated with
petiroleum exploitation, and fi-om some South America cities affected by growing
middle classes to war-ravaged Southeast Asia, U.S. planners responded to new
challenges m many cultural contexts. Second, I argue thattiieseplanners engaged m
intemational endeavors by employing one of two options: either by striking out on
tiieh own beyond US borders as what I call "private hands" working for private
companies, or increasingly by workmg. with the sanctioning assistance of US
governmental institutions, what I term "public gloves". I fftis true, as some analysts
have argued, that between 1945 and 1970 "most mtemational constmction was
American," then I argue tiiat U.S. private and public planners worked hand in glove to
exert significant roles worldwide, and that ultimately tiie private planners were drawn
into the pubhc glove because of the scale of economic support given by the U.S.
govemment to selected foreign countries through its myriad intemational
development programs.
TWO U.S. GOVERNMENT PLANNING CATALYSTS
Near the end of World War I I the U.S. Govemment began settmg the stage for
profound American plarming influence abroad when it intensified the activities of two
unrelated bureaucracies, the Army Corps of Engineers (established in 1802) and the
Export-Import Bank of Washington (created in 1934). By summer 1945 in the islands
of the western Pacific the Corps of Engineers was shipping prefabricated hospitals
from the U.S. mainland and "carving whole new communities out of the jungle". In
North Afiica, too, the Corps planned and constmcted airfields, roads and new ports.
Essentially, then, by 1945 the Corps of Engmeers was sometimes acting like a
plannmg agency within the U.S. Army but the effects of tiie Corps' planning efforts
were being seen and felt beyond the confines of U.S. mihtary bases.
Meanwhile, the U.S. Export-Import Bank financed many planning-related
constiiiction projects during the war, especially in South America, from railways and
reclamation works to steel mills and power plants. Selected governments applied to
the Bank for loans and grants to offset the stagnating resuhs of tiie war. Latin
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America was ripe for this program because of how severely the continent had been
affected when its trade connections with Europe were severed during the war. One
important planning-related component of these Export-hnport Bank agreements
stipulated that credit funds had to be utihzed for the piirchase of all equipment for the
works in question exclusively from the U.S.

associations with tiie U.S., where American planners in 1953 updated the port of, and
erected the waterworks and sewerage system for the capital Monrovia; and Etiiiopia,
where tiie American ally Haile Selassie employed U.S. highway planners to try to knit
his empire together in a more American way by using asphaU to move vehicles more
efficiently across the East Afiican desert.

These planning-related ventures by the Export-hnport Bank and the Corps of
Engineers were critical in two mam ways. They not only prepared planners,
contractors, engineers and architects for subsequent projects ~ establishing precedents
especially by virtue of large-scale military-related schemes ~ but they also built
tangible foundations of urban infrastructure upon which wealthier middle classes after
the war erected settlements often tinged with palpable mfluence from the United
States. Although it is problematical to measure with precision the effects of all these
ventures, it is possible to trace the extent of planning operations three decades after
the war, and then to see how the thrust of those operations changed over time. That
changing geography of American planning influence, with complementary changes in
focus by the actors in the drama that brought American planners, engineers and
architects to the far comers ofthe globe, is part of what I will outline here.

hi the Middle East during tiie same period American planners competed keenly with,
but often more successfiilly agamst European planners and by tiie mid-1950s U.S.
planners were active from Turkey to India, especially in the fields of infrasttncttue
development and regional development plannmg. They were especially needed
because ofthe hnplications stemmmg from pettoleum development that intensified m
the region after the war. Dams, highways, ports, new settlements and related facilittes
were threaded into programs of economic development. Furthermore, as the Cold
War began many saw tiie Middle East as a testing ground for capitahsm on the Soviet
Union's southem flank where American techniques of industiial development could
become not only bases for monetary profit but also object lessons m the contemporary
quest, as one contemporary American engineer put it, to "demonsttate to the people
concemed, who wiU make tiie decision between our way and the Russian way ~
whether they know they are making it or not." Anotiier commentator expressed this
point even more tangibly: "The Middle East is a fertile field for tiie American metiiod
and tiie American machine - [because] tiie quantities to be moved are big enough to
warrant big machmes [and] the jobs to be done warrant big organization." As was the
case at tiie end ofthe war, some of those organizations were private firms while otiiers
were subsets of tiie U.S. govemment. Examples of the private firms were Parsons,
Brinckerhoff (plannmg the new Turkish, coal exporting town of Zonguldak on tiie
Black Sea as weU as highways in Bahram); Thompson-Starrett (planning tiie new
Turkish resort town of Cesme on tiie Aegean); Harza of Chicago (designing dams
from ftaq to India); TAM of New York (erecting dams m along the Tigris River m
Iraq); Morrison-Knudsen (plannmg dams in Afghanistan and Sri Lanka); Harland
Bartholomew (providmg plannmg services for municipal water supply and sewerage
systems m Pakistan); Bechtel of San Francisco (building roads, harbors and
generatmg stations in Saudi Arabia); and Fluor of Los Angeles (planning the U.S.
akbase at Dharan, Saudi Arabia). By the early 1950s the U.S. govermnent was
fostering a more favorable market for American planners by having created in 1945
the Intemational Bank for Reconstiiiction and Development (i.e., the World Bank),
which loaned substantial sums globally for development projects tiiat often required
planners. Because roughly 2/3 ofthe money loaned was spent in tiie U.S. itself for
constmction equipment and materials,tiierewas an mherent preference for those fhms
most familiar witii American technologies. By the mid-1950s World Bank-sponsored
planning work in the Middle East could be found m fraq (for irrigation work), Turkey
(for highway constiTiction), Lebanon (for dam constmction), Pakistan (for
modemising Karachi's harbor) and Iran (for long-term health, education and
agricultural plans).

EUROPI^ AS ONE MAJOR ARENA FOR U.S. PLANNERS, 1945-1960
One logical place to focus attention initially is Europe, not only because ofthe major
effects of the Marshall Plan there but also because many American planmng ideals
(particularly regarding mechamzation and suburbanization) were ulthnately borrowed,
translated and transformed by European practitioners to a keener degree than
elsewhere, in part perhaps because of longstanding cultural affiliations between North
America and Europe.. Between 1945 and 1953 there were two principal activities in
which American planners became actively engaged in Europe, either plamung and
constmcting U.S. mihtary mstallations, or designing and overseeing the constiiiction
of substantial infrastinictural projects such as oil refmeries, steam plants or
reclamation works. U.S. engineers with a specialty in constmction machinery, which
was increasingly being exported to foreign markets after the war, were also being
employed by European clients, to operate and service this equipment. By the early
1950s several private U.S. planning, engineering and architectural companies were
thriving \mder the aegis, or what I am characterizing as the glove ofthe U.S. federal
government-sponsored Marshall Plan. They included Parsons, Brinckerhoff of NY;
Stone & Webster of Boston; Morrison-Knudsen of Boise, Idaho and Fluor of Los
Angeles, to name just four among many others.
U.S. PLANNERS IN AFRICA AND THE MIDDLE EAST, 1945-1960
Immediately after the war American planners were not hmited in their ventures to
Em-opean locations. President Truman anticipated U.S. involvement in promoting
American technology to underdeveloped coimtries as well as to war-torn Europe when
he announced his Point Four program in 1949. As Truman attempted to implement
his program, m the context of ongomg U.S. military expansion in North Afiica,
Americans planned and erected ahbases in Libya and Morocco. However, most
planning work was given to European practitioners because European colonial
connections were still bringing overridingly Em-opean planning influences to Afiica,
as had been the case since the earliest stages of colonialism on that continent. One
contemporary observed that "by long custom and by the economies of contact with
Europe, the jobs go northward, not to the west."
Two exceptions to this "jobs go
northward" mle were Liberia, which held traditionally close political and cultural
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LATIN AMERICA AS A KEY ARENA FOR U.S. PLANNERS, 1945-1960
If the Middle East was receiving keen attention by American planners and conttactors
in the 1950s, the region that received most monetary attention from the U.S. in the
planning field during this period from both private hands and public gloves was Latin
America. Given the intense commercial Imkage between North and South America
that had existed since at least tiie early I9th centiiry, this connection was more a
ratification of a long standing relationship than ft was a newly found arena for
American planning operations. At the end of the war one ofthe "pubhc gloves" that
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continued tofinancemany of these projects was the Export-hnport Bank which often
focused on transportation planning such as road and rail constmcfion, environmental
planmng such as dramage and sewerage works, or low-cost housmg projects that often
used Amencan prefabncated component technologies. One site that exemphfied the
Export-Import Bank imtiatives was Voha Redonda, Brazil, where a new three-mile
ong, steel miU was created, a new model community planned and a new railway buih
to bnng products more easily to export facilifies. The Brazilian President Vargas took
personal interest "m makmg Volta Redonda a show place.... The town has been laid
out with curving streets, fine plazas and park areas, and carefiilly planned landscapmg.
fhe town will [have] electncity, gas and treated water." The US$ 75 million
agreement at Voha Redonda mandated, as was often the case with Export-Import
Bank projects, that creditfimdscould only be utilized for the purchase fi-om the U S
of all eqmpment. This stipulation locked recipient counfties into an ongoine
economic relationship with American construction technologies as well as with those
who knew how to operate and export those technologies.
Other offices of the U.S. government also acted as catalysts for planning schemes
such as the International Cooperation Admmistration, which provided fimds for
development plannmg and (like the Export-Import Bank) was "partial to US
compatjies", and the State Department, which sponsored travelmg exhibitions devoted
to U.S. architecture and plannmg that toured South America in the iate-1940s a
professional endeavor which had oc'cun-ed as early as the 1920s when the
hitemational Committee of the American Institute of Architects sponsored shnilar
exhibitions throughout the contment. Shortly after its estabhshment m 1945 the
World Bank also became a major source of revenue for American planners, as waL the
case m die Middle East In 1951 in Bogota, for example, the Colombian Minister of
Public Works apphed for a large loan to finance the constmction of a long raikoad
Ime, bndges, housing and a "pilot plan . . . to find a nonnal size and shape for the
capital city which as been growing very in-egularly for 400 years." hi the same year
El Salvador was awarded a large World Bank Loan to consfruct a new airport pave
roads fi-om border to border" and build a $30 miUion "TVA-type power proiect"
V^^u
^V^fJ-^'
-^""^^ Consttuction Company of Charlotte, North Carolina. By
1953 tiie World Bank was financing otiier electtic power generating projects at least
partially patterned after tiie Temiessee Valley Autiiority, m Brazil, Chile, Mexico and
Umguay Therefore, TVA plannmg assumptions, along witii tiiose technologies tied
to tiie TVA, were bemg fanned to foreign shores by World Bank loan schemes.
If tiiese "pubhc gloves" were actively sttokhig tiie Soutii American continent at the
behest of Amencan planners, many U.S. "private hands" were also energetic in the
1950s where Soutii Amencan planning was concemed. Probably the most hnportant
of tiiese was IBEC, the Intemational Basic Economy Corporation, estabhshed by
Nelson Rockefeller m 1946, and operatmg "on tiie premise that a private American
business corporation tiiat focused on developing tiie "basic economies' of developmg
countties could tiim a profit and encourage otiiers . . . to estabhsh competitive
businesses , such as supennarkets and otiier American retaiHng schemes IBEC
became most active in Venezuela and Brazil, although ft advised chents about
burgeomng development plans in ftan as well, hi 1950 Rockefeller constittited an
eleven-man panel of New York municipal service experts headed by Robert Moses to
visit and then make planning recommendations for Sao Paulo that encompassed mass
ttansit, highways, parks, water supply systems and land reclamation Similar
imtiatives occmxed in Caracas, Venezuela. IBEC continued to operate in both Brazil
and Venezuelatiiroughoutthe 1950s.
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CONSOLIDATION AND COMPETITION, 1960-1963
By the early 1960s, as President Kennedy's foreign aid initiatives gathered
momentum, the number of federal "public gloves" increased, from micro-level
organizations on a worldwide scale (such as the Peace Corps as of 1962 or the
Intemational Executive Service Corps as of 1964), to more macro-level ftmders on
more regional bases (such as the filter-American Bank, in South America, or the
Development Loan Fund, which uiitiaUy doled out the lion's share of its monies to
South Asia, the Middle East and East Asia respectively). Beginning in the early
1960s the nature of many lending institutions also began to change, as organizations
disbursed more loans than grants and encouraged even greater linkages between U.S.
firms and local investors (marking the beginning of joint-venture operations)
especially in the housing field, and as Kennedy attempted to consolidate foreign aid
operations in the Agency for Intemational Development (AID).
However, problems persisted for planners either trying to cement those linkages, tap
into that ftmdmg or actually implement their plans abroad. By the late-1960s other
planners, engineers and conttactors were mounting stiff competition to the Americans
regarding joint ventures with local investors. Furthermore, although the State
Department was both increasing its number of commercial officers in U.S. embassies
and building new facilities abroad, European countries sometimes were better situated
from this commercial point of view because of their more longstanding relationship
with certain foreign governments. The U.S. situation was more hit-or-miss,
exemplified by the kmd of request issued by Secretary of State Dean Rusk to all U.S.
foreign service posts m September 1962: " I am requesting that your principal aides be
alert to, and seek out export opportunities for American business; that you develop the
necessary contacts in order to be 'in the know'; that your Missions shows foresi^t in
advising U.S. busmess not only of impending bids, but also on constmction and
development projects long before they reach a definitive stage." Complications also
arose both from divergent cultural norms regarding laws and conttacts, and the lack of
realistic estimates or specifications before planners and conttactors submitted a bid for
a project. By 1966 professional organizations began conferring pubhcly with U.S.
government officials about how to resolve these disincentives to intemational
planning and engineering work. U.S. engineering companies and planning
consultancies also began changing intemally, from partnership-based corporate
entities to more intemally-specialized entities with fimctional branches, such as
stmctural engineering, town planning, service engineering, etc. Despite these
problems and annoyances, the reality persisted into the 1960s that i f American
planners and their constmction-related colleagues sought work abroad, then it was
generally more beneficial for them to attach their projects to a federally-sponsored
"public glove" than it was to go it alone as an entirely "private hand."
VIETNAM AND OTHER CHALLENGES FOR U.S. PLANNERS, 1962-1975
One ofthe "gloves" that wielded the biggest clout from the mid-1960s to the mid1970s was again the U.S. military, whose importance escalated in 1962 as it
increasingly began to mount operations in Vietnam, located in a region that had not
been the target of as many U.S. planning operations as either Europe, the Middle East
or South America after the war. In 1957, for example, of the 4,900 U.S. citizens
employed abroad in thefieldsof engineering or constmction, only 800 were located in
the so-called Far East, compared with 1,400 in the Middle and North Afiica, or 1,100
in Latin America. In 1962, however, builders and engineers began to follow the lead
of military conttacts and by the late-1960s, as the U.S. military escalation increasingly
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called for "instant air bases" and related public works facilities, many U.S.
consultancies became tethered to those contracts until most of the work was
completed by 1970.
By the early 1970s, in response to ever-stiffer competition from non-U.S. planning
and construction-related firms, the U.S. govemment created other public gloves to
assist private U.S. firms with constmction interests abroad: the National Export
Expansion Council, the Department of Commerce's Intemational Business Assistance
Service, the Overseas Private Investment Corporation, the Bureau of Compethive
Assessment, and the Office of East-West Trade Development. However, despite the
ostensible positive encouragement these organizations provided, they were not able
unilaterally to offset the effects of political events such as the Arab Oil Embargo in
1973 that crimped many foreign markets. Nonetheless, by 1974 many American
planners were turning their attention to the markets in the Middle East, expanding as a
result of higher revenues.
CONCLUSIONS
(1) Public gloves provided consistent support for private planning hands from 1945 to
1975.
,
(2) The public gloves changed sizes and forms over the same period.
(3) Similarly, constmction markets varied substantially. The Middle East and Latin
America were most active initially; Latin America sustained its appeal until the mid1960s; East Asia (because ofthe burgeoning Vietnam conflict) attracted substantial
activity from 1962 to 1970; and the Middle East (because of tiie Ofl Embargo) became
a major arena for American plannmg activity in the mid-1970s.
(4) American planners needed to compete ever-more-feverishly with European-trained
and other local planners.
(5) The previous foiu- conclusions call into question the validity of the two opening
clichés. Where planning is concemed, (1) has this been "the American century", and
(2) can the U.S. be justifiably accused of "cultural imperialism"?

Abandoning the Obvious: Searching for ways to validate the A R C H
in architecture
Nuritte Corren
Head of the Artchitectecture Department
Ort Braude College
Karmiekl 20101
Israel
Architectiu-al schools are facing a major chaUenge: tiraditionally they have been
educatmg architects to take the lead m the environmental design process. The very
term "Archi- Tect" means "chief of buildmg". hideed, tiie creative leadership of
architectiire is a magnet for many stiidents who seek opporhmities for individual
expression in an estabhshed profession.
However, a burgeomng body of intemational reports reveals that m practice, architects
are losmg their leadmg role in environmental design. In part, tiiis phenomenon may be
attributed to reasons extemal to tiie profession, such as changes in the buiidhig
process, the emergence of new design professions, andti-ansformationsintiiecultural
perception of architectiire. Yet reasons from witiim the profession are also apparent
The literature refers to an "attitude problem": architects as a group have forsaken the
ARCH and tend to be "Arti-Tects". They seek creativity as an autonomous end,
diminish the complexities of the design tasks, and disassociate tiiemselves from the
needs and expectations of tiiefr clients. The disproportionate emphasis on tiie
individual creative act has come at tiie expense of generating a communal knowledge
base that can sttengtehn the demand for the unique services given bytiieprofession.
This paper discusses the joint potential of two institutionalframeworksto redirect tiie
course ofthe architecttural profession. The one is architecttu-al schoolmg. The other is
the stattitoryframeworkof design conttol. At first glance, tiie two seem very distant,
even adversary. However their dual operation may well provide a cure for some "of the
profession's aihnents, and sttengtiien the architectiiral disciplme. Let us first regard
the present operation of each of these institutions, based on examples from the Israeli
scene.
Architectural education is modeled by the profession in accordance with its values. At
present, many curriculums in Israel tend to cultivate the heady gratifications of selfexpression in then students by increasing the absttactiiess and artistry of design tasks
and distancing them from the problem solvingfimctionsof architecture. As a resuU,
students leam to equate proficiency with originality per se, and develop a disinterest
in knowledge. They emerge from tiieir studies without the fortitude and the tools
necessary for the practice of design in the complex context of modem bmldings.
Design conttol is superimposed on architectural practice by the statutory planning
system. A stiidy of design conttols in Israel reveals that they have progressively
multiphed to the extent of becoming "surrogate architecture". On the national level,
building codes regulate the basicfimctionsof building as well as grant incentives for
specific building typologies and the aesthetic articulation of facades. On the regional
level, architectural conttols in development plans substitute architectural practice by
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detailed "pré-designs", and local govemment are increasingly intervening in the
design process by reviewing the architectural value of projects on an individual basis.

Planning on the Colonial Fringe: Land Use Planning in Iran

The public officials that enforce the controls explain the need to fortify architectural
decision making by standardized knowledge, and to discipline overly "creative"
architectural designs. Not surprisingly perhaps, an analysis of the contents of design
controls in Israel, and the procedures by which they are decided reveals a paradox:
The institution of design control suffers from many ofthe aihnents which it attempts
to correct. The aims of design control are often fuzzy, and are not based on rational
decisions. Many controls are formed by individuals who have been given free rein to
"create" on a large scale. Moreover, a trivialization of the controls is evident in their
focus on physical standards or the superficialities of style, rather then on wider
concems. Amazingly, the system lacks evaluative procedures by which it can direct its
future operations based on empirical findings.

V.F.Costello
School of Geography and Environmental Management
Faculty of the Built Environment
University of the West of England
Bristol BS16 IQY.
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Yet i f we overlook it's present weaknesses, the design control system can strengthen
the architectural position. Statutory design control has the potential both to protect
architectural interests in the competitive building process, and to provide a normative
knowledge base for design. It can impose by the power of the law professional
decisions and quality standards that in the usual client-architect relationship could not
pass. 0esign control can provide a valid knowledge base for design due to it's quest
for rules and decision making procedures that reflect the values that society attributes
to architecture.
At this pomt we retum to the role of education. In order to utilize the design control
system as an empowering force, architectural schools must first tackle that "attitude
problem". As long as the schools imbibe students with the feeling that "creativity" is
the main measure of their accomplishments, they will not help them to develop their
team-playing abilities, nor leam how to utilize social institutions for strengthening the
social stature of their profession.
Architectural schools have the responsibility for directing professional values, the
obligation to lay the foundations of architectural knowledge and the research facilities
for it's continual development. By widening the agenda of professional education
beyond the obvious need for creativity, architects may well find that they are better
able to practice what they have learnt, to the overaU benefit ofthe built enviromnent.
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The production of city plans may exist at two levels. One level is that of the plans
themselves: these may perhaps be the result of detailed analysis of urban problems and
contain realistic intentions to solve those problems within the constraints of resources and
knowledge, or at another extreme they may be purely statements of political intention, visions
of a shining future which are as much propaganda as plan. The second level is that of
physical implementation, how the plan is worked through on the ground (Sutcliffe,1981).
This paper looks at both these levels m the past and present land use planning m Tehran. It
examines what these plans tell us^about Iran and Iranian political processes over the past half
century, and what light the current implementation of plans sheds on general processes of
urban development and on the particular circumstances which are found in the Islamic
Republic. It will concentrate on the Master Plan of 1969 and ask the questions as to what was
the plan, what were its aspirations, and what is the contemporary reality?
The paper is based on field work .and documentary study of Tehran. Past land use planning
and demographic change can be studied through maps, census material, photographs, and the
aspu-ations expressed through earlier plans. Contemporary change can be logged by ail these
means, by field work and increasingly by remote sensing.
Before the Master Plan
The old core of Tehran is some twenty kilometres from the foot of the Alburz mountams.
The city expanded from its preindustrial core in the second half of the nineteenth century and
in the early 1870's an earthen ^ampart and a fosse were added these were consciously
modelled on Thiers' Paris fortifications of the early part of the century. They encompassed
much open space. In the middle decades of the twentieth century the preindustrial core was
largely dismembered by the vigorously secular and nationalistic Pahlavi reghne. Analysis
of this process can show some parallels with European experience and also with other Iranian
cities (CosteUo,1973). In the 1930's the new Pahlavi regime drove avenues (khiabans)
through the fabric of the old city. The effect was to impose a plan which was very much in
the spkit of Baron Haussmann, with grid imposed on the existing fabric. The buildings of
the old Qajar palace complex were largely destroyed and a number of new mmistries were
built on the site. The external style of most public buildings was Achaemenian or even
Sasanian, as the regime sought to distance itself from the more immediate Islamic past and
associate itself with what it saw as pre-Islamic imperial glories. The grid was eventually
extended to most of the city and two boulevards constructed to link the city with the
attractive foothills town of Shemnan. The grid has a number of potential disadvantages for
modem traffic management but there are reasons for its use in Tehran other than a simple
desire for order (Costello, 1993 and de Planhol,1968).
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By the early 1940's Tehran's population was growing at more than twice the rate of other
cities ha Iran to reach 700,000. It became the primate city. After the Second World War it
continued to grow as government, commercial, educational and other institutions concentrated
there. The First National Census of 1956 gave the total as 1,512,082. Urban growth out from
the core was much influenced by envkonmental contrasts between north, towards the
mountams, and south towards the desert. The modem commercial sector and suburbs for the
wealthier sectors of society developed mamly norüiwards, while the poorer Suburbs were to
the south. There was a free market m land.
There was at first very little land use planning control of the physical expansion of the city
which accompanied all this. Before 1951 unused land on the periphery of the city was
considered to be owned by whoever developed it. Much was seized by speculators and,as the
demand increased, enormous profits were realised. In 1951 such land was placed m the hands
of a' govemment controlled bank (Bahrambeygui, 1977). A number of directives were issued
by the municipality but there was no land use planning as such. The lower price of land at
a distance from the city centre encouraged developments to leap-frog, rather like much of
suburban America, leavmg unused sections to await development. Low fuel prices made
commuting an option for the wealthier classes.
Govemment intervention in the protess was largely confined to providing infrastmcture
facilities - improving the road network and the water supply, with limited participation in
housing. The reghne was by the 1960's heavily dependant economically on oü revenues and
on efforts at import substitution for durable and non-durable goods. Politically, it looked to
the United States for support, after the coup engineered by the CIA in 1953. It is hardly
surprising then that the Iranian govemment would turn to a U.S.-based model to try to solve
its physical planning problems.
The Tehran Master Plan
Iranian plannmg in general was dommated by a series of Five Year Plans begmning in 1949,
but these were overwhehningly sectoral in content and had "msignificant spatial knpact"
(Amfrahmadi,1986,p.524). It was increasmgly apparent that some form of comprehensive
spatial plannmg was needed durmg the 1950's and the 1960's. Eventually a High Council for
City Planning was created m 1965 to guide and prepare master plans for all major Iranian
cities. However these concentrated on physical plannmg, particularly the planning of new
road networks. There were problems:
the limited number of specialized and experienced engineers m urban development,
lack of proper statistics and data concermng towns, the absence of concrete regional
development policies at the national level, the failure to determine how to implement
comprehensive projects, and the lack of performance guarantees (Plan Organization,
1968).
A Los Angeles firm, Victor Gmen Associates, in association with Abdul-Aziz FarmanFarmian of Tehran, was conunissioned to prepare a master plan for Tehran in 1966. The
plan was of the type that was bemg exported throughout the developing world by American
and European planning consultancies. As Lowder puts it:
"These.. .conditions are reflected ui the halhnarks of most urban plans dating from the
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i960's- then: draughtmg from the top and from an engineering stance, and their focus
on formal land use in isolation from local economic or social curcumstances...Urban
Dlanning was reduced to a technical exercise concerned with assigning land uses m
isolation from the economic and social characteristics of the city m question"
(Lowder, 1993, p. 1243)
Tn Tehran the plannmg teams carried out comprehensive social, economie and physical
smdies of the city. As requested legislative proposals were made as to how the plan should
be implemented. A number of implicit and explicit assumptions were made by the master
Plan Explicitly, it was assumed that the population of Tehran would rise to twelve or sixteen
million by 1991 But it was also assumed that Iran in general and Tehran m particular would
bv then be through the demographic transition and begm to show a demographic profile like
tiiose ofthe akeady industrialised countries. Implicitly it was assumed that the sociopo itical
framework witiiin which tiie ftatnre development of tiie city would take place would be
substantially tiie same. Most of tiiese assumptions looked reasonable at tiie tune, but the
assumption about tiie sociopoliticalframeworkwas overtaken by events.
The final document ran to 1500 pages m several volumes. A variety of alternatives for tiie
city's fiiture growtii were evaluated. The planning literature consulted and quoted was
largely and perhaps surprisingly, British, altiiough works such as Kevin Lynch's Image of
the City (1960) were also consulted. The plan finally proposed a linear extension of tiie city
largely to tiie west along tiie lme of tiie Alburz mountams incorporating a number of satellite
towns to give focus to tiie settlement pattem and relieve pressure m tiie present city. Tehr^ s
development would tiius be redirected from its nortii-soutii axis to an east-west axis, guided
by a new superhighway and subway network.
A survey of major capitals tiiroughout tiie world looked for examples of what constituted a
recognizable and adnurable capital unage. The plan also made a number of recommendations
for improving tiie appearance of landmarks, neighbourhoods and parks m tiie short term and
pointed to opportunities for good design in tiie long term.
Implementation of the plan was to be tiirough extensive public mvestment in tiie major
mfrastmcmre such as tiie metro and tiie highways but most development would be tinough
tiie private sector. This development would be controlled by tiie establishment of a five year
service lme, to be moved outward every five years until tiie outer lumt of tiie city was
reached after twenty-five years. An interhn development pattern was proposed, witii a series
of fixed minimum plot sizes, rangmg from 120 square metres around tiie old city of Rey m
tiie soutii and up to 350 square metres in tiie more favoured nortiiem suburbs.
Most of Tehran's residential development was to be concentrated on proposed satellite
communities to avoid urban sprawl. Each community was to have a mixture of low-,mediumand high density housmg, witii provision for office employment, retailmg, entertamment, anü
recreation. The tiiree-tier hierarchy of service provision was based at tiie lower tiers on
primary and secondary school catchment areas. A major centre in each commumty was to
be served dfrectly by tiie superhighways and tiie metro, when complete.
Standing back from tiie comprehensive plan now we can see parallels witii otiier master plans
of tiie period. The supergrid bears some comparison witii tiie contemporary plans for Milton
Keynes in tiie United Kingdom, tiiough tiie scale of tiie total enterprise may have more m
common witii tiie great Paris Regional Plan of 1965. The conscious attempt to create a
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hierarchy of service provision and neighbourhoods goes back even as far as the first Garden
City m the U.K. at Letchworth.

Work was begun on a number of the satellite communities in the early 1970's and from the
start die mtention was not to mtegrate different income groups within each community as
was the goal m,say, the post-war New Towns ofthe U.K., but to segregate them This was
seen at its most extreme m the plan for a wholly new city centre on an ahnost empty tract
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This was to^be a multiuse centre that would brmg togetiier govermnent, cultural and
commercial tactions m a monmnental settmg. The plan called for the best elements of
fonnality order and design which could be learnt from a number of European capitals and
combme them with the best examples of Iran's own traditional urban culture It was to be
Ae modem equivalent of the Persepolis of the ancient Achaemenian kings of Iran or the
Esfahan of the Safavids. The scale was remarkable. The projected residential population was
fifty thousand but 200,000 would be employed on the site. The promotion of this new
centre was m direct contradiction to the need pérceived by other planners in Iran to restrict
Jr^rn fZ^^
disproportionate consmnption of the nation's resources
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Already by the mid-1970's the were growing tensions between the modem and the traditional
sectors of the country s economy. Much of the vastly increased oil revenues which followed
tue events of 1973 was spent on consumption and speculative housing in Tehran Iranian
plannmg combmed entrepreneurial, corporate, and private plamiing and mdustrial and real
estate development, with the public entrepreneur actmg at the behest of private interests The
priority afforded to govemment sponsored schemes meant that there were significant
shortages of materials for private sector developments. The private sector concentrated on
providmg middle- and high-cost dwellings while the state provided for its employees The
military was not constrained by the plan and buüt apartments blocks outside the line of the
city Imiits envisaged m the 1969 Master Plan. The states's faüure to address the problem of
housing the urban poor was one of the factors that lead to its downfall.
The traditional bazaar sector was to some extent marginalised, and there were plans to
develop a vast new commercial centre awiy from the old core, and at the same tune puü
down the old core which was described as requirmg "total renewal" in the 1969 Master Plan

Planning After the Islamic Revolution
When the Revolution came in 1979 the traditional bazaar sector was one of tiie strongest
supporters of tiie new Islamic reghne. Ayatollah Khomemi established his fu-st headquarters
in the old bazaar - a clear spatial statement of where tiie new priorities would be. But clear
spatial policies and an awareness of tiie potential significance of spatial plannmg m ordering
the city did not emerge. Planning remamed largely sectoral. Take tiie' case of housmg
plannmg- in tiie years after tiie revolution attempts were made to end speculation m land
tiu-ough a number of land ownership laws which were based on Islamic prmciples. The
priorities ostensibly at fnst were towards socially distributive policies. But in discussions of
social justice in tiie Islamic Republic tiie concept of property rights was central from tiie
start:
"Repeatedly, it is issues touchmg on property and tiie state's power to tamper witii
private property tiiat have aroused tiie strongest sentmients among tiie religious
leaders. The controversy also reflects on tiie inabüity of Iran's religious and secular
leaders to agree on interpretations of Islamic law tiiat can shnultaneously satisfy tiie
concern for social justice and tiie concern for property rights as articulated by
different factions and mdividuals within tiie leadership." (Bakhash,1989).
In tiie early years of tiie Islamic Revolution free housmg was promised to tiie urban poor and
access to suitable housmg was declared a 'right' of tiie Iranian people. The expectation of
gettmg a house encouraged fiirtiier rural to urban migration. Major economic problems,
tncluding tiie consequences of tiie eight year war witii Iraq, meant tiiat tiiese promises could
not readily be fiilfiUed. In recent years tiie policy has been to rely on tiie private sector to
ftilfil tiiese needs. The rapid rise in Iran's population and contraction m botii private and
public housmg mvestment have, if anytiimg, worsened tiie housmg situation smce tiie
revolution. Far from bemg tinough tiie demographic transition, Iran has one of tiie highest
rates of population growth m the world.
Conclusion
How does Tehran compare now witii tiie origmal vision of 1969? Firstly, much oftiiemajor
road mfrastmcture envisaged by tiie Master Plan has been put m place. The constmction of
tiie highway network was begun before the Revolution and continues still. Also tiie metro
has been begun, tiiough tiiere have been acute engineermg problems and a shortage of capital
which have caused delay after delay. Next, tiie reorientation of tiie city from nortii/soutii to
east/ west has been followed tinough as has tiie construction of many of tiie satellite new
towns. In recent years much more housmg has been high-rise and some aspects of tiie Le
Corbusian unage have come to pass.
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demolition ofthe central part of its cities m the
iy/0 s. But m Iran it had also implications for the conflict between the traditional and
modem corporate sectors.
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Shahestan Pahlavi was never built, and tiie site is now partly occupied by a forest park and
tiiere are plans for a religious centre witii associated,, retail and recreation functions. The
symbols of tiie Islamic regime have replacedtiioseof tiie Pahlavis and tiie major monumental
work of recent years has been tiie constmction of tiie tomb of tiie AyatoUah Khomeuu. The
tomb of Reza Shah Pahlavi was destroyed. On tiie otiier hand, tiie bazaar remams much as
it was before tiie revolution, and attempts by tiie Tehran municipality to introduce modem
services witiiin it have been resisted by bazaar merchants, some of whom may fear the sort
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e wholesale functions have been moved
of destruction that occurred in the ~ast. However som the new fruit and vegetable market in
to new sites on the edge of the built up area such as
southern Tehran.
.
•
At the scale of the city as a whole the there
, ea1· . at the local scale there is little
Three general pomts may be made~ s~ary.
is a good match berween 1960' s aspIDIUOn and 1990 s r ity,
match. Vast numbers of people do now live in apartment blocks, but th~Y do no~ pursue the
·
•
· •
th
k t still is all pervasive, despite attempts
westermsed hfestyle envJS1oned for them; e mar e
to impose an 'Islamic' version of economics.
Finally, we may add that unlike the 1960's, there is I_inle information ~n wh~t ~e plans for
the future are. As propaganda exercises they are for inte_m al C0?5umpt1on WI~ _Iran only.
The current regime publishes almost exclusively in PersJall. This does make it difficult for
the academic to fmd out what are the current aspirations for Tehran.
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Paradigms after the end of ideologies
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Modem history can be characterized as the end of ideologies. Fukuyama indicates 'the end of
history', suggesting that all countries will develop towards liberal democracies as the only
coherent political aspiration as an end state of historical evolution. Architecrure and urban design
have always been determined by paradigms (modernism or international functionalism) and have
been replaced by new paradigms that have succeeded at high speed (post modernism,
deconstructivism), as a sign of the end of paradigms. In this paper new ruling laws are described
(economy, control, environmental concern). The quesuon will be raised if this is the end stale of
evolution in urban planning theories. This in tum will be placed m a historical context. The
concept of Open Building is an inter related sel of planning and building tools that can be
characterized as 'third wave' and is curren'tly under development and applied by the OBOM
Research Group. These tools will be identified briefly and put in the perspective of third wave
planning and the new ruling laws mentioned.
ESTABLISHED PARADIGMS

Paradigms in this paper are defined as patterns or general conceptions (Collins. 1988). Looking at
the general conceptions on which urban design is based the relevant paradigms can be subdivided
in politically biased and socially biased paradigms. Although these rwo groups are strongly
related (in many cases political conceptions are adopted to serve the improvements of social
standards), they need to be discussed separately. Should political strategics be adopted to improve
the built environment or should we focus on the quality of the environment 11self in order to
improve? These different approaches have resulted in seemingly opposing different strategies.
In order to put the subsequent paradigms in a historical context, the three waves m the
development of societies as they were defined by Alvin Toffier are used, the First Wave being the
agricultural, the Second Wave the industrial and Third Wave the information society (Toffler,
1981). By referring to the waves mentioned, the development in paradigms 1s not so much
connected to years and histori c events, but more to the stages socienes go through. This m turn
gives a broader base for comparison of different culrures and societies.
Political paradigms

Many design decisions in the industrial society resulted in built environments of which the results
have put wiwanted and unexpected strain on the society. The slum cities, built in the NineteenthCentury and the way the professional designers have responded to it, are well described by Peter
Hall (Hall, 1996). They housed an uncontrollable society and became breeding grounds for
epidemic disease and crime, in Great Britain finally resulting in shipping large numbers of petty
and heavy criminals to fatal shores of Terra Incogmta (Hughes. 1987). The industrial society was
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· and new1Ydeve Ioped parad'gms
responding to the. old
1
,
d rural
.
also the age of scientific exploration
· fullY shift'mg toward
· · to a hold and pam
agricultural society gnndmg
. a new
. urban m ustnal
society. Old religious and social values were questioned and new ideas game~ more ground·
·
·
r
dat.10ns and Karl Marx s Das . Kap1tal
Darwin's
evolution
theory shook the churches• ,oun
questioned the way power was distributed in society. In the field of urban planning and
·
· concurrent theones
· were deveIoped, which should make . and end to the
architectural
design
.
·
di
·
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I
Good examples are. the garden city
movement,
inhumane I1Vmg con tJOns m e s um ct·t·es
1 •
.
d th • a
healthy environment by introducing an rural-romantic atmosphere m urban planrun~ ~ . e nse
of modernism, a clean, light environment by concentrating on the n~essary, and ~tnppt~g it fr?m
decorations. In this respect it is interesting to note that the modeill.lst movement m Sovi~t Uruon
after the revolution was seen as anti-revolu6onary and a historical style of building .was
advocated by the ruling party, whereas during the cultural revolution in the People's Republic ~f
China any form of romanticism or decoration of the built environment was seen as anttrevolutionary.

We need to realize that the world 1s not shaped by designers (however they may think
differently), but by many other major forces as well. For the better or the "orse, nevenheless
forces that cannot be denied and that should be recogruzed by the designing profession. These
new forces are: the growing influence of the consumer; perpetual change, the growing
environmental concern and above all the influence of global economic powers These have to be
seen against the light of the merging Third Wave (the information society) and its conflicts with
first and second wave societies having characteristics of all the waves mentioned.
THE END OF IDEOLOGIES

Modern history can be characterized as the end of ideologies. Fukuyama indicates 'the end of
history', suggesting that all countries will develop towards liberal democracies as the only
coherent political aspiration as an end state of lustoncal evolution. ' (... ) Both Hegel and Marx
believed that the evolution of human societies was not open-ended, but would end when mankind
had achieved a fonn of society that satisfied its deepest and most fundamental longings' (... ) .
And: '(...) Wbether (...) it makes sense for us once again to speak of a coherent and directtonal
History of mankind that will eventually lead the greater part of humanity to liberal democracy?
The answer I arrive at is yes, for two separate reasons. One has to do with economics and the
other has to do with what is tenned the "struggle for recogrution." (...)' (Fukuyama, 1992). In
philosophical tenns there may have come and end to history and in my interpretation of
ideologies as well. The question remains 1f we can hve without practtcal ideologies as a dnve
force. If Fukuyama is right, what does this mean to the building industry and the built
environment? In general two movements can be seen, freed from old political biases. Let me
elaborate on the themes of economics and the struggle for recognition. The latter is described by
Fukuyama in terms of 'domination' with all sorts of negative side effects. The idea of recogn11ton,
adopted to the built environment could be found in control over ones own territory. Could this
presumption lead to new guiding patterns or conceptions?

Modernism in urban planning was ~resented by Le Corbusier, who still has many followers in
the design trade and whose influence still can be felt. Although he sho~l~ not be blamed for the
results of the works of his adapts, who may have misinterpreted the on~al ideas, it can n?t. be
denied that many high rise satellite cities all over the world lack the quality for good urban hvmg
and by their segregation of the city and industrial areas generate enonnous commuter traffic
flows.
Designers responded to the disapp~inting results of modernism, first without really distancing
themselves from it my means of putting some irony in their design. This was called Post
Modernism (Jencks). A new generation of architects took their protest against the old modernist
movement one step further in a movement called Deconstructivism. Architectural shapes could
not be understood anymore by reasoning, it was for the initiated only. The deconstructivist
designers were related to the French linguists like Barthes and Derrida, who introduced new
codes in language to change its meanings (Broadbent, 199 I). This was based on the presumption
that clear language was adopted to mislead the uneducated proletariat, thus being one of the last
intellectual convulsions of communism. There is a certain irony to it that the modernist
movement and the opposing deconstructivist movement had the same ideological bias, being this
socialist feeling that the poor and suppressed needed to be supported against the exploiters of the
new industrial age. Many architects feel they have the moral obligation to improve the world. But
isn't this very much a Second Wave point of view, in which mass solutions for mass problems
needed to be counter balanced by a greater social concern, being the quality of the built
environment?

NEW PARADIGMS
First there is the acceptation of the free market mechanism, lettmg the end consumer detennme
the building industry and its resulting built environment, secondly the imponance of control over
ones one territory and thirdly the global appreciation of the environmental debate.
The paradigm of economic laws
Free market forces have always been suspect, because it tends to make the nch richer and the
poor poorer. This was very much the case in the feudal agricultural society and in societies in the
early stage of industrialization. After the initial stage of the industrialization however the masses
are soon recognized as potential buyers of mass goods and they don't feel victtm of the possessing
classes, but they have spending power ant they love it!
Always contradictory to the communist ideology, it has now been embraced (whether openly or
not) by almost any country or state, it has been removed from the set of 1deolog1es and it has been
accepted as a (positive) driving force in itself.

Physical paradigms
Inspired by the politically charged conceptions many urban environments were shaped.
Simultaneously other planners and theorist were concerned with the physical quality of the urban
environment. By writing about '(...) common ordinary things: for instance , what kind of city
streets are safe and what kinds are not (... )' current city planning and rebuilding is attacked
(Jacobs, 1961). Others, like Christopher Alexander and John Habraken have explored new ways
in planning and design, based on similar concerns about the quality of the built environment
(Alexander, 1977, Habraken 1961).
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The paradigm of control
d wave industrial societies the masses are controlled by laws, enforced by police. With
.
I .
1· r.
b
d
the rise of the level of prosperity, higher taxes, higher sa anes, po ice ,orce ecomes earer, while
simultaneously the people become more emancipated, thus harder to control. Therefore, new
ways 10 regulate security and safety in society, thus in the built environment need to be explored.
Toffier draws a parallel between the exercise of violence and the first wave, possession and the
second wave, and knowledge and the third wave (Toffier 1990). In the late industrial societies
possession by the masses could be the leading principle of (self) control. If people have
something to care for, something to lose, they will be look after it and they will be prepared to
defend it.
In secon

The paradigm of the environmental debate
Thirdly there is the acceptation of the environmental concern as a driving consideration that can
not be denied. There is a reasonable side to it: we all experience the bad side effects of pollution
and we feel that overfishing the oceans and burning tropical forests are irreversible or at least
have ~ long recovery !ime and ar~ therefore bad. If the impact of our behavior (for example
pollution) cannot be directly expenenced anymore, we are asked to believe and accept. In the
Netherl~ds there is a public awareness campaign, running newspaper adds in which the people
are ~Vised not to leave the TV se~ on stand by, but switching it off, thus saving energy, thus
reducing ~e green house effect. Environmental concern gives guidance to our behavior, it is the
measure suck for good and bad, it has become a new paradigm, not based on old political or
religious ideologies.

CONCLUSIONS
By their complex nature, urban plarming and architectural design are the domain of the
professionals. At the same time built environments have materialized without the assistance of
trained designers. In both categories, successful as well as unsuccessful results can be seen. The
built environment, whether designed or not 1s always the result of conscious or unconscious
planning decisions. Unconscious plarming decisions lack practical knowledge of infrastructural
demands and constraints, at the same time it has a high degree of shon term practicality.
Professional planning on the other hand is (or should be) based on thorough technical and
organizational knowledge. Th.is in turn has resulted in an internationally acclaimed design
climate in which every decision bas to be justified by reasoning, regardless of the resulting
quality. Justifications are found in technical facts as well as in old and new paradigms. In this
paper it is argued that the new paradigms are freed from their political bias and that the are based
on economic laws, control and environmental considerations. The concept of Open Building
originates from what in this paper is referred to as 'physical paradigms'. It has resulted in a set of
plarming tools in plarming and building, that can be adopted. regardless of the applied paradigms,
patterns or general conceptions. Many urban developments, especially in some of the Southeast
Asian megacities under construction will take place with minimal professional input. We need to
find ways to combine planning without professionals and professional plarming based on the new
paradigms mentioned. That is the challenge for the next century.
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INTRODUCTION
. · s·1x m
· Cape Town was fashioned by a variety social .groups who
. imprinted
.. their culture
D1stnct
and lifestyle. It evolved through almost one and a half centunes of social and pohttcal change; it
reflected the attitudes. values and mores of its inhabitants while simultaneously molding those of
succeeding generations; it has long been the site of struggle, particularly between the poor and
relatively powerless against those with status influence and power; in this regard, it has come to
asswne great symbolic significance for an emerging nation; planning intervention and ideology
have played a pivotal role in its development; the state has been fundamental in executing
planning policies and in determining the lived experience of its residents.
District Six derives its name from being declared the sixth voting district of the municipality of
Cape Town in 1867. It had its origins in rapid economic and population growth experienced in
Cape Town in the latter half of the nineteenth century absorbing population overspill from the
original settlement (Fig I).

From the outset it contained a complex admixture of races, classes, nationalities, income and
status groups. Structural poverty was endemic. Ab initio, it su_ffered from _a marked lack_of
services and building maintenance. Dirt, decay, dereliction, and disease prevailed. Overcr? wdmg
was widespread. Early development was unplanned save for the layout of the street gnd. The
City Council, dominated by landlords and merchants, did little to alleviate the poverty However,
after outbreaks of smallpox and bubonic plague, when some 2000 Afncans were removed to
newly built ' locations ' on the outskirts of the city and their homes destroyed basic sanitation and
drainage was provided. Despite, or possibly because of, their poverty, oppression and exclusion
from power and plenty, working class people in District Six developed their own ways of
moulding a living urban landscape to their requirements.

THE EXERCISE OF FORMAL PLANNING AND ITS CONSEQUENCES
Formal planning was brought to bear on District Six following promulgation of the Town
Planning Ordinance (33 of 1934). Modeled upon British planning principles, it mandated that
every local authority prepare a town planning scheme directed toward ·me coordinated and
harmonious development' of the local authority area to ' promote safety. health. amenity general
welfare, convenience and order while maintaining economy and efficiency'. Its fundamental
premise was land use control through zoning, the application of standards. and separauon of
' non-conforming uses'. However, in the South African city, the goal of eliminating overcrowded.
unsanitary, dilapidated and unsanitary areas for the common good invariably carried racial
overtones.
In Cape Town planning fell within the purview of the City Engineer·s Department. From the
outset strong emphasis was placed on 'rationalizing' land use and on the design and upgrading of
the road system of District Six. The need to demolish what was considered to be a slum area and
to redevelop it in accordance with ' modem' town planning principles was forcefully argued .
However the spectre of large-scale population removal elicited considerable public ·suspicion and
debate despite official assurances that the scheme was never intended to effect raciiµ segregation.
Throughout, the City Council vehemently asserted that there was never any intent 10 displace and
segregate the majority of the coloured residents of the area.
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Other priorities, occasioned by the War and financial strictures. militated against early
demolition and redevelopment whereafter planning was overtaken by events. In 1948, the
National Party came to power in the first post-war election and in 1950 the notorious Group
Areas Act was promulgated, precipitating an era of formal social engineering founded upon race
segregation, inter-group conflict and personal suffering and anguish that will leave a lasting
legacy in the country.
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District Six and key city bowl planninginitiatives

On 11 February, I 966 District Six was proclaimed a White Group Area. The rationale of
government was articulated by the Secretary of Community Development: --with a view to its
special situation on the slopes of Table Mountain, the beautiful view and attractive scenery.....
the best contribution which can be demanded from the area in the interests of community
development is the establishment of economic (read 'White · - author) housing of a relatively
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high standard therein''(Cape Times, Io June, 1969). Consistent with this vision the government
developed a Master Plan that provided for large flat complexes'. :vast open _spaces, shopping
centres and the pedestrianiz.ation of a commercial precinct. Demoh~1on began m 1968 and, over
the next decade, some 35 000 coloured residents were systemal!cally ~oved to newly built
council estates on the Cape Flats (Fig I}. A vacant wasteland resulted, mters~rsed ~y a few
remnant buildings, mainly churches, mosques and schools.. Prote_s t was muned1ate and
unrelenting. Initially spontaneous and then increasingly organized, 1t emanated from many
sections of civil society. History will judge its effectiveness.
The forced removals had many deleterious consequences for individuals, families and a previously
tightknit community. These included psychological trauma, fear, bitterness, stress, the
dislocation of families, loss of community and social pathologies of many kinds (e.g. crime, vice,
alcoholism, drug abuse and anomie). Exacerbating and reinforcing this, the nature and quality of
the built environment in the new housing estates was also extremely negative, alienating and
dysfunctional. Suffice it here to observe that the estates were bleak and monotonous, exposed
and windswept, generally far from established places of work, lacking hwnan scale (in deference
to the motor car), lacking public amenities and poorly served by retail facilities. Building
structures were generally sub-standard.
In the late 1960's the fundamental debate concerning District Six turned upon (1) whether it was
feasible and desirable to undertake urban renewal retaining the existing population; (2) whether
to demolish and redevelop primarily with low-income housing, to accommodate as much of the
existing coloured population as possible; or (3) whether it was necessary to demolish the built
fabric e~tirely and to r~develo~ the area in a manner consistent with planning principles current
at the t_1me ~or the Whit~ section of the population only and at market related prices. It was a
debate m which protagorusts and antagonists took polar positions into the mid-1970' s.
In 1975, in response to continuous protests and as grudging compromise, parts of District Six
were declared Col~W:ed Group Areas. Nevertheless, two years later, a recommendation of a
g~vemment co~s~1on (the Theron Commission) to return District Six to the people was
reJected as was a Sumlar recommendation (of the President's Council) in 1981. Disturbingly for
govemme~t, no property sales or redevelopment occurred. Civil organizations ensured that
would-be investors _and developers were disuaded. The area remained a bare monument to the
excesses of aparth~1d. In response, government itself became a developer commencing building
~~:he Cape Technikon o~er a 21 ha site_ in 1979. It also built some townhouses and tenements for
e employees, marketmg them at pnces below their value and at heavi"ly s b "d"zed ·
t
d fund d
· • •
u s1 1
interest
ra e~, an
e a mulu-m1U10n rand commercial project the ' Oriental Plaza' O
· · fr
a wide spe tru
f 1· · 1 • •
'
• ppos1t1on om
c m o po 11lca opmton continued unabated.
A rel~ted parfallel co~c_em was the future of the central business district (CBD). Mirroring the
expenence o many c111es world-wide CBD's in S th Afri
of centrifugal forces, particularly de~ntralization :: the re:i ~~\t;.en vulnerable to a variety
shopping centres in the suburbs co
.
.
ice component to plarmed
buildings, and high rents and rate~ I n;est~o~rrfarking shortages, functionally obsolescent
ca these problems are compounded by poor
public
.
· n ou
transport. and negal!ve shopper perceptions caused by dirt, crime and violence, the recent
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large scale influx of street traders, a lack of the residential component and relatively linle 'night
life'. In many areas streets are considered threatening and unsafe. An inner city planning and
development project integrating the Waterfront, the Foreshore, District Six, Salt River and
Woodstock, the Culembourg rail yards and the \\ider city bowl area was considered crucial to the
furure of the CBD (Fig I}.
Meanwhile the wider political context was changing. While popular opposition to the state was at
all times controlled and frequently repressed, it was never quelled. Davies ( I 986) has shown how
resistance periodically reached crisis proportions whereupon government would respond with
varying strategies of coercion, compromise and co-optation. In this relatively uncertain political
climate, in 1986, British Petroleum (BP) sought to establish a tripartite agreement between a
consortiwn of major business interests, the City Council and the ' community' to undertake the
redevelopment of District Six as part of a larger inner city renewal initiative. To this end they
created a non-profit ' Section 21 ' company (' Headstart') to undertake preliminary investigations
and to float suggestions regarding planning, design, costs and financing ma ·seed plan·.
At the outset, a number of principles were established. Stated succinctly, these were:
• the area must be racially mixed with access (in legal and economic terms) open:
• opportunity should be given to previous inhabitants to return to the greatest possible degree,
• the development should accommodate a wide range of economic groups. particularly the
poor;
• in order to spread income generated through the redevelopment process widely, opportunities
should be created for small-scale agents;
• the development should maximize the locational and environmental advantages of the site;
• the development should result in an environment which is complex enough to accommodate
the wide range of activities and needs that are generated through urban living;
• planning should be based upon widespread consultation, negotiation and community
acceptance;
• the final plan should be minimalist in nature - it should constitute only a framework that, by
its logic, would constrain and channel individual action in socially and environmentally
desirable directions thereby creating qualities of spontaneity and complexity .
Accepting the Technikon as a reality, the plarmers proposed to use it as a central unifying focus
and sough~ _to integrate i_t into the l_ife and activities of the area as a truely urban campus that
would fac1htate the ma.x1murn possible sharing of public and private facilities between the city
and the Technikon. Major elements of the plan were:
• a strongly defined tree-lined and colonnaded pedestrian link v.,ith the CBD railwav station
and bus terminus;
·
• a system of embedded spaces - courtyards giving spatial organization to the housing and
urban squares around which the greatest mix of functions would occur
• different densities and types of housing to accommodate a wide r~ge of socio-economic
conditions;
• retention of the complex, fine-grain scale of the original street grid in order to draw on
historic memory;
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. . . .tutions and buildings of value;
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·s along the historic shopping nbbon, Hanover Str
• conservanon of exisnng_mstJ
• a commercial and pubhc uansport axi
CCt
(now Kai~rg~ht).
arrangement of land swops and financing, involving loans and
To achieve this vts1on a comp1ex
ked
'd
I
•
cross subsidization, was proposed. From the ou~t, Heads!~ wor
ass1 udous y to identify all
.
d d affi t d n~r1ies to engage them m the p anrung process an to attempt to gain
mtereste an
cc
••
They neverthe Jess cons1'dered 1t
· 1mpossibl
·
. e r-i·cy and planning dec1s1ons.
consensus concerrung po I
e
to accommodate all the original residents of the area.
This ·was the last formal attempt at planning for this significant and valuable tract of valuable

whatever the number of their previous property holdings, no person would be entitled to
ownership of more than one dwelling. Thus, after almost a decade of biner factional conflict,
essentially the same principles had been revived in the plarming proposals for District Six.
At present the Trust is seeking greater inclusivity of role players and to pursuade a few
recalcitrant ' holdouts' to accept its resolution. Committees are attempting to establish the
quantum of damages due to claimants and are making recommendations regarding either the
offer of alternative land, the payment of monetary compensation or involvement in an alternative
housing project.

land.
Headstart's efforts notwithstanding, in a political climate of extreme mistrust, a ' Hands Off
District Six' campaign was mobilized in 1987 largely on the grounds that ' the people' had not
been sufficiently or a~p~pria~ely consulted an_d that ' big . ~usiness' was cynically promoting
itself. Increasingly, D1stnct Six became a vehicle for pohucal struggle and assumed greater
symbolic significance. Further protracted negotiations led to an agreement to pool the remaining
land and to cede it to a Community Land Trust. A crucial outcome of its later deliberations was
endorsement for an integrated, mixed use, high density inner city affordable housing project • in
principle exactly what Headstart had promoted. Among its many achievements was the design of
innovative financial strategies to enable the return oflower income ex-residents. The problem of
accommodating all ex-residents remained intractable.
However, planning was once again overtaken by events. In April, 1994, South Africa acquired its
first government elected by universal franchise. Early legislation in a massive national
transformation programme, was the Restitution of Land Rights Act (22 of 1994). Inter alia, the
Act made provision for group claims provided it could be proven that they were in the ' public
interest'. On the groW1ds that existing development made it impossible for exact properties to be
claimed by _disposscd owners and that the original community could not be identified adequately
(m~y ~avm~ been tenants ~r casual occupiers), the Cape Town City Council lodged an
apphcaUon with the Land Chums Court that District Six be considered as a group claim. This
was cont~sted by a n~ber of claimants who considered that restitution of actual properties was
?°th possible and desirable and that members of the original community could be identified. For
instance, medical and tuberculosis clinic records were scrutinized to locate Africans who had
never been permitted to own land and who had been relocated between 1901 and 1930.
In the ev~nt, the gro~p claim application was withdrawn and, following further negotiation, a
Cornmuruty Beneficiary Land Trust, comprising all key role players, was established in
Decem~er'. 1997. I~ 1996 the L~d Restitution Act had been amended regarding the issue of
expropnatJon. Previously any clai~ based on dispossession of land under the Expropriation Act
(63 of 19?5) was deemed mval1d. The amendment provided for restitution in cases where
compe~llon ~ad not been ' fair and equitable' - a contentious issue of definition in Jaw.
~~ogruzmg ,this, ,and now claiming politi~ legitimacy, the Trust resolved to pursuade all
claimants to pool the land and to accept a single, integrated planning scheme. Hencefoward,
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Thus the District Six problematic remains unresolved. Despite numerous effons at public
participation in plarming and decision-making, resolution of conflict has been elusive. Until
political and judicial institutions can senle issues of ownership and compensation, the
developmental potential of inner city renewal will remain unfulfilled and the planning exercise
will remain moribund.
"The story of District Six involves multiple geographic issues and themes. It revolves foremost
around intangible but rich notions of community and place and the intncacy of their reciprocal
relationship. The geography of forced removals is marked partly by the splintering of society and
severing of bonds between individuals and their environments. It is also characterized by
relentless domination of one group by another and by the accompanying political struggle. The
process is mirrored in the urban landscape" Hart (I 990, p. I I 8). District Six reveals how urban
space, however impoverished, c~ become a symbol and focus for struggle. It also illustrates
how urban space can be manipulated to different ends and demonstrates how planning (or lack of
it) can influence the sense of identity and the lifestyles of people. District Six serves to remind us
that planning can indeed be used and abused by providing an example of how ideologies of the
state, the business sector and civil society can both promote of subvert the enterprise.
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themes for urban planning in this century h
W.thout doubt one of the most important
. the century concentrated on ra1·1s,. by the
as
been traffic, planning.
Where planners earI~ m
19208
d 19305 the focus had changed to seeking ways to accommodate the volattle growth .
:otorized traffic, and this ~ncem has ~een central to nearly _all pla_nning paradigms since the:
The causes of the growth m _mdotobrurbvehi~le ~ c ard~dmanY,_mcthludmg the mass production anci
low cost of cars and fuel,_rap1 su
aruzanon, 8:° 1 eo1ogies at equated c~ ownership Wit
individual freedom, mob11ity, and potency. In spite of the fact that motor vehicles clogged . h
streets, fouled the air, and claimed precious space for parking, the juggemaught of au tom ob~?
has yet to be tamed b~ the best efforts o:town p!anne_rs. As we reach the end of the century, Wes
can see traffic_~l~g m all its glones and its fa!li~gs: In Americ_a and Europe, freewa e
systems hnk c1t1es with each other and With suburbs, nvalmg or replacing rail services c· . Y
depend on heavy trucks for delivery and shipment of all kinds of good. Both mass and · d.• _Hies
. depend on motor vehicIes. On the negative side, cities are plagued by tra"li
m tv1dua1
tounsm
·
11
· arr
· and noise
· pouution.
· Town planners are caught in a matrix of
ctrid
Jams'
acc1'dcots and f:ataliIles,
demands, demonstrable needs, and hostile criticism. Modem traffic planne
s ent
envied.
rs are not to be
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. This paper is intended to assess traffic planning in Europe cities by sketcbin
expenences o~ Cologne and Basel, old metropolises with dense central areas
? !he
::t~tural ~onumen~. Basel and Cologne both evolved as semi-circle;~n;~~n:g
. e._ . 0 . p37es, P anners wished to construct major traffic arteries through th h
e
thetr histonc cities m order to relieve the congestion of narrow streets The
. e cans of
cities is made all the more interesting by the fact that wh ·1 h
. . ~n:i~an~n of these
ideas, there are great differences in their .
.
. i_e t ere are smulanties m planning
badly bombed during World War II and e;::un~1~te hiit~~es, most notably that Cologne was
[In the oral version of the paper, there wil~:;1ve/ ~ - u1 t ~hile Basel was spared in the war.
Massachusetts.]
so e iscuss1on of traffic planning in Boston
Urban planning in Cologne has been associated with
•
German planning: Joseph Stiibben F .tz S h
some of the most famous names in
the Prussian state agreed to relinquish~ts f;rti~ater, Paul Bonatz, and Rudolf Schwarz. Once
Cologne expanded its territory--almost entire: :~:~d~ense zone around the city in 1877
acco~odate a growing population. In 1880 Jos n e .. e ' or West Bank of the Rhine--td
pl~g, developed a plan for the expansio~ of eph S_tiibben, one of the founders of modem
Srubben's plan. First, he enclosed the historic Id ~e c~ty. Of mterest here are 2 features of
and co_aches and in~luding green areas in t~e :;zewith a nng boulevard serving pedestrians
r~gnized 1!1at the city's railroad line constituted
. r f~r pl~t strolling. Stiibben also
;;11road station was built next to the cathedral a;~or disruptlon m the city fabric. The main
oi:n west to east. He preferred removin the ' an t e.tracks cut through the heart of the ci
penpheral location, but, failing that, hi~ pl:a:1t~ll~n and tra~ks from the central city to;
urunterrupted passage underneath.
e or elevating the tracks to allow for
In the early 1920s Colo e's d
.
brought Fritz Schwnache; fr gn
ynam1c and ambitious Lord M
expanded further as
om Hamburg to prepare a new plan U ayor Konrad Adenauer
• a green belt was added out beyond the b . ~der Adenauer, Cologne
su urbs laid out by Stiibben, and a
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new outer ring road helped carry traffic around the cJty. Like $Hibben, Schumacher recognized
both the desirability and impracticality of moving the railroad Imes and tram station, but
He called
h rn achcr also saw the need to improve traffic flow around and through the old .city.
Scu
.
ttht
r, widening existing streets and cutting new arteries through the Altstadt, pomtmg ou a
~:ying "the role of the destroyer" was not really his fault, since the city had declined to make
~uch changes earlier. Schumacher planned a major east-west thoroughfare that would carry
traffic over the Aachener Stralle, past Neumarkt and Heumarkt, to an enlarged bridge over the
Rhine. His plans for the old city were not realized, but the ideas by no means disappeared. They
popped up again in Bonatz's suggestions of 1930, leading Adenauer to complain that too much
"nonsense" (Unfug) was being advocated in the name of"traffic." Cologne and its old streets,
Adenauer said, "are not there primarily for autos," and the regular town planner Wilhelm Arntz
observed that "the historic old city cannot be saved ifwe sacrifice it for traffic."' True enough,
but this did not solve the problem of growing congestion in the inner city.
For all the anti-urbanism in Nazi propaganda, the Nazis were in practice committed to
certain kinds of modernization of their large cities, and they were also clearly fascinated with
technology, including automobiles. The building of the Autobahn network and the launching
of the "people's car" had, to be sure, much to do with job creation and politics, but they also
marked an unmistakable commitment to motor vehicles. The Autobahns were to link Germany's
cities; new arteries, widened streets, and major axes through historic cities were to smooth the
flow of traffic. In the case of Cologne, the plans for its redesign as a represcntauve city included
completion of the east-west artery advocated by Schumacher, plus the construction of a northsouth artery from the NCIISSer Stralle to the Bonner Stralle. The Nazis also wanted to close the
old train station and replace it with two stations, one on the western edge of the city, the other
across the Rhine in Deutz, the location of a proposed Forum. Much of the historic pattern of
small, crooked streets was to be replaced with a grid of wide streets lined with large buildings.
Some of these innovations were supposed to be completed by 1940 in time for a proposed
international exhibition on traffic, but the war precluded both staging the exhibition and realizing
these plans, though considerable demolition and street widerung along the route of the east-west
artery did take place.
The very continuity of ideas for traffic planning in the first half of the century shows that
those ideas were logical, technical solutions for a real problem, the need to do something about
motor vehicle traffic flowing into and through an ancient city designed for pedestrians and
horses. It can come as no surprise, then, that some of the same ideas emerged again dunng
postwar reconstruction.
In postwar Cologne there were many advocates for retaining the basic street system in
the inner city. With most of the buildings reduced to rubble, only a few monuments and the
street pattern could evoke historic Cologne. Lord Mayor Hermann Piinder called the main train
station a "thorn in the side" of the city and sought its relocation. Like his predecessors, 10 tlus
he was unsuccessful. Piinder promised that "the monster traffic" would not be allowed 10
determine the character of the historic metropolis, but ultimately this did not preclude
construction of east-west and north-south axes.' The reconstruction plan produced by Rudolf
Schwarz, the most important postwar planner, called not only for such axes (though not as broad
as in the Nazi-era plans) but also for a grid of medium capacity streets that would outline
neighborhoods, within which the small streets of the past would prevail.
The east-west artery, well under way under the Nazis, moved ahead, but the final decision
for a north-south artery didn't come until a general traffic plan was drawn up in I 956. That plan
argued that this artery was simply essential. Motorists were currently clogging both the Rmg and
the Rhine shore drive to the point that drivers were seeking alternative routes though small
residential streets. The number of work-hours lost through traffic delays was such that 1t cost the
economy around 10 million DM a year, compared to the 15 million DM needed to build the
artery. The north-south artery was completed 10 September 1967. Smee a complete Autobahn
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Both the shore drive and the Ring continued to carry a high volume o auto~o I es an tran:is.
The Ring lost its character as a pedestrian boulevard. Traffic on the shore drive created a barner
between the city's inhabitants and the Rhine. In fact, auto traffic proved to be the monster that
Punder had feared would destroy the city.
What was to be done? Cologne bas ended up taking the path chosen by many German
cities, namely, deciding that automobiles could no longer enjoy the top ~riority in planning. For
example, to solve the problem of traffic along the Rhine shore, the c_1ty chose _the costly but
attractive solution of a shore tunnel, which opened in 1982. Once agam pedestnans have easy
access from the central city to the river. In many places streets have been narrowed or obstacles
placed to discourage speeding. New areas have been given over to pedestrian zones, with motor
vehicles prohibited except for early morning deliveries. And motorists have come to accept the
fact that driving through the central city, even on the east-west or north-south arteries, is simply
not the quickest way to get from one side of Cologne to the other. Instead, they use the exterior
Autobahn ring. Much of the time it too is now clogged, but at least the worst of the traffic
planning problem has been relocated outside the city center.
Basel also was constructed mostly on one side of the Rhine. The canton of Basel-city
containing the central city lies on the south bank; KJeinbasel, a smaller wban area, lies just across
the Rhine to the north. Straddling the Rhine, the city also borders both France and Germany, and
those countries retain sovereign rights over parts of the train stations, located on the edges of
Basel-city and KJeinbasel, where trains from France and Germany end. The cantonal
governmental system ofBasel is a parliamentary democracy with strong safeguards for the rights
of citizens. Always seeking to avoid the expense and domination of a large governmental
bureaucracy, important planning activities were farmed out to temporary commissions and to
institutions and individuals outside the official governmental structure. Important legislation
could, and often was, either referred to public referenda or subjected to revocation by initiatives
started by the citi~. Consequently, town planning in Basel proceeded cautiously and slowly.
In 1892 the city created the first planning agency, and in 1896 the Great Council both
provided funds for a city planning office and also commissioned the famous Cologne planner
Josef Stiibben to ~w up a plan for a city street network. For the next 3 decades, the chief
plarmer, ~uard Riggenbach, drew up plans for individual streets in Basel and Kleinbasel. In
1927'. motivated by the fac~ that a growing volume of motorized traffic was threatening to clog
the city streets, the go~e~g council asked Riggenbach to draw up a new general plan. This
P!an. p~ted_to the city m early 1930, contained features which continued to inform planning
discussions until the 1960s. One proposal was the suggestion for an underground tramway under
the central core. Another was the construction of a major artery through the central area that
would c~ traffic over a new bridge just downstream from the historic Middl B ·d
Construcnon of the artery would have required demolishing of many ancient buildin e · ~ :
a gene~ rene~al of the block bordered by the Nadelberg and Schneidergasse ~1::1~ th;
underlymg motive for the 1930 plan was improvement in traffic flow through th hi.· t ·
of Basel.•
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suggested that now was the time to create a permanent city planning office within the city
government and hire a professional plarmer to draw up new plans.5 The new planner, Adolf
Schumacher, submitted a new general plan in August I 933 that contained many of the same
features as the Riggenbach plan but in a less ambitious way. The proposal to the Great Council
asked not for approval of all details but a general endorsement of the overall concept. In that way
the planners could proceed in small steps as conditions warranted. The decision to build a new
bridge, the traffic artery, and even an underground tram could be left open.6
Once again a commission examined the plan. After lengthy study, the commission
endorsed a revised version of the plan but noted that most of it would be realized only in the
future. For the moment it was just too expensive. More urgent--and feasible-were smaller w-ban
renewal projects and repairs to old buildings with dangerously unhygienic housing units.'
Furthermore, even more modest street widening and city-mandated renewal projects required
new laws to regulate placement and height of buildings and to facilitate the redrawing ofproperty
lines.
The Schumacher plan was approved by the Great Council in July I 934, but in fact
conditions were not conducive to the son of changes in the city's fabnc contained in the that plan.
The Great Depression seriously hurt the city's economy and made many features of the plan
prohibitively expensive, not to mention producing considerable unemployment. Many local
architects, including the noted architect/politician Hans Bernoulli, remained cntical of parts of
the Schumacher plan and announced their intention to prepare alternatives m spite of the
council's approval of it.
The central proposals in the 1930 and 1934 plans-the underground tram, the traffic artery
through the central city, the new bridge, and massive wban renewal--were pushed mto the
background by a large number of much more modest construction projects. When a new
building law was submitted to the Great Council m 1939, II contained not only technical
provisions regulating building heights and redrawing property lines but, even more important,
a general zoning plan for the city. While certain areas were designated for housmg, industry, and
future development, large parts of the historic core were given special protection from
development by being including in a special Altstadt distnct. (This became known as the "violet
zone" for the color used on the plan.) The law stipulated that the building department now had
the general responsibility to see that any new construction, demolitions, and street alterations in
the violet zone did not harm the overall artistic and historic character of the area.• Whereas
earlier planning, motivated primarily by traffic considerations, was frustrated by pragmatic fiscal
restraints, henceforth considerations of historic preservation constituted a major, legally
sanctioned obstacle to traffic planning.
The outbreak of World War Il meant, quite naturally, that planning remained on the level
of talk while the city girded itself for a possible invasion.' After the wars end, there was new
growth of the economies of both the city and the hinterland and a renewal of ues with both
Germany and France, all of which produced growing demands for better through traffic for motor
vehicles and bettei: access to the ce~tral c_ity. The planning office and the building department
foc~ed on the optJo~ of constructmg ~ nng and tangent system of high capacity roads to carry
vehicles around the c1_~ and, once ag~m, constructing some sort of artery into or through the
center. In 1946 a rev1S1on of the earlier plans was submitted to the Great Council and after
prolong~ stu~y by still another special commission, it was approved in 1949. ' 0 This ~Ian called
for a partial nng and tangent system, some street widening in the city core, and a program of
~enewal of the Nadel~~ Schneidergasse block that would have moved the mam open-air market
mto an enlarged area m that block and thereby freed the area of the old market (in front of the
town hall) for traffic flow.
While some streets ~ ere indeed widened and progress made on a segment of a ring road
on the south side of the city near the SBB train station, the planners and citizens fought
prolonged battles over other aspects of the plan. Preservationists protested the loss of historic
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Protection and conservation legislation and policies in both Bntam and New ~aland
have focused on protecting the rare, the valuable and the pristine. It is an emphasis that
largely excludes the recognition and protection of Valuing the urban environment
urban landscapes which by virtue of their location Our urban centres can be regarded
and 'character' tend to be excluded from most as bellwethers of our global
conservation measures. This exclusion of urban environmental fate. Our success at
landscapes and habitats is now being increasingly meeting the challenges of
questioned and there is a definite and growing prot~ting biodiversity in urban
interest in urban ecology and urban habitats.
areas 1~ a good measu": of our
commitment to protectmg
functioning ecosystems world
Britain: The imponance of natural open spaces is
wide. If we can not act as
now widely recognised in the United Kingdom,
responsible stewards in our own
such that it seems odd that such an integral element backyards, the long term prospects
of the urban system was overlooked for so long by for biological diversity in the rest
both land use managers and ecologists. Suppon for of the planet are grim indeed
the recognition of natural urban greenspace has (Murphy, in Adams, 1994, p.139).
come from a number of quarters: The Council of
Europe ( 1986), The Open Spaces Society ( 1991 ), and the Royal Society for Nature
Conservation, with its strong Urban Wildlife and Ecology Trusts and from within the
planning profession itself (see inset).
This recognition is evident for example, in the development plans currently being
produced where protection of natural urban areas, through designations such as local
nature area and green corridor are now common practice. Substantial ecological records
are available for natural areas in cities usually collected by Wildlife and Ecological
Trusts and supported by the local authority. Local authorities and indeed some planning
depanments are increasingly employing ecologists. Legislation and government
documentation are also recognising the amenity and ecological value of natural open
space of which Planning Policy Guidance Note 9 Nature Conservation (Department of
the Environment, 1995) is the most significant. As we move towards the millennium the
future of urban nature conservation in the United Kingdom on the surface at least, seems
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to _be _developing well. It i, supported by relevant nationaJ documenta11on and
leg1slat1on, substanual ecological databases. and is integrated into plans and the
plannmg process.
New Zealand: In New Zealand the shift towards
recogmsmg and supporting natural urban open Royal Town Planning Institute
space has been less perceptible and for the most
We should also be looking to the
part more recent m origin. At national legislative protection of rich natural habitats
to throughout all areas. including 1he
and policy level there is still minimal re'''e•ence
'
natural urban greenspace in any of the key cities. The planning system should
pl~mng documenta11on. Significantly, the key have an imponant role in the
environmental document in New Zealand, tyhe 'greening' of our urban areas.
Resource Management Act makes no explicit Ecology and landscape policies
reference to natural urban greenspace. Fonunately, should be an essential part of many
there are some indications that the omission of development proposals... ( 1990,
natural
urban
landscapes from national l.!P:.:.·:J...:l~) _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __,
documentation is to be addressed in the near future. The Office of the Parliamenr.ary
Commi_ssioner for the Environment (PCE) is an independent oversight body responsible
for re~iewmg . and reporting on the envi ronmental impact of governme nt activities,
mcludmg environmental planning. In its draft Strategic Plan for the environment
identifies the man_agement of the urban environment as a significant area to be addressed
by the Comm1sst0ner over the next five years. (July, 1997). In addition the PCE
recommended the production -of a "comprehensive inventory of open space in urban
areas as an essential component of good planning practice. Some local authorities.
particularly larger urban councils such as Wellington, Auckland, and Christchurch are
taking urban conservation seriously and do have and continue to develop ecological
strategies of various types. supponed by substantial ecological data bases.
Developing a natural urban ethos potential and pitfalls.

In terms of documentation. policy and planning guidance, mechanisms for the
protection and enhancement of natural urban open space are far more advanced in the
United Ki ngdom than in New Zealand. But to leave the analysis at this point is
premature and of questionable validity. The natural indigenous areas fo und in New
Zealand far exceed in ecological significance and extent any natural areas in the United
Kingdom. Largely due to its inhospitable geography but occasionaJly due to far-sighted
thinking on the pan of some early colonists some of New Zealand' s main cities retai n
tracts of indigenous habitat that is of excellent urban ecological value, again far in
excess of comparable United Kingdom urban habitats. New Zealand is expected to
increasingly benefit from the recognition of Maori approaches to land management
which recognise the integrity of natural landscapes. Planners have being forced to
broaden their outlook to incorporate alternati ve approaches in which natural areas and
their integrity is seen as a serious planning concern. New Zealanders are having to come
to terms with and admit the environmental damage that they have wreaked on their
unique landscape and reappraise fundamental planning ideas and methods. In pan this
process has been supponed by the far sighted but somewhat impractical Resource
Management Act. To reintegrate natural habitats into the New Zealand urban landscape
will be a difficult and demanding task as planners and land use managers have limited
experience of natural urban space.
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'fhe UK planning system - can it change from reactive to pro-active?
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Introduction
With a few notable exceptions, today's city planning system in the UK is largely reactive. It
responds to some degree to the demands of city departments and agencies, to politicians out
for instant su~cess and, but most importantly to economic forces (investors, developers) for
support their undei:5tandably selfish development objectives. But even worse than the lack
of co-ordmatlon and mtegratton of disparate development projects is that at a time when the
discussion of sustainable urban development and form is intensifying the planning system
seems to be unable to participate let alone lead the debate.

o:

This paper attempts to explain in a brief review how the role and nature of the planning
system in the UK _chang~ over the last 100 or so years. The City of Glasgow will be used as
medium for the 1llustrat1on of the impact of different planning attitudes and approaches
because it is at hand and information is readily available. Added to this review will be a
personal vie':" of what the ro_le of planning 1s and what it ought to do • to plan and shape, i.e.
design the city and city region. In the presentation this will be illustrated through strategic
urban desi!r1 fr~eworks again for the conurbation of Glasgow. The paper will conclude
with the d1scuss1on of the changes to the planning system believed to be essential and
urgently required to become pro-active.

The period of the 'invisible' but effective planning system . pre World War I
development
The pre WWI development of Glasgow generated what some call the 'strongest Victorian city
in the UK if not Europe'. One would therefore assume that planning played an essential role
in achievi_ng_the considerable degree of coherence if not within the city of that period at large
then within its mdmdu_al development clustm. Yet this consistency of urban form, structure,
development pattern 1s not at all the result of rigorous planning. Development was
incremental, largely speculative and therefore driven by economic forces and, with the
exception of small areas, there is little evidence of masterplans.
Nevertheless all incremental development projects added up to generate coherent urban areas
which share many characteristics:
• perimeter block development, predominantly with continuous enclosure of streets and
squares;
• within individual districts a more or less regular grid pattern, modified by topography,
nvers, other natural and man made features;
• similar building types such as tenement, terrace, warehouse etc.;
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Inter-war urban development
1
[A period of'sensitive confidence' (Shepley, C., 1995)]

If up to WWI planning played no significant, certainly_no domineering ~le • exc_ept gently or
rules - things change considerably m the penod
t so gently imposing minimum standards
no
. urban hi story, _a! Ieast .in .GIasgow, new 'esta~es, or
between
the two wars. For the first_time m
villages are planned, laid out, designed and built as enllttes, and m a very short penod of
time. Planners, architects, engineers rule supreme through the Corporation wh!ch takes on the
vast expansion of the city almost single-handedly as the private sector mvo)vement is
relatively small.
The concept behind many of the new estates is that of the garden suburb. Though plan
configuration and form is consistent, the results represent at best an ill-conceived attempt to
merge the quality of the city with the quality of the country without achieving any of it, at
worst they are anti-urban (and not at all sensitive as Shepley puts it). With the introduction of
low-density low-rise the old properties of the traditional city are not completely abolished but
considerably weakened. The city starts to sprawl.
It should not be ignored that, as Michael Welbank [in Jenks et al (1996), p.75) puts it"...
there was a strong element of social conscience in what was done'". Planners believed that
the new estates were built for the right reasons and that they were the right solutions.
"Planning, therefore, was visionary and imaginative - confident and effective."' I am not so
sure whether this assessment is correct. Vision there was, but it was not all that imaginative,
and its realisation did not involve the people for whom the housing was provided. It produced
suburbs of much the same nature, character and visual appearance, endlessly repeating the
same poorly designed terraces and semi-detached family homes, dull estates without any
focus and with insufficient amenities. Confident and effective the planning system was, but
had the ultimate consequences of the introduction of suburbia in terms of the use of land
transport distances, car dependence, congested roads, pollution etc. been taken into account:
maybe the garden suburb model would not have been applied. So for the first time the
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it adopts an at least in parts questJonable urban concept.
The immediate post-WWII period
[Slteppley's 'period ofautocracy and insensillvityJ
During the I950s and '60s, new peripheral development and the c?~prehensive
redevelopment of existing areas was undertaken by an autocrauc and mse~mve plarirUng
system, assisted if not dominated especially by road engineers and architects • ofte~,
however, opposed by the emerging generation of plarmers' . One does not need to spell out m
detail what happened because the storey 1s well known. Generally, there was a strong
idealistic desire to improve the city, and planners, architects and others involved were
convinced to do the right thing but they were utterly insensitive to the fact that they operated
with new planning concepts which had had no practical application before, the cons~uenccs
of which could not, therefore, be predicted. We all know the results. The second time the
planning system applies tis weight, tlus time in full, it iniuates the most extensive destructJon
the city has ever seen in its entire history. And again, this is the result of opting for a largely
inappropriate urban concept.
The 1970s and 1980s
[A period of the loss of confidence and the change of the plannmg system from autocrallc IO
reactive and bureaucratic}
The autocratic planning system immediately after wwn stood for wholesale demolition and
replacement of vast areas of the city, new towns, new peripheral estates at an unprecedented
scale and within a very short period of about two and a half decades, without any
involvement of the local population, but also without any reference to the then already strong
warnings of many formidable Sociologists and Psychologists that things went wrong (to
name but a few: Mitcherlich (1965)1 m Germany; Jacobs (196 1)6 in the USA). During the
'70s, however, the mood of the planning system changed slowly but steadily. Confidence
diminished gradually as the first social problems arose, more abruptly after eVIdence of
inadequate technology emerged, m the UK spec1fically after the Rowan Point disaster.
Evidence of mistakes of the '60s led to a reactton against autocratic planning. People and
communities start challenging the system; the Covent Garden Redevelopment Plan in
London, for instance, is stopped by community groups and their representatives. Of course,
much of the critique of planners should have been addressed to other professions as well but
was very effective in changing certainty in the planning system into uncertainty 7.
During the I 980s and in a Thatcherite enterprise culture, planning, specifically strategic
planning, was increasingly regarded as unnecessary if not downright a hindrance to those
forces that would shape the city: developers and investors. Social responsibility was no
longer that of the state - after all we were told that there was no such thing as society. Urban
form and structure was now shaped again by market forces, but this time largely without
control by the planning system, without any commonly understood or accepted development
rules and patterns - which had all been swept away by the Func11onal1sm of the 50s and 60s •
and without a shared value system - which had given way to the pursuit of single-minded
values and goals of companies and individuals.
Planning changed as a result of the reacuon to the 60s and the new pohucal mood: it was to
support market forces, frequently at any cost to city structure and morphology and the weaker
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It is today largely understood and accepted that the city's form an stnJ~ u 'b nrnonment
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works and the way we use it causes massive damage to the regional an g1O ~ e cs green
d
What has been stressed repeatedly and strongly in many different worl co erenc d 'r it or
papers, agendas" 1s the need to rethink the role, form and structure of the citya:ot~:" ~ann~ng
better us relat1onsh1p to the country, sustamable. It goes without saying th
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system ought to play a key role in this rethinking process The question is " e er
capable of playing that role.
Demands for sustamable development come from all sides. Plarmers ar~ asked to :~pos~
solutions to adapt the city. There are calls for visions and many different m cs \
sustainable development are put forward, specifically after having twice in the rccen~ pas
m00 c_s n_o1
Chosen the wrong concept. Of course' u is wise not. to fall blindly for any of these
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least because most of them arc parually respondmg to the full set of sustama
cntena ·
Choice must be based on knowledge which is generated through involvement m research and
debate· but there are no clear md1ca11ons that the plarming system in the UK 1s engaged m
either of them. Just at a time, therefore, when the plarmmg system is asked for a moSI
significant contnbuhon towards a sustainable city region it seems to be unable (or
unwilling?) to respond. lt needs to wake up and become pro-active:
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The situation today
ay is a planning system that is barely alive. Development is incremental,
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functional structural or formal vision of the city (as 11 had m the 19th century and even
during th; '60s) which would help co-or~~te_incremental de~elopment._ Dev~lopment has
also become intensely political, and as polillc1ans arc pragmatic and their honzon about 5
years and no more, there is no lo~g-tcrm v_iew oi: urban development. R~ther than focusing at
the future of urban districts, the city and city region, much of the planrung efforts focuses on
small details through planning control.9 Planning has no commonly understood, accepted and
pursued view of what the city is and how it works, and there arc no longer shared rules for
urban development as there were in the 1st period of this review. As a result urban
development outside protected historical areas just happens, but without any concept:
buildings in a sea of car parking or derelict land; lollipop housing schemes; out-of-town and
in-between-town retail parks, business parks, research parks, anything parks. And all this in
addition to all the disasters created during the 50s and 60s. Bits of the city look like scrap
heaps when looking down from a aeroplane.
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•

The task ahead
Just at a time when plarmers had moved "from confidence to uncertainty, from consensus to
hostile scrutmy.fromfreedom to bureaucracy" as Welbank puts it 10,just at the time when the
planning system is at its weakest and most ineffective, in the 1990s the question of
sustainable development becomes the focal point of the discussion about the city and city
region.
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it needs to become part of the debate about and research into sustainable urban
development; 1t needs to collaborate with researchers of all relevant disciplines in the
search for sustainable urban models; 11 needs to understand the generally ~cpted
sustamab1lity criteria such as: containment; mixed use and decentralisation of functions to
improve access and choice; public transport to reduce car dependency; sefVICCS and
facilities m wallong distance; open green space and a symbiotic relat1onslup with the
country; a degree of self-sufficiency and independence of the city; mvolvement of people
and communities m the shaping of their areas by decentralisation of power;
it needs to understand the consequences of these demands for the city structure and form:
a hierarchy of different areas of different size and population (from neighbourhood to
district, town, city) with centres of proV1sion of different capacity (from NBH centre to
district centres, towns and city centre), linked by a hierarchy of different transport
systems (from walking and cycling to bus, LRT, railway); and 11 needs to be able to
generate an mtegrated set of long-term strategic development and design frameworks on
city region, city, city district and neighbourhood level that reflect this structure;
it needs to be instrumental in the mtegrallon of all social, economic, functional, spatial,
formal and environmental planning aspects into comprehensive frameworks for urban
development; it needs to understand that to deal with these issues in isolation is counterproductive and leads at best to little more than patchwork;
it needs to develop an understandmg of the city and city region as a complex multidimensional entity ,vith a physical form and structure that either supports or hinders
sustainable development and that needs to be shaped, designed on regional, city and city
district level, not only at the level of individual spaces and projects; land-use maps and
the highhghting of development opporturuues are insufficient mstruments for the
improvement of the city form and structure;
it needs to convince poliucians of the absolute necessity of long-term thinking and
strategies;
and last and perhaps most importantly, it needs to listen to the people and involve them m
the shapmg of their environment.
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· ·ted - A case
Interpreting Landscape: Bard College, New York, Revis•
study of the Masterplan for Bard College, Annandale-On-Hudson,
New York, 1988. 1
Stephen Frith
Professor of Architecture
University of Canberra
"For our state is nothing but an imita1ion of the most beautiful and best life and that
indeed is the truest ofall tragedy." Plato, Laws 817bff.

The idea of a perfect built place for human habitation comes to our culrure through
both the apocalyptic Jewish and Christian literarure associated with the New
Jerusalem and from the Hellenic literature of the ideal polis of Plato and Aristotle.
The poetic imagery of Virgil and the pastoral poets furthered the dream of Arcadia.
These ideals have become embodied in the plarming of academic institutions
throughout rural America, especially those which have inherited the Jeffersonian
picturesque tradition. Bard College is a clear example of this inheritance, located2 on
a site of great physical beauty on the Hudson River in Upstate New York. A
masterplan was commissioned in 1988 by an anonymous donor who wished the
historic landscape on the site preserved. The designers for the Bard College
Masterplan were aware of the significance to the sense of place of the site's historical
and cultural traditions. especially the ancient dream of an ideal place. 3
The desire for an architecturally unified campus was a strong assumption in the
planning brief, even though the current campus is made up of a diverse number of
properties and with the full range of functions appropriate to a campus, from chapels
to gymnasiums. The Heritage Task Force for the Hudson Valley called it a
"visual potpourri . Bard 1s an archt1ecrurat amalgam developed piecemeal over the school's 125
year history The campus IS today a loosely organised visual ensemble lhat juxiaposcs buildmgs of
varied size, purpose. and design style in a way that reduces any sense of unified identity to the
whole."'

The Masterplan in its survey and analysis phase set out to "map" the differing areas of
the campus. The dividing of the campus into discrete areas of analysis may seem at
first glance to be a typological interpretation of the landscape, boxing it into
identifiable use categories. For example, the remains of four farms are observable
within the boundaries of the property, and a simple typological analysis would have
drawn a hne between them. A strict typological approach however would ignore the
cultural history of the landscape over several centuries. The task became one of
defi~g the boundaries o_f the precincts within which restoration and management
gmdehnes could be established. The survey method adopted was more akin to seeing
the landscape as a "palimpsest." This analogy to a document that has been scraped
over and reused so that the underlying structure can be "read" through the existing
text ~as a term popular ~ongst ~hilosophes in the 70's, and became something of a
chche. _The errores and mteresllng accidents which happen in the marginalia were
seen to inform the central dialogue of a text. The design strategies which emerged for
the Masterplan m 1988 attempted to marry the differing landscape and cultural
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·g11 th d nineteenth centuries landscape was seen as a fonn of order that
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was the antithesis for the disorder of human affaus. At Bar 1~ was witness m the
· us attempts to re-order the landscape. The separation of the natural and
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bucolic worlds was once attempted o~ the site, m. t e ongina1 an scapmg o the
historic property Blithewood. The architect A.J.Dav1s extended the _home_for Ro~ert
Donaldson in 1835, and designed an octagonal gatehouse on the sue. His assocrnte
A.J Downing in an 1849 publication eulogised the redemptive qualities of the
landscape on the property:
" "Blithewood', on the Hudson. is one of the most charming villa residences in the Union. The
natural scenery here is nowhere surpassed in its enchanting union of softness and dignity, . the
river being four miles wide, its placed bosom broken only by islands and gleaming sails, and the
horizon grandly closing in with the !all blue SWDD11t of the distant Catslolls . . .The s1111hng genlly
varied lawn 1s studded with groups and masses of fine forest and ornamental trees .. .a fine bold
stream fringed with rocky banks and dashing over roclcy cascades, thirty or forty feet in height and
falltng altogether a hundred feet in half a mile .. .In shon we can recall no place of moderate
exten~ where nature and Wteful an are so harmoniously combined to express grace and
elegance:•

The Picturesque landscape, which had its origins in the English landscape tradition,
was here modified to suit American aspirations. It is sometimes called the American
Romantic Landscape style. The Picturesque aesthetic fitted easily to many campuses
around the country in the nineteenth century, including St. Stephen's College for the
training of Episcopal clergymen in 1860, which was founded on the estate and was
the gift of John Bard. In I 934, during the College's affiliation with Columbia
University, the institution's name was changed to Bard College.
~ne of the predominant problems of the Picturesque is the bringing to primacy of
visual ~erc.~tlon at ti;~. expe~se of other ways of seeing the landscape. 7 The
expression Picturesque 1s attnbuted to the Reverend William Gilpin, who believed
that l~dscape scenery should conform to the principles of landscape painting. In part
the ong1_ns of the '.°ovement was a reaction to Edmund Burke's A Philosophical
Inquiry into !he Origin ~f Our Ide~ ~~ the Sublime and the Beautiful (I 756), who
so~ght _a rational ordenng of sens1b1hty seeking perfection in the natural world
Cnucs mcl~ded Uvedale Price, who noted the pleasure in irregularity and roughnes~
rather .~an m a finely ~rdered aestbe~c, and took exception. Richard Payne Knight's
poem The Landscape ( 1794) and his Analytical Inquiry into the Principles of Taste
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(1805) were influential m promoting the discussion. W11h Humphrey _Repton:
Sketches and Hints on Landscape Gardening(l 794) this work helped domeSIIC3te ~
promote the landscape ideology of the Picturesque. They suggested a set of work.in~
principles that championed irregularity, variety, intimacy, gestural movement an
roughness as desirable qualities. This aesthetic must be seen in the context of a
reaction to growing industrial disorder in the cities of Britain and of the USA m th e
nineteenth century.8 The landscape was to be newly visualized, clothed in redempuve
allusions. To be instilled in the observing subject looking out upon the landscape was
the "habit of feeling through the eyes."9
The Picturesque aesthetic was also significant in the formation of the build!ngs on the
site in the nineteenth and early twentieth century. The intent would fit with Charles
Dicken's impression of Yale University in the I840's, "erected in a kind of park · ·
dimly visible among the trees." 10 Most 19th century educators strongly favotired ni:a 1
colleges. The intent was to create a buffer of "moral protection" as well as to provide
a beautiful setting for the absorption of appropriate cultural values. The tendency to
regard cities as morally polluting and dangerous to the human character was not
confined to the Puritan vision. During the colonial period, even a city college, such as
the New York Free Academy at the intersection of 23rd and Lexington Avenue in
New York (later College of the City of New York) was depicted in an idealised
wilderness. The desire for access to the frontier for evangelism of the heathen
combined with a distrust of cities brought many colleges into apparent wilderness
areas. Very often the architecture and planning of these institutions was done by the
graduates of English Universities, especially Cambridge, and as at Bard College the
influence of the Oxbridge colleges can be seen in the early quadrangular orientation
of the planning schemes.
The dominant style at St.Stephen's was established firstly by John Bard's Gothic
Revival Church of the Holy Innocents of 1857, which was designed by Frank Wills, a
former associate of Richard Upjohn. The subsequent academic buildings -of the
campus for the remaining part of the century were built in a Collegiate Gothic style,
which was deemed to be most appropriate for the Picturesque setting. A notable
exception to the Gothic style is the Hoffman Library of I 893, built in imitahon of a
Greek Temple, where the association with a remote classical world was considered to
be the most appropriate stylistic choice, and easily embraced in a Picturesque
landscape. One of the perceived benefits of the Gothic revival style was seen to be the
sense of instant age and the engendering of a sense of pennanence. The notion of
memory was significant to the choice, especially in the way Ruskin perceived it in the
popular Seven lamps of Architecture :
"There are but two strong conquerors of the forgetfulness of men, Poetry and Archi1ecrure;
and the latter in some son lllclude the forme r, and 1s mightier Ill its reality: it is well to have,
not only what men have thought and fel~ bul whal their bands have wrougb~ and !heir eyes
beheld, all the days of their life."11

Architecture as a mnemonic carries with it the aspect of permanency often desired by
colleges, such as Bethany College m West Virgirua, where the architectural firm of
Walter and Wilson in the I 850's designed a campus in Collegiate Gothic style, to give
the impression of incremental development over a long period of time. Another
aspect of the Collegiate Gothic, or "Jacobethan" or Tudor Collegiate styles, was
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The Central Campus Precinct
Perhaps the best illustration of the convergence of this information enabling a
productive plan or agenda is seen in the precinct we_ called "Central C~pus." The
relation to adjacent wetlands, to 'common' and recreattonal areas, and an mtemal road
and circulation system helped to determine strong boundaries for this precinct. The
Central Campus contains most of the academic buildings, as opposed to residential
and recreational buildings on the College lands. Different dominant physical
determinants were mapped and then overlaid, a typical planning procedure. This
method was essential to a 'distanced' designing for projected use of the landscape in
the precinct. Clear design directions became apparent that were not self evident from
initial site inspections.
The topography of the site is distinguished by an outcrop of rock upon which the
nineteenth century collegiate buildings were founded. After looking at the soil
conditions over the whole estate, the central area was seen to be unique in its soil
type. The soils analysis confirmed the wisdom of the founders, for the central spine of
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rock is the besl land for building in the entire Bard Estate. The existing bui ldmg
pattern, mapped m a figure-ground study without reference to secondary mformatto;,
helped to determine the appropriate footprint for further development alon~ 1 e
natural spme of rocky ground. The steepness at the edges of the spine, the_extSlt~~
terminus of the Cemetery at the northern end, and the pattern and scale of ~eteen
century building helped to eliminate alternatives. A geometrical analysis of the
patlem of existing buildings along the spine was drawn, and it was ab~~cted _and
furthered along the spine, thereby locating the footpnnt of future buildm_g sues.
Guidelines were developed 10 ensure sympathetic massing, matenal encodmg and
scale with the adJacent historic buildings. The usage to which these sites m~y be p~t
was suggested by an analysis of the public to private hierarchy of the p~ecm~t. This
helped to determine what public uses were missing and which could be 1dent1fied as
adding a possible richness to the college mix of uses. This involved giving a cultural
value or signification 10 certain key buildings, reinforcing their status as monuments.
The Library and the central admirustration buildings, called Ludlow and Wtlh~ Hall,
designed by Richard Upjohn and built by 1869, were especially dominant m the
spine. Between them m a mall .like landscape modelled after the "Old Brick Row" at
Yale stretched the majority of the Collegiate Gothic buildings. These two "anchors"
set the patlem for a proJected third anchor at the southern terminus of the spine, the
suggested use being an equally significant cultural and public building to the library
such as a theatre or gallery. These projects were planned to avoid the haphazard
decision making which had been the history of the college, where buildings of
"public" use had been put in remote locallons from the campus co~uruty,
sometimes at the whim of donors or administrators. The marriage of ecolog1cal and
geographical considerahOns with the histoncal heritage of the man-made enviro~ent
is a possibility at Bard, for planning decisions can be made without workmg m a
vacuum, and the planning allows for a multiphc1ty of opportunities for Bard College
in the future. By this method, a thread of connec11ve tissue is maintained between the
new campus buildings and their historical centre.
In conclusion
Although a cohesive campus plan was seen as desirable, an artificial unity was
determined to be avoided. As the Polrtics of Aristotle makes us aware, "the polis is by
nature a (diversified) multitude"(plethos) (1261a18-19). An artificial unity, or a
unification which by some is considered the greatest good of the polis, is in reality its
downfall, "for the good of each thing is wha1 preserves 1t" (Po/111cs 1261b9). The
greater good of each of the disparate parts of the college is what ultimately came to
form the masterplan. These parts we called "precincts", and they were determined by
an 'archaeological' investigation of the architectural and cultural context, as well as
that of the landscape, which contains the memory of past famung, garden and
geological histories. The layering of the built order over the physical geography
became its own guide for the healing, restoration and management of the campus
fabric. A right order was desired, which did not make an artificial distinction between
what is ' natural' and man made, as much of the landscape on the Bard estates was
entirely worked over by different generations of human bemgs. Wlule recognising the
ancient discourse of the dialectic between nomos and phusis, of nature and culture, m
which the history of interpretations tends to be located, we recognised that the
landscape had its own history to reveal, in the sense of an Anstotelian poesis, a
revealing that shows forth.
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• Sec especially Nilcolaus Pevsner, m"Tbe Geruus of the Picturesque , Architecture Review, London,
Vol XCVI, July-Dec.1944, pp.139-146, regarded the pioneers of the movement as a handful of
hers writers and virtuosi Anthony Ashley Cooper, Third Earl of Shaftesbury, and Joseph
~dd:~~ ar~ed in favour of "the beaubful wildness of nature." Alexander Pope's garden became
especially influenbal.
. .
.
.
• s Christopher Hussey The Picturesque: Studies in a Paint ofView, New Yori:, Putnams, 1927, p.4.
No~= also pp. J2 and 17.
the sources of the Picturesque, s~e especially the collection edited by John
Dixon Hunt and Peter Willis, The Genius ofPlace, The Eng/uh Landscape Garden 16201810.Carnbridge. Mass, MIT Press, 1988, third edition 1993.
1
°From Charles Dickens, Amencan Notes, London, 1908, p.75 (originally published I 842.) Quoted by
Paul Turner, Campus. An American Planning Tradition, The Architecture Foundation, New York, MIT
Press. 1987, p.4. See also idem, p.227.
, .
11
John Ruskin, The Sei,-en Lamps ofArchitecture, London, Everyman s Library, 1969, p.182.
12
The term "Collegiate Gothic"is first attributed to the architect A.J.Davis, who worked on the
neighbouring Montgomery Place as well as at Blithewood. For this discussion, and information on
Cram, see Paul Turner Ibid, p. IO I ff.
" See the Prec111cts Map, Bard College, A Master Plan, Vol. JI, p.17, 1989, Located in Bard College
Library.
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Change and Esti'_llation in Living Conditions by the Reconstruction
of Japanese Pubhc Condominiums

J. Object of Research
Construc_tion of mediwn-rise and high-rise condominiums (herein-after, referred to as
Condommiwns) in Japan was started rn about 1955 and the total number exceeds
2,650,000 unit~ at present. It 1s mcreasrng at the ~ual rate of about I 20,000 to
160,000. 1s Just twenty years srnce a large nwnber of Condominiums were supplied,
and now 1s the appropnate time for the second large-scale maintenance such as
external wa!l parntrng and roof water-proofing. Large-scale maintenance ts performed
for the maintenance and conservation of the buildings themselves, and finally a
problem of reconstruction will be posed as the limitations of the physical life of the
Condominium. However, there are few cases of Condominium reconstruction, and
information required for concretely tackling such a problem is insufficient; there
are only 38 embodiments throughout Japan as of 1993 The research on change m
living conditions by the reconstruction has just been started.

H

The object of this research ts to find out the factors for success rn reconstruction from
some rebuilt Condominiwns, to estimate the reconstruction, and 10 clarify the change
in living conditions by the reconstruction.
2. Research Method

1ui'

On

2 16

Of eleven Condominiwns reconstructed in the Kansai district, questionnaire survey by
door-to-door request was conducted for three cases for collection by mail. The
survey object is so-called returned tenants, people who had resided before the
reconstruction among Unit owners in cases os.3, 4 and 5 previously reported.
The content of the survey includes (I) change m daily living actions between before
and after the reconstruction, (2) influence of the rcconstrucuon on the neighborhood
and family relation, (3) the presence of purchase of furniture accompanied by the
reconstruction and its expenditures. (4) the residents' opinion and apprehensi\'e
estimation for the reconstruction concerning the dwelling ability of the residence
after the reconstruction, (5) living intention rn the future, and the like.

In this research, the case research was conducted with a number of distributed
questionnaires of 88, a number of collections of 25 and rate of collection of 28.4%
duri ng November to December in 1992.
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3_Results and Considerations
•
The survey result for each case is summarized as follows:
The people to be surveyed are of old ag~, and_mostly a nucleai: family or a solitary
household of high income. who have resided m the Condommmm for many years.
As regards the dwelling ability after the recon~truction, the degree of satisfaction for
each equipment is high, but they _are d1ss~usfied with only storag_e. _H owever, the
Ji"ing actions came to stay by the mcrease m number of rooms, which 1s a factor for
highly evaluating the reconstruction.
First, in case No. 3, there are mostly households of old age and high income, who have
resided for as many years as 30 to 40 years. As regards the Iiving actions, since there
was a living room before the reconstruction, any change is hardly seen in the living
conditions, but each action is performed in a Japanese-style room in most households.
This is probably because there are many old age households and they are found of the
Japanese-style room. As regards change in living condition, the expenditures for
purchase of furniture are as high as about 900,000 yen during the survey. In view of
equipment, since the motive for the reconstruction of the Condominium was to grade
up the equipment, etc., the grade in this case is higher than the two other cases, and
almost all households are of high income, and small in number of households.
Therefore, the degree of satisfaction for all equipment is high, and all of them highly
evaluate the reconstruction.
Next, in the case No. 4, almost all households are nuclear families of high age,
varied in annual income, and have resided for as many years as under 30 years. As
regards the living action, a Japanese-style room is used for all actions except for
meals, and therefore, beds are hardly used.
Finally, in the case No. 5, there are many nuclear families or solitary persons of
house holders in wide age bracket who have resided for many years. As regards
living actions, since a living room has been provided, the living actions for each of
them have come to be performed in private room, and the places of actions have come
to stay. Even in change in living conditions, although the furniture have been
shared among the family until now, private rooms are provided, and each person has
furniture for his own use, and therefore, almost all households purchase new
furniture. In view of equipment, they arc satisfied with the size and location of the
balcony, but the half are dissatisfied with storage. As regards the former balcony, they
are satisfied because there is nothing to shut off sunshine around the Condominium.
It is probably because there is insufficient storage space that the degree of
dissatisfaction for the latter storage is high. They highly evaluate the reconstruction,
and the living intention is high.
On comparatively studying the Condominiums in these three cases, the five common
points in reconstruction are as follows :
•

The regular value exchange method was used owing to high remaining volume rate.
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•
•
•

The unit pnce for installment sale could be set high because of good surrounding
environment.
They sympathized with reconstrucllon of a Condominium m the ,1cimty.
The leadership of the representattve of the management consorttum was so great that a
committee with complete allotment of part could be established.
The temporary addresses have been decided.

The foregoing common poi nts are obtained, and agreement of the rightful persons
may be said to have been smoothly obtamed. To succeed in the reconstruction. the
money aspect and the opinions of tenants are the problems, and are greatly affected
by the presence or absence of the above-mentioned common points.
Also, in view of the dwelling ability, the Condominium is located in Ashi ya City - the
surrounding environment is good, and the Condomini um itself is of a high class, and
therefore, many households of a high income and old age have moved into the
Condominium. Since households of different generation groups have moved in after
the construction, there is an opinion that the neighborhood relation has become worse
for the reason of noisiness and low morals as a result.
However, these three cases all highly evaluate the reconstruction, and it can be
said that the old inhabitants have well united together because all of them finished
a large work called reconstruction. After the reconstruction, it is considered that
unity between old and new inhabitants will greatly after the dwelling ability.

4. Future Outlook
Assuming that it cannot be regarded as success in reconstruction o f the Condominium
cannot be said if all the inhabitants are not satisfied, these three cases can be
regarded as the completion of a satisfactory residence.

Table I
Outline of Persons to be Surveyed
Case
Outline of residents
Average size of a farrulv l~rson)
Percentage of persons living alone(%)
Percentage of 1st generation(%)
Percentage of 2nd genera11on (%)
Percentage of 3rd generation(%)
Average age of house holder (years)
Housewife's age (vears)
Number ofoersons haVU111 an occupatJon (case)
Average armual income /10,000 yen)
Number of vears of residence (year)
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No. 3

No. 4

No.S

1.8
20.0
80.0
0
0
68.0
67.5
0.6
1012.5
31.5

2.4
0
50.0
25.0
250
64.0
60.0
1.0
790.0
35.7

2.1
25.0
33.3
41.7

0
52.5
50.0
I

1.3

I

862.5
30.2

Table 4
Reason why I want to remove in the future

Table 2
.
Evaluation on Dwelling Ability after Reconstruction
Position
Elevator

Evaluation
Does not stop 31 2nd floor. In troUble when an old

No dust chute
Oteap-looking. Easily breakable. Omitted works

Interior finishing
Neiohhnrhood
Camort
Hi2h-erade

are noticeable.
Manv hirers oflow morals
Few
Satisfactorv

Table 3
Animus Maoendi and Removal Plan in the Future
Case
Intend to reside pennanently before

No.3

No.4

No. S

Total

3case 3 case 9case 15 case
the reconstruction
Intend to reside pennanently now,

2

I

2

5

0

2

I

3

0
I
0
6

0
0
0
6

0
I
0
13

0
2
0
25

though intended to remove before
Moved to a detached rouse in my
Ioosses.sion
Unknown

Others
!No answer
Total

No.3 No.4 No.S Total
Ocase 0 case IOcase 0case
I

Dissatisfied with room

'nl'Nlllcomes

Does not receive any door-to-<loor delivery, etc.
Buildingmana!!er
Two Western-style rooms
Sm it is darl<, an electric lamp must be turned on
on the north side
Garba2e disrosal

Case

Because nanow

Iplanning and eouioment
In consideration ofold a2e
Because I want to have a

garden ofmy own.
Others
Total

0

0

0

0

0

I

0

I

0

I

1

2

0
0

IQ

0

2

II

0
3

Although there are only 34 successful Condominiums m reconstruction throughout
Japan, Ashiya City in Hyogo Prefecture, for which the case research has been
performed, has succeeded m seven cases, and this may be regarded as the mecca
area for reconstruction. These three cases arc lucky cases where the reconstruction
was executed without necessity for any fund for it by usmg the regular value
exchange method. The reconstruction problem should finally and naturally come up
as a limitation in the physical life of the Condominium after continuous
consideration for maintenance and preservation of the Condominium such as
repair has been repeatedly given. Instead of considering that the beginning of
obsolescence 1s reconstruction, It 1s the problem m the future to properly maintam
and control the Condominium over a long period of time while performing large-scale
repair, and to continue desirable residence control.
As problems after the reconstruction, smce the annual mcome, age, outlook on the
living, sense for living conditions. and the like are different in every respect between
old and ne"'. inhabitants, it can be predicted that it will be difficult to form good
human ~elations. After the reconstructton, it is necessary to have a feeling that we
are hvmg under the same, large roof, and to more consciously promote
commurucauon among the inhabitants than before. In other words, the accordance
between old and new inhabitants can be said to be indispensable.
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Regional planning in Auckland is big news: not all of it good-news - most of the world has
heard about the cardiac arrest of the heart of our city after a blockage m the supply o f power
in February th.is year.
The population of Auckland could reach 2 million people in 50 years and the Auckland
Regional Growth Forum is considering options for managing this growth. The questions
facing the current generation of decision makers do not exist m a ' vacuum' but are part of a
temporal continuum: the forces that have shaped the current social, political, economic, and
physical environment have inertia that can not and should not be ignored. However: does
time flow in a straight line or is it circular? This paper identifies key regional planning
themes to emerge from the previous 50 years which provide evidence of a circular pattern.
This pattern has implications for the nex t 50 years ofregional plarming.
In this paper "plarming" 1s defined in the broad context of a decision making and outcome
producing process involving politicians, the public, interest groups, planners, and other
professional and technical bodies.

Figure One: Praxis, Paradigms and Pendulums, 1s a model that provides a framework for
interpreting the main themes from the last five decades of Auckland regional planning. The
triangle in the model represents a continuum between social, environmental and economic
spheres. These points could also be considered m terms of social, environmental and
economic capital. At different times different planning paradigms have been dominant
depending on key drivers, some of which are listed below each decade heading.
A crisis has often been the catalyst for the shift to a new position on the continuum. For
example, . the ec?nomic crisis in the early 1980' s precipitated widespread market
de_regulahon. This pa~~r i:i•srulat es that the next significant planning paradigm may be
dnven . b_y a social c~s1s m health and housing that could precipitate a new form of
col~echv1sm. Centralised planning to address social, economic and spatial divisions in
society, may become a future reality.
1950's: Economic and Social Capital - Collectivism
Poor_housing was the_ m~n driver behind the planning movement in Auckland, just as
housmg was_a ke~ mol!val!on for the bn1h of planning in Victorian England (Hall J988). An
mflu~nza ep1_dem1c m 191 8 helped promote a massive state housing programme: which was
cons,sten_t with the Keynesian policies of central government. As well as a crisis in health
and hous~ng, post war NZ perceived there was crisis in its security and this drove a massive
1mm1grahon scheme to boost the population. The powerful Ministry of Works and
Dev~lopment undertook large-scale public works projects with the confidence of knowing
that growth was good.'

ft___
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Figure One: Praxis, Paradigms an

. ,. d hese social trends led to significant
.
. "Don 'c misc anyone over t/11rty an t
~~:;: :~e way planning was undertaken in the 1970' s

d Pendulums

1970's: Social and Environmental Capital - Activism
.
.
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. h
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1
.
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.
. h j tt part of this decade the peop e
urban sprawl. However, it is paradoxical that m t ef t~ er impotence to ' control' growth.
involved with planning became mcreasmgly aware ~ e~ity sequencing and direction of
The strategic approach that evolved was to .~ocus on t e qu
,
,
growth: "Where and how. not if and when (Olsen I 997).
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/
/

..
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Security Crisis
\

/
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(GoaVpcoplc planning)

+
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Social Crisis
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~
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1990's

J980's

Environtmtotalism-+Econ~~;£.+ M_onite~m
Reform ·

Cnszs

lnd1Vldual mterc:st
(Polaril)')

ENVIRONMENTAL
The efficient provision of infrastructure was a major plannin~ concern b_ecause of the
multitude of councils and special purpose boards. The formation of a regional planrung
agency was seen as a way of achieving integration. The first regional plan was produced in
1951 (AMPO ), but was not legally binding. It was written in the "master plan" style and
failed to anticipate the rapid demographic and technological changes that emerged in the
J950's and J960's. For example the plan made the assumption that the region would reach a
population "ceiling" of 600,000, (part of the "Garden City" notion of an ideal city size (Hall
1988) ), and that the "saturation" level for car ownership would be 250/ 1000 people. Our
current population is just over a million, the level of car ownership is about 500/1000 and the
number of trips made has tripled since the 1950' s.
1960's: Social Capital - Welfarism
In the 1960's the vision of a "cradle to grave" welfare system captured the hearts and minds

of the people and the nuclear family was supported by the state. This was also the
'development decade' with major infrastructural developments and improvements to the
airport, sewerage system, water supplies, motorway system and harbour bridge, and the port.
Planning was internalised into the mainstream of local government. In 1963 an act of
parliament fonned the Auckland Regional Authority, and service delivery functions were
transferred to the Authority over the following years.
In the_ 1960's there was a crisis in leadership. A youth culture was emerging that
mcreasmgly questioned authonty, prompted by issues such as the Vietnam war. An adage in
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.
. . the state house movement had created. and
The amorphous mass ofme~opohtan medi~c~~h as ' suburban-neurosis', amplified social
the emergence of new social ph~nom~o t 1970,s criticisms from social scientists about
as creating reached unprecedented
awareness. Cherry ( I996) noted t at m t e 1a e .
the sterile, impersonal, environments thfit pJanrungt _w as physical entities with physical
1
;~:~~;~~~~~~•!::s:a~ ;;;;:;s)~~e0 ; :0 ;:a/::;il1:t :he product of a particular society at

a particular time." (p. 18 I).

· mcreases
·
· the JeveI of public
participation in the
During this decade there were maJor
m
.
le
planning process Social values became a strong part of the plannmg pr?cess. For ~xamp
in the "Alcernati~es for Future Growth Study " (ARA 1975) the followmg assumption was
noted: economic stability is dependent on resource redistribution to avmd social proble_ms
and higher priority will be given to the social needs of the commuruty_m future planrung
policies. In considering alternatives it stated: "Compromises are essenllal. but if there 1s a
bias it should be towards the young. the elderly, the poor and generally those least able co
help themselves." (p . 75).
The l 970's were also characterised by "regional development", when regional planning was
encouraged by central government to make forays into the econom(;. arena. The "Auc_kland
Regional Planning Scheme" (ARA 1988) promoted:
m~reased sustama_b le
production ...diversity of primary land use activity...intensive productive uses...appropnate
processing infrastructure... investment..(and).. efficient marketing. " (p. 52) ._ The Scheme
stated that subdivision: " ... is inappropriate when it diminishes rural productzon or caters for
pecuniary gain. " (p. 61). Warmop and Cherry (1994) described a similar episode of
planning in Britain as: "...a phase of plans meddling in resource allocation and economic
policy, causing confusion within government and presaging a period in which regional
planning would be scorned and be believed to have died of over-ambition. " (p. 30). In the
J980's central government made radical changes to the 'rules of the game.'

l 980's: Environmental and Economic Capital - Environmentalism
The highly regulated economy that had developed since the war precipitated a serious
economic crisis, at the end of the National government's term in 1984, which resulted in a
20% currency devaluation. Economic reform, based on new-right ideology, was vigorously
promoted by the Labour government. Based on public choice theory, the building block for
the economy was believed to be the economically rational individual making their own
choices. Planning was considered to be paternalistic and an interference in the proper
workings of the market.
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fi in the Auckland Regional Authority
th·s decade there was significant poh!tc Is;~ng Scheme (ARA 1988) operative
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government was 1m 1
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1990's: Environmental and Economic
.
t Act in 1991 represented the mamage of an
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I .
The passing of the Reso
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,or ess regu atJon,
le·
comrnerci
UJ er
'
·
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"Pl
·
"
ed
otherwise estrang coup ·
. ed by the desire for sustamab1 1ty.
anmng was not
and environmental interests, mottvat "
n year itch" is now evident and a consensus 1s
ny• The seve
.
.
. .
. fied with the relattonship.
even mVJted to the cerem~ ·
. that ne1'ther party IS very sa1IS
emergmg
.
ouncil environmentalism, based on the scie~ce disciplines
Within the Auckland .~egio;.~b~ed legislation, replaced planning as the dom1~ant.'culture.•
and_s~pported_by the effec . metropolitan limits to contain urb~ sprawl, w_1th httle or no
Pohc1es were unple?1ented, e.g . consequences. Policy makers failed to realise that unless
reference to the soct~ or e<:°no~c et real terms it is likely that nothing is being contained•
rty values are increasing, m n
'
ed ed F h
prope . . .
fJi ts f regulation were not properly acknowl g . urt errnore,
Th~ dtStilbutt~na1he d~ g~ly failed to appreciate that what is considered "urban sprawl"
regional planrung ha ar look than where you look. The secure majority had 'captured'
depends more on w en you
·th
d
.
d the outcomes reflected environmental values w1 out regar to the
the planrung proccssf: anon minority groups such as new entrants to the housing market.
consequences o po1icy
•
.

•al · d. t rs in Auckland plot the development of a crisis in crime, health, education,
Soc1 m 1ca o
. •
d. ·
tub
I ·
and housing. Many diseases that are symptomatic of poor 11v~g :n to~s pede
.g. ~;u os1s
and meningitis, occur in Auckland at levels now uncommon m . ~ eve ~ . woAr .kl The
1996 census indicated that the number of people p~r dwelling, ts ~cre:i5m~ m uc and,
mainly due to over-crowding. The census also mdic~ted that w~te-fltght from parts of
South Auckland is continuing, and the numbers of children travelling from poorer areas to
wealthier areas for schooling is increasing. Wannop and Cherry (1994, p. 50) described how
the strategic physical problems of growth management, identified in the United Kingdom in
the 1960's, have turned out to be far Jess important than problems associated with the spatial
inequalities of local services, the distribution of opportunities, and urban renewal. This
realisation is not yet fully appreciated in Auckland.
In Auckland the growth management debate is currently dominated by bio-physical issues,

e.g. the effects of development on receiving environments or identifying the most
"sustainable" transportation systems. The social dimension is not well understood and
regional planning is being attacked from both the 'left' and the ' new-right' (McShane I998).
Irene Gollop ( 1995) concluded that town planning, as a profession, has had an adverse effect
on the provision of low cost housing in Auckland because of its concentration on aspects of
the physical environment at the expense of social concerns. Both sides of the spectrum
would probably agree with Hall's (1988) conclusion that after half a century of bureaucratic
practice: "...planning had degenerated into a negative regulatory machine, designed to stifle
all initiative. all creativity. "(p. I I).
Cherry ( I996: p. 2~5~ raised doubts about the "value-addedness" of the statutory system that
had evolved Bntai~. He quoted S1mmie who identified six major criticisms of planning
that placed 1t at the cross-roads". These weaknesses included the unintentional way in
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and how the values of
which pJanrung has exacerbated the problem of ~~afo:i=ng cannot deal with the
Janning penalise the poorer cl:is5es. He sugges . of the market; hm1ts wealth creauon'.
~omplex1ty of c111es; interferes with the proper workin~osts on development, and is currently
innovation and experimentation; imposes i;ru1s:::ir own ends.
mainly used by organised pressure groups o
.
. an between different groups in c11tes
Peter Hall ( J988, p. 395) identified the increasinf d'_~P 11 he ti a much smaller proportion of
and the re-emergence of the "permanent underc ass ' a I bserved that: " ..there ,s an odd
. y · . t'mes He very astute yo
h
I
the population than m tctonan t
.
h d d years of debate on o~ top an
and d1sturbmg symmetry about this book: after one undre rted - to put ideas mto prac11ce,
however mistaken or isto
Ju
of
the city. after repeated al/empts d ,, (p 11 ) The evidence from the story
we find we are almost back where we star~~ . h .broad conclusions of Hall, Cherry and

regional planning in Auckland confers w1
Sirnmic.

t e

· Capital?
2000 - 2050: Social, Environmental and Economic
.
.
.
rface
between
individual decision making
Justification for plarming is _denved from the i'"~:Wng movement in Auckland has largely
and collective decision making. The reg1~nba p fi collective decision making that is robust
failed to develop and articulate a theorettca ase _or
enough to counter the md1vidualism ofpubhc choice theory.
F

( 1980) argued that the contribution of critical theory to planning was: .....

p;;;::llcs with vision _ to reveal m,e a/1erna11ves. to correct false expectatio;:, to co.~n;
cyniczsm, to foster inquiry, to spread polt11cal responsibz/uy. eng~geme::;:;

a::t=nom•~

277) At different times m the past fifty years the social, env1ronm
bl' lu
and
sphe~es of regional planrung have been visionary and pragma!ic, but esta ts ng
maintaining a successful "mix" of all five ingredients has been elusive.
Hall (1988) suggested that the practtcal prescription contained in the above quote comes
down to the good old-fashioned democratic common sense type planrung developed as
advocacy planning by Davidoff way back in 1965: " cul11va1e community networks, IISfen
carefully 10 the people, involve less organised groups. educate citizens on ho-.:,, to 10111 m.
supply informa11011 and make sure people ICJ1ow how to get II. develop skills in worlang with
groups m conflict s11uat,ons, emphasise the need to par11c1pate. compensate for external
pressures." (p. 339).

A clue as to why regional planning has not performed better ts that there has con~tstently
been an insufficient emphasis on: 1m·olv111g less organised groups, both at a poltttcal and
technical level. This is crucial because over the past 50 years elections and staff appointment
processes have not yielded regional planrung organisations that reflect the demographic
composition of the region. Surveys of values and submission processes have favoured those
with a formal education in English, however, Auckland is culturally very diverse. Regional
planning is unlikely to be an innovative force in the new millermium if ti shelters behind the
bureaucratic processes of local government, focuses mainly on the environment, and does
not adequately account for the social and economic effects of regulation.
In the self proclaimed "City of Sails", that is wedged between two magmficent harbours and
coastlines, there are primary school children from Pacific Island families that have not been
to a beach or a regional park What will the next 50 years be like for Auckland's children?
The model: Praxis, Paradigms and Pendulums, provides valuable clues to help address this
question and indicates that the next significant plannmg paradigm may be dnven by a social
crisis m health and housmg that could precipitate a new form of collectivism. There is a
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ving· '"Those who do not learn from the past are condemned to relive it ..
common sa, . •
.
.
• th
d
· It
would be most unfortunate, 1f: what we learn from history, 1s at we o not learn from
history!

COLONEL LIGHT GARDENS: BACK. TO THE FUTURE

The pcrfonnance of regional planning in _A~ckJand ov~r the past 50 years _has been Variable
Extreme positions have been adopted wnhm the contmuwn between social, environrn
·
and economic spheres. New Zealand led the world in welfarism in the 1960's, the "Vat"~(
party was the first political "green" party, and few economies were as protected as ours ues
to 1984. Now few ~no~ies _are as deregu_lated as ours ~d _th~ r~st o_f the world waic~~r5
our economic 'expenment with reserved mterest. While It 1s mev1table that shifts
position in the continuum between social, environmental and economic spheres ?f
continue: would it be desirable if there was also movement to the centre? In Aucklandw~lJ
planning 'pendulum' appears to swing in a circular ~otion. Is it the_ role of planning 10 tbe
hke the effect of gravity on the pendulum: balancing powerful social, environmental e
economic forces?
:lild

Dr Cbmtine Gamaut
Faculty of Art, Architecture and Design
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Note

Under Howard's scheme the woricplace and home environment would be improved in a city located in
the COIDltry but offering all the functions expected of an wban centre. The city's populace would be
responsible for its own administranon Laro was to be communally owned with profits returned to
shareholders for the collective benefit In his garden city Howard predicted renewal of the human
spirit through social contact "equal, nay better. opporturuoes for social intercourse may be enjoyed
than are enjoyed in any crowded city, while yet the beauties of natw-e may encompess and enfold each
dweUer... " (Howard quoted in Cherry 1974). Fundamental to the philosophy was the notion of
harmony between individuals, and between individuals and nature.

This paper is based on research undertaken for a Masters ofPlanning at Auckland
University. This paper is not written on behalfof the authors employer, the Auckland
Regional Council.
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INTRODUCTION

Following the release of Ebenezer Howard's Tomo"ow: a peaceful path to real reform ( I898), the
garden city movement emerged as one of the most significant international influences on early
twentieth century planning thought Howard devised a revolutional)' model of society that would
create alternative social, political, econormc, physical and aesthetic condioons to those that existed as
a result ofthe Industrial Revolution in Britai1t

The fir.a practical application of Howard's idea was initiated by the Garden City As.sociation at
Letchworth (1903) in Hertfordshire. As othets have indicated, proposal and reality did not meld and
the first g;irden city, designed by architects Raymond Unwm and Barry Parker, became the paradigm
for a model enwonment rather than a model society Letchworth was held up as a demonstration of
how the physical aspec1S of Howard's idea could be applied m a residential settmg.
its low density,
g;irdens and tree-lined streets" (Ashworth 1954), all ordered according to a specified plan, were in
sharp contrast to Wlplanned developments elsewhere. Due to the fact that these ~cal design
features were achievable, the g;ir~ city movement championed not the building of other
Letchworths but residential planning "on garden City lines". Unwin's Hampstead Garden Subwb
(1905) was revered as the prototypical, qwntessemial example of a garden city environment at the
k
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subwban level.
As Howard's message spread to various pans of the world, garden suburbs. towns and villages were
constructed in accord with the accepted design canorL One of these, Colonel Light Gardens, was
established between 1921 and 1927 approximately six kilometres south of Adelaide South Australia
Originally titled the "Mitcham Garden Subwb" it "'as bailed as "a model
suburb" and
promoted as the precedent for similar developments in South Australia Designed m 1917 by Charles
Reade (1880-1933). a New l.ealand-bom Journalist turned town planner, the subwb represents the
most com~1ve and mtact example of the British garden suburb paradigm transposed to
Australia Eighty years ~er the ~Ian's unveiling, Colonel Light Gardens remams mtact, tangible
ev1dence of its exoaordinary design Its endurance justifies Reade's argument that its Wlderlymg
philosophy was soWJd

garden

The subwb's unique= has not gone unnoticed Each generation of residents has appreciated its
·'comfort, convenience and beauty" Many have developed a sense of belonging and conscious pnde
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.
(H
1955 Gamaut 1997). Since the 1970s the Colonel Light Gardens Residents•
~ C L G ~has f~ t to JXCSCl"'C the sub~'s design features and amenity and to promote
·gnifi
More recently tt has been Joined by Mitcham Cowicil, the admini-.,.;_ _
115 berrtage SI
cance.
"--'-• HistoncaJ Soc ety fi ed . -J-;::_996-:---'"""g
authonty (sux:e 1975~ as well as the Colonel Light ""'""'u.:,
1 , orrn
m
. Since
the 1980s, scholarly research and publ.Jcations have added fuel to the locals argument (Hutc ~
1986, 1990; Freestone 1989; Cheoey 1994; Gamatn 1995, 1997)

The efforts of these vanous voices have borne fiuit On 9 December 1997, in recognition of its
contnbulioo to Australia's town planning. cultural and built hentage, Colonel Light Gardens was
entered 00 the federally admuustered Register ofthe National Eslate. In addition the whole subwb has
been nominated as a State Heritage Area under the South Australian Hen tage ACI ( 1993} A Plan
Amendment Report currently awaits mmisterial awroval.
In a 1991 Judgment relating to a development application within the subulb, Judge John Roder of the
South Australian Planmng Tnbunals Court, stated: "Colonel Llght Gardens is a contimnng subwb in
which urnan rcstdential living of a nature distinct from that to be found in many areas designated both
before and... after... exists. [It] sets a special ixigc in planrung history... " (Roder 1991). 11ns µiper
explores the basis of Roda's asseroon by reference to the suburb's plan, legislative framework,
admuuslration and legacies for contmlporary urlJan designers. Reade based his design for Colonel
Light Gardens on Hampstead Gazden Subwb. Tbe paper dra~ Jlll3).Iels between the British exemplar
and the transposed JMl(ligm

Scheme, Australia's first mass housmg p-oJect, on a portion of the garden suburb srte ( Garnaut I995}.
The garden city principles that infonned the onginal design were retamed.
On paper, the Mitcham Garden Suburb was nobceably different from the conventJonaJ subdivisioo
The physical layotn was not determined by the "eXISIUlg pracbce of subdiVIdmg with ~~1 fmes...
strc:cts n.mning north or sotnh or east or west " (BarweU 1919). Roads vaned m width, line and
length. Along the straight ones, buildings were set back at comers and at occasional intervals. They
were sited in SJllCIOUS grounds generously distant from thetr neighbours. Residenllal blocks
ac.commodated front and back yards but the smaller blocks were backed by an internal reserve for
recreatioo and horticulture With the garden city pnnciple of "social mix" specifically m mind, these
blocks were meant for the less well off

Not every house conformed to the convention of fucmg the street; some were turned, with the main
entrance at the Side. Public building.s, shops, schools, dratre, town hall, churches, dwellings and a

vanety of recreation areas were designated to specific parts of the suburb. The pnnciple of
arclutectural hannony- uruty bin not 1BUfom11ty in destgn--was adhered to Buildings were similar in
scale and form but no two houses of the same destgn were drawn Side-by-side. Utility ways allowed
SCl'VICCS (gas, electricity, water, sewerage, telephone) to be connected from the rear so as not to mar
the strcetscape with unsightly poles They also afforded easy pedestnan access to mam roads and
faci!Joes And trees aboUl'lded---On street verges, m gardens and parks,
On the ground development

MITCHAM GARDEN SUBURB
Background
In 1912 Charles Reade began \.\OOQl!g as a volunteer in the offices of the Garden Cities and To\\•n
Planning Association (GCTPA) in London. Consequently be acquired fut hand knowledge ofgarden
city values and principles, met prol3gOnists of the movement and gathered UJr!o-date informatio
about _garden city developments in Bntain and elsewhere. After proving himself in a range 0;
~ v e a n d ~ tasks Reade was appointed organiser and co-lecturer of the 1914
Au.walasian TomJ Planrung Tour, an essential mechanism for spreading the garden city message to
Australia and New .2ealand.
In his Australasian I ~ Reade stressed the need for irnp-oving living and worlq)I
enwonments; implementing_garden city JnllCiples by planning rather than merely subdividing (that~
cuttmg up~ into the maxunurn number of residential blocks for commercial gain) and insti
com~v~ tomi p ~ l~on. He reoommended the establishment of model gatmg
obJect_lessoru; ID garden city design (Reade 1915). It was with that objective i n ~
.
A ~ '-:31>°ur Government purchased Grange Fann at Mitcham in June 1915 and
obtained Reade s semces as Adviser on Town Planning (Garnaut 1997) Later he
Government TomJ Planner, the first in Australia
·
was made

=

Plan

A=

A biJd's eye peispective of the p-oposed Mitcham Garden Sub
TomJ Planning and Housing Conference and Ex!ub ti
. wb was initially rel~ at the First
October 1917. Following inssage of the Garden
by R~ and held ID Adelaide in
Co~oner and the official naming of the suburb as Colonel Li ';PJ)Ollltrnent ofa Garden Suburb
were released for sale in August 192 1 Reade' pl
gh Gardens, the fiISt blocks of land
South
·
s an was modified three year.; late In ·d 192
Australian government, in conjWJCtion with the State
. ..
r. nu
4 the
Bank, 1/Ubated the Thousand Homes

s~U::

Reade left South Australia in December 1920, before his model garden suburb w.is even begun.
Wriong to him m 1927, Garden Suburb Commissioner Hams outliDed how the plan had been
IIDplemented and dcscnbed the suburb's ~
- Houses were built, roads, footpaths and recreation
areas developed and schools, churches and public mee11ng halls COll.5tructed. Sporting facilities
mcluded tenrus oourts, football and soccer groWlds and two children's playgrounds. There was a
lending hb111l}' and a theatre for moving J)lctures Hams estimated the populanon at 6000, including
1400 children enroUed in the two primary schools There was a mix of income groups. Approximately
2000 street trees had been planted and hardy flowenng shrubs and plants installed in ornamental street
garden plots
Moreover, as the Coourussioncr explained, SOC1al mteraction between residcnJs had led to the
establishment ofcommunity groups "for both welfare and amusement" (Register 23/611930)"
the feeling of O\WCISrup IS evident evctywbere l!l the planting of front garoens, hedges,
and 111 many arbors, pergolas.. Mothers' Club, School Committee, Children's Welfare
Committee, Progress Association, and other bodies of that ilk, are going strongly .
(Harris to Reade 1927)
Legislative and admio istrative framework

In keeping with the international garden city camr:mgn, Reade advocated legislation to
·c1c
frarnewO!k of rules go\enung initial and future development Hence the (',arden Suburb Ar:(~91 /
not only secured establJShment of_the Mitcham Garden Suburb but also dictated a set of
abotn its functiorung and administration. Administered by a sole Garden Suburb Comnussioncr
responsible to rwhament, not the local government authonty, the suburb became the state's
example of a legally enabled resident!al environment Hence the model was prolected in ~
made 1t uruque (Cheney 1994), not only in South Australia bin also Australia- de M
. ·
.
wi .
oreover ,ts
scparat adm.inistrati
on, together with its location on the wban funge asststed protection of ns
extraor.... ~ 1 design (Gamaut 1997)
'

regulatJJ

:;=~·
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Ccompa risoo with Hampstead Garden Suburb
infc ed his
extenSIVC knowledge of garden city developments overseas
orm
design for the
~ Garden Suburb. As noted be was flll1lcularly infi~ by Unwin's_Hampstead Garden
Suburb and comimisoo of the plans reveals numerous similanttes m the physical des,gn (Garnaut
1996, l997). The sites ,vere about the same SIZl: and were chosen for their ''views of the eountryside"
and poximity to public tranSpOlt F.ach was mtended as a self-<X>Otained, low density residential
envuomnent catering for all residents' needs except employment Both were designed according to the
innciP'e of land use wrung. Nenher suburb had an indu5tnaJ sector or a hotel

Hardy notes the "enduring lure" in Britain and elsewhere of"settlements of a manageable siz.e with a

Reade'

sense ofidentity, the provision ofa good living and worlcing environment, and a way of dealing with
escalanng land values and ofsccunng benefits for the whole community... " (Ward 1994~ Advocat.eS
ofthe American based New Urbanism movement are on a sunilar quest Drawing on the era and
traditions ofthe garden city (Katz 1994), and other ideologies, they are anempnng to addres-5 the
social, econonuc aod environmental problems associated with wicheckod urban sprawl. However
despite the "new" label, as its proponents and reviewers acknowledge, the movement has defirute
roots in plSt Jnciice

In both suburbs there was a hierarchy of public open spices: huge ')mks"; sporting grounds, a central
square that included a trinity of buildings as well as formal gardens; allotment gardens and mtemai
reseives; setbacks in front of houses; street comer garden reserves and grassed verges Ex1stmg natural
features were retuned. Together with new plannngs, they comributed to the desired park-like

What then are the sunilanties between Reade's subwb aod contemporaiy Australian n:s1dential
developments? Comi.mat>le features and design elements include· utilisation ofthe topography ofthe
Slte-mcluding curves and exisung hills, vcgetatJon and waterways; C011S1deratioas ofpermeability,
legibility, public safety and security; ~b1lity to a range ofallotment SIZeS; reliance on a hierarchy
of roads; p-oxinuty to public transport; crcanoo ofa networlc of pedestrian walkw.lys and bicycle
tracks, provision ofa full range of facilities for educational, religious, sportmg, retatl, commemal and
administrative purposes; development ofa ctvic centre; provision, distnblltloo and integration ofa
diverse range ofpublic open SJllCCS mcluding ovals, imks, reserves, playgrounds; variaooo m siz.c of
residennal allotments, variation ID house styles to avoid monotony but not to infnnge on privacy or the
established character ofan area and street plantings for visual effect and buffenng of noise (Gamaut
1997, 1998)

envmioment

Roads were classified according to pojected usage. Reade anticiJllfed an increase in motor vehicle
OY,nemip and usage and made stJ?ets wider than Unwin's. Roads of duferent line and length were
incorporated in both dcsi~ but site ropography influenced Unwin more than Reade. The latter
emulated Unwin's use ofbuilding setbacks on straigln stretches of road and at comas. He tenninate,j
viSlas either with specifically Stted buildings, street garden reserves or existing trees. The cul-de-sac
featured in Hampstead Garden Suburb. Although it was oot popular in Australian plarming thought,
Reade included three in his scheme.

Notwithstanding the fact that there are obvious pirallels between Colonel Light Gardens and more
recent resKlentJaJ developments, they cannot be chrectly and solely attnbllled to any one design, the
mflueooe ofa diversrty ofSOctal, economic, environmental and legislative forces acting over seven
~ must also be acknowledged (Gamaut 1997, 1998). And there 15 clearly one point of
difference-51te density The garden subwb aimed for and achieved a low density environmerrt by
proVJdmg detached Slllg!c storey houses on large blocks. In response to popular demand for affordable
housmg, the very opposite occurs today-:blocks are smaller and dwellings closely sned. However to
compensate for minimal yard S1l.eS. pubhc open space is provided in the foon of parks, reserves and

Architectwe _
was a fundam~ influence on the social, cultural and aesthetic character of both
subuibs. In IJ!5 1913 artJcle, A de~ence of the garden city movement", Reade explamed the role of
arclu~' ID garden ctty ~ and Its contri~Jti~n to "the SOctal realisation of. . fellow
neighbours (Reade 1913). He detailed the spaces Ill which lllteraction might occur:
(Houses that were IX)(] ordinaiy ~ villa rows... with long pojecting backs and high
boarded f~ ... Gardenfs] (mclooing allOl!nellts), tennis fields, club fiotRs where
meals or_recreatJon 10 dancing, billiards, cards or panies can be indulged in, cinema
shows ... mtutes where children may engage in kindergarten, singing or dancing, where
books may be had or lectures, discourses or meetings taJce place...

playgrounds

CONCLUSION

~d,.!

At Hampstead and Mitcham garden suburbs such buildings brought
f
the
who chose to live there, ~vided f~ ?ubs ofactivity, points o f ~~ t ~ ;.
~
0
everyday lifestyle of individuals, families and communities of users they sheltered residents,
.
places to transact busmess, worship, learn, interact socialJ p1a and
-~ VJded
sportllJg interests. As social and cultural .
y, Y
pursue leISUre 3CUVJtJes or
and interactions. Aesthetically they were
~became~ for a diversity of human act:Ions
scale, form, matenals and colour. By-laws
linked visually by their harmony of
for both suburbs ensured consistency in the built form ons,
ting from i.mhamentuy Acts enabled

Garden Suburb Commissioner Stephens opined in 1935

main

Tbe
cbaractenstics ofa garden subwb are exemplified at Colonel Light Gasdens
for with Its generous JX'OV1S1oa ~f recreation grounds, the beautification of its streets,
~ ofcongestlon ofdwellings, and the proVJSioo of social and welfare nnr.,n ,.,.h
it has unproved the health and enJa,ged the 0 utl00k 0 f
--.,..-ons,
121211935)
hwxlredsofworlcers... (News

=ati ~•

:1bols

These features nurrored the "special charactenst1cs" of the
.
Sydney architect and planner John Sulmaa (Freestone
garden subwb forwarded m 1921 by
1989
proud of Colonel Light Gardens' difference •
). Local residents recogrused and were
monument... of the Go,'Cllllllent's efforts
· · we are _
the . Garden Subwb... It has been a
10
shouldbe laidout .... (quotedinHeruy 1955) showing muruc1palit1es how a proper garden suburb

COWNELLIGHT GARDENS: LES.50NS AND LEGACIES
As noted, residents of Colonel Light Gardens acclaim the•

the

5?~

gardeo city plawung and SllppOlt its registrabon as a f)lal:,err subwb as
Australia's showpiece of
lllljlOllall1 as a model ofearly twentieth century desi
ofheritage significance_But it is also
deStgn clements are being emulated in 1990s resi~naf!';levant at the end ofthe milleruwn-its
aJllnlSal ofReade's plan, as weU as site visits I and
lopments. Academic and practitioner
for contemporary South Australian .
o
~ ofmaster plans and promotional materials

This ~ per has surveyed the design origins and features of the model
Gardens. It has also alluded to its lessons and I
garden subwb at Colonel Light
exemplar Reade devised a theoretical, rr,,,,t;cal andegacies. Usmg 1:-famµstead Garden Subwb as !us
Austral.
.-•-u
legislative garden suburb
ia. Although 11 was not the Catalyst for fundamental han
prototype for South

Jll'OJectsconfinn this VJew(Gamaut 1997, 1998).
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ge lO eXJStJng planning practice that he

not diminished, as several generations of residents have
had hoped, the wlue of the venrure ~.....i,.;..., to emurethe protection of the sublllb's ameruty ,~,.
home owners are""'~
-"'
ancsrod ContemJlOllllY
·ona11y and intcmarionally.
to raise i~ 513ll<imi: locally, nan

Lght Gardens is of relevance to today's urban designers/planners. Guided by economic,
I
social and market fOICCS and governed by planning ~ ~ seek to _create living
e n • ~ ,he suwlY and location of poolic facilities. the orgarusallon and design of urban
places m 11110
" functional ~ and the regulation of individual land uses·· (Hutchings 1990) are
elcmentS
~ v e scheme. With justification and oonfidcrx:e Colonel Light Gardens
~ subl.llb as one object lesson in how to achieve that goal. It definitely 1s a case
1
Colone

;::1

':r

ofoock. to the future.

A Conceptual Framework for Evaluating and Promoting the
Environmental Performance of Cities: Retrospect and Prospect
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I. INTRODUCTION
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The Environmental Performance of Cities is one of the major issues of our time and it
occupies the heart of this paper. The attainment of high levels of city - _nature
pe.rformance raises at least three questions : firstly, how should we conceptualise the
needs that urban dwellers have from nature; secondly, how well have cities met these
needs; and, thirdly, how might cities better meet these needs in future. These three
questions structure the paper.
2. A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

This framework (Fig. 2) is informed by the work of thinkers in various disciplines
dealing with nature - built environment relationships, such as architecture, landscape
architecture, applied ecology, civil engineering, and city and regional planning. It has
parallels with frameworks used by Lynch (1981) and Spim (1984).
Human beings everywhere have three basic needs from nature. The first is
psychological and revolves around the needs of orientation ("knowing where I am'')
and identity (''belonging to'') in the landscape. (Lynch, 1976; Norberg-Schulz, 1980).
Nature is conceptualised here as place and theatre for living. When settlements are
conceptualised as works of art, and are deliberately located and designed to promote a
positive rapport with the surrounding landscape, they enable residents and visitors to
experience a strong sense of place, of being somewhere specific.
The second need is biological and derives from our metabolic dependence on regular
supplies (inputs) of air, water and food, and supplements of fibre, materials and
energy. Equally, we must discharge waste products (outputs) regularly. (Wolman.
1967; Odum, 197 I). Nature here is conceptualised as our life support system, as the
source and sink of inputs and outputs, respectively. When settlements are
conceptualised as biological communities. and their economies and ecological
footprints are geared as much as possible to the capacities of their regional natural
systems, they contribute to conditions of public health and ecological sustainability.
The third need is physical and derives from our vulnerability to the forces of nature
and the vulnerability of natural communities to our actions. It makes sense to avoid
settling in hazard-prone environments, and it 1s also being realised that protection and
conservation of biodiversity makes sense and is also ethically the right thing to do.
(McHarg, 1969: WRI, 1992). So, nature 1s here conceptualised as a physical platform
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.ab•l·ty in spatial (pattern) and temporal (process)
high degrees of van t t
d th . b
characterised bY
tualised as pennaneot abodes, an
e1r uilt
terms- When settl~ents :;~~~e variabilities of their landscapes, they exhibit
footprints arc _se~iuv_el~call
·t d to those conditions and reduce exposure to life
qualities of bemg tntnnSI y su1 e
and propertY-threatening processes.
_ RETROSPECT : ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE OF CITIES
3

DURING THE 20th CENTURY

The century can be divided into three eras and the planning record examined
to the late 1930s· Era 2 the post-war era to the early 1970s;
· 1 E I
according y : ra , up
'
'
and Era 3, the 1970s to the present.
During Era 1 the Founding Fathers ~f~e_discipline (Geddes, 1949; ~um-ford, 19~8;
MacK.aye, 1962), with their inter-<hsc1plmary backgro~ds, ~d theLT wide-ransedgmg
interests in the human conditi<?n and the natural and bwlt enV1Tonments, propo
a
planning philosophy in which people and nature were accorded co-equal status. The
purpose of planning was to entrench the cultural - ~olo~ical diversi~ of citi_es and
regions by countering the trend towar~s metropohtarus_m and ~ mte1:1a~o~!y
standardised culture. This was -to be achieved by controlhng the sizes of md1v1dual
cities, utilizing modern technologies in promoting city constellations (regional c_ities),
and securing and protecting the surrowiding rural and primeval landscapes. V1ewed
through the above framework it is clear that many of those needs were central to their
thinking and are reflected in their planning proposals.
Era 2 was dominated by the imperatives of post-war reconstruction and development
as well as post-colonial development. The paradigm of modernization and rapid
economic growth drove the development path and produced two consequences of
interest here. Firstly, it entrenched a utilitarian and exploitative approach to nature and
landscape : nature's value was derived from its utility as a factor of production, or
according to its distance from ;i centre of population; many of its commodities were
regarded as substitutable by manufactured commodities, and resource depletion was
therefore not an issue. Secondly, urbanization, metropolitanization, and growth centre
promotion became the centrepieces of much planning activity and were plarmed in a
predominantly low density, space-extensive fonn. Though some plarmers still held
with the old philosophy (eg. Keeble, 1969), others aligned themselves with the new
imperatives (eg. Chapin, 1965). In the main, the growth of city economies /
metabolisms and physical city expansion occurred with limited reference to sense of
place, ecological sustainability, or land suitability.
In Era 3 the breakdown in environmental quality came to a head on many fronts. It
was clear that extensive areas of contemporary settlements failed to promote sensory
harmony and were alienating and disorientating environments. The majority of
settlements were characterised by severe metabolic imbalances, reflected in
environme~tal depletion and degradation, and associated pathologies. Most of them
placed s1ginficant numbers of residents in the path of avoidable hazards and also
overran and displaced valuable resources and vulnerable ecosystems.
•
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4. PROSPECT : PROMOTING THE ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE
OF CITIES
Since the 1960s a variety of initiatives have produced an array of publications
detailing the extent, causes, and probable consequences of the escalating global
environmental crisis. Figure 2 is a an incomplete statement of these. often con~ergent,
streams of thought. Increasingly, cities, as the home of 52% of global po~ulat~on and
as the centres of much of global production and consumption, have bee~ t~enufied -~
both major contributors to the environmental problems and the v1ct1IDS ~f I s
· ·1·1a(1ves are of particular_
consequences. Four propositions emerging from these m~
interest to plarmers in the promotion of high levels of city - nature pe~orm~ce.
sustainable development. sustainable cities, ecological economics, ~d b10region~I
management. The conceptual framework enables us to judge thetr adequacy m
promoting high performance cities.
The thrust of the sustainability and ecological economics propositions is primarily
metabolic. They emphasise the need for the rate of resource extraetion _and the ra'.~ of
waste release to remain within nature's regenerative and absorpuve capac11tes.
respectively. They echo the propositions of Wolman (1967) and Odum (1971 ) and
have implications for the management of city metabolisms.
Bioregional management aims at the promotion of biodiversity. both ecological and
cultural, through the rational arrangement and management of wilderness, rural and
urban ecosystems in river basins. (WR1, 1992). This triad of ecosystems is informed
by the compartment model (Odum, 1969) which recommends that the process of
ecological succession be managed to different stages in order to control impacts and
promote environmental quality. The triad is similar to the founding fathers' primeval,
rural and urban environments, and the nver basin is the same as Geddes' well-known
Valley Section. The commitment to cultural and ecological diversity revives a central
tenet of the fowiders' plarming philosophy : regionalism.
What is under-represented in these propositions? The spatial variability of tho:
landscape as regards resources and hazards, and how intrinsic suitability
considerations should inform urban and regional order, are often lightly dealt with.
The central significance of sense of place is insufficiently recognised.
What, therefore, are some requirements for attaining high city - nature performance?
The promotion of sensory harmony requires that the city's presence, or image, be
positive in the landscape. This quality can be best achieved through settlement forms
that are compact and built to relatively high densities, and have clear and permanent
edges between urban and rural • primeval domains. Conversely, the landscape's
presence should be incorporated into the experience of the city through the way in
which public spaces open up views and vistas towards significant natural features.
The promotion of metabolic balance requires that city metabolisms / economies be
tied to the greatest extent possible into the processes of the regional natural systems.
These qualities can be best achieved through compact relatively high density
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FIG. 1:

NATURE & SETTLEMENTS : A FRAMEWORK FOR PLANNING (Gasson, B . 19911)
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FIG. 2 : STREAMS OF THINKING ABOUT ECOLOGY, ECONOMICS, SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT, AND HUMAN SETTLEMENTS (Gasson, B. 1918)
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. ' Productive animals in
Amenity, health and the ' modern commumty : .
the suburban landscape, Perth, Western Austraha , 1898 to th e
present. A synopsis.
Andrea Gaynor
History Department
University of Western Australia
Crawlev WA 6907
Austraiia
.
· Australia as
a process
whereby
Historians have often depicted
suburban deve1opmen1 m
.
.
. .
f
·
d market gardening give way to
agricultural land uses such as daeying. poultry arrrung an
.
• s'1 nificant art of
residential development. with food producuon ~ubsequently fonrung: : e ! tudies c!ntained in
suburban life and landscape. H~wever, m l_ookmg at the language anth ct suburbia is a site in which
.
and
the archives of health and municipal authonues. 1t becomes apparent a
· between producuon
· and consumpuon,
· yeoman 1'deology
. and modernity.
d autonomy
•
f
tensions
0
1
conformity may be read through conflicts surrounding the keeping and anempte exc usio~ es
productive animals such as goats, cows and fowls. In this paper I will explore long-run c ang
in the nature of rhese ongoing tensions, in order to expose t~e myth of suburbia ::,S an
f the
homogeneous site where consumpuon defines both modernity and co~fonruty. . ?r, 1~ spne_0
attempts of healrh. municipal and planning authorities to create suburbia and its c111zens m this
image. the backyard chook (fowl) pen and even the odd suburban sheep have by no means been
banished entirely.
.
.
·
f
Producti ve animal have received little serious cons1derat1on from those m the fields o
planning and history. This paper does, however. draw on the work of both Margo Huxley and
Andrew Brown-May, employing the connecuons made by Huxley between zomng,
homogenisation of space, and the creation of identities. as well as _the relauonship 1><:twe~n by-laws
and consumerist trends in domestic life.' and exarrumng the veracity of Brown-May s bnef
references 10 the role of a "progressive urban ideology" in the proliferation of animal-related bylaw, as well as the part played by such restncuons m the production of an overarching suburban
conformity.2
.
.
•
.
There is no doubt that the regulation of productive ammals has mcreased smce the turn of
the century - a tendency which m and of itself has contributed to confonruty. Ho':"ev~r. whilst 1t 1s
easy 10 trace the origin and development of regulation. it is less easy to trace the diffenng ways m
which regulation has been policed, and resisted. and indeed the relative proportions of households
with productive animals and those without. In this paper. however. I will attempt to do all three:
assessing available indicators as 10 the changing prevalence of productive animal-keeping in the
suburbs; locating the origin of regulation in ideas about disease and tracing it as develops
throughout the century; but also looking for traces of changes in the ways it has been policed,
implemented. subverted or ignored. Overall, I will show that the project of creaung a modern
consumer society has not been without ns hitches. one of which has been an ongoing tension. both
in municipal bodies and local communities, between conformity and autonomy, demonstrated in
the struggles over productive suburban animals.
Changes m regularion. as well as the enforcement or subversion of that regulation. reveal
several hifts in ideas about health. the rights attached to pnvate property, and ideal citizens and
communities The,e ideas. and attempts 10 represent them in actual suburban landscapes. changed
over rime as well as differing between suburban residents and even different levels of government.
Inirially, regulation 11 a~ created in a genuine auemp110 protec11he healrh of a population. This was
largely done 1hrough the stipulation of distances ber~een potential sources of miasma - badsmelling gases though! 10 cause certain diseases - and living spaces. However. the two-uer
strucrure of health authorities. by wluch ll was intended that such regulation be enforced. meant
that centralised attempts 10 assert conformity on the grounds of health were often subl'crted by
local authorities' anempts to protect the right of residents 10 maxnruse the u.c-value of thei r land by
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.
. .
b ·no a persistent view with its roots set deep in a strong(
keeping producuvf an_1m~~j/: ~:~f:~11~re of Middle Class Suburbia' ,1 Jenny Gregory note/"
held yeomlll •~eo ogy.
.
l'nk between an agrarian ideal, yeoman characteris11cs a
1hat few histonlllJ haveten~o~~ :ed :and Some have, however, picked up on the suburban~d
O
the rruddk class CS!re 0 ~ at cc Graeme Davison in The Rise and Fall of Marvellous
)Coman connekcud0 ?.•((Foasrmthesanyeoman dream of fiv~ acres and a cow realized in a quarter-acre
Melboumt. as ·e ._w
· Iy was. and that this ·yeoman
__1,,.?)"' I would argue that tt· most defi11Ute
block
apeno cuvv...,.
th ,
I .
fb I
.
dream•and
was often frecognised in the policing, if not always e ,ormu auon, o Y·.aws relating to
suburban animal husbandry. The animal-kec~rs themselves also employed a vanety of strategies
by which to avoid conforming with the regulauons.
.. .
.
.
.
From the time of the First World War. local authonues m the1_r by-laws mcreasmgly sought
to defme rights to the enjoyment of private property m terms of ~enity • an env1.mnment which
was not only healthv, but pleasant. Given the pre~alence of env1ronme_ntal determinism. this new
concern with ameniiy can be seen as not entirely divorced from the earlier concern wtth health,
although it also included an increasing concern ~•th the presci:vauon of property values.
However. lingering ideas about housebolders' ng~ts to keep livestock led to some compromise,
and Jess conformity, in the enforcement of a growm~_body of regulau_on. Much of this re~ulation
was created at the insistence of central health authonues, often following only one complam1. or
was promulgated through centrally-forrnu~ated Model by_-laws. _By the end of the Second World
War, an extensive body of regulauon relaung to the kecpmg of hvestock had thus been created in
most suburban areas. In the period of post-war reconstruction. this regulation was mobilised
broadly in terms of health and amenity (related mostly to flies and noise), but was also a means b
which the state sought to involve itself in the creation of identities congruent with a "modem
Y
community" through the exclusion of uaces of its 'other· in the small-scale 'peasant' -type
agricultural activities characteristic of pre-war suburbia.
Throughout this period, the regulations have been subverted or ignored by individuals or
organisations at the: v~ous levels._and po_liced ~ith ~arying ~~gr~es of thoro_ughness. However.
as suburban consolldauon leads to tncreastng restdenual dcns1ues m the 1990 s opportunities for
lawful animal-keeping are decreasing, whilst environmeotalism. unemployment and perhaps also
the profit motive are pl_aying a part in increasing the popularity of backyard livestock. Without a
understanding of the ~story of suburban animal-keeping, its regulation, and the underlying issun
we are unlikely to be tn a pos1uon to address this ongoing suburban tension in a fair and equitables.
manner. I would ~nclude that auemp~ to create~ •i~animate' suburban confo~ty have. if on~
10 a small extent, ~ailed. and that what ts now requued 1s an abandonment of the mherited body
~gulatton, wh1c_h ts l~gely ~d <?n. supersed~d theories of health and constructions of amenity
informed by a highly 1deolog1cal v1s1on ofthe_1deal_suburban community. This quest for suburban
homog~ne1ty n:iust come to an end • a goal which will be assisted by the 1rnplementation of nexible
regulauons which renect the current state o_f kno~ledge with respect to health. whilst attempting to
balance the nght of people to keep producuve animals tn suburbia, with the rights of those wh
would exclude them.
O
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A Planner's Dream - A Citizen's Nightmare: Town Planning for the
Tropical Town of Darwin 1930 - 1950
Eve Gibson
14 Porter St
Ludmilla
Darwin !'ff 0820
Whtie much has been written about the effects of the Japanese bombing attacks on
Darwin and its people during World War II, there has been little recognition of the
fact that it was due more to town plarming initianves of the time, rather than the war,
that Darwin residents were barred from returning to their homes until 1946, long after
the bombing raids had ceased.
There were five town plans created for Darwin between 1937 and 1950. Although a
start was made to implement each plan, not one of the five was completed to its
onginal vision. That the plans failed was not due to the incompetence of professional
town plartners, but rather to tension between the military and civil adrnirustration in
Darwin, internecine fighting between government departments in Canberra, and
bureaucratic bungling and mcompetence on a grand scale.
The town of Darwin on Australia's far north coast underwent great changes during the
1930s. Described by novelist· Ernestine Hill in 1930 as 111s1bly, painfully dymg,
international developments during the decade focused attention on the strategic
importance of Darwin. The result was a raptd build-up of military persortnel, and of
workers needed for military constructions. The population more than doubled from
I sn in 1933 to 3 653 in 1939
The military build-up provided a valuable economic contribution to the town
However, accommodatton and basic and facilities such as electncity and water came
under mcreasmg pressure. A seines of town camps developed m which workers, and
often their families, lived m tents or bag-huts • make-shift shacks with sacking walls
to provide protecnon from the elements.
The 1937 Payne Fletch_er Report on the Northern Territory was highly critical of the
appallmg hvmg cond11tons of workers in Darwin. It also noted the neglected
appearance of the town, its poor roads, unmade footpaths and evil-smelling drains

It was clear that professi~nal town planning was needed for the town, to provide both
a blue-pnnt for the establishment of proper public facilities, and recommendations for
future de~elopment In May 1937 the Minister for the Interior appointed a committee
to deal with the issue. It submitted its recommendations, and a town plan for Darwtn
drawn up by a senior Department of the Interior architect, W T Haslam, late in 1937
The I937 town plan was oriented towards the development of Darwrn as primarily a
m1htary base, with defence requuements given top prioritv. The demands of the
Royal Australian Navy most ~ected the town centre, the Na~ having requested that
all land on the toe of the penmsula on which Darwin is sited be allocated for naval
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. . 1 government administration offices
purposes only. Tlus area contained the p7n~;~lso encompassed the entire area
and much of the main business diSlnC_· .fi ce such as the Town Hall, Court
containing early buildings of tuston_cal sigru canf
th Northern Territory Government
·de
of the Adm1rustrator o e
'
House and the rest nee
.
d government offices be erected
House The plan proposed that a new civic centre an
man area outside of that required by the Navy.

.
d d
gam·son town was not the intention of C.L.A.
That Darwtn shouJ eveIop as a
,
d h
··
fAdministrator m 19.>7. Abbott suggeste t at the
th
Abbott, who took up e position o
. .
.
·d th
T
h uJd
d. ate with the civil administration to cons1 er e urgent
m1 uary s ~ h co-or in ds d other amenities This suggestion was rejected, the
questtonsh_o " obusm~ roat garand the Administrat~r and civil administration as firmly
service c 1e,s c oosmg o re
subordinate to the military.
Abbott did, however, succeed in his determination that an experienced town planner
be appointed. In October 1939 he asked the Federal Government _10 appoint Bnsbane
Town Planner, R.A. Mcinnis, 10 undertake the ~k of developing a town plan for
Darwin. A staunch proponent of the Garden City Movement: Mcinnis saw trees,
parks and recreation areas as issues equally .important as bmldings m the creauon
of a pleasant living environment. Under his direction, Bnsbane was the first
Australian city to adopt a large scale town planning scheme, with zoning of areas for
specific pwposcs, such as living, industrial and recreational.
Mcinnis arrived in Darwin in September 1940. He observed the neglected appearance
of the town, and the lack of civic pride. On investigation he found this hardly
surprising as there was no civilian involvement in running the town, and citizens had
no power to influence political decisions through the ballot box.
In the comprehensive report which accompanied his 1940 Darwin town plan Mcinnis
outlined the lustory of the Territory, and noted the tendency of the Commonwealth
Government to treat it as a colony It 1s not, he wrote, a foreign possession to be
exploited, 1t ,s a part, a very necessary part. ofAustralia, to be developed.
The Northern Territory, which was transferred from South Australia to
Commonwealth control in 1911, was unique on mainland Australia in that it was
administered directly from Canberra through an appointed Administrator. It lacked
any_real represe~tation at the federal level, the Territory having only one, nonvotmg, member m the House of Representatives, a concession won in 1922 after a
bitter battle by Darwin residents and the North Australian Workers Union.
At a local level, there had been an elected Darwin Town Council until 1931 when it
was .replaced by_ a council nominated by the government From the o~tset the
nommated cowic1I was faced with severe financial difficulties due to non-payment of
rates by abse~tee landlo_rds, and increasmg pressure on public services by the
e_itpanding mihtary establishments, all of which demanded services but contributed
httle to cowictl revenue. A final blow to _council efforts to maintain public facilities
::ed on 10 March 1937, _when a massive cyclone hit Darwin. On J April J937 the
d A; Town Council officially handed over its responsibilities to the government,
an
m1mstrator Abbott took over direct control of municipal issues

Mcinnis m his report recommended the 1mmed.Jate formation of a town management
board to advise the Admm1strator. He also suggested the formauon of a citizens
adviso,y council, stressing that the willing co-operatton of the people of Darwin was
vital in mainta1mng an attractive town.
With regards to the eXJstmg layout of Darwin, Mcinnis was pleased with the central
town area, which had been laid out by surveyor G.W. Goyder m 1869 He felt that
while minor alterations, such as the widening of two major streets and the upgradmg
of streets and kerbing to take mto account motor traffic, were necessary, the wisdom
of the onginal design would become evident as the town developed.
f ace of the
town, he wrote in his report. cannot be changed. but most of the hlem1shes can
gradually be removed.

n,e

What did need changmg, and immediately, was the sanitation system m place. ~arwm
m 1940 still relied on wells, water-tanks and bores for water Sewerage was disposed
of by way of pans emptied into the Sanitary Reserve, which was at the base of cliffs
near a residential area. It would not, in Mcinnis' view, be possible to create a pleasant
tropical hving environment until the issues of sanitation and drainage were resolved
using modern methods
The town plan and accompanying repon by Mcinnis m 1940 took a sweeping and
holistic approach to improving hvmg conditions for Darwin residents. He outlined m
detail plans for zoning areas into residential, business and industrial areas. He studied
existing housmg and made recommendations as to the styles most swted to the
tropics. He consulted an eminent local botamst with regard to trees and plants most
suited to a programme of street planting and beautifying public recreation areas. He
also looked to the future growth of the town, recommending that tbe eXJstmg town
boundary be vastly extended., that the civil aerodrome be moved further out, and that
a prionty issue was the upgrading and sealing of the dusty track that was Darwin's
only link \vith the southern states.
In December 1940 Mcinnis presented his completed Town Planning Scheme for the
Town of Darwin to the government. Administrator Abbott was delighted with the
plan which, be believed, could be implemented without mcumng heavy expenditure.
The m1htary chiefs were less enthusiastic, as Mcinnis insisted that the prime town
area claimed by the Royal Australian Navy should remain in place as the centre of
government administration and business
All discussion as to the 1940 town plan stalled as the shadow of war touched
Austral1~'s northern coastlme Plans to evacuate the civilian population of Darwin
were activated m November 1941. Darwin residents, many of them unwillingly, were
forced t~ leave their homes and motor vehicles, destroy their pets and take with them
only basic necess111es to evacuation points. On 19 February 1942 Japanese bombers
attacked DanVIn The town was placed Wlder military control, and Administrator
Abbott and his staff moved to Ahce Spnngs.
Although the last of the fifty-nme Japanese bombing attacks on Darwi t k I
N
be
..
n oo p ace on
ovem r 12 1943, m1htary control of Darwin, and the ban on civilians wishin to
return to their homes continued until the end of 1946, fifteen months after the~
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. t tion of retaining control of, at
ended. That the armed se,vices chiefs had every '~: town plan submitted to the
least, a large area of Darwin was clear m the m1
government in 1943.
.
out as a hobby for three Army officers,
The 1943 Darwm town plan, which started _ 0 fthe General Officer Commanding
was expanded and developed on the ins01l~:::;_Allen It drew on both the 1937 and
the Northern Temtory Force, MaJor-Ge~
recommendation that the main
1937
the I940 town plans, returning to t e d t an area outside of the existing old
administrative and business centre be mo~e .s?pain-staking 1940 report with regard
town centre, and using large sections of Mc nru .
to areas such as zoning, buildings and tree-plannng.
dation contained in the military town plan which
There was, however, one recommen
.
town plans for Darwin - that of land
· ·th Of the previous
had not appeared m ei er
ed land in the Darwin area be
.
1
acquisition. The proposal that all pnvate ylthownwas accompanied by detailed maps
I ·1
· ed by the Commonwea
compu son Y acqwr
. and a breakd0\\1! of costs involved. Land
showi~~ privately owned heprope~::: town plan of 1943 was the single factor which
1
acqws1t1on as suggested mt mi -,_
delayed the return of civilians to Darwm.
t wn plan proposed by the military Administrator Abbott, still in
In response to the O
·
t D · and
. s ·
ppealed to the government to allow Mc1nms to return o arwm
Al,ce pnngs, a
.
ti
damage and
town plan which took into accowit the extensive war- me
acircumstances due to the proposed acquisition of freehold land. The. 1944
Darwin town plan appeared under the names of Mcinnis, the Chief Surveyor m the
Northern Territory A.R. Millar and one of the three Army officers involved in
compiling the 1943 military town plan, H.J. Symons.

~~:U-~

While the t 944 plan retained many of the basic recommendations outlined in the
t 940 Mcinnis Darwin town plan, changes through the war years rendered other
recommendations obsolete The provision of a good seaJed north-south road, the
Stuart Highway, bad been completed as far as Alice Springs in 1942. The connection
of reticulated water from Manton Darn to Darwin meant that a modern sewerage
system could be put in place, and that water was available for gardens and street
planting.
Bombing damage and the des01lction of Chinatown by the military during the war
years also meant that Mcinnis couJd expand his vision for the central town area. He
proposed a civic centre in which public buildings wouJd be surrounded by ample open
space to give grace and dignity to the centre of administration. Room was allocated
for a building to house a future legislative assembly, major public buildings such as a
court house and library, and a new post office to replace the one destroyed by
Japanese bombing.
The problem for Mcinnis was that, as in I940, his proposed civic centre was on the
site that the Navy was determined to retain for purely naval use. Mcinnis was also
highly critical of armed services demands for almost every prime piece of foreshore
land for military purposes. The 1944 report recommended that most of the land
occupied by the military should be returned to public use as soon as hostilities ceased.
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ed h 1944 DarWln town plan and report to
Mclnms and Administrator Abbott present t e 7
1945 The body of the
an interdepartmental committee m Canberra on - February . d:
g the issue
report was not even discussed. the entire session being taken 10 iscussmd
fon
h · · 0 f the civic centre In espera 1
which caused the greatest friction - t e sitmg . .
Curti~ who promised
Abbott took the town plan straight to the Pnme Mimster, John
.• d. d h0 rtly
·
t
However
to allocate two million pounds to the proJeC .
. • Curtin 1e s
afterwards, before official approval was given to the Mcinnis plan.
In December I945 Abbott wrote bleakly to the Secretary of the Department of th
0
Interior A.J. Carrodus that over all householders in the Darwin area lies a kind
mom·/r;us shadow kno~n as 1he Darwin Town Plan. This plan was a completely new
Darwin town plan fonnulated by the interdepartmental committee.

1

That the task of rebuilding Darwin was to be undertaken by an interdepartm~ntal
committee rather than a single department was due to clashes between the Mm 15ter
for the Interior and the Minister for Post-War Reconstruction, each of which cla_imed
that their department should control the considerable funding, an estimated 30 million
pounds over five to ten years, allocated for the post-war reconstruct10n of Darwm.
Cabinet ruled that it was a matter for both departments, and the mterdepartmental
committee was fonned.
On 16 August 1945 the Darwin Lands Acquisition Bill passed into law. In accordance
with this act, all freehold land within an area of 144 square kilometres around Darwm
was to be compulsorily acquired by the Commonwealth from 17 January 1946. On 18
January 1946 Cabinet approved the submission that plans drawn up by the
Department of Works and Housing be adopted as the basis of the future development
of Darwin. Existing housing was to be rented on a temporary basis only as the
intention was to completely demolish the town and design a new tropical city.
Blame for the unpopular land acquisition was placed squarely on Mcinnis. That done,
the Canberra bureaucrats had no intention of wasting time on the more mundane
aspects of town plarming. Millar as chief surveyor in Darwin was instructed to start
implementing Mclnnis' recommendations with regard to the establishment for a
frame-work for administration, zoning, sewerage and drainage. Also adopted from the
Mcinnis recommendauons was the extens10n of the Darwin town boundary and the
re-sitmg of the civil aerodrome.
In 1947 the Department of Works and Housing issued a release giving details of the
new town plan for Darwin under the heading 'Australia's Darwin Rises Again: Much
Bombed Town as Modern Tropical City'. The release spoke glowingly of Darwin's
future, revealing that a mission had been sent to the United States and South America
to study the latest developments in modern town plarming techniques and
architecture, and that Darwin was in the hands of an anny of experts - The Darwin for
tomorrow, according to the release, would be Australia's bes/ e:xample of enhghtened
/Own plarming.

The Darwin town plan as devised by southern-based town planners invoked a stonn
of protest from Darwin residents. The plarmers, accused in one newspaper article of
approaching the planning of Darwin as though the area was a paddock and not a town
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. .nal Goyder lay-out and replaced it
h d totallv ignored the ongi
already m existence, a
,
d cul-de-sacs.
with a new frame-work of curved streets an
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..
. be changed to such an extenl and that
The p~o~l_that the fam1har face of ~molished. increased the distress suffered
all bwl~ngs 1~ the town centre were to ·n to their homes until the Lands ~cqu1s111on
by Darwtn residents. Barred from returru
~ to find that their homes, which they no
th
Bill had bcc_n passed m 1946, ey;ccked or burnt, and their personal possessions
caused not by Japanese bombing, but by
longer officially owned, had been .
looted. The maJ~nty o'. th~ d~cthnon ~emanc looting and destruction of civilians
the military An mvesngauon into e sys
homes by military personnel was held in July 1942.
. . ed th dubious distinction of capital letters due to the
If 'The Pla~•.of 1947 •. tt gain su~·ected, was ever produced ma complete fonn it
heated cnt1c1sm to which it was . .~ ·on in Darwin Millar constantly voiced his
.
f h 1944 M Inn.
was never forwarded to the admtrustran
frustration at attempting to finalise surveys working from parts o t e
c is
plan and with only fragments of the 1947 to"'n plan.
The Administrator. AR. Driver, who had replaced Abbott _in 914947719al4so8 became
·
· I
med at the lack of progress. He noted in his I •
report to
mcreasmg Y concc
. abl fi h ·
th Departme t f
n o
the government that, despite the money avail e or ousmg: e .
Works had completed only ten new houses in the Northern Temtory dunng_~ year.
He was equally critical in his I948-1949 report, suggesting that the respons1b1hty for
the reconstruction of Darwin be placed under the control of one department, and that
the town planners office be sited in Darwin rather than Melbourne.
As time passed the people of Darwin, tired of waiting for government action, started
re-building. The buildings, mainly of a low-cost, temporary na~e, reflected the
insecurity of residents. By July 1948 only seventy per cent of cl_atms resultm~. from
land acquisition had been settled, and many owners bad been paid only a fraction of
the value of their property. A visitingjoumalist in 1949 wrote ofDarwm that The old
pre-war Darwm, a rambling, graceless...shadeless fronller town... is being confirmed
agam wllh the help ofofficial pobcy.
The end to the colossal bureaucratic experiment in town planning - The Darwin Town
Plan, came swiftly. In December 1949 the Labour goverrunent was swept from office
by the Liberal-Country Party coalition led by R.G. Menzies. The new gove.mrnent
showed little interest in maintaining expensive involvement in the re-building of
Austtalia's northern town and Darwin, described by a Liberal member of parliament
as a planner's dream and a c111zen's nightmare, was left to its own devices.
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INTRODUCTION
For much of the post-War period, the development of Australia's cities and regions
was governed by a set of state-based Town and Country Plartn~g systems, a '.orm of
regulation largely inherited from Britain. Although subJect to a vane~ of
antagonistic forces throughout their development - notably, 1~ the fo_rm of pnvate
sector resistance, political interference and occasional bureaucratic mcptJtude - t~ese
various Town and Country Planning systems had, by the late 1970s, each evolved mto
sophisticated regulatory regimes. 1 Moreover, in each regune the medium to lo~g
term patterns of intervention were forecast and constantly re-shaped through strategic
planning functions that operated at both State and local levels.
Australia's urban and regional planning systems are now being transformed. What
distinguishes the present transformation from past incremental change is the fact that
contemporary shifts m policy and regulation threaten the real existence of planning
itself. Planning may be reduced to a rhetorical veil thinly covering the irrational and
socially disruptive reality of market forces. In particular, the various 'neo-liberal' (or
'economic rationalist' ) reform processes that have advanced under the bartners of
National Competition Policy, the Planning Officials' Group and the Property Council
of Australia constitute an assault upon the core values that have animated planning
practice in the past. In some State planning systems, the nco-liberal reform agenda
has begun to assert itself through vanous policy initiatives that have undennined the
place of any meaningful public intervention in urban development.
In truth, however, the core values of planning have been breaking up under the
pressure of a senes of critiques of modernism over the last twenty years. Broadly
they can be grouped under three main headings: Marxist critiques of the capitalist
State, pluralist and cultural critiques, and environmentalist critiques. Mostly these
critiques were based upon a certain disillusionment with the seeming failure of
plartning to deliver the promised world. Few envisaged a return to the past, but rather
sought to take planning further, hoping to make planning more democratic and
responsive to new insights. Yet they also undermined the foundational tenets of
plartning without reinstating a clear vision of the future. Me1111while neo-liberalism
was waiting in the wings to justify a return to the very world which had produced the
problems plartning was designed to solve.
Our aim in this paper is to revisit these reform agendas, and to consider their
combmed effects on urban and regional planning in Australia. The paper 15 structured
as follows. We begin by considering the values which informed the idea of planning

References: Eve Gibson, 1997. Bag-Huts, Bombs and Bureaucrats, Historical Society
of the Northern Territory, N11J Press, Darwin.
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Leaving aside a few not.1ble excephons. such as Queensland, where strategic planning was slow 10
develop.
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· task of reconstruction of the world economy and
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. and the Second World War. Wethen consider
soc1e11es after the ~re~t Depression the effects of modernist plarutlng and briefly
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THE VALUES UNDERLYING PLANNING
lues are not much mentioned in planning documents of the post-war
·
Unerymgva
d I
. th Id
I
d" •
eriod.. Histories of planning more often emphasise ~ o. e~ va u~ tra ll~ons of
~ommunitarianism and public. health, and the post-war mslltuhonal mnovat1ons of
national and regional town and country plarutlng. Per~aps planners wanted to be s~en
as objective and value-free scjentists - ~cLoughlm (1969) argued that plaruung
should be founded upon the science of locaUon theory - per~aps planners v:-anted to
distance themselves from political controversy, perhaps the Virtues of plannmg were
more or less taken for granted. Yet these values provided the essential philosophical
climate for urban and regional. planning. As Stretton (I 970:3) has observed, ' city
planning can't really be separated from general economic policy'. It is that climate
and economic policy context which has now changed.
In Austtalia at Commonwealth level, the Labor government in the war years was
strongly inclined towards central intervention for pwposes of reconstruction. In the
sphere of housing the Commonwealth Government accepted responsibility for
housing policy, and especially for low income housing. In I 945 the first
Commonwealth-States Housing Agreement was put into effect. This agreement
provided for loans from the central government to the States for the erection of
housing for low income families. The loans were made conditional upon each State
legislating to enable it to control rental housing projects, to undertake slum clearance
and to introduce town planning. Town and country planning, according to the
Minister introducing Victoria's first Town and Country Planning Bill, is ' the science
of guiding and shaping the growth of our cities, towns and rural areas'. The aim and
purpose of town planning is 'the health and happiness of every member of the
community'. The problems of land use on the periphery of cities were created by land
speculators. Co-ordinated planning was necessary to see that these did not recur.
THE CRITIQUE OF PLANNING
Marxist critiques
The verdict of ~arxist critiques for planning and for plarmers can only be described
as extremely d1scouragmg. Clark and Dear (1981) proposed a state derivationist
version of Marxist analysis in which the separate dynamics of the political sphere is
ac~owledged, yet ulhmately the democratic state is viewed as beholden to capital
which holds th~ keys to the finance for state prograins. The planner is and can only
ever b_e._a functionary of the capitalist state apparatus. The way to rec~ver a sense of
the on_gmal purpose of planrung was for planners to step outside the roles capitalism
prescnbed for them.

On the one hand, then, resurgent Marxism, fed by disillusion with the results of
democratic socialism in practice, provided a rigorous and convincing framework for
analysis and critique. On the other it overlooked the considerable differe~ces within
capitalist societies. Moreover it demolished, root and branch, the core philosophy of
democratic socialism, reduced its values to mere ideology, and showed the great
projects of the state to be mere 'accommodations' necessary to allow capitalism to
survive its crisis.
Cultural and pluralist critiques
A range of contemporary feminist, postmodern, and other radical democratic
perspectives criticise planning's tendency to adopt technocratic and authoritanan
forms. In the main, these critiques have aspired to a democratised fonn of planning
that would recognise and cherish social diversity and an expanded range of human
values. Importantly, cultural critics have opposed homogenous conceptions of 'the
public', and have instead emphasised social heterogeneity as a core consideration for
planning. They argue that this emphasis on diversity can frame a new political-ethical
ideal for planning, a reconstituted notion of 'the public interest' that values and
nurtures the existence of different 'publics' as the basis for a healthy, cosmopolitan
democracy.
Environmental critiques
Environmentalism, whilst generally sharing the ideal of democratisation, has sought
an expanded ecological agenda for planning, and, in particular, the dethronement of
positivistic, technocratic approaches to spatial regulation. In short, environmentalism
seeks to reconstitute the traditional notion of public interest in planning by expanding
the sphere of moral consideration in public policy to include non-human comrnuruties
and other natural phenomena. Environmentalists stress the urgency of this political
re-articulation, arguing that humanity's survival 1s imperilled by Western society's
entrenched contempt for Nature.
Anti-planning conservatism
There h3:5 alw~~s been pol_itical and intellectual opposition to planning from
conservauve poh1tcal-econom1c interests that regard it as an unwarranted intervention
in _the land economy. The conservative critique ranges, of course, from deep
~upath~ to any form of planning to a variety of positions that accept some form of
mte~~hon m_ce~ain c~ntexts and within carefully circumscribed limits. Politically,
the antt-plannmg case 1s most sharply revealed m the day to day practice settings _
especially in local governance - where developers and other resource users
frequently express dissatisfaction with regulatory controls that inhibit their ability to
use property for personal gain.

The i~tellcctual case against urban plannin~ rests essentially on the propositions that
plarmmg both distorts l_and markets and ratses the transaction costs of development
)~ough b~e~ucrausatlon of the urban economy.
It is argued that these
d1seconom1es . reduce employment growth and also stifle the ability of the I.and
market· to
consumers'
needs for housing and transport• Th e generaI
· sa1tsfy
f
•
is for the removal of mandatory publ1"c reguIauons
·
prescnpllon
o
conservative
critics
.
(e.g., Z?nmg)
from land markets on the assumption that private co-ordinating
mechanisms (e.g., covenants) wall produce more efficient resource allocations.
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CONTEMPORARY NED-LIBERAL REFORM AGENDAS IN AUSTRALIA

as th_e Royal Australian Planning Institute and the Royal Australian Institute of
Architects.

National Competition Policy (NCP)
.
.
The broad throst of the NCP refl_ects the. familiar desire of neo-!tberal Ulterests_to
reduce government to a minimalist role m the _economy, essent:tally t~ correct:tng
limited aspects of market failures. What perhaps 1s novel about the N~P 1s ~ e extent
of its political-economic aims which include refonn of both pubhc services and
public regulation. Of central interest here is that the refonn process has been
extended to planning- by 1997, several state governments had embarked_upon NCP
reviews of their development control systems. One key effect of CP pohc~ ?n N: w
South Wales' planning system has been the introduction of competttton or
development approval - hitherto the preserve of local government - through the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Amendment Bill 1997. B~nyha~y ~)997:1)
concludes that the NCP refonns to the New South Wales legislatt_on will reduce
public rights of participation which_government made so, much of lll the 1970s but
which are now decidedly out of fashion across the country' .

IMPACTS ON PLANNING

The Planning Officials Group (POG)
.
,
. ,
Australia's national POG is presently conductmg a perfonnance review _of state and
territory planning systems. Whilst the POG, and its conce!11s, ~as _no ?trect r~le m
National Competition Policy recent evidence suggests that tis thinking 1s neo-hberal
in character. The aim of the PSPR project is to derive 'objective' measures of how
various land use planning systems 'perform'. The project discussion papers rel~ed
thus far reveal a partial, and ideologically-conditioned, view of pubhc plannmg.
There is both a wealc conceptual grasp of how planning frameworks are actually
constituted, and, of more concern, no real appreciation of the raison d'.etrc of public
regulation of urban change. Instead, planning is conceived here as strnply another
'service' within the land economy, a sort of 'quality check' on the development
process that ensures its maintenance through the imposition of certain longer tenn
considerations (environmental and social).
The Property Council of Australia (PCA)
The third contemporary neo-liberal agenda that we now turn to is the set of refonn
proposals that aim, ostensibly, to standardise Australia's state-based development
control regimes. These proposals are embodied in joint submission to Australia's
planning, housing and local government ministers by various development lobby and
professional interests, and co-ordinated by the PCA (PCA, 1997).2 The report
explicitly lauds the refonns to planning controls that have been undertalcen by a neoliberal administration in the State of Victoria in recent years. The development sector
interests that have endorsed the draft report include such bodies as the Housing
Industry Association and the Real Estate Institute of Australia who, together with the
PCA (and its predecessor, the Building Owners' and Managers' Association) have
been critics of various aspects of plarming regulation in the past. What is perhaps
most surprising about the draft report is its seeming endorsement by a number of
professional bodies that are more usually associated with advocacy for planning, such

2 Perhaps re,·ealingly, the title is the same as that of a recent tract by an influennal Australasian
pohtic,an. S" Roger Douglas, the former Finance Minister of New Zealand who has helped to
cngmecr and unplemcnt much of the neo-ubcnil reforms that have transformed that country smce I984
(see Douglas, 1993).
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What has b~en the combined effect on planning of the different refonn impulses that
we have discussed? Moreover, what were the interrelations between the rcfonn
vec_1ors themselves? Were these marked by parallel tendencies, convergences and/or
antitheses?
We leave aside h_erc consideration of the Marxian critique ofplarming given that it no
lon~er e~erts a direct policy influence. The three contemporary refonn vectors can be
d1s~nguished on fundamental soc10-polit1cal grounds.
On the one hand,
envtr~nmental and _cultural c~t_iques have both sought 10 expand the domain of
pJanru,ng by exrend'.ng •ts pohttcal reach and by enlarging its conceptual outlook.
Both enlargements have attempted to resolve two central (and interrelated) cnses
that overtook _WeStern planning from the 1960s: one of socio-political leg11tmacy, and
one of ecological sustainability.
On the other hand, nco-libcralism, in tts various institutional and political guises, has
set out_ to reduce the domain of planning. The various rhetorical demands to reduce
ine~cte~cy _and over:lap in plannmg systems have, in the main, cloaked a deeper
pol_1t1cal mstmct that ts fundamentally hostile to planning, if not implacably opposed
to 1t alt?gcther. Of course, these arc old refrains, and the echo of the past resounds
clearly m the new calls for efficient and standardised planning regulation. What 1s
new, however, about the contemporary attack on plarming 1s its conceptual and
political reach: nco-liberals desire both to contract the domain of plarming (deregul~tion) and then to privatise segments of the residual sphere of regulation (outso~ c~ng). ln both _mstanccs, the raison d'etre ofplanrung as a tool for correcting and
avo1dmg market failure 1s brushed aside in favour of a new minimalist form of spatial
regulation whose chief purpose is to facilitate development.

In recent decades, these two sets of countervailing forces have met on the uneven, and
rapidly ~hifting, field _of Australian public policy, producing a new evolutionary
impetus m State plannmg systems and Federal urban policies. In the struggle, each
side has a~empted to enlist the ideals, and occasionally the personnel, of the other,
though this strategy has been most effectively employed by neo-libcrals. Thus,
greeris and democratic reformers have, at tunes, promised that thctr agendas will help
str~ line planning systems. . eo_-liberals have also shown political shrewdness by
setting green and democrallc ideals alongside their own political-economic
aspirations, promising that their reform agenda will meet the (seemmgly anllthctical)
claims of capital, justice and nature. Of course, green-democratic ideals have not
been borrowed from their original proponents in any meaningful sense: rather ncoliberals have advanced facsunilcs of these objects that arc mere shadows of thetr
original fonns. Thus in practice, assurances on the democratic and ecological benefits
of the neo-liberal approach have been exposed as smokescreens for a socio-political
agenda that seeks to impoverish the institutional and ideological bases for planrung.
The testimony of recent policy experience in Australia suggests that m the battle for
plarming refonn, nco-liberalism is gaining the upper hand. lncrcasmgly, both greens
and cultural critics have been marginalised from reform discourses and processes that
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Moreover throughout Australia,
have been generated by neo-hberal_goven:unen~.
at the c~rrosive effects of neotraditional planners have express~ mcreas_mg dismay Thus both strands of ' radical
liberal reforms on established pubhc planrung syStems.
'with more conservative
critique' have found common ground, tf not common cause,
advocates of orthodox planning approaches.

CONCLUSION: RENEWING THE PROMISES
d
athetic reformers do to restore the
What then can traditional advocates an s,:mp? Indeed can these two groupings
'd I · al d · t'tut1
·onal bases for planrung.
,
1 eo ogic
an ms 1 . .
d ·ven the potential that exists for
identify a common hlitJcal;~~::!~:
effective form for planning? Put
~sagreement over w at cons
nents for planning agree on a common set of values
dtfferen~ly, _can the vanous prop<> f
ce? As Davison and Fincher have recently
for the mstttu~10nal_(re)regulatJon sthpa fl.
forthodox planning practice than to
.
observed, "1t 1s easter to demonstrate e aws .0
reconstitute the planning profession along new Imes (1997 .10).
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urgent political and intellectual reinscription of the case for
We see the need ,or an
.
·11
·
·
tannin if this form of governance is to survive t~ see the new mt enruum m any
• g ~
F
w at least the new planrung cannot, we beheve, be about
P
mearungfu1 ,orm. or no
,
.
·h
building a society according to a pre-determined mode(, In this we agree _wit
Beilharz (1994: 113): " To be a socialist, i~ this ~ontext, 1s less a matter of stnvmg
ds th light on the hill than of seeking to mterpret and chan~e moderruty m
:~:~anceewith such core values as fr~om and dignity" . ~ut this 1s no more than
Keynes, Tawney and Mannheim recogrused m the 1930s and 40s.
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Introduction
Migration and urban growth are the two interrelated themes central to urbanization
practice in Turkey that can be explained by underdevelopment processes. However,
in Turkey, planning practice does not have a structure that produces these facts. In
other words, actual planning practice is not constructed on these two phenomena that
dominate urbanization practice, so it assumes as if they are absent. This must not
only be perceived as deepening the abyss between theory and practice. Furthermore,
this means occurrence and nourishment of a very conflict area, socially, economically,
culturally, and spatially, even though it is not desired. As a result, clear boundaries
come to existence between the people who see themselves as the real owners of the
city and the "others" as new comers who are excluded from the regular geography
(Sibley 1997). However, it has to be accepted that both are in character of
"constitutive outside" for each other and this kind of relationship becomes political in
terms of identity construction (Keith and Pile 1993).

In the first part of the paper, I discuss the more theoretical dimensions of building
processes in Turkey explaining how their vision of the social life necessarily calls for
an antagonistic structure. My account here is quite critical highlighting an
argumentative tum in planning that follows the research strategy of critical ·theory
(Fischer and Forester 1993). ln the second part of the paper, I examine the more
substantive dimensions of building processes that refer to the construction of
identities as political processes stressing on "differences" and the fact that the outside
is constitutive (Massey 1995). Finally, by way of crucial arguments of radical and
pluralist democracy project, I raise some general conclusions about building processes
including democratic politics that must be aimed at transforming political struggles
into legitimate deliberations in the condition of "intersubjectivity" (Forester 1993).
My overall argument is that geographies of exclusion emerges directly from the view
shaped around the attempts of owning the city rather than the sense of " loyalty" . The
most important pedagogical objective of this paper, therefore, can be defined as to
show the way in which squatters, as the "others", can no longer be seen as an enemy
to be destroyed. In this context, urban redevelopment projects can also no longer be
seen as legitimate strategies because of their crucial character of "displacement".

Theoretical Dimensions of Building Processes in Turkey
It is very difficult to say that all the building processes can be controlled by planning
mechanism in Turkey. In other words, just half of the built-up areas in b ig cities can
be urbanized through the conditions dictated by planning mechanism. The rest of the
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to ~is suggestion, the principles related _to the nc~v devclop~~nt areas wh~ch
articularly aim at designing the society will be applied t~ all cities. Mcanwh1_le,
~edcvelopmcnt processes will be applied in order to make cx1stmg (old) parts of cities
suitable to the modem society of the future. As a result of such an ~p~roach, a
content-dependent planning mechanism has been constructed, by a1_mmg at a
h mogeneous geography over which contextual differences have been ignored, all
;e new development areas have been made similar, and all the old traces have been
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erased.
Today, in Turkey, most of the people settle in similar apartment type of build!~gs,
work at similar places, and use similar urban activity centers m most of the cities.
Furthermore, educational establishments, health services, streets an~ ~ulevards'. and
recreational facilities are all in similar characters in most of the c1t1~. The smgle
difference which distinguishes cities from each other is the authentic character of
older_parts of the cities, where redevelopment processes have not _yet su~ceeded m
removing this character. The basic reason of this unsuccessfulness 1s the highest rate
of redevelopment cost. It can be said that, if this type of threshold can be p3:5sed over
by economic development, in all probability, all intercity d1ffer~~ccs will to~ally
disappear. However, for the time being, these old p~s ?f the c1_11es t~at maru~est
different spatial, social, cultural and economic charact~nsllcs s~stam th~rr rep~tallon
of being a geography of resistance against the modernist plannmg prachce (Pile and
Keith 1997).
In Turkish cities, there is an interesting conclusion that develops from the
contradiction between the old and new parts of the cities. Because the population
who used the older parts has moved to new development areas, older parts became
the places of the urban poor, and because they arc generally in the position of tenancy,
and they will be displaced by the end of redevelopment processes, this type of
contradiction gains a social dimension and a kind of resistance culture based upon
economic and social demands develops behind the spatial resistance. This puts
forward the main insufficiency of theoretical basis of content-dependent modernist
planning in social consensus.
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Substantive Dimfnsions of Turkish Urbanization Practice
Besides modernist planning practice which is based upon rational and comprehensive
approach, in Turkey, there 1s an urbanization practice that cannot be taken into
account and anticipated by such a planning practice. Because of the consequences
which are created by population movement from the rural areas, an illegal buildmg
process which cannot be controlled by planmng mechanism had taken place in the
cities, by controlling the planning mechanism itself. The third different part of the
cities, that is to say the squatter settlements, 1s the most crucial conclusion of 11legal
building processes empowered by the interregional inequality over the Turkish
geography. In recent times, especially in big cities, total area and population of
squatter settlements are equal to the sum of the old and the new development parts of
the cities. This means that, according to Turkish urbanization practice, half of each
big city is formed by the settlements of the new comers.
Because new comers are from different rural places, they have different spatial,
social, economic and cultural-characteristics, that squatters challenge the theory of
single typed modem city-modem society which 1s based upon the ideology of
planning mechanism. Therefore, existence of squatters, while being the source of a
type of urban tension, at the same time, constitute a geography of resistance against
the redevelopment projects o'f urban capital. However, there is an important
difference between the old parts of the cities and squatters. People who live in the
squatter settlements represent different ethnic and cultural identities in addition to the
urban poor like the people who live m the old parts. For this reason, 1t cannot be
claimed that the squatter settlements are homogeneous building regions. Squatter
settlements have rather heterogeneous structure constitute different introverted subregions while being the arena of ethnic and cultural identity constructions.
The first strategy developed for the squatters was demolition. The basic philosophy
of that kind of police strategy was to obscure a different formation in the cny.
However, because it was understood that people who live in squatters accomplished
important services of the city and they have great vote potential for elections after all,
demolition strategy was given up and, in particular, politicians had permitted this
formation by following a type of policy of urban populism. Subsequently, the
strategy of planning mecharusm as a tool of assimilation has been applied to squatter
areas. According to this strategy, nowadays, squatters are being assimilated to the
legal new development areas by the planning mechanism which legalizes them.
However, this kind of situation that 1s based upon the struggle of identity cannot be
transformed into a reconciliation between modernist annude of rational planning and
the process of social conflict (Gregory 1994). In Turkish plarming history, therefore,
may be the first time, the necessity to change planning mechanism comes mto
question in reference to social consensus. Now the question is; how can planning
mechanism be transformed into a structure sensitive to different identities?
Democratizing Planning and Necessary Presence of the Other
Cities, in history, have never been homogeneous entities, like the societies (Lefebvre
1996). However, planning as a modernity project has tried to homogenize firstly the
city, and secondly the society. Perhaps, the motivation of enlighterrrnent proJect for
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own opposition, that is to say there must be an extenor th~t constitutes eac
phenomenon. Such as urban / rural, capital / labour. In the city there are _many
different phenomena which constitute each other, perhaps this 1s the re~ mearun_g_of
the city. Therefore, totalitarian and antidemoc_ratic structure of the cl~1cal defiruuon
of the urban, stating the cities are the places m where only the functions and people
suitable to urban life take place and the others have to be excluded, seems opposed to
the dialectics of nature. Furthermore, a definition that has been orientated by such an
effort which tries to homogenize through assimilation has never been seen as
successful.
A planning practice that accepts the term of constitutive outside and reality that is
expressed by this term would step forward to democratize itself. A planning practice
that is based upon such an important hypothesis, accepts that an urban structure
without the other would not exist. Therefore, it would neither attempt to involve in an
action to demolish the other and the place of the other, nor it would attempt to
assimilate to us. Planning, therefore, will begin to be sensitive to self-assertion and
grounding which are the important themes of radical democracy (Mouffe 1992). Such
a sensitivity will ultimately change the up to down process of modernist planning into
a down to up style. A planning process that pays attention to the power from below
must not necessarily lead to the situation of chaos which has been tried to be dictated
by postmodern discourse (Bauman 1995). The strategic point here is to catch and
develop common-sense between differences through the planning practice.
Ethics and justice that are the basic themes to develop common-sense can be used in
preserving differences and in preventing displacement. However, because it is
possible to load different meanings to these terms ethics and justice, it will be
necessary for both to be universally reconceptualized. In other words, it is not
possible to accept ethics and justice as context-dependent themes (Harvey 1996).
Therefore, such an illuminative and critical planning practice based upon ethics and
justice will have an ability to decode the background of a contextual intervention in
the places of others.

Notes on Turkey Instead of Conclusions
Today, the urban p l ~g. approach still in validity, m Turkey, Jean on a modernist
base because of Its pos11Jv1st and determinist structure. In ciues, therefore, planrung
have a theoretical framework only related to the parts that II can legally control.
According to the _procedure of control, urban processes can be understood and
predicted. The bas1_c assumption behind this approach 1s that the history has an order
The future of the city m perfect harmony can be formed by instrumental reasorung,
and all kinds of_inharmoniousness would represent unreasonable developments.
Because the spatial configuration organized by the technical reason is the most
appropriate solution, inharmoniousness may take place in the future has to be
obstructed.
The existence of squatter setilements as an actual reality in Turkish cities, besides all
of the attempts of planning, 1s perceived as an inharmoniousness that must be
removed: Squatter settlements, however, are the regions that constitute the legal parts
of the city_m all means. As being the different geographies of resistance, these
regions indeed are the spatial units over which different identities are constructed. It
cannot be expected that planning is blind to such a reality which occupies most parts
of the cities. In recent times, as a matter of fact, such regions each have begun to
develop their own administrative organizations while separating themselves from the
official hegemony of central cities. This type of development, in Turkey, means that
there will be many more mu!licipalities in big cities m future, and these units will
wish to make their planning procedures independent of master plans of big cnies. In
such a situation, an increase in urban tension will be expected. However, a
democratized planning practice will help to reduce this tension by making spatial
problems the subjects of democratic deliberations. It can be said that, therefore, this
has to be perceived as the real social role of planning.
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Caracas and the Problem of Modern Representation
Prof. Lorenzo Gonzalez
Instituto de Estudios Regionales y Urbanos
Universidad Simon Bolfvar
Sartenejas, Baruta
Caracas 1080-A
Venezuela
This paper explores the 1heore1ical principles supponJOg 1he change of physio~nomy of
Caracas during the 20th century The principal ma11er 1s the problem O! representauon posed
by urban planning and modem architecture. which could be summar!zed as the change of
paradigms from urbanism and Beaux Arts to planning and the Intemauonal S_:yle, as well as
1
ihe transition from figurative to abstract landscapes and systems of representauon.
Caracas began 10 experience an intense process of urban transformation in the I_9~0s. It
supposed a senes of changes in urban and architectural ideas. The Municipal Comrruss1on of
Urbanismo was created 10 1937 with the purpose of regulating the urban development and
"the search for logical solutions" 10 the fundamental problems of the city. The Government of
the f ederal District did not stay behind --on April 6. I 938. it created the D1recc16n de
Urbanismo (Department of Urbanism). Its task was to produce, with the aid of l team of
French advisers, the Master Plan of the cay. As a result of the combined effort of _the
Direcci6n de Urbanismo and their consultants, a "Monumental Plan." also called "the Rouval
Plan," was presented for the consideration of the authorities JO 1939.
The Plan of 1939, in its attempt 10 transform the c11y in a modern and controlled aun_osphere
--using new geomelTlc clarity in the search for a better sociery-- marks the introducuon on a
grand scale of European planning techniques and design guidelines. It also represented !he
Venezuelan sense of urgency 10 impon modernity, at a ume when the possibility of reachmg
the status of a developed country in the course of a generation seemed feasible. The image of
development relied heavily on urban iconography. Foreign cities and their planning principles
were what better represented progress and the best of the universal culture.
Maurice Rotival ( 1892-1980), hired by Governor Elbano Mibelli, arrived in Carac:is in 1937.
After several months of work. the "Monumental Plan" (note that this title is pregnant with
symbolic and figurative references). prepared with the decisive contribution of the French
advisers Ro1ival and Lamben. was presented 10 the Municipal Council in 1939 and approved
in I 940. The Plan had a clear figurative scheme, with a single center as the prevailing
element of image. The city was divided into 1wo parts· a monumental center and a group of
peripheral residential developments. as ocurred in the French capital. The Plan described the
pursued image 10 this form: "The great c11y. with its pretry boulevards. parks, theaters.
gardens. clubs, etc. The outskirts. with their beautiful garden-c1t1es and their sport clubs
united to the metropolis through comfortable and beautiful anenes of rapid circulation ·2
The quest for intelligibility 10 urban development began w1th a central area conceived as a
multi-functio_nal nucleus along the Bolfvar Avenue, a monumental corridor followi ng the
east-west axis of the narrow valley of Caracas. The monumental axis, inaugurated on
December 31 , 1949. challenged the traditional concentric patlern of 1he cay by imposing a
rre?ch_ bo~leva_rd ov_e r the ~nd and system of squares that Spanish urbanism had
10s11tuuonalized JO Laun Amenca. The spine of the proposal was 1he 30-meiers-wide central
corridor runn10g from the hill of El Calvario, (where a gigantic square. a monument to Sim6n
Bolivar. and a new civic center were proposed,) lo Los Caobos Park. At each end. two sets of
diagonal roads would connect the central avenue (la1er the Bolfvar Avenue) with new
thoroughfares. With i1 propom~ns. symmetry. and archi1ec1ural homogeneity, 1he Avenue
offered a_monumental look, ~1milar to that of the Champ Elysees. 10 Paris. and Unler den
L10den, 10 Berlin. For Ro11val. an organic analogy was the reason of the immense
m1ervention: "... the creation of a spinal cordwas required. to insen the essential organism~
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there. 10 isolate and ventilate the communi1ies, to model the arteries, squares and gardens
af1er such beautiful nature: to let flow, in short, a generous blood, and to make a
hypertrophied heart beat regularly ... 3

boundancs. The new Mas1cr Plan (Pl
was prepared in 195 I and
ano Regulador), in1cnded for a populauon of 1.7 million,
legally approved plan of lhc~~~cnicd in 1952. It became 1he fir~t -•and remains the only-1> since lhc colonial pcnod.

The nch1evcmcn1 of the new physiognomy called for "...a new road plan based on a new
layout. ... 4 The Plan foresaw a specific architectural image, a new face for which the old face
had to be erased, without leaving traces. Gobcmor Mibelli, introducing the Plan, argued that
"to leave the city in its current state is to abandon it to its own decadence" and that although
the c11y "conserves the physiognomy that appeals to us so much . .. It will become an ancient
and unhealthy city.. .[unless II is modified] giving it an aspect coherent with modern
demands."5 The need for a new and modem city was reinforced by an appeal to functionalist
elements. including economics, hygiene, public interest, tourism, light, transportation. and
safety. These elements opposed, theoretically, the ornamental tendencies of trad111onal
urbanism. The new urbanism was defined as a science, equivalent "to a program of
organization and development. . .versus the mistaken idea of urbanism as a luxury, an
ornamental art which focuses mainly on erecting triumphal arches and fountains."6 This is
Adolf Loos on an urban key.

As a d1s1inc1ive pan of Ro1iv I' ·
importance of 1he Bolfvar Avenu: s inn,al agenda, lhe Plano Regulador reaffirmed 1he
of a differenl end 10 1he Aven
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However, despite the functionalist rhetoric, architectural images accompanying the plan were
closer to the tenets of Beaux-Arts urban design than to the International S1ylc. This is
apparent in Lambert's design for the Civic Center, with its monumental Congress building,
the statue of Bolivar, and the Teotihuacan-likc pyramid containing the tomb of Sim6n
Bolivar. The Central Avenue, flanked by free-standing flat-roof buildings, was probably
inspired by Berlin-Treptow, a housing development that Rotival had already praised in one of
lus more significant essays.7

Like t~e Monumcnlal Plan of 1939, lhe 1952 proposal provides some clues 10 illurruna1e 1he
evoluuon of lhe planning profession, nauonally and in1ema11onally. This ume, the influence
of_ CI_AM and of U.S. planners was no1eworthy. Ro1ival himself was revising his planning
pnnc1plc~ after his experience in the Uru1cd Stales. He was influenced by Rostow's 1heorv of
cxponcnual development, lhe planning sys1em of 1he Tennessee Valley and the new field -~ather ~bstract-: o~_geopohtics.1 2 These influences were syn1hcsizcd i~ wha1 Rouval called
orgamc planning, an approach comparing 1hc c11y and the region to living organisms. The
city, no longer allowed to resemble 11Sclf, was assoc1a1cd wi1h 01her sys1ems and organic
models. For Ro~val, "La viUe est ~,en un orgarusme vivant, avec son creur, scs artercs, Jes
flux c_t reflux d_une cuc~lauon _qui es1 un peu comme cellc du sang. (The city 1s a livmg
orgamsm, with Its heart, 1IS artenes, and a c1rcula101)' flow and rcflow which is somewhat like
lhat of blood.)" 13

The Plan of 1939 is useful to illuminate the evolution that the discipline of urbanism was
experiencing. At that time, a double transition was taking place: the shift from French to U.S.
models and from Beaux-Ans to the International Style (or from academicism to the
vanguard.) The proposal for Caracas is symptomatic of the series of changes leading from
"urban art" and "monumental urbanism" to modernist master plans and regionalism. Rotival
himself was a subject of that transformation.
Ro11val's departure to the U.S., World War II, and local events introduced changes.to the Plan
of I 939, which, although it was not carried out, provided a general guideline. for future
developments. The most important modification to the scheme was the creation of ):I Silencio
( 1941-44), a housing development located where Rotival had envisioned the new Civic
Center. The replacement of monumental buildings and spaces by residences intended for the
middle classes not only fit better the new international financial conditions, but also reflected
the more liberal political and social orientations of the Venezuelan government. El Silcncio
also introduced a more human scale, replacing what Rotival would later describe as "the
perhaps too monumental conception of the old plan."8

Lei us briefly examine some of 1hc principles which influenced, vi?. Rouval, an cnure
generation of Venezuelan planners and plans. ln a document published m the Umlcd Slates in
1947, Rotival delmca1cd some of his ideas:. m the first place, and perhaps as a result of
World War ll, planning had 10 combine dc~ocra1ic values with military strategies such as 1hc
use of dynamite and large-scale demohuon of 1hc city For Rouval. in Cold War code.
p_lanmng was "the 'intelligence func1ion' of governmen1:·14 Secondly, the region ..0011hc
city-- emerged as an csscnual planning subject. Thirdly, CIA.M's func1ionahsm and zoning
had permca1cd Rou val's model; 1he c11y was segrcga1ed into component ac11v111cs and
undc_rs1ood as ~n organism divided inlo pails or commun11ies such as 1hc neighborhood unn,
d1s1nct, subregion, and region. Finally. 1he sc1entism and 1hc fa11h in reason continued to feed
planning thought. Consequcn1ly, 1he planning process was seen as a rallonal sequence of
s1eps leading from data-analysis 10 ac1ion. Charac1eristic of 1h1s me1hodology were 1he
Cancsian diagrams representing a sequence of ra1ional s1cps. The ob1cc11ve op,:ration of 1hc
sc1enllst prevailed over 1he sub1ec1ive of 1he artist. Aesthe11c5 had emigra1ed from 1he urban
design process.

After the hiatus created by World War II, and with the advent of the Revolutionary Junta, a
a1ional Commission of Urbanismo was created in 1946. Planning moved from the local to
the national level of government. As had occurred in the previous decade, the Commission
and 1he Venezuelan government required the services of foreign advisers in urban planning
such as Maurice Rotival, Francis Violich, Joseph Lluis Sert, and Robert Moses. Rouval
returned to Venezuela in 1947. The international planner, already a U.S. citizen, had become
farruliar with orth American planning experiences such as those for Rockefeller Cen1er,
Central Park, and the Tennessee Valley. Robert Moses, at the height of his prestige as a
planner and developer, was called to prepare an Arterial Plan for the city.9

All these ideas grea1ly infused Ro1ivars work in Venezuela. Moreover. Ro1ival's
me1hodology became 1he nauonal planning approach, and was presen1ed a1 the Panamencan
Congress of Arch11ec1s and Planners, which took place in Caracas in 1955. The me1hodolog}.
lransformed by local planners and in1erna11onal advisor~. conunucd 10 be used by 1he

The first tasks of 1he Na1ional Commission of Urbanism were to prepare an updated plan and
reevaluate the Monumental Plan of 1939. Two powerful reasons behind 1hat were: a dramauc
rise m population 1hat had surpassed what had been planned; and that whereas the form_er
plan only included the Federal District. 1he popula1ed area of 1he city had spilled beyond 11s
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. .
f" b · uni"! lhe Ja1e I950s in 1he prepara1ion of many plans for
Na1ional Commission o ur an1sm I
Venezuelan ciues.
.
f hese urban roceedin°s and 1he rhy1hm of 1he incremen1 of oil
Following th er5eque~ceic!me a laborafory for 1he applica1ion of the abstract principles of
revenues, pub ic wo~acas became a transfigured landscape of highways, skyscrapers_,and
meu-opohian sThpace. h·ceciural lanouage with exceptions, was that of the rnterna11onal
shan1y1owns. e arc I
o
,
modemism.
The com lex urban and archi1ec1ural processes s~r:nmarized here show how planning
contribuiid 10 aniculate many public and priva1e dec1s1ons and 1m11a11ves _w11h regard to the
cil . In spice of many conira~icti?ns, those ~rix:esses demonstrated the will to re-create the
y al · modem fashion using imported pnnc1ples. As a result, the internal structure of the
capll m a
.
.
t d thr h
cicy experienced profound 1ransforma1ions: (he e?llre territory was co~nec e
oug
expressways, the core of !he city was recast, residential areas became mcreasmgly segregated
from other residential areas and workplaces (f?r _those w1thou1 au1omob1les. transportation
would continue 10 be a problem), a sel of specialized areas were born along new roads and
sysiems of urban transpor1a1ion, and a new pattern of land uses reflec1ed the m1e~se
differentia1ion and specialization of 1he social structure. Furthermore, the immense building
program of 1he period found in planning a framework and a narrative.
More recently, 1he plans of the 1970s and 1980s somewhat repeated the abstract ide:i.ls of that
of 1he I950s, focusing on urban u1ilities, equipments, and standards. The resulting
morphology resembles 1he homogeneity of llalo Calvino's Trudy, a place like any other place.
In 1he I990s, there bas been a return to lhe reading and operation of smaller uni1s, sectors and
collages, with a pos1modem appoach in the architectural represeniation. The mos1 no1iceable
transfonnation has been the figurative quality of the proposals, which suggest, at the end of
the century, 1ha1 the his1ory of planning and architecture in Caracas has evolved full-circle.
I An earlier version of this paper was included in: Modemitv and the Cjty: Caracas 1935-

J..2.2a, Doctoral dissertation presen1ed in the DepartmeDI of City and Regional Planning,

Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, 1996.
2 The Plan was published in 1939. A facsimile edition was published in 1985. See Concejo
Municipal de! Distrito Federal. Revista Municipal del Distrito Federal, no. I (Caracas: 1985.
First November 1939), p. 23. My translation.
3 Maurice Ro1ival, "Caracas Marcha hacia Adelante," in Carlos Raul Villanueva, Caracas en
Trcs Tjemws (Caracas: Ediciones Comisi6n de Asuntos Culturales de! Cuatricen1enario de
Caracas, 1966. First 1950), p. 181.
4 Carlos_Raul ".il_lanueva. _Caracas eq Tres Tiempos.Op. cit., pp. 21-22. My translation.
5 Conce10 Mumc1pal. Rcv1s1a Mumc1pal, Op. cit., pp. 14-15.My translation.
6 Concejo Municipal. Revjsta Munjcjpal, Op. cit., p. 19. My 1ransla1ion.
7 Maurice Rouval, "Les Grands Ensembles". L'Archi1ec1ure d'Aujourd'hui, no. 6 (June 1935),
p. 69.
~ Ro1ivat "Caracas,M_~ha hacia Adelan1e", Op. ci1., p. 173.
~egardmg r:,,toses v1s1t, see Lorenzo Gonzalez, "Modernity for Impon and Export: The
Unu~d Scates Influence on 1he Architecture and Urbanism of Caracas." CQ!lruuti, no. l l
(Spring 1996). pp. 64-77.
10 Ro1ival,_"Caracas Marcha hacia Adelante". Op. ci1., p. J8l.
l l Quoted m: Juan Jose M~in_Frechilla, Planes Pianos y Proyec1os para Venezuela: !9081958. {Apun1es para una H1stona de la Cons1rucci6n en el Pafsl. Pr6logo de Manuel Beroes
(Caracas: Univers1dad Central de Venezuela. 1994), p. 382. My transla1ion.
12 Rouval ,:"a~ calle_d "them~ of geopoli1ics applied 10 urbanism.".See "Maurice Ro1ival,
1892-1980 . L Arch11ec1ure d Au1ourd'hui no. 208 (April J980) p v
13M ·
·
'
• · ·
aunce Rot1val. "Planilication e1 Urbanisme," Urbanisme nos 82-83 (1964) p 44 My
1ransla11on.
· ·
• · ·
4
~ MyreR ~- McDougal and Maurice E. H. Ro1ival. The Case for Re~jonal Planning wj1h
peqa eerence 19 New England (New Haven: Yale Universi1y Press. 1947), p. 8.
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Edward Bennett and the 1915 Plan for Ottawa and Hull:
Creating a City Beautiful plan for Canada's capital
David L A. Gordon
School of Urban and Regional Planning,
Queen's University,
Kingston, Canada K7L 3N6
gordond@post.queensu.ca
This paper examines the 19 l 5 Report of the Federal Plan Commission on a General Plan for
the Cities of Ouawa and Hull (Holl 1915). The plan was prepared by Edward H. Bermen, 3
Chicago architect who was one oflhe le_ading ~ity Beautiful pl~c_rs o~lhe day. The pa~7;
focuses mainly upon !he plan itself, which 1s httle known, desplle 11 bemg one of Canad
first comprehensive plans.
Background to the 1915 Plan
Ottawa was nol plarmed as a national capital. II was a rowdy lum~er town with a popula!ion
of 10-12,000 when Queen Vic1ona designa1ed ii as Canada's capital m 1857. II was snll a
dreary industrial city at the tum of the century, with linle evidence of its status as Canad~'s
capilal, other than the magnificent Gothic Revival parliament buildings. The embarrassmg
stale of !he rest of the city appalled Prime Minister Laurier and several Governors General.
Laurier established the Ottawa Improvemenl Commission (OIC) in I 899 to acquire property
and beautify the city.
The OIC retained Montreal resident Frederick Todd to advise them on landscape planning.
Todd had trained in Frederick Law Olmsted 's office, and was perhaps Canada's first
professional landscape architect (Jacobs 1983). In 1903, Todd prepared a preliminary parks
plan for the national capital, which considered both Ottawa and its sister city Hull, located
across the Ottawa river in the province of Quebec. However, the OIC declined lo retain him
as a regular consul1an1. They relied on its lechnical staff for design and construction with such
poor results that various archi1cc1s' associations lobbied newly elected conservative prime
minisler Robert Borden lo establish an expert commission to plan the national capital.
The Federal Plan Committee
Borden was uncomfortable with the idea of a commission of architects, whom he could not
control. In September 1913, the government appointed a Federal Plan Commission chaired
by Herbert Holt, a prominent Montreal railway executive and Conservative party activist.
The Mayors of Ottawa and Hull were ex-officio members and other commissioners were two
Montreal and Toron10 executives and the architect Frank Darling.
The _Federal Plan Co~ ission 's . first n_iove was lo retain a consulting engineer. They
appomled E. L. Cousms, the chief engmeer of the Toronto Harbour Commission, whose
work _was well known to the Toronto based members of the FPC. The Commission
mterv1ewed two landscape architects for the position of chief planning consultant Thomas
Ma_wson of ~ngland and Boston's. Frederick Law Olmsted Jr. However. they appointed
Chicago ai:chitecl Edward Bennctl m December 1913. Canadian architects and planners
protested v1gourously.
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Edward Bennett
Despite the outcry from the disappointed local competitors, the Federal Plan Commission
bbl
ade the right choice in 1913. Edward H. Bennett (1874-1954) was one of the
~ro a Y mAmerican planners at the time, and would likely be considered the leading
,orcmos1
. E 1 d d
ed .
of the City Beau?ful in_ that era. ~ennett was, born m . ng an , e u_c at
the
proponent
Ecole des aeawc Arts in Pans and JOIDed Darnel Burnham s office m 1903. He 1mmed1ately
him in complete
proved his worth in the San Francisco plan _(1904-5), where B~am
charge of the work after a few weeks in residence, and gave him credit as co-author of the

m

kfl

plan (Draper I 982).
Burnham and Bennett's greatest collaboration was on the 1909 Chicago Plan. Burnham was
clearly the instigator and guiding force of the plan, but he again insisted that Bennett should
be given equal credit for the work. This was no mere promotion of a valued associate;
Bennett worked full time on the plan from 1906 to 1910, supervising the office and
consultants, revising reports and preparing most of the technical analyses and drawings.
Burnham, busy with a thriving national architectural practice, donated his time to the project
and prepared an early draft of the text. As an indication of Bennett' s importance in the
planning process, the Chicago Plan Commission continued to retain his services as its city
planning advisor until 1930.
Bennett set up his own firm _in _1910, 3:11d was preparing plans for Detroit, Minneapolis,
Portland and Brooklyn at the time he received the Onawa commission. In the years ahead, he
w~uld pre_pare plaris for, Denver, Buffalo, St. Paul, the New York Regional Plan, the Federal
Tnangle m Washington and _the 1915 San Francisco and 1933 Chicago World' s Fairs.
Bennett was clearly the leadmg American planner operating in the City Beautiful style
(Draper 1982)
Bennett never hid his City Beautiful influences, despite the criticism the movement endured
1
after 1910. We have a clear record of his approach to the Onawa-Hull plan fr
speech (Bennett 1914; Gordon 1997).
om an ear Y

water-colour aerial perspectives, some as large as six feet by three feet, showed bird ' s-ey e
views of the regional park system and the future central areas of Ottaw~ and Hull. A!'ler
feedback from the Commissio n and senio r federa l and municipal officials, the techrucal
drawings were modified and the text of the fwaJ report was prepared. Bermel! wrote a first
draft in early l 915, incorporating sections by Cousins on the engin cenng iss ues. It appears
that the Commissioners ordered a complete re-working of the introductory portion of the plan
to incorporate their political concerns.

Components of the Plan for Ottawa-Hull
The technical analysis underlying the plan was thoroug h and largely stood the tes t of time.
For example, the population projections indicated that the Ottawa-Hull regions would grow
from 125,000 to 250,000 by 1950. They were almost exactly correct, despite the upheavals in
the intervening years. The 1915 FPC report contained mos t of the other compo n ents
suggested for a comprehensive plan by the leading authorities of the time:
• a regional parks and forest preserves system
• a parkway and playground plan
• s treet layouts for future suburban expansion
• regional passenger and freight rai lway plans
• regional highway plans
• new plans for street rai lway lines
• utility analysis
• waterway and flood analys is
• plans for federal and municipal government buildings
• a central business d istrict plan
• a preliminary zoning scheme

t

;:C~u~o~in~ !'ghrovitoi:is
the plan r~commended separating the city into s ,x districts and
.e
e1 t 1m1t~ or each secllon of the downtown in the zoning Jan to rotect the
prommence of the Parhament Buildings in the skyline. What the 19 15 Reppo rt d. d p · l d
were any plans for housin
arf 1 1
.
1 n o t me u e
housing and street standards~•nilud:;i:;'"le~:~!:~~hg~n:io:;;. ftThe disdc~ssdions of suburban
final report.
a were e 1te out o f the FPC' s

How the Plan was Prepared

1 1
A foreign consultant preparing a master plan can ex ect orf
without an adequate local presence. The Federal Plan~ P . ~ca and technical problems
in December 19 13, headed by a Canadian en . .
~mmission opened _an Ottawa office
waterway sections of tbe plan from his T gmeer. ~ouSms prepared the railway, utility and
Hoi:ne Smit~ and Bennett. Cousins and Be.:::~l~aboc;~t:t;~e;eer:as visited by Darling,
des_,gn, zorung, parks and government buildin
I .
~d plans. All the urban
Clucago. Frank Darling made two trip t Ch"g ana ys1s was done m Bennett's office in
1
10
th
Jules Guerin to do the water-colour re:de~ng ~ag~ rev_iew ese plans. Bennett retained
1
Chicago plan. In the best tradition of the Eco~ •~ e ummous style that he used for in the
e es Beaux Arts, Bennett and his staff did a
'charette' over the 1914 Christmas h l"d
deadline.
o • ays to complete the drawings before the year-end
.
The initial output was a group of tw
1915 . . The plans included technical:;; -s_eve~ ldrawmgs hung in _an exhibition in January
and railway and streetcar traffic, but Jule;~s ~ . ,and uses_, populahon densities and growth
ucnn s rendenngs probably stole the show. His
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Implementation Provisions
The_Commissioners themselves and their advisors in the . ·1
the implementation provisions of the 191 5 I
T h Ii c1v1 service appear to have prepared
the Commission was a separate federal disJc~~r the i~ t and fo~emos~ r~commendation of
DC. The Commissioners also recommended th
e na11o_nal _capital, s imilar to Washington
comprehensive plan for the government b ·1d·
e reorg~sallon of the railway network a
U1 m gs and zonm g .
'
The Commissioners regarded the railways as the most .
plan, and they were probably correct given the
important technical problem in the
stallons. The plan recommended thai' the new
numero ~s _level crossings and multiple
complete_ control of the railway situation, and the ;ede_r~I -D1stnct Commission be placed in
a;.d terminals. Given that Herbert Holt was th cq~~1llon and control o f a ll exis ting tracks
~ is rccommen_dation w as both radical, and an _e :,res ~ ent of a p_rominent railway company
etween the railways in the c ity.
m icatton of a se nous co-ordination problem~
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......... Bennett, and the presentation techniques of Jules Guerin would be particularly important for
The Fate oftbe Federal Plan Commission Report

the plan.

· ·
rt was printed by the end of 1915, but as a result of
Th Federal Plan Comrmss1on repo
.
.
h C d ' ffi .
e .
•11
'ther widely disaibuted, nor ava1lable m bot ana a s o 1c1al
roducnon
errors
was
nei
·
O
1916
P
rt
not tabled in Parliament unlll March I ,
. It was not an
lan~a_ges. .The Threpo w:15 Europe was going badly and the Centre Block of the Parliament
ausp1c1ous ume. e war m
· d fi b ·
B ·id· b d burned in a spectacular fire the month before. The report receive a ew nef
ui_ mg~ ah
and the Federal Plan Commission disbanded. having completed its
reviews m t e press,
limited mandate.

The crincs of the City Beautiful also over-state their case on the impracticality of_the plans.
Concentrating on the luminous images of new civic centres led many observers to ignore the
technical planning which was the foundation of the Chicago and Ottawa plans. Mo5t ~f the
railway relocation proposals in the 1915 Ottawa plan we~e carried out ~ suggeSled m th:
J950s leaving an east-west limited access highway that 1s now the backbone of both th
regional expressway and transit networks.
The City Scientific critics also seem oblivious to the zorung proposals _in City Beau_tiful plans.
Bennett's zoning proposal for Ottawa was one of Canada's fir~! pubh~h~d rep~rts The City
of Ottawa implemented Bennett's suggestion for a I 10 foot height hm1t IIDmed1atel_y and this
bylaw remained as one of the few controls on downtown built form until the City finally
prepared a comprehensive plan and zomng bylaw thirty years later.

The plan quickly sank from sight in a capital transfixed by war. The conventional
explanations why the 1915 plan was 'put on the shelf include:
• the nation was focused on the war (Eggleston 1961)
• any expenditure in Onawa was diverted to rebuilding the Centre Block (NCC
1987)
• a City Beautiful plan was inapprop~ate
O~awa (Van Nus 1984; Taylor 1989)
The first two points were valid excuses for macllvity m the short term. However, the war
ended in three years, and many plans were made for improving the ~oun~ upon the return of
the veterans. Secondly, the Centre Block was rebuilt by I 925, mcludmg the new _Peace
Tower. The country was still in an expansionary mood in the rrud I920s. Why did the
federal government not proceed with the rest of the plan for Ottawa?

!o:

The criticism that the City Beautiful approach places undue emphasis on monumental civic
centres may be correct for many commercial cities, but is particularly misplaced for O~tawa.
The prominence, beauty, symbolic content and function of the capital are the pnmary
concerns of the national government in urban planning. The FPC selected a consultant who
was an expert in these fields. Bennett's appreciation of the Gothic 3:chitecture of_the
Parliament Buildings, its setting on the bluff above the river and suggest10ns of an obhque
axis along Elgin Street have been foundations of the planning of the parliamentary precinct
for subsequent decades.

A partial answer might be that the political aspects of the Commission's work _were naive,
and not conducive to effective implementation. When the Tory government fell m I 920, the
Commission had been dissolved for five years and there was nobody to advocate the plan to
the new Liberal adrninisrration. The contrast with the powerful and Jong-term promotion of
Burnham and Bennett's 1909 Chicago plan by the Commercial Club is particularly
instruc1ive here. In addition, the Federal District proposal was a complete non-starter in the
City of Hull and the Province of Quebec. They were fiercely opposed to the loss of any of
their tenilory or sovereignty.

The Holt Commission report was dogged by a parliamentary fire, a European war and poor
implementation provisions. The plan was also tarred by the ' City Beautiful' brush, which
was an inappropriate package of criticisms for this city, in most instances. Although little of
Bennett's design was implemented before his death in 1954, some of his plans live on in the
physical fabric of Canada's capital today. The 1915 Holt Commission Report deserves
recognition as one of Canada's first comprehensive plans.

Thomas Adams' opposition to City Beautiful planning was a more serious obstacle to the
1915 Plan. He was called to Canada in 1914 to act as the Town Planning Advisor to the
Commission of Conservation and remained in Ottawa for a decade. Adams tirelessly
promoted a scientific approach to plarming (Simpson 1985). The first issue of the
Commission of Conservation's journal after the FPC report was released contained a lengthy
article attacking the plan's approach (Adams 1916).
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The Legacy of the 1915 Plan
The City Beautiful movement was extensively cri1icised by contemporary plarmers and later
academic analysts. It was vigorously opposed by practitioners like Adams and the engineers
and land use plarmers who dominated plarming after 1910 in North America. In recent years,
the role of urban design in plarming has made a comeback, and some City Beautiful plans are
bemg r~-evaluat:<1 in a more positive light (Wilson 1989). Ugliness does matter, particularly
ma nat1ona_l_c~p1tal as
as Ottawa in 1913. Few patriotic citizens want an ugly capital.
Fede~ poht1c1ans and civil servants also wanted a well plarmed city for both symbolic and
practical reasons. Under these conditions, the urban design skills of a planner like Edward
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This paper summarises the core of a doctoral thesi~ that considers the history of
Western Australia's planning and development smce the begmnmg of European
settlement. To be brief. perspectives from the founding years of Western Australia are
used as a heuristic device to tease out the mam points. The analysis focuses on the
interrelationship between the changing modes of development and the particular
charac1er of different ensembles of dominant ac1ors who have consciously. and
sometimes implicitly, participated m shaping the course of development. In seeking
to weave together a broad contextual understanding of the who, the how and the why
of development decisions, concepts from regulation theory (Lip1etz 1987, Tickell and
Peck 1992) are Jinked with ideas about growth coalitions (Logan and Molotch 1987).
Local historians examining different aspects of Western Australia's development
history have provided much of the substance that is used to convey my arguments. In
many instances, key findings that were tangential to the original focus of their research
provide. in combination. the starting point for ibis analysis. To me II appears that ume
and again historians exanunmg a particular period of Western Australia's
development find evidence of coalitions of place-tied actors • both inside and outside
1he state bureaucracy • who were ac1ively involved in speculative land development
schemes. which were e11her implicitly deceitful or blatantly conupt. Here it is argued
that these were [not only) historical examples of duped investors and state sponsored
land speculation. rather, they can be more usefully recognised as recurring features
that are characteristic of Western Australia's dominant mode of development.
A central component of this argument is that the mainstay of Western Australia' s
developing economy has always been the pronuse of the wealth that access to
relatively large tracts of good quality land can provide. And, that this promise has
been symptomatically [if not systematically) propagated, bolstered. and otherwise
purposefully manipulated in order to attrac1 the necessary external labour and capital.
The origins of this pattern of development began fairly distinctively. less than 170
years ago. when a coalition of Bri1ish Government and private sector interests founded
a land investment scheme on the banks of the Swan River on the south-west coast of
Australia. It was the first such Crown endorsed free settlement initiative for over 70
years. it was to be financed by private capital. and it began a massive land alienation
process involving some 2.6 million square kilometres.
Western Australia's predominantly land based economy is primarily regulated at the
State level by an ensemble of locally dominant actors. These actors arc purposeful in
their pursuit of econorruc growth, yet subject to both physical and social constraints,
as they strive to successfully negotiate their place within national and international
regimes of capital accumulation. From a governance perspective. these actors are
understood as ' other' planners participating where they can to promote and direct the
nature of development. Moreover, as this interpretation of planning history argues.
these 'other' plru_iners have continued to shape the nature of development on many
mor~ ~rents than 1s commonly acknowledged in much of the local planning discourse.
Dec1S1ons such as those associated with the initial colonisation process. the
introduction of convicts, the creation of the wheat belt, and the urban infrastructure
improvements at the tum of the century, are all viewed as legitimate expressions of
strategic planning activities. Funhermore. long before the legislative fram::work for
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·
as created in 1928 these 'other' planners were guiding the
Town Planmng w
•
·
· h
·
sues and urban subdivisions, and otherwise regulating t e built
town
deve Iopmen I of
•
bd' · ·
·
·
t th rough the use of land use zoning codes,
requirements and
env1ronmen
. su 1v1s1on
.
similar such legislative controls and normalising social conventtons.
As a particular model of colonial development, the European settle_ment of Western
Australia marked the beginning of an economy based on 1mm1gratton and the
regulation, subdivision, and tenure of land. In 1829, ~e subdivision ?f Western
Australia began with relatively larger parcels of better quality rural land being granted
to the first investor settlers on very generous terms. The process has continued with
the subdivision of relatively smaller and poorer quality land parcels, sold for higher
prices to successive waves of migrant settlers. Ostensibly this pr~ess is regulated by
the state, and results in the extraction and transfer of an economic surplus from the
newer settlers, to the advantage of the state and the more established
landowning/development interests. Currently, an inner city example of this trend is
the exorbitantly priced strata titled apartments, which since the late I980s have been
actively encouraged by the state, developed by private interests, and eventually sold to
Asian investors. Similarly, on the suburban fringe, the state now promotes small 200
sq.m. house and land packages in areas shunned by established locals. These are
developed by mass home builders to be sold to the lower end of the first-time home
buyers, with recently arrived migrants as the target market
As a crude generalisation characterising the historical development of Western
Australia's economy, this premise identifies the 'primacy of land' as a foundation for a
relatively distinctive and modem mode of capital accumulation. Followers of the
Canadian philosopher Harold Innis draw parallels between Canada and Australia in
terms of a distinct form of British colonialism, based on pioneering the rural
settlement of territory defined as unoccupied. As Innis (1977) identifies, where the
British did recognise existing 'civilisations' such as in India and China, the path of
development focused on trade rather than territorial expansion through British
migration and settlement. This perspective lays the foundation for understanding the
emergence of a particular model of development which was largely confined to
Australia, Canada, and to a lesser extent Africa, and the west coast of the USA. In
highlighting the character of this particular model of development, Angus ( I992)
makes the following distinction;
while_prev10':'5IY 'clVlliscd' societies were colonised. reorganised and exploired rllrough
a Bnush nuhra,y:adnumstrauve class aligned with an 1nd1genous ehre, 'savage'
soc1eues were subjected 10 genocide, slavery and/or removal and confinement Their
populauons ha~e been larg~ly displaced [read alienarcd from the land) and replaced by
European 11MUgraUon, which 1n 11sclf cannor be discussed apan from the class and
ethn1c/na11onal explouation thar m01Jva1cd it (Angus 1992: 18).

As a function of what Soja (1995) has termed the triad of time, space and society, the
model of development m both Australia and Canada fostered a particular elevated role
of the state in respect to the development and regulation of the economy's primary
resource • land_- In the case of Western Australia, the Colonial Office was able, and
ev~ntually wilhng to finance the first fleet, establish the colonial administration and
mamtain regular communrcatton
· · and supply lines. Cameron's (1975) archival
'
~e~~arc~ confirms that the Colonial Office's prime motivation to invest was Captain
Irr mg s glowing account of the potential for rural settlement, and the bure.iucrat1c
.
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and public support his claims engendered Unlike the penal settlement origins of
Australia's east coasl, and unhke the pilgnm refugee seltlement on Amenca's ea5t
coast, the settlement of Wesrem Australia was from the outset a stare endorsed land
investment initiat1ve. The state would maintain control, but the investment nsk.s were
to be borne by pnvate interests.
With Stirling's arrival in Western Australia in 1829, as the appoinred Lieutenant
Governor. the establishment of the colonial administration heralded a new ocral and
spatial order for rhe pre-existing human settlement and landscape. All land west of
longitude 129 East was annexed and declared property of rhe Crown. The laws
applicable to the land, were the existing laws of England. The broader intent of these
laws, many of which originated from feudal times. promoted property nghts over the
rights of individuals. Along with the first investor settlers, St1rhng also earned the
instructions from the Colonial Office on how to subdivide and d1stnbute the land.
According to Poole (1979:220) these instructions which included land use allocations
and provisions for public buildings and roads within networks of towns, constituted
Western Australia's first town planning guidelines. More fundamentally, however, for
the new colonial order these developments institutionally and culturally enshrined the
·ownership of land' which in effect was an imposed social regulating concept hitherto
unknown to the Aboriginal people already occupying the land.
The naval officers and other officials under Governor Stirling's command and
patronage formed the first bureaucracy, and their efforts and persuasions in response
to the social and physical environment would be instrumental in shaping the new
colonial order They were agents of the Crown administrating the vast 'unoccupied'
lands of Western Australia. For these duues, they received additional compensation
m the form of land grants and salary St1rhng's First Officer, Septtmus Roe. was for
examp_le appointed the Surveyor General responsible for surveying the colony and
preparing the base maps from which to organise the d1vis1on, sale and tenure of land.
The large estates developed and held by these officer-bureaucrat fanners testifies to
the extent to which_they prospered from their positions. They simply benefited
directly from their pnv1leged relat1onsh1p in establishing and organising the colonising
mode of development.
As with the Senior Officers. the colony's leading settlers were men of means, affluent
and well connect~d (Stannage I?79· I4). However, and this 1s a key point, for the
profits to be realised and the nsks and hardships made worthwhile, it would be
e. senual for the colony to grow rapidly. Land by itself, undeveloped and
disconnected from consumer and investor markets 1s even now worth very little. As a
consequence. from the earhest beginnings of the colony's foundation , rhe officerbureaucrats and the investor settlers would share a common interest in promotin the
growt~ potential of the settlement. Indeed given the Jess than glowing reality 0~ th
colony~, agnc~ltural poten.\ial, Stirling can rightfully be considered Weste;
Australia s ~rst land boomer . Moreover, under hi patronage emerged a coalition of
pro-growth interests formed between the state bureaucracy and the settlement's Jar er
and more established land holders (Stannage J979.14).
g
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b d on land and land resource development
This coalition fostered an economy as_e tion and external capital. What is being
which in mm was ~epen~en:su:a~
uncovered was not so much a historic
added to Cameron s_theSIS.
d t sponsored land speculation. but rather for
f duped investors an sta e
. .
exampIe O
th be . . g of 'business as usual'. H1stonca1 and
.
Australia
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was
e
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·
Westem
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also points to the existence of more localised
rary empmca1 ev1 ence
. but
po
contem .
th alitions (see Greive and Tonts 1996, along the Imes of
similarly onented pro-grow co
Murdoch and Marsden 1994).
Those who are fam1·1·1ar w1'th Western Australia may be wondering how these ideas are
,
linked with the dominant features of the more standard portrayal of the States
·
omy• Foremost among these are: the .1890s Gold
• Rush,
d · the
deveIopmg econ
development of a viable agricultural sector, post war industnal ex~ans1on an . smce
the 1960s continued mineral resource development (Webb 1993, Ohver 19_95, Harman
I986). Leaving aside industrial development for the moment, 11 1_s readily_ap~arcnt
that both rural and mineral development hinges on the state regulating the d1v1S1on of
land through freehold ownership, leasing and licensing arrangements. These economic
activities are all dependent upon the subdivision of land, or more conceptually, the
subdivision of space, which, I am arguing, is the central interest of the state and a
broad coalition of private sector interests.
From a regulation theory perspective, the state's role in maintaining a stabilised land
tenure and subdivision process involves not only the creation of an appropriate
legislative framework but would also entail encouraging land investment through
infrastructure provision, marketing. technical assistance, and a broad spectrum of
complementary social regulating mechanisms. For providing these allied land
regulatory services, the state benefits through direct sales and leasing payments and
various fees, royalties and taxes. Paradoxically it is these types of regulations,
standards and conventions which commodify land and create the 'free' market for
property. Rural and mineral development also hinges on the state regulating the
division of land, or more conceptually the subdivision of space, through freehold
ownership, leasing and licensing arrangements. So yes, ' this tendency to use land and
government activity to make money was not invented in nineteenth-century America,
nor did it end there' (Logan and Molotch 1987:55).
The first false promise of Western Australia's rural potential may have been an honest
mistake, but the numbers of new settlers virtually stopped by 1830 once the truth was
known. Stirling. however, was able to retire to England in 1840 on the fortune he
made by off loading 62 000 acres of his poorer quality land to a consortium of
2
Wakefield inspired 'systematic settlers'. As Cameron (1979) notes it was ironic that
the Australind settlement failed in its first year, primarily because it fell victim to the
very 'land jobbery' that fuelled the acceptance of Wakefield 's ideas within the
Colonial Office.
There was 'jobbery' too in the 1850s when a coalition of pastoralists and merchants
still desperate for growth lobbied for convict-tied labour and capital, even though it
had already ended m the east. From a growth coalition perspective, the convict era
'Edward Wakefield was a Ame~ cconomisl who's ideas on colonial development [arguing the
~orreci ~lio of land, labour and capital) found favour in Brilain's Colonial Office in the wake of the
rcnzied and speculation apparent in the initial colonisation of Western Australia.

was distinct, as Trollope (1 873) understood when he mused that for the colony 10
grow convicts were the solution when free labour either would not come, or would
choo~e to leave once the chance arose. Trollope also recognised the chorum of local
jobbers who emerged to benefit and siphon from the pool of convict Jabour and
capital.
It was not until 1892 with the discovery of large deposics of gold near Coolgardie 600
km inland that the colony finally delivered on its promise for growth. The problem
chen became, how 10 keep the miners once che gold ended, and it was chis concern that
stimulated the wheat belt subdivisions and eventually Perth 's infrastructure
improvements. But che false promises continued, as Berry (1995) highlights in
quoting from the advertisements placed by Western Australia's State Government m
eastern state newspapers:
droughts unknown, seasons as certai n as the sun nsc...state agricultural bank the most
liberal in the world...every acre well served by exisung railways, proposed or under
construction (Tht Australasian. December 25 1909).

The other telling aspect of these advertisements is that they allude to the character and
key elements of the State's evolving growth coalition(s). The State's Agricultural Bank
was the forerunner to the Rural & Industries Bank of Western Australia (R&I) which
would continue the tradition as the State's main finance vehicle for securing both local
and international capital for land and land resource development. The heavy reliance
on subsidised transport infrastructure - first rail then later roads - would also be an
ongoing feature of the State's land sale ethos. Newspapers too, panicularly the We st
Australian, would play a key role in manufacturi ng the appropriate land development
imagery, through advertisements and editorial content.
Not all of the land development initiatives endorsed by the state were purposefully
corrupt, and perhaps the buying and selling of the potential wealth of land requires
some degree of blind faith and boosterism. While not all the powerful actors
succeeded. and not all the poorer migrants suffered through their experience, there
were/are nevertheless, clear parallels between Western Australia's stratified social and
spatial orders. Whether in the city or in the country, past or present, those who
were/are most entrenched within the land based economy have generally had the most
to say about how it is divided, and it shows.
By dispensing with contri ved distinctions that obscure a broader understanding of the
nature of planning_an_d d~velopmem. the contemporary relevance of the governance
perspect1v_e 1s that it highlights che pivotal relationship between land, state and society.
This relat1on~htp, as central 3:5 it is. was only touched on by the Commission On
Govem_ments (COG) mves11gation of the potential for systemic overnment
corrupuon m Western Australia (COG, 1996). In contrast, the argument he~ describes
a muc_h broa_der and more entrenched potential for corruption, especially in relation
10
~an?, mvolvmg a large part of the existing population - with the distinction between
b~s : victim and 'them' as perpetrator tightly intenneshed. In effect COG's brief as
oa as 11 w~s, d_id not extend far enough beyond the fonnalised tentacles '
feov:~~:;:~ytoo~:~lp1c,aate many doffithe key act~rs. of the growth coalition at the Sta~:
'
cc-space e med subs1dtar1es.
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well as finance. insurance, legal and government services. Less obviously perhaps,
the land based economy is also directly and tac1lly supported by the media,
telecommunication, tourism. and education sectors, and even a cursory exammauo_n. of
Western Australia's manufacturing sector will show that its largest corporate enttt1es
are predominantly involved in the secondary processing of land based resources minerals and energy. In effect, Western Australia's 1.8 million people are all
engaged, by degrees, in the extraction and distribu_tion of_the land based we~lth
generated through its articulation with national and mtemauonal regimes of capital
accumulation.
As Sandercock (1978:232) has said of Australia, ' land speculation is the national
hobby', but as a point of departure, there was never any 'lack of control over the
fundamental economic resource'. Rather as has been argued here, the regulation of
land was/is of central importance to the Crown, the local state, and a broad coalition
of private interests. In other words. because the State is itself direclly involved in land
speculation, as are larger and smaller commercial interests, as well as individual
homeowners, there should be no expectation that institutionalised planning can do
much other than facilitate this process. Hence, the claim that Perth' s Metropolitan
Regional Planning Scheme was simply 'a punters guide to land speculation ' (Harrison
J978: 154). From this perspective, the challenge for land use planning then becomes
how to foster growth and facilitate land development and speculation, over the long
term with fewer ecological and social losers.
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Urban planning and cultural development: the role of artist
organisations
Ron Griffiths
Faculty of the Built Environment
University of the West of England
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I. Setting the scene: cultural capital and urban revitalisation
Throughout their history, cities have been the primary centres of cultural production,
exchange and consumption. Since before they became sites oflarge scale manufacturing
industry, cities have functioned as arenas in which cultural capital is created and
deployed in the furtherance of different social purposes. The nature of the relationship
between cultural capital and the city has, however, undergone significant changes over
the last 15-20 years. In particular, there has been a profound re-evaluation, by policy
malcers, business leaders and urban analysts, of the importance of the cultural domain in
promoting urban revitalisation. Cultural processes, of many different kinds, are now
widely viewed as critical to the economic prospects and social health of cities.
This re-evaluation of the cultural domain is connected to major transformations
that have been talcing place in the role and functioning of cities. ft is now widely agreed
among urban analysts that, around the late 1970s, cities in the developed world entered
into a new phase of capitalist urbanisation. While the terms used to describe this
trarLSition vary, it has been theorised by many commentators in terms of the rise of the
post-fordist city. The notion of the post-fordist city is not without its critics, not least
because it can overshadow the differences that exist in the circumstances, problems and
res~nses of individual cities. However it does point towards a number of key fearures
which appear to mark out the contemporary urban experience. These features embrace
aspects of urban economies (deindustrialisation, flexible production, globalisation),
urban social structures (diversity, fragmentation, polarisation, exclusion}, urban
governance (entrepreneurialism, network structures, partnership), and the organisation of
urban sp~ce (specialised zones of consumption and pleasure, post-suburban edge cities.
sharper Imes of segregation).
In the context ?f the~ i~terconnected processes of change, cultural capital has
come to play an espec1ally s1gruficant role. Cultural capital can take a munbeT of
dtf:erent forrn_s. First, it exists in the form of the knowledges, skills and understandings
which ~e availabl_e among local populations. The traditions, folk wisdoms and
collec~1vely-negot'.~ted sui:vi:al strategi~ that have grown up and persisted among
mmonty comrnuru,lles, artistic c~mn:iurut_1es, and m working class neighbourhoods are
examples ~fa_city s cul~ capital m this "cognitive~ sense. It concerns the shared
of thmkmg and feehng. that. develop out of common soci·al expen·enee. Jeco
" nd. a
ways
.
c11y can possess cultural capital m the form of specifically arts based · 1·ru ·
d
b ·1 ·
ms I uons an
u1 dmgs, such as museums. theatres. concert halls and studios and the orgaru· 1•
th
run the
d ale th ·
ksa ions at
.
man m . e . e1r wor m them. Third, it can take the form of symbols and
images about a city, its people or its history. These can be positive or negative.
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become a key element of economic activity in many sectors o pro ucllon. 1s 1s most
evident in the case of the so-called "cultural industries". This term gained prominence in
the work of the Greater London Council in the 1980s, where it was part of an attempt to
shift the focus of arts policy away from high art, and to emphasise the economic and
cultural importance of the more commercial forms of cultural production, such as film,
TV, music recording, multimedia, advertising and design. More recently, some urban
analysts have broadened the debate by pointing to the role which cultural capital plays in
creating conditions for innovation and creativity in production more generally. This is
linked to the general tendency for the symbolic, or design, content of production to grow
as part of the switch to flexible production and away form mass production (Lash and
Uny 1994). This gives advantages to places which can capitalise on their distinctive
cultural attributes through their industrial and business activity (Scott 1997).
In spite of their differences, consumption-oriented and production-oriented
approaches both involve using culture to assist economic development. In both, culture
is seen primarily as an economic asset. But they do not exhaust the possibilities. Some
cities have also discovered, or rediscovered, other ways of mobilising cultural capital
and cultural processes in the service of urban revitalisation, but with the focus on
fostering social integration, or social sustainability, rather than promoting economic
development. Underlying the integrationist approach is a recognition that social
exclusion often has a cultural dimension: an important part of the experience of
exclusion is a weakened or non-existent sense of identity and pride. A key step in
integrating excluded populations into the social mainstream, therefore, is to assist them
to find their voice, to validate their particular histories and traditions to establish a
collective identity, to give expression to their experiences and aspirations to build If
confidence. For this purpose, various kinds of cultural activity (writing, O:usic, ~
photography) have been found to be effective (Kelly 1996, Landry et al 1996).
. . ~e realm of culture has, then, become increasingly central to processes of urban
rev1~1sa_11on. But what has this meant for artists and other culture sector workers? The
~wmg unportan~e now attached to culture in the revitalisation of cities might seem to
imply that the enVlronni~nt has become a more supportive one for artists and other
creative workers. In real1~, however, while recent changes have undoubtedly opened u
new opporturuues for artists and given an additional le<titimacy and credib"l"ty t
• _P
and
ti
d
.
.
.,.
1 1 o art1sttc
crea ve en eavour, the relationship between artists and the city has been and
commue~to~· a very complex one. The aim of this paper is to explore som; as C
this relauonship. The next section discusses some of the force ffi . th
pe ~ of
starus_ of artists and considers how artists have responded, foc:~n;~t~n!e ~;conom1c
expenence. One of the most striking res
. .
other countries, has been the growth of
ce1:21n_ly in the.UK but seemingly also in
~ese organisations have been active in cr::.:i~rg::;uons of d1ffe_rent kinds. Many of
m marginal, devalorised parts of cities. Some th s~~s '.or hvmg an~ workmg, often
ese miuatives are considered in the

:;:.nses,
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third section of the paper. In the final section some conclusions arc noted about the
implications of these initiatives, for cities and urban planning.
2. The economic status of culture sector workers

The culture sector, of which artists are a part, is a highly diverse one. One aspect of thts
diversity is the extreme variation in income levels. The rewards earned by the highest
earning designers, performers and artists can be spectacular, and it is possible for well
paid careers to be achieved in some segments of the culture industries, such as
jownalism, TV, graphic design and advertising. But for the majority of musicians,
artists, actors and others working in cultural markets, the prospects of making a decent
living from cultural production are very uncertain. Recent studies in the UK have
confumed the generally low level of incomes among artists. A 1996 study found that
62% of artists earned less than £10,000 a year, while other surveys have indicated that
the trend during the early 1990s was a downward one: "In 1990/91 , the average income
for artists was the equivalent of eighty-five percent of the national average gross income;
by 1994/95 the percentage had decreased to seventy-one" (Jones 1997 p.14). This
deterioration has occurred over a period in which a number of initiatives have been
introduced with the intention, in part, of improving the financial prospects for the arts
and artists. A case in point concerns the Arts Council of Great Britain's enthusiastic
promotion of percent for art schemes to fund public art projects. By the early 1990s a
number of agencies had been established by arts funding bodies with the specific
purpose of stimulating public art, and several local authorities had employed specialist
officers to take forward public and environmental art provisions in different fields of
local authority activity. However, this does not so far seem to have achieved any
substantial improvement in the material opportunities for most artists and craftspeople
(Jones 1997).
The UK national lonery, which commenced operation in November 1994
undoubtedly constitutes the single largest new source of funding for the arts in Britain in
recent years. 11_~ expecte~.to make availabl~ approximately £250 million per annum
to_each ~ffive good causes (arts, sports, national heritage, charities and celebrating the
mdlenmum) over the c~n~ seven year licence period. Arts lottery funding is
channelled through the eXJsttng Arts Council apparatus, with the Arts Council of
~ngland (A~E) r~sponsible for distributing by far the largest share. By the start of 1997
11 had committed itself to grants in excess of £620 million, with the four largest be" r,
London-bas~d ~rfo~ing arts institutions. The overwhelming emphasis in lottery~ or
~ts _on bu1ldmg proJects, rather than revenue support programmes reflects the
gu1d~lmes on lottery spending established by the government. Like ~ther lone
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Other factors have also had a negative impact on the economic status of artists in
the UK. The shrinkage of part-time teaching opportunities in art schools has ~~re _or less
removed what has traditionally been a key part of the support structure of artistic life.
Changes in social security rules announced in 1997 are likely to have an even greater
impact. The benefits system has acted as an unofficial funding mechanisms for the arts
for more than 20 years. Young artists and musicians have been able to take advantage of
the flexibility in the system to keep above the breadline during that vital early period in
their careers when they are developing skills, establishing their expressive Styles,
building contacts and finding markets. But this will change later this year, when changes
to the so-called "jobseekers' allowance" are introduced. Benefits will be withdrawn after
six months, with recipients required to join training schemes or undertake environmental
or social care tasks. A further factor is that recruitment to the arts field has continued to
grow, despite the poor economic prospects. As the pool of people competing for work
and incomes from cultural production and exchange has expanded, the difficulties which
individuals face in making a living have correspondingly increased.
As can be seen, the economic and social status of artists and other culture sector
workers has, over the last 10 years or so, been affected by a complex set of forces. At the
city level, the role that the cultural realm can play in urban revitalisation has received
increasing recognition in official quarters, and this has created a new source of
legitimacy for the work of artists of all kinds. Prestigious new venues for the
performance and display of art :works have come into existence, and cultural
'"ingredientstt have been used to give added value to development schemes of many
kinds. But while the level of rhetorical support for the culture sector has grown and the
physical infrastructure of cultural life has been visibly upgraded, improvements in the
material conditions of culture sector workers have so far been much less noticeable. ln
this context, artists have had to use their inventiveness to devise new survival strategies
and support structures. They have been obliged to acquire more sophisticated
entrepi:eneurial and business skills, and to turn their energies towards thinking up new
s~tegies_ to get themsel ve~ and their work noticed. An important part of the response by
vis~ artists to th~ more ~ffi:ult circumstances of the 80s and 90s has been the growing
pro~ence of artist o~g~satJons and collectives. The adoption of collective ways of
working rep_resents a s1~cant departure within the visual arts community. Unlike, say,
the performing arts of music, dance and drama, which naturally lend themselves to
~ollective practices, the dominant tradition among visual artists bas been to work
m~ependently, as solo prod_uce~. But the force of economic circumstance has led many
artJs~ to band together, mainly m order to share costs. The rise of collective modes of
~orking has undoubtedly had ~portant implications for artistic practice. The question at
1ssu~ _for this paper 1s whether It has also had important implications for the functionin
of c111es and the use of urban space.
g
3. Artist organisations and the re-use of urban space

Artist organisations differ widely in terms of size origins range of 1· · ·
hil
h'
•
,
ac 1v1ues
P osop 1cal seance, objectives and organisational structure We h Id th '~
bed
. .
.
s oo
to:n rawn too readily mto generalisations about them. However, it is possible to point
ards certam widely shared characteristics. First, they tend to embody what has been

==~

tenned a "lifestyle" philosophy: an emphasis on pursuing a creauve mode of life. A
second feature is what Jones (1997) refers to as "site specificuy". a concern to respond

artistically to the characteristics of particular locales and environments. Tlus connects to
a third characteristic shared by many artist organisations: creating an engagement with
local populations on a long-tenn basis. This is something that goes beyond "audience
development" as conventionally conceived (ie as a quantitative issue, increasing the size
of the audience). It is a relational matter, of redefining "what constitutes ·an audience'
for the visual arts and, perhaps more significantly, the nature and direction of the
exchange berween these people and artists" (Jones 1997 p.4).
While not all artist organisations have been buildings-onented, many have been
concerned with creating new spaces in which to carry out the business of cultural
production. These spaces have typically been m marginal, devalorised areas within cities
• redundant dockside buildings, disused warehouses and factories, low rent
neighbourhoods. Space within them has been in plentiful supply as a result of factors
such as the deindustrialisation of cities and the movement of harbour functions to more
deep-water locations. Artist organisations have been drawn to such areas mainly out of
economic necessity, because such places offer the prospect oflow or negligible rents.
But functional and aesthetic factors have also come into play. The large uninterrupted
floor areas typical of industrial buildings offer enormous scope for conversion into
studio spaces. Such buildings often also have striking architectural features derived from
their fonner industrial uses that can be incorporated into the new workjng and living
spaces, and even into the artworks made in them. In addition, the buildings are often
located in wild and hostile environments that offer a strong challenge to the creative
unagination. The existence of cultural residues from histories of industrial labour, social
struggle and population movement can also contribute to the creative potential of these
environments.
Many of Europe's capital cities have examples of run-down districts that have
been given new life following occupation by groups of artists. In London, for example,
the East End district of Shoreditch in the Borough of Hackney is now said to be the
epicentre of the highest concentration of artists in western Europe. Harbour cities have
also been a favoured location for artist groups. A recent study by an Amsterdam-based
co~~u_m _of artists known as the IJ Industrial Buildings Guild reported on a range of
arust 1TUt1auves to occupy redundant industrial buildings in a number of harbour cities
including Dublin, Bri~tol, Szeczin and Amsterdam (Buchel and Hogervorst 1997).
'
One of the maJor challenges that these initiatives have had to deal with has been
to find suitable o~ganisational models for coping with an extremely difficult set of
demai:i~: eqwppmg n~w working and living spaces, in often harsh environments, on
very hrruted funds, while at the same time keeping alive an artistic vision. This has 001
~e~ an easy task, but the lessons they have learnt may have a wider applicability and
s'.gn1ficance, especially in a the context of current debates about sustainability and the
city. :mee cases, from Amsterdam and Bristol, can be used to illustrate the rang 0 f
expenence.
e
Her Veem, Amsterdam· self-management model; sweat equity.
Y-Tech Foundation. Amsterdam • more commercially-based model· se

users from management.

'

·
parauon of

Artspace, Bristol - self-management·, lottery grant obvi·at·mg sweat eqmty.
·
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4_Concluding comments
· I d · ·1· u·ves to make spaces for cultural production reveals,
.
sa
'ffi
fmobilising the cultural capital of the city from those that have
way o
. •• •
" th .
perhaps· a. d1 erent
• th
period But how significant are these 1mllat1ves ,or e city
·
.
been dominant m e recenI
H
· ht the city gain from them? Several potential benefits can be
.
m general? ow m1g
.
. . th . .
.
th can play an important part m re-urbarusmg e city. creatmg urban
.
•
·
b
suggested . First. ey
. • that are ·melusi·ve, diverse and unpredictable, making
connecuons . etween . .
distncts
. .
n
and
cultural
consumption
and
av01dmg
the
monofuncuonal stenhty
.
culrural produc tio
'
. .
.
.
·
· ted culture zones and the islands of high mcome gentnficallon.
of the tounst-onen
.
.
· t as they succeed in establishing the kinds of creative engagement with
Second ' msotiarns that many have sought to achieve, they can contn'bute to the b u1'Id'mg
local popula o
· · Third th
' bl
.
·nable self-aware and self-confident commuruues.
, ey can poss1 y point
f SUStal
o
'
·
d
I
fb
'Id'
the way towards alternative organisational models, and alte~l!ve mo _e s o u1 mg
d management, that can be adapted by other agencies of housmg renewal and
·
des1gn an
f fi d' ·
· ·
economic revitalisation. Fourth, there is a greater prospect o . m mg un~gmat1ve ".'ays
to re-use the structure and fabric of old buildings, and keep alive the social memones

Thi ccount of artist- e 101 1a

embodied within them.
But it is important to avoid any romantic view of artist organi~ti~ns as an
incipient urban social movement. The presen~ of ai:iist group~ can ~tve nse to.
antagonistic relationships with other local res1dents_Just as easily as 11 c'.111 provide ~-new
energy for inclusive community building. It is also important to recogruse the frag1hty
and vuJnerability of artist-led initiatives to re-use urban spaces. In the context of a
capitalist land market, success can quickly become self-destructive, as marg~ districts
suddenly become marketable and increased rental values make the newly acquued
spaces unaffordable to artists. The question for urban planners is ~ow_to work with artist
organisations so that the benefits can be captured and the destrucUve IIIlpact of land
markets circumvented. One of the preconditions for this is knowing what artist
organisations are trying to achieve, and understanding how they work.
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FROM REPUBLICANISM TO EUROPEANISM - LEGAL MILESTONES IN
THE EVOLUTION OF THE IRISH PLANNING SYSTEM ANALYSED
Berna Grist
Department of Regional and Urban Planning,
University College Dublin,
Richview, Clonskeagh,
Dublin 14, Ireland.

Introduction
The objective of this paper is to examine the legaJ landmarks in the development of the planning
system in the Republic of Ireland. Plann ing is a creature of statute, in that theories and
techniques may be international but their effectiveness depends on the statutory framework
within which they operate. Bad legislation inevitably leads to poor planning, whereas an
objective yet flexible system can assist in both the promotion of growth and the protection of
the environment.
During the 800 years of colonial occupation. a pattern developed whereby an Act would be
passed in respect of Britain and, some S- 10 years later, a corresponding Act would be passed
for Ireland - albeit in an amended form to take account of the very different political and sociaJ
situations. In this way, by 1922 when independence was achieved, a system of local
government based on a network of county councils and similar to that in Britain had been
established for over two decades.
Like _most colonies, the economy was undeveloped. A lack of natural resources, a peripheral
locatJon m the North Atlanuc off the west coast of Europe and neutrality during the Second
World War kept Ireland insulated from the post-war economic revival until the early 1960's.
The Local Government (Planning and Deve_lopment) Act of 1963 gave Ireland its planning
sys~em. This was partly modelled on the Bnush Town and Country Planning Act of 1947. a
logical appro~ch insofar as the local authonues m Ireland would be responsible for pl anning, as
were their Bnush counterparts: Howe ver, _the 1947_Act had been designed to cope with strong
dev_elo~ment pressures m a highly urbanised society. There was a significant urban/rural
dJY1de m terms of mcome and soc1aJ outlook between the area around the capital city, Dublin
(on the east coast) and the rest of the country. In the more prosperous eastern region.
pressures for development resul_ted in a recognition of the need for some level of regulation but
controls_appeared superfluo~s m the more remote rural areas, wh ich continued to eitperience
econonuc stagnauon and enugrauon.

Lash S. and Urry J. (1994) Economies ofSigns and Space, London: Sage

Small _farmers, only_a ~enera~on away from the tyranny of colonial land tenure, were aggrieved
at the idea that restnct1ons might be imposed on the improvements they could afford to make to
their freehold land. Planmng was resented or ignored in rural Ireland in the I 960' s and on]
came to be accepted as a necessary evil dunng the I 970's and 80' s whe n indust
development began to spread throughout the island.
n

Scott A. ( J997) "The cultural economy of cities" International Journal of Urban and
Regional Research. 2 1(2) 323-339

The Role Of The Constitution

Landry C. et al (I 996) The Art of Regeneration: Urban renewal through cultural
activity, Stroud: Comedia

ortorgOJ d oc

·J

In I 9_2 1.. the Irish State was recognised by Britain in a Treaty which gave Ire la d th
cons11ru11onal status within the British Empire as the Commonwealth of Aust n r
s~e
follow mg year, the fledgling Irish parliament enacted the Constitution of the Irish ;~e~a State, t~

of
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this Constitution, the legislature was stated to consist of the
wluch the Treaty was annepxed._ In was made for a representauve of the Crown, called th
Kin and two Houses. rov1s1on
e
Go~!mor General, and for an oath of loyalty•
. . was amended extensively, at first to smooth wrinkles in the new
The. 1922 Consuruuo; 1932 onwards, the focus was on _the removal of the symbols of the
adIT11nistratJO~~utto as decided in 1937, to make an enurely new consurut1on which would
Commo:ea ·alt
in Irel~d's relauonship with Britain. Although Ireland was not
~~ \iate~n~~ be: republic (a deliberate policy omission tg. take account of the aspiration of
c el
Northern Ireland in the State at some furure date) • the Crown was replaced by an
mc ucdng d t and the people were declared to be the basis of all governmental authonty
e1ea pres• en
Co . . 'tself
,
including the authority to enact the nsutuuon • .

\:'non

l

While the "sole and exclusive power of making law~for the State" was vested in the Oir~achras
(national parliament), the enaconent of any law which ~ould be repugnant to the Constitution
was rohibited. To safeguard against error, both the High Court and _the Supreme Court were
em~wercd 10 invalidate Acts of Parliament _br reference to _the _pnnc1ples of the Constitution.
This constitutional power vested in the JUdiClat)'. an_d w)e ng1dity of the document Itself arc
singularly "un-British" features of the 1937 Constitution .
Articles 40 and 43 contained extensive protection for the right to _the priv~~ o"."nership of
property, a completely new element which had had no corres~nding provmon in the 1922
Constitution. Partly inspired by Catholic dogma and_~artly tn rcsp~mse to _the perceived
dangers of socialism and co~u~ism, these arucles proh1b_n ~ the aboh~on of pnvate property
as an institution, while recognmng that the State r,iay ~limit ~e ex~rc1se of pnvate property
rights by law in the interests of the 7ommon good1 . This seemingly innocuous provision was
to have a major impact on the planrung system.
The 1947 Town and Country Planning Act had effectively nationalised development rights and
their associated valuesm. If permission to develop was refused, no compensation was payable
for loss of the development value of the land. The 1963 Planning Act had to be drafted in the
light of the rights to private property guaranteed in the Constitution, however, and these rights
of course included development rights. Consequently, extensive provision was made for the
payment of compensation. With very limited exceptions (principalJy refusals on traffic safety
sanitary or other public health grounds) if the value of an interest of a landowner was reduced
as a result of a refusal of permission or a grant subject to onerous conditions, the landowner
was entitled to be paid compensation. Ronan Keane, now a judge of the Supreme Court
expressed the opinion that without these provisions for the payment of compensation
'
"the constitutionality of the far reaching interference with property
rights which the Acts permit would be in question'.<6J_

That the leg(slature ~as correct to be concef!led about the constitutionality of the J963 Plannm
Act w~ quickly ~v1dent. The Act came mto force on I October 1964. In March 196i
proceedin_gs were 1ssu~d by a n~~be~ of pr~perty owners in Dublin city centre, claimin th;
po~ers given to planning authonues m relauon to development plans were unconstituti~ al
This challenge was un~uccessful, largely because the High Court found that the legi I ti ~-ci
not exclude ~ompens~?n for the refusal of permission to construct buildings on un~!v~~~d
land, except m very hmned circumstances based on the "exigencies of the common good',m
The operation of the planning system developed very much in the shadow of th·
d
th
High_Court judgement. In the Viscount Securities case it was held that is an fuanf /r
pe~ss1on to build houses on land zoned for the further d;velo men
. a re sa or
hab1hty for compensationt•>. After this second decision in 1976 ~ere : of agnc~lrualre created a
among developrneut industry advisers that an
h
•
as a gra u awareness
compensauon claim, even if it failed to lead to a Y p~rc. as\ of land could lead to a vahd
awareness among planners that every d pemuss1on or _housing. There was a similar
ec1s1on was bemg made in a climate of
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"compensat1on-111s•·. This set a very low value indeed on the prov1s1on~ of democraucally
adopted development plans
In the mid J980's, a more environmentally conscious pubhc began to become aware of the
magnitude of compensat1on claims. The much pubhc1sed payment by Dublm County Council
of £2m compensation to a property company, Grange Developments, after a vigorously
challenged claim, aroused considerable oppos111on to what was perceived as "un;ust
ennchment" of pnvate developers out of pubhc funds. Planners and lawyers began asserting
the opm1on that a change to the Planning Acts, elimmaung payment of compensauon m respect
of developments contravenmg the zoning provisions of development plans. could be Justified
in constituuonal terms. The argument was made that a development plan, which provides for
the control and encouragement of development benefiung the commun_ity. represents the_
embodiment of the "common good" and that limiting the nght to develop m contravention ot
such a plan was jusufied without compensaung the landowner for loss of the development
value of the land in quesuon. This represented a fundamental shift m arutude from the preeminent position given to every aspect of the nghts of landownership m the early, post-colomal
period. Interpretauon by the Judiciary, of course. reflects the changing standards of society.
Judicial indicauons that recons1derauon of the consututlonal parameters bmdmg the plannmg
system were a possib1hcy'" gave the legislature the imperus necessary to enact the 1990
Plannmg Act.
·
The extensive hst of non-compensatable grounds for refusal contamed m this Act mclude the
reason that a development would matenally contravene the zorung prov1s1ons of the
development plan. An exarrunauon of the full list indicates the increased importance of the
development plan as a basis for the restncuon of property nghts. In fact, post 1990, the odds
are "heavily stacked against the recovery of compensauon" by mdiv1duals whose development
amb1t1ons are frustrated by a decision of the plarmmg authonty.°Ol Restnct1ons which would
have been neither poht1ca1Jy nor const1tuuonally acceptable m the I 960's were generally
welcomed 1990 and no legal challenges have been made in respect of the prov1S1ons of the
1990 Planning Act

m

State Exemption from Application of Statutes
Decisions of the High Court and Supreme Court between 1922 and 1963 md.tcated that one
aspect of the royal prerogauve, the nght of the Crown not to be bound by starute
I
expressly or impl!c1tly referred to m the statute concerned was accepted as h
un esds
·m1o and',or.the be nefiu of the new stale.111 1 As a consequence,
•
avmg
survive
in the J963 Plannin A
h·
local authont1es carrying out development m their own funcuonal areas we
g ct, ; •le
planning contro1<12•, no specific menuon was made of an exem uon ~ S
re exempt rom
were requ1re_d, however, to "consult" with the relevant planmig auth~ntytate;uthonues which
84 c~nsultauons, this procedure was understood and accepted to be the
nown as sect1on
pemuss1on in the case of developments by the State (
tem~~ve lo planning
Commissioners of ~bhc Works). Indeed, the guidance •~su!~v~m~!nt rrumsters and the
Defipanment of Local
Government to planrung authonues on the mtroducuon of the 1963 Ay
Cl spec1 1cally Slated

ai'

'The ~ct does not apply to State authonues
A
d
they will not require to obtam permission fro;;; ·~......
ccor mgly,
pnor to carrying out development".m>
plannmg authonty
In 1989, the Comm1ss1oners proposed to build two v
sites of outstanding natural beauty i:i the w· kl
isitor centres (1nterpre1auve centres/ at
(Mullaghmo~e), which proved to
very c~~tr~:ers~~untains (Luggala) and Co. Clare
successfully m the section 84 consultation procedure th W klThe Commi s1oners engaged
and started building, only to be legally challenged b w~
ic ow and Clare County Councils
the Commiss1one~ were obliged 10 apply for plany· 0 ~ector~ 1be Supreme Court held that
exemption, which was inseparable from its ongin m:;.! trm1ss1on because the rule of State
m
rown prerogauve, had not survived

be'
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.
As section 84 did not refer to an exemption for State
actmcnl of the I937 Consuruuon.
. <1•>
the en
. d.1d not create any such excmpuon.
.
authonues, II
uld have to apply to local authorities for P!ann 10g penrussion
That government dep~en~ shoh.ft . political anirudcs. At the foundation _of the State 10
represented another _mtcresung s ! ;;d basically as administrative agencies of central
I922, local authonues were vie mment 10 submit any project to local government for
govemment"ll and for central ~~:kable. Obviously, some adjustment to the Planning Acts
assessment would have been un al hereby the State alone among developers would have
was necessary to remove the anomltiti:n before applying for planning pennission. The Local
to go through a proc_edure ~~!fo ment) Act, 1993, was enacted to regularise the situati?n
Government (Planning an .
P m developments such as pnsons, courthouses, police
Regulations _made unde~this/:C,;:Seof~ational security or connected with the business of the
de
nts. In these regulations, developments by local
stations, milllary b:irrac an
Oirea~h_tas or S!'CC:.d ~ ve~;:ti~nal~ while remaining exempt from the obligation to
authonues within 1! 0 n
made amenable to public scrutiny through a procedure of
.
. •
· h
ad
· plannmg perm1ss1on were
0bt~
.
d
I ·'
The Irish planning system s10ce its mcepuon as m e good
pubLi_c _nouce an _ consu ~~ii1~ement but it is arguable that this _particul~ opening up of the
prov1s1on for third partyld not have taken place without the incenuve provided by the Howard
plannmg process wou
case.

t

The Influence of European Law
Ireland joined the European Economic Co~unity (_as it was then) in 1972. The ~uropean
Economic Community came into existence m 1957 with the Treaty o~ R~me, changed its n~
to the European Community in 1986 ~d ~ the European Umon m 1993. Changes m
nomcnclarure may be viewed as reflecung closer links between the ~pie of Europe or llgh_ter
control by Brussels on the activities of Member States (see_ Specwl Areas of Conserva_/lon
below). One result of accessio~ to_Europe has been that, 10 areas cove~ed by the ~anous
European treaties, ~ur?pean leglslaove measures take precedence over Irish domestic law,
including the Consuruoon.
Europe has been a major source of environmental legislati?n in the _form of Dire7tiv~, w~ich
must be transposed into the law of Member States by naoonal parl!aments. Whil7 D~llves
are binding as to results to be achieved, they can be implemented 71ther by amend10g ex.ist10g
laws or by establishing new starutory procedures. The most important, 10 terms of the
development of the Irish planning system, was the Directive on ~e Assessn:ient of the Effects
of Certain Public and Private Projects on the Environment. Envtronmental tmpact assessment
(EIA) is a procedure which ensures the likely effects of a proposed project on the en~ironment
are examined systematically prior to the commencement of development, thereby nuugaung or
avoiding any significant adverse effects. The actual term is taken from the U.S. Nauonal
Environmental Policy Act of 1969. It is important to stress that the EIA process is intended to
fonn pan of, rather than pre-empt, the decision-making process.
As the Insh economy grew and industry spread throughout the island in the 1970's and 80's,
so did an awareness that development can result in environmental degradation. An Foras
Forbartha (The National Instirute for Physical Planning and Construction Research), in a
review of the operation of the planning system between 1963 and 1983, identified "the
protection of the narural and the built environment" as an objective which planning was
expected to address. This was the only new objective it was felt necessary to add to those set
out by the Minister for Local Government in his statement introducing the Planning Bill to the
Oireachtas in 1962 6>. An anemp, had been made in 1977 to require the submission of an
:·environmental study'' ~ part _of any planning application for a potentially polluting trade or
mdustry, the cost of which rrught be expected to exceed £Sm. This proved unworkable in
practice and it was not until the EIA Directive was implemented that the environmental

°
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crune to be given adequate and umely
dimension of employment-creaung proJects
consideration.
.
988
d I land somewhat tardily, grafted
The Directive came into force m July, I
an re 1990 An environmental impact
environmental impact assessment onto the planmng process 10 f . of the proJCCts listed m
statement must be submHtcd as pan of the planmng appbcauon or any
an a hcauon As
the I989 EIA Regulations and frulure to include this statement 10valr'date; cor:J:mumry this
regards public percepuon of what plan! nmg touliasbegivde~n;lan~~rs : more cen~J and
enlargement of the development contro proce ure
relevant role for the l990's
f N al H b't tS and of Wild Fauna and Flora (the

~1~~u~~:C~~t~~~c~~

~ :bf~C:g~~~~v/)eh~o;i:;2:::t?~ ~e :O~men: df~e
~dc~~:;::J
development plans. This amb1uous Dtrecuvc 15 10len
s a,;'d arumal 1 !ant species. It
00
protection agrunst transboundaryfthrcatS
mrotected areas a~ross all Member
provides for the establishment o an eco ogic
,
States, to be known as Special Areas of Conscrvauon (SAC s).

t J\~::r~

From February 1997, planmng authonues have been required to include obJecUve~,l,n ~~~
urban and rural development plans for the protecuon of Special ~eas of Conservauon •
is the first umc since t 963 that the obiecuves 11 1s mandatory to mclude m de~elopment plans
have been expanded. The provisions relating to the granung of planning penmss1on have al~o
been amended 10 ensure cons1derauon 1s given to the impact of any development on S~C s.
normally but not exclusively by means of environmental impact assessment. Most SAC s arc
in rural areas but some esruanne sites can reach into towns.
Under European and Insh law, deqelopments threatening the wildlife im_portance of SAC's ~ill
not be allowed, whether these mvolve a conunuauon of darnagmg farming practl~s, changmg
farming pracuces (e.g. dramage works lo margmal land) or the carry10g out of bu1l_d10g works
Most Special Areas of Conservauon are in the lughly scenic but econonucally disadvantaged
south and west of the country. These arc areas of small fanuly farms, high emigrauon and low
incomes. The agnculrural cornmumty has been vociferously concerned about the 1_m paa of the
Dll'ective on thelJ' ability to derive a bvehhood from their lands. As E~o~an legislauon ~cs
precedence over even the Constiruuon, they cannot ~e~ thclJ' cons~tuuonal p~operry nghtS
against des1gnauon of SAC's. Under the Habnats D1recuve, all pracuces on designated farms
can be controlled by the State. which has to have regard to the stncrures of the European
Commission 10 the ongoing 1mplementauon of this far reaclung D1recuve • the first intrusion by
Brussels mto the control of land use within Member States. Some affected farmers have asked
if the fruits of the colonial struggle have simply been handed back to Europe.

The "Celtic Tiger"
This, however, would not be a widely held anirude. Ireland has been a maJor net bencfic13!)
from various European funds and the Insh arc. m general. enthus1asuc Europeans. The tcnn
Celric Tiger is a metaphor used to draw anenuon to the s1milanues between the recent strong
growth in the Insh economy and that of South East Asian countnes m the early 1990's. One of
the results of this prospenty has been that pressure for development is intense. Both planners
and the planning system arc hav10g difficulty coping with the demands placed on them

Conclusion
A maJor review of the Planning Acts by the Minmer for the Environment commenced 10 late
1997 and amendmg leg1slauon 1s expected someume this year This review has been partly the
result of the voracious appcute of the Celtic Tiger for more and more development land. but it
287
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.
tion for over 30 years needs to be examined and, if
cannot be denied that a system m opera
necessary, updated.
. • ·tiating various statutory amendments over the last
The courts have played a significant roThle_m tm -1 will be the tum of the legislature to ensure
.
d
bove
1s
1
three decades. as d1scusse a
d 0 f theume
2 1st century in Ireland.
planning is adapted to meet the nee s
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Science and the Stuff of Life: Modernism and Health in Inner London
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This paper addresses the relationship between modernist architecture and health in
Britain in the 1930s. This grew out of a concern for the patterns of ill-health generated
by dark, insanitary and cramped areas of the Victorian indus~al city, and from the
concurrent belief in the health-giving benefits of the new architec~e - most notably
natural light, fresh air and sanitary design. There was a clear •?terplay between
modernism and health. In part. this was functional - the hyg1emc benefits of
minimalism the free circulation of air and sunlight - but this functional relationship
acquired s~bolic resonance. Patrick Abercrombie (1939, p.xii) claimed that the form~
and Jines of modernism were "in an indefinite way connected with the cult of fitness
and modernism became the symbolic language for many gymnasia. seaside lidos, and of course - laboratories and hospitals. Countering this ' technical' understanding of
functionalism, however, was a naturalistic and organic one. For Lewis Mumford
modernism signified the biotechnic age: "'living' in architecture means in adequate
relation to life. It does not mean an 1m1tat1on in stone or metal of the external
appearance of organic form : houses with mushroom roofs or rooms shaped like the
corolla of a flower. It was not flowered wallpaper that was needed in the modem
house, but space and sunlight and temperature conditions under which living plants
could grow.... In short: a physical environment that responded sensitively to the vital
and p ersonal needs of the occupants" (Mumford, 1938, p.412). In this paper I want to

consider some of these issues by looking at architecture and health in inner London in
the inter-war period, and specifically at two buildings which are both landmark
buildings in the history of British modernism but which are both associated with health.
They are both health centres, in fact - the Pioneer Health Centre in Peckham (I 935)
and the Finsbury Health Centre ( 1938).
The fact that they are both modernist
landmarks, I will argue, is not merely a coincidence, but there are significant differences
between the two. These are not so much in terms of their link to those narratives about
health but, rather, in the ideological or social visions they sustained and embodied.

The Pioneer Health Centre
The Pio~eer Health Centre (PHC) was founded in 1926 by George Scott Williamson (a
path?log1st) and Inn~s Pearce (a General Practitioner) as an experiment in preventive
med1cme and m farmly and community support. They argued that 'health ' had to be
sep~a_ted from 'di~ease', and the generation of health separated from the practice of
mcd1cme. They pointed to what they saw as the debilitating character of modem urban
hfe and a ?eneral ab_sence of "wellness•· in the working population. That Jack often
went ~onced until _it became pathologised as ' illness'. Pearse and Williamson argued
that society was paying huge attention to the unhealthy at the expense of health: "We
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'
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.
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edi .
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understanding ~ um and Williamson rejected the her tanan stance o e
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, sterilisation of the unfit, and stressed the
.
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eugerucs moveme_n
_"We cannot.. but regret that enth~1asm for_ eugeru_cs should
importance of en"."ronment.
.cal sociologist to the exclusion of an muned1ate effort
occupy the attention of the P':3'n_ of human need or national crisis" (Pearse and
to modify the envrronment m umes
·11·
1931 , p·49·, see also Gruffudd, 1995).
W1 1amson,
.
eat im rtance for the PHC. The original building was closed in
Architecture was 0: gr
i;°ed funds for a new building that would allow the doctors
11
1930 and the foun i:rs ~- :ey aimed to get 2,000 families signed up at one shilling a
to expand the experunen
•
. the architect-engineer
·
·
Qwen w·u·
·
architectural
competitton
1 ,ams,s
week Fo11owing an
r.
d
•·
1 ted It was composed of three large concrete platiorms supporte on
design was se ec fl
· ·
·th rectangular central space occupied on the ground oor, by a sw1mmmg
p1Jarswi
a
'
.
1
pool (75 x 25 feet). Elsewhere, the structure was almost entirely open-plan. Temporary
di ·d
ere used but the consultation block was the only part permanently separated
;
~tbuilding
contained a gym, theatre, nursery, clo~oom, and _kitchens, and a
0
lar e amount of flexible space enclosed by full-height windows. S1grufican~ly, the
bui~ding attested to a biotechnic belief in Nature. It was set back from the road ·m open
space, with mature trees. The front was almost total!y _glazed and the series .of bow
windows could be slid to one side to open out the bwldmgs. A roof terrace was also
provided. Throughout, the importance of fresh air, sunlight and views over green space
were stresSed as health-giving elements. According to Hussey (1935, p. 383) "here is
one of the central problems of the twentieth century - the bringing of science to bear
upon the stuff of life - solved completely and economically with twentieth century
construction and materials". Another writer said "it is a fit Temple of Hygiea, the
goddess whose function it was to maintain the health of the community, and whose
great blessing was said to have been brought by her as a beneficient gift of the gods. As
I strolled along its sunny promenade decks, the glass sides thrown open to let the fresh
air in, I was struck by the feeling that I was on board a Ship of Health" (Johnston, 1935,
p.5).

'Environment' was defined in broad terms. In the first instance it meant the family - a
living organism that Nature had made into "her instrument for the cultivation of
functional efficiency" (Pearse and Crocker, 1944, p.122). The home was the nurturing
space of the 'family nucleus'. Hence the family was the basis of the PHC. This implied
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laboratory for che study of human biology. The general v1S1b1l,ty an c:;;:;:;::,1es of
tlrroughouc the buildmg is a necessity for the scientist. In the biolog,
I The
botany and zoology the microscope has been the ma111 and requmte.equ,p;ef~mily
human biologist also requires special 'sight , for his field ots;rv°fie:::;~';riment.
His new 'lens · is the transparency of all boundaries wit 111 1
h
d he zs engulfed m the act1011 t at is
Sateen steps down from the consu1ting room an d
if h building zs visible and
going forward, and which, by reason of the very.. esign:ai:deCrocker, j 944, p.68).
tangible to his observationalfacu/11es at all 11mes (Pears
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The design of the building was supposed to inVIte social co~tact, ~ough both chance
meetin s and formal occasions. There was a luerarchy to this social use of space, '."11d
also cl~ly plotted Imes of gender. The bmlding's ground floor was fo~ Physical
Culture _ the gym, SWimming pool, dance hall etc. The midd!e fl~r for Social Culture
was perhaps the most mterestmg. Here were held small meeungs, _mstrucllonal ~lasses.
and informal recreatlon such as card games. This floor also m~rporated gossip
comers' for women. The development of Social Culture was particularly geared at
women and aimed at countering the isolauon of the mother and the _consequential
decline of the home envrronment. The top floor of the building was set aside for Mental
Culture - debates, the library, spaces for quiet contemplation and educational classes,
and some laboratory spaces. Throughout the Centre, action was to arise spontaneously
from the environmental circumstances impinging on the families
"biological
cultivation", or "tilling the social soil''. as they called it. The sight of others engaged 111
exercise or other activities was to inspire members. Similarly, the Centre was visible
from the outside, and especially at rught. In these ways, the Centre was conceived as an
evolving organism occupying a 'zone of mutuality' between the family/home and
society - a "social placenta" m the hVIng body of society. It fulfilled the role of
traditional spaces in earlier societies. Owen Williams mtended it to be "for the towns
man what the village church, the village green, the village pond and even the village pub
were to the country man. It is to be a nucleus around which a section of human society
can grow naturally. Its motto might well be 'To know; To Be; To Live'" (Wilhams,
1935).
In this sense the building counters a functionalisuc interpretation of city and social
planning. The doctors were suspicious of the State's role in planning and reconstruction
and sought to advance an evolutionary - and apparently more conservative - Vision
based on biological thinking: "So in the midst of social disintegration here there 1s
beginning to appear a nucleus of Society the structure of which is neither 'planned' nor
·re-constructed' but livmg; that 1s to say growing, developing, differenhating, as the
result of the mutual synthesis of Its component cells - its homes" (Pearse and Crocker.
1944, p.298). The PHC was, of course, a retreat from state provision of health care and
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ed Th
characterised by a concern for the efficient nurture o ~ arum s concern . .
e
· ed b Lewis Mumford and in fact, there 1s far more cormccllon than
. .
buiidmgs firs
were praJS be~een Lubetkin's zoo buildings and Mumford's biotechnics.
llllght at
t appear
· ut1"Ii sed by Tecton m
· the1·r zoo
.cal techniques and practical solutions
Many Of the analyn
d h b. .
In
buildings were developed in parallel in buildings for ~umLanduse anTh a tarllakhlon. d 19~2
T I dr w up plans for a TB clinic for East Harn m on on.
es
Ymo ermst
d: ; seteout what would be key aspects_of'I:ecton's b~lding for .health, aspec~ echoed
in the gorilla house designs. . _The des1~ 1s streamlmed,. hygieruc and. dehberately
omotes the virtues of moderrusm m enVIrOnmental and social reform. It ts based on a
~~culation of maximum penetration of sunlight. Most importantly, the building's
modernist concern with zonation and functional efficiency becomes essential in the
treatment of communicable disease. Not only is air circulation modelled in order to
provide currents of fresh air and to expel foul air, but the circulation of the public - both
well and unwell - and staff - both medical and clerical - is also modelled to provide clear
and hygienic routeways.
These design elements were eventually expressed in purest form in the Finsbury Health
Centre, commissioned by a progressive Labour-controlled borough that also
commissioned Tccton to build working-class housing. In his work in Finsbury, we see
Lubetkin's modernism as an mstrument of social policy and radical reform (a more
familiar narrative of modernism). Finsbury was the second smallest borough in the
London area, and was also the second most overcrowded. According to the Medical
Officer of Health (Annual Report 1931, p.66) "When the tenement is overcrowded, the
conditions for promoting the disease are as pernicious as they possibly can be. It is
difficult to conceive a condition which favours the spread of the infection more than
overcrowding". The death rate from TB in 1931 was 1.37 per 1,000 people - above the
rate for London and about 700/o above the rate for England and Wales. IO% of all
Finsbury deaths were due to TB. However, the Borough also considered there to be an
edu_cational element. Reports contained gruesome lists of insanitary practices, typically
noting that I0% of council tenants were "dirty and slatternly" (Medical Officer of
Health, Annual Report 1932, p.1 12). Health propaganda initiatives played an important
role, therefore, in Finsbury's response to ill-health.
Tecton had been contracted to design public housing for Finsbury and completed two
estates ID 1937 and 1938. Based on Lubetkin's knowledge of Eastern Europe, these

were eight stones high and set in open space, each flat haVJDg a balcony and flows of
sunlight and fresh air But these modernist pnnciples found even more potent
expression in Lubetk.m and Tecton's Finsbury Health Centre. It was ~ two storey
building of glass and concrete composed of a central block '.or adm1ms1ra11on and
lecture theatre, with pr0Ject1Dg wings for the climes and consulting rooms, and a small
ward for tubercular patients. The building reflected those modenust concerns with
natural efficiency and internal efficiency. The design was hygienic with all pipes
hidden for cleanliness, and all details considered as part of an orgaruc and restful whole.
The build1Dg's relationship to nature was less accentuated than that of the PHC but
flows of sunlight and fresh air were crucial to the design: "a special characteristic of the
building is the open-court planning and large continuous ranges of windows to allow the
maximum of air and sunlight to penetrate into all the Clirucs and pubbc lobbies and
giving efficient cross-ventilation through all Departments" (Metropolitan Borough of
Finsbury, 1938b). A roof terrace and balconies further broke down the division between
1ns1de and outside. This system of flows, as m the East Ham clinic, also extended to the
flows of people - staff and patients, contagious and not, even alive and dead.
Perhaps even more importantly the building was symbolic of the Borough's
commitment to health and a central plank in the reconstruction of the Borough as some
kind of working-class utopia. In functional terms, the Centre drew together Fmsbury's
preVJously scanered health facilities into one building; this expressed the strong and coordinated central bureaucracy seen as bemg lack.mg at national scale. The sheer
visibility of the building made the presence of services more apparent. The two wings
splayed out as if pr0Ject1Dg open arms mto the borough. It was intended to be
welcoming, and the gradual ramp up to the main entrance added to that effect. More
assertively, though, Lubetkin thought of the shape as being reminiscent of a megaphone
for health - broadcasllng its message into the community. This echoes his sense of the
building as a social condenser, effectively condensing undifferentiated citizens through
a particular social and 1deolog1cal situation. The propagandist or educational role that
Finsbury had adopted was reflected m murals in the foyer urgmg people to enjoy "Fresh
Air 1ght and Day", "Live out doors as much as you can" and to "Eat natural foods".
The foyer also included space for exhibitions and led on to a lecture theatre at the rear of
the building.
At ~.e building's opening ceremony the Chair of the Public Health Committee argued
that Its operung mark~ the end of three years of patient effort and careful planning and
the da~ of a n~w-era m .pub.he health service. We believe we have been successful in
presenting a bu1ld10g. which 1s essentially
modem and business-like, and W hiCh, by tls
·
.
genera I open expression, aut?maucally associates itself with hygiene and public health.
. . . Care has been taken to give to the whole structure a 11·ght and cl
ale ·
·
.
.
can appearance, to
?1 ~ 11 an edifice to the sple~d1d service which it represents; a building which will
msp1re confidence through Its thoroughly modem and u -to-date
,,
(Metropohtan Boroug~ of Finsbury, 1938a). The building was ~cry wide?:ance
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. • al hit ture praised its modernity as expressing a new ability to
Writers on murucip arc ecth part of public authorities. Up to date social legislation
tackle modem problems on e
to date architecture (see Keystone, October 1938).
demanded up
Cooclusioo
. ffierences between the two health centres. peckham was a
There were many d1
.
•
edic·me centre organised for health. Its conservative, gently organic
prevenuve m
.
figh ·
• thererore, suited its intention. Finsbury, however, was
tmg a brave
"
.
· ed ·
d
•
rhetonc,
rearguard action against disease and so its style ~d lan~age su~t its presume social
heroism. There were also differences between Finsbury s funding fro~ ~e _l~cal_state
and Peckham 's essentially private funding. But there were p~f~und sm:~1lanhes m the
buildings' use of modernism. Both, however, n:flected that faith 10 planrung '.111d faness
, urpose that was so widely exhibited at the ttme, and both reveal a naturahsm wJthtn
,or P
· hni I
. I f h
their modernism. They reveal, in effect, . the b1ot~ ca potent1a o t e new
chitecture. It is clear that for architects like Lubetkin and for the founders of the
~HC their modification of environment - their 'biological cultivation' - was based on a
theo;etical and biological understanding of the cormections between the human and nonhuman world. It is perhaps not surprising then that Lewis M~ford,_in _Th~ C~lture of
Cities (1938, p.356), should illustrate the new fonns of the b1otechnic C1V1hzat1on as a
Frank Lloyd Wright house ("an organic union of garden and house"); the "exquisite
purity" and functionalism of a Japanese house; a TB clinic by Tony Garnier stressing
the healing qualities of "light, color, order, visual repose" (as well as a natural,
mountainous setting); the modern American kitchen which, together with the bathroom,
was one of the great biotechnic utilities of the modem dwelling; and, finally, the
responsiveness to environment and to residents of Tecton's Gorilla House for London
Zoo.
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LARGE TECHNICAL SYSTEMS AND READY-MADE LIFE:
THE SINGAPOREAN "CONDO-MANIA"
Xavier Guillot
SIA Marang road
Singapore 099281
During the last decades, commentaries about the progress of telecommunication technologies
and its ascendancy upon the city have broadened in various disciplines. It has led to a new
vocabulary to describe transformations of our economy and society. Indeed, the worldwide
diffusion of telecommunications networks and its recent combination with micro-processors.
which make up telematics, can be seen to create a major technological evolution or what
some authors call a change of "techno-economic paradigm" (Freeman, 1991 ), because of the
role of telecommunications in changing our economy and our way of life.
Back in the 1960's, Melvin Webber coined the tenn "Non Place Urban Reahn" (Webber.
1964) to express the existence of another level of community organisation - the Urban Realm which is not spatially delimited and, Jherefore. different from olher place bounded approaches
to the city. According to him. both the idea of city and the idea of the region have been
traditionally tied to the idea of place. Similarly, the idea of community has been tied to the idea
of place, but it is now becoming apparent that it is the accessibility rather than the propinquity
aspect of"place" that is Jhe necessary condition.
Today's ~eference to a new electronic space, place or city is increasingly common in the
current _dJSCourse surrounding the Internet, and the ways they parallel and interact with
conventional citie~. William Mitchell argues that "Internet subverts, displaces. and radically
redefines our received conceptions of gathering place, community, and urban life. The Net has
a ~amentally_d~erent structure, and it operates under quite different rules from those that
org311JSe the action m t~e public places of traditional cities. The Net negates geography. While
'.t does not have a definite topology of computational nodes and radiating boulevard of bits, it
IS fundamentally and profoundly antispatial" (Mitchell. 1995).
Taking into ac~ount these ideas, how can we move beyond them? How can we relate them to
the local physical scale of the city to understand in which way urban places and electronic
spac~s ar~ together culturally constructed within the broader framework of today's telemed1ated life ?
Ur~ economists have a different approach to the impact of new communication technologies
~ t e city. They approach this .~uestion by the way communications are used to su
rt
wider processes of econoauc, political and spatial restructuring (Castells. 1989; Sasssen,
~tells and Hall. 1994). _To these authors. cities are still necessary as the sites of massiv;
.
~vestment, as the controlling hubs of global networks as places with .
infrastructure, Jabour markets
.
.
. '
.
uruque concentrations of
intensively mobile flows of ~rnce~, informauon and skills. They are the sites where the
interact.
orrnauon, money, people. and services become fixed and
0
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This perspective means that cities cannot sim I be
communication regardless of lace
p y .. seen as artefacts that are shaped by
a limited area still matter :cause~~hgeograp~y. ~1t1es and the n~d o'.hwnans to gather in
activities and system integration hi he licombmat1on of geographic d1Spersal of economic
w c es at the heart of the current economic era has
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f the arrangement of
with sophisticated technological objects which are ~ very expression
tranSit
large technological systems. Individual telephones, pnvates radios_and teleVJSt:S~;ms5All this
systems accompany their development at a different ~cc ~ccordmg to each . _ry.
searches for its ruche, slowly developandmg :ts ~d"
thg
takes Place as if the technological object
.
iaJ hi h "re ist"
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in an interaction between large technical systems and the soc w ~
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evolution. It seems after, that the final issue was a foregone conclust0n (Gras, 1993 ).

° ..

The combination of the freezer, the frozen dish and microwave oven is a goo~ example wfl!ch
gives an idea of this dependency. As Alain Gras ( I 993) pointed out, accord~g ~o market~g
criteria, today we have arrived at the fifth generation of eating products with mstant _dried
dishes, corning after the fresh product, canned food, frozen food, and froz.e~ pre~ed d15hes.
But more important, is to note that the frozen prepared dishes, in ~mpanson ~th the first
generation of eating habits implies in its fabricat ion, packaging ~ delivery,_ the eXJSte~e o_f a
huge technological input and network of power: fast tranSpO~ttOn syste": integrated CIJ'CW~powerful refrigeration machinery, etc that are the ..large technical systems -. ln ~ther words. tt
means that the easier and simpler our domestic action becomes through daily !if~ technology.
the more complex and nwnerous are the technological systems to suppon this actton.

available to answer this question ?
LARGE TECHNICAL SYSTEMS AND DAILY LIFE TECHNOLOGY
In global economy "there is no fully virtualised firm and no fully digitalized industry" argues
Saskia Sassen. "The vast new economic topography that is being implemented through
electronic space is one moment, one fragment, of an even vaster economic c~ that is in
good part embedded in non-electronic spaces" (Sassen 1997). In other words, 1t means that
people still need to have fuce to lace contact to exchange information and perhaps more than
in previous stages of economy because of constant increase of highly specialised services,
information and skills.
The same remark shall be applied in our approach to the way domestic activities are conducted
outside our jobs. Electronic communication networks have not replaced other existing
technical networks but they become complementary (Graham and Marvin, 1996). Indeed, if
the Internet maners for many people in their daily life, so does the transportation system to
move around, the electrical power to supply the light bulb of our home or to keep our fridge
running twenty four hours a day. Evaluating the significance of this paradigm shift therefore
requires placing it into the broader context of our dependency on technology from "large
technical systems", as Bernward Joerges (I 988) defines them, to the nwnerous domestic
technological objects that I will call here "daily life technology."

Back in the 1960's, Marshall Mc Luhan (1964) bad already suggested that daily life
technology is a medium of communication. According to him it is an "extension of our body in
a new invention and a new social technology". At the end of the l 970's, Richard Berk
( 19~0), James Gershuny ( I978) and other American authors followed this path and initiated a
similar thought on economy and domestic technologies through the concept of New Hornes
Econolilles. Their work showed that the distinction between working and leisure time reduces
and that a new technological, economical and symbolical unity emerges which includes the
totality of daily actions.
Today,_similar approaches are being developed, as for irlStance by Karl Homing (1988), Victor
Sardtgli (1992) or A. Gras (1993). For these authors "Daily environment has become filled
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The common objective of daily life technology is to make our domestic act~ns easier,
although its "medium" may be different as for the E mail or the freeur. But. uJUJnately, _the
goal remains the same, that is: to take sbon cuts in our daily life actions to create more tllllC
available and, in return, to create new needs. The freezer eliminates the time it takes to go to
the market every day to buy fresh vegetables, and the E mail reduces visits to the post office
and enables the receiver to get messages faster. Furthennore, the way they operate is also
similar in using the same networks of power that are the large technical systems which we
mentioned earlier.
Marshall Mc Luhan suggested in his time that ''Clothing and housing as extensions of skin and
heat control mechanisms, are media of communication, first of all in the sense that they shape
and rearrange the panern of human association and cornmunity."(Mc Luhan, 1964). May I
suggest that, as an extension of our body, housing has also evolved in accordance with daily
life technology, by serving a similar purpose which is to improve comfon in our domestic life
by using time more efficiently. Along this hypothesis, our habitat, as an extension of our body,
has also been searching for its niche and slowly developing its meaning in an interaction
between large technical systems and the social. The recent trend of private condominiwns in
Singapore will provide the study case of this idea

IMPLEMENTING A NEW STANDARD OF LIVING
For most visitors, the predominant image of Singapore is its high rise public housing where
over 85 per cent of the ~ puJ~tion live. This development has been well documented (Chua
Beng-Huat,1997),_ but little IS "-?<>wn ~bout private housing and in particular private
condonuruurns which have become mcreasmgly popular since the I980's.

1:o face ~ urgent n~d for more affordable private housing for the higher income group who
etth~r. did not qualify f~r low cost public housing or could oot afford 10 purchase the
traditional landed properties (bungalows, semi-detached house or terrace house). as well as to
face the problem of urban sprawl and land wastage, the government introduced in the l 970's
the condorruruum concept as a planning device. Following its official adoption in 1974,
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Overall, these processes give an idea of the direction in which city life tends to evolve for city
dweUers who can afford to inhabit private condominiums. Although this ex.ample has been
taken from the Singaporean context, it can certainly be applied to other developing cities in
South East Asia where similar private development has been completed. The counterpart of
this living trend is that the old symbols of the local urban life increasingly seem to be lost or
remade, to be replaced by an intangible and accelerating set of global flows of images.
services, products and corr11Dodities.

TIIE EMERGENCE OF A READY MADE URBAN ENVIRONMENT .. .

The first characteristic refers to the provision of recreational amenities in addition to apartment
units in order to satisfy emotional and physical comfort. In the early stage of condo
construction, the swimming pool was the basic facility that was provided. But progressively
more facilities have been added such as: club house, sauria , gymnasium, termis court, barbecue
pits, etc. Condominiums tend therefore to provide not only an apartment, but also a place of
recreation and evasion to escape the stress of the working life and to live in an imaginary
countryside, as their name suggests: The Hillside, Palm Garden, Hazel Park, etc. or in an other
city: Regent Ville, Garden Ville, Sim Ville, etc. These facilities refer to a process that I will call
"de-realisation" or "de-contextualisation" because it tends to create a distance from the
existing reality of the surrounding environment and to simulate a local idealised environment,
in the same manner as "theme parks" do.
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This is particularly true for condominiums. Other examples in Singapore are historical areas
and buildings (Boat Quay, Clarke Quay, Convent of the Holy Infant Jesus), and the way they
have been re-thought and re-packaged along similar lines, by marketing their historical urban
image. In the words of Knox (1985), these processes refer to the way cities are, ''increasingly
being re-developed and fragmented into diverse "packaged" or "themed'' and "simulated"
elements. to be marketed for global consumption by tourists, business. media !inns and
corisurners via technical media. While ostensibly public spaces, many of these new packaged
and themed developments are actually controlled so that what happens in them and who visits
them is extremely predictable (like in a condominium) and consumption driven.
For Sorkin {1992), there is a sense of parallel shift towards a kind of '"un.iversal particular'' or
·•generic urbanism" of commodified, globalised, urban space which embraces both physical and
electronic elements. In reality it also means that urban places and their design become geared
towards the simulation of "mythical environments" One issue of this evolution is that the
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Taken for granted? Auditing the Paving Traditions of English Historic
Towns
Richard Guise
Urban Design Program, Faculty of the Built Environment
University of the West of England
Bristol, UK
This paper idenlifies an often underrated clement of the resource stock of the inherited
built environment of Britain, namely the street surfaces of valued town~~s- It argues
that there ts a very sparse literature on this subject and that heritage of trad1ttonal paVJ~g ·
despite isolated good examples of protection - faces a ~ge of thr~ts. Thus there ts a
need to talce stock of this resource in order to frame poltc1es and acuon for conservation
and for wider use of natural paving materials.
The paper continues by describing and assessmg an audit programme for both recording
local paving traditions and through that, building a national ~atabase. _This programme
has been developed by the author and his colleague in the trad1ttonal Pavmg Development
Project, University of the West of England, Bristol.
The 20th century has seen the widespread growth of urban planning. Hand in hand with
this has been the expansion of tl1e concept and practice of conservation. At the tum of the
century conservation in most countries meant little more than the preservation of ancient
monwnents. Later we have seen the "listing" of a variety of building types and styles
from the ancient to those of the immediate past.
However, although these forms of protection have their validity it seemed that the totality
of the town scene was still under threat from large scale redevelopment. Conservation
Areas were introduced in 1967 in order to safeguard the spaces between buildings and to
afford some protection for boundary walls, street furniture. certain land uses and, within
the context of this paper, the lloorscape. All these elements contribute to valued street
scenes. We talce them for granted until one day they are 'improved' out of existence or are
eroded through non existence or unsympathetic management and maintenance.
Most recently Conservation is being seen as embodying two major policy directions:
a)

b)

it protects the elements of local distinctiveness, that is, where built form, including
paving reflects the local pattern of materials drawn from quarries in the locality.
it has its part to play through The Rio Earth Summit in 1992 and Local Agenda 21
to help achieve Sustainable Development at the local level. Stone paving, which
involves low energy inputs to produce and lay and has a robust and durable
lifecycle.

Given, then, that in cons~rvation are:15 at least, historic paved areas are deemed protected.
and that they are recogrused as adding to the attraction of the street scene why are they
under threat?

Smgapore.

Webber, M.M.. (1964), "The Urban Place and the Nonplace Urban Realm" in M.M. Webber et al. Eds,
Explorations into Urban Structure, University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.
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The reasons are diverse:
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6)
It has recently come to tight that paving carmot be "Listed", as it is not a building
and therefore there is no specific protection.
7)
Whilst some authorities have little. regard for_ the inheritance of street surfaces,
there is a value placed on them in the recl31f0ed bmldmg matenals trade: :niere are well
documented cases where pavements have been 'stolen' and sold to unw1ttmg purchasers
eager to repair their stone pavements.
Unlike vernacular building, which has been well analysed and documented (Brunskill,
1971 & Clifton-Taylor 1972) there are very few sources to consult regarding traditional
paving types and distribution. Brunskill gives a useful_model ofm~pping oftra~itional
building materials and types related to geology and this 1s bemg considered as an idea for
the visualisation of the material that we collect.
Again unlike vernacular building the relationship between paving material and geological
location is a strong theme but it is enriched by a history of importation of materials from
quite distant sources, if the transport (usually by sea or canal) cost and convenience
justified the use of superior materials in terms of durability.
We can piece together this story first by consulting geological maps to establish broad
patterns of distribution, secondly by observation, usually supported by a field geologist
and thirdly by consulting the records of the meetings of the Local Paving Commissions.
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Paving Commissions were established in the late 18th and early J9th centuries with
resp0nsibility to lay and mamtain carriageways and footpaths. The commissions had
inherited a legacy of ve_ry poor quality street surfaces often impassable between towns at
certain times. The Mmutes of the meetings show that the Commissions were often
looking to import stone from different pats of the country if it was more durable and of a
reasonable price. Hence we see the granites of Cornwall in South West England or Mount
Sorrell in Leicesterhire in the Midlands being used in larger towns, especially within the
hinterland of a port. We also see the superior Caithness Stone, from the remote north east
of Scotland being shipped to London, Newcastle, Glasgow and the select resorts of
Brighton and Hove.
The varied and complex geology of Britain therefore is reflected in the richness of the
surfaces beneath our feet. It is clear that if we agree that the maintenance and fostering of
local distinctiveness is important as a counterbalance to the globalisation and
standardisation of our urban environments and what's more that the character of our
streetscapes is an important contributor to local distinctiveness, then it follows that, to
quote the theme of this conference, we must take stock.
we have to identify the distribution and character of the inherited floorscape of towns and
cities as this is a resource which is threatened with loss through indifference and neglect,
yet with recognition can be renewed to a sustainable future, through policies for
conservation, sourcing of stone and training in design and craftsmanship using natural
paving materials.
As we have seen, there is no organised body of knowledge in this area; we have to start
virtually from scratch. The Traditional Paving Development Project at the University of
the West of England was established in 1993 to address the issues of awareness raismg,
craft training and auditing the street surfaces of England. To date we have organised three
conferences aimed at conservation planners and highway engmeers to alert them to this
resource. That series was followed by 4 practical training workshops held in different
parts of the country involving craftsmen demonstrating laying techniques with a variety of
paving stones. We have 2 further workshops scheduled for late 1998.

Alongside this area of our work we are undertaking an audit of the paving materials and
laying traditions in Britain. We knew it was an ambitious task at the outset, but it is
proving more time consuming as we progress. Nevertheless we are now entering what
promises to be a relatively accelerated stage in the process.
The audit is conceived, as a necessity and as a desirable aim, as one which involves
interested people in local communities. Obviously the two of us who comprise the core of
the Traditional Paving Development Project would be unable to audit virtually every town
and city in Britain. Instead we have devised an audit pack and introductory workshop
sessions where we engage local environmental groups, usually known as Civic Societies,
to undertake audits in their local areas. In this way it is hoped that the audit can be a
vehicle where local groups can work with their planning and highway departments - and
where possible with local schools - in partnership instead of being characterised as
organisations who are always thrust into a reactive, negative role in relation to planning
issues.
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has been instrumental in saving areas of valued streetscape from imminent removal.
In the Summer of 1997 we conducted a postal survey of all planning authoritie~ tn
England on their experience and attitudes regarding the use of traditional paVIng matenals.
Over 395 authorities received a questionnaire and we had an encowaging 41 % response.
Quesuons ranged from their use of traditional materials in street improvement schemes.
(where just over 50% had used these materials in the last 5 years) to the problems
encountered in using traditional or natural materials. Not surprisingly initial cost was seen
as an inhibitor to use, but more significantly a lack of knowledge about the nature of the
products, how t_o_specify, design, lay to supervise natural stone was of greater concern.
97% of authonl!es supported the idea of establishing training courses m the use of
traditional paving materials. Of perhaps more central interest to this paper we also invited
recipients to complete an outline profile of paving traditions in their localities. 70%
completed this outline to varying degrees. It revealed pockets of local knowledge, and also
some localised zones of quite rare stone types. The survey highlighted the fact that there
is a need to focus and exchange information which at present is extremely variable tn
coverage and resides mainly in the minds of interested individuals.

A major task in the near future is to assemble the information which we are compiling into
a systematic, accessible and visual database which is easily and regularly updated.
Obviously computer mapptng with CD Rom type libraries of photographs and other data
would be the most obvious outcome. One of our colleagues is undertaking a feasibility
study with a view to attracting funding for the project.

It is clear that we have quite a project on our hands; the project has blossomed from being
viewed as quite an obscure topic hardly respectable for academic enquiry to being seen as
essential in collecting and assessing much needed infonnation about a component of out
built environment heritage which 1s taken for granted - until it is lost.
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AJongside this observational work, amateur and professional historians will be resc;arching
the records of the local Paving Commissioners and inspecting old photographs and
lithographs, to identify documentary evidence which will fill in the broader picture which
is obscured by later highway work involving the replacement of streets of setts by
tarmacadam. However, close observation of holes in tarmac - a useful if strange activity! reveals that often the original surface has been overlain rather than replaced.
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The audit is attracting the attention of local radio, which may excite some listeners to
widertake audits in their locality. It is the intention to hold an exhibition of the findings
where maps, photos, and historic documents will find an interested audience.
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Another, more ambitious audit programme has also completed its first stage. This
involves the Womens Institutes in the County of Dorset, a large area of small towns south
ofBristol. An initial meeting with county representatives of the approximately 200 Wis in
Dorset resulted in the endorsement of the project and commibnent to undertake town by
town, village by village audits. The reality is likely to be that a fraction of Wis will
complete their audits, but we look forward to this mode of working on a wider scale. Any
investigation of the local campaigns to prevent the removal of traditional paving - and
there have been many - reveals that it is the watchfulness and action taken by women that
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was put forward. Two earlier sch:mes of ~ban improvement ,or . e13mg were ma e m 1938
and 1953. The 1938 plan was outlmed dunng the Japanese occupauon (1937-1945): The 1953
plan, drafted in the reign of Mao Zedong (Mao Tse-rung, l 89~-1976)'. was d~eply influenced
by the current political ideology al)~ geared to nauon~ economic pl~nmg. This pal'<:r attempts
conservauon._In this
10 give a tustorical summary of Be13mg planning pracuces m perspecuve of_
context we shall observe the impact of the urban renewal ideology and policy, and exarrune the
urban manipulation that transformed Beijing from the imperial capital of China to the soc1ahst
national capital of the People's Republic.
IMPERIAL CITY ( 1264-1911)
Beijing as an important strategic site of special advantage for military defence can be traced back
to the Waning State period (403-221 BC), but the foundation of the present capital was laid 1n
1264 by Kublai Khan, a grandson of Genghis Khan, Lord of the Mongols. Following the
tradition of his adopted land, Kublai proclaimed himself founder of a Chinese dynasty, which
he named Yuan - 'origin' or 'primal' (1271-1368). The Yuan reign selected this military and
key trade site built the Great Capital (Dadu) according to ancient Chinese planning principles. I
The c11y was sheltered by mountains in the north and west, and had several rivers. The water
courses extended to the Great Canal which was one of China's great feats of engineering, reopened in the Yuan era to facilitate transponations between central China and North China
Bei3ing remained the capital for the Ming ( 1368-1644) founded by Han Chinese and also
for the Qing (I 644- 1911 ) originating from Manchuria. The present Beijing maintains
charactcrisucs of the Ming and the Qing capitals and is firmly branded during the Yuan dynasty.
The city, like all ancient Chinese capitals, was physically defined by concentric walls and
m_oa~. The Palace C11y (Forbidden City), located in the centre, was embraced by the Impenal
C11y, m turn embraced by the Capital City (Inner City). Each domain was surrounded by a thick
and high wall. Beijing is regular and geometric with II axis running north-south. The
Fo_rbidden City '.1"d the impenal_governme?t are geographically located in the centre along the
axis. A _fourth city. the Out~r City, was bmlt later to the south to accommodate the increasing
populauon and commerce in that area. The Inner City was an up-class residential area buill
around the imperial city (Figure I).
PLANN[NG rNITIATIVES (1938-1942)

In 1931..!apan invaded and occupied Northeast China, Manchuria, made up of three provinces:
He1long11ang_. Jilin and Liaomng. Manchuria's rich resources of coal, iron and agriculture were
expec~ed to increase !apan's economic strength considerably. In 1937, the invaders further
occupi~d larger areas in North China including Beijing. This region was important both for its
and 11S industry. ,:o consolidate their position, the Japanese had formulated a Five Year Plan of
o~h China earned out by their architects and engineers. The Beijing plan was pan of the
region plan. The practical considerations of this plan were:2
I To deal with rapidly increased population: between the end of 1936 and the middle of 1939
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the Japane e population in Be13ing rose from 4000 to over 41000. and the Chinese from 1.5
to I 7 rrul lion.
2. To develop the road transportation system to strengthen Japanese occupation rrul11arily and
econorrucally.
3. To design a new area for Japanese colonisers thereby segrcgaung Japanese and Chinese
c,uzens and reducing tensions.
The outline of the plan include:
• Population frame: Inhabitants in 20 years to increase from 1.5 milhon to 2.5 m1lhon mcluding
Tongzhou county (present Tong Xian) at cast
• Plarming area: The southern gate of the inner c11y, Zhengyang Men, was the core of the greater
Be13ing plan. extending 30 kilometres 10 the north, east and west. and 20 kilometres to the
south.
• Urban division: The great metropolis was subjected to five d1v1sions: ( I) the walled city wtuch
was to be preserved as a cultural propcny: (2) green belts were to be surrounding the city
walls: (3) the western uburb wa~ designed for the Japanese occupants and admm1stra11ve
authorities; (4) the eastern suburb was reserved as a residential area associated with (5) the
Tongz.hou industnal suburb.
.
,
The western suburb was to retain the gridiron plan measunng 30 km2 in area with a 35 km·
green belt The plan emphasises us centraJ axis, 100 meters in width. running parallel to that of
the city, designed towards the Fox1ang Pavilion of the lmpenal Summer Palace to the nonh It
was linked by a road ofChang'an J,e (80 min width) with the city. In 1941. the first phase of
the proJect was implemented By 1942. 800 Japanese fanulies moved into the western suburb.
However, a year later in 1943 the second pro3ect came to an abrupt halt as a resuJt of the War U
and never resumed thereafter.
TRANSFORMATION fNTO AN CNOUSTRIAL CITY ( 1953-1957)
Shortly after the founding of the People's Republic of China in 1949. intemauonal military and
1deolog1cal conflicts forced Chma to enter mto an alliance with the USSR. China was soon
modelling herself on the Soviet Cmon To develop heavy industry came to be regarded as a first
pnonty, and China had restored industrial produc11on, entered a ne11, era of mdustnahsa11on
charactensed by close irrutauon of the Soviet model.
At a conference on urban development held by the Central Finance and Economic
Conurussion m 1952, a decmon was reached to construct 'key cities in co-ordinauon with the
nauonal econorruc development programme.· This dee, ion became the basis for urban design
during the 1950s. Since the tate Five Year Plan (1953-1958) focused on industry, urban
planning was based on hon-term industnal de\'elopment.
Under the guidance of the USSR's concepts of urban construction and following the
national economic development, the 1dcology contained in the urban plan pnnc1plc was called
'Three Services', which was formulated at the First auonal Conference on Urban
Develo~ment in 1954. The ~ec services were attached to (I) proletanan politics; (2) socialist
producuon: and (3) the hvehhoods of the labouring masses. The principle laid special emphasis
on transforrrung 'consumption c1ues' mto 'production cities'. Thus, 11 was decided to transform
the consume_r city Be1ji~g-in10 an industr1ab ed c11y, and the reconstruction should be done
around the city centre with the extension towards all four cardinal directions 10 order to serve
not o_nly the production and the people, but also the state government (Figure 2).3 The e
pohc1es affected _Beij ing's urban plan over the next three decades. In the course of tlus lime.
preference was given firstly to mdustnal production and secondly to c1v1l construcuon Under
the ~ ht1cal slogan of 'Learn From the Soviet Union,' So\lct design ideas and so~iet neoclassical arclutcctural style proved a strong influence on Ouna·s urban consl!11cllon pracucc and
aesthetics.
In Chma, several industrial regions 11,cre dlVlded for the purposes of planning BciJme
became _an mt_egral pan of the national industry plannmg. It was developed a\ a city geared fo~
production w11h an extremely heavy industnal base. in\'olved in the proces mg of iron. coal.
petroleum and automobiles. The city al o has a 1gnificant number of woollen textile mills. This
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nf I the city's populauon increased most rapidly
-,ulced in substantial urban growth. Ahc~oorm1~1 ihe city was not greatly changed except for the
"
.
s However. t e ,,
among the working cd1as . d the expansion of urban land.
add1uon of new bud mgs an
PEOPLE'S CAPITAL (1958-1966) .
co~sTRUCT!ON OF THE
truction practice began m Be1Jmg. The idea was 10
Soon after econoJTUC reco\'ery. urbanf receomnpcror's capital. That 1s to say, the theme - supreme
an must be replaced by working-c
·
Iass peop Ie. Large
b odesign
reconsuuct a pcopIe·s capital out
emperor· expressed m theh ur .an re the reconstrucuon of Tian'an Men Square, the erec11on
proiects undertaken inside I e city y,•: of road and subway Outside the city, the Sh1sanhng
'Id
and the construe1I0n
·
. .
of state bui mgs,
)
, . construcuon and a Ming tomb (Dmglmg) excavation were
(the Thirteen Mmg Tombs resenoir
taned.
I Of Glorification of the People: Tian 'an Men Square
. ,
Symb~l T , Men was a T-shaped square between the gates of Tian an Men and
~~n Jg~:~-~~ was confined by parallel walls as a passageway to Tian'an Men, the front
ate the Forbidden City. The square 1s named after the gate. It was used as a centre of
grevo1uuon
(May 4th
· and pa1n·ou·c demonstrations in 1919
.
. Movement)..In accordance w11h this
revolutionary event that triggered the founding of the Chinese Co,mmurust ~arty, th_e square was
s Rcpubhc of China m 1949.
as [he Site for the grand founding ceremony of the People
• scvcral maJor
· decorat1ve
· ob'~ects
chosen
As a symbol of 'new Cluna', Tian'an Men square received
including the stele 10 the People's Heroes erected in the square centre. In 1959, the ~uare was
transformed into a huge square in 1959. For the celebra~on of_the f~I ten-year anmv~rsary of
the People's Republic, ten nat1onal buildings were proJected in Be1Jmg, ~ cc of which were
located beside the T1an'an Men square. The enclosing walls were demolished together with
nearby governmental houses and dwellings. They were replaced by two very large national
buildings, the People's Great Hall and the Museums of Chinese H(story and Chinese
Revolutionary History. Although the Great Hall and the Museums were built m classic western
architectural styles, they have become showpieces of the Chinese people's city.
Following Mao's 'Great Leap Forward' movement, the municipality also began a series of
road reconstruction projects, which swept away citywalls, gates, temples, pagodas and pailou.4
A huge avenue (Chang' an l ie), 100 meters m width and 4 km in length, extends from the
Tian'an Men square to the west and the cast. The square and the avenue are regarded as
symbols of a bright socialist future. The Forbidden City lost its commanding position and now
fonns a backdrop to the square.

!~

Symbol of Overcoming the Emperors: Shisanling (the Ming Tombs) Reservoir
Thirteen Tombs of the Ming emperors were located at the southern foot of Mt. Tianshou, 50
kilometres northwe 110 BeiJmg. It 1s an excellent Feng-Shui site for tomb design. To the south,
two hills form a natural gateway to the compound occupying over 40 square kilometres.
During the 'Great Leap Forward' pcnod of Mao's revolutionary romanticism, the tomb
were changed in two ways m 1958: The Dmgling tomb archaeological excavauon was started
and the Slusanling reservoir was constructed. The reservoir, built at the north part of the natural
tom~ gateway. was completed largely by voluntary labour of the residence of Beijing after
Mao s demonStratlo~. A dam was built across the gateway to restrict the river flowing the
valleys of the tomb hills. The rescrvolf has never been able to hold much water due to the fact
that the place 1_s geologically un~avourable for stonng water. However, from political ideology
point of_ view, 11 was successful m so far as the towers of the tomb architecture at the foot of the
mountains were too relegated to form the backdrop to a people's project. It is likely that Mao
de 1gned_ this reservoir m order to destroy the 'Q1' of his forebears rather than for the purpose
of ITT1gat1on. It 1s in keeping with Chinese practice that the new ruler demolish the headquarters
of tbe overthrown one in order to destroy the former ruler's Qi and with it his potential energy
and by gone the glory
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Citvwall and the Emer gence of Architectura l Preser vati~: fine finishing bnck~ The
Beijing had a huge citywall made of rammed earth covered w1
3 '> I The Bc1Jing
:fr~~c~~s:a:~aung~mcreasmg traffic
;tandard wall proportion betwee~Ohc1gh1.
d s 1te of obJcction,
cuywall of the Qmg dynasty was ~ meters c at
flow, a ring road was constructed where the c1tywall and moat t~t mt :f~he ctt ·waJls and
As a result. the moat was either replaced by subway or filled up. m~s 10-pohu~aJ change
gates disappeared, only a few legacies were left amongst the v1cums 0 soc
and mumc1pal reconstruction
. .
fi d area and simply kept
The city retained its lim11auon of populauon w1thm the con ~:~ Imed the plan. In 1958.
to the west where the Japanese
h
'de'
gro wing 10 all four sides • especially
·
.
( · · combine wtt countrys1 ,.
under the new policy of 'do-industry-agncuhure act1vit1es cities
d
b I h h nt thesis between c1ues an
workers integrate with peasants m order to a o is l e ~nt~llectuals and labours), the
countrysides, between workers and peasant~. and between
.
th urban and rural
metropolis was d1v1ded into self-contained umts m 0rdcr to enJOY bo
b
h
d
advantages. However. this policy d1dn 't recast the phy~1cal form of the city, but roug t vane

~tt :~

funcuons to Be1Jtng.
d hr h d arrangements and
The reconstruction m the ctty central area was realise l oug roa re
memonal building constructions on grand scales. A hierarchy of urb_an construcuon preference
is based on tts poliucal status m China Given that the capital city 1s regarded as the_national
pollt1cal heart of the country, Bc1Jmg enJoys the pnvilcge of huge investment m urban
development, and of first rank building scale and street s1zc. etc. l~ companson. res1denualhouscs produced m the 1950s and the I960s proved to be far insufficient.
,
In BeiJmg planning viewpoint, the movement 'Let Hundreds Flowers Blossom attempted
10 prevent inappropnate changes dunng the c11y reconstruction The leading voice was from a
prominent scholar, Liang Stcheng (1901-1972), an architect. educator and the Chairman of the
fapert Commission of Be1Jing Planning unfortunately with no pow~r to adrrumste~ perrruts for
demolnion. He dared to suggest that the reconstrucuon plan for BetJing would rum 11S uruque
character and despoil the syntax of the ancient city. That syntax linked the impenaJ compounds
of the Forbidden City with the sprawling landscape of courtyard houses. Liang proposed to
make the c1tywall into a continuou garden (Figure 3). 6 He said that when the city's gatctower
was demolished. ' it was hkc cutting a piece of flesh from me' and 'when the bncks of the
cuywall were tom down, I felt as tf my own skin was stripped off.· As a direct result of the
struggle. the protection of cultural heruage was raufied in 196 I, and nearly 200 h1stoncal
buildings selected to be ' national cultural properties,· among them more than 20 m the BeiJmg
area. Thanks to the rat1ficauon all these hentages have sun•1ved the Cultural Revolution (19661976).
Due 10 international tensions and internal failures m the political movements and natural
disasters. Cluna entered a long penod of economic and poliucal struggle, social d1sorgani a11on
and m1emat1onal isolation. In 1966, Just as China's economy began 10 rev1\'e, the Cultural
Revolution swept the country The next ten years were the darkest m the history of the People· s
Republic. The economy was set back, ctty plan was m abeyance dunng the. e tragic year .
Housing building came to a tandst1ll which meant that available houses were hopelessly over
fi lled. In the fact of an ever increasing population, Be1Jing's residential housing was sorely
lacking m terms of quanuty and quality
URBAN CO SERVATION. RESTORING HISTORICAL CITY (1982-present)
The city conunued to restnct m populauon by ' Be1Jrng residence ID card' control \upplcrncnted
by nauonal legislation, the number of inhabuants quickly reached over IO rrulhon. Smee the
198(}.,, housing production has been tremendously increased. As pnvate entcrpmc grows, the
housing market 1s moving from welfare benefit in which everyone 1; guaranteed hou mg
subsidised by the government, to commerc1ally based supply-and-demand wtth various
Mandards. However, in big c111cs, the housing shortage 1s sull a big problem exacerbated by
recent m1grat1on from rural areas. In overcoming the housing shortage, the ch.uacter and
~1gmficance of many lustonc area; m c1t1es have been 1eopard1,;cd and e,cn dewoyed The clear
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·
re and more obvious.
d · 1982 B ...
break with the past 1s mo .
f C ural Properties was promulgate m
• e1J mg was
The t,aw for the Protecuon h'uIt ·ca1 and cullllral cities of the country' by the State
15t0"
·
of
the
famous
d
·
·
·
I
· 1983, and
designated as one
Th
al plan of Beijing was approve m pnnc1p e m
Council in the same year. e gener ed in 1992 7 The importance of urban conservation was
Ian was finally announc
·
.
d
the master P . • C
rvauon should be earned out appropnate1y to _protect an mamtain
stated as follows. fi onse
f nned during the Ming and Qmg dynasties.' The master plan
.. g's urban con 1gurauon o
. ID
• dustnes
· to new areas in
8 eiJm
.
r and moving more than 100 au pollutrng
also called for dh1sman1 IDtgme expanding the subway system and creating satellite towns. The
the suburbs• at t ·e same Id -~- tum of the century was fixed at about JO mJ·11·ion. In future no
target of popu1at1on aroun u,.;
.
f 1· h . d
.
h
-d ·
e to be developed with the exception o 1g t ID ustnes sue as foodheavy m usmes ar .
processing and electromcs.
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Legislation on Protection Areas .
.
.
.
. .
Cultural property protection areas and national hentage control zones des1g_nate high ~nomy 10
the conservation of imperial palaces and gardens. There are 188 cultural he?tage SIies m Beijing
area among them about 20 per cent are national treasures, the rest metropohs. The new five-year
plan of Beijing is moving forward to preserve and restore more than 100 cultural sites. The
programme includes the Yuanming Yuan (Old Impe_nal Summer ~~ace) on the north-wes~ern
fringe of the city, which was burned to the gr?und ID 1860 by Bnush and French troops _m a
revenge to the ' Boxer Movement' after the 0p1um Wars. To pr~rve the townscape, buddings
are limited to 45 meters in height in the old city, and 60 meters m further areas. There are four
grade protective and control areas. They ~:
.
.
I . Forbidden City and the monuments built along the north-south axis. the highest category for
preservation. No new buildings are allowed to be built.
2. The area around the Forbidden City. One-storied new buildings are allowed to be built but
not exceeding 3 meters in height. Existing multi-storeyed buildings shall be replaced by
single-storied courtyard houses step by step.
3. The space within a distance of 250 meters beyond the Forbidden City. Three storied new
buildings must not exceed 9 meters in height are allowed.
4. Areas within the Imperial City. Six storied new buildings not exceed 18 metres in height.
FINAL NOTE
During the 20th century, the political, ideological prospect of Chinese cultural power has
changed profoundly especially between the 1950s and the 1970s. In recent years with the 'Open
the Door' policy, changes in economic and political values have been the major factor
accounting for changes in urban planning, urban form and urban conservation.
preserve_Beijing as a symbol of Chinese cultural identity and continuity, its architectural
he_n~age and c11y fabnc _must be conserved. The best way to conserve Beijing is to keep its
ongmal functions'. as this means fewer changes. But, that was impossible since Beijing was
built upon old capitals and has n?w been transfonned into a modem city. Beijing's history is a
pr~ess of change, for change is_constant and cannot be denied. The question for modern
Chmese 1s not only conservmg therr architectural heritage and ancient cities but also concerning
for 1he1r_culture and tradition values. It is still too easy to draw any conclusion from Beijing's
lessons m urban planning and conservation, however, past experience has demonstrated that
number of key factors should be addressed:
• Legislati~n for urban cultural property. It must not only give the framework and structure of
conservauon, but also ensure agamst any political interference.
• Making of an_inventory of all cultural property. Complete analysis and evaluation are essential
• ~~conservation. The docume_ntallon should include illustrations, photographs and drawings.
th anbalplannmalgland con_servauon requires proper considerations of all aspects in a programme
at ances values mcludmg emotion culture and use
• The concern of city feature should · ' ·I be ddr ·
district or group of buildings w1•th th pnmaribyl tha essed lo the scale and character of a
e ensem era er than the detail of its component parts.
•

:o
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NOTES
I Dadu was 1he ci1y where these prrnc1ples were most closely adhered 10. The fu ndamenial rules for cons1ruc11ng
walled capitals were es1ablished by 1he Zhou ( I llh century-77 1 BC) 11 was recorded in the book en11tled R,res
of Zhou wriuen in lhe 5th century BC. ,n the chapter Artificer's Records: 'Square ,n shape and nine ii in length
(2 /1 = I kilomelre). three ga1es on each side, nine avenues nor1h-sou1h and eas1-wes1 rcspec11vcly each 9
vehicles rn width (c 18 m); square (100 x JOO bu) in plan for 1he royal court and 1he market , 1he palace rn 1he
south and the markel nonh, the Temple of Ancestors 10 1he eas1and the Altar of Land wesl
2 Ak11a Kosh1zawa (1986). "Cuy Planni ng of Peking under Japanese Rule: 1937-1945" 1n Th, 5rh Con/trtncr
on tht Hwory of Cm/ £ngmttnng in Japan
3 Beijing History Commillee (1985). Beijing Ciry Construe/ion sine, / 949 (for internal use only).
4 pailou: A monumen1al ga1eway made of one row of columns supporting dccora1ed roof s1ruc1ure, . depending on
1hc number of columns. 11 may have one. 1hree. fi ve or more openings. ercc1ed a1 1he en1rancc 10 a s1rec1
palace. 1emplc, bndge or tomb.
5 Be1Jrng has four ring roads, runnrng concen111cally lO one another The rnnennosl road surrounds the Palace
C11y The second, th11d and fourlh nng roads are muhr Jane highways. The ou1ennos1 road was comple1<d
rccenlly. The major road is 1he Chang'an Avenue run ning eas1-wes1 Two subways run parallel 10 1he Chang • n
Avenue and the Zone Two rcspecuvely
6 Liang S1cheng (1950), ' D1scuss1on abou1 1he Quesuon of Prescrvauon or Dcmoli1ion Berirng Cuywall,' NeK
Construction, Vol 2, No 6
1 Be1irng Cuy Plan lns111u1e ( 1992). Btr)lng Crl'Y Planning I / 99 / -2010) (internal report)
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Figure I Beij ing lhrough Hislory

Figure 2 Beijing Plan, 1953

Fig~re 3 Liang's proposal of making
Bc1J1ng ci1ywall 1n10 a con11nuos garden
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Zealand
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h
ifficiently wide awake to the advantages and
Those New 'Zealanders :n a;;v:u recently had a feast of lantern slides and
benefits ~f T~wn Pl:m Messrs. Davidge and Reade who have just passed
mformat10~ given ~omission to spread the Town Planning movement
11
tIirough this Dommwn
c· . & .,.awn Planning Association of England. It 1s• not to be
firom the Garden mes · , ·on would artract enonnous crowds, but those who
expected that s11ch a miss10
. d
went to hear the lectures with their minds open, cannot have fa1le to get a
· · ht ·nro this modem movement for the betterment of the people.
greater ms1g 1
.
.
(Editorial comment, Building Progress, August 1914).

°

f~

°

•
· fr
port published in Building Progress on a 1914 lecture tour of
Th!S ex1rac1 1s om a re
New l.ealand by William Davidge (a Planner fr?m London) and Charles Reade (later
appointed Chief Town Planner of South Australia). The modem movement that was lo
b tter the lives of people reflected the proposals of the Garden City and Town
P~anning Association of England, under who~ auspices Davidge and Reade spoke.
The Association had been inspired by one of thetr founder-rr:em~rs.' Ebenezer Howard
who had published 'Garden Cities of To-morrow' in 1902 , building on many earlier
19th century visionaries who were seeking social, political ~nd ph~ical soluuons to the
appalling conditions that arose in cities co~q~ent to the 1~dustnal revoluuon. Ro~rt
Owen ( 1771-1858) was among many industnalists at that ttrne who sought to provide
his workers with decent housing, social services and moral guidance. He argued that it
was ·... better to put the poor and unemployed to useful work than to have the burden
of poor relief, and since character was a consequence of the material enviromnent, only
by making a decent environment could society produce decent people' (HoughtonEvans. 1975:36). His 'utopian' community of800-1200 inhabitants surrounded by 1500
acres of agricultural land (the Village of Unity and Mutual Co-operation), possesses
characteristics subsequently modelled by Howard. This included the deterministic
notion that health and happiness were causally related to the material ~uality of the
physical environment, and that the country-side offered a better opportunity for
achieving this. Also demonstrated in the 19th century factory towns was the reality that
industry could successfully operate in the countryside. Arguing for combining the
advantages of the town with that of the countryside led Howard to his well-known
·magnets' diagram, that is a key concept to his Garden City.
Notwithstanding the apparent unity between the Garden City movement and Town
Planning advocacy presented by Davidge and Reade in their New l.ealand lectures,
Orig,nally published 1n 1898 as Tomorrow - a Peac,fu/ Path to Reform
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there was al that lime a deep division on these issues in England. Howard's proposal
involved the construction of new self-sufficient towns with predetermined maximum
populations, located in the countryside as an alternative 10 the seemingly inexorable
growth of the established urban areas. The Garden City and Town Planning
Association, on the other hand, had argued 1ha1 city extension could be carried out o n
'Garden City lines', (in a manner that Unwin and Parker had done in their design of
Hampstead Garden Suburb). Charles Purdom rakes up this issue in his 1913 book,
Garden Cities:
We often hear the expression, "Town-pla11n111g 0 11 Garden City lines," but the
phrase in the sense in which it 1s used, i.e. in connection 1,ith the growth of
suburbs, is an absurdity. Town-planning 011 Garden City lines is the planning
of new small towns. It is nothing else. The fact that the new suburbs appropriate
part of the name of the new town, and even allow themselves to imitate certain
details of its development, is, perhaps, a compliment to the Garden City, but it
is nothing more. What is ~ssential in Garden City is 11ot tow11-plan11ing.
Elsewhere he comments that 'Mr Bums's Act (a reference to the I909 Housing and
Town Planning Act m the UK) sets up machinery for the extension of towns and. like
the garden suburbs. maintains the very thing which Garden City declares to be
fundamentally wrong. It was 10 put an end to the extension of towns and the building
of suburbs that Garden City was founded', and proclaimed that he had '.. regretted the
day that the Garden City Association weakened its good wine with the water of town
planning'
The Christchurch architect, Samuel Hurst Seager was among those who heard the
lecture given by Davidge and Reade on their cw Zealand tour of 1914. Hurst Seager
had trained as an architect in London between 1882-84 at the time Arts and Crafts
represented the avant garde in architecture and design, and Bedford Park was being
developed. He returned 10 Chnstchurch 10 reinterpret these ideas in New l.ealand. and
designed in 1902 a housing development, the ·spur', at Sumer, Christchurch modelled
on the Bedford Park idea (Lochhead. I988). Without reference 10 Garden Cities, Hurst
S~ger. wri~es in 1911 that he welcomes the proposed adoption of town planning
lcg1slat1on m New Zealand. but doubts that this will guarantee that cities will be
beautiful (Hurst Seager. 1911). This reflected his advocacy at 1ha1 time for the City
Beautiful movement m New Zealand. Reference, however, is made to the Garden City,
an~ m particular, Letchworth, by the editor of an edition of Building Progress in I9 13,
which 1s followed by the visit of Davidge and Reade 10 the following year. ft would
appear that Hurst Seager engages with the garden City movement as a consequence of
the Davidge/Reade lectures.
Following his own agenda, Charles Reade returned 10 Australia to be involved m two
Planning Conferences, the first m Adelaide in I9 I7. followed by one in Brisbane in
1818. Hurst Seager attended the 1918 conference. representing the government of
New Ze~land. He presented a paper. arguing for the construction of 'Garden Cities and
Villages to provide th~ Australasian na11ons with a means to senle soldiers returning
from the ~ar. 1llustratmg his concept with a Howard-like diagram. He also published
an e~ten~1ve report on the proceedings, which included a reproduction of Raymond
Unwm diagram from his 1912 article, Nothing Gained by Overcrowding. 10 which
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19· 20) adds the following caption:
Hurst Seager (19 ·
.
/" d to Suburbs· Mr Raymond Unwin here
1
The Garden City Prin~ip e ap!tgarden-city p~inciple of a belt of green
illustrates the app/,catron °( the extension of new suburbs. The suburbs on
· 1· the whole community 1O
.
•
enc1rc mg
aratedfrom the city by belts of land, which will remam open
the left ~re seen sep . h . thefiactory area, served by the railway and wharves.
for all rrme. On the rzg t is
d b th the experience of the Brisbane conference and his influence to
Hurst Seager use O
d
mrnent sponsor a Town Planning conference in
ade the New aalan gove
,,_ I d
pers~
.
As in Brisbane, an underlying agenda was for New LJ,a an to
19
Wellington m 19 P.l . Legislation', but in Wellington, Hurst Seager also repeated
promulgate To~:w =~d Government to build Garden Cities, to accommodate and
his call_for the .
h etuming from World War !. On the question of town
rehabilitate servicemen t en r
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All
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· dd ess by the Acting Pnrne Minister, Sir James en must ave
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reminder to the delegates that they should not 'forget art m t err e rauons, e
rence as a political platform to rally support for the buildmg of
went on to use the Confie
h · ·
War Memorials in foreign lands. But other officials must have been m~re to t e likmg
of Hurst Seager and his agenda. RusseU (the Minister of Internal Affairs to for whom
he had written the Report on the Brisbane Conference), spoke of a need to establish
Town Planning in New aaland:

Great Britain has realised her mistake, and during recent years town planning
associations and activities have been strongly in evidence. As a result various
garden towns have been laid off. suburbs have bee~ created for the purpose_of
improving conditions, and higher standard of /ivmg for the masses is bemg
looked/or. (Proceedings, 1919)
The Minister also noted that whereas the Municipal Corporations Acts in New
Zealand provides for 'some provision for the abolition of insanitary areas...' , there
was no legislation for ·... securing that new towns shall be located, planned and laid off
on lines which wiU secure to the inhabitants of the future an ideal condition, as regards
healthfulness of situation, sanitation, drainage, water supply, and the laying-off of
suitable parks and recreational places. Yes I think it wiU be recognised that upon these
things aU town planning should be based' (Proceedings, 1919). The consequences of
outmoded legislation was address by another Government official, von Haast
(Proceedings, 1919:88): Nowadays the gridiron type of plan is universally condemned
and abandoned by the great authorities on town-planning. Look at any plan of the
garden city and it will be seen that it is the diagonal and curving streets that gives them
their charm.'
The enthusiasm for Garden Cities in New Zealand, however, was dampened by some
doubters. Salmond (Proceedings 1919: 127) raise a question about the extent to which
conditions in New Zealand were similar to those in the Britain, and therefore the extent
to which the British solutions were appropriate. On the question of Hurst Seager's
suggestion that the Garden ViUages should be built for the repatriation of returning

servicemen. Salmond retorted that " it is a pity that soldiers who wished to be farmers
apparently also desired to have the advantages of the city. County life has its own
attractions apart from those of the city.... All that should be necessary would ~ to
provide the soldier with the land to work .. .11 was a mistake to encourage the soldier to
expect to have the amenities of city life while working on his farm in the country'
Hurst Seager, in his address, also used the occasion to propose a resolution
(unanimously adopted): 'That this annual meeting is in favour of a special propaganda
being started throughout the country with a view to im~ress~g . upon local
authorities... the importance of applying the complete garden-city principles to_ the
schemes of reconstruction which are to be undertaken after the war'. (Proceedings:
19 l 9: l 15) He must have been disappointed nevertheless that in the competition
organised for the Conference, there were no entries in the Garden City design
categories. but a Silver and a Bronze medal was awarded respectively_to H.G Helmore
and Miss A Sleigh, both of Christchurch, for their Garden Suburb designs.
Immediately foUowing the 1919 Wellington conference, Hurst Seager (letter 6/6/1919)
wrote to Ebenezer Howard claiming that 'it is the result of your work ... which has
induced the Dominions to seriously consider garden city activity', and reports on his
proposals for 'Garden Villages·. and his desire to meet with Howard. In the same
month he also wrote to Raymond Unwin (letter 18/06/1919), to whom he sent a copy
of his Brisbane conference report. and a desire to also met with him.'
In l 920 Hurst Seager designed Drury Hill Garden Suburb m Wanganu1. With a site
set on a hill, it uniquely had an elevator to trarJSport residents from the foot of the hill
to 11s summit. The lay-out had a system of curvilinear roads organised around internal
parks and gardening allotments. but lacked the 'park belt' consider mandatory by
Howard and Unwin. It was Hurst Seager's intention to control development to achieve
aesthetic aims. But as Schrader ( 1993) comments. the developers sold sections without
the restrictions and conditions to enforce Hurst Seager's intentions. and Drury Hill
became little more that a subdivisional plan for quarter acre lots.
In 1925 the New Zealand Government did sponsor two competitions for the design of
'Garden Suburbs', m Auckland at Orakei, and in WeUington at Lower Hutt, and both
entries submitted by Hammond were placed first.' The Plans of both submissions, and
to a greater extent in the Orakei submission, exhibited a planning arrangement that had
'garden suburb' features of the kind Un win prescribed. But absent is any reference to a
'park belt'. The Orakei scheme combines axial main streets and curvilinear residential
roads, something lacking m the far less distinguished plan for Lower Hutt. But most
remarkable is the observation that the architect's own account of his winning schemes
published in 1925 which makes no reference to garden Cities or suburbs, or 10 the
work. of others including Hurst Seager, with the accounts being restricted solely to
techmcal descnpttons and attributes of his projects. (Hammond. 1925)
The New Zealand Government did not promulgate Town Planning Legislation until
Hurst Seager and Raymond Unw,n etchangcd letter between 1919 and 1927. culrrunatmg in an
undenak,ng (nol fulfilled by Unw,n) 10 \!Sit New Zealand and Australia ,n 1929
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1926_and Garden Cities were never built. But, as Ferguson ( 1994: 8~) rep?rts cheap
government housing Joans and the r~lease of ~rown land on the_outsktrts c1t1es '.n_New
l.ealand, resulted in what she descnbes as a frenzy of speculattve development m the
1920's. She comments further:

Lochhead, I J 'The Architectural Art of Samuel Hurst Seager", Art NZ, No 44, pp92·
98. 1988
Osborn, F.J. (ed) Ebenezer Howard Garden Cities of Tomorrow. London: Faber and
Faber, 1946.
Peny, C. 'The Neighbourhood Unit' in Regional Plan ofNew York and Its Environs:
Vol VII New York. 1929.
Purdom, C. B. The Garden City London: J M Dent, 1913.
Proceedings of the /st New Zealand Town Planning Conference, Wellington. 20-23
May, 199 I , Government Printer.
Schrader, B., Garden Cities and Planning, New Zealand Historic Places, September
1993, pp30-33
Un win, R. "The Planning of the Residential Districts of Towns', RIBA Journal.
Congress Number, I 906, pp vi-ivii
Unwin, R. Nothing Gained by 0 1•ercrowding, London: Garden City and Town
Planning Associauon, 191 2.

The emphasis 011 subdfrision and expansion meam that subdividers paid on/
lip-service to the ideas of the garden city and town-planning movemem:
Suburban local authorities were keen to promote subdivision, and made kw
demands. Estates were usually subdivided 011 a grid pattern, any hint of a
curved strut lay-out or a (park) bringing boasts that the estate was organised
on the most progressive town-planning lines. (Ferguson J994:88)

Sue~ a boasts can be witnessed in the sales brochure for the Tamaki Garden Suburb
(designed by Evans who was place second for his entry to the 1925 Orakei Gard
Suburb competition). Tarnaki was essentially a subdivisionai plan with roads laid O en
·
·· I
Wm
concentric se~-circ es crudely truncated where the outer circles meets the river
estuary. There 1s no park belt, no curvilinear roads, and no unified built form. The
Garden CHy and the Garden Suburb became reduced to a marketing slogan.

letters ref erred to held in the National Archives, Wellington.
In 1935, the election of the first Labour Government in New 2.eaiand
int od t"
f
bli
, saw the
r u~ _ion o a pu c housing programme, which utilised the Garden Suburbs
compeuuon la~outs of Orakei and Lower Hutt for first state housing projects in New
2.ea.land. Whilst these followed the original Garden Suburb layouts ne · fl
were being ~ it fr
Ame · ·
• w m uence
.
e om
nca, m the work of Peny and Stein with the concept of th
Neighbourhood Unit fast became an overriding concern into the 40's, 50's and 60's. e
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,. . The Centenary of Modern Planning
"A Telegram from the Queen .
Peter Hall S hool of Architecture and Planning
The Bartlett c
Unn•enity College London
London, UK
.
tele
from the President; perhaps in Australia it soon will be.
Perhaps 11 should be a ed ~ odem planning movement effectively commemorates its
Howev1:r comm.l:ffi~;~ 'It : : in Octobl:f l898 that Ebenezer Howard published the
cent~~':3' inf To-Morrow' soon to be republished under the more familiar title of
ongm
t1on -~ 7i
An.'d, though there were oth1:r important foundation stones
Garden
o omorrow.
.
• •Ii
of the modem planning movement, surely witho~t doubt this was th~ mo~t s1gru cant.
,
f wse the birth of town planning, which bad occurred nullenrua before that m
\\as no1O co
fii · birth f th mod
·
the cities of the Middle East. But it was the e ecbve
? e. em PIanrung
mov1:TOent: a significantly different movement. distinguished by its social purpose.

c,1,es 1

h

Rather remarkably, we can consider this century in the form of five snapshot pictures,
taken almost exactly a quarter century apart.
J898: The first is of course 1898 itself. That year not only saw publication of Howard's
tome, but of Kropotkin's influential Fields Factories and Workshops. In London the
London Country Council were planning, and were just about to build, the first peripheral
housing estate at Tonerdown Fields. Patrick Geddes was conducting his early
experiments in community self-help in the slums of Edinburgh, and was inviting
spealms to his summer schools. It is significant that all were British, either by birth or
adoption. The birth of modem planning took place in London and in Edinburgh.

For all these people, housing was the central question. They sought an answer to the
prob!= of overcrowded urban slums - but also, in the case of both Howard and
Kropotkin, to the prob!= of the depressed and depopulating counll)'side. The answer
would be central urban renewal at low1:r densities, accompanied by new garden cities and
garden suburbs on green fields; these would be built either by public agencies, or by
voluntary groups based on the principle of cooperation. The planning movement was an
outgrowth of the housing reform and land reform movement, and remained firmly
coupled to it. The means to this planned dispmion would be the new technologies of
electric power and low-cost public transport, above all the electric tramway.

original British concepts into a new American synthesis, the main developments were on
the European mainland. Le Corbusier was publishing his Voisin Plan, proposing that
central Paris should be razed to the ground and replaced by a new world of cruciform
towers and multi-lane freeways. Ernst May was being appointed as Architect-Planner of
Frankfurt am Main, there to develop tus satellite towns. In Berlin Martin Wagner was
collaborating with other leading architects of the Federal Republic - Hugo Haring. Hans
Scharoun, Walter Gropius - on a set of new housing developments which resolutely
employed the Bauhaus principles of design for living. Vienna was at work on its great
series of housing projects, most notably the Karl Marx Hof, which became so influential
that it directly influenced similar developments in London and elsewhere. Henri Sellier
was designing the first Paris cites-jardins along similar lines; in Amsterdam H.P. Berlagc
was laying out the great Amsterdam South scheme.
All these developments, though sometimes they confusingly adopted the garden city
label, were quite different from the original British formulation. Though for the most
part peripherally-located, they were essentially quite high-density schemes taking the
form of terraces, quite often with a high admixture of apartment blocks. They were
planned as an integral part of the city and were connected to it by good public transport.
They stemmed from a very distinct continental style of urban apartment living, and
although they were imitated in British slum clearance schemes (as in the LCC's
Ossulston Street estate in the late I920s), they did not become the norm there. What they
did have in common with the British housing schemes of the same era was motivation
and a~ency: they were _
essentially ~ial housing schemes, built either by municipal
agenc_,es or by cooperative-type housmg associations. The link between housing and
plaruung remamed the key, as Catherine Bauer stressed in her influential book Modern
Housing in I934.
The United States in this period married high hopes and great disappointments. The
v1s10~ of the RPAA was not realised; Rexford Tugwell's plan for Greenbelt cities was
effectively truncated by a.conservauve Congress, and the TVA became essentially a
power generation and agncultural extension scheme. In Australia Griffin's plan for
Car_iberra was contmually stalled by disagreements and rivalries· elsewhere
· th
Uruted . States, the prevailing ethos was to assist suburban de~elopment byaspt~vat:
enterpnse.

1922-3: Almost exactly a quarter-century later, though the RPAA was deveIopmg
· the
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Remarkably soon after 1898, the first actual experiments were under way: at Letchworth
and Hampstead Garden City, and in the early LCC estates; at Margarethenhohe and
Helle_rau _m ~~Y· And the ori~al impetus extended over at least a quarter century,
culminating m the ideas of the Regional Planning Association of America, which in th
I
effectively ~arried the ideas of Howard, Kropotkin and Geddes into a centra~
VIs1on of decentralised communities in the distant countryside powered b I · ·
and accessible through the private automobile.
,
y e ectnc1ty

?~Os

.
rs _ with little public involvement.
invariably, arclutect-p1anne
• backlog in most European countries, and further by the
Driven by the huge hous~n: booms the resultant programme of construction lasted
postWar and subsequent au:til the cn'd of the I 960s; it produced many of the landmarks
fully a quart_er of a cen~~g movement, including the comprehensive reconstruction
of the twen,neEastth-cenEnturyd ~e Mark One British new towns and the Stockholm satellite
of Londons
•
·
th
f
wth ·
communities. Further, these represented a. cons1sktethnt e dos od thgro . -toncnted
1ea an e pnva e sector
•
1anrun
·
g
in
which
public
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too
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comp~ehens1ve p
,
was ~uced to a residual role.

'ew parallels outside Europe, although South Australia built a UK-style new
There were ,,
· al ·
·
town at Elizabeth, and later on the United States saw OCC;351~n crtt~-en)tGrnse new
towns (Reston and Columbia outside Washington DC; Irvine m . 1 onua .
ge-scale
American urban renewal, beginning in the 1950s, e~ec~vely upr~ted ethnic
communities without creating any effective means for overspill; ~ the worst JDS!ances, as
in Chicago, the very poor were segregated in ghetto-style housmg projects within the
inner city.
1973-5: Approximately another quarter-century later, a remarkable disjuncrure occurred
in these same counnies, and indeed worldwide. It was a change in Zeitgeist coinciding
with the arrival of the postWar "baby boomers" into active political and public life, and it
was first marked by the remarkable public manifestations on university campuses in the
late 1960s. Essentially this generation, for the most part reared in postwar affluence,
rejected many of the values of its parents: comprehensive reconstruction and
construction, large-scale development and automobility were now seen as positively bad,
and the prevailing slogan, borrowed from the influential environmental campaigner E.P.
Schumacher, was Small is Beautiful. Protection of the environment now became a basic
imperative, following the immensely influential 1972 Club of Rome report, The Limits to
Growth. Underlying this was a general hostility to the advanced capitalist system and a
desire for a return to simpler lifestyles, coupled with deep paranoia about the ways in
which the system was managed,by professional technocracies. One principal result for
planning, first evident in the United States but rapidly spreading worldwide, was a
demand for bottom-up advocacy-style planning in which professionals acted as servants
to local communi_ti~. This ~ed th~ point ~ whic_h public participation in planning
first became a maJor issue, particularly m the Uruted Kingdom and the United States.

There was an_int:resting parallel in th~ developing world, where the British planner John
T~er, heavily influenced by the kind of anarchist thinking that had permeated the
on~ ~f the. mod~ p13:°°"1g movement, first proposed self-build site-and-service
housing.m Latin Amenca; m affect, a legalization and planned organization of the urban
occupation movements that had taken place on a large scale in these cities in the 1950s
and I960s,_a result of movement off the land. Rather remarkably, it soon became
orthodoxy.m the Wor_ld Banlc, which saw it as a low-cost and effective alternative to
bure_aum:ncally-orgaruzed public housing schemes. By the 1980s, such schemes were
proltferatmg throughout the fast-growing cities of the developing world.

These themes continued to re-echo throughout the 1970s and indeed beyond. They
appeared to represent effectively the beginnings of a new political platform, and in
Germany the Green Party had considerable success in local elections for some c1bes.
During the 1980s they existed rather anomalously side-by-side with right-wing
movements stressing economic liberalism and freedom from control, which in the United
Kingdom resulted in an ultimately futile attempt to scale down the planning system.
Effectively it could be said that plarming constituted one of the dimensions on which a
new political division was being forged m advanced countries, replacing traditional class
movements and interests.
On one issue both sides agreed: on the need to regenerate decaying urban economies by
injecting new activities. But the two sides disagreed both on the objectives and on the
mechanisms: the left suggested the revival of the traditional economy and the use of
democratic mechanisms which clearly gave the predominant weight to existing interests;
the right proposed the creation of new urban economic bases through private real estate
development supported by public infrastructure, using mechanisms which bypassed
elected local councils. Both mechanisms produced results: the city of Rotterdam
successfully ~eveloped its waterfront, Salford in Greater Manchester did the same,
while in New York, London and many other British cities urban development
corporations achieved very similar impacts.
1998: One hundred years after Howard, people in the advanced capitalist countries live
in a very different world from his: one in which the great majority have achieved relative
affluence, albeit with some reduction in security compared with the 1960s, and in which
as a result they have a considerable stake in their own homes and their own local
environments. One result is that, for the first time since the beginning of the modem
planning movement, housing and planning have become decoupled: the so-<:alled
housing question has shrunk to the provision for an unfortunate minority, as in fact it has
been from the start in the United States and to a considerable degree in Australia.

Perhaps to a greater degree than ever before, there 1s now a divergence between the
advanced indus_nial (or ~ st-ind~trial) nations. In the United States and many parts of
Europe,_the ~~ emerging qu~ non has been the continued out-migration of people and
econorruc activity from the cities to the suburbs and the countryside, leading to the
emergence of areas of_concentrated multiple deprivation in the cities; and these in tum
ha~e _become a neganve element encouraging further out-migration by the affiuent
maJonty.
Coupled ~ th the rapid growth in household numbers in these countries • a product less
of population growth th~ of household fission through more young people leaving
home, divorce and ~eparat1on, and longer periods of widowhood • this brio s a central
dilemma for strategic planning: how far 1s it desirable and poss.bl t
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Historic preservation at the district level: retrospect and prospect
David Hamer
Department of History
Victoria University of Wellington
Wellington
New Zealand
Origins
The "historic district" strategy has become a principal featu re o f the modem
historic preservation movement. The purpose of this pape~ 1s to s urvey the
development of this phenonemon in the United States, explain why 1t became
so popular, and consider recent trends in the management of hentage at the
district level.
The large-scale d istrict on entation of modern historic preservat!on in the
United States 1s principally a consequence not only of adverse reactions to the
impacts of urban renewal in the 1950s and 1960s but also of opportunities
opened up by urban renewal programmes which included assistance for the
retention, protection, and resto r a tion of existin g h ousing and
neighbourhoods. In 1965 a landma rk publication in the history of historic
prese r v a lion , With Hent age So Rich, d eclared that the preservation
movement must go beyond saving individual h istoric buildings and called for
concern for the "total heritage". Its recommendation that a national register
be created that would include not only buildin gs, sites and structures but also
districts was implemented in the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966,
which created the National Register of Historic Places. After 1966, within the
framework created by the National His toric Preservation Act and by s ta te
initiatives, there was a strong trend towards making dis tricts the protective
shell around threatened structures of his toric value.
During the 1970s and 1980s historic preservation moved from its traditional
concern with individual s tructures to an emphasis on the contexts of
structures.
ow the focus is increasingly on preserving areas in which there
are no individual buildings. that would have been considered worthy of
preservation m accordance with traditiona l criteria. Increasingly it has been
the district itself that matters.
Reasons for the popularity of Historic Districts as a format for historic
preservation
• The creation of a Historic District and the establishment of appropriate
controls have often appealed as the most efficient form of management of the
resources that had lrad1tionally been the focus of his toric preservation:
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There was a rapid growth in the number of Historic Districts after 1966.
Reasons for this included:
• The federal tax credit regime established in 1976 by the Ta;"_Re'.orm Act. Tax
credits encouraged and rewarded investment in the rehab1htahon _not _me~ely
of individual structures but of large numbers of structures w1thm d1stncts.
The development of Historic Districts since has closely followed the fortunes
of federal policy on tax credits, which has undergone repeated ~hanges.
.
• The growth in the resources, knowledge and expertise available to achieve
preservation on this scale.
• The interest of many places in exploiting heritage to attract tourists, even to
the extent of becoming another 'Williamsburg'.
• The trend towards mass production of Historic Districts, one of the principal
reasons for which has been the stereotyping of the history that they represent.
Protecting and strengthening the fabric of neighbourhoods and communities
have been major reasons for Historic District designations.
• Preservationists have learned that coalitions with city planners are one of
the most effective and necessary strategies for the achievement of
preservation objectives.
And, because city planners work at the level of
districts and zones rather than individual structures, historic preservationists
have (ound themselves being drawn into the same spheres of action. Their
energies too have had more and more to be focused into district and
neighbourhood stabilisation, preservation and rehabilitation.
• Loca_l Histor(c Di~trict designation has provided a means to protect
properties from mtrus1ons that threaten to disturb the established character of
324

a nei hbourhood, e.g. the growth of nearby metropolitan areas, which o~ten
threafens to overwhelm the traditional character of small, hitherto relatt\ ely
separate and isolated communities.
.
torauon
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their wealth and their confidence in their town's future.
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h
community and permanence as against the impermanence associate \~It
Americans' rootlessness and restlessness, the " frontier" side of the A~encan
experience. In Historic Districts the transience that has been so prom~~nt ~
part of American life and has been lamented by some as corrosl\
community values is ignored or countered
a number of wa_ys.
e
emphasis is on evidence, derived from history, of commitment to
community.
.
• Concern for restoring the s trength and vitality of the neighborhood as a
fundamental unit in American cities, especially when planners m the 1970s
elevated territory to being the pre-eminent _element . in the de.f initio_n of a
neighbourhood . The Historic District provided a h1stonca l d imension for
this.
• Historic Dis tricts appealed as models of how districts could_ be _be ~ter
organised. They became a resource. The development of_ H1_ston c D1stncts
coincided with and influenced the emergence of new thmkmg as to how
urban districts in general could be better structured. Kevin Lynch's The Image
of the City (1960) was particularly influential in this regard. He took the
recently established Historic District of Beacon Hill, Boston, as a good example
of a neighbourhood that was effectively structured in the terms of the criteria
that he had been emphasising.
• Historic Districts have been a resource for community rehabilitation in th a t
they embody various examples and models of community structure that, for a
number of reasons, are believed to have worked well in the past.
• They have been a form of usable his tory. They are often an outcome of a
strategy to use the past to help a town, city, or neighbou rhood cope with the
challenges of the present and future. Creating pride in community, and a
sense of community identity and " uniqueness", has been a constan t theme m
justifications for seeking His toric District development. Making the busine s
district a Historic District, and taking advantage of tax credits, have been major
components in many Main ~treet rehabilitation s trategies.
• Gentrification. Groups • f residents concerned about actual, impending, or
threatened ~hanges to the character of their neighbourhood have often sought
the protection afforded by Historic District designation. In many res tored
d1stncts the people seeking this are not the descendants of the peo ple who
actually made the history and built and lived m the houses. They are the
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e have restored, and they are interested in
0wners of properties which th yh
h the maintenance of an overall
. . •estments t roug
d
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. b
h od They have investe a great eal
protecting th e1r !n\
"hist0ric" character for the neigh _our fothe.ir houses A common pattern has
• · the restoration o
·
.
h
of time and capita1 m
in
ro erty for renovation and t _en put
st
been for outsiders_ to art buy g Pt 6lish a local Historic D1stnct with
pressure on the city auth00 t_y to e\~ process
The marketability of a
architectural controls and design revi feature of. the relationship between
Districts that have a
historic a~bie_nce has been a ::rr entrification.
gan be enabled to acquire one through
Historic D1stnct development
"historic" image ~nd atrn~sphered, ~rgn'ation have had a strong appeal for the
such devices as H1stonc D1str1ct es1
,
"gentrifier~".
d
t
processes associated with local Historic
• The design review an con ro1
Districts have had a considerable appeal.
Some consequences:

• · o· tr· t ·s created ' there is. often a diffusion ,,of its influence
.
• Once a H1stonc 1s ic 1
·
Old
A significant spillover effect into contiguous areas creeping
Townism" _ has been observed.
.
.
.
.
.
•
permeable from the opposite direction as well. Historic
• The bound anes are
.
d
· ·
o·15t ·cts increasingly are functioning as a sort of island or refuge, rawmg mto
n
t d and endangered buildings from other areas. (Beasley,
themse1ves unwan e
231)
.
· o· ·
·t
·
t
1
• When a locality is designated a H1stonc . ~stn~t, _1 receives no on y
boundaries but also a name. This is another d1stm_gu1shmg feature, a form of
boundary. This may be the first time that a d1stnct has had such a clearcut
and authorised identity.
Problems have included:
• Boundaries. As the determining of Historic Districts reached out beyond
the fairly easily defined confines of individual structures, the ~ixing of
appropriate and defensible boundaries b~ame a c~~plex matter._ This was all
the more so as interest developed, via the wntmgs of Kevm Lynch, for
instance, in mental or cognitive maps, that is maps drawn by people that
reveal the associations that particular buildings and landmarks have for them
in a city environment. Elasticity of boundaries derives also from people's less
easily definable notions of the dimensions of their neighbourhoods.
Neighbourhoods are not neatly self-contained entities. They overlap and
interrelate, and people's perceptions of what is their neighbourhood will vary
considerably according to their personal circumstance6 and experience. The
boundaries of Historic Districts often reflect political constraints and tactical
considerations and exclude, at least initially, institutions and property-owners
who resist inclusion. Political and strategic considerations have had a good
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deal more to do with determining the shape and content of Historic DiSt ricts
than purely historical aspects.
f
• There has also been concern over the possible soci~l imp~cts of the crea ~on
and enforcement of boundaries. There is a dan~er m particular of repeatm~
and reinfo rcing the extreme social differentiation which was a_ feature_ 0
1
suburbanisation. Historic District boundaries and their often explicit physica
..
n
representations may reinforce this tendency.
• The risk that other areas that are thereby seemingly classified as no "historic" may be neglected or even abandoned ~s re_g ards hiS t Onc
preservation attention. The alternative is an integrated city-wi~e approach t~
planning in which the historic character of every district is ident_ifie~ an f
placed into the mix of features which are to be the basis of determination
their overall character. Th~ problem about this is that there are many
features of the past of a district that most people now would rathe\ s~e
obliterated than preserved on "historical" grounds.
Examples me_u e
poverty, racial segregation, and the "deterioration" which urban renewal itself
was designed to remove.

°

Trends
• New formats for historic preservation have been emerging. An exa_m ple is
the growth - or revival - in popularity of the conce~t of the h1stonc park,
reconceptualised under the particular influence of Disneyland as a theme
park, a setting for entertainment, recr~ation, and the pr~nta!1on of h1Story m
theatrical and staged formats. At Disneyland several histoncal themes were
used to create idealised settings at least one of which, Main Street, has been
seen as having a substantial influence on Historic District development itself.
(Francaviglia, 142-76).
There was a thematic approach inh erent in the
development of Historic Districts from the beginning. Establishment cntena
have emphasised p redominant periods, associations with famous people, and
historic events. In many of the classic Historic Districts, a theme has been
identified which has been made the determining influence on the d istrict's
historic environment and ambience. Film companies have come to value
Historic Districts as settings for their movies.
• Various kinds of fake, replica and manufactured Historic Districts have
emerged. "Olde Townes", colonial villages, and many variations on s uch
themes have proliferated.
• There is a growing tendency to move threatened buildings from other areas
into Historic Districts to supplement the old houses that constitute the
original core. In part this is designed to fortify and entrench the overall
"historic" environment of these districts. It has proved to be difficult to avoid
this when there are pressures on isolated buildings outside a protected zone.
Pressures are certain to anse for alternative uses of portions of a district which
appear to be only marginally worth protecting in "historic" terms. A strategy
of enhancing and strengthening "historic" character 1s often an imperati\'e in
these circumstances.
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Gendered spaces? Kitchen cupboards and building sites
·tage areas that are larger than the
een made to create herl
.
.
• Attempts h ave b.
. .
Exam !es a re the Heritage State Parks in
st
trad itional H1stonc Di r~t.Cultural PParks in New York_ State, and the
Massachusetts, the Urba Preservationists have had to take into account that
Blackstone River Va!ley. Jr
d
with larger units than the small
1
their town planmngh a ies f ebaeen the basic kind of Historic District. As
• hb h ds which ave so ar
.
.
.
become more regional m scope, historic
ne1g our oo
.
.
1
the units_ coverehd dml_tptl ann~:~ but to follow this trend, given the closeness
preservation has a I e op
.
.
of its integration into urban and metropolitan planning.
Conclusion
· t of the late 1990s the Historic District appears as a
• I
h.
•
From th e vantage-porn
'
f and then nurtured in parhcu ar 1stoncal
b
out O
.
d
·
P•henomenon om
circumstances. It e merged in the 1960s from the reactions to the evastations
. .
caused to the historic fabric of innumerable urban communih~s by
of
programmes o f Urban re newal and improvement and the construction
.
.
freeways. It took off in the 1970~ for a varie_t~ of reasons mcludmg the
availability of tax credits, the desire of g~ntnfi~rs and also longer-te_rm
residents of older city districts to protect their env1ro~ments and properties,
the rise of "heritage" tourism stimulated by the 1976 B1centenmal, t_he growth
of concern for the rehabilitation of neighbourhoods as a basic unit of
American society, and the development of the "Ma~ St'.eef' s~rategy for
effecting the revival of older commercial districts.
H1stonc D1stncts were a
form of applied and usable history that was particularly well adapted to the
requirements of the age. But have they lost that relevance and applicability?
The Historic District format has not been well suited to represent the history
of the diversity and incessant change that have characterised most cities. The
challenge now for both preservationists and planners is to find ways of
preserving - or restoring memory of - the history that is in all districts and
not just those where there has happened to survive a particularly cohesive
and aesthetically pleasing ensemble of historic structures.
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This paper forms part of a chapter of my forthcoming PhD entitled "A Historiography
of Women Architects". The study proceeds from the observation that women are
virtually absent from Australian architectural history and asks, why? The questi?~ 1s
interrogated via a complexity of feminist approaches described as h?eral fe~1mst,
critical feminist and postmodern feminist (Hanna 1995). Broadly speaking, my liberal
feminist approach addresses the positivist issues: were there women architec!~ m
NSW before 1960, how many, who were they, and what did they do? My cnucal
feminist approach draws on the oral histories of some twenty ~~rly women architects
in exploring the ways that gender affected their opportunmes and careers. My
postmodern feminist approach offers an analysis of historic texts about women
architects in NSW, with a focus on the extensive self-representations of Florence
Taylor, Australia's first woman architect (who qualified in 1902).
This paper comes out of my critical feminist section which explores the proposition
that gender has been an organising principle ID the architecrure profession. and by
implication in the production of the built environment. I present a selection of stories
mostly told to me by women architects who were pracusmg in SW before 1960
(there are also several accounts from other sources). One of themes discernible in
these stories is that many informants were expected to be able to produce good
domestic design - in particular that they could arrange kitchen cupboards much better
than men - and that they were expected to encounter difficulties in supervising the
erection of buildings "on site". This paper describes how these expectations were
manifested and the ways in which women responded to them.
While such attitudes towards women architects probably hindered their careers by
sexually segregating their work opportunities, I am also interested in the wider social
implications. I suggest that kitchen cupboards and building sites were contested
because they were understood to be primarily feminine or masculine spaces - because
of their respectively close relationships with the traditional sexual division of labour
which was contradicted by the very existence of women architects. These spac~
might also be seen as gendered body metaphors (boxes and erectJons). The stones
provide_ evidence that, despite possibly good intentions, this built environment
profession has not been gender-ne_utral - concerned only with merit and ability . but
has been affected by wider societal presuppositions about what was considered
approp~at: for n;i,e~ and ~omen in terms of their knowledges, capabilities, behaviours
and their place ID soc1_ety more generally. How might such presuppositions have
affect~ _architectural design and practice in other ways? Such broader issues involve
recogruuon_of how the gende~ng of an institution or a space may have affected our
und~~tandm~s of the produc!Jon of the built environment. This written paper lays an
empmcal basis for the more theoretical analysis which will be presented m mys ken
conference paper.
po
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Kitchen cupboards

Ir d busy rebutting the expectation that
A.s early as 1910, Florence Taylofiir wasfia ~:~estic architecture (Taylor 1910). She
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.
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.
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· · Ii ·
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h
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· al ti. Of the architectural issues involved m des1grung a ouse, w ich
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in their eagerness for cupboard room .. cannot be convinced tha_
t cupboards arc only n_ieant for
dirty people, a harbor for mice and vemun.
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and

Taylor's early article suggests the many ways in_ whic~ the (still ongoing) debate about
whether women architects are better at domestic design is loaded. S~e all~des to the
tion of the proper "place" for women and men bemg respecllvely mside and
Id
h Id
. .
queS
·
outside the home; the question of whether women architects cou or s ou mamtam
their domestic duties and expertise alongside their career dunes; the inference that
domestic design is somehow easier as well as more appropriate for women, for
example by lunging on the arrangement of cupboards; and the entri:nch~ hosllhty_of
the professional architect's (masculine) attitude towards housewtfe clients, which
Taylor herself adopts without irony after admitting that she knows as httle about the
requirements of a home as a male architect.
The debate is also loaded because the proposition that women are better at domestic
design assumes that they are not neutral professionals but bring to the profession
already gendered knowledges - which exceeds that of men in just one instance, while
it is presumably below that of men in all others. As Kathleen Moss commented,
"people used to say women should be architects because they know about kitchen
cupboards, as if that's all they know about". Judith Ambler noted her women architect
friends saying,:
... people always used to say to us when we were staning off. "Ob that's good news. There
should be more women architects. You know where to put the cupboards in the kitchen". That
used to really get us.
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And although Constance Crisp felt that "architecture was one profession where we
weren't on the outer", still she says, "I used to get terribly sick of being told, 'women
are good at designing kitchens' - because I designed very few".
One response to such expectations was Florence Taylor's strategy of.argui~g that
women architects were as ignorant of domestic requirements as men architects, 1e they
were the same as men. Judy Macintosh and Janine Arundel spoke for many when they
stated that they would like to be known simply as architects, not women architects.
But weren't women architects affected by their womanliness? Eve Laron notes that all
her women architect friends shouldered most of the burden of running famil y
households on top of their careers, a point which has been demonstrated repeatedly in
the literature of women in professions (for example,_RAlA 1986). Thus the s~tegy of
affirming women architects' sameness to men architects often involved denying that
their domestic responsibilities affected their careers. For example, one wo_man
explains that she chose to run a part-time architectural pra~!Jce from home w1thm
school hours and to tum down any jobs which conflicted with her family
responsibiliti;s (which she identified as her first priority) because it was her individual
choice to have a "low-key" career.

In fact, many women architects in my survey who had children_sirn!larly chose to run
part-time practices from home. These practices usually specialised m domestic work,
both because that scale of design could be best accommodated to a small office and
because client networks tended to operate through family, friends and neighbours
rather than on a commercial or old-school-tie basis. In addition there probably was the
added advantage that women architects who were also running their own homes might
better understand the needs and requirements of domestic architecture by dint of their
own experience. When explaining why she liked doing domestic alterations, Judy
Ambler offered an apt metaphor, suggesting that the familiarity with domesticity
might produce an expertise enriched by its processes as well as its content:
It's almost like, I always think, like opening the fridge and finding a few ltnle oddments in
there and then rurning it into something that's really nice. It's got the same sort of challenge.

Ellice Nosworthy's sister Cecily Gunz still lives in a house designed for her by
Nosworthy in I 939. With great pride she showed me the intact kitchen w hich was
deliberately small, designed with the housewife in mind to "be able to stand in the
middle and reach everywhere" and with generous cupboard space reaching right to the
ceiling: "It's wonderful". According to Gunz, Nosworthy would take great account of
her clients' wishes and compromise aesthetic principles if necessary. Far from seeing
women or indeed men clients as adversaries, they tended to become her very good
friends (Hanna 1997). Thus Nosworthy seems to have incorporated her feminine life
expenences of domesticity, such as respecting houswives' knowledges and
accommodating a diversity of needs and wishes, into her architectural practice in a
productive and professional mariner.
The arrival of second wave feminism in the 1970s also contributed to the development
of new ways ton:~pond to this expectation that women were better at domestic design.
Rather than r~sistmg the suggesllon that women were different from men, the group of
women architects who founded Constructive Women in Sydney in 1984 actively
embraced the nolton. As founder Eve Laron explained,
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but also from meetmg an
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y women architects who argue for womens comp ete equality
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•
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'th men Tuey perhaps would hke to go to e o ce wtt out
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·v,·al expectation that women architects would be good at designing
.th
ral
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kitchen cupboards is shown here to be entwined wt seve 1
tharger 1sbs~es ~ncefnun_g
's proper place m society and how they should manage e com mat1on o their
;:~~and private roles without detracting from thei~ perceived edprofifes~i~naldismb. The
positions outlined here can be seen to fall into the stJ11 unresofi1v . . em1rufsdt'flie ate of
the 1980s: should we argue for a feminism of equality or a emmJsm o I erence?
Calling for equality seems to entail ~enying femininity while . foregrounding
femininity risks denying all-round professional competence. Yet_p~aclllloners such as
Ambler and Nosworthy offer a middle ground where both femmJne knowledge and
professional competence can coexist in a productive practice, to the benefit of both the
profession and its clients.

The apparently tn

Building Sites
Numerous women informants in my survey mentioned that they had encountered the
expectation that they would experience difficulties on building sites (ie supervising
contractors and builders in the physical construction of a project). Indeed many
women architects had been largely prevented from doing site visits. Again it was
Florence Taylor who complained as early as 1910 that,
It is rarely a client will have confidence to put thousands of pounds under the spending
judgement of a woman. He, or she, thinks a woman cannot comb.at with "the tricks of the
trade" that ardutccts should lcnow so well. This particular knowledge comes with years of
experience, and mostly from inspccnons under the architect by whom one is employed. but he
invanably thinks "drafting" a more congenial occupation for a woman, and never gives her
much chance of inspecting. (Taylor 1910 84)

So why were site visits considered uncongenial for a woman architect? Constance
Crisp said that her architect uncle had advised her against becoming an architect
"because there were no [women's) toilets on site". Zula Nittim remembers being
infonned at a job interview that the employer didn't like to employ women because
"architecture was too heavy". An obvious problem in the early days women's clothing.
Florence Taylor mentions "climbing up ladders, in skins that practically swept the
ground" (Sun Herald 1/6/1961). Eleanor Cullis-Hill remembers "being sent up ladders
l~t ~d do~ first as a courtesy", noting that "Now you wouldn't dream of going on
site m anything but trousers". Other women obviously decided early on that dresses
simply wouldn't do: Angus Moir recalls that his mother Heather Sutherland wore
tailored slacks to site meetings long before it was fashionable for women to wear
pants. Several people remember that Ellison Harvie, who in 1946 became the first
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Australian woman partner in a major architectural firm (Stephenson & Turner),
habitually wore men's suits to work.
Another issue, apparently, was the sheer unexpectedness of finding a woman m
authority on a building site. Florence Taylor tells a story of running into the client's
friend on a site visit and being offered a tour of the house; she offered to guide him
instead ( Orange Leader 419131 ). Moya Merrick found that this unexpectedness
worked both against and for her. She recalled that with employer Clement Glancey
she never made site visits . except on one occasion when she was sent out on her own
to ask a foreman if he had any problems. As she remembers it, "The foreman was so
flabbergasted to see a woman, I'm sure that was it, that he [said he] had no problems.
He couldn't even look at me." The next day she reponed back to the office that
everything was fine and the foreman called to say that he needed help with_the roof.
On another occasion when Merrick was self-employed, she found that the builders had
added an costly item to their bill which she bad to query
the manager ... was said to be a very difficult man to deal with. So I must tell you I was
quakmg in my shoes when I went up to WeUmgton to see bun that monung... When he came
ID it was obvious be had been driolong. and I knew I'd won... We compromised a little but I
won the mato po1Dt. He couldn't cope with a woman so he'd bad a few dnnlcs.

There are further examples of the working culture of the building site being affected
by women's presence. Margaret Pitt Morison told a story about completing a site visit
then gomg back because she'd forgotten something.
I heard a piercing whistle... 8111 was the foreman. I said "Whal was that whistle all about?",
and be said "Oh JUSI to tell the boys that you were coming back through, so they could modify
their language" (Matthews 1991, 113)

Eleanor Cullis-Hill remembers similarly that in the early days, her employer would
call out on site, "Women present, women present" in order to warn workers to behave
themselves. She didn't mind that or think it was a disadvantage.
The only issue tbal some of the women 1hemselves seemed to see as a problem on site
was managing how to give instructions to the workers (who were assumed by
everyone to be men). The brother of Hilary aBeckett thought that she "had difficulties
sometimes gomg out to site and giving orders". Angus Moir considered that it must
have been hard for men to take directions from a woman earlier in the century. Ruth
Mary felt that being a woman had affected her career insofar as she had had "difficulty
in supervision of tradespeople, especially realising they knew more than me". Nina
Walmsley found that "some builders tend to think they will do the job their way
without consultation, but maybe they have the same attitude to men". Eleanor CullisHill recalls that,
ahead of my lllne, l beard of a brickJayer throwing down his trowel and saymg 'Tm nol gomg
to take any mstruc11on from a such and such woman". I never had that done 10 me.

She said that "you had to have the workmen happy to work with you" but she learned
to develop that over ti~e. Mar~aret Harvey-Sutton used a "protocol. not to speak to
the workers but to their supervisor and of course everything went very well. You're
just polite to them, and they're polite to you." Margaret Pitt Morison found that things
went better if "you don't try to order men around" She believed that,
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Judith Macintosh (nee Moreau), qualified 1944, interviewed 1998.
Ruth Mary (nee Harvey, married Lucas), qualified 1951, written response to questionnaire 1997.
Moya Merrick, qualified 1943, interviewed 1993.
Margaret Pin Morison, qualified Western Australia 1924, all rem.arks from Matthews 1991.
Kathleen Moss (nee Rutherford), qualified 1935, interviewed 1997.
Zula Nitnm (nee Goldinberg), qualified 1955, interviewed 1995.
Ellice Nosworthy, qualified 1922, interviewed sister Cecily Gunz 1994.
Irene Sclcclci (nee Kina!), qualified in Poland 1957, in NSW 1966, mtcrviewed 1997.
Heather Sutherland (married Moir), qualified 1926, telephone interview with son Angus Moir 1997.
Florence Taylor (nee Parsons), qualified 1902, all references from her articles.
Walmsley, Nina (nee Anderson), qualified 1953, telephone interview 1997.
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RE-SITING THEATRE
INSIDE-OUT

OUTSIDE-IN

UPSIDE-DOWN

Dorita Hannah
School of Architecture
Victoria University of Wellington
New Zealand

Perfonnance is a public act. Scbechner has defined it as "behaviour heightened. if f'\'er
so slightly, and pub/ica//y displayed; twice behaved behaviour. " 1
This paper explores the notion of shifting sites for public performance. The Theatre is
taken to the streets, the street is then brought back into the theatre and two venues are
investigated to test the relationship between the city, the interior and perfonnance.
The Theatre industry, as we have come to know it in New Zealand seems sadly
redundant. Company Theatres continue to close their doors leaving practitioners
without homes to house their weary hearts. Since Auckland's Mercury Theatre closed
its doors in 1991 New Zealand has lost the DownStage Theatre Company, Inside 0111
Theatre. Theatre at Large, the Watershed Theatre and Taki Rua Theatre. Those
remaining practitioners depend on available venues which are either highly
conventional or highly adaptable. The conventional proscenium arch or end-stage
continues to encourage the passivity which proliferates between performers and
audience, whilst the adaptable venues lack either architectural character o r concern.
Something has to change in order to realign the performing arts in New Zealand.
Something has to shift. The shift is political, artistic, commercial and perceptual. Can
it also be architectural?
Perhaps the Theatre no longer desires to be housed in the deep interiors of playhouses,
with their polite, passive and, too often, deadly products. These are better served for the
escapism of cinema, where the dominant screen can bener frame and control the action.
Rather it wishes to take to the streets where it can challenge not only the explicit frame
of the proscenium arch but the multiple and subtle frames of urban architecture and
urban culture.
The removal from the conventional stage and seeking of 'found space · was a major
premise behind Peter Brook' s I 968 treatise on theatre 'The Empty Space ·. He wrote:
"/ can take an empty spa~e and call it a bare stage. A man walks across this empty
space whilst someone else rs watching him, and this is all we need for an act of theatre
2
to be engaged. " The architect Daniel Libeskind suggests; "a space which is not a
s~ace of theatre, bm a space to be found , a space which has not been colonised by
ellher plannmg. arch1tec111re or by the history of theatrical production. "•
Both these statements from theatre practitioner and architect seek to turn theatrical
space inside-out, outside-in and upside-down.
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I~SIDE-OUT
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Jn their introduction to Consuming Architecture Chaplin and Holding write "rt could be
argued that any time somebody adap ts or augments the built environment, they are in
10
fact participating actfre/y i11 the process ofconsuming architecture. "
If we relate this
to the theatre then the manipulation and alteration of performance space suggests that
the public can have a direct physical impact on an 'institutional' building. The
playhouse becomes a shifting and dis-easy site.

. , C · /!" says the revolutionary plumber in Genet's Balcony. "You know
Carn1va1. arn1va •
.
• I · l
I
t to beware 0 r it like the plague. since Ifs og1ca cone us1on is
well enough, we oug h
~
h 1· . .
" d , .. ,
death. You know well enough that the carnival that goes to t e 1mrt IS a su1c1 e.

The following case studies examine two venues which seek to bring the city into an
interior performance environment. The first 1s a European model, built in I986, whilst
the second, designed in 1997, is a proposal and will remain paper architecture.

Yet as Schechner points out; "Festivals and Carnivals are comic ~heatrical events:
comic in desire, even ifsometimes tragic in outcome. When peop~e go into the streets en
masse they are celebrating life's fenile possibilities. They eat, drink. make theatre, make
love. and enj oy each other's componies. They put on m_aslcs ~nd costumes. erect and
wave banners, not merely to disguise and embellish their ordinary selves , or to flau111
the outrageous. but also to act out the multiplicity that each human life is. ,,6

UPSIDE (Mile End: London: England)

..

Tragic or comic, the city becomes utilised as a ~ge with the surro~dings taking on the
roles of 'silent characters ·. Spectacles, processions and pageants which move through a
city claim the city as a setting and also make a claim for the involvement of all citizens
in the theatrical event. This mo.de! of city-as-stage has its roots in medieval sacred and
secular pageants but as 'found space theatre • is a twentieth century phenomenon
reacting against the passivity and control of conventional drama. As Carlson writes: "
Like the organizers ofthe passion plays or the royal entries, srreet theatre directors of
the 1960s and 1970s often utilised specific urban elements symbolically relating 10 their
performances. " 1 Theatre which took to the streets claimed the city and displaced

conventional theatre. This form of theatrical revolt coincided with the 1968 riots which
swept through Chicago, Paris and Tokyo
Like the carnival; the riot is a powerful form of displacement. The potential dis-order
which arises from these disjunctions creates a conflict which is, in itself, 'dramatic ·.
Dorgan sees the riot as "the most effective way of reclaiming public space
...(where) ...the public 'takes to the streets ' to occupy space and more importantly 10
alter that space. "• As Sennett claims; "When conflict is pennilled in the public sphere,
when the bureacrallc routines become socialised, the product of the disorder will be
greater sensitiv'.ty in public life to the problems of connecting public services to th:
urban c/1entele. '

OUTSIDE-IN
Wha_t then happe~s if we re-site the city-as-stage 'within ·, utilising interior sites as
pu~hc arenas, t~tlng 8'.oun~, ~tages for morality plays? The issue arises as to whether
citizens can cl31m ~ mtenor m the same manner they claim a street. In the urban
context
the boundaries
become blurred between architecture and se11 mg,
·
·
rfi
•
c1·ttzen
and
pe ormer. ~ e difficult, '.'"d. less controlled, relationship between performer and
spectator functions as an mv1ta1ton to participate· to heckle to ·
·
d Ik
'
, improvise, to tum around
an wa away. The spectator becomes an active consumer of performance.

Marvin Carlson cites London's Half-Moon Theatre as a striking case of contemporary
theatre architecture which endeavours "to bring the street into the theatre structure 1101 to control it, ... but to incorporate its populist connotations into the assumed elrtist
space. " 11

The Half Moon Theatre Company sought to appeal to the local inhabitants and
schoolchildren within its immediate East End environs. The artistic director's brief to
the architects was as follows:- "We are a radical theatre and welcome radical
solurions.. Our sp ecific aim is to draw new audiences into the theatre to give it a broad
popular base. it should be a space where meetings can take place and newspapers
bought and read, where to sit and have a beer or a discussion IS as legitimate as it is to
watch a play.. it should be a free flowing space from pavem ent to auditorium. " 12

ln response the architects took their inspiration from historic performance models which
thri ved within the city; medieval mystery plays performed in public squares, commedia
dell'arte played on boards in the street and the Elizabethan theatre which eventuated
from the traveller's can having come to rest in the courtyard of an Inn. As Breton
wri tes: " The aim is to bring the city - along with its houses and street fronts - right
inside the theatre, thus taking the theatre itself out into the city. "

13

This is achieved by winding the street with its facades and windows into the site. Mile
End Road opens out into a court defmed by two gate lodges. This court leads into a
larger enclosed courtyard which forms the auditorium proper; an interior-exterior. The
heavy breeze-block walls, floor patterning and window openings play on the archetypal
image of a Europe3'.1 courtyard. The skewed axis into the building establishes the
promen_ade ?f unfoldmg spaces. Multiple entnes into the auditorium, dooiways leading
off '.'" mtenor ~bulatory and operungs from upper galleries allow for flexibility of
staging and seatmg.
Carls~n hails this attempt to blend the semiotics of the street with established b 1
expen'.11ental, ~heatre space as a unique phenomenon 14 and Forsyth sees it as one 0 'f i:e
more radical of r~ent theatres because of its aim to recreate, more literally, the roots
· ·
of popular theatre, m street and courtyard 15 The reference to ci·ty and str 1 ·
h'
. .
·
ee 1s exp11c1t
· th
m . e arc_1tecture and the h1stonc models used are well established. Although the
art1;,11c philosophy of the theatre company questions the relationship between city and
per ormance, the resulting architecture 1s controlled and clear... safe and sound.
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In the late 1970s Coop Himmelblau claimed that "Expressions s11ch as safe and so
are no longer applicable to architect11re. " They advocated an urban reality
develops "the desires. the self confidence and the courage to take and hold posses .
. " 16 L"k Ri h d S
·
Sl on
of the city and to alter It.
1 e . c ar
ennett they were questioning
th
established notions of city and street. In his book 'The Uses ofDisorder ' Sennett '"r e
"'Ote·

" in exmcating the city from preplanned control, men will become more zn control ·
themselves and more aware of each other . That is the promise. and the justification of
disorder." 17
' of

Our post-colonial context offers opportunities to claim new ground (or ground )
explore the 'difference ' in planning and performance space and to question establishs
western models which don't necessarily support the complexity and plurality of 0e
culture, sited as it is, on the fringes of the western world.
ur

d

DOWN (Porirua: Wellington: New Zealand)
Rather than continue to develop theatres which replicate both the architecture and
performative conventions of Europe and the United States of America, we can look
closer to home for inspiration and challenge the established western paradigms of public
performance space. In New Zealand / Aotearoa the performance traditions of Maori and
Pacific Islanders tend to become either dispossessed within conventional theatre venues
or alternative spaces are sought which have not been colonised by the euro-centric
concept of performance space.
This proposal for the 'Porirua Centre for Art & Culture ', designed by Athfield
Architects ( in association with Dorita Hannah), explored the relationship between the
Centre and Porirua City with performance space as central mediator. The context,
specific to the multi-cultural make-up of Porirua, allows for post-colonial planning
concerns to be played out.
The proposed Centre gathers together Museum, Library, Art Gallery and Performing
Arts/Multi Use Venue within a united Complex. The building to be expanded (in order
to accommodate these cultural facilities) was an old industrial warehouse which
currently houses gallery, library and performance space. Vital and conspicuously
multicultural, Porirua's demography highlights the considerable Maori and Pacific
Island population which plays an active role in the cultural life of the city.
A Performing Arts venue within the Complex was seen to offer the potential to address
the varied performance traditions which overlap and intersect in New Zealand and,
more specifically, within the Porirua community. Openings and functions at the
existing gallery incorporated ceremonies, protocols, spontaneous and planned
performances as well as feasts laid on for the public. The drumming, chanting and
dancing did not only take place in the prescribed performance space. At times the
numbers of performers would fill the gallery and rival the numbers of the guests.
Already there was a tradition of siting performance throughout the building which
became a 'found space'.

In this proposal performance is pivotal to the scheme; from public ceremony with its
ritual paths and gathering spaces, through to spontaneous performance and more
conventional theatre. A free street, connecting the rear car park and aquatic centre with
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the street frontage, bifurcates the bui .
.
gathering/perfonnance space (in an attem
ldmg to meet w_ith an outdoor
circle). The public is encouraged to
~o make sens_e of the ex1stmg bus-tumingwhere they may encounter art book:ass . ough the butldmg'. a_short-cut in the city,
with its stairs galleries and tfi ' artifacts or theatre. This internal public street,
and shifting si~es of perfonn~c:. orms, acknowledges the possibilities for spontaneous

I

:;;;; is . the art_s-shopping-mall ; a site for seducing the consumer... "The Journey as
B :a:,on. ·; Wi/h ,n any urban environment there are those who wander like
h;:d ~.a.';e s flaneur_and those who msh through consumed wi1h the specific task at

·
He_re also 1s the notous street, where the pubhc can occupy, alter and claim
space. This 1s ~~h1eved through moveable architectural elements which undermine the
clanty and stab1hty _of the various zones. As Dorgon contends: "ff one acknowledges
that part of the richness of public space is its lack of clearly defined physical
boundaries- that space 'bleeds ' into other spaces, that sequences of spaces are woven
together into an urban 'fabric '- then it 1s also important to acknowledge that spaces
operate differently in other contexts, when inhabited by different events. and that
weaving together these different spaces prod11ces richer public space than 1hose spaces
which operate only at one time or for one set offunctions. " 19
A more conventional theatre space is achieved through roller doors and sliding walls

which create a wide auditorium. This width of proscenium opening allows for the large
numbers of perfonners to be accommodated in Maori and Pacific Island dance. Either
side of the auditorium are storage walls with upper galleries which have access from the
upper level dressing rooms. The storage walls accommodate bleacher seating which
can be wheeled from space to space or stored away as required.
Watson suggests : " The planning process has to allow for the unseen, the spontaneous
20
and the unpredictable. " Rather than a 'black-box ' studio theatre isolated within the
Centre, the strategy was to establish a rich and articulated series of spaces and
opportunities. Flexibility allows for perfonnance spaces to shift and open out, without
losing the character often forfeited in multi-purpose venues. The platform of ground is
claimed like a mat spread on the earth. This emphasis on the ground rather ihan the
walls refers to Watson's argument for "... creating spaces which are flexible with 'weak
borders rather than strong walls ·. One way of approaching this is to reduce fued
zoning as much as possible. and to create spaces whose construction is simple enough
to permit constant alteration. Much of the character of an urban space derives from its
being a site ofresistance and contestation- a site that matters to people. "11

In his conversation on 'The End of Space · Libeskind said; "Space is not one, but space
21
is plural. space is a heterogeneity, a difference. " Theatre, as we have come to know it
in New Zealand, is safe and not so sound. The audiences no longer demand it and have
turned elsewhere for drama and entertainment. If the audience is not coming to the
theatre, take the theatre to the audience. Unlike the Half Moon Theatre which refers to
well established European urban models for achieving this goal, the Porirua scheme
attempts to question those models. Eurocentric notions of city and theatre have been
displaced in order to create a venue for perfonnance which finds itself only when
claimed and, as the space transforms, celebrates its own difference.
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This paper is written with the benefit ofjin de siec/e hindsight: how successful, it asks,
were early twentieth-century utopians in pointing the way to the ideal city in modem
times? Should we, at the end ofthis century, acknowledge a debt of gratitude or record
an episode oflost opportunities? Does utopianism still have a role in modem town
planning?
One thing is clear. At the end ofthis century, most, if not all, ofthe world's urban
population is a long way from inhabiting the mythical 'cities in the sun', the eternal
quest ofutopians. Arguably, urban conditions arc better now than they were at the
beginning ofthe century, but surely noone could claim that they are anywhere near as
good as they could be. Compared with parallel developments in, say,
telecommunications or aircraft design, progress in town planning has been minimal;
cities have failed to deliver more than a fraction of what is socially and technologically
possible We can, of course, hardly attribute such shortcomings to a previous generation
of idealists, but what we can do is to review why ideas put forward at what proved to be
a crucial phase in the development of urban planning fell, in practice, a long way short of
perfection. More pertinently, we can ask whether such a shortfall between ideals and
reality, in town planning generally, is not just inevitable but might also have some
beneficial outcomes.
In the rest ofthis paper, the case is put that there was no shortage of good ideas for the
reconstruction of cities. Some of these were quasi utopias, in the sense that their vision
ofthe future city was utopian but their vagueness on what would happen to the rest of
society rendered them incomplete; they envisioned perfect cities in an imperfect world
Examples are centred on tbe experience of England in the first quarter ofthe century: the
archetypal garden city ofEbeoei.er Howard, and a variant on the garden city theme
developed by a group of Quakers. A contrast is made with the fictional imagery of H.G
Wells, which · in contemplating cities in a changed world context - fits more completely
a conventional definition of utopianism.

Cities in the Country,ide

The garden city ~oveme~ which originated in England and dates from the very end of
the last century, 1s extensively documented. From the perspective ofthis paper it is the
story of a search - part dream, part reality - for the idyll of a green and pleasant land. As
such it is intimately bound in with a deep-flowing cultural tradition that recalls lost rural
values and the virtues o~ a worl~ that never in fact existed. Indeed, perhaps it could only
have attracted so much 1.ntercst m a country that had for centuries mourned the absence
of a peasant proprietorship, and which perperually dreamt ofways of 'returning· the
340
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In ite ofhis implicit denial of utopian tendencies, however, !11e actual text
~nstrateS far-reacliing goals. Howard w~ not_one to await '.'° overturn ?f the _
political system, prior to reconstructing the crt1es; ~ead be ~~•eved that his o~ •~eas
could trigger changes in society at large. Each of bis garden c~es w~d be a buildm~
bloclc in the reconstruction of society as a whole, and be saw bis role, . however ~mall n
might be, in helping to bring a new civilisation into being': M~litan ar~ like
London would contract in the face of more attractive locations ID the countryside; the
urt,an map would be redrawn. Lewis Mumford saw the ~me as _'~ ~ve .
Howard's ideas have laid the foundation for a new cycle ID urban c1V1lizal1on .

Toe scheme's utopianism was also acknowledged in critical revi~ o~bis ~~ the
term in this context used dismissively to desaibe it as dangerous ID ns 1mphcat1ons as
well as being merely fanciful. Tlrus, one critic wrote that 'Mr Howard is not content
with half mea3Ures; like Sir Thomas More be builds a Utopia ... The only difficulty is to
create it, but th.at is a small matter to lhopians'. Others referred to the 'unpalatable
dough of bis Utopian scheming'
And in due course the first garden city, Letchworth, attracted a utopian following, so
much so that the settlement as a whole acquired a reputation for 'crankiness'. Spiritual
and political explorers made their way to the pioneer settlement, in search of kindred
souls and a chance to rebuild society. There they donned sandals and smocks, and
contemplated an alternative future. The rest ofthe world looked on with amusement.
But garden cities in practice were, ofCOil™:, far from being utopian in the true sense of
the word. Howard was above all a pragmatist, and in order to get the first two
(Letchworth and Welwyn) off the ground, he was forced to make one compromise after
another. One recalls in this context the words ofa contemporary of Howard, Nellie
Shaw, who in connection with an attempt to live by the exacting doctrine of Leo Tolstoy,
confessed th.at ' it was impossiole to live in a capitalist world and not become mixed up
in it'. Toe simple fact is that in order to raise sufficient capital, and to convince
industrialists to locate in the new settlements, conventional procedures had to be
followed. In the event, Letchworth and Welwyn evolved as pleasant enough
settlements, and were certainly a marked improvement on what most of their population
bad experienced before, but utopian they were not.
City of Friends

Inspire~ by Howard's ideas, this ~od saw another practical experiment with utopian
preteDStons, and one that at least m theory was more radical in intent. Against a

backcloth, not only of prevalent urban problems but also ofthe horrors of the Flfst
World War, a group of Quakers envisioned plans for 'a new beginning' One of their
group, W.R.Hugbes, took on the task of artiatlating these plans in a book, published in
1919 as New Town: a proposal in agncultural, industnal, educanonal, CTVIC and soaal

reoonstruction
The plan was (if not a contradiction of terms) a ' practical utopia'. It was rooted
throughout in idealism, seeking as it did to outline how society could be reconstructed,
yet at its heart were detailed specifications for building a new town. Much ofthe latter
lent heavily on the garden city idea, but it went further in setting it within a new social
structure in which a remodelled system of education was the key to lasting change. The
rhetoric spoke of a new beginning made with high hope in the days that came after the
war. Hughes acknowledged that they 'were aiming very high.. our uhimate object IS to
provide the right conditions of life for the full development of human personality'
Utopianism owes a significant debt to the Quaker movement., which from the time of rts
origins in the seventeenth century, as well as instilling a belief in the individual soon
became associated with community ventures ln 1669, for instance, John Betlers
proposed a national network of colleges of industry, organised on principles of primitive
Christianity New Town was part of this tradition
What was proposed was a 'Country-Town in England in such a spirit as shalt stir the
hearts of all who are seeking after freedom and fellowship' . The formation of a new
settlement was preferred as it was thought that this would allow all aspects of life to be
remodelled. As for garden cities, it was proposed that land should be held for
community benefit; at the same time the scheme avoided extremism, seeking instead
'the reconcilement of the complementary ideals that we label individualistic and
socialistic'

New T~wt_1 was planned to embody many novel features, with radical changes to
domesb.c hfe offered through a People's Kitchen and Restaurant and what was termed
the Household Auxiliary Corps The People's Kitchen was not only to provide
~meals~- a 'take away' service, but was also to hold a stock of basic cooking
ut~ils for use WI~ the community. In tum, the Household Auxiliary Corps was to
cons~st_of 'experts m household arts, the majority being all-round people, others being
~1al1sts as cleaners or needlewomen, cooks or waitresses.' Both innovations were
designed to fr~ women from the home, but it bas to be said that both appear to be based
?n an_assumptio~ that women were to continue to perform the same kind ofwork (albeit
m a dilf~ent settmg) as they bad previously done. Thus, 'the girl who would refuse "to
go back mto the borne" [after the experience gained in the first World War] as drudge
for h«:1" p~ent~, or e~en for her "boy", would readily join the staff of a People's Kitchen
wAouxil~g_lD ~fts with regular hours, or enlist in a uniformed corps ofHousehold
1anes
But l~e garden ~rties, tl_ie high ideals of its founders were compromised by the realities
?f raismg sufficient capital and by the practical obstacles to building a perfect c· in an
imperfect world. _The pro~nents were determined, but failed to raise more than~
quartei: ofthe capital requrred. Instead of buying their own estate, they resoned instead
to leasmg a secuon of Welwyn, the second garden city There th
d
so fro
·
.
ey ma e progress on
me nts, especia11Ywith experiments in cooperanve housing, agriculture and
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The imagery evoked by Wells consistently attracted interest, but his ideas were oot
translated in this period into plans for the ideal city. In fact, as John Gold has shown in
his comparative study ofthe development of modernism, at a time when modernity
brought forward 'an astonishing array ofideas for future cities' the English preference
continued to be for garden cities and their like. Not until the late 1920s does Gold detect
the 'earliest stirrings' of interest in modernism in urban projects in Britain

Cities of Modernity

Utopian Conundrums

The garden city movement (with its various variants) was the dominant influence in
England in this period, and there were relatively few who ~ddr~ some of t~e
alternatives that bad become possible in a modern age. This w~. ID contrast with ~ e rest
fEur
where the wban imagination was altogether more VIVld. Whereas Enghsh
O
ope,
. . . . Eur th past
·dealists looked baclc to an imaginary past for UISJ)l.l'atloll, m ope e
was cast
~ide in a search for something totally new. Most no~le were_the Italian F~sts, with
their dramatic intapretations ofthe future city, and the mfluenttal Le Corbus1er. For
these, the future lay in soaring skysaapers and~ systems ofrapi~ ~
ion, and in
the use of new construction materials and techniques to produce cmes of steel, concrete
and glass.

It is all too easy with hindsight to criticise earlier idealists either for seeking to impose
their will unreasonably on society, or for making claims that could never be wholly
fulfilled. That has not been the purpose ofthis paper. Instead, in the way that history
can inform our own situation as well as shedding new light on the past, the prime
purpose has been to use examples to point to some of the strengths and weaknesses of an
association between utopianism and town planning. In this concluding section, four
questions are asked of this association·
(i)

On the face of it, utopianism and town planning are polar opposites; the one
turning the world upside down, the other being essentially refonnist and
evolutionary. But, theoretically, utopianism can serve an essential function in
encouraging town planning to adopt long-term goals. And, empirically, a link
between the two is longstanding; Thomas More, Robert Owen, William Moms
and Edward Bellamy are just a few ofthose who belong to this tradition.

Coincidentally, in the year that To-mo"ow was published, the writer H. G.Wells was
putting the finishing touches to his own vision ofthe future (some two hundred years
hence) published in the following year as a oovel, When the Sle.eper Awakes. In this, far
from disaggregating London into garden cities, most country towns and villages had
disappeared and people lived in ever larger urban centres. 'The city bad swallowed up
humanity; man had entcml upon a new stage in his development.' London itselfhad
grown to a population of33 million, with a skyline dominated by huge, curving 'Titanic
buildings' and great iron wheels to generate wind power. At ground level in deep
chasms, streets and squares were covered in, lit in a white light by powerful electric
globes, and the main mode oftransport was by moving platforms: three hundred feet
aaoss, with parallel platforms at different speeds. People were perpetually in a aowd,
inhabiting su~terranean worlds, ruled by a world leader called Ostrog; the modern
world had anived
Wells wrote as many as one hundred books, social commentary as well as fiction, but
consistently he returned to the theme of new technologies enabling the emergence of a
:,vorld order as_well as_transfonning town and countiy. In The Modem Utopia, published
m 1905, h~ potnts ~ to large urban centres with efficient transport systems. But he
spells out ID more detail tbe global context, and the nature ofa political world order. A
huge ~ ~ ~ Paris contains personal details of the entire population, and social
behaVIOllf ts ~ctly ~~Ued; ~age, for instance, can occur only if the partners
~ve _a ~nate quah~es. The social structure is stratified on the basis of qualities of
llDagtn3?on ~d selectto°: and a select band of especially able and dedicated people, the
samurai, provide wtquestJoned leadership. Planning and order are consistent themes in
all ofW~Us's works. A fitting epitaph for Wells is to be found in the words of one his
own fi~onal her~s· 'I m~ t~ leave England and the empire better ordered than I
found rt, to orgaru~ and disc1plme, to build up a constructive and controlling State out of
my world's confuS1ons.'

Why is there a link at all between utopianism and town planning?

The idea of contemplating the perfect city is understandable especially at times
when the reality ofurban life is soul-destroying, as indeed it was widely
perceived to be during the nineteenth century. Industrial capitalism had created a
mo~, a city of Satan, a city of'dreadful night' ; it was the archetypal antiCbrist, m response to which utopian ideals (as in the preceding text) could be
?ffered as salvation This response has its own value but it is also a process with
1ts own weaknesses
(Ii)

ls there still a case for a link in a postmodernist age?
Whl!e ~~wledging an historical role, it might seem anachronistic to promote a
contmu1Dg link at ~e end of the twentieth century. On the face ofit, utopianism
seems t? be contraclicto~ ~ every way with contemporary tendencies. The
former 1s _basedthatchartheactfuturenstJcally on certainties and finite boundaries, with a
preswnpoon . .
~ ~ be shaped. In comrast, postmodernism
represents a reJ~~n of saenttfic prediction and regular patterns ofevents and
outcomes. FleXJb1lity 1s a key to contemporary change, d that .ght
be a alit · · fr
an
IDl
seem to
. . qu . y rruss1Dg om utopianism It could follow from this that uto ianis
m rts traditional form, has become an outmoded concept that t
m,
P
would d
II t
·d H
own p1anners
owe ~ avo1 : owever, it is argued below that much will d nd
the form ofutop1a that 1s offered
epe on
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(rii)

. ---·'-...1 what form of utopia is most useful?

Ifa link 1s ~

.

.

.ght follow
if utopias are useful at al~
i:st
far-reachin8 in its assumptions and
the
useful form is that whi~h :iw total utopias might have some value in
aspirations. While ~wledgingal
s
fundamental weaknesses.
that,

Norwithslandin8 posonoderrus~ ~1
most

twO

encouraging lateral thinking. t h e y ~ of society, although purporting to
One is~ schemeS ~or the totalflawed; the other is that blueprints are ~~st by
perfectJon, are m~st like~y t~ ~ . full. Moreover, this form ofutop1arusm
definition ~~ble_ to un~~ed the context ofthe collapse of international
has been discredrt~.ifpopull)()(arl said, was the ultimate utopia, and look what
Marxism. There, rt IS
Y
happened to that.

i:

(IV)

Michael Harrison,
School of Theoretical and Historical Studies,
B. I.A .D.,
University of Central England,
Corporation Street,
Birmingham B4 7DX,

U.K.
Continuity and Change in the Model Village: Bournville 1895-1998

Surely a quasi utopia is, by definition, only partially useful?
·
totally useful it would indeed follow that a partial utopia
If a total utopia were
'
seful, and the
·
would be less useful. But total utopias are not totally ~
~ent 1s
that partial utopias might be of~er value to ~ety. In the pr~mg text,
put
shown to be avaJlable·• one leading to garden crues and
twosetsor·d-'·
1 <alQ -..... ~
the other to modernist ahematives. Almost by defauh the fonner won the day,
oot because the ideas were oecessarily any
~ bec_ause they were matched
more closely to a dominant English wltural tradition which espoused rural
imagery and political evolution rather than revolution. The fact that the garden
city idea fell short of an abstract notion ofutopianis~ is of no more ~
intellectual interest. What matters in practical terms 1s that garden Cities
succeeded in combining elements ofidealism and realism.

bdk:

Two lessons follow from this that might be ofvalue to our own experience. The
first is that society might, as a rule, be better advised to look to proposals that are
idealistic but which also offer a practical chance ofmeasured improvement,
rather than await a panacea that promises everything but delivers nothing.. The
second is that, no matter how good ideas are in the abstract, society has to.feel
comfortable about their basic assumptions; in other words, there has to be
cultural compatJbility. Garden cities matched both of these criteria. They were,
in intellectual tmns, merely quasi utopias, but in practical tenns probably more
beneficial than the fully-fledged version. They show that the goal of creating
perfect cities in an imperfect world is by no means as misguided as it might at
firnsecm.
The paper concludes with the paradoxical view that the very partiality of some
schemes might at the same time be seen as a source ofstrength; they can offer
society a ~istic chance of progress. In other words, a quasi utopia is better
than no utopia at all; but a quasi utopia is also better than utopia in /Olo.

The history of the Bourn ville Estate 1s a story of continuity and change. George_Cadbury first
contemplated establishing a Quaker col?ny_on the ,land he h_ad bought next to his fac~ry. He
then considered a scheme aimed at making II easy for working men.so own houses ~Hh large
gardens' before he settled on leasehold development. Begun as a Model Village m 1895.
Boumville has grown into a large garden suburb. 1 The management _of the ~ tate w~ handed
over 10 a charitable trust in 1900. At that ume there were 313 houses m the village. Smee then
the development of the Estate has been in the hands of the Boumville Village Trust. The
Trustees (the majority of whom have been members of the extended Cadbury family) have
carefully watched over the steady growth of the Estate. ~hich now covers I ,000 a~res and
contains around 7.600 houses. From the beginning Boumv1lle has been renowned for HS good
quality housing and excellent landscaping. 'The landscape of Bournville, the balance of
buildings and open spaces. the presence of trees, grassed areas and hedges;' it was rightly
claimed in 1986, 'these are the features of the Estate that distinguish Boumville from other
suburbs.· 2
The development of the Estate has taken place over more than one hundred years, but
the basic aims of the Trust remain broadly similar to those established by George Cadbury in
1900. 'The Trusiees are confident that in a rapidly changing world' Gordon Cherry. the first
non-Cadbury Chairman of the Boumville Village Trust, claimed in 1993, 'it is possible, and
very desirable, 10 keep faith with the Founder's aims. ·3 If the ends have remained broadly the
same, the means by which the Trustees sought to achieve them have changed over the years.
Th~y have had to respond to the evolving social, economic, political and architectural context in
which the Trust operated.
The original ' Model ~lla~e• was markedly ?ifferent from the slums and bye-law
terraces of laser 19th century Birmingham. ThIS attracuve, low density development was soon
characterised as 'a Modem Arcadia'.4 Some saw it as a realisa1ion of William Morris' dreams
It really could be argued that George Cadbury and the Trust had turned 'this land from a grimy
back yard of a workdshop into a garden •.5 Boumville was not an unanainable dream it
provided evidence of 'Utopia in prac1ice·. 6 In large part this was because this exempl~
scheme mana~ed 10 combine 'an and economy'. 7 Boumville 's significance lay in the fact that it
w~ a compelling pro1otype for the economically sound, attractive. heal th Janned settlements
0
1
i!~P~f£!thee:
_
rs were attempting to recreate the (imagined)
0
!~~l~;e~~~ !~~fPt~~lic:;d~Sl1ha~ ?rid through social mix only ad_ded to its appeal. 8 The
had a wide impact at home an~ rbroad rs5t and o1hers) and th1_s meant II attracted visi tors and
· ome were moved to d1rec1Iy emulate the venture,
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9
. .
.
need by ·Beautiful Boumville·. As David Eversley
.
ore were md1rec11Ym11 ue
, IO
.
while many m
.
ihe Garden Suburb Movement .
Public POlic
Jaier no1ed, ·from Bourv 1llt··~::1~gexpenments. The officials who drew up the 19It
followed in the wake O s~c PteS of ' Homes for Heroes' drew on pre-war garden suburb
Housing Manual. and the ~ vocd_a 1924 'the ideals embodied in Boumville are on the statute
models. 'Today,' It was c1aune m
'
books.' 11
.
·
12
.
- Esta•6 continued 10 grow dunng the inter-war years. The developing
Boumv111e
The
"'
.
b
·1
b
I
al
th
·1
·
d
·
w till re arded as being supenor 10 most estateS u1 t, y oc au on. 1~s an pnvaie
scheildme . asths pen~od but ii was not as J.B. Pries1ley no1ed, the eye-opener It had been at
buers m e ,
·
.
.
.Min of the cenrury. 13 Whilst the inter-war dwellings we~ generally simpler than their
the begi
g . reased attention was paid to the layout and fitungs of the houses and to the
me
. bl d ·
r
f th Es
Predecessors.
site
lannin and landscaping. A particularly noucea e ~ 1mporta_n1 ,~aIurc o _e tale was
the garkwa; system. a series of open spaces and park-hke walks hnking 1he vanous pans or
BoumviUe.14
h
The way in which the Estate was financed and developed began 10 c ange. In the first
· ta ce various members of the Cadbury family and other individuals had built houses on
;~~g ~~s. Afier the formation of the Boumville Village Trusl in 1900, the e~phasis was on
building houses for rent, although individuals were all?wed _to build properues on 99 year
leases. In 1906, Boumville Tenants Ltd., a co-pannersh1p ~ 1e1y. leased land from the Trust
and started 10 build an estate of 145 houses. The 1909 Housing_and To~n Planning Act made it
easier for public utility societies 10 borrow money and build housing es1a1es. Two such
societies, Weoley Hill Ltd. and the Woodlands Housing Socie1y Ltd., played an imponam pan
10 the developmen1 of the Estate in the inter-war years. !hey_ erected houses for 5!11e on 99 year
leases whilst another society erected a block of res1den11al flats for professional women
Cadbu'ry Brothers Ltd. made a more obvious contribution 10 the expansion of the Estate a1 thi~
time. They funded a post-war housing experiment aimed at investigating the effectiveness of
differen1 building ma1erials, paid for the construction of some houses and bungalows for their
workers and ex-employees and supported, through their pension fund, the Boumville Works
Housing Socie1y. This society built houses. predominantly for rent, for Cadbury employees
and their families. Despite the contribution of the Firm to the building of the Estate, Boumville
never was, or became, a factory village. 15
This has become even more obvious since the Second World War. The Boumville
Village Trusl has received funds from the local authority and the Housing Corporation to build
(and modernise) rented properties. The receip1 of public money has meant that an increasing
number of 1enants have been Council nominees. whilst the Trust has been required 10 select
1cnan1s according 10 housing need. Charitable and non-charitable housing societies have
conslr\lcted various forms of accommodation on the Estate. A significant contribution 10 the
de~elopment of the Estate was made by self-build groups in the 1950s and 1960s. Private
b_u1lders have also leased plots from the Trust and built houses for sale. In exceptional
circums~ ces, land has been sold to developers. Much of the Trust's income from rents goes
on the maintenance of the Estate, so for new developments in recent years it has sometimes
borrowed money from commercial banks 10 finance its own schemes (a pauern encouraged by
Conservative govemments)_ 16
. The housing stock al Boumville has altered over the years, as the Trust and other
providers sought 10 meet the changing needs of the local population. In addition 10 the large
number _of two and t~ree-bedro?med houses, bungalows and residential accommodation had
been built for the reured and single female workers before I939. After J945 an increasing
~umber ~f m~1sone_ues and flats were buill on the Estate. Housing densities have had to
me~ m lhts penod too and gardens have tended 10 be smaller. From the earliest days
prov1s1on h_ad be~n made for g~ups with special needs, but this has expanded in response to
demographic, social and economic changes.
w
Standards and ~iyles hav~ changed since the I890s. The earliest cottages on the Estate
ere rather self~onsc1ously vaned. Later dwellings were often plainer. 'Though there have
bee n no revoluuonary changes ' a Trust bl. ·
pu 1ca11on noted, •there has been an increasing
,
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tendency towards simplicity and even seventy. The houses have simpler, cleaner Imes,
Est.ale architects have aimed at planning comfortable houses, each good of 1ts lond. m w ic
household drudgery is reduced 10 a minimum.' 17 Because the Trust's architects (who _have
designed the vast majority of the dwellings on the E~1ate) have largely clung 10 lra~iu~
designs and used mainly brick and tile there is a greater degree of cohe~ence at BoumviUe
one finds in other areas developed over such a Jong period. The visual 1mpac1of even the most
austere post-war dwellings has been softened, in the vast maJOnty of cases, by careful
landscaping. Even here there have been changes, as large na1ive trees have frequently been
replaced by smaller flowering varieties and separate, hedged gardens have given way 10 open
frontages.
The Trust has always prided nself on providing practical examples for others to follow.
The original Village had a significant influence. Ahhough the impac1 of later developments ~t
Boumville was more mu1ed, the Trustees have continued to sponsor pracucal expcnmen~ (in
landscaping, building, furnishing and heaung) as well as ~esearch rn the fields of housing.
town planning and landscaping. The results of much of 1h1s_ work have been p~bhshed ~d
have thus encouraged good practice elsewhere. Some of their bcs1-lcnown pubhcauons, like
When we build again ( I941), were significan1 contnbuuons to ongoing debates about the shape
of urban Brit.ain_18 By the third quaner of the cen_tury, the Estate, tho~gh well-planned, and
maintained, began to look less distinctive. 'Boumv1lle 1s no longer a unique expenment, . l;he
Trust's Secretary explained in 1960. 'Many larger estates have~~ bmlt by local ~uthonues
and 01her bodies. Nevenheless, ii continues 10 make HS contnbuuon to the solution of the
housing problem, especially in the field of management' 19 Besides encouraging the building
of houses for rent or sale on the ever diminishing amount of building land on the Est.ate, the
Trust has promoted the cons1ruc11on of accommoda11on (on a small scale) for varied groups
wilh special needs. More recent larger-scale developments, like the Solar Village, have, once
again, drawn v1si1ors 10 Boumv1Ue. Certain schemes have been more contraversial, especially
when housing schemes were constructed on former open land, as at Woodbrooke Meadow.
Such developments have been very carefully landscaped so as to 1ry allay the fears of
objectors. 20
Throughout the years the Trust has maintained its commitment to building not only
houses but communities. 'I cannot stress too strongly the fact that a housing scheme must be
more than bricks and mortar.' Edward Cadbury proclaimed in 1944, 'it must have a life of its
own.• 21 In the early years social mix and architectural vanety were achieved by placing
dwellings of different size and tenure together. Social integration was encouraged by the
provision of communal facilities and the encouragement of residents' associations. While the
latter policies were continued, from the 1920s onwards different tenure groups have, on the
"'.hole, been separated. S_o while the en_tir~ ~tate c?uld still be said to contain people of
diferent class and status, different areas within It were likely 10 be more socially segregated. By
the late 1970s scholars we~ sugges_ting ~at 'in determining housing mix class distinctions may
be less_relevant than social cons1derat1ons such as the life styles of the residents.· Two
Australian researchers concluded:
?ur research ce~n!y suggests that homo?eneny at Boumville is a result of a strong
,se~se of ~ longing to the Est~1e by residents who are aware of its 'history' and
uniqueness . These fac10~ combine 10 create a community self-interest which, in rum,
crea1es social and behavioural pauems which seem to be generally accepted by all
residents. 22
It is clear that ?ver the years the residents on the Estate have appreciated the physical benefits
of the Boumv1lle and have so~gh1 to _maintain the quahty of the Estate. From the beginning,
though, there hav~ been occasional signs of tension caused by the Trust's desire 10 meet the
needs of the wo~king classes and create a socially mixed community. (As early as 1901. long
leaseholders obJ_ected to the building of cheapre rented property in Boumville Lane )23
Because properu~s on the Estate were beuer-built and therefore more expensive to ren·t or
purchase, Boumv1lle tended 10 aurac1 respect~ble working class and middle class residents.
Few people from the bouom or lop of the social scale hved there (especially when the older
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amil left or died and their large family ho.mes were ~onvened or
memberS of the Cadbury f
se of agreements with the C11y Counc1t, Housin
demolis~ed). More rec;ntl~s i; ~~r own lettings policy the Trust has begun to house som:
Corporauon rules and c ~ g e ci : the oor. the unemployed. th~se from _ethnic mmonties
of the most needy~op~eei~o~ ele%. peotie with learning difficulues. _the d1s~bled, as well ~
smgle parent fa~
·
en who the have catered for over a long penod of ume.
the elderly and sinbgle wfom tenanc.is each year on the Estate is low. Boumville still has a
The num er o new
be f •
• th
.
•
ul tion Des ite the relatively small num r o newcomers on e Esta1e
3
stablC: if 1fmg~r:i°da1
c~nflit between the old villagers and the n~wly arrived i:esidenis:
th
ere l:ii5u
latter do not seem 10 value _their pr_operues and surroundings or subscnbe to the
espec 0f \1 1
There are signs of social tension on the Estate. although one of the most
et~o~
e~~~ent disputes (about large trees on ~ property boundary) was between long.
wideblr re
h po
d 'dents Crime and anti-social behav10ur are not unknown on the Estate
esta 1s e resi
·
·
bl
f th I
· f h' h · · ·
Bourn ville has n01 re mained immune from the social pro ems o e arge city
. o w 1c ll IS a
art 24 These are issues with which the residents, the Trustees, the Community O~ficer and the
~oh~ continue 10 grapple. These problems shoul~ not be oversta!ed, but secunty and anti·a1 behaviour remain areas of concern for the residents of Boum VJlle.
SOC!
Initially, Boumville was ~ pu_lated by leaseholders and tenants. Lat~r members of co.
artnership and public utility soc1eues were welcomed onto t~e expanding estate. (Some
P hased their properties on 99 year leases and others rented their homes.) In recent decades
f~~ ownership schemes and special leasehold agreements have further extended the range ~f
tenu re groups. The !967 Leasehold Refonn Act allowed leaseholders to p~rchase their
freeholds and almost 1500 had done so by 1993. A Scheme of Management was introduced in
1972 whi~h allowed the Trust to preserve the amenity of the Estate (although the level of the
· · ).25
management charge has been a source of fncuon
In 1993 the Trustees approved a ne':"' S_tatement. PurJ?0SC for the Trust. It basically
re-affinned their commitment to the Founder s aims. Their m~ nu?n ~as: .
To provide high quality _housin_g developme~~· d1s~nc11ve in architecture, Ian<!5cape
and environment, in socially mixed commumues, usmg best management pracuces to
. . m
· sueh communiues.
.. 26
improve the quality of life for those ]1V1ng
There can be no doubt that some of the developments in the last 15 years, like the Solar
Village, for example. have been successful , but many would argue that the !1fChitecrure on the
Estate is Jess distinctive than it was. The landscape of the Estate remains generally well
maintained. Conservation has become a key item on the Trust's agenda as more and more
residents have sought to 'improve' and 'privatise' their properties.27 The Trustees have also
made it clear that they intend to continue to provide 'social housing· for those with insufficient
means 10 help themselves. They have also expressed their desire to encourage tenants,
leaseholders and freeholders to share in the decisions affecting their community.
In conjunction with the new Statement of Purpose, an ambitious business plan,
'Towards 2000' was launched in 1993. The aim was to set objectives for the Trust, so as to
put it in a position 'to make a positive contribution to the housing needs of 21st century'. 28
These involved organisational goals as well as a commitment to enhancing Boumville as a
model estate. In addition, a target of 4,000 homes under the Trust's management by the year
2,000 was set. As there are virtually no building plots left in Boumville itself, this has meant
that the Trust has become increasingly involved elsewhere, in Binningham Heanlands and
Shropshire.
'Towards 2000' highlighted the Trust's next big challenge, the decision 10 stan building
a second Boumville, 'a Mark 2 version for the 21st century•.29 Discussions between the Trust
and the Commission for New Towns and the Urban Villages Forum about a possible site for
such a settlement followed. At the end of 1997 the Trustees con finned they wanted to explore
further the possibility of building the second Boumville at Lightmoor, Telford.JO The area
could be characterised as a brown field site, were iLnot for some of the natural features that
have taken hold in this old industrial and mining area. The district also boasts a small
experimental housing scheme, but is potentially ri pe for development . mi neworkings and
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defenders of nature allowing. Soi:ne of the latter have s1gmfo:d their opposiuon to the scheme.
but such a scheme, hke the ong1nal Village. will no doubt have its cn11cs. What 1s perhaps
more surpnsing JS that there are signs of distrust of the new H'nture 10 Boumville 1LSt:lf A
1997 Survey confinned that local residents remamed highly sausficd w11h their homes and
surroundings at Bournville, but there was little or no comm11men1 to de\·elopments
elsewhere. 3 I
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Japan set up its own urban planning system, !akin
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The Japanese attitude towards the colonies _differed in some _regards from Western colonialism.
Europeans and especially the French colomal government aimed at exporting their culture_and
tradition through architecture and urban signs. In Japan, however, there was no strong tradition
of translating pohtical power into the built environment and,_ apart from a _maJor shn~e which
was erected in all occupied cities, there was no particular national form which offered itself for
export. In regard to architectural style and urban design, the question, whic? form to use in the
colonies was open. The Japanese planners used this chance to freely expenment wtth Western
ideas and prepare large-scale, comprehensive projects which had no chance of realization on the
mainland. Due to the particular planning powers in the colonies, several of these ideas were
turned into built reality. The colonies thus became a free field for the application of newly
learned theories and their authors hoped that after a test-run in the colonies, they might be
reimported and applied on the mainland.

these projects rud not relate to the concrete needs and traditions of Japan and apart from lea.mg
some Western style buildings as rehcts m the Japanese landscape they had only a resrncted
impact on Japanese cities. (FuJ1mori, 1982, Ishida, 1992)
Until 1919, when the urban planning law was decided upon, several contacts with the \\,est had
taken place. Japanese architects had studied in the West or had acquired profound knowledge of
the most advanced Western planning discussions through intensive reading and Western concepts
had filtered mto Ja~ese realizations and visions Seki Hajime and the proposals for the· later
realized •. Midosuj1 Boulevard in Osaka (1926-37), the Tokyo Master Plan by Fukuda
Sh1geyosh1proposing a large-scale decentrahzauon on a nng around Tokyo ( 1918), the BeauxArts proposals for the _rebuilding of Tokyo after the Great Kanto Earthquake by akamura
Shinpe 1or th_e garden city Denencbofu, founded in 1918, with its unique urban form of three
radials reachmg out from the station cut by half cncle roads, being some examples. (Watanabe.
1980 and I988, Ishida/Hein, 1998) However. followtng the 1923 Great Kanto Earthquake, the
necessity for rapid rebwldmg and the opposition of land owners in regard to large-scale changes.
Jed to the rejecbon of comprehensive planning as much as of urban design and the fixauon of land
readjustment as the main Japanese planning technique

pl,ANNING IN THE COLONIES: Japan deliberately chose to open itself to westernization
and moderntZallon. Colonialism was seen as one of its expressions and Japan therefore quickly
tried to obtain its own colonies in Korea and Taiwan, semi-colonizing China, occupying
Manchuria and entenng Mongoha The planning attitude to all of them was very different
(Ishida, 1998) The oldest colorues, Taiwan ( 1895-1945) and Korea (South-Korea 1910-45) were
primarily ~een as places to show the achievements of Japanese administrations and its capacity
as a colorual power One of Japan's leading authonues of planrung. Goto Shinpe1, a major actor in
the creation of a Japanese planning law, was, for example, head of the Taiwan Public Welfare
Department from 1898 to 1906 and president of the Manchurian Railway Co. thereafter. During
that period he was actively trying, as he called it, to bring civilization to the colonies and
simultaneously acquired an expenence wluch was to be helpful for his interventions on the
Japanese mainland. (Myers, 1984; Ishida/Hein, 1998) Building laws were created and applied
before they even existed m Japan. (Fujimori/Wan, 1996) The land readjustment technique, a
parncular Japanese planrung instrument was implemented in the colonies already i'n the 1930's,
however, without consultation or compensation of the landowners Nevertheless, in both
countnes the land readjustment technique and the Urban Planning Laws were maintained after the
war and applied especially from the I960's on, as II was the most appropriate tool to deal with
population growth. (Myers, 1984, Aveline, 1994)

HISTORY OF IMPORT OF PLANNING IDEAS: When Japan ended its isolation in the
middle of the 19. century, it happened under pressure from the United States of America. In
order not to become a colony like most of its Asian neighbors, the country had to adopt a
Western style political system and- generally speaking . try to blend in with Western ways. One
way to do this was to import and apply Western architectural and planning concepts. In this
context, numerous engineers and architects were called to Japan to "teach" technologies as well as
des1_gn concepts. This lead, for example, to the creation of the Ginza boulevard by the English
engmeer Thomas J Waters after 1872 and to the projects of a government district in Hibiya
designed by the German planners Hermann Ende and Willhelm BOckmann in 1886. However.

In regard to urban planning, the Japanese planners tned to act like Western colomzers, who left
their marks in the urban landscape of the occupied c1t1es, the English in Hongkong, the French
from the Bay of Guanghzhou to Yunnan and the Russians in Manchurian cities like Harbin or
Dalian. Similar to the German intervention in Qmngdao, they created in Seoul a monumental
Government-General building in the 3XJS of a large boulevard. The building was erected on the
former place of the main palace gates, thus placing the monument of the new government in front
of the trad!t10nal seat of power. Its architectural form, however, was Western and did not recall
the Japanese colonizer. In Manchuria the Japanese also put a lot of energy into city-planning. In
Dahan, they were confronted with earlier large-scale interventions by Russian planners, which
feature especially a central round place. On six out of ten parcels bordering this place,
monumental buildings for central institutions were realized by Japanese architects who were
thus faced with monumental urban layouts, typical for Europe and especially H~ussmann ' s
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different positions between 1923 and 1955) and a major actr-:d ear~ Jt~~~ a t~e In the
same year as the publication of "Die zentralen Orte m u eutsJc an d Yhi he erman
geographer Walter Christaller, who became a well-known fi gure in apan ~ w c concerns
tuerarcbical regional planning, the group proposed a settlement pattern for villages of about 150
houses each. Three of these villages should have been combined, and one of_them would have
become the seat of major institutions, thus indicating a hiera_rchy. Probably m response t~ the
traditional, walled Chinese cities, Uchida suggested a square City for 150 houses, ~ch of _which 1s
attributed a 10 hectare area outside the village to be reached m 30-40 walkmg mmutes at
maximwn. A major aim of Uchida in elaborating this proposal was to show that urban planrung
concepts could be applied to agricultural planning
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planners in Japan. (Takayama, 1936 and 1938) He 1s also known to have taken numerous
with him, the content of which 1s reflected in this study. The Datong proJeCt is thus a maJ
ex.ample for the simultaneous ex.port and import of planning ideas

•
ct on a regional
The proposal for Datong 1s remarkable m several regards. First of all, II 1s a proJe
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scale. In fact, m order to limit the city' s growth, 11 should have been connected Wl th
er
existing ciues and satellites were suggested Talung up ideas for the creauon of new ciuc!
developed since the l 920's by planners hke Paul Wolf or Raymond Unwm. which found larg
interest m Japan, the group proposed two decentralized industnal cities for 30 000 inhabitants
nd
T he first one being an industnal center with the Southern part being used for industry a
'
N
rth
d
the
O
. , an
separated by a green plan and ma1or traffic way from the housing areas in the
second one, a mining town, with which it 1s connected by a major road, and which is al;
0 rgaruzed in a s1m1lar half circle around the station - a feature which could be found in many
the Russian planned cities occupied by the Japanese

As to the overall city plan, which should house J80.000 people, 1\ consists of similar rectangul:r
elements which can be repeated ad _infinitum. However, the planners seem to have thought of th;
design as a firushed one, the actual form bemg limited by a green area along the railw~y on 1
Northern and the nver on the Southern side. A green belt runs also through the city and is th_e site
of railway and roads, separatmg them from the neighborhood. This idea can already be seen m th e
urban plan ofRadbum from 1928, which is mentioned by the authors as a reference. At the same
time, green belts and parks were also discussed in Japan nself Their reahzallon, however, was
more related to military concepts than to social ideas The nvers which border the area., are not
connected with the urban plan, they mainly form the backdrop for industry and auports as well
as a cemetery and a racmg track. The housing areas are designed in the form of a half-moon and
surround the administranve and commerc1al city center which consists of a ne~, Beaux-Arts
style monumental area for the maJor administrative buildings and the old walled city. Among the
Uchida group was an architectural historian, Sekino Musaru, who did research on old Chmese
buildings and the planners thus respected the ex1stmg center In fact they considered the
maintenance of the old areas as a cultural m1ss1on and confronted it with the new development.
therewith reflecting the French attitude opposing indigenous areas with urban distncts realized
by the colonizators The only element in the whole plan reflecting the Japanese colomzers
identity is the shnne on the North~Westem side. This concentration on shnnes as elements of
urban representation 1s coherent with the development on the mamland as shown by the plan for
the lse shrine. (Koshl.Zllwa, 1997)

group was Takayama Eika., late r founder of the first urban planning section in Japan a t Tokyo
University in 1962 and the first to treat an urban planning topic in his diploma: In fact, in 1934
he had designed a fishing village, stretching along the coast. In this project he had treated planning
topics as much architectural ones, therewith reflecting the work of major French planners like
Tony Gamier - whom he admired - and a desire for comprehensive planning, which in Japan
generally remained unfulfilled. Prior to the trip Takayama had compiled a study of housing
schemes which was published by the Dojunkai in 1936 a nd which had a great influence on

The utmost attention however was given to the design of the neighborhood unit. Groups of 859
families, that is about 5000 persons, are orgaruzed as one urban unit, corresponding to a rectangle
800 meters large and 1000 meters long which 1s further devided into 5 eo\1\les. In order not to
disturb the life in the neighborhood, all through traffic 1s banned and most units are accessible
only through dead end streets, wlucb are themselves connected through gn:en ways end.mg m a
central park. On first sight, 11 seems that the architects created thereY.~th a master-piece, worth
other neighborhood plans elaborated during that penod. A closer look on Takayama 's collection
of Weste rn housing districts shows, however, that it is in fact a nearly identical copy of an
American garden-city ne ighborhood realized in Detroit in I 931. Only some minor corrections
were realized by the planners of Datong, like changing the orientation of some buildings,
replacing apartment houses w11h courtyard buildings and especially taking out the churches,
originally placed on the ends of the diagonal streets (Takayama.. 1936) The Uchida report insists
on the necessity of building large houses for Japanese 1mm1grants, refemng to the housmg pohc}
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URBAN PLANNING FOR DATONG: The most elaborate urban proposal, however, 1s that for
Datong prepared in 1939 by a group of young planners who we nt there under the leadership of
Ucluda, when the latter was called upon to set up planning and building ruJes. One member of the
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garden city proposal. 1922
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The urban pla n for Datong, 1938

LONIAL CONCEPTS TO JAPAN: The attitude towards urban design
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anners
disp ayreb ~di after World War IL Sponsored by the then responsible of urban planning at the
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for the
w ng t, hikawa Hideaki several competitions were held for maJor urban areas as
Tokyo goverrunen 1s
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well as for central campuses in Tokyo. Under the pa~1_c1panedt~ were numfierohus p 1anners who
· · the coloru·es before Thus Takayama part1c1pat ma group or t e reconstruction
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were active m
ofa larger area around the campus ofTokyo_Llniversity. The res~ung proposal also re flected
· d elopments of the West. lo fact bwldmgs of Le Corbus1er were used as marks for
sal fi Sh' ·u1cu
maJor ev
prominent construction in this plan. Another example was the pro~
or mJ
, prepared
by Uchida Shobun, the son of Uchida Yo~hikazu and another promm~ni,member of the J?atong
planning group, which also features maJor elements of Le Corbus1er s urban plans hke for
example the Antwerp proposal.
These proposals show a certain desire for design, an attitude which was possible only during the
years after the defeat of Japan and the reconstru~ion of the adrninistr~tion. The main ap_proach
to planning was however a pragmatic one, which was m fact, defimtely fixed followmg the
rebuilding after World War IL During the war period, planrung was seen as a military means and a
technique for disaster prevention. It is therefore not surprising, that urban planning lectures by
Takayama were held in Tokyo University in a new department created to strengthen Japan's war
potential. No tradition of planning discussion existed and the administration quickly returned
towards the pragmatic planning means centered around land readjustment, which had proved
their value after the Great Kanto Earthquake.

IDEOLOGY AND THE EXPORT OF PLANNING IDEAS: Colonial planning in the West 1s
geoerally discussed together with the problem of ideology. Takayama' s ideas in this respect are
very characteristic: For him, export is only a problem, if it is connected to ideology and the
transrmssion of culture, like in the case of the Algiers project from Le Corbusier. The export of
planning techniques, however, is seen as a simple merchant' s work without ideological
background. Pragmatic planning in contrast to wban design therewith becomes a technical means
to be exported without hesitation. It needs however further analysis to detennine whether thts
export of planning techniques does not give preference to Japanese companies in regard to
construction as well as to later implantation.
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University of Cape Town, South Africa
- Professor of Architecture at the University of Cape Town, commented
L W Thornton Whi 1e,
·
d ·
h
in. I947 on the number of South Africans currently acunt as
v1sers
l e Kenyan
ovemment including Thornton White himself. Together with 1~ co eagues, .R. Anderson
~d Leo Silberman, Thornton White had been contracted to design ~ town ~l_an for Nairobi
and, with Silberman, two more for Mombasa Old Town and Port Louis, Mauntms.
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Such associations between South Africa and Kenya were longstanding. Apart &om
ative Afrikaner immigrants, South Africa had provided the model for labour
rv
conse
' h
(C'
9
legislation controlling the movement ofbla_ck laboure~ m I e towns. urtm, _l 85 ; Swanson,
!977- van Heyningen, 1984) South A.fiican expemse had already contnbuted to town
phm~ing in Nairobi. The 1926 C~mmi~ion t~ examine Kenya' s !~al government had been
chaired by a South African, Chief Justice Richard Feetham. while F. Walton Jameson of
Kimberley had worked with the architect Herbert Baker on a plan for Nairobi in 1927.
Under these circumstances, and in the context of global opposition to apartheid, it 15
easy to see why Peter Hall should comment that these advisers 'accepted and reinforced the
existing racial divisions'; that Thornton-White's 1948 Master Plan for Nairobi took refuge in
back-door segregation (Hall I 988: 190). At first glance such statements appear to have
validity, but a closer examination of the records suggests a more complex process at work.
This paper is an attempt to place these African and Mauritian town plans in their historical
context and to explore the relationship between a plarmer and the planning process.

L. W. Thornton White, architect and town planner
Leonard William Thornton White (1901 -1965) left school at the age of sixteen and was
apprenticed as an architect to Dr J~hn ~ilson in Hull. Subsequently he attended a postgraduate course at the London Uruversny Bartlett School of Architecture. He was an
outstanding student, coming first in the RIBA Intermediate and Final Examinations. He was
awarded a number of prizes including the Henry Jarvis Studentship for the British School in
Rome. On his return to England, Thornton White entered academic life, teaching at the
Arch!tectural Associ~tion Scho?l, rising to vice-principal, the position he held when he was
ap~mted to the C?air of Architecture at the _Dniv~rsity of <?3pe Town in 1937. During this
pen~. he later claim~, he had also been actwely involved m the planning of the St Pancras
area m L?ndon, and_ with the _rede~elopment of the areas round the Liverpool Street, Euston
and Paddington Stations, possibly m association with the firm of Fry, Adams and Thompson.
Al!hough ~e com~leted a number of commissions in England, Thornton White was
not a prolific ar~hitect. His infl~ence was far greater as a teacher. Revel Fox, later a Jeadin
Cape Town architect, wrote to him m 1951 :
g
you w1U understand when I say that it tS only now agaU1St a background of other schools of though!
:;:1 1 can truly apprectal~ the ~cfumentals of the syslem of rational free thinking which you leach. Its
au~a nd sll'tng th hes m versatiluy for it can [be] applied 10 any problem. l(s a system which al firsl
see: vague bua no':" proves lo be universal instead It has s1ood me in such good slead 1ha1 I feel no
~ :uacy w reasoning w11h men of far greater pracrical & technical cxpcnences· and ilS menlS are
qu,c Yrecogruscd u being a new way of approaching problems
'
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Town Thornton Wh Jte s maJor contribution was to extirpate this I uenc and . to inculca te
5t
the philosophy of modernism into !us students, the profession and the wider pubhc - a_sy en;.
st
which was functional and utilitarian, based on the principles of economy and mphclly 0
style, forsweanng the ' dilettante art of dressing carelessly devised and _ mappropnatel:
planned buildings in the frills and fancies dictated by quickly passing whims ?f fashion
Through his own work, and even more through that of his students, Thornton White reshaped
the architectural face of Cape Town. {Thornton White J937, Phillips 1993. 3 I 0-1)
Thornton White enjoyed the good hfe _ wme, fast cars and a substantial hon:ie in a
prosperous part of_ Cape Town. Politically he was a Smuts man: When the A~kanerdominated Nallonahst Party came to power in I 948, dismayed by their apartheid poh~ies, he
withdrew from plarming schemes imposing Groups Areas legislation (enforcing r~idenual
segregation); m effect he did no more plarming. In the 1960s he joined the Progr~sive Party,
the most left-wing of the surviving po litical parties, working fairly actively on their behalf
All this was typical of the average white middle-class liberal Capeto"!an _of the _p~riod.
certainly it would be unfair to associate Thornton White with the segregauomst pohci~s of
manY white South Africans, particularly since his ideas and values were moulded m Bntam,
well before he arrived in the country. Typical too, it might be argued however, was the
superficiality of his opposition to apanheid. In the prosperous 1960s he wrote complacently
to a relative:
In sp11c of all lhc adverse commenlS, mostly completely 111-tnformcd, southern Afnca 1s flo~shing;
capital pouring in, all the maJor Bntub finns cstablu hing acres of factories out here; more unnugranlS
than e ver before,
Compared with most countnes we musl be one of the really peaceful places.
Difficull to beheve pcrh2ps, but true. We don'1even Jock our doors at night

There were other unpleasing aspects of Thornton White 's personality. He was greedily
ambitious. His detractors described him as ' ruthless', that he ' took short c uts', that he treated
his colleagues as 'minions' and considered many of those for whom he worked as ' fools '• At
the end of his career the University persuaded him to resign from his chair in the now deeplydivided School, by offering him the position of architectural consultant to the University.
The Cape Town foreshore scheme, 1939-1945
The commission to plan the Cape Town foreshore on 234 acres of reclaimed land was
Thornton White's first maJor proJect. He had been angling for the appointment when he
emigrated to South Africa. In England he had cultivated the acquaintance of Charles Te
Water, South African High Commissioner, and F.C. Sturrock. whose son was a student at the
AA School in London and, by 1939, was teaching at the UCT School of Architecture.
Sturrock had been a cabinet minister and m 1939 became Minister of Railways and Harbours,
responsible for the selection of planners to the scheme. One example illustrates Thornton
White' s tactics. He described an episode to Norman Eaton, an important Pretoria architect
who was influential in the South African Institute of Architects which was advising the
Minister on the selection of plarmers,. On his way to work ' m the new Studebaker, which is
=ing like velvet and very fast' he overtook and stopped Charles Te Water. ' We stood and
talked on the heights overlooking Cape Town for half an hour or so, during which time I had
enrolled the son in the School (instead of allowing him to escape to Wits.) and went on to
discuss Cape Town and its planning.•
He had already had ' long Planning talks with te Water pere before leaving London
and in letters since, so that he knows my interest in the matter' The same day Thornton
White contacted Sturrock, whom he knew ' fairly well ' and wrote to the SA Institute of
Architects, urging that the appointment be made not through competition but by a panel of
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. peded th I The main objectives were to create a monumental gateway to South
tm
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d through the c1'ty . The plan
Afu , d to solve problems of tranSport c1rcu anon mto an
hi~: two men produced moved the main axis of the city east from Add:rley Street to a
: cball at the bead of a 'Monumental Approach' from the harbour to provide a 'dignified
ci~c welcome to distinguished visitors' (SAR&H I 940: 7-8).
It was not well received. The central problem related to the locatio~ of the railway
t tiOn which the planners retained on Adderley Street, now the commercial centre of the
: a This shortened the ' Monumental Approach' while railway lines impeded access to the
; :·from the town. In response the municipality commissioned its own planner, the
Frenchman E.E. Beaudouin, whose plan was more grandiose but which suggested that he was
more sensitive to the dramatic possibilities of the site. The Railway planners were
contemptuous of the result. 'I can honestly say I have never encountered a more pitiable
effort,' Thompson remarked to Thornton White. A deadlock ensued, followed by further
proposals. Ultimately Thornton White withdrew. The final result, completed after the
Nationalist government was in power, satisfied no-one except the Railways who gained their
point that the station should be centrally located. The monumental approach was abandoned
the main axis was returned to Adderley Street, and the new civic centre - described ~
"straddling the main arterial approach to the city like a giant cricket screen' created wind
tunnels which blew over double-decker buses, while concrete freeways isolated the city from
the harbour.
·
A turning point in Africa
Thormon White's prestige was considerably increased by the foreshore plan and, at the end of
the war, be was invited to design a master plan for Nairobi. At a time when travel was
difficult it made sense to utilise available experts and soon afterwards he was also
commissioned to produce plans for Mombasa and for Port Louis in Mauritius, as well as for a
number of schools and other buildings. By this time in partnership with colleagues from the
School, the bulk of the detailed work was done by his 'minions' in Cape Town ..
. . Thornton White's careful nurturing of useful contacts was an important element in
g3111Jng these con~cts but ~tber factors were at work. Reform was in the air, bringing the
hope of a more equitable society to a war-tom world. In Britain the Beveridge Report and the
Greater_London Plan _were landmarks of this era. In South Africa the consequences of the
depression led the Uruvers1ty of Cape T?wn to appoint Professor Edward Batson, previously
of the London School ofEcononucs, to its first chair in sociology. His Social Survey of Cape
Town, pubbshe~ dunng the war, mtroduced the techniques of the statistical survey and the
poverty datum !me to Africa and was widely influential. Here too, the war brought promise of
reform • a Nauonal Health Commission was established, national insurance was spoken of,
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and new housmg plans promised For Afncans there were even hints that the dr:icoman
regulations controlhng urban hfe might be alleviated . that Afncans had a right to the city.
Nor did the colorual world escape the promise of a more democratic future. Dunng the
war the British government had enunciated new colonial policies Her considerations were
somewhat different from those at home, ansing from her "'eakness m the postwar world and a
new dependence on her colonies, and were embodied in the Coloma! Development and
Welfare Act of I940 and related legislation (Porter 1987). Although there 1s a considerable
literature on the subject, town planrung as an aspect of de1·elopment planning in Africa 1s
rarely mentioned Yet it was central to the process. If colomal industriahsat1on was to be
promoted, dec1s1ons had to be made about the location of industnes. More important was a
major policy change in relauon to labour. Until the war, hke South Africa, Kenya had
preferred migrant labour. A ma;or strike in J939 and wartime urtrest, particularly amongst the
dockworkers in Mombasa, led the colonial authonues to reconsider tlus pohcy Mombasa,
Frederick Cooper argues, was one of the great laboratones of British Africa ' for expenments
with the transihon from a rapidly c1rculating labour force to a stable one rooted m urban
residence and an urban way of hfe. The dec1s1ons 1mphed a fundamental break m the
conceptions that colonial rulers had of Afncan society' (Cooper 1987: 8-12). This, he
suggests was a tummg point in Bntish colonial Africa.
Nairobi, Mombasa and Port Louis
While the Nairobi Master Plan of 1948 (Thornton Whne I 948) was published, the Mombasa
plans were not, nor have they survived m the Thornton White papers. The result is that the
Master Plan has been the sub;ect of repeated analysis, while the Mombasa work has been
ignored although Mombasa's problems were central to an understanding of the need for
planning in Kenya. Most commentators have agreed that the Nairobi plan remforced
residential segregation or that 11 was planrung m the imperial tradition for a colonial capital
(Nevanlinna 1996: I79-80). Tlus 1s partly true. Thornton White was comm.iss1oncd by the
colorual authorities and had, necessanly, to produce a plan which would be acceptable to his
patrons But Thornton Whne was no Herbert Baker, steeped m the impenal tradiuon, and he
determinedly abjured the 'Appian Way' wluch Baker had mtended for airobi. The most
grandiose plan wluch he proposed for a capital cny was the 'monwnentaJ approach' to Cape
Town and he did not repeat 11. airob1's admirustrauve centre was relatively modest and that
for Port Louis was largely intended to restructure administrative chaos. He identified himself
rather with the British tradition which excelled in 'delightful suburbs and ample space for
spon ' in contrast to Latins who raised 'imposing buildings, avenues and statues'
One of the innovauve features of the Master Plan, Thornton Wh.tte considered, was
the use of a sociologist to conduct surveys, m advance of Bntain where 'soc1ology as a
discipline is hardly known'. Hts UCT colleague, Edward Batson, had probably influenced his
views but he selected the Transvaal soc10log1st, Leo Silbennan, who had a greater experience
of tropical Africa, to co-operate with him.
In a lown plan of a new clly the soc1olog1st has an obvious place. Notlung is crystallised and the plan
Itself is desnned to mfluence deeply the course of evenlS. The soc,olog1cal d1fficul11es of a new and
mult1-rac11I urban area are too much m the forefront 10 be easily overlooked and so 11 has come that
Kenya has m some way made town ptannmg history by expcnmcntmg with a team of three planners

As ever, Thornton White exaggerated lus achievements, for the idea of a thorough
survey to precede plannmg dated back to the begmrung of the century (Hall, J988: 140-2).
More to the point, the survey was intended to 1denufy the different urban trad1uons of
Nairobi's multi-ethnic society and to provide planning solutions which would ~reate a viable
urban community Thus, for instance, 'The low standard of the Afncan entrepreneur and his
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Eurocentric and paternalist the Master Plan undoubtedly_ was. This was social
· · g aided by planning. The solution, of which Thornton White was extremely proud,
engmeenn
• .
hood . • D . d
d hi b he claimed was his unique idea, was the neighbour
urut . enve partly from
:e ;ard:n city concept and partly from Abercrombie's Grea~er London_Plan, mo~ified for
Africa, the Plan spelled out a list o_
f desiderata w_hich_ were _m_1ddle class _m concept'.on. Here
were schools, playgrounds, community centr~, hbranes, chrucs, _pedestnan ways situated in
open parkland. With his passion for cost ~ffic1eocy Thornton ~ te sp~lled out the ~ono~y
of this proposal, particularly m the reduction of road space. His d1scuss1on of potential social
services in the residential areas, including beer gardens rather than beer halls in Nairobi's
temperate climate, implied that they were intended for Africans as well as Indians and whites.
He waxed lyrical over the possibilities of these communities where recreation would recreate
and welfare would become the lubricant of the social relationships ' which make for the good
life'.
The collaboration between Thornton White and Leo Silberman worked well for the
Nairobi plan but foundered on Mombasa mainly, Thornton White believed, because of
Silberman's slipshod research. The plan and survey were, apparently, shelved and, although
they had also intended to work together in Mauritius, the Port Louis plan was entirely
Thornton White's work (Thornton White 1952). Here he spelt out his proposals in plain
English, simple enough for everyone to understand. He also explained his views on the
functions of a master plan which 'is not a detailed development plan, but a programme to
which local constructive effort can apply itself. It should be practical and effective without
being inflexible. 'It should serve as a frame of reference, a datum line from which future
changes may be measured and both immediate and future decisions be made.'

will fade and die 1f it is to become the reference of one or two officials .. The largeSt
practicable number of mdiv1duals and groups took part m us preparation ... an even greater
number must be mtcrested in Its realization.'
Conclusion
Thornton \1/hite's plans for Africa were not an example of South Amcan racist 1mpenahsm.
They were, rather, the expression ofa spint of reform which permeated the Western world_m
the immediate post-war era, at a point when Bntain was attempting to secure the colomal
empire to her by the means of modem welfare development and plruming. His visions of
funcuonal, ordered colonial capitals were middle class and Eurocentnc but they were no more
misguided than plans bemg implemented m Bntain and Amenca in these cnt1cal years (Hall
1988: 223-7, 235-40).
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As in Kenya, his plan was designed at a critical political moment when power was
being devolved on the Mauritian residents. Unlike Nairobi, in Port Louis Thornton White was
confronted by an old town, predominantly Asian in its structure. Forced to compromise, he
confined himself largely to rationalising the zoning of different activities and to providing a
coherent road system. The Indian bazaar and Chinese godowns were not to his taste but he
reluctantly conceded that, in order 'to meet the wishes expressed by the people of Port Louis'
areas should be allowed to remain ' in which the Eastern pattern of life, and that of mediaeval
E~pc: prevailed, where people lived and worked on the same premises. The key to the
reahsahon of the plan m this 1mpovenshed society, he urged, was the recognition of the fact it
woul~ only _be executed gradually, as money for development became available. But
part1c1pauon m the process must be public. 'This spirit of co-operation, this new knowledge,
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Introduction
aint about future population growth has been a longstanding feature of
boom that followed the Second World War was unexpected, as
th
land-use planning, for . ~ bal -~ that began in the early J970s Large-scale immigration further
was the sharp decline : ; :'~ia especially as the federal system of government allocates the
complicates the rssue
fpopulation growth to the Commonwealth while leavmg
power to control tlus so;:c::tirely to State and Local governments. As its largest city and one
responsibility for P1.:
~ctive to immrgrants, Sydney provides an excellent case study ofho11
!hat has ~n espcc1 d ~ ~o demographic influences. Sydney is also appropriate because its first
planmng . as respon e pared immediately after the war, before it was realised that the baby
metropolitan p1an was pre
.
boom was more than a short-term reacnon
In most counrnes, uncert

b

Tors paper will show how in its first 25 years, metropolitan planning first underestimated, then
overesnmated, population change In the next 25
after about J970wth
, thehdegretakeof
uncertainty appears to have increased and fluctuanons populatJon gro
ave en place o~cr
.
e
pen"ods The paper will argue that planrung has responded by becommg more
nm
O
rt
h
verys
flexible. It will suggest• that population change •rs but one aspect of a wi·der framework of
uncertainty that requires statutory land-use planm_ng to be supported by urban management to coordinate government expenditure and to allow qwck response to the many external sources of
change

rears
m

The County of Cumberland Planning Scheme, 1951
' Primarily, however, it is a plan for two million people'. This description of the ~t m~tropolitan
plan for Sydney, made by the planning authonty • the Cumberland County Council • m rts
Planning Scheme Report, indicates that it "'.as not a pl_an for ~ growth_~ Sydney alr~ady
contamed J.7 million people. Rather, the aim was to rmprove hvtng condi11ons by applymg the
accepted planning principles of the time (Winston, 1957 p.79).
Despite the known shortage of housing, additional capacity was not seen as the major problem.
The Planning Scheme Report argued that the issues were that jobs were over-concentrated in the
city centre and that people either had to live in soul-less donnitory suburbs (and suffer long
Journeys to work) or near the centre but then, often, in slums. There was a shortage of industnal
sites, congestion on the roads and the harbour and the invasion of residential areas by industry
with its poUutioo and traffic. If industry could be encouraged to disperse and if district centres
could be estabhshed in the suburbs, there might be shorter journeys to work and less congestron.
The Couoty Plan identified new transport routes, and defined areas which should be designated as
public open spaces, district centres and new industrial areas, taking into account as far as possible
the exisung land use panems Zones for the region were mapped as Living Areas, !ndustrial
Areas, Rural Areas, Open Space & Foreshores and Green Belt. Local councils were to control
development within this zonal structure and were to make more detailed planning schemes within
its framework. State authorities were to provide the infrastructure as part of their normal
programs. In 1951 , Parliament approved the County Plan, giving rt rts statutory authority and
permitting development according to its map.
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f the need for large
Two reasons can be suggested as to why the County Plan ignored early signs O d th t1me the
new urban areas One 1s connected with the availability of vacant res1dent1al Ian at e
·
other with demographic analysis
Despite the housing shortage, there were considerable stocks of vacant resrdentral land, which
had been created by the speculative excesses of the 1920s (Spearntt, 1978, Ch 3) The
Cumberland County Council estimated that there were about a quarter of a mrlhon vacant
residential lots - a huge stock even rfmany Jots had to be discounted because of drfficultres m
'
their de,elopment A maJor obJecuve
of the County Plan was to facr htate the use ofhldm
l rs an
order to increase the efficiency of public infrastructure and services
A second reason why the Cumberland County Council did not plan for expansion was that rts
population pr0Ject1ons were based on Australia's mter-war expenence
The County Plan contamed two populanoo projectJOns Both assumed that overseas mrgrauon to
Australia would be 30,000 per annum for the whole period, which was double the rate that had
occurred from 1920 to 1947 There were two assumpnons about femhry; the higher level was
thought hkely to be a net reproducuon rate of0.925 from 1950 Th.rs assumption and the earlier
mentioned migranon rate of 30,000 per annum led to a prec!Jction that the Australian populatron
would reach a maximum of8 2 million m 1980 and then beg111 to decline. The population of
Sydney was assumed to be one quarter of the natron in 1972 and would then be 2.2 rrulhon It
would peak at 2 3 million m 1980 (Cumberland County Council, 1948, Ch 6) These
assumptions senously underesnmated both natural increase and immrgrauon
Dunng the I950s and I 960s, revrews of the populanon proJectrons of the County Plan were made
but underesurnauon of growth continued. !n 1959, Sydney's population estJmate for 1972 was
revrsed from 2.2 million to 2.7 million. It was assumed that the high fertJlrty rates of the nme
would not change but that there would be a dcclme 10 current nanonal migrauon to 50,000 per
annum in 1967 (County of Cumberland, 1959). As we now know, tlus much underesnmated the
I00,000 per annum who amved in the latter half of the 1960s. In 1962, another revrew raised the
projection for I972 to 2 8 mr Ilion because Sydney was then attractmg an mcrcasmg share of the
national populauoo but rt did not alter the assumed rate of unmigration (County of Cumberland,
1962). In 1971 the actual outcome was that Sydney had a populatron of almost 3 nu Ilion
The practical effect of the failure to plan for population growth was that the provisions made for a
Green Belt could not be sustained. In 1959, the Munster for Local Go.,.emmeot, agamst the
wishes of the County Councrl, allowed the suspension of much of the Green Belt zone because of
the need for broadacres for subdivrsron and housmg (Hamson, 1974, p 205)
In retrospect, rt rs unfortunate that the Green Belt had become identified in the public mind as the

key element of the County Plan. Its failure became the Plan's failure and many real achievements
were overlooked The County Plan had paved the way for tndustry to relocate from the mner
city. It had protected residential areas from mvasron by mdustry and commerce and this tn turn
had encouraged pnvate owners to rehab1htate the so-called slums of the mner areas (though the
Plan had not foreseen tlus and had proposed slum clearance by pubhc authonues) The Plan
introduced the policy of promoung drstnct centres tn suburban areas, which has been mamtarned
in all subsequent plans And although rt drd not save the Green Belt, rt did set up procedures and
funding to buy a great deal ofland for public uses. These achievements were, however, masked
by its far lure to plan for the level of population grow1h that occurred
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135 well as locanon of grov.1h with phased land
The Plan focussed on the manageme_n f infrastructure prov1S1on and limit the poss1b1liues of
development to assist the co-or~a~;~ty Plan bad emphasised the aesthetic and health reasons
premarure develop~ ent. While e th Sydney Region Outline Plan added the more
for public reseMOons and 0~ 0 ~ ce,
corridors• for highways and for other public utilities
utilitarian approach_of reservm: d :~::h lugher levels of public investment in the future than
The Plan also identified thee n~t In considering the metropolitan area as a whole, _it ~
had been undertaken ID th P ·
the County Plan_ the over-concentration ofJobs 111 the
1
concerned with the same P~~
solution _to encourage industrial growth in specified zones
centre. Both plans adopte tract other forms of employment in regional or district centres (State
in the suburbs and to concen e
Planning Authority ofNSW, 1968).
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Unlike the County Plan, the Sydney Region Outline '.Ian wasfnthot a statutdiory document. Rafth
was 10 be implemented by local plans and the co-ordinanon o e expen ture programs o tate
authorities.
f metropolitan planning in Sydney that while the second plan placed more
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· ·
d. ·
d ograpbic issues than the first it was eventually eq y wrong m its pre 1ct1ons
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This became apparent in the early 1970s when fernhty rates droppe .rapt. Y, o_m a ema e net
reproduction rate of 1.36 in 1970/71 to 0.93 in 1977/78, and when tDJgrallon pohcy was changed
leading to the lowest postwar intake of only 21,000 I975n6. Whereas th~ County Plan had
underesnmated population growth, the Sydney Region Outlme Plan overestimated 11

m

The fall in the population' s growth rate was recognised in the B~rrie Report (1975, VoLI , p.449),
which suggested that the likely maximum populat100 of Sydn:Y 111 200 I would be 4 m1lhon. Five
years later, the Review ofrhe Sydney Region O~rlme Plan proJected a population of 3 5 to 3.9
million in 200 I These projections now seem likely to be reasonably close. In 199_6,_ the
population was J9 million and in the previous five years it had increased by 0.2 mil hon. Dunng
the 1980s however the was much uncenainty about the likely future trend of populauon growth
and many reV1sions were made. The effects of such shon-term changes will be descnbed 111 the
next section
Despite us over-estimate of long-term growth, the Sydney Region Outline Plan was remarkably
accurate as to the expansion of residential land. A map of today's urbanised areas is nearly_the
same as 1he SROP map. Much of the area thal it was planned would accommodate five m1lhon
people has been filled by four million. A reason is that the Sydney Region Outline Plan
underestunated the extent of movement from the inner and middle suburbs of Sydney to the outer
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!i,nge According to Carolyn Stone (1985, p.225) u 1s possible that the availability of land
encouraged this movement so that the Plan became a self-fulfilling prophecy
lessons for the future
It seems therefore that the first t" o metropolitan plans proV1ded at Ieast two
FtrSt, proJecuons of population are more likely to be inaccurate than accurate Second,~;
possible that plarming for land-expanme growth will encourage the demand for more 1
Metropolitan Strategic Planning in the 1980s and 1990s
The changes ID femlity and 1mm1gration ID the 1970s, descnbed abo,e, ,,ere but one element
a broader framework of instability that emerged ID that decade when, for instance.
unemployment became a senous problem, 1Dfiauon soared and the pnce of energy was .
subject to two oil cnses. All t)'pes of planning had difficulty cop1Dg and an 'anu-plann1Dg
literature clended the confidence of plans made in the 1960s The Rewew ofthe Sydnev
Region Ow/me Plan ( 1980) 1s harsh in its cntlcism but spare ID solutions. Yet m ma1or
metropolitan areas strategic direction of urban growth and change 1s required - though not
necessanly in the detail of the first wo metropolitan plans - and that dJrecuon must respond
to chang1Dg circumstances In the last two decades, planning has become more flexible and
better integrated with urban management to cope with the new level of uncertainty, mcludmg
its demographic component
ID

Sydney's population changes reflect what 1s happen1Dg at the nauonal level where from the
mid I 970s, natural increase has been very stable Jmm1grauon, overall, has added fewer
people than m the first 25 postwar years but the annual 1Dtake has fluctuated widely
Consequently, rapid populauon growth has occurred when overseas m1grauon has surged,
from 1979 to 1982 and from 1987101991 Dunng the imm1grauon peak years 1987 to 1990,
'the annual rate of population growth in Australia was I goo, the highest m the industnahsed
world'. Immigrants have al\vays been attracted to the ma1or c111es of Sydney and Melbourne
and since the 1970s the more so to Sydney - perhaps because of its greater linkages with the
global economy (Burnley, Murph~ and Fagan, 1997).
Population growth was at its most rapid when the third metropolitan plan Sydney m10 ,rs Third
Cemury was published 111 1988 Recogrusmg the imposs1b1hty of malcmg an accurate populanon
proJecnon, the strategy was designed to accommodate 4.5 million people whenever the number
was reached. It emphasised the obJecnve of urban consolidation and the need to coocentrate
commercial employment and consumer servtccs 111 the CBDs of Sydney, North Sydney and
Parrarnatta and in selected sub-regional centres It was also a plan for growth, recommending
that the corridor structure of the S}dney Region Outline Plan be extended to incorporate maJor
new urban sectors m the Nonh-West, Bnngelly, Macarthur South and the Central Coast. Unlike
its predecessor, Sydney 1n10 11s Third Cemury did not set a nmetable for sector development
However, plarmmg for the Nonh-West sector was already well advanced and 1t was partially
rezoned in 1989
While there were some advantages m the sluft from a plan for a time penod to a plan for 4 5
million people, uncenamty remamed though wnh a sluft of focus to when the land for tlus
number would be requ1ted Initially, the year \\35 thought to be 2011, but after new proJectlons
incorporated the Commonwealth ·s high 1mm1grat1on pohcy, the date was esumated at 2006
(Depanment of Planning. 1989) The future need for urban land then appeared urgent and two
Regional Enwonmental Studies for South Creek Valley and Macarthur South respectively v.ere
undenaken. They were 1mponant memphas1smg the cumulauve impacts of growth and the
environmental constraints now facmg urban development in Sydne} The effect of urbanisation
on water quality m the Ha"kesbury-Nepcan nver system was of concern smce both areas. and the
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New demographic projections made in I994, incorporating lower migration assumptions,
suggested that Sydney's population would reac~ about 4.5 m1lhon m 2021 (Department of
Planning, 1994). These results were included m the most recent strategy, Cwes for the 21st
Century and pennitted it to build on the 1988 plan with an even stronger emphasis on
containing the expansion of the rnaJor urban areas. It ~romoted three key P?nc1ples for the
growth of the region - more compact cities, an_ecologically sustainable region and effective
strategy implementation (Department of Plarming, 1995).
The third principle illustrated the progression of planning from having a focus most strongly
on plan making to increased involvement with urban management. As the Integrated
Transport Strategyfor the Greater Metropolitan Region was prepared at the same t:tme, a
broad, whole of government approach to the region was being developed (Department of
Transport, 1995). This shift has been recently reinforced by the establishment of the Ministry
of Urban Infrastructure Management in 1996 to support the Urban Management Committee
of Cabinet in its co-ordination of infrastructure planning and expenditure in the region
(Knowles, 1996). There was also increased monitoring of and consultation about
metropolitan planning issues. These changes have been documented in A Framework for
Growth and Change (Deparnnent of Urban Affairs and Planning, 1997).
Conclusions
This paper has shown significant differences in the response of planning to demographic
uncertainty which, in part, reflect the changing nature of that uncertainty. In the first twentyfive years after the Second World War, changes took place over a relatively long period.
Rapid population growth was unexpected at first but it lasted until the early 1970s.
Consequently the second metropolitan plan was designed to correct the errors of the first.
Whereas the first plan sought to restructure Sydney but did not envisage any major physical
expansion, the second was concerned mainly with doubling its size.
In contrast, in the second half of the postwar period rapid growth has been a very short-term
phenomenon • though we know this only in hindsight. In the late 1980s, continued rapid
growth seemed likely in Sydney. It was not possible then to predict that the Commonwealth
would shift from a high to low immigration policy; nor in the early 1980s, had the change
from low to high inta.ke been predictable. This level of uncertainty made necessary a marked
mcrease m the flex1b1itty of metropolitan planning processes and a requirement for careful
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monitoring of trends. It 1s an irony that had planners ignored the Commonwealth ·s change~
of policy, their population predictions would have turned out to be more accurate, as Judge
by today's mformation However, we are still uncertam about tomorrow, when new growth
pressures could anse. By respondmg to the different demographic pro1ections, we are now
confident of the elements of strategic planning that are mvariant with populatton, such as the
centres policy, the plans for open space and the necessity to integrate transport and land use
planning As a result of the studies for the J988 Plan, we are bener info rmed of the
cumulative impact of extensive growth on the environment. This in tum has stimulated
policies for urban consolidauon, which now appear to be shifting the directton of demand for
housing to higher dens1t1es and irmer locations. In short, the projecuons have had real
impacts because they sumulated detailed studies of future growth and led to new strategic
plans and policies.
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t ~oductive of good citizens ... the author is no advocate of
'Block-dweIImgs are no P•·
.
fl b ·1
•
fh ·
d much prefers single-family dwellmgs or cottage ats ut t on
this typebuorb ousmg, asanare suitable • (E p Richards in 1914, quoted in Home 1997a'
such su
an areas
- · ·
219--220)

·
d bout the city of Calcutta but applicable all over the British empire,
This statement, ma e a
.
•h·
· 1· ·
expressed a poI.icy shift between two forms of worker housmg, each wit its own imp.1c1t
strategy of social control. The earlier form, the barrack, hostel or block_, put workers mto
single-sex dormitories, usually provided by the employer; the preswnptton was that the
workers were employed on short-term, even daily, contracts, -~ d were therefore only
soioumers in town, for whose dependents no prOvtSIOn was needed. The later form,
temporary ,
buil
I
d .
increasingly adopted from the 1930s, was the cott~ge or family house, . t at a ower ens1ty,
and usually with its own plot on a peripheral housing estate; the presumption ~ere was that the
workers were in long-term employment, living with their dependents. As Robmson ( 1990 and
t 996) has shown. family housing provided 'a perfect system of control' over African workers
for the apartheid spatial system.
This paper explores the policy shift from barrack to family house in Southern Africa, which
was a forcing ground for mining capitalism and for methods of managing African and Asian
workers It extends the author's earlier work on colonial worker housing (Home 1997a)
through field and archival research on Natal and Zambia. Natal, strategically located on the sea
routes between Africa and Asia, originated the 'Shepstonian• system of indirect rule, and the
S<H:alled 'Durban system', which was applied across Southern Africa, using the revenues from
a municipal monopoly of beer sales to fund African worker housing (Swanson 1976) In the
Zambian Copperbelt towns an improved form of worker housing was negotiated between the
mining companies, the protectorate administration and an increasingly politicized African
work-force. The shift in policy and housing form was a response by both local and central
government to the discontents of employers and employees, and was reflected by a number of
official reports into labour conditions The illfluence of the contemporary British housing and
planning movement can be traced through the influence of individuals, associations and
professional techniques, which were officially perceived as offering a contribution to the
burdens of colonial management.

The barrack and the hostel
The barrack was for over fifty years (ti-om the 1860s to the 1930s) the commonest form of
worker housing in the British empire (Home 1997 chapter 4). Its built form was typically a
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long single-storey structure, internally arranged as a single or double row of stai:dard-sized
rooms (I0xl0 or 10x12 feet square) Walls were either sa"'11 timber, stone or bnck, the roof
usually corrugated zinc or iron roof: and the floor either eanh or raised planking A cooking
area might be provided at the front; a communicating veranda or corridor ran the length of_the
building; ventilation was provided by shuttered operungs at high-level under the roof, washing
and toilet facilities, where these existed at all, were communal and usually in a separate
building
from their military application, barracks were adapted to accommodate indentured workers,.
several million of whom were transported after the abolition of slavery, particularly from India
and China, to supply the labour needs of plantation economies The recruiting agents claimed
that indentured workers would be provided with rent-free housing by their employer, ' with as
much garden ground as they can cultivate in their leisure hours for their own benefit' (West
Indian Immigration 1872) Criticism of conditions on the estates in the 1870s led to
commissions of inquiry, notably in Natal and Guiana, and legislation set minimum space
standards of SO sq.ft . for an adult and 120 sq ft. for ' three single men, or one man and one
woman with not more than two children' (ibid) The Natal inquiry found that·
' On a few estates, barracks built of stone and roofed with ZlllC or iron. have been
erected, but the plan most frequently ado~ted is to permit the Coolies to build houses
for themselves, time and material being allowed for the purpose. The barracks are
disliked by their occupants, and metal roofs are found unsuitable to their habits, from
not permitting the escape of smoke, all seemed to agree that houses of their own
construction were preferabie' (Coolie Commission 1872: 6)
In spite of such cnticisms, barracks, altered and improved, still survive on many of the atal
sugar estates
Barracks also served as reception centres in the pons. New immigrants to Natal were
transferred to the Durban railway depot, where the Magazine Barracks were completed in
1880 Condemned by successive investigations as overcrowded and insanitary, they remained
in use for eighty years, accommodating at their peak in 1943 over 6000 people (including
2500 children) at densities of four to a room (Omar I989).
In Durban and Natal one finds the built form of Indian labour barracks clearly linked to
African single-sex hostels ti-om an early date Africans were dismissively regarded as
'vagrants' when they came to Durban in search of work. and in 1869 a ' Law for the
Punishment of Idle and Disorderly Persons and Vagrants within the Colony of Natal'
empowered the Durban Corporation to build a ' vagrant house• for the nightly reception of
'non-resident natives· (Atkins 1993). Shepstone introduced the togt (or day-labour) system in
the I 870s, under which labourers paid a registration fee for their own policing and
accommodation. In 1878, even as preparations were being made for the Zulu war of the
following year, the first togt barracks for 200 workers were built by the Durban Corporation
at Somtseu Road (Somtseu being the Zulu version of Shepstone), eventually growing to
accommodate 18,000 workers by 1923 The building of the togt barracks also coincided in
tim~ wit~ barracks for the reception of Indian indentured labourers, and a plan of 1876 shows
the _coohe b~ack' alongside the togt labour reception offices In the words of the Durban
Pohce Supenntendant, R C.AJexander, in I904 ·
' I w?uld, put my Natives in barracks and let them march into the town as they do with
soldiers (quoted m Swanson 1976 and Robinson 1990 139)
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Workers increasingly rejected barrack living through the lab_oor disturbances that spread
across the empire in the 1930s, notably in Northern Rhodesia (1935 an~ 1940) and the West
Indies ( J937-8). The Forster and Moyne Commissions in the West Indies found barrack
housing that was 'indescribable in their Jack of element.~ needs of decen~, and
recommended that family life be encouraged by the building of more senu-detached conages
for family accommodation with gardens (Home 1993b). Absorbed into official Colonial Office
thinking on colonial development and welfare during the Second World War, these new
planning and housing approaches applied to colonial management the promise of postwar
reconstruction (Johnson J977). Meanwhile barracks and hostels were still being built, such as
the SJ Smith hostel in Durban for 4000 men (approved in 1940, and intended to be a model of
its kind)
Family housing and the stabilization oflabour
Family housing for African workers was promoted as part of a debate around the so-called
'stabilization' oflabour: in the Zambian Copperbelt ' whether efforts shall be made to build up
a permanent mining population, or whether lhe miners shall be encouraged to regard the
village as their base and spend short periods in the mines' (Stabilisation 1944). An early
example of the policy was the Durban 'Married Natives' Quarters', built at Baumarmville, near
the Magazine and Somtseu barracks, in 1916:
'significant in the history of the urbanization of Africans in Durban, for it shows that
the City Fathers had accepted the facts that Africans were becoming permanent towndwellers, that they were entitled to have their families living with them in town, and
that the city was responsible for their proper housing' (BaumaMville 1959· 3)
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The physical fonn of that estate was an evolution from the barrack, and compn:~ (houses'",
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The mirung comparues resisted such family housing until the J930s, preferring a turnover of
labour, but representauons to the inquiry into the 1940 stnke from the London-based
Abongines Protecuon Society asserted that
' the rrunes carmot be regarded as merely temporary an orderly and contented nat:ve
community on the Copperbelt can be established only on a basis of stable fanuly life
(Stabilisation l 944)
.
.
the
Even before the stnkes the protectorate admirustrauon in orthern Rhodesia ~ pressmg
rrurung comparues to abandon barracks for bachelor or mamed huts, each with its own small
plot Costings were included in the Rhokana Corporation' s I93 5 proposals for a nat1ve
location in the NJcana-Kitwe public townslup· marned huts cost £22/10/- ~h, ~bile single
huts •of the regulation Compound type' were £ J8 each. The colorual officials d1~pproved _of
' the grim barracks wluch appear to be contemplated notlung less than the creauon of na1:ve
slums', and Rhokana increased the proportton of roamed hu~s, agreeing that all shoul~ be of
the individual type' It claimed that barracks were more efficient, at a denstty of 53 umts per
acre (compared with 18 for the ' individual type huts'), and that the ' natives are comfortably
housed and seem to be quite satisfied and contented' m barracks - a statement made only a
month before the 193 S strikes revealed the scale of African mine-workers' discontents
(Rhokana 1935) Floor-plans of houses built at Nkana-Kitwe in the 1940s show the link.s with
earlier barrack forms mud bnck walls rendered with cement, each dwelling enclosed by a
hedge (kept below three feet in height, for ease of external surveillance), no windo_ws, but only
venulation openings beneath the corrugated-iron roofs Internally two rooms provtded a total
floorspace of under 200 sq fl on a plot of about l 000 sq ft

Council housing decentralized to peripheral locations
The shift towards families occurred, not only in employer-proV1ded housmg, but also by local
authorities building penpheral estates or 'locations' The ongins of South Afucan ' locauons'
lie in the Eastern Cape in the 1~ century, and legislation for them was passed in the Cape and
Natal in the early l 900s In the years between the Wars Bntish garden city and council
housing practice reinforced the practice, with plarmers such as Albert Thompson and Charles
Reade active in Southern Africa (Home 1997: 161-5) In Britain a million council houses on
' cottage estates' were built at that time, and the London County Council's Becontree estate
afforded an example of moving workers out to 'one class' estates on the edge ofmaJor c1t1es
(Home 1997b, Swenarton 1981) In Southern Afnca the Durban Corporauon, for e~arnple,
was building African locauons outside the borough limns in the 1930s, although in 1952
barrack/ hostel bedspaces still outnumbered .family housing by over three to one under the
category 'sub-economic letting'· 13,202 beds, 3,195 houses (Durban Housing Surve~ 1952)
In Central Africa the new housing was advocated in a government report in 1949, v.luch
asserted
' The African 1s entitled to receive more of the advantages of town planning pracucc
There has been a regrettable tendency to plan Alncan urban areas merely a\
dormitories, lacking m character and with no recogrusable community centre A
completely self-contamed community should be ~,suahsed v.hen laymg out a ne"'
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peripheral townshi ps sueh as w
words of the 1959 study ofBaurnannville.
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' The location has done its work and amply repaid the couocil s ongmal mvestment; 1t
has provided Durban with the nucleus of a stable labour force and a precedent for
famil housing. . Now it is time to move on, to hand over to the young, ~ho are urban
y city-born and bred, with different aspirations and different conflicts to be
dweUers,
. ~ hirty
"d b
faced. As a householder who bad lived in Baumannville ,or t
years ~ 1:3t er
wistfully, 'While LarnontviUe and Cheste~ and Cato Manor are making history,
Baumannville has a shining past.' (BaumannV1Ue 1959: 79)
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Conclusions
Both barrack and cottage housing were building forms devised by the state to maintain control
over labour, and were closely regulated by authority, whether the employer or the local
authority Frequent reports and investigations into labour conditions and political unrest led to
a major change towards family housing, which has left a lasting imprint upon the urban
landscapes of South African cities.

The locations and townships of Southern Africa hold obvious parallels with the mass council
housing bein8 built in Britain at the time under the influence of the garden cities and town
planning movement: the family house on its own plot, with garden front and rear, built by the
local authority outside the urban area, and tightly regulated and managed. In Africa such
housing was meaner and cheaper, single-storey boxes at higher density and with fewer
services. Whether on estates, townships or locations, authority sought to inculcate new habits
among its tenants, and shape the behaviour of an emerging class of compliant suburban housedwellers
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Cooclusioos
. .
Both barrack and cottage housing were building forms devised by the state to mamtam control
over labour and were closely regulated by authority, whether the employer or the local
authority Frequent reports and investJgations into labour conditions and political unrest led to
a major change towards family housing, which has left a lasting imprint upon the urban
landscapes of South Afiican cities
The locations and townships of Southern Africa hold obvious parallels with the mass council
housing being built in Britain at the time under the influence of the garden cities and town
planning movement: the family house on its own plot, with garden front and rear, built by the
local authority outside the urban area, and tightly regulated and managed In Africa such
housing was meaner and cheaper, single-storey boxes at higher density and with fewer
services Whether on estates, townships or locations, authority sought to inculcate new habits
among its tenants, and shape the behaviour of an emerging class of compliant suburban housedwellers
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The problematic notion of 'A .
s1an-ness' 'in buiit city
. heritage

.
d Globalisation in Asian Cities
Heritage an
, and William S. Logan

The research for our proJect h
ness' in cultural terms paruas underhned this highly problemauc notion of ·Asian.
,
cularly
assumpltons that the distincllv
, m tenns of the built environment The
modernisation 1s somehow 'un eAness of Asian' c1t1es is tied up wnh tradition and that
economic globalisation in the - s1an' need to be challenged. Much of the dnve behmd
1990
couture and manga comics/can s • and even cultural globalisation (Japanese haute
Asia. With regard to built form oons, Hong Kong movies) - has come from within
and commercial buildings arc~ ~any Asians can now argue that h1gh-nse residential
sian as they are Western.

2

Rena!e 8_o~e . Ge 1
(Waurn Ponds) Campus, Victoria (1)
Dea~ t,;ru~ersi~ty• ;u:ood Campus, Melbourne, Victoria (2)

Deakin Un1vers1 ,

what man Asian commentators have regarded as the •Asian'
.
.
The r~p1d eros1t:;1 orn the built ~onn of cities, due to the impact of c~ent proc~ses
quahues, ~ d Zu1tura1 globalisation, raises complex issues for henta_ge ?ro_tectlon.
of econonu~ an .
th ost im rtant of these issues and explores their s1gruficance
Tlus paper identifies hem_ hen~tage stratemes The analysis will draw on case study
· d eloping compre ens1ve
o· ·
.
.
eaki
ID e~
h be' g undertaken for a comparatJve proJect based at D
n
material from r~~
: asaki Seoul Shanghai Manila, Hue, Vientiane, Peoang,
Universitysthat me u yes gogn, Dhltlca and' Calcutta The project is being carried out by
Bangkok,
· fundi ng from the Austra11an
·
.
•emarang,
· dian · 1· ary team of scholars wtth
an mtemanonal, mter scip m
-1 d o aki
e n
·1 th u 'ted· States Social Science Research Counc1 an
Research Counc1 , e ru
. .
I I
d
•
·
Our case studies are studies of fricuon between globa cu ture an
Uruvers1ty.
. .
d
f
I
1
·
1·10nal markets and the cultural spec1fic1ty an textua tty o p ace.
mterna

Nevertheless, no matter whethe th
modernisation of Asian cities is\ : motors of change are Asian or non-Asian, the
indigenous distinctiveness. (Of ~o: to a _sameness and blandness that denies the
developers in other Parts of th
e, this charge can be laid agamst urban
attack.) Paradoxically perh
ehiworld _where indigenous distmcuveness 1s under
aps, w le the import
f di
, ·
,
been commonly promoted · th
ance o tra tlona1 Asian values has
m
e
area of social pol
thJ
h
been
I
kin
development policy where th
.
.
icy, s as
ac . g ID urban
1
distinctiveness of Asian cities as 7<: ~ resiStaD<:e to the representation of the
Asian,.
ying 10 the trad111onal and of modernisation as 'un-

The conflict between modernisation and heritage

Differing cultural constructions of heritage

The modemisauon of Asian economies has been equated with large-sc3:1e, unfettered
urban commercial, industrial ·and residential develop~~nt. Urb~ hentage ~as not
been a priority ID the march o'. modemisa~on ~d few c1Ues, esp':'1ally not the megacities' , have given a high pnonty to hentage issues ID theodd~1re fothr mo,r;. modem
urban development and improved residential accomm at1on; . e
mgapore
solution' bas been the dominant model. The role of global cap1taJ and global
economic regulators such as the World Bank and the IMF ~ this pr~ess
been
important but complex - even more so with the pres~nt Asian financial cns1s. 1:he
need to re-think strategies at this time could make lending from these powerful bodies
(the World Bank has proJects i1:1 7,000 cities and towns) more sensitive to cultural and
heritage issues m development projects (Cohen 1998).

In terms of townscape fonnatio
. . fi
fi
. n, most As'1an nations have attempted to identify the
sigru cant eaturfaes of their cultural hentage, both m tan01blc forms (buildings
"'
hmonuments. ' arte
d cts) and ·mtan&l·ble fiorms (songs, dance, legends).
These registers'
~ve varym~ egrees of completeness and appear to show significant cultural
differences m Views of what the notion 'hcn'tage' embrace. s ome countnes
· give
·
greater emphasis to n?n-b~ilt elements m the environment: that 1s, they are more
concerned to ~onserve trad1t1onal cultural values' . be they artistic styles, artisan slolls
or even behavioural patterns (such as rites of shrine attendance).

?~

At ~e ara Conference on Authent1c1ty held in Japan in 1994 (UNESCO World
Hentage Cenn:e 1995),_ the participants came out with a strong statement on the
cultural relat!Vlty of hentage judgements. stanng that ' the Nara document reflects the
fact that international heritage doctrine has moved from a Eurocentric approach to a
post-modem position characterised by recognition of cultural relativism• (Nara
1994:xiii). In Japan it is argued that traditional flexible timber buildings were not
meant to last and that it is the historic memory and oral and craft traditions, not the
built environment, that is the heritage of the urban past. In the case of religious
buildings it is regarded as a sign of respect to penod1cally renew the bmlt fabnc. an
act which, in the West, undermines the authenticity and hence significance of the
structure.

Looking around Asia, 1t can be seen that the many and varied national and city
governments have differing priorities as between economic development and cultural
heritage protecuon, making it difficult if not impossible to generalise about 'Asia'. In
many Asian countries, standards of living are so low that it is understandable that
economic development strategies would seem to be more important. Western
investment and international leaders are only partly responsible, however, for the
destruction of historic built environments. In most countries, investment from within
the region - from Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, South Korea - has been substantial
and no more sympathetic to the historic built fonn of cities. On the other hand, most
nations are also anxious not to lose their distinctiveness as a result of their economies
being drawn into the global system. There is particular concern in many countries
about cultural globalisation, which is seen as linked with Westernisation. Often this is
regarded as no more than crass commercialisation and identified, rightly or wrongly,
with Americarusation (or 'Coca-colonisation').

The issue of colonial heritage
Especially sensitive is the status of the colonial built heritage. Most Asian nauons
have experienced a colonial as well as an earlier feudal past; some have expenenced
post-colonial independence under the sway of the cap1tahst West, others under Soviet
bloc or Chinese tutelage. As a consequence cultural layering 1s a common feature of
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given to the protecllon of whole ar
central to the planrung effort Aseas as tounst attracllons. Such attenllon needs to be
m 1anc111es.

.
ed that the urban history of
most Asian cities. Askew and Loj3:'1 (19~:~a~r~snot only the 'indigenous', but
Asian cities should be dcconstruct m sue 1 . I infl ences are revealed. All these
also the layers of foreign, largely E~~can ~o~ru~ ~en been difficult for newly
layers have sigi_uficance, buthrccogru~: t~ disc~unt :c colonial legacy. Today there
independent naoons and they ave ten
.
.
A · nations - from
is a wide range of attitudes to_wards the colo~al he~ta~e
str:1scapes are now
Vietnam, India and ~d~nes1a, _where colo~:d~=!s of the national heritage, to
f the British and Japanese colonial
being encompassed within official and ~opu
Myanmar and South Korea,_where_the i~pacts o_
value (Rii 1996). Over time
regimes respective!~ are still ascnbed htt)e hcn_tage definitions and, in particular,
changes take place m the content of official hentage
I
ocess with no
I .al . act This is clearly a comp ex pr
'
the end of the colonial era and
attitudes towards the co oru unp · ed .
..
sim le correlation between years elaps since
acc:ptancc of the colonial legacy as part of official heritage definitions

Heritage planning and adlDJ· .
.
n1stratioo
While development 1s modem d
practice of most Asian goveri: global, urban planrung admmistration 1s not. The
functions in infrastructure portfi !~ts of placmg responsib1hty for urban planning
0
development policy. Although ~:s has meant a separation of social and physical
figures, city government has b~ors and governors of cities can be powerful
_subordmated to the national economic and
infrastructure strategies defined b
planning controls to protect th b Ynational governments. Generally there 1s a lack of
1
. we are stud ymg
.
only Japan seems to have e u1 t environment and o f the countnes
for cities or parts of cities ;aco:~~ehensi~e hentage planrung system m place. Plans
within the same country D fiiy
ude hentage planrung controls, often very different
1
··
are evident - the city •I •erences between the PIanrung fior Shanghai· and Bc1Jmg

~:l

m

f d'
·iy and a shared heritage is a major difficulty yet an
The acceptance o iversi
. • An · of our project is to
impo~an~ pre-~equisite for ::::c~~s~:;:!~~c;:king :mheritage that may be

wholesale demolition oit::r!:egulauon~
the latter city being blamed for the
city (Howe 1996) Inv· t
g, ~e traditional lanes and quadrangle houses of the
UNESCO and th~ Aus~~~amGHanoi has developed heritage plans with the support of
unfettered development. ian ovemment while Ho Chi Minh has experienced almost

~~:n;~~ ::~~s~:a~~:n:g Asian nations. This will be developed with case study

material in our presentation.
Asian countries demonstrate v•nnn d
•
•
..
d
. -,"'g egrees of commitment to protecting heritage
fieatures. and a.b 111ty to o so m terms o f skills ,or
r hentagc
·
·
·
1dent1fica11on
and recording
restoration,
display and interpretauon• The d.1sreparr
· and di sregard ·mto w h'1ch many'
.
hentage
. . . features . have fallen results from difiierent pressures m each country. In many
~tiles 1_n the proJect where controls eXJst on paper, implernentauon is hampered by
me~ciency ~d, frequently, by corruption. Our research will take as one focus the
politic~ of hentage protection involvmg international agencies, 'GOs, national and
muructpal governments, as well as local communities.

Impact of international tourism and heritage agencies
·
· ·iy of our proiect is to investigate the ways in which international
A maJor pnon
,
.
•
I
Oft
en
tourism, a major agency of cultural globalisation, dist~rts hentage va ~es.
international tourism gives prominence to the ~rcs~rvauon of the_colorual past or
recreation of the indigenous past. Tourist agencies m France, for ~tan~e, play on
colonial nostalgia when they seek to market Vietnam as a travel destmaho~, usually
sanitising the heritage by avoiding or minimising reference to the harsh side o_f the
colonial story (Biles, Lloyd and Logan 1998). It should be n_oted th~t, at least _until the
recent •Asian economic crisis', a growing proportion of mtemahonal tounsm was
within Asia, while internal tourism was also expanding, again indicating that the
motor for economic and cultural change is increasingly Asian rather than Western.

Integrated and collaborative heritage policies
As ci~ cores are engulfed and peripheries transformed in Asian cities, heritage issues
under~e the conflict between globahsation and local identity and sense of place.
Globahsahon has been conceptualised around the inevitability of technological
advance and powerful markets, a conceptualisauon that creates both a diminished
responsibility for increasing urban inequality and a homogenisation of culture. The
social and cultural impact of large-scale redevelopment has not been considered in
urban policy development. This proJect 1s focusing on ways of reassertmg the
importance of place and heritage m Asian cities - to document and develop
appropriate heritage models and to de-emphasise the language of urban avalanche,
crisis and the need for huge infrastructure development. In a recent paper, From
Virtual Reality to the Realtry of Virtue, Michael Cohen of the World Bank has argued
that it is time to take stock of urban development in non-Western countries; to focus
more on social capital than global capital, less on the future and more on existing
capacity and resources; and to consider more carefully the posuioning of indmdual
cities in the global economy.

By giving economic value to cultural assets, tourism is emerging as on~ of the ~ost
problematic elements in developing a coordinated ~pproach to her:itagc pohcy.
Tourism development authorities arc constantly searching for new hentage features
from which to generate revenue, and many historic sites are threatened with excessive
exploitation. In the case of theme parks from Shenzhen to Bangkok, new 'heritage
sites' and 'cultural traditions' have been created, while, in other cases such as
Singapore's Bugis Street (Kuah 1994) old ones are re-created. The influence of
Anglo-American global heritage bodies such as the Asia Society and the World
Monument Fund can also distort heritage priorities and need to be considered in an
analysis of globalisation's impact on Asian built environment heritage.
WhiJe many Asian countries have adopted the 'Year of Tourism' concept, there
appears to be little coordination of tourism and heritage in urban areas either during or
after such events. Where tourism does identify heritage elements as incomegenerating assets, this has been very site specific and there is a need for attention to be

Of central importance is the integrauon of heritage planrung mto strategic planrung
for urban and regional areas; for social and cultural values to be pnontised m policy
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Ianning does not mean preservation of a few
development (Howe 199~)- ' Hentage P_) it is the totality of concept with culture and
historic buildings or an histonc ~- -.[, nt with adjustments in social and economic
tradition as well as ecology and ~VlfOnme ts that the only way that Asian cities can
needs' (Ghosh I 996:5)_- ~ proJ~t suggt~ approach to planning and the positioning
sustain heritage strategies ts by an mtegra
of Asian cities in the global economy.
• ., ci·ty• ' suggested by Santosh
.
. "As1an
.
. t the 'D1sappeanng
The title of the proJec - .
. . S 1 . April l996 _ may seem alanmst,
Ghosh at our initial planrung_ meenn~ ;" eo~;; most of central Beijing's hutong
but, as a recent New York Times ~c_e reco ~e demonstration courtyard houses
have been swept 'into the dump:er
:l~ 5;;,nner resident, 'it's gone like a jar
preserved (Eckholm l 99S). In e wo
• , hard! worth it' Yet he

WI!

thts air~~ :r;~~;~o;i~;a;i;t !:;thC:\!~~~~:de, thfcharacter ~d s~~ial
~a:~~:f the area could have been saved, with social, environmental and tounsm
benefits to the city.
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Planning and the industrial r 'd
critical examination of th
es, ~ntial interface in Port Adelaide: A
·ndustrial and res,·d t· le evolution of planning policies at the interface of
1
en 1a zones f
.
perspective
rom a social and environmental
Simon Howes BA GDRUP MRAPI
10 Mabel Street
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Australia
The twentieth century urban plan ·
.
Adelaide is not one wonh bo . ning expenence for people living near industry in Port
· terface this century h be astmg a~ ut. In shon, planning at the industrial residential
:ban development pra:cesc:h~on-ex~stent or has simply provided for the ~ontimiation of
d has largely igno d .
ch ex1sted pnor to the advent of town plannmg m the area
an_ .ns of this lack ;e issues cause~ by the proximity of heavy industry to housing. The
0
ongi . .
. r~sponse to the industrial residential interface can be traced to inherent
ecotomi~ imperau~- t at drive town planning and social prejudices apparent in the work of
card 1e~dp annders.
is paper traces the history of town planning schemes affecting Pon
A .d
e1a1 e- an- comments
· · at the ·mdustna
· I
rf;
Th on the anitudes that ·mfl uenced therr- apphcauon
res.1 enua1 mte a~e.
e paper concludes with some brief observations on how these same
amtudes may yet influence possible future directions in planning
A brief review of some early to1,1,n planning texts (Abercrombie. 1959: Bro\\n and Sherrard.
1969: ~eeble. 19?9; Sul man. 1921) revealed a common theme of the prominence of the needs
of bus!n~~s and mdustry and. where workers are referred to, it is usually in terms of their
acces~ibthty to the "'.o~kplace. A class based approach to planning is evidenced in the texts by
the d1scuss1ons of hvmg areas for workers' as distinct from todav·s consideration of the
needs of the ·community' . Brown and Sherrard (1969 p.33) do at l~ t offer some advice on
dealing with the interface and provide some background in their discussion on the location of
industry in Australian cities noting that. historically, land use controls in Australian cities
were lacking and were, once implemented, often too late to sa, c .. .districts once covered
with attractive homes .. .' from becoming ... invaded by industry and made hideous by the
erection of unsightly factories. by discordant noises and unsavoury smells·. Br0\\1l and
Sherrard's attitude to social issues is revealed when they state that. in reaction to this so caJled
invasion of industry in Australian cities. · ... those who could afford to withdrew to more
pleasant surroundings .. .' and that · ... less desirable elements came to take possession of
vacant dwellings'. To some extent this is the case in Pon Adelaide. 'ot only were land use
controls, in the form of land use zones. late in coming but when they were finally introduced
there was a decided lack of measures to address issues at the industrial residential interface.
Established in 1840 as the seaport for the capital of the colony of South Australia. Pon
Adelaide attracted large industries and acti, ities dependent on direct access to the sea. Prior
to the advent of mass transport. residential areas ,,ere established near the industries and
wharves. Pon Adelaide continued to develop after the turn of the century. mostly ,,ithout the
benefit of any planning and. although there were no land use controls. a general segregation of
activities occurred with large industries concentrating on the waterfront. As Port Adelaide
straddles the Pon Adelaide River. an estuarine waterway g1vmg access 10 the sea. and
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th interface with adjoining
its shores. e
of development.
d lengthways along
industrial development hos sprea
result of the lineal pattern
8
·s elongated as
residential deveIopmen1 I
posed by visiting British
"d ,ere those pro
tin
Port
Adelai
e
\\
.
ghness
Reade's plans and
The first planning schemes affiec g
.sed for their thorou
.
r. I
lanner Charles Reade in 1917. Although pr:uHutchings (I 986, p.63) reportS that po mca
P
. actually implemented. .
.
f Reade and the Town Planning
schemes were ne\ er
. ed the best intenuons o
.
land use
manoeuverings of the day widermm .
d from his work. did not contam_any
.
and Dewlopment Act /920-1929. wh1ch/~~;e gave local councils in metropolitan Adelaide
controls. Instead the Building Act. /92 - d fo~ the purpose of controlling land use.. Port
the po\, er to make by-laws to zone Ian
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suggest that the politicians. industrialists and gove~ent o~c1als_responsible for ~uch_ basic
decisions as the location of factories and houses m Adelaide did not have to hve m the
workers· suburbs they created next to factories.
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The first real plan for Port Adelaide, the Greater Port Adelaide De1·elopmen1 Plan 1949-1959,
was 8 joint effon between the Housing Trust and the Harbors Board and concentrates on
setting aside the wharf front and adjacent land for industrial and commercial development and
also shows areas set aside by the Housing Trust for further residential suburbs. The plan
shows industrial and housing estates directly abutting, even though the South Australian
Harbors Board (I959, p.40), in a publication extolling the virtues of the plan, considered the
possible future development of nearby Torrens Island for a tourist resort to be subject to the
·..abatement of the smoke haze from Osborne'. Thus, although it was considered
unacceptable to subject tourists to W1reasonable levels of air pollution, it was apparently
acceptable to plan for more housing estates for workers in close proximity to what was then a
major source of air pollution, the Osborne Power Station. Like Reade's schemes, the Greater
Port Adelaide Del'elopment Plan /949-1959 never came to fruition and, instead of a tourist
reson, another power station was built on Torrens Island.
A comprehensi~e revie\\ of the urban planning needs of Adelaide was conducted in the early
1960s by the Tow11 Planning Committee for the State Government of outh Australia. The
findings and m:ommendations of their Report on the metropolitan area of Adelaide (1962)
still underpin the planning and development control system in Adelaide today. albeit with
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some subsequent modifications. The repon reflects and reiterates the econorruc imperall\'e
and _class_ based ap~roach to plaruung discussed in the texts revie\\ed above. In its
class1fica11on of housing areas in Adelaide, m tenns of their built and environmental qualities.
the Re~ort on the metropolitan area of Adelaide (p. 70) uses the presence or otherwise of
industnal land ~es as_ one of the main criteria. eedless to say. ·good class· areas contain
practically no mdus_tr1al or other non-residential uses and . poor class• areas are where
· industnal and other mcompatible land uses have created a poor environment·.
The Report on the metropolitan area of Adelaide (To\\11 Plarming Committee. 1962. p. I 51)
goes ?n to consider the r~quirements for industry within the context of a comprehensive
planning scheme for Ad_elaide. The use of perfonnance standards in the United tates m the
assessment of proposed i~dustrial development is discussed and rejected on the basis that such
a system w~uld be t~ di_fficult to administer. Instead it proposed an arbitrary system based
on ~ fo°: tier ~lass,ficati~n o~ industry zones. Special industry zones were proposed for
noxious m~ustne~, extracuve mdustry zones for mining and quarrying. light industry zones
for "light' mdustnes and general industry zones for all other industrial uses. Light mdustries
were defined as being · ... smaller industries ,~hich can be carried on in a residential area
without causing a nuisance·. , otwithstanding the recognition of the impact of industrial
activities on the environment and amenity of residential areas and a whole chapter devoted to
plarming for industry, the Report of the metropolitan area of Adelaide (1962, p.151) contains
only one sentence that refers direct!~ to the industrial residential interface: · ... where mdustrial
zones abut onto residential areas, it is desirable that a light industry zone should be situated
between the residential area and the general or special industry zone to minimize the nuisance
to householders·. The planning controls that were introduced in Adelaide as a result of the
recommendations of the Report of the metropol11an area of Adelaide sought to protect those
·good class' areas from any further "invasion' by industry. What happened in existing areas
where the residential environment was alread} degraded as a result of adjacent industry was of
little consequence.
It was not until 1972, under the auspices of the Planning and Development Act, 1966-19 7 1.
that land use zones were finally established in Pon Adelaide and. as with many urban areas
that were in existence at the time land use zones were imposed. the boundaries \\ere
essentially drawn around existing uses. While the obnous difficulties of imposing a system
of land use zones on already established urban areas is appreciated, the zoning of land to
reflect its existing use is nonetheless disappointing as the opportunity to rectify problems
when there is a change in use is lost because the continuation of similar uses is perpetuated b)
the zoning. Moreover, despite the suggestion in the Report of the metropohtan area of
Adelaide that light industry zones be established as buffers. when land use zones were
introduced in Pon Adelaide, general industl) zones were in fact established adjacent to
residential zones for most of the interface. Furthennore. the zoning regulations promulgated
for Port Adelaide under the Planning and Dei·elopment Act. I 966-19-I , actually discouraged
the development of potentially lesser impact light industries in those general indusf.r) zones
adjacent to residential areas, whereas general industries \\Cre pennitted · as a right" subJect
only to rudimentary requirements for parking. loading areas and building setbacks. Perhaps
only the economic slowdown of 1970s pre\ented the establishment of any new hea\')
industries adjacent to residential areas in Port Adelaide.
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. . for the residential areas of Port Adelaide resulted in
A further review of planning pohcies_ th C- ,fPort Adelaide Residential Supplementary
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amendments to the Development ~Ian d e !c~ions on new residential development in
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Development Plan ( I992) at ,mpo~ dreses·dential policy area that was created prohibits
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·ndustry The restncte r 1
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prob1em areas near ,
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t . dustry are now further disadvantaged. While
been expected to accept the impact o a Jacen in
.
ht
it is robably wise to not allow an increase in dwellings in those ar~ tt ~ems somew _a
unfai~ and inequitable that, to date, similar restrictions on ~ e inte~~ty of_ industnal
development in the industry zones have not been applied, especially as II ,_s the impacts of
industrial activity that cause the fundamental incompatibility of the land uses in the first place.

zonin~ should be used 10 c_reate a graduation of uses from general industry through light and
borne industry w nes 10 re~idential. They also advocate fai rlv dense urban areas where spatial
buffers betwee~ mcompauble uses are discouraged and buildings are used to create ·shield '
buffei:s for noise auenuatt?n Purposes. Unfortunatelv, however. issues relating to aJr
emissions are not addressed 1n this approach.
·
While Morris _and Kaufman (1_996) offer some interesting design solutions in the search for
compact, et:icient and h31:11on1ous cities, this will not occur while the urban population is so
mobile . . Mixed ~se planmng may ultimately facilitate the creation of more neighbourhoods.
like _the problem . ~~as of Pon Adelaide, where the poor have to share their urban space with
the mdustn al acttvittes of others who, through the wealth created by those activities. can
choose to live elsewhere.

Refer~nces throughout ~he pa~r to Pon Adelaide refer to the former local government area of
the City of Po~ Adelaide pnor to amalgamation with the City of Enfield in March 1996 to
form the new City of Port Adelaide Enfield. The author was employed as Plarming Officer at
the City of Port Adelaide from 1993 and currently holds the position of Development Officer Planning at the Caty _of Port Adelaide Enfield. Views expressed in the paper are those of the
author and not the C11y of Port Adelaide Enfield.

f

Industrial development policies in Port Adelaide are once again unde_r review: Perf?rrnance
standards for industrial development are now being mooted as a planmng solutton to mter~ace
issues. some 36 years after they were first considered and rejected for metropolitan AdelaJde.
It is interesting to note that the push for a performance based approach m the assessment of
industrial development is not coming from people living near industrial zones but from the
go,ernment and planners keen to re-establish certainty for industry in the planning sy~tem and
to facilitate and foster economic development. In these circumstances, and given the
historical background discussed above. it seems unlikely that a performance based assessment
svstem will be of any real benefit to people living at the interface. Performance standards are
likely to be set at levels to suit industry's ability to comply. Perhaps the current system of
arbitrary distinctions between ' light' and ·general' industry based on subjective assessment.
often ,,ith the benefit of experience, has some merit after all.
Recent moves towards 'mixed use' planning arc also of concern given the history of Port
Adelaide and its industrial residential interface. One influential writer, Calthorpc (1993), fails
even to mention industrial land uses and dreams of a "post-industrial' culture as if there were
no industry. Australian writers Morris and Kaufman ( 1996) are more realistic and. while
advocating mixed use developments. do so on the understanding that only compatible uses
should be considered. They recognise that some uses will still need to be separated and that
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In recent decades, urban design has
.
emerged as a distinct discipline in urban development Its
.e within a n b f
roo ts II
um er o profession
hi
·
. s, arc lecture, landscape architecture and town
1 ·ng being the mo t • .fi
P a;: earliest days a ~
cant As far as town planning is concerned, those roots go back
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Early Associations of Urban Design and Planning
· has a strong hneage.
·
· theonsts
·
T he design side of comprehensive town PIanrung
Indeed design
were very much part of t~e beginning of modem planning in the decades ar~und the rum of
the century. Comprehensive town planning which has been defined as the coordination of the
supply ?f public '.a~ilities, the organisation of urban elements into workable patterns and the
regu/~110~ 0 ~ m_diVIdual land uses gave ample scope for designers, particularly with regard to
orgarusatton m It~ spaual sense (Hutchings and Bunker I986, 4) Inevitably, they had much
to say about pubhc space, the street, the precinct and the locality
In Europe: they were represented by Carnillo Sitte and Der Sradtebau ( 1889) gives him a
strong chum as one of the founders of 'contemporary contextual urban design' (Shelton
I989). He argued the need for harmony between all of a city's elements at all scales. His
analysis begins at a finite point - the position of a monument in a plaza, then progresses to the
relationships between the monuments, nearby buildings and the plazas themselves; next to the
configuration and size of plazas; and finally to the overall grouping of plazas. He then deals
with the wider pattern set by the streets of a town and how plazas sit within this pattern.
Throughout this analysis and in his examples drawn from the towns and cities of southern and
central Europe, Sitte cleverly melds the second and the third dimensions to enunciate visual
and functional principles. These then become the basis for discussion about the fonn and
manner of growth of the city at large and how it should be planned. Thus Sitte' s recipe for
plan-making includes - as well as the usual Germanic identification of land use zones • the
need for the plan (his ' preliminary sketch') to concentrate on the main spatial elements; 1e the
major 'garden complexes' (parks), major plazas, major lines of commumcauon and the pattern
of streets. This shows how, from the beginning, the urban designer was integrally involved in
constructing planning theory

In Britain, these design themes were further developed by Raymond Umvin and Barry Parker,
represented particularly in the former's text, Town Planning in Prac/lce. An lntroduc11on to
the Art of Designing Cities and Suburbs (1909) Similar to Sitte, Unwin observ~s towns and
cities as they are and then draws out principles ' of formal and i_nformal beauty' His references
and observations were wide ranging but with some emphasis on the towns of Bntam and
southern Gennany. He then applies these principles of 'beauty' (or rather character) to a
range of urban conditions; boundaries and approaches, enclosed places, roads, the
386
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need for the plan to be the design _and the des;:~ t~ ~a~of Sitte and Unwin, it inspired
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The Laymg ut o , owns e was
such protagonist From 1890 when he issue s paper,
I odu . I th
involved in practice, lecturing and controversy and ~s. I~21 tome A~ nrr cl/on
e
Swdy of Town Planning in Ausrra/ia is encyclopedic m its scope, with ~hapters covenng
survey topics and techniques, systems of transport and utilities, the functional elements of
cities, housing improvements, regulations, forms of governance, costs and so forth. More to
the point is the way that much of the book deals with how urb~ elements can be ltnked
through a conscious design process to produce.workable and ple:ismg r~ults. : or ~xamp_le,
Chapter 7 demonstrates ways of arranging busmess and res1den1Jal uses m coniuncuon with
squares and parks, Chapter 8 with street spaces and their surrounds; and Chapter
how the
principles derived could be applied to downtown Sydney. All of these _analyses (m both the
second and third dimensions) demonstrate the crucial importance of public places m the urban
scheme of things. He also extended his analysis to Australian suburbia with its distinctive
characteristics some unique, some held in common with other western cities.
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Some of his figures illustrate South Australian examples and in doing so he picks up the work
of Charles Reade the State Government Town Planner during and immediately after World
War I. Reade's work has been thoroughly analysed a number of times (Gamaut I 997;
Hutchings & Bunker I986) and it is sufficient to say here that Reade was also one who
thought that the philosophical and technical dimensions of comprehensive town planning, as
then emerging, would remain just notions unless they could be expressed as concrete
proposals via the medium of design
Some Parting of the Ways
ln '. he decades a~er these _pion~rs had their say, the integration of town planning and design
which they considered ~omauc,_ began to come apart. On the one hand many designers
sought mcreasmgly idealised solullons based u139& personal visions of technical perfection Le
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In Gordon Stephenson's On. a Human scale; A Life m Cuy
• Design concerns about this
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m ntam s post-war Mirustry of Town and Country Planrung
.
I992). Wtthin ,a few years tt· was to be discussed
.
·
( Stephenson
.
more openly by Fredenck
t
Gibberd'. one of S e~henson s contemporaries. His book Town Des,gn, first published in
J953 with other. ed111ons until 1967, had a tremendous influence
•
not only ·m the northern
hemisphere
but m Australia where, ,or
r
·
•
.
example, 11
was a basic
reference for the graduate
d'.ploma pro~ams offered by the then new planning schools While recognising the
dichotomy, Gibberd und erlmed the need for planning and design to be synthesised so that an
acceptable urban product is realised He said
'Town design · is by n_o means the same thing as town planning One the one hand,
there are many engag~d m town planning who arc not town designers, and on the other
hand, many_ town designers who know little about town planning The three stages of
to~ ~lanru~g (survey, plan, implementation) involve the activities of many kinds of
spec1al1st~, like the ~iologist, the geographer, and the economist, who, although
en_gage~ m_town planrung, are never required to exercise aesthetic sensibility When
this pomt 1s reached, when someone has to show how the raw materials are to be
actually arranged, has in fact to express his feelings about form, colour texture then
town design begins '
'
'
After these remarks, Gibberd embarks upon a thorough analysis of what makes (or should
make) a city, as a designed product, tick. While many of his examples may seem quaint or out
of fashion to today's readers, the principles he enunciates are as relevant now as in the post
World War II era. Inter alia, given the importance of central areas as images of cities and the
culture they represent, his examination of how public and private functions in a centre •corelate' to each other, should perhaps again be a standard text as should his emphasis on 'civic
spaces' as the 'spatial climax'
Planning and Design Become Specialised
Looking back over the half century from Sitte to Gibberd, Town Design was a successful
commentary upon and development of, the design thought that had taken place until then It
was also an anempt to reconnect the diverging paths of those who saw the city as a socioeconomic kaleidoscope and those who saw it as an artefact But the kind of synthesis which
Gibberd indicated was swamped in the increasing number of streams and specialities in urban
studies which developed from the 1960s on This was not unexpected given that scholars and
practitioners, as they became more aware of the complexities of cities, would seek more and
more ways to understand and serve them
Urban design itself began to split into specialities. Simply put, these are firstly, sue planning
or project design; secondly, city building, an_faghirdly, urban design as planrung policy Of
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The designer becomes a planner as. well
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The Seaford comprehensive development project, a new districuo th~ south of Adelaide, is an
example. A joint venture between state instrumentalities and pnvate mter~ts to house 20,?OO
people, its planing is urban design oriven inasmuch as there is a con~ntratJ_on on.the physical
result. The composition of the management team placed the c~ty designer m a pivotal
situation. The master plan is the basis of both the development bnef and t~e sta~t~ry plan
which, in tum, is the co-ordinating mechanism for public utilities and commuruty fac1ht1es
Urban Design as Planning Policy: One Kind of Integration
Seaford illustrates in both design and city building terms the important relationship between
design and planning. It leads logically to the consideration of the more complex but crucial
theme of urban design as planning policy where city building and city planning merge The
emphasis changes from the virgin site and the challenges it presents for the creation of the
patterns which wiU become the urban future, to existing built up areas and the challenges they
present where, by way of policy, the designer is able to influence the future. This is an arena
where the designers' role is no longer leading. It is more subtle It involves what has recently
been described as 'second-order design' in that the urban designer is in the unique position of
designing the policy environment within which other design professionals create tangible
objects (George 1997)
There have been a number of recent commentaries in this field of urban design as planning
policy. Some have taken a philosophical stance by suggesting what ought to be policy Others
have analysed official documents against various philosophical and practical templates. In the
United States Jonathan Barnet's An lntroduc//on to Urban Des,gn (I 982) approaches the
"Urban Design Plan for San Francisco" in this way. In Britain and Europe similar schemes are
emerging, with Barcelona's outstanding Urban Planning in Barcelona: Plans with a View to
92, subheaded ' Les Diferents Escales de la Projectacio, Urbanistica' (translated as 'The
Different Levels of Urban !>esign') perhaps encapsulating the partnership ideal (Barcelona City
Council I988). In Aus_tralia, the early J990s saw a valiant attempt to place urban design at the
fore_front of urban policy thro~gh a task '.o_r~e _reponing to the then Prime Minister (Urban
Design Task Force I994). This reflected 1rut1at1ves undertaken in the States in the preceding
decad~s In South Australia for example, after the promulgation of the seminal City of
Adelaide Plan m 1977, statutory plans increa~ly included policies seeking to enhance or

create a sense of place for urban
nd
the concept of desired character a h_suburban precincts (Hutclungs 1988) Refinements of
1ch synthe
d
·
·
w
· ·
spaces an mtens1ty of develop
sises Jand use, appearance of buildmgs
and
ment are u d .
publicly endorsed urban design brief!5 '
se m !hese plans to set out what are in effect
drafting of professional reference Complementing such statutory initiatives have been the
Residential Development (Depanm s such as AMCORD - the Australian Model Code of
em of Ho ·
.
using and Regional Development 1995)
Prospect
To the pioneers, town planning and b
purposes Over the years as the
~n ~esign wer~ one and the same for all intents and
specialisms arose - particularly in th
PeXJti_es of c11 1es became apparent, more and more
and design could diverge so far as ; :CJal sciences and public administration - until planrung
0st
have been n~ted in this vein. project ~est . lose si~ht of each other Three desi~ themes
project design and planning can be gn, City buildm~, and urban design as planrung pohcy
necessarily shows design and planru mutually supportive but are often not City buildmg
design as planning policy that the ng m congruence but on virgin sites But it 1s in urban
t
design draws together the links bmoS supportive and strong associations rise, where 'urban
etween social
·
al
.
integrate(s) inputs from diverse sources (f;
• enVJronment and econorruc goals (and)
or) function and appearance' (South Australian
Government 1992)

C:~

Planning systems can be seen as dealing with fir
•
and administrative processes and thi d
. · st, socio-econorruc contexts, second, statutory
r thr
• spatial and physical
result s . Looking at II· t h.1s way, t he
'
urban designer's task is to translate
.
the research the procedures and ' ~ ouhgh the pnsm of th_e policy instrument, the surveys,
' concentrated on det
so ·led
,on , into concrete reality
While m
· recent years urban
designers have
.
furniture, in fact the scope of the urb: d matters _such as_smgle streets, adjoining facades and
- is as wide as the city itself d es1gn tasK - as S11te, Unwin, Sulman and others wrote
.
. .
. an encompasses not Just the street but the local1ty the
neighbourhood, the d1stnct, 1e whatever spati'al scale th
Ii ·
'
·
has to ensure that
' the effor1s of the others e· po
demands d ·The
urban designer
th cyI instrument
·
high ality b
d
hi
m e P anrung team are tume mto
. . qu
ur an pro ucts w ch work well, look good and have a durable character which
citizens are comfortable with over a long period (Hutclungs 1988)
There_ is no doubt that this _is a professional challenge of some magnitude But it means that
u~o~ its _mastery, urb:3" design can be as acceptable in the planning mainstream as are resource
d1stnbut1on, econorruc development, environmental management and the I k
w ·th
co~dence: its practitioners can _confro_nt the nature of design Itself and use th: :Oowled~e
gamed to improve the partnership, to improve the policy process and ultimately the urban
product for the citizen
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Japan
preface: Throughout the first h If
World War II'. Japan was COntmu:usi°' the 20th century, from the Russo-Japanese War lo
~onseq~ently mllucnccd by ~hese warsya: :: stat~ of war. Urb8'.1.and regional planmng, was
JD making an~ dec1dmg regional and urban t 1l11ary affaus. M1htary officers often took part
well as the railways and pnnc1pal ro ds Pans. Milnary bases and munmons factories as
·unpartan t and dcc1s1vc
·
'
elcmcms of rba COnnccu. ng thcm, were often regarded as the most
0 •on I
··
' dai·1Y 1·,
u an and rc.,.
the c11iz:ns
11c.
a Slructures and were given priority over
In Chrnese 'Chcngshl' refers 10 th .
a market. Accordingly the Chinese c City. 'Cheng' has the mcamng of a town wall and 'Shi' of
·
concept of the ·
It has been often sa,d that the Japanese .
City JS a senlcmcnt defended by rown walls.
riod,
all
Japanese
Cities
even
rcli·
• City had no wall to defend itself. However ID the feudal
pe
.
.
'
gious towns
•
defense m wanrmc. In a sense war d
' were planned and developed considering thc 11
'
an
town
plannmg
h
,
da
Modem Japan, especially 20th CCntu
ID t c ,cu I age were inseparable.
1
countries - all of which 11 started fo rylfiaphan, has had no CIVIi wars but only wars with foreign
. and urban planmng ID modern
r scJ is reasons· Th_c reIa11on berwcen war or the m1htary
affarrs
example, city defense and urban plannin ap~ m~y be discussed from many viewpoints : for
industry, occupation and urban plann g, Pannmg cmes for m1htar} funcuon or the munu,on
obstacles for urban planning, the reuse
: : damage and reconstruction, mihtary bases as
1 ry bases after their release for urban development
etc..

~?~

Japan has renounced armaments and belli
.
.
article of the consutution C-Onsc
gcrcnt nghts ID I947 as i clearly wnucn ID the 9th
I
military affairs This how~vc . qucnt Y, Japanese plannmg should be unerly 1Dd1ffercnt to
.
'
r, is nm true The most unportan1 I
be
and regional planmng and mihtar ff . ·
re auon tween Japanese urban
Forces - which is be ond doub y a . arrs JS the CXJSlence of m1htary bases of the Self-Defence
d th
f th
f
I, _a military force CXISUng ID contrad1cuon Wllh the COOSIIIUII0n an
ose O e . · · orce~ which have been stauoncd ID Japan for more than half a century
Here, I would ltke to outline the Japanese case reflcctmg on the pIanncrs• respons1·b·1
·
·
111y.

lJ /

Air defense and_urban planning: In 1937 the Air Defense Act (Bouku-hou) was enforced,
and the 194? rev1s1on ?f the Town Plannmg Act made 'arr defense' one of the mam purposes of
urban plannmg [I). Smee then Japanese urban planning gradually changed its characteristics.
A comprehensive green space plan for greater Tokyo had been studied smce I 932. the iru11al
purpose of which was ~o ensure that Tokyoites can cnJoy green spaces. However. m1htar} officers
m the planmng commlltec pushed for a change in the purpose. Thus, the plan of small parks in
Tokyo's wards area in the finalized Greater Tokyo Green Space Plan (Tokyo R}okuclu Keikaku)
of 1939 were decided on in order to create appropnatc space for of antiaircraft guns. The Alf
Defense Act was revised in I942 and provided very strong land use control powers ID order 10
prohibit building activities in the designated areas. In 1943, the Greater Tok} o Green Space Plan
was replaced by the Tokyo Air Defense Open Space Plan (Tokyo Bouku Kuch, Kcikaku) of 1943
which advocated the creation of open spaces for arr defense such as arr bases for 1Dtcrcep1or.. as
well as the creation of free areas around mum11on factones. [Fig-I].
Japanese urban planning in the final stage of World War ll. was nothing more than a forcible
evacuation of urban areas. In I 9-t3, the use zonmg sysrem "as tnpped of 11s powers b} an
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.....
ible to cvaCuatc industries from
, industrial
therewith it bcCaJllC poss
area Thus 'air defense as the mo I
c,ccpuonal wdarum~/~:~ to any place in the40ssubuk~lai:i the ~onin; system, one of the mo t
areas and to !Spe
tanning ID the I 9
1e
unportant purpose of urban P
.
t measures of urban planning.
..
unportan
!most all Japanese cities included m1 htary
1945
a the main function
· were caIIed 'Gun- to.'
. g of military cities (Gun-to)·. Before
.
·1·1ary was
Plannm
• · for which m1 1
d hi • d 1
installations to some extent. ~JUCS.
rcfectUre. 8 city with a naval port an s pyar · ts
One example is Kure in Hl!osh1ma p "ded by naval officers. In the center of Kanagawa
development plan is said_ to have= !:~nicipalities was promoted in the 1930s u~der the
prefecture, the consohdauon ofdse lied in the creation of Sagamihara, a large town with many
pressure of the military_forcc_an rcsu militar ' academy. ln 1943, Sagamihara st~ed a land
military mstallations 1Dclud1Dg thef h. h w
)as to reorganize the scanered military mstallallons
. th purpose o w tc
. Th
readjustment proJect, . e
for military officers and workers of munitions facton~- osc
and develop new housmg areas f ilitary cities (Gun-to toshi keikaku) had a strong IDfluence
plar!S, that is the urban planmng o m
on the present urban structure (Fig-2].
. .
d b
tanning· Many planners followed the Japanese anned
Occupation, colomzallOn an ur an_ Pd
. :
d
ed urban plar!S The famous urban
. to newlv colonized and occup1e temtones an prepar
.
·
r
hi h
:~;onat pl~ing of the Cny of Datang (Daido Toyu Keikaku) ID_Inner M;~~~:~: ~e ; :
1 . th
. l938 is only one example among many. After the colomzation
dcs1gned ID
•
.
•
d
·ed temtoncs un111 c
of the Sino-Japanese War 1984-85, Japan extended its colonies an occup_i . man wa s· In
end of World War II. In these territories, Japan performed _urban _planmng ID ~ ta!s ~d
Taiwan and Korea, although with more powers than at home, n apphed _nearly theed and in Inner
techniques as on the mainland, in Manchuria experimental urban pl'.1"°mg ~urr
t"
Mongolia and China urban planning was executed with close relauon to mihtary osedpera 10~s. h
. Japanese co1omzauon
· · 10
· Korea has been
u d unu
The ptarming system enforced dunng
.
. 1 t de
1960s In Manchuria compulsory purchase was applied to most of the land which was ~tgnate_
·
' . the Japanese colomzauon.
. • Th us, PIarmers could
as urbanized
area dunng
. freely conceive
d Co theu
project without worrying about land ownership. [Fig-3) The Manchunan Town an
untry
Plarming Act of I 942 had an advanced land use plarming system, 10cludmg ~ techn'.que ~f area
demarcation and floor area ratio regulations. Such a system. coul~ only. be 10s111ut1onal~ 10
Japan in 1968. In Mongolia and China, Japanese plarmcrs arnved 1IOIDed1ately after the rruhtary
occupation. They worked in a hurry and most of the plans th:y sketched out are lost today._The
above mentioned famous urban and regional plan for the City of Datang, was. an cxcep_tional
case, prepared by a group of young architects under the leadership of Uchida Yo~hik~,
professor of Tokyo University. Among the members of the group were Uchida_ Yoshifum1, a
capable architect who died young, and Takayama Eika, who later became a very 10flue?ual and
important figure in Japanese urban plarming. Although the plan of Daton~ appears ma1Dly as a
drawing exercise based on imported plarming concepts, it was partly realized: [Fig-4!
In this context, I also have to refer to urban plarming by the Allied Forces ID occupied Japan
after World War II that is in Okinawa, Ogasawara but also on the Japan mainland. In most cases
the Allied Forces ~d the U.S. Anny limited their interventions to taking over land and buildings
for military uses. They remained more or less indifferent to Japanese urban plarming, and that
even in Okinawa. where the occupation continued until 1972. Only one major intervention has
to be mentioned: the GHQ and local military administration ruled that the area reduction or
contribution system (Genbu-scido) was unconstitutional. In fact, this system, which was part of
the land readjustment applied during reconstruction period, stipulated that only area reductions
which excess 15% should be compensated. This intervention of the Allied Forces resulted in
the creation of the 'compensauon for decreased value'.

° ..
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Reconstruction of war dama d ..
Japanese mainland were dest ge cilJes: In 1945, Japan was defeated and many c1ue~ on the
roycd by
d
.
Okinawa were completely erased
au ra1 s of the U.S. Au Force Town~ and villages m
th
More than 200 cities on the J and e islands later on occupied by the U.S. Forces.
these, the 115 most scnousty dapanesc m~inland suffered war damage dunng World War II. Of
Their reconstruction was pro am~gcd cnies were included m a special rebuilding programme.
thr
Japanese planners had to grap;otc . ough the Ad-hoc Town Planmng Act enacted in 1946.
and politically difficult days e With th e reconstruction plans and pro1cc1~ dunng cconormcall}
Here, I won't go into details of h
I
another paper at this meeting d e rcconS1ruc11on m Japan. because it ma) be discussed in
an 1l, thc Object of a longer re!.Carch (2).
Evacuated and converted mirt
18
place, armies have been a m .
bases and change of urban structures: At an) umc and
in urban regions - often be:r ~r an land owner and military bases have occupied large areas
1
(Buke-chi) in the Japanese i ;
an obstacle for urban development. If the wamor distnets
was used by military. After ;~ ~c:t arc regarded as areas of military use, then 70% of Edo
were transformed mto real m !"ta ! Rcstorauon some of them, mainly those in central Tokyo,
areas rapidly became obstac;:s ~~ :cs. However, army barracks and drilling fields in the central
areas The evacuated land
odcmizcd Tokyo and were removed to the then suburban
was used for ne rb fu •
.
·
district, which was acqul!cd b Mi
_w u an ncuons. Examples arc the Marunouch1
15
Hibiya park which is a form /
tsub hi Co. and developed into the CBD, as well as the
11
former suburban zones th er
mg field. As Tokyo's urbanized area extended and swallowed
1
, c re oca11on of military
be
Th
conversion in land use of th 1
sncs came necessary once aga10.
e
csc argc evacuated ar
urban structure.
cas was an unponaat opponumty to change the
After World War II when Japan re
ccd
military purpose would be
d noun armaments, 11 was expected that all land used for
evacuate
fonner military bases, which
had bee and convened to peaceful use. Howcvcr, th c re Icase of th c
r eared p occd
d
n taken over by the Alhed Forces, was subJect 10 long and
comp t
r
urc an many of them arc s1111 used today by the U.S. Forces and the Self
Defence Forces. There 1s, for example the a ·
·
·
w d h h
be
ex ropriated by the Ja anese Ann . '
nmasu area ID cnma ar ' w JC bas en
P
P
} 10 l 943 and was used as an al! base for mtcrccptor lighters.
After the war, the U.S. Force took ove th h l
. th 97
r c w o c area and used 11 for residential purpose. Smee
.
10
us relc~
c I 0s, the SIie was developed mto a h1gh-nse and !ugh density housmg estate
and a cuy park.

1

?

°

Mil!tary ba~es in_a country which has renounced war: Japan has renounced armaments and
belligerent nghts 10 1947, nevertheless Japanese and U.S. American military bases arc spread out
all ?ver the co_untry. They even exist 10 densely populated areas where they obstruct urban and
regional plarmmg.
In 1978, the U.S. Forces had 119 bases of 33,994 hectares and the Self Defence Forces 2,687
bases of 101,974 hectares. In 1996, they had 91 bases of 31,420 hectares and 2,904 bases of
107,383 hectares respectively. In total, there were 2,806 bases of 135,968 hectares m 1978 and
2,995 bases of 138,803 h~ctarcs 10 1996 (3). As a whole, there 1s no unportant change 10
numbers and areas during these twenty years. However, the numbers of bases that the U.S.
Forces temporally shared with the Self Defence Forces have remarkably mcrcased from 6 bases
of 14,717 hectares in 1978 to 42 bases of 67,067 hectares 10 1996.
Military bases that the U.S. Forces used arc spread out all over the country. The} arc located
in 26 prefectures out of 47. However, the bases under U.S. Forces' adm1mstra11on arc
concentrated in few prefectures, such as Ok10awa, Aomori, Kanagawa, Tokyo, Yamaguchi,
Hokkaidou and agasaki. In Okinawa. 45 U.S. bases wuh 24,373 hectares, that 1s 75<:'c of the
area of all U.S. bases in Japan. occupied ll .I % of the total prcfcctural land. In some
395

. • d bases occupy more than half of the
1
. ·pa1i11es especially in the middle -~f the maibn ,s lll'.311 ~e Pacific occupies 83% of the total
mumc1
,
U S mihtary air ase
land. Kadena Town. the biggest . .
land of the cuy.
.
. Region· Some military bases Ill Japan - of the Self
Military bases in the Tokyo Metropolitan _ ar~ located very close to and some times even
of the U S. forces
.
· h location is rare in other countnes.
Defence Forces as we11 as
5
in densely populated urban areas.Yo~~suka U.S. aval Port in Kanagawa prefecture to Yokota
The zone which exteocls fr0 ?1 f T k ,0 is 8 typical example. Kanagawa prefecture, which is
0
0
U.S. Air Base m the Metropoh\ ed G~eater Tokyo, is second to Okinawa in regard to the
pan of th~ most ~ensely =u~e naval port of Yokosuka, which is home to the 7th U.S. fleet,
concentration of mihtary b_ _-Independence" is located at the mouth of Tokyo Bay and thus
~eluding _the aircrafl earnerfrequent sea rou;e to the ports of Yokohama and Tokyo. Many
st
s1111ac~d n~t 0d~ the moclcar powered submarines and gigantic aircrafl carriers, come and go and
warships
mclu
mg
nu
·
· 01·1 tankers, passenger sh"
.
'. th k. ds of ships like freighters, gigantic
1ps, pIeasure
ID1Dgle with o er m
boats and small fishing boats.
.
.
.
u s military baseS in Kanagawa prefecture have close relat10nship
with the
Most of the . .
.
. . S .
hi h . !
th I
h
Yokosuka naval port. One of them IS Ats_ug1 Air . tauon, w c . IS arnous as e p.ace ~ ere
G
MacArthur
made
his
first
steps
ID occupied Japan. It 1s actually located nght ID the
I
e::1~ of a suburban residential area of the Tokyo metropolitan region [Fig-Sb], and has been
:~d for touch and go exercises as well as night landing practices (NLP) of U.S. carrier-borne
fighters and anack bombers. For example, besides numerous daytime touch and go exerc!ses, 303
NLPs were carried out on January 9 and 10, 1998 until as late as 11:59 pm, m Splle of an
agreement berween local governments and the U.S. bases, which bans flying after 10:00 pm [4].
According to Yamato City, the highest noise level recorded during the above mentioned days in
the residential area one kilometer north of the runway was 119 decibels, and almost all exercises
recorded more than 70 decibels [5). Moreover, on top of numerous incidents involving lost
aircraft parts, two out of several crashes killed citizens on the ground [6]. It is understandable
that residents complain about such noisy and dangerous NLPs. The surrounding municipalities
repeatedly protested and requested the Japanese government as well as the U.S. Forces to stop
touch and go exercises and NLPs in order to ensure a calm and safety life to the citizens.
Atsugi was first completed as a Japanese naval air base in 1943, that is only two years before
the end of World War II. The zone from Yokosuka naval port to Yokota army air base, which
includes the military city of Sagamihara, was developed by the Japanese government in the 1930s
and the first half of the 1940 as a zone containing numerous military installations which are
connected by a highway (present Route 16) and railroads encircling greater Tokyo. This plan was
often discussed in relation to the regional plans for Greater Tokyo. A comparison between Atsugi
and its surrounding areas in 1952 [Fig-Sa) - two years after it became a U.S. naval air base and the same area in 1995 [Fig-Sb], shows that most of the urbanization took place after the
~sta~lishment of the U.S. air base in Atsugi. If the existence and operation of Atsugi air base was
mev1table, the Japanese government should have restricted urbanization of the surrounding area
severely granting compensation.
We, as Japanese urban planners have to acknowledge our responsibilities in the present
situa1ion of the Yokosuka-Atsugi-Yokota zone.
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Okin~wa, citizens' life in midst of military bases: As mentioned above, Okinawa has the
most lfllpo~t concentr~tion ~f military b~ in Japan, apan from 16jirna island where all land
IS used for m1htary functions smce 1t~ occupauon
1945 and where the inhabitants have not yet
been allowed to return._Almost all m1htary bases m Okinawa are managed and used by the U.S.
Forces. However. the history of the U.S. bases in Okinawa is not easy to explain. Two facts have
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....
.
ft the battle of Okinawa, in other words,
· ed1ately a er
d·
d while they were house m camps, the
. d her• First!\' during an,l unm
1
10 be mcn11one
~.
·'
he ball e an
f th I d
while landowner.. were running to escape I of land for military use. Some o e an owners
U.S. Forces took over about 16,000 heet:: is actions as illegal according to ~temallonal law.
and the lawyers supporting them, regardeeat between Japan and mo~t of Al_hed Powers was
Secondly after 1953 when the peace rrf Yd were forcibly expropnated usmg bayonets and
'
19 000 hectares o Ian
concluded, more than ,
.
bulldozers [7].
. . d f Okinawa old villages were pushed aside by the U.S.
·
In the central part of .c
u,e roam 1slan . in the gaps between the giganuc bases, end unng
·
·1 have been 1ivmg
· Ok"
b .c us troops. Urban and regional plans m mawa,
bases and the Ok1J1awa1e ·
.
.
d nlawful acts Y we · ·
· d ·h
vanous nmsanccs an u
, Okin
· awa's economy can not be conceive wit out
. al • · programs ,or
as weU as the rev1t u:a11on
ogramme to return the land and reduce the military bases
US bases However. a pr
.
. . .
release of the . .
. .c U ·1ed State and the Japanese government, pnman1y mclles a
I
. h h be prepared by u,e m
wh1c as en
.
. 'orcement of the U S presence Thus the proposa to return
f basCS and results IJl a rem,,
· ·
·
'
.
transfer o M . s' Helicopter Base and build an on-sea base off the coast of Nago city, even
the Fu1emma , anne
•
·
·
d hat is
.c
·1·•••y presence and the nuisance for the Okmawa1tes an , w
more
strengthens u,e m1 I=
.
.
.
threatens the habitat of sea cows, which are close to extmcuon.
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Abstract

Conclusion: 11 is extremely difficult for densely populated Japan to house mili~y bases - not
only of the U.S. forces which have been deployed according to the U.S. world wide strategy but
also of the Self Defense Forces. In September 1997, the U.S. and Japan agreed _on the new
'Guidelines for the Japan-U .S. Defence cooperation'. Opposition campaigns blame this agreement
for providing a mechanism, which makes Japan automatically enter war.;, anywhere m the world,
on the side of the U.S.. Thus, in January 1998, the U.S. aircraft carrier 'Independence' was
deployed in the Persian Gulf - far away from its homeport Yokosuka - to prepare the anack on
Iraq. Many Japanese believe that almost all of U.S. bases are not necessary in densely ~pulated
Japan. Even U.S. scholars issued a statement calling for the withdrawal of the U.S. Mannes from
Okinawa {8].
We have learnt from history that it is impossible for Japanese plarmers to make urban and
regional plans which are convenient for military bases and citizens' daily life at the same time.
Under the Japanese constitution which aims of the maintenance of peace, urban and regional
planning should break with military affairs and this should be made a world wide paradigm for
the 21 century.

This paper discusses about lhe h.st0 .
' nca1 evolution 0f ·
1997. In 1868. Japan had MeiJ"1 R
.
environmental planning in Japan from 1873 to
evolu11on The .
modem city planning was introd d
·
rapid modernization took place . and the theory of
uce . I have clarified rh
of parks and open spaces planning and
e process of the acceptance of western theories
analy1.ed how 1·t was mod,.fi1ed to our cultural heritage.
Overviewing !JO years of en • ·
v1ronmenta! planni I
.
1873-1918. and its charac1eri ·
ng. have identified si~ periods. The fi rst era was
sties was the intod .
modem parks in Japan was comp! t d'
uction of modem parks. Howe,er. the concept of
e eIY 1ffrent from w
characterised by park system. The th· d
estem ones. The second era was 1918-1932.
,r era "as 1933 1945
· I
The fourth era was 1945-1960 he
.
•
· reg,ona planning theory \V3S introduced.
· t reconstruction ·
The fifth era was 1960-1993 G
PTOJects after the World War ll " ere implemented.
· reen Master Plan was
d•
.
sixth era was from 1994 to pr
stane '" all city planning areas in Japan. The
esent 8ased on Urban G
s
Plan was legally established p
. ..
reen pace Preservation Law. Green Structure
. romotmg c111zen participation.

Notes and References:
l. This military purpose remained in the Act even after Japan renounced armaments. It stayed
there until 1968 when the old Act was replace by the new Town Plarming Act.
2. On the Tokyo's reconstruction plan refer to Ishida, Y.,(l 990) Milam no Tokyo Keikaku
(unfinished Tokyo plans), Chikuma Shobou, Tokyo.
3. Editorial office of Shinonome Shinbun, ed (1997) Heisei 9-nen Bouei handobukku (Defence
handbook 1997), Shinonome Shinbun, Tokyo.
4. Japan Press Weekly, January 17, 1998, No.2072, p.2l.
5. Japan Press Weekly, January 24, 1998, No.2073, p.l l.
6. On September 27, 1977, RF4b fighter crashed into the residential area of Aoba-ku Yokohama
city, and two infants were killed and their mother was seriously injured and afterward died.
7. Gro~p of JCP Diet Members ed. (1996) Okinawa no Beigun Kichi Higai (Damage by the U.S.
bases 1n Okinawa), Shin Nihon Shuppan, Tokyo.
8. Japan Press Weekly. January 24, 1998, No.2073, p.6.

I. The Birth o f Modern Park
In Japan, to admire natural sceneries c i
.
(1603-1868) fud I
.
onssted of the ,mponant role in people's daily life. In Edo era
• era govemcrs bu,lt man, Japan
ard
.
.
ese g ens. and some of them were opened 10 the
public. Shrines and temples were allowed 10 ow .-d
.
. .
n " 1 e precincts w1thm !he urbanized area and those
areas acted as people's recreational space.
·
After_Meiji Revolution, the government forced lo modernize old fuderal ci1ies. The modem parks
designated as an essential infra-structure of the c·tv '-··d
h
..
.
1, . Vd.>C on I e research of " CSlem c11Jes. such
as Parts, London, ew York. The first law for modem-.,_• w
bl' hed ·
,,... ~ as esta 1s
m 1873. and by I890's. 1he
number of parks became 67 ( I890ha) · Considering the poli1ical. social. economical difficulties of this
were

era. the mcrease of the number of parks is rather misterious• and ·It 1·s important
·
·
to anahze
the reasons
why many parks were established. There existed two major factors.
The first was the refonnation of !he land ownership. Meiji Government staned to change the fuderal
land ownership system. The lands owned by fuderal lords. shrines and temples once returned to lhe
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. nated as parks were mostly
.
uced The area des,g
.
1andu.se s,stem \\as mtrod
·
. n,ercfore. the government didn't
govemmenl then. new
• .
mon o\'er centunCS,
.
·h· h h d been used as a kind of com
_
·ve solution swelled another basic
.
preemcts. " ,c a
. vcr this rapid. compu 1s1
.
.
establish modem parks. Ho\\e ·
. . ated from precincts. Soon after this
pa) any cos1 10
he of modem parks or1gm
. .
•hich finallv caused a caiastrop
. •ffi
because they lost maJor incomes
probiems. "
•
h economic d1 ,cu I ,
des' t'on shrines and temples faced 10 t c
to take into the courts in order to return
,gna' '
. h' recinctS . They begall
from the tenants and free-markets " 11 in P
. ed Based on the result of suits. the park areas were
. .
· hts were admit •
lands. and gradually. the rehg,OUS ng
. D the law 10 separate religious matters from
. 11 . 8 fter the World War '
.
decreased one by one. Fina >•
d religious spaces were returned to shrines and
ed d mix-used areas of parks an
. .
politics was implement • an
h"b't the tranSformation of rehg1ous spaces. many
he existed no law to pro ' t
- .
.
temples. Unfortunat Iy. 1 re ·
. . were sold oul and became hotels. bu,ldmgs. movie
. h. the center of c111es
historical openspaces wtt in

the total number of population in Tok
.
O
f. r new urban develo
y at tha t tame was 2,309,000. The method of LAP " as introduced
not o
pments, but for the
ho
reconstruction of totally burned area The most importanr
of this reconstruction
goa1
was w to build ti
.
ire-proof city. But it was almost impossible to build stone
· k houses both fro
or bnc
m economic and cul
te dense b
tural standards. The shortest wav to approach ro rhis goal
was 10 separa
ur an areas by O
•
revented the expan .
pen Spact system. People knew the fact that trees and o~n
spaces P
s1on of fires si
the parks parkwa
' nee 1.S70,000 people escaped into parlcs and saved thicr lives.
ThUS,
•
ys and boulevard
s Sy5tcm (park system ) was adopted as a structure of the
ction influenc d b
rcconstru
•
e Y the Americ •
.
t,,linneapolis park system.
an city planning. such as Chicago. Kansas City. Boston and

,,·es

The plan was again reduced by fin .
. .
. h
¾ f h
ancial defic1enc1es. but LAP was carried out over 3,119 ha.
90
wh1c covers
• o t e burned area As f.
t
h
·
or park system. 3 parks. 52 children's play grounds and 52
screets ( 22· 73m. ota1 1engt 117 065m) w .
k
ere implemented in Tokyo. It could be said that the first wave
.
'
of urban dcsrgn too p1ace through this rcco
.
,
k . hb
nStruet,on. and new concept of environmental design such as
watcr-,ront par , ne1g ourhood park riv 'd
.
.
· er-s, e and clitT-sidc green spaces • parkways were helped to
stimulate the formation of city planning of other cities."

theaters.

.
ning influenced by the reconstruction of Paris.
h fi t movement of city p1an - .
The second was I e ,rs
. hed . 1888 and the fundamental strueture of capital was
Law was estabhs
m
•
Tol-yo City Improvement
( . . center industrial. commen:ial. port) . traffic. water, sewage.
I • ludcs iandu.se c,v1c
.
decided. The Pan me
(330ha) were planned." " Although most of them were originated
f
k
d parks As for parks. 49 parks
an
·.
.
the first anempt of comprehensive planning. and new concept o par s was
11
from precincts.
was
.
,
' d \\11-IOWO The
bl'c
·
1 garden in civic center, nver-s1dc promenade. squares an o
·
emerged. such as the pu
b h· Ian aro sed
.
bcr of parks were decreased by the budjet constraints, ut t is P
u
Ian was revised and the num
.
p
. f ks and accellated modem park movements to many cities in Japan. This movement
the necessity O par
h
Ohn
. • fl ence not only to urban parks. but many traditional landscape areas. sue as
uma
b
gave a ig '" u
gasak'1 Pref 138ha) were
(Hokkaido. J289ha) . Matsushima (Miyagi Pfef.. 680ha). Unzen (Na
..

3.Regiomal Planning and Metropolitan T ky G
S
o o reen pace Plan
In I932. Tokyo City united with s

d'
urroun mg 82 towns and villages. The city area expanded 6.5
th
nd
times a
e total population became 4,970.000. Soon after. the Comminee of Metropolitan Tokyo
Green Space Planning was organized M be
·
· em rs were consisted of officers from Ministry of lntenor.
Tokyo City, Kanagawa Pref. Chiba Pref s ·
.
.
..
·
·• attama Pref.. Japan Railroad Authonty. Mm1stry of Defense.
t,,letropolitan Police.

designated as parks t,y I890. which led National Park Movement in I930's.

The purpose of th is comm ittee was to make a comprehensive plan of parks and open spaces. The
new term. • green space", was created influenced by the German term "griinflachen". The background of

2. Park System As A Prevention Of Disasters

this movement was the rapid expansion of Tokyo. After Kanto Big Earthquake Disasters, urbanization

In J9l9. the first City Planning Law (CPU was established. The Characteristics of this law from

took place surrounding rural areas, but no comprehansive land use plan existed. Many beautiful pastoral
sceneries, forests and streams were disappeared, The Commincc was organized 10 make plan firsl then
consider the appropriate laws and financial rcsow-ces.

environmental planning was summaried as follows.
( 1J Jt became legally possible to build new urban parks in major cities in Japan.
(2)

enic District was introduced to preserve natural and historical sceneries in urban fringe area.

(3) As

The planning area was designared within 50km radius from Tokyo Station. covering 962.059ha.

a tool of development for new urban aresa. Land Adjustment Project (LAP) was created,

influeced by German planning (ex. the Lex Adickes) Basic system

This plan was greatly influenced the regional planning thoe,y in I930's, which was introdued to Japan in

create small daily parks

1924, as "Seven Rules of Regional Plannning" proposed at the 8th conference of IFHP in Amsterdam.

was produced by LAP.
In a process to create CPL. officers of Ministay of Interior carried out a comprehensive research of

Since then. Japanese government conducted precise researches and collected up-to-date examples of

10

western regional planning. such as Boston Metropolitan Park System, New York Regional Planning.

up-to-date western city planning theories. Garden city movement in England. zoning system in Germany,

Greater London Plan by Raimond Unwin, Freiflachenschema in Berlin by Martin Wagner.

city beautiful movement and park system in America gave a fundamental structure to our environmental

The Committee held 76 workshops and 26 conferences. finally, it took 7 years to make

planning.
Although CPL was established. few projects were started because of financial deficiencies.

Metropolitan Tokyo Green Space Plan. In 1939. 37 Senic Area (289.143hal. 180 parkways 0 .884km},
Green Girdle along the fringe area of Tokyo City, 40 big parks ( 1.681 ha) were designated.' However. it

Ironically. the first comprehensive city planning was carried out through the reconstruction project after

was only plan and there existed severe difficulties for its implementation. because the era was facing to

Kanto Big Earthquake Disasters. which occurcd in 1923. About 1.484,000 people got dameged, whereas

the World War D .
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k t,a5Cd on the National Park Act
. ated as National par '. different from American one.
.
"ere design
"as quite
S ·c Area. mam parts
S tern in Japan
As for cm
N3tional Park ys
IIJld the Preservation was controlled by
1 bhshed in 1'13 I.
.
.
Iv owned landS,
ceded up 10 the present. and other
which was cs a
.
re existed man)' pnvatc •
. haS tiecn succ
Within National Park the
m had 3 weakness. it . tcd as prefccturnl parks.
.
st
. system. Although the ~ e Area "ere gradually des1gna·ample w~chestcr Park System m New
zoning

.
areas planned as Senoc
. . followed the ex
d occured. few of them were
wide range
d along nvers.
Id war II ha
Parkways v.ere planne .
DC. But the Wor
d Washington .
York. Kansas City an
d plan. Its total length was 78 km
· · v,·11 age and
implemented.
.
area of Tol-yo City was a gran
W'thin IJ.623ha. ex1s11ng
al g the fringe
--~ I3 623ha. 1
Green Girdle on
and it cove=
·
roads were 561ha. forests and
f - n spaces
· were 3,300ha.
v. ith i-2km width o ,.,-.
and flood plains
~ rests and agricultural lands to
, 046ha. nvers
. ded to buy these o
housing area v.cre -·
,, Government wten
ount of money on green spaces.
ds were 7.716ha.
( 2 h )
1'ble to spend huge am
agricultural Ian
.
•
seven areas 8 5 a
I't was imposs
.
bU1 obviously
G n Girdle and m 1940'
cre3te Green Girdle.
.
'
. th funds from Air Defense.
11801 areas of ree
.
buy most ,mpo
d purchaised by usmg e
.
They decoded to
C't)' Planning Law an
tablished. Its mfluence had
G
spaces by ,
G
Space System was es
designated as reen
f Metropolitan Tol')'O recn
. 48 cities were designated and
Thus. the strUcture o
161 Green Spaces (4,485ha ) m
spread out nation-w1'de. until I943.
purchaised.

e5tablish basic land use plan. Cny planning Areas were divided into three zones. urban 1.one. green belt
nd
1,one, and urbanization pe ing zo~. Within urban z.one, 10 build a fire-proof Cit) \\.lS main themc.
th
t
therefore e park syS em a nd LAP were adopted~ the method of the reconstruction.

As for Tokyo, lhe population forecast was 4,000,000. By dispersing 500_000 to the satelite ru,es.
it was intended to decrease the population within the Wards to 3,500,000 Based on this assumption. the
reconsrruction plan

"'3S

decided. LAP area (20, I30haJ, 34 radius major streets. 9 circular maior st rcets.

4
23 parks, 3 green spaces, and Green Belt ( 18,0 I0ha) v.erc designated

However rapid urbanization took place, in 1947 the population became 3,820.000. The
asslllllPtion had collapsed easily, and m addition to this. the government decided to cut off the budgrt of
reconstrlJClion projects drastically. LAP area decreased to 4,958ha. and the final implemented areas were
2
only l ,65 ha. The rest of areas became the dense wooden house area which still had a severe problems
in safety. Most of parks and parlcways were also not implemented. Worse than ever. the poliq to
separate religious space to public space was decoded. the traditional parks originated from precincts were
disappeared. As for Green Belt. no compensation was paid to the landowners. nor the poliCJcs
promote the agriculture in Green Belt

areas

10

were conducted. Illegal constructions took place. Green Och

zone was decreased gradually. After 29 times modifications, in 1969. the Green Bell in Tokyo " 35
finally disappeared." In the same year. New City Planning Law was establiscd. The principle of Green
Belt was succeeded 10 Urbanization Controlled Area, and it consists of the fundamental strueture of city
planning in Japan. The reconstruction m Tokyo was. thus. failed. but other cities. such as Nagoya.

r.

Sendai. Hiroshima succeeged steady efforts until 197CYs. which composed of the present infrastructure of
each city.

~ A~ O . . - lt.... l ~

Figure2 : Green Girdle Plan in Tokyo
Source : ref. 5)
( l939)

Figure I : Metropolitan Tokyo Green Space Plan
( 1938 )
Source : ref. 4)

4.The Reconstruction After the World War

~

W Id War Cl . In 1946. Special City Planning
Most of the cities in Japan "'ere deStr0ycd by e or
· ·
f this law was to
. was .,ssued and I 15 cities were designated. Charac1enst1cs o
Law for the reconstruction
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Figure 3 Green Belt in The Reconstruction Plan
ofTokyo ( 1948)
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Aboldl'oed OuN1il ( lt'S$)
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Figure 4 Retreat of Green Belt in Tokyo
ource ref. 6)
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5 Green Master Plan

.
wth and n11rion-widc urbanization too)(
·
. <!d p,d econorn1c gro
During 1960-70's, Japan expenenc ra
. .
. ·cs were attacked severely. Smee laws to
Of cx1s11ng clh
place. Natural environments m fnnge areas
found everywhere. were very weak. citizen
.
ts. which used ro be
.
.
presen;e rhose subirl>an enVJronmen
ws such as Histon c Environment Preservation
.
h3 d occured- Basic Ill '
movements for natural preservauon
.
Law ( I 966) . Park Construction Promoting Law
Space Pre5Crvat1on
La" ( 1966) . Metropolitan Green
.
(
) were born as a result of this movement. It was
Preserva11on Law 1973
( 1972) . Urb11n Green Space
.
planning. in 1977. the Ministry of Construction
Ian for environmen131
·
pointed our the lack of master P
ak
long range Green Master Plan (GMP) . Since the
.
.
lnnning area should rn c a
.
informed 1ha1 each c,ry P
.
1985 City Greening Promotmg Plan was added 10
wgcr of GMP was mainly public open space. m
create a comprehensive policy

6 Green Structure Plan
.
•
.
f, nnarion of Urban Green Space Preservauon Law. the above two
In 1994. according ro the re O •
•
•
•
•
h comprehensive plan for creatmg and preservmg green space m c,ry
plans were synthesised, and I e
,,
•-all tablished. 11 is called Green Structure Plan (GSP) .
planning area was ~.. > es
.
•st
of GSP is as follows. First. the ecological planning is emphasized to preserve
The cturacten ,cs
. h d'
•,:es of wild-lives, and to lighten environmental loads. Second. mayors became
and ennc
1vers1u
..
_,_
f GSP whereas in former system it belonged to prefectural governors. Third. citizen
decJSJon-mu.crs o
·
paniciparion is encouraged in planning process.
Conclusion
In Japan, it is often said that modem city planning didn't care about environmental planning. But,
I have clarified that there existed 6 main waves of environmental planning since 1873. Planning thoerics
were greatly influenced from western city planning. but each thought, modem parks, park system.
regional planning, green belt were modified. re0ccting the historical, social, and economic conditions of
Japan. One of the most difficult problems in environmental planning in Japan was a lack of citizen

panicipation system. At last, it is legally attained in GSP. and each city is now in a process of trial and
error. to find their own ways of citizen participation.
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gs in Hiroshima
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J. Purpose of this Pape

r and Method of Examine
It is said that Hiroshim
a was al
bomb over Hiroshim
most destroyed d ed
f
. a at 8 15 a m on
an r uccd to ashes by one single atomic
O
st
st
photos
po - nke Hiroshima you August 6 , 194 5 However, if you look in detai l at the
burnt-out area Man
•
•
can find O t
I b • •
I
u Severa ulldrngs here and there in the
Y reinforced build'
co'.11~ e tc IY, or, more rarely they
•n~ were partially destroyed or burnt inside alm ost
bu1ldmgs and a fi
•
•
remained · h 1h •
'
cw rei nforced buildi
WI!
err own skeletons Many brick-built
.
.
th~rr . re~ams were left exposed to r;:;s were destroyed completely and burnt out then
buildings • and also "war remains in H. e hweather I have called these "atomic-b~mbed
1ros •ma"
In a sense. many or several b . d.
.
I
u,1 rngs re .
1mpor1ant ro e after they were repaired mamed after the atomic bombi ng and played an
re~erved, some of them are remained und And_ now, a few atomic-homed buildings are
point out that each building can be
. er ongmal form and function Therefore we ca n
distance from hypo-center kind of st put into some category of burning or destruction by
'
ructure ryp f
.
I an d so on
roe
•
e o conslrucuon level, type of function or
After the war, much energetic d'
.
.
.
.
1scuss1on took 1
Dome w h rch was built as the H' h'
P ace concemmg whether the Atomic-Bomb
1ros 1ma p Ii
preserved or not. Now the Atom· B
re ectural Industry Promotion Hall , should be
·
d
re- omb Dome
,,
designate as a World Cultural H .
. . •s a ,amous symbol of Hiroshima and was
.
fi
enrage
S11c
'"
D
b
a poIrcy or preserving Atomic-B b
eccm er, 1996 But the progress towards
0
smooth, Not to speak of other at '." b Dome ( Genbaku-Domu in Japanese ) was not
.
om1c- ombed b ·1d·
.
other atomic-bombed buildings h
ui mgs Finally the policy for preserving
as not been settl d b
.
.
always successful
e , ut this policy 1s very negati ve and not
Now this paper examines J ) how th
b . .
they were damaged by the ato . bese b uild,ngs m pre-strike were constructed 2 ) how
m1c- om 3 ) h
h
.
·
treated and played some role 4 ) h
•
ow t esc atomic-bombed buildings were
th
Dome for preservation and
h ow was e policy established for selecting the A-Bomb
. .
ow was the policy Ii
.
h
.
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h
or preservmg ot er atomic-bombed
ose are I e themes of this paper
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As for the method, there are man mat .
.
.
building in Hiroshima In pan·c y h enals rn relati on to atom,c-bombed casualties and
1 I 1
15
Bomb o n Hiroshima Japan" ~ -a~ here . the report titled "The Effects of the Atomic
issued after a survey ~n the err:/~f I.the Uni'.edb Stat~s Strategic_ Bombing Survey Party
e atomic- ombrng and which
rt f
J
survey concerning bomb dama
.
.
•
was pa o a genera
ge m Japan By this survey and other materials, we can
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moved immediately, which
h. h bui )dings were re
. .
.
roblems for example w 1c
aft
d which buildings are now tn
I
analyze severa P
•
h.l
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an
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nnery for the milttary As C .
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or industrial ~ ...
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.
d
d
e next stage A ,
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.
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.
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Sino-Japanese War and the Pacifi
.
d
.
tc Ocean W
,
.
of reinforce concrete buildings d.1 . .
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'
, ue to the short supply of building matenals
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.
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·
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.
(
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.
.
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144
At the present stage, we supposed th
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at non-wooden atomic-bomed buildings had been 157
!·terns within a radius of five kilom eters

2 Definition of "Atomic-Bombed Buildings"
·
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·1d· gs in iros t
. .
. h
• Atomic-bombed buildings" are the bUt 10
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•
·
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b
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August 6 1945. Therefore atomic
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.
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.
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.
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1
. . tior a wh.l
I e and demo 1s e
buildings ex1sung

Figure l Relation Between Each Group

Before the Meiji Restoration ( 1868 ) ,
of Atomic-Bombed Buildings
wooden buildings in Japan were th e norm
{Atoei c-Boaoed) 8uild1ng• Existing
and after the Restoratio_n n_on-wooden
before the Boobing {A Group)
buildings began to increasing _m number
Wooden buildings near the hy~o-center w_ere
Atceic-Boob.d Buildings O..Oltshed
burnt down completely Even m areas fairly
at the Boobing {B Group)
far from the hypo-center, wooden houses
were largely destroyed. Ab_out_sixty thousands
Atoaic--Boabed Bui ld1np Exbtinc
arter the Boobing {C Croup)
wooden buildings, constttunng more than
eighty percent of all buildings within the city,
were destroyed or burnt. Thus this paper does
At.oaic-Boabed Buildings E:a:uting for a lhtle
and Oe.ol ished after the Boabing (0 Croup)
not focus on all atomic-bombed buildings, but
only the non-wooden buildings that were
At..ie-llool,,d Bualdirc,
situated within 5 kilometers from the
Edsu at PN:sent lE Group)
hypo-center

A.s for atomic-bombed buildings
demolished after the bombing,
they can be divided into
•atomic-bombed buildings totally
demolished at the bombing"
( B-1 Group ) , which were
destroyed .instantIy by atomicbombing and "atomic-bombed
buildings partially demolished at
the bombing" ( B-2 Group ) ,
which remained in a ruined state
and out of use, for 2 or 3 years
Examples of the former are
Shima Surgical Hospital and
Odamasa Store ( Warehouse )
etc. Examples of the latter ones
are Hiroshima Gas Company
Head Office and Shimomura
Watchmaker etc. Many other
buildings are included in those
two categories ( Table I ) .

3. Buildings existing before the Bombing and Atomic-Bombed Buildings demolished at

the Bombing
In Hiroshima, non-wooden buildings were built in the course of modernizing the old social
organization and city after the Meiji Restoration ( 1868) . At first, brick-built bui_ldings
appeared and then an increasing number of reinforced buildings. The reason for this ts that
brick buildings offered no defense against earthquakes. These buildings were built at first in
the course of militarizing Hiroshima, secondarily in the course of modernizing industry and
thirdly in the course of modernizing city. By accumulating those buildings, the citizen's life
style and city landscape in Hiroshima gradually were changed.

Table I
Demolished Atomir-B~mbed Buildings
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Reconstruction planning for war-damaged areas in Japan put great emphasis on the
arrangement of the city's infrastructure, after which repairing or rebuilding the buildings
was left to landowners. Thus, buildings that survived the war and the bombing have
gradually been tom down to make way for new buildings Old buildings that have been
repaired and maintained are weanng out Generally, 11 1s natural that decrepit building

From about 1889, water supply facilities for mainly military use and attendantly citizen use
had been built of brick, and in 1911 a large bricking building was constructed as the
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k way for new ones

should be tom down to ma e

"atomic-bombed building
ps that 1s,
I ·ry D Group into three smaller _grou
then demolished" ( D-1 Group ) '
We _can cfiass1h b bing utilized for a short-um_e an Tzed for a longer period and then
repaired a ter t e om
·
af the bombing, utt I
d ~
h b b'
"atomic-bombed buildings repaired • ter . bombed buildings repaire a ter t e om mg,
. h d" ( D ., Group ) and atomic. d ., ( D-3 Group ) Examples of each
demoI1s e
·•
d h n demohshe
L"b
utilized for a much longer period an t e . D-1 Group there is the Asano I rary and
group are given is Table I. For example, : Japan Christianity Nagarekawa Church and
are th
. the Honkawa Elementary School and
Yasuda Bank - In D-2 Group there
G
there 1s
b ·1d·
Hiroshima Station, and in D-3 roup been demolished and replaced by new u1 mgs
Hiroshima City Office They have already

d

. • at Present
4. Atomic-Bombed Buildings ex1sttng
The atomic-bombed buildings
which exist at present still are
"existi ng a t omic -bombed
buildings, repaired after the
bombing and utilized for a mu_ch
• d" , named .in .bnef
longer perto
"atomic-bombed buddings
exisung at present. Now, more
than fifty-three years after the
bombing, many atomic-bomed
buildings are thought to number
forty-three items Some of those
are in positive use and others are
waiti ng to be pulled down.
If we classify atomic-bombed
buildings existing at present into
more types, some groups and
each examples are shown in
Table 2 One type is "atomicbombed buildings preserved as
ruins• ( E-1 Group) , and
another type is "atomic-bombed
buildings, repaired after the
bombing, and improved for reuse or preserved" ( E-2 Group ) .

Atomic-bombed buildings existing at

Table 2
present
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We can classify E-2 Group into two smaller groups. One more type is "atomic-bombed
buildings preserved after the bombing. utilized for a long-time" ( E-3 Group) . Also E-3
Group can be classified into three smaller group and one more smaller group. There is one
more type among the demolished Atomic-bombed buildings ( D Group) , that is
"atomic-bombed buildings repaired after bombing, utilized for a long time, demolished or
preserved as a monument' ( D-3-1 Group ) .
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nlY one example of E-1 Gro
O
up is the A .
. I
wa1erworks M atena Museum a d .
tom1c-Bomb Dome Examples of E-2-1 are
n H1roshim L
.
El
dookawa
ementary School. E
a ocal Materials Museum, ones of E-2-2 are
xamplcs Of E 3
r•
) h O Id H.
•
( E-3-1 , t e
iroshima Milit
Group are Hiroshima Andersen Bakery
)3ranch ( E-3-1 - 1 ) , the Taniguchi ~ ~loth es Arsenal and old Bank of Japan, Hiroshima
pepartrnent of Science, Hiroshima xttle_Store ( E-3-2 ) , Hiroshima City Rest house old
( E-3-3 ) The examples of preserved
rn onument ( D-3- I ) are Kirin Beer HUmversity
all H' h
J-{iroshima Red Cross & Atomic-Bo b ' _iros 1ma Bank Kanayama-cyo Branch and the
m Hospnal

5 policy for Preserving Atomic-B
·
ombed Buildings
in stead of Summary
Lei us first consider the process of dete . .
.
nnining the policy to preserve Atomic Bomb Dome
and then the process of
discussing a nd determining the Table 3 Public Opinion Poll from Atomic-Bombed
policy t o pre serve other Person ( so called Hibakusya ) on whether the Old
Atomic-Bombed buildings
i nd ust ry Promotion Hall should be preserved or not

-

In Hiroshima, the policy to
preserve the no w famous
atomic-bombed Dome had not
always been regarded as
straightforward. As for public
opinion in the 1950's, exemplified by the opinion of
Mayor Hamai and Hiroshima
University President Morito,
opinions in favor of preserving
the Atomic-Bomb Dome were
not beautiful, or was downright
ugly, or that the ruins just gave
an unpleasant impression to
people ( Table 3 )
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In 1949' the Peace Memorial Park Des1gmng
ompeuuon was held and the plan designed
by Kenzo Tange Team won the first pnze The plan called for an axis from the Peace
Memorial Muse~m to th e Cenotaph at nght angles to the Peace Boulevard. The axis would
lead to the rums of the Atomic-Bomb Dome., and thus preserving the Dome was
indispensable to Tange plan. But the policy to preserve the Dome was not Decided for a
Jong time after the competition
After the I 960's on the one hand, the opinion that the ruins spoiled the city beauty
remained. On the other hand, the opinion was expressed that the Atomic-Bomb Dome was
itself a sightseeing spot itself. Many opinions regarding the problem for preservmg the
Atomic-Bomb Dome were brought up ( see Table 4 ) , and among them the most basic
concept of preserving the Atomic-Bomb Dome was formed. In particular, the concept that
the Dome was the symbol of peace and agamst nuclear weapons grew stronger step by step
and a primitive preservation movement began In the I960's, the conceptual idea became
more developed and the agenda to the Hiroshima Municipal Assembly that the Dome
409
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1Y in July 1966. Ath theDsame time
temally was dec1·ded unammouse
·dea
of preserving t e ome. The
I
ed
should be prescrv e
· g on the
f
•
opn·ated for the cost o preserving the
.
. .
•·as aradually convergin
pubhc opinion \, :>
- h h d been appr
h
cting money wh1c a
.
nterprise began In 1989, t e second
movement of colle
.
th reservanon e
.
.
Dome staned and in Apnl, 196?, e ~ d out For the time being, the Dome will be
· was came
eternal pre-serving enterpnse
maintained as 11 is
Brought up in Deliberation whether
Tabk 4 Ideas
d
.
bed Dome should be preserve or not
Ne~t, we will explain the poli_cy Atonuc-8 om
· or (D ,hould not like to re.ember lhe unpl ... for preserving other a~om1c- I d,a of R-v1Jli
lish1ng
sant eeaory
.
bombed buildings in addiuon to
DcllO
(2) spoi ling the beauty of c lty
the Atomic-Bomb Dome. Many
0) it is •Tone to .,_nahse the tragedy
atomic-bombed buildings were
© it causoss • ismdorstanding that the
atoe1c-bollb had only so obi 1i ty as Dome is
scrapped and rebuilt a'.ter the
~ the idea •hich should be preser ved
end of their building life, but
atoaic-boab do ac a.s the ruins is a
special significance i~ ~ttached
European thouaht and without doee •• feel
110re peace-)ovine
10 atomic-bombed buddings _in
Hiroshima. For each a10~1c@ it is bettor to reeove Ato• ic-Bombed
Doae and to build I neat facility ,hich
bombed building gives w~mg
lites
that another nuclear war might
Idea of Preserving (D should be preserved as sy• bol of peace
lead us to the annihilation of or Ant i-Removin,e (%) should be presen·es so not to forset
mankind. and represents itself
the disaster of .-ar
@ the •orlh of Atoeic-Bombed 0 - is quit
the way of citizen's life and the
apart fro• this world
culture of Hiroshima in each era ..
© Ato• ic-Bo• bed Doae already belongs not
onl

to Hiroshi.a, but al so to the worl d

The idea that these atomic-bombed buildings should be preserved or used by remodeling
them is growing stronger However, the owners of buildings do not necessarily agree with
the policy for preserving, so the problem will have 10 be dealt with administratively. Now,
a new policy for preserving the atomic-bombed buildings has been developed, but is not
satisfactory. There is linle subsidy available to compensate the building owner for
preserving some atomic-bombed building, and Hiroshima City itself has decided to
demolish Hiroshima City Rest-House. Regarding this later example, a citizen's movement
for preserving Rest-House has arisen and arguments for and against preservation have
become more intense. That is the present phase of policy for preserving atomic-bombed
buildings in Hiroshima
The above is an outline on the problem of preservation of war remains in Hiroshima.
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The work reported here is very
KalltO'}' ~97). ~ e argues_"(1)he~!:hrk in progress. It draws its inspiration from
power m an_c ange PTOJeCts relates to problem of the constitution and distribution of
po:,ver and_social theory" and "(B)y inv: ~um~r of long debated theoretical questions of
pomt of tlus whole complex ii should be Sllgal!ng urban development projects as a focal
influence merge or conflict and ho I possible 10 analyse how system power and actor
on: ''.(T)he,research method pro~d~r,werco~gurations develop" (p.381). He goes
modified ground~d-lheory' approach . 1~ quah~ve and ~omparative. It is based on a
concrete case studies of urban devel0 aunmg at mterpretanon of empirical data from
Pmcnt and renewal" (p.385).
Using K'.11]torp's_approach as a 1.d
.
ge?~Phi~s and lllStitutional settiotu 0 ; , ~s pape~ seeks to describe the histories,
cines m different continents: Glasg
Scot) on-going urban renewal projects in three
Canada These are cities with commoow,
and: _Melbourne, Australia; and Toronto.
have rece~tly undergone major indu~~ulturaJ, po~ocal and industrial histories and which
status as unponant regional cities if restru~g. They now all seek 10 improve their
all involve proposals to convert l~ge": ~or!~ cioes_. The projects described in the paper
centres' commercial cores. 10 new co re 1<:' md~al _waterfront areas, close to the city
Quay in Govan, Glasgow· Docklands r_nmcMrc1al, res1denoal and recreational usages: Pacific
m e100ume: and Harbourfront in Toronto.
•
d
.
.
.
Through lhe use of documentary eviden
intention is to write three 'factuall based~ an through mtemews with key players, the
the proposed renewals with parti~~ar em acc~unts of the planning ~roce~ses involved in
interested players. These will the be
phasis on the power relattonships between the
n compared and contrasted. and generalisations made.
The geographies of the three waterfronts are shown On the three maps overpage.
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ie rnap~ how the clo~ prox1nu1y of the
.
'fl tury gnd-pancmcd CBD~ of GI
three mdu~tnal waterfront 10 thr mnetrcnthce~entidi for busme , and/or tourhm-~I:1~;· Melbourn~ and Toronto \O ,uggestmg the
redevelopment But thc\e ccntr.tl lcxJtl(ln, aho
pOggest the e1v1c as well a\ commercial
so11'le no local re,1den1s would be d 1~ponance of the site~ <Cn1c m the ~n,e thal
W \ 1mate interest in how key sites 10
Y aftected by redevelopment, c1uicns have a
l~gt is indicated by the scales on the ma s a:~t) •.~uch as the e, are changed J Thctr large
this further uggests the massive amounts of
sitc sunent necessary to conven thcmp f
1nve rcial risks to either government a rom mdus~al to other land use . that 1s the
C?~eir large size and central locatioge~cie~ or pnvate developers act.mg alone would be
internally integrative and tied bac: 1Oso \uralgglest the need for a planning strateg) th.11
1s
ove metropohtan planning ob1ecuve,
.
.
demonstrate the research approach . an i
'f~ studies of wtan development and rcnew~teire~on~f ernpmcal data from concrete
c ill be laid out. The Melbourne and To · e are ~s of _the Gia gow case tud)'
w - •erence paper iLsel f.
ronto case studies will be descnbed m the

Pacific Quay site (previously kn
p. ,
G!~gow's
of the River Clyde in Govan two tJ° as ru;ce s Dock)

, -.__ -----,
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City of Toronto

I
I
N

0

Scale

IS located on the south
bai"' · tely 100 acres or 28 h ~
ornetre rom the Cit) Centre. The 1te 1~
appro,urnabeen infilled.
s. It was used for ship building and rcpam A dr)'
doCk has

pacific Qu~~ ~~~~ t~~tratcgr Region~ Authori_ty _(defunct since 1996) and
otasg~w ·t linking Govan with the Y asgow City Council m 1996) as an important
suateglC si ~ integrated planning City centre and as one of a number of nverside 1tes
whichrequ
.
The site was reclaimed ~ 1980•83 and sold by the Glasgow Th.strict Council to a pnvaie
house builder. In 198S "· was leased back by the ScotUSh Development Agency for an
international Gar~en FeSltval, to be returned in 1988 Some 25 acres were sold on for
business use but m 1989 there ':"as a property market collapse. By 1991-92 the Glasgow
pevelopment Agency (G_DA "':'hich ha~ replaced~ Scottish Development Agency) bought
the site back as a potential prune busmess _locanoo_as pan of its wider strategy to attract
inward investment into central Glasgow, mward mvesanent having gone to new towns
outside Glasgow.

Lake Ontano

~-

Skydome
Gardiner Expressway

This was against the grain of Thatcher government policy which was to emphasise
rivarisarion and to support partnerships. Thus ti~t con_ditions _were placed on the
PurchaSC: a develop~nt agreement had to be entered into with a pnvate developer within
~2 months and the site had to be developed as a joint venture within 24 months. Toe
ven,hU'P.
.... - must create new jobs and net additional benefits for Scotland. None of these
conditions were met.
l 993-94 with the property market continuing to be flat, the GOA went to the maikct
1~ ce with a mixed use development brief. Four companies were short-listed, three fonning
P~ nsortia for offices, a science centre and a multiplex cinema. Penni sion. however, was
8
-ven in 1995 by ~las~ow District Council to a rival company to develop a multiplex
finema on the oppo tte nver bank; the deal therefore fell through.

D

In !99S-96 the Clyde Maritime Trust, a non-profit making charity, proposed to develop the

. e as a maritime museum and a Tivoli Garden theme park; detailed planning pcrnussion
sit secured. The GOA board liked the proposal but the GOA executive was firmly against
wThe
official line taken by the GOA was that the proposal was a high risk venture with no
ti.

Toronto Inner Harbour

5Q9m

p

H a rbourfron t

Sca;e
415
414

.,.
•-1J11enl and that the: original 199 1-9:! intention for a busine
pn, ate 1m~
preferred opnon.

park was stiU the

In 1997, however. the GOA chang~ rack. It sought Millennium funding (Millcnium Fund:
mone) from the national l~ery d1smb~ted ~y ~ pru_iel commissioned by central ~ovemment
according to prescnbed cntena) to buil_d a n:u"e~um tower· and an IMA?' cinema. The
1ruual bid was un uccc ful. The GOA m conJuncuon with Scottish Enterpnse then soug ht
rhe support of the Scottish 01'.fie<: for a bid to build the propo ed Soonish National Sc~e~cc
Centre on Pacific Quay. This OJne the GOA was successful being awarded 35 million
pounds of Millenium fu_n ding. T~s. was supported by 12 million po~ds from the
GOA/European Partnership and 4 million pound from Glasgow City Council who agreed
10 addre s any ope~ng lo es if these aro e. Total development co ts for the sci~nce
centre. etc. we~ estun.·ued at 7 1 million pounds, the balance to come from the pnvate
sector for the leisure and tower elements and from the development of 12 acres of the total
ite for busines use. But the private developers of the business element w~re not PCC:pared
to start befo"': the commencement of the Science Centre. Indeed Glasgow City Council was
reluctant to give planning pennission insisting office development on the river front had to
be of high architectural merit.
However_. ~Y 1998 the first phase of office space had been built but not let. Meanwhile the
GOA anuc1pa1es the Science Centre 10 be open in 2000 but there is still no site start date.

What initial conclusion can be drawn? Enterprise agency project-)ed devel?pme~t has
proven to be less than successful. The GOA appears 10 be pursuing its. own aims w1th?ut
reference to the ~o relevant elected planning authorities. Strategic or mtegrated planning
g~~s. ha~e bee~ .ignored. The private sector companies involved have n~t taken the
~uatlve m the JOmt venture arrangements. rather they hold sites until they think they are
npe for develo~ment, in funding and/or political terms. Toe internal workings of the GOA
require further investigation. There appears to be mileage in theoretical terms to explore
network/power elite theory.
1:he_conference paper itself will fill out this sketch of the Pacific Quay saga and will provide
similar ~ccoun~ of Melbourne' s Docklands and Toronto's Harbourfront. More inquiring
acaderruc quest1ons can then be asked: what comparisons and contrasts between.the cases
can be drawn out? what generalisations can be made? what theoretical approach provides
the best framework to understand what has been happening?
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mumacy, the human foce of society. lf the central city area 1s transformed into highways,
ffice blocks, megamalls, supermarkets, apartments and condomm1ums. nothing
ndone 1:m will remain. lt w1l_l become a bonng city, much like any other in the world.
People v1S1ting Jakarta will think they have Just landed In Kuala Lumpur, Hong Kong,
Sydney or Smgapore. The government may then start to look for the heritage of its own
indigenous people but perhaps 11 will be too late.

f

Jakarta's population 1s expected to grow to 25.000,000 over the next fifteen years and
kampungs will ~ the main home f_or most of these people. If the government imagines
that 1t and the pnvate sector will build flats for them, it IS mistaken. Govemmen_ts and the
private sector C3!U10t hope to provide the number of houses required by the rapid growth
in urban populauons.
About 80% of the urb~ population have aJways built their own homes in kamp~ngs and
will conunue to do so m the future. The kampung areas of the city not only proV!de most
of the housing for the urban poor but also most of the labour needed by the city. They
pr?v1de th~ humanity and warmth. Ultimately, they provide the social mesh · the
ne_ighbourlmess · ';hat holds the city together. The earlier government officials recognise
this the better, for 1t 1s much ~ier to destroy kampungs than to rebuild them.
2. Kampung Life
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What is being lost?
It i_s not only the improved pathways, drains, monar and attractive little homes that are
bemg lost but a whole way of hfe, work. mcome. social networks. memories,
attachments and accommodation for millions of people. For the past 100 years: the
"kampung" has epitomised urban life for most lower middle class and _poor Indoncsi~s.
It preserves the familiarity and intunacy of the village. but places them m close proxmuiy
· often walking distance - to lucrative mcome-earning activiues in ~ e c1~. For many, It
has represented the stepping stone to a better hfe, a means of chmbmg out of ruraJ
povcny.
Togetherness
"Gotong royong" - mutuaJ self-help and exchange - is at the bean of the kampung
~v11lagc). From politicians and _policy makers to poor kampu~g dwellers, gotong royong
1s espoused as one of the mosl positive aspects of Indonesian culture. It means that
neighbours know, care for and help one another. Both the urban an_d rural karnpungs
have been constructed around the same basic principles which he at the heart of
Indonesian culture. "makan tidak makan asal kurnpul" (whether we cat or not docs not
matter, the imponant thing is that we are together), "bagi, bagi rc;:ki" (share our good
fortune), "rukun" (togetherness), "terirna kasih" (mutual exchange). T_hese vaJues h~ve
e nabled millions of people to live close to _one_anoth~r . and avoid the excessive
inequalities and injustices of other societies. This uruquely mcligenous welfare system has
enabled the redistribution of resources from those who have to those who haven' t
without government intervention by the people themselves through their own efforts and
culture.
Evolved Organically
Until the early 1980 . housing in urban areas was not viewed as a major problem by
most karnpung dwellers . With Indonesia's gentle climate and the availability of homes in
the village, the key problem was living close to income-earning activities in the city.
Until the beginning of the 1970s. land and housing was still readily available in Jakarta.
There were many vacant or swamp areas in the city which the new migrants could
occupy . In the 1940s and 1950s, they were even encouraged to do so by the city's
authoriues. They moved to the city with village neighbours or relatives and clustered
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Social Tits
han e and yet closely related to II. were very important social
Beyond tlus
rehed on their neighbours for help in umes of hardship
bonds
regular income and there was no government social secunty
4
They coul ~f~~ ~i::.ough but thcv could rely on neighbourly help. If a neighbour
sr~e~ ~~ she could ask· her neighbours for assistance. If her child was sick:,
lac ebours ~isited and tried to help. Kampung mothers talk of growing up toget_her.
~fng gomg 10 school. raising cluldren. preparing joint festiviues (mamages. birth,
~irc~~isions and funerals) and shanng food, resources and worries together. Th?sc
who were not related, felt related after haVJng hvcd for 40 years msuch close_prolll~ty.
People adopted one another's children and formed manlal bonds with ncigbbounng
households. Wells. toilets, play10g spaces for cluldren. pathways and Mosques were
bwlt together for communal use.
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Sense or Place
Members of_these communities had a sense of belonging. Everybody knew and greeted
each other m the pathways. AJJy stranger entering the community was unmediat~ly
recognised and asked where he was going and what he wanted or who he was looking
for. . Not to ~k and not to respond was seen as a sign of arrogance ("sombong"). This
faIDJhar11y with every face and recognition of every stranger was the best protection
against cnme.
Pride of place was evident from the way the kampung dwellers upgrade and improve
their homes and decorate the pathways with grccoery and pot pl~ts. Wort was regularly
done to repair houses . a little'improvement here and a little improvement there. The
bwlders m the community were constantly making rcnovauons. As .househ~ld
economics improved, a second storey was added. Glass replaced chicken wire
windows. Tiles and cement took the place of eanbcn floors. Temporary walls gave way
to bnck. Many houses were whitewashed and repainted each y_ear. If left to develop
naturall_y, the kampung was a community in the making. With uroe, 11 evolves from a
rusuc village to a shanty town and eventually improved inner-city commuruty.
3. Limitations
Karnpungs can be seen as ranging from good quality. mixed, lo~er to midd)e class
dtstncts to squatter settlements of make-shift houses with few amerulles along nvers or
railways tracks. Karnpungs in the worst condition are usually the poorest, in the most
vulnerable position. They have been demolished numerous times and never had a chance
to rehabilitate themselves.
Differences between kampungs relate to their location (on higher ground or in a swamp).
histof}', legality, nature of leadership and organisation, social and economic tics between
1nhab1tants and the confidence and level of education of their people. Some have a good
environment, organisation and leadership and this influences their inhabitants. Others
are poorly lead and organised. Some are wonderful to walk through with beautifully
decorated pathways . pot plants, shaded trees, pretty houses full of variety and character.
Others look dirty and dark, with narrow, muddy pathways, small windowless boxes
where people can barely move and where there is limited light, air or space for trees and
flowers.
Limitations anse because the kampungs evolved as settlements without prior physical
pl8'.1nmg. People originally came for work. They were not thinking of carefully
des1gnmg a community where they would live for many years. Makeshift houses were
quickly constructed ways before the pathways, drains and sewerage canals. With houses
built so closely together. later it became more difficult to lay the improved public
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Allowing the karnpung to remain avoids the disaster of multistorey rehousing proJect
wluch have been expensive to build and pnced the poor out of the urb:in housing mlll'ket

5. Questions

I ls 1t unreahsne to talk of preserving or restonng the Indonesian urban kampung and/or
its communal values?
2 Can large-scale . centralised capitalist modes of producuon. distnbuuon and exchange

be reconciled I combined with the more decenrrabsed. human-scale and integrated narure
of kampung society? How can c1ues such as Jakarta combine the best of these worlds the efficiency and economy of modem capitalist producuoo with the humanity. mearung.
1denuty and social secunty of kampungs?

3. How can the low-cost kampung neighbourhood be maintained m the central city area
where land prices slcyrocket as a consequence of commcrc1al exploitation?
4 Can. the basic urban reqllll'Cmcnts of water. sarutauon. u-ansport. commun.icauon and
recreauon space be provided in a 1campung scrung? rf so, bow?

~- How can policy makers be made aware of the value of kampungs and be persuaded to
include them into national and local pol.Ides and plans.?
6. Have communiues such as the karnpungs of Jakarta be been preserved e lsewhere _
where did this occur. how was 11 done, with what results?

7 . What are ~he altemauves to kampungs for dense urban living - how and w here hav
these altemanves succeeded/
e
8. What. 1s _the role of planners
commurutanan values?
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2 . CONCRETE ACTMTIES
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3 . ISSUES IN PRESERVING KOMACHINAMI
(1) Citizens ' Reaction
The cit izens · react ion to an area be ing designated as a ko•achina•i zone seems good.
Thi s is because citi zens and city off icers had discussions to exchange ideas, and
investigat ions including surveys were carr ied out in advance. f inancial support for
act h·iti es to preserve koachina• i by local residents helped to obtain pos it ive
reac t ion fro• the res idents. Consequently, in the preservatin zones whi ch have been
designated so far. res idents have of their o,n wi ll for• ed organi zat ions to preserve
lio•achinui and sy• pos iu• s on related issues have been held.

lnstal lat 10 or m i les
"' or air CODd lt ton •

....•···········••
....•··
..
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IIOD lllt first fl oor. ••••••••

i t is ,..,.,_•ded to
iulall loog eans

•1t

Otstaide Uo.it.s:

(2) Issues

Although the citizens in the preservati on zones highly approved of the preservat ion
syste• for k•achinu1. there , ere so• e area:; which could not be des ignated as preseration zones. One of the reasons as that so• e res idents did not agree to having
a SISte• •hi ch proh1b1ts free constructin of bu i ldings, and another reason vas that
res idents are getti ng old. If there is no successor for the house. fi nancial
support to reconstruct the bui ldings is not attracti ve for the• and they are not
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attribJted its Qenesis as a di ions «1d apPlicatic:ns , This can a l so be
5£X=ial and political PrOblems rect , curative response to- horri. fie urban
The ~it . ~ conceptual origins
milieu in Ctucago a f ter the l89;s are f ~ 1n the general progr-ess i ve
cc,,gresses attracted thousanci5
World s Colunbian Exposition wt-ere
overseas to events that disc Of People frc:m within North i:m..-i ca and fron
and so rn.ch rrore. Fran that'°'~5ed and evaluated to.s ing, woman ' s i ssues ,
,-t,an agendas. Progr~sive m·OCal l!Orrentum , U'lresol ved issues dani nat ed
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like sanitation, water, and rail and road anct tre new study of scienti f ic
,nanagement (Taylonsm . to SOme) , the col l~ti ve effort was soon
r-ationallzed. WI-en ffll.><ed _wi th a gro.ing influence of tre Garden City
,novement frorn En~land, a Justification searect inevitabl e.
It took for~ in the prcrnotions of many urban improvement groups, but
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search 0.1t tre treoretical anct practical parameters of a neigt:,bo.Jrhood: tre
fir-st focused c:n housing; the second on a social center . Ti-e prefer-ab! ~
elements of a neighbort'ood were set OJt by tre City Club, architects
associated with tre l'wrerican Institute of Architects, and landscape
ar-chitects, in tre t1<1 jointly prepared conpeti tic:n programs that , it needs
be noted, took exceptic:n to l!l.J(;h of Daniel Eumhatn "s Chicago Plan of 1909.
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. hout
When Clar-ence Perry wrote about the U-ut i n 1929 re merely-<Yld wi t
acknowledgerent~nzed anct perhaps ncre forma lly diag ramred t t-ose
initiatives of 17 years earlier .
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continuity and C hange in Metropolitan Planning: Preparing Metropolitan
Chicago for the 21st Century
£ liner W. Johnson
}(irk.land a~d ~ llis

Chicago, Jllmo1s
Vnited States
several months from now The Commercial Club of Chicago v. all issue a rcpon hascd on a study
conducted by its members over the past three years I am serving as the director of this proJect The
repert will set forth a set of recommended strategies for enhancing the economic \ ibrancy of the
c 1ucago region and for prov1dmg the best possible cond1t1ons of living for all the residents of tlus
rnetropohs Some of the recommendat1ons will call for new mcenuves and reformed rules of the
game at the federal and state governmental levels These will help provide the foundation for
strategies at the regional and local levels and m the pnvate sector In the second phase. stretching
out over the next decade or more, the Club will engage in the even tougher task of implementation,
working m cooperauon with many other c1v1c organizations throughout the region.
The central thesis of the proJect 1s that all pans of the region, from the richest 10 the poorest. are
bOund together by an mtncatc web of interdependencies The recommendations to be presented m
the document arc dnvcn by a dream of what our region can become m the 21st century if these
interdependencies arc widely rccogruzed and ,f the region's leaders muster the pohucal will to
1111plement the repon's recommended strategies.
Much of the mspirahon for this cffon dcnves from an earlier proJect of this Club under the
guidance of one of Its most d1st10guished members, Daniel H. Burnham The result of that threeyear prOJCCl was the Plan of Chicago (the "Burnham Plan"), wntten by Burnham and Edward H.
Bennett. Published by the Club m 1909. 1t 1s one of the most famous city plans m world history

Burnham was moved to wnte his great plan by the plight of the working masses living m the high
density indus~ al city of his ume, with 115 narrov., congested streets. its noise and smells and
ugliness, and its lack of recrea11onal amenihcs. Residences, factones, shops and offices all
crowded around a dynamic core. Outlying neighborhoods were focused by the radial Imes of
railroads and trolleys on a smgle downtown center.
Among other things, the Burnham plan called for a comprehensive park system a stretch of
Jakefront parks; a system of small neighborhood parks, and a group of large forest preserves on the
perimeter The plan also called for a system of roads radiatmg out from the center m all directions
for 60 miles, to_gether with a system of encircling Jughv.ays He was fascinated by the poss1b1lilles
of the automobile for promotmg out-of-door hfe and bnngrng the pleasures of suburban life v.11thm
the reach of multitudes of people ""' ho formerly were condemned to pass their entire ume m the
city."
One of the things that d1stmgu1shes Chicago from most other large L1.S cities and accounts for
many of its unique strengths 1s the kind of pubhc sector mtervenllon that occurred m the second
and third decades of this century as many of the recommendauons of the Burnham Plan were
implemented. It is naive to tlunk that the private market, by nself. could have created a city of such
beauty and vibrancy.
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Our report will consist of strategies for addressing the challenges posed by these fundamental
developments. They will aim at:
I Facilitating public/private sector efforts to attain educauonal exellence throughout the region and

to build strong neighborhoods and communities so that parents are enabled to nurture the
intellectual, moral, and social development of children. Given the increasing importance of
educated skills in the workplace, and given the disastrous record of the public school system,
particularly in Chicago. over the last few decades, this is the highest priority goal we have.
2 Attracung and retaining as residents, people of the highest entrepreneurial, managerial,
professional, and technical skills - people whose presence serves as a powerful magnet in inducing
enterpnses and other employers to locate and keep their headquarters and key facilities in
the region. Our strategies will also aim at improved job training programs involving joint efforts
between employers and community colleges.
3. Improving the region's transportation system. The residential dispersal and segregation of the
metropolitan population and the decentralization of the region's econorruc activity in recent decades
have given rise to an unprecedented level of personal dependence on the motor vehicle. We must
develop intennodal systems of transportation and pricing strategies that improve economic
efficiency, reduce envirortrnental harm, and improve the personal mobility of those who are too old,
young, poor, or disabled to drive. As concerns travel to and from the region, the airplane has long
smce replaced the train as the principal mode of transportation. In this age of global markets, the
challenge is to mai ntain O'Hare as a world class international air terminal and as the nation's most
unportant hub. This is crucial to the economic vi tality of the entire region. Midway and any third
airport should serve as subsidiary termmals for point-to-point trips.
The key issues in this
connection are how best to increase the capacities of O'Hare and Midway Airports to facilitate the
region's economic growth and whether, when, and where the region should begin planning a third
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_The economic well-being of one part of the region is very much dependent on that of the other
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p3T1S.
The Moral-Social Argument
We are more than economic ants busily working on an ever-growing ant hill. Economic growth
cannot be the only criterion governing our strategies for the region. There are issues as to hwnan
dignity and equality of opportunity, as to community and the common good, as to the integrity of
the environment, and as to the ideals and civilizing purposes of a great metropolitan region, and
only when all those issues are considered will our region be healthy.
We all depend on a common base of natural and man-made resources: land, air, water, and the built
environment. Yet we have pursued a vision of unlimited low-density development with such
singleness of purpose that we have neglected our moral responsibilities to be good stewards of
these resources which we hold in trust for future generations.
Finally, the dispersion and segregation of the region's residents among 270 municipalities and 289
school districts based on racial and income factors has led 10 the creation of two societies: one poor
and living mainly in the central city and iMer suburbs, the other more affluent and living chiefly in
the central core of the city and in the outer suburbs. When a substantial minority of the population
1s shur out, isolated, voiceless, and without hope, the moral and social welJ-being of the whole
region is diminished and suffers. On the one hand, the disadvantaged are denied the conditions for
human Ouorishing. On the other hand, it becomes extremely difficult to educate children in more
privileged neighborhoods in justice, sympathy, and ethical citizenship if they have little or no
contact with persons who are significantly worse off than themselves.
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social sciences and humanities and as the basis of planrung and 1:°t~onal aid
terventions We suggest that the rejection of this and other meta-narratives m favour of
;,stmodem ~lativism leads to the neutering of critics. Further, without _'modernist'
universal vaJues to fall back on, such a postmoderrust approach colludes With the lessthan-democratic management of cities that we are seeing emerge in Jeff Kermett' s
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Melbourne.
The postmodern city
Toe postmodern is a term that claims to signal a new way of organising economic
activity; a new style and a crisis of representation. Eac~- of these e!emen~ m eans
different things for the conceptualisation and planning of c1t1es. They Will be discussed
in turn.

Post-Fordism - New times f or capitalism
For Frederic Jameson ( 1984), the 'cultural logic of late capitalism ' involved the
prodigious expansion of multinationaJ finance capital into hitherto uncommodified areas
of activity. This economy has aJso been variously described as post-industrial,
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e:ig and financial corporations as well as the many
freight, fi nance, research and d; ed by these firms - law, accountancy, adveru smg ,
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cities (Vancouver, Sydney, Os~ :m~t, real estate and insurance. The second o~der
national marketJng or CO-Ordin ti
uruch, Rome) compete to support the producuon,
locked into this global eco a on ac!Jvil!es of international firms. Within the cities
nomy there 15 1
.
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polarisation. Thus the burgeonin
a so occumng greater social and spa11al
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service workers occupy the d ~ cbasls of technologically literate, skilled and well-paid
es1ra e suburb .
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historical p recincts. Their lifestyles
s, mner city apartments and reg~erated
perlional services. These symb r
generate demands for recreallonal, tounst and
rotected by elaborate sec •1yo ic analyS ts of the technological age are increasing ly
P
fr0_m the growmg
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manufacturing workers andun measures
.
numbers o f unemp 1oy ed
feminised . who Jive m de:;~gm~I or P~ llme servtce workers - often rac1ali"sed and
urban w ealth and decay furth ymg ~er cuy areas or suburbs. These dual elements of
1
and for the new m iddle classC:\Z; fy !he postmodern city. It 1s the products created by
t generate the style of these cities.

Postmodern style
If the
· ·
·
·
. postmodern . city is one of soc1a1 po1ansat1on
finance capital
manu factunng
decline and service sector e
· . · ·
'
'
.
.
xpans1on, 11 1s also one where spectacle and
commod1fication are an increasingly important an f th
b
Th H
notes how cities . th U .
p o e ur an economy.
us arvey
( 1989)
.
Ill e ruted States desperately compete agamst each other for
ne~ mvestment as well as for ways to generate and hold capital through such things as
ne1gh~urhood redevelo~1!1ent, mass retailing, city festivals and spectacles. These
~vents mvolve new definitions of and mobilisations of symbolic capital . around things
like old houses, horse races, an shows and car races. The scale of such an exercise as
well as the way in which it is done differs from the past. As cities and precincts within
them compete for hypermobile capital and as the urban environment itself becomes
comm~di fied, ~istincti~":5 between high an and popular culture, between shopping and
recreahon, toun sm , res1dmg and browsing are eroded.
The international hotel · a place which accommodates the fleeting visits of the
multinational investor and manager as well as the tourist . is one site that typifies much
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. th International School of modern
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the PIac: link with the PR industry is noted :Wd his att~pts to se e oume are
(Kenne~ sbelow). More serious is the rclal!vely wicn11cal acceptance o_f the I:os
discuss od I such that the trends described for this city have been so ~dily applied
Angeles m
· I econoIDJes• There 1s
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withe,very different histories, demographics and po1·1nca
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to ers ent as to whether their analysis is in fact applicable to Los Angeles and,
an argum
· no 1?ev1_
· ·1able Iogic
·
further
whether it is relevant to other cities of the world. There 1s
being ~arked out that means that Melbourne and Sydney ~ - mov_mg mexorably
towards Los Angeles in form, layout, politics and economy. ~s 1~ unhkely for a host
of reasons. The loss of cultural identity resulting from globahsallon may provoke a
localisl _ or even 'glocalist' (Robertsonl995) - reaction. Moreover, not the I~ast of
reasons is the final aspect of the postmodern - the crisis of certainty m represental!on.
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nsumtng m·ddl
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regions awas with low paid, pan time I e_class inner city dwellers and suburban
workers, all of whom avidly
service workers and redundant manufactunng
resources of the city of spectacl coHnsume the recreauonal and commodified cultural
e. owever• whether all of these economic social and
spat'iaI changes are also predicated
or render unlikely and unjustiliabl:~n an array of new and fluid identities' that deny _
debatable. The answer to such
a collec1tve sense of responsibility and action ,s
od
.
a questJon ·11 I .
postm em city as a civic space
. w, u lunately determine the fate of the
or one serving all of its residents.· one ei ther devoted to the logic of postmodern capital
The circus comes to town: Special E
vents Melbourne

The criJ,s ofrepresentation
. .
. ..
Associated with the changing economic fowidations of Western societies and therr c1tJes
there has also been fundamental alterations in the ways people live in and widerstand
these places. For Wilson (1989, 1991), the contemporazy city is a place of
contradictions - between sameness and difference, excitement and fear, pleasure and
danger - mediated and fragmented by media and computer technologies. In such a place,
individuals become decentred and disoriented yet potentially free to explore the many
possibilities now open to them. For Wilson, the notion of a fixed, genderless person
buffeted by structural forces is replaced by a gendered and sexualised woman who is
constantly open to new identity fonnations and makeovers. This woman is also located
in time and space such that any theorisation or representation of her has to acknowledge
that fluidity and specificity. Such a view of women derives from feminism as much as
from postmodemism.

The Kennett Government,s Years h
building projects and a concened e;:; been marked by enonnous investment in civtc
the nation. Under the grand but . t? eslablisb Melbourne as the 'events' capital of
m,s1eadmg
. proJccts
.
. Museum redevelopment,
0 f 'A
the Casmo,
Fed rubric
.
genda 2 I ' , maJor
like
(supposedly) to boost economic acti . erahon Square and _Docklands serve not only
entrepreneurial 'can do' state _symbo~ty, but also as physical manifestations of the
'cultivating an image of a cenam
sf of 3 new dawn and a new ideology aimed at
and Philo 1993:20-1). Complemen:rt ~~ace with certam ~rts of attributes' (Kearns
is an extensive program of •
g
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.
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.
international rugby matches to blockbust~ an . . ~n s ows !o . e Grand Pnx, from
significant event every month of th
exhibibons, the aim 1s to host at least one
opportunities for long-tenn business e Year, thus, so the argument goes, opening
• emp1oyment and repeat visits.

Feminism was critical in exposing many of the dominant world views of the 1960s and
before as partial and masculine. Subsequent work has further recognised that feminism
itself was generated by particular groups - in general, white, middle class, heterosexual
North American and European women - who tended to universalise their own
experience while also marginalising that of others. Women of colour and from the Third
World argued that not only were their voices ignored by mainstream feminism, but that
in constituting the unified white Western woman as its subject and nonn, their position

These strategies are not of course •
idea that 'a successful ~ruce d ' uruque to the present Victorian Government. The
virtual orthodoxy ~ongst 1
~s a stne qua non for economic' has become a
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or t er Australian c111es have been busy, too, Brisbane using
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Fragmentation of Melbourne Politics

Jnevitably, however, such large scale restructuring of the urban fabric must excite
disquiet amongst those who do not share the Government's visi~n, or wh~ ha~e gro_w n
attached to that which already exists. Among other things, considerable disquiet exists
about its relationship with the Casino's operators and about the State's growing reliance
on revenue from gambling. Potentially more politically damaging is the burgeoning
revolt in the leafier suburbs of the inner and middle rings over multi-unit development
and tbe perceived loss of urban amenity and heritage. The Government has counterattacked critics as being disloyal to their State and it has sought to stifle opposition to its
vision and policies. This has involved attempting to close down the independent office
of the Auditor-General and put pressure on the courts and legal profession. Municipal
government has been totally restructured and its functions and overall character
redefined, making it more like business corporations and much more clearly subservient
to the wishes of the State Government. In the urban planning sphere, the Government
has sought, especially through the Victoria Planning Provisions - part of the new
plarining framework - to shift decision-making power away from elected representatives
of the con:rmWJ.ity towards Council officers. Some cases arc 'called in' by the Minister
for Pl~g and Local Government, these often being controversial cases where
developer mterests have been favoured over and above those of local residents or the
general public.
The_r~ are d3:'1gers for democracy and urban management in this reshaping of the
dec1s~on-making scene. Irorucally, the attempt to impose a WJ.ified image on the city has
~n:buted to th_e fragmentation of politics and the fracturing of allegiances
m lemattc of this remarkable new trend was the conflict over the Government'~

decision to hold the Australian F
•
Althou~ re~istan_cc was stron onnuJa One Grand Prix in 1rmer suburban Albert Park .
ahead, 1gnonng civil liberties g and extremely well organised, the Government pushed
traditional class and political ~d no~al accountab1lity mechanisms, and transgressing
young male s upport. Thus thoundanes to mobilise considerable working class and
increasingly self-absorbed
c fragmentation of Melbourne mto a collecuon of
enabled Kcrmett to play off commuruttes (not necessarily geographically based) has
· on t hcir
· persona I
interests and local amenities one
E against anoth er over issues touching
voting patterns appear to ha. nvhironmentaJ politics has been effectively pnvattsed and
. · · between blue ve 5 own a d'ts t"met move away from the trad 1uonaI c Iassbased d1v1s1on
11
co ar/Labor and wcalthy/conscrvauve/Liberal.
Reclaiming the City: Dilemmas 0 fR .
es1stance
Toe neutering of crittcs has been
universities, who, in previous d ~Oted. This includes academics in Melbourne's seven
planning issues. Part of the neut . cs, frequently took the lead in public campaigns on
throughout Australia from placescn~g results _from the rapid transformation of uruvcrs1ties
businesses with efficiency perfo w ere public comment was encouraged and protected to
government for funding. But, wrmance st:i"dards, no effective tenure and subservience to
questioning meta-narratives _ he arguthc, 11 also represents one impact of the postmodern
.
ere c underm·IIllng
. o f thc development-progress metana!Tlltive
employed in the soc·al
sc•en~, m~luding urban studies, and accepted
previously as the basis of p l ~
universal values has now been g and mternattonal aid interventions. The appeal to
dominance in the univcrsittcs fits . cut. away.. Thus the current posttnodem intellectual
foundation for dispassionate -~ '."'1th and mdeed, by weakening 1f not demolishing the
0
.
J ffc1sm
K ' effect"
, ive1Y supports thc less than democratic
management of cities typified en
scientists to fall back on to e , ennett s Melbourne. This has forced some social
conceptual difficulties. The papea cnttcal postrnode~sm', which only raises more
with ' postmodemism'. We cone! rdsu:;;ests tha_t there 1s a need for a critical engagement
the 'public good' or 'public int~~. a~there ts a need to restore faith in notions such as
conceptual terms and their exploitati "". ch, h~wever much we recognise their frailty in
the public allocation of resources thr onghm practice, remain the essential universal basis for
ou the planning process.
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1
~hents who increasingly emai::Cno distinction between historically derived and artificially
W tern world and m
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constr11ct
.
. •
f thematic environments by professionals 1s unJUSt . Town planning
The invah_dat1on o . .
and the artificially created. Although town planning is
·re with romanucism
has been a sens O f
history is n
.
em for order and for social well being, there
e
the
ded on a genuine cone
· ea1· ed ast in many earl
·
foun
.
the romantic and the reconstruction of an 1d 1s P
Y c1v1c
retro-~top•an~ o~ and in town planning practice. Settlements such as Ebenezer Ho_ward's
ptannm& sch ~ lwyn drew on models of village life that were already at odds wtth the
Garden City, e
•
.
reality of industrial urban function.
Since at least the 1930s, town planners and architects have, boweve'., derided suburban
hfe and its popular physical expression wluch owes m_uch to fantasy and unagery. They see
suburbia as having an unauthentic, manufactured quahty as opposed to the supposedly more
mearungful rural image and culture it has supplanted.
Many would scoff at the superficiality of an entire suburb based around the ?rinciples
of theatrical design, as were the Kings Point Estates of ew York. The Home Section of the
ew York Times in I 949 mennoned how the architects incorporated ' many of the unusual
featureS of the homes of Hollywood stars ... in a colony of theatrical and ranch style
residences'. '
It is paradoxical that the rise of modernism as a style which eschewed fantasy and
imagery, occurred at the same time as Hollywood promoted the supremacy of image, and
through technological advances in mass communication projected that notion internationally.
'Modem' cities such as Brasilia and Chandigarh or even Le Corbusier's conceptual
radiant city were the exceptions. Designed by architects they shunned romanticism for strict
functionalism without thematic reference to the past. Like so much of 'modernism' they
deliberately ignored context and denied the inhabitants of these places any opportunity to find
meaning in the , isual, the historic or the romantic. Some of the more brutal functionalist
expressions of these places have found their way to other cities and there is no doubt a social
dislocation and dysfunction in places that have grown without concern for human needs and
self expression
As a reaction to these fail~n_gs, planners throughout the western world have begun to
adopt New Urbarusm_or e~-trad111onal town planrung. Planners in North America, Europe
and Australia are talk.mg agam _a ~ut creating human habitats with small town qualities, based
on a compact, human-scaled c1v1c centre, where land uses are mixed and public transport is
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The Gold Coast overcomes this stricture. Popular expression has been a recurring
theme in its development. To understand how this occurred it is necessary to understand the
city's history.
The Gold Coast was different from the beginning. Founded in 1874 as a "Marine
Township'' there has since that time been a sense of fantasy and escapism directly related to
its role as a holiday destination. The new settlement, had no industry and no permanent
population to speak of. Its population ebbed and flowed according to the seasons and stayed
or not according to the pleasure offered. Like English models of holiday towns, the focus of
the Gold Coast was its social life. Its guest houses and hotels which offered managed activity
and packaged experience. The architectural expression of the early settlement reflected this.
By the time the Grand Hotel was built for holiday makers in 1886 the newspapers of the day
were frankly critical of Southpon as a place ofluxwy and excess. s Constructed in the style of
a French chateau complete with mansard roofs it was in every respect a resort hotel, isolated
self contained and built upon a theme.
'
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.
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of this style, named The Marrakesh (stc 't
has not been confined to luxury accommodation
Thematic expression, howevern, the 1960s became centres in their own right and took
1
. h 1950s and motes i
.
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Guest houses III t e . .
rtrayed a sense of the exottc. Many were based on Amencan
to themselves, names which ~
the El Dorado Motel Florida Car-o-tel and El Rancho
resort names with places sue as .
'
Restel.
.dential estates reflect this pursuit of imaginative other. Early
E en the names Of resl
· ·
.• _v with names such as Pacific View, Sparkling Waves Estate and M1arm Shores
subdiv~Sions
ore fantastic names such as places now like Adelphi Springs, Portofino
have given way to m
·
kd·
. estates in which architectural expression reflects the unagery evo e m the
and The Pall adtan.
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I
name. In 1985, Brian Orr had a vision for the entire 500 acre _Hope ls an proJect. t ":as to
"A
or uediterranean with the white paimed dwellings laid out m Greek village
~
'
.
.
.
be qwn
.,1·ng narrow winding streets and lanes. Carefully sued tavernas and sidewalk
I
SI)'le. fiea lu
. .
'·-bl
coffee shops will help create rhe atmosphere of Greek island commum/les. ... remartw. y, Orr
is no Grecophile. He has never visited Greece, although his hope island resort architect has
designed projects 011 the Greek Is\ands. Orr's enthusiasm for Aegean a:chitecture springs
from the real1satio11 that the style works well and has done so for centuries. It should work
equally well in a climatically similar area like the Gold Coast. He asserts that there will be
nothing "pseudo " about the Hope Island concept. He is merely transplanting a proven
architectural style."•
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In recent years fantastic ' entry statements' to estates have become popular. They
provide a structural frame for escape, marking a dividing point between the ordinary and
extraordinary, a packaging mechanism to mark a special place.

This near fantasy has been popular all along, and set the scene for the establishment of
Gold Coast theme parks which have, since Magic Mountain and its chairlift was constructed
in 1963, prohferated. Not only have theme parks become a dominant icon of the City, but
they also represent the city's culture of leisure and the dividing line between resorts and
entertainment has been blurred.
Indeed the City itself may be seen as a themed environment. It has built upon its
particular characteristics of rapid growth, topography and tourism to create an 'urban theatre' .
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The relationship between housing Jo;;e standards for and ~ormat1on of :°ads in
ed urban development.
th timing of urbanization, the laws ID effect
on p1ann
difii
ording to e
ds •
·d .
residential districts
er ace ods f development. In Japan, roa
Ill res, cntial
d~e to the conversion of arable land and land
at that time, and the metb
districts consist of: (1) ~~the designation of building lines, (3) roads due t~ the
readjustment; (2) roads d_u~
( ) roads due to residential development by P:1vate
4
designation of road po5ioo:ads which have narurally been converted from village
developers, etc. • and (5)
roads and fannS ~ - Standard Law of Japan stipulates that housing lots must border
The current Buil_diog f 4 or more with road frontage of at least 2m. However,
roads having a width fo ~d . rial plots nationwide front onto narrow roads of less
. tely 40"/o O res1 en
wh
b • •
M0st Of these roads were constructed in areas
ere ur aruzation
approxuna .
than 4m in width---,.lished
"thin the
before the road regulations were .,,.....,
wt
developed hapha.zardiY
Building Standard Law.
buildin
b
For lots that front onto roads of less than 4m in width, a .
g
e
cted if its lot boundary line is set 2m back from the center line of the CXJStlng
Nevertheless, despite administrative guidance over the years, very few roads
have been widened in densely built-up urban areas.
.
.
.
D81l188e in the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake was particularly scnous ID b~t:up
urban districts where streets were narrow. In the Kanto area as w~ll, such dIStncts
present the greatest danger in terms of disaster prevention, and unprovcmcnt are

ma7 .

:::.ro

needed urgently.
..
.
.
This paper studies the origins of narrow streets in large c10es ~d ~e ~sto_ncal
rationale for standards regarding the minimum width of roads in rcs1denual d1stncts.

2. Historical Origins of Narrow Roads
In 1919, the Urban Area Building Low, the precursor of the current Building
Standard Law, established the first minimum road width of nine shaku (2. 7m) in
residential districts. An amendment in 1938 to the Urban Arca Building Law
changed the minimum required width to 4m and this was carried over in the Building
Standard Law. In 1934, a provision was added to stipulate that building lots must
have at least 2m of road frontage. As a result, during the rapid urbanization after
the Great Kanto Earthquake , much urban development was carried out in many pans
of Tokyo according to those old provisions that simply required building lots to have
a small amount of road frontage as long as they fronted onto a road that was at least
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3. History of Road Regulati
.
.
IJI R "d
When cons1'denng
the O ons
es, entiat Districts
.
icnprovemcnt of narr
PtunaJ road confi
.
.. ow streets and
guration m residential distncts and
. .
reVICWlD~ road conditions Prior to the densely built-up urban areas, it is worth
changes Ill road regulations from a . ~txnent of the Urban Area Building Law and
In the late Edo period, urb ~~ncaJ perspective.
eas"""o I cho (I rYL )
an districts w
b .
Ill
-~
v;:nn on each side
ere as1cally arranged in square blocks
(5. 4m _to 10. 8m), and traversed b • surrounded by a street measuring 3 to 6 ken
ro~urtng 3 shaku (0. 9m) in wid~.ncw roads _and side streets with many alleys
penod thus mad~ a clear distinction be Construction regulations in the mid-Meiji
intended for carnage traffic and b . tween roads which formed the block and were
that led to houses in the rear
lie tboroughfarc, and the passageways and alleys
th
ken (5. 4 to 9. Om), the Standard
c ~lock. The minimum width of a road was 5
Tokyo and Osaka, the standard wi~ smcc the Edo period. In large cities such as
In . an early Meiji-era ordinance, th/f ~ ~assagcw~y was 6 shaku (I . 8m). (Fig-3]
carnage ~
c was ~t at 3 ken (5. m trununum width of private roads allowing
4
from: taxation as pnvatcly-owned r ). An~ efforts were made to exempt them
rangmg from the City Replanning R oads. This was added to existing categories
a Class 5 road (6 ken (IO. 8m) outc Class l. Type I (20 ken (36m) or more) to
RcpJann_ing Notification of 1889~r mo~e) that had been established in the City
Edo-penod square block measuring This scheme was designed to divide an
1 cho Cl03m) on each side into three equal
sub-blocks.
In the building regulations in fi
width for passageways was raisedorcc at the end of the Meiji period, the standard
ensure safe evacuation and out fto 9
th shaku (2. 7m) to prevent the spread of fire,
0
· d esrre
·
• concerns and to meet the
pubhc
for sufficient sunlightocrfircp. rc~cnuon
connections to roads were co .d and ventilation. For passageways, two-way
DSt ered irnponan
Al
.
approval process for private roads was a
.
t.
so, the abovc-menuoncd
alleys that were privately constru ed . utomaucally applied to passageways or even
time, no distinction was mad ~ Wi thout meeting the width standards. At that
tween roads and passageways or alleys in the
regulatory system or in practice~

wiJ:

In the process of drafting the Urban Area
. .
distinguish conceptually betw
Building Law, attempts were made to
cen
a
road
and
a passageway, b ut these were
unsuccessful. Furthermore .
with frontage only on
smcc the law also approve construction on back lots
.--eways
and alleys • the dis tincuon
·
be
passageways became blurred
d
tween roads and
.
an so the two were cons·d d
th
A
dard
calling for a target width of 9 shaku 2 7
.
' ere --~ogc er.
stan
for passageways and all
Ass . ( · m) IIl the late Mc1J1 pcrod was employed
cys.
unung the construction of wooden one-story houses

ruo«:n
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.
h 1 d achieve an approximate I ·I
on lots front onto road, this reqwremen~ e pe
t public health concc ·
1
th
proportion of building height to front-road wid and ~ m~e At the same f ms,
1
such as sufficient sunshine, air circulation, and vennthauon,d
boun,1•" ' Im
· _une,
wed
·ect over e roa
...,.., e into the
all
the eaves of a roof were not o
to proJ
d alleys as road spac
road, thus effectively classifying existing passageways an
cs.
4. Issues Regarding the Improvement of Narro~ S1reets din th .
In view of the historical background above, the issues regar g e unprovement of
narrow roads may be summarized as follows.
.
.
I) From uniform minimwn standards to systemanc guidance .
. .
d roads in front of housing lots within the block
Theroads that makeupa block an
•
N
should be controlled by different width standards and funcnons.
everthe_less, they
_ ;";mum width standard, regardless of these differences
•
•
have been adopted the same mu-u
Toe present Building Standard Law as the .s~ccessr of~e ~V!OUS Ur: Area
Building Law uniformly sets the minimwn wid at_dm._al s . orrn stand d only
••
standard to protect the res1 enn enruonment an has no
guarantees a muumwn
systematic basis for forming a network of such roads.
At present, this is particularly true for individual, small-scale developm~nts and
housing developments where there i~ ~o system to e ~ the planned formanon of a
district road network. Therefore, 11 1s necessary to improve narrow streets based on
hierarchical and network considerations. In Adachi-ku Tokyo, narrow streets
network scheme was formed, which placed important route that should be improved
in lOClrn. mesh. [Fig4]
2) Loss and revival of semi-public spaces
Densely built-up urban areas with narrow roads are inferior residential environments
compared to modem urban planning because they are crowded, old, and susceptible
to fire hazards. Nevertheless, in some districts, alleys that are too narrow for car
access serve as communal living spaces for residents where children play and adults
can stand outside talking, thus creating areas for interaction between people.
Passageways and alleys that were originally semi-public spaces have been categorized
as roads that are public spaces, leading to the loss of community spaces in residential
areas.
In the land readjustment projects following the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake,
there bas been opposition to building wide and uniform roads by the residents. And
in some districts, the roads in human scale were constructed by widening the existing
roads that have a regional history. (Fig-5]
3) From control for lot to incentive for block or group of lots
One factor that prevents the widening of narrow roads is land ownership of small,
subdivided building lots. This is because the Building Standard Law regulates each
building lot, and it is not possible to renovate illegally constructed buildings or
existing buildings that do not meet standards.
The land unit subject to residential environmental regulation needs to be changed
from the individual lot to group of lots or even block. This will entail evaluating
the residential environment in te!TIIS of its performance at the district level rather than
for an individual lot. Since the minimum width standards for roads that have been
uniformly established nationwide were originally based on passageways and alleys
450

between tenement holJSes .
housing complex.
Ill bl0cks
In reconstruction and
' a collection of s
densely built-up areas replanning P .
mall lots can be treated as one
.
are bei
roiects of
in cooperauon, the rel . ng recon
the Great Hanshin
.
will be necessary to d ~ hon of vanS!ructed through land ~wai I Earthquake,
passageways and vaca:; r a~roache~~~and regulattons~xc We g~d s~ng and
blocks, (Fig-6)
ots Ill relation ch allow freedom in th un erstand it
to buildiogs
. e arrangement of
.
' as senu-public spaces within
s. Conchmon
This paper discllSSed th
and the living envirorun e Problem of n,.
. .
ent frorn
-•ow road •
e~vll'o~ent, It is necessary a ~rical vie s. in densely built-up urban areas
site-specific ~d _Practical p ~ shift from ;"°mt. To help improve the living
deal of attennon. 10 areas that Wei, g me•~-"
.model
~IVIIS. 'fhi
• of uniform standards t0
and reconstrucnon is gradualJ e devastated . s view bas also attracted a great
.
d
Y rn, 1,:_
Ill the Gr
H .
expenments an lessons w
~ g progr .
cat anshin-Awaji Earthquake
ere applied in dense~bin some distriets. I hope that these
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I . Abstract
Plan for Maracaibo considered the need to dens1fy and Ii~ the ~1ty
The proposed Urbanthe inmioent dispersion and changes of tJie perirnetral _boundanes. which
, acanc1es. to control f .
unent and d1sfunctional performance of the infrastructural nets
n tugh cost o rnves
• ·
t su
n '-·
resuIts I
e rational rowth of planned urban areas 1s the pnnc1pal reason
ppo lius
(POUL •993).Th ds
g pare ·rn equivalent cond111ons two types of city layou~ for low
· The types of layout studied
•
work• wtuch mien tof com
Maracaibo
are: the tradi u·ona1 reucuIar net
income ~o~~~g ~s~ iolonial layo~t); and a model constituted by independ~nt cells structurally
(based O · hel'3;1 of a "tree" • which after becmg anal1zed through a special process made up
organized an t ,orm
for both cases, has more advantages than the other.

°

2 . Introduction
.
Maracaibo is the second city of Venzuela by its population, but the biggest m extension
the
center of the petroleum and coal industry, the most important econolTll~al res?urces O _the
country. 11 is the focus for poor population from Venezuela and other ne1ghbonng_count~es,
most of all from Colombia. As a result, its unplanned growth has been vez;.ar~hic.;::o~mg
great slums areas located in the interstitial and peripherical areas of the "fo
Cllf . e ocaJ
go,·ernment. to solve the problem and considenng the high cost of urbaruzauon and
111frastrUctural services, tries to develop city areas rationalizing the use of the land. B_ut, the
waste of land had been one of the features of most of the residential areas bwlt for low mcome
sectors during the last couple of years, spec1ally on those built by the government.
Yet. its been realized about the imponance of land efficiency due to different aspects _and
considerations at many levels: the POUL (Local Urban Development Pl~ of Maracaibo)
d1agnos1s; the importance of the municipality investment which comes from its _o-:vn resources;
and that local governments shall be able 10 obtain resources from MIND UR, (Mirustry of Urb~
Development) for residential sectors, if such governments have the lo~ among the city
polygonal. These conditions added to the constant need of low income housmg offer, pl~s the
101.erest of local governments of stimulating the private investment, imply that the a~ailable
regional resources must be maximized in order 10 purchase residential land and provide the
greater amount of surface with infrastructure services; this shall be feasible tt_irough an urban
design taking into account the social conditions and the operational cost of services offer.
Works such as those of Caminos and Goether and Caminos and Caminos. similar to this one
regarding the scope, take into consideration a limited magnitude and analysis scale for the study
cases, those of which are different more by the typology of housing than by model of (Caminos
H y Caminos c.. 1977). This work is concentrated upon the behavioral observation of quantitative
variables. taking into consideration two models of "construction of a city" for low income
residential areas of Maracaibo - Level I of the Political Housing Law (Congrcso de la Repubhca d!
Venezuela. 1993). in order to modify the fonnal layout, highlighting the performance conditions
of ~ infrastructure net and the social and economical aspects of the family renected through
the1r rnvestment capacity to affort urbarustic and service level. The models studied are based on
the reu~ular and_the structurally organized form ("tree"), made up of blocks and condominiums,
respecuvely. (Fig I.)

an1

•·tn:e"

3 • Choosing the Typologies.
Th;~le~uon of the layouts of this stud) re~ulted from different nature reasons:
a
e ormal differences between patterns.
~~htion of the layout model\ m the urbdll organ11a11on of Maracaibo (The "tree'' 1~ 11
e macro-block concept of the 70' s).
~ Fonnal mducuon of the la)'out as of muruc1pal laws appro,ed (Cuy of M.,-aca,bo Mun,c,paJ
ouncil. 1988) and in force (POUL. 1993) and the LPH Operation Sl.lnd.v-d, (Congr,ss of 1he Republic

~~Ja'Jc:

ofVenewcla 1994).

~ The poss1b1hty of studymg the social and urban effect and relevance of the layouts into the
fi aracaibo's urban reality, regardmg the geograplucal locauon; the social and econonucal
eatures of the population; and the housing (101 and itself).
Fag. 2: "Nueva Dcmocrac1a" (1995) and Sector J of "C1udad Los~ada"/1996)-(School of
Arclutecture University of Zuha)

4 • Analysis Process .
The start of the work was the od
construction market cost
pr ucuon of referenual abstract models, m the context of
conditions of the two s of Maracaibo. wluch allowed the objecuve study of the effic1enc)
adaptauon 10 the place 1ypes of layout not havmg to take mto cons1dera11on the effect of
The models were produced programnu
, ,...
.
drawings on a real scale I
ng Av • OCAD ( Y-12, 10 order to make detailed
contairung construcuon ~o~ obtain mformauon to be stored on a data base linked to another
15 0
all~w
vanable calculauon. Afterv.ards. vanable stausucs
graphics were made up b
developments in order 1' ase . on e onnaJ modificauons of tJie layout wluch were called
control was the reticularo1:Slabl)t ~ 0} 0rms of companson: mtra-layout and inter-layouts ltlie
expanded by addm
yout ·
e~elopments are. d)nanuc, which means they may be
umt with a fix nuJ~~~£°: ts: _growth of the unu, modificauon of the number of houses per
keepmg fixed the total nu ~us. stanc- the number of houses per urut and uruts 1~ vanable,
made as illustrated m Fi·g m , r otherhouses m the layout. The add1uon of units (m SClttetsJ. was
. 3 ,or
reticular ca\C
Fig. 3· Way of addmg un11s ma reucular layout.
0
0 0
ar· - r~rr;H;:;H~~~~E!!9!1H
aa aaa
-=a1

•J

r:e

1°1

aa aa
aa aa

S ·. ~he Results: The "tree" the most efficient
It 1s 1mponan1 to point out that this I d
·
December 1996). Yet, the resulL~ m!yu ~ :responds ~o a determined lustoncal moment /Juneen as a re,erence for urban de 1gn
We shall now present, compai mg the I)·
f .
pes O 1a)out, the effect of de~elopmenrs m the studied
variables:
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. h naturally. responds to the
.
Costs.
an increase whic · ndency 10 remain the !>.lllle
5 . 1 . Caty Urbanurban total costs presenthsousing lot shows a te ber of house!> I~ enc reascd ,
the invesu:nent. When the nurn
Whereas the city
ndd!llon of units or houses. the layout is rnodJfied. out models
when the number of units in
in costs for both lay .
ent as well as IJl the _Particular
the result 1s a polynomial decrease .
.. both in to<~ _1nves~ncreasc in t.bc co ~t ctifference s
beuer layout 1s the -u-eeb • ed in add1uon. an
In an) way, the
each family. It 1s s ow ·
.
wluch shall carry out r both variable
both patterns (F ig. 4 an? ~1g. 5),
between the layo uts. fo
d y 15
- 3 !Jnear one f?r rut sextets w hen modifying the
u
In relauon to the total com. the• ten ..enc
cyclic response in chosen
and the e f',ect o f "bord er
3
ob erv ing a dlfference e~~e!: ihat ~ growth
amount of uml • ,..Jue the services with adj3cent nre
f the mvestment in urbamzallon
nt the lugbest part ~ and 55% in the"tree" type). A
co ndition'' (not shanng
5
st
TIie road conscrucuon co s
oet and between ~ ices costs 1!1 the reticular. w hic h 1s
th
(approXJrnately 7~% in the ::ed between th~e and ee~cncity net 10vesuncnt re~uirement
constant relauon 1s al o ob~ he "tree" s11ice the
unit is proportio nally modified.
not completely ~filled ~h~n the nu~ber of bOUSCS pe~
n services nets 1s obtained
disproporuonnlly mcreases ucular model the most c~pen~.1v~: :ge and electricity nets arc
On the other hand, for the
d l 6'h). Bui, for the tree • the mos t economical (reuc ular: 6%
from sewage (aprox. 17 ~ and 15% aprox.); be10g gas
18
both expensive (betwce~.
ro)U!llately).
.
approximately and "tree : 3'h app
d narruc development and by umt g rowth
Fig. 4 . and F1g. 5 Urban1za11on costs for y
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d was carried out the required part per family as an
On the o ther hand. at the mo ment suer st~a1:: exceeds 30% ('Gonzalez de K~~ffman M_., 1996)
urbanizauon inve:im~n~0
: st of the established limi~ by ~ Poliucal H ~u~~-~;.
0
of the ma;u_mum ~; : s (Housing National Council. 1996); w_hile the mvestmen1 0
of 105 rrunimum g20 d 12 minimum wages (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 ).
an
.
d b unit growth
case, vanes between
anuly Investment for urbanization of dynarruc develo pment an y
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5 2
Infrastructure cost s p er lot.
C d R d
lrU t'
~dn applying the dynamic developdmen~ th
poelyc~~ ~~ar~: ~~n~o:nar:~t~~es~~il~o~sten~e~c"y
dnnkmg water and ewage costs un erg
', th ..
..
·
h' ch a
to decrease with the exception of the cost for drinking water ,or c tree 1ype_. 10 w 1 .
·
·
'ase 1·s observed Yet the cost of the •·tree" is nlways lo wer than the reucular, whic h
rrunor mere
·
·
th ' 1 t
as follows· 62% road
. .
·
.
1s expressed m an average difference with respect 10 1s as one
construction. 7 ,65% drinking water. 45% sewage and 47% gas. Electnc1ty net 1s a an
exception: average 3.06% higher than the reticular.
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In electnc1ty com the e ffect for the "tree" model 1~ surular 10 tl1.it related to ga, co,ts. w hicn
reveries the favored cond1t1on to this respect to the reticular, ,incc an important de.:rca~
we
ill> a polynomial 1s produced, whic h places them underneath. from the tenth unit added

.i,

It I important to o b~erve that in the cost-!.Crv1ce vanauon c urve, for ro Jd con\lnl.::llon ~d
sewage . the add111o n o f the even
um~ has a dra~uc influence. \\ h1ch ma) be relatcdd to th!
"1mplanta11on" of the layout since the model!> have been conceived lca\mg .ll,I e
enviro nmental planning of the c ity
The influence o f the development b} growth of the uni/, 1mphes var1at1on, ,mular m coSI for all
services, being the general tendcnc) the loganthrruc decrease From this group, the dnnkmg
water cost curves are excluded for the "trce" and the electnc11y net (for both layout,) ~incc the~
are polyno mial. In the same manner the "tree" co,1 are less than tho~ of the reuculM. wluch
expressed m average difference form' 1s as follows: 59% m road consLrUct1o n. 44<:I- for ~ewage.
11 % for drink.mg wate r, 48% for gas and I~ e lectnclly

fiN

S. 3 . P e rforma nce indexes for the infrastructure n et
nets
The indexes analvzed be low pretend to establish the cffccuveness of the infra wucture f
relatmg requirement and cov~ragc distance needed m o rder to produce the a"adability o
service
drink.mg water~ • g~
and
· n to the dynamic
· de ...e/opmeni. the consumptio n m
· dc x 1'or
In relatio
'
c l11C
sewage evacuation net arc dctemuncd by polynorrual vanauon w uh a positive tc ndc n }
·
consumptio n index for· dnnkmg
water m the rcucular s hows ~ 10c.~ease o f more \ Ig ru ficancc
than in the ..tree•·, which 1s almost cons tant In any manner. the tree keeps a supen~ tcnde_ncy
above the reticular in .ill cases. having the fo llowing difference~. 83% sewage. 2 1 ,c dnnkmg
water, 40% gas and 74% in electr1c11:,,
Under the effect of the growrh of rlre umt. the vana11ons produced in the consumpuon/length
indexes (ga and dnnk.Jng water) and evacuauon/Jength. have a tende ncy to increase m a
loganthrruc form. Yet, 11 must be specified that in ,..hat 1s related 10 drinking water and gas the
e ffect1vene:.~ of the service. for the reticular model. responds in a positive and m a more d rru.uc
manner than in the "tree" , even tho ugh the valucl> on the last o ne are higher ln the case o f
sewage, the increase m both curves 1s tolally proporuo nnl In the same manner than m t.bc
dynamic development, the perfo rmance levels shown by the nets in the "tree" case are lughe r to
the reference case. being the relative d ifferences a:, follows: 77o/c sewage. 28o/c d nnkmg water.
39% gas, and 43% electnc11y.

the

The behavio r o f the c lectric1ty demand mdex is totaUy diffe rent m both analy~is situation~
When the modified cond.Juo n 1s the number of units, the tendency 1s to generate polyno rrual
curves, with an increase for the reucular and a decrease for the ··tree". Whe n related to the
number of houses, the effect 1s smu lar to the previous o ne in the reticular, but in the "tree" the
favorable co nd1tio~ is_ inverted: and as of 16 houses, the performance decreases drasucally 10
al~ost 200% . This 1s the only case 10 which the"trcc"layout 1s more inefficient than the
rcucular.
6 . C onclus ions.
· This study sho ws that the desig n of the formal structure of the layout, unrrustakable. has an
im portant inc idence in the investment costs required to carry o ut urbarusm.
• The most efficient c ity layout results to be the .. tree" type, with the exccpuo n of the \anables
relate? ~o the c lectncny nets (net costs, demand index). Probably. modify ing for the "tree" the
electnc1ty net design o r making II different from the trad1uonal. the cond1uo ns may im prove,
thu decre asing the investment tolal cos~.
• A direct re!ation between the layout growth manner (linear. focal etc.) towards the adjacent
areas (dynamic development), and the d ifferent vanables studied was proven.
~ For the dynamic d~1•e/opm~n1,_the add1uo n of uruts (sextets groups m linear form) is s hown
in the vanables sta11s11c graphicauon as "evolution cycles" of the layout. w ith less mtermed.Jate
values than the extremes, observing more mlluence in the "tree" model and a greater
im portance in the urbanizatio n total costs. Th.is suggests that. m o rder to decre~e even more the
total costs o f urban1za11o n, the extreme of thi~ "cycles" ~hould be separated mak.mg up the
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number of added units groups, m a honzont
of the roads.

essively increase the length

al I

me,

try in a not to exc

"

o~ar~~~::~~a~

.
.
.
omparing situations With the

w~~

the ona2e
ie~lunsu:~r of
. For all variables studied and for both m~els
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Moving Toward Sustainability- Integrating Strategic Environmental
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Canberra, ACT 0200, AUSTRALIA
e-mail: meg.kecn@anu.edu.au
INTRODUCTION
Conventional environmental impact assessment (EIA) processes focus on assessing
the environmental impacts of individual projects, however they are powerless to affect
the plarming frameworks within which projects are designed, and fail to address th e
cumulative impacts of projects. This failure of EIA has lead to considerable public
frustration, as is apparent from public participation proces ses where o ften 1t is not the
impacts narrowly defined by the scope of the EIA of the individual development
which are of concern. Rather. impacts related to the substance of urban plans and
complex interactions between variables are raised. A prac1ical solution is to apply
ElA techniques to the assessment of urban programmes. plans and policies - an
approach widely referred to as Strategic Environmental Assessment (S EA).
However, the SEA approach draws linle from the long history of urban planning
theory which directly addresses the complex mteracllons, o ver 11me and space,
between ecological, social and economic vanables within the urban environment and
it~ ~urrounds. Few of the core principles of sustainable cities, the culmination of
cnttcal urban planning thinking on c1t1es and their environments, are also
mcorporated. The attempts to conduct SEA of plans using project based methods
have not been satisfactory in tenns of addressmg public concerns as exemplified by
the EIA ofGungahlin, a new town development in Canberra.
What _is ~ceded •~ a different approach to the assessment o f urban plans which draws
on P1:nc1p!es denved from the urban planning literature of the 201h century This
planrung literature exhi~1ts a trend toward systems management of urban areas m
? rder to ach1~ve sustarnable cities. A systems perspec11ve could more easily
mcorpornte c111ze~ concerns about cumulative and regional impacts, urban design,
and the mterrelationships between urban variables such as ecosystems, land-use,
transport, culture, and economic activities.
STRATEGIC ASSESSMENT AND URBAN PLANNING
The new vogue m _policy and plarmmg these days 1s the ' strategic ' approach. EIA
~eeds to be strategic to be sustainable; p lans need to be strategic to be sustainable .
rnde_e d we all need to think strategically. But what does the Jargon mean?
Env_ironmental assessment aims to predict and evaluate an action 's impacts on the
environment, the conclusions to be used as a tool in decision-making (Thenvel et al.
I 994: l 3). _Env_ironment is broadly defined in the Commonwealth environmental
impact leg1s~a~1on to mean ''AH aspe~ts of the surrounds of people whether affecting
them as md1v1du~ls, or m their social groupings•·. Or, in lay terms, anything and
everythmg potentially that affects the well being o f people.
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PLANNING AND SUSTAINABLE CITIES
Urban plarmmg has a long history Given the space constraints ofth1s paper, some of
the theories and ideas most applicable to the achievement of sustainable c1t1e5 are
only very bnefly reviewed here. To begin, Howard's concept of the Garden City was
a response to ecolog1cally and socially dysfunctional urbanisation processes resulting
from the mdustnal revolution (Basiago 1996). The Garden City plan directly
addressed regional and localised impacts within an urban system framework
Industrial developments were located close to transport networks and away from
residential areas, b1ological waste products were returned to agncultural lands,
economic returns to development where to be used for public goods and services;
and, population growth was to be managed and dispersed before s1gruficant impacts
accrued. Fundamental to Howard's Garden Ciues was the maintenance of ecolog1cal
and social systems needed for human well being and development.
Similar comments are applicable to the planning theories espoused by others such as
Geddes (Neotechmc C111es, 19 t 5) who argued for seeing the city as a whole and
developmg city spaces which did not produce pollutants wluch impacted on the urban
enVJron_ment by exceedmg social or ecolog1cal thresholds. His concerns are
exemplified by the use of plans to try and maintain urban water catchments, reduce
the _use of non-renewable energy, and ensure that a human scale of development was
achieved Similarly, Mumford also promoted a v1s1on of regional planning which
was sy5tems based. Recently these sentiments have been well captured in Girardet's
G~ia 's _Atlas of C111es (1996), which promotes the idea of circular metabohsm within
c1t1es, 1.c. the maximum recycling of matenals and the mm1murn use of energy
Sentiments which are also echoed m the on-gomg debate concerrung the ments of
compact cities with respect to energy and matenal consumption, social cohesion. and
pollution emissions.
One could elaborate further, but the conclusion would be the same - there is a
dominant school of thought throughout the 20111 century that urban planning should be
based on sound systems concepts, and thus each urban plan can be fairly assessed on
its merits with respect to the maintenance and enhancement of urban systems'
functions, broadly interpreted to include ecological, social and economic systems
But can SEA provide the framework and assessment processes adequate to such a
task?
ATTEMPTS AT INTEGRATL G STRATEGIC A SESSMENTS AND
PLANNING
In the ACT, hke in all other state and temtory junsdictions in Australia (Thomas
1996), new developments expected to have significant impacts on the envuonrnent are
required to prepare an environmental impact statement (EIS) When the new town of
Gungahlin was being planned 1t was decided that given the s1gn1ficant impacts that
the plan, an EIA should be conducted Such a study was not, strictly spealung
required, as Gungahlin 1s pan of the larger settlement plan for Canberra. By
developing the plan for Gungahlin and conducting an EIS concurrently, 1t was hoped
that a rigorous assessment of potential impacts could be conducted and the plan could
mitigate agamst these impacts

The process exemplifies a strategic approach to plarming accordmg to the dclimt1on
provided above. The EIS was comprehensive m Its CO\'Crage, although pubhc
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Planners and their associations need to become more involved m the _development of
environmental assessment processes which are applicable to planrung, rather than
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accept that a process developed to assess individual developments 1s appropnate for
the task of asscssmg urban plans

MOVING FORWARD: ASSESSING PLANS BASED 01'- SUSTAINABLE
URBAN PLANNING PRINCIPLES
As argued by Bas1ago ( 1996) and at the bcginmng of this paper. urban plannmg does
have a history of ideas which are relevant to the creation of sustainab le urban hv1ng
environments and their assessment. Furthermore, this history 1s one which extends
into the present and has been developed by contemporary wnters under vanous
banners, perhaps the most commonly used is ' sustainable c1t1cs· Planners 11n olved m
the planning of sustainable cities need to adhere to some basic principles as outlined
in Box 1. Those presented are hardly comprehensive, but they are directly derived
from planning concepts which have developed over time, and are likely to be n cher m
meaning than those being applied to planning based on strategic environmental
assessment.
These principles could be used to develop an assessment tool specific to urban
planning which could assess 'strategically' urban plans and would also be compati ble
with the now dominant sustainable development concept undcrlymg sustainable c111es
Like SEA, the urban plannmg assessment process would address impacts but, more
imporlantly. It would also directly deal with the interrelationships between variables
within the urban environment and addres.; issues related to urban systems '
management.
Box 1:
Selected Principles of Sustainable Cities
The urban plan, and subsequent amendments, should:
• be compatible with pre-existing ecological processes such as air flows, watersheds
and biogeochem1cal cycles
• be consistent with concepts of circular metabolism, 1.e. the recycling of biological
matter and reduction of energy flows
• be developed with public panicipauon to ensure public priorities and concerns arc
mtegral to the plan. and local knowledge is used
• ensure that human health and any affects on 1t are miugated
• co_~1d~r the equity implications of all aspects of the plan, and whenever possible,
m1rum1se any regressive impacts
ensure rapid commumcauon flows and systems feedback
• integrate bureaucrahc planning and control functions to avoid unnecessary
fragmentation of responsib1h11es
• develop planning systems which arc adaptive and able to respond to systems
feedback over time.

.

Sources: Bas1a110 1996. Guardct t 996, Hau~bton and Hunter 1994; Van dcr Ryn and Cowan 1996

More creative planning responses to urban planning needs in the 2 1" century could
evolve through the development of assessment techniques compatible with soft
systems analyses. This would mean a greater role for public participatory processes
in the development of, and regular review of. urban plans. It would also mean a
significant paradigm shift so that .
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REMAKING ASIAN CITIES: THE SECOND CYCLE
Liu, Thai-Ker
Director
RSP Architectl Plannen & Engineen (Pte) Ltd
lS Scotts Road
#07--00 Thong Teck Building
Singapore 228218

The phenomenal economic growth in Asia in the last three decades 1w brou&ht ~ut rapid
urbanisation. Unfortunately, the economic upping has not been matehed by en~nmental
improvement- In fact, the haphazard urbaniaation process has generated many.~vtronmental
problems such as pollution, traffic congestion, insufficient infrutructure provmon and even
urban uallness. This paper anemptS to trace the cau,es of this unhappy situation and explore
alternatives.
The main thrust of argument is demonstrated in diagram 1. It shows that economic arowth ~
given rue to powerful forces for rapid urban development. However, govemmeuts. w~e 1~ prepared to manage the situation. The unplanned and poorly controlled rapid urbanisa1l~ 1Il
rum aggravated problems in the cities. The ref\Utmlt Asian cities are prodw:ts of mJ.Xed
blessings: better materialistic life; poorer living environment. If one considers this round of
urbanisation as the first cycle of urban redevelopment, then there is a dire need for a costly
second cycle of redevelopment to make cities more livable. Hence the title of my pa.per.
Let us now look at the Asian urbanisation phenomenon in greater detail, as shown in dill3fll!II

2. There is a historical reason for the powerful forces of rapid urban development.
Urbanisation was slow in the past due to poverty and weak governments. . However, the
population in urban centres continued to grow. With the momentum generated by rapid
economic growth, the hunger for development became clearly evident and resulted in a huge
rush for consttuction.

The city governments were ill-prepared for this avalanche for a number of reasons.
Defective planning systems could not cope with the speed of change. The oseillati.ng political
strength and willpo~ led to inconsistent planning decisions. Interference by high officials
and poorly and hastily prepared master plans affected the credibility of these plans. In most
c~s, developers could deviate quite substantially from the planning parameters of a given
Site.

The unsatisfactory political direction has not been helped by a generally poor understanding of
what makes a healthy city. In other words, the technocrats, at best, use blunt planning tools to
solve complex urban problems. This situation is further ageravated by the tyra1111y of
commercialism. It is not uncommon that developments take place before plamtlng. Instead of
paying attention to critical urban issues, many city officials show more interest in monument

Van dcr Ryn. s. ands. Cowan. 1996. & olog,cal Design. Washington, Island Press.
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However, in the context of th.is paper, I would like to suggest four critical fac~rs .. The first is
the presence of a workable administration system supported by respect for obJective analyses
and logical reasoning. Second, there 1s a workable master plan, supported by a tranSpal'Cllt and
relatively efficient planning system. Third, the scope of physical development ~ - sone
~ond jUJt master planning. There is a very effective public-private partnership in the
following areas:
Planning
this involves land use distribution. transportation network and
environmental quality usurance
Imaging - this refers to broad mapping of environmental and visual variation from
district to district
Conservation • this means the protection of heritage from the past
Urban Design and Architecture. Thia has to do with creating heritage of the future
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Pollutive factories and plants will have to be pulled down ~d relocated m spec Y estgnated
1.0nes. Obsolete or poorly built buildings have to be demolished.
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The Singapore experience shows that it is not necessary to follow the route of sec?nd cycle of
urban redevelopment, even though in the last three decades the pace of change in the Small
city-island state of 3.5 million people has been rapid. There are obviously many reasons for
the successful, smooth and low wastage urbanisation of Singapore.

Urban Decorate and Incidental Design • This refers to shopfront design, urban
furniture, banners and so on which enrich the visual environment
In addition to all of the above, a city may be physically well-planned and beautiful. but it ~
only come to life With appropriate activities everywhere, liJce drama on the stage of_life.
Whether the physical development will be well executed or not depends on the profession.al
skills of the planner, and designers, as well 115 shared values. The quality of a master plan is
profoundly influenced by the vision of the city fathers, the planning goals of the planners, the
common social & environment values of the people and the relative priority of people's
aspiration from and for the city.

By handling the planning and development of Singapore in the way outlined earlier, Singapore
has become an attractive place environmentally for international business. This brings about
the b1:ginning of a virtuous cycle.
As to the goals for a city, one can quite safely assume that it is the wish of most people and
their city officials to guide their own cities towards being both healthy and beautiful.
Diagrams 3 and 4 suggest an approach towards a healthy city. This demands commitment
from the top men in the city government. Only then, can one expect sound policies and critical
strategies to be evolved from the city government These can, in turn, be tl'a.tlSlated into
effective regulations for implementation, enforcement and maintenance.

To have a healthy city is the fundamental right of its inhabitants. But all of us aspire to live in
a beautiful city as well. To begin with, the core planning value should give equal emphasis on
people, economic and environmental improvements.
Second, we should move into the mindset that "economic miracles" and environmental
improvements enhance, rather than negate, each other. fn moving towards environmental
improvement, obviously there are many factors to be considered. Let me mention a few key
principles which would at least steer us away from causing harm and destruction to our own
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cities ill the proceas of caffYllli out redevelopment. One should plan from big to smau
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Finally to create beauti1W cities, besides skills, a city needs to have shared urbansca
amona its people. Whether a city rums out to be uclY or beautifU1, can ultimate! bepe vallJea
the value system of inhabitants of the city. For example do they want the' .Y traced to
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Introduction
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•• ·
rting the interests of capital over
Plarurin g and d esign h as b e en_wide ly cnttc1s~ as suppoh as championed such c riticisms
nt s ocial groups . David Harve y 1· g the banes of capitalist urban
the l·nte rests of· diffe re
I
·
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w ith his analysis o f P anrung ~
_es•
··; (Harve 1989. 51). The 'typolo gy o f the
d evelopme nt rathe r than <:hccki.ng . its <:x c~~es
c tionyof h~erreal e nvironme nts .~ and
marke tplace• , the ' inve ntton of his tones • produ
. . . ed as ' s moke screen[s] for the
the • . . . s o-called search for urbanity' have all ~ een cnttc 1s ! 996· ! 59- 16 0). ' Postmode rn
0
growing gap b etween the rich_ ":"d the _P ? r ( se; 1;-~forta ble' and ' friendly' built
archi tecture· is seen ~ prov1~1ng a
~ d esign fe ature s of particular urban
env iro nme n t - oi:1e which marupulat~
·
d urban rede v e lopment sch emes'
g and d esign is s e en as an
lo cations . .. to ... g1v e an accomrnoda~mg f~e _to ~
( K e arns and Philo 1993 : 23). This tren
~ P,
t Janne rs and d e signers who
• . . . indi fference to the public r e alm'' a ' new re:'-h s n:, :"~~ ~; : PJ 12). U rban d esign. the n ,
are now ' s c e n e-makers n o t social r e fo~e_rs (B y
mode ls of r eality' where styles
follows • . . . formulas establishe d by adve rtts m g . . . mve nted I ' (Boyer 1994: 11 9; Zukin
arc · .. .d iv orc ed from the ir s o c ial conte xt.. .[and) b ecome coo · · ·
1995:9).
· ·
·
and des ign i s a growing a w aren ess o f a
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laim s o n urban arcas . . . [ s uch as] ... teen -age
•.--~ ~de range of te ~ ~:~e:~~ ~ ~ ~ =:ns~rat:ions, m arch es and p arad e s ; block parti~s
b b
~estivals ' These spatial p rac t ices d o n o t depend for the ir
c ruts t.ng . ..te mporaryd
and o ther urban an s u ur an 1•
•
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• . . . s u ccess u p o n well d e s igned public s p aces. On th e con trary, oflen the less hosp1tah le
and m o r e b leak a setting, the more s uccessful the ephemeral event" (Gh.irard o I 996 44).
S uch s p aces hav e been i nterpreted as • . . . ' sites of insurgent citizenship ' (Holston). s paces
of di a logue (Gilbert 1995) ' exp erimental sett in gs ' (Friedmann), ' mediat ing si tes '
(R occo) , o r · s tubbo rn s paces· ( D e Certeau)' (Gi lbert 1995: 2). Such a public realm
b ecomes ' [i]nscribed in a changing economy of space . .. med ia ti n g . .. between ideolo gical
institutions and eve.ryday p ractices ' (Gilbert 1995: 2). They become s pac es · . .. based on
contes tation rathe r than unity ... created thro u gh competin g in terests and viol e nt demands
as muc h as b y r easoned d ebate . D emonstration s, strikes, and riots, as well as struggles
o v er issu es s uch as te mperance or s u fTTage .. . aren as w h ere multiple pubhcs with
inevitably c o m petin g c oncerns struggle and wher e conflict takes many forms ' (Cr~wford
1995 :4 - 5 ) . K e arns and P hi lo argue that • .. . h e re , in t his d iscussion of the ' ? ther side' _of
the city's human geography t hat squid ges out fro m ben eath t h e econ omic and social
logics isolated above. we have found the key to w h y the city's cultural capital can ne~ er
be m anipulated as consensually as the place marketeers would like' (Kearns and Ph ilo
1993 : 17).
The ways in w h ich s u ch •o th e r sides' o f the city are const:n.lc ted and negotiated b y
planners. pol icy m akers and designers is of in creasing i n terest to urban research (see for
exampl e Ander s on 199 1 : 1998; Jacobs 1998). S u ch wor k draw s on con tinuing debates
about the role of 'place · in cons tructing ide ntity and n egotiating u.rban change (sec for
e xample M ass ey 1994; Hayden 1995; Hanson et al 1995 ; Keith et al. 1995). One of t he
s tTongest argume n ts emerging within this literature is th e need to focus on a ' located
p o litics o f di ffere n ce• w hich recognises th e "entang lemen t b e tween iden ti ty, power.. and
place • (Finc h er and J acob s 1998).
St KJlda, M e lbo urn e

As a bayside suburb of M e l bourne. A u stralia, St J<jlda has a Jong history of social groups
from the ' o ther side' of the human geograph y of the city. Histori cally . St !Glda is known
as an area o f m ixed soci al groups. Prior to Europe an senlement it was a mee ting and
c orro borec area fo r local A b original communiti es in the Port P hi llip B ay area. From the
turn of the century until the 1930s St Kilda became a popu lar b each Te treat for
M e lbourne 's elite and witnessed the construction of a number o f beach side
accommodat.ion places. St Kilda slipp ed into n o to rious decline in the 1970s and I 9S0s
whe n i t b ecame known as the p rinciple area of drug exchange and p rosti tutio ~ in
Melbourne . Wi th this d ecl ine came the refurbishment of many of the beach hos tels tnto
low income boarding h ostels, and crisis a.nd acconunodation suppon services beg an to
loc a te in the area. St Kilda today r e m ains wid ely rec ognised as an area offeri.ng
emergen cy s u ppon to low income and homeless p eop le. S t K.ilda aJso re presents an area
o f contin ue d develo p ment p ressure since it is a beachside location . St K.i lda is
increasingly becom i n g gentrified as boarding h ouses are sold and strata ti tled, and the
divers ity of the area is sold as an attraction for inner city l iving. 1n a recent ed ition o f
V o gue A u strali a St Kilda was pitched as ' St Kilda 3182 ... M elboume' s cosmopolitan
party precinct. w h ere b ikers meet yentas. and the bars arc snakepits .. .it even has a
Melrose P lace' (Vogue A ustr alia May 1997: 14 8).
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d·trerent social groups in contributing to
J0 red the role of I
tr t
.
al
historians
have
e~
history
for example, traces s ee prostitution
1
1
~t riJd~ identity. Longmire's rwo volu:;1~e- whe~ •....demoralised youths resorted to
in St K.tlda, noting the !97~ as .~ere was more money t~ be ma~e from &utter
tituuon and drug use.. .(s mce].
Id yield in a few weeks (Longmire 1989: 256)
pros lers in a few hours than the dole who~ media debates about street prostitution in ~
craw
· a· d has researc e
·
d th
t
More recently, Craig ir .
hi h 'discourses of prostitunon an
e ca egory of the
1
exploration o; the waY: ~ : ~ existing power struc_tur~ (Bir~ 1997: 6). Through a
prostitute are produc~ · · f d' ourses of street prostitution Bird shows that street
deconsttUctive analysis 0th is~ction of St Kilda identity' (Bird I 997:2). He argues
•
entral to e co
Kild t l
·
prostiru~es are c
of the 'deviant' woman working the streets, St
a, a e~t since
that '[l]1ke the figure ed as 8 social and moral yardstick. It is the geographical and
the J~s, has bee~n~: which other Melbourne suburbs have been measured 10 terms of
discursive space adg thical standards...' (Bird 1997: !).
social cohesion an e
mmunity groups and their stated views on street prostitution to
Bird focuses on co
Kild 'd tity' (B ·
th 'historically shifting spatial construction of a St
a I en
1rd
.
1
;
early as 1974 residents ... were complaining about 'gutter crawlers'. in the
·, (Bird 1997: 21-23). In the 1990s, however, residents groups ~r~eoted different
~lions of street prostitution. Bird argues that '[s]hifts in public thinking towards the
eservation of a local identity... and the acknowledgement that sex workers should be
:;corded the same rights as any other citizen, were echoed in c~paigns by a grou~ o~ St
Kilda residents in 1994' (Bird 1997: 41). He argues that the notion ofstr~et prostitution
presented by the 1990s residents group' ... can be seen as a kind of~ostalg1c emp!oyment
of prostitution. It is used as an identificatory marker of resistance m order to reiterate a
pre- and anti-gentrification St Kilda citizen... ' (Bird 1997: 42).

!~S:.:,;e'A:

Notions of a 'diverse' local community saturate current statements formulated by the
Local Council. The 'Community's Vision', prepared through community consu!t~tions by
the City of Port Phillip, explains 'Our Vision... [is] ... for a City where diversity is
sustained and harmony promoted, a Community where there is a high degree of civic
pride and a shared responsibility for people. It is a City where a sense of Community is
powerfully experienced by all - residents, businesses and visitors alike. People of all ages,
cultural and socio-economic backgrounds work, live and play together in a Community
where there are no pockets of economically disadvantaged (CoPP 1997: 11 ).
More specific policies, such as the Housing Strategy, also base their proposals on the
notion of 'diversity'. The fundamental plll'))Ose of the Housing Strategy is stated as:
'provid[iog] housing diversity which contribules to the maintenance of social diversity,
and to achieve this by the provision and facilitation of affordable, accessible and suitable
housing which meets the needs of all groups within the community, in particular those
which are disadvantaged within or unable to adequately access the private housing
market...' (Spivak 1997: 16). The Cultural Strategy addresses the importance of ' local
cultural diversity: 'By ensuring a vibrant arts culture and service delivery which engages
with, is implanted in and arises from the local community, the Cultural Plan will
contribute to the development, celebration and promotion of the concept of the urban
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village and the City of p
. 1· ed 'th
Ort PhiJJi '
imp icat . wi such cultural tra .. p s identity' (Wallace 1997 3) Urban des1
is
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· r an design h ·
•
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• entage, tounsm, environment and
1
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• e c1oscJy inte
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.
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I
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- e St l(jjda Depot Site
The St Kilda Depot sue p
.
rov1des a h
of design and the wa ·
nc case stud fi
aim of the project is· mbecowluch 'diversity' is y or an explora11on of the social impact
.
.
o
me a de
negotJated through design processes The
10 relat10n to housing mix ar h.
monstrahon project to the
this project arc ho ed ' c llecture and urban d .
pnvate and pubhc sector
developments ... ' (Co!P ~o .become a benchm:f\!he total proJect or elements of
1
98. 5). The brief foo th .
future, pnvatc res1dent1al
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.
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The St Kilda Depot site is a 1
depot for the former Ci
·2 hectare sne which w
.
•... municipal vehicl ty of St. Kilda and then Ci fas prev1_ously used as a municipal
and, at an earlier s e servicing, ~ waste matena ty o Port Philhp. Former uses 10cluded
site will be changedtaJ::n\%ii~~ipal incinerator.'.~ •~~;~
enals ~tockpiling

:~t;t~~

1

?ft~i;ed:;(:rocess. The red;:s;;;~i'~=ther Mix~ Us:~~ r~ide:t:~. :rp~
...th hp ~
under the City of Port Phil!'
an ~xphc1t social Jusl!ce agenda It is the
1
to e ous10g
.
f • • needs of local residents hi PhHousing Pro<>r<>m
.,,.-... ••these proJects
respond
pr~ess; nsmg property values and sub; c have been created or exacerbated by the
proJect e Program will have provided 2:uent gentnfication. By the completion of this
older person and single persons Withm th C rental housing units for low income family
e ny of Port Phillip' (CoPP 1998: 2).
•
Key features of the proiect includ h
. I d ·
,
e t e foll ·
s~1a an p~vate housing.. .50% of the o~ng. '·: .a rrux of market and needs-based
pnvate hou_smg; there will be high uah social housmg will be cross-subsidised by the
that the built form will act as d q ty arclutectura] and urban design stand d
a emonstrat
.
ar s so
.
•
active enVJro~ental design so that the dev ion proJe~t; and best pracl!ce passive and
model for medium density proJects elsewh ~lopment is ecologically sustainable and a
ere (CoPP 1998: I)
Descriptions of the location of th .
. .
e sue begin to .
the area: .'The site
is located in the heart
po1111 out the contrasting social groups 10
has the_ highest res1de_ntial density in Mel~ the densely populat~ ...St IGlda area, wluch
has a _high concentrauon of low mcome fl urne... The sue also hes within an area which
low income and disadvantaged
ats and roommg houses and social services for
transport ... The area is used for streetersons ... The area is well services by pubhc
prost1tu11on .. (CoPP 1998: 2).
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.
of types of public spaces in the proposed
\llule
the
project
brief
idennfies
~
~~een
the siting and design of these spaces and
\
•'·es·. no connccoon
• the area: 'The master .plan
rede\'tlopmen~ ii· m...
of the public spaces m
. wi·11 set
the existing d1\·erse social u:I involve housing which will address two ex1stmg Streets
the design framework and ed, . temal roads. There are proposed to be open public
and possibly two. newly cr:~an maths through the site which link with the su_rrounding
sp:ices and a n~twork of~
ften the buildings and roof tops. Architecturally
50
. the built form and important view lines will be
area. Appropnate landscaping _11'1
ed
·11 feature prominent1y m
d
integrat an 11'1
0th fi tures may include a convenience shop an community
protected or created.. • er ea
facilities' (CoPP 1998: 3).

'Ii

.d rifled as responsible for the 'nature' of the public spaces
Indeed, ~e factors t.hat are~ :at the site should have ' ... a h~an. scale.and ...(crcate] ...
are -~hitec~l. It is argu al aces through the provision of building heights, set backs,
pos111vc pubhc or co~un ~ vistas· [engender] a sense of neighbourhood identity
open spaces, ~try p:nts :cl~sive ~nclavc which inhibits the surrounding to use the
10
wilbout appeannfg d anths or public open space; [Value) the interface of buildings with
networks o streets an pa
.
d th
d
· g and new external and mtcrnal streets an pa s an the
the network of eXJS· 1m
.
.
importance of street level activity and design detail' (CoPP 1998a: 5).
Whil th urban design briefargues that the design of the site should ' ... encourage active
t ~a;es which foster activity through ...provision of interaction points ..:.the a?sence
~;:lank walls ... visible car parking ...attractive and functional street furni~e• it. ~so
roposes that such design fea~ should limit 'unwanted' soc1aV~no~c act1VJty.
~ith some inherent contradictions it is argued that the site should tnh1b1t ' ... street
prostitution and illegal or undesirable ~g activity in intei:ial str~ts, pathwa_ys and
common/public spaces ...[and that) ...des1gn means to achieve this should mclude
adequate street lighting and elimination of blind corners and sec!uded places.. Street
design is not to aim at eliminating street prostitution in the surroundmg area as this only
pushes the problem to other areas... ' (CoPP 1998a: 8).
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Reports

Research interviews
I. City of Port Phillip [CoPP] 1997 'The City of Port Phillip Community Plan - A

In order to explore the impact of urban design on different social groups and the way in

which 'difference' is negotiated, material from in-depth interviews with key players
involved in the St Kilda Depot site will be presented at the conference. Interview
respondents will include local government policy-makers, architects and landscape
architects for the site, street sex workers, and representatives of the Prostitutes Collective
of Victoria. These interviews will explore the cUITent uses and meanings of the site, the
perceived uses and meanings of the site, consultation processes undertaken and the
anticipated impact of redesign on the use and 'identity' of the area.

Statement of Community Aspirations'.
2. City of ~ort Phillip [CoPP) 1998 'The St Kilda Depot Housing Project - Project
Descnphon'
3. Ci~ of Port Phillip [CoPP) 1988a 'The St Kilda Depot Housing Project - Urban
Design and Architecture Brief
4. This is a preliminary working paper only and provides the context for the work to be
presented at the conference.
5. St Kilda was amalgamated with other Bayside Councils in 1994 to fonn the City of
Pon Phillip
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. in East Jerusalem
The lsn1eli Land Use Planning Pohcy
Rassem Khamaisi
Department of Geography
Haifa University,
Mount Carmel, Haifa 31905
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Introduction
.
the Jsraeh land use planning _policy in ~ast
The aim of tlus paper is to discuss tJI their urban sttucture. This paper clauns
Jerusalem and its consequences on sh3 P . g tool in the hands of the Israelis to fulfill
that the planning pohcy in East Jerusale~ '.s a development by the use of a restrictive
The unp
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developmental dispanty e
Conflict in Jerusalem
th eoturY a conflict has existed between the
Sutce the beginning of the twenue ~n~ domination in Palestine, including
Zionist movement and the Arabzs· c~nt movement did not give real attention to
.
d ens1ve,
..
Jerusalem. UnU·1 the I 920s the 1001s
d the Jewish population was negauve,
Jerusalem. Its anitude to Jerusal~~,2 79) . Until the J 920s the relationship between
estranged and neglect~ (Ka~cm was mostly one of co-operation. Lately, this
the Arabs and Jews 10 Jcrusf nffct Jerusalem has suffered from local conflict
relationship h~ become on~c \a~on:I groups, which is part of the national and
between the different e ~
international-religious conflJct. . turning points in the conflict over Jerusalem during
y et, there have been hi
twoh matJI
came as a result of catastrophic events. The "w~t was the
the last Jive decades, w c d as the war of 1967 between Israel and the Arab states.
of 1948 and the secon w
h · 1d d
war
e first war, the city was divided into two parts. The w~s_tem part '.15 m~ u ~
th
~er
tale of Israel and declared its capital. The Palestuuans who hved m this
• : : : : ; :vacuated and their houses populated by Jews or demolis~ed (Monis,
The other part, namely East Jerusalem, was annexed together WJth the West
987
Bank\o the state of Jordan. After the war ~f 196~, Israel occupi~ East Jerusalem as
art of the Arab lands which were occupied dunng the war. ~rnce th~n, Israel has
~eclared unification of the two parts of Jerusalem_under I_sraeh ~vere1gnty and h~
begun to determine the development according to tts planning pohcy to secure Israeli

f

objectives.
Emergence of statutory planning in Jerusalem
..
.
The first )and-use plan for Jerusalem was prepared i_n I 9 I 8 by the ~nt1sh engmeer
William Mclean. Mclean's plan, which was considered the basts for statutory
planning in Jerusalem, was followed by four further plans which ,w~re also pr~ared
by British planners (Patrick Geddes' plan in 1919; Clifford Ashby s m 19~2; Clifford
Holliday's in 1930 and Henry Kendall's in 19'!4) (H~an, 19~4r Accor~mg to these
plans the municipality of Jerusalem was authonzed to issue bwldmg perrmts.
.
During the British mandate, Jerusalem was the administra~i".e ce~tre of Palestme.
The plarrners were aware of this, and allocated land for adimrostrattve purpo~es_ to
facilitate the centrality of Jerusalem (Efrat, 1993). However, they adopted restncllve
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planni?g s t!ll in use m Jerusalem today When Jerusalem was d1v1ded m 1948, two
mum~ipalittes were established and each used the mandate plannmg legacy The
Israelis prepared an outline plan m 1949 which was amended m 1959 10 develop the
west part of Jerusalem, which included about 33,000 dunams The Jordanians also
prepared an outline plan for East Jerusalem tn 1966 which included some of the
villages around it in an area of about 70,000 dunarns, ~h1le the muruc1pal area of East
Jerusalem was about 6,500 dunams. lmmcd1ately after Israel occupied East Jerusalem
and the West Bank m 1967, Israel announced the annexatJon of East Jerusalem and
some of the nearby villages and declared a reunited Jerusalem by expandmg their
boundary. Within the new muructpal boundary, Israel prepared a new land-use master
plan m 1968 to control the development under full Israeli sovereignty, which 1s still
the basts for the development in Jerusalem. The lsraehs have strived to control
development in and around Jerusalem by detenninmg the boundary for the regional
plan 1/82 (Coon, I 992) or metropolitan plans which mcluded a major part of the West
Bank .
Israeli planning objectives in Jerusalem
The Israeli planning policy in Jerusalem strives to acrueve the followmg obJecltves.
First, to gain intemat1onal recognition of a uruted Jerusalem as the Israeh capital.
Second, al the nattonal her, to transform Jerusalem to be the poltttcal adm1rustrat1ve
core and the largest metropolttan area ID the Israeh state, with a large Jewish
lunterland. Third, at the regional-local tter, the Israel obJecttve has been to change the
demographic and the national-ethnic structure of the Jerusalem area to create a Jewish
majority. Fourth, to preserve the Israeli demographic objecuve which seeks to restnct
the Palestinian population m Jerusalem to less than a trurd of that of the Israelis.
Finally, at the local her, the Israeli objective seeks to secure a united Jerusalem as one
urban unit and to prevent any possible future temtonal division along nattonal or
ethnic lines. The followmg part of this paper attempts to show the use of the statutory
land-use plann1Dg to achieve regional and local Israeli obJectives.
Instrument of the detailed plan
The Israeli planning policy in East Jerusalem was denved from the aforementioned
objectives. The detailed town planning scheme has been used as an instrument in the
hands of the mumctpaltty to determme the land-use planrung for issuing building
permits for every development. The annexation of East Jerusalem and the surrounding
villages to Israel have included the dissolution of the murucipahty of East Jerusalem
and the village councils and the suspension of all their authonttes. The west Jerusalem
municipality was bestowed with all the authority ID the new, expanding junsdiction
under the Israeli law. Under the Israeli Plann1Dg and Butlding Law of 1965, the
municipality is a local planrung committee which has the authonty and the duty to
prepare outline and detruled plans wruch have to be approved by the district and the
national plannmg committees (Government of Israel, 1966). The approval of detailed
plans is a precondition for the developer to obtarn a building permit according to the
detailed plan. The three tiers of the planning-committees, the local municipality, the
district and national committees have no Palestinian representation. Thus, the
planning mechanism of outline and detailed plans has been used to direct or restrict
land-use development. The decision when to prepare detai led plans and the area and
suggested land-use are determined by the municipality or the district planning
committee. Indeed, the Palestinians as individuals can appeal against the detailed
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attempt is made below to show how the technical p)aJ1111Ilg, used m the process of
preparing detail_e~ platls, be?efits ~e Is~ae~s in East Jerusalem and allows them to
realize their pohc1es and achieve thetr objectives.
One technique relies on the plan's capacity for residential units, by placing a
ceiling on the number of flats which are allowed to be built in the plan area in the
target year of the pl31l. The determination of pl3111ling capacity fonns an effecuve
instrument for preserving what is called the 'demography balance' in Jerusalem, by
determining the percent of building allowed in a fixed plot (Kaminker, 1995). The
planning capacity technique demonstrates duality by striving for maximum capacity
in the pl311S prepared for the Israeli neighbourhoods and minimum for the
Palestiniatls.
A second technique is the designation of land for 'green zones', which means
preventing 311y building on it. The available data point to about 46,500 dunams in East
Jerusalem as yet not expropriated by the Israelis (B'tselem, 1995) (private and Waqt).
About a fifth of this land is allocated for development, the rest is classified as 'green
zone' land. The Palestini31l experience shows that most of the Israeli neighbourhoods
in East Jerusalem have been established in areas which were classified as 'public open
spaces' or 'nature reserves' in the Jerusalem master plan of 1968, but these
classifications were later ch31lged by detailed plans to establish new Israeli
neighbourhoods such as Ramot, Neve Ya'acove, Pisgat Ze'ev.
The third technique is sinlply to delay the preparation of outline or detailed plans
and to protract the process of approving plans. The responsibility of preparing outline

plan as a basis for detailed plans lies with the municipality and local planning
committee. !11 fact, both did not fulfill their duties accordmg 10 the Jaw by delaying
the preparation and approval of plans for the Palcstiruans in Jerusalem For example,
the process of preparing plan no. 2317 for Beit Safafa began in J977 but final
approval was not until December 1990; the planning process of prepanng plan
no.2683a for Arab es-Sawahreh began in I 979, atld is not approved as yet
_The fourth technique is identifying built-up areas as special sites, which are
designated for conservation because of historical architectural and cultural
considerations. Some Palestinian neighbourhoods, such'as Silwan, Wady el-Jouz, Altur,_ el-Souane and the old city, have been classified by detailed plans as special sties,
w_hich ~eans that the addition or expansion of any existing building catl be prevented.
Lrrmtattons on building in these areas were introduced m the first plan for Jerusalem
in 1918 during the British mandate and adopted in full by the Israelis for the
Palestinians.
The fifth technique used involves the granting (or non-granting) of the required
building permits for every physical development. The Planning and Building Law
determines whether development permits are issued, according to approved outlme or
detailed plans. The absence of approved plans prevents the obtaining of building
permits. Moreover, the process of obtairung building pennits is both protracted and
costly, thus setting obstacles for families with JimJted resources. In addition, the
requirement for land ownership affirmation as a precondition for obtaining a buildmg
permit ofte? delays or even prevents the issuing of the permit. The affirmation of land
own_ersh1p ~ the name of those who require a building permit presents a difficult task,
particularly if the parcel of land is owned by too many registered owners (Mosha'a),
som~ of~h~m are deceased or absentee. So, in many cases Palestmians are unable to
ob~n bu1ldmg permits because of difficulties m achieving the requirements of the
detailed platl, listed in the legislation.
The Palestinians see the Israelis detailed plans for their areas as just another
metho~ of ~xpropnating the1I land. Palestinian efforts to change the situation by
preparing different plans articulating their desires and ambitions are limited: Their
protests are mainly via complaints and rejections. The inertia of Palestinians stems
from s_everal '.actors, such as the absence of local organizations able to deal with tlus
complicated issue. Moreover, the active agencies in the field will generally not
coop~te ~th the municipality, because they do not want to create a situation of
nonnal1zatJo~ with _the occupation. In additJon, most of the empty land was
~o_n_centrated m the Vlllages which were annexed to Jerusalem. Here people refused to
irutJate _pl~s for many different reasons: political, traditional, fear of possible
expropnahon, taxation and the desire to reserve the land for their children.
The sp~ti~l planning policy: surrounding, penetration and continuity
Th~ ex~stmg sp_atial delineation of the entatlglement of Israeli and Palestiruan
res1denhal areas 1s a direct result of the Israeli planning policy and the implementation
o_f detailed plaJlS to achieve the Israeli objective. Therefore, the demographic changes
aim to strengthen the existing Israeli situation and secure the annexation of East
Jerusalem.
The '_Israelization • of _th~ Jerusalem area has been realized via the adoption of a
planrung strategy ~ns1stmg of three steps: surrounding, penetration and continuity.
Another name for this strat~gy, coined by Teddy Kollek, ( I 988/89) Jerusalem's mayor
from I 965_!0 1993, 1s creatmg a "cultural mosaic". This planrung strategy has created
an urban Jigsaw puzzle (Hasson, 1996) of national, cultural neighbourhoods. The
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shape and reorganize the spalial order and enVIronment to benefit the people
(Blowers, 1980; Faludi, 1973). Yet, the Israeli government and the munic1pahty of
Jerusalem have used statutory land-use planning as an effectil'e tool to hmll
Palestinian expansionand to facilitate Israeli development.
Planning is also mechanism which can be used to classify and categonze
techniques for implementing public objectives and policies. Detellllining plannin_g
zones via oulline and detailed plans provide the means for this mechamsm. So, if
some disputeexists and non-acceptance of the objectives and policies, then the 0utput
of implementation policies leads to confined development.
Physical planning in Jerusalem has contradictory objectives according to the
national affiliation groups, and thus follows contradictory polioes. These policies use
the same mechanisms: outline plans, detailed plans and building penruts. The
contradiction does not stem from the mechanisms, which are generally accepted by
both national groups, but from their configuration, content, timing and
implementation, the agencies which control and enforce them, and the unawareness of
the reality of those peopleaffected by the plans.
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The £,mergenct ofa_ New Retail Archi::t~;:etail architecture in Korea when the foreign
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-market to be considered the most prorrusi_ng retail fo~at. This paper 1s a n~f
s=ary of the critical examination of the planrung and design of th~ large-scale retail
architecture in the context of the South Korean urban landscape The mtent of the paper
is three-fold: first, to examine the visual and spatial features of the European hypermarket in comparison with the competing domestic discount stores and dep~ment
stores, in Usan new town; second, to discuss a fundamental shift in the pl~g and
design principles employed in these stores, and finally, to conjecture on the unpact of
these stores on the present and probable future form of the city
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Two European Hypermarkets Compared

on the top that the visitor gets any indication of 8 retail facility It is however apparent
from such the isolated location that the building is intended to be a desrmatton itself
rather than something in-between At the edge of the property. the visuor 1s a lutle
pe~l~xed, first, because there is no conspicuous frontal element and, second. the
butldmg does not allow space between the street and itself to serve as a walkway space
The visitor then must drive along the building's perimeter roads and discover the sign for
the automobile entrance and exit, and finally the pedestrian entrance, if he approaches
from the opposite direction, tlus sequence is reversed Once inside the store by car, the
visit~r is forced to drive all the way up to the fifth, sixth or seventh floor of _bu_1h-'.n
parking along a single ramp curving around the comer of the building The building s
overall spatial arrangements are still unintelligible to the visitor from the parking lot, and
only the visual signs of the entrance halls announce arrival at the store
Carrefour 1s a retail store designed, developed, operated and controUed by a smgle
ownership. These characteristics distinguish it from the domestic discount store and
department store, which are miscellaneous collections of individual tenants. It is a 7-story,
47,297 square-meter building on the 8,140 square-meter block It bas three levels of
sales area on the second, third and founh floor. A 12,562 square-meter gross sales area
(GSA) is 27"/o of the total floor area Other than the sales area, the store has only a few
fast food bars within the sales areas and a banking machine on the first floor The store
offers 556 on-site customer parking spaces on the fifth, six, and seventh floors, access
for trucks and employees 1s provided on the first and underground floors In commercial
buildings in most Korean c111es, it is conventional that parlang space occupies
underground levels whereas leasing space occupies the floors above the ground. In this
way, owners or developers maximize leasing space above the ground, and minimize
parking provision below the ground Thus the spans of upper levels are governed by the
module of underground parking, for example, JO by 8 meter module is commonly used
by commercial buildings Carrefour also adopts this module, but its vertical arrangement
is revolutionary For the first time, acceptable walking distances from the parked car to
the store is considered to be a key to success This leads to a radical shift from the
development of maximum floor areas within the limits of zoning regulations to that of the
optimal size based on market evaluation and feasibility analysis In fact, 256% of
Carrefour's ratio of total floor area to site is far below than that the allowance of the
local building ordinance, but its 12,562 square-meter GSA is larger than that of any of its
competitors in the same town, for example, the 4.958 square-meter E-mart discount
store and the 6,612 square-meter Kim' s discount store. If when Carrefour's construction
cost per square meter is compared to its competitors, its development strategy becomes
clearer Carrefour's alleged construction cost per square meter is about $400 ( I USS =
900 Korean Won), which 1s lower than that of its competitors and far below than the
average construction costs of shopping and retail facilities in Korea

From the highway that stretches from Seoul to the Demilitarized Zone between South
and North Korea, the first glimpse of Carrefour is an undistinguished appearance with
the background setting of high-rise apartment complexes and large-scale commercial
buildings. Exiting off the highway and entering the road leading to the center of the new
town, the second view from a local interaction changes to a box-like dull building with
undeveloped parcels of land around it. The store's exterior is composed of the vertical
slits on the facade of the lower levels and a piling up of layers on the upper levels giving
an impression of little character to the first-time visitor (Fig 3). It is only from the sign

Carrefour is neither a place to expect fine materials and details nor a cheap cliche of the
quality of Disney's buildings as the shopper can find in other retail architecture However,
because of the convenience of shopping - the ample sales space, quantities and vaneties
of merchandise, the numbers of cashiers, but most of all its advanced marketing Carrefour attracts more shoppers and captures more sales moneys than its compeutors
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government must loosen zorung restnctions and approval processes to allow the
construction of discount stores, specifically addressing Carrefour Furthermore 11 was
reported that a US-based Wal-Mart, the world 's largest retail chain. 1s prepanng to ~et
up its stores in Korea
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by 2000
ore is a 3 story building with 1 ,8 I 2 square-me~er of
Makro has similar features, ~ e ;d first floors The second and third floors are ass1~ed
sales areas on the u_ndergro~ similar to the vertical layout of Carrefour.
constructio n
to 664 built-in parking spac er are also lower than the average The rauo of_total flo?r
costs ofS570 per sq~ar~ me~,lower than that of Carrefour. However, there is a ~ruc1al
area to the site of65¼, ,s ev 1ed
"d I parcel it only faces the street m one
1
distinction Makro •~ not ~
a gn -~:ar and 'root traffic and allows the front
11
direction, therefore, negouates h
vehas lear frontal and rear distinction visually
as pedestrian space As a resuthlt, Ct e ~ , g "d t~cal treatment of all four sides (Fig 4)
·a11 . contrast to e arre,our s I en I
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and spau y, m
SHY Holdings plans to open more than 10 ou ets ID orea
Although the Dut~h group .
.
far The reasons may be due to the amount
by I 999, its financial suc~s is uncenam : d · eration strategies. yet, its site selection
of capital and the company s management
. 0p
r
ned that Makro creates
in the current location is inherently problematJ_c. It has been epo
he old and the new
constant traffic jams and the city plans to build a detour be~~n t
fabric a
r
Ironically Makro' s sympathetic attitude towards the eXJstmg urban . . . ppeafr s
town
,
. b an a tftude
so far evades cnt1c1sm om
1
problematic whereas
Carrefour' s rather anll-ur
the publics
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Transformation of Consumption Space and I~ Backgroundo
it seems evident that the
From the experience of Carrefour and Makro m llsan new t wn, . b
th
. .
replication of these models in other cities may accelerate the tension etween . ·ca1ee~Slthtng
·
Thi roblem would be more cnll
ID
e
old urban fabric and motor transportatJon. . s . p
d
Ii ·es in place In fact
cities which do not have total urban planrung ideology an po c,
·
. ,
most 'of the Korean cities have strict zoning regulations, but they do~ have ar p_ro:nate
architectural and urban agendas Under this situation, the largee _retai 10• u_stry
makes continuous and aggressive appeals to the government to loosen zorung r~stncuons
1n 1995 the government changed the zoning regulations to allow the ~nsti:u~~~n of the
large-~e discount stores in "natural green zones." After the "econon:uc cns1s ~ 1997,
these requests come more from foreign retailers than from_ domesuc_ com~elltors. A
recent report from the management consulting firm McKenzie Cons ultmg S8ld that the

While the competition of the large-scale foreign retail chains against the domestic retail
groups has been seen as an issue by economists and marketmg analysts. yet their impact
on the urban landscape has not been a rigorous subject for arclutects and planners
Whether the hypermarket or discount store is an appropriate model for retail type may be
an outdated question in the culture of consumption. Architecture for retail 1s perhaps the
only building type that gets voted on by the marketplace daily. Yet, to examine the way
in which these new forms of retail building play in the creation of future city fonn is _suU
valid and critical question The hypermarket in Korea began as a new-town operation
The large-scale retailers opt for the fringe of big cities rather than the heat of downtown.
t hey avoid the existing commercial corridors and prefer isolated and one-piece sites
surrounded by streets The primacy of vehicular accessibility and convenience 1s a more
important factor than spatial proximity The hypermarket can be seen as a fusion of a
European retail type with the American suburb It attempts to create a consumption
space that offers middle-class a paradoxical experience, suburban hfe within urbanity the
virtually unreachable exotic climes In this respect, Carrefour and Makro in the new
towns at the outskirts of Seoul will not be a model for other cities They will remain an
extreme interpretation of the ideas that the emergence of the new town, the rise of
automobiles and a new form of retail building are part of a single phenomenon The new
town in Korea is inherently different from the American suburb llsan new town is one of
the satellite towns developed by the Korean government after 1989 as an attempt to
solve the housing shortage of the metropolitan Seoul The town serves the 276,000
inhabitants that live within 1,573 hectares Its gross density is 175/ha and res,denual
density is 530/ha These figures can be compared to Milton Keynes in England that
covers 8,800 ha with a population of 250,000. Yet, the density of Dsan is the lowest
among those of all the new towns developed outside Seoul; the residential density of
other new towns goes up to 640/ha Further, The densities of new towns are
substantially lower than those of the redeveloped residential areas within Seoul, the
residential density ranges between 1,300/ha and J, 900/ha. In contrast, a study reported
that the residential density of the typical American suburb does not reach 40/ha (Park,
1995) The experience of new towns m Korea has shown that the idea of the suburb - the
integration of living and nature - is an unattainable dream
Whereas the American suburban shopping center compensates for the lack of urbanity.
the hypermarket in Korea challenges u rbanity Yet, neither the new towns nor the
existing cities are prepared for the spatial and cultural transformation of consumption
space It seems that this issue will get the attentions of the p ublic only when the idea of a
fast-moving and mobile society begins to conflict with the idea of convenience in the
Korean u rban landscape But, by that time, entrepreneurs will find a new retail format to
ensure constant turnover, and the experience of the old consumption space will serve as
a lesson for retailers, but it will be remembered JUSt as an ephemeral building type by
architects and planners
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Lh·iog in Public Housing

The Neighbourhood I
Problems through altc mprovern
·
em Program (NIP) is an attempt to addre)S thesc
th.rough this changing ~::
Radbum design • changing the built environment and
A• rds a~<l is sti ll continuin v~ of the people living in it. This was begun in 1995 in
by tummg common space
he NIP al ters the on ginal Radburn desi!,'11 of the estate
yards with a lower rnorc nto backyards, turni ng what arc now bacl-.- yards into front
· ·
'build' attract ive ,encc.
,
ex tens ive painting·
Other changes/improvements includ.:·
where necc
'
mg verandah
.
ssary; putting throu
s and pergolas; landscap ing; renewing fencing
and the sale o f Dep, "
gh roads in p laces· some demolition o f tov.rnhousc:s
NIP I
-,mcnt of H
·
•
,
a SO endeavours to •
ousmg land to developers for private housing. The
tenants, local council I incorporate community and stakeholder input and includes
' ransport serv
ices, other services in the plarming program.
The NIP has twin ob· .
to add
b
th.e es ta tes. Some of~echves·
th h. ·
ress oth the physical and the social problems on
'b I•1·
e oped for
res~onsi lly fo r their immediate outcomes of the NIP include encouraging tenant
residents, and inc reasing ne· b environment, fostering a sense of belongi ng among
1
plans for freestanding h.ou ~ our interaction (Hassell 1997) However m any of the
and boundaries so that theses and ind eed for townhouses) invo lve dehn~at mg fences
.
re is a clear sep
.
0 f casua I interactions
are in f;
arat1on between neighbours and the chances
the NIP and the on gi nal R d~t reduc~. Although this contradicts the aims of both
with the increased Jeve) of a um designs, lhe residents themselves are quite happy
pnvacy the new boundaries afford.
Jt seems the NIP has co
.
h
mpetmg aims· to ak
w ere people aren ' t close to th .
.m e the housing more like pnvate housing
the neighbourhood area and
e,r neighbours, yet encourage a sense of ownership of
Housing also hopes to ch~ s;nse ? f bclonging. Through the Nl P the Department of
developed housing to occ g .social m,x of neighbourhoods through: the sale of
1
ide ntification of redevelo : :s, ~edev~lopment of vacant land for private housing;
to stay in their housing fio p l ousmg wuh market potential; and encouraging tenants
r onger
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f

th waiting lists for housing, the NSW
In the 1970s, in response to the Ieng Y
d Ca.mpbelltown southwest of
.
b .I fi I e estates aroun
'
th
estates were built to the Radbum
Department of Housing ui t ve arg
Sydney. A large proportion .0 f dwellings ;n es~ty among tenants. In reality the
O
design with the aim of fostenng a sense
cornmfiresidents chief among them being
'
.
h
ted a number of problems or
d es1gn
as presen
.
l ck of privacy and poor maintenance of open
concerns with security, ~andalism'vi~g 10 address these problems and has engaged in
spaces. The Department 1s now mo
a program of renovation on these estates.

th csearch I am doing for my PhD which focuses on the
This ~aper isfbas~d onts .:i~g on one of these large estates. My research covers a
expenences o res1 en 11
.
.
•
f
·ty
d
number of areas, looking in particular on conc:ns ~ co~un1 t t an
nei hbourhood, and resident responses to the changes
~ p ace on e es a e. as
g f th N 'ghbo hood Improvement Program. As a resident of public housmg
part o
e e1
ur
• •
·
h
th
·
and because I am actually hvmg m researc area, ere 1s a
myseIf smce 1990,
·d ·
h
d
personal aspect 10 my research whic~ has challfroeng~ myth1 enntyhas a researhc' er,han ~
1
I where about the issues con . ntmg
·
,· ose w o researc a ome
.
ha~~nene~
(King 1997). I use the terms 'tenan.t' an~ 'resident mterchang~I~ throu.g hout t.h is
apers to reflect the dual identity of all those who hve m pubhc housmg
.
I
.
h.
and o th ~ P
whose lives are often affected more by their form of tenure than by the pace m w 1ch
they live.
My research is being carried : out in Airds which is a NSW Housing Department
suburb situated within the Campbelltown area approximately 50 kms southwest from
the centre of Sydney. The estate was built in the mid-70s and there are still many of
the origuial tenants on the estate. There is a small pocket of private housing,
otherwise 90% of the housing is public. Approximately 5000 people live in the 1309
dwellings in Airds. They are a disadvantaged population by any criterion one might
care to use. This is partly due to the fact that of those (approximately) 3020 who are
15 years and older nearly half are reliant on some sort of pension and benefit (Stubbs
& Storer 1996:37).
Half the dwellings in Airds are townhouses - many of these built close together with
small yards. The housing in Airds was built to the Radburn design with the idea of
fostering a sense of community and a 'village' type of lifestyle where pedestrians and
vehicles are segregated. These designs were considered "progressive in terms of town
planning principles and urban design" (Woodward 1994:3). However a number of
difficulties have arisen with the Radburn design over time including lack of privacy,
common space that is not practicable and is underused, unsafe common areas, poor
maintenance of common areas. and problems with vandalism (ibid:6).

The tenant response to the ro
been complaints regard' p th gram has overall been very positive, however there have
were done in 1995
mhg h ch quality of work • especially for those whose houses
• w IC
ave not b
I
I
.
program tenants have al
een proper y reso ved. Reflecting on the
population, that is: that s~uc~mmented that they see the program as lim ited by the
and the NIP will not It y h an change the houses but you can ·1 change the people
tenant who commem:d·e•\ ~~som~ people live. This was clearly articulated by one
any area o f Housing C · t. s . e Pnde m themselves, its not the pnde in this area, or
0
mm1ss1on . it's the pride within yourself." (Interview notes)
The Department of Hous ·
h NIP
commuruty and
mg, t e
and other bodies often define A1rds as a
define themselv:~~e:~arch has been concerned with exploring whether tenants also
environment and uali s way .. In the .course of my research I have found that the
.
h .q
ty of social relations in the neighbourhood have a great deal of
impact on t e lives of tenant
'ghb
physical envirorun
b
s • nei
ourhood mearung not j ust the immediate
th
the suburb d . ent ut ~!so e relationshi ps and social networks which criss-cross
positive asp: , gi;e mgheabru ng to pe?ples' .experiences of living there. There are the
frie d h' th sdo n ei
ourhood, mcludmg what I term ' neighbourship' • the loose
n s 1p at eve 1ops between peo I hO h
.
.
. and th
.
P e w s arc a proxim ate physical environment
h
e thnegauve, where people anribute the insecurity they feel within their own
omes to e people and places in their immediate area.
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•
f what 1"'
.
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up with a single concepnon
conflicting stones as they are
researcher to r:-e research has been to present these ·ence of living in Airds. There
so the aim o thte ~ooflict in as a key aspect _ofth~ e~~c~xperienccs of residents. but a
told. to v.nte d traightforward interpretauon o . t . m y own and based on my own
is no easy an s
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experience as a tenant.
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1 . Introduction - " Real network city" and " Off n etwork city"
At the e nd. of .1930's• mod em water, sewerage and transport systems programmes arc
executed 1? Rio . That new systems intend to answer the necessities of urban-industrial
accumulation pattern in linking of the elements that will be important to urban space
(indus~, trade, residential areas) through technics that allow to relate these e lements,
conveylm~ m a homogeneous way, the flux n ecessary to live (water and sewerage)
and permit circ ulati on by means transport system for people and goods.
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We intend to present an e I ·
d trans Ort
va uation of the implementation the modem water, sewerage
p . sysIems programmes in Rio from 1938 to 1996 which contribute to
soc1a 1-spacia1 struturing
'
.
.
.
. .
process of the city It was through a research focusing a
histonc re-constitution th t
·
·
d
r
f
. • . a we managed to study about 4700 networks which allowe
for ana tsysfo spacial-distribution, showi ng an unequal and discnm inatory allocation
by means o soc1al-spacial.

an .

By analyzing the implementation of sectorial programmes of water, sewerage,
transport modem _sy~tem in Rio, from 1938-1996, it was possible to reveal their
unequal and d1sc~mmatory allocation that express into social-spacial segregation. In
the p~s of the city that correspond to high income segments and business center the
adoption of t he modem systems and in "favelas" and outskirt settlements were le ft
with lack and/or defi ciency of its systems and services. The gap between both parts 1s
very wide, so that we can see an excludent urbanization pattern.
W e could identify two mam moments: the process of urbanization from urban
infrastructure: the first correspond to the period of 1938 to J965 and the second fr? m
1966 to 1995 The first moment should be described as the period of implement~uon
mode m system , where allocates only these systems in areas of high and middle
incomes, but the groups of low incomes, people that live in "favelas" and ou~la:"
settlements are excluded when considered the point of view of the urbamsttc
regulame nta tion.
Th e second is characterized by consolidation, renovation , creation of new systems and
technical improvements in areas that had already had a foundation, mainly in transport
sector, but also in water supplying, widening the gap between poor and rich areas
without supporting. So, inhabitants of these areas are le ft with no more than self
building as alternatives through outlaw links, official water system, and the flow of
sewe.r ga by air ditches, or being supplied by left-over through water network
manoeuvers. This s ituation start changing m the middle of 80' s . But only by 1995 that
consolidates one "bidirectional" movement. F o llowing applications of resources that
will be invested with high income but consolidate a new d irections in different
transport programmes and sanitation to low income segments, mainly to "favelas"
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9'8 to 1965 - Period of impltmeotatioil
2. From 1 •'
.
scnrragc: enclosure and uoequahty

tht modf'rn tnrnsport, water
'

.
ent of urban s1J1Jcture f~ced changes 111
by read!ustm rt r 10 industrial. The city that has been
acumularion panem in economy agranan
c.- capacity 10 answer the demand and
1
supplied by parnal and deficient sySICms. Wl ou f the urban 11ssue. that will have a
absorb l!S gro111ng, and reaching onl) some p :l~gics that come out a crack in the
building of completed systems, wrlh ?ew tecductive pancm. Thar networks will link
urban structure inhented from the ancientf:C,usebolds and elements of the city so
0
Y.ith higher efficiency a large number d been served but also incorporating ~cw
1
as
that
have
alrea
.
artendmg not on Y are
fi ·v the effort of adoption new systems only
cached
There
I
b
h
h
areas t at ave no een r
·
d ore.·sted bur th.is effort can not follow the
will cover the deficit that have alrea Y ex• '
demographic growing and urban spread
.

nus penod 1s charactenzed

ex,:

.
.
fnew networks consist, in all moments, in solving questions of
The implemenratghron ho b 'IdIng of transport systems that base on 55, 7% of the total
ui essential to water nctwork - 36¾o of the IotaJ - and
.c1Tculauon throu
•
dI ef th•t
mvcstments, 1nstea ·th
o only
• 5 J% of the resources, with
· the rest 7,6•',o d'1stn·buted m
·
sewerage network, Wl
,
macro and micro drainage.
m works will be a crack in city which has grown without
.
.
.
Thc news were brOught fro
articulation with areas that has been urbaruzed. This p~ess show a smgle movement,
·
d'
••ch n'ch areas, but also middle
confirm, as
in1en 1ng 1o r. and low .mcomes. As .a result
.
II ·oos of urban history of Rio de Janell'O, larger mvestments m nch areas, South
~o:Ce:d one part of North Zone, with 3?,5% of the inves~ents; and 27,9% in CBD.
But notice that a spread of infrastructure m poor areas (traditional suburbs) correspond
10 21,2~•. However, the spread of the networks doesn't reach the lowest segments that
Jive m "favelas", showing lack of infrastructure. Besides a large part of the outskirt
settlements that explode into a higher growing in Baixada Fluminense and West Zone,
where only some nucleus, surround train stations, have deficient attending.

In this period is adopted higher techn.ics and advanced equipment related to lack
resource that has already existed and to income pattern of the population of an
underdeveloped country. This pattern between 1938-1965, only left to be a project and
become works and networks in the second half of 1950's, but only at the end of the
period 1960-1965 it is possible to see one structured city.The panem show visible
results in water systems (three high capacity ditches are built, where Guandu is dug in
rock); while transpon system, although the works that have been great impact in a
city, considering its size and complexity, were partially executed.
3. From 1965 to 1996 - The statement of "Real network city" from the enclosure
to spread urbanized space.
In the period 1965-1996, Rio passed through a new readjustment accwnulation pattern
based on the production of durable consumption goods, leaded by automobile
md~try, making the cities sites ofreproduction and consumption of these goods. Th.is
peno_d mark~ the strong government interventation to urban question, by means
housmg, sarutahon, transpon policies over its traditional and regulation actions with
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..
rvrce - to the lo
'
areas sueh as favelas" and
k'
w income segments reachmg excluded
.
ours
in
areas
·
.
d
.
•
8
Iac k andior deficiency of its
m aixa a Flummense where there was a
sysrems and services.
We believe that the spread f
d , 1
o water sewerag
d
on t re ate to expressed att d'
e an transport networks to popular areas
interpretation that intend to en ;g of Its demand-lack, but a displacement and rethe reproduction of the Pg: ~e issues of urban infrastructure network policies·
through banishment of d'ffir ulc~ive system promoting the accumulation proces~
I ICU Iles to prod t'
d .
.
.
.
reprod uctron hnk to urban ace
uc ion an c1rculat1o!l' and capital
.
1
umu
allon
real
estat
d
' only in last
case t he reproduction of wo kf,
e an constructors and
r orce through attend to living necessities.

In an intra-urban level these d. l
.
some tenitories by the 'stare drspffiacement and re-mterpretation intend to take over
m I erem plans, as econom1c,
· trymg
. to mtegrate
.
areas
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l and drug traffic; in a
socia1 con trO
.
.
Is that are idenuficated with
1111d popuJanons to tot":l~toral colleges for prol_posa:uties (Brizohsmo) and left. I tr)" to ge
.
fro left-popu ,st p
.
d.
pohnc P ilfl_
reconquenng
m
t Ian spreading surroun mg areas.
neoliberal id:ri(ers PartY); and in the real-esta ::ial intervcntation in a spread of
modernized ( this situation reveal a governm cture is the motion of some
As we cJil see.
·
that the tnfrastTU
.
. ed areas cons1denng .
the market.
urt,,.n1z
• .11 be appropnated by
ness that
gratuitous
m" that charactenzes the brazilian
•· · le causes patte
·
deviation from the circ
. Ri de Janeiro where the mvestrnents
So w~ face a pattern that was expressed m moore richer. The urbanization pattern
urballlZllt,on
•
• ·ch areas
.
•
.. w ·mvesnnents becormng n
b d" but not ,ts content, that when 1s
"nush
ed neodify its design adding
· a "doublean '
I'
.
ed
this logic and interests comented
seems to m
d so re-mterpret
~
'. rests comented above.
d1·sp1aced to poor dareas,
thi. I 01c and mte
above.re-interprete
s O:,.

al tributary economY'

w,

The role of boundaries •
d
the city
•n Louis Kahn's theory of architecture an
or Peter Kohane
faculty of the Built Environ
.
•ty ofN ew South Walment
Voaverst
Sydney NSW 2052
es
Australia
The paper analyses drawin s
..
•
•'City/2", held at the Phila! ~de by Louis Kahn for an exhibition on cities, titled
972. The exhibition dem elph,a Museum of Art between June 1971 and Jan~ary
1
will refer to two of Kah ?~~ ways of improving the public environment. ~Jule I
Kahn' s most significantn s rawings of cities, my focus is an interior view This was
. ti mate room to the stT statement _of the role of boundaries in all built forms, from an
inf considerati~n as a k eets of a city, ~o the city in its totality It is therefore worthy
0
cy to understandmg his theory of architectural and urban space.
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In Kahn's drawing of 1971 'Th R
.
•
·d
fi and
ind
• e oom ,, two people are conversmg
while seated bes• e
a •~
a_w . ow. The fire CO!]tained by the hearth is a symbol of human gathering
and i~teractlon, its ~nnth and inward focus emphasised by the contraSt with a view of
trees m the co_ld outs1~. The human figures are clothed, not only by their garments but
by a room with a t~1ck wall lll!d a vaulted roof supported by ribs forming a robust
frame. The _s~oundmg trees have a further protective function: they delimit e)(ternal
si:-ce, providing ano_ther boundary to enhance the sense of enclosure. By closing distant
views through thc window, Kahn re-directs attention to the seated conversants.
Such an emphasis on the figures sheltered by their medieval-like interior reveals hitherto
httle understood d1mens1ons of his work. The most important is the analogy between
the hwnan ~ and architecture. This topic was introduced by Kahn in ' The Room'
as a fresh ms1gbt, a necessary complement to his well-known lectures, essays and
didactic dra~ngs which, since the early l 950's, spoke of a Platonic order represented in
the geometnc punty of the plan and unadorned surfaces defined by light. In ' The
Room', the underlying order persists but fonns like the window columns and ribs of
the vault exhibit a scale, plasticity and even complexity that deriv; quite explicitly from
the presence of the human figures.
Toe human presence imparts a vitality to 'The Room' which has captivated scholars
and architects, ensunng that it is the best known, if not the best understood. of the
various drawings Kahn made during his career specifially to explain his theory. The
earliest of such didactic illustrations was the 1944 esqu,sse for a modem cath~ al ~n
welded tubular steel. Medieval architecture was reinterpreted to defend a maJestic
structural solution, but one unrelated to themes of delimited space or the body. Kahn' s
defense of the room was outlined m the drawings of the First Unitarian Church which
he published in a 1959 issue of Progressive Architecture. A diagram of the idea of the
church and clearly delineated plans composed of discete rooms were all that Kahn
required to annunciate his alternative to modem conceps of the free-plan and universal
space. This lcey argument was restated at different scales in several didactic drawings
combining image and text from around 1971 . These varied from the intimacy of ' The
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. ,
other streets defined by the
Room· to the grandeur of a walled town, ' The City :.1n an Fi ;es are included but are
facades of buildings are external rooms enJoyed by c1t1zenJ. ~he way the conversants
picturesque additions to an empty space when compare . to
of·The Room '
are situated beside the simarlarly scaled and configured built fonns
.
e t of bounded space by
Thus, 'The Room' reiterates the well-established co~c ~ 1•iecture comes from the
th
introducing the topic of the body The text notes at Arc . While this had been
Making of a Room' and a plan is ' (a] society _of ro?;t·Room' fleshes out the
established in the First Unitarian Chur_ch dra~mgs,
\ Own at ease by the fire
argument: the interior is theatrical, full of hfe, its inhabitants s central to his theory
Kahn chose the perspective to demonstrate whal now emerges as
'
the human body.
h
the focus of attention: we
Although not at centre stage, the conversants are nonet e1essds with a design strate!:}
first look to them and then their surroundings This ~cco~or most significantly, the
w~ere the body is represented in several f.lcets of the mten "bs and columns, overall
window and the thick wall into which 11 1s cut, the robust n
proportions and even evocations of wannth and cold.
d · I endering of the figures
The body is defined in 'The Room' through a textual an . VJ~ua r ed ' the lace of th~
The former introduces two human faculties. The intenor is deem hat p e wo Id .
mind' prior to the statement that '[i]n a small room one does not_~y w h on
u •n
a large room'. A particular room is therefore the setting for a diStrnCt ~a~ pre;;ce
. . "ally m
. terms ofth e powers ofth e ,·ntellect and then the voice.h or
conce1ved in1b
A h n,
the inner mental activity motivates the physical articulation of speec · not er
dimension of action is then depicted in visual form, through the geStUJes and
of
the two figures. The conversants are clearly individualised. The one to e e •s
sketched in a more vigorous manner and sits erect with arm outstretched to suggeS! that
he or she is forcefully speaking. This animated person is closest to the hearth, an
appropriate spatial relationship given Kabn's interpretation of fire as_a sour~e of
inspiration. The other figure leans forward, resting an arm on the cool \VJndow cill, to
intently listen or add comment

~sn:'~

Having characterised these two people by their unique powers of mind, v_oice a~d
bodily movement, Kahn addressed the activity which unites them, conversation. This
takes place between two participants where, as he notes on the drawing, ' [t]he vectors
of each meet'.
Kahn most vividly conveys this difference and the unity that results from interaction in
the complex form of the window. The two figures are embraced by the zone of the
window. He effects this with the outline of the window and, more directly, with a
pervasive plasticity of form. Regarding the fatter, the scats and the deep reveals and cill
of the window together make a comfortable setting that is experienced in a direct, tactile
m~er. This intimate involvement is emphasised by the way the figures touch the cill,
feelmg the space of the window frame and concomitantly, the surrounding thickness of
the wall and vault. The body's understa.nding and appreciation of the wall stems from
the fact that both carry weight.

With the body related
qualities of solidity a dto th e chairs a d
f;
Wh1·1e they su face to f:an wc,g1it. Kahn nfi w1ndo
h w rame through the sharing of the
.
d
T
ce,
he
ca
un
er
bi
d
the wrn ow o apprec
re fully en I
n s the conversants to one another
late th, 5
c oscs the
appears in perspective to th , one must fi
m wuhin the over-arching outline of
st
other figure, in front of a d e left of the O ir note that although the left conversant
echoed in the left side or" h by the edge or:"'"~· he or she is actuallv seated like the
other figure are restated :n e Opening, wlule t~ Window The left perso~ \ erect back is
The visual language of 1..- , . the Way the
d e curved back as well as the head of the
uvu1fy g
Win ow fram
a bstract languagc of th . esture and
e curves up to the head-hke top
. di v,.d ua r•ty of the two e wtndow,s shapef>Osture has been transposed into the more
m
important to Kahn who COnversants The aII the while preserving the underlvrn"
st
· "'
who Ie ' , f;e It that the bnn ' •no doubt aware of R'"ct
b personal .c harac1cns1.Jcs were surelv
a more com?lex and pro1~:g together of dissim~ ert Venturi 's concept of the · di fficuit
the two bodies but has a sin nd un11y_Because th;· ~ather than equal parts, would e/Tect
of that interpersonal and gle fonn that links th WJ nd0w not only exhibits the forms of
Ull.lfymg activ 11y co em, 11 •s an apt and compelling symbol
' nversa11on
The overa II room is like th .
as another, albeit more e Wllldow in that 11e b
window and room ,s de gelneral, 5YmhoJ of com races the two figures and can be seen
ve Oped ·
nvcrsauo Th
bone. The curve finks the bod Q111te literally out of n: e connecuon between the
the nght conversant's CUl"\,ed backY to the window
to help support and art"
conversants the ..,,,.~~ tchu1ate the vault This as well as the nb which nses to 11s nght
.
'
-.--<' w ere they ·
·
repetuion sets
I
domam of the room Th .
. sit beside th
up a re at1onsh1p with the
within the larger s e IDbmate SJ)aee of the e opening in the thick wall and the larger
' the body Th
pace articuIated by the Window
frame 1s th us 1·inked to, and set
represent
fi
strength of the back hoe robust, sculptural rib rame of structural ribs Both frames
hemispherical sha~ t~e of the right figure ¾en s:m to embody the vigour and
mind, the physical fo~ fperfect class,caf form arc upwards to define the vault's
3
therefore represents th ~ the body and Kahn's ppropnate to the ideal order of the
3
mind, speech and conv:rsaiurnan body, •ts strengthc:i::1~f conve;sauon ' The Room
ion
as its ,orm and po"'ers of

di

The body's presence can al
support the load f · so be identified in th
possible to distin o_ a nb Although the draw e co 1umn or columns to the left which
shaft continues v~•sh the outline of one stockving is difficult to decipher here, It ,s
lrtually unbroken into fi
- ' tapered column where the line of the
irst one proJect1o
d th
a strange overscaled ca ·tal
ancient V1truvi
p1 . With this, Kahn be
nan en another, suggesung
strategy h
an anthropomorh1sed orders th
trays a greater sympathy with the
' owever, does not involv h
an modem structural principles Kahn
rat~er a free interpretation of Vario e t e _1m_1tat1on of of classicism s canonic works bu!
abu1ldings including the so-called pnm111ve Greek
buildings hke the Temple of A
focuses on the robust order a
r t Connth which he dre"' in 1951 The dra
profile of the capital. It is ;h,s
~nveyed in the l)O"-erful breadth and an,m::
that informs 'The Rooms' I
pt on of a hfe-hke energy in th
.
co umn WJth its eq II d
e ancient example
ua Y ynam,c capital
Kahn's understanding ofth 1....,
h·
e vvuy and spa
ar~ !lecture as well as their mte reta . ce can be related to V1truv1us and ancient
buildings and knew of Vitru . rp lion m the Renaissance He studied R
curre t b k
v1us and Rena1ssan th
oman
n oo s recommended to h.
ce eonsts through their treatises or
im, including Rudolf w,·nkower . s A n h1teauru/

poll:
~?
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k was surely important to Kahn for
humam sm ( t 949) nus t:,ooLeonardo ·s centrally planned church
prrnciples,,, tht!age of
·11usnat1ons. including I deal human figure withm the circle
thC
115 111dus1on ofReoaissanc:~n' which inscribed
tnC order of the Pantheon, such
and the ·V1tnJV1&n ,._. .
f the geome
.
I h
O
designs
.th his knowledge
, designs. most obvious Y _
t e use of the
and squar_e ~~The Room ' and Kahn ~illips Exeter Academy Library (Exeter
dra"1ngs mfl
. the centtal hall of the
source the human figure.
•
circle and square 10
fonns ,nvoke their
'
I 965-72). Here the geometnc
lassical analogy between the body and the
' ah
also have been intrigued _b.y lhelcy interpreting a column as a cylinder of
K n may
·mag1nanve
. h b ·t
W
orders. reworlcmg this when I a light-filled room sheltenng an m a 1 ant
hile
hght and perhaps even . .
of non-structural order to a structural waJ 1
congealed
and I tc:f" apphcatl005 8
.
I
be
. •
crincal of the Roman . a .
reek column as a logical structur~ mem r which
Kahn valued the free-standmg O fl'ghL Indebted to occult ideas hke those outlined
O
paradoxically could also be_a source o~thc: Temple of Apollo at Corinth has columns
in tbc<>sOphical writings. his tW:-~fght. The light is a source of energy which plays
which are solid yet also vesse ~orromg their once precise, elegant contours into
havoc with the colum~~~nes-This dematcrialization of the column can be related
expressioo1st. flamC-hkeJ c nouon of Kahn' s, the modem technological capacity to
10 a parallel, but morel pros~li; 1959 sketches of Albi Cathedral in France reconfigured
nstruci a hollow co urnn.
co
oar buttreSSCS as open light-filled ones.
the heavy coIum

can be seen as the o utcome f
atuiin a state of well-being - ~ ~ t he tenned the human des ires to meet. team and
desire or action. involved rnalan II>o· which devised the appropnate selling for a human
these was addressed in the tex.8or ·~tructure and light The interre lattonsh1p between
entenng a room by stating that ' th
e Room · which concludes a d1 scuss1on of lig ht
side of 8 building ' In the int · e sun never knew how great it was until 1t ~truck the
d
enor, the
II
.
.
rev cals an is revealed by the vault a wa often disappears with the result that h ght
As the pnmary_source of light, the ;:';' more obviously, the: frame of ribs and columns .
the body m aclton
me best represents the idea of the room, that 1s,
Kahn brought together dis t ·
ed .
•net strands f th
engag m con~crsation were situated in
eory m this drawing. The two figures
on human action as a type d .
an ideal setting, the room While the emphasis
reinterpreted medieval frame wo~~ived from ancient and Renaissance treattses, he
addressed the complex relationsb ~ e to shape and articulate space ' The Room ·
bounded space It illustrates Kah . between human acuon s tructural systems and
from the human body , a theorette:i s re~usal to abstract struct:re from space. and both
JX>sitton still relevant to our present debates.

°_

H How columns were also important to Kahn ' s design work: ~e Mikv~h Israel
o
proJCCI (Philadelphia. 1961-72) has columns filled with hght. while at the
for 1he Jewish Community Center (Trenton, ca. 1957) , squa;e ~olumns
functioned as the four 'servant spaces' Perceived in accordance with ~ahn _s hierarchy
of rooms, the hollow, light-filled column could also be a 'served S!>3CC dedic~ted to an
array of important human activities. In this sense, bis room drawmg can be likened to
the classical conception of the column. particularly as vividly encapsulated m Francesco
di Oiogio's sixteenth century drawing of a female figure standing inside an open ionic
column. Kahn would have known this illustration of the proportions of the body
determining those of the column because it appeared in Wittkower's Architectural
prmc1ples. In both 'The Room' and the Renaissance hollow colwnn, a human presence
is located within its ideal container. While the analogy between body and column is less
explicit in Kahn ' s sketch. his two people are nevertheless engaged in a distinct activity
which could be deemed to have a ' qualitative proportion' , one represented in the
proportions of the containing room.

!~::::~

Kahn was continuing a theoretical tradition where the human body is conceived as a
type worthy of representation in built form . For theoreticians like Vitruvius, Leoni
Battista Albe.n i and Antoine Chrysostome Quatremcre de Quincy, the body was most
significantly impressed upon a building through its class ical order. Kahn chose to
transfonn their column and employ his version, the room, as the equivalent fundamental
element in design. Like the solid colwnn, Kahn's hollow one is an order, a distillation of
the human body or its action.
His phil~sophy of'~orm' and ' design', later recast as 'Silence' and ' Light', is relevant to
such an mterpretation of the body and the room. ' Silence' comprised the idea, that is
the type of the human body in action. Although Kahn did not use the word action, i;
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HISTORIOGRAPHY OF URBAN PLANNING IN INDIA

been repealed. This clcarl
intact and theic is eve
suggests that a .
.
.
ry elihooo of its f rna_ior Part of the leg1Slative machinery still remains
uture use
.
Table I . Im1orovement Trusts
18
Serial
' 98 · 1949
Name of Im
Number
provement Trust
Year of Establishment
I.
Borribav Im
2.
Mv:sore Im roveracnt Trust
1898
3.
Cal
roveracnt Trust
CUtta 1m
1903
4.
Kan10
rovcment Trust
191 I
ur
lmoro
5.
Nali?n,urim
~ement Trust
191 I
6.
De .
rovement Trust
1937
B lh1 lmorovement Trust
7.
1937
an2aiore Imo
8.
M
roveracnt Trust
1945
Source : Raj ( I978 : 322 • ~ : ~=ivement Trust
1949
ram and Bansal (1993 : 1).
Toe colonial town Planning .
. Ind.
lllOverncnt can bed" "d .
movement ID
1a which started d .
!VI ed mto two main parts. The first town planning
go~emment led civic design e~ercise unng the period between 1898 and 19 I5 as a colonial
pro.iect led to the division of I d" . ' became _an mtegral pan of the British colonial projecL This
the English, in which English •n 1a mto two distinct parts "Anglostan the land especially ruled by·
.
investments·ha bee
'
miles from each side of the railway line ., _vc n made and Hindustan, practically all India fifty
technology, economic well. bein , s (Digby, 19~1 : 291-292). Whereas India represented new
Hindustan was believed to be p . g . Planned . physical spaces and above all dominance, the
was used to perpetuate this ";u~ve, chaotic and dependent on India. The colonial city in India
cantonments and civil lines we IC oto~y (Nehru, 1962). The e~clusive areas such as the
created m the various c1ues
. . and towns for the White and Brown
Babus. In Delhi Civil Linesre"Ind·
Nonetheless, the new global 10 nialians "'.ere not allowed to own land" (Gupta, 1981 : 59).
New Delhi in the early pans c~ . capital movement, which also resulted in the building of
needed to rule the natives
cc~~ury, .funher established the desired authority and order
dominance and racial excius··
• Bnt15h civil servants commissioned plans that would express
colonial town planning mo !Veness (Hall, 1988 : 175, also see Said, 1993). Implications of the
vemem are aptly noted by Jawaharlal Nehru in his autobiography :

iJ

Dr. ASHOK KUMAR
.
Department of Physical Planning, School of Planning aod Architecture, New
Delhi -110002, India.
I. INTRODUCTION

India completes a century of modem town planning in 1998. It was exactly a hundred years ago
that the first town planning authority, then known as the Bombay Improvement Trust, Was
established under the Bombay Improvement Act 1898. ~at was the need to_i:stablish another
local authority in Bombay just in three years ~er the establishment of th~ Muruc1p~ Corporation
of Bombay in !885? An answer to this quesuo~ forms the ~t part of this paper._ It is argue(! that
the creation of improvement trusts, like everything else dunng those days, consolidated the Power
of the British Government of India.
One of the major impacts of the colonial town planning mo_vement is not ~he building of CiVij
Lines, Cantonments and new capital towns ~uch as New ~lb!, but ~ estab~hmen~ of an Unique
and enduring town planning sys~m.. This syst~m . p ~ y manifested_ 1~elf m centralised
command and control system of insmuuons ~ discnmmatory statutes. This is_the second theme
of this paper. In the third part of this paper, 1t IS contended that the town p~g syst~m created
as a part of the colonial project . has been ~rpetuat~ b~ the su~ve .so~re1gn Indian
governments which has resulted ID the creauon of tdenucal statutes, lilSUtuuons, planning
instruments and planning outcomes.

2. THE COLONIAL PLANNING MOVEMENT

All: :s.

The first town planning authority namely the Bombay Improvement Trust came into existence
exactly hundred year ago under the Bombay Improvement Act 1898 (Sivaramakrishnan, 1978 :
103). The next fifty years leading upto the birth of the sovereign Indian state ~itnessed a large
number of improvement trusts in major towns and cities (Government of India, I988 : 245, also
see Table I). Since after the local elections, Indians became members of the municipal
corporations, land development works could not be entrusted to municipalities. Thus a newly
created Municipal Corporation of Bombay was deprived of its legitimate function of development
works. The British Government of India obviously did not trust the Indian councillors and
officials. Bishop Lifroy, for example, noted that Indians "make bad use of [authority), employ their
authority to armoy their per~onal enemies, and use the staff of the municipality to carry out their
private affairs" (Gupta, 1981 : 121). Therefore, "capital development works could not be
entrusted to the local self government ... which they handed over to Indian politicians (Rosser
1971: 80). As the Bombay Improvement Trust ran into financial difficulties after the First World
War due to decrease in demand of developed plots, it was abolished and merged with the Bombay
Municipal Corporation in 1933 (Town Planning and Valuation Department of Maharashtra, 1965
: 11). While the Bombay Improvement Trust was abolished in 1933, two years later two new
trusts for Delhi and Nagpur were created. According to Balachandaran (1993 : 35) out of 14
improvement trust acts enacted in the country before and after independence, six statutes have

Mosl Indian cities can be divided into 1
with bungalows aod cctta
cadl . wo pans : tbc deo,ely crowded aty proper aod !he wide,~ an:a
th a ~au-ly cxtcnm-e CXllllpwod er garden usually referred to by !he
English u tbc ·c,vi]
many upper auddle clu,
~ C,V!l unes !hat tbc English officials aod busU>CHm<D. .. well as
city proper i, p-eater lhlD Iba; prtl(cuional. mco._official, etc. uve. Tbc lDC0IDe of the muDJctpabty from tbc
expcoditure. Fa- tbc r
.de from the av,.I lioc.s. but c1pcnd11ure oo the latter far uc:cecb the city
repaired cleaned
ar "" r area covered by tbc C,V!l Linc, requi,e, more roods, and tbcy hove to be
be •
d up. watered, and hchtcd. and !he drain.cc. tbc water supply aod !he W I . I ~ system have
_The Cit)' part i, always grossly ocglcaed. aod. of coune. the poorer parts of the c,ty
11
gnorcd
bu few good roads. aod moot of !he narrow laaes arc ,n.1,, and have oo proper
drauiagc or sarutanon system (Nehru, 1962 : 1 3 . 144).

U:.i ""

lndi~.u "'

:C

=;"' ••in.::i

•

On the other hand'. Bradnock_argues that the physical spaces in the colonial cities were not created

fo~ ~ere segre~auo_n of the colonised and colonisers but they were "organised according to the
pru_ic1_ples of rrud-_nmeteenth century medical science and architectural technology and fashion.
Buildings were widely spaced and set in open grounds to avoid the risk of disease spreading"
(Bradnock, 1984 : 26). One could funher argue that the construction of New Delhi was not so
much an attempt at segregation as it was an effon at separating the colonial masters from
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. Old Delhi during those days particularly
PL~gue epidellllC was rather common Ill
ating the British from the natives.
unhealthy areas.
a If this were to be an attempt at segrcg
. and villages as well. That
m SBh~ha : \ : ~gregated themselves from the south oflllC
_o ~:ed in New Delhi. Eminent
the nus co
e of the villages were
f health t
did not happen. On the contrar)', som .
. ina was suitable for reaso~ o .
' or
. .
ted thal "The site around the village of Rais
-teS of archaeolog1cal mterest. It
rus1onan no
.
d lating land and the many s1
b f land as low and there were no usmess
. oximity 10 the river, for its un u
its pr
£ the cantoriment, the cost o
w
was near the area chosen orbc dis laced" (Gupta, 1981 : 178 - 179).
interests who would have to
P
.
• I948 major pieces of town
I nial town planning movement · 1915
'
· A 191
In the second phase of the co o .
.
am le the Bombay Town Planrung ct
5,
planning legislation were adopted Ill India. For ex \
Planning Act I920 and the Punjab
d
United Provinces Town Planning Act 1919• Ma r~
1997 : 40). Further, the Central
Town Planning Act 1922 were ena~ted_(Meshr~
TCPO) in the Ministry of Health was
Urban and Regional Planning ~garusauon ~:th s::e;and Development Committee led by Sir
established on the recoromendauons of the
G mment of India 1946). Nonetheless, these
da 1997· also see ove
'
hi h
Joseph Bhore (Rame_Gow • . '
. tions including improvement truSts w c were not
planning laws gave birth 10 pianrung orgarusa
accountable to the people.

::ai.

civic design exercise resulted in the making of a grand political
What began as go~emment _led d order The main ieason for this to happen was that political
statement of col~~ arnakin
uth?nt~ an ed inte.gral part of town building. Products of these planning
rocesses of decision
g ,onn
Ind"
··
hie
P
.
bl
tablish authority and order m contrast to
ian c1ttes w h were
1/lStruments were a e 10 es
lid ·
f 8
h
ul1 0f haotic urbanisation process. The colonial conso auon o I 57-19 I4
I
apparen~ly raleresh . allyc ;-posing buildings [which] were constructed as institutional symbols of
created seve P ysJC ""
power" (Drakakis-Smith, 1987 : 21). The people of India, however, sunply could not relate to
these physical forms (King, 1976 ).
3. AUTHORITY FOR DEVELOPMENT AND IMPROVEMENT

Even today colonial practices prevail in Indian planning practice and management of cities. Let us
take the case of New Delhi to illustrate the point. Anti aircraft guns protect the important
buildings of New Delhi. Most of the Rashtrapati Bhawan is o_ut ?f ~unds _for the public.
Although. King contends that India has been able to develop her 1'.15lltuttons_ which are more or
less independent of colonial interpretations (King, 1976 : 279). evtde_~ e pomts to the c~~trary.
Appointed planning institutions have sprung up in almost '.'-" the c1ues. Out of 3_0 ? c1~1es of
population 100,000 and more, India has been able to establish development authonttes m 150
cities (Gupta, 1997a : 45 - 46). Effectively every second city has a development authority in urban
India. Whereas Delhi became the first city to get a development authority (see Table 2),
development authorities in other mega cities were established during the first half of 1970s.
Development authorities can be classified into four broad categories (Balachandaran, 1993 : 38).
Single city development authorities such as Chennai Metropolitan Development Authority. These
authorities are city -centred development authorities. The second set of development authorities is
called areawide authorities. There is another form of development authorities which are
established under the existing town and country planning legislation. Fourthly, those development
authorities such as the Haryana Urban Development Authority which have statewide jurisdiction.
These could be called state development authorities. These authorities provide most centralised
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organisational structure for development. This trend of centralised planning regimes contJJ1UCS For
example, the Puniab Urban Planning and Development Authonty was established by the
government as recently as 1995 (Gupta, 1997b . 124) Madhya Pradesh has also establis
..,_a, r
I alised Jannin
·
·
S
ly thL~ L~
su,.,.... cen r
.P
g authority at state level (Meshrarn and Bansal, I99S) trange
11appe~JJ1~ at a tune ~ hen Government of lnd!ll has made 73rd and 74th amendment to the
const~tuuon of lnd!ll m 1992 in order to decentralise dec1S1on making processes through the
establishment of elected locaI govemments m
. urban and rural areas
Table 2M e~a Development Authorities ~ M :~. C- . f Ind"
N.,.. ollhr
or e a 1Ues o
1a

~N-cf
t1,eC•y

0.V<lq,meot l1111honty

l)elhl

Deihl Dcvcloprrcot
Authonty
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Cala,U& MCO'opol...

Dev<lopmc,,1 Au<hony

o,c....

a,...., M""'l'dn..

(Madru)

Devek>pmw A.......-.y

Mwnbaa
(B-Y)

Mwm.v M"1opol...
Rqt01W Dcvdopmcot
Authontv

-

Yeor o(

Est.bi,.

..

1957

Euaaavc
VIOC .

~°""1ic<IV.Sotr,~

1970

(!ASoa--i

1973
1975

lwudl<1IOG

llt>d

v.,..
~
n••
otr.,..,

°""Ptnoo

(!AS otr...)

..

,.,

f!MttlOQJ ol a

Mir.ID P'll llAID&

Dmi,,.,,cat

lnstNrnr•t

1,4 11

Authon"Pbula& u>d
Dt..lopn1n1

MastaP1an

1,413

Pww.og u>d

MutcrP1ao

(sq
km\

u-

Tcmt«yof
Delb,
Calculi>
M"'""°"...
Dimct

C!Jc....
Mmcpohtaa

Re••
Mlllllbo,
Metropol,...
R-

Dn-doprneOI

1,162

PluMJJc u>d

Mutt:rP1an

Dcvtl~ M

4 ,400

PWIIIIDI u,d

Mutct' PIMI

o.vei..,.,,.ot

Source · Sivaramakrishnan and Green (1986: 119. 170 and 220 - 244); Datta and
Chakravarty (198 I : 15 . 27 and 30 . 38).
Like improvement truS ts, m~st of the development authorities are appointed bodics managed by
the se~o~ officers of the Indian Administrative Service (IAS). The internal environment including
orgarusauonal ~tructures, P_lanning instruments and processes of these planning organisations are
such that public participallon is impossible. Let us elaborate on this point. A township called
Papankala. designed ~o accommodate one million people in an area of 5,650 hectare, was
deve_loped _bc_:tween mid 1980s and mid 1990s by the Delhi Development Authority without any
public participauon whatsoever (Singh, 1989 : 79). Funher, according to a noted civil servant who
himse~ _wo~ked for many years in development authorities noted that the jurisdiction of these
!uthont~ IS often wider than the municipality and they also perform cenain municipal functions.
Au thont1es control large areas vested in them through land acquisition. Development authorities
are n~t ru nded through local_taxes but sale of land and propenies" (Buch, 1989 : 46). If there is
any difference betw~ n the unprovement trusts and development authorities, it is the fact that
developm~nt ~uthontJCS cover much larger geographical areas and population than improvement
u:us.ts. This difference only underscores the fact that the present planning institutions which are
similar_Ill character to colonial institutioris have become more widespread. Thus development
authonues represent an exterision of colonialism.
Funhermore, the view that the elected civic bodies such as municipal corporations could not
perform well has been_held strongly by state as well as central government after independence.
Establishment of appointed development authorities both by centre as well as state governments
clear!~ underscores the belief in centralised planning. Speaking on the golden jubilee of the Town
Planrung and Valuauon Department of Maharashtra, the Minister of Urban Development noted :
Tue exullng CIVIC bodtcs hke tbe municipal oocnm,nees or corpontaons elected on dcmocrauc basis often find
at difficult to tackle all tbc problems in an effiaeot and firm manner It thcref - becomes necessary 10 tlunk
of other •ge~es (sucb as) improvemenl lnlSIS · free &om pohtacal c:ontroven,es and popular pressure., ..
(Town Planning and Evaluation Depanment of Mabarasblra, 1965 4 . S)
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One wonders whether an historic opportunity has been lost. After 1947 two responses were
possible : extension of colonial structures or development of participatory mechanisms.
Government of India chose to perpetuate colonial structures. In order to continue to imitate the
imperial powers, Government of India is now beginning to propose decentralised structures for
local governance including town and country planning.
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.
If have argued strongly for urban designers to base their
Many academics, mclu_dmg myscI ilieoretical knowledge that the systematic_research of the
work on the accwnulat~nfd~s~~ rty developers, urban planners and architects, howe~er,
· .c~ set of design paradigms as the basis for urban design.
last five ~ecades has ~•e
rely heaVJly on a relauve1ydredestn
Jars of good practice. All indications are that most
digms
are
regar
as exemp
,
.
These para
.
•
hew coming to an understanding of the field s emergmg
•
fi ·onals WIii contmue to esc
f
b
:~: •cal base and will continue to adapt the paradigms they know to the so1vmg o ur an
design problems in specific contexts.

transportation forms 2) mod I
d
J
·gns A r urth
'
e s of central city and/or small town centres, and 3) rest enua
. ,o
set can be dd
d
fi r climate, for trans rta .
a ed. Its members focus on single issues such as es,grung
~vironments for the eict I hon, for energy efficiency, for reducing the rehance on car~.
: synthesise them into;~ Y
I, etc. · · · Each is considered independently with httle attempt
0
o es.

area des1

Jon Lang

·
aradigms can be identified: those that deal with the nature of
'th th d .
Two types of urban des1gn p
·
tt ms _ substantive paradigms - and those that deal WJ
e cs1gn
d
r
d . 1· . I
good urban es1gn pa e
s
Th.is
paper
focuses
explicitly
on
the
,ormer
an
unp
1c1t y
process - procedural paradigm ·
.
use of paradigms has many implications for the design process but such an
The
I
It
the
on
a er.
.
•
· th
f
analysis falls outside the primary domam o'. concern here.. This paper exarrun:5 e na~e o
the set of substantive urban design paradigms that contmue to hold sway m professional
. e their utility and limitations and suggests what needs to be done to make the set more
pracUc '
f nhan . th
r . al'
.fri dly They need to be user-friendly both in the sense o e
cmg e pro,ess1on s
user en .
· inh b'
work and in the sense of providing more habitable environments for their a 1tants.
TWENTIEm CENTURY URBAN DESIGN PARADIGMS
Two major sets of substantive urban design paradigms were developed during the twentieth
century. Those in the first set were c?nsciously designed, primarily by archit~t:planners, in
response to the conditions of the city they saw around them and/or predictions of ho:,v
technological and social changes would, m turn, change the character of the world. Those m
the second set have emerged as paradigms rather than being consciously designed as such.
They have resulted from the simultaneous working of the market and the entrepreneurial
skills of property developers. Often they are paradigms that professional urban designers and
academic critics alike deride. They tend to be based on a different set of values than those
espoused by architects and planners although, as time has progressed, the utility of these
paradigms has now often been embraced by urban designers!
Professionally-designed paradigms
Calling a group of design paradigms ' professionally-designed' is a little misleading because a
number have been proposed by people outside the traditional design disciplines. The set,
nevertheless, has been developed by people with a major focus on design concerns. The
paradigms in the set can be further divided into those that stem from the Empiricist
intellectual tradition and those that stem from the Rationalist. One way to categorise all
substantive paradigms is into three spatial groups: I) models of city organisation and
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A]most all the paradigms of c·ty
..
1 fi
enerally three or four !eve .
onn d1v1de the city in an hierarchical mariner There are
1 10 th
~ . e hierarchy and the vocabulary tends to differ from model
~o model. One set of 1
1
taxonomy fails 10 recoev~!•s city centre,_~istricts, communities and neighbo~hoods. llus
th
d' stinguishes the Raf r.n:. at commuruues are social rather than geographic uruts. What
~ e future based on~~:•~ from the Empiricist paradigms is that they focus most ~!early on
These orders are rat' / ions and/or proposals for new technologies and new social orders.
t'fe experiences _ to~a Y argued for based on certain idealistic assumptions rather than on
~eveloping their p:nd' ow the wo~ld s~ould function rather than how it actually doe~. In
around th
aOftigms the Ra1tonahsts focused on eliminating problems they saw m the
em. en the baby was thr
•
E ··
ha
worId
relied heavily on ast
.
own out with the bath water. The mpmc1sts ve
believe to have w \ d e~penences and have focused on what has worked (or what they
pcated As th or e ( m the ~~ and the belief that if it was good in that past it should be
~~mensi~nal thane~z~ca_te ex.isttn_g ~Items,_ Empiricist paradigms have been more multiahSl, but this nchness 1s not an inherent difference between the two.
The Rationalist tradition has p ·d d
.
.
I) th •ty
hi
rovt e two maJor analogies for the city and its development:
e ck• fasLa Cmacb n_e, and 2) the city as an organic living form. The former is explicit in
the wor o e or us1er and · r · ·
think' Of th M
. . •mp tctt m the Bauhaus models; the latter is exemplified by the
d,°g
eth etabohsts 10 Japan. The Metabolists claim a higher moral integrity for their
para igms ?n . e grounds that their analogy is more humane but their attitudes towards life
and peopl_e s hves deviate little from other Rationalist thought. The Empiricists from the
Garden
movement of the first decades of the century to the New Urbanists of ;oday have
favoure
~ sm~l country town as their ideal. The Rationalists have embraced modem
technology mcludmg the automobile; the Empiricists have been drawn along.

;•J

A number of Rationalist city fonn models were developed during the century (see: Broadbent
I 990
·
· for Three
. • and Lang 1994? amongst many other commentanes).
They ·include the City
~lhon, and the Radiant City of Le Corbusier ( Le Corbusier 1960). Rush City designed by
Richard Neutra
· •s work can be considered
·
1 rshetrner
to be ' examples of
. . • and Ludwig H'lbe
Bauhaus ~
ng. Le ~orbusier's schema received their application in Brasilia and, to a
lesser, extent m the design of Chandigarh with which he hi
If
I 1
· ted Th
M bol'1st r Of th
mse was c ose y assoc1a .
e
eta
me
ought is,_ perhaps, most closely associated with Kenzo Tange' s proposal
for Tokyo Bay. It has seen •ts greatest application at an architectural rather than an urban
scale.
Emp~cist_and Rationalist concepts for city centres have much in common. The basic
paradigm is ~ at of ~e centre being a superblock surrounded by a ring road with structured
carparks feeding off tt and 'the streets' in the central area being only for pedestrians. The
difference_ ~ ~veen the two lines of thought has to do with the scale of the built environment.
The Empmc1sts _proposed <:onsiderably lower buildings and a traditional (even revivalist)
approa~h ~o architecrui:e while the Rationalists had no fear of - indeed they embraced - highn~e bwldmgs hamessmg the latest in building technology. The basic paradigm has been
widely used although, what might_be regarded as the most ambitious plan - Victor Gruen' s
scheme for Fort Worth - has remamed on the drawing board (Gruen 1964).
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d disadvantages of the use and narure of twentieth centwy paradigms are
The advantages an
· ·
f th
di
h
both
v
much inter-related. Indeed, the same charactenshcs ~
e para gms ave .
ery
and
·tations Understanding these factors provides the basis for reconstrwng
advantages
·
.
.
the narure of any paradigms created for use m the first decades of the twenueth centwy.
1·u r u

Procedural concerns
At the outset of the paper, it was noted that the concern here is with substantive not
procedural urban design paradigms. Nevertheless, the use of paradigms ve_ry much affects
the way the design process is conducted. In the obverse, the nature of the des1gJ1 process very
much affects the nature of the paradigms. It can be argued that the significant twentieth
century paradigms have not been truly tested because they have been whinled away when
applied. The various adaptations of Le ~r~usier's ~nite are spatially tighter and have fewer
communal facilities than those in the Urute m Marseilles (Marmot 1981 ).
A generic procedural problem is fundamental. Desi~ers tend t~ look at the existing ~orld in
terms of the paradigms. Problems are seen or remam unseen tn tenns of the paradigm. In
doing this, both the brief writing/design and the built environment design phases of decision
making are heavily truncated. This danger is not intrinsic to substantive paradigms but it does
indicate that we have to rethink the manner in which their use during the design process is
advocated.
For many professionals, design paradigms provide ready-made solutions to problems which
they poorly understand and which they do not have time to fully explore. Paradigms enable
them to make dcsig)l decisions which they can hold up as being based on exemplars of good
practice. In disputing the utility of paradigms, this aspect of their application needs to be
considered. Their usefulness in practice, despite the up-and-down experience of their
applications during the twentieth centwy, lends paradigms their continuing importance.
Substantive concerns
Both those paradigms that have been consciously designed and those that have emerged have
proven to be successful in some applications and not in others. Many have met their users'
needs very well and been economically viable in some applications while in other cases they
have failed on one or other dimension. They have been viable when the problems addressed
match those of the context in which they were applied. They have been considerably less
successful when applied in cultural and climatic contexts for which they were not developed.
This observation is particularly, but by no means uniquely, true of those paradigms proposed
in the developed world and then imported into developing countries. More generally, what
has seldom been understood is the social and political side-effects they have on the world
around them.
This mixture of success and failure enables some generalisations to be made about all the
paradigms developed during the twentieth centwy. No paradigm deals with the full richness
of life for the variety of people that might inhabit a place. The model of the human being that
has been adopted is, universally, a limited one. No paradigm is explicit about the
circumstances in which it applies. We have simply expected too much of the paradigms when
they are applied, perhaps because most have a strongly detenninistic quality. They were
supposed to shape the social behaviour of the people. Their authors (often highly esteemed)
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Jn Europe, the Lijnbaan in R tt darn
of the application of the ideaoase~ 3?~ the Coventry city centre are mid-century examples
II. On a smalle~ scaJ_e, a widely ~: cities_ were rebuilt after the devastauons of World War
suburban shoppm~ district as a pede~aradigm 1s that of the main street of a small town and
one-way streets With the parking I
an mall. The two parallel streets on each side become
One estimate has been that there 0ocatcd off them. Passages then link parking lots to the mall.
States alone. A considerable v~two hundred applications of the paradigm in the United
traffic.
num r of these malls have now been retwned to vehicular

.
It is at the residential area seal tha
diverged the most widely. The ~e· t the ideas of_the Empiricists and the Rationalists have
1
Radbum, New Jersey is the E . ~bourhood Urut concept as exemplified in the design of
st
· th I980s) while the
' Unite d'H
mpinci
(reVJ'sed mto
· the pedestnan
· pocket concept
ID e
b. .paradigm
.
applied across the world ;n da a llallon is that of the Rationalists. Both have been widely
~• a pted forms Th Radb
.
environments, both socially and I' . · e
um plan has been adopted m diverse
the first generation many c imadtically. They include the British new towns, particularly
'
post-in epend
development in Australia. Ada taf
ence company towns in India, and suburban
schemes in France the Brit"
of Le Corbus1er's Unite include many social housing
1
exemplified by the housing i~sB s_es and the United States. Perhaps, the design is best
1ia and even
ras1
Caracas. These schemes owe as
h
•
more so by the 23 De Enero development .m
muc to Le Corbusier's Radiant City as his Unite.

? ;ons

Economically-determined paradigms
The second set of urban design parad"
resulted from the perceptio
f
igms consists of the urban and suburban forms that have
of how to SCLZC
· on the property deve Iopment
opportunities provided by thns flo entrepreneurs
"bT
mall of dumbbell design wi~ "tsex1 I h1ty of automobile transportation. The enclosed shopping
1 anc or stores at each e d th dri ·
· h
· street
and the sprawling suburb itself exem
r
n , e ve-m stn~
s oppmg
been tested in the market pl .
P ify the type. The argument for them 1s that they have
however, also to understand
people ~ve chosen to use and/or inhabit them. The need is,
e opportunity costs they have incurred.

:e,

";:::t! =so~: ~~igms t~nd to .evolve as market demands, including the cost of land in
cou!ty, Califo:iua ar!e~v~~~r ~uburban shoppin~ centres such as ~ewport Centre in Orange
y· t Gru
Old b b g mto types not unlike that proposed m the Fort Worth plan of
ic:
e:i ·SC:u ~ an downtowns in the United States, at least, are evolving into city
ce~ s,
~ un er the title 'edge cities'. It is important for urban designers to
un erstan ow ese_paradigms have evolved because urban development, unless subsidised
by governments or philanthropy, has to be profitable for developers.

PJh

THE UTILITY AND LIMITATIONS OF PARADIGMS
The application of exis~g ~aradigms has resulted in built environments which have been
regarded by those who mhab1t them as wonderful places in some cases and as miserable in
others. For
the Neighbourhood Unit, as exemplified in Radbum, has resu1t ed ·m
· example, hi
some envuonments w c~ have ~n loved by their inhabitants and some which have proven
to ~ culturally mappropnate (Brohn 1976). The Australian experience is especially salutary.
Ne1ghbour?oods_based on the Radbum principles worked well for their original inhabitants
but now mhab1ted by new comers, the once hospitable environments have become
inhospitable without their layouts being changed. The same panem affords both social and
anti-social behaviour very well.
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for the paradigms they had developed and have often argued for
have been strong advocates
them on social engineering grounds.

LOOKING AHEAD: PARADIGMS FOR THE EARLY TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY
As long as urban designers are reluctant to ~w their design :lutions outf ~f ~en~ral
empirical theoretical findings and a problem-onent~ apEproa~ to e ~throcessth o _es1~gf,
paradigms will be an important part of their repertoire. xpenences wt . e app11cat10~ o
paradigms during the twentieth century enabl~ us to male~ two contrad1cto~ observatJo~s
about the early part of the next. Firstly, changes m ways of hfe have, for the m1ddle classes m
the so-called western world, have had fewer consequences for the design of the environment
than we are often wont to think, and secondly, that making predictions about future changes
is fraught with difficulties. Ever since the development of ENlAC, predictions have been
made about how new information technology will transform life styles. The changes, as Isaac
Asimov recognised shortly before his death, have come much more slowly than observers
predicted in the 1960s. It would, however, be foolhardy to think tha! the prol~nged status quo
will continue for ever. Any statement about the nature of the design paradigms needed for
future practice must recognise the need for them to be robust - tolerant of change. Even if
this is done, any claim for their utility beyond a generation ahead must constantly be
challenged.
Rethinking the nature of the next-generation of paradigms
As the century comes to a close, the perception of the problems that should be addressed by
urban designers has changed. If their goals at the beginning of the century were to bring a
more salubrious life to the inhabitants of the cites of the 'dark satanic mills', and those at
mid-century of how to improve transportation systems, they are now often narrowly to create
a salubrious bio-genic environment. No existing paradigm deals with the full complexity of
life nor can it, but we can do better than we have. While it is important to understand what
each existing paradigm offers (i.e., to understand its affordances) in specific contexts, it is
also important to heed the lessons of how to use paradigms in the designing process.

The substantive models need, in particular, to deal with cultural and climatic diversity - life
as it is led in specific terrestrial environments. Procedural models need to be specific about
how designers should recognise problems and the nature of urban development processes and
the diversity of actors engaged in them. The normative procedural models which advocate
empirical theory based, problem-solving modes of thought need to be reshaped to recognise
that few design professionals have the desire or the confidence to work that way nor the
ability to keep apace of current research. Substantive models therefore must keep apace.

approach developed by Frit
.
z 2WJcky . th
.
Bemard Tschum1 used in the d .
in e 1940s (ZWJcky J 948) and in much the way
.
. Pans.
. What are required are
. with cs1gn of
more Iayers, each dealmg
. Parc de La V1llene
m
• c
a specific
c/
sufficient
,or a park but not fi
issu problem Tschumi used three Three ma" be
'
or a cuy Ea h
·
,
segment of ~e population of concc
c layer would represent the interests of a particular
cultural environment in mind. s nthrn -~d would be designed with a particular climallc and
many such layers can the h ~ ~SJsmg them into wholes is the creative task With ho"
single paradigm will lead 10 tradmmd cope? Inevitably, putung the layers together into a
problem well. The trade-o"'s de-offs between solving one problem well and another
"' hnee to be made clear to those who use the paradigms. If we
can ac hieve that end we shall
ave achieved much.
Conclusion

There is a tendency when de . 'd
.
'
sign I eas ar
them out m toto. This acti·o . c
e perceived not to work well when applied to throw
.
n 1s ,oolhard beca
.
.
thelJ' warts, offer designers much W Y
use the twentieth century paradigms, for all
nature and reasons for their su~ e need to recognise the problems they address and the
altered _or refined or added 00 to ~~- Where the~ have _been unsuccessful, they need to be
professionals are on the firing r1
on the ~mpincal CVJdence for their performance. Most
with which they work. It realty 1~\and have httle time in which to redevelop the paradigms
to generate and tcSl new ones in ~ or the a~emic community to rework old paradigms and
What paradigms do and do not a;:;mbol_i: world prior to testing them in the ' real' world.
d pohtJcians, developers and users alike, needs to be
clearly based on knowledge not h
opes.
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Jersey Stat·e Plan: Exemplar of European Influence on
The ew ry American Urban and Regional Planning?
Cootempora
Michael H. Lang and Michael Scheffler
.
.
Department of Urban Studies and Commumty Plannmg
Rutgers University
Camden, New Jersey 08102
USA
Recently, one of the most notable American examples of comprehensive regional
planning occurred in this country's most densely populated state, New Jersey. This
planning process yielded the new state development and redevelopment plan that was
the product of many years of intensive professional ea:ort inf~rm~ by ext~nsive
community participation and outreach. Recently adopted, this plan 1s widely considered
by many planning authorities to be one of the best state plans in the country. This paper
will provide a broad look at the history of land use development and control in New
Jersey. It will then outline the history of the development of the state plan and will make
a close assessment of its overall goals and objectives. The European associations of the
plans broad goals and objectives will be stressed.
New Jersey is one of most urbanized states in the United States and the most densely
populated. While it has no cities of the first rank, it sits between New York City to the
north and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania to the south. It does possess several old mid sized
industrial cities such as Newark, Hoboken, Weehawken, New Brunswick, Paterson,
Trenton and Camden. To this must be added an array of smaller industrial settlements
that occur along old water based trade routes; settlements such as Riverside, Salem,
Gloucester, Kearny and Shellpile. Of course these centers still exist and many have
enjoyed something of a renaissance of late. But many such as Camden experienced the
well known process of urban decline in the post W.W.Il war era. As a result, they had to
watch helplessly as the middle classes fled beyond their borders to the growing
suburban communities which as a result of America's adherence to the doctrine of
"home rule" used local zoning authority to develop as they liked, free of any regional
land use planning controls.
The development of these suburban communities put New Jersey on the American
planners map because, in many important respects, New Jersey led the way in modem
suburban and eventually Edge city style development. It was just outside the city of
Camden that James Rouse built his first covered mall in newly christened Cherry Hill, a
community that today proudly boasts of its Edge city status as it seeks further
investment. For many people, correctly or not, New Jersey invented suburban sprawl. 1•
As long as there was still enough open land left in the state, this approach worked
tolerably well. Perrin, for instance, found considerable satisfaction with suburban low
density development practiccs.2 But it is also true that New Jerseyans are very
concerned about the loss of farm land and rural areas to development. As a result,
perhaps it is not surprising to learn that this most suburban of states has produced some
of the most forward looking state and regional planning in the United States.

traditional, European style 1
establishing a clear policy
own and country planning practices: the former by
urban centers and the latt~r rowth ~~agement based on the preservation of ex1s11ng
controls that supersede 1
Y providmg a workable program of regional land use
1
state's undeveloped land/ca zoning controls in a small but significant portion of the

f

In seeking an answer to the
.
.
plan, a two fold methodolo qu:stJ0n regardmg the inspiration for the thrust of the state
the state plan itself The gy as used. The first component was a content analysis of
the original state plannin s :nd ~omponent was a series of interviews with members of
questions related to ho} th ~i~ee who drew up the plan. They were asked a senes of
played by the various c e 111_Jllal dircchon of the plan was established and the role
influences such as related omm~tte~ ~e~bers. outside consultants as well as other
planning m11Jat1ves in other states.

Perhaps the most import t
.
.
clear appreciation of the an resu1t of th es~ m!erviews was the fin.ding that there was a
for the constrai t f bEuropean underpmrungs to the plan's pnmary feature; us call
hamlets villa n
su urban. ~raw! and the maintenance of a clear hierarchy of
refers t~ this g:~~:s and .~llies set 1~ a protected natural environment. The plan
recognized as a shoril'an as Commurut1es of Place", a term that has come to be
their feelings fo E
d name for the plan itself. Many 0f the respondents spoke of
cities and gree rb lurts~pcan l~d usi planning in general and for elements such as garden
n e m particular. .

i°

At present the state plannin
· •
.
.
.
·ty th
. .
. g conuruss1on has no authonty to impose its views on any
Iocal1 , ough It 1s ura.ng local·t·
b
.
.
.
r
.
,,,...
1 1es to nng their local plans mto some form of
comp iance with state wide g~als. It was the experience of interwar sprawl that to a
large degree ~romp!ed the. BntJsh public to support strong planning legislation after
W.W.II. will be mterestmg to see if as the pressure mounts on New Jersey's fast
disapp~anng undeveloped land, there will be sufficient public support to enable
pobllc~ans to. support a resort to Pinelands style regional land use controls on a
statewide basis.

!t

Notes

I Garreau, J. 1991 Edge city: Life on the New Frontier New York: Doubleday
2. Perin, C. 1977 Everything in its Place: Social Order and Land Use in
America Princeton: Princeton University Press
3. The New Jersey Planning Commission, 1991 Communities of Place: the
Interim State Development and Redevelopment Plan for the State of New Jersey.

Two of these efforts, the New Jersey State Plan and the Pinelands Management Plan are
gennane to this analysis. This is because in different ways these two plans rely on
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25 ears of comprehensive and creative
The City of Melh?urne h~ benefite . rom tr; and its neighbourhoods. This planning
th
municipal strategic planning for e ctty cen today _ a City which has been described
h h lped to create the Melbourne we enJ0 Y
th
asason: of the world' s most livable and _which has received major awards. such as e
1996 Australian Award for Urban Design.

Plans have evolved over the last three decades to meet_changin? community ~eeds
and aspirations while maintaining the essence of the C!t~. Previously mflueQllal
strategic plans prepared by the Melbourne City Councli mclude:
. .
.
The 1974 and I 985 Melbourne Strategy Plans; and
Creating Prosperity - Victoria' s Capital City Policy 1994-: aJomt Council and
State Government strategy for the capital city role of the City of Melbourne.

•
•

commenced the preparation of.City Plan,
ber
1996, Melbourne City Council.
Dec e
In
m
.
CT
its Municipal Strategic Statement, currently m draft, which ~ocume~ts ounc1 s
major urban policy directions for the_coming ~years.City Plan 1s a local
extension and elaboration of the Capital City Policy. and has grown out of current
issues identified by the Council, community and targeted research.
City Plan is designed to:
•

provide strategic directions for the economic, social and environmental,
development of the City of Melbourne over the next 3-5 years
• provide a framework for Council's policy and actions in regulation, service
provision, promotion, partnerships and marketing so as to achieve integrated
urban management
• guide the administration of planning controls over land use and development in
the City consistent with those directions and actions.
City Plan builds on the City's strengths and contains policy statements designed to
capitalise on emerging opportunities.
It is divided into six themes covering key aspects of the City's activities, outlining
where the municipality is now and where it should be in the future. These themes are
Prosperous City. Innovative City, Culturally Vital City. People City, Attractive City
and Sustainable City. Each theme has aims and desired outcomes and specific Council
actions that will aim to achieve these ou!fpfles. City Plan acknowledges that most

The need for City Plan arose partly out of the requirements of the Vict~rian State
Government' s planning reform program. Under legislation introduced m I 996, all _
Victorian Councils must produce a Municipal Strategic Statement to document their
strat~~ic p_lanning. land use and development objectives and strategies for the
mumcipahty so as to form the basis for a new planning scheme.
City Plan also provides the policy positions for the new C ouncil e lected in 1996. afte r
a three-year term of Commissioners appointed by the State Governme nt.
City Plan builds on the enduring themes of earlier strategies for Melbourn~- It is an
incremental plan. designed to foster change addressing today's issues and includes a
three-year action plan set within a long-term vision.

Consultative Issues
Throughout this history of integrated long term planning, consultation has featu~ed
prominently. The current Council, early in its term of office, adopted a commu~ity
consultation framework for all of tts public activity and is committed to "fostering a
consultative environment which maximises the opportunities for all Melbumi_a ns t~
participate in the life and development of their city". The challenge for a Capital Clly
council is embrace the wide variety of stakeholde rs concerned. often with disparate
interests. 40,000 people live in the C ity of Melbourne, 400.000 vis it and use it on a
daily basis. The challenge for holistic strategies like City Plan is to effectively consult
with and be relevant to this wide cross-section of interests and to do it efficiently and
in a timely way so that implementation follows closely on the heels of policy
development. The benefit of a history of continuous strategic planning is that the
issues can be c urtailed to those of the day, accepting that certain aspects of the city
should not be changed and avoiding " reinventing the wheel" .
A particular complexity always present in urban strategies of this sort is the
coordination of State and Local Government responsibilities in the central City. This
has ac hieved with varying degrees o f success over time and has not always been easy.
A benefit of the new legislation is that it obliges both spheres of government to
participate in the Municipal Strategic Statement. Throu gh statutory linkage with the
planning scheme, it will require the approval of both Counc il and the V ictorian
Minister for Planning.
The importance of effective and efficient consultation in urban policy h as grown in
importance as resources for urban improvement have shifted from the public to the
private sector. The implementation of p lanning policy increasingly depends upon
partnerships with the private/corporate sector and between that sector and the broader
community.
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City Plan Process
In preparing City Plan the challenge was to develop it wit~in the r~quire~ timelines

and at the same time engage the commumty-at-large to gam meaningful input and to
generate ownership.

focus groups held with representatives of the real estate industry• teachers of town
planning. h?using_groups and employer groups
Ward meetings wnh local residents
Research projects t~ inform policy development included ones on environmental
issues, student housmg, affordable housing, economic development, a land use survey
and a survey of metropolitan residents' attitudes 10 the City. All of these provided
considerable input to the direction of policy.
For some sections of the community there has been a need 10 build trust that the
strategy will be implemented via the scheme. This has been complicated by
community concern about the increased use of discretion in planning controls and a
shift away from a prescriptive approach.

Monitoring
Mon_itoring of the effectiveness of City Plan will be critical to this notion of _
continuous strategic planning. Council's Benchmarking Melbourne project will __
measure the performance of Melbourne in terms of its competitiveness and livab1hty
by le~in~ from the experience of other capital cities in the region and through the
use of md1cators keyed to the desired outcomes for the City nominated in Cay Plan .

Where we are now
At the time of writing. Council was awaiting the recommendations of an independent
panel established to review City Plan and new planning scheme. This review follows
a public exhibition late in 1997. and a hearing of submissions. Once the report is
received, Council will prepare a response and submit the Planning Scheme to the
Minister for Planning for approval. It is expected that this will occur at mid-year, 18
months after commencement.

This was done by accepting ihe fundamentals of earlier strategies as given and by
concentrating on incremental change to accommodate current issues. Im~rtantlY, the
process was also designed to ask the community to nominal~ what those issues were
and to nominate possible solutions. These were then synthesised to form the baSIS of
the Plan. To generate community input to the Plan's agenda, an issues outline around
6 themes was firstly prepared and promulgated by mail and the Internet. This was
followed by a comprehensive series of workshops with both the general public and
special interest groups following the same themes. Penny Coombes, as consultant to
the Council, was pivotal to this process in that she designed the workshops and acted
as the "honest broker" to ensure that the information generated was reflected in the
development of the Plan. Penny will discuss her role in more detail. In outline, input
to City Plan included:
70 submissions received in response to the issues outline
the ideas of 450 people who attended 6 workshops
the attitudes of 600 metropolitan residents surveyed by telephone on various
aspects of the central city
the ideas of more than I00 people who attended a think tank arranged by the
Property Council of Australia and facilitated by Dr Edward DeBono
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. . es of the Kakadu Region
. Town: Jabirll and the Abonz1n d Allied Arts, Uruversity of Sydney, NSW 2006,
Frontier
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1969 uraniwn was discov u National Park and several mining p_roposals ,o owe
region now known as the ~cw and increased pressures of many lcinds were_brought
soon after. From that momen t Aboriginal people resident in an area stretching from
to bear on the groups of pennanen t the East Alligator River and the Arnhem Land
Ri
· the west o
f th
the Wil~ ver in .
1) The declaration of a national park over part o e
escarpment ID thedeastb~•SU:me .control over development to a region that had already
area in 1978 sei:ve to ~g
e to its natural and human environment since the
began to expenence senous addamr: Darwin and the bridging of the South Alligator
m
. ,
·
natural d
0.-.ing of an all-weather ro
r-•
· · to continue in one of Australia s most UDportant
. an
River. All~wmg _l'Dlillllg
troversial as was the likely introduction of substanllal new
human bentage sites was coo
. • .
nJ
or three astoral
.d tial and other developments ID a region that bad seen o y two
p
resi C?
. . 1 history of human occupation. After the Commonwealth
dwellings in Its ong
·
Id be
1975
overnment's Ranger Uranium Environmental Inquiry which was _he
tween
~d 1978 (Fox et al. 1977), the cotlStrUction of a new town to SCIVICe the needs of the
three largest mineral pro~ts was ~ t t_ed (Lea and Zehner 1986). That town, now
known as Jabiru, received its first residents 10 1980.
In

Reconciling Mixed Land Uses in the Park
The new town site of 13 sq km was retained under Commonwealth government
ownership and leased to the Jabiru Town Development Authority for 42 years.
Aboriginal traditional owners acquired title to the surrounding lands which were leased
back to the nation for 99 years for use as a national park. Only one mining company,
ERA Ltd, the operators of the Ranger prospect, received a license to export its ore and
the town ofJabiru, though designed for a population of 6,000, became a 'closed' mining
town with fewer than 1,500 residents. It was built to high physical standards and soon
acquired a form of elected local government in 1984. Following the provisions of the
Ranger Uranium Environmental Inquiry, the town was not designed as a centre which
could cater for and service the needs of the regional Aboriginal population effectively.
This anomaly became progressively more obvious as the town opened up to general
tourism uses in the late 1980s, and the purchase of alcohol by indigenous people and
visitors became easier. Kakadu National Parle authorities were soon obliged to reconcile
their primary environmental objectives with the emerging effects of multi-land use
activity throughout the parlc. Initially this task was accomplished with considerable
success ~u~ the p~aration of plans of management, as was the monitoring of
uraruum mmmg acbVIty through the Office of the Supervising Scientist, but
understanding and dealing with a growing list of negative impacts on the indigenous
population received much less attention.

- - Pm: boundary

=

Scaled rood
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• WD tr>ek
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Escarpment

Aborigines and the Town
Aborigines . have_had a permanent presence in Jabiru since its establishment, even
though their residence there was originally assumed to be temporary. There is an

Ma p: General map of Kakadu Na tional Park
showing Ja biru. rooas. mineral leases a nd outsations
Source. Kakadu Notional Pork Draft Pion o f Management 1996. p . 9
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d the Darwin
"" . • s · ti 1 1997b) Such 5gures si
an . ry in 1985-91 (Supems111g ct.et: s f . : royalty dollars by traditional land
Temto
.
f many nullions o lllllllll8
•
the receipt in recent omes o dirure of considerable sums by Territory health services.
owners in the region and expen
Complex Planning Instruments
f th
t detailed and expensive development
KaJcadu has been the focus for ~eve~ o Be m_odses the Ranger Uranium Environmental
. . • Australian history. est
impact invesogat1ons m
be
ccessive environmental impact statements
Inquiry of the late 1970s, there ~aveH'J~g proposals a major Senate investigation
for Ranger, Jabiluka and Coi:inat1on t the Coronation
Inquiry by the Resource
9
(Commonwealth 0 : ~us~a \ ~• man, Stanley and Lea 1991) and, most recently,
9
Assessment Co~10~ 10 19 ct S~ Supervising Scientist 1997a; 1997b). Jabiru
the Kakadu Regio~ Social_Imla li ytu~es because of its closed status but pressures
10
did not figure pro~~tly ov::iC:/ci.rcles in particular to see a ' normalisation' of
10
have been m~untlDg ~ai8
tuality would imply an extension of the headlease to
the town. _This con~versest1 evi: town, together with moves to establish community
allow busmesses to 10v
'sed urb
1
an P an.
government under the ""'
" 1 Local Government Act and a reVI

Hlll

·m

·
r planned as bi-cultural community capable of meeting the
However though it was neve
·
· 1 b d f: I In
needs of' permanent Abon'ginal people, Jabiru has acted 10 this
. ro e . y e au t

· us local urban planning instruments
• · operation
· of vano
addition,
.
. .1s exceedingly
. . complex
d restrictive with the Jabiru Town Plan bCUlg J010tly administered by
an
ealth' Tem·tory and local government entities. Indeed, the town plan forms a
Commonw
'
,
..
(Philli
lan of management and contains 'consent only proV1S1ons
ps
part of the Park P
ed'
..
h b
d
!996). A new plan incorporating 'performance-b~ _proV1s1ons as een prepare
under provisions of the ITT Planning Act but 1s_ unlike!~ _10 be ap~rove~ by the
Commonwealth and park authorities until the ques~on ~f aumng at Iabtluka 1s finally
resolved and in the absence of agreement on future directions for the town.

A consequi:nce of their historical marginalisation in Jabiru has left a widespread lack of
un~e~tand10g on the part of Aborigines about the urban development situation and
an11c1pated future needs. Effective dialogue about the future among current stakeholders
will not occur under conditions of unequal lcnowledge and understanding. Thus a
spe~i~l chall:nge exists to create an environment and a process where collecu~e
dec1S1on-making can take place without unequal prejudice to the interests of roam
stakeholders.
From an Ab~riginal perspective essential prerequisites arc the ability to make an
informed cho1_ce, and to participate in the outcome of the decisions that are made.
Current Planru_ng and managerial arrangements for Jabiru have been reviewe~ ~Y ~e
Northern Temtory Government in the absence of an overall and fully parttcipattve
ex~on of the ~eeds of the region. Planning is thus reactionary rather than forward
loo~~ and set agamst an uncertain development context where the wishes of Kakadu
Abo~~ people have generally not been known or understo0d. Similarly, few
Abongmes have understood the nature of the urban development processes involved,
the range of possible options for change, or their likely impacts.
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Introduction: In the C' ·
dC
- .
·
f
.
ivic an ultural D1stnct of Singapore, multiple frames o
reference mfluenc~ the re-shaping of the cityscape. Urban conservation and
redevelopment arc m~xtricably locked into the wider political framework. The need to
create a sen~e of civic pride and national identity through the built environment, the
government s agenda for the private sector to be involved in the conservation process
and the tounsm value of the projects exert competing and complementary forces to
the morphol~gy and content of the urban space. The efforts to revitalise and (re)create
th~ bmlt-hentage as well as people's perceptions to these efforts will be discussed in
this ~aper. We also seek to understand some of the forces that have played a part in
shapmg the district since the post-colonial years and with the implementation of the
I 988 Masterplan of the Civic and Cultural District by the Urban Redevelopment
Authority (URA).
1?e Civic and Cultural District (CCD) basically referred to the area of urban
interventio~ speh out in the 1988 Masterplan drawn up by the URA. The district had
been descnbed m the Mastetplan as a 'rich historical area' containing a ' valuable
collection o'. architecturally and historically significant buildings' such as the National
Museum, City Hall and Supreme Court, Victoria Theatre and Memorial Hall, Raffies
Hotel and St. Joseph's Institution. At the same time, due to the ' absence of crowd
drawing activities and the 'rival' development of nearby Orchard Road and Marina
Centre, the district had been described as a 'missing link' between the 2 commercial
hubs. The 1988 Masterplan had 4 stated aims: (I) to revitalise the district as a key
cultural and retail magnet of the city (2) to establish and enhance the distinctive
qualities of the district so as to reinforce the identity of the district as the historical
colonial hub of the city (3) to accentuate the special function of the district as a venue
of national celebrations and ceremonies and (4) to provide a physical framework for
drawing up Singapore' s Cultural Masterplan 1•

Birth and Development of the CCD: Rapid modernization efforts, stepped up under
the auspices of self-government in 1959 and Independence in 1965 meant that the
district underwent a series of radical changes. Urban renewal in the early postcolonial years was marked by the demolition of old buildings and replacement with
modernist structures. The move towards the end of colonial rule and the creation of a
new nation-state represented a radical discontinuity rather than a smooth progress.
Some felt that the 'demolish and rebuild' concept as practised during the time
disrupted livelihoods and destroyed small retail establishments as well as accentuated
racial rifts among the people2. Two separate studies carried out by United Nations
consultancy teams in the early 60s recommended that the old city should be
rehabilitated rather than demolished. 3. Some of the more outstanding buildings,
including Coleman's House, the law Courts and the Adelphi Hotel, as well as many
shophouses, were demolished during this period. Educational institutions also began
522
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for the mega hoteVoffice'reta.J co
.
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h
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, the late 80s, there were SI .
ln
.
taking p1ace.
h
•
b
resolved, new issues sue as national
redevelopment of the city1·55was
ueshadeen
·
•1
b
·mmediate problems and
.
Id and harnessing the city s egacy ecame
O
~dentity and heritage, conserving thThe ·dea of creating a modern but distinctively
I
.
agenda
eI
1· .
.
prominent on the pJaruung
· .b t society with people 1V1ng a more gracious
Asian city benefitting a 'culturally vi ;an of the Civic and Cultural District (1988).
life'' was crystallized with the Masterp an
f th shaping of the CCD, it would be useful to
O
To understand the ~ntext
nn·eg fields of cultural and symbolic fragments,
.
· . al
. tri ct as interpenetra
conceive of the d1s
.
and the contestations of vanous
po1Jt1c
and
which are the constr11ct of history
programmatic concerns.
Ii Id of symbols the legacy of the colonial town plan
Field of Syo_ibols: As; ie going develo~ment of the CCD. When Sir Stamford
continues to influenceth TeOownn Plan of Singapore in 1822, his vision was that of a
•
· plemeoted e
d ·d
Ram es im
t that would fulfil the promise of being the 'emponum an pn e
ew trading settlemen
.
.
,5 Th to
n
t' and •a place of considerable magrutude and tmpo~an~e • e wn was
of the Eas f: ·1·tate admi·nistration and maximise mercanttle interest as well as
delled to ac1 1
· • I
·
mo .
bJ" order and also to cater for the accommodation of the pnncipa races m
ensunng puart:rs Central to the plan was a public open space on the north bank of the
s:"arate qun: . und which stood the colonial edifices of Government offices,
Singapore =ver aro
flanked
h
church and Court House. These symbols of British gov~rnance_were
on ~ e
t by the expansive European Town. In panning for the mcreasmg numbers of Asian
~ ·grants Rames demarcated the town into divisions or ' kampuogs' for the
~~cot r;cial and occupational groups, each 'kampung' with its own c~efs or
'kapitans'. In effect, the plan specified the spatial configurat.10~ of_the towns urban
development and the fields of influence of the various reposllones of power and
governance.
In many post-colonial cities, colonial structures were often app~o~riated for
new uses and re-invented with new meanings. In the CCD, these bwldmgs were
perhaps seen as being the most neutral repositories of governance in the_co_ntext_ of an
ethnically di verse population. Io fact, in the CCD Masterplan, the bwldings m the
district, especially City Hall and the Supreme Court, fo"?1ed the _backdrop_for natJonal
celebrations and pageantry and historic and heritage tra!ls (National Hentage Board)
were planned as routes to bring visitors around the historical setting. Hence, for the
government, political legitimacy did not come. with 1!1e whol~le n:moval of the
colonial legacy, but that buildings and the built env1rorunents mhented from the
colonial era could be divested of association with imperial glory and re-invented with
new significance 6. Images of national and civic pride, e.g. the setting of the Padang
as the place where the struggle for independence took place during the 50s and early
60s, and that the country's National Day celebrations were held for many years at the
Padang (and still are) had reinforced the national significance of the place. In fact,
many Singaporeans felt that many colonial buildings merit a place in the cityscape
due to their fine architectural qualities, without associating them with any negative
connotations of a colonial past 7.
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On the issue of nation
•
the Parliament House com le a1 s}'.'TI_bohsm, one might perhaps look at the design of
magistrate, it was built ~ x. Ongmally designed as a private residence of a Bnush
1 th
_ e north _bank of the Smgapore Ri,er by George
onungolde Colem
Government and u:d ~p;omment colorual architect. The building was rented to the
was completed It
d he first Court House until 1865, when a new coUJ1 bu1ld10g
"
· was escnbed as :
... a large graceful build"
.
fi
mg with a fine display of pillars and pomcoes. and by
1·ts size and eleg
ance. · · oreshadowed the greatness to which Singapore would rise " 1
In 1953 the build"
.
.
.
l.h
d"f 0 lb/ .
mg was restored with great pams to tts pre-20 centurv
1
con ~ ?• ~ ~ with modem features incorporated to meet contemporary needs. R;open m 95 as the Assembly House (Parliament House) it was the seat of the
. currently under construction.
. The
government to date· A new parr1ament Complex is
new comp1ex, 1~ be ready in 1998 (at a cost of SS80M) is designed to 'blend with the
other build_mgs ~ the Civic and Cultural District' 9. The image of the new building 1s
~~ and impoSmg and has a symmetrical front f~ade. The architectural style of the
bmldmg is one ~fa _rationalist approach, deriving a stylistic form analogous to tts
predecessor (whi~h is now subsumed as pan of the complex) but yet set in its
cont~mporary senmg and " ... the Parliament Complex will meet the demands of the
pubhc to know more about Parliament...to interest young J'eople...in democrauc
~rac!1ces so that they understand history and its making." 1 Toe complex would
meVJ~ly be seen as a p~i::yor of_ national identity since it is built to serve and
symbohse ~e nation state . The design then had to occur within multiple frames of
~eferem:e - 1~ pla~ in history, the context of its colonial predecessor, the national and
mternatt_onal identity aspired to by the government and its role in expressing the needs
and ~pirattons of an ethnically diverse population. Toe success of the complex in
fulfill mg such roles (whether consciously or unconsciously) remains to be seen.

l

further investment of symbolic significance in the CCD occurred in 1995,
the 50 anru_versary of the end of WWil . . The National Heritage Board erected
commemorattve plaques around the island, 3 of which were sued in the CCD. The
plaques, in the form of a man-height open-book design, had text depicting the events
which occurred at the particular site during the war. The 3 sites in the CCD so marked
included the Cathay Building, the old YMCA building (demolished in 1981) and the
Esplanade. These public symbols of remembrance point back to experiences shared
by the people in the locality, in other words, collective experience, and served to
invest deeper and more fundamental historical significance to the physical context.
These gestures of re-kindling public memories (though not always appreciated by the
building owners) demonstrated the need to take into account the lived experience of
the wider spectrum of the populace- perhaps in line with post-modern thinking which
reconsiders the need to focus attention on the place 12 . Other recently erected plaques
included 2 which marked the former locations of the Raffies Institution (1997) at Bras
Basah Road (formerly College Street in colonial times) and the Raffies Girls' School
(1998) at Queen Street - occasions which were celebrated by old boys and girls of the
schools amidst pomp and nostalgia for a collective past.
Field of Culture: The conservation efforts in the district were aimed primarily at
revitalising the district as a key cultural and retail magnet of the city, establishing and
enhancing the distinctive qualities of the district as the colonial hub of the city, and
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heritage network, includmg e Phit) ~e Singapore
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Methodist Book Room at Col~m~
Asian Civilisation Museum{l 991, at the
the former St. Joseph's In5t1tutl:~I ;ire Station Museum( 1998) as well as the
former Tao Nan Sch?Ol), the ~ al Museum as the Singapore History Muse um
renovation of the ex1sung Nation the basis of the Museum Planning Area, which
( 1999). These developments ~o::~CD and was prepared in 1997 to safefslard and
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de deveiop it into an institutional hub • These
covered approximately _half
story an
the
area's
hi
'bl
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e ~ ce .
ed to appeal to as wide an audience as poss1 e, b ut the
repos1ton es would be _p ackag . d _ was the conservation of the CCD serving the
dil
f conservation contlilue
ac1· ·
ernma o
. ts16 as the character of the area changed and tr illonal
interest of the locals or touns '
ways of life disappeared?
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.se both the material built environment and the activities
A place wouId cOmpn
· · · I d d
and inhabitants In the CCD the former cntena me u e
·115
use,~
·
•
• '
· ·
f th b ·1
and lifestyles Of
· _ __ ,
·1 and aesthetic values as histoncal s1gruficance o
e u1 t
architec,w"' men
.
. .
·
f th
·
Th URA had issued meticulous gu1dehnes for the conservation o
e
envuonment. e
. .
ak b h
physical fabric of the buildings to ensure authenllc_1ty, ~~ the st_ance t . ~m Y t e
authorities had often been to restore a building to its ongmal built cond1hon, or at
least to the intention of the original architect. The gove~ent also took ~e stand that
conservation should not entail the fossilization of traditional trades an~ hfesl)'.les th~t
existed before conservation and that conservation should be _economJc~ly fv1hi~le, _if
not profitable. The URA strongly believed in the 'adaptive .re-use o
stone
buildings, making them relevant to the needs and uses of modem times.

~

In the case of the conservation of the Convent of Our Holy Infant Jesus (CHIJ)
site in the CCD, the economic justification behind the adaptive re-use of the building
had not always b een accepted by the public, from which many requests came to keep
17
the premises from commercial uses and maintain it as ' a ~aven of peace and ~ui~t in
the heart of town'. The authorities conceded only to retam the chapel for digrufied
activities (incl. Cultural and social activities. 'Commercial uses will be allowed ... to
18
make the restored complex economically viable in view of its prime location •
Across the street, the Singapore Art Museum, converted from the old St. Joseph's
Institution, also supported social functions which could be held in its function Hall, as
well as a trendy cafe which had a prominent street frontage.
The newest addition to the CCD would be the Singapore Arts Centre at the
Esplanade, to be completed in 2000:

"The Arts Centre will be located between the historidcivic districts and the
modern city, at the crossroads of the past and present, the old and the new. This
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The Post-modern
City·· The deve Iopment of the CCD could be view
· ed as contmua
·
1
.
contestauons of power am
·
·
.
ong vanous players: the professional planners, the
programmatic_ concerns of various statutory boards implementing diverse
pr~&:ammes like th e Cultural Masterplan for Singapore and Tourism 2 122 as well as
opiruon and p~rceptions of the public. A suivey conducted in 199523 had fo und that
the a~er~ge S1Dgaporean expressed deep-rooted attachment to the built heritage o f
the di~tnct and. that the development of the area had added to the citizen's pride
r7gardmg the distnct - embodying the transformation of Singapore from colonial
city to global city - representing shared historical experiences c ulminating in
nationhood and economic prosperity. The study also found that there was a need to
share the p~wer of defining landscapes and the need to recognize and capture the
actual me~ngs and values that people invested in place. While there was a trend
towards pav1Dg the way for public participation in the shaping of the cityscape, it
was felt that feedback was sought only after maj or urban planning issues had been
decided .
The renewed interest in place and tradition could be seen in the framework o f
what had been called the 'post-modem' - that if modernism was driven b y
uni~ersali_z inf forces, then post-modernism was about the return to differences and
part1culanty2 . The argument was that as cities became increasingly glob al and
homogenous due to commercialization, it had become necessary to ' re-image' the
city and 'manufacture' distinctions. Images become the means of manipulating
perceptions. Restoring identities to local culture, the revival of collective memories
and the re-enchantment of place were then the thrust of urban planning in postmodern cities. Also, the srudies cited in this paper had shown that there was renewed
interest in the ' soft architectJJre' of the CCD - "its feel and atmosphere" and its
"sense of community and citizenship". The examples of newly erected symbols and
markers in the CCD had shown the need to re-establish personal and collective roo ts
in the city. Also, the very idea of marking ceremonial routes as well as heritage and
historical trails in the CCD showed the renewed concern in the post-colonial era with
the spectacle and imagery and the idea of commodification of cultural form. The
orchestrated route in the CCD was an important means of establishing a sen se of
civic pride and identity of the nation without the negative connotations o f a colonial
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The collapse of international
.
Soviet Union and espec·
_communism around 1990 ended an era in which the
11
townscape formation int la Y_ Its capital city, Moscow, had a significant impact on
other country had such ~~ionaHy. R. A. French (1995:195) argues that'. ~ause no
the Soviet Union had b
g penod under the direct influence of Mannst ideology,
socialist planning in at" regarde~ for many years as 'the prime exemplar of Marxist
that city formation • th its aspects· In the field of urban planning it was indeed held
1
ideology; that is tom ; :untry was moving along a new path in line with Marxist
was steadily but dras~~~ ~ creation of a distinctive socialist city type. This view
technological and :ul~~ t~red as the increased influence of globalising economic,
understandin of the a
. orces, and_ as Western scholars gamed a better
was already gbeco . ctu:' situation Within the country. In fact, by the mid-I 980s it
features On th mi~g c ~ that the so-called 'socialist city' was an amalgam of
as high ·level e te and, 11 denved some characteristics, from Marxist theory, such
h h d s O. centralised state power and economic and social control. On the
01 er an • cap~tah_st elements had clearly survived from the Tsarist period or
belon~ed .10 a rediscovered capitalism'. Added to this the Soviet cities were
expenencmg the_H'.1pact of 'those uncontrolled and surely id,eologically uncontrollable
elements, the md1VJdual and technology'.
This socialist fo'.111 of urban development was implanted in countries which came
under Soviet Umon mfluence, especially in the Cold War period - Vietnam, Laos,
post-Pol Pot Cambodia, Cuba, Angola and of course the former satellites in Eastern
Europe. Despite great cultural and enviro~ental variation between these countries
the ~ialist influence imposed a common pattern of residential, commercial and
mdustnal development. A similar socialist imprint was felt in China and countries
coming under Beijing's sway. Frequently, this influence bas left a heritage of poorly
designed and constructed buildings and infrastructure - one aspect of the economic
and cultural globalisation that flowed from Soviet power over the last 40 years. These
environmental impacts were not only out of tune with traditional cultural patterns
when first built, but they now add to the hurdles of urban readjustment facing these
countries as they struggle to prepare themselves for the twenty-first century.
However, this is not to say that the Soviet townscape impact was entirely negative,
and this paper will argue that some features represent part of the desirable 'heritage',
worthy of protection or, at least, of detailed recording as part of the cultural history of
the Indochinese cities affected. The paper discusses the shifts in heritage definitions in
Vietnam and Laos making use of Russian and Indochinese interviews and documents.
The Soviet impact on Vietnamese and Laotian towoscapes
I have previously described in detail the Soviet impact on one Vietnamese city Hanoi, capital of the French Indochinese Union and of the post-independence
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(1955-1975) and Socialist Republic of Vietnam
Democl'lltic Repubhc of;;;m;:at impact was felt particularly in the central city
1
(I 976-) (Logan 1994•
· created demonstrating to the citizenry that the country
ew set of icons were
•
th
8
where n
f socialist greatness. Streets were given e names of
had entered a new el'llH0 !as laid to rest in a mausoleum that completely dominated
volutionary
heroes, ental Ba Dinh district revolutionary
·
re
. ed
museums were opened, a
the re-design · ed
monum
' previously
·
the statuary mvo
· ked the
to Lenin in a park where
statue was rais
grandeur of /a belle France.

new housing followed the microrayon or micro-district approach
t
Further ouin
' the USSR - an approach, mc1dent
· ·
ally, th at had the same Western
developed
· Ii t 0·ains in the work of Clarence Perry and others as the post-World War 2
capita s o o·
d
a1· (H
public housing estates of the United States, Western E urop_e an Austrf: t~ .. an Tat
00
Ngan I 994). Using a formula that related accof. mm . aedllo? . 5!'ace, ac1 11~1es anthd
11vmg quarters , as e
· frastructure to population size, these largely sel -contain
~ietnamese called them, attempted to put into practice the notion of equality that was
at the heart of socialist ideology. In Viemam, the fonnula w_as based on 60-7~,000
people; that is, the number of residents an area would requrre_t? support a viable
senior high school. Once the formula was calculated, the hvmg quarters were
replicated about suburban Hanoi and othe~ Yietn_amese towr.is and ci~es. Further out
again, the Hanoi authorities creat~ new md1:15tnal areas with fa~t?nes consti:ucted,
like the new housing estates, with pre-fabncated parts and mm1mal attention to
environmental or aesthetic niceties.
At least, though, these new areas were part of a concerted effort under the socialist
national and municipal governments to provide shelter and jobs for the majority of
Vietnamese who did not belong to the French-educated Vietnamese elite. They were
also part of the immensely difficult struggle to construct and to re-construct both
during and after the Second Indochinese War (1955-1975), much of which was
marked by intensive aerial bombardment by the Americans and their allies. Again, I
have dealt with this struggle in detail elsewhere, notably in the ' Hanoi after the
bombs: postwar reconstructioi:i of a Vietnamese city under socialism' (Logan, in
Calame & Charlesworth, in press). Other cities and towns in northern Vietnam
suffered heavy losses of life and injuries as well as great damage to buildings and
infrastructure. The main port of Haiphong was an obvious wartime target and its
quays, bridges, oil and petrol installations, electricity power stations and factories
were destroyed. Like Hanoi, the people's committees in these devastated urban areas
quickly moved into action during each lull in the bombing to keep basic activities
going, to clear destroyed building sites and to construct new shelters as best they
could. After the war, these cities had major tasks of reconstruction. Again, such
redevelopment occurred in the Soviet pattern and some noteworthy examples of
Soviet-style planning and architecture are found in these northern towns and cities.
Osborn and Reiner (1962:239) point out that the Soviet planner's standard attack on
urban problems focused on two programs: the design of microrayon and the reduction
of centre-city concentration through the construction of satellite cities. Vietnamese
pl~ers followed suit: in a_ddition to the new residential development in and around
existmg urban areas, the Vietnamese constructed a number of new towns in the late
1960s and _e ~ly 1970s. Two near Hanoi stand out - Xuan Hoa and Xuan Mai_ built
by the M1rustry of Construction at the time when Do Muoi, Chairman of the

Vietnamese Communist Party
·h
·
(1991-7)
.
wit geometncal street patterns b
' was mtruster in charge These were laid out
hou~ing was in long five-st~r road ~entral axes and abundant open space. The
architectural id_eas used in Hanoi'se~vi~es1dential buildings, an expansion on the
1?eanl !hat the mfrastructure plans w g quarters. Unfortunately, budgetary problems
)Ive there felt abandoned in their stc~~e never_ful!y realised and the people selected to
th~y had kn~wn previously. By th . e dormuones and cut off from the bustlmg hfe
being dem~hshed; :Xuan Hoa was ; ~ 1d-i990s Xuan Mai had become empty and was
1
Vo Van _Kiet, published a plan I
Partly occupied. The Prime Minister of the day
O
mo_st of tis attractive hilly terraj tum Xuan Hoa into a umversity town makmg th~
resistance from the educational i:s~:os~ to Dai Lai Lake. This appears to be meetmg
contrast, surrounding the new town ituhons and ~he town has been partly vacated. By
and shops seem to be flourishing A s_a !inear pnvate enterprise village whose houses
an out~oor architectural park d1 .la s1m1lar_plan was put forward for Xuan Mai, with
alongside a Nallonal Universih,sp Ying typical houses of Vietnam 's ethnic minoriues
•J campus.
After the fall/liberation of S .
.
b
atgon m 1975 d .
ur 31:1 ar~ of the defeated Republic of:- Vietnam's reunification, the southern
formmg mfluences. Even though th· . ietnam also came under socialist towndecade before the Sixth Party C is influence did not last long _ it was only a
ongress was t us her in
. the do, mo, policies that
b ght V. rou • ietnam back into the g1obaJ eco
mternahonal cornmurtism _ th
nomy and 15 years to the collapse of
.
ere were ne h 1
precincts constructed in the S •
' Vert e ess, many significant buildings and
surrounding block house is anotet i(le. Nha Trang's circular market building and
. ent example; the Truong Bo Tue Yan Hoa T p
School and Hai Son Hotel w·th~ce
•
.
, 1 its Jester h t
f
· ·
a roo , _are also notable. In Saigon, there
was little built during the period 1975 _1
99oand the impact here is minimal.

°

Neighbouring Cambodia and L
·rn
aos whose . d. .
di erent from that of sinicised y'.
m 1an1sed cultures are fundamentally
geopolitical entity first by Fre h ietn~, had been drawn into the Indochinese
·mvolvement m
• and suffering fronc thcolorual . am b"t•
I ions and then by their common
Vietnam War. After that wary- mtn e Amencan adventures in the region during the
ie am was able tO ·
·
·al·
im!'°se 1ls Soviet-based model of
soc1 ism on Laos. Following th b . f
(1975-1979), in which cities wered _ne but catastrophic Maoist period under Pol Pot
e 1smantled rath th
•
Cambodia also came under Soviet influ
. er 31:1 con~tructed or reconstructed,
ence via the invadmg Vietnamese and the
puppet government they installed C
ideology, Soviet architectural and· o~equently the same linkage between socialist
1
centres occurred in Laos and Cami :;rung_app~oaches and the development of urban
0
Vi~tnam. Ex~ples ~~ be found in the
Lao capital, Vientiane, particularly _
flieople ~ Conuruttee Bwldmg, the Russian
Cultural Centre and the now-der 1.
·
.
e ict o 1cc build. f: ·
N
.
mg acmg am Phou fountain.
Again, as with the southern half of y- In
establish itself before economi·c 1.b ie. ai:"•this new cultural layer had little time to
.
1 era11sation comm ed d
mvestment and new design inspiraf
b
enc an new sources of urban
rons egan to replace the Soviet socialist ones.

t~:Sp'"

Rejection of Soviet architecture and planning
With the economic liberalisation polici •
.
1980s and the failure of Soviet socialisme\~ntro~uc~d m those countries in the late
town planning and architecture of the ;rio;r: as _e~~ a wholesale rejection of the
the public. The general feeling seems t~ be th Spol~t1c1ans, pl~~rs and, probably,
a ov1et-style bmldmgs and precincts

i
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. . 1s
. a complex one and appears to bbe not
f reJecnon
Id be replaced. The process o.
hanges· rather, there seems to e an
3
shou
function of · ideologi~
seek to find
entire ly
volved m w hie.c h ne; groups of professionals
.
intergenerational el~ment ~:nts on grounds of changing design paradigms.
. bs by ousting the mcurn
JO
. . 10
. 1990 to cease giving aid to Vietnam meant that the
•
·
·
al
to a
Of course, Moscow 's dec1S1on
.
f S . t specialists working
10 V 1etnam sof came
th
I. bed practice o oVJe
nowwellestabis
..
. . . h lsakovich (1931-92) was one o
e most
I
halt. For examp e, Garoru1. GngoneVJc
'bl many of the most prominent bui·1d·10gs o f the
in11uential_figures in Hanoi, res~~~ ;e Vietnamese capital between 1970 ~d 19~5
Soviet penod. He made m~y ";~e Ho Chi Minh mausoleum, which he designed m
in relation to ~e construcl!on o
( ho never visited Vietnam). He designed the
conjuncti_o n with B. ~- M~entse;~ Palace, the Ho Chi Minh Museum ~d the
A Tyurcnkov (lsakovich n.d.) . These design and
Soviet-Vietnamese ~nendship
~ut by mixed Soviet-Vietnamese teams under
Lenin m~nument_, with sculptor
construcnon pro;ects were _cam .
.
ma'or forum for the exchange of
Isakovich' s dire~tion and his stuo/,oso~;;1e1d~ign~ concepts to Vietnam, although
~1s meant the
transablert
ideas.
Mostly
at
times
the Vietnamese
were
e 0 force the Russians to modify their ideas to

Cl

'ed

incorporate more local elements (Logan l995:45 o).

·
r,or P:~ann
· g Vietnamese' Lao
Cambodian
The education system responsible
h to and
do with
the way
architects and civil engineers to deve~op cities '.111d t=:::o:u~e 1955-1990 period
that Soviet ideas were transpl!lllted m lndo~hina.ed . Soviet and East European
students went in large numbers to be
ucat
m
.
b
universities and technical co!le~es and graduating ar~hit::
~~:=s :,u~~
back to Indochina an urbarust:Jc language tbat was m
.
.
· · state (Logan 1995·446-7)
the •Soviet
soc1al1st
·
· But sometimes
.
· th mfluence
· ed
· was
·
· ed m
expenenc
· d'1recti y, through Indochinese professionals receiving . err. ucat:Jon. m
China where the Soviet ideas were often given a Chinese and Maoist mterpretah~n.
This
· was more common 10
· the 1960s when the USSR appeared to be undergomg
revisionism and the Maoist line seemed to be p~er. As a consequence, those
· als .....
:-ed 1·n the USSR and Eastern Europe m the 1950s
could
not
good
ua.Lu
f
d'
· get
ed 'd
pro fiess1on
jobs in Vietnam in the 1960s because they were suspected o ho! mg taint I eas
D Kinh 1995) Increased numbers of scholars and technocrats went to
.
S · U ·
d
(Hoang ao
·
.
China for training, although many continued to be tramed m the ov1et n'.on an
E t
E O e With China lapsing into the chaos of the Cultural Revolution, the
as emdominance
ur P · on Vietnam's pohllcal,
..
· · and culturaI l'I fie reasserted 1tse
· If
Soviet
sc1ent1fic
in the 1970s.

:!

Throughout the socialist period, according to Kinh_, W~tem ~esign ideas wer~ large~y
in the imagination. This parallels, perhaps, the imaginary Euro~e~ style that 1s
prevalent in Hanoi and other cities today. Another ~arallel lies m . the current
intergenerational jockeying to which I have alluded. With doz mo1 haVJng_freed ~p
Vietnam's public management systems, many bureaucrats ~d technocra~s with _SoVJet
training are now being pushed aside as younger and arnb1t1ous professionals Jockey
for the best positions. Much of the criticism directed against the C~ef Arc~t~cts of
Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City, for instance, appears to represent this association of
educational background with imputed ideological influences on their professional
work. Ho Chi Minh City' s Chief Architect, Le Van Nam, was educated in Poland,
while Nguyen Lan, Hanoi's equivalent, was trained in Shanghai and has postgraduate

qualifications from Hungary

.
O
m issio ns, they are both see~ espue frequent forays into the West on fact-finding
disadvantage of being from 'fe:a~en
the socialist path; Lan has the add1t1onal
Hue and not even a Hanoian!
Lan is one of the Vietnamese ar h.
(Nguyen Lan 1990). Howev c it~cts now critical of the Soviet planrung approach
remedied and fails to target ther,~s attack suggests practical weaknesses to be
and lack of concern for the v· e
damen1a1 flaws - the top-down dccis1on-makmg
iews
planning and the architectural
b' of reside nts and workers, them fl ex1b1·11ty o f master
failings of the ' living quart ~~ of the plans. Other critics have focused on the
represented by the reinforced ers ' yet others on the Jack of cultural sensitivity
·
I b u1 Id mgs structures belonging to 1970concrete 'brutal·1st • and the glass curtam-wal
profess ionals in the Soviet sU~d 1980s Modem Internationalism as mediated by
Vietnamese architects and I ruon (Logan 1995:462). By the mid-I 990s, most
outlook and were prepared t p :ers were adopting a more flexible professional
in order to develop a distinc~!e
balance between indigenous and imp~rted forms
Moscow, Russia and East
E
lnamese style. But most had turned their backs on
em urope as the source of design inspiration.
The ' heritage' value of Soviet townscapes

?f

v~/

A total rejection of the Soviet infl
uence 0 ~ In~ochinese cilles will be unfortunate from
a heritage point of view be
1• th
b h thrcause the Soviet impacts are a reflechon of an important
Slage ~ b-~-~tve
[ t e ee countries towards post-colonial independence and post1
war re :1 a ion. i°me monuments, buildings and precincts also have heritage value
ashi;xce en ;xarnp es of the various architectural and planning styles of the time,
w e ~an_y ave a con_tinuing usefulness, espec1ally given the shortage of funds for
new bUJ!d~g construction. However, 'heritage value' is not generally attributed in
su~h . a rational and even-?anded manner. It is the symbolic meaning given to
bUJ!dm~s, monuments and sites that effectively defines their urban heritage val ue, and
sym~hc .value depends on subjective, emotive and often plainly ideological
~nsideratJ~ns; It depends, too, on the highly complex process of societal
remembe~ng - a process characterised by instability of memory {fading with
te~~ral d~stance from. the circumstance being remembered) as well as of meaning
(shifting ~ Ith the ev?IVJng_value systems of the society and individuals within it). In
pos~-colomal Hano_1, Haiphong or Vientiane, memories of past events and
en~1ro?1°ents are imperfect, being selective, fraught with misconceptions and
preJud1ces. How do such cities deal with the painful memories of their colonial past
and attribute value to the places that remind people of it?

~

Commonly positive values are given to places in order to elevate certain memories for
ideological ends- that is, to serve the needs of the political and social elite. Robertson
( 1992: 146) calls this deliberate distortion of memories to achieve ideological ends
'wilful nostalgia'. But increasingly histories are being re-invented histories to serve
the needs of the tourism industry. In Vietnam and Laos, international tourism
becomes a major agency of cultural globalisation, placing a 'heritage value' - really
an economic value - on cenain memories relating particularly to the pre-colonial and
colonial past. Both forms of distortion, ideological and economic, generate a
significant landscape impact - a thoroughly contemporary, l 990s impact that selects
certain environmental features for respect and preservation and others for neglect and
demolition. In the case of the Soviet places, however, the latter, negative process is
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. d. s monwnents and sites
v·
d the bUI1 mg '
sWept away an . . 1 too s00n for 1etnarnese
operative: an~ posit~ve valu~;~ted. Perhaps it; ;:fer places. It is, after all, _l~ss
from the.Sovtet pcnod arerits of protecting select . heritage of Vietnamese c1ttes
and Laouans to s~ the meofficial view of th~ built etscapes and town plans that,
stre
d not just because of their
than a decade since the . ·mpacts _ the viii~,
excluded the French colo~a1 I
art of the hentage an
oda are clearly recognised as .P
t y,
.
tional tounsts.
attractiveness to mterna
es to decide how they wish
. s thcmse1v
.
L .
. .
e Vietnamese and Laouan
athise with their overwhe rrung
Of _c o~e, it is for th and it is impossible not t~ s~dards. But good government
their c1t1es to develop enviroronental and_~o~mg s different fields and the pursuit
con~em to im~rov~ implementing pohc1es J.Il maI;-{ conflict with maintenance of
entails developmgd ds f living does not neccssan y. links with a sociely' s past
f improved stan ar O
Id argue that retauUng
. .
bl
ultural heritage is an mdispensa e part
o
.
Indeed many wou
cultural hentage.
'
· the local C
•
• •
d th
by among other things, protectm~ increasingly beard by residen~ ~ -c1t1: ~unb . e
oftllat pursuit. This is an argwnen
uniformity and insens1Uvtty a is emg
world who dislike and fear .the_ cul~nd their control. Whether the p_eoples of
created by forces of global_
1sa~on th! resolve to protect their urb~ hentahge,_and
Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia av;e Soviet period will be included m the entage
whether townscape featur~ from . t 11 In the meantime, further local effort backed
protection campaign, only tune will ~ed to record, if not protect, some of_the belt~r
by international advice and fun~ is n ")din s and precincts so that there ~II remam
g
e impact for a time when views of the
designed and most useful Soviet ~w
"bl _,;dence of the Sovtet townscap
some tangt e " "
.
heritage may become more cmbracmg.
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Of edifice ~omplexes, credit card consumers, sports stadia and marinas:
Melbourne s Docklands as symbol of late 20th Century urban development
Colin Long
J)epartment of History,
university of Melbourne, Parkville, 3052•

My purpose in this paper is not to trace the rather long and chequered history o f
redevelopment pl.ans !or Melbourne Docklands. Rather I want to examine Docklands as an
Government ,s urban development strategy and as a symbol o f ur ban
.
e xample of the V1ctonan
devel?pment policy and practice at the end of the 20111 Century. There are three main
questions that I want to pose:
1. Why Docklands?
2. What is the role of planning and government in the Docklands redevelopment? and
3. Wh~t are the ramifications of market-driven urban development for social and spatial
equity and the future of the city?
t. WHY DOCKLANDS?
Since t~ end of the long post war boom in the 1970s, governments of all persuasions ha ve
in~reas~gly sought _to hai:"~ss the urban development process to the task of restructuring and
stunulatmg econonuc act1vrty. During this time a number of orthodoxies regarding the role
and purpose of planning have developed. Governments have come to believe that urban
development ~ a vital sector of the economy in its own right and that to encourage real estate
develop~nt IS to encourage economic growth. Planners and politicians argue that
restruct~g of ~ban space is essential to economic restructuring, to shift the economy from
a predoml.Ilantly industrial focus to an emphasis on services, consumption and tourism. the
supposed growth areas of the new global economy. In order to facilitate growth _and change
in urban development, it is argued, planning controls need to be freed up, with much greater
emphasis on facilitation rather than control Further, as competition between cities and
regions intensifies, city managers have sought to attract capital by adopting place marketing
strategjes, offering packages of inducements or fashioning city images such as the Ke nnett
Government's major events strategy.
These planning orthodoxies are clearly driving the Kennett Government's plans for
Docklands. Specifically,

I. The development of the Docklands is expected to bring economic and employment
benefits to the city;
2. Docklands is part of the process of spatial restructuring to facilitate broader economic
restructuring in a context of declining manufacturing industry and global economic
integration and change: the emphasis here is on high-tech industry and leisure and
tourism developments; and, finally,
3. Docklands is intended as a major place marketing tool, seeking to attract investment,
footloose capital, corporate personnel and tourists to Melbourne.

Nguyen Lan (1990). 'On improving urban planning'. Kien True, no. 4, 29-30 (in Vietnamese).
Nguyen Ngoc Kboi (1992). 'Building management in Hanoi' . Kien True, no. I , 17-8 (in Vietnamese).
Osborn, Robert J. & Remer, Thomas A. (1962). 'Soviet city planning: current issues and future
perspectives'. Journal of the American Institute of Planners, 21, 239-50.
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2. THE ROLE OF PLANNING AND THE STATE
My critique of the Docklands planning process can be broken down into three essential
elements:
535

Public involven:ient in the planlllil
ve.r gl~=gss~d urban design processes: and
I.
. g pnvate contr0l o
P
2. The growin
• The role of the state.
-'·
.
. ProcesS for Docklands
2 1 Public Involvement lD the PlanniDg
·
d to ~acilitate the Docklands rede velopment.
planning Scheme was ma e ''
ed ·
An amendment 10 the
ed ( he xhibition period was announc JUSt before
dme t process was flaw
t e
.
f . t
While the amen
n
.
. . al attention and expressions o m crest for
Christmas when it was likely to get ~mm t rocess w~ completed) the reality is that the
developers we~ required befo~e
~~ve~ioo from the main game anyway.
statutory ptannmg ~work IS
y J lace in the negotiation process bet-w:een developers
sets out preferred uses and there IS a framework
The rea( planrung p r ~ takes
and the Authonty. The Planning Scbe
r1Sider but as the Authority has been keen to
and urban design guidelines for developers t~ ~
'
'
broadcast, these are not intended to be prescnpuvel. 997 . ") "the really important decisions
I ha
t d elsewhere (Long
a. vi •
As . v~ c~mmen e
s are made \ n the Authority's process of tendering and
about what IS blult m the Dockland! f ' x rts' whose identities remain concealed to the
O
ebit ascertain made any attempts to involve the
shortlisting de_velopers and by pane s
public". No ~1d_ders, asl
as I: : b : \ : r cw~ there ar:y community involvement in the
broader public m deve opmg t
.
'f.
s· ·1arly the actual assessment Process
list"
f the 250-odd express1or1S o mterest. uru
,
Indeed the Docklands Authority's "Pre ferred
•
short mg O
will most definitely not be a public one.
•
. h f,
·
t
Precincts Proposals" document describes the assessment process m_t e _0 11owmg . erms:

::t~~t

rf:e

W:

..Assessment o f the b"Id s has been undertaken by the Docklands
. Authonty,
.
,,with the assistance
of specialist analysts independent review panels and a steermg comIDJttee ·
.
The effort to·exclude the public - for that is what it sec~ - led to the exclusion of
other levels of government through which democratic pressure ID.lght be exerted: Altboug~
the Docklands area has never been subject to the control of the Melbourne C1!y Coun~1l
(State authorities, chiefly the Port of Melbourne Authority, have been the respons1bl~ bodies
until the Docklands Authority assumed the land), it would seem to have been appropi:iate that
the Council be given some meaningful input into the redevel~pment process, given _the
obvious ramifications of such a major project for the rest of the City of Melbo~ and given
that the completed Docklands will become part of the City.. However, the only. 1?volvemcnt
of the Council has been at a planning officer level, and this only on the condition that the
officer not discuss deliberatior1S with other members of Council staff or Counc~ors. This is
urban development purely as business transaction, in which the awkward not.JoflS of public
scrutiny and involvement have no place, despite the massive impacts that such development
will have on the public' s city.
Public participation and scrutiny have further been impeded by the Authority's
selective revelation of information. A number of reports, such as the "Site Conditions,
Services and Options Report" (which deals with public spaces, roads, water edges, waterfront
promenades etc.) and the "Trunk Infrastructure Plan and Costings" were not readily available
to the public. None of this suggests that the Authority aims to create an atmosphere of
participatory openness.
One of the defining aspects of contemporary urban de velopment is the extent to which
capital is able to influence urban planning policy. Indeed, in the case of Docklands, both the
State Government and the Authority appear to believe that, in Kim Davey's words, "the
public interest is fully served by private interests" (Dovey, 1996). In fact the tendency to
confuse private with public interests is one of the real problems of neo-liberal ideology and is
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jnbere nt in the belief that market
.
.
'fhiS has led the Doclc!ands ; are ~bJCct1ve and fair means of distributmg all resources.
th
articipation. John Tabart bas ~ ?nty to confuse corporate consultation with pubhc
~askforce in the early 1990s an~ ::ted that, besides work undertaken by the Docklands
jnadequac ies of which I have alre~tde~ the Planning Sche me Amendment process - the
"business g roups associated with th Y dtSCussed - the main groups consu lted ha"e bee n
the Brighton Rotary Club, the M e dev~lopment process", including ''Prahran Rotary Club,
at the Regent Hotel" Clong,
~ t-er Builders A_s~ociatio~, an intemauonal retail conference
199
. terests are heavily represent d · 73). In add1t100, capital lobby groups and de velopment
10
e on the Authority's board.

d
.
2•z Private Control Over Planning
·
an Oes1gn
'fbe heavy emphasis on market d ·
there is a planning framework ~ n ~e~ development at Docklands has meant that although
as the Urban Design G .d< ?nsm~ ~ of the Planning Scheme and associated documents
u1 elines) 11 15
•
· · ·
s
sue h
deed so long as devel
'
not mtended to proscribe private sector 1Illllat1v_e .
Ind d~ign of precinctsope~s r_oughly fulfil basic criteria, it is clear that the actual pJannmg
~ le with the ideas" ;;:e ' ~ P<_>rtantly, their infrastructure, will be up to them as the
pc<>P G
T
·hi.
criteria, however, are so flexible that proposals such as the 600
metre ro11o ower, w ch bears no
rob
h · ,
k
d y- .
rcse lance to anything envisioned in the Aut onty s
Fr~wor an
JStons, can read~y be accommodated. Although the concept of mast~r
p ~ g appears anat~ ma to plannmg authorities and governments these days. the reality 15
that 1'. 15 a~allJ pu~l,c master planning that is considered flawed. As Dove y ( 1996) points
out, ~ an s will be master planned within each precinct, in accord with private
strategJCs .
·
One of. thc cruc!al questions that must be asked whe n the planning system is so
thoroughly subject to pnvate control is how the public interest is to be protected. Of course,
for the Go~ernment this q_uestion may not even arise, given its propensity, as we have seen, to
co~ate_ pnvate and pub he good. What appears likely to be the case in Docklands is that a
distmguisha~le catego_ry of "public interest" will simply whithe r under the sustained
implementation of an 1deo_logy of privatism. so that all services, from child care, to health
c~, from roads to p~blic transport will be provided on a user-pays basis by private
bu~me~s~. And on a higher level, the whole Docklands redevelopment will be justified - is
be_m g JUS t ified - on the grou~ds that the development opportunities being provided for the
pnvate ~tor .mean more investment, jobs and growth for the benefit of the wider
commuruty. It s an old argument: the public good is best satisfied by individuals seeking to
maximise their own interests in market relatior1Ships. The only problem is that t he history o f
urban development demonstrates that it simply is not true.
. T~ privatisation of the plann.ing process is likely to have significant impacts o n t he
coordination of development within Docklands. The competitive nature of the b idding
process, as well as the flexibility o f the planning framework mean that developers do not
know in detail what bidders for neighbouring precincts have proposed, or, indeed, how
infrastructure will make transitions between precincts. "We've released the names , the track
records, and the proposal descriptions of the bidders", John Tabart has said . "We couldn't
have done more without giving away to developer A what developer B was do ing in great
detail" (quoted in Millar, 1996).
2.3 The Role of the State
There are clear ideological and policy similarities between the Melbourne Dockland s and its
British forerunner, London Docklands. Melbourne Docklands attempts to emulate the
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arks of the London project. There has
·
that were fhall
m
and
private
dominance
London
Docklands, much of which has
I
· 1or
, the
flexible contro
.
ble criticism of tbe outcomes o bl. housing employment crea1mn
been considcra
ial .ssues such as pu ic
•
Lo d Dock!
usscd on the neglect of soc I n The redevelopment strategy for n on . . ands
foe inal occupants of_the area and so o . tended to create enclaves of wealt~ and pnv1lege.
~ngften deemed a failure because it :as Docklands Development Corporauon managed to
~t~rs have lauded the way t~ Lo~ o~unent while rehabilitating a huge area of inner
e large amounts of pnvate invf . . have developed because different criteria by
Ieverag
d.
ent poles o optn1on
I .
.
London. Two widel_y ,verg
. d ed have been used by their propo~ents. t is ~Ulle true
which success or failure can be JU ~be displacement of long-establis~d w~rking class
that London Docklands led . 10.
d ther beneficiaries of the post-industrial economy.
communities by yuppies and d~es :iffeoreot from a process that emphasised market-driven
But could we have expected anythinf he development never intended it to be a spatiaJ
1
development? The proponeois O .
!fare state Their criteria for success were based on
·
f
he
oc·al
democrauc
we
·
manifestauon o t s 1
escalation of· land prices
and rents and the extent to
the level of return on invest~~!, .~h:ould be created for the private sector. Benefits to the
which "develo~ment opporturut:m allowing the "wealth creators" to create wealt~, some of
wider commuruty would accrue d
the rest of us Critics must quesuon these
Id
tually trickle own 10
.
which wou even
f . tifying urban development projects.
O
assumptions as valid means JUS that the Victorian Government would set out to sail much
It seems strange to _man~ some ears before, when, they argue, that course has been
the same co~ as the ~nush !'dBut 10\he shallow-draft ideological vessel of the Kennett
proved to be littered with re~~ · vision and spatial equity are of little consequence. Their
Government the reefs of soc1 pro irne are the imposition of market processes in all aspects
goals, like those of the ~hatthis
cher re!se 'Melbourne Docklands is intended as the spatial
of social space and, in
se '
.
. aJis
.
.
f
-liberal economics or econorruc rauon m.
.
manifestauon neo .al Jes of the state in all this therefore, is the protecllon of the
One of the cruc1 ro
'
· hi
h
and its rivate beneficiaries. Hence, as I have shown in t s paper, t e extent
marke_t process . P ocess has been designed and managed to exclude it from the messy
to which the pJanrung pr
. .
and 100 awkward realm of democrauc mvolvement.

°

J. MARKET-DRIVEN URBAN DEVELOPMENT, SOCIAL AND SPATIAL EQUITY

AND THE FUTURE OF THE CITY
The Kennett Government and the Docklands Authority have placed extraordin~ emphasis
on the involvement of "the market" in the redevelopment of the Do;klaodhs. _Beb10gil marTheketm,,,....nt goes, ensures that there is a real demand 1or w at IS u t.
re
dri ven, or so the ar.,-are a couple of problems with such an approach.
.
.
.
The first is that the history of market-driven development, particularly m the
commercial property sector, demonstrates a rather tenuous connection between demand and
supply. The regular booms and busts in the co~rcial property ~k~t and !he frequently
high vacancy rates suggest that market mechanisms are often a quite inefficient means of
allocating urban development resources.
. .
. . .
.
. .
.
The second problem is that, when cons1der10g the city 10 its entrrety - 10 its social as
well as economic context - it becomes clear that there is a very real difference between
marketable demand and demonstrable need. We know that all free-market capitalist societies
are spatially divided according to wealth and opportunity._ Recognising this,_~ne of the main
justifications for urban planning has been to reduce the unpact of such d1v1s1ons. We may
debate the extent to which plarming and other state interventions have been effective in
reducing inequality, but it is generally agreed that state intervention of some kind is necessary
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10 its mitigation. We also cannot d
classes that are inherent to capitali:: thc fact that the inequaJities between individual~ and
understand why further spatial
have spatial manifestations. It is therefore hard 10
encouraged by leaving the major :~egauon of an_ already divided Melbourne should be
unless, of course, spatial segregat" use an~ plannmg decJSions in Docklands to the market.
15
in a market-driven system ~n considered either inevitable, bemgn or useful, and. in
faCt ,
It 1s cxactl th
·
and price competition are essential to
Y ~t-: useful - because var1auon m cornmodn1e\
I
In the absence of gov
he funcuonmg of markets, including housing markets.
a]ready beginning to see th ~mmental acl!on to ameliorate spatial segregauon, we are
bOurgeoisie and the leisured a . ~klands will create an enclave of the post-industrial
search, reckons that resident· r;'d · The Authority, using JLW Advisory's demographic
~e ornes and no children e ta emaod will come from executives, professionals with lugh
tnc
• mpty nesters As.
d
.
·
The Authority has steadfast! refu
• . tan an other overseas residents and mvestors.
housing is built in the Dockfands sed to mtervene to ensure either that some affordable
~ m of levy) leads to its co
. or that the development process (perhaps through some
f~~ ublic housing arc at =~lion somewhere else. This despite the fact that waning hst_
;nsibilities for such ho . levels as Federal and State Governments abandon therr
res
Jo ment _ a kc d
US10g, as homelessness levels continue to iricrease, and
unemp Y
h Ii YedeIemunant of housing status - persists at near double-digit levels.
Of c_ourse, :: : ~~ :eveloper has offered to build affordable housing and the first
precinct 10 . 10 f1 , 1 predominantly residential y arra Waters with its 2000 homes at
o;ves a truer ind1cat100
. . . of the kind
. of' hous10g we can expect
an average pnce o 5460•000• "'.
throughout Doc_kJa nds. The athtudc appears to be that if the market does not provide for
affordable housing then there is DO market for it. No clearer example could there be of the
gulf between marketable demand and demonstrable need nor of the failings of the market to
provide for all of the requirements of a decent and just cit~.
Just as there has ~n ~ery little critical analysis of the ideology of market-driven
development and its ramificauons for social and spatial equity, high-tech industries and
investment _are trumpeted with the kind of unthinking zeal usually reserved for cargo cults.
High-tech mdustry, we are told, will provide untold benefits to tbe State in tenns of
investment and em?Joyment. But what kinds of jobs are likely to be created in DockJands?
As one_of the P~ proponents of the Docklands redevelopment and of its high-tech
emphasis? ~he _?>mrruttee '.or Melbourne argued that Docklands would provide expanded job
opporturuues across a wide range of skills and occupations" (CFM. 1990: 20). Yet in its
"Indicative Employment Projections" it talked mainly about information and
telecommunications industries (including advanced computing, opto-electrooics research).
media and entertainment, advanced transpon services, health ~ical and agncultural
research, environmental management and education and training (Ibid, p.27). HardJy, one
wouJd have thought, a diverse range of skill levels, and certainly no unskilled or semi-skilled
work, which is so badly needed to tackle the real problem of long-tcnn structural
unemployment in Victoria and Australia. The DockJands Authority itself believes that most
employment will be in the "computer, business support, communications, education,
hospitality and service industries". Once again, apart from a few - no doubt casual and
tenuous - jobs in hotels and bars, employment opportunities look likely to reirtforce divisions
along educational and income lines with the already well-off sure to benefit.
In this section 1 have tried to emphasise the ramifications of market-driven
development for the future of the city. Docklands, I believe, is a rather disturbing sign of
things to come. Despite the Authority's protestations, the likelihood of the development
becoming a luxury enclave for the rich, which the rest of the population is only welcome to
visit and marvel at, is becoming increasingly real.
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uthorit •s own words betray its real intentions. This
Ultimately, however, the A .
~ There really is no secret that the rcdeveloplllcnt
sounds conspiratorial. I do not me~ itdto th;t the city is a commodity to be manipulated and
of the Dock.lands is t,ased on !helfaltJtuhe~ inhabitants arc consumers rather than citizen~ o
market place 11se • w
.
r, he •
' r
marketed. or a .
.
ha . essentially one great big advertisement or t 21 Century
targets for advertisers m w t IS
city of capital and spectacle:
·sts both domestic and international; and those who work in
The residenIs, toun •
b ·

Docklands, most probably from the _c o~udter, . us~ess suidppon,
· t ' ns educati'on hospitality and service m ustnes, wi11 prov e an
commumca 10 ,
•
.
. •
D
arrractive demographic to busineSses operating within Melbowne ocklands.
(MDA, undated: 7; my emphasis)
the

1 suspect that the Authority and the Gove~ent ~y ~ right when they claim that
Docklands represents the urban future. If so, the pnvate city 1s the ~Itur~, as the Authority
has made it clear that Docklands is to be a pnv~tely run and _built_ city, where private
companies make all the decisions about wh~t sort of infras~~turc IS built, ~~ has_~ss to
it and how much will be charged. Once again, however, this ideology of pnvat1Sm IS blind to
questions about access and equity, coordination with other services, control over service
standards and so on.
So we approach the end of the zom Century, the century in which urban planning has
played such a major role, to find that it all amounts to this: the city of spectacle, a shining 0z
of footloose global capital, of waterfront showpieces inhabited by the post-industrial
bourgeoisie and frequented by credit-card consumers, a central city citadel of security
apartments and boutique cafes. Meanwhile, the ranks of the poor swell as the gap between
rich and poor widens; homelessness grows and housing poverty in the face of rising rents and
house prices increases; unemployment, especially among the young, persists at souJ.
destroying levels and wages for those who have jobs stagnate while unionists are persecuted.
Urban plarming carmot solve all of these problems, but once some planners used to think it
could help ameliorate some of the ravages of the free market. Now politicians, Planning
bureaucrats and_ their_ underlings ar~n't even ~!crested. Plarming is about facilitating
development, with a bll of urban design thrown m to keep things nice: ethics sacrificed for
aesthetics in the global competition between cities.
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e postforms, traditional !~cal _act!Vlll~~
coban struc~e, and is gradually becoming a
modem city is loosing its trad1uon ur
.
collection of theme parks, with such themes as.
• entertainment parks
.
.
• business and industrial parks
mmunities (protected res1denttal enclaves)
.
• pnvate co
retirement settlements
0
shopping centres/malls
0
• commercial strips
recycled (food oriented) waterfront developments
0
campus like developments
0
o megaprojects

a:i

Entertainment/recreational parks
The archetypes are the Juna park (Disneyland, Marineland) and the skanzen (~pen ~ir
musewn/collection of traditional buildings such as Old Sydney '.own, Sovere~gn Htll,
Vic., New Lanark, Scotland or Little China i~ S?enzen) offenng the _expenence of
virtual reality. They provide a special instant pill hke extract of space-time adventure
to be conswned in a comfortable way.
.
Disneyland for example, is a perfect simulation (at a reduced scale) of the Amencan
small town,nostalgia; the whole of Las Vegas, however,_is a big ~d spectacular adult
playground. The original Disneyland idea has been co_p1ed in F_londa, Japan and near
1
Paris, but the reproduction of a 100 % s1mulatton 1s stnctly forbidden(.).

cases is based on the natur Of .
h
.
e their core activities the services thev offer, and t e
way they are organised:
·
·
PRE-INDUSTRlAL PAR.KS

INDUSTRJAL PAR.KS

POST-TNDUSTRJAL PARKS

planned industrial areas
upgraded industrial districts
high technology parks
science parks
research parks
innovation/incubator centres
office/corporate parks
commercial/business parks
planned multi-use developments
technology precincts
technopolis parks

Industrial and postindustrial k
par s are all developed according to a master plan, and
most have some cIose links ·th
· .
wi a uruvers1ty/research institution. In the last category.
due: to the seaIe and the de I
.
·
'd th
ve opment concept, the residential component 1s also
bes1 es e various se ·
resent
d
•
..
·
·
P
.
.
.
rvices an recreational fac1h11es. Industnal parks are
increasing1y seen m Hungary
. .
as a means of attracting investment and employment
. .
(large1y . by muItmational compan1·es) and as a consequence, a dnve
· behind
· local
econorn1c development.

Private residential communities
The_y are prote_cted and guarded exclusive high standard "ivory tower" living
environments with some common services. typically developed for the upper middleclass. They are either symbolically, or virtually fenced off private fortress enclaves.
Exclusion and escape from the social realities contribute to even more severe social
dec~y of some urban streets. They are becoming popular in Hungary as well,
particularly m some affluent green parts of the greater metropolitan area of Budapest.

Retirement villages
They are the th_eme park of some middle class elderly, who seek to retire into a
control_led and high standard living environment that offer special services (health and
recreational). The classic examples are located in the sun belt zone of the US (Florida
and Arizona), but the first proposals are being shaped on the drawing boards of
developers in Central and Eastern Europe. too.

Business and industrial parks

Shopping malls

In postindustrial economies the classical pattern is turning upside down: it is not the
workforce that follows the location of industries any more, but these new parks seek
the location of the well trained workforce. The emphasis is on image, accessibility and
environmental quality. A possible typology of the increasingly diverse and complex

It is often forgotten that they are the conception of a single individual (Victor Gruen)
who, in the 1950's, first successfully combined shopping with recreation in a
stimulating, but controlled and safe environment. Their controlled pseudo public
spaces try to simulate the varied street life of historic cites. Shopping centres are
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Anoth~r phen?:en;n _othe ePrice Club in the US, or the Swiss _Metro in Central
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electronics).

Campus type developments

This category primarily in 1 d
..
universities (e.g. UNSW) .c u es_pavihon type hospitals (e.g. Prince of Wale,;),
IFOR) and holiday reso~ industnal plants (Warragarnba Darn). military bases (e.g.
and operated by
. (e.g. Club Med). They are, without exception. de, elopcd
.
.th
a
s_
m
g1e orgamsa1ion, and have their special internal micro
envtronmen1 w1 various se ·
library).
rvices (e.g. sport. recreation. shops and restaurants.
Megaprojects

Prime examples of these th
Th common and .
eme parks _are World Expositions and Olympic Garnes.
., rfie
., th smg1_e moS! challenging issue associated with their development is
a er use , as e required ma ·
·
&
expenditure is for an ephemeral (usually a
,ew
weeks dura11.0n) event o ssiveIhcapual
•
.d d h
· ue to e1r scale and novelty, another potential they may
fti
.
o er, prov1 e t at they are car fi 11 .
b
.
e u Y integrated both mto the long term strategic plan
.
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.
of the part1cu1ar ur an region and s . 11 .
.
f fu
pat1a Y mto their 1mmed1ate local environment. 1s
the generallon o rther revita1•1 · n/
·
·
sat10 redevelopment of larger urban areas m chroruc
.
need of investment.
A curr~nt notable phenomenon in this category is the development of "Celebration...
an enure new community of 20 thousand in Orlando. Florida by the Disney

··
· ·
Development Company One of th I
. .
·
e argest corporate empires of the world. ongmall y
spec1ahsed for the entertainment 1·ndustry d h
k .
. .
.
• 1
.
an t eme par s. 1s now bu1ldmg an entire
city· The shaping of the new town follows neo-traditional urban design concepts.

The suburban shopping string

Th
h type is the main thoroughfare of Las Vegas, The Strip. It is a distinct
.
.
I r d .th
e arc e
development pattern, where the busy skeletal road system 1s con~1~uous Y me WI
eel deep shops and services. They are among the most v1s1ble elements (and
one par
••
d
f
perhaps the most "polluted" man-made environments) of many c111es, a ~ro uct o
economic and subsequent urban development (tram era, motor car, p~v~t~ land
speculation) of (late) capitalism. The linear fo~ offers_high (ev_el of ac_cess1?1hty and
good visual exposure for passing trade, and bnngs services withm walking distance of
many local residents behind.
The essence of the ribbon shopping centres is that the traffic they carry and the
abutting land use functions are equally important. Therefore the key to keep their
conflicts at a tolerable level is integrated corridor management.
Recycled (food oriented) waterfront developments

Due to the development of world trade and transportation technology, large inner city
land parcels of formerly significant port cities (e.g. London, Bristol, Boston,
Baltimore, San Francisco, or Sydney), such as docks, ports, markets or warehouses,
became redundant, awaiting redevelopment/reuse. The new functions, in a
particularly attractive and trendy new environment, typically aim (international)
tourism, and relate to entertainment and catering.
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CONCLUSIONS

It_ has been apparent that there is quite a variety of theme parks: from the small to the
big,. from the pre-planned to the organically grown. Their essence is an inward
turning, more or less closed, and privatised micro world with a distinct and (especially
m ~e case of planned parks) memorable character. If one carries on to apply this
part1~~lar approach m the analysis of contemporary urban fabrid phenomena. the
defiruuon, and consequently the collection of theme parks, broaden: the City of
historic Venice ("a once upon a time trade superpower's extravagant water stage"),
typical American white middle class suburbia ("the hotbed of racism"), slums of
Sowetho, Harlem, Budapest or Sydney ("home of the permanent underclass"),
London Docklands ("the gigantic playground of global commercial dominance),
Manhattan ("the masculine ring of megabucks"), or even a former concentration camp
(horror, humiliation and shame) can be all exclusively labelled as particular theme
parks.
Most contemporary theme parks are intensively 111,i red and networked with
telecommunication and transpon infrastructure. The result is the fragmented collage
ciry with cultural pluralism, contradictions and ambiguity, respectively, the mosaics of
which are connected by various networks of infrastructure. The best laboratory to
observe this process is the US, particularly the Los Angeles region in California, but
the first elements of this development panem have started to appear in Budapest from
the early 1990's already. It is an intriguing irony in the history of urban development.
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The Great Divide in the 2020 Mega City
Sonja Lyneham
Chair, Planning Workshop International
Infrastructure Procurement International Pty Ltd
Sydney, New South Wales

Urbanisation Trends and Implications
The rate of urbanisation world wide is increasing exponentially and by the year 2020
migration coupled with natural increase, will have had an ~pre<_:edented im~~ct;
transforming major metropolitan cities within the APEC reg1~n m~o ?1eg_a-c111es,
located primarily along coastal areas and waterways. The size, distnbuuon and
composition of these new mega-cities will be substantially different to the ''world
cities" cited by Peter Hall in 1966.
•

By the year 2020 world population will have increased from the Malthusian one
billion at the beginning of the I9th Century, to 8 billion.

•

In 2020 approximately 1.6 billion of these people will be in the developed regions
while 6.4 billion will be in the developing regions of the world;

•

Between 1996 and 2020 approximately 95% of the global population increase is
expected to take place in developing regions with Africa growing to 1.58 billion,
China to approximately 1.5 billion, India 1.5 billion, Pakistan 267 million,
Indonesia 263 million, Brazil 245 million, Mexico 150 million and Iran 122
million. Australia, by comparison, is expected to increase from its 1990 population
of 16.7 million to 22.7 million by 2025.

•

External forces and trends within the APEC and ASEAN region will pose
increasing pressure upon Australian governments and politicians to review and
vary, either as a matter of policy or as a result of strategic circumstances within the
region, the low levels of projected population growth, which are driven primarily
by forecast natural growth and minimal in-migration from the surrounding region.

•

Recent currency devaluation including Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand and Korea
will have a negative impact. The global economy would be likely to be experienced
more immediately in those countries physically closes to and economically more
interdependent with such economies.

•

Malthusian apocalyptic pronunciations have, as yet, been averted by technological
irmovation. However, indicators such as deteriorating environmental conditions·
depletion of the ozone layer of our atmosphere; the destruction of our forests as ~
result of uncontrolled deforestation (20% loss of tropical forest in the last 40
y~); t?e loss of top soil from cropland (50% loss in the last 50 years); increasing
sal1rusatJon of vast areas of continents including Australia and the contamination
of aquifers and pollution of river systems in such cities as Jakarta. Bangkok and
the other putative mega-cities; rising air pollution and CO levels as a function of
the ever increasing use of motorised vehicles, particular!; with 2-stroke engines
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•

• Techn~logical innovations resulting in increased agricultural productivity, will take
place
r~SJ>?nse to techniques of invitrio fertilisation and genetic splicing.
Robotics will mcrease industrial efficiency and capital substitution for labour at the
lower end of the skill scale. Depending upon the alternative opportunities available
to rural and industrial communities, the transformation brought about by these
technological advices could heighten the plight of the rural and urban poor;

m

•

Large multi-national corporations, increasingly detached from their country of
origin, compete globally, to ensure an even larger increase in market share. CapitaJ
flow is facilitated through deregulation, and technology now allows transfer, not
only of information, but also of capital between countries. By comparison,
population migration remains tightly regulated and, unlike the flow of other factors
of production such as capital, technology and information, people are bound to
place and country and the feast or famine characteristic of their place in the city, in
the country and in society;

•

Globally, distribution networks of nations have been increasingly transferred to
private companies, who build, own and operate and, in some instances, will
eventually transfer to governments, such infrastructure. Telecommunications,
public transport and water supply unable to be centrally funded to the exponentially
increasing urban populations against a background of diminishing public sector
resources, are being funded through various complexions and structures, of
principally private sector arrangements guaranteed by government;

t of the increase in population projected by the year 20~0 will be
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•

• The transaction costs of any such private sector participation in infrastructure is
generally higher with private sector rather than government funding. HQwever,
various regulations restricting the level of government borrowing and the desire in
some countries to remove such a debt of obligation from public sector balance
sheets, has resulted in an increased rate of transfer of what were previously
considered "natural monopolies", to private sector interests;
•

The ability of government legislation and institutions to both exact terms and
conditions which protect the public interest in such transactions, and furthermore,
the capacity of institutions to enforce and make good such obligations/conditions is
problematic particularly in developing nations;

•

The transfer of major distribution networks (telecommunications, transport, water
and power) which, in the long term, will determine the accessibility of individuals
and households to jobs and will directly affect the redistribution of wealth within a
society. These require an institutional and regulatory structure which will ensure
that any such essential distribution systems will be delivered to the specified
standard and quality of service, at the most efficient price. It is the role of
government to ensure that particular locations or income growths are not precluded
from access to essential services ;

· · f 1954 which accommodated more than 10 million were confined
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.• f
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' .
.'
hand, ten cities over IO million are ID develop1Dg countnes.
•

By 2015/2020 there are predicted to be over 22 cities with over 10 million people
in developing countries .

•

Africa today does not have any mega-cities of over IO million._ By the year ~020, it
will be the most populous continent on the globe and will als? cont1Due _to
restructure into an urbanised society, with Lagos emerging as the third largest city
in the world.
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:he existing problem of the urban poor will eclipse the historical plight of poverty
m rural areas with squatter housing already evident as a highly significant
component of urban shelter in such cities as in Dar es Salaam Lusaka, Istanbul
Karachi, Kingston and Johannesburg.
'
'
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Various mechanisms and structures are developed to distnbute this nsk to vanous
parties, by way of mechanisms such as "partial credit ~arantee" or "later maturity
guarantee". Government may be required not only to pro"."de such part guar'.1°tees'. but
may also be required to provide additional "sweeteners" m the '.orm of tax mcenuves,
depreciation allowances and provision of land in the v1c1D1ty of such proposed
mfrastructure projects, and at a zero or nominal value.
Governments in developed countries such as the UK, and Australia, as well as in
developing nations, are relieved to be able to move major projects "off the government
balance sheet". However, in Australia auditors-general in states such as NSW, and
Victoria, have queried whether the risks taken and guarantees offered variously by
governments have been made transparent and whether, indeed, the risk has been taken
off the government balance sheet or whether it has been merely hidden from existing
and future voters.
The \~orld Bank _has idenufied, in a report prepared by Mr Harinderk Kohli, a number
~f maJor constramts to private sector participation in infrastructure provision. These
include:
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Qu~sti?ns_ were raised in the Economist as early as May 1996 regarding the undercap1~ahsat1on of ~anks and the; need for prompt corrective action under regulatory
reqmrements. Vanous cross-guarantee indications and other mechanisms to spread risk
are under scrutiny.
The events of mid to late 1997 and the "Asian currency crisis" are widely recognised in
the public press as constituting a global problem. "Country risk", "political risk" are
directly related to the strength or weaknesses of public sector institutions to negotiate
and manage the major components of national economies and societies. Associated
"political turmoil" is a response by societies to a mal-distribution of wealth and
perceived mismanagement. Nowhere is the breakdown of a government's ability to
manage and deliver facilities and services more evident than in its cities. The larger the
city, the greater the number of wban poor concentrated in "shanty" communities in
environmentally degraded and transport poor areas.
Major infrastructure and development initiatives require institutional support in the
development, implementation, management and monitoring of projects. The demand
for funding for major infrastructure within the ASEAN or APEC region has not
contracted. The probability of such projects proceeding particularly in countries subject
to major currency devaluation and political risk in the foreseeable future is
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significantly reduced. It requires all the more a major strengthening of institutions,
legal systems and more open and transparent procedures to minimise length of the
decline.
The deterioration of the physical environment and the continued growth of mega-cities
with demand outstripping the supply of transport, water supply and sanitation
infrastructure, demonstrates the level of competition amongst sectors for both
government and private sector capital. However, determining policies and priorities
which will both yield the greatest efficiency and meet the social objectives of both
government and the private sector relies on the strengthening of planning and
management skills within government institutions in particular.

Beach Buoy: Reyner Banham rescues the modern city
Chris McConville
Sunshine Coast University College
Locked Bag 4 Maroochydore South Q 4558 Australia

In 1968, somewhere between San Francisco and Los Angeles, a bus broke down.
The most populous nations typically have the lowest level of per capita GDP and a
comparatively high proportion of population under 25 years of age. Yet, funds spent on
research and development, as a percentage of GDP, when compared with developed
nations such as the United States and Japan, are relatively low in the case of Singapore,
India, China, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, China and Africa.
In various international projects undertaken in Indonesia, (Jakarta Waterfront, The
Ciliwung River) and Vietnam (Mass Rapid Transit), by Planning Workshop
International and associated companies, their successful implementation has been
dependant on institutional strengthening and reform and the introduction of more open
and transparent practices. Leadership and skilled professionalism is as fundamental to
successful implementation as funding. It is vital that the planning and management of
the mega-cities of the future and their attendant infrastructure is not the exclusive
domain of the private sector, but is coupled with strong and effective institutions and
legal systems. While relying in part on private sector participation, it is governments
who should take the lead in determining policies and priorities, standards and the
terms and conditions upon which the private sector competes and offers solutions.
The present economic crisis is in part a consequence of a failure to sufficiently
strengthen reform iz:stitutions and ~~ctices towards greater openness and transparency.
Th_e con_sequences m the mega-cities of today and the new millennium are already
evident m Jakarta and the effects on the urban poor are all the more devastative as
these groups are typically located in flood liable, unserviced and polluted localities.

Amongst the travellers stranded by the surf was Reyner Banham, architectural
historian, growing increasingly anxious about his delayed induction into the great
sprawl of Southern California. Would he miss his meeting with the UCLA professor?
If he ever got back on the road, ought he get off in Santa Monica or wait for
downtown? Eventually, when the jump-started bus rolled on through Malibu and into
Santa Monica, Banham, found his stop, made his meeting, immediately embraced this
dazzling City of the Angels, and, in so doing, helped us see all cities anew [Banharn
1968).
Banham' s unexpected beachside stop may not have constituted a roadside conversion.
It, nonetheless, enabled him to discover a progressive and populist modernism, at a
moment when others were about to jettison the entire movement. Reyner Banharn went
on from his writings about Los Angeles [Banham 1971), and in his book on the
Megastructure [Banham 1976), almost a farewell to his pop-art and New Brutalist
ventures, the urbanising desert [Banham 1982) and industrial construction [Banharn
J986). he sought to rescue modernism from both historians and from the design

academy [Whiteley I 997). Of planners, he had despaired years before [Banharn
[971 : 137- 141]. How seriously ought we now take the later writings of Reyner

Banham, especially since they are so unlike the dystopic conventions of contemporary
urban critique?
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most critics [Banham 1971]. Banham's commentary on the city seemed lightweight,
especially when set alongside his earlier reflections on consumer culture and his role in
the London pop-art scene over the previous ten years [Whiteley 1997). This grand tour
too overtly stamped him as the Britisher goes Californian, his book. an effete collage
depicting the nice and white, was emptied of the black, the poor and the old [Sergeant
I 971]. To those more worried by design than by the disadvantaged, Banham had
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·
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mcncan,
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retreated. Ju I when Robert Venturi was brilliantly announcing the triumph of symbol

joked mat he obtained a driving license to study Los Angeles. With the zeal of the

O\'er form, Banham had turned to resurrect the works of Wright [from his most

convert, an automobilised Banham now paid homage to the ecology of the freeway.

unfashionable years] and the undecorated crystalline cubes of Koenig. While Jane
toric and virtuously genteel urban core. Banham
J aco bs sought to rescue the d enSe . his

rail ' s south-eastern services wrote the apprentice wheelman [Banharn 1971:215]. There

celebrated freeways and crass drive-in diners

Angelinos stuck in a snarl were no more inconvenienced that strap-hangers on Bntish
were fatal collisions on freeways but our ex-cyclist circwnnavigated them all. The
freeway system worked 'uncommonly well' he reflected fBanham: 1971 :215]. For, far

Banharn implanted his architecrural snes within loose cultural settings. ultimately
concludi ng that the metropolis sustained a 'sympathetic ecology for architectural
design · fBanharn 1971 :244]. Today, some of these ecologies are more convincing than
others. In Surfurbia he traced a coherent ecology bounded by the beach, curving
southwards from Malibu to

more than simply existing as a transport technology, the freeway bestowed on
motorised Angelinos that 'coherent frame of mind' signifying sympathetic ecology. In
the participant-observer tradition of the Chicago School, the Britisher had found his
natural habitat - on the freeway interchanges.

ewport. Beach culture, claimed Banham, constituted a

·symbolic reJecUon of consumer society' fBanham 1971:38] and throughout his

Having discovered this concrete and coherent psychospatial zone, Banham now sought

surfside ramble he noted the ·freemasonry' of the sand, embracing two-yacht families

to celebrate the freeway through those custorniz.ed auto-bodies of Ed Roth, the

in Newport, as entirely as hippies in Venice. or the nascent star-set of Malibu.

splendour of the Miracle Mile and most of all through the fantastic architecture of the

Banhan1 leads us to suppose that his beach strip could nurture an exotic modernism,

architecture to tile symbolic and functional [or dysfunctional] arrangement of beetroot,

seen most obviously in the houses of Irving Gill, whose bald surfaces he distinguishes

beef and buns on tile plate of an upmarket hamburger order. Most directly reflective of

as 'quietly affirmative ' fBanham 197 1: ch 3] It is the Spanish Colonial Revival,

tllese roadside aesthetics, and the most exaggeratedJy symbolic of all, was the

roadside. The Jack-in-the-Box hamburger house allowed Banharn to analogise

unavoidable m the world's greatest City-by-the-Shore, which guides the design of

' Polynesian' genre [ Banham:1971: 122- 123].

these populist and overlooked (at least by the critics) modernists. And yet, if the

cuisine, but by protruding gabled roof (owing more to Saarinen's Hockey Rink, he

Surfurban ecology could be stretched 10 include two-yacht families, as well as hippies

mused, man to the South Seas) represented ·the convulsions of building style which

The 'Polynesian' typified, not by

camped out besides junk-strewn canals, if there was, as Banham insisted, a viable folk

follow when traditional social and cultural restraints have been overthrown and replaced

in surf board design and decoration, how did these fit with the cool geometrics of

by the preferences of a mobile, affluent, consumer-oriented society'. In such a society,

art

Craig Ellwood's Hunt House [Banharn 1971 :39], the stilted shacks of Malibu or Frank

cultural values had become means of claiming status. fBanham: 1971 :125]

Lloyd Wright's Mayanised Pasadena house? [Banham. 1971: 65]
Banham' s crush on the car lasted beyond his time in Los Angeles. He frequently
The ecological joinery by which Banharn attached Surfurbia to exotic modernism does

returned to a view of the modem as mobility valued over monumentalism. When he

become lightweight, and it is only in the autotopic that his 'sympathetic ecology'

turned to industrial architecture and Europe's debt to America, he couJd do no more

sounds more sweetly attuned. Reyner Banharn, had long before, signalled his

than end his book with a paean to Lingotto, quoting extensively from Edoardo Persico,

fasci nation with the car in New Society and The Listener, where he wrote in thrall to

the inter-war Italian architect, who likened Fiat's famous rooftop test track to a crown

each curving line of the Ford Mustang and wondered about the iconography of powe r

which could 'symbolise some essential and dominating idea ... here the car and its speed

in the Jaguar grille. before condemning the VW beetle as 'objectionable' [Sparke.

are celebrated in a form that presides over the work of the factory below·.

198 I ] . He had once praised the Futurists for introducing the car crash to European

fBanham:1986: 250] For Banbam, Persico·s accolade demonstrated that a large.

literature. a seemingly bizarre fascination with the motor car, for a man who remained

complex modem object could engage tile spirit, the logic and the imagination, as could

a dedicated cyclist:- tile best-known photograph of Banharn has him pedalling through

the freeway system and its ecology, where symbolism in the modem presided over

an English High Street, decked out in tweed cap and sports jacket, astride his trademark

technological function, and did so witllout recourse to the subtopic of Las Vegas.
American factory in Europe. towering over the Italian townscape and set
Lmgotto, an

fold-up bike In Southern California tile bicycling British critic took out a driver's
license:- JUSl as other Anglophone academics learned Italian to study art history, he
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.
.
marked the unacknowledged debt which
beneath a narrow and curving mm1-freeway.
.
. A d like the Polynesian restaurant, 11 stood as
European modernism owed to Amenca. n
.
.
d · m of popular enthusiasm rather than
an autotopic monument, m tnbute to the mo emis
of academic manners.
d the freeways, until, like those flatlands of the
.
Banham ventured beyond Surfurb1a an
.
.
. . .
d
d
embraced the desert. He resisted 1maguung 11 as
city. his Plains ofld, he con fronte an
.. ,
.
.
, · •the real desert that we mortals actually v1s1t
'that other-wilderness , pre,emng
• was the •man-mauled' Mojave Desert, not so much a sadly[Misrach 1987]. His
.
disintegrating wilderness
region, but a narurally-divided human ecology [Banham
·
1982:204-205]. Just as m the modelled Mousehold desert of his native Norfolk,
rt maintained by constant human usage [Banham: 1982: 13Reyner Banham saw the dese
_
.
.
·1demess
15]. If the desert was a w1
, he queried· why did we not see any mtrus1on,
· ct·mg that of the Ione backpacker, as a destruction of its pure alterity? Roadside
mclu
· lands of architecrural perfection, like the railway town of Kelso,
truek stops. small 1s
and the drag scenes photographed by Misrach, all told him about the custodianship of

f~om mann~red European critique. Even in the United States, Banham increasingly
distanced himself from h· ad .
.
.
is ac enuc colleagues, and in a posthumous arucle, charged
.
architectural faculues with destroying design and reducing architecture to drawing
99
(Banharn i o: 22-251- At the same time he insisted that the favoured counter to high
modernism - the vernacular- was inadequate. On one occasion he took the failure of
.
·
south-facing Sydney terrac h
e ouscs to protect from the sun, as proof that even m thetr
regional context, local traditions were not enough [Banham I969:302-307]. Faith in
technology, sympathy in ecological setting, the mobility of an unplanned urban sprawl
and a folksy decoration on functional fonn, were all techniques by which urban design
could be rescued from the architects.
In the last third of the twentieth century, high modernism came under sustained
assault, and Banharn was one of its deadliest assailants, even if a critic who wrote in
hope of a more populist and less monumental modern movement. One of Banham's

the desert. For Banham saw no logical nor moral reason to begin an account of the

obituary-writers noted his 'rare capability for phenomenon-missing' and as Banharn
wrote to broaden modernism, others were happy to pronounce an end to the modern. In
their unreflective meta-narrative, his Los Angeles came to mark the transition from one

desert by privileging dehumanised wilderness. His desert was used by competing

historical era to another. The City-by-the-Shore had become prototypical of the

groups, who roughly sorted themselves out over its terrain, and who kept their space,

postmodern [ Morris 1997: I 10]. Its ecology was fragmented, its public space carceral,
and its social areas diffracted [Soja 1996]

through constant usage, a desert, a humanised place and playground. In the greatest
irony of all, the human destructiveness of military firing ranges sequestered ecosystems
from the intervention of park rangers, wilderness enthusiasts and ecologists. The U.S .
military, just like the gold-panners. railwaymen and gem-collectors, had made a
purposeful human habitat, in which the natural order was preserved [Banharn i982].
When Banham's bus had broken down on the road from San Francisco, he w.ondered
at the scene around him, later writing in The Listener,
we passengers sat on the rocks between the road and the surf, with the sun
shining m our eyes and reflecting on the ocean in front of us and off the
aluminium flank of the bus behind us. We watched the perfect waves, each as
marked line. from headland to headland, roll glittering towards us and
break ... on the rocks below [Banharn: 1968]
To these three natural elements, the surf, the desert-rocks and the roadway, Banharn
constantly returned. Like the inter-war modernists, he was constructing a history of the

If set against this dehumanised postmodern prototype, Banharn' s portrait of a populist,
progressive and modem Los Angeles, can be derided as hopelessly optimistic. He held
Los Angeles to be 'uncloneable', rather than prototypical [Banham 1988). He saw it as
the city of ' all our pasts' rather than as a window on the future. In that past he
presents us with a flourishing rather than disintegrating modernism, one which
incorporates the industrial as designed and symbolic, and which structures the populist
into architecture. His picture of the modem city reroutes architectural history away from
Europe and in the individualised expanse of urban sprawl, along the beach and in the
humanised desert itself, he found hope. His ecology was sketchy but he never wavered
from making critical judgements. What one writer called his 'highly-nuanced position'
allowed him to both see the populist. judge the designs of the professional;and return to
the technological processes of the modem, whatever outer shell encased them.

modem movement, out of natural elements, a history lost to other architectural

For Banham. as a fonner colleague recalled. 'retained that post-war optimism when all
around had Jost it' [Architectural Review 1997]. The bicycling critic continued in the
hope that urbanists would rise to the 'thoughts and aspirations of the human race [and

historians. ln the humanised nature of the Pacific Coast, his modernism had escaped

move] beyond the little private world' of profession [Banham 1971 :244]. All the while
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. ---------an 'ind1ffer~nt dystopia' " as emerging as the organising principle of urban
sensed chat
b - • od At the same ume he dismissed Le Cor us1er s m errust
wnung, and this he re1ected•
'
and mobile c1ues like Los Angeles meant chaos. Of Le
complaint thJt suburban
. ,
.
.
the chaos was in his mmd . and not m the city.
1'
Corbus1er he wrote. ·un'orrunately
Banham had wanted 10 make modernism different, all the while realising, as seen most

typically m the failure of megastructurc, that the architectural profession had left the
movement behind. Hence his enthusiasm for Los Angeles, for the desert and for the
industrial landscape, and hence his quest for a sympathetic ecology. And so, now that
the real city has become prisoner to the chaouc and dystopic imagination of mannered
academic cnucs, we can ask the question. is it time to renew bis search for a
sympathetic ecology, for an urban design subordinated to populist aspirations?
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"We are in a period defined in larg
d mechanisms rhrough which t e ~easure I lhink, by the search for new, improved processes
O
an
'( th t Ice
design, develop, and deliver rhe complex range of services and
opparrum ,es a ma communities work. " Manin Stewart-Weeks, "People, Places & Priorities" 1998.
The issue I wish to put on the age da thi
.
.. .
.
n at s conference, 1s outcome based planrung. Outcome
1
based P anrung is ~ maJor departure from current planning practices. What is it? How does it differ
from present practJces and why the change?

Architectural Review [1988) vol 183 May : 9-10

Usin~ Pyrmont ~oint and Hurstville as case studies this paper examines the shift to outcome based
planning. It outhnes the process, control methods and examines the potential for better outcomes.

Architectural Review (1997) vol 201, no 1203 May: IOI

What is Outcome Based Planning?

Banham p Reyner [1968) 'Encounter with Sunset Boulevarde', listener, 22 August
Banham. Peter Reyner [1982 & 1989]_Scenes in America Desena, Peregrine Smith
1982 and
MIT Press Cambndge Mass.1989
Banham, Reyner [ 1986] A concrete Atlantis: U.S.lndustrial Building and Europea/l
Modem Architecture, / 900-1925, MIT Press
Banham. Reyner [1976) Megastructure: urban futures ofthe recent past, Thames and
Hudson
Banham, Reyner [1990) ' A black box: the secret profession of architecture', New
Statesrman and Society. vol 3 no 122 October I990: 22-25.
Misra.ch, Richard (1987) Desert Ca/ltos , with introduction by P Reyner Banharn
Morris. Brian [1997) 'Memory's footfalls: Images of the city in Falling Down' in
L Finch and C McConville, eds, Images of the Urban Conference Proceedings,
Sunshine Coast University College : 110
Soja. Edward ( 1996) Thirdspace: Journeys to Los Angeles and Other Real-andImagined Places , Oxford: Blackwell
Sparke, Penny ed (1 981] Reyner Banham: Design by Choice, Rizzoli: New York
Seargeant, J.F.H.[/97// Town Planning Review, vol 42 3 July: 314-316

Outcome based _Pl~n~ as ~e name implies is planning to achieve a particular defined outcome.
An outcome w~ch_is q~te uruque to a particular place. An outcome which meets the objectives for
the area but which 1s denved from the history, the topography, climate and the community.
Outcome based planning is not a new idea. Except for the recent past, it is the way cities and towns
have been created for centuries.
For over 2000 years cities and towns have been designed to achieve a particular outcome. Many
may have started in a small undirected way, a road, a church, some houses, some shops; later the
introduction of major infrastructure, a railway or a processional route. In this long process (and
cities are about a long timeframe) there were many decisions made about where streets, buildings
and parks were placed, and what form they took, what buildings were retained and what removed.
It is not by chance that the capital in Rome or the Arc De Triumph Paris, are on the top of a hill; it
is not by chance that main streets are wide, affording long vistas and fronted by the best building
stock, leaving the lane ways lined by less ostentatious buildings. In Australia such an outcome
would be considered to be "lucky". These decisions varied throughout the world and resulted from
the cultural economic and social conditions prevailing at the time. What however is consistent is
that they were all directed to achieving a particular outcome for a particular place.

Whiteley. igel [1997]'0lympus and the marketplace: Reyner Banham and Design
Criticism' , Design Issues , vol 13 no 2: 24- 35

How do you do it?

Whiteley, Nigel [I990) 'Banham and otherness, Banharn, Reyner (1 922-1988) and his
quest for an architecture autrc', Architectural History, vol 33: 188-221

OK, history may be on our side. But how do you determine an outcome? How do you organise the
myriads of individual elements each competing in isolation for space or economic gain to achieve a
good outcome. It is an overwhelming picture in which the overall quality of the urban area and the
place itself have no spokesperson.
Firstly it is necessary to separate those elements of an urban area which are about the structure of
the city from the resolution of its individual elements. In other words it separates "the city" from
"the architecture".
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. . .
ssible and indeed necessary to apply a design process to the structure
Ha\'ing done this 11 1s then po
independently from the architecture.
. .
fth h . fonn ofa town reveals that it consists of the following :
An cxamma11on o e p ys1ca1
The Structure: street pattern and proportion, spatial network. topography and disposition of

I.
2.

3.

uses.
.
The Public Domain: paving, lighting, vegetatlOn, etc.
The Architecture: the design of a the buildings.

'{lte Need 10 Design the Structure.
Like the methodolo~ies o~ o(d (and those currently used in parts of Europe) a design process based
on tested town ~akin_g pnnc1ples is used to determine the structure. This is the key to better urban
areas and the maJor difference to current practJce.
•
To develop the stru~ture ~f 3:'1 urban area without a design process, when one considers the
thousands of ~m~tmg obJectJves and influences in a modem city, gives an almost non-existent
ch~ce of achieving a_ satisfactory outcome. The chaotic confusion of many modem urban
envtronments bears teshmony to this.

The achievement of an optimum urban outcome depen_ds on the successfu( resolution of all t~ee
m the
aspects - the structure , the public domain and the architecture.. However,
.
. present planrung
system. the structure of an urban area is often confused with architecture, ignored and left to

Th~ Pyrmo~t Urb~ Design Strategy and the Hurstville Town Centre Development Control Plan are
· for development.
which designed the structure as the Iong term basis
Pro•ects
,

chance.

City West • Pyrmont!Ultimo

So to define an outcome it is necessary to separate out the structure and to apply a design process to
it. It is then possible to select the various planning controls needed to achieve the desired three
dimensional outcome.

The Background

What is rhe Structure?

The objective of the CityWest project is to create an urban centre on 300 hectares of land, much of
it bo~d~ring Sy~ey Harbour. It has a valuable architectural heritage; a location right next to all of
the city s attracllons and close to educational, cultural and recreational resources.

The structure of a city comprises its street pattern, street widths and the heights and shape of the
buildings lining the streets, the relationship of one building to another, the open space, view
corridors, the vegetation and the uses. The way in which these all relate to each other and that all
important but sadly neglected topography is the structure of an urban area.

Pyr:nont Ultimo is the first precinct being redeveloped. It played a pivotal role in Sydney life
dunng ~e I9th century and the fim half of the 20th century as a shopping port, rail interchange and
industnal centre. The precinct was also a residential area of distinctive architectural and
community character.

The structure identifies building envelopes but it does not deal with their resolution into
architecture. It identifies the proportions of streets and hence the spatial hierarchy but it does not
deal with the paving. It establishes the context and the role of each building and each space. The
structure detennines the grain, the block sizes and figure ground of a city. It reflects the culture.

The CityWest Development Corporation was established by the New South Wales Government on
4 September 1992. Its specific responsibilities in the CityWest region are to manage Government
land holdings, provide essential infrastructure and to promote and encourage development and
investment in the area.

Why is ii so Important?

The Planning Process

The importance of the structure lies in the fact that it determines the spatial system. The spatial
system in turn is the way in which people experience urban areas. Mental mapping exercises
clearly illustrate how the community relate to the spatial system of a city • a Janeway, a park, a
boulevard. a long street and wide street, a curving street.

After preliminary planning investigation, the then Development of Planning prepared Regional
Environmental Plan (REP) 26 and the accompanying Urban Development Plan (UDP) as the
planning framework for the development of CityWest.

This is an expression of the technical fact that space is the primary organising element of urban
morpholog.
~eca~se of this it is the structure which in large part determines the legibility of the area, the
identify, the variety, the feasibility of ESD objectives, the scale and complexity of the street system,
the enhancement of the heritage and ultimately the enjoyment of the place.
\Vhet~er it is an existing or new area, it is the structure which is fundamental to the human
expenence of that place. If the structure is poor, no amount of great architecture and street furniture
will redeem it. In fac_t without a clear structure and hence a context, it is I would argue, not possible
to produce great architecture.
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These goals were translated into conventional planning controls which encouraged increased
population mixed use and a block edge form of development of a high-quality mixed living and
working environment".

Urban Form Issues
Following the exhibition of some of the masterplans and receipt by Sydney City Council of
Development Applications in the CityWest area.
Sydney City Council expressed concern that Pyrrnont Ultimo would be developed as a series of
unrelated large blocks which did not provide a human scale at street level conducive to pedestrian
activity and interest.
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Hurstville

The Nexr Srep
·
th C"tyWest Development Corporation undertook a detailed study
issues e 1
.
In order IO resolve these
b
t bl"Ishing detailed criteria for the fine gram block edge urban form
of the urban form Y es a
thi
· · Th b. ·
. .
.
d d d eloping block by block studies based on s cntena.
e o 1ective
.
.
h d
d f h
k
on ginally envisage an ev
·b ·1d·
velopes and a spatial hierarchy which met t e eman s o t e mar et,
was to define the u1 mg en
•
d th h ·
e entagc
urban spaces reinforced the street typologies, respecte
defined human sea1e complex
·
..
.
• on ·its trad.111•n
· to create the basis for an exc1tmg successful waterfront envuonment.
and built

Outcome
·n "act the design of the structure and resulted in the Urban Design Strategy for
.
.
.
Thi s process was 1 "
Pyrmont. This strategy was based on a detail analysis of PyrmonTht. Itbt_oo~ mto cons1<lerat1on
environmental, historical, physical, social, legal and mar_ket factors.
e o ~ectlves were over1a~ed
and an interactive design process was then undertaken Ill order to establish the urban form which
met the stated objectives.

Hurstville is a regional centre 16 kil
• ·
th
d
akn
ometres from Sydney CBD. Physically it exhibits all e
•·
·
·
I
quaht1es an we esses of a suburb hi
.
.
w ch has grown very quickly without a clear d1rect1on. ts
strengthsh are itslmdamdstrheet Forest Road, its grid street pattern and hilltop location. Its weaknesses
are t e oversea e a oc devel
·
.
.
..
opment such as Meriton Towers, Westfield Shoppmgtown etc,
indis~rsedAWi~ a t~ditional building stock, confusing the legibility of the town and weakening its
idenufy.
eve opment Control Plan was developed for Hurstville using a similar design
methodology.
The sin_gle moSt important aspect of the DCP is that it too uses a design process to define a three
di_mensional ou~come. The d~sigi_i process is based on rigorous and accurate analysis of Hurstville.
Like Pyrmont,.It traced_ the histoncal development, documented the existing heritage buildings and
the. t?pographicai settmg. The DCP determined an appropriate building envelope for each
indi~idual_ site based ~n the requirements of the site, the overall concept of the whole town and the
relat_1•nship of one building to another. As a primary concern, it established a clear outcome for the
spatial system throughout Hurstville CBD.

It introduced the process of design to the urban :irea as a whole rather than the present system_ in
which a two dimensional planning process establishes the parameters for the s~cture ~d _a design
process occurs only at the individual building stage. It "designed" the structure 1e the bmldmg form

The building envelopes were documented as three dimensional blocks, thereby defining the spatial
system and controls to achieve the desired outcome were then selected.

and the spatial system.

How Does this Differ from Cu"ent Planning Practice?
Applying this process to the peninsula, the individual opportunities were identified literally street
by street with block by block studies.
While this may sound an onerous task it enabled the planning codes to become simpler and more
explicit - defining what was wanted, and not trying to cover an infinite range of things which were
not wanted. not possible and not appropriate.
Anyone visiting City West to see the outcomes should note that this process only applied to part of
the government owned land and not the bulk of Ultimo or the CSR site.

Currently the structure of an urban area is a result of the planning controls and is determined
without a design process. Because there is no design process, there is no defined and tested
outcome. The outcome is left to chance. A two dimensional process together with heights, floor
space capacities and setbacks. The controls are rarely site specific, have a limited relationship to
their context, the street system and topography, and are only connected by the zoning. They are not
bound by any principles of town making.
Each "building" is regulated as a separate entity. It is not regulated in reference t~ the space it
defines or its position in the hierarchy of buildings and spaces but as a piece of architecture.

Pyrmont Point
The process does not consider the urban area as a whole. It does not even consider the street as a
whole. Consideration of topography is minimal and every site in a similar zone is allocated a
similar capacity.

Key aspects of the design for Pyrmont are:
Establishing the built form envelopes by height, setback and shape so that they define:
I.

II.

Ill.

a spatial hierarchy which builds on the existing spatial system and which is composed of
streets, view corridors, private courtyards and open space.
the proportion of the streets, the solar access, the enhancement of the heritage buildings, the
reflection of topography;
the capacity and population.

By contrast when the structure is derived using a design process, all elements - buildings,
topography and most importantly space, are considered together in three dimensions and it is the
design process which determines the final relationships of built form and space. The spatial system
can therefore be manipulated to create a range of spaces which enhance and inform the experience
of the city.

Issues
At City West there were no issues of private equity. Because the land was government owned it
was possible to organise the building envelopes and hence distribute the capacity to suit the overall
design.

It was a different matter at Hurstville.
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Undoubtedly, the most controversial aspect of the process is that it challenges accepted norms of
equity. Currently each site in a particular zone achieves (at least on paper) the same amount _of
floor space. The divisions between zones is usually down the centre of the street so sites opposite
each other with different floor spaces are acceptable. Those side by side are not acceptable. With
the design based process the capacity will vary with each site related to the overall outcome.
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Comer sites often achieve a pro rata higher capac11y;
which reqwre space for light and au.

small sites usually higher than large sites

Sulman and the City Beautiful in Sydney

.
th
h" ble densities on most sites is greater under this detailed design
h
. h be A
I the Hurstvtlle CBD e ac reva
n
. . be
the design deals with what is, rather than w at mtg t .
nother
method This 1s cause
.
· · Th floor space can be adjusted to accommodate different uses.
advantage 11
e

John McIntyre
Potts Point, Sydney
New South Wales

·
tati"on however is based on zoning and the concept of the design of the town
The community expec
•
.
as an entity flies in the face of current expectauons.

Sir Jolu_i Sulman :,vas one of the most articulate and influential advocates of planning in
Austraha, from _hrs arrival in 1885 till his death in 1934. Robert Freestone has provided
a go~d groun~ng in_Sulman's planning discourse, which encompassed a range of
P!anrung P3rad!grns, including both Garden City and City Beautiful ideas, often in a
diluted or hybnd fonn. This paper examines and analyses Sulman's interest in the City
Beautiful, and his proposals for Sydney.

Potential for Better Outcomes
Given that the spatial system is the way in which people experie~ce the c!ty, it is esscnt!al to
embrace a process which understands the role of space and define~ 11. ~d given the longevity of
the city, it is essential to ensure that the process reflects the appropnate timeframe.
The major benefits of this approach are:
I.
2.

3.
4.

the quality of the overall outcome: it deals with space and buildings related to topography
and history;
the need for less interference in detail because the structural issues of the town have been
determined;
the certainty for the community and the developer:
the longevity of the plan.

While this method is not uncommon in some countries, it is the first time this process has been used
in Local Government in Australia.
It creates a heavier "up front" work load in establishing the design parameters but minimises work
at the approval stage. At the moment, work loads at the end of the planning process, where the
country is fought over site by site, prevent earlier input. This alternative approach also enables the
community to be involved at an early stage, and not when they feel threatened. They are part of the
process.

In many councils the sort of skills required are limited. Town planners have lost their "town
making" skills - architects never had them. A transition period would not be without difficulties.
Ulti".1ately, however, as overseas examples show in terms of methodology, the only way to
consistently produce good urban areas is by the use of a design process based on sound town
making principles, to determine the desired outcome. Then it will be possible for Australia to
explore its own spatial hierarchies, its unique qualities of light and shade and to develop meaningful
forms of architecture.
To detei:mine an outcome for a place, it is necessary to firstly separate those elements of an urban
area which are ~bout the structure of the urban area from the resolution of the individual elements.
In other words. 11 separates the city (the long term) from the architectures (the short term).

"/ believe in the city ofthe future .... it is a place where the fragments ofsomething once broken are
recomposed " Aldo Rossi.
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Sulman' s interest in the City Beautiful can be seen as a means of interpreting,
representing and mediating the considerable changes, (or to use Sulman' s more valueladen t_cn_n, "progress") that cities were experiencing. To ensure that the citizens were
appreciative of the benefits of progress, it was necessary to engender civic pride. In The
Federal Capital, Solman observes that "In the United States during the last 15 or 20
years ... a very wholesome fonn of city pride has developed, that bids fair to secure for
American cities the first place in all that makes for stateliness and convenience."
(Sulman, 1909, p.6)
It appears that for Solman, civic pride served to establish or reinforce moral and social
cohesion and a consensus on the goals of progress. It was essential therefore to "keep
up". Sulman reminds us that " the modem city spirit is stiring in conservative Britain, ...
and far distant quarters of the world," including South America, Japan, South Africa,
and admonishes us that "we in Australia can not afford to lag behind" (Solman, 1909,
p.6)

Like Burnham, Sulman's vision of the City Beautiful was predicated on relatively
uniform heights, such as in Paris, which he cites as an ideal. In Australia, whilst
acknowledging the existence of a more individualistic ethos to development, he argued
that "if the buildings are of different heights, blank flank walls arc too much in
evidence" ... therefore ... "some kind of regulation is required in matters of taste as
well as construction." (Sulman, I 921, p. 156)
Although it may play some part, the civic pride that Sulman sought was not easily
achieved by regulation. It was to be created primarily by the grand spectacles of the City
Beautiful which, like Haussman' s boulevards, were to be built as public works. Sulman,
like Burnham, argued that the worlcs could be undertaken with little real public cost and
could be justified on the basis of improving the whole functioning and efficiency of the
economy - a sort of"trickle-down" effect.
Among the public works to beautify the city, monwnents played an important didactic
role. "No town or city can be considered complete without the expression of the ideal in
concrete form. The civic centre and the city portal may be highly dignified; but the
finishing touch given by monuments or groups of sculpture, recording some event, or
embodying some aspiration, is needed to lift it from the realm of material life into that
of the ideal" (Sulman, 1921, p. 158).
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• d
f the monument was as a didactic artifice, a jewel placed in a
O
Sulman s 1. ea
t ducate and elevate. It would mythologise the benevolent
scenographic arrangement o e
. ' h ed
d
·
·fi
d t chno)omcal advances and the nation s s ar customs an
state and its sc1ent1 c an e
,,.
goals.
Sulman saw the Victor Emmanuel monument in Rome as "ordere)d,lnc~m~lex 3'.1d
t.nng modem life and thought" (Sulman, 1921, p. 161 . suru1ar vem,
.
.
"
ed b
re fi neel thus typ 1'I '
he proposed his own design of "Australia facmg the _D awn ,da monbumlent suggest . y
Sir Henry Parkes. Sulman's proposal _is a grandiose an over o~ neo-c1ass1ca1
,nstallation. completely oblivious to its spectacular . harbour s~ttmg near Lady
M
arie's Chair. The design of such monuments reqmred an architectural backdrop
... acquder that the observer is compelled to view it from the front" (Sulman, 1921, p.
mm
.
·1d·
ed
.
173). Such orchestration, like the r:nonumental pubhc_bm mgs co~po~ t_o tennmate
visual axes, was intended to effecttvely recall and reinforce the natton s tnumphs and
heroic lessons

In terms of road layouts, Sulman' s proposed straight avenues, radiating from the civic
center and intersected by circumferential roads to form a "spider's web plan". Whilst
this model was justified mainly by the efficiency of directness, Sulman saw in it an
aesthetic advantage: "The spiders web plan possesses not only the advantage of
convenience, but also of variety, and we all know that "variety is charming". Scarcely
any two of the blocks would be exactly the same size, the angles made by the streets
with each other would differ and these, together with the trapezoidal allotments, would
call for special treatment." (Sulman, 1921, p. 215).
The spider web model is shown as a tight geometrical layout in Sulman's early
Canberra proposal. Such a road layout may result in an optimisation of directness, but
surely at the cost of confusion and loss of orientation, resulting from the
superimposition of circumferential, radial, and diagonal roads all offering choices of
different directions at slight angles). Whilst ideally, the avenues are perfectly straight,
Sulman recognises that "it is so desirable to avoid monotony that, in straight avenues of
considerable length, an occasional setting back of the frontage line to form a recess or
public garden is to be commended." (Sulman, 1921, p. 51). The circumferential roads
would be gently curving, an aesthetic as well as a circulatory advantage since " "nature
abhors a straight" line and so does art unless relieved by curved." (Sulman, 1890, p. 7).
Sulman supports the spiders web plan of the City Beautiful, with its formal straight
avenues and gently curving ring roads, primarily on grounds of efficiency. He does
however, concede that his model may require slight modification by the introduction of
picturesque elements, though this must not diminish the legibility of an overall order, or
the image of modernity, with its emphasis on efficiency.
Sulman's most compelling City Beautiful proposals are found in his evidence to the
1908-9 Royal Commission into the Improvement of Sydney and its Suburbs. These bold
proposals represent a radical intervention to the history and pattern of Sydney's
d~~elopment and _demonstrate a strong affinity to the monumental gestures found in
c111es such as Pans and Vienna, both of which he mentions. It was however clear to
Sulman that the massive scope of works in European cities over the previou; decades
was simply not possible m Sydney.
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Sulman therefore proposed
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ro e, t thng ethtranspon gateways of Circular Quay and Central railway station to the
areas o e sou of the city.
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In. his evidence to the J908 · 9 RoyaI Comm1SS1on,
• • Sulman put forward proposals 1or
r
C_ircular Quay and Central Railway Station. Such entrances to the city were important
visual markers and should be designed as distinct and memorable units.
To improve_access and provide a more dignified treatment of the areas adjoining areas
Central_ Slallon, Sulman proposed that the widened Elizabeth Street be brought as close
as ~ssible to the station and that, between Goulbom and Cooper Streets, it be raised on
a viaduct to the level of the platforms. A connection to the tram network would be
established by a circular raised viaduct surrounding Belmore Park carrying trams on
two levels, the upper level connecting to the portico of the station at the same level. The
vi~du_ct wou_ld _be connected to, and surrounded by, a six or seven story circular
bmlding, an 1tahanate version of Bath's Royal Crescent.
The central area would be leveled and laid out as a garden with a fine statue or a
monument in its center, from which paths would radiate. It was intended that this be
achieved at practically no cost to rate-payers by the ]and being leased for development
and occupation, to be returned to the city after fifty years. It would be a decisive boost
to civic pride, since in Sulman's word's, "the effect would be all that the most patriotic
citizen can desire, and that would hold its own as a specimen of city planning against
the cities of America or the Old World" (NSW Govt. p. 234).
For the waterfront entrance, Sulman proposed a major reconfiguration of Circular Quay,
creating a vast formal civic space. The central feature of this space would be a broad
avenue, providing a carriageway of 90 feet wide, flanked by rows of trees in a
"parkway'', beyond which would be Young and Loftus Streets. This grand avenue
leading into the city would be visually tenninated by a building surmounting a broad
arch, under which the avenue would pass to link, via a quadrant, to the widened
Elizabeth Street The existing Customs House would be replaced by a new building, of
a larger and more dignified scale to match the woolstore building placed symmetrically
across the new avenue. At the Quay itself, an additional 150 feet of land would be
reclaimed to pennit a larger civic space.
A continuous single storied structure at the water's edge would accommodate ticket
offices, cloak rooms and conveniences with a series of wide spreading arches marking
the regular rhythm of the wharves, with "a monumental archway, a great watergate",
aligning with the center of the new avenue. Within this great space are four tram waiting
rooms neatly aligned, their form and colonnades suggesting classical temples. Between
each pair, are fonnal gardens and fountains. Sulman argued strongly that the proposed
railway station at the Quay be underground, as opposed to on the surface, proposed by
some of the other witnesses, (and as eventually built).
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essential component. " ... as to their inspiring effect m ostenng c1_v1~ pn_e . ere can _e
no question at all, while it cannot be too strongly enforced that c1v1c pnde 1s the basis
for all civic progress" (Su Iman, 1921, p. 80).

The City Beautiful was primarily concerned with efficiency of traffic movement and l?e
visual ordering of the city. The sum of Sulman's proposals would amount to a city
unified by an overarching visual order, reinforcing and focusing the citizen's gaze down
the broad avenues onto the buildings of the great public and private institutions and the
monuments celebrating the nation• s achievements.
Intrinsic to Sulman's vision of the city, was the use of the stripped-down classicism of
the City Beautiful, although this was never clearly stated, except in vague terms such as
"dignity" and "harmony". This classicism would be understood, as just another
historical style, stripped of the ahistoncal and universal status it held in previous
centuries.
Although devoid of its previous semiotic richness, classicism was still able to evoke a
reassuring sense of stability, security and faith in the achievements of the nation's
established institutions and a commitment to ongoing progress. It also served to forge a
lmk with the older European architectural tradition as an attempt to expunge any sense
of colonial inferiority.
Although often seen as simply "conservative", the City Beautiful can accommodate a
range of interpretations, particularly as opposing reactions to modernism. On one hand,
Sulman's frequent citing of classical European exemplars, suggests that his use of the
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CikBeati~_I w~ nostalgic and backward looking endorsing the established order by
see ng egihm~hon by (tenuous) links to a clas~cal past. On the other hand, his
rhetonc on e~c1ency and progress suggests a desire to embrace change. Yet whilst he
advocated
cuttmg" through the
'ty' s 1'r.L
•
.
.
.
Cl
1Unc
to mcrease
the efficient movement of traffic,
as required by a modem city", he was uncomfortable with its direct expression. He saw
New ~ork's Brooklyn Bridge as an example of "civic detriment to an eye tramed to
appreciate ,the beauty of form and composition". He also remained adamantly opposed
to Sydney s then proposed Harbour bridge "which can never be anything but an
eyesore." (Sulman, 1921, p.1 54)
•
Thus th~ City Beautiful contained a contradiction between an underlying imperative of
modermsm t?wards efficiency and its masking by a representation that sought to
smooth over its rougher edges by the composition of the city as a series of vistas of its
monuments and fine public buildings draped in classical garb
However much as the City Beautiful reassured citizens that the future was just a natural
ext~sion of a glorious past, moderrusm embraced an opposing view that held that
architecture must be salvaged from the tyranny of the past This view, propagated by the
pioneers of architectural modernism was most memorably seen at the scale of the city in
Le Corbusier's 1925 Plan Vouin for Paris. As the city fragmented into isolated and
conflicting views, the modem architect and planner sought to impose a utopian
functional order, emptied of historic reference.
Australian cities, distant from such revolutionary ideas and untouched by the great war,
saw little influence of this early heroic period of modernist thinking. However, just the
possibility of tall buildings clearly offered quite different images of the city to those of
the City Beautiful. For example, Norman Weekes 1929 vision for the Sydney of 1979,
showed a city of relatively low scaled buildings of the 1920's, from which widely
spaced towers sprang.
Such a marked change in the ideas of what a city could or should be was perhaps
inevitable given the advent of tall buildings. In order to achieve its controlled vistas, the
City Beautiful required buildings of moderate and uniform height, as in Paris. Yet with
the introduction of the elevator and steel frame, the tall building could vastly increase
floor areas beyond the walk-up building, permitting a direct expression of underlying
land values. The mobility brought about by the increasing ownership of private motor
vehicles allowed development to leapfrog from one area to another, based on such
relatively random factors as the availability of property and the permission of
authorities.
The use of the City Beautiful as an instrument of American and British imperialism in
cities such as New Delhi and Manila (and later the monumentalism of Hitler and
Mussolini) led to a loss in confidence in rep~nting ~ivic i~e~. Any attempt or
pretence at representation would be viewed as either cyrucal or 1roruc. And further, as
Sydney's 1948 County of Cumberland Plan seems to suggest, there were simply more
pressing real problems for planners to deal with. The 1948 Pl~ '."'as, very critical_ of
Sydney's previous planning, especially the 1908-9 Royal Comm1ss1on s preoccupation
with civic beauty.
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f: .1 d because the task implied only a new layout
''Earlier attempts to plan Sydney h_ad_ 31 e . posmg vistas and decorative parks. Like
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of streets and of_monwnental bwl~mg:, ;gnificent while the problems of economic
Haussm~•s Pans'. Sydney was t~u:ed~.. Most plans were too ambit_ious or related
and efficient grouping were all th 1 'fication of the city and its setting rather than
to the demands of comme:ceCan e ~berland Planning Scheme, cited in Spearitt,
to the needs of the people ( ounty 0
1988, p.7)
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of the ost war period, the proposals of Sulman appear naive in
From the perspecttv~
ed~ "beautification". Yet it is clear, from the report of the
the confidence they invest m
.
··
ed th
·
·
1
1908-9 Royal Comm1ss on, that such views were widely and uncnttcally accept at e
time.
Sulman can be regarded as an important conduit for ideas transmitted to Australia
. , from
the cultural centers of the northern hem!sphere. He was also perhaps Australta s most
· fl t' I advocate of an LUban aesthetic that sought to represent lofty and exemplary
m uen 1a
.
f
· ·1 ed I ·
ideals in solid material. It was an aesthetic that reflected the idea o a pnv1 eg_ pace m
history the intersection of an exemplary past with a great future, a pomt on the
inexora'ble march of progress and evolution. It was a position increasingly difficult to
sustain, eclipsed not only by a loss of ~aith in an exemplary past, but by the loss of
confidence m the means of its representation.
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Orde~, Nature and Power: Asian Global Cities and the Modero
Architecture of Singapore and Hong Kong.
Dr. James Mcquillan, RIBA, Lecturer,
School of ~rch1tecture, National University of Singapore,
10 Kent Ridge Crescent, Singapore 119260
Republic of Singapore.
·
A. Introduction
In a _world of disenchantment, it is probable that the most disenchanted feature of all in
the hfe we call modem, is urbanism. Modem urbanism can with much validity claim to
be th: embodime~t of utopianism in so far as it has participated in the modem projective
techniqu~ of des1~ and planning, brought to maturity from their beginnings in the heat
of the High Rellalssancc leading on to the triumphant march of Western mores
throughout the whole world. Yet no activity has occasioned such deep-felt misgiving
from the expert and the uninitiated alike, as the condition of the modem city in its many
guises. In any litany of contemporary success, the two Asian cities of Hong Kong and
Singapore are pre-eminent exemplars of the Chinese philosophy of hard work and good
fortune, as well as being global cities (Sassen, 199 I) in the same rank as London, New
York and Tokyo (Gerondelis, 1997XFig.l).

B. From City-State to Global City.
These two great post-<:olonial entrepots have been and still are rivals as well as having
learned one from another. Despite their historic differences, i.e. Singapore's foundation
as a free port by a far-sighted Raffles against the establishment of Hong Kong as an
opium post after the Chinese defeat of 1841, at present both are in time-worn parlan~e
1
'Pearls of the Orient' in strictly modem tenns - 'Pearls' in a global necklace of financial
primacy. Such a position as global cities gives them a status of power far in excess of
their relative positions as regional centres - for Hong Kong a commercial foothold for the
Chinese mainland guaranteed by its S. A. R. arrangement to the People's Republic: - for
Singapore, the beacon ahead for its ASEAN partners as a multicultural success s~ory in _a
hinterland of religious and ethnic diversity hard to equal anywhere else. Both rehsh theu
status as city-states in a world of powerful national states now seemin~ to fal~er (~astells,
1997 27-51 ), and appear to have rediscovered the genius of the pre-1ndustr1al cuy state
not ~en since Napoleon's curtailment of the European spirit residing in Ve~ce and
Genoa - the spirit of particular geographical, political and mercantile hegemony hnked to
an outstanding synthesis of power and art - what Jacob Burkhardt called the art_of the
state - in the Italian Renaissance. The sixteenth-century doctnnes of mathemaucs and
Palladianism (Cosgrove, 1993) and the less systematic palaces, urban and suburban of
Genoa of the next century,

Sulman, J. (1907) The Improvement ofSydney App. B to Sulman {1921)
Sulman, J. (1909) The Federal Capital, John Sands, Sydney
Sulman, J. (192 1) An Introduction to the Study of Town Planning in Australia, NSW
Govt. Printer
1 Hon Kong has been called such due to ,ts pos,non near the mouth of the Pearl River, an epithet then transferrcd to
g - there ,s
· a novel about Singapore by Chnstopher Nicole. Pt arl oftlw Omnt, (London. Century, 1938)
Singapore
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housing, first attempted in H
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augmented as perha s th
ong_K~ng as_an emergency measure, the~ modified an
newly independent -/ b~- esscnual mgred1ent of the Singaporean achievement_ m the
in N. Europe or N ~ u. ic after 1965, and with a measure of social success unthinka~le
modernism _ the s~le d nca Perhaps nowhere else in the world have the les~o~ of punst
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ion- wldmg tempered by communal mixing, acquirable property
.
n~ts
soc_ial movement upwards to other types of residence, as fowid in Singapore
to ay. . wo .VI_tal considerations must be confronted _ what does such an achievement
mean m artiShc terms? and who are they for? It goes almost without saying that the
answers to both are profoundly Western, owing little in their formation to any indigenous
forces - but more of this later. At this point we tum to answers to our questions just
posed.

3;

C. Nature Constructed

F,g I e"est Singapore, with Millenia Tower by Kevin Roche of Kevin Roche, _
John Dlllklcdoo and AsSoc_,ates, and behind, Suntcc City Gateway Towers by l. M Pei.
Courtesy Ann Geronde/,s, (Singapore Architect, No. 194/97, p 28)

\\ere remarkable culrural and architectural achievements still studied in tenns of ~rd:r placement in the world, narure - the 1:1tionale of i~ interpretatio_n, and power - apphcahon
of artisuc sensibilities, that were bUJlt self-consc1ously on ancient models confronted by
new opportunities and problems. Such paradigms are still available (if un~ed _or abus~d)
today for Singapore and Hong Kong, in a world not just of_world nav1ga11on, w~ch
Venice and Genoa eventually missed out on, but of the electronic network and the uruque
role of being 'cornpradors' or cultural mediators of Chinese culrure to the rest of the
world.
Despite the differences that \ntervene between older and younger city-states, Weste?1
culture is highly constitutive of our contemporary 'Pearls', not hard to demonstr~te_ m
every area of activity. In urbanism it is the artistic universality of Western bUJldmg
methods and models that have followed from the British legacy of the building
professions through Beaux-Ans architectural education, British town-and-country
planning, and European/American civil engineering.
Therefore in response to
unprecedented economic growth in the post-War II era with the State as landlord, both
cities have been enabled to envisage and sustain elaborate make-overs, usually called
'urban renewal' even if no building ever was there before.
Many of the trophy buildings of both centres are products of non-Asian architects - in
concert with the real authors - real estate developers backed by international finance, that
mark the heart of any global city. Thus techniques of industrially standardised building
sourced from anywhere in the world have been harnessed, and are emulated in turn by
local architects. However there is no apparent agreement in tenns of 'civic constraint' or
any other ethical aim in the design of such trophy building - each seems to wish to be
different from the next, leading to witty and even insulting labels for some o f these
imposing monuments. Even more pervasive bas been the gigantic progress of public
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The nexus ~f order, nature and power is here appreciable in the clear terms of the built
urban expenence, but what is the 'aesthetics' that underpins the enterprise, if indeed any?
Here the undersJanding ofor re/a1ionship 10 na1ure becomes critical to understanding the
whole of modem architectural production, apart for a few egregious exceptions. The
West's change in attitude towards nature has motivated the process of architecture in a
deeper way than most commentators and nccdless to add, practitioners can realise. This
is so due to the proposition that modem design has accepted a socially constructed 'nature'
as the elements of composition, a process that began in the Renaissance (once again) with
the gcometrisation of nature itself (Evemden, 1992). For Galileo, nature was not just a
field of investigation through experiment but also investigable because it was a 'language'
or 'book' written in the exclusively mathematical characters of point, line and plane,
relegating everything else to 'secondary qualities' (Burn, 1980). Previously the
understanding of nature remained as a realm intermediate between the transcendence of
God and His immanence in his creation Man, who in certain circumstances, could read
nature as signatures or signs in a process of interpretation (imitation or mimesis) leading
to an always transcendent meaning - Christian or Ncoplatonic. Such artistic readings were
incorporated in a broader and inclusive expression of plastic art socially recognisible and
not just individually invented. Even Michelangelo tended to obey such strictures, intent
own gifts, th~
always in conformity with a higher order.
as he was on

affirmini,}~

u r.
..-_--s

Fig. 2. Singapore's 'landscape of power' between the other elements of sky and "'ater
Courtesy the Minutry of Jnforma11on and the Art.,. Republic ofSingapore
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· tlu s transfionnauon of attitudes
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mo, ement. -... hich Iai·dbare the challenge of the arust faced wtth the temble
. loneliness of
a to tall, geomem·ca1 and boundless nature-become-cosmos Romanac attachment
. to
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. tuall anquished b)' twentieth-century movements, avant-gardist m
trad 1uon was even
)- v
dd · d' ·dual
hi
reciosity associated with the o m 1v1
, arc tecture is
tendenc) Apan from the P
. ual
'f'
h 1 ·) d
now an autonomous acttvil) (not related to any oth~r vis art ~ 11 can e P I! ~ happy
to conceive of itself as an mstrument of efficiency m technolog1cal ru:1d managenal tenns.
or in tenns of passmg fads and sl).Jisttc rum-ar~unds. The ambiguous lru:idscape ~f
Romanttcism _ thoroughly explored in the English landscape garden and tts eclecttc
appurtenances, has become without any irony or sense of -~etaphor the 'landscape of
design' itself a design of elemental fragments, so that ctlles can be understood as
'townscapes' :ind 'landscapes of power'. ~ot with any distan~e from nature as before, but
as nature assumed as a mathematical instrument geomemcally and elementally - the
elements of nature have become the elements of design (Fig. 3). A measure of this
among many others 1s the virtual silence of architecture to the ecological crisis in
philosophical tenns; Asian regionalism and neo-traditional urbanism is tolerated but the
high pundits of architecture shun eco-philosophy almost as a modem heresy. Our notions
of 'nature' are culturally formed and are mostly unquestioned either as absolute moral
standards implicitly available as the geometry of design, or as something to be
transcended or overcome, through the brute application of technological force.

Fig. 3 Hong Kong housing-scape and landscape Courtuy Jam,/ lsma,J, (Abbas, 93).

D. The 'Civil Savage'
To ~swer the ~con? of my questions - ~ho is it for? - or who lives in the global city? .
reqwres a cons1deratton of modem man himself. He is also the inhabitant of the modem
'landscape of power', and is, apart from highly prescribed roles in vast corporations,
paradoxically powerless - the modem citizen having now surrendered his rights in central
~uthority. ,no less true of . ~erica than anywhere else. And the anthropology of this
new man has been persuasively established by the American philosopher Michael A.
Weinstein as the '~ivil savage',. a ~ampered, blinkered 'individual' for whom privacy has
replaced comrnuruty. and special interests, such as art appreciation even, have replaced
r~hgion (1995). The 'civil savage' aspires to be convinced of the efficacy of the global
city, ~o doubt thankful to have escaped the cultural marginalisation and economic
exclusion that the global city inevitably brings to less fortunate instances of bypassed or
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exhausted urbanism, all re. ect d .
whatever is current ideolog· Jail e tn the rush to relocation and the maxunization of
ic Yat any cost

E. Flawed 'Pearls'
The great symbol of mode
h'
.
Hong Kong Shanghai Bankm arc ttec~ m the gl~bal_ city must be Nonnan Fo~ter's
shortest time to maxi . · . The bank wtshed to build tts new Statue Square HQ m the
farming-out of portio rru;e tis usage bef~re Handover, and so this was achieved by
The gargantuan stru ~ the acco~odatton to Japanese factories and shipping them in.
em~has•~ of the design needs little comment, having a scale
reminiscent of te c
mporary engmeenng
ma~'tied unnecessan·1y, rather than duc to any
refinement of custo
.
unifonn finish 'thmary arc~tectura] COllSlderation. The 'skin' of the building has a dull
1
crest, in conira:
1?e ~lightest varia~on - even the seams are flush - from ground to
10
Neoclassicism Th ~ tnStS!ence ~n vancty that all great architecture celebrated before
. ·tha at e aforementtoned 'qualities' have been repeated so often since is
.
'
remarkable m t fi 'f
architectural 'f . ew 1 ~y have ObJected to their use, denoting a dumbing down of
th
en tctsm at ts worthy of the 'civil savage' himself.
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The uni~ormity of endless regularity in hyperdense housing design has been continued
~ece~tly ID Sha Tin in the Northern Territories ofHong Kong as has been the equal result
ID Singaporean h
· m
· ·Its new towns, despite a strenuous
'
ousmg
policy of greening and
.
planung: encouraged by Lee Kuan Yew himself. Singapore has recognised this
umfonntty and has a_dopted 'upgrading' - a sometimes witty revision of colours and other
features of_the housing blocks, usually added and combined with sheltered ways. The
~ost negatt_ve aspect of recent Singapore is the isolation of grand office blocks on traffic
islands,. their desperate condition only emphasised by more vegetation. Another planning
no~man s land has resulted in Marina City, where an east-west dual carriage way appears
~omg nowhere, and only marks up the lack of placement and orientation that the great
islands of development engender. To remark on such unhappy results is not to cavil
unduly - any great city built today can exhibit similar solecisms of equal impact.
F. Places: Lucky for Some
It is remarkable that in cities with hardly any pre-War II building left, that the urban
successes of both, which means the provision of enjoyable places, have little to do with
the aims of the professional experts. The same Statue Square in Hong Kong, focus of
power with the Bank of China nearby and the threatened old Courts of Justice now
retained, has been taken over on the weekend by exuberant Philipino workers (Abbas,
1997, 86-87), the government having to close the area to traffic at those times. So too in
Singapore, where in a vacant site opposite Orchard Road's Lucky Plaza, Philipinos
temporarily 'colonise' the grass of Orchard Park (Nalbantog)u, 1997, 75-6) and patronise
the upper floors of the Plaza with its ethnic businesses).
This active intrusion in Singapore has been immediately accompanied by the recent social
success of the Orchard Road/Wheelock Place junction, where a block from Wheelock
Place to Liat Towers have been favoured by very attractive tenants, a large Amencan
bookshop and a coffee shop, plus a German bierhaus and an outlet of Planet Hollywood,
creating a honey pot of international activity in conuast to the apparently more
standardised commercial attractions of the rest of Orchard Road's multifarious shoppmg
centres. The tenn 'colonisation' is used above not in any imperial sense, but as an
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G: Conclusion: the Creative City of Tomorrow
. Hong Kong where almost
To conclude with an instance of developmental excess 10
,
. oId has pens
· hed - the old Repulse Hotel.. a famous landmark of the . 1920 s,
everythmg
and
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of the famous Raffles Hotel in Singapore after its recent restoration . The demand th_at
·u· be tr of creativity (like the city-states of old) (Hall, 1998, 162-64) will
modcm c1 es cen es
• 'fi
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f
·n1 · fi
th futures of !he two 'Pearls', when the s1gru 1eant mu ttcu tunsm o
ccrta.1 y m orrn e
.
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. al
'all . fil
Singapore mav enrich !he undoubted superiority of its East Asian nv , spec1 y m m
(Abbas, 1997: 16-62). Beyond !he 'constructe_d nature' of the post-War II W:bani~m ~d
the maladroit character of preservation where 11 has occurre~ at all, ~e creative city will
set the goals for the 'Pearls' in !he new millcnruum, when Chinese philosophy and culture
will have to encounter the global order as never before. The final paradox is that even
more certainly, appeals 10 the past will animate evcry_thmg that ~II ~ done -~~ether_in
terms of approval or disapproval (Said, 1994, I: White, 1996, x1-xv111). Cnuc1sm, 1.e.
judgment on order, nature and power will endure, just like the Repulse and Raffles Hotels
in their own ways. But can enchantment ever return?
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By dealing with the history of architecture, urban history and urban planning, the aim
of this paper, focused on the debates, the projects, and the new trends in Soviet
architecture during the '30s, is to stress, and dcmonstate the complexities of that
period, and the difficulty to absorbc or reduce these trends within the superficial
opposition between "avant-garde" and " academism", between "technics" and "p.olitics";
finally, the need for a strong re-interpretation of these crucial pages of the urban and
planning history of Twentieth century in connection with urban policies. The ac::ccss of
the former-USSR archives, in particular RGAE, GARF, TsGAORSS, RTsKhlDNI', and
the possibility to analyse complete sets of documents, do allow historians to formulate
a new and more complete vision of lhesc facts by connecting different events of the
urban reconstruction like the Moscow Plan, the Competitions for the Soviet Palace
and the Commissariat for the Heavy Industry (NKTP -Narkomtjazhprom) and the
Moscow Metro.
As it is well-known, the elaboration of the General Plan was preceded by a period of
great instability characterised by a number of "town planning" schemes and proposals,
aimed at the radical transformation of Moscow, without suggesting any timetable
whatsoever, and assimilating , to quote F. Starr ( 1977), the "concretized utopia" of the
Party's "super-industrializcrs". Before and far beyond the influence of the cultural Uturn and the political decisions, !he rejection of these projects and the circumstances
' RGAE ( RossiJsk•J GosudarSIYmnYJ Arlch1v Ekomm1k1• Russ,an Stale Archive or Economy)
GARF, ( GosudvSIYcnnYJ arkhl\ Rossml:oJ Fcdcraeu - Sute Archive or the the Run 1an Fedcnuon)
TsGAORSS g Moskvy, ( Tsentr.11' nYJ GosudarstvcnnYJ arlch1v Ol<tJab(skoJ Re,·olucn I socoahst1chcsko stro11cl'sno
goroda Moskvy . Central State Arch1vt or the Octobel re\'oluuon and Socialist devclopmen1 or the e11y or Moscow)
RTsKHIDNI ( RossuskiJ Tsentr khr>n1cn1Ja , 1ZUcct11Ja dol umtntov noveosh<J ostono -Russian Cen1cr for
Preservauon and Study or Documents or Con1cmporary Hostory
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und the new Plan must be ascribed to the collapse of the illusion, encouraged by
aro economists and urban plarmers, of a more or Iess natura I "centn"fuga I" or anttmany
urban trend connected with the "socialist development" (Starr, 1977; Khazanova,
1980; De Mag1stns 1985) . Already in I930 this hypothesis diverged from the situation
and the reality of the Moscow area, in a state of total decay, already overcrowded and
invaded bv hundreds of thousands of new "citizens", many of whom sought to escape
from har~hips and repressions of the collectivizauon campaign. Since well before the
revolution, a well known fact, peasants used to journey to Moscow in order to perform
seasonal labor and had worked several months or years before returning to their native
villages In fact, begmrung from 1929, not onl~ did the ~umber of~ants see~ g j~bs
increase dramatically, but the character of 1mrmgrat1on changed m connection with
the widespread coercion that accompanied collectivisation and the industnalisation
drive, forcing many people to abandon their fields and to remain in the city
permanently. Simultaneously, the tremendous demand !'or _labour re~uired by factories
and plants provided permanent employment opporturut1es m the capital, as well as in
other cities, for all peasants who either were forced or chose to leave the village, in an
effort to improve their standard ofliving on collective fanns.

If one considers the unpredictable effects of forced-industrialisation up until 1929 , it
is quite easy to understand why, in a very short period, the acknowledgement of the
crisis and the reaffirmation of central importance of the existing Moscow, as a
"laboratory-city" of "socialist edification" prevailed against the widely supported
proJects of settlement decentralisation , based on a regional vision of socio-economic
and territorial transfonnation (plamrovanie ). The turning point was armounced in July
1931 by Central Committee's resolution" 0 moskovskom gorodskom khozyaystve i o
razvitii gorodskogo khozyayslYa SSSR " ( On the urban economy of Moscow and the
development of the urban economy of the USSR) , which laid the political and
legislative groundwork for the New Plan and the socia/zs1icheskaya rekonslrukciya of

the capital, the territorial strategies of which were strengthened by the approval of the
general scheme ( 1932) and by the construction the first line of the underground (
1932-1935) from the Central Park of Culture and Repose (TsPKiO ), to Sokol'niki (
De Magistris 1991b; 1995; Bouvard 1997). At the political level, the decision-making
process was marked by the appointment of Lazar' M. Kaganovic as Moscow First
Secretary of the Moscow VKPb ( the Communist party) and the deep reorganisation of
the institutional bodies responsible for planning, stressing the power of Moscow
municipality vs that of the Moscow Region (oblast' ),which supported all the planning
experiences up until 1930-3 1 through one of its branches ( MOKKh - Moskovskij
Oblastnoj Otdel Kommunal'nogo Khozjajstva ).
The Generalnyj Plan, coordinated by the great russian planner Vladimir Semenov (
I 874-1960), one of the first supportes of the garden-city movement in Russia, was
elaborated in four years ( I 932-35) , under the control of the Arplan or Arkhplan . a
special tecnical-political Commission set up in 1933 - and represents one of the most
interesting pages of urban planning culture. A sort of concentrated expression of
disciplinary experiences at the end of I 9th century and at the beginnig of the 20th
century, from Haussmann's Paris and Otto Wagner's Wien to Bumhum's Chicago,
offered surprising anticipations of the Abercrombie's Plan for London in the idea of the
Green Belt. It was presented with extraordinary emphasis in the specialised press. "The
ten-year plan for the reconstruction - wrote the magazine Architektura SSSR ( n. l 0- I 1,
I 935, I) , in the issue entirely dedicated to the project - opens a new phase in the
IustOI)' of architecture and urban planning, and in the history of the city ... " .

There was no exageration in th
.
symbolic reality wh· h
ese words. In fact, the need to concentrate attention on a
made by the re~irne IC :sumed the task of representing the validity of the cho1ses
municipal economy .:n~~hed tnto P(ay the multiple aspects and problems of the
that this took place at . e_com~lexity of the urban design. It should be remembered
Union inhabitants h ~ time 10 which the standard of living of the majority of the Soviet
famine which killed ao/eac~ed ~ new tragic low point, during the years of the temble
er six miUwn people . Coherent with the goals fonnulated in
1931-1932 and th
fundament;I ch . e. constramts m terms of economic and material resources, the
nucleus of M oice mv~lved, was that of discovery in the historical structure of the
Corbusier and ~~w • m5te~d of destroying o deconstructing it as proposed by Le
the m h
? er av~gard15ts O<hazanova 1980, Cohen I987, De Magistris 1995 ) orp O1?&1c_a1 premises for modernising the urban envtronment. Therefore, the
compact .rad1al-nng scheme was accepted and emphasised
•
·
"bl e" rnatnx
·
as the "mtang1
upon which the future city would be based. The urban ~ea increased from 30 to 60
· · nse
· to a system of zoning based ' on the concentration of
thousand
. d
.hectares, giving
m ustry m the western qu3l!rant, and residential expansion toward the northeast,
northw~t ~d southwest, a zone added to the city for its healthier climate. The overall
reorgaruzauon of the_principal street network ( in russian, magistraly ) that was
expand_ed and regulansed, would make it possible to connect the centre of the city and
the penpheral areas, and to create a functional and formal link berween the historical
zones and the new parts of Moscow. Beginnig with the "magistraly ", general projects
we~e fo~ulated for single sectors, defined in planovolumetric tenns, into which the
res1dent1al umts ( kvarlaty ) were inserted.
By examing projects, documents and debates, in particular those developped on the
pages of "Architektura SSSR " ( De Magistris I993) the organ of architects' Union (
SSA- Soyuz sovetskikh arkhitektorov ), or Srroitel's/Yo Moskvy , Akademya
Arkhitektury and Arkhitelaura za rubezhom , it results clear that up to the second half of
the thirties, no stylistic diktat was imposed. The term of socialist realism
in
architecture and urban design, was not associated to a particular style picked up from
the Tradition and the past , as it is still pointed out in the contemporary
historiographical literature, but:with a search for a timeless flexible language, selected
from the entire history of architecture, that could adapt itself to the multi -faceted
requirements of the urban image and its transformation , a basic problem of which was
to reflect and epitomize, through the formal differentiation of buldings and urban
sectors, the social strategies of the regime, adressed, from I93 I on, to struggle against
the egualitarian social trends ( urav!ilovka ) of the rwenties ( De Magistris, I 99 I a;
1995).
ln no way, can the General Plan be interpreted in terms ofpreordinated ::recipies_"_an~
approaches. Instead, it was the outcome of a complex process, a_sort of competition
between different tendencies. The up-to-date research makes It more clear tn its
socio-economic ideological, political and institutional aspects. One of most
cu Itural ,
,
d
. ( kh . kt
·
rtant was the creation in september I933 of new es1gn agencies ar lie urnye
impo
.
"dd"
f
. . I
d
and planirovochnye masters/de ), which worke~ at the ~1 mg o muruc1p_a an
·nstitutions and contained the leading expressions of Soviet architecture,
govemmen·tal 1 f the great
• variety of "creative" tendencies,
· from the "acadern1c
· " Jvan
representauves o
,.
· · " I G I
Of
Zholtovki. to Konstantin Mel'nikov and the former constructiv1st . . o osov.
J hi · vere years in which there was a return of the academic approach, a
course·' the tf 1·nk
rttes t' pre-re,•olutionary architectural
.
culture. But the crysta111sa11on, the
retracing o I s o
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actual sclerosis, only took 1
ace at the end of the decade, relating with the repressions
and purges. This phase
by an "open" period of intense discussions and
debates regarding the actu
urban design of the earlie ad cnSis of the values, methods and dominant paradigms in
history of that period
~e. Although it is undoubtedly true that, in the urban
progressively more rigid s .0 control over urban and social tranfonnation became
1
during the NEP era _ c~ : ~ the substantial di~antling of di~lectics es_tablish~d
'strategies" on the urban g m nature of co-opera11ves, the predominance of industnal
design, there was also ::.:~s, and ~ on _( De Magistris 1988 ) , on the level of urban
of the problems raised b th moSt anttthe!tcal tendency. The variety and concentration
exploration of the le ~ e reco_ns~clton of the capital brought about an "open field"
of hiSloncal and contemporary experiences. It does not
seem to have ove 1
theory and the Pra:tt f any of the factors and cultural tracings which made up the
! 8th century and thcc~he Russo-soviet architects and urban planners between the
decades of the 20th century. This is demonstrated in the
analysis of the ti _e_
was the m t ~ V!lles of the Ac~~y of architecture ( Opochinskaja 1997), which
.
f~ 1?Jportant _soviet scientific institution, in the field of architecture and
P1anrung O • t hme: Wlule political caesurae, the consolidation of the totalitarian state
:~ t~e ~h~gmg social _ar_id economic conditions linked to forced industrialization had
e trute YP aycd a dccmve role in determining the turn towards " new" orientations.
The d~uments o'. early 1930s emphasise just how substantial the strictly disciplinary
reflections were m actual fact, within the practical process of designing the city.
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(Jltroduction
Sp~rt. which was ~nee a fonn of entenainment, has now emerged as an important political ,
social and economic force. A good example in this regard is the competition to host the
Olympic Games (Law, 1994; Cochrane,~ 1996; Loftman and Nevin, 1996; De Lange,
1998). A common argument is that the Olympic Games provides opportunities for
development to take place through the attraction of foreign invesanent.
Toe success of the Los Angeles in 1984 bas created a vague belief that staging the Games
is the ~e as "having a licence to print money, as well as offering many beneficial social
spin offs m areas such as housing, tourism and transport" (The Financial Mail, 23/07/93).
However, the Olympic Games is a sbort-tenn event which often has long tenn consequences.
Los Angeles, and more recently Atlanta, did make a profit - but remain the only Games since
the modem Olympics began in 1896 to break even without government subsidy . The Los
Angeles profits were marginal when measured against total expenditure. The general
experience is that in
most countries the taxpayer picks up a heavy bill for the Olympics. Canada's
Montreal, for instance, is still battling with debts run up in the 1976 Games.
Moscow lost US $310 million in 1980; Seoul in 1988 was the most
fmancially successful on paper, earning $541 million - but about $3 billion of
construction was underwritten by government and bidden in other budgets;
Barcelona . . . had to raise loans to cover its costs (The Financial Mail,
23/07/93:18).
This paper examines the attempts to host the Olympics in South Africa with specific
reference to the Cape Town 2004 bid, and evaluates whether this strategy would have
succeeded in promoting local economic development. The focus will be on the economic,
social and political implications of the bid. At different stages it was argued that the Cape
Town bid would contribute to the Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP);
promote national reconciliation; contribute to the training and empowerment of the previously
disadvantaged; and impact on development across the African sub-continent. Although the
Cape Town bid was unsuccessful, these claims will be subjected to critical scrutiny in this
paper in order to determine whether the benefits of growth and development would have
materialised.
'Place Wars' - Competition for the Bid
Three cities _ Durban. Cape Town aod Johannesburg - submitted bids to the National
Olympic Committee of South Africa (NOCSA) to host the Olympic Games in the year 2004.
The three cities had similar objecrives in motivating their bids to host the Games:
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•
.
countr)' 10 host the
as the first Afncan
· b
Pumng South Afnca on the map .
fi . and the potential for JO
. and sporung bene its.
Games, the soc10-econonuc
.
. Ma.!l 23/07/93· 19).
~'
. ome generation (The F manc1a1
creation and lllC
. serving as a catalyst for urban
th ole of the Olympics ID
d .
Anent1on was also drawn to e r
.
rooting non-racialism, peace an uruty
renewal (Drew, 1994). The role of the Games ID pro who initially chaired Cape Town's
nd
in South Afnca was also stressed._ ~ymo
a greater unifying influence on a
bid comminee, saw the "Olympics ID South A . . • (JJ!e Financial Mail, 23/7/93: 19).
divided nation than any new government or consutut1on

Ac:r::a:;

d ble given the obvious short term economic
The competiuon to host the games was understan a
benefits:
South Africa the construction of
Whichever city 1s chosen to rep~-:
15 000 med.ta representatives and
O
facili_t1es for 1~ 000 athletes an<I icim s~tition facilities, practice facilities,
officials, a mam stadium, 25 0ther codo ~ for visitors airport facilities and
and broadcast centre accomm auon
'
a press
'
•or boost for local industr)' - even if many
rranspon systems would meanb; %3!ign firms. Thousands of jobs would be
of the big contracts are wulond be sustained (JJ!e Financial Mail, 23/07/93: 19).
created - but not many wo
· d
, the Olympic bid amongst local governments, big business
In spite of tbe urufie support ,or
sed
be
·
and the media, in July 1993 The Financial Mail (23/07/93: 19) po
some so r quesuons
about South Africa's ability to host the Games:
Do we. with our volatile politics and punch drunk ecofinobmly,_ havebthe
risk
an enterprise that has been unpro 1ta e Just a out
resources to? Can 00
. that w1·11 be at the
we afford to be locked
imo
everywhere.
.
. a proJect
.
.
mercy of foreign sponsorships? ... the unpress1on s~ far 1s that the ~pa1~ns
of competing South African cities are charactensed more by bberauon
enthusiasm than calculated risk analysis.
.
Many considered Durban to be ideally suited to host the Games compared to Johannes~urg
and Cape Town, but its marketing campaign w_as seen to be low ker and less aggress1v~.
In fact the Durban proposal was seen to be similar to that of Sydney s, which won the bid
for the year 2000. Johannesburg, South Africa's largest urban centre, generated 60 percent
of the country's economic activity, and could host the Games with the least capital outlay.
Cape Town was the first South African city to consider making a bid for the Garo.es. On 29
January 1994 NOCSA nominated Cape Town as South Africa's bid city for the 2004
Olympic Games because the city had the "best potential to be marketed
mtemationally"(Lemke and Gowans, 1994:1).
Developmental Games
Cape Town's bid was successful because it came closest to producing a plan which would
enable the Games to pay for itself. The Cape Town Bid Company functioned as a private
busmess initiative. Mr Raymond Ackerman, a supermarket magnate, initiated and directed
Cape Town's bid for four years. He resigned in March 1995 as a result of conflict with the
City Council and NOCSA about who should control the bid, and was replaced by Chris Ball.
The cost of the bid (about R95 million) was funded by the private sector. The Cape Town
2004 Olympic Bid commined South Africa to a ' developmental games":
While the Olympics has three pillars - sport, culture and environment - we see
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a fourth for South Africa' b'd
specifically to the develo s I : development. Th~ Olympic charter refers
. i0
d
pmemal nature of the Olympics movement and we are
pt1Dg . ~~ a ~oposaJ that enables it to give real meaning to this element
115
jnnct~ e~. th r pr~posa) is aimed at improving the long term quality of
1 O
e
pethop ~ m .e region, particularly the most marginalised sector, in a
manner at 1s envuonmentally
·
· I Th
· soeia11Yand economically sustamab e.
·
t ·11 be i
e
unpac wt
e1I throughout the sub-continent (Ball, l 996:6a).
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In o~der to h?st the -~~es, Cape Town needed to improve its transport infrastructure and
provide sportmg fac th ues _aod accommodation. The creation of world class sports facilities
would enhance the . capaci~ of a city to attract world class events. The infrastructural
iJ!lprovements associa~ with the Games were designed to benefit disadvantaged communities
(Howa, 1 5~- Th~ Bid Company requested the government to accelerate the expenditure
of R969 million of Its transport budget for the Cape Town metropolitan area which would
have extended up to the year 2010. About R288 million worth of facilities would be
provided by the priv_a~e sector. An additional R504 million generated from the Games will
be spent on the prov1S1on of facilities. To summarise, out of this totaJ of RI ,7 billion, R843
million would be spent on transport infrastructure and R918 million on facilities. Forty
percent of the contracts would be awarded to those from previously disadvantaged
communities (Ball, 1996b:20).

9?

It was estimated that the Games wouJd create 110 000 sustainable jobs, of which 85 000
would be outside the Western Cape region. Between 1998 and 2010 there would be an
estimated increase of R7 billion in the taxation income of the national government. The
overall impact on the councry's GDP was calculated to be in excess of R23 billion. The
Games were expected to generate an income of R4,25 billion at current rates, with a profit
of RI ,3 billion. The organisers believed that they were presenting a 'realistic and modest'
bid (Ball, 1996b:20). It was estimated that on average Olympic host cities generate 336 000
jobs and about R30 billion in economic activity (Davie, 1993: ! ) .
Critique of the Bid
There was concern that while there was a great deal of publicity about the advantages of the
Games, the possible negative consequences were being ignored. An implicit assumption by
the Olympic Bid Committee was that •economic empowerment will be achieved through top
down development. This is neither part of South Africa's RDP policy nor developmentaJly
viable" (Roaf, 1995:6). Sustainable development could only be achieved by community
participation rather than through corporate business interests (Development Action Group,
1996:4). An important question was •not only who can make the bid profitable, but for
whom will the bid be profitable?" (Roaf, 1995:6). The experience of previous host cities
was that the poor did not benefit directly from the Games. Hence, the economic regeneration
claims of the bid company was questionable (Roaf, 1995). An important question was
whether "the Olympic Games a real chance for economic development or a golden
opportunity for greedy capitaJists to line their pockets•? (Nxumalo, 1997:2).
There were criticisms that Cape Town's Bid Company paid "lip service to transparency and
accountability 10 the public, but was strucrured to exclude them from real participation"
(Rossouw, 1996:2). The Coalition for Sustainable Cities (CSC), representing 35 trade union,
political, environmental and development organisations maintained that it had ·no faith in the
Olympic Bid Company's ability to deliver Games that will benefit the people of Cape Town
585
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was particularly concerned that the
and !heir environment" (Rossouw, 1995.5). The Csc
Bid Company
ic Charter which would have
i)
had reneged on an agreement to draw up a_n 01ymp
d
ed·
determmed the conditions under which the bid would have a vane '
.
f th b'd was a 'sham• as there was almost no commuruty
,
1
ii)
the '.d~vel_opmenta _nallrurfre o the !marginalised sector, hence the legitimacy of the
paruc1pa11on, espec1a y om e
process was questioned:
.
·· ·)
there was no guarantee thaI the poor would benefit from the bid, and no resources
111
had been allocated for this process (Rossouw • 1995)
There were rwo organisation which actively opposed the bid : Stop the 2?04 Olympic~ Forum
and the Concerned Citizens Against the Olympic Garnes. People Agamst Gangster_1sm and
Drugs (Pagad) condemned the bid as no Olympic event could take place_unl_ess society was
· ina1 e1ements . While the government agreed to support the .bid, It was
n·d of cnm
. aware of
the pohtical dangers of pledging enormous ~oun_ts_of money on a_ proJect which co~ld not
guaranteed 10 succeed. In May 1996 anti-bid acuv1~ts darnag~ ~dlbo~ds on the hig~wa~
between the airport and the city with slogans such as Stop the bid and Houses before Jobs
(Bryden, 1996:20).
The Olympic Assessment Team, an independent body analysing the impact of the Games,
argued that it would be unable to make any significant impact in addressing the inequalities
facmg the country. Low income families would not be able to afford to buy the Olymp1c
housmg after the event About R940 million would be spent on the housing project, and
individual units would cost between R90 000 and R140 000. Concern was also expressed
that the bulk of the invesanent in sport facilities (seventy percent) would go to 'previously
advantaged areas'. Other risks included the government's ability to keep to its deficit
reduction and growth targets, and cost overruns which would increase state expenditure
(Sunday Tribune, 31/8/97).
The JOC's evaluation report identified crime as a serious challenge to Cape Town's bid.
Other .,,,.ealcncsses of the bid included transpOrt, environment, questionable public support,
budget and a shortage of accommodation (Daily News. 21/2/97). A major problem with the
bid was that it was not Africanised or even South Africanised (HaffaJee, 1997).
An African Renaissance?
There was concern that the management committee of the bid was primarily white. Related
criucism 11\Cluded the "appointment of white 'peers' to priority jobs and a Jack of
comm1onent to black empowerment" which suggested "a lingering Eurocentrism" (Drew,
1997 7) Such concerns were damagmg, especially when the bid was seen as 'clarion call'
to urute a divided country, and a catalyst for an "African renaissance" (Drew, 1997).

There was a view that Africa had never hosted the games, and South Africa was the only
country on the continent which could host the event. A successful Cape bid would
symbolically represent world acknowledgement of the struggles and triumphs of the country
and sub-continent in recent years (Daily News, 3/9/97).
Eigbt weeks before the final vote in Lausarme, there was an attempt to align African support
to host the Games m cape Town. While such an alliance would not guarantee a victory,
"without a strong African identity and the support of the whole continent the bid is doomed
to failure" (Drew, 1997:7). Ball subsequently maintained that the bid was
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on behalf ~f ~e ieoplehasof~frica illaily News, 5/9/97). In his address to the IOC President
r.,1andela sun ai: Y emp 1sed the African theme:
We are m Lausanne and appear bd
1
Africa to host the ftrst 01
.
ore you today to request ~t you e°'.1b e
Yillpic Games of the new cenrury 10 give the Afncan
'
mareh to the new. fu ture the great and unequalled impetus
11• needs and
deserves ... (Moms and Khan, 1997:J).
Ho":'ever, questions _were posed. about whether not having the Games in Africa had any
sigruficance, _econ~mtc or 0therwise, for the people of the continent. There was concern that
·100 m~ny t~es m the _Past Africans have had their names unscrupulously used for the
economic g~m of 0 t!1ers_ (N~Jo, 1997:2). In fact, "Africa can safely give hosting the
Games a miss'. and 1t will m1Ss very little. On the contrary, it will gain everything by not
1anding itself 10 unnecessary and crippling debt" {Mail and Guardian, 19-25/9/97).
conclusion: The Failed Bid • A Blessing?
Bidding to host global events like the Olympics has become an important local economic
development strategy and has forced cities to compete nationally and internationally•
Although such events do produce benefits, the international experience suggests that the
privileged tend to benefit at the expense of the poor, and that socio-economic inequalities
tend 10 be exacerbated (Rutheiser, 1996).
cape Town made a political, emotional appeal and relied heavily on sentiment and the IOC's
sense of fair play. Tbe role of the Games in nation-building and uniting a divided society
was stressed. However, the Cape bid was "long on aspirations but short on content•, and
basically represented a promise of what migbt be delivered if the bid was successful (Accooc,
1997: JO). There is a view that the Cape Town bid did not have a chance of succeeding.
Rather, it was included in the final five cities as an indication by the IOC that it may soon
be appropriate for the Games to be hOSted in Africa (Gillingham, 1997).
The anempt by Cape Town to use Mandela as a trump card failed. Also, most African
delegates on the IOC did not support the South African bid. A number _o f flaws _were
identified in the Cape bid: it had the wrong leadership; there were few blacks mvolved m the
bid at a executive level; NOCSA had played an obscure role in the bid; lob~ying ":'ith IOC
members was ineffective; and the government should have been more directly mvolved
(Martin, 1997).
There were too many uncertainties associated with the Cape bid w!th serious financial
consequences. Compared to Athens, the winning city, C~pe To~ did not offer a stable
economic and political environment, nor did it have the ex1sung fac1hues (Gillmgham, l 9?7).
Given the emerging democracy which appeared to be ovezwhelmed by ramp~t cnme,
widespread socio-economic inequalities and high levels of unemployment, an llllpo~t
concern was whether South Africa should have "made a bid for an event whose econonuc
· ff ·s
by no means certain" (Jaggernath, 1997:8). There would have been some short
I
spm ~ b
rtu •u·es but these would have been unsustainable in the long term. lbcrc are
term JO oppo ru ,
. .
• th Garn
many examples of cuies still paying off cnpphng debts after hostmg e
es
While Ca Town lost the bid, there were suggest'.ons that it coul~ 'still reap global
pel · f th flaws of the bid it played a vital role ID markeung Cape Town and
benefiits·. n spite o e
'
.
c
T
k d th
South Africa intemationaJly. The most immediate was that ape own was mar etc on e
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.
Ca Town was becoming an international city and that
global stage. There was ~ view that Mpe ver the bid provided South Africa with the best
the bid had accelerated this pr~es,s: oreo ' arth .d
and forced the public and private
'opportunity for scenario planrung m the post-ap e1 era
sec1ors to think about urban reconsrruction and future needs.
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Urban design during the Fas · t
·
'Grand', ' nee-Classicist' .~is _er? 1!1 Italy can _be ~lassified_ ~ a number of ways:
known criteria and ·
'. ed penal • Cay Beautiful etc. This 1s based on a set of
oblem with theseis ~ . o~t through a mental process akin to 'ticking boxes'. The
pr do they addre c hegones 15 that they don't allow their boundaries to be crossed
nor
. ss w at constitutes them and can therefore become almost arbitrary.'
When documentmg
· ·m Italy between the wars, a common
. architecture and PIanrung
approach of histonans wn·tingm
· the immediate post-war period was to take advantage
of the nature of th_ese ca~egories by over-simplifying and swiftly classing the urban
ideals 0 _f the fas(;iSt ~od as necessarily expressing centralised power. What this
paper will _attemp~ to do 1s to pl~ the planning approaches of the Fascist party and its
architects mto a different analytical framework based on the Progressist and Culturalist
~odels. developed _by Franc;o1se Choay in order to articulate the political and
1deological complex111es of this period.

In her book, The modern city: urban planning in the J9"' century, Choay defines
urbanism as a questioning or contesting of existing urban or social order.' Rather than
place various planning approaches into categories, she discusses how they might fit
into two different models and acknowledges that these models can co-exist. The
Progressist model looked to the future and was inspired by a vision of social progress.
The Culturalist model was more nostalgic and found its inspiration in the notion of a
cultural community.' The dialectic relationship that Choay sets up between these two
models makes this model useful for the discussion of the approaches to city planning
during the Fascist era in Italy (1922-1943). Because of the political complexities of this
era, a situation arose where a wilful categorisation of planning ideals was tied in with
Rome's representational and political functions. Secondly, it became difficult to find a
set of known criteria that urban ideals could fulfil because of the constant conflict
between design aims and the city's politico-representational aims.
Rome is important and interesting because of its different uses as a paradigm for both
the Progressist and Culturalist models. Rome became the basis (and the justification)
for a set of planning approaches through its physical form, through its identity as an
imperial and colonial power and through_the myth or idea of the 'Etema~ City'. These
aspects of Rome fed political_ rhetonc and were stressed depending on what
propaganda aims were to be ache1ved.
Notions of Progressist planning were taken up both by the. groups o_f Rationa~ist
architects and by the more academic classicists ~orking at_this time but with one maJor
difference. The latter group refe~ to _a_nostalg1c p~t wh!c~wh;n ~es17-ecte~ and reworked, would constitute a Fascist V1S1on of the uture. f e at1ona 1sbt v1ehwldwash,
· · IIy, more Culturalist in its approach to a sense o community ut e t e
uoruca
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. . .
b. . f chitecture and urbanism to realise a new world
modernist convtctlon m the a I1ity O ar
and a better and more ordered life.s
.
h developed at this time can be found in the
The more directly _Culrurahst aGp~roac oni's Vecchie citta ed edi/izia nuova of 1931.
architect and urban1st Gustavo ,ovann
• II
ak
)
.
,
d his theory of diradamento (htera y, to m e sparse
In this book he puts ,orwar
, ·
b ed'
h
. .
. f s· , hypotheses and the more engmeer- as
approac es
which 1s a synthesis o inc s
•
· · h
d
6 His theories were put mto practice m t e gar en
·
ed
States
from England and the Urut
·
.
·
f
·
f Garb 1 JI and Monte Sacro and m the Rznasc1mento quarter o
city developments o
ae a
•
h · , hi · I
f h 1931 master plan The approach was tied to t e city s stonca
Rome ashpart o 11·1~ hich could gi~e form to economic needs. The underlying idea
and aest euc qua 1 1es w
.
..
• d , Th
entric typology of Jtahan cities could be retame . e
was that the compact and monoc
. .
.
.
· · I entm'g these policies was tied m with different value structures
problem m imp em
. .
· fr
Th'
concerning which nostalgic past the n~w Fascist city would anse om. 1s was
dictated not by economic or functional concerns but_ from the fo1?1al and
representational aspects of archit~ture ~d urban form which would contnbute to a
largely rhetorical version of a Fascist capital.
The specific nostalgic past to which the party r~ferred ~as that of_the an~ient Rom:m
empire and this is where the ideals of Progress1st urbarusm come 1~. ~otlons of ll:"1s,
grandeur and vistas (the criteria used to classify plans as ~eo-class1c1st and the l~k~)
answered to the glory and grandeur that the new Fascist empire would re-create. This 1s
evident both in the 1931 master plan for Rome (PR3 I) and in the plan for the neverrealised Rome World's Fair of 1942 (E42).
The PR3 l developed from a number of projects for how Rome could be transformed
into what was variously envisioned as a truly Fascist city. Fascist rhetoric of the early
twenties declared that in order for Italy to become the world's leading nation it would
have to be permeated by "Rome's immortal spirit".8
A common characteristic of these projects were the S11entramenti. Literally, the
'gutting' of the Medieval and Renaissance urban fabric in order to create long straight
avenues connecting imponant monuments to each other. This approach has been
described as the 'Haussmannization'' of Rome, its "savage" and "dementia!"
··devastation".'0 Such an approach in the name of"traffic, beauty and hygiene" can be
readily categorised as a Progressist one but then how does this correlate with its
nostalgic aspects? With the destruction of the architectural and urban expression of an
'unwonhy' past in order to bring to light what had been defined as a 'glorious' one.
Again, the rhetoric of the time places the planning of this era as responding to both
models. In a newspaper article Mussolini qualifies that his vision of Rome "is not a
nostalgic contemplation of the past, but hard preparation for the future".11 This use of
the past informing the future is not unlike Giovannoni's economic re-evaluation of
cities using his Sittean diradamento theory.
Categorising the E42 becomes more complex. This is because the plan for the Fair
und~ent sever~! transformations and second~y because it served a dual purpose. In
chanmg _the plan s devel~pment 1t becomes evtdent that what was initially a Fair plan
that exhibited a synthesis between axial organisation and a Rationalist notion of a
cultur~J community progressively_became an ex_ercise in representation. The later plans
proclaim once more the recreation of a glonous past with the cardus of the Via
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Jmperiale being crossed b four
society.12
y
decumanus each representing an aspect of Fascist
By looking at different plannin
. ·
becomes clear their cate • . g ~pproaches to Rome during the Fascist penod 1t
sati0
and rhetorical purpose g~
n into particular models served a number of pohtical
'th the aim to exalt ~ - cse ~ed bo~ the regime and its historians. The former
1
W1
'
e atter With the desrre to condemn.

Notes
1 In _his prCef;h~ce 10 The order of things, Foucault describes a passage by Borges where
he cites. a mesc encyclopaedia' s cJass,'fi1cat1on
· of arumals.
·
· are: a)
The categones
belonging to the Emperor, ~) embalmed, c) tame, d) sucking pigs, e) sirens, f)
fabulous, g) stray dogs, h~ included in the present classification, i) frenzied, j)
innumerable, k) ~wn with a very fine camelhair brush, I) et cetera, m) having just
broken the water pitcher, n) that from a very long way offlook like flies.", M.
Foucault, The order of things, London and New York: Tavistock/Routledge, 1989, xv.
2 F. Choa~, The Modern City: Planning in the Nineteenth Century. Trans. M. Hugo &
G. R. Collins. New York: Braziller, 1970, 31.
3 Ibid.
4 General Commissariat EUR, L 'esposizione universale di Roma, Rome: EUR
Commission, 1939, 25.
5 A. Bruschi, "L'E42" in Lacasa, no. 6 (c. 1959), 306.
6 G. Ciucci, Gli architetli e ii fascismo. Architettura e cittiza ·, 1922-1944, Turin:
Einaudi, 1989, 14-5.
7 Ciucci, 16.
8 From a speech for the inauguration of the Corridoni circle, 6 April 1921. From B.
Mussolini, Opera Omnia, xvm, 144, quoted in A. Cedema, Mussolini urbanista. Lo
sventramento di Rome neg/i anni de/ consenso, Bari: Laterza, 1979, 34.
9 I. lnsolera, Roma moderna. Un secolo di storia urbanistica, Bari: Laterza, 1976.
1OTerms used by Cedema throughout his book.
11 From JI popolo d'ltalia, 21 April 1922, Mussolini, Opera Omnia, XVID. 160,
quoted in Cedema, 34.
12 These were: The first is the entry axis or Ocivilisation axisO and this boasts as its
culmination the Italian Civilisation Building a Omonumental construction [...]
dominant over the whole region6 (General commissariat, 32) and is answered by the
Congress Building suitably Oclassici~edO by Piacenti~i with a row of ~ lurnn sha~s
over the entrance. The second is the Omonumental ax1sO: that of the P!azza lmpenale
intended as the ()most significant architectural page of the ExpositionO (ibid.) and the
heart of the monumental zone. Around it are the Cities of Science and Technology on
the eastern side and the City of Arts to the west. The third axis could be nominated the
()society axisO since it links the Church and the Ho~ing ':'id Christianity ~xhibitions
to the City of Corporatism and Autarky. The fo~ 1s the Oamusements axis~ .
constituted by the geometrical lake and the entenamment structures surroundmg 1t.
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Contested space: Defining heritage in the postwar city centre in Australia
Susan Marsden
National Conservation Manager
Australian Council of National Trusts
PO Box 1002 Civic Square ACT 2608
Australia
How do we research and assess the heritage of the city centre? Which historical changes are
impnnted ID the contemporary Australian city centre?_These questions have real meaning when we
try 10 determine which places reflecting superseded histo~cal ~rocesscs should be preserved ID the
city centre. For this is a contested ground between histoncal, modernist and post-modernist
arclutecture and between competing social, political and economic uses.
Since World War Two the pressures of redevelopment and modernisation have accelerated. These
pressures are focused most intensely ID Australi~ on the St~te capitals. As a result, much of their
central heritage has been obliterated, not only bu1ldmgs datmg from before the war but also many
of the post-war structures which replaced them. Significant buildings have been identified and
hentage-listed by Commonwealth, State or local government but few of them date from later than
the 1920s and fewer still from after 1945. This lack of recognition adds to the threat presented by
intensive redevelopment, especially as most post-war buildings are privately-owned and located on
expensive central sites. What is important and what should we try to preserve of the city's post-war
hcntagc?
This paper explores these questions, drawing on my study: His1orical 1den1ifica1ion and assessment
ofmain 1hemes assoc1a1ed with the development ofAustralia 's capital city cenlres since World War
Two. This was funded by the National Estate Grants Program as a report to the Australian Heritage
Commission (AHC). I completed the study in 1997 as a Visiting Fellow at the Urban Research
Program at the Australian ational Univcrsity. 1
Hentage attempts to preserve buildings is often vehemently opposed by developers in the city
centres. They also question the supposed historical significance of these buildings as each has been
treated as an isolated case in the absence of any overall historical context for the post-war city
centres. My study supplied that contextual history and established a thematic framework to assist
the AHC and other heritage organisations in assessing significant places. The study delineated
themes common to the cities, which have resulted in comparable heritage as well as themes which
have contributed to the differences between them.

.DEFINITIONS AND METHODS
What is the post-war city cenlre and how do we research its heritage? Cities considered are the
State capitals: Adelaide, Brisbane, Hobart, Melbourne, Perth and Sydney, as well as Darwin,
capital of the orthem Territory. Canberra is excluded as it is the seat of federal government with
little opportunity until recently for the growth of local administrative functions housed in the city
centre. Also, Canberra was created as a city without a city centre although a CBD has since been
attempted. The term celllral business district (CBD) is replaced by city centre. The city centre is a
concentratio~ of mainly non-residential activities in great variety in one small area. CBD, coined by
North Amcncan resc3:chers, reflected the greater functional specialisation of big American cities
around 1930 than their counterparts in other countries. Since World War Two business has also
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Ln tcnns of .
and ~ rn~ ~ c u ~ ~arge suburban districts) and ~tty council areas (although some have been altered
ties within its ongmal fram~ork of Park lands~ &~graph_y ~d morphology. Adelaide city centre
is bounded by the Swan River and M
• Bnsbane 1s m a loop of the Brisbane River. Perth
ount Eliza
'
J,larbour, parks and CentraJ Station. Darwin
. and
. the rai·1~ay; Sydney 1s contained by Sydney
centre from post-war suburbs. Melbo is _built on a peninsula with an airport separating the
government buildings and railway statio~~ is bounded by public gardens, parliament and
· e tenn post-war covers from 1945 until the I990s.
.
Study methodology involved preparing r
city, which included consulting with 0 ~ ; : tc review an~ bibliography, and field visits to each
database is HERA, the AHC's database Th olars and hentage professionals. The best relevant
were prepared.
. · en the contextual histories and thematic framework

HISTORIES AND HERITAGE
Which historical changes are imprinted in the cont
•
·
d assess the post-war herita ? 1 ha!
emporary city centre, and how do we descnbe
an .
.
. ge ... s I compress the contextual histories in the study into a brief
ov~ie~ hi5tory_of lhe capital Ctl!es·~o 1945 with reference to features which shaped and arc still
evident 10 the city centres. The mam geographical influences on the capital cities have been
distance and tbe _resources of each city'~ hinterland. The shape and character of the city centres
have also been mfluenc~ by ~e physical features of their original sites. The main historical
mfluences rela!e to the m~ernauonal context in which the cities were founded and developed;
chan~ g fun~tion~ of the city centres; relationships between the capital cities, and local influences.
The b~1lt hei:it~~e illustrates responses to the physical attributes of the sites and both persisting and
changmg act1V1tJes.
British settlement began as a series of towns (the colonial and later State capitals), located at widely
separated sites along the Australian coast Each was the nucleus from which colorusation spread
out. This was a characteristic shared by other new world cities, especially those founded in the
nineteenth century around the Pacific, including Auckland, San Francisco, Seattle and Vancouver.
Major differences between the Australian capitals developed as a result of the relationship between
the cities and their hinterlands.
Common geographical criteria were used in detennining each capital city site - a coastal location
near deep anchorage, fresh water, moderate elevation, good soils and building materials.2 Yet these
same criteria were satisfied by very different physical features. One defining cbaractenstic of each
city centre is the difference in types of local stone used in the colonial buildings. Natural features
have also greatly influenced the form of each centre's development. Due to the size of the continent
there are wide differences between cities in climate, landscape and local resources and yet every
city expresses a fundamental cultural homogenci~ deriving from British occupation and in~uences.
Their similarities also reflect the period in which th_ey w~ founde_d. All except Darwm were
established within 50 years, and as part of an expandmg Bnt~sh _Empire ID _a context of 1Ddustnal
·
· t'on
The influence of the first
revoIutton,
mass-em1gra
1 and the global spread of cap1tabsm.
.
.
settlement (Sydney, 1788) and designation of eastern Australia as the first colony of SW. 1s
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in the east: Hobart ( I 804), Brisbane ( 1825) and
reflected tn the concentrauon of 0ther capttals
o 1·stance from convict Sydney partly explains
Melbourne (1835) were once oui-sianons ofSydneyA tralia by free colonists who founded Perth
the choice of sites tn western and_central-soi:r~ t
Adelaide's nor1hern terriiory.
(1829) and Adelaide (1836). Darwm (1869) a ims e
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. .
.
d the free settler towns was expressed in their plans. Scant
MaJor diff~ence between the conVIC~ an . the selection of sites for convict Sydney, Hobart and
concern wtth urban expansion was s own tn after the towns began to develop. Their city centres
Brisbane, '.111.d limited pl_ans wer\::t~ ~~ih narrow streets and small public spaces. Adelaide,
(on the ongmal town sites) arleed . pthe,tradition of free settler frontier towns in North America
Melbourne and Perth were P ac m
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d
Id
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·d b ed on expectations that all the dehneate spaces wou
with plans which were vast gn s as
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I
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This
helped
to
concentrate
busmess,
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roads, rat s an e e,,,..
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b ·id·
administration in each city centre \\~th the larg~t an~ mos_t p~omment pu 1c transport Ul mgs
and structures located there. Many sites have persisted m therr runeteenth century uses.
Shipping links were crucial. Each Stat~ capita_! is a maritime ~ity_, strongl_y influenced by the ~?rt
function. From the perspective of tangible hentage there are s1gruficant differences between cities
stemming from the precise location of the port. The cities divide into three groups: whe~e the centre
is also a port (Sydney, Darwin and Hobart); where the centre was formerly a port, which has been
moved downstream but has left a legacy of structures and uses (Melbourne and Brisbane) and
where the centre was never a port which was built at some distance away (Perth and Adelaide).
The capital city centre's port function is an example of an important changing function whereas its
function as the centre of public administration has persisted. In the modern world, colonial systems
have facilitated the growth of primate cities by centralising administration in them and focusing
transport and communications links upon them to make regions easier to administer.4 The
Australian capitals soon developed complex administrative, cultural and economic functions. In
effect, each colony was an independent city-state. Centralisation of administration and business
also made the capital cities the leading cultural centres, and each city centre gained its own naiional
galleries, libraries, universities and musewns.
By the late nineteenth century the Australian population was one of the most highly urbanised in
the world and concentrated into the six capitals. This metropolitan primacy has persisted. The cities
were marked by economic growth cycles, booms and busts. In each boom, as land prices rose in the
centra_l city, obsoleie structures - houses, workshops, buildings of small scale and primitive building
matenals - were replaced by new commercial and administrative offices and warehouses. After the
1890s Sy~ey reg~ned its lead (from Melbowne) as the largest city. The other cities, in order of
size, Adelaide, Bns~ane, Perth, Hobart and Darwin, were much smaller. From the late nineteenth
century the most evident impact of population growth was in the suburbs, not the city centres. By
the 1950s, a century of suburban d_evelopmcnt had shifted residents and factories from the centres
but far from
. reducing central. business
.
. activity suburban growth had helped to ·increase centraI
commercial, cultural and administratJve activities.
The city centre's post-war history will be presented in summary 11'orm m
· a ·
f · th
.
.
senes o maJor emes
d b th
an su - emes developed m the hentage report, ~th examples of significant buildings and other
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)aces. A historical theme is defined
P
d t
h.
as a way of d ·b·
contribute o our 1sto!J'. ... The relative si . escn m~ a major force or process which has
fral!lework ~et up by the historical themes.s1n!1'1fic~ce of ~terns can be assessed by usmg the
6
developed m 1995. I adapted these AHC AHC s Pnnc1~al Australian_Historic Themes w~
specifically to the_post-war city ccntres.1 Th themes, creat_mg a th~auc ~eworlc relating
they may be descnbed as political econ
b ~e arc four maJor thematic headings (more broadly
omy, u1lt fomt, and culture, or city building and city life).
Thematic framework for the post-war city centre
I . Constructing capital city economies
1. I Economic cycles
J.2 Nati~nal ~d international economic links
1.3 Dealing with remoteness, hardship and disasters
J.4 Transport and communications
1.5 Business, finance and speculation
1.6 Manufacturing
1.7 Marketing and retailing
1.8 Entertaining and tourism
J.9 Housing and lodging
J. IOProfessional services, institutions and associations

2. Building and remaking the city centre
2.1 Development and redevelopmen\ phases
2.2 City planning
2.3 Architecture, engineering and construction
2.4 Urban services
2.5 Image-making
2.6 Reviving and preserving the centre
3 Governing the city
3.1 Extending the city-state
3.2 Federalism
3.3 State government and the central city
3.4 City councils
3.5 Officials, politicians and interest groups
3.6 Malcing and changing laws and regulations
3.7 Conflict and protest
4. City life
4.1 City people
4.2 Immigrants
4.3 Working life and unemployment
4.4 Responding to urban and natural environments
4.5 Cultural sites, arts, crafts and sciences
4.6 Health, welfare and education
4.7 Activism, organisations and associations
4.8 City pleasures
4.9 Worship and commemoration
4.1 0 Living in the city
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SOME CONCLUSIONS

· t
t test and extend the draft Principal Australian Historic Thernes
One purpose of this proJec was o
.
.
d ·
.
·
·
which omitted specific reference to Creating capital c1ues and Deve1oping city centres cspite their
th
crucial role in the development of Australia since 1788. _However, e purposbe odf s~ch a th~atic
Hentage
· to proVI·de a base from which more specific
frarnework 1s
. frameworks
ks can e· enved.
th
studies should take heed of the limitations of themauc fr~ew~r · ~ging e contextual
history in themes rather than chronologically or by individual city giv_es ~ronu~ence to th~es
· ·fi cant in
· the pos1_war history of every centre but does not. highhght d.
important
s1gru
· · differences
between them. These differences make the heritage of each city. centre . 1stinchve and worth
preserving ·m I·ts own n·ght . Thematic divisions also downplay the interachon of many factors in
shaping the centre and its structures.
What are we trying to identify and preserve in the city centres? As the co?textual hi~tory reveals,
despite intense pressures from state and capital since !he war to redefine city centres m tern:is of a
single use _ office space _ they retain, and should retam, a complex ~fuses ~d an overlapping set
of economic, political and cultural spaces. The concept of overlapp1Dg' sp~lial arr~gerne?ts pulls
together many of the themes listed separ~tely above and lmks the centres histo~ to its hen~g~..At
the same time, the diversity of use in city centres overall does not obscure their mtemal d1:,,s1on
into distinct precincts: every suburb_an shopper knows to head for Run_dle Mall ID Adelaide _or
Queen Street Mall in Brisbane. Not hst~d b~cause they '.11"e all-enc~mpass1D_g are t_ho_se other maJor
themes of the city centre: spatial and histoncal change ID central city funcllon, w1thm a context of
local. national and global political-economic restructuring.
Writing this contextual history threw up several dilemmas. History - above all, ~ecent, ~ban,
Australian history . is a matter of constant change. How do we respect that hentage without
acceding to the destruction of places reflecting earlier periods of change? Should we simply accept
all change in the city centres; or strive to keep examples of all the main forms change bas taken; or
become actors ourselves by reserving some places from change or permitting only small changes.
The answer will involve the usual mix of all three approaches, despite the potential for endless
conflict.
J recommend an approach to heritage assessment which aims to keep traces of all development,
making them explicable and accessible: whether good, bad or ugly, intimate or overpowering.
Further, as suburbs are rendered ever more private and their public sites are reduced, sold, and
subdivided, the public functions of the city centre and its ownership by all of those who live and
work in the city and State become more important.

-

cornrnunity as space brings the co
.
1
urban spat!al arr~gernents. Co~: mto direc~ relationship with contem o
research into
celebrated ID the city centres.
ty as pubhc space will always be :Onr:ed as well as
Maybe the inner city has always b
.
Th
.. .
een under pressure, always breaking down crystallising out and
reforming
··· e positive side of this is th
9
ideas.
e way people move in and rebuild -• rooms, communities,
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The study itself should help to establish which functions are important in the city centre, those
features we value and want to keep. It is vital that we identify the historical themes and heritage
which have gained most prominence since World War Two but we should also identify the
structures, Janduses and cultural activities carried over from earlier times. Residential occupation of
CBDs is a good example. This aspect of modem city centres is important not simply to historians
but has been demonstrated by popular choice and government and business response to be of real
significance.
Cities are not simply agglomerations of concrete and bitumen. They are human communities.
Community may be defined as the space in which the relationship between the public and the
private is negotiated. Public spaces are the domain where these relations are negotiated. Defining
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ABSTRACT

nus

r addresses the evolution of the rclatJonsbip between uansport and wban structure.
i l l ~ tlus by mtanS of a suucruraJ analogy. Through this II IS possible to characlerue cWferent
types of wban structure ",th refaeoce to bwlchng structure, and hence explore current and possible
future settlement forms. including posunoderll wban Sll'IICIW'e. The paper concludes by speculatmg
on the po5S1bLl.uy of telecommW11cations eclJpsuig uansport's influence on urban structure and hence
the implJcauons for the furure design of settlements

1.

Introduction

The relationship between transport provision and settlement fonn is a key
element required for the understanding of existing settlements and hence the planning
and design of future forms This paper aims to assist the understanding of this
relationship by means of an analogy between urban structure and building structure
From this it is possible to characterise various settlement forms and hence speculate on
future directions of settlement form
A note on scope: this paper deals primarily with the physical aspects of
settlements and urban structure in its spatial manifestation. Secondly; "urban
structure" here is taken to equate to the structure of movement space and hence that of
the transport network, as discussed elsewhere (Marshall, 1998b)
Finally, the term ' postmodern' is used in the sense that it is applied to
architecture, and does not address the wider debate on the qualities of postmodemism.
2.

The Evolution of the Relationship between Transport Modes and Urban Structure

Given the correlation between transport network and urban structure, it would
be differences in transport modes and technology which would lead to a differentiation
in type of urban structure and hence settlement form.
Settlements shaped by movement on foot and horseback have grown up over a
long historical period. These tend to be compact in scale, with routes forming a close
mesh of lanes and alleys, often in a haphazard or labyrinthine pattern. The mode of
transport would thus influence both shape and size of settlement (Kostof, 1992, p59).
Kostof (1992) also relates an exceptional example of an ancient settlement
which i~ not based on the street, at Cata! Huyuk in Turkey. Here, it is inferred that all
ctrculal!on ~as.made on the roofs of the buildings. Interestingly, this suggests that the
settlement 1s mdeed an agglomeration of buildings incorporating a contiguous
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movement network, albeit not 1
.
mind the 'Motopia' proposal (J ~ ground le~el. lnc1dentally, this form also calls to
that Cata! Hiiytik could repre~t ~e, 1961 ) · At any rate, it is tempting to speculate
a orm - assunung that horses did not use the roofs that is 'purely' pedestrian.
The kind of settlement based on . .
.
buildmgs frontJng streets accessed by nonmotorised modes could be t b d .
there is a close correspo ~ e epicted by a densely packed figure-ground, where
movement space· one is effin ~eel between shape of building footprint and shape of
·
CCl!ve Ythe negative ·
f th h
It is possible to
unage O e 01 er.
tha
precipitated by the intrO:~~est t su~sequ~nt changes in settlement layout were
ll as be·10
bled Cl!on and proliferauon of new, faster means of movement
(as we
~ ena
by the technological requirements of setting out). We can
thus observe. an mcrcascd tenden
ds ·
•
. cy towar straighter, wtder streets and more formal
layouts,_which _may_be assoctatcd with the arrival of the carriage (Barnett 1986 p 10).
As manifested m this 'classt·ca1• r,
'
'
.
. .
onn, both buildings and streets became more regularly
laid out: building f~t~rints and movement spaces might still be the negative image of
one another, but this ~e in the form of terraces or even crescents.
As we move mto the age of mechanised transport, two things happen: firstly,
the gr~wt_h of a co~pletely separate transport system - the railway - and secondly the
motonsauon of vehicles using the public streets. This mechanisation enabled increases
in the speed of movement and the capacity of the infrastructure.
With the railway, the form of the infrastructure could immediately be geared to
its own internal geometry: narrow, linear rights of way, shallow gradients and smooth
curves allowing fast travel. The railways also immediately created a new ' accessibility
field' in and around the settlement.
For motorised road transport the changes in form would be less immediate,
although in time the potential of the new technology and possibilities for use of the
motor car would ultimately lead towards the dissolution of the traditional street, and
transfonnation of settlement form itself soon whole settlements could be conceived on
the basis of free-flowing highways and the segregation of the swift moving motor
vehicles from other slower modes and, crucially, from direct access to buildings.
Idealised settlement patterns on this basis were proposed by Le Corbusier
(1935) and .Hilberseimer (1944). These ideas also eventually made their way into
modem town planning in the fonn of new settlements whose geometry owed much to
the car, for example, Cumbernauld in Scotland.
.
.
.
Similar ideas could be applied to existing settlements, mcludmg the converSJon
of arterial streets into segregated highways (Tripp, I950). Later, Traffic m Towns
(MoT, 1963) demonstrated how motorways could be_inU:oduced into urban areas,
including the segregation of distributor roads primarily for movement from
' environmental areas' where traffic and access functions would mix These ideas
paved the way for proposals for vast and complex moto':"ay systems to be retrofitted
to existin urban areas, some of which were implemented m part:
.
Ing ·d all the way in which these highways were mtroduced mto urban
.chi ethnt. y,
th flowing curves often set amidst landscaped contours of
areas wit
err smoo
.
.
'
k the sense of importing a rural highway mto the urban area,
greenery, seems to evo e

_ ..
would sausfv the mo\'cment reqwremcnts for S) stems of cowtyards as
Catal Hiiyiik and MOlopta
) •hich othe"',sc have no apparent space for cutulauon
described by Martm & March (l 972 ·"
1
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d whose origin was also exj
. Iu h the French bou evar .
9" ?28)
echomg somewhat the v.ay l.1l w c
. tunes (Kostof. I9 -· Purban, had been introduced into etties J.1l earlier there baS t,een a reV1ved .interest in
Following this era of urban motorways. dl modes of transport m general
ublic transport and more environmentally_men ty unclear: there are no universally
b form1sasye
· 1 .
P
However any effect on future ur an
f ntemporaTY pJannmg to give cues,
Ill
O
accepted models representing the vanguard ~ volution of the new towns. Such
the way that previously could be traced through de.e al forms and public transport
.gh . lude neo-tra iuon
. .
1
exemplars as may CXISI !Ill t mc
fi
of collage. then agam, 11 cou d be
oriented senlements (Marshall, I99Sa), or some orm
argued that 'no model' 1s the model
·derations may currently be shaping
.
. t hat transport cons1
.
In order to mvesuga e w
d ail t the kinds of structure associated
look in more et a
.
the urban structure, we can now
od t0 see if any underlying patterns are
with the existence of different transport m f es, tural analogy
revealed This will be attempted by means O a Slruc
b ild' structure and urban structure
3.
A structural analogy _between u mg
0

. .
.
.
d describe different forms of building structure (or
Just as 11 1s possible to recognise an .
•
d describe different forms of
an·sations are proposed here
styIes of architecture) I·t should be possible to recognise
bar
urban structure (or settlement pa~em). Four c act~n fthis section.
.
these are detailed in Figure I and discussed in the resedmaJ.llb er _o emental and irregular
Organic structures: These are characten
Y mer
growth, both in buildings and in settlements. . .
Classical structures: Here, whole buildings or settlements set o~t in a
·
~ hion, ,ormmg
~ · a deliberate composition· The use of standard size and
consistent ,as
consistency of materials in buildings is echoed in the emergence ~f regul~ str~'.
specifications in settlements. 'Classical' urban structure would also include cosrruc
models of settlement design (Lynch, 1981).
Modem structures: At the 'modem' stage we see great advances in
technology. In the case of building structure, the use of new materials · firstly iron,
later steel and reinforced concrete - not only led to greater technical performance,
allowing the creation of much taller buildings and greater spans, but also led to a
liberation of fonn which stimulated new means of architectural expression (Barnett,
1986, pl 10; Holgate, 1986, p 122)
With 'modem' settlement design, we see both an increase in the number of
available modes - analogous to building materials • and the speed and capacity of these
modes and their arteries - analogous to the strength of members in buildings. The
increase in speed allows bigger, more dispersed settlements as well as generating new
settlement forms. There is also simultaneously a distinc1ion between different modes,
and between arteries of differenl capacity within modes, and a separation of urban
functions This tendency towards articulation has also had implications for the central
fun_ctions of settl~ments, as the 'town centre' could now be conceived of as a single
entity, and someumes built as a single building, not necessarily at the geographical
centre of the town
Postmodern stn,ctures: In architecture, postmodern buildings will take
advantage ~f modem structural lechnology, even if hidden by a traditional style facade.
As fo~ any postm~ern' settlement design, this is likely to be diffuse and mixed-use,
mcluding neo-tradiuonal forms and other forms in some sort of collage (Ellin, 1996).
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t design 'liberated' urban structure from traditional
·
. high
d 1
d
While mod errust sett1emen
forms of streets and squares, replacing them with free-flo~g . ways an. P ugge ·
d fd I
t then, postmodern settlement design nught be said to have
m po s o eve opmen ,
h
hn
·
'liberated' urban structure from the need to be so expressive about t e tee ological
possibilities of fast movement and segregation.
.
.
Postmodern settlement design may thus be manifested by means of recreating
favoured features of organic settlements (co~pact forms and not too pro~~ed),
albeit with deliberate (ie planned) intent. . It !Tllght also be commensurat~ with a ~eofunctional' approach (Lang, 1994) which could mclude urban-scale ornament or
urban design as function
A further development of this kind of approach could be to take modem
transport forms and use these creatively_(as objects of architec~re or landscape) in the
way that traditional boulevards and circuses made urban design statements out of
traditional transport artefacts. Thus, it is possible to imagine expressive buildings
projecting up from the interstices of urban motorway sliproads like 'Flatiron' buildings
rising from angular street intersections, or railway arches being devised consciously as
'gateways' or expressive backdrops (Marshall, 1998c).
Future dJrec/lons: It is further possible to speculate what kind of future forms
might arise· this will now be done by turning attention to other technological trends.

5.

The site structure is <let .
arbitrarily by the CO-Ordinat ernuned rather
(somewhat spurious) adJ·a e sysiem and by
cency to · .
'built form', resulting m
·
h eXJstmg
asape hi
looks almost, but not quite b
w ch
. .
, ur an.
The unplication ·
• .
IS
that if
telecommurucat1ons were to su .
eclipse transportation as a
ffic1ently
generator of
b
ur an structure, then this could
.
.al
.
remove-any .
spau constraints on urban structu
the scale of the settlement
re, at
at least
(buildings and streets would
.
'hurnan scale'). This could create th remain
om to co
urb
e
Figure 2: Alphaworld
freed
mpose an structur .
even a reversion to some an . , e mt~ any contrived shape - like an Alphaworld, or
~
.
end up with a completely c1ent. COSIIllc' or symboIic ,orrn.
Alternatively,
we could
orgaruc or anarchi fi
..
urban sprawl or squatter sett!
c orm remuuscent of the more haphazard
.
erncnts of today
Either way, the currently unfold.in .
.
.
.
. . g stage of evolution of the relationship
between transport and teleco
to offer as many creative ~i:i~uons technologies and urban_form appears likely
OPP rturut1es for new urban structures as m preV1ous eras.

Beyond Transport: Telecommunications and Urban Structure
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

The growth of telecommunications technology has occurred almost in parallel with
that of mechanised transport, both temporally and spatially (Graham & Marvin, 1997),
and has thus played a part in influencing the evolution of the spatial layouts of
settlements.
Just as the emergence of the skyscraper required not only the structural
feasibility of skeletal construction but the invention of the lift, the telephone also had a
role to play (Graham & Marvin, I 997). Without this, the concentration of people
located many dozens of storeys above the ground would not have been practicable.
Telecommunications can thus be seen at least to keep step with the advances in
movement technology, even while amplifying their effects.
Graham and Marvin also explicitly point to the possible role of
telecommunications in the transition from modernism to postmodemism, referring to
Jame~n's 'post-modem hyperspace' superseding the fiiction of distance (Graham &
MarV!ll, 1997, p66). This will inevitably have an effect on the spatial organisation of
urban settlements - and everywhere else besides
. . While there have been _no _significant new modes of urban transport since early
m this century, m telecommurucauons the advances are occurring at a staggering pace,
which make th_e current speed and. capacity increases of transport technology appear
distinctly m~~al (Coveney and Highfield, I 995, p68). It is possible to speculate that
telecommurucahons technology will be the driving force behind the current evolution
of urban structure into a new phase
What ~en might the future hold, in a hypothetical case where
'.el~c~mmuru~uons, were sufficiently dominant that they somehow removed the
fricuon of distance altogether?
A possible pointer to this may be found in cyberspace, eg ' Alphaworld' (Batty
~t al, 1998). This artificial settlement, represented in Figure 2, is constructed
mcrementally by its members, who can effectively 'teleport' within the site
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is argued that the building blocks of town planrung in Britain were put in place during the

last decade of 19th and the first decades of the 20th, centuries(Cherry, 1996) when, it was
regarded as a multi:facet concept, covering a wide range of activities. It was an activity which
promoted housing development of a particular type; it was a social movement in capturing the
reformists' aspirations in regard to city life; a university discipline, for the first time, a
function of government, and a professional organisation, founded to advance the arts and
science of a new activity; resulted in the term 'town planning' first came to usage in
J906(Cherry, 1996). Since then, there were many different urban planning theories that were
examined in this cenrury. Yet, not many common solutions were found to be appropriate. On
the contrary, the outcomes of modem planning theories and socio-economic urban
development was observed to be attached with the common socio-environmental problems in
the end decades of 20th cenrury in almost every part of the planet. One of the major reason for
this situation 1s said to be the overgrowth of population, particularly in the cities.
This paper seeks to examine the origins of sustainability in this century; and tries to explore
the two predominant theories: the Compact city, and the urban dispersal; in the light of their
historical context through a content analysis method.

2. THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT, THE
COMPACT CITY, AND THE ENVIRONMENTAL MOVEMENTS
It is said that when this cenrury began, only 14 percent of us lived in cities (Girardet, 1992);
whereas, by the year 2000, half of humanity will be Jiving in urban areas and by 2030 urban
population will be twice the size of rural population; the opposite is today (World
Urbanisation trends, 1996). As population grow, it increases the demands for resources, and
more products that pollute more water, soil, and air. This process consequently makes more
waste than can be disposed of,_takes up more and more suburban space, and puts impossible
demands on overextended c1t1es(Wagner, 1974). The importance of the problems can be
identified through the alarming signs such as the global warming, Ozone layer depletion
greenhouse effect, and energy and resources crisis (CEC, I 990; Earth Summit, 1992; Talbot'
1993, 19%;. Cooper, 1993). As a result, there is a little doubt remaining about th~
unsustamab1l_1ty of pre~:nt urban development, amongst the academics and governments.
whereas, social and pohllcal changes m many countries are raising many questions connected
with the future development of architecture, and urbanism, the advent of new technologies is
ofTenng new approaches to the arc_h11ecture, urban design and planning, in order to harmonise
the . human needs, with reduction of energy consumption and higher standards 0 f
envrronmental protection.
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oespite the clarity of the problem t'
d I .
a ic outcome th
urban design an P_annmg as a solution
' ere is no common grounds on the alternative
!llaior and contradictory aroi•-ents . (Breheny, 1992· Jenks et al J996·) Yet, the two
· h
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colllPact city t eory - with a vision of Euro ate twenty century were found to be: 1) 'the
sustamable urban development· and .. pean c,ues (Jenks et al. 1996) - on the basis of
· ·
11) 'th I
arguments exist
m favour of the• compact
. e ow density ' urban development'. Strong
!llakmg the places themselves more
city theory; that is based on a strategy aimed at
and improvi~g th,e pu?lic lranspott w~::~busy, convenient and a~active, and supporting
life of the c1ttes res1dents{CEC
. E es them, and therefore IIllprovmg the quahty of
1990
I 996; Scoffham, & Vale 1996.'Mas ' _llun, et at., 1991; Newman el al, I992; Hillman,
hand, there is a counter~argum'ent( nav, et _al. 1997, 1998; Masnavi, 1998). On the other
State), that suggest the urban dis~~es with advocators from Australia, and the United
Troy, I 996). It was thought that anal . and low de?5ity development(Gordon, et al. 1989;
be helpful in the identification of th Y~mg the hiStoncal context of these two theones, might
urban development. Since the 'nature, . temative urban planning/design theory for the future
it is necessary to analyse the views ~di~a ~tral focus to the environmental issues, therefore
e attitudes of those theories towards the ' nature'.
2.1. The Historical Context
·
Although the man-nature relationship has 1
hilosophers politicians sc· f
. ong been argued throughout history, by
problem as it is today. •ni:;ni;~d poets, m fact it has never beens~ as such a serious
p banisation and po ulaf
use of forces of development of mdustry, agnculture,
ur .
t S
Pf thion ~owth, that have already had alarmingly negative effects on the
env1ronmen . ome o e ma•or
· Iude.. arr
· polluhon,
· deforestauon
· decrease of non.' effects mc
· suggestmg
' · that present
renewabIe resources' depletion of ozone Iayer, and global warming;
forms and sc~les of human deve~opment will not be sustainable in the long term(Our Common
Future'. 1987, CEC,, 1990; Elkin, et al., 1991). Consequently trends must be changed to the
"Sustainable Development'' path, which emerged from the United Nation conference in
Rio.(Earth Sumnut,1992; Gir~det, 1992; Cooper, 1993; Talbot, 1993). Yet one of the main
quesaons has to be answered 1s: how by adapting our paths of urban development to promote
sustamable development,. can we tmprove the quality of life of city dwellers? One way to
overcome to the comp_lex1ty of the sustainability, is to refer to the historical background and
ideology of the environmental movement, that ultimately was led to the sustainable
development school of thought.
2.2. The Environmental Movement: historical background
In studying the man-nature relationship which in its evolution has been called "environmental
tl1eory", two main schools of thought may be distinguished: Ecological and Technological
environmentalism or 'Ecocentrism' and 'Technocentnsm'(O'Riordan, 1981). 'Ecocentrism'
was defined by Pepper(!984) as "a mode of thought viewing man as a part of a global
ecosystem and subject to ecological Jaws... there is a strong sense of respect for nature in its
own right as well as for pragmatic reasons"; whereas 'Technocentrism' takes a more rational
view of the man-nature relationship. 'Technocentrism' admires the power of technology and
believes that man's ability to develop techniques controlling the use of nature overshadows
any negative effects.
Technocentrism was described also as "a mode of thought which recognises environmental
problems but believes unrestrainedly that man will always solv_e them and achieve unlimited
growth or more cautiously, that by careful economic and environmental management, they
can be negotiated"( Pepper, I984).
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2.2.1. Tecbnocentrism
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O Arts,
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"The ~nd offbour dounfathuonhum1san empire to the effecting of all things possible."( Al-Gilani,
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1994) This allowed nature to be seen totally subjected to the power o m
· ed ood
le of man's wish for supremacy and to dominate nature entirely.
represent a g
examp
· · fi kn Jed
d
Later, Rene Descartes(l596-1650) placed emphasis on the power of_sc1ent1 c ow ~e an
e,ctended the concepts of nature as a machine._ H~ sought the certainty of knowl~ge in the
I ation of natural phenomena by the application of reason through the extension of the
;:;i~f mathematics 10 every question(Tbe Hutchinson Dictionary of Arts, 1994).
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used to denote the 'content and ch
turies (Williams 1983) s· a_racter of the 'Romantic movement' of 18th and 19th
11
: scendentalists ofmid-19~h-c1:e
was_ also mediated particularly by the romanuc
sets of ideas unrelated to what wtury Amen_ca~epper, 1984), however it should not be seen
as I t was a reaction to th
as happ~ng m the material world. As a result, some argue
thaI
e comp1ex of social conditions of the 18th century(ibid.).
The eighteenth century was the ag Of · d •
·
ed
.d h
e in ustnal revolution and the growth of capital system,
which calus athrapi he ange in social structure and morals According to Pepper(l 984) 11 can
at t e romantic mo
.
.
be clear y seen
od f
.
vement was a reaction agamst matenal changes in society
O rod
th
and_ ~ m . e p uction, which can be regarded as part of the emergence of indusmal
cap~tal~sm m the 18th century, following on the establishment of mercantile and agricultural
capitahsm. Th~ ~rocesses caused cities and towns to become the centre of production. As a
result, the facto~es growth and mass production accelerated a process that needed more and
more raw matenal~ and resources. These both unleashed and controlled violent natural forces,
and consequent!y 11 beg~ ~ some saw it, exploitation and degradation of the environment.
The conce~trali?n ~f political power, economical activities and centralised production in
cities, and llllllllgratlon of labour forces from the villages caused a rapid growth in sizes of
urban centres. They grew at unprecedented rates and soon became centres of squalor and
deprivation._ Pepp~~98:1)explains that movement of population from the land, and the
essence of mdustnalisat1on, established new conditions in the cities including, division of
labour, time keeping and mechanisation, which led to a spiritual alienation of a mass of
people from the land and from each other(ibid.P.76) The main aim in the new era was
production, so inevitably the people became units of the mechanical production system.
Human values were reduced to become a commodity in the newly capitahst1c and
materialistic society(Al-Gilani, 1994); moreover the dominant class of land owning aristocrats
found themselves cha\lenged by a new bourgeoisie resulting in a clash of classes.

In the evolution of Technocentrism, it has to be mentioned the im~ortant _r~le of Auguste

Comte{l 798-1857). By defining science as the study of "real", that 1s empmcally-observed
phenomena, Comte propagated the supremacy of science in . seeking natural laws. He
advocated positivism which strongly influenced the Technocentnsts and led them to accept
only positive facts and observable phenomena. The continuity of Technocentrism can be seen
in the modem schools of thought in the twentieth century, in the fonns of the movements such
as: Rationalism, Boomsters, Hi-tech, and Grey culture (Johnson, 1991).
2.2.2. Ecocentrism
Pepper (1984) suggests that modem ecological environmentalism (Ecocentrism) has particular
affiruties with 19th-century romanticism. One of the basic theories which influenced
Ecocentrism was the ideas of "Great Chain of Being" and plenitude. The ideas originated with
the Greeks and they constitute a neo-platonic cosmology. The concept of continuous link
between all creatures including man, and the strong dependence nn nature(AI-Gilani, 1994).
These ideas are said to forge a link between romanticism and ecocentrism. The ideas of Great
Cham of Being and plenitude, superficially resemble some of the ideas of romanticism and
modem biology, and are thereby linked with Ecocentrism(Pepper, 1984).
2.2.3. Romanticism and its view towards Nature
Romanticism is defined 1:15: the quality of admiring feeling rather than thought, and natural
beauty rather than things made by people(Longman Dictionary of contemporary
Enghsh,1991). Romanticism, also sometimes is described as an artistic and intellectual
movement, commonly finding expression in literature, music, painting and drama(Pepper
1984). Though the term 'romanticism· has a complexity of meaning and nuance, here it 1~
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It was under these circumstances and shifts of power, that the romantic movement developed.
It was a resistance, against a new and increasingly materialistic order. It rejected the
utilitarian standards and tended to replace it with more aesthetic standards. As Russe11(1946,
cited in Pepper, 1984) put it 'the romantic movement is characterised, as a whole, by the
substitution of aesthetics for the u~litarian standards' . Romanticism was and is the antithesis
of everything 'scientific', logical liehaviour, order and authority. It was against rationalism,
and maintained that science was inadequate to explain all the phenomena. Romantics hated
the way that industrialisation made previously beautiful places ugly, and opposed the
application of rationalism to nature and man to produce the industrial, 'civilised' society as a
mark of progress. Since such a society was complex and sophisticated, romantics admired
primitive and naturalistic simplicity of form, action and ideas(Pepper, 1984). Simplicity was
equated with honesty, and nature was beautiful because it was simple and honest Thus there
was an interest in the folk societies of the past, because they were closer to nature, simpler and
more honest than modern corrupt society. Jean Jaques Rousseau (1712-78, cited in Pepper,
1984), in discourse on equality wrote: 'man is born free b~t is everywhere in chains'_- _He
admired the primitive simplicity of savage man, hfe and its values and called for living
according to nature. These tendencies, l~ter formed in the idealisation of the past'. i~ the wor~s
of many philosophers, thinkers and artists s~ch as Keats, '."'alter Scott, and Wilham Mom s
(ibid. p. 79). The continuum of the romantic movement
Ecocentnsm m 19th and 20th
century, led to the new environmental movements and attitudes such as: the Garden C111es,
Doomsters, and the Green movement(Johnson, 1991).

m
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2 3 Modero eoviroomeotalism, and the issue of_sustaina~ility
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turn, will fonify all aspects of urban life of societies; and at the same t'.me w1 resulted m a
harmonised development with the nature, with minimum environmental impact.
3. CONCLUSION
In reviewing the issues of urban planning/design, it was found that the last decades of t~e 20th
century are characterised by various global environmental problems. Whereas, many different
ideas m the urban planning/design were examined, the outcomes of such development
planning were observed mostly to be attached with some soc!al and environme?tal pr?~lems,
in the end of 20th century. As a reaction to the recent enVJronmental-ecolog1cal cns1s, the
sustainable urban development was found to be a generally agreed framework for the
alternative urban planning/development.
The two contradictory and dominant theories were identified: the compact city, and the
dispersal urban development. In identifying the alternative model for urban planning, it was
found necessary to refer to their social economical background. Therefore a historical
approach was employed to trace the origins of the two theories with regarding to their
attitudes and views towards the 'nature'.
The two main schools of thought may be identified as: Ecological and Technological
environmentalism or 'Ecocentrism' and 'Technocentrism'. Technocentrism • with the roots in
the 16th century's cenainty of scientific knowledge - was observed to be "a more rational
view of the man-nature relationship, admiring the power of technology and believing in the
man's ability to develop techniques controlling the use of nature overshadows any negative
effects. Ecocentrism which was found to be in connection with 19th-century romanticism, On
the contrary, was characterised with "viewing man as a part of a global ecosystem and subject
to ecological laws... and a strong sense of respect for nature in its own right".
The Evolution of Technocentrism throughout the history then led to modem movements in
the twentieth century, in the forms of: Rationalism, Modernism, Boomsters, Hi-tech, and Grey
culture; whereas the continuum of Ecocentrism in 19th and 20th century led to the new
environmental movements and attitudes such as: Garden Cities, Doomsters, and green
movement. It ~ght well be concluded that the latter 1s the movement that consequently was
led to the sustamable development school of thought in the end decades of 20th century.
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Planning in the Perth Metropolitan Region 1900-1970
Barrie Melotte
School of Architecture, Construction and Planning
Curtin University of Technology
Perth, Western Australia
THE DAWN OF TOWN AND METROPOLITAN PLANNING IN PERTH

Early growth in Population and Deve(opment
.
The population of Western Australia near!~ quadrupled m the_last decade_ of the
nineteenth century, increasing from 50,000 m 1890 to I 84,178 m 190 I. This large
increase was due to immigrants attracted by the the goldfields of Western Australia.
The City of Perth population also grew from 16,000 to 61,000 persons in the same ten
years. The 1901 Census also recorded nearly thirty seven percent of the 50,475
dwellings in Western Australia were of canvas, or hessian wall materials. The number
of canvas dwellings at this time was associated with the gold rush, but large nwnbers of
families hved under canvas in Perth and Fremantle. The demand for building sites
resulted in the subdivision of old land grants without any overall town planning, very
little co-ordination of roads and very few services. [I) Thus by 1900, the living
conditJons and civic amenities were considered unsuitable for a capital city of a State in
the new Commonwealth of Australia. [2].
Brookman's BnefIdeas and Bo/d's Expansionary Plans
Expression of the need for a "city plan" and an "ideal city and a model municipality"
resulted in Brookman being elected Mayor of Perth in 1900. His election platform
listed 15 goals for Perth to aim for as a "settled policy" for the future. However, due to
irregularities over the appointment of the new Town Clerk, W. H. Bold, Brookman was
Mayor for only 6 months. Bold survived the challenge and remained the Town Clerk
for forty-three years. Bold prepared several influential reports on planning matters and
drafted the first town planning Act for the State. One of his earlier reports, "Perth
Improvement", was prepared for the Joint Committee of local government Councils
considering amalgamation in 1911. Another important report presented to the City of
Perth, gave details ofBold's professional tour of United Kingdom and North America in
1914. A third report in 1915, was accompanied by a" .. Draft of a Town Planning Bill
.. ", which is believed to be the first draft of planning legislation for Western Australia
[3).

authority for implementation b Ob .
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1914 : Bo/d's Report and Reade's L
In 1914, Bold was instructed by ;ct~e Tour
infonnation on Town Planning matte lty of Perth '.'..:to proceed to England to obtain
heard Raymond Unwin and Eben ers and report his impressions thereon." (14). Bold
and Suburbs,, saw Geddes' Civic~~?':"'ar~ at co°'.erences. He visited Garden Cities
exhibits under the guidance of Profi itJon m ~.ublm and "studied the town planning
to Perth City Council, Bold appli:s:ieddes. (9) In a comprehensive 1914 Report
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PLANNING LEGISLATION
A Town Planning Conference, a Bill, and an Association
A
own Planning_Conference" was fonned with City Council, professional and
busm«:5s representatives. The Conference, with Bold as Secretary, revised the Town
Planrung Bill he had drafted. "This Bill largely followed the lines of the Town Planning
Bill prepared by the Commission of Conservation, Canada, and which, in tum was
based upon the then English Town Planning Act" (14). It was submitted to the Premier
in 1915, with a request that it be introduced in Parliament. The government did not
introduce the legislation, so the Town Planning Association of Western Australia was
formalised, "On March 31st, 1916, its main object being the pressing of a Town
Planning Act for the State".[ 15].

''.'f

The "Town Planning Movement" and Overseas Influences
~old's 191 I R_eport to thefoint Committee _o f Councils advised the preparation of a plan
... ~pon the Imes of which the Metropolitan area shall be developed and improved
dun~g the next 2? years". "If such a scheme be not prepared, improvements will be
earned ou! from l!~e to time without any relation to the fulfilment of a comprehensive
and defirute plan (4). Clarke noted overseas influences on the Town Ptanru·
. Perth were from the Amencan
· City
· Beautiful movement and the English
ng
Movement m
Garde~ City moveme_nt (,SJ. Howeve~, Bold noted in his 191 I Report to the Joint
Corrurutte~ of Councils ... the resolution passed in Perth is more on the American
method .... (6).

The Numbers: Seven Drafts and Four Political Promises
Bold wrote to Boas, "The first work of the Legjslative Committee of the Association
was the drafting of a Town Planning Bill suited to the needs of Western Australia. Mr.
Bold's Draft Bill (founded on English and Canadian Acts) was made available and over
a course of years it was redrafted seven times". Bold added, "The Premiers of four
successive governments were appealed to by ~e Associa~on to introduce the Town
Planning Bill to Parliament. ... Many pronuses were given but were not fulfilled.
Finally the Hon. A. C. McCallurn, Minister for Works in the Collier Government,
Planning was not a
visited England and Canada and returned ~II~ convinced that
fad but a public necessity and 11 was pnnc1pally through him that the long desrred
legislation was attained" [16).

Polrllcal Resolution, Representation and Renege
The Jomt Commmee of Councils had decided to conduct their enquiry on th I'
suggested in_Bold's 19H Report. Nothing was done until June 23 1913 h C e Fm:s
Rea moved m Perth City Council that a metropolitan plan be ;reparedw~~ s~tuio ·
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The Metropolitan Town Planning Commission Bill. 1927
.
Bold's Draft Bill provided for gene_ral town pl~ruung 3:11d development m the State. The
earlier idea of metropolitan planrung was raised agam at another conference of Perth

!own
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.

where it was resolved that a development plan
metropolitan local governments
Another meeting in January 1927,
171
for the metr0pohtan area was necessafYlit[ Town Plarinmg Commission to enquire
resolved there was a need for a Metropo an
• the Metropolitan area with
..
urban development m
mto and report o~ ···
the better guidance and control of such
10
recommendauons with respect r A I was passed without amendment in 1927 and
development...." (1 8) A Metr0po .11an ~
eceded the much desired State planning
11 was gazetted in I928.( 19) Irorucal 1Y s pr
Act.
10

1926•

The Town Planning and Development Bill,Bl_9l1271927 drafted by Bold and the Town
Th T
Pl · and Development 1
,
e . own ~ g "was assed with a few small amendments and without
Plaruung Associauon,
P
H
· was not finally assented to until
.. b p r
I • [20)
owever, I1
oppos1t1on y 8 ar ~amen ... t g~tted until November, 1929. It provided for; Local
Town Planning Board to control the
December 192 , an was no .
Authorities to prepare plaruung schemes, a . .
.
·
·
f
I
d
·
the
State
and
a
Comrruss1oner
of Town Planrung, who also
,
subdiv1s1on o an m
chaired the Town Planning Board.(21 ).
Commission, Depression and War
.
. .
. .
. .
The Metropolitan Region Town Plaruung Commission w_as. mi:1'ire~ by the ~u.'.11Jar
Commission already operating in Melbourne. The ~o_mrruss1on s obJec~ were. The
enquiring into and reporting on the ~resent conditions an~ tendencies .o f urban
development in the Metropolitan Area with recommendau~ns with respect to the b~tter
guidance and control of such development and other ~arymg broad and more de_taJled
matters related (there] to" (22). The Western Australian economy, based on pnmary
production, suffered the most severe recession in the States history with the 1929
collapse of world prices. Government relief for the unemployed drew workers away
from the depressed metrOpolitan region (23). Premier Willock took over in 1936, and
Labour remained in power until the end of World War II. During this time, the planning
portfolio was held by different Ministers in a variety of Departments. John Curtin, the
Member for Fremantle became the Australian Labour Prime Minister during the_War.
PHOENIX RISING
Post-War population increase and industrial expansion
After the war, rising wheat and wool prices brought prosperity. Western Australia's
population had grown to 649.360 by December 1954, and by then nearly two thirds of
the people were living in the urban areas. The new markets and larger labour force were
attractive to Western Australian secondary industrial development. Centralisation
policies by State government had supported residential and industrial expansion in the
Metropolitan region
Revzml of Metropolitan Regional Planning
Planners of the Post-war reconstruction looked to regional planning and immigration to
overcome low population growth and to stimulate economic demand. The Australian
National Policy concentrated on full employment, housing, immigration, and industrial
development (24]. We~tern Australian State policy gave particular attention to adequate
1~tructure and pu~hc works, suburban _ex~ansion, and industrial development, in the
first instance; and with the prospect of s1gruficant development and expansion of the
!argest urban area, the importance of metropolitan regional planning was to be revived
m Western Australia.
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Commonwealth Housing and "R .
Commonwealth Post War Hous·eg,onalism"
••
fi
mg and Reoio ali
..
the prov1s1ons or planning through
<>' n_ sm po11c1es contributed to a review of
the adv~tage of being one of th ~ut Austraha: Even though Western Australia had
opporturuty to provide more m~ ew stat~ with _Pl~mg legislation, it missed the
1
existing Western Australian plan: ~ ar:inm? leg1_slat1on needed at this time. The
regional planning necessary to im g egislahon did not provide adequately for the
I
The consideration of subdivision ? ~ent the Co~onwealth "Regionalism' initiative.
estem Austraha on a regional basis originated at
the Premiers Conference of
1944
already done so ".. will aim
d •. when It_was agreed the States which had not
development and decentraJisation}i trung regional subdivisions for purposes of
25

Octo;~

"THE HISTORICAL, THE ACTUAL AND THE POSSIBLE"
The Arrival ofStephenson and Hepburn, 1953
The first step was to persuade the Go
the regional plan and restart th
v:mment that a small team was required to prepare
ed b
e planrung department. Fortunately, our proposals were
~i~~:~;':tworl•~e.;o :;t powerful public servants, the Under Treasurer and the
.
d
e
welcome access to heads of government departments,
1 ca1_gothvernments. Their cooperation was essential. With mutual trust we
agenedcies an tao!
act as a ca yst m e planning process.. • (26].
Metropolitan Planning Bills. 1953
The two Metro!>°litan Pl~g ~ills presented in 1953 demonstrated the growing
sup~rt ~or regional plar.uung which was being consolidated by good professional
contnbutJo_ns, a comm~ty need and a receptive government. This support was in
contrast wtth the preceding period which bad created some considerable confusion for
the people, politicians, and professionals.
"Advisory Plan": Stephenson & Hepburn Atlas & Report, 1955
The Stephenson and Hepburn, "Atlas & Report" was an advisory study, and had no
statutory provision, due to the then lack of legislation to support regional planning. But
at the time, the "Advisory Plan" had wide recognition and public acceptance as a
Statement of intentions for the future Metropolitan Region. Even thirty years later it
continued to be praised for its technical contribution. Webb said "Gordon's 1955 Plan
represented that method and that mode of portrayal at its best; the atlas which
accompanied the report set the region, past and present and future, the report itself was,
in many respects, a manual of how to plan according to the principles current at the
time" [27].
All-Party Advisory Committee Examination ofthe 1955 Report
An AU-Party Advisory Committee was set up to study the "Advisory Plan" and make
recommendations. The Advisory Committee examination was ".. chaired by the Deputy
Premier, Mr. John Tonkin, and comprised three Ministers, their opposite numbers from
the other side of the House, and representatives from industry, commerce and local
government" (28]. This Committee. co~idered tht;, various ~ial, ~nomic ~d
technical factors involved and the Advisory Plan was spec1fically adopted m
principle". Although this method o~ adoption did no_t give legislativ~ enactment, the
tacit acceptance by an important_Parhamentary Corrumttee gave sufficient authonty for
subsequent planning for the Region.
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,\{etropo!ttan Planning 811/s 1955-59
Four more Metropolitan Planning Bills were presented in the Western Australian
Parliament before comprehensive statutory provisions for regional planning were finally
assented to in 1959. The relevant Town Planrung and Development Act Amendment
Bill J955 was introduced by Hon. H. Graham, Minister for Housing in November. The
amendment was intended to enable the Minister to prepare an Interim Development
Order for the Designated areas in the Metropolitan Region " .. considered vital in the
plan" (29]. The Town Planning Board was nominated to detennine development
applications in the Designated area. It was intended that compensation or land
acquisition would be available if a development application was refused; appeal
provisions were also proposed. There was no compensation for zoning refusal matters;
nor was there any financial provision for an additional source of funds for the Town
Planning Board. An Opposition amendment ensured non-conforming uses were
allowed to continue.
Metropolitan Region Town Planning Scheme Act 1959
"In 1959, its sixth year in office, the Hawke Government steered the Metropolitan
Region Town Planning Schem~ Act through Parliament. There was little dissent"[30].
This Act made several landmark provisions for planning and development of land
within the Metropolitan Region, even though it was required to be read in conjunction
with the existing Town Planning and Development Act, which applied to the whole
State.

Metropolitan Region Improvement Tax Act 1959
The "Advisory Plan" had suggested a State Land Tax to raise the additional finance for
the land proposed to be Reserved. It was intended that the tax be assessed on the same
basis, and collected in the same way as the Commonwealth Tax. This was seen as an
advantageous method of raising finance because: "a) it is directly related to the land
and automatically reflects any fluctuation in values; b) it would affect the average
property holder only very slightly; and c) it would not affect the improved agricultural
holdings in the proposed rural zones, but mainly the urban property holders who can be
expected to derive most benefits from the plan" [31).
The All Party Advisory
Committee had recognised the need for administrative support and a permanent supply
of funds to implement the Advisory Plan. Thus, the Committee recommended the
formation of Metropolitan Region Planning Authority and drafted a Finance Bill which
was to be finally legislated as the Metropolitan Region Improvement Tax Act

Metropolitan Region Scheme 1963 and the Corridor Plan, 1970
The gazenal of the Metropolitan Region Town Planning Scheme Act 1959 created the
Metropolitan Region Planning Authority and enabled the preparation of a statutory
regional plan for the Perth Metropolitan Area. The members of the Metropolitan
Region Planning Authority, who were appointed in April 1960, had a primary
obligation to prepare a Planning Scheme for the Metropolitan Region.
The
consequential Metropolitan Region Scheme went on exhibition in 1962. Following the
consideration of objections, tabling the Scheme in Parliament and approval by the
Governor, the Metropolitan Region Scheme came into operation in October, 1963 [32].
Follo"."'ing a Re~ew of the Metr?politan Region Scheme, the Metropolitan Region
Planrung Authonty resolved early m 1969 that extensions of urban development would
be in ~orridor form. Su_bsequently, the I 970 Annual Report of the Metropolitan Region
Planrung Authonty reviewed their previous ten years of operation and made a firm
future co~tment to Corridor planning. The 1970 Corridor Plan for Perth (33] set
down the obJecllves for Comdor growth to open a new era for planning in the Perth
Metropolitan Region which deserves separate detail consideration. [34]
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1. INTRODUCTION

The effects-based approach to envuonmental management has rec~tl~ come to domina_te the
ideology and practice of urban planning in many market b~ed soc1e11es. Never beforedmthit~e
recent history of planning has there been such a strong um versa1 convergence towar s . s
approach. The statutory planning regimes in many sta~es hav<: bee~ rec~tly re~_rmed to fit m
within the straight jacket of the New right technocentnc phys~ca1p anmng para 11?11. 1_n order
t widerstand the architecture of the effects-based charter, this paper traces the histoncal and
r:ent antecedents of this approach to planning in New Zealand. New Zealand provides an
appropriate setting for this exercise because the effects-based ideology of environmental
management has been adopted _mos_t fervently_here. _We take the opportunity to share cu1:ent
experiences in New Zealand m unple_mentmg thi~ approach an~ reflect on th~ ~s~tble
implications of the "effects-based'! paradigm as a vehicle for promotmg urban sustainability.
The strength of the attraction of the effects-based approach to environmental management lies
in the apparent simplicity of its rationale. The gist of this model is that the scope of state
intervention in the development process should he essentially limited to preventing, remedying
or mitigating detrimental environmental impacts, particularly impacts on the bio-physical and
the built environment. Concerns about managing human impacts on the natural environment can
he traced back to the last Century and have l>ecome formalised during last twenty five years in
many countries with the enactment of environmental impact assessment procedures. The earliest
roots of this approach in urban planning can be traced back to the origins and evolution of the
colonial garden cities and town planning movement during the last Century. The concerns of the
early town planning advocates focused predominantly on the built environment within the
framework of a deterministic world view. As we demonstrate by drawing on the New Zealand
experience, these views were enshrined within the statutory planning systems that came into
l>emg following the enactment of the town and country planning statutes administered by local
government and the more recent adoption of envirorunental impact assessment procedures
administered by central goverrunent.
The effects-based approach has been redefined and accorded a much higher profile in the
Resource Management Act 1991 (the RMA) which provides a new statutory framework for
envirorunental planning in New Z~and. The long title to the Act reflects its wide scope: "an act
to resta_te ~d reform the law relan~g to _th_e use of land, air and water". The new planning
leg1sla11on 1s the product of two quite d1stmct, and somewhat contradictory, socio-political
fore~, not~bly. th~ New _Rig~t and the envirorunental movement. The new Act signals a
parad1gmanc shift m planrung ideology and practice from a 'town and country' mode which was
embedded in the "".ider poli~ical ec~nomy ~f the_wel_fare state to a new bio-physical and
technocentnc planrun~ p~digm. This paradigmallc shift symbolizes a dilution of social and
economic equity cons1derat1ons which, in our opinion, should he concerns for urban planning.
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2. THE TOWN AND COUNTRy PLAN

NINGREGIME
planning in New Zealand has trad·t·
, tonally been I
.
' B
country approach • roadly SJ>Caking, the ro ~ c ose denvative of the British ' town and
development and the protection of val edapp ach mvolves the regulation and control of urban
· has .._
u rural lan~•"'--- Th
. .
country PIanrung
v=u the land use plan,
~ - e main mstrument of town and
nave normally been based around Prcscri _usually_admllUSlered by local authorities. Such plans
the spatial pattern of rural and lllban lan::_1.0rung schemes which have attempted to direct
From a social perspective, town and coun
.
.
state regulation which was concerned with try pl~g may be Viewed as an historical form of
In the post-War period, town and coun mana~g the arrangcm~t of the h ~ envirorunent
. tervention within mixed capitalist-~ P~ g emerged as an unportant lllStrurnent of state
1.11
"""'uvnues like Bn-.,_
·,.;n Australia
· and New Zealand. Overall,
the state sought to guarantee a minim
employment conditions and through thU: lev~l _of well-be10g for all citizens by legislating for
planning contributed to the broad
lfPfOVISlon welfare infrastructure. Town and country
capitalist land economy, includi~ ~: are state project by mitigating the contradictions o_f the
vironmental externalities and • g ~ prob!~ of 11neven development between regions,
1table hous10g allocations. The evolution of town and
en try planning in New
~ onwealth states Co
.followed a pattern comparable to that in other British
. mm
. .
· . nscquenUy, Its potenbal effectiveness has been compromised by the
1deological
m the statutory framework "'or PIanrung
· 10
· a cap1·tal·1st society.
·
0esp·1te
• bias •inherent
d
the r~lauvely wt e scope of the rec~t town planning legislation (especially the 1977 Act), in
practice the local ~ovemm~t P~ g role was largely resnicted to regulating the process of
land use change 10 th~ bwlt eDV!ronment and to related concerns of promoting functional
efficiency and conservmg amenities.

°!

Zeala::

3. PLANNING LEGISLATION REFORMS
In order to appreciate the significance of the new environmental legislation in New Zealand, it
1s unportant to emphasise the common ideological underpinnings of the wide range of the recent
reform initiatives. Restructuring of the welfare state provided the overall contextual envirorunent
for the review of the environmental planning and local government legislation. The dominance
of the ideology of the market place, a search for efficiency in the use of resources and the
influence of senior neo-liberal Treasury and Commerce officials have l>een the hallmarks of these
fundamental changes in policy direction. Underpinning the pressure for a fundamental review
of the environmental planning legislation was a desire to ensure compliance of the planning
statutes with the rapidly changing direction of the relationship between the state and New
Zealand society.
Thus, even though sustainable resource management is the central purpose of the Resource
Management Act, its structure reflects a determination on the part of the government for a more
open and competitive economy, a move away from state participation in promoting economic
growth or directing the nature of development (the "command and control approach"~• and
towards a decentralised administration of regulatory systems. The use of the term sustainable
management, rather than development, is intended to cover the concepts of use, development and
protection. This is seen to be in accord with ~e ~ovemment's. app~tly _neutral stance with
respect to resource allocation decisions and reJecllo? of the ~1al engmeenng rnle of the s1:3te.
Th RMA trearnlines procedures for decision-making m enV1rOrunental planrung and provides
an ~tegrat:ci focus on natural resources (land, air, ~ater and geothermal) and the built
·
Whi' Ie central government's principal role 1s to oversee and morutor the Act, most
environment.
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. .
d 1 in policy responses and implementing and
of the responsibility for idenllfying issues, eve op . g and local authorities. Titls is based on
. . th
nses bas been delegated to regiona1
.
morutonng . ese rcspo . .
be made as close as possible to the appropnate level of
the assumpllon that decmons should
fi
e The Act is neutral with respect to
t h re the effects and bene ts accru .
. f.
commlllllty o mteres w e . d environmental goals. It is primarily a law d~gn~ to <:<>ntrol
competillon between economJc anAct marks a significant change from preceding leg1slat1on, in
ak th trade-offs in promoting the wise or beneficial
extemaht1es. In this respect, the
that decision-makers are not expected tom e e
use of resources that were formerly required.
in the RMA builds on the long established tradition of
The effects-based approach embedded
.
th E ·
•
'th 25 years experience of proiect-based EIA under e nVIronmental
statutory p1anrung w1
ed
d
r,
Protection and Enhancement Procedures ( 1974). These EIA proc ures were man atory or
t funded projects only and did not have a statutory base. Features of
cen~1 govetal
rru_nen • t sessment are now integrated with the statutory planning system as a
envrronmen unpac as
.
,
,.
,,;~runental assessment The adopl!on of the term effect m place of
·
•
d th
broader process of en rn v
'impact' indicates that the reformers sought a fresh a~proach to plan-making an e assessment
of development proposals. Central to this approach 1s_t~e way ~de assessmen~ of eff~ts forms
art of the framework of the RMA. Several definitions provt e a context ,or envrronmental
a key P
·d·
d .
.. .
ad
assessment. Section 5(2)c which provides that avo1 mg, reme yi~g, or m1~g~tmg any ~~se
effects of activities on the environment" forms one of three subsections qualifying the definition
of sustainable management. The definition of effects (section 3) is significant because it makes
reference to cumulative effects which practitioners have not previously been required to consider.
The definition of "environment" is broad, encompassing ecosystems, people and communities,
plus physical and natural resources.
Essentially, the effects-based approach provides for environmental assessment of both projects
and policies in plans. First, the consent process requires applicants to provide an assessment of
environmental effects. To assist applicants, the Fourth Schedule in the Act outlines matters to
be considered in the preparation of these assessments. Sections I04 and I 05 establish a
framework for decision-making on applications, along of course with reference to matters in Part
Two of the Act. Section I04 outlines matters to be considered by councils in assessing the
applications while section I 05(2)b requires that adverse effects will be minor, or that granting
consent is not contrary to the objectives and policies of the Plan. Second, while the RMA is clear
about the requirements for the assessment of effects at the project level, it is less direct about
policy. Provisions are included which, when taken together, provide for environmental
assessment of policy when councils are preparing plans or changes to plans. Section 32 requires
councils to undertake an explicit process of policy analysis, including the consideration of
objectives, policies and rules which have been adopted and the justification for them. An
additional reference to environmental assessment is provided in the provisions on the contents
of policy statements and plans where councils shall state the environmental results anticipated
(sections 62, 67 and 75). The inclusion of section 35 requires that local government not only
monitor consent compliance but also policy outcomes and adopt state of environment
reporting.
4. IMPLEMENTATION

New Style Plans
At a broader level, the ~ provides many of the elements required for strategic environmental
assessment (SEA) of pohc1es and plans with its focus on sustainable management, links between
levels of governance, heavy emphasis on consultation, consideration of cumulative effects and
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reference to management plans and strat .
would note that terms such as SEA and ~~~ prepared under other legislati_on Howc~cr, we
y im~t assessment are not mentJoned specifically
1· the Act and are not widely used
: vironmental assessment principles t Ytractihoners, suggesting that the application of
O po icy analysis is still in its infancy.
e

r

preparation of plans has been accompanied b
.
h uld contain and look like or
.
Yextensive rhetoric about what these new plans
5 0
considered to be by so~e marl~ importantly not look like. For example, land use zones
were
as re icts of the Town d c
Pl ·
d th r,
•
ropriate in the new plans Tb
.
an ountry anrung era, an ere ore
Ul~ on effects even though
e reali~ of ~ourse is that old style zones were also implicitly
b
' . .
. ey contamed hst of activities rather than performance standards
and ass_e ssment cntena_~~ch are expected to be a feature of the new district plans. The
•
••
· d f•
distinction between acltv11Jes and effects has signalled
· · ers who have so ght d
an unportant trans1uon peno or
prac11t1on
. u lo evelop plans in a different style. It has however not been easy
· · of the legislahon,
. . pass legal 'scrutiny, 'accommodate
to deve lop
. plans which meet .the spmt
cornmuruty demands for certainty and achieve an appropriate community fit.

tll

The definition of s~tainable management has proven to be a difficult task for councils. Few
district plans proVJde cl~ly worked through definitions which demonstrate a community
consensus on what sustainable management means in terms of desired environmental futures
(Ber~e et _al, 199~)- A failing ~f both regional policy statements and district plans is that
ident1ficat1on of issues and destred environmental outcomes are poorly articulated and the
meaning of sustainable management has been interpreted in the limited context of managing
adverse human impacts on the bio-physical and the built environment, significantly as a
consequence of central government pressure. Important social planning concerns in urban and
rural communities have been largely eschewed even by those Councils which have sought to
interpret Section 5 quite broadly.
The Act contains two important presumptions. First, on land anyone can do what they like,
unless it is regulated in a plan. Second, on water and coastal areas, activities require consent
unless provided for in a plan. The approach to land use reveals an important tradition about the
respect for private property rights and reflects views consistent with the current ide:ology that
land development should not be unduly fettered. Consequently, as councils attempt to anticipate
likely effects of development in their districts, plans are more complex, particularly those in
urban areas. Titls complexity and increased sophistication has meant that plans are less
user-friendly for lay people to use and provide 1~ certainty for users.
the_other hand, if ~l~
are able to define environmental standards or envtronmental bottom Imes with greater clanty, 1t
may be possible to determine whether desired ~nviro~~tal qualities are being _achieved.
However, this is fraught with difficulties about which ~ualibes of the environment are important,
the degree of risk involved, and the level of degradat!On acceptable.

?n

Many commentators advocate environmental bottom lines in relation to susdtainablfe manabgernendt
of natural and physical resources. These have bee_n defined as the boun ary o 1im1t eyon
which there is a high risk that the quality of the envtronment will be unacceptably degraded. One
of the challenge for councils and planners has been to define st~dards ~oghr ~eptadble
·
1·ry "environmental bottom lines". While 111s re1at1ve1y straJ horwar to
envuonmenta1qua
or or minimum thresholds for water and arr
· quaIity, 1t
· 1s
· more difficuIt
· 1 dards
develop nurnenc stan
· H
, th
h · dealing with issues of landscape or ameruty. ence, ,or ese more
• to use a strru1ar approac ID
• ·
bo
1· " A k
cils have used narrative standards as const1tu11ng ttom mes .
ey
• .
•
subiective topics , coun
. b
of rules Rules can prohibit, regulate or allow
thod f d al. g with adverse effects is y means
.
me_ . . 0 e ID
,
d effect of regulations (Sections 68(2) and 76(2). There has been
achv111es and have the ,orce an
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. tans The prevailing rhetoric at th_e time the Act
considerable debate about the use of rules m P ·. f 'light handed' rcgulallon to achieve
was introduced was that councils should use a ~x ~temativ; methods, such as education
practical terms, rules provide certainty
environmental outcomes, that is rul_es. along w\
programmes, incentives, and cc~nonuc 10strum:t~ :th rules are often cheaper than those
for resource users. The tranS3Cl!on coststh= It ·s for example, difficult to evaluate the
associated wnh more sophist1catcd me
· ~owcver one reason that a wider range of
effectiveness of long term educauon pro~e_s.
have been unable to invest the necessary
used 1·n plans is that pracllboners
methods have not been
.
cases there are few workable alternatives. A
time in developing new approaches, and mfrmanyth Id' 10 the new planning regimes in 1993/94
management om e o
studYOf the c_hanges .in hazard
.
was ham ered by legal formalism, pressures to meet political
P
t · the necessary research to develop new
showed that mnovauon m plans
deadlines to notify plans, and inadequate mvestrnen 10
methods.
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• f ·
Ii statements and district plans has generally been weak to average.
The quality o regiona1po cy
·d ·ti ·
f ·
· statements and PIans have tended to suffer from poor
o ·issues and
Policy
. I enll
• callon
1
environmental outcomes, a weak fact base, and vanab!e mtema cons1stc?cy of
·
b. ·
1·c·es methods (Berke et al, 1998). There 1s, however, no question that
1ssues-o ~cc 11ves-p0 1 1 •
•
·1 I
Th
·
significant contextual factors bav~ influ~nced the preparallon of c~unct p ans. ese mclude:
the lack of national policy to gwde their devel~p!11ent, ~tructunng of_J?'al gov~ent, a
shortage of highly-skilled practitioners, unrcahsbc deadlines, poor ~llllcal l~ership and
limited council budgets. As a consequence of these pressures, ro~ust pohcy analysis has suf1:ered
frequently as a result of preoccupation with process and consultabon. Unfortunately and unwisely
in such a small country, much effort has been duplicated as practitioners have had to come to
grips with how effects-based plans should be prepared in the context of the Resource
Management Act.
Consent administration
It is highly unlikely that reformers in the mid 1980s envisaged the new changes which would

take place in local government by the late 1990s. There is no question that the implementation
of the Act has been compounded by the parallel implementation of a managerial regime in local
government. Indeed, it could be argued that the introduction of a user-pays regime with its focus
on short term cost efficiencies has the potential to undermine longer term environmental quality,
and ultimately, the goal of sustainable management. A monitoring report by the Ministry for the
Environment ( 1996) showed that 90% of resource consents were processed within the time
frames as specified by the Act. However, the quality of environmental assessments prepared by
applicants has been shown to be quite variable, particularly for small projects. This in tum places
pressure on council staff to seek further information from applicants to supplement the
assessments which can then lead to criticisms of unnecessary delays. At a national level, efforts
are bein~ directed_towards developing good practice guides on improving the consent process,
the quality of environmental assessments, and their evaluation by council staff.
There have also been strident criticisms of the costs imposed by local government on applicants
as the costs of r~urce development are transferred from the public sector to resource users.
Curr~tly, th~e ts a proposa( that consent processing be contracted out on a competitive basis.
This 1s perceived by some cnllcs as dealing with some of the implementation problems of the
Act. However, there _arc ~any practical difficulties likely to be encountered in setting up such
a system. Further, II raises fundamental issues such as the relevance of local 1·1· J
· · d ··
.
po 11ca
rcpres~tatlon 10 ec1s1on-making, the potential for distancing councils from their communities
and ulltmately the future of local democracy, however imperfect it might be.
'
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6. coNCLUSION
'[he Resource Management Act gives .
e built environment). Indeed, the ' urbPnmac~ to physical environment (natural resources and
th
. Ia1·ion. u"=e
'"· the earlier an CllVtronment'· su1V1ves
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. the new Ieg15
~pears as a distinct rhetorical artefact,~wn and country planning legislation, in which the city
:SCheW an explicitly urban focus. The A / new resource management framework appears to
5
ustainable management of natural and ~ ~wpose, as stated in Section s, is ·10 promote the
~physical reso~ce• which must be ~:;cal resources•. One must assume ~at the city is a
hich emphasises the (built and natu I) _Y managed, albeit within a planrung framework
;d Gleeson, 1995).
ra environment as a bio-physical phenomenon (Memon
In essence, the · urban' is present in the
tration of externalities""-' h
new Act only to the extent that it represents a spatial
conccn
w ,uc must be managed
rd
· b·Ii Th r.
ry much on managing extemar . .
m O er to ensure sustama I ty. e ocus
~s v~ nment' seemingly co . ed
Liles ~ effects') arising from resource use, with the
enVU"O .
. . .
~v as a lllalenal surface upon which these are inscribed. Overal~
·
the effect 1s to dururush the city as a complex soc·1 Ii • al I
fh
In th
.
. 0-po be ocus o uman re1auons.
, ·
the city is s· 1
e
Act_s view,
im~ Ya .P~cular enVJronmental surface upon which externalities arc
th
register«:<1, _an~, us, by unpbcation, the urban-rural distinction is merely a question of
extemal1ty incidence.

Even the narrow mandate ?fthe Resource Management Act as an effects based physical planning
instrument has 0 ved difficult lo operationalise and has led almost inevitably to strident
criticisms by .vanous development sector groups in the last few years. The Minister for the
Environment is n~w conducting~ partial review ofthe Act, in order to respond to these concerns.
However, amendi_ng the Act will only further suppress land use conflicts, particularly if the
definition of sustamable management is limited to bio-physical concerns. The Act in the context
of a market based economy brings the tensions between public benefit and private rights into
sharp focus. The latest review represents one of the most significant challenges to the rationale
for land use planning in the history of statutory planning in New Zealand. In one sense, it
remains unfinished business from the refonns of the 1980s. In another, it represents a repetition
of age-old tensions over the extent of intervention on private property rights for the benefit of the
wider community as the state attempts to have resource users internalise the environmental and
social costs of their developments. To what extent the effects-based approach survives this
largely political debate remains to be seen.
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·'Americans sense that something is wrong with the places where we live and work and go about
our daily business." So begins a recent jeremiad on the "environmental calamity" we call the
suburbs by author James Howard Kwistler. 1be view from the inner city is more desperate, but
the diagnosis, from sociologist William Julius Wilson is SUiprisingly similar: jobs are too far form
residence, neighborhoods segregated by race, income and use are creating a permanent
underclass, and the suucture of the post-war city is largely to blame. Both men point to
fundamental aspects of post-war planning, such as zoning, public housing, highway dependence
and decentralization, as the source of the current dilemma. What did we do to our cities after
World War II to produce an urban-suburban landscape that is '"economically catastrophic...
socially devastating. and spiritually degrading"?1
By the end of World War II a coherent prescription for the ills of the American city already
dominated popular, professional, and political discourse. Toe American city had undergone
intensive scrutiny by reformers for at least a century. From slum missions, through tenement
reform, slum clearance, "City Beautiful" boulevards and Progressive Era "comprehensive plans,"
to the regional planning of the 1920s, the industrial metropolis was the object of vigorous and
almost constant attempts at reform. But the Great Depression. the New Deal and World war II
would fundamentally changed the nature and goals of environmental refonn in the city. While prewar plans and rhetoric, suspended, diverted or eclipsed by the war effort, retwned with the end of
hostilities, the motivations and means for re-<iesigning the city had been transformed. While this
post war ideal would have to wait for the federal highway and housing legislation of the 1950s to
become a national _reality, several large cities, New Yorlc foremost among them, had already begun
to be transfonned tn accordance with a vision formed during the inter-war decades. This new
urban ideal was not merely a natural extrapolation of existing trends in city growth, but a
significant _departure spurred by contestations over space in the modem metropolis, and a new
understandtng of the role of cities in the political economy.
In con~t to the laissez-faire industrial city of the nineteenth century, the new ideal that would
emerge durmg the New Deal period projected a rationally planned and zoned city which se
......
·
greg=u
"d ·a1 . d "al d
1':St enn , m ustn an commercial uses, as well as social classes. The new city would be
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(brOugh inefficiency and COIISW71ption. g, as the progressrve planners had envisioned, but

The post-war usban ideal finds its roots . th
. .
J929, the Regional Plan Association
e regionalist planning philosophies of the 1920s. 1n
its twelve volume plan for metropolitan N ), spoiuo~ by the Russell Sage Foundation, published
Association of America was constructin : York, ~e ~wis Mumford's Regional Planning
Jersey, both grounded in the regionalist ghi! prophetic version _of the subusb in Radbum, New
regionalism of the 1920s established _P ~phy of Hoovenan New Era Progressivism. Toe
tralizati
d the
. an ideological framework for re-ordering the city grounded in
deeen
on an
segregation of uses. In the New Yon: Ci re ·o
. .
reduced privately sponsored housin
.
ty gi n the new planning ideal
"
Lo
g expcnments, the early parkway system (including Robert
p
Moses ear1y euorts on ng Island) and the fi
·
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.
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•
JSt pro_JCCts of the Port of New York Authority.
R~gi_onalists ten~vely embraced the concept of government sponsored planning, while operating
within the. Hoovenan
model of an "associational'' .-~"""""'rship '"""n the government and pnvate
·
.
sec~r, ~ 1 ~ busmess at the helm. The Great Deprcssioa temporarily discredited this model and the
regionalist ideal lay dormant until re-awakened later in the 1930s.
There were as many ''New Deal Citie.sMas there were "New Deals," each phase of the
transformation in planning mirroring a change in New Deal policy. Historians have posited three
stages of Franklin Delano Roosevelt's administrations. Toe ''First New Deal," running from 1933
to 1935, embraced a wide spectrum of Progressive perspectives, from Hooverian associationalism,
in the form of the National Recovery Administration (NRA), to planning in the New Nationalist
manner, such as the Tennessee Valley Authority (IYA) and the National Resources Planning
Board (NRPB), to relief in the form of both direct payments (FERA) and work programs (PW A).
In New York, Hoover's Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC), continued and expanded by
Roosevelt, supported both private and public efforts to provide affordable housing, such as
Knickerbocker Village , a limited dividend project on the Lower East Side, or First Houses, a
renovation project by the New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA). The Housing Division of
Roosevelt's Public Worlcs Administration (PWA) would take over and expand the RFC loan
program as a means of providing both public housing and employment, but avoided direct
intervention in project construction until 1935 when, with the newly formed NYCHA, it began the
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would figure prominently in the tranSformation of regional id~ logy JUSt before the Board s de~
· 1943. The tentauve
· expansion
· of reliefe"orts
during the Fust New Deal produced an explosion
m
u,
of public work activity in New York, under Mayor Fiorello La Guardia and Parks Commissi~ner
Robert Moses, often implementing plans created in the 20s by the RPA. But the most dramauc
impact of the emerg1ng federal policy toward cities was Moses' creation of the Triborough Bridge
Authority, later Triborough Bridge and Tunnel Authority (fBTA), to sell bonds to the RFC and
PWA, leverag1ng federal support for public works into his infamous ~portati~n empire.
Moses' vision was one of political entrepreneurialism and bureaucrauc opporturusm, but the
planning vision he would implement was inherited from the regionalists and transformed by the
New Deal.
After the Supreme Court's Schecttr decision declared the NRA, unconstitutional in 1935,
Roosevelt and his advisors constructed a "Second New Deal," from 1935 to 1937, which turned
away from both associationalism and planning and instead began providing extensive work relief
and welfare mechanisms. This is the period of the National Labor Relations Act (Wagner Act), the
Works Progress Administration and the Social Security Act . In 1936 First Houses, the first
wholly government built project, was completed by the NYCHA. In the same year Robert Moses
~ tructured the Triborough Bndge Authority so that it might be permanent Perhaps the most
significant evidence of the shift in federal policy was the creation of the Works Progress
Administration (or Work ProJects Administration after 1939), which spent up to 15% of its total
national budget in New York City, employing over 700,000 city residents, and contributing to the
construction of both LaGuardia and Idlewild (Kennedy) Airports, the FDR Drive, numerous
hospitals, schools, parks, and playgrounds, as well as to many slum clearance projects. The WPA
represented lhe first long-term commitment to public works as a means of creating employment and
was lhe first step toward viewing urban reconstruction as a means of potentially continuous
economic sumulus. At the same time, the range and types of projects that the WPA supported,
from transportation infrastructure to the visual arts, suggest that beyond creating jobs, the WPA
sought lo fashion the city imo a center of culture, exchange and consumption, al the expense of
manufacturing and production. Although not explicit in the WPA's original mandate, the agency
selected projects that would create what we now call the "service city." For this new city, the
NYCHA was at the same moment inventing a new form, the "high-rise" project, to house the
urban working class, while the FHA promoted middle class home ownership in the suburbs.
A "Third New Deal," stretching from 1937 to the beginning of World War ll, began when
Roosevelt's failed "court-packing scheme" and the "Roosevelt Recession" of 1937 combined to
produce Republican victories in the 1938 congressional elections. Re-evaluating the
administration's policies, Roosevelt's advisors began to espouse Keynesian ideas of fiscal
stimulus, even as the Con~ became more opposed to government spending. As early as 1933,
New Dealers such as Marriner Eccles had proposed using housing construction to end the
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trave waseVJ.dcnt1n the 1947 New Yorker debate
between Robert Moses and Lewis Mumford he M
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, w re oses heralded the construcuon of the city of
tomorrnw and M~or<l ~ sprawl and the loss of community. The regionalism of the 1920s,
while still present 111 the rbetonc of planners and politicians, had become unrecognizable in its new
incarnation. By war's end the fear of the Depression's return became condensed with concerns
over the defensibility of American cities to add a new rationale to the regionalist arguments for
decentralization. Not only could highways, suburbs and cars supply an economic engine to stave
off depression, but the dccentrafu.ed model could pro1cet the public from aerial attack. Toe atom
bomb quickly became an aulhoritative city planner. With residence and production safely
ensconced in the suburbs (and the Sunbelt) the central city would be free to become a locus for
consumption and exchange, a "service city." The Wagner- Ellender-Taft Bill, the Housing Act of
1949, would, after several revisions to satisfy real estate developers and builders, would facililale
this transformation of the urban core by permitting government funds to subsidize uses other than
residential buildings. Toe City of Prosperity was complete.
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Federal Housing legislation, the rise of automobility and the growth of the suburbs were results ,
as much as they were causes, of a transformation of the urban ideal that began during the 20s and
accelerated during the New Deal. What was lhe nature of this shift and what brought it about?
Public policy shifts at the federal level on the implementation of housing, highway and
redevelopment schemes in New York drove the transformation of progressive planning ideas into a
prescription for the post-war city. As the reform agenda of lhe New Deal moved toward a reliance
on Keynesian fiscal management, the city envisioned by New York's planners and politicians
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evolved from the regionalist vision of RPA to the decentralized city of Robert Moses and William
Levitt. What drove this transfonnation was the recognition that planning could produce a
"Keynesian City" designed to stimulate economic growth. By 1949, New Deal liberalism had
produced not only a model for a new post-war political consensus, but the outlines for a new
regionalism which turned the metropolitan region into an engine for staving off economic
depression and sustaining employment through urban renewal and growth through increased
consumption.
I James Howard Kunstler, "Home From Nowhere," Allalltic MonJhly (Sepl 1996) p. 43. William Julius Wilson,
"Work." N~ York nmes MagaziM (August 18, 1996) pp. 27-31 , 48-51
2 John Mayn.,,rd Keynes, letter to Franklin Roosevelt, I February 1938, as quoted in Diane Ghirardo, Building N,:w

Communilia. Ntfl! Dal Ammar md F...:ist /tJwy. (Princet0n, NJ: Princoton Univmity Press, 1989) p. 15
3 The term 'urban renewal' is most often employed in the narrow sen.wof slum clearance for low-income housing
provision. in actuality, the preponderance of wt,an renewal activities enacted under federal and state legislation
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The First Attempt 1929-1930

resulted in th• demolition of many kinds of neighborhoods for the oonstruction of highways, civic institutions,
speculative office buildings and middle inCX>me housing. I use the term here in the broader 5ffl5e of any large scale effort

5 0.vid Harvey, Th, Url>onizalum ofCrpiW: Shulil:s in IM History of Crpillllist Url>onization (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins Univmity prHs, 1983), p

XI

6 The <0nsensus view of the New Deal placed Roosevelt firmly in the Progressive tradition, defending the inlen!sts of
the pubhc against those of the economic elite. In Th, Age of Roo.eoelt Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. established the
tr•ditional view of Roosevelt as liberal innov•tor, pushing forwud reform by increasing federal power to rein in the
worst excesses of capitalism. William Leuchtenberg challenged this view in Franklin D. R.oosevelt tmd the New Deal ,
seeng in the New Deal only a "halfway revolution" which failed to change the underlying causes of inequality due to

both pohlic:a! constraints and Roosevelt's own limitations. While aitics from the left,. such•• Ronald Radosh and

Barton Bernstein, have attacked the New Deal as a sell out to corporate interests, more recent scholarship has, in a
sense, returned to Leuchtenbetg's formulation. identifying the successes of the New Deal within the constraints placed
upon il Steven Fraser, Nelson Lichtenstein and Ira Katznelson have argued that the narrow political space avAilable
for mom,, doomed any "revolutionary" aspects of New Deal reform from the start.

N~w Zealand' s commitrn~nt to sys1ematic town planning through legislation come rather late
with.the first Tow?•planrung Act being passed in 1926. The original Act contained limited
prov1s1~n fo~ re8:1onal planning, basically as a form of rural planning, and this was
immediately 1denufied by J. W. Mawson, who was appointed Director of Town Planning in
1928, as a matter requiring remedying. 1 Mawson who replaced R. B. Hammond had an
impeccable town planning pedigree as the son of Thomas Mawson and he was described at
the time of his appointment as "one of the leading lights of the town planning world whose
organising and administrative ability is considered to be exceptional.2 He certainly did not
lack for experience and was likely to have been well grounded in the current theories and
practice of regional planning. Mawson qmckly got his way and in 1929 an Amendment was
passed to the Town-planning Act which inserted provisions for voluntary regional planning
schemes, and set up the administrative structures to produce them.
From the outset it was not totally clear what issues regional planning would deal with. The
1929 Amendment contained in Section 2 a rather odd. in legislative tenns, discussion of what
3
was meant by the tenn "regional planning scheme". In rather convoluted language it
indicates that the previous tenn regional planning which was being used "not in accordance
with technical usage" would be replaced by the term extra-urban planning while new
provisions would be inserted allowing for "regional planning .schemes in the proper se~~ of
the term.',4 Mawson had defined the ·proper sense of the tenn m an address to the Mumc1pal
Conference in March of that year as "the co-Ordination and correlation of all matters of
t
the separate local authorities within the region m order to secure the
· t
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f
h. h • • be
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modest growth and towns in 1929 had an average populauon of7000 people. Mawso? quite
correctly saw the issue in New Zealand as one of the town beconung the focus of social and
economic acuvity which spread over a substantial surrounding _area to ~come "so1;11e
dorrunating force, some powerful source of attra~tion. som~ eco?onuc an~ social co~umty
of interest." 11 In such a system regional planrung would 1den11fy and direct econorruc and
resource development with town plans being subordinate to them. In this regard it probably
borrows from the concepts which underlie Adam's Regional Plan of New York in "which
12
detailed local plans would fit with the precision of pieces in a Jtgsaw."
The Failure of the First Attempt
It 1s perhaps the comprehensiveness of tlus concept that ensured 11 never worked in practice.
Establishing the boundaries of the various regions took time as they were determined through
a series of local inqumes, which 10 reflect local sensitiviues created 29 regions for a
populauon of l.3million. However the value of regional plarming to the constituent local
authorities was slow to take root. Mawson clearly saw regional planning as overcoming the
rather chaotic nature of local authonty administration and in 1930 he wrote that in
undenaking regional plarming "what we are aiming for is a scheme for the rationalisation of
local body activities throughout the Dominion.''13 The local authorities concerned were quick
to recognise 1h1s and Ohimemun County wrote to Internal Affairs in 1930 to convey a
resoluuon "that the time 1s not npe for the introduction of such far-reaching interference with
1
the functions of Local Bodies." ' Equally to work well the constituent local authority had to
co-operate. something they had always found difficult panicularly in Auckland where
regional planning was most needed and most appropriate. Prophetically Mawson had
recognised this potenual danger in 1929 when he stated "Regional planning, however, 10 be
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.
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•
moytwohad1r· · to prepare the town plans for l 20
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. h
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. er rou
an I counues that rrug t
national level and in frustration in J as no acuve constituency for pl~ing at the local or
Affaus Mr de Ja Perrelle wh
uly 1932 Mawson wrote to the Miruster of Internal
'th
.
'b ose approach he later described as "indolent inefficiency" 17 that
"unless ere 1s a reasona le prospect f th Go
'
• al Jann·Ing and t
e vemment embarking on an acllve policy of
region P
own P1annmg in the near future ... I be granted leave of absence .... for
the remamder of my term of office .. is w ·th
.
.
.
.
·
1 out the comrrutment of government to regional
was quick
to rea1·1se that despile
· his
· strenuous effons 10 promote the
Planning Mawson
.
.
concept that 11 w~ effecuvely doomed. Mawson himself is not however without blame. An
energeu~, well-trame_d and experienced he Illlght have been, but this often lead him to take an
intercs~ m too many issues, to ~ome side-tracked when the dearth of tramed planners made
lus acuve ~nvolvement m planrung work essential. In 1933 on the eve of his depanure he
stated that m the first two years of his appointment he travelled some 30 000 miles around the
19
country addressing various groups. It left little time for giving practi~aJ assistance to local
authorities and regional councils

tr,!:~~

°

FmalJy there must also be some doubt as to whether the regional plans would have worked as
well as Mawson envisaged they would. As non-statutory plans the regional plans in each case
were in the words of the Act to "serve as a model"20 and there was no obligation on local
authorities to adhere to the regional plans provisions when the wrote their town plans.
Mawson seemed to suggest that the Town Planning Board would put this right when town
plans came before them. He clearly was not appraised of the fine legal principle of 'ultra
vires '. Moreover given the timeframes involved, the resources and the expenence available
to the Town Planning Board, it is difficult to see how they would have managed to undenake
such a complex task let alone enforce their outcomes.

The Interregnum
By 1931 regional planning had effecuvely been abandoned In 1933 Mawson's contract as
Director of Town Plarmmg concluded and was not renewed. He spent the next three years
variously in Britain and as a private consultant in ~cw Zealand. Despite the clear animost~
m the conclusion of tus relationslup with the New Zealand Government he reJoined II s
services in 1937 but this time as Town Planning Adviser, the posiuon_of Directo~ effecu..-ely
being left unfilled. In that position he still attempted to ~romote regional plannmg and did
expI011 some of 1·ts ,,eatures in 1he Chnstchurch Metropolttan Scheme wluch commenced m
1941. That was not however, as 11s name suggest , a full regional scheme but was rather a
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The Creation of the OND
ak
· al planning in New :ZCaland occurred through
The next concerted attempt to under! e region_ .
i National Development (OND)
the establishment and work of the Organ1sauon or
.
•
h OND d 1·ts work is difficult to obtam as the files are mcomplete. The
·
. .
Jnformauon on t e
an
•
• • , De
OND was established in April 1944 as a small group w1thm the Pnme Mm1ster s _partme~t.
It's role was 10 deal with the issues which would face post-war New :ZCaland, particularly m
· the economy to full and stable produc11on and., re-employed and
terms of returrung
· th large number of ex-service people. The OND role was not to perform all
d
I
re ep oymg e
f bod"
"bl ,
h .
these complex duties itself but to co-ordinate the work o
1es respons1 e ,or t e1r
procuration."'20 At the outset the OND was given the power to procure a vast range of
information with the intention of planning a better post-war New :lealand. Central to that
development and reflecting the experience of ~e _Depression was an e~phasis on ~II
employment combined with industrial decentral1sat.Jon. The latte~ reflectmg the growmg
concern with the dominance of Auckland and to a lesser extent Wellmgton.

Regional Planning Under the OND
Regional planning was to play its part and Mawson, who with the small Town Planning Unit,
had been transferred 10 the OND. seized the opportunity with rabid enthusiasm. The intention
was to use the original definition of regional planning, the slightly modified regional
boundaries of 1929-1930. and the administrative mechanisms of the 1929 Amendment.
However while local authorities were again to come together in regional conferences to
commence the regional plans, they were now to be joined by "recognised business
organisations"21 which in effect meant organisations such as Chamber of Commerce and
Labour Councils. The Regional Councils were to institute a stocktake of resources through
the proposed regional surveys, assist in developing "economic employment during the
'transitional perio"'22 (i.e. from war to peace) and undertake long range planning for
development particularly of new export industries, secondary industry and decentralisation.
With regard to the latter more work in this area was to be achieved through the Industry Plans
which were developed by another arm of the OND.
By July 1945 J S Hunter, Director of the OND reported that "all Regional Conferences have
endorsed the principles of Regional Plarming and have either established their permanent
Councils as have set up Provincial Committees."23 Some Regional Councils such as the one
in North ~anterbury set up an array of technical committees to start the regional survey work.
Some assistance m terms of mappmg was forthcoming from the Government but most of the
costs, except for a small subsidy for the Secretary of each Regional Council was met from
contributions l_evied on the constituent loc~ authorities. Generally comments and press
reports of the time seemed pos111ve about regional planning and it's potential.
New Models of Regional Planning
So what_models inspired this vision of regional planning ? An insight to this is given through
the Regional Review, a chatty _newslett~r produced monthly by the OND between May and
October 1945, to keep the vanous Regional Councils in contract and to transmit news and
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The Demise of the OND and Regional Planning
W~at tbis style of region~ planning might have achieved we will never know. Almost as
qu1c~y as \ was established the OND was dissolved in November 1945. The regional
planning wor gav~ ~ay 10 10 years public works plans guided and generally undertaken by
the restructured Ministry of Works. The same department also took over town planning
func_uons, a rolen was to matntamuntil 1990. Mawson writing years later to the Prime
Minister of the Ume Peter Fraser, hud the blame for the demise of regional planning at the
feet of Bob Semple the then very powerful Minister of Works . "Regional Planning was
deliberately killed by the Public Works Dcpanmcnt with the knowledge and approval of Mr
Semple .... in order to clear the way for Mr Semple's so called ten year plans."25
Fraser disavowed any knowledge of the demise of regional planning but agreed "that the illfated organisation for National Development should be discontinued because everything was
26
being tripped up by it.'' Clearly the OND had come potentially, to exert too much power
and to intrUde into areas wluch were traditionally the responsibility of other established
departments. It's demise, however, took with it the opportunity to make regional planning a
part of post-war development.

Conclusion
So ended yet another frustrating scene in the development of regional planning. From that
point onward there was until 1991, no real attempts made at concerted regional planning
except in Auckland and to a lesser extent in Christchurch and Wellington. In 1991 when
compulsory regional planning was introduced through the RMA and Regional Councils were
in place to undertake the work , their focus was firmly on natural resource planning prim~ly
for water and air. Mawson would undoubtedly have been appalled while at the same ume
investigating ways to extend their brief. He would_however have welcomed_the reform of
local government which finally made regional planrung and government a poss1b1lity.
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liRB : Paradigm or Paradox?
Dr Mervyn Miller
11 Silver Street
Ashwell
Baldock HERTS SG7 SQJ
United Kingdom
Hampstead Garden Suburb north
(Dame) Henrietta Barnett ( j 851 ·west of central London, was founded in 1907, by
936
1940) the grouping ofh • ·l )- The layout, by (Sir) Raymond Un'\\in (1863,
OUSJDg, and landscap· Of
· Iuding
the central 80 acre Ha
d
mg roads and public spaces. me
th
Janning introduced • ri~e~ Hea E,acnsion, became a model for statutory town
~
; .
f m_ ntam through the Housing and Town Plarming Act of 1909
0
e cen repie~
twill churches and institute, designed by Edwin Lutycns ( 18691944 ), was a milestone of formal civic design. It inO
bli • d t I
gh U · ,
.
s uence was pu ctSC • no ea 51 ,
tbrou . nwm s . semmal book, Town Planning m Pracllce (I 909). lnternatioual
·
Th uJ ·
·
approbation particularly in ,...__ y b gb ·
'
.
""'IIIID , rou t mternauona1 emulauon.
e umate
accolade ca?'e m, 19 57, the Suburb's Golden Jubilee year, when (Sir) Nikolaus Pevsner
referred to it as the most nearly perfect example of the unique English invention and
speciality, the garden suburb'.
Emphasis on design and layout, which are indeed outstanding. obscures the intent that
built form should reflect Mrs Barnett's social objectives, boned during long years in
WhitechapeL one of the most notorious East End slums. Her husband, the Reverend
(later Canon) Samuel Augustus Barnett (1844-1913), was Vicar of St Jude's.
WhitechapeL and a leader of the University Settlement Movement at Toynbee Hall.
WhitechapeL foUDded in 1885. Before her marriage. Henrietta Barnett bad assisted
Octavia Hill (1838-1912), a pioneer housing reformer. and, in 1895, one oftbe cofounders of The National Trust. The concept of environmental determinism gained
ground during the late I9th century. The causes of a degraded lifestyle were a_ssumed
to stem from the physical decay of the slums: provide a healtby home and spirit:ual and
moral improvement would be secured. Mrs Barnett attempted to transfer this
objective from the bleak tenements of the housing trusts, to the rural outer fringe of
north London. Social reform underlay her initial announcement of the scheme for
Hampstead Garden Suburb in 1903, with a more detail~ specification presented_~
Co111emporary Review in February 1905, and her handwnncn comm«:°ts on Un_wm s
preliminary plan, published the same month. This paper will e"aD11Ue the ongmal
social objectives, and how the initial development process attempted to address them.
Parliamentary sanction for the construction of the underground line from Charing
ofEthed
Cross to Hampstead and Golders Green ' revealed the development potenual th
n
rural land east of the Fimchiey Road. The Barnetts. whose weekend retreat. Hea
b
the summit of Hampstead Heath, were alarmed. A campaign was
House, stood a ove 80
ffarmland running north-west down towards Temple
0
launched to pr~scrve ::e: roached Eton College. owners of Wyldes Fam1. and
Fortune. Hennena Barn chpp In No,·ember J903. in a Jetter to the Hampstead
· d
f10n to pur ase
·
· d 'A Garden Suburb for the Working Classes' on
negotiate au op
and H1g~~ate ~ress she :i~=-c~atiom~ide publicity about the opening of the First
the remammg 24.> acres of Y h . October 1903 probably influenced her new
Garden City Estate at Letchwort m
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. LCC) bad also adopted cottage housing for its
concept. The London County Co~cil (
tin and White Hart Lane, Tottenham,
suburban estates at Totterdo,~n Fields. Too g
w kin1t Classes Act, 189".,
using the 1900-amended Housmg ofthe or b d eloped by a trust company. raising share
Hampstead Garden Subur? "~s to e e~ limited dhidends De\elopment leases
capital and voluntal) contnbuuons, but pa}1ng
d I . •t:...e per cent pbilanthrop·i
. T
t I Toe mo e "as uv
Y,
would be sold. under stnct rust con ro
shi
d altruism.
Similar
a characteristically Victorian blend of _entrepreneur ~ anth 1850s A similar
. .
. ,.
d' · r ctt} tenements smce e
·
orgarusat_1ons had built dunpbrFo~e Garmn;en c~•Ltd .. developers of Letchworth. The
const1tuuon was adopte Y rrst
..,
.
•
d
·
.
. . bili.
.
the absence of substan11al prrvate onattons or
requirement of financrn1\113 ty, given
di.6 ·
f b
.
from t he LCC and other local authoritiesbcaused mo cation o t e
contn.buuon
objectives By December I 903, the garden suburb would e
.
.
r
not ,or
one cIass only, but to ·mclude people of all degrees;
. m which the houses
.
of the industrial classes will be beautiful ... The secluSJon of the poor ID _les
· ble distri.cts, and the monopoly by the rich of the. more favoureddiportions
deSJia
··
of the suburb is not righteous . ociety i impovensbed by c1ass Visions.
The hope oftbe syndicate [the 'proto-Trust'] is to develop the esta~e ... so that
the rich may li\e in kindly neighbourliness with the poor: the d~ve~gs of both
attractive ... as are the cottage and the ma.nor house ofthe English village
Mrs Barnett's formidable powers of persuasion enabled her to organise her 'veritable
showman's happy family; two Earls. two Lawyer , two Free Churchmen, a Bishop,
and a woman [herself]' to advance the project. Late in 1904, her appointment of
Raymond Unwin (1863-1940) as architect bad a ring of inevitability. In the 1880s he
bad consulted Canon Barnett about taking up a religious vocation; on learning of
Unwin's greater concern for human unhappiness rather than sinfulness, Barnett advised
against the Church. In the intervening years Unwin, in partnership with his brother-inla\\ Barry Parker (1867-1947) bad pioneered enlightened housing design, culminating
in Joseph Rowntree's Model Village at New Earswick and Howard's Garden City at
Letchworth
In February. 1905 Henrietta Barnett described her aims in detail in the Comemporary
Review he envisaged an ingenious method of cross-subsidy to enable construction of
housing for 'the industrial classes'.
Under strict building covenant some of the most attractive portions of this
land, many of which have extensive prospect
will be leased (not sold) to the
rich in I, 2, 3 acre plots ... it is hoped that these will produce a large ground
rent Beyond ... smaller plots should be set apart for people of humbler means
. always providing that the fundamental principle is complied with that the
part should not spoil the whole, nor that individual rights should be assumed to
ca~ the power of working. communal or individual wrongs .. Every acre
which fetches a large pnce will release, as it ~ere, funher acres to be devoted
to the erection of cottages for the industrial classes.
pir~g land costs : already £5,000 per acre nearby - would rule out extensive
proV1S1on of such housmg. but Mrs Barnett reckoned that 70 acres of the 243 might be
de, eloped at a nouonal land cost of£ I •Oper acre.
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The Garden Suburb would h
.
piecemeal as plots are t k b a~e the great advantage of 'being planned, not m
and the avoidance of a : Ydifferent builders. but as a whole'. with tree-lined roads
g outlook by poor layout. Communal needs \\ould be met
by 'shops, baths andspo
wash-house bak
operative stores' fe f whi
s,
ebouse, refreshment rooms and arbour , co'houses of pray~r ; li~r ch came to pass. Higher aspirations would be satisfied _by
•d d Lo
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ary, schools, a lecture hall and club houses' most of which
were pro\11 e .
cal rec ·
'
C'.
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kind d
. . reauon areas and playgrounds ~ere also needed To cater
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,or a
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, , .
, , kin d-' h
SOClety. e advocated a 'convalescent home . trammgscho01, wor g 1a , ostel' d ,
an tenements for the elderly and in.firm'
Philosophically
and physicaIIYHampstead Garden Suburb comproilllSCd
.
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.
Garden Cny
ideals: an outward
spread
of
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met
Ii
twith
din
·
·
·
I
·
. .
.
ropo s no
stan g its seosn1ve p annmg and
goal of social mcluSion · Un·wm
· had attacked suburbs •m The Art of Bwldmg a Home
(1901).
:·· When a modem town begins to sprawl its squalor or its suburban quality out
the field~ what de~cration of scenery follows ... we shall find that modern
suburbs spe~y offend in coming between, so that however the city may be
fined to beautify the landscape, we cannot see it from the fields; nor can "e
catch a refreshing glimpse of the cool green hillside from amongst our buS}
streets.
Preservation of the Heath Extension gave 'a refreshing glimpse of the cool green
hillsi~e• from within, and beyond, the boundaries, clearly this was one of the most
crea~e compromises.
ID to

Unwin's plan of 22 February 1905 showed a much looser concept than Letchworth,
but contained many elements developed in greater detail before the formal inauguration
in May 1907. The 80-acre Heath Extension ending in the 'Great Wall', the Central
Square on the hillock where Mrs Barnett herself bad determined the site of the
churches and institute, and 'gateways' from North End Road, Hoop Lane and Finchley
Road were prime determinants of the layout. The plan had been prepared in close
collaboration with Henrietta Barnett, and graphically mirrored her Co111emporary
Review article. Unwin's zeaf in fulfilling her requirements was rewarded by her
approving handwritten comments Choice sites, east and north of the Heath
Extension, were reserved for large houses 'where the rich will build their homes'
Un,vin criss-crossed their gardens with view lines to indicate distant prospects from
less favoured areas. The narrow tract south-west of the Heath Extension introduced
culs-de-sac and quadrangles: 'here will be a quadrangle of villas around a green or
Associated Homes for working ladies' Along the Finchley Road a dominant 'gateway'
led into the '70 acres allotted for the homes of the industrial classes, at IOto the acre'.
with schools, baths and wash-houses, a recreation ground with a boating-pond and
'tenements for the old'. Informal housing groups, similar to those at New Earswick
and Letchworth were shown The concept of a planned neighbourhood unit ,, as , ery
close Toe five acres 'set aside for the church, the chapel institute and the club'. the
central citadel of religion and knowledge. was loose-knit, with the church forming the
only significant focal point, visible along an axis to the Heath Extension, which would
be finalised as Heathgate. North-east were 'villas for clerks', and also 'Associated
Homes for young men'. The original notion_of houses of differen~ sizes _for different
cla ses in close juxtaposition bad been modified Although the aun of mcluding 'all
kinds and conditions' of society reroamed, they were now to be allocated specific areas
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On 1 May 1907 Hennetta

orth of Willifield Green, and east of Willifield Way to Erskine Hill, further
de\elopment ofSI03ll grouped houses took place betv.een 1911 and 1914, promoted
by econd Hampstead Tenants Ltd. Unwin provided the layout, but other architect_s,
including Courtenay Crickmer from Letchwonh, and Herben Welch, a former Unwm
assistant. also contributed designs Within the blocks defined by the prmc1pal roads
"ere culs-de-sac and connecting footpaths - features which inlpressed the American
planners Henry Wright and Clarence Stein in the early 1920s. Hampstead Heath
Exteo ion Tenants Ltd. formed in 1912 was largely involved with middle-class
grouped housing in Central Square, Erskine Hill, Meadway, Heatbgate and
Corringbam Road - the laner including twin quadrangles of Lutyeos-in.fluenced
houses designed by Unwin in 1912. In 1913, Oak-wood Tenants began operation in the
'oe,~ suburb', 300 acres added on the east of the original development, for which
Unwin prepared the initial layout at sea en route to Boston in May 19 I I. The
Copanners architect, George Lister Sutcliffe ( 1864- I915) designed the first tranche of
cottages built in Denman Drive and Oakwood Road, whicb are among the best of their
rype.

Ilousing for the elderly and disabled was provided in small enclaves, beginning with
'The Orchard'. a quadrangle of Oats for the early beneficiaries of the 1908 Old Age
Pensions Act, tucked into the backland behind Asmuns Hill and Temple Fortwie Hill.
Desi~ed by Unwin, Ibis scheme opened in October 1909. The Improved Industrial
O\\Clling ornpany was one of the Victorian housing trusts, and constructed 65
cottages in Willifield ~ay and Er kine Hill. Their most renowned development was
Wa~erlow Court,_ de 1gned by M H Baillie Scott in 1909. This provided Oats for
bus~e S\~omen, 111 a quadrangle layout. with a communal common room, dining hal~
and md1V1dual allotment plots, and 1eonis couns in the grounds. In 19 12 H ·
Barnett collaborated with Unwin on the de ign of Homesfield, a cul-de-sac

~ff~::::
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Hill, where five houses were buil
.
t to accommodate disadvantaged groups. UrsuJa and
Henn_ett~ cottages were funded by George Cadbury and Canon Barnen. and provided
dorm1tones for Poor Law children under the supervision of a 'house mother' Orphans
under Salvation Anny care lived in Rosemary Cottage, and Emma Cottage provided a
rest home for servants between jobs. After the First World War, both were purchased
b~ the Church_of England Waifs and Strays Society, and jointly run as an orphanage
Fmally, Adelaide Cottage, named after Commissioner Adelaide Cox of 1be alvatioo
Army. and run as an elderly persons home. for, in Henrietta Barnett's words '16 old
dears weary _and worn' ... The designs of the buildings, by Unwin in his Lutyens1~uenced vem, was ~SIUve and domestic. However, nearby residents complained of
no15Y and unruly children, and even of the propensity of the elderly lad.ies to sing
hymns too loudly and too often!

The First World War profoundly altered the social and financial context for the
provision_of working-class housing. It was recognised by politicians that massive state
mtervenuon would be necessary if the backlog of unfit housing was to be cleared, and
replaced by an adequate supply of healthy, affordable homes After supervising the
state-aided Ministry of Munitions housing programme, Raymond Unwin was
appointed to the Tudor Walters Comminee of Inquiry into the provision of Working
Class Housing, and dominated its discussions. The Report, published in 1918 set the
agenda for 'homes fit for heroes', through generous state subsidies to local authorities,
who would construct and administer the housing, under the supervision of a new
Ministry of Health, created in 1919 The same year also saw a cornprebensrve Housmg
and Town Planning Act to ratify the proposals and set the seal upon the
municipalisation of the Garden City. Alongside this initiative, which eventually
promoted the construction of over I million council houses by 1932, the refonninspired and Co-pannership developed housing at Hampstead Garden Suburb.
Letchworth Garden City, and a host of smaller ventures, appeared limited. and
products of patronising Victorian concern for social welfare. A damning rep on on
Public Uulity Soc,eues and Housmg bad been wrinen by Bryce Leicester during the
\\ar. and presented a scathing anack on Hampstead Tenants
no society bas bad such a unique opportunity for success ... The results must be
deemed as distinctly poor ... rents and tenancy are a barrier against working
class residents for very few of whom it provides housing.
This possibly Lipped the balance in favour oflocal authorities as recipients of subsidies,
housing societies continued to operate, but on much less generous terms, lbroughout
the interwar period, and were not cushioned against sharply rising building costs
Periodic reorganisation of the Co-panners Hampstead subsidiaries remo"ed the
dividend limitation, tenninated the policy of sening off dividends agawst tenantmembers' renl, neglected maintenance and began to sell off propenies. By 1936 it was
conceded that
Socially the \\ell-to-do side bas gone ahead more rapidly than the workingclass end and since the [Fust World] War a good many oftbe cheaper houses
have bad'to be lei to people with reduced incomes but of a type for which the
houses were not intended.
·
f liome ownership among the middle-classes was a further factor. and
The nse
o
,
b b' ~
I ·
mortgages 00 the e,,ensive housing built in the ne\, bsu urd , ~r exbamp e m Mau nee
Walk, Gurney Ome or Devon RI e, all developed m L e rw 19~0~- cg.an to compare
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N , rtheless Henrietta Barnett

Ji hous10g.
e\ e
'
•
ear er
. .sed housing. In I 9 I6 durwg
f:3\·ourabl)· with the rental of
f
king-class or spec1a11
.
.

continued to press the cause o wor_
B tt Homesteads, off Erskine Hill, as a
the war. Sir Alfred Yarrow had_ pa1dr::de;7; flatlets for war widows. South"'.'o~d
memorial to _Canon Barnett. winch P fficers' families. Queen's Court, 1927, built 10
Coun, built 10 the early l 920~ housedo~ . all ' located a public garden, and Emmott
Hampstead Way where Unwm had ~ d ~ men's Homes Association for 'thrifty
Close, I928. were promoted by the
to b~ock the Trust Board leasing a prime
working \\Omen'. Mrs Barnett attemp
d oposed that it be let to the London
. ~ build·ng
a cinema, an pr
.
1
Finchley Road sne ,or
•
the cinema was eventually built. In
. S • ty After court actton
Labourers Dwelling oc,e. ·
d . Holyoake Walk for development with two
1
1934 she obtaine~ an opu_on on ~ber~ellow Directors on the grounds that the Trust
storey Oats, but this was rejected b) fin . 1 loss After her death in 1936 they
. d
denmte a anc1a
.
would be reqwre to un .
nl
find that the site bad been sold. Since I 945,
0
proposed to carry ou~ her wishes,
market have completed transformation into
the inflationary workmgs of the p~ope sm
· g pressure for change particularly on the
·ddl -class enclave, 10crea
•
.
an afiluent _Illl e
' d linin"g the roads with automobiles. Physically, the
smaller 'arusans' cottages . an
·
·h
.
d Ga d Suburb is now cherished as a conservatton area. wit
fabnc of Hampstea
r en
H
d Ga de
several hundred listed buildings. As original ground landlord. the ampstea
r _n
Suburb Trust controls alterations to properties through a scheme of managemeghnt, '~
addition to the statutory planning process administered by the Lon~on ?orou o
· NW 11' remains as both substance and shadow ofHennetta s Dream.
Barnet. 'Utop1a

u:;

Y;
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Superman or Public Servant· T
.
· he Changmg Role and Influence of the
Queensland Co-ordin3 tor-General
John Minnery
School of Plann!ng, Landscape Arcbltectu
.
Queensland Umversity ofTecbnology
re and Surveymg
GPO Box 2434,
'
Brisbane, 4001
Australia
The Bill p/rovidesfobr the appointment ofa Co-ordinaJor-General ofPublic Works. The title
is a very ong one ut I would g,·ve h·
.
•
b
rm a more surtable one . superman. He wz/1 have to e
a superman (Q , 1938, Vol. CUCXXIl, p. 256).

PD

Introduction
There are many forms of planning. Even if we deal only with land use planning and
development this often occurs outside the 'town planning' system.
Since J_anuary 1st, 1939, Queensland has had a public office which is 'unique in the
Aus~han states for its scope and influence' (Hughes, 1980: 220) in coordinating and
planrung state development. The office was established under Premier William Forgan
Smith through the State Development and Public Works Organisation Act 1938 as the Coordinator-General of Public Works. 1 Wiltshire describes the policies of the 1930s as
'characterised by the post-depression coordination of public works' (1992: 261). Similarly,
the 1940s, when the first COG was establishing the shape of the office, the approach was
' dominated by the war time arrangements and the Australian machinery for post-war
reconstruction and development' (1992: 261).
The office exists still in 1998, but its form and roles are remarkably different to those it had
in its early days. The changes which have occurred over the intervening sixty years provide
a fascinating commentary on the changing policy environment within which planning
exists.
The early years
In the period of mainly Labor adrninistratio~s from 19~5 to 1957 ~eensland established a
tradition of strong premiers with an autocrauc leadrnhip style. Halligan and Pow~r ( 1992:
168) claim that the Co-ordinator-GeneraJ's Depai:rment was on~ ?f th_e mecharusms the
premiers (including Forgan Smith) used to maintam cen~I _adrmrustralive ~ontrol. There
was a proclivity then for rationalised public sector orgarusat1on, with coordmalion bemg a
central concern.

, The name was offi1cta
· II y shoIIened to Co-ordinator General in 1971. The abbreviation COG is used in tlus
paper.
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,,,,.

ese~:

thus· 'the premiership ofForgan Smith, from
OaYJs (I 995:7-8) summarise th
; e: ambitious program of economic development
charactens
YLarge public works were designed to alleviate
1932 to 1942, was indeed
st
. ated by
iniuated and coord in
. theT ate. ge the program Cabinet establ·1shed a Department
d depression. o mana
'
b
k
I
.
unemployment an
in I938. The Co-ordinator-General ecame a . ey p ayer m
of the Co-ordinator-General
.
d an important adviser on pubhc and pnvate
major govemment infrastructure proJects, an
investment proposals.'
nt For an Smith was trying to find systems which could focus the
In creaung the Departme k g d
.c infrastructure The early shape of the office
public sector on pubt\;o:~u:c:;~;o~rman and Swedish precedents. The_first COG,
and its role were pro a
M . R ds Commissioner undertook an extensive tour of
J0 hn Kemp when he was am oa
,
ed
dG
d
d th u01'ted States in 1937-38. He visited Sw en an
ermany an
'
Western Europe an
e
(DCOG 1940) h
visited Robert Moses in New York. In Kemp's second Annual_Report h' h .d' 'lied e
,, al Labour Conference in Geneva in 1937 w 1c flI enh . a
also referred to the Internauon
need for advanced planning of public works to flatten out the employment u~tuattons
· from economic
· booms and downturns · The State Development
resultmg
. and Public
k Works
~
1 or
0 anisation Act 1938 was 'the first real step in providing a co-ordinated wor s pan
th~ State as a whole' (DCOG, 1940). Both stat~ ~ovemment departments and local
authorities had to fit their public works proposals within the plan. The first departmental
Annual Report (DCOG, 1939) set out the allocation of State Loan, Debenture Loan and
Income (State Development) Tax fimds ~etween the vario~ departments and local
authorities in the state in a plan for the followmg year. The COG s role was to evalua~e ~d
coordinate state-wide proposals for public works, and recommend to Treasury a subm1ss1on
to the Australian Loans Council. As Hughes (1980: 220) comments, ' by virtue of the
fimdamental role state public works play in the advancement of state development and the
emotive power of the idea in state politics' this gave considerable influence to the COG.
A department which is technically proficient and which controls development funds can
also be used as an effective counter-balance to parochial electoral and political pressures
{MiMery, 1988a: 69). This was also one of the early roles in the COG's department.
The changing roles
The legislation gives the COG enormous powers. His initial tasks were to coordinate
public works across the state, so as to create additional avenues of employment, to maintain
continuity of employment throughout the state, to proportion expenditure equitably, the
gain maximum public benefit from public expenditure, to coordinate departmental and local
government activities, to prevent overlapping of fimctions, and to cooperate with industry
(DCOG, 1940: 1-2). In I940, with the first amendment of the Act, the department was also
made a construction authority so it could design and construct works of high priority.
During World War II (which started only months after the office came into existence) the
COG's role was one of reducing expenditure on everything except defence and the war
effort. John Kemp was appointed Chainnan of the Board of Munitions in 1941 and in 1942
became Deputy Director-General of Allied Works as well as being COG (Wheeler, 1974).
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The powers are enormous but hav b
.
. .
.
the functions reflects th h'I e een used selectively. The actual pracuce m fulfilhng
Generals illustrate this w:it ~ osophy of the incumbent. The first four Co-or~ator0
~ Kemp (COG from 1939-1953) gave great anenuon to
tecbnical coordination of a st.ate-wide
p
f
·
· b. · ·
James Holt (1954-1968) foe
rogram o works for social and economic o ~ecuves,
th
construction authority· Ch ~ed on e role of implementer through the power to act as a
environmental coordi~a . ar es 8 :111°0 (l 969-1 976) emphasised the new regional and
0
drninistrative ' fire fi / ~ role, and . S~dney Schubert (1977-1988) focused on
a
gh mg and the negof.lallon of special projects (MiMery, 1988a: 124).

s ·

·

The COG's power stems fro
m ect.1on 16 the State Development and Public Works
. . A
0 rgamsa11on ct. This required aim t
• to state legis
· Iauon,
·
· Iud'mg
os everyone subJect
me
h p
H
,
·
ot er ermanent_ eads, to co-operate with the Co-ordinator-General in the performance by
him _of the _functions and duties of the Co-ordinator-General.' The functions and duties set
out m ~ectJon 13 of ~e Act are very wide. In 1981 this included all the things necessary
for the proper plaruung, preparation, execution co-ordination control and enforcement of
a prognunme of works, planned developments' and enviro~ental co-ordination for the
State.' It became a ~w~I.and proficient ag~cy. Troy (1978: 106) in his analysis of the
work of Land_ Comrruss1on m the 1970s, claimed that the Commission, in Queensland,
preferred d~lmg throu~ the COG's office, 'which was generally much more organised
and professional, fulfilling the role of a state planning agency more closely than any other
department.'
The potential for the COG to expand the role of the office can be shown through the issue
of regional planning. In 1943 Prime Minister Curtin suggested regional authorities for
post-war planning. In 1944 a Queensland committee, consisting of the COG, the Director
of the Bureau of Industry and the Director of Local Government, investigated the idea. The
overt objectives were to increase efficiency (DCOG, 1944: 10-11) but a covert agenda was
the replacement of local authorities. The Committee's 1945 report was not accepted by the
state government because of pressures from local government. Regional planning
languished in Queensland until 1971, when the State and Regional Planning, Public Works
Organisation and Environmental Control Act, containing substantial amendments to the
original Act, created a mechanism for Regional Coordination Councils to be set up through
the COG' s department. In 1969 Charles Barton had replaced James Holt as COG. Barton
had a strong interest in regional planning and environmental issues. The first Regional
Council was set up in 1973 and all Regional Councils were in place by 1974. Fear of the
Whitlam national Labor government and its efforts to circumvent state influence, boosted
the speed with which the Councils were established (Fogg and Skeates, 1978: 66).
However, the influence was not to last. Barton was replaced as COG on 1 January 1977 by
Sydney Schubert. The Regional Coordination Councils w~e abolished in April, 1977. It is
worth noting that the Whitlam government was no longer 10 power by that ume.
Similarly, the legislative changes in 1971 m~de the COG's department the_ central
coordinating agency for environmental protection, and especially for the setting and
evaluation of environmental impact assessments. The de~artment produced the first (and
amongst the very few) explanations of the ElA process m the state. But that role also
diminished considerably after Schubert replaced Barton as COG.
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la ed a number of roles in state development which
The_ department has, ?ver ::~::-. pC~mmentators from within the dep~ent hav~,. for
are important but easily O .
ole Schubert (1982) while COG claimed the ongmal
•
emphasised its p1oneenng r •
.
.
exarnp1e, .
.
thority was reduced when other lme departments increased
role as a maJor construction Sauhubert saw the need to concentrate on effective coordination
th .r expertise At that ume, c
.
d
1
ei
. .". .
Ian use proposa s
1ex interdepartmental initiatives, competing
of state .activities in compement
ki
(1982
94)
·
ed
Note that in the same year, Par n
:
estimat
and env1ronmenta1 manag
·
·
·
,
b
th
·
within
the
Queensland
Pubhc
Service,
even
a
ove e
the COG had clear pnmacy
Treasury'.
layed a 'seed bed' role in creating agencies, setting their
The COG aIso commOnly P
.
•
F
direction and then when they developed their own _expertise, _h3:11dinghov:r power. ?r
chair of the Queensland Housing Comm1ss1on w en 1t was set up in
exarnp1e, the COG was
·
·
· 1977· d h h b
.
he
chaired
the
Queensland
Film Corporation at Its start m . R• anf Me . as peenk
1944
· 1' ed · th Bn"sbane Forest. Park Authority, the Great Barner ee
anne ar
invo v in e
th
· ·1
·
Th
Authority, the Brisbane and Area Water Board, and many ~der s1?1~ arl abgenthc1esC.OG'e
Moreton Region Growth Strate~ of the ~i~-l 970s was came out JOmt y y e .
s
department and the federal Cities Comrruss1on. In ~e early 1970s, when a_ coordinated
metropolitan transport authority was p_roposed _for Bnsb~e (where the public ~uses and
ferries are the responsibility of the Bnsbane City Council and the suburban ~ams of ~e
state government) the COG was involved. ~en the federal government required momes
for metropolitan transport to go throu~ a spec1~c age_ncy at ~s ten~ from the st:ite, an
expert sub-committee of the Metropohtan Transit Project Pohcy Committee (o~ which th_e
COG was represented) was formed under the COG's Act as the Metropolitan Transit
Project Board (Minnery, 1988b}.
The COG has also played a major 'fire fighting' and trouble shooting role, particularly
where line departments are unable to agree or where complex issues are not clearly the
responsibility of any one department. For example, in the 1977 Annual Report the COG
listed 75 technical, professional, coordinating and inter-governmental committees on which
he was represented (Minnery, 1988a: 77). Similarly the COG's department with a high
complement of engineers, was seen as a good avenue for pursuing technical investigations,
such as flooding and beach erosion control. The department has also supported the
concerns of local authorities (when these did not conflict with state government intentions)
in negotiations with major private developers such as for coal mine developments.
Some of the influence of the COG's department stems from the stature of the people who
have been COG. Lack (1961 ?: 775), speaking of the first COG, John Kemp, claimed he
was the 'chief adviser' to the Queensland government for over 15 years, and there was
'scarcely a board in existence relating to construction or development of one type or
another of which he was not a member.'

shifted to the overall works
.
although there were still effectiveenv:onmental control and regional coordination roles,
amended to allow for the desi~ erst? deal ~th special projects. In 1981 the Act was
mineral and energy resources
of Prescnbed developments' relating to the state's
prescri~ed developments were ~ed relevant negotiations over infrastructure ~l~s for
their duect responsibility to ne t" out by the COG or Treasury - local authonlles lost
I 983).
go late but normally were consulted by the COG (Minnery,

z~

.
.
Until I982 the COG's department, althou
the Premier's Department In D
gh responsible to the Prenuer, was separate from
became the Director-Genera.1 fib ecember 1982, the two were combined, and the COG
Prerruer
· •s DepartmenL Thi s was a watershed,
but the change was reinforcedo e expanded
.
right and Joh Bjellce-Petersen : : m 1983 the National Party won government in its own
•
e both Premier and Treasurer. With the election of the
Goss Labor governm t 10
1989
Office of Cabinet. O:s
tbe ~~I ~rdination emp~asis shifted towards the
.
separated the MJOJstenal roles of Prenuer and Treasurer. Davis
8
th
(!99~: ) descnbes e ch~ge this way: '(a) 1982 merger with the Department of the
Premier. brought
· to bear on wider
·
· questions,
·
~,... s expertise
pohcy
. the
. .Co-ordinator-Gen-"
though m practice its mfluence rapidly diminished.'
In rec~nt years the_COG has had a reduced public profile leading to confusion over the
offices role. Halligan and Power (1992:168) claimed the office 'existed from 1938 until
very recently', ~co~ly implying it then no longer existed. Premier Goss in 1992 saw
the need for clanficauon of the function but through a specific office within the Premier's
Department. He proposed to 'reshape (government's) administrative machinery including
the establishment of the Office of Co-ordinator General in the Premier's Department to
facilitate major projects.' The Office's role was 'direct carriage of all major economic
development projects' but for other projects it essentially determined who would be the
sponsoring government department. Goss claimed the 'concept of the Co-ordinator General
fell into disuse over the last decade.... The Office will not assume the public works
management responsibilities of the former Co-ordinator General's Department which now
rest with line Departments (1992: 52).

The shift in central agency coordination powers in state government has tended to downplay the role of the COG. Commentators such as Davis (1995) and Head (1993), writing
from experience within the state central agencies, emphasise the principal coordinating
roles of the Office of Cabinet, or Treasury, or the Premier's Department as a whole rather
than the COG. To some extent this reflects the reduced importance of the contribution of
funds over which the COG has an influence in the total state capital works program. Most
funding is now from private sources, or from funds within the ambit of Treasury, not from
loans funds as they were in the early years.
Conclusions

From do-er to facilitator
Between 1969 and 1971 with departmental reorganisations and two changes to the Act the
role as a construction agency was substantially reduced (DCOG, 1972). The emphasis was
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· years of 1·ts exi·stence the office of the Queensland Co-ordinator-General
.
.has had
In the sixty
·
·
t
the
land
use
development
and
planrung
of
the
state.
In
,
.
.
.
. its early
a substant1a
. 1 1IDpac on
· had a hero1c
· roIe 1·n directing and controllmg pubhc expenditure on a wide range of
days 1t
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I ovemments. All of this was totally outside the
public works undertaken by state and Ioca g
nonnal town planning and land use control system.
.
, le have reflected the personalities and preferences of the
The changes m the department ls ro fl ted the changing politics of the state and of federalCOG of the time. They have a so re ec
state inter-governmental relations.
. t General plays a Jess direct role in the overall affairs of the
More recentIy the Co-ordma or. .
. (
.
t ntroll'ing only one of the central coordmatmg agencies see, for
state as a publ1c servan co
.
example, Queensland Office of Cabinet, 1996). A land use planrung system has grown _up
· hi th · 'sd' t'
f the Department of Local Government and Planrung about which
wit n e Jun 1c 10n o
.
.
Th COG' ·
1· ·
the COG has little interest and little direct involvement.
e
_s interests _now 1e with
unusual major projects of direct state interest, or m which the Premier ~as an interest. The
COG has, since J939, changed from being supennan to seruor pubhc servant, from an
heroic do-er to an influential facilitator.
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'The Miserable Monst ,.
the Social Duty of
The East Circular Quay Project and
mg Workers.*

B:i;d.

Dr Glenn Mitchell
Science and Technology S .
University of woIIongongtud1es
Wollongong NSW 2s22
Australia
The construction of a block of
inter~at_ional controversy. It:p~rt~ents at East Circular Quay bas ~eveloped into an
descnpttons; the 'archiiccture of th· "!1cs have produced an tmpremve catalogue of
demands of such a sensitive loca/ 1,~truSrv~ block is din,osaurish and totally alien to th~
'a repulsive sprawling multi-sto on· 111s a monstrosity, 'a big blot on the landscape ,
of the environment which inclu~ey ahpartSment block for the very rich' and a 'desecration'
es I e ydney Opera House. I
East Circular Quay not only has the Ope
one of the seven modern w d
f ra House - rated by a poll in the London Times as
and historical heritaoe It hon. ers 0 the.w~Id - it also has a significant environmental
" · as• immense s1grufi
' Abongtnal
· · A ustra1·,ans; 1t
· 1s
· Lhe
site of European settlement
. tcance ,or
arrival for post-war mi2rant m 1788
. and C1rcul_a! C!uay was one the principal ports of
work which ma intrud s. Gi~en the sens1tJVtty of any building and construcuon
Sydney Opera H~use ~ ~nlO or di stort the architectural and aesthetic qualities of the
'Id" ?
'w a processes and decisions have led to the construction of this
bUt mg.
·
·
Australian
.b . building workers and rest'dcut acllon
oroups have a proud history
of
co~tn utmg to urban and environmental plannino. In the 1970s buildino0 unions and
resi_d ents, oppose~ to the ripping down of ~tructures dee~ed to have utility
environmental he~tage or both, imposed green bans to prevent what many saw a;
unacceptable plannmg and construction.
Put simply, gr~u~s tradi_ti?nally excluded from the making and implementation of
pla~nmg and bu1ldmg de~1s1ons - worke!'S: residents and trade unions - began processes
which demanded that thCJI views and optruons be taken into consideration. It led to trade
unions expanding their vision fo~ their members to issues beyond the traditional ones of
wages ~nd con_d1t1ons. Two u~ons of building workers, the NSW Building Workers
Industrial Umon and in parttcular, NSW Builders Labourers Federation were
responsible for holding up more $3000 million of 'development' in the 1970s.
'
The construction of the East Circular Quay apartments raises questions about the ethical.
moral and social responsibilities of building workers in the 1990s. John Short. an urban
analyst, in an address to a meetin2 of buildin2 union reoresentatives at a trade union
training seminar. asked the question: 'what types of city are you building?'2 He strongIy
ascribed a social and moral responsibilty to building workers when he said;
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As building workers you have a legitimate_concem with the types
of building that you construct. Your :,vorkmg _expcnence allows
•ou to identify safe and unsafe dwellings. desirable and
.
> d · able bui'ldinos oood and bad environments. Construction
un esir
o • "'
•
·
f b · 1d·
workers need to consider the social impl~cat1ons o ~1 mgs.
Rather than seeing a building project as JUSt so ~an_y Jobs, you
have to ask who gains and who loses: co~struct10n Jobs _at any
price is too hioh a price to pay. I am asking you to consider the
social conseq~ences of your labour. Construction workers have a
duty and a right to be concerned with the ~ype_s of city _they are
building. You and your families have to hve m the c111es you
build. 3
Short's question remains funda~ental to ~rb~ pla°:ning and development. I_n the light ?f
a history of environmental action by building umon~, ~n~ their contnbuuo_n to pubhc
debates about the social. ethical and moral respons1b1ht1es of umons, umomsts and
'ordinary citizens' and how they might comment on, c_ontrib~te to and_ mfluence urban
planning. how have building unio~s responded t~ this _part1cu!ar proJect? The paper
attempts to answer this central quesuon. In addressmg this question, the paper.as~ other
questions; have building unions contributed to the public debate about this proJect. if so,
in what ways? if not, why not?
The paper has four parts. The first part revisits the history of the green bans in S7dney
and the reasons for their demise. The seond part traces the history of the ~t Circular
Quay project. The third section looks at Short's 'moral duty' argument. wh!le the fi~al
section looks at the implications for urban planning, industrial action and resident action
in the light of the project proceeding.
The paper draws on archival material and interviews with building workers, the critics,
government and council officers as well as the developers.

• The refe rence to the monster in the lltlc of this paper comes from Mary Shelley's Frank,nst,rn or The
Modern Prom,,theous, Koncmann. Koln. I 995. Shelle, ·s work has more value in mv anal vs1s of lhts
controversy than the many ready-made dcscnpl!ons she· gave her creauon. Her novel ,; one ~f the great
explora11ons 1n literature about lhe boundancs and rcspons1bth11es of setence and how an appalling
c reature. which cr,,vcd affccuon. 1s rejected by us maker The complclc sentence which contains lhe
phrase in the paper's title is:'By the dim and yellow hghl of 1he moon, as 1t forced its way through the
window shutters. I beheld the wretch - the miserable monster which I had created'. The resonances
between the novel and the budding arc more than obvious
1 The S,ne East C1rcular Quay Comm11tcc. one of the maJor opponenL< ol the proicct, has a ,uc o n 1hc
lntcrne1. Thc.;c 4uo1at1ons are taken from tha1 sue: h1tp://ww\< .savethe4uay.org.aulupda1cS.h1m
- J Short. '/lie H1111u111, Citv. Cilln a., tf People Ma1tered, Basil Blackwell, O,ford. 191l9. Appcn<ll\ 3 .
A Note to Building Workers, p. 140
.I Ibid.
0
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1. Suburbanization and urban 5

•

•

prawI JD Latin European cities. How different?
The traditional dual vision of two 0
.
the Latin one- is not very useful !:;site models of urban gro_wth -the Anglo Saxon vs.
Europeans earlier many S th E ytnore. Like North Amencans long ago and some
'
ou em uropean ·u·
dS .
..
f
. c1 .es, an parush cities among them, are
carrying out important proc
esscs
o
suburbaruzau
d.
·
f
h
· · · and
sprawl as well. Obvious! th
on, 1spers1on o t e urban act1v11tes
as there are in North ~ . ese processes are not so developed in "Latin European cities"
urban sprawl is a constan~can ones. Nevertheless, the case of Spanish cities show that
nature and it is also
. process alo.ng the 20th century even though it is changing its
.tan
growmg faster m the last years, especially in the large cities and
metropoII areas.
Indeed' .the most dominant urban culture of the Mediterranean
·
· stJII
· reflected on
world 1s
sever~ 11:11P0 rtant aspects of the physical structure of their cities: a relative higher density
and Yitahty of urban Centres,_ but also higher population densities in the suburbs (WlllTE,
1984:212-232). Somehow, ~gs can be a bit more complex ifwe accept a wider meaning
to the concept of suburbaruzatton as a generic "decentralization" of urban activities either
industrial or residential ones, first or second home residences (when they are in eas~ reach
and tend to become first residences). K.T. Jackson, for instance, uses the terms
"suburbanization" and "deconcentration" interchangeably (JACKSON, 1985). ·It is true
that the highest socioeconomic residential areas in cities like Lisbon, Milan, Madrid or
Barcelona are not suburban like the ones in London, Boston or Chicago. Suburbs have been
mainly working class and industrial in Latin European urban growth, the "flight to the
suburb" was firstly an Anglo Saxon phenomenon (WAGENAAR, 1992). However, there
are other ways of deconcentration (besides the classical residential suburb), such as the
processes of "seasonal suburbanization", which are more important than it seem in
Mediterranean cities. And we can understand this as an early way of deconcentration or
suburbanization which characterizes the dispersion of urban areas into the countryside.
Almost 25 years ago, H.D. Clout looked at the different phenomena of the growth of
Second-Home Ownership as "an example of Seasonal Suburbanization" (CLOUT, 1974).
This additional "category" of suburbanization can be seen in every large European city,
Anglosaxon or Latin, North or South. In the last ones, the pattern has ~n working as a
variation of the "classical" English suburb and an early form of suburbaruzallon. Moreover,
the processes of changing from secondary to first residence have been very important in
cities like Barcelona or Madrid in the last decades. The result of that 1s the prohferallon of
an open form of land use on the edge of the _city which 1s actually workmg as part of our
present day "dispersed cities", even m the Lattn European ones (MONCLUS, 1998).
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from a compact to a more dispersed
h
·
· ortant
1950'
In Latin European ctn~s, the most 1~P
anc anges
wth which took place from _the
_ s to
urban pattern began with the explosive uz:b_
eri heries were being dens1fied with the
the mids J 970' s. Eventhough if the tradiuona p _edP by squatter settlements, the second
areas were occup1
.
. I
d
..
new housing proJects and some
.
f
tr politan territones with ow ens1t1es.
residence promotions occupied the outskirt;~ me ;ound almost all large cities all over
Up until then, there were just ~ few seco~ e:m::nomenon and the popularization and
Europe. However, it was a highly resrr:ict _P_ g incom~ and growin g motorization of
proliferation of second homes were relate 10 n~m
middle classes, mainly since the end of the 1960 s.

r

_

.

wth of the l950-70's, the modalities in the urban

It is true that dunng the explosive gro ifferent in each country,so that, we can see strong

forms related to that proc~s were very d
·ties Thus meanwhile in the most part of the
contrasts still among the differe~t _Euro:eea::~ntr.tlizati~n processes advanced, Italian or
Engli_s h __ordic or_German ciues rocess of general densification of city centres and
Sp~sh _cities expenenced a ~tronge Pof those years is that of the densification, with the
penp_henes. _The suburban Ian s~p rocess of intensificacion of the urban occupation. The
housing proJect~ as af pthroof ofbltha ~until the ?O's- focused on those highly densifed urban
general perception o
e pro_ .em
and surbuban areas of those c1ues.
·
rtant specificities in every city and country, many similarities
Despite there are some 1mpo
· · 1·k I h
can be found among French, Italian or Spanish p~pheral gro~s. So, 1t 1s I e y t at
iecemeaJ sprawl was less anarchic in France than m Itlay or Spam, or that the ?ature of
p burb · u·on was so different there than it would be neccessary to name them differently
su
aruza try But there are several studies which
.
· u·on" or
·
show that " pen'urban1sa
m every coun .
hi h
h d
"rurbanisation" are only an other way to refer to ~e suburban expenence w c reac e
French cities with some decades of delay regarding the Anglo Saxon ones (?EZE_~ T,
METTON STEINBERG, 199 1). The idea of the "time lag", between the Amencan cities
and the E~opeaos doesn 't fancy many people, above all, ~ -h en it is expos~ as a V:ay and a
model which, inevitably, would be met by all Western cities. In fact, 11_1s not difficult !o
recognize the different stages which European cities have been undergomg. Because of 1I,
threre is an obvious time lag -several decades- among the cities of the "south" and the ones
of the "north" of Europe. Some differences on pace and nature of the peripheral growth that
have to do with the possibilities and the different real degree of mobility. N evertheless, as
the ?O's were passing by, there was a progressive convergence on the processes of
suburbanization and diversification of the peripheries among European cities.
The traditional images of the Mediterranean urban nuclei as "compact cities" have been
changing quickly. As in other cities earlier, greater level of motorizaci6n combined the new
common conditions to different cultural and urban contexts -demographic transition, new
lifestyles, increase in the mobility, decentralization of the companies, etc. - have been
responsible of aJI that. The urban structure and the "periurban" landscapes of the Southern
European cities had suffered a transformation of such a nature that already makes no sense
some be referred to them as paradigm of the compact European city.
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.
2 • Spanish cities and suburbs: Ba rce1ona as a testmg
case

2. J. Tradi~1~nal and new decentra/izat,on
Spanish c111es urban growth durin th
.
"Latin way of suburbanizatio • g e last 20 years provides a good example for this
esses
In demogra bin · And Barcelona can be a good case-study of these
proCc
·
P c terms fr
th
,
bl
d centralization process is ob
' . om
e end of thel970 s, a rem~ e
e -o n of Barcelona experi :Ved._ As ~ others large European cities, the metropolitan
re[:he different factors' co:: ~ mtensiv~ pr~ess of suburbanization as a consequence
0
ownersbi incre
f ence. ~enerabzed mcrease of the familiar revenues, takeoff
of c~
d . dp,
ase O the housmg prices in the centraJ area, need of more space for
housmg
an dm th
ustry, etc. ' all- this facilitated b Ythe improvements
·
·
·b·1·
F
0
10 the access1 1 1ty. rom
I ~8 onwar s_, e metropol_1tan region, stazted a new stage of decentralization, this time
without mearun~fii:l po_pulati_on growth: only 0.6% between 1981 and 1991 , keeping the
figure
inhabitants
for the who!e pen·00. Between 1950's and J 960' s the
· · of1·4,2 m1lhon
f B
.
murucipa 1~ 0 . arce10,na 10~ed from 1,276,675 to 1,526,550 inhabitants reaching
1,7~1.~79 ~
-10 1970 s;_bavmg the maximum of 1,752,617 inhab. in 1981, and it started
losing mhabitants undergomg _a rernarcable decrease aJready in 1991 with 1,651 ,024 hab.
that was accelerated strongly 10 the last years (1 ,508,000 hab. according to data of 1996)
(MANCOMUNITAT DEM., 1995).
Howev er the phenomenon of demographic decentralization is also associated with different
occupation processes of the peripheral land which are related to different sectoral logic:
progressive predominance of the lower densities in residential areas, single family homes
and also collective housing; character increasingly extensive and the demand of more space
for the new industriaJ areas, office-supply parks.sports and many other facilities,
universities, commercial centers, etc.; proliferation, finally, of intersticiaJs and empty
spaces ("terrain-vague") of various nature. Though the phenomena of urban activities
decentralization bad been important also in Barcelona, the most spectacular change is the
increasing occupation of ruraJ land by urban land uses, if it is admitted the available data
for the metropolitan region: more than 20,000 hectares of land have been occupied
between 1972-1992 (from 21.482 ,to 45.036 ha) and the trend continues to a pace somewhat
slower of some 1.000 has every year (SERRATOSA, 1994:37-47). The residential
component is a key one: the single family homes which were just 22% in 1985, represented
a 39,5% of the total housing built in the metropolitan region of Barcelona in 1993
(MANCOMUNITAT M., 1995). It is not easy to measure the extent of every land use, but
we can get an idea ifwe consider just the "first metropolitan ring" which grew at a s imilar
pace to the whole metropolitan regi~n: the urbanized are~ doubled between 1974-1_9 92
( from J 1.085 to 21.293 ha), with res1den1.IaJ use representmg 1/3 of total land urbanized
(FERRER, 1997:280-281). Indeed, in_addition to this kc~ residential _c om~nent, we find
industries office-supply parks, shoppmg centres, thematic parks, Uruvers1bes, spaces for
, . all this without considering the unbuilt but strongly transformed s paces among
sports , etc .,
..
"urb
I d )
these suburban activities (lots awaiung development, pen an uses, waste an ... .

2 2 New metropolitan periphenes
_
,,
. :
d b b ·zation wave (which forms "second metropohtan belt ) relates to the
This secon su ur am
· 1·s c h aractenz
· ed b y a muc h greater
ersbip and the highways, and 11
- th
1ast boom m e car own
.
oY o , 1996 ). A
·
th
h traditional penpheral growth (MONCLUS,
d1sperston
an I e
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phenomenon which correspond to the most accepted notion of "sp~wl" :_ not only a process
defined by the demographic decentralization, but by the phys1_cal d1sp~rs1on of almost ev~ry
activity and land use. Such proccesscs of sprawl are not so d_ifferent m _other large Spanish
cnies, Madrid being a similar case (with 41,2% of single farm)~ horn~ m new development
areas, and similar figures of land consuption in the metropohlll:'1 regi_on;_LOPEZ LUCI_O,
1995). And it would be mearungful to compare these figures with ~•Iles m other countnes
with more tradition in suburban growth and which "started earh~r''. For example, the
urbaruzed area of Washington which grew from 181 to 523 square miles between 1950 and
1970 (JACKSON, 1985:7).
Analysis of census data shows that in the Barcelona metropolitan region, densities are
invCT'Sely proportional to socioeconomic level. The less dense, the more likely to find
middle and upper middle classes in "metropolitan towns" which had already a tradition of
second home villages and arc becoming a new kind of suburbs with a high proportion of
single family homes (Castelldefels, Sant Just, Sant Cugat-Bellaterra, Tiana, Vilassar,
L' Ametlla de! Valles, etc.) (MANCOMUNITAT DEM., 1995). It is in these metropolitan
peripheries where the shift of population from Barcelona has been stronger and where the
increasing picccrneal sprawl is transforming the landscape into a new one not very different
from the suburbia and "ex-urbs" of other American or European cities (FISHMAN, 1987).
It is worth to bear in mind besides this process, another esential aspect of metropolitan
change: the trend towards the decentralization of economic activities. The shift of many
industries and other productive spaces (including tertiary, with some offices and especially,
whith the proliferation of shopping centres, has been on of the main processes of the last
years. However, it is also important to stress that decentralization in a Mediterranean and
Spanish urban context , doesn't mean a parallel decay of inner cities. Actually, densities
followed their increasing trend up until the beginning of the 1970's in many central and
extension areas ("ensanches"), when they started a slow procccss of decreasing parallel to
the new cycle of suburbanization. Again, Barcelona reflects well this trend, whith the
maintenance of high building densities in the old city and central "Ensanche" (around 400
inhab./ha (BUSQUETS, 1992: 274)
3. The failure of Planning and the impact of sectoral strategies: decentralization,
containment and green corridor strategies
Despi_te some di!l'erences among Spanish and other Southern European cities, several
plarmmg sn:ateg1es have been conceived everywhere against the phenomenon of
suburban1zat1on and _sprawl: decentrali~tion, containment with specific zoning, open
spaces and green comdors. These strategies were somehow part of several "generations" of
town plans: "organicist" plans of the 1950' s, "structural" plans of the 60' 5 and the first
?O's, and the new fragmentary projects of the 80's and 90's .
Plannned decentralization d~es~ 't means just decongestion. The idea of regional
decentrahzauon and rcc~ntrahzauon was thought as the alternative to urban congestion and
metropolitan sprwal. This was P_art of almost every town plan since the J 950's, specially of
the structure .plans .~f -the 1960 s. In the "Madnd Metropolitan Area Plan" ( 1964) and _
much more- m the Director Plan for the Barcelona Metropolitan Area" ( 1968), but also in
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other metropolitan plans, ~e idea of "poles of impulsion" and "secondary poles" was based
on the concept of a multmuclear metropolis as a system of decentrahzed but "compact"
settlements (WYNN, 1984).
Containment wi th zoning techniques, was also a traditional planning tool aimed to establish
limits to urban ar~ (but also to set some standards which involved lower densities). In the
later lo~al plaris which w~e more sophisticated, zoning of the urban fringe was thought as
the ~ai_n way to controlling land use and proposing densities and typologies fit for the
rrans1ctton between town and countryside. In this fringe areas, densities varied between 70
and 30 houses per hectare up until the 1970' s, although with very low occupation (HERCE,
1975; EZQUIAGA, 1982). Then, lower gross densities were the norm. For instance, in the
Barcelona metropolitant region, new planned developments have 30 houses to the hectare
(MANCO~TAT !)E
1995:64). Not far from other European cities (a little higher
and not so uruform as m Irish or British suburbs: McGRATH, 1992).

'.'1·,

Open spaces, greenbelts and green corridors, was the third way. In fact, this was the most
classical way and one of the main measures since the beginning of the 20th century. For
instance, the Jausscly Plan for Barcelona (1905-7) was already based on this idea, and each
of the postwar plaris (1953, 1968, 1976) included proposals for a system of open spaces
which should have work as barriers to urban and suburban growth (MONCLUS, 1996,
1998). The policy of "protecting" parks and other open spaces was thought as a way of
"structuring" the city, besides the more powerful way of laying roads and highways.
Somehow, a mesure which is the main concern in the last generation of Town and
Territorial Planning (SERRATOSA, 1993, AA.VV., 1994)
All these strategics have been combined in different ways in Spanish Town Planning. In
practice, these plaris played a week direct role on the effective coordination and control of
suburban development and sprwal. It is admitted that the general failure of these traditional
attempts to control the "first outskirts" (now inner suburbs) (TERAN, 1978). The
weekness of the planning system, like bas been explained, was coherent with a cultural,
economic context that was more important than the political one, as comparisons between
Italy and Spain show (CAMPOS VENUTI, 1994). In the Barcelona case, the absence of
Regional Planning and the limitation of "t-:1etropolitan Planning" (the 1976 M_etropolilll:'1
Plan for Barcelona only included 27 councils around Barcelona), were responsible of this
general planning failure (FERRER, 1997, MARSHALL, 1995). Even if, p ~oxically, real
decentralization processes were stronger than the proposed by the metropolitan plaris.
evertheles, some plans did have an indirect bu! meaningful role. It _c~ be said that they
acted as general guidelines which inspired diff~ent sectoral pohc1es. These sectoral
policies were somehow a "tranSlation" of the planrung concepts, and they were responsible
for the main changes in uroan structure and urban form al~ng the 197_0 -90's p~od. This
was the case of the main roads and highway systems which . were built according to the
general proposal of those plans. But this was also the case with some valuable park_s and
open spaces, which were partially preserved from development. Therefor~, even 1f the
t
f
tai ment with zoning ordinances and other land use regulations have not
sbtra egyblo con n t the sprawl sectoral policies such as open spaces preservation, have
,
th
d
1· ed
een a e to preven
elevant in giving some structure to e new ecentra 1z
been and are more and more r
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urban regions which have became the large Spanish and other Latin European cities.

Here tod~y, but not all gone tomorrow. Socio-economic change and
the shaping of the urban landscape_ An example from inner
Melbourne.

4. The Compact City: from models to strategies
The principles of the controversial and basic European Commission "Green Paper" can be
analysed m this context (COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 1990).
First, even if it is true that the Compact City idea can act as an important aim of new
strategies, it is not realistic to think about the "Mediterranean city" as a paradigm of the
Compact City. At least, the current Mediterranean cities are not longer the way they used
to be: high densities, use mixture, diversity, which have always been up till today the basic
aspects of such cities, can only be found now in the city centres of their metropolitan
areas, not so much in the "real" and decentralized city. Large Spanish cities are a clear
proof of this.
Second, the Green Paper is probably right when criticizing Functionalism and Garden
Cities as factor of promoting more dispersion ( "roots of urban degradation"). But it is
important to look at the Planning tradition in order to know better what sometimes seems
to be latest ideas. Centrists and decentrists are part of one of the most important debates
inside the Planning culture (JENKS,M., BURTON,E., WILLIAMS,K.. (eds.}, 1996).
Decentralization, containment and green corridors were strategies which belong to both
traditions -City Fonctiona.1 and Garden City. And if this failed more in Latin European
cities than in their Northern counterparts, it has not so much to do with the validity of
these ideas, as it is with the weakness of the urban policies (or non existence of the
metropolitan strategies at all) in the last decades.
The problem of suburban dispersion and sprawl has been a constant concern in Planning
tradition an_d "Compact . city strategies" started long ago, eventhough if their
1mplementatton has faded m general tenns. Anyway, it is neccesary to insist much more
on the strategic projects that on the abstract models (the "old European city" philosophy:
COM!-11SS!O~ OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 1990:3.4). More than in the
genenc aspirauon to the Compact city, it is basic to focus on the goals tools and projects
of urban intens~fic~tion. To "lower the pr~sure" on near rural and suburban areas might
seem a poor obJectlve, but perhaps that will be the most ambitious strategy to face the
P~~bl~m of the suburban dispersion, looking to the improvement of habitability of our
c1ues m the next years.

Due to space restrictions, a bibliography has not been included. Details of refe rences can
be obtained from the author.

Max Nankervis,
Urban & Social Policy
Victoria University,
PO Box 14428MCMC
Melbourne VIC 8001.
AUSTRALIA.
Introduction.

Hoskins ( 1967) in his important work, The makmg of he Engl,sh landscape"
suggested that there was barely any part of the Enghsh terrain which was still m its
onginal state. Over centunes human activity had all but obliterated what might be
called the "original" landscape, substituting it with a one fonned by human act1v1ty If
that 1s true of the "natural" landscape, it is all the more true of the urban landscape;
for that landscape 1s totally the result of human activity. The urban landscape 1s the
result of a complex social process; it is the sum total of social, economic and
political processes.
But not only is the urban landscape the result of a social process, 1t 1s a landscape
almost constantly in flux However, often the changes are imperceptible, or at least so
gradual that they go unnoticed until several small actions impact enough, m 1010 . as
to be recognised. But sometimes, and this 1s perhaps more the case m the late 20th
century, changes to the urban landscape come as mega bites. The scale of late 20th
century urban redevelopments is often massive with whole sectors of cities
rehabilitated in a process of "urban renewal". In particular, there has been a
significant rehabilitation of urban maritime industrial areas in many ma3or cities.
Yet while these mega developments may grab the attention of urbanists, more subtle
changes taJcing place m landscapes often go unnoticed. Nevertheless, the long term
effect of an allotment-by-allotment change can, ultimately, be almost as s1gmficant.
though perhaps show less evidence of the thematic uruty of the mega developments
To the untrained eye these development appear simply as urban chaos.
Physical change and the dominant economic paradigm.

Yet it can be arnued that there 1s a political economy thematic "unity·· m these longer
term changes. I~ a way, the urban or architectural '·chaos" 1s link~ by an economic
context or paradigm. Tlus paper takes as its theoretical baSJS a thes1~ (see, e~. Berry,
1974·) of three distinctive changes m the dominant economic paradigms which have
, d d e""ected Melbourne's urban landscape; firstly a period m the second half
a ffiecte an "'
.
h. h
d
d
of the 19th century of "colonial commerc,af ' eco~om1c activity " :. 1(c dwahs ommate f
by the process of exporting raw materials to the mother country an t e import o
· h d oods fior local consumption) a penod m the first half of the 20th
t h e fimis e g
'
·
t
. g local mdusmal production (albeit on a minor sea e m
century of expand m
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comparison with Britain and some European giants), and the current dominant
paradigm of the post industnal or service c11y of the late 20th century which
particularly affects Melbourne and Sydney
T he urban results of these economic paradigms are complex, but m brief they
produced a physical landscape of the necessary production features, including
facilities for the reproduction of Jabour power In the first penod, it engendered
considerable physical infrastructure such as wharves, woolstores. etc, and a wealthy
(as well as poor) urban class anxious to display their wealth through "conspicuous
consumption•· often evidenced in domestic building. The second period put more
emphasis on factones, and mduced a growing shift to the city of the population
needing to be housed (in new forms such as flats}, as well as a more educated,
service-industry based middle class. The thml, current penod is more dominated by a
service industries related to international industrial corporations and thus focus 1s on
office space and the facilities demanded by a highly educated and mobile workforce

Nevertheless development was "uneven•·. For example one allotment (n. 14 Queens
Rd) remained vacant until 1935 when 11 was developed as a block of flats
(demolished in 1971 }, while another was developed as the last private house at a time
when many other blocks were bcmg developed as apartments (Site 28 m Fig 2c)
Early change of use.

In general the original developments on the allotments remained in their origmal
form, though not necessarily their original use until after the second World War, and
some later developments even into the 1960s. However, as Figures 2 b,c show, as
early as the 1920 some allotments underwent a second generauon of development,
in this case generally as blocks of purpose-built flats. Dunng the I930s this form of
development made a significant impact on the 19th century urban middle class.
Multi-use of sites satisfied both the need to house the (working class) urban influx,
but also provided for the middle class an mexpens1ve way of experiencing the latest
in domestic technology as the better flats were eqwppcd with such features as central
heatmg, refrigerators and even domestic SCMCC staff

INVESTIGATION OF AN AREA.
As part of exploring and understanding this process of urban change, the built
environment changes takmg place in a significant section of the inner Melbourne
landscape, St Kilda and Queens Roads have been traced (see Fig I) The allotments
which compnse the area under consideration were originally part of Albert and
Fawkner Parks, but excised for sale by the government as prime residential
allotments in the I 9th The eastern allotments were auctioned in I 865, while the
western ones were subdivided and sold a decade later in I 875 as allotments destined
for high class residential development
This paper focuses on five selected "blocks' of the larger area surveyed and deta.ils the
changes both in development and site use of 46 allotments (out of the 123 all~tments
m the total area surveyed).. Details of the physical form of site developmenr at rune
·
pomts in time are depicted m Figure 2.
While the area under consideration is not " typical'' of urban (or suburban) Melbourne
in that II has probably changed more dramatically, its transformation over the last
century or so does lughlight many of the elements. somewhat more obscured.. but
nevertheless present, in the changes to the Wider metropolitan landscape.
EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF THE AREA.
Gradually, following the land sales, the allotments were developed with large
mansion type houses for the ne_wly emerging bourgeoisie whose wealth was generally
den ved from the long economic boom following the Victorian gold rushes of 1850s.
As fig 2a shows, while development activity began as early as 1865 many of the
: ::~:;ents were still ~aca_nt m the 1890s, though some vacant allotmen;s were in fact
d . garde~ of adJommg houses, or ag1stment allotments presumably also for
a ~~ning residents. Interestingly, despite the severe de press10~ of the 1890s private
re~• ent;a1 development appears to have steadily continued until the First W~rld War
w en a most all allotments had undergone at least one stage of development.
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Despite the inroads of purpose-built flats, the majority of the origmal built form
remained basically intact, However,. the sue use underwent significant change In
particular, between the wars, many of the old mansions went out of private hands and
became commercial boarding houses, or what might be termed., With some apologies,
self-contained flats. Nevertheless, despite the ad hoc-ncss of some of these flats and
boarding houses, the area generally retained a degree of social cachet
Thus by 1945 the general landuse of the area had shifted from private residential,
single family housing (albeit large and accommodati~g family sub-umts by way of
staff, etc}, to multi home unit or shared accommodation use. Al~, some sues had
become clubs and even " welfare" facilibes such as pnvate hospitals as part of the
emerging service industry associated with an industrial city.
Changes post world war 2.
While it can be seen that the area was somewhat "mixed" in use by the end of world
w 2 the changes m the next five decades have all but obliterated any vestiges of
th:original physical developments. By 1998 only eleven (of 123 allotments of the
total area surveyed) have their 19th century houses largely intact. though some other
later origmal bwldings are more or less mtact.
were significant encroachments on the origmal physical
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This shift to commercial office space 1s consistent with the _ambient economic
development in Australia as the apotheosis of the earlier industnal age began to be
superseded by a shift to service economy consistent with global economic reordering
By 1975 the shift towards commercial use had been reinforced with five additional
allotments developed as purpose-built offices Additionally there were four new
vacant allotments and one purpose-built flat block. Taking 1955 as a base, over 50%
(24/46 deta1 led ) allotments had been affected by phys1ca.l redevelopment.
But. as this study contends, the visual changes are only part of the story. Afmost
every extant 19th century residence was m use for purposes other than its original
use. The maJor use change to these buildings was towards commercial office space
with even some purpose-built flat blocks being turned-over to commercial use. By
1986 only eleven of the allotments retained their I 955 physical form, with 23/46
deve loped as purpose-built offices. At this stage six allotments still retained their
origi nal 19th century (and in one case , 1935) house, though all were in vanous stages
of obliteration brought about by their changed use
One of the features of the commercial development of this time 1s not readily
apparent from the maps is the scale of the new developments. Something of the
increased scale can be detected in the commercial developments on the double
allotments of Nos 4 & 5, 13 & 14, 18 & 19, and 41 , 42,& 43 (these three allotments
were, oddly, always smaller). But not only were the allotments larger m footprint,
they were considerably higher
By 1998. using 1955 as a base only 9/46 allotments (incl uding allotment 12) are in
the same basic physical form, though only fi ve ( 12%) of allotments were physicaHy
developed over the decade. More significantly, only two are in the same use as the
base year, 1955
But what is more notable over the last decade is the change in allotment use. The
most significant shift is a move to use the allotments for high class residential
development. For example, sites 6& 7 have been developed as a huge residential
complex, while ns 19th century neighbour to the south has been converted back from
offices (it was for some time a pnvate hospital) to luxury flats. Similarly the student
hostel on site 3 has been convened back to flats (the front secuon was onginally built
as flats). Conversely, on St K.J lda Rd, the main thoroughfare, allotments 35 & 36
(formerly flats) ha~e been amalgamated to build a massi ve office development. The
other notable add1t1on 1s an excl usive Japanese restaurant on site 30

CONCLUSION.
The 46 sites detailed are only approximately 30% of the larger area (which itself
forms part of a _larger s1m1lar area). Nevertheless, the acuvity on these s11es 1s
generally indicative of what has happened to the area as a whole. T he original
developments both of the built form and of the gardens and thus general ambience
has been almost , but not absolutely, obliterated.
This pr~ss of change is indicative of the phenomenon of the urban landscape. The
patterning reflects the ambient social changes. Social change is both a catalyst and a
result of other economic and political changes at both a local, and, increasingly,
global level. For, not only are St K.ilda and Queens Roads a reflection of local soc10econom1c change; the luxurious apartments and (now) architecturally sculptured
office blocks are a key factor in the mode of operation of the global economy, and
an element m the city's success (or othe£WJse) in the global stakes
T here are perhaps particular reasons why this particular section of the Melbourne
urban landscape reacted in the way it did; the area was always attractive, surrounded
as it 1s by parks, and had easy access to the central downtown area However, a
closer examination of almost any section of the urban landscape wi ll expose a similar
pattern of change, generally less flamboyant., but nevertheless generally reflecting the
ambient social changes.

It is this subtle change in the urban landscape which planners need to be aware of in
creatmg planning controls. Either they may determine to retam some essential
qualities of an area, and thus perhaps impose conservation controls, or they may seek
to enable interpretative design into the area while generally letting the market
respond to the current pressure But, most of all, what is needed 1s a sense of history.
Bibliography.
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Figure 1. Site location: St Kilda & Queens Rds.

~

This shift in site use of the last decade is consistent with broader patterns of urban
dev: lopme~t
the Cit)', a_nd other western cities which are attempting to be part of
the global CJrcuJt of adm1mstra11ve cities. In these cities there 1s a new emphasis on
high quality, mner urban location apartments for the new "footloose" professional
employees of the mult1-nat1onal corporauons. Thus, while some of the development
has _been directed towards providing offices for these service personnel, a
considerable proportion of the development has gone into housing them.
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Urban Heroism in Western Australia
Donald Newman
National Trust of Austr alia (Western Australia)
Perth, Western Australia
Int roduction
Western Australi~ posses~ a legacy of 100 years of planning activity which has
revealed outstanding ~mm1~C11t by activists to the cause of town planning. Some
are _well known and mtcmallonally acclaimed while others have suffered public
acnmony or endured anonymity to all but a few urban historians. It is timely for these
urban her~~ to ?e revealed and given their due or be the subject of greater scrutiny.
These ac!1~1~ts mclude Town Planners, Surveyors, Architects, Public Servants and
even Poht1c1ans. They have provided inspiration or controversy in their time and
often been central interest bearers in "urban friction".
This paper looks at the human dimension of a century of town planning in Western
Australia. As is often the case in many aspects of society, there are people who have
made outstanding contributions either through sustained leadership or emerging to
public attention because of an event In the urban debate we need leadership and
challengers of conventional approaches or the existing condition who will stimulate
thinking and invigorate others to action. William Bold, Carl Klem, Harold Boas,
Margaret Pitt Morison, Margaret Feilman, Paul Ritter and Gordon Stephenson arc
such people.
They exhibited a nobility of purpose in their work and public endeavour in the
improving the Western Australian urban environment. They all looked to the future
and understood that in the field of planning, their efforts would take time to come to
fruition and therefore were embarking on their journey with the knowledge that they
would not necessarily live to receive any benefit. In the context of the twentieth
century in Western Australia, these heroes were aware of the emerging internatJonal
influences. They were absorbed the innovative approaches and applied them to the
Western Australian conditions. Almost all of these heroes have been pilloried for
their stand on urban issues or for who they were. Most of the more recent activists
have been marginalised/emasculated by the system they confronted and their
contribution minimised or completely discredited.
This paper sets out to identify and acknowledge these heroes and indicate very briefly
why they are the important human landmarks in the course of urban history in
Western Australia. Their individual stories are not analysed here as they are far more
complex and deserve greater and more sustained research.

Figurt 2: Dttail,
Queens Rd.

ofsite developme-nt, 1890-1998, selttted sitts, St Kilda &

W illiam Bold
William Bold is the most significant figure in the movement to establish town
planning in Western Australia. He was the first to publicly make a stand for planning
and sustained that energy over fifty years. Not only was he an advocate for town
planning but he also promoted the b~t practices o'. ~e time in the_~crgmg
profession together with the implementation of those pnnc1ples. Mos~ of his hfctunc,
indeed for the whole of his ume as Town Clerk to the Perth City Council, he
dedicated to this cause.
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of the umc throughout the world, visited the examples ~d then set do~ his
knowledge for others to see the VJsion which could be achieved through this new
profession.
William Bold's unabated advocacy lasted from his appointment to the Perth City
Council as Town Clerk in 1900 till after his retirement in 1944. His contribution
encompassed the era of the horse and cart to the nuclear age. He died on the eve of the
space age. For all his work with not just the city council, but also the professional
community, he still sufTercd stinging criticism and was the subject of an investigation
into his management of the council brought against him by an opponent of his work.
He was completely exonerated by the commission and even received praise in the
findings. It was small recompense for the stress and worry that must have been his lot
in those hard times.
For all his public spirited endeavour, there arc few reminders of his pioneering work.
Bold Park and Reabold Hill (Rea was Mayor of Perth and the inaugural president of
the TPA in 1916) are the two memorials to his lifelong commitment to public service.

these historical urban forms should be a matter of priority as they under great threat
from ad hoc gentrification and the redevelopment process.

Harold Boas
Harold Boas was a young architect who joined the early advocates for town planning.
He was an office holder of the Town Planning Association of 1916 and acted as a link
between the early activists and the post war modernists. It is through his long
association with town planning that we can interpret the spirit and determination of
these early heroes.
Boas is the bridging link between Bold and the new energy of the Stephenson era.
Boas practiced architecture and town planning. His firm became one of the largest
practices in Perth and left many landmarks within the urban form. His contribution is
significant for not just his continued advocacy in the private arena, but be also
adopted a strong public ethic of serving on influential public committees. He was a
very influential player at high level of the profession, business and government. It is
very clear that he recognised the need for stnJctural and individual approaches to be
implemented for success of their cause.
By participating in processes at this level, Boas was able to persuade key players and
interest bearers of the merit of town planning and civic beautification. More research
into bis role in civic beautification of the city through sustenance work projects may
reveal a deep concern for the unemployed during the depression years.

Carl Klem
Another member of the 'First Four' was Carl Klem. Carl Klem was a partner in the
firm of Hope and Klem who designed most of the early subdivisions based on the
Garden City principles. A brief study of metropolitan Perth would reveal over a dozen
recognisable areas of his which demonstrate Garden City design principles.

Margaret Pitt Morison

These arc arguably Klem's legacy. However, his relatively short but productive career
m Perth (he departed for Sydney in the 1930's) resulted in the icons of this era and
were examples of his ~dv~cy and a~tivism for the best town planning approach of
the day. _Klem was a significant contnbutor to the town planning movement in Perth
as he arucu~ated Gard~n C_ity design principles and left examples of how best practice
town pl~ng _was berng implemented in the l 920's - l 930's. The bulk of his design
work remains m suburbs and street/subdivision layouts such as the Third Estate of
Mount. Lawley (now known as Menora ~d C?<'lb_inia) and Floreat Park/City Beach.
There 1s support for an argument that his design 1s a value adding element to these
suburbs as they arc now quite high priced suburbs.

Her ability to instil an appreciation for urban form and respect for the s~ial and
physical environment was of the highest order. Many of her students contm11ed on
from architectural study at the Perth Technical College to take post graduate town
planning degrees. lo the 1964 class, for example, one quarter of the students became
architect/town plarrners. It was perhaps her comprehensive knowledge of European
cities that influenced those young undergraduates. She was an early advocate of
travelling overseas for work experience and what .is termed todar as 'professional
development'. Post war architec~ were no! considered 'blooded unless th~ had
'done Europe'. Margaret Pitt Monson 'h~~ mdecd been ~ere and done that . The
nriching experience she enjoyed she w11lmg)y shared wtth her charges. No other
~ecturer was more evident at student meetings and she stimulated debate with her

There are moves however, to obliterate his designs through gentrification and
redevelopment. lo 1997 the State Government moved to redevelop the former As t
Gar~ens _Estate . (already mauled by highway construction) and the resul: t
mod1ficat1ons will lose the remaining gestures of Garden c 1·ty l
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Margaret Pitt Morison was the first female registered architect in WA_ whose
contribution was through her early practice between the wars and her considerable
influence on post war architects through the only School of Architecture in those
immediate post war years.

wisdom and experience.
As Perth is a relatively small city of 1.25m population_, her influence on_the future
d
L
f ban form was significant as she conUnued her academic research
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then dei;>arted. He_ returned shortly afterwards to act as planning consultant for the
Perth City Co~cil and the State Government, become foundation professor of the
School of Architecture at UWA and carry out various town planning commissions.

She was a scholarship winner and a multi skilled prof~ssional. Her town planni~g
work pioneered many new approaches in bo_th metropolitan and rural local au~onty
town planning schemes. She designed Medina, the post ~ar new_town for Kwmana
and in so doing set a standard of completeness of pl_anrung that _is rare_even t~day.
Margaret Feilman also emulated Harold Boas_ as taking up public serv_1ce duhes to
promote her planning approach. She was Cha1~an of the Town Plannmg Board m
J984 and at the same time, Chairman of the atlonal Trust of Australia (WA).

Stephenson ne~ds little introduction to Australians and Britons. After an outstanding
early career with the great planners and architects of the thirties he returned to
wart~e B~tain and became a valued member of the postwar reco'nstruction team.
Working ~th all of the most talented planners of the day on urgent town planning
issues which were endeavouring to cope with the pressure of postwar socio-economic
revival. He was head of the School of Civic Design at Liverpool before be went to the
US where he was prevented from taking up the chair of planning at MIT supposedly
for his political beliefs. Western Australia was the beneficiary for this piece of
political blindness.

She was a founder member of the National Trust in WA and her advocacy for cultural
and natural heritage was an integral part of her planning approach. She was the first
town planner to introduce heritage provisions into local authori~ town planning
schemes and at the same time include natural environment protection measures. Her
public profile and achievements attracted opposition and at the end of her career she
was the subject of unfair criticism which she did not deserve. As a consequence, she
left the movement and retired from participation in planning or heritage matters. It is
a sad loss to the promotion of planning and heritage.
Paul Ritter
Migrant architect/town planner Paul Ritter is perhaps the most tragic story of
repressed contribution. His ability and understanding covered the range of the detail
of civic design to the strategies and policy formulation of regional planning. He was
another outstanding professional who possessed great talent and yet his career was cut
short in Western Australia by opponents and decision makers who did not perceive
his vision.
Paul Ritter was appointed City Architect to the Perth City Council and within a short
time had excited the public about architecture and city planning. He put town
planning on the leading pages of the daily press, he bad media coverage on issues of
design, he drove projects that were jewels of the public realm and was sought out for
comment on issues of the day. His staff at the council were staunchly loyal and
matched his zest for all things urban. He was ENERGY. He made enemies. It was too
good to last and what some would call his political naivety led to a traumatic and very
public dismissal. Paul Ritter bad a manner which did not fit well with his council and
the state bureaucrats. His approach was very European in that he utilised systems and
people to promote his views and ideas. He pushed too hard for changes in a small
community that was conservative and just entering a post war boom. His demise was
keenly felt by the public and the profession.
His contribution was the verve and fiisson of ideas which flowed from his mind. He
was not only a creative spirit ~ut he also ?hallenged established thought. Convention
was no~ a _reason for ~ontmua!Jon. Paul Ritter suffered for his principles and Western
Australia 1s poorer without his continued contribution.

His contribution was the 1955 'Stephenson Hepburn Report' on the regional planning
for Perth, the creation of the Metropolitan Regional Planning Scheme and its
associated legislation and a)iministrative instrument. He carried out smaller
commissions on the design for Perth, designed the Joondalup Regional Centre in
1977, prepared planning studies for the Shire of Swan on Guildford, Midland and the
Swan Valley plus other smaller projects. It was a seemingly substantial portfolio of
work. However, it is my view. that the system in Western Australia prevented this
outstanding practitioner from making a contribution that matched his talent. A man
who prepares the great vision for a city and then is never invited to implement the
vision except for some smaller. exercises on the periphery of the development front is
a vote of no confidence. It is a situation of great opportunity lost. Stephenson was an
outstanding practitioner by world standards and yet a small city in the antipodes
ignored bis abilities after sampling bis work (and benefiting from it for many years)
and relegated his commissions to semi rural projects or allowed substantial city
studies to gather dust on the shelves of planning departments.
The poor treatment of Stephenson demands greater attention and it is hoped some
student will take up the challenge of this issue. This paper is to identify heroes and
Stephenson is one of the major fig11Ies of Western Australian planning. Second only
to Bold he has left a legacy of the metropolitan Region Scheme, a notional plan for
Joondal~p and his writings. Like Margaret Pitt Morison, one of his contributions
would be the minds of young architectural and town planning students he educated.
Their impact on the urban fonn of Perth is emerging today and we are culturally
enriched by the products of those years.
Conclusion
.
I return to the question of mban herois~ ~d observe that w_e can now appr~1ate to
some degree, the costs of adhering to pnnc1ples and not seeking popular acclaun. We
learn that one must have the integrity to carry through whatever needs to be done to
·ews we believe in. In the 1980's and 1990's there has been a nse m
present the VJ
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Gordon Stephenson
The last hero is the closest challenger to William Bold for outstanding work. Gordon
1955 as an eminent international consultant,
St_ephenson c~e to post war Perth
laid out a regional plan of great v1s1on, set the basis for innovative legislation and
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rin m to our attention, the issues we should have
to see the results of their research b ~ 1d we examme the lives of outstanding
noted in our own domain. Wh~ ~ ou e throughout history we have recognised
contributors to urban deve~op~en~ · t:~~se forrunate to expenence their 'firmness,
the role of city form as an mspirauon f those places are the heroes of urban history
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commodity ~ e 1 •
and from thetr work w~ can d ~ esment As urban planners we are involved in one
endeavours and ~rofessio~~nd:::!.s . the creation and development of cities. As we
of the great public cu~:;:annium we need to look to our heroes and _their achievements
approach the thirdd nuth th ... , t to hold the present for the generations that follow.
for we are charge w1
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Saxil Tuxen Goes to America: US influences on Melbourne
planning and housing reform in the 1920s
Davi~ Ni~bols. (dgnichol@deakin.edu.au)
Deakin Uruve_rs1ty (Burwood) 221 Burwood Highway Burwood Vic
3125 Austraha
In viewing the photographs taken by Saxii Tuxen in the U.S. m the second half of
1925. ,'te have not only to account for what D. W. Meinig calls ' the landscape m our
heads but also t? factor tn Tuxen's own personal 'landscape'. The key 10 this lies in
the many and vaned uses he intended for the photographs he took, and there were as
many different _applications for the photographs as there were roles open to Tuxen m
the town planrung world in 1920s Melbourne These contexts often overlapped and
also. occasionally, conflicted.
·
While the photographs are a visual record of certain streetscapes, homes, and building
developments of _American urban areas, and can be viewed as nothing more. I believe
they are ~so parucularly relevatory as a document of the ideas Tuxen funnelled to the
MTPC. his propaganda for the Commission and his own private work, most
specifically his design for the Park Orchards Country Club Estate.

I. Tuxen as a Public Figure
However much is made of the typical Australian's mistrust of authority. the books,
magazines and newspapers of early twentieth century Australia give the impression that
most people put their faith in public spirited men. Such men may have been
busin~s~mcn, but they wei:e also men of principal and logic. Saxil Tuxe_n fitted this
descnptlon perfectly. Of Danish descent. he was Australian-born and his father.
August, had been responsible for many small subdivisions in and around Melbourne in
the 1880s.
Sax.ii Tuxen was a surveyor by training, but a town planner and a social engineer by
inclination. Like many figures who would describe themselves as ·town planners· at
the time. he appears to have made little distinction between design for aesthetic beauty
(the 'city beautiful') and 'scientific' planning and zoning for health (the 'garden city'
concept), although by the end of the 1930s he had become a vocal campaigner for both
the anti-slum movement and employment schemes. of his own devising. for those
affected by the Depression. He moved with ease between the roles of technically
competent and successful surveyor, hydraulic engineer and subdivider, staunch garden
city advocate, and anti-slum crusader. In the way of the times, the 'garden city' ideal
and its more practical relation, the 'garden suburb' was the perfect forum for a
technically-minded man to put his moral and aesthetic convictions (themselves
connected to his highly intellectual. but heartfelt, Christianity) into action.
2. Tuxen's Previous Town Planning Works
(Tuxen worked as surveyor on a nwnber of projects generally credited to Walter Burley
Griffin. Using Griffin's name alone excludes Marion Mahony Griffin. who almost
certainly had as much of a role in such projects as Griffin himself. Therefore, I will w e
the tenn 'the Griffins · when referring to such work.)

Webb, Martyn, in Western Landscapes, Gentilli, Joseph - Editor, UWA Press 1979.

By the time he began serving as a member of the MTPC. Tu~en had already worked on
a number of subdivisions, most notable of which was the Gnffins· Mont Eagle Estate
in Heidelberg. sold by T. M. Burke. Foll~wing his Gri_ffin experi~nce, Tuxen w~
employed by Burke to subdivide the Memlands estate m Reservoir, m Melbourne s
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arde s burb': Tuxen also worked with the Gnffins again m this year. constructing
fhe R::Oe~agh e,iaie, a holiday resort cum couniry club e1tlement near Frankston.1;tis
wa.5 a pr0JCCI miuaied by 1wo umber merchan~. Australias Sharp and John Taylor.
The follow mg year. TUlCen planned a few mall streets of the Heart of R~~bud Estate
in Rosebud. also on 1he Momington Peninsula. for the Melbourne Subd1v1S1on
Company under C. J. de Gans Tiu estate was plainly intended to be an upper or
upper-rruddle class retreat. de Gan~ and !us w 1fe lived there, and adv~r11sing for the
Esia1e boasted: 'Splendid place for spon. Superb fishing. Good Quail hooting'.'
Thu . Tuxen spent his J920s m the town planning limelight, with acuvities in both
commerciaJ and government spheres: he also found himself planning 'garden suburbs'
for both the perceived upper- and lower-class sectors of Melbourne.
3. The Metropolitan Town Planning Commission
The Metropolitan Town Planrung Commis ion operated between 1923 and 1929. It
produced a First Report in 1925 and a Fmal Report in 1929. Its recommendations were
nol directly acted upon by the Vic1onan Government; firstly because of an
unsympathetic (and unsettled) political climate, and secondly because of the I 930s
Depres ion. However, 11 did identify a number of problems in the development of
M_clboumc. for ins~ce in 1he flow of road traffic. the need for an underground
railway. and the desirability of a c11y square. JU la few of 11s central points which have
been addressed m the subsequent 70 years. While it aught be assumed that much of the
MTPC's work was. esse~ually. fruitless, it had _a dis~ ct influence on the development
of Melbourne wlule II eXISted, espec1a!Jy as 11 did so with the expectation that, at thee d
of its inquiry, II would be convened into a more pennanent and powerful body Th n
while 11s \~Ord did not become law. its pronouncements on planning and the funi us,
development of Melbou~ne were certainly heeded by those who expected their pr~~ ts
10 be affected by 11s dec1s1ons.
~cc
In Shaping Melbo11me 's F111ure?, J. B. McLaughlin tells us that 'The overwhelmin I

m1ellectuaJ (or professional) influence on [the MTPC] was US planning practice. ,s g y
Both he, and Max Gru~b. who devoted a paper specifically to the US influence on the
~ffPC. tell ~s that this was largely a result of a tour of the USA undertaken by the
C
· 1s,
· however of equal
ifomnu ion •s chainnan' Aldennan Frank S...pJey. T uxen•s lnp
01
w~rksgt::~r
•mP?rtance, because he was in a position to note the practicability of the
\\ Juch woul~=sf:e:~n'::f~~d ~0 '7a~~tom a po iuon of technological authority
1 5
00

The MTPC had perhaps already recogn·sed th T
player as the rest of them· he would co:UC I at ~ en was not as much of a team
already approved b the ~the
o meeungs with alternative schemes to those
though no-one woJd su es~:gh11:~mbers and arg~e. vociferously. It was also clear,
the mterests of the c g~ · y p opnety, that his interests were divided between
omnuss1on as a whole and his
b
.
boom ume of the J920s, when land w be:
_o~vn us_iness mtere ts during the
as mg ubdi vided wuh haste and to extremes.

However, while Tuxen may have ar ued •v
.
~le~ at Comnuss1on meetings, he was
eager for 11s men 10 be seen public!;as
Comrruss1on·s recommendauons II was /"gm mn agreement on all points of the
Comnussion as a propagandist. ~d his s~~ar, lh~refore. that he. could be of use 10 the
~s as ex~n adviser could only lend
credence 10 lu~ suppon of the Com .
rruss1on s promouon of town planning. Thus, when
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Tuxen went to orth Amenca and visited 65 different towns and c111es m five and a half
months. he made sure he took hi camera (he aJ o made, by hJ own esumauon, a huge
amount of notes which he later burnt although small remnants exist m the files of the
MTPC).
'
Tuxen discussed _his ~e~ican findings and conclusions publicly for the next two
years. M?sl of this publicity-which took the fonn of newspaper articles, radio lecture~
and pubhc lecture -used American examples contrasted with the pos 1b1hues of the
future gro_wth of Melbourne. This move to build a greater pubhc profile for
Corruruss1on opinions per se was probably linked 10 the MTPC's desire to have its
tenure extended by a year.
Tuxen attempted to surprise and excite his audiences with the nouon that Melbourne,
thou~h flaw~. had greater potential for planning aJong City Beautiful lines than any
city m Amenca.
In 1927. he was invited to contribute to a series in the Melbourne Herald in which
professi.onaJ men wrote on topics related 10 civic improvement. 'Many Australians go
abroad, be wrote man essay enutled 'What We Might Do With the Yarra' , 'to see for
the~lves the famed beauty of which poets have raved ... [reaching] the muchadvenised pl~. they have discovered the inhabitants just about to set off to inspect the
be~uty m the•~ own _despised land' .7 Similarly, he broadcast a lecture on parks in which
he mfo~ his audience that the beaches of Melbourne were 'better than anything in
the Uruted States_', ~ng that ' it would be an evil day for Melbourne when the uglv
face of commerc1al1sm obtruded itself over the beaches, as 11 had done in Amenca' .'
Tuxen hoped that the Commission would be able to draw from Amenca's good
exam~les without falling prey to whaJ he perceived as its many faults. the most notable
of which 10 him was its relatively laissez-faire organisauon of utilities and. mdeed. its
lack of governmental control of business at all levels.
4. The Idea of the USA
The !..!SA and its urban culture held parucular fascination for Australians, perhaps even
more m the 1920s than now. American films and its touring entenamers brought
America into daily life. Similar fears-for instance, ·coloured' murugrants and the
threat of 'race pollution'-permeated both cultures. The idenuficauon most Austral.Jans
felt with thelf idea of America was in part due to the expectation. often expressed in
newspapers of the time, that Austral.Jan cities and perhaps the nauon as a whole were on
the verge of entering the kind of rapid growth that the US had undergone in the
previous century.
This assumption was typified by land developer T. M. Burke. who adven1sed weekJy
in the Melbourne Evening Sun under the title 'T. M. Burke's Column'. One week,
Burke created a ' Boston cabbie', reasoning with his wife over his decision to invest m
Australian real estate:
·Waal. looking back lo our liulc villages ,n U.S.A .. and companng 1hem with llus lmle
ranch called Melbourne. I should say lhere ain'1 such a va;l difference bctl'ecn lhem 1n lhc
way 1hey are built up. oo Yark wasn' I always as big as 111s now, ne11hcr "'as Ctucago. or
even our own Jillie Boston... I know Aus1111ha's on lhc move. and 11 doesn·1 seem h~el) 10
slow down So I guess the main villages out here will grow JUSl like our own did unless the
whole populauon dies all of a sudden. or migrates 10 S1bcna or somewhere '
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In choosing the places he would visit in the USA. Tuxen was ap~arently_ advised by the
Griffin : he would also have perused the journalTire American C,ry . which the MTPC
sub cribed to from 1923 onwards.

s.In 1924.
Tuxen and Miller
. .
G
Mill M.11 ·
Tuxen went into partnership with another surv~yor, eorge , . er. 1 er s
role in the firm seemed to be much more 'at the coalface than Tuxen s (il w~ he, for
instance. who prepared the final Ranelagh plans): Tuxen was, of course. o~hged to be
on call for the regular •field trips' (to problem spots around Melbourne) which were
undertaken by the MTPC. and also to attend weekly (and often more than weekly) .
meetings of the Commission. Miller's role as partner also allowed Tuxen to make his
tnp overseas: whatever the .;tatus of his p~er. Tuxen must surely have felt ti
necessary 10 justify this journey in terms of tts value to their surveying and engineenng
business.
The members of the MTPC gave their time voluntarily. an<;! the Vi_cto~an government
refused 1o fund large-scale projects of any kind. Tuxe.n pa.id f~r his l!l~ to _the US from
money bequeathed him sev~ years before by a Darush relauve. This tmt.tal hurdle of
paying his own way dealt with. Tuxen was ac_tually m the best of ~ th worlds. ~ e ~as
both MTPC official and private citizen, a qualified surveyor and engineer mv_estt~atmg
new building and planning proc~ses and tec~ology, and he was accumulating ideas
for another project he was working on at the ume. the Park Orchards Country Club
Estate.
Park Orchards. a private development north of the burgeoning outer suburb of
Ringwood. was a Country Club Estate intended_to be u~ d as a holiday re_treat by the
wealthy. Its design--0nly the bare bones of which remain between what 1s now an
affluent outer suburlr-scems to reflect Tuxen 's experience of new 'City Beautiful·
estate designs in the US. Photographs taken in the USA of gracefully curving street
designs in San Francisco (the Forest Hills Estate), Minneapolis roads ('an avenue of
0
original timber on County Club District') or Spokane ('Hillside Subdivision ')' were
surely meant to be shown to prospective clients and provide inspiration for, or even
retrospective justification for, works such as Park Orchards. Perhaps. when the
Doncaster Shire Council engineer rejected the original plans of Park Orchards because
· the grades of the roads are too steep, and cross falls too great for the road widths
provided'' 1 • Tuxen showed him these photographs to explain his intention. The central
feature of Park Orchards-a large circle of parkland within two circuits, which are
themselves connected by walkways-were perhaps inspired by Forest Hills (Brooklyn)
or Roland Park (Baltimore), of which there are photographs in the Tuxen album.
It could also be surmised that 1925 was a year which, for Tuxen and Miller, business
might have seemed to be in a lull. Attempts by T. M. Burke. in his weekly column, to
convince the public that the 1920s were not seeing a land boom in the style of the 1880s
but a natural expansion which was, for all intents and purposes. never-ending. are
themselves revealing of the hesitant mood of the limes. Certainly the extraordinary
events surrounding the rapid rise and fall of C. J. de Garis, of the Melbourne
Subdivisions Company, must have appeared somewhat portentous to even the most
optirrustic of tho~ involve<;! m land speculations and subdivision. Within only a few
months of execuung grand1o~e gestures such as the spontaneous provision of supper
for over a thousand pros\'fcuve buyers at the launch of his Corio Garden Suburb, the
1
' modern [John] Batman' was to fake his own suicide in an attempt to evade creditors.
Tuxen. who had worke<;I for de Garis, might well have considered the de Garis episode
a ume to be 'ndden out . As well as this. he rrught have felt. not without justification.
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that a fact-finding trip overseas might broaden his value in the eyes of new prospective
c lients.
6. Th~ Meaning of t~e Photographs
Tuxen s lectu_re~ and wi:itmgs suggest a clearly ambivalent attitude to the USA, both as
a culture and m its phy~1cal appearance; while he might have made certain he was
informed on US plannmg, he was not in favour of its wholesale adoption.

Without Tuxen' s notes, it is ultimately very difficult to imagine what he had intended
for the photographs. That he arranged them thematically (with sections on particular
tr~atments for trams, b~dges, parks and so on) in his album suggests they were for
pn vate reference, or to illustrate idea~ for new schemes for Melbourne. He docs not
seem to have ~ them in his public lectures (presumably this would have necessitated
re-photographing them as slides) or even in magazine or newspaper articles.
They are ultimately only photographs of cities of the USA in late 1925. They come
filtered through the 'landscape' ofTuxen's mind, buzzing with new City Beautiful and
Garden City ideas for his beloved home town: a Melbourne that almost was.
Selected Events in the Professional Life of Saxil Tuxen in the 1920s
1920: 4 November- Tuxen lodges plans for Mcrrilands (commissioned by T. M.
Burke).
1923: Griffins/Tuxen worked on Raneia~b &tatc (commissioned by Taylor & Sharp)
near Frankston.
27 March· Tuxen appointed to MTPC as one of four 'expert advisers' .
~ Tuxen proposes scheme for by-pass parkway to eastern suburbs through
Studley Park to MTPC.
~ Tuxen speaks to MTPC on necessity for Parkway from Pon Melbourne to
.
Beaumaris, requiring new section of road along foreshore in Brighton. .
Jujy-Au2Jjst; Tuxen in ongoing battle with Commission over their rejecuon of his
Studley Park roadway in favour of the widening of Victoria ~treet, Rich~ond.
.
llilY.; MTPC publicly proposes 'a new suburban boulevard along Mem and Darebm
creeks.
October 23: Land on Tuxen-designed Leslie Estate. Preston on market (by T. M.
Burke)
30 November Tuxen initiates MTPC discussion 'as3 to the advisability of public
_ . .
propaganda in favour of Town Pl~g schemes' .'
29 Decembec Auction by C. J. de Gans' s Melbourne Subd1v1s10n Company ofTuxendesigned Heaa of Rosebud Estate.
•
.
1924: ..l..Ai2ril;. Evening Sun condemns Tuxen s Bnghton foreshore road plan. 'Town
1
Planners want to throw money into the Sea' . •
l!.ln.c....21;. Ranelagh allotments on the market.
1925 : Tuxen begins work on Park Orch~~ plan (for Taylor & Sharp). . _
~ c. J. de Garis of Melbou_
me Subdiv1s1ons Company fakes own su1c1de m
attempt to avoid debtors: arrested m Auckland a week later.
Februacy: MTPC preliminary report on Melbourne' s_traffi~ problems completed.
29_M.ay;_ Tuxen lectures on MTPC's first report at Vic lnsmute of Surveyors.
~ Tuxen leaves for USA.
. .
.
4 September Tuxen calls at Austr3!ian Comrruss1oner s Office, New York.
17 November: Tuxen arrives back m Melbourne.
1926 : March-May: Final plans for Park Orchards lodged.
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branc h of Australian Women·s National League on
·Toe Trams and Buses Question·.
. .
1.luocArg11s. Tuxen ·Garden City Plannm~Metropolitan Zoning' on 3LO.
1927: n March: Tuxcd~roadc~~~~c~:;ning in Melbourne suburb of Bentleigh: the
.Ll...MJI¥: Tuxen giveAssa _esuso~"s1 inspired 10 ask the MTPC to devise a scheme for the
Bentle1gh Progress soc1a
. r s' , i
development of Bentleigh ·on Town Planning me .·. . .
LO
8.1Ji.l)'.; Tuxen broadcasts lecture ·Melbourne SubdlVISJOns · 0 ~ 3 · .
.
[ 'l Au~ust; Tuxen first Australian 10 be elected Member of lnstttute of City Planmng of
~Tuxen addresses Toorak

America
30
Augus1: Tuxen broadcasts lecture. .Are Subways N~cessary?'
. on 3LO. .
'
Sepiember: Aust Home Bea111iful Tuxen: ·Town Planning ~d the Working Man .
26 Oc1ober: Tuxen broadcasts lecture. The ~eed for Par~s . on 3LO.
.
27 November: Melbourne Herald: S. Tuxen: What We Might Do With the Yarra .
1928: -,7 February: Tuxen proposed overhead ~assageway t? over Fhnders Street, to
Flinders Street Station at Degraves Street (later s1~e of pedestnan subway).
~ Tuxen becomes certified Water Supply Engineer.
J9 Oc1ober: Tuxen addresses Amalgamated Progress Associations at Coburg.
1929: J...Aimt Tuxen speaks on 3AR on 'Subdivisional Design'.
December: Release of MTPC's final report.
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The cave was, as it is known, the first shelter the man had to protect himself from
different aggressions, such as the rigors of the extreme temperatures and the inclemency
of the whether, or from the depredator animals, etc.
And that natural shelter suitably fulfilled its function. The great covering mass prevented
rain water from passing, its thermic inertia generated inside a warm winter and a cool
summer. Its only entrance offered safety and control of access, and the constructive
system was already embodied by nature itself. Of course there was not even the least
problem of acoustic contamination in the paleolithic area.
As time went by, new ways of life appeared, especially urban life, that required in tum

more sophisticated resources to solve the same problems.
Little by little, the prime homo sapiens, settled down in a specific region, he left his
nomad life of gregarious hunter and with the arrival of agricultural and cattle raising
development he started his period of wban settlement.
Naturally, this process was gradual, and from the social point of view, it began to be
conceived with the composition of the family as a pristine group which, for centuries, set
up the unique model of society organized as a community.
By those remote times, the families were structured in principal and secondary branches,
where there were also slaves who carried out functions of servility, since they had been
subdued; there were also other persons who passed by a familiar conglomerate due to a
family exchange or diverse transactions, as well as some others who occasionally joined.
So that really numerous groups were formed, which could surpass several thousands of
human beings.
Obviously this number of individuals generated in their settlement the necessity of
multiple housing, which had to fulfil certain regulations for their establishment and
interrelation, so as to make it possible living together. There were also included the
community spaces and constructions, such as cultivated fields, stockyards, storerooms
for food, warehouses for tools, arms depots, and others. With this, we already have the
source of what would be in due course modern town planning
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7
It is known that the first family structures used to be very closed. so m~c~ so that their
members were not allowed to mix with other similar groups. However, 1t 1s thou~t that
for the sake of strengthening their safety, for com~atibili~ in moral patterns of life that
started to consolidate, which, in tum, were generanng social no~ of commo~ use, and
above all, for the conception of common religious beliefs, the fact 1s that certam groups
of families began to form greater groups, becoming what " the Greeks called fratia and
the Latins c1ma "

1

Within the evolution of social structures, the union of several curias or fratias would
become tribes The original names of those tribes were based on the "hero's name",
who had his entity from a man deified by his epic enterprises. That hero was qualified as
"eponymous", just for giving his name to the land where he had been enthroned as
divinity. Along with that peculiarity of worshipping the hero, the tribe strongly included
the cult for the ancestors and gave preponderance to the home as symbol. From those
facts the family was formally constituted and consolidated and the first laws were
established. That would be the basis of further legislation on the use of land and public
or private spaces by the community; what could be called the genesis of the urban
codes.
Several historians agree with the idea that the constitution of the city as it is known
nowadays, except for the megalopolis, which is another more complex type, starts from
the association of tribes.
These associations emerged caustically in certain cases perhaps due to the imposition of
a more powerful tribe which dominated the weaker ones or may be because of the will of
a more powerful man, which gave origin to the feudal order and to dominance in the
territory which, according to its expansion and preponderance, determined the
aristocratic ranks: kingdom, county, shire, marquisate, etc.
However, it is also valid the planning of cities, in use nowadays, based on the decision of
an appointed chief in an already established city The chief decides to found another city
with the support of a group of citizens who are determined to emigrate, and establish in a
different settlement.
Somehow, starting from the basic urban modules originated by human assemblies, such
as house, shrine, cistern, public way, agora and markets, the first villages are
consolidated, which have constituted the embryonic organiz.ation of the city.
On the other hand, it can be seen that these urban components start to arise
accompanied by socio - cultural changes, which give way to a new organization of
human habitat.
"Public moral, government, law and regulation on communal spaces are indispensable in
these concentrations of families in a sole and stable place predetermined to live" 2 .
Apart from all these determining socio-cultural factors, it must be remarked that the
safety t~t a _city provides to its inhabitants becomes the principal condition to encourage
commumty life
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The defensive walls, a characteristic of all fortified .1.
f hi h h
.
.
.
ci 1es, o w c t ere are only rema.ms
· lmost all modern
~ _a
metropolis, renund us of the importance of this peculiarity of the
c1t1es.
I~ isdinltedreS!ing to pointb out, at this stage, how the urban morphology of old fortified
c1ta e s oes
· always cond"1110ned
·
··
. not occur y sheer chance
·
, but 1·1 1s
to military
strategy
'
to the enVlronment and to the period.
An e~ple of this idea are the medieval citadels. One of them designed by Leonardo da

Vinci, had a pentag~nal P~ and pointed bastions, both characteristics efficiently met the
dem~d for protectio~ agalllSt the arrow or cannon shots. They were all meticulously
studied based on prccise geometrical tracings.
It must_be taken into co~deration that despite the incipient regulations that governed
the tracing of the first C1ttes, these ones grew informally inside the minor areas of its
common land.
The streets were irregular and tortuous, of various widths and lengths, with parcels of
different measures. All this was a sample of the lack of strict planning regulations
'
especially remarkable in minor units of urban scale.
Many European cities maintain even today a tracing which had its origin in such peculiar
way of urban growth.
Rome, Seville, Pireo, to mention a few, keep these characteristics.
The idea of consolidation of regulated planning as unique or repetitive models is far away
in the history of nwucind. One of the most repetitive and known examples has been the
reticulated tracing (checkerboard) ofthe Spanish colonial cities.
Buenos Aires, capital of Argentina, and La Plata, capital of the most important province
in the country, are examples of this urban model. However, La Plata has the particularity
of having been one of tbc first city planning designed in the American continent, and
drawn on the paper, before being built in reality. The diagonals that section the grid,
"that cut off the square" 3 , and its system of numbered streets, show that the design
preceded the implantation.
It is precisely at this stage when it is brought up the theory developed by Arch.
Christopher Alexander in his book "The Environment Structure" .
Alexander distinguishes between natural cities, the ones created in rather spontaneous
way in the co~ of years, and the so called artificial cities, which have been created
deliberately by designers and planners.
They are analyzed through two abstract models that belong to the Graph Theory, which
are called tree and semirrtticle (figure I).
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As examples of artifi:ial c~ties he mentions Levitown, Chandigarh, the English New
Towns'. Kei:izo Tange s design for Tokyo's bay, and Brasilia The last one will be
tran~~ed m ~ graph for being one of the best known and particularly most related to
the ongm of this paper, as the city is situated in South America (figure 3).
Central axis of Brasilia

a

k

Tree
Figure I
"A tree is, in actual fact, a flowchart composed by points (vertices) and lines (edges), in
4
which there exists an only path that links each par of its constitutive points" , whereas in
a semi"eticle, multiple possible paths can be found among intermediate or extreme
points of its whole organization.

Public roads in quarters of block of buildings

Figure 3

These characteristics identify the diverse planning designs with the analogous abstract
models 5 . In these models, the points or vertices of that flowchart, which is in fact a
graph, are integrating elements of the city, and the segments indicate the existence of an
interrelation among them.

But the Graph Theory has explored new sources as time goes by. Computer sciences,
which Prof Alexander considered a limited contribution to the area of design in the
60's, has nowadays shot up so tremendously, that it has become a valuable component in
the process of design, not a mere supporting tool.

Professor Alexander outlines the theory that the natural cities are organized as
semi"eticles, whereas the artificial cities have been structured as trees.

To draw an example of application in the urban field and in a reduced scale, we will take
a very well known place of Paris. In that site where it is implanted the Arch of Triumph
a complex encounter of traffic lines occurs (figure 4).

As examples of natural cities Alexander mentions Siena, Liverpool, Kyoto, Manhattan
and Cambridge. The last one has been chosen as an example to represent graphically here
(figure 2).

Cambridge

Housings

Bars
Figure 2
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It is possible to generate an abstract model of that urban plot and to transform_it into a
graph (figure 5). From this graph and by means of computers, it is possible to d~errnine.
traffic flows, distances to travel on foot or by car, quantity of existing comers (there are
92!), etc., etc.

PLAN
Figure 4
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Planning as a Cultural Achievement
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"The an of town planning has been defined as the an of creating the kind
of environment needed to produce and maintain human values, which
means, inter alia, the balancing and harmonizing of public and private
needs so that one sha11 not be sacrificed to the other. If any urban activity
can be said to have approached that ideal, it was the making of Dutch
towns". (G.L.Burke}'

GRAPH
Figure 5
Finally, as this paper comes to an end, we hope that these concepts and th~ abstra~
models that are so helpful to sc1ence in general and to planners and destgners m
particular, turns out to be useful to those who have the responsibility of projecting, in the
fonhcoming third millennium, the general outlining to achieve the best functions of the
great urban centers.
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"In every phase ofthe world economy since the Middle Ages, a few cities
have produced n~ lifestyles that have become widely diffused, and new
spatial and architectonic forms that have defined contemporary trends.
From Tokyo in the 1980s to fifteenth century Venice, with Los Angeles.
Chicago, New }'.ork, Paris, London and Amsterdam in between, the list of
key world
associaied with such innovations forms the chapter
headingsfor many work on urban history". (JosefKonvitz}'

cities

Since 1981, I have been responsible for Spatial Management of the city of Amsterdam, as
Director and Chief Planner. I deh'berately use the term "Spatial Management'' as, in
Dutch, German and French, it bas a meaning that differs from the Anglo-Saxon
"planning". "Planning" refers to a once-only activity, well defined in time, whereas
"Ordening", "Raurnordnog" or ~•Arnenagernent du Territoir" refers to an ever-necessary,
continuous care and attention. "Ordening". or Management, is cyclic in character:
observation and research, analysis, development, consolidation, evaluation, management
and redevelopment. In other words, "management" is the recycling machine for our
physical environment.
Cities, human settlements, are made by man and reflect the views people have about their
society. Space and time are the dimensions shaping these views and all possible human
emotions can be recognized, such as: safety, hope, confidence, solidarity and comfon.
And, fortunately, in all times and all cultures people have a desire for beauty and want to
experience the sensation of beauty. But other qualities are recognizable also. Throughout
history greed, fear, perverted exercise of power, sadism, vanity, opponunism and
indifference can be found in the traces ofour presence.

Buenos Aires, March 1998
Whoever visits Sienna or Florence can still sense the utopian atmosphere from the
Renaissance. Utopias as visions of a better life: a society freed from material and mental
poverty and pressure, and its repercussions on the design for the ideal city, reflect a clear
expression oflife-conditions of that time. It is mainly within the socio-economic context
and the arena of technological knowledge · two different but nevertheless very interwoven
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dimensions - that the utopian urban picture is determined.
d ibes his island Utopia, where all inhabitants live in freedom
In 1516 Thom~ M<xrll :nbaleful influences of property and profit are banned and the
O
and are equal. Fust a ede.usticc and illegal concentration of power and wealth, live in
people, ~ ~:
lai~-out cities all with identical language and administrative
1
fifty spacious, d entJ_besYthe layout ofth~ cities in a detail, because their actual structure
strucrures. He escn
· ,orm:
~
the WI"dth o f the
· "deas of the society itself. He descn"bes bas1c
expresses the utop1c 1
• H d
·bes _,,.1-,; _
streets, the height of the buildin~ and the size of the whole city. e escn
ev-Juw,g
that forms the underpinning of his utopian urban dream.

~:t

But utopias are rarely sustainable, and at best, only random indications ~f lost_~ s are
left behind: reproductions in stone of whatever us~ to be a common social _spmt. It 1s the
nostalgia for lost ideals that induc~ us to watch, with ?ated_~reath, ?1~e 3?1facts from the
past, these monwnents to short penods of hope: bea~tJful cities, theu SI~cance reduced
to places of touristic interest Places of 1Dterest datmg from before the tune of the great
European potentates. Popes and secular tyrants who reshaped cities like Rome, Paris,
Vienna and Berlin as monwnents to their own pathetic glory.

"Few countn·es exist where the hand of man has exerted a greater
formative influence in the shaping ofthe landscape".' .

Compared to many other European cities, Amsterdam is not particularly old. It was not
witil the 1311, century that the low countries were adequately protected against flooding
and it was only then that the political situation was sufficiently stable to allow towns to be
fowided.
Toe fact that Amsterdam was built on marshy ground continues to pose specific problems
for builders. The surface soil usually consists of layers of soft peat, several meters thick.
At an average depth of 11 lo 12 meters there is a layer of maritime sand, 3 to 3.5 meters
thick. In construction, builders make us of long piles, made from Scandinavian pine.
which are driven straight through the soft upper layer of soil into the first sand layer: The
walls are then mounted on wooden piles below ground water level , to prevent rottmg of
the pile beads. A great part of the total building stock and most of the buildings in the
historic center are built on wooden piles, and these piles, which have been in the ground
for centuries will suddenly fall apart ifno longer submerged. Thus it is evident that sophisticated control over the water level is a matter oflife and death for this city.

Amsterdam has not experienced the intervention of such powers. Amsterdam has always
been a city of burghers and that civic society always has set great store by consciously
shaping its own environment. The most remarkable aspect of that Amsterdam attitude, is
its sustainability. It has survived many centuries, and it was - and is - the continuous
inspiration for its development. It would almost seem that a sense for urban planning,
urban development, urban management and urban care is part of the DNA patterning of
the Amsterdammer.

It is unimaginable that, through inattention, the water level in the urbanized ~ of
Amsterdam would sink too low. This would cause an apocalyptic vision of horror with the
whole historic inner city crumbling - not unlike the tumbling walls of biblical Jericho. So,
if Amstcrdammers speak of ca.n,als they are speaking of part of what we call -. the "wat~macbinery"; the artificial mechanisms that enable us to live in peaceful coeX1stence with
the water.

Evidence for this is obviously to be found in the Amsterdammer's natural environment.
Life with water has forced the Dutch into a highly sophisticated pattern of plarmed and
organized behavior. Dikes need to be constructed and maintained. And for agrarian use as
well as for the preservation of buildings a punctilious management of water levels is of
vital importance. That is only achieved by cooperation and organization, based on
common interest

Indeed, by the i Jh century - when the fishing village bad become a city - it was an ~t of
unimaginable vision to develop a scheme such as the canal-belt: a reaso~bly sunple
concentric grid, based on practical basic assumptions for transportallon, "".ater
management and - for the time - hygiene. The unit is the building bl~k, ?ut mmus
monumentality: the design is not based on a desire for decorum or dram~llzation, but 1s
simple, functional, clear and has, most importantly, a supeib refinement tn measure and
proportion.

!he result is not ~nly a fully man-made landscape dating from the 13• century, but, most
unportantly, a social culture and organization which has formed the basis of Dutch society
and the very way that, even today, society deals with its physical environment.
From !he 13~ century ?n small scale. landowners and peasants were forced to engage
collec_nv~ly ID the mamtenance of dikes, canals, sluices and mills. These collective
org~~ons, the watc:rboards, still exist They arc the basis of our democratic
orgaruzat1~n. In Holl_and democracy did not emerge from a political philosophy but just
from pracllcal necessity.
Bamouw wrote':
"The . Dutch learned by bitter experience that their strength fay in
plannmg. organization and cooperation",

and Lambert added that as a result of that:
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However sophisticated it may be, it is not the scheme i~elf that ca~ wonder. The m?st
fascinating aspect is that this scheme was gradually realiz.ed over a penod of two centunes
and remains fully intact today. Obviously no-one_has fe_lt th~ need _for ch~ge ?r
modification· thus this scheme has survived changes Ill functions, ID politJcal regunes, m
economic c~umstances and - the most dangerous • fashions in architecture.
Amsterdam: the burghers, the administration, the technici~ "".ere obviously so ~stied
with, and proud of, their city that they were immune to diversions or the temptations of
new trends and fashions. They adhered to the essentials of the plan · a plan for the unbuilt
area, the public space; the profiles for the canals and the seco~dary roads; the Jen~ of a
bend and the angle of the bend. And, possibly the most crucial, the
pro filI e, to a
•
.
b
ed ali
t .th 1n·ct1y
regulations for building on those canals: ID an uno ~ct
gnmen WI s
gu1 ted h ight and parceling. For more than two centunes Amsterdammers have shown
re a f eood
taste, inventiveness• flexibility and, most importantly, concern for their
asenseo
g
city.
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Because the emphasis was so much on public space the plan became a plan of - and for the people of the city. The city could be expenenced from~ humane, understandable and
pleasant public space. The city was defined _b~ the qu~ty of space that belonged to
everyone, not by the splendor of individual bwldings , which are to be looked at but not
entered.
People enJoyed a special relationship with their city, re&ru:<1ed it. as something of ~eir
own; were proud of it and cared for it It defined that spe<:1fic altitude towards planrun_g
which has been referred to as genetically programmed m the Amsterdammer. This
mentality is still present, sometimes in a very manifest way.
The map of Amsterdam can be read like a histoI?' book, with e~e~ts and opinions '.13ting
from different periods being immediately obVJous. Most striking, however, 1s the
consistency of a few main principles; a consist~cy tha~ depending ~n time, ~lace,
circumstances and current fashion, allows an mterprenve freedom 111 functional,
architectural and technical matters.
More than two centuries elapsed before the canal-belt was completed. During that period,
opinions and needs sometimes altered quite dramatically. For example, totally different
functions have been required of buildings that were originally trade houses for merchants,
and building techniques and architecture have altered through time. Change is still
occurring, with the buildmg, replacement of buildings, and reconstruction continuing.
Yet the concept itself survives it all. It can adapt to all these changes without difficulty. It
represents a remarkable synergy between the strength of the concept and the mentality of
the Amsterdammer. He or she does not even wish to discuss the value of the concept!
There certainly was in the history of Amsterdam a recession in the continuum of planned
wtan development The 19111 century brought a period of extreme liberalism and little
governmental power. It was in Europe an era of absolute cultural stagnation. But this
changed at the end of the century and in the Netherlands in 1901 the Housing Act went
into effect, which obliged municipal cmmcils to develop strategies for further growth and
development
At that time the City Council of Amsterdam decided to take urban development actively
into its own hands again. Two far-reaching decisions were taken. In 1897 it was decided
that the city would no longer sell land but would simply lease it out. This land policy had
been frequently discussed during the previous hundred years. As a result, the municipality
owns more than 85% of all the land in its territory. This farsighted land policy has been
the most powerful planning instrument and has formed the basis of the city's prosperity.

nelis van Eesteren .

:111: plan ~as
~yin_!932 and approved by City Council in 1935. It proved a milestone
110

mt~ ?a P ~ g P~tice; one of the first plans where scientific research was
comb111ed with physical planning. It was based on estimated population increase up to the
year of 2000.

111

That G~eral Extension Plan of 1935 was largely realized in the years before 1970 and
at th~t lime . the post-war reconstruction period was completed. New acts of urban
plarm1,~g pohcy were the construction of the "Bijlmem1eer'', the supposed "city of the
future and the urban renewal program. The Bijlmermeer was mainly a plarmers-drcarn
which, in spite of its beauty, was not such a success.
The urban renewal program however represented an incredible example of planning by
the people. While the planners dreamt of total reconstruction of the depressing 19111
century neighborhoods according to the CIAM standards of "light, air and space", the
people opted for the preservation of the existing. And their choice was not based on
romantic heritage-nostalgia but on practical rationale: the optimization of technical
improvement with as little nuisance, cost and disturbance of social patterns as possible.
Although almost I 00% of the houses were social, rented houses, those people loved
their environment and were prepared to demonstrate their attachment in very outspoken
ways. All pre-war neighborhoods with 25 ¾ of the total Amsterdam housing stock were
renewed, reconstructed or renovated, with strict regulations that existing street patterns,
existing alignments and existing building-heights were to be respected.
Finally, in the recent nineties, the people were back at the barricades. Demographic
development asks for a production of at least 4000 new houses a year; and for reasons of
sustainability these houses have to be built in or adjacent to the city. 65% will be
realized by intensifying and densifying the urban body; for 35% the only solution is a
new extension.
Again, discussions relating to the site and the type of plan were very public. Almost no
Amsterdammer refrained from participating in that debate, in meetings, in the
newspapers and on television. The outcome at the and was a choice for IJburg, cast of
Amsterdam, in the waters of the U-lake, the fom1er Zuiderzee. As during the period of
urban renewal, the people again placed conditions on the development. As it would take
place in an ecologically sensitive area with great emotional significance to many
Amsterdarnmers, the harm done to the natural environment had to be minimized by
building in high densities and using as litt!e space as possible. ~!us the new area had to
meet the highest technical standards relatmg to the natural envuorunent and the use of
energy and other resources.

The other decision, in _1905, was the commission, to the young architect Berlage, for a
plan for a comprehensive wtan extension. In this commission the City Council stated
explicitly that Berlage should draw up "a beautiful urban area".

The most encouraging outcome of the discussion was that the people, via a referendum,
chose an extension "in the best tradition of Amsterdam planning".

~le the_realization ~f Berlage:s ~outhem extension was still in full progress the city
ag~ decided_to take its future 111 its own hands. It wanted an overall strategic plan to
enVJsa~e pos_s1ble long term urban development for the entire municipal territory. For that
reason 11 decided to add a new Department of Urban Planning to its Public Works D artep
.
. h
ment. The city agam c osc a representative of the avant-garde as its chief planner: Cor-

Even in our modem, somewhat over-orgaruzed times. ~eople still care and fi~alt forkthef
qualities of their environment. Mobilizing that potential power 1s the esscntJ las ~
·n planning for and management of, our urban and rural areas. It 1s
•
.
S
ab·1•
everyone mvo Ived l
·nability as long as we refram from that task ustam I II) 1s
h ·11
no use to t alk abou t Sustal
.
•
merely an intellectual fantasy if we do not achieve the commitment of those w o w1
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actually use the space, the land, the w~ters, the air and the soil. And that is not so
difficult. They have only to be taken senously.

A Historic Account for Urbanization in th U ·t d A b E .
.
links to the future
e m e ra m1rates.

r am not trying to say that Amsterdam has got eve~g ri~t. 0~ the contr~, _many

Ahmed M Salah Ouf
Faculty of Engineering
University of the United Arab Ameriates

things happen in an unsatisfactory way and after frustrat~~ d1scuss1ons. My pot_nt 1s that
planning is not merely a professional or intellectual actlVlty ?ut a c~!~l achievem~nt
of a society. As a professional I have fought many fights with pol_tUc1ans, comm~ruty
groups, investors and activists. Sometimes I convinced them, sometimes they convinced
me. But I was - as a professional - lucky to find an atmosphere where all those groups
and individuals were concerned and willing to invest much of their emotion, creativity
and energy in such discussions.
Like I said, a collective, cultural responsibility for our common environment is the
achievement of every society. It is there, it only has to be activated.

Notes
1

Burke, Gerald L., "The making of Dutch Towns", a study in Urban Development
from the tenth to the seventeenth centuries, London I 956
' JosefKonvitz, OECD, Paris, cited in "Design Australia, skills for 2010, Faculty of
Architecture, The University of Sydney, 1996.
' ·· A.J.Bamouw, "The making of Modem Holland", London, 1968.
' AM.Lambert, "The making of the Dutch Landscape", an historical geography of the
Netherlands. London/New York, 1971.

UAE
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1• Introduction: historic accounts of the UAE cities
Cities oflhe U~ted Arab Emirates are the gift of their suitable locations on the Gulf
as safe ~ve~ for fishing ;ind pearl-hunting ships which made the livelihood of the small
populauon since the 1500 s when the origins of th
·stin
ul ·
ed · 2 c· ·
the Gulf never attained a very high urban status ~ CXlto th gdi~p allon fm~Ivbecam . th11J_cs on
.
.
pnor
e scovcry o 01
use cir
envtro~cntal setuogs were poor compared to the neighboring wall-established urban
cente~ in Oman, Iraq, Iran, and India. Stopping for food supplies, fuel, and water was more
~lausible on the shores of Oman Sultanate which had better natural resources and a stable
independent gov~ent as early as the 1300's. Settlements on the southern shores of the
Gulf were on!~ cat~ for the local population and spontaneous stops of ships crossing the
gulf to the TnaJOr ~rt c1~ ofBasraat the times of the Muslim Khalipbate which ended by
the I 500 s when its capital moved to Istanbul in Turkey. Pearl hunting was the only craft
indigenous to the area that gave it a good name up to the 1900 s.

Economy of the area was feudal depending on fishing, artimal husbandry, and trade and
co_uld only expan~ into the hinterlands depending on the availability of pastures after a good
rainy season. This feudal economy was only capable of supporting small settlements that
were left isolated due to the natural difficulty ofland transportation through the salty
shallows which made most of the landscape close to the Gulf shores. Distribution of
settlements was consequently dispersed, independent, and never dominated under one rule as
it was difficult for a single feudal economy to provide security and peace for the whole area.
In areas where the population was capable of depending on agriculture and animal husbandry
with better land transportation; more stable and unified government was attained' .
2- Western interest in the Gulf area
Western interest in the area began as early as the 1500 s when the Portuguese
expedition of Magellan discovered the route to India with the help of a local Gulf sailor (Ibo
Majid). By the year 1509 local war ships were united to stop the spread of Portuguese
power in the Gulf area but were defeated in "Diwo" naval battle off the shores oflndia (AlKasirni, I 993, p.30 ). The same period of time witnessed the rise of the Ottomans as a
major power that overthrew the wall-established Muslim Khalipbate in Bagdad and shifted
the capital of the Muslim World to Istanbul. Small emirates on the Gulf shores were out of
the reach of the Istanbul government which was trying to make a stronghold on other
Muslim states in North Africa, Egypt, Iraq, and the holy lands in the Arab Peninsula.
Associate professor al the department of Architecture. f aculty of Engineering, University of the United Arab
Emirates.
' See AI-Kasimi 93 p.46 and Rashid 89, plS-25.
.
.
, Emirate of Abu-Dhabi (the largest of the sceen Emirates further west) 1s a good example because of 11S vast
pastures deep ·m the h"mterIan ds and better land transporuuon into the Arabian Penuuula.
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dwelled by the Kasirni as the "The Pirate Coast"'. Clashes between the two sides continued
in the Gulf and off the shores oflndia till 1819 when a final and a ferocious confrontation
took place and the Kasimi capital city of Ras al-Khaimah was completely destroyed.

.
.;

r

·. u
•

Jf

Figure 2 Battles insidt Ras al-Khaimah city 1809'

Figure 1 1522 map of the Gulf•

It was not till 1622 that the British forces were able to expel the Portuguese from their strong
hold of Hermosa on the tip of the Gulf, as the East Indian Company became a major interest
to the British empire. An interest which turned bloody at 1809 and 1819 when the British
navy destroyed and put the whole city of Ras al-Khai.mah on fire to assure their full control
over the Gulf. The Kasimi tribes who had their livelihood centered around sea-life were
ruling the area extending from no~days Sharjah (South-west) up to Ras Musandarn (NorthEast) with their Capital located in the city of Ras al-Khaimah. Their nautical power (not
yet an organized navy) of the Kasimi was up to 63 large war ships and 810 small ships as
projected by the British sources at 1806 to the extent that the Eastern India Company signed
a treaty with them to allow the British ships to sail into and near the Gulf and at the same
time giving the Kasimi full right of trade in the Indian sea6 • However, the treaty was not
respected and there was a bloody clash between the British navy raided the Kasimi in there
capital city ~f Ras al-Kh~ah at 1809 in which the city was completely gunned down from
the navy ships. ~ e Kas'.1111 were s~o.ng enough to rebuild their naval ships within five years
~d recall there ships which were sailing the Indian and African waters to have another clash
with the British navy at_1_816 in which the British navy had to retreat (Rashid, p. 56).
Cl~hes b~tween _the Bnllsh navy and the ~asimi were based on alleged piracy claims by
Bnush s.hips, an unage accentuated by Bnush maps of that time which referred to the area
' The issue of having control over colonies on the Iran· "d fth G If
is a fact however most references do not pom
· 1 out lhe Klan si ~ ~ e . u and on the Eastern shores of Africa
•M b F·
asun15 111 pan1cuIar.
ap Canyo.com
ncs/Servetus 1522/1523 Arabia, Heritage Map Museum• Middle East and Afr"1ca, 1ntemet source:
www.
' See Rashid 1989. p.43-51 , and Hanzal 1995 for the detailed documents of 1806.
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Kasimi naval power was estimated at 1819 by the British as composed of 89 large ships with
canons and 161 small ships with a total of I0300 worrier men (Rashid, p. 77). Starting 1820
a peace treaty was signed and the presence of the British navy in the Gulf became permanent
and having the upper hand with a special provision of the treaty that ended the Kasimi
presence on the Iranian coast of the Gulfl.
3- Description of old settlements on the gulf
Description of the urban structure of any UAE city is only available through old
maps and sketches drafted by the early explorers and adventurers since no written ( not to
mention sketched or drawn) account of the urbanization is available. Main Arabic
references to old settlements like that of Yakot al Hamawy, al-Maqrizi, and Al-Tabary, up to
the sixteenth century do not mention any major settlement in the area. The only available
reference to the urban mass of an UAE city is that of Ras al-Khaimah as described by the
British navy officers who drew the battle of 1819 in which a watch tower or two can be seen
in the landscape. However, ifwe consider the s?eer nwnber of~orriers and ships
..
participating in Ras al-Khai.mah battle from .the side of the Ka_s1m1 (as defined by the B~111sh
navy) we might speculate the number ofthetr gene_ral popul~tton t~ be around fi fty _to sixty
thousand distributed among the city of Ras al-Khai.mah and its environs. Such a high
population figure would defmitely require some sizable urban .dev~lopmen~ that f?r some
reason was ignored by most travel~rs. to the ~ . 1:he only h1stonc ma~enal available for
researchers about the history of ex1stmg UAE c1ttes 1s that related to aenal photography
during the J930's which were done for the p\lll)Ose of oil exploration. History of

' Most British maps of the area e.g. map 120.01,in Records of Oman, originally published 1837 for the Royal
Geographic Society in London.
• The Picture adapted from AI-Kasimi p.50
• See Rashid p.83-87 and Hanzal 1989 for the treaty document.
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urbanization prior to that might only have references in oral history and undocumented
resources.
4- City structure and city components

All major UAE cities - which make the original seven emirates confederation-- arc
built on a or around a Creck 10 in order to ensure their inhabitants a safe haven for their
fishing and pearl-hunting ships from possible extreme weather conditions and the gulf tide.
This internal location was a necessary measure for the good keeping of the fishing, pearlhunting. and trade vessels which made the livelihood of the population. Cities' location on
double water fronts also increased the possibility of fish catching from the Gulf and the creek
m all sorts of climates and tide conditions, especially so when we consider the small number
of population till the 1900s. However. the main explanation for that island-like location is
the protection from any possible land invasions and raids by other tribesmen within the
region. Sometimes the location was a real island as that of Abu-Dhabi were it can be
reached only through the shallow wate~ when the tide is low. Adding to the defensive
locations; land tranSportation was already difficult along the shores because of the many
salty shallows (Sabkha fields in Arabic) that restrained caravan movement. Hostilities
against such senlements was only possible from the sea-side; for which the existence of the
Creek was a second defense line. As a result of the above discussion the creek became a
general city component in all major UAE cities.

least one for the ruler's residence. Forts some f
ed
.
imes were r uced to the size of a
atchtowcr with a small
. .
w fi
. t be
space inside only at strategic locations for early alarm before any
necessary· However, durmg
· the 1800 ,s most of the watchtowc~ and forts
de ense m1gh
fthc UAE east of Ab Dh b.I
· of new ones
on thbe shores
o
..
d b th
u- a were destroyed and the erection
was arine Y e 8 nllsh as a means of controlling hostilities within the area.

Figure 4 Fort of Ajmao 1950

In most of the UAE cities the ruler's palace was integrated within the fort which was a
symbol on the emirate status and might. Limited economic resources for many emirates
made the term "palace" unattainable in reality depending on each emirate's wealth , surplus
revenue and number of people. The heart of any city was not the fort, nor the palace, nor
the city harbor on the creek but rather the mosque and its surrounding markets (suqs or
bazaars) which made the center for daily civil activities. Based on the feudal economic
system and the limited resources of the population, the goods exchanged in those markets
were limited in value and volume.
4- Epilogue: A look into the future

Figure 3 al-Sharjah map at 1935 showing the Gulf and Creek

This feeling of safety on the creek shore lead to the creation of the Urban
·
cr_eek front while watchtowers and forts were created either on the G If hmass nght on the
fringes of the city.
u s ore or on the desert

Another general city component of old UAE cities is its defensive t
. .
fort, the watch towers and the walls .th
.
syS em which included the
'
, ei er as an integrated syste
· ·
or as separate items dispe~d all over the landscape All . . hmdcontammg all aliments
ciues a forts of some kind; at
·
"Cr~ek ,s '·Khor" in Arabic = a small body of water branchin
.
.
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be lmear or taking the shape of a small inland lake
g off e Arabian Gulf that might
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Modem urbani:zation in the UAE is only three decades old and has already altered the
lifestyle of the people, and caused a redistribution of the population among the seven
emirates depending on the newly provided employment potentials and services and not on
the traditional distribution of tribes across the land. In order to achieve that much change
during a very short period of time; UAE cities turned to the international planning standards
which paid no ( or very little) attention to the traditional city structure and its basic
components. A close monitor was applied on all new city plans 'I.Vhich were prepared by
foreign consulting offices to ensure the basic services such as: a mosque for each residential
quarter, adequate number of schools and a suitably located health center for each city district.
However, the traditional intimate pedestrian movement systems through out the community,
distribution of properly scaled urban spaces for outdoor activities within the residential areas,
and the traditional integration among urban activities were not observed. Efficient as the)
are; modern urban developments in the UAE- as they are in most other countries with fast
track urbani:zation - lost a great deal of their local identity and urban character. In business
687

and commercial districts ofUAE cities such a loss of identity might be understood within the
context of ..globalization" of businesses across international boundaries. In residential
quarters, modem layout of the buildings is not resisted as the traditional settings of narrow
and winding streets do not fulfill the desired ease of access to the dwelling door step in
response to the high car o-..nership rates prevailing in the community. However, such a loss
of identity in residential areas might be considered curable and temporary as a great number
of the population still have their personal recollection of how life looked like less than thirty
years ago.
Under such circumstance a strong trend for historic preservation and conservation of whole
urban sites is only a need by the community at large to defend its roots and demonstrate to
the younger generations the older life style in the city before it is for-ever gone. A
dichotomy between traditional and modem urbanization is not a case in UAE cities since the
traditional urban settings are only kept for festivities and recreational cultural activities and
is not developed for normal day-to-day functioning.
Figure S Urban fabric of Dubai city at 1951

With air conditioning becoming a basic need
easily provided for all segments of the
population; traditional layout and design of
buildings which had their virtues in
providing better environmental conditions
might not even be fully desirable as they
cannot provide modem life luxuries that is
becoming a standard for newer
developments.
To sum up on the issue of"what is the urban future ofUAE cities is going to look like"
thorough research in the fields of architecture, urban design, and building environment ~eed
to be carried out un-biased by any sentimental image stereotypes about the past. A somehow
culturall_y appr?~riate ur_ban development codes that does not conflict with the country' s
economic amb1uons while conforming to modern Life styles is yet to be developed so that a
ne\~ i_irban character might be defined. In a world of harsh and fast moving economic
real1ues; o~ the long ~ ; urbanization is definitely going to be strongly affected by the laws
of economic profi~b1hty ~?~e than by its fulfillment of"cultural desires" that are not backed
by strong economic capab1_h11es as proved to be true in most cities of the world since the turn
of the c~ntury. The look mto the future needs to be realistic, culturally responsive,
dynamic, and yet f~lfilli~g to the "sentimental" needs of the community to feel uni ue
q
and deeply rooted mto history.
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It i~ not easy to ~iscem conti~uity between the pre-modern and the modem of a nation
which has expenenced coloruza11on. In general, there is a distinctive rupture between
the pre-modern and the modern around the staning point of colonial occupancy due to
the ~for~ement of th~ m~ern laws, institutes, way of Life and way of thinking through
coloruzatlon. Modem1zatton through colonization that is, colomal modermza11on is
pervasive in Third World countries.
'
Modern urban planning in Korea is also a part of colonial modernization. The Choson
Street Planning Act (CSPA), introduced by Japan in 1934, is commonly considered as
the beginning of modem urban planning in Korea. The CSPA became the first modem
urban planning law enacted in Korea and, after the nation's liberation, became the basis
for the development of planning law. The CSPA had, however, some colonial
characteristics as well as modem ones. The main focus of the CSPA was the efTecttve
colonial domination of Korea, rather than a response to Korea' s urban problems. In
other words, the CSPA was aimed at colonial modernization of cities in Korea.
The following questions arise: Were there any endogenous efforts towards ·modem
urban form in Korea? Before the CSPA, were there any urban problems and were there
any social responses to them? In order to answer these questions, we have to rethink the
concept of modem urban planning. The important point here is that urban planrung
cannot be reduced to specific laws; rather, urban planning should be considered as a
unique social phenomenon in modem society. World planning history shows us that
urban planning started with social efforts to cope with urban problems caused by the
industrial revolution and rapid urbanization (Hall, 1994). That is, the genesis of urban
planning is founded not on some techniques or tools for urban development but on the
movements and efforts of a society moving towards a hopeful and possible future It 1s
only from this perspective that Korea's experience can be more fnutfully located tn
world urban planning history.
Planning movements before the CSPA
This paper deals with the three major planning movei_nents which occurred before the
CSPA in Korea. The Urban Improvement Pro;ect tn Seoul look place before the
colonization of Korea (1910) in the Teahan Cheguk penod; Street improvement and
__, M
on urban planning occurred after that. These sequential movements,
Sll«iy ovement
. •
f
contents and charactensttcs, show the early forms o modern
event·r they had d"flierent
1
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urban planning and their distorted trajectory in Korea.

plans. Even if this study arose fr
.
.
.
om urgent urban problems 11 was no surprise that the
city P1ru:1~ we_re ~ongly mf!uenced by the 1Dterests of the J~panese who took control of

Around 1860, the Choson Dynasty (the previous name for Korea) faced difficult
external and internal problems. Internally, people's demand and rebellion for a modem
and self-reliant nation were ceaseless; externally, the aggressions of Western powers
including Japan were about to begin. In 1897, in the middle of a power-balance among
those powers surrounding the Choson, King Kojong renamed the country Taehan
Cheguk and proclaimed to the world that Taehan Cheguk was a self-reliant nation.
Furthermore, he enforced various reforms in politics and set about to establish a
powerful and wealthy country.

many_ cities ID orea. The plan for Teagu, a city in Korea which demonstrated the
con~ict between urban pl~g and private capital was typically constructed to meet
the 1~tereSls of Ja~anese pnvate capital. The plan for Seoul utilized state-of-the-art
techniques of the time such as estimation of population, zoning, and land adjustment.
However, the plan. was also designed for the Japanese, and such as, these study
movements to establish the urban planning act were later to fail (Sohn, 1994).

The Urban Improvement Project ID Seoul was implemented as a part of those reforms in
1896. This project was designed to physically modernize the spatial structure of Seoul.
The government widened the main streets of Seoul that had been overrun b y
commercial activity and built a new radial avenue starting from Kyoung' un Palace, the
residence of the King. In addition, the government created several public gardens in the
center of the city, built a few S}mbolic monuments, and introduced modem facilities
such as the telephone system as well as railways. These improvements resulted in a
tremendous change in the appearance of Seoul and had two main purposes (Lee, 1994).
One goal was to heighten the status of ihe new nation; Seoul, as the capital of the new
nation, required a grand and authoritative spatial structure. The other purpose was to
cope with the development of commercial activity and foreigners' residences in Seoul.
The problem of foreigners ' residences caused by the opening of ports and the
development of trade with foreign countries inevitably forced this improvement project.
In 1910, having a firm grip on Korea, Japan started to imprint its colonial spatial
structure on Korea by using the Street Improvement Act of 19 12. The Street
Improvement, as a basic concept of urban planning meant improving the urban
infrastructure such as streets, streams and bridges in order to modernize a city in block
units. The key improvements included widening the main streets of the city and making
them straight. However, Seoul had widened streets already under the Urban
lm~rovement project in Taehan Cheguk. The only thing changed in Seoul during this
penod was the ~treet structur~. Especially, the radial avenue connoting for the power of
King was subsututed for a hnear str_eet structure centering around the building of the
Governments-General of Choson (Kim, 1994). It was the first time for colonial urban
planning to take root in Korea.
Around the 1920's, the Street Improvement Act became insufficient to accommodate
the c_o mplcxities of Korea's urban problems such as a housing shortage and the need for
pubhc ~ealth. In Japan. where the Urb an Planning Act ( 1919) was already established,
p~ofess1onal knowledge about urban planning was imported from the West and actively
d1scu~sed. It was natural that Korea also had a great demand to establish an urban
planrung act. In conseque~ce, the informal study group on urban planning comprised of
Japanese officers and bus1Dess persons was organized in Korea (Sohn 1994) I
from then on that urban planning gained acceptance as a professional field in Ko~e~. was

The CSPA (1934_) was introduced abruptly with a completely different intention from
the one already dt~ussed. Colonizing Manchuria (the northeastern part of China), Japan
urge~tly needed this_act to develop Najin (a city in Korea) as a intermediate base for the
efficient transportation of goods and people. Even if based on Japan' s Urban Planning
Act, the CSPA had some colonial characteristics that the corresponding Japanese act did
not have. The CSPA focused on developing and expanding new streets rather than
improving the old streets of a city. In addition, it gave extraordinary powers to the
Governments-General without approval of the private sector or local authorities. All
these were j ust because the CSPA was designed to facilitate Japanese interests in
developing Najin rather than to cope with urban problems.
Urban planning as a history
Modernity in urban planning corresponds with the awareness of urban problems as
social problems and the development of a modem state apparatus managing the
problems (Benevolo, 1967). Korea's urban planning was molded through colonization
j ust like her modem state. The various planning movements dating back to the period of
Teahan Cheguk disclose clearly the endogenous roots of modem urban planning and its
anendant colonial characteristics in Korea. The unfolding process of modernity in urban
planning in Korea had coincided with the reinforcement of colonial characteristics.
Getting rid of the colonial features in urban planning became possible only after
Liberation; nevertheless, there is no doubt that those features had an effect on Korea's
urban planning up to now.
The term urban planning itself is the product of history. We named as urban planning
the social efforts to manage urban problems caused by the industrial revolution (Cherry,
1996). The garden city movement in Britain was one classical example. This historical
perspective is very important in clarifying the n~ture of modern urban _planning and
understanding its internationalization pr~ess. This pr~ess ~as.closely 1Dterrelated to
the expansion of colonization, and more importantly, ts contmu1Dg under the name of
culture and the economy up to now. In this sense, reflecti~ns on the roo~ of modem
urban planning are significant especially, today when the hm1ts of modernity are more
salient.

aki
•
This pos1uve concern about urban planning was followed b
Y m ng some real clly
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Exporting Urban Perceptions: The Colonial Origins of
Urban problems and Planning in Colombo
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From the early sixteenth century, Colombo had been the capital of colonial Ceylon,
under the Portuguese, Dutch, and British. Colombo was not only built according to
contemporary European norms, but the colonial community also evolved with this colonial port
city. ~ _the teens and twenties of the twentieth century, however, the British municipal
authonues of ~olombo began reporting that the city was plagued by urban problems and turned
to town planmng to solve these problems. These reports represent an abrupt change in the
municipality's perception of the city and its conditions during this period.
Despite its materiality, the city we talk about, act upon, and plan is a perception. It is
principally made of particular sets of processes classified as "urban" and a territory on which
these are believed to be concentrated.1 The city therefore differs from one group of observers to
the other depending on the time and place from which it is observed and the knowledge
employed by each in constructing its own image of the city. Urban and housing problems, if
any, and how these can be solved constitute parts of this perception. Yet knowledge is not
independent of societies, cultures, and spaces, but constructed along with them. In this context,
what I want to examine in this paper is how particular urban and housing problems in Colombo,
the former capital of Sri Lanka, were constructed by its colonial municipal authorities in the
second and third decades of the twentieth century and their implications on postcolonial
perceptions of the city.
I shall argue that there were two principal factors instrumental in the production of these
particular urban problems in Colombo. The first is the expansion of British colonial
involvement in the city, from the original colonial base of the fort area to a larger municipal area
in the 1860s. Even if the conditions identified by the municipal authorities in the 1920s had
existed previously, without the extension of the British sector in the city, these would have lain
outside their compound in Colombo. The second and more crucial factor, however, is what I
might call the exporting of specifically "town planning" discourses within the British Empire,
from the metropole to the colonies, beginning in ~e early twentieth century. Whatever
conditions and problems Colombo might have presented, planning knowledge developed in the
metropole made the municipal authorities perceive the same urban ills in Colombo as were
being observed in Manchester or London half a century ago.2
As the Ceylonese political elite and administrators grew up within colonial political and
economic spaces, Ceylonese town planners also emc~ged within_ metropoli~ discourses of the
Western industrial city. Hence, this colonial perceptlo~ of the city was earned on after
.
independence ( 1948) by post-<:olonial politicians, adnunistrators, and urban planners. ln doing
so, they institutionalized the fonns and nonns of th~ city, including urban_ inequalities, produced
under colonialism. In short, the British not only built and expanded the city but also taught the
Ceylonese how to perceive the city and its problems as well as how to take care of urban 111s.
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The Expansion and Restructuring of Colombo
· Until the 1860s. Colombo consisted of three principal zones. the fort, the Pettah, and
outer Pettah. (see figure 1)
Since the Bnush conquest of ~~..a... _ - ...,....
the Dutch territories in Ceylon :~~,-~
- ~2:'.l!~..i:.
in 1796, the fon had been the - ..•
principal domain of the
British colonial authorities.
As they were pushed out of
the fon by the British, the
descendants of the Portuguese
and Dutch took over the area
immediately adjacent to it, the
Penah. This moved the
Ceylonese funher away, from
the previous indigenous town,
the Penah, to what was
occasionally called the outer
Penah. During this period,
not only a large part of
Colombo, but also of Ceylon, Figure 1: Toe principal zones of early nineteenth century Colombo.
From: Cordiner 41.
lay outside the domain of the
colonial regime. Ruling Ceylon from the restricted area of the fon and extracting profits from
an enclave of plantations located in the central highlands of Ceylon externalized a significant
proportion of the costs of running the colonial administration and economy. It was only in the
late nineteenth cenrury that the size and scope of the city expanded beyond the fon for its British
authorities.
The late nineteenth cenrury restructuring of Colombo was principally the reorganizing of
a Colombo as the colonial capital, in place of the fort. Most crucial changes in this respect were
the establishment of Colombo Municipal Council in 1865 and the demolition of the
fortifications in 1869. In short, this period was marked by the expansion and reinforcement of
British culrural space in Colombo. The municipal area of the 1880s was about fourteen times as
large as the fort area, and the former fort area became simply Fort within it. (see figure 2) Yet
this expansion of Colombo did not make its colonial authorities find the urban problems which
they found in the 1920s.
Adding to the transformation in the colonial perception of Colombo, the quantification of
social problems and their "scientific" exploration also took root during the late nineceenth
cenrury. Record keeping through quanulied statistical registers had been institutionalized in the
Bntish Empire in the 1820s, and censuses were taken regularly throughout the Empire from
l 891.i Still, it was only in the second decade of the twentieth century that this Council
employed these figures to identify urban and housing problems in the city.
Since the density of Colombo had less than doubled between the 1880s and 1920s, these
problems we~e not created by_the increase of population as was often implied. Colombo's size
had not drasucally changed either. The new position taken by the municipality, therefore,
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amounts to an invention of urban and
housing problems, and this lay within
the export of "town planning"
discourses from Britain to Ceylon in the
early twentieth century within the
condition s locally created in the
restrocturing of Colombo in the L860s
and 1870s.

Exporting Planning
It was the exporting of planning
discourses in the early twentieth
century that produced this extra vision
for the municipal authorities. This is
evident in the language they used; the

problems of disease, poverty,
overcrowding, bad housing, and the
absence of sanitation.• This resonates
very much what the authorities in
Manchester and Leeds had discovered
half a century ago in their own cities.
Most significantly, the measure used to
identify these problems was the
standards laid down by the Housing
Ordinance of 1915.
Besides the increase in
criticisms of housing and living
conditions of the poor in the cities of
Britain, such as Birmingham and
Manchester, in the nineteenth century,
housing, social, and land reform

Figure 2: Toe late nineteenth century Colombo and its principal
zooes.
Sources: Cave, The Book of Ceylon; Turner, Handbook ofC~lon.

movements had become very prominent
.
.
there by the end of the century.5 It was within the discourses of_santtary ref~rmers, garden ctty
idealists would-be conservers of Britain's countryside and architectural hentage, and
landow;ers and politicians who were worried about the loss of agricultural land that town
planning movements were established.' The town planning d_iscourse prod~ced m response ~o
the ills of the nineteenth century industrial city was charac_tcriz.e_d by the pnmacy of health, light,
and air, that was combined with a set of social and aestheuc beliefs. In a _broader sense, planners
assumed that they were capable, and desired, to arrest ~d regulate ur~aruzau on and ~rbana1·zcct
· o f the Royal Town Planners Insutute m Bntam m 191 4 msutuuon 1
growth . The creauon
1
this planning discourse.
· I ·th·n these metropolitan discourses, that had the least to do with
It was precise y wt 1
•
d
Colombo that the urban problems of that city were constructed. Town p~annmg 1d.eas an
·
'
d and developed in a particular location, by particular social groups,
• •
• f aki
· 1
ideology were constructe
•
a Yet planning was seen as a science o m ng part1cu ar
• •
w1thm a part1cu1ar cu1ture.
d h f
al bl
. .
.. •
.. ·
tral contextless, abstract. an t ere ore gener 1za e.
dec1s1ons, and science 1s neu ,
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,
As produced in the center of the Empire, this discourse was generalized and e~ported to
· subordi nau·ng any altemau·ve form of knowledge that ffilght have eXJsted in those
coIomes.

socieues.

In line with the planning discourse Gedd
• Colombo on a much antler
'
_cs proposed to develop the "garden city" he saw
~so ignored the jurisdic~on of :e~ ~ ~roposmg ~ plan for Greater Colombo in the I920s, he
bo
d th
urucipal Council. The proposal for the development of
C
O10
Greater
al~reatcT e ~eed for a planning institution with a jurisdiction over a larger area
than the mumc1p 1ty. o avoid the po551"bi!" f · •
tty o subJecUng the Colombo Municipal Council to
. al
the controI of a region authority • the Muruc1p
· · al omrruss1oner urged the government to set up
a separate ~ard under the ~?tral government. This contributed to the establishment of the

?1.

At this level, planning within the Empire was a uniform _practice c~ed out ac~oss the
boundaries of the colonies. Colonialism was invariably the vehicle by which both the idea and
9
practice of urban planning were exported 10 many non-European countries, including Ceylon.
As argued above, the turning point in the production of urban problems of C~l?mbo was the
enactment of the Housing Ordinance of 1915, which directly followed the Bnush Town
Planning Act of 1909.10 The export of town planning ordinances were not limited to Ceylon, but
was a wide ranging process represented in the Calcutta Improvement Trust, the Bombay Town
Planning Act, and the Madras Planning Act enacted in 1909, 1915, and 1920 respectively. The
overlay of the urban perceptions in the colonies through new planning discourse is further
evident in the extension of similar legislation to Rangoon, Singapore, and Lagos in 1920, 1927,
and 1928 respectively.11
The relevance of this discourse produced in Britain, to socially, politically,
economically, and culturally different Ceylon was never raised. As argued above, it was within
the framework of the Housing Ordinance that the vital statistics of industrial metropolitan
societies were employed as a point of reference to measure the status of health and housing of
the colonial Ceylonese population. This measure inevitably precipitated the need for
metropolitan legislation to ensure that the city was maintained in the way it was perceived, and
to plan it accordingly.12 And there was no one else to plan these cities within this British
discourse except the British town plarmers who also produced their own professional lcnowledge
as part of it. It was this need that provided conditions for the rise of colonial planners such as
Paaick Geddes, Clifford Holliday, and Paaick Abercrombie, and the internationalization of the
plarming profession across the Empire, principally within the town planning discourse of the
metropole.
In Colombo, while Municipal Chairman, T. Reid, institutionalized the problems, his
successor, H.E. Newnham (1924-1931), began carrying out "solutions". The ftrsrwas the usual
slum clearance program, beginning from a working class neighborhood near the harbor. The
munici~ali_ty, however, faced the difficulty of enforcing the Housing Ordinance of 1915 right at
~e begmrung. To a large ~e~, ~e cross cultural nature of the transfer of metropolitan
discou_rse ~~ ce_ntral to ~s s1tuauon. Nevertheless, relying on British experts, the Colombo
mumc1pahty invited Patnck Geddes to submit a report in 1920.

. ~ often note~, _Geddes took a ~onservat_ive approach to changing the extant spatial
organ1zauons of the c1ues that he was mvo(ved in. To the surprise of the municipal authorities,
post World War I Colombo, the port of which was the third largest in the Empire and the fifth in
the world at that time, was -according to Geddes- very much a "successful" ·cy And,
~though the "people largely crowd[ed] inward towards the bazaars" in India, ~~e Ceylonese
~em to [have] prese~ e[d] their ~ral spirit." Yet none of these observations would prevent
him ~rom reco~en~mg the carrying out of metropolitan legislation in Colombo, or "planning"
the city. Despite notmg that large-scale slum clearance would be harmful d
· th ·
h Id
·
, an suggesting at It
s fothu no_t be .carr:3ed out on too sweeping a scale, Geddes recommended the gradual execution
o e leg1slauon.
·
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Town Planning Department.

··

In this way town planning came to stay in Ceylon.

Toe Implications
~e per~ption of Colombo advanced through this colonial discourse remained
predoffilnant until ~e 1960s .. In 1940, another British expert, Clifford Holliday, claimed that a
"quarter of the enu.re populauon of Colombo is living in slum areas and another [quarter] in
houses under conditions which fell below accepted modem standards. •15 He also recommended
~e same pr~edure, rules, objectives, and methods of town planning, and these were later
incorporated into the Town and Country Planning Ordinance of 1946.16 This perception of the
city was carried on after independence by post-colonial politicians and urban planners. As the
Ceylonese political elite grew up within these colonial political and economic spaces, Ceylonese
town planners emerged within metropolitan discourses of the industrial city. They continued the
urban-cenaic, metropolitan way in which lllban ills were perceived and professed that those
could be remedied through planning. In doing so, they institutionalized the urban inequalities in
the city produced under colonialism. The dominance of this discourse is explicit in the Mayor,
V. A. Sugathadasa. submitting a plan for slum clearance -accompanied by a housing schemein 1956.17
By the 1970s, however, planning was no longer seen simply as a technical expertise, but
a highly politicized, value-laden activity.11 Moreover, development theories of the 1960s had
also been replaced by far more radical views of the world power structure. Hence, the way Sri
Lankan as well as many other post-colonial leaders view colonial plarming discourses has
become far more critical. Yct despite extending the sympathy towards the urban poor, even
after the "nationalist revolution" of 1956, the changes in the urban perception has not
represented any cultural unpacking of this colonial discourse.

Conclusion
In short, Colombo's (modem) urban and housing problems emerged only in the 1920s.
Most crucial contributions to such problems were the expansion of Colombo beyond the fort for
the British authorities and the exporting of town planning knowledge to the colonies, along with
a set of attitudes towards the city and legislation produced in the mctropole. It is within this
lcnowledge that the colonial government enacted the ~ousing ?rdinance of 1915, and ad?pted
the criteria it proposes to view certain urban and housing condi~ons of ~c city as urban '.11s.
This produced a particular discourse of the urban that was do~nant unul the 1950s. This way,
the British not only created colonial cities but also t~ught the1_r _subJec~ how to understand and
reproduce these c1·u·es. Despi·te the radical changes m the pohucal environment after 1956,
cultural unpacking of this discourse is yet to be seen.
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The firs_t step . tow~rds achieving planning schemes is to secure
appropriate leg1slat1on. Often the initial statute is a compromise
designed to placate antagonistic interests.
As the structures
established to implement the legislation often lack crucial powers
or seem inadequate to the task, planning proponents strive to
strengthen the legislation and establish new planning authorities .
This paper will examine the struggle in Tasmania to secure greater
State involvement in planning between 1944 and 1970.
The Tasmanian Town and Country Planning Act 1944, the first
major planning statute, was passed in the glow of optimism for a
better post-war world, and was seen as essential for economic and
social development.
Although the framers of the legislation
originally intended to grant the State Government wide powers ,
this was resisted by local councils and responsibility for planning
devolved to local government. The Town and Country Planning
Commissioner, R. A. Mcinnis (1945-1956) worked tirelessly with
local authorities, persuading then of the virtues of planning. When
Mcinnis retired in March 1956, he had recorded some major
achievements. Local authorities gradually began to involve him in
their planning projects and 41 of the 49 municipalities had adopted
the Town and Country Planning Acts. They exercised much tighter
control over subdivisions than in 1945, many had initiated surveys
and zoning schemes, and the two largest urban ce~tres, Hob~rt and
Launceston , took tentative steps towards metropolitan planning.
But a fundamental problem remained. The 1944 Act was based on
the English Town and Country Pla_nning A ct 1932 and_ in Engla~d
local authorities performed functions, such as housing, t r a f f I c
planning, and education that were carried_out by State governments
in Australia. Tasmanian municipal cou~c1ls were unaccustomed ~nd
ill-equipped to deal with large policy issues and were preoccup1~d
rns of interest to local ratepayers, and not the strategic
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l
with their powers .
local authorities resented central interference weakness combined
·
I
t,ve
In the following decade, therefore,_ Ieg,s a
with other factors held back planning.
Constraints on planning

t
Planning Commissioner
C
i) the approach of the Town and oun ry
h ·r
Neil Abercrombie and his relations wi th local aut on ,es.
ii) new issues neglected by government - foreshores, poluution ,

i) local authorities were
. .
d f
.
unw, 11mg to give up their powers but did
see a nee or regional planning authorities, as did most witnesses.
ii) government departme t
.
. n s agreed, albeit reluctantly, that they
shoul d co-ordinate their developmental work.
iii)

planning experts p f
·
•
•
, ro ess,onal bodies, and special interest
groups__wanted to_ establish a State Planning Authority similar to
authont,es established in other States.

conservation .

i8

st
nd
aff'.
iii) weaknesses of local authorities - money, qualified
lack of vision. Opposition to sealed planning schemes. No soc,a O r
economic planning.
iv) failure of voluntary co-ordination by neig_hbouring councils eg
Southern Metropolitan Master Planning Authority •
v) the uncooperative stance of State government departments and
Commonwealth
instrumentalities,
marine
boards, and the
government.
vi) limited public participation
Joint Committee of Parliament

1969-70

In the 1960s arguments were advanced for greater co-ordination in
planning between government departments and instrumentalities ,
municipal councils, master planning authorities, and commercial
developers, and it was rare for any of these bodies to be sensitive
to public needs. The Tasmanian planning legislation, outmoded ,
dealing only with 'development control', and lacking crucial
powers, clearly needed to be reviewed. In 1969 and 1970 a Joint
Committee of both Houses of Parliament sought evidence from a
cross-section of interests on the legislative
changes and
administrative structure needed to secure more co-ordinated
economic and social planning on a regional or State-wide basis.
The committee accepted verbal or written
evidence from
representatives of city councils and municipalities; marine boards;
government departments and instrumentalities; special interest,
progress, and ratepayer bodies; professional associations; town
planners; chambers of commerce; and private citizens.
The main themes emerging from the committee's
were :
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deliberations

Und_er probing by the committee, most witnesses saw sense in
ha~mg_ a State co-ordinating body, laying down planning principles ,
us1~g its staff ~f . specialists to research and advise on planning
pro1ect_s_,
containing representatives from regional planning
authont,_es, and being financed by the State. In effect, this
summarises the recommendations of the committee which erred on
the side of caution. It did not invest the SPA with executive or
land acquisition powers, and favoured an Appeals Board to hear
appeals against the decisions of regions and the SPA, but more
positively gave ministerial control to the Premier, required
government departments and the Hydro-Electric Commission to be
bound by planning legislation, and suggested that greater attention
be given to historic buildings and foreshores . Regrettably, the
committee recommended that local authorities remain ' responsible
for the preparation of detailed development plans', and ensured
their pre-eminence in the planning structure. In the 1970s some
attempt was made to co-ordinate government departments but few
of the commitee's recommendations were enshrined in legislation .
In short, therefore , the 1970 committee report was mainly
significant for drawing more sharply the battle lines of the
political struggle for greater State co-ordinated planning that
continued for the remainder of the twentieth century .
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Although the fight for conservation still
world some success has b
hi
. goes on, one should admit that in many parts of the
een ac eved mpres · h hi .
. .
tcnns seem questionable: tourist fl
ervmg t e stone bu1ldmg stock. However, its
homogenising Europe's 0
ld'oods,_ commercial monoculture, petty urban furniture are
experts and academics ; ~wor s?) hiStonc centres. Administrators appear satisfied with it,
people find increasingly ~if~t°shing forward protective leg~! measures wherever they can,
. t'
d" . icu t to accept such reduclive pohc1es. A basic lack of
commumca
ton (en
mg m.poor idenffi
· of goals and methods) among the actors is
I cation
.
'fi 'al
producmg an
1c1 environment
that ts
· 1, ar away from what one would hke
· to protect. The
. art1
b th
h
· ideals
·
· p\annmg
·
Paper' re1a. tmg o to t e. history 0 f conservation
and to recent trends m
research'. mtends
· vaIues are perceived
· by the c1hzen.
··
·
_ to examme the waYh'st
I one
The mam
assumphon 1s that ~uch_values can be ~aved only through a process of social recognition and
mte~retatton. Taking ~to cons1derat1on people attitudes towards their own past, instead of
teaching them h?w to think, could help in designing more effective policies. This could also
have th~ dt~turbmg effect of showing the amount of useless research produced by some
academics m search of power.
Lights and shadows
Once the idea had been accepted that conservation of past memories was not necessarily
contradictory with social and economic progress, its boundaries developed and enlarged at a
pace largely unexpected. Our society has become aware that all the physical environment
incorporates some degree of historic significance: this is true for the peripherits and the
countryside, the mountains, the rivers and the shores. Everywhere in our densely inhabited
world there are signs of the past which have influenced later spatial arrangements: agricultural
patterns, trading routes. A few decades ago it would have been unthinkable to call "historic"
what was built in the XIX and XX centuries in Europe; today so called industrial archaeology
or modern architecture of the '20 and the '30 are being given protection in many places, and
objects industrially made in the 50's and 60's are back in the market, what makes us to think
of an approaching new fashion wave. It seems that the historic dimension has eventually
become part of our daily life, after having been removed during the tough years of
development.
Things are not that easy in developing countries or in so called societies in transition (the way
former socialist countries like to be defined): here all the threats linked to the overwhelming
power of modernistic stereotypes are quite alive. This is particularly worrying when we think
of the extraordinary heritage still existing in Central and Eastern Europe, Middle East, Latin
America, Asia. But the same is true even within an advanced country, where the protection of
the heritage proves hard to be to accepted by citizen in the less developed areas.
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•
f the built bentage 1s to be found in most
Great results have been achieved: conservauon o
.
.
..
· · 11 es 1·nstall pedcstnan areas m the city core, demohuon
... E
local bu1ldmg codes today, mun1c1pa 11
of historic fabncs have almost disappeared. Howeve~, who goes ~ouod visillng_ urope:s
protected h1stonc centres is hit by the feeling of reiterating the samke Joumffey many 11b~les. This
happens because everywhere the same recipe 1s being adopted: , eep o. automo I cs, tum
h
11 h
e items and brands (are or aren t we m a global market?)
·
.homlesd. mto s opsod
, sc dt e sarn . The point here is that historic centres tend to be turned
.
.
me u mg mass pr uce souverurs.
· parks, w here hi story isn't but a tool to increase. commercial
trade.kThe
mto themauc
.
f result 1s
r
·
of whaI was a ci·ty, w~th all 11s complex mtertwmed networ .o uses and
the ttans,ormallon
acUVJUes, into a single mono-functional zone. This_1s actually what modem pl~1~g has been
for during the last century, but it is also the mam reason that makes us reJectmg modern
developments and longing for old cities.
Contemporary plarung is indeed rejecting sharp land uses segh,gregha~io~ in favou;, of a richer
overlapping of different uses and users as wel_l: strangely enou t 1s 1s not true or too many
historic centres, remaining confined to their instrumental fate._ There are obvious r~ons for
such choice. One 1s tourism, that seems unable to grow without a strong shoppmg side:
development of tourism goes together with increased shopping e~p~nditure, ~ they reinforce
each other. The other one is the failure of the modem city m prov1dmg attractive open spaces:
the success of the histonc centres 1s not but the mirror of such poor performance. But isn't
that performance linked to modem land use practice?
How many actors?

We must therefore recognise that if people grant the " success" of an area, it is both fair and
reasonable to take into account people behaviour in using urban spaces. This leads us to
consider how many actors are playing on the stage, and suggests that, in order to devise
strategies to overcome the problems, we must identify different goals put forward by different
groups. It 1s also a matter of rights, since participation in planning can be more than a simple
word, as it implies identifying who participate and when. Ifwe give a close look we see that a
number of different groups, each of them with specific goals, can be considered as having a
vested interest in historic centres.
First come the natives who, like most of us, are struggling to ameliorate their living
conditions, in terms of housing, transport and job opportunities. The residents form a second
group overlapping but not necessarily identifying with the first one, since they have chosen to
be there: they might love the slower path of life induced by the absence of modem facilities
and nuisances as well. As a third group come the users, people who take a direct advantage of
the historic centre, like trendy shopkeepers or professionals. Then come the tourists: they even
pay to visit the historic centre and, quite often, pilgrims come, since religious tourism in
historic places is a relevant share of overall tounsm. Experts and art lovers are the final group,
although possibly the most visible of all in many circles.
These groups are often in conflict, but they all share some right to have a say: in many
circumstances, but particularly under conditions of social change, group objectives can be
very different. Conservation vs. development is the mother of all conflicts, but one can
identify many others, like elite vs. mass tourism, modernism vs. traditionalism in functional
choices. etc. All these group develop their own strategies, and use their power, be it electoral
(the residents) or economic (the shopkeepers and all those involved in the tourist trade).
Alliances among different groups are possible but rare. The most obvious can develop
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between tourists and art lovers, although not a
.
they are rather used to build mass touri . . . .11 touns_ts <:3" be considered an lovers smce
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· wtng e past m ep an protectrng 11
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pnmacy 10 the decmon process. Moreover experts for their
ocial ro1e, ave easy access to public 1· ·
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s
S h
po icies, and tend to unpose their view through law
enforcement. uc approach proves actual! · fli • •
.
. ffi .
Yrne ecllve m many cases. In isolated cities there
might. be msu
of its hentage,
·
•
. lacks maJor
. monuments
. ctent
d awareness
b
pan1cularly
when 1t
1
· m
· great, dynamic
· centres enthusiasm
·
and 1s conslttute
.
. on
. Y y the old urban fab nc;
for
economic
. explo1tallon
. can obscure the boundaries of admiss1"ble change, and everywhere,
more simply. Particul~ .greed can overcome public interest. ln all circumstances law is
ignored, bypassed or rruSmterpreted, and police enforcement arrives when it is too late, nor it
is possible to use it on a large scalo.
Experts claim that more research is needed, in order to identify and evaluate all possible
heritage (and to impress recalcitrant people): on the ground that social attitude can change
thanks to cultural arguments. But is it really so? Historic environments are really better
protected when they are covered by extensive research? One can ccnainly find, as we said at
the beginning, places where a conservative approach was adopted successfully, where life
flows gracefully (as we like to trunk it was in the past, before the maclune age) and old
buildings are carefully maintained and restored. However, it is hard to think of all this as an
output of scientific research instead of wise real estate policies. The fact is that market came
in supporting conservative policies when the customers started to appreciate its value: where
this does not happen, and those policies are supponed only by norms and laws, as in many
former socialist countries today, the resuh is much less commendable.
Social success of conservation ideals are reflected (and indeed granted) by the market: there is
very little push towards renewal i~ the historic centre of Rome or Venice, where real estate
values are among the highest in the world: this is not the case of Cracow or Lvov, where
modem buildings would enjoy a much larger demand. Market values can hamper or suppon
conservation policies: they cenainly are not neutral, leavmg to scholars or experts to
implement one or the other program. 1:tey _respond in fact to a social_demand, not to the
intellectual elite: to modify those values unplies commg to an understandmg with the society.
The point here is that the public sector alone has much less _power in a market society than in_a
1
d
The market operates for protection when the item becomes marketable. hvmg IJl
pthanne onef. R e beside being pleasant for many people, is also a status symbol. The two
e centre o om ,
.
•
h
As
nsequence
b. in increasing living (and bousmg) expenditures t ere. . a co
'
fact: com ~n:ven think of demolishing an ancient building, so valuable 11 has become, and
1
no o y wou
f ( !tho gh sometimes in a questionable way) smce the overall
public spaces are take~ care O . a u nent of that value. In other places, or under different
physical environment 1s the mam cobmpol h ·1age are more common, independently of legal
historical conditions, threats to the ui t en
constraints and intellectual blame.
Looking for power, looking for consensus
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It all leads to the conclusion that more research or rigid laws ts not what is needed, but rather

a wider common approach. Values can be better shared than superimposed, and through this
way they can also last longer, with less burden on public administrations. 1n western countries
(that 1s m most economically advanced areas) what were once elite values have won the battle,
because they were eventually shared by the majority, as the market proves. Earlier, in so
called sociahst countries, central powers appeared winning through legal measures, in a
situation where no free market existed in the real estate field. Today, those countries are much
more in danger, since new market trends don't seem to privilege conservation vs. renewal: the
appeal of modernistic icons is still much too strong. But is it what we call the experts'
approach the correct one? Such kind of old-fashioned problem solving attitude is grounded on
the idea that in the society a single cause brings a single effect. Within this framework,
thorough analysis ts needed in order to forecast the way the system will work. This means, in
primis, analysing resources, since their value cannot be discussed, only better appreciated.
Knowing more about the resources will support more detailed measures for their protection.
The whole process is based on the assumption that the knowledge of the experts wins over
any other, and that the main problem is to explain and articulate that same knowledge. The
preferences of other social groups, biased toward different goals, are not taken into account, as
the experts' strategy is argumentative and uninterested in negotiating any of its objectives.
However, this is the approach that characterised planing in the ' 50s and ' 60s, while today it is
widely objected. From many sides, system planning and system modelling went under attack,
on the ground that any automatic cause-effect linkage was necessarily based on a poor
representation of the real world and alternatives were based on limited knowledge. Most of
all, when the new welfare economists tried to evaluate choices in terms of collective interest,
they actually showed that such a thing as the general interest was actually impossible to
define. Since few decades, planners seem having adopted an advisory role, rather than a more
official (and enforcing) one. They emphasise cognitive and political limits of planning, the
changing configuration of the general interest through the time, and planning as a learning
process. They insist on offering small solutions today to great permanent problems, linking
advice to specific local conditions, choosing different " planning styles" for different
problems. Terms such as incrementalism, local rationality, dialogue have become key words
of the planning debate today. Case studies are surruning up to demonstrate that it is possible to
use common knowledge as a tremendous planning tool. Not only it helps enlarging experts'
knowledge of what is not documented in the archives, what comes from oral history, but helps
also spreading awareness of the issue, changing the very terms of the problem. This requires
an attitude from the planner that is at the same time humble and curious, in order to gain
support or to adapt his early objectives. 1n the field of conservation, this support was gained
through a long process, but now in many cases the market helps. Understanding and using the
reasons of the market (that reflects people attitude) is possibly the best way to build effective
~ohci~s also in our field. Social interaction is crucial to the process of building shared values:
1t ts dialogue, and eventually alliance with other groups that will help winning the battle for
conservation.
Spending less, getting more
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basilica, what constitutes today the tru .
eo-co orua sty e was butlt tn front of the
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Here, in order to identify what was actual]
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.
to collaborate. This was done · tw Y c~nsid_ered t~e ~ storic centre, citizens were asked
m O ways a) mterv1ewmg I
b
f ·
a arge num er o city users
(professionals, tradesmen, students em I .
centre and its problems and b) askin p oyees, consumers)_ on the1r ~erceptton of the city
l'fe
~ small number of pnVJ!eged witnesses to relate their
1 . history. to the urban space. 1n : omg
so, a great number of citizens were directly or
indirectly mvolved, wh_at ~o~ed a long needed discussion on urban issues like the upgrading
of old hous'.ng,_ the rev1tahsatton of the commercial district, the betterment of the river banks,
the reorgan1satton. of the museums· All this was a great heIp ,or
, the experts, who came to a
better unders_tandmg of the urban form today and its relationship with history. And the experts
came to reahse that the _whole city history developed along two parallel lines, that even now
get m touch only occaston~lly both in economic and social terms: the working city and the
san~tuary. It was not by a~1_d~nt that the experts' survey hit a wall when it tried to investigate
vanous ~ects of th~ actt_v1ues r~lated to the basilica. Each domain had tried to ignore the
other, desptte the obVJous unpact they had on each other in terms of economics environment
social behaviour. Citizens seemed looking for changes, the church appeared mo;e cautious. '
All this information, obviously relevant when designing a conservation policy, could not be
obtained without direct involvement of the citizens. Nor it would have helped a deeper
research into the archives, at least for this purpose. History of building types, stratigraphy of
urban change, detailed reconstruction of past forms they all certainly help building what we
caJI a cultural heritage and that is the reason to work on it. However, as far as they remain
within an experts' milieu or, at worse, are used to force decisions upon the citizens, do not
contribute to conservation goals. Such kind of short circuit between experts' knowledge and
standard practices can actually result into absurd prohibitions or painful replicas. And this is
the best way to widen the gap between social life and physical form of the city.
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If we accept this line, the main problem becomes how to involve the stakeholders. Jt is indeed
unlikely that institutionalised approaches, like the World Heritage list of UNESCO can
change the status of~ historic centre. However, societal attitudes change through many ~aths,
and none should be discarded, once they lead to the desired goal.
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Abstract
The Chinese have developed a strong settlement tradition in the North-eastern coast of
Central Java with a unique characteristic different to its origin in South China. It grew
among the tension of the island authority in which the Chinese should make a strategy
so that their settlement survive.
The discussion will present Chinese settlement in both big and small towns. In a big
city, such as Semarang - the capital of central Java, in which the Chinese settlement
has developed from a small and well-defined quarter into a number of neighborhoods
spread over a large part of town. The Chinese shop-houses that formerly were to be
found only in the old Chinese quarter, at present are located at every strategic - that
is to say, commercially important - street. On the other hand, in a small town such as
Lasem, the Chinese settlement comprises the whole urbanised area surrounded by the
native settlements of the periphery. Most of the Chinese in small towns live in
courtyard-houses while a few of them live in shop-houses.

Semarang
The Chinese settlement of Semarang had been moved twice since the first Chinese had
settled in the area called Simongan at the West bank of Garang river.
The basic structural feature or "backbone" of the Chinese settlement in Simongan was
the Garang river, where the Chinese could dock their boats. They built a linear
settlement near the quay at the west bank of the river. The orientation of their houses,
which backed the hill and faced the river, is ideal according to the Chinese geomancy.
In the beginning of the 17th century, the Dutch came to Semarang and built their
military post near the estuary of the Semarang river - the lower course of Garang river
-, on its east bank. In the middle of the 17th century, they issued a toll for every ship
entering the river. This regulation became a burden for the Chinese who lived in
Sirnongan, which was further upstream. As a reaction to this regulation, the Chinese
attacked the Dutch military post but the Dutch troops equipped with cannons could
beat them. After that, the Dutch moved the Chinese from Simongan northwards, to the
e:i-5t bank of Semarang nver near the Dutch military post (LIEM, 1933: 4-6). The new
site was on a low land far away from the hills. However, the settlement structure was
still the river as the source of trarisponation
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Because of the Chinese rebellion .
. .
8
new rebellion in Semarang, b ~ :tavia m I740, the Dutch, who were afraid of a
0
the Chinese quarter and captured several
prominent Chinese. They changed th
East of the settlement and moved th ~hiow of the Semarang river 200 meters to the
river. Hence, the Dutch and the Chi e nese to the open field at the west bank of the
nese Quarters were separated by the river.
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In 1740 the Dutch moved the Chi
Fortunately it was in a curve of the _nese to _a field at the other side of the river.
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transportation, WI a quay.
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After mi~tion to this ba_sin of ~e Semarang river at the end of the 18th century,
peopl~ butlt other houses ID the rruddle of the site, and new streets of north - south
duect1on, called G~g Belakang, Gang Gambiran, Gang Tengah and Gang Besen, were
opened. The preVJous streets became primary streets and the new streets became
secondary streets. Terti~ ~trcets, called Gang Cilik, Gang Mangkok and Gang Pasar
Baru, emerged as a d1V1s1on of large blocks connecting one primary street to a
secondary street or two secondary streets. The densification increased further after the
Wijkenste/se/ (settlement restriction act issued by the Dutch colonial government)
when the quarter was extended at its northern edge.
th

Since the end of the 19 century the river has become shallow so that boats could not
explore it any more. Instead of the river, which became a canal, the streets: Gang
Pekojan, Gang Petudungan and Gang Kranggan, became the source of trarisportation
and the structure of further settlement development. After the Wij/censtelsel had been
abolished, along with the development of other streets, the Chinese quarter developed
to Ambengan street and gradually was integrated with other partS of the city.
Irrespective of the change of transportation from the river to the street, however, the
Chinese preserved the pond as an important place in the quarter. That the pond was
very important for them, we can see from an event in 1924. By that time the
municipality saw the pond as a mosquito nest that caused disease. They planned to fill
it for a park or a public washing place. However this plan was strongly opposed by the
Chinese who believed that filling it would bring misery to their society. Hence they
sent a letter to the Governor general in Batavia proposing that the municipal(ty clean it
regularly instead of filling it. In 1926 ~e Governor general granted their request.
Furth
· 1930 the municipality built a gutter from the pond to Gang Warung
so th:ti;::~ ~ot sta~t any more (LIEM, 1933: 264, 272 ~~ WILLMOTT. 1960:
141). After a lot of Chinese in Semarang convened to Christ1an1ty m more recent
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years, gradually the belief that the pond is an important factor to the continuing
prosperity of the community has gone. ln 1966, when the gutter did not work and the
pond became stagnant again, the municipality filled it. There was no protest from the
Chinese.
ln the &O's. to overcome the problem of floods in Semarang. the municipality widened
the Semarang river and constructed two inspection roads on its si~es. "Th!s project,
called Semarang River Normalisation, took a large toll from the pomt of view_ of the
preservation of historical architecture, for hundreds of houses had to be demolished includ.ing many of those in the Chinese quarter area. 1n Gang Petudungan there were
22 Chinese houses that were demolished and 11 were cut in size, of which 3 of them
were left with only 3-4 meters remaining. 1n Gang Warung there were 24 Chinese
shop-houses which backed the river, of which nineteen in all, according to the plan,
should have been demolished. After a long negotiation between the inhabitants of
Gang Warung and the municipality, the 24 houses were not totally demolished but cut
several meters.

Lasem
.
The first Chinese arrived in Lasem probably in the 13th century, long before the Dutch
occupied Java and even several centuries before The Chinese anchored his boat at the
Garang river. Semarang. 1n the 15th century they bad built their settlement on the lowland of the eastern bank of Lasem river where a quay as the trading place of the region
was located (SANTI, I966: 18-19). North of the settlement - reaching up to the coast
line - were fishponds. 1n the East, across dry lands, there was a steep bare hill as a
kind of wall securing the settlement from the east. 1n the South were rice fields backed
by a teak-wood forest deep in the interior of the island. 1n the West, across the river,
there were salt manufacturing fields.

1n ancient times there were two settlement structures in Lasem. The first structure was
Jalan Jatirogo connecting the regent's palace and its Alun-a/un with settlements in the

east of the settlement was the Black
. _
Tiger; the temple ofTbian Siang s· ;ortoise, the sea to the North was the White
mg 0 • to the South, was the Blue Dragon.
.
_
The structure of the present settle
1
road -- built in the beginning of ; ~ ~ detemuned _by the Jalan Raya -- the artery
9
function of the river as a source of~ cen?11Y· ~s artery street has replaced the
western settlement which were aratedrtat~on and It has connected the eastern and
a road to the south, the Jalan
prev_iously. Together with the Jalan Jatirogo,
meeting point of the two streets w:c:etemunes_the pattern of the settlement. The
into a square after Independ
'D . was previously a market but was transformed
ence ay, is the centre of the town.
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ln the context of the present settlement patte th Jal Ra .
_
Jalan Jatirogo and other streets .
m, ~ _an ya 1s the prunary street; the
.
ID north - south direcuon are functioning as secondary
streets conn~ctm~ to the tertiary streets inside the settlement which were laid out in
t
east · ~eS duection. The orientation of houses is either towards the north or the south
followmg the street pattern. No house is oriented to th
· · th Eas beca ·
· ber ed t be th 1 .
e mountam ID e
t
use tt
_ e ocation of the black tonoise. The dualistic orientation berween
1s _iev O
the nver and the hill, as found in the earliest settlement, has gone.

Conclusion
Semarang and ~m are two settlements that are different in term of political and
cultural constellat1ons. The Chinese quarter in Semarang was segregated from the
indigenous population until the end of the last century. Lasem is a Chinese settlement
that was more integrated into the area inhabited by the indigenous population because
it was less subject to control by the colonial government. The similarity between
Lasem and Semarang is that these cities are formed by an urban centre that controls the
web of socio-economic transaction taking place in a market dominated by indigenous
traders and the Chinese shop-houses. Both Chinese communities have received
indigenous influences - though to a different degree.

The Chinese settlement consisted of two parallel dust roads, united at their southern
end and then called Jalan Dasun. This dust road was continued southward along the
east bank of the river and then turned to the East, connecting this settlement to the
A!un~alun. Unlike th~ Chinese settlement in Simongan which was backed directly by a
hill. m Lasem the hill was about 2 km to the east of the Chinese Settlement and in
between was an empty dry land so that from this site one could see directly the foot of
the hill.

The historical development of Lasem can be said to comprise a stage of evolution
before Independence Day, and a stage of decline after Independence Day. There ex.ists
a dichotomy between densification as part of the urbanisation in the Southern and
Eastern periphery, and dissolution as part of ruralisation in the North. The periphery
extending to the East and the South of Lasem, which ten years ago still consisted of
vacant lands, is being transformed into a dense urban settlement with the Alu_n-alun as
the urban centre. On the other band, North Lasem which decades ago was an important
area bristling with economic activity, is now declining. The large dwellings of rich
Lasem Chinese have become vacant and partly derelict buildings that house swallow's
nests. Dasun street which was an important streel functioning as ~ co_nnection between
Jalan Raya and the harbour in the North, has deteriorated as rural1sauon occurred.

Along ~e two parallel roads the Chinese oriented their houses towards the river. 1n
conne_cuo~ with the Chinese cosmology, this position could be interpreted as follows:
The nver m front of the houses can be interpreted as the Red Phoenix; the hill to the

· S
portant metropolis of more than one million inhabitants d ·
While m emarang - an
•
· ·
·
in Lasem the populatton has decrease Just as
the population ts still mc1:35m~,
(RAFFLES l988· 64) to 24,06S inhabitants
steadily, from 50,972 inhabitants ID 1815
•
·

interior of Central-Java. The second settlement structure was the river where the quay
was located. The Chinese built their settlement on the eastern riverbank along the
quay.
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to be in contradiction to these

. .
in 1983. However present plans for Lasem appear
.th
· pIanrong
· a small
facts. It seems that' the government 1s
. town WI. a metropo11s tmage.
In the context of these plans, an inter-city bus tenmnal, a regional market, and other
, ·1·111es
· have already been bu1·11 1,'ar to the West• of the .actual urban centre. For a
,ac1
metropolis it is sound to reduce traffic in the city. But m the case of Las_e~, the
strategy chosen may strike us as rather exaggerated. In fact, most buses and ~mm_buses
still prefer 10 stop at the Alun-alun as a logical cross-road. of routes running m the
East-West and North-South directions, rather than at the tennmal.
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SANTI, Badra Mpu
At present, the dominant view among historians in ~donesia is that the earli~st urban
areas in Java evolved in the context of the Javanese kingdom and that the Chinese had
no part in the building of the towns. It is assumed that the core of the early towns and
cities both in the interior and coastal area is the Javanese palace. The Chinese
senlemenlS, according 10 this view, were only a complement of the urban structure. As
a minority, did the Chinese really have no role in the fonnation of towns and cities?

1966

Sabda Badra Santi, UP Rarnadhanna-S Reksowardoyo,Kudus.

WILLMOTT, Donald Earl

1960

The Chinese ofSemarang: A Changing Minority Community in Indonesia
Cornell University Press, Ithaca, New York.
'

From the two case studies, it can be demonstrated that the Chinese played an important
role in the development of an urban area. Without the Chinese traders, an urban area
would begin 10 stagnate. The legal provisions of 1959, for instance, which pushed the
Chinese out of the retail sector in small towns, resulted in an exodus of most of the
small-town Chinese, and towns like Lasem went into a state of decline. In marked
contrast to this, the big cities, where the Chinese were allowed to trade, have
developed and expanded to the surrounding villages. All main streets in such cities
have become strategic locations, largely occupied by the Chinese business community.
At present. the Chinese have changed the city centre gradually from a residential to a
business area. Despite the anti-Chinese riots, the Chinese never stopped to develop
their trading activities which finally contributed massively to the development of the
city itself.
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Conflicts in Urban Waterfront Renewal :
Environmental Issues

Official Controls on

Variables in Urban Waterfront Renewal
The. conflict
·
·
· (recreational
·
.
.between private (cornmerctal)
mterest
and publtc
and
institutional)
mterest
is
the
m
t
1
·
.
os comp ex and mtractable problem for governments
promotmg watei:&ont renewal. From the early 1980s, as the notion of public amenity
developed, c~nst~tently, government has had to mediate between competing manifold
mterests; actmg m so_me cases as controlling authority, but more commonly in the
form of_ pubhc_authonty' or 'development corporation', a role which usually prejudices
its 1mphed pos1tJon as impartial mediator and arbitrator.

Peter R. Proudfoot
Faculty of the Built Environment
University of New South Wales
Sydney NSW 2052
Australia

Major variables which influence urban waterfront renewal are:
The waterfront of every major seaport city experienced intense conflict from the
l 960s with the impact of new meth0ds of cargo handling: bulk carg~es, roll-on-rolloff facilities and containerisation. Large areas of land accommodating storage and
services, warehousing. goods railway yards, ancillary industrial and manufactu.r ing
installations, and transportation networks abutting obsolete piers and wharfage were,
within a decade, disused and decaying - in many cities on land contiguous to the
Central Business District. As new bulk cargo and container ports began construction
all over the world during the 1970s pressures for renewal in the older port areas
mounted. City and state economies needing rejuvenation, changed residential and
recreational trends, the decline of inner city markets and wholesasing areas,
burgeoning environmental lobbies expressing popular concern over public health and
quality of life, government controls and developer avarice all contributed to the
movement for urban waterfront renewal during the 1980s, and they have created
unprecedented conflicts yet to be resolved.

*
*

The area of land for renewal
The nature of the land (original or reclaimed).
The nature of the water site (harbour bed structure, water depths) and
the land/water interface.
The topography of the land (most zones are flat)
The ownership of the land; whether public or private, and the number
and size of the parcels.
The previous management of the water site and land site
(usually port authority).
llistoric structures designated for preservation
(wharves and warehouses etc.).
The pattern of previous era of development (lineal quayage, finger-pier
wharves, bulk loading and the extent and nature of industrial decay).
The form and nature of concomitant industrial areas abutting the land
for renewal.
The structure of nearby residential and commercial areas, and
infrastructure.
The effect of any existing master plan, urban plan or waterfront
planning strategy on the renewal program.
The extent of the powers of public authorities and private vested
interests having influence or control over the land site and water site
for redevelopment.

..
*

*
*
*

*
*

Can the prevailing processes of planning and design be sufficiently refined to
integrate comprehensively inner city land-uses with waterfronts? Already, there are
major problems emerging.
In London Docklands some renewal of the 1980s was demolished for more
appropriate forms _of development by the early 1990s; in Liverpool Docklands
constant re-evaluat10n of the master plan was required at all stages of renewal; in
Toronto _and V anc~uv_er redeveloped waterfronts, despite the prime objective of public
access1b1hty, remam isolated from city dwellers; in San Francisco's Mission Ba
d
New York's Battery Park City public and professional acclaim for plannin: :d
design process only resulted after the abandonment of initial plans· and · s do ,
D r H b
,
m Y eys
ar mg ar our and Walsh Bay renewal 'commercial viability' can only be achieved
thrdough.the_ bu1ldmg of large hotels and a casino which compromise the recreational
an mst1tuttonal development of the 1980s.

::::f

:r will elucidate th_e role of government in the process waterfront renewal and
suggestion as to Its most effective role as mediator and controller.

*
*
*

Some indirect and less tangible factors that might be encountered in any particular
renewal program are:

*
*

*
*

*
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The nature of national, state or local government commitment to the
idea of urban waterfront renewal in the light of the broad political
agenda (economic or environmental factors).
The overall needs of the city in terms of housing, employment and
transport infrastructure.
The viability of development opportunities that depend upon the
stability of government and the economic situation of the city.
The potential of commercial demand for the particular site in terms of
local private developer interest.
Availability of funding sources from abroad.
715

..
*
*

*

d architects and their expected degree
The interest of expert planners an
. h development process.
.
of autonomy m I e .
sts such as political electtons. centenery
The existence of speci~1_cata1Y
b tions and expos111ons.
.
ce 1e ra e of the relationship between developers and their
.
The natur
.
•th architects· in their resolution of aesthetic,
•
commerceal minions w1
ualitative and environmental matters.
.
q .
changes in social structure (the sht ft from suburban
Reg1ona1
·
1·,. tyl
. hbo urhoods , for example. by people seeking new 11e-s e
netg
opportunities in urban areas).

Conclusion
The interaction of official controls on environmental issues, heritage and preservation
·d als recreational uses and commercial profit has led to delays and even the
~;ceilation of entire programs. Renewal often succumbs to the del~teriou~ effects of
spurious financial deals rather than being enhanced by high quahty environmental
design. Governments themselves are seldom free of_ politic~ bias nor develope~ of
avarice. However, in the laudable attempt to reconcile conflicts between the pnvate
and public interest, at least at the outset, governments have endeavoured to:

*
*

*

*
*

*

*
*

Encourage imaginative vision and a willingness to participate.
Enable public participation in the review of proposals before they are
advanced (America rather than elsewhere).
Provide for environmental impact statements independent of
developers' statements.
Utilise the highest levels of expertise for planning and design
guidelines, and for review processes.
Ensure developments are appropriate to the particular waterfront sites
(mechanistic modem architecture tends to proliferate globally
homogeneous developments but this tendency has been resisted by
most heritage guidelines).
Avoid bias for either political or financial reasons.
Avoid a waste of time and money on preparation of competing
proposals, reviews and approvals.
Resolve conflicts between commercial objectives, public benefits and
environmental impact.

3.

Govei:nment body openly canvasses public responses from
or~antsattons and mdividuals; analyses responses and commissions
pnvate consulting firm, having wide-ranging expertise, to mcorporate
recommendations into development master control plan.
4.
Master _p lan widely advertised seeking comment and evaluation from
both p~vate and public spheres; master plan reviewed by private
consultmg firm and necessary modifications integrated.
5.
Development offers openly advertised: tenders to indicate clearly if
any departure from development and planning guidelines in master
control plan is required or implied.
6.
Developers and consortia shortlisted on grounds of compliance with
planning and architectural guidelines established by government body
(2. above) and on financial and technical capability appropriate to the
task.
7.
Shortlisted developers and consortia prepare development proposals
and fmancial bids, and submit: developer selected.
8.
Selected developer required to promote, at own cost, a limited
architectural competition between nationally recognised firms
experienced in working within specific constraints.
9.
This competition to be judged by a panel consisting of representatives
of government body, subsidiary authorities, private consulting firm
preparing master control plan and selected developer.
10.
Planner/architect selected prepares detailed design and contract
documents.
Government's private consulting firm prepares Environmental Impact
11.
Statement. Developers consultant incorporates required changes to
brief and selected planner/architect modifies design and contract
documents.
Proposal re-advertised for public comment: work proceeds with
12.
government body having quality control over construction.

This process applies to urban waterfront renewal where the land is primarily
government-owned and is to be developed by private enterprise. Where waterfront
\and is to be owner-developed by government or privately , the following process
could be directly applied.

*

*
Considering t~ese as the major objectives of any contemporary waterfront renewal
pro&ra'.11, and m the hght of the case studies summarised above, it is suggested that the
follo_w mg process could be successful in eliminating the most negative aspects of
previous developments.
I.

2.

•

*
Govemm~nt to utilise existing relevant government subsidiaries to
form special proJect teams having control over master plan and
development guidelines.

•

Gove1:1111ent body determines private planning and architectu I
gu1delmes.
ra

*
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Landowner seeks City Council assistance.
City Council selects and appoints pnvate planning and architectural
consultants to prepare new master plan and development
guidelines - funded by landowner.
Development scope established and agreement made with City
Council.
Alternative plans and strategics prepared by City Planning Department
and all options presented to public m ' Proposal for Citizen Review' .
City Council establishes organisation to facilate public review and
response.
City Council prepares Environmental Impact Statement for each
approach based on public comment and review.
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T ttSil
1

*
*
*

.
bl.
nse and preferred proposal identified.
EIS issued for pu 1c respo
Consultants to City Council develop prefe':ed master_plan and
'd .
smg existing zonmg regulations - for
development gm e1mes u
.
cil
agreement between landowner and City ~oun ·
.
City Council establishes cumulative envuonrnental, soc1~l and
. 1mpac
.
t assessment program for durauon of proJect.
economic

rfJE VISION SPLENDID?
prime Minister Paul Keating's Urban Ideology: 1986 _1996
Caroline Puntillo
rown Planner
67 Ligar Street
Fairfield Heights NSW 2165
A great city above all else.th
has a soul ... A great city nounshes one's sense of self gl\·es one a
w1 the built environment ... It creates a llUheu which' encowages
Peace and commuruon
d
end~avollf _an creativity, achievement and peace ... Ugly c1ues ... affront one's eyes and dull
ones faith m the enlightened progress of our civtlisauon (Paul Keatmg The Austr3han Fmancial
Review, 22 November 1994).
'

INTRODUCTION
Paul Keaung has a passmn for the cittes. His imerests became most apparent m his years as Treasurer and
particularly obVJous while he was Pnme MlfUSter (1991-1996). HIS ideas and mtervent1ons dtd not go
UMOllCed. On the 28, June 1995 at_the Royal Australian lnstJrute of Arclutects Annual Awards, Keating
received the Presidents Award for his outstandmg contribution to the architectural profession, parttcularly to
urban design. However. m espousmg an mterest ID wban affairs Keaung IS not alone. Like many of lus
contemporanes m P?hllcs, academia and the p~ofess1ons, be followed the precedents set by both world and
Australian leaders. Nevertheless, he pursued a d1S11Detly unique course of acnon.
Keaung became Prime Minister at a time when urban issues were a significant part of the National Urban
Policy Agenda. The Hawke Government had implemented vanous programs, policies and documents related
to the ciues. The most significant of these were: the Green Street Program; the Budding Code of Australia; the
Review of Residential Regulauons Program; the Austr3han Model Code for Res1dent1al Development; the
Local Government Approvals Review Program; a National Housmg Strategy; a Str3tegy for sustainable
development; and, the Better Cities Program. It also held a Housmg Sw:nrrut and an Urban Futures
Conference. Keating's Government continued several of the previous goverrirnent's programs. Gu1delmes for
Urban Housing (AMCORD:Urban) and AMCORD 95 were produced, and the National Housmg Str3tegy was
conunued. The Better Cities Program was refocused, renamed Building Better Cities (BBC). and funding for 11
was substantially increased.
Toe emphasis of the Keating Government's own urban program was to create productive c1ues •
econonucally efficient citJes with denser urban development, and better integrauon of housmg with pub\Jc
tranSport and other infrastructure. It aimed to achieve these goals through rrucro-econorruc reform, urban
management and modernisation of road, rail and port facilities. lnterestmgly, the Keaung Government only
established three maior initiatives related to urban plannmg. These are the Task Force on Re!,!lOnal
Development, the Ausaalian Urban and Regional Development Review, and the Task Force on Urban Design,
none of which have had any tangi'ble impact.
Thus, unlike previous Australian prime rrumsters, Keating did not inillate substanti~I programs or pohc1es to
implement bis v1s1ons. Instead, he embarked upon a personal crusade to save the cl!Jes, speakmg on m eral
occasions about the plight of Australian cities, the need for better urban design. more compact urban forms.
better housing and infrastrucrure. for sustainable development and for a hentage that reflects Australia's
cultural identity. Keatmg focussed on Sydney m parttcular, becoming involved m maior development i~ues
facmg lus home town • Australia's premier global city, in the lead up 10 the year 2000 Olympics. The ob10ous
question is why?
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1
·

·

and evaluation of Keating's intervention in urban

It is the aim of_th,s paper to put forward an ext :: : onunpublished undergraduate thesis prepared in 1995.

,ssues and the c1ues. The paper is based prunan Y fr yK aung's speeches interviews wtth some of his
The them itself drew heavily on informationThio~- ' c u·on has been ~pdated to reflect recent events
aper repons
s uuorma
,
c_omempor:mes, and Ieading newsp
·
hi h • •dentally has had little input into urban issues
. th '
t'
f the Howard Government w c me,
'
.
.
meIudmg e ,orma ton o
.
' p . M· t his interests in urban affairs and the cities
It should be noted that although Keaung 1s no longer nme trus er,
sull endure.
DREAMS OF A BEAUTIFUL URBAN FUTURE
.
.
.
.·
•
p K · , ,
t·ve years to suggest an interest m urban issues and archttecture. He
There 1s nothing m auI eatmg s ,orma I
h · ·
.
· · 10 urban pIarm10
· g design arthitecture or related fields, although e 1s mterested m
has no ,,ormal tratrung
,
,
.
.
.
.
these matters, with his favourite cities being European ones, particularly BerllO, Pans and Lerungrad. Apart
·
ts · the c•eat
penod,
espcc,a\ly .its architecture
and. design
, 1·,•e arts of the neo-classical
.
.
.
from tus personaI mteres m
tu
, the arts antiques beauty, unage, design and aesthetics, and his expenence of
· ·
pnnc1p1es, s passions ,or
,
•
•
hi
1·,
th
·
· ,orty
,
· the Iow-dens,·ty Sydney suburb of Bankstown, there 1s very 11tt1e ts s 11e at has
years ,n
I1v10g
influenced his interest in cities.
However, Keating has been interested in the urban environment at least since he entered Federal Parliament in
1969, by which time he already had an immense understanding of and l'CSJ)CCt for beauty and aesthetics (Uren
/ 995). Keating has stated that his passion for visual beauty has affected his view of urban development and 1s
the reason why any non aesthetically pleasing urban forms depress him (Aubin /990/ /991 :58).

~AJOR FEATURES OF KEATING'S URBAN
ul Keating's interests in Australian cities ha VlSION
rtance to Keating, urban design, urba:e focussed on four main issues. These are, ID order of therr
~e:lopment. Each of these issues is discussed in : nsohdal!on, hentage, and envrronmentally sustamable

~

Good urban design is of great importance to p 1
.
.
He understands urban design
d. . au Keatmg. He ts obsessed with the ugliness of the Australian
suburb·
as
a
1Sc1plme concern d ·th the h · l
d fun ·
f urban activities, the physical appeatance
. e wi
P ys1ca arrangement an
cuorung
0
of the built envrronment and its relationship to the natural
. nment and with the way in hi h
envtrO ·c fa~tors influence the qu (ty cf people expenence their surroundings. He recognises that social and
economt
a t o urt,an design.
Minister's Urban Design Task F
h.
.
The Prime
.
~
h
orce, w tch Keatmg established on his own in1tJative in 1993 10
back his_ ca11 bor admore c~erent approach to urban developmen~ 1s the most tangible evidence of Keating's
interest ur an_ estgn. e Task Foree undenook the first Australia-wide m , ew of the quality of urban
areas, with the at~ of unprovmg the quality of urban design. It proposed an unprecedented level of Federal
Government mvo vement 10 urban managemen~ and greater co-ordination between the bodies ultimately
responsible for urban_des_
ign outcomes. It focused on fundamental changes that are required to allow a higher
quahty of urban design _m the future. In 1995, Keating established the Australia Award for Urban Design
based on a recorrunendatton by the Task Force.

m

Since the mid-1980s, Paul Keating's views on urban affairs have become public knowledge, largely through
media interest. Keating has publicly armounced his vision for Sydney, discussed his ideas for redesigning
Berlin with German leaders, and urban plarming and design with Prince Charles.

Keating is a passionate advocate of urban consolidation. He is particularly concerned with urban sprawl and
the fact that many Austrahans are forced into the outer suburbs without adequate facilities and services. He
understands the need for provtdmg good quality, attractive, medium-density housing that is affordable, and tl1e
need to promote higher dens1t1es m the cities and thus revitalise their centres, wtule preventing urban sprawl.
He acknowledges the need to offer more diverse environments than the conventional suburb and promote
choices in housing and living environments.

As Treasurer in the Hawke Government, Keating would often initiate both formal and informal discussions on
urban issues (Mani /995). He became heavily involved in investment projects that required the approval of
the Foreign Investment Review Board of which he was Head, including the redevelopment of the historic
Haymarket Precmct where he granted approval to the redevelopment of the market place and the construction
of a 26 metre tower above the market building, without consideration of the site's heritage significance.

Keating believes that to achieve both higher densities and more attractive envirorunents, developers should
create whole precincts rather than single houses on large detached blocks, respecting the aesthetics of the
entire streetscape. He believes that precinct developments involving Federal, state and local government,
funded through a system of Commonwealth grants, could be used as models against which private sector
developments could be judged (Keating 101719/:l,/4).

He initiated the Hawke Goverrunent's Housing Summit of 1989, to investigate ways of improving housing
affofdability. During his challenge for the leadership, Paul Keating spoke about the cities on several occasions.
He gave several strategically organised public appearances at which he spoke about the future design of
Australian cities, aimed to broaden his image and illustrate his leadership credentials.

Keating's interest in urban consolidation is fuelled by his obsession with the evils of the quarter-acre block,
over wtuch he sparked a fi=e debate in 1989. He not only believes that this form of development ts
unsustainable and inefficient, but that it is ugly because he does not like the appearance of mass detached
housing.

During his time as Prime Minister, Keating said a great deal about the urban environment. He put forward
personal views relating to aspects of the Australian cities including urban design; urban form and housing;
heritage; and, environmentally sustainable development - all of which are major contemporary issues. He has
discussed infrastructure in_ the context of its_relation to urban form. He is passionate about Australia's image
and that of its c11Jes, part1cularly Sydney 10 the lead up to the year 2000 Olympics. He also believes that
projecting the correct image as a nation is essential for economic well-being and competitiveness.

Keating has discussed heritage on several occasions, and sees it as a means through which Australia can
express its social and cultural identity, and acknowledges the link between physical structures and 1dent1ty.
However, he is very subjective about what constitutes Australia's heritage, and the types of structures_that are
worth saving. Keating has a personal dislike of much of Australia's built heritag~, particularly of items m
Sydney. His personal opinions have been the basis for deciding whether or not particular items arc s1gruficant
and whether or not they should be retained.

Keating has become involved in a number of major development issues in Sydney, putting forward his own
v1s1on for the redevelopment of its centre (this is discussed later in more detail), and graciously handing
Sydney Showground to Rupert Murdoch for Fox Film Studios, despite legislation stating the land would revert
to pubhc ownership, and without pubhc consultation.

Paul Keating has mentioned environmentally sustainable development on several _occasions. but in reality
he has said very little about it. He understands the links between the c1t1es (or the butlt envrronment), and the
natural environment. Keating sees urban form, and particularly the ~urrent form of low-density suburban
development, as the main factor reducing the sustamab1hty of Austraha s cities.

Keating spoke about the cities in the campaign for th_e federal election in March 1996. Unfortunately, on this
occasion, the c111es could not save Keating. lnterestmgly, of the several biographies and books on Keating
pubhshed smce his fall from powe_r, none give more than anecdotal treatment to his interests and interventions
ID the cities. So, the question rema1Ds - could Keating, in his role as Town Plarmer, have saved the cities?
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A VISION FOR CE:-.TR.U, SYDNEY r uired for Sydney. On several occasions he has put forward his
Keanng believes that a vmon and • plan arc cqth
that arc evident throughout this vision are:
,,sions for the city's redevelopment. The maior cmcs
providing public open space along the foreshores ofSydn~cHarbour;
providing a vancty of affordable housing in ,nncr-<:ity Sy Y,
1mprovmg the acsthcuc appearance of Sydney; and,
. h items of Sydncy's culrural heritage arc worthy of retention.
determining wh1c
t
t 'orward an overall strategy for Sydney based on Kcating's ideas.
The media made sevcra1 attemptS O pu 1'
th
b d
is ,,cws and 1t IS unclear as to whether esc were asc on a plan
However these did not encompass aII Of h
•
.
f
g' d
,
,
·
d
b
K
·
tu
If
The
following
10
point
plan
1s
a
culmmauon
o
Kcatm
s
I cas ,or central
put ,orwar y caung mse .
Sydney:
\. Relocate the Navy from Garden Island further irtS1de the Harbour'. perhaps to White Bay or to Jervis Bay
on the NSW South Coast. Then. after removing the cranes, buildmgs and structures, convert Garden
Island to public open space, a possible Commonwealth reccpnon area, and perhaps some high density,
high quality, world class housing, in umc for the Sydney Olympics.
2. Remove the Woolloomooloo Bay Finger Wharf to open up the Bay's vista, provide pubhc open space
along the foreshore, and create a continuous strip of public foreshore land from Pons Pomt to the Opera
House.
3. Obtain World Heritage Listing for the Opera House and its immediate surrounds to protect it from further
development in itS immediate vicinity.
4_ After redirecting traffic commg off the Sydney Harbour Bridge into Grosvenor Street, demolish the
Cahill Expressway to open up Sydney's CBD to the harbour and restore the Domain to its original state,
in time for the Sydney Olympics.

s.

After removing the Cahill Expressway, sell the areas made vacant at either end and use the profits to
finance the redevelopment of Circular Quay, and possible relocation of the railway underground.

6. Terminate the City Circle Railway at each end of the Quay, opening up a vast space in front of Customs
House. Build two low-rise buildings of suitable colonial style architecture in front of, but slightly to the
east and west of Customs House, and demolish Wharf Four to enhance the view.
7. Ensure low-rise development at East Circular Quay, which bencr complements the Opera House and
respects the sigruficance of the site.

r l:IE CRITICS .
.
N!anY people, particularly Journalists and prof< .
~iues. He has been accused of unposing lus ~onals, have been cm1cal of_Paul Keat1Dg's mtervcnt1on ID the
oncern over greater government 1Dvolvemc t . prt,refcrcnccs on a pubhc with quite different tastes, sparkmg
c
n 10 u an development, and anacking state nghtS.
His 1nterventton in Sydney has also been cri1tc· d Whi . .
cbatc on Sydney's appearance, he was criti:Sc ·
le his mvolvement was seen as useful in furthering the
dfl, cuvely neglecting that of other ma
. ISCd for focussing so mtcntly on Sydney's development while
e e se he has been away from the ~or cits. Others behevc that his mions for Sydney have been blurred
l)ecaused for planning through priv t ciJ ~r too long and has become bcsoncd by other c1ncs. He was
cnuc1 to have his visions prevail o a the ea rather than through the established planning process, and for
tr)'lng
vcr osc of everyone else.
Paul Keating has also been criticised for not ,.L:.
.
.
.
.
""""g a personal stand m the debate on several important matters,
mcludmg the Monorail,
mobile telephone towers and cables, the Third Runway at v:.
, d s ·th ,.,_
~
S dn
r,.wgs,or
nu ,~.,.,n or
a second atJl)Ort or Y cy, and the proposed sale of Cockatoo Island and Nonh Head in Sydney Harbour
which John Howard and the NSW Carr Government have now become involved in.
'
EVALUATION
There are several reasons why Paul Keating has spoken about and toed to tntcrvcne in the planning and
development of Australian c11tcs, _and particularly Sydney. Firstly, Keating has a genuine desire to foster a
better quahty of hfc for all Australians and to promote Australia as an attracnve place to live, vis11, do business
and mvcst- Secondly, he has a strong personal interest m urban planrung, design, arclutecturc and aesthetics.
Thirdly, he has the expencnce of living in low-density Australian suburbs, which he obV1ously docs not like.
Fourthly, there have been political motivauons be it to criuc1se the oppos1non, to prove his leadership
capabilities, or to increase his standing in political polls.
There are two additional reasons for his specific interest m Sydney. First is lus desire to make Circular Quay
the gateway to Australia in time for the year 2000 Olympics. While Prime Mirustcr, be behcvcd that the
Commonwealth Government should play a much greater role in tlus matter. Second, he has a strong personal
affihauon for the city, because it 1s his home town.

IMPACT AND LEGACY
The most significant unpact of Paul Keating's mvolvcrncnt in urban affairs 1s that he has ra1Scd consc1ousncss
and awareness of the issues he has discussed He bas re-ignited an interest ID urban development in Australia,
particularly as 1t relates to Sydney. His often contcnuous and contradictory VICWS have fuelled the fires of
urban debate and through press coverage, have brought the 1SSues to the fore of public d1scuss1on. The
problem IS that he has defined what is good in aesthetic terms in a sub1ect1ve way based on VJSual appearances,
valumg aesthetics over functional and ccononuc cons1dcrauons.

8. Create quality, affordable housing for Hickson Road and the western side of the Harbour.
9. Relocate the Pyrmont Casino project from the Pyrmont Power Station site to another part of the city,
conunuc the development of Pyrmont as a residential area by extending the Building Better Ctltes
program to the Pyrmont Power Station sue, and locate the Sydney Olympics Athletes Village in the
area.
10 Ensure better planning for the Ultimo-Pyrmont area to prevent the development of further eyesores like
the Glcbe Island Bridge.
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Jn essence. Keating wants Australian cities to be attracnvc, aesthetically pleasing places, that reflect the
anachcd higher dcrtSity form of European cities, with a variety of housing types. He has a passionate d1Shke
for the low-<lcrtSity sprawling suburbs that characterise Australian cities, and believes that thts urban form 1s
malting them urtSustainablc. Keating also dcsptSCS the fact that the environment 1s cx.ploucd for shon-tcrm
profit without consideration of the larger picture or of longer term unphcanons. While wanung Australian
Clltes,to reflect the nation's culrural identity, Keaung wantS to llllpose a European vision and !us own vemon
of Australia's cultural heritage on the cities. He also bas very strong oplfllons about 11ems of hentage that are
worth savmg and those that arc not
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.
beautiful solutions to urban problems and to be more
Kcaung wants archnccts and planners to create
bodies to be more responsible for the
, th
d d · ns He also wants government
accountabl< ,or . ctr acuons an cc1s10 .
and to create buildings that reflect the imponancc of
design of th< buildings that they impose on society,
freed m so that the pubhc interest can prevail
pubhc things. Keating would hkc to sec developers given 1css
;
ign and development of Australia'~
He also wants the Commonwealth to have a much greater role in C cs
cmcs. particularly in Sydney in the lead up to the Olympics.

d

·
· M' · ter' Task Force on Urban Design and the Australia Award
However. apart from cstabhslung the Prime irus s
~ Australian cities. Keating did not
for Urban Design Keating has done very hnlc in urban planning tcnns or
.
, urban nsolidation, hcntagc environmentally sustamablc development
.'
generate any poI1c1es or programs ,or
co
'
d
bs · I
or mftastructure pro'1sion. Furthermore, his wban design irutiauves have not ha a su tanM impact on
urban design in Austraha 10 date.
His initiative to have the Sydney
In Sydney, onIy sevcraI of Keating's ideas have had any significant effect.
b ·
be · ardi d b th
Opera House nominated for World Heritage Lisung 1s under way, ut 11 may
Jcop . se y c
development 31 East Ctrcular Quay. Toe height of the proposed CML Building has been sub_stanually reduced,
but the new design snll obscures views of the Harbour and the Opera House. The Marlce_t City dcv~lopmcnt at
Haymarket will be a perpetual reminder of his disregard for some Items of cultural hcntage. Keatmg's sec'.et
deal with Rupert Murdoch for the film studio at Sydney Showgro~d will result m the loss of subStan_t1al
public open space. Garden Island is likely to be trartsformed into pubhc open space, but not in the immediate
future, while the Woolloomooloo Finger Wharf 1s to be restored and the Bay redeveloped. The Cahill
Expressway and Ctrcular Quay Railway arc unlikely to be demolished in the foreseeable future. The Casino
has opened in Pyrmont, and the Athletes Village will remain in Homcbush.
Thus, while Keating was a Prune Minister with a substantial interest in the cities, he has not left any
significant legacies. except for the Australia Award and a possible World Heritage Listing for the Sydney
Opera House. In the long term, it 1s likely that Paul John Keating will be remembered as the leader with the
ciues and thetr well-being finnly etched in his mind, but not in his policies.
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~i~~~GICAL CHANGE IN THE URBAN STRUCTURE OF
Ana Radivojevic-Micanovic
faculty of Arc~~ecture, University ofBelgrade
Bulevar revoluc11e 73
11 000 Belgrade, Yugoslavia
introduction - Historical background
Belgrade is a town which had a long d
.
an tempestuous history. In its historical and urban
development it experienced
b ginning of the town Th' numero: changes and destruction, each representing a new
~an history.
· is means at nowadays there are not many traces of its ancient
Toe history of Belgrade as a modem European ci"' began · th XIXth
Th h· · al
· I
d' ·
f
.
·,
m e
century. e ,stone
and socia con itions O that penod were convenient for a beginning of a continual urban
development, bas~ on a model of other European cities of that time. It also meant a gradual
urban transformation ~om the past oriental model to the westem-european one. Urban
structure that was established at that time undetWent different changes till nowadays.
From the end of the XVth cen~, Belgrade was a part of an Ottoman Empire and had been
devel?ped on a ~odel of. on~tal cities. At the beginning of the XVIIIth century it
expenenced the ~uty years mvaston of Austrians, who tried, for the first time, to reconstruct
and transfo~ it mto the w~uropcan cit'j. Re-invasion of the Turks in 1739. brought
the r~ tablishmcnt of an onental town that lasted until the second half of the XIXth century.
However, a~er the s~cccss of the rebellion of the Serbs in 1815., Belgrade was under the
double, Serb1an-T~sb control._In _those parts of the town, known as a "Serbian Belgrade",
began the trans_formatton of the c1t'j mto a wcstem-europcan model. while those that were still
under the Turlcish control kept the previous oriental model.

Kcaung. Paul (1991) Housing Choice and the Future of the Australian City, address by the Honourable P.J.
Keating, M.P.. to the ANU's Public Policy Seminar, ANU . Coombs Lecture Theatre, Wednesday, 10 July
1991, 12.30pm.

The complete liberation from Turks in 1864. was the real beginning of a modem Belgrade.
The first proposal of a regulation of the Belgrade was made in 1867. by Emilijan Josimovie,
who can be considered as a first Belgrade urban-planner. His ideas were a base for all further
plans and reconstruction of the cit'j.

Puntillo. Caroline (1995) Paul Keating and the Cjtics: Power, Personality and Place, unpublished thesis for the
Bachelor of Town Planning Degree, University of New South Wales.

Methodology

Newspaper Articles
PMgoes to town on urban design, The Australian Financial Review, 22 November 1994:5
The Australian - various articles (1983 . 1996)
The Australian Financial Review • vanous articles (1983 . 1996)
The Sydney Morning Herald · various articles (1 983 . 1996)
Interviews
Mant. John (1995) Telephone Interview , 5 September 1995 _
Uren, Tom (1995) Interview, Balmain, 13 September 1995_

The aim of this paper is to present the results of a research of morphological changes of
Belgrade, analyzed on its typical segments. The model for the study was the essay of Marek
Koter who investigated the urban development of Polish town Lodz. His approach to the
problem of an urban development of the cit'j was particular and focused on the morphological
changes of urban blocks, with regard to the degree of the repletion and the transformation of
blocks. The coincidence that urban development of "modem" Lodz began at the same time as
urban development of "modem" Belgrade, as well as the fact that this kind of research has
never been applied to Belgrade, determined the choice of this particular methodology.
The chosen methodology demanded the use of plans that clearly presented the complete
structure of the town, meaning not only cit'j blocks, but also their division into plots. Two
particular segments of Belgrade urban strucmre were analyzed in five temporal crosssections, each representing an important phase m its urban history.
Typical temporal cross-sections, important for the urban history of Belgrade are fixed by the
date of plans used as a base of the study and they are:
I) - the beginning of the regulation - 1878.
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Ia) - time before the First World War - 1910. (this cross - section could not been analyzed
smce there were no appropriate plans dating from this period)
2) - time immediately after the First World War, before the first General urban plan of
Belgrade - I92 I.
3) - time between the two Wars, but after the first General urban plan of Belgrade - 1936.
4) - time after the Second World War - 1955
5) - contemporary moment in Belgrade's urban development - 1985.
Today the selected segments are both located in the very center of Belgrade, but at the time of
the first temporal cross-section, they had different positions and characters. Segment I was a
pan of the oriental town, located in the center of Belgrade, while segment 2 was located on
the edge of the town in a new-established pan of Belgrade. Each of them covers almost the
same surface of the city (segment I - 0,44 1crn2, and segment 2 - 0,41 km2) and contains one
block organized as a park.
Parameters that were defined and compared for each segment and each temporal cross-section
are:
- number of blocks
- number of plots in each block .
- ratio of building coverage of each segment, each block, as well as the minimum and
maximum value of individual plots
- transformative process related to the beginning of the research
- transformative process related to-the previous cross-section

The other segment of the city h
which Belgrade wished to be as !Uban structure that is
lik
blocks ( 15 000 - 30 000 ~me. It means that it consis:~re el~ a structure of a great city
(width:length = 1:6). In th" m ). Plots in these blocks
form bigger and regularly shaped
is segment there are als
are 1_0 to 25m wide and elongated
0 some unbuilt plots.
.
Cross-section two: 1921
During the First World War Belgrade
section r~presen~ the situation immedia~~Fered from a huge destruction. The second crossfor dwellings which often resulted with b _Yld~fter this pcnod. It is particular by the great need
.
ui mg that was not
ed ·
.
suppon with regulanon plans.
These circumstances led to th Im
. . I
. 18
ea ostcomplet
I .
pnnc1p es 3:5 m 78. This means creatin lar ee regu ation of segment I, made on the same
some unbuilt plots. However certa· g g number of small blocks some still containing
time of oriental Belgrade. The rati0m ~~m_be~ of blocks still kept the ~hape dated from the
0
raised in comparison to the 1878.
uildmg coverage in this cross-section was slightly

In the same time, elongated plots in
plots, which was a signal to divide sose~ent 2 provo~ed the problem in using some internal
coverage in this part ofBelgrade also m~scdarge blocks mto smaller parts. The ratio of building

q
Tai

Figure 2 - Second temporal cross-s ·

•
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based on the plan dated from 1921

1

Cross-section one: 1878
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Cross-section three: 1936.

The period between two World Wars is typical by the effort that was made in order to create
the General regulation plan of Belgrade, as well as to create the legislative base of
construction. The lack of the law which should defme the relation between the size of the plot
and the building coverage often resulted with over-built plots (more then 90% of building
coverage). This resulted into the further growth of building coverage in both selected
segments. At the same time, there are intensive transformative processes in both segments.
resulting with the rise of number of the plots in them.
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1

the previous time and suggested er .
central areas.
CCtion on the edge of th
.
=~~~
The dcscnbed situation resulted .
nstructioo of their
With th f:
in both segments. On the other h d e act that in 1955 th
.
yet done, so there were many ~ • ~e reconstruction of th ere were still many unbuilt plots
O
are still very intensive but m
· th_ve. uilt plots at the sam . e mternal parts of blocks was not
'
1s time they are present inealime
. processes
fo~ Toe traosr
. . ,ormative
Cross-section five: 1985
of a Jommg of plots.

. .

'

The last cross-section chosen to be anal
.
the latest plan representing the urb yzed 15 defined by the plan dated fr
.
between the two cross-sect· . an structure of Belgract G
om 1985., which IS
.
ions 1s specific b th
e. enerally speakmg the
· d
reconstruction of the blocks that d'd
. Y e fact that there were numerous plans
'
peno
I not mclud th .
for
the
Some of these plans were realized.
inner structure.
e e1r re-shaping, but onlYthe cbange of therr
.
Descnbed reconstruction is present .
th
intensive process of joining plots. ~eb~ selected ~gmcnts and it is followed by the
segment 2. The great part of it was meant to~ cross-section_ brought significant changes 10
of Be_lgrade. There~ore some of its blocks hav transform~ mto the important business center
to build large and 1mponan1 administration e.~n emptied from the buildings, in a purpose
finance had often stopped the planned • _buil~mgs and offices. Unfortunately the lack of
. situation result
· b1ocks. This
mtenuons
bu1·tdings m
d . . rrnmed·iate1Yafter the destruction, of prcVJous
of the blocks are still unbuilt.
e m mevitable changes in urban planning, but some

Cross-section four: 1955

b

Figure 5 - Fifth temporal cross-sectio based

~ yj

Figure 4 - Forth temporal c~~,ss-section, based on the plan dated from 1955
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Dunng the Second World War Bel ade has
.
fact created the need for the i~tensi~ rebuild~:ffer1 a1am from the huge destruction. This
both selected segments a part of th
g an en argement of the town which made
Belgrade, dated from 1950 defined tehavtethry center of Belgrade. General regul~tion plan of
·,
e center of the to (' 1 d'
was not pIanned to be reconstructed It ke t th
. wn me u mg segments I and 2)
.
p e regulation of the blocks as it was defined in
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Conclusion
Transformative processes that happened in the selected segments of Belgrade were mostly of
the same kind and nature. However, certain differences were present, and they can be
primarily considered as a consequence of different size of the blocks, as well as of a difference
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•
of the size and shape of their plots. The result of more than one hundred years of changes is
presented in following tables:
Table I - The change of building coverage and tansfonnative processes in segment 1
BUlLDING COVERAGE /%
BEFORE TiiE MODERN
ORJGINAL PLOTS
REGULATION
MODERN REGULATION
(UNCHANGED)
1878 - 1921 • od
TRANSFORMATIVE
JOINING
PROCESS OF
DMSION
NEW REGULATION OF THE
ORJGINAL PLOTS
BLOCK
UNCHANGED BETWEEN
FURTHER
TWO CROSS-SECTIOSS
TRANSFORMATIVE
JOINlNG
PROCESSES
OMSlON
NEW REGULATION OF THE
BLOCK

TOTAL:

1878
17 I
242

]921
48 0
51

1936
63 8
30

1955
60 8
27

198565 3517

133

380

319

291

243-

-

38

23

11

44

60

90

19

13

s
-

8

-

2

84

219

200

-

6

6

13

19

13

s

-

-

2

1

-

375

534

580

589

537

Table 2 - The change of building coverage and transformative processes in segment 2
I
BUlLDING COVERAGE/%)
ORJGINAL PLOTS /\JNCHANGEDl
TRANSFORMATIVE
JOINING
PROCESS OF
OMSlON
ORJGINAL PLOTS
NEW REGULATION OF THE
BLOCK
FURTHER
UNCHANGEOBET\\'EEN
raE TWO CROSSSECTIONS
TRANSFORMATIVE
JOINlNG
PROCESSES
OMSlON
NEW REGULATION OF THE
BLOCK
TOTAL:

1921
36 2
122
71

1936
46.2
101
2

1955
48 3
96
1

1985
46 3
70

98

29

2

4

s

3

2

-

-

-

142

186

162

-

-

8

13

24

39

18

8

-

-

283

324

318

1878
22 0
267

-

267

IS

283

~=~~~~t ~o:~o~re:a:sc~a:!:~ ~f the urban structure of ~~l~ade are not final.

What we
phase of transfonnation of the city. f all already planned acttv1ttes and entering into the new
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Urban Housing and Political T .
Psychology of Culture w'th S ~DSIOn: Some Insights from the
Ideals
' •
pectal Reference to Muslim Housing
A.A. Rahman
Senior Research Fellow
Institute of Asian Languages and Societi
The University of Melbourne
es
The home - or, rather, the house "housing" th h
h
·
·
environment, is not just a space. It is the very eb odT?e - asft e p_nfirne _g enre of bmlt
.
.,
.
cm o unent o spec1 c - 1f often unsaid
and even rcoconsc1ous
- architectural Jol>ic"
by which its
· inhab"
Th
o. 1tants J'k
I e to or are
ed
fore .to, ive.
e ho~e - or the house - is also the crucible where the basic a~irudes
includmg
relevance' are formed thro ugh the m
· terp1ay o f t he tna
· d 1c
''
f hthose
f: hof pohttcal
fi
forces o t e at er- gure, the mother-figure and the evolving child.

Home, Health and Political Perversion
When ther~ is a ~onflict betw~ the unsaid architectural logic one likes to live by, and
that by whic? he is for~ed to l~ve, ~ause of the design of the house where he is living this re~ults ~ a c~ruc tension m the person's inner life. Such chronic tension may
~esult m vanous kinds of neurotJc ao~ psychotic behaviour, which, given the 'right'
1rnperus 3:°d con_text, can degenerate mto political violence, aggression, witch-hunt,
xenophobia, fascism, mass hysteria - all of which contribute to political instability and
disor~er. One most _d r~ed contemporary form of such political release of aggression is
terron sm. Substantial literature has already been produced in political science on the
manipulation, use and abuse of pent-up psychological tension and resultant aggression
for political purposes.
This is neither mere theoretical conjecture, nor a conclusion arrived at by deductive
logic alone . "The importance of environmental factors in the etiology of chronic illness
For
... has been clearly demonstrated" in reports from empirical clinical work..
example, "environmental stressors ... clearly have causal significance in the
development of the two major chronic illnesses in [the US] ..., coronary heart disease
and cancer". If environment-related psychological stresses can evidently cause major
chronic physical illnesses like coronary heart diseases and cancer, then one can hardly
too much emphasise the possibility of chronic psychological diseases resulting from
such stressors, e.g. the tension between "architectural logic" by which one
unconsciously likes to live, and that by which he is forced to live by simply for being
trapped into a house built by the "architectural logic" of architects and designers
unaware of, or unsympathetic to the house-dwellers' conscious or unconscious
requirements of his own living quarters. Allowing for such chronic psychological
unwellness in crowded cities is potential source of political agitation and instability, of
which we already see much in the rapidly westernising traditional societies, e.g. in Asia
and the Middle East.
I would forward the hypothesis that, much_~f the e~tr~ordinary leve~s of urb~ political
agitation we see today in the fast weslerrusmg soc1e1tes, e.~. those m the Middle East,
and South and Southeast Asia, might have to do m part, with the conflict betv.•een the
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.
i which are fast becoming in vogue in
architectural logic of the m?<1em housing
ic yearned for _ albeit unconsciouslythese soc1e11es, and the tradihonal arc~tec such !odem designs. To clarify the matter,
by therr inhabitants of the houses bmlt by . r
might focus here on the cultllTally
·
f·
ects to sharper re11e,, we
·
and to bnng some o its asp .
d. the living space of one part1cu1ar set
conditioned psychological reqmrctncnts reg: in~eties· those of the Muslims. I hope to
of such westernising but still tradiuon-boun soc• • · Findings and insights from the
. .
d f Chinese and Hindu soc1e11es.
•
. a comparative framework, should help
later do a smu1ar stu Y O
10
study these vanous sets of socieucs, pu~ of other societies in similar situations clarify the matter even further._ More.s~ cs .nht be carried out to further supplement
. African and Occaruan SOCICIICS . mli;o•
e.g., vanous
. be • · of a study
·
this rather preliminary, groundbreaking gmmngs
Proliferation of Western-style Housing

·
f ban development in the housing sector, globally
The fastest growing areas O ur
·
·
f s th
As'
at
present
in predominantly Mushm countnes o ou east
1a
.
..
f th A .
1·
t In th.
speaking, seems to Iic
and the Middle East • at the two horizontal ~xtr_enuhes o . e s1an con men .
1s
truco·on boom architectural dcs1grung expertise employed, almost always,
·
housing cons
,
hi
dd ·
is derived from Western sources. 1n some cases, weste~ arc tects an . es1gners are
employed. In other, local architects with western education makde the _des1!?'1sb. In_both
cases, the end result is a rapid proliferation of 'western-style' we11mgs m as1ca11y
predominantly traditional Muslim societies.
My own work at the Harvard University , some time ~~ck, had found ai:n_ong other
things that, such rapid superficial restructuring of the living space of trad1hon-bound
Muslims might create psychological tensions, and resultant mental health problems whose impact, while yet not fully understood, could be seriously harmful. Despite wide
varieties of living practices , Muslims from varied societies still seem to have generally
experienced certain common elements of living-space structuring and housing designs,
throughout history until the recent changes. This commonality is rooted in there
common adherence to certain religious requirements, applied to all Muslims irrespective
of cultural variation . A violation of such 'sacrosanct' requirements in housing situation
may result in unconscious psychological sense of guilt, dread, discomfort or a general
sense of unwellness. On the other hand, adherence to such requirements would need to
modify current housing designing in cultllTally sensitive ways. The visible result would
be the evolution of what might be called lslarnicised Western - or modernised Islamic .
housing patterns.
lhram : The Core of the Muslim's Being
As Van Nieuwcnhuijze says, "post-modem West and contemporary Islam ...find
....several points of converging." Laroui enumerates many such points of convergence.
One such points of convergence between post-modem West and Islam, is the
phenomenon. of 'witnessing' . Perh~ps, this might be a good starting point for an
We_stcm au_d1encc to stan understanding the deep psychological needs of Muslims
which req~re to be taken care of when building a 'built environment' for their daily
hvmg. Th.is, not only because it is a point of convergence between most-modem West
and Islam, ~ut also because it is one which is the central point in the Muslims' daily
hvmg consciousness:
·
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l
"[In Islam,] man's [i.e. Man's] postur 10
· .

ed up in the centrally i
e hfe as reflecting his basic orientation, is
mponant nohon of shahid· ·
p b
h
·
surnm
concept ... is more symptomatic ofth
. .
• Witness. er aps t ere 1s no
b he constantly feels] witn • e lSlanuc lifestyle. The Muslim is [: is supposed to
e,. h
. th '
. css m proper conduct of life, consciously and purposively.
This s ows... m e pervasive practical ... si ·fie
. . .
.
the requirement of a state of ritual . ., gru an.cc of ruya [1.e.] mtenoon .... [and]
punty known as 1hram" . By being an extension of
the phenomenon of shahadah - or the condition of bein hahid - ihram · If
becomes a central aspect of the M 1. , bein .,
gs .
itsc • too,
.
.
us IDlS
g: Another not1on, or rather pracuce
deserving
to
be
menhoned
as
a
d
·
['
. punty
. •
.
.
.
. . escnptor m Islam] of human posture 1s
[:1hrai:n]Islam ... is qui~e cxphclt _about man's need to condition himself properly for
occasions of ... addressing the d1Vllle" , which is required to be at all times - "standing
sitting [and even when] on their si~es [i.e. laying down or sleeping", in the words of th;
Qui'~ • For such a_CO~tly mamtaincd ihram's "rules and provisions are remarkably
detailed and meticulous , though differing in form for different times and
circumstances.

"One may trace here ... in the tenn bararn [derived from the same word-root as ihrarn hrrn,] ... sacred in the sense of sacrosanct, forbidden. It is used [in a number of contexts,
ranging from] the Meccan sanctum, ... to woman's special status. Ihram is the state of
ritual consecration, by purity and dress, of the Mecca pilgrim" , harim is the
distinguishing word for "womaa', seen as specially sacred and sacrosanct by purity and
hence forbidden for the very sight, let alone touch, of anyone who is not in one of the
enumerated possibilities of a ritually consecrated pure relationship with her, e.g.
husband-wife, mother-child, sibling, mother-in-law, sister-in-law etc. These ritually
sanctified relationships arc called "mahram " - that which has been bestowed with
ihrarn, elevating the woman to the sacramental status ofharim.
Harem: The Core of the Muslim Home
We have seen that the ritually sanctified sanctum of Mecca is called haram This is so,
because, the sanctum - the Ka'ba [: literally, "Cube" - perhaps because of its cubical
shape] • was built as "the first house for Man", and ritually consecrated by Abraham and
his first-born, Ishmael, who were then ordered by God to keep it pure for those who
come to circurnbulate it, and to stay: "Indeed, the first house/ home built for the people
is the one at Mecca, the blessed and guidance for the worlds" , ... and I commanded
Abraham and Ishmael to purify and keep pure my House for those who circurnbulate it
and stay [there] and bow and prostrate [in God's worship]".
Not without significance, the inner quarters of the Islamic home - or house - also 1s
called haram., the very term used to designate and distinguish the Meccan san~tum, the
Ka'bah. The English word harem - to denote the inner Ql\_arters of the Musi~ horn~,
and later much more from the world of fantasy • is actually the same as this Arabic
"hararn" _' This practice is very si~ficant f~r the Muslims' psyche, and seems to
originate from two lines of unconscious reasorung.
First, if the Meccan sanctum was "first house built for Man", which was to be kept pure
for those who came to "stay" at it, then this seems to mean that the Meccan sanctum is
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.
to stay at _ and as such, is the model parthe onginal home which God penmtted man
hich might be felt as ritually
r
th
lesser
houses/homes
w
.
excellence ,or any O er,
h any other house/ home 1s but an
sta
consecrated enough for Man to Y at. As sue tl1 haram aJ-sharif, the "Noble" or
extension, or reflecuon of the Mecaan sanctum, ; t to be like as much as possible
th
1
" otable" hararn. The less notable of ef~~~s :~.. -<iedicated ;o the worship of God
the ot_able haram at Mecca: an abo~e O • e_~
for such a stay and such constant
1
at all ttmes m all acts, kept m punty, _i.e. gh tO ake up in swn total the whole of
continuwn of divinely condoned acts which ou t m_
·
• , •
bl though it is it too, 1s a haram, as an extension and
the Muslims hfe. Less nota e
'. . al and ideal haram at Mecca.
reflection of the purer and the more notable ongm
·
art rs of the Muslim home is specially centred on the Muslim
Sccondiy, the mner qu e
,
•
th th
r ·
. home is more a womans domam, ra er . an.a ,armly
womenofthe home. The MuSltm
.
d women have equal or balanced shares of dommahon. This
home wh.ere both men an
•
nl 1· I
rfi ·
·gh
hock to many Western observers with o y 1tt e or supe c1al
nu t come as a s
• hi · h M 1·
knowledge of the intricacies of the workings of gender-re1abons ps m t e us un
society. I have discussed this in greater detail elsewhere '. and Myron We~er and other
have discussed partially similar situation in Hi~d~ society . _As su~h this the ~vorld
centred on the harim . protected out of the aruaellcs of carnmg a hvel~ood . m the
hostile world outside into her sanctum by the network of mahram relationships. As
such this domain is the very embodiment of ihram - sanctified purity: it is the haram,
sanctuary, for the harim like the sanctuary of Mary, the ideal woman by ~sl~, who was
provided her livelihood in abundancc_at_her sane~ wh~re she engaged ma hfe ?f
worship, shielded in from the 3llXlehes and distractions of the world outside the
sanctum.
A Sacred Geography: Layout and the Law
Now that we have had a brief understanding of the notion ofharam as embodying the
very centre of the Muslim understanding of his/ her 'home' - we may proceed on to what
arc his religiously conditioned expectations of the layout of this home. The hararn, or
the inner quarter is not only the central but also the predominant aspect of the Muslim
home. The rest, for example the diwan - the outer quarters - is but only peripheral
adjunct to that predominant aspect of the home. This is clear even from the
nomenclature: the term diwan originally referred to a verandah outside the door. The
English term "divan" comes from this diwan - the couch the host would recline on or
offer the visitor to sit on at the verandah. The shape and size of the divan may give
some idea of what the Muslim home's outer quarters, the di wan, might ought to be in
comparison to the rest of the home, the harem, which, among other things, would
include a whole courtyard and ideally at least one spacious garden - the hidden garden,
somewhat in the image of the heavenly Garden of Paradise, the jarmah [literally
"hidden"].

,;"1~s~s, both _individually and collectively, have to both live by, and enforce a
reli&;1ously orda~ed social control. Ev_ery Muslim has an obligation towards any fellow
~uslun, to help him/ her stay on ~e nght path, known as al-amr bi'l ma'ruf wa '1-nahy
an_al-munk~: a~ortatton to what _is proper, and dissuasion from what is objectionable.
This duty lffiphes at once a rationale of and an inducement to social control ...
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intentionally of a benevolent kind .
individualistic idiosyncracies and ·-;t suggcSts clear limits to privacy in the sense of
obligation to ... [a] fellow Muslim, t:::ims.~ One such "religiously ordamed ...
provi~e for and respect "limits of privac .~ ~ her to stay ~n the right path" 1s to
permitted, are to ever violate the p . Y limits beyond which none other than those
Muslim man and the Muslim wom:~Y ~f th e person concerned. This is to help the
detailed rules of modesty, enjoined in°; serve ~d hel~ each other observe various
Hadith..
e canorucal scnptures - the Qur'an and the

. .
•
One aspect of setting and guarding the limits of O , •
s pnvate domam 1s to proV1de for a
house' or a portion of a house where the husband ne
and th ·r,
fr I
·
daily activities, including those of conjugal rcla . hi e_wi e can ee ~ carry on their
or portion of a house where t
lions P, m complete pnvacy - a house
no even the husband's, who in Islam is regarded the
rthiest of a man's best
wo
. company , is to normally enter. Neither is the wife's mother to
normally enter there either · "Descri ti
f th · ,
. ·
P on o e Wifes Home .... "... It also is obligatory
for
the
husband
to
proV1de
the
wife
with
a
separate
home. That 1s,
· sueh a house or [even
.
.
JUSt ] an apartment must be P_roV1ded for [the wife], where not [even) the husband's
father [orl mother, bro~ers or sisters or any other relatives or near ones may stay .... " ...
or [even] enter··· In [this] Wife's home no relatives or near ones of the wife, not even
her mother or fath~r ~~y enter or stay either" . The home so provided for the wife shall
be.sue~ ~at, there~ the hus_band and the wife may live, carry on their activities (of
dai_ly_hvmg and _conJugal _re~atl!)nshi_p), and relax in complete freedom" from any of the
rehg1ously ordained restnctlons which a man or a woman has to observe when in the
presen~ of_oth~rs in successive degrees of ihram (sacrosanctity) of relationship,
bestowing d1ffermg levels of mahram (sacrosanct) Status upon other people vis-a-vis a
man or a woman. This, then bars virtually everyone else, except the husband, the wife,
their children below the age of any consciousness of sexuality, and any servants without
such consciousness - from such a house or portion of house. This house, or portion of a
house is the haram - or harem, to use the English term - without which a Muslim house
loses the very rationale and essence of its existence.

Further extensions to this basic home - or house - with decreasing layers of restrictivity,
may make the world of the Muslim's home more accessible to visitors from outside the
nuclear family. Thus, an extension to the core haram may be corollary of a secondary
haram where such women relatives - or perhaps even male relatives of the couple, who
are mahram to both the partners, may live: the husband's mother, the wife's mother etc.
Generally this too would be regarded as a part of the hararn, and would not be visited or
violated by anyone who is not mahram to all its inhabitants. Together, the inner haram
and the outer haram will constitute The haram - the total harem - of the Musltm home.
A further extension, the Diwan - or the outer quarters, often called the "Reception
Room" (Istqbal), or the "Sitting Room" (Baithak) - will be _a corollary to the harem. If
possible, outer gardens, surrounding the entire complex, will complete the t_otahty of a
Muslim's home. One may remember, there will be an inner garden, most ltkely much
richer and wider than the outer gardens, at the very heart of the harem itself. The
· hn
d ·dth of the inner garden and courtyard would compensate the women nc css· an WI
· out about of
r
th · vutu·e of "not going out about like the gomg
f th ·
the hanm - ,or err
I
• · Qur'anic terms - and of staying in the "innermost quarter o err
gnoranc~ 'hm fth H dith The Diwan itself might have a private portion assigned
homes", mt ose o e a •·
..
for such female visitors as are permissible to vmt the home.
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Cooclusion: Healthier Homes, Happier Politics
·se too much the need for modifying the housing designs currently
One can not emphasl
·
h Jh ·
· t actual houses for Muslims to live in - even 1f for the very ea t of its
. •
·
d 'nhabitants. This, I suspect, would apply to many other s1tuattons where
occupiers an 1 .
.
.
. .
di · bo d · ·
western-style housing is rapidly prohfcratmg m non-west~m tra non- un soc1et~cs,
e.g. that of the Hindus, or rural Chinese, African, or the indigenous p_
eoples ofOceama.
The concept of sick building syndrome is already well-known ~n the '."est - _and
measure are being suggested \llld taken to rectify the problems m ho~smg designs
which, unbeknown to its dwellers - and often, even its designers and butlders - cause
chronic health problems. However the concern with the sick building syndrome has
been so far limited to mainly problems caused by building designs to physical health of
its inhabitants. But, problems caused to the mental health could be arguably a greater
maner for concern. In the case of the Muslim homes, a substantial alleviation of the
mental problems caused by the housing design could be brought about by simple
modifications of the design by providing for the basic religiously ordained habitatrelated requirements in the designing of housing projects. This will further the rewards
by helping minimise the sources of political tension and all its multifarious fallouts,
including terrorism and mass disorder in these societies, to the relief of the whole world
at large.
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~ow. t her"t~he 20~th c~n_tu~ is coming to its end we cannot help appreciating to a full degree
t ; o e O e]gar en-cittes ideas in the development of the modem urbanism and new forms
~ um: set~ e: ents. Under the influence of those ideas several generations of architects
ave c h~~e . eir town~lanning mentality, troubled by the urbanization of whole
geograp 1ca regions which increased during the last decades.

t

The .idea of breaking cities
into smaller uruts
· by way of bu1ldmg
· · modest size
· settlements of
.
semi-urban
· Itancously which
· had appeared even before the
. . and .semi-rural types s1mu
publtcauo? of Su Ebcnizer Howard's book «Tomorrow» in Russian in I 911 aroused a
profound m'.erest of numerous theoreticians and practical architects in Russia. Among them
was Vladimtr Semyonov who staying at that time in London for five years from 1908 to 1912
had an opporturuty to observe the construction of the first garden-city of Letchworth. In his
book «Improvement of Cities» published after his return from London to Moscow in 1912
Vladimir Semyonov wrote: «His (E.Howard's) merit is that for the first time he solves the
problem of t~e elastic plan, i.e. the plan adapted to the city's gradual development. He is the
first to consider the city as a constantly developing organism and adapts its plan to its
evoluuon».
Beginning in 1912 to plan the first Russian garden-city of Prozorovka, situated not far from
Moscow on the land belonging to the Moscow-Kazan Railway Vladimir Semyonov decided to
use the plan of Letchworth, well studied by him with its three-ray system of the main streets
directed towards a vast public garden. The three-ray system of course was known in the world
townplanning already due to the plans of St.Petersburg. the ensemble in Versailles and Piaza
Del Popolo in Rime, but now it was used in the ar1istically carried out planning of the small
settlement of Prozorovka. There three radial streets converged at the city's entrance square,
where the building of the railway station was placed.
But it was not only Vladimir Semyono,, who tried to repeat the three-ray system in the
composition of the Prozorovka garden-city plan whose size together with its parks and
boulevards did not exceed an area of 680 hectares. Simultaneously with him also in I912
Walter Broumley Griffin entered an original plan of Canberra for an architectural competition.
whose winr.er he became. This plan was conceived by Walter Broumly Griffin as a plan of an
ideal city with a complicated three-ray system of avenues designed as ax ial avenues and in
whose concept philosophical and religious opinions of the author of the proJcct were reflected.
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- architects tried nevenheless
to
. . in various countnes
h.
Designing seulements of a ne':'_!)pc
_
mon them the three-ray system w 1ch had
cmplo, already known composi11onal devices, a
g rth II is this reason that explains the
I
.
planning
of Lctc
served• as a base o f tl1e picturesque
__
. iwo ms. in Russia before th e Revo Iution.
appearance of garden-cities with trad1t1onal planning sys1e

th
device~ in e form of ribbon parks and extended public gardens along the roads which were
to receive a further development in townplanning investigations of Russian A vantgarde of the
20s - 30s.

Maecenases the Ministry of Railway paid a
_
_ _
_ . .
Besides philanthropic soc1e11es and mdividua1 h F.
World War in 1916 the Ministry
h .
t"10n As early as t e 1rs1
.
special interest to t e1r construe
· __
st! for the families of its employees with the
decided to lay out a number of gar~en-citle~ mo y Moscow and Petrograd, as well as along
financial help of the state on the rail-road Imes near
the Great Siberian Railway.

When Siberia was becoming a testing ground for the construction of new type settlements
recogniz~~ by autho~ties, Maecenases acting as social reformers undertook attempts to found
garden-cities on the Siles belonging to private owners, mainly in the vicinity of St.-Petersburg
renamed P~trograd at that time. According to the conditions of an open competition
annou~ced m the autumn of 1916 in Petrograd for a project of the garden-city of «Elitsapark» 1t was planned to lay out a new settlement in a private estate s ituated between two
stations of the Warsaw Railway. The blocks of cottage development adjoining these railway
statio n were supposed to be connected by a wide boulevard extending by a woodside aloug the
river bank where a cultural- enlightening centre including primary and secondary educational
institutions, the People's Houses, a church, as well as a market with trade buildings was
projected.

- ·
the world longest railway line a garden-city was
On the land belonging to the Miru st1: al~ng_ .1 was established in 1916 near the station of
founded which was one of the first in Siberia, 1
f L hworth and its foca l point was
I
Kuznetsk. Its plan resembled the three-ray system O be_cld'ngs ;f the station the railway
tat·
area
where
there
were
UJ 1
'
1
d
I
forrne
1 , cultural and enlightening city
• • by ·t 1e raihway
I s d JOn
People"s• House From th'1s publ'c
d
a mm1stra11on, sc oo an
.
·.
d b "Id" s The central ray in the form of
centre three rays radi ated - the main streets with tra e ui mg ·
h
all .
·
landscape
park • where
d
the central street was oriente to an extensive
. t. ere was a sm aft nver.
The residenllal areas consist of plots, equal in size, with cottage buildi~gs. ~ow_e v~r er ~e
d1stncts
· the garden-c1·ty was reconstructed and turned into one of res1den11al
Revo Iullon
.
d · h of this
Siberian industrial giant, where a huge metallurgical group of enterpnses appear~ tn t e 2Os.
The construction of one more Siberian garden-city began in 1917 to th~ north '.rom the city of
Barnaul in one of whose buildings there was the department of Russian Society of Gar~enCities headed by the manager of the Altai Railway A.Larionov who_ repeat~ly met Ebemzer
I loward. The new garden-city adjoined a birch wood near the railway !me and later was
incorporated into nonhern outskirts of the old city. The area round in plan with six radial
streets, running from it, was the focal point of the settlement. These streets were connected
wi th the main thoroughfare which skirted from two sides round the residential development
·
regular in plan and consisting of 1640 sites of the garden-city.
With the beginning of the Revolution in 1917 and the civil war which followed it the idea of
constructing garden-cities in Siberia did not expire and they again returned to it after a short
time As early as 1921 immediately after the end of the civil war new authorities held in
Siberia an open competition for the project of the garden-city of Shcheglovsk in which many
architects took part, including P.Paramonov from Tomsk who was awarded the first prize. He
planned the area rectangular in plan from which 14 radial streets ran to the railway station, to
the "'harf on the bank of the Tom-river, to the residential development and industrial zones as
the foca l point of a new settlement near Tomsk. This square with the adjoining development
was surrounded with a ribbon park oval in plan, in which it was supposed to place public
buildings, schools, kindergartens and sports grounds.
~he nucleus _of th_e settlement had a certain similarity to the literary description of the ideal
0city centre given in the book «Tomorrow» by Ebenizer Howard, whereas the regular plan of
'.her areas of Shcheglovsk represented a rigid grid of rectangular blocks of buildings
str
~~~~~~e~ by ra~ial
eets. Shche~lovsk was build up not by cottages, but by multi-storey
1
g bl and ~ regular plan, hke that of other garden-cities, would not have left an
111 th
st
~::r;~'.:h e trace_
hi ory of ur~anism in Siberia of the end of the 19-th • beginning of
1
centuries,
not fo r one c1rcum~~~ce: in them were applied new compositional

t

The garden-city designed on the eve of the Revolution in the vicinities of industrial giants,
inhabited by poor layers of population, were considered first of all to be centres of culture and
educational activity of Avantgarde whose role in enlightening at that time the well-known
Englis h historian Arnold I.Toinby defined as a duty of the educated minority to serve the
people by way of their true education. Not being fascinated by symbolics like Walter B.Griffin
in the plan of Canberra or Claude N.Ledou in the plan of an ideal city in the second half of the
18-th century architects of Russia preferred in each settlement of a new type to project a
cultural-enlightening centre including educational institutions, People's House with an
auditorium and a church.
One of such centres has become Vvedenskaya Square trapeziforrn in plan surrounded by oneand two- storey boxy houses in an environment of gardens and kitchen gardens o n a far
outskirt of Moscow where in 1904 architect lllarion Ivanov-Shits constructed a People's
House with an auditorium seating 400, modest in appearance, but in the artistic Art Nouveau
forms. It was erected near the Vvedenskaya Church in the upper part of the square turned into
a public garden and gently sloping to the Yauza-River.
Unlike the centre of the London garden-suburb of Hampstead where on the o pposite sides of a
wide lawn there were buildings of Anglican and Catholic churches built o f red bricks the
centre of Vvedenskaya Square was the People's House, whose enlightening work in 1905
began to be headed by a well-k~o,m Mosc_ow Maecenas and public figure, the founder of a
famous theatrical museum Alexei Bakhrushm.
Up to the beginning of the Revolution the enlightening wor~ of the People'~ House aroused a
profound interest of various circles of the society due to a ~1gh level o f musical performan~es
.
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The Pinn of the G,1rdcn City of Prozorovka.

The Plan of the Garden City near Barnaul.
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The Plan of Ihe G~bi City of Shcheglo\sk.
Th~ 1'!;111 of the G~rdcn City near Kuznetsk
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}listory in the Making: The Changing Role of Local Government in the 20th
century - Integrated Planning and State of the Environment Reporting
Lyndal-Joy Redman
centre for Water Policy Research,
University of New England
,Armidale NSW 2351
Australia

It is undeniable during the last century that the role of local governments around the world has
changed. This change has been especially evident in the Australian State of New South Wales
(NSW) in the las_t 20 years. Local government in NSW has moved from simply being a provider
of essential semces, such as water, sewage and roads, to taking on, amongst many others, the
role of environmental manager and regulator and general custodian of the community. These
roles have been assigned to local government, in part, due to the recognition that this level of
government is that clo~~t to the ~eople and is therefore the most influential in the day-to-day
Jives of their cornmurut1es (Farthing 1997). In Australia, where the concept and rhetonc of
Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) has been taken up enthusiastically, the outcomes of
the Rio Earth Summit, in particular Agenda 2I, are starting to be implemented. Chapter 28 of
Agenda 21 'calls upon local governments, worl<ing with their communi~es. to ~reate their own
local action plans' (Grubb et al 1993, ICLEI 1996), this Chapter of the mtemallonal agreement
has effectively created a ' Local Agenda 21 '.
One component of 'Local Agenda 21 ' is State of the Environment Reporting (SoE). _SoE has the
potential to incorporate the 5 key elements to addressing Local Agenda 21 outlmed by the
International Commission for Local Environment Initiatives. These 5 components are (ICLEI
1997):
t
2
3:
4.

Multi-sectoral engagement in the planning process.
..
. .
Consullanon with commUDJty groups, NGOs, busmess, religious orgamsabons, governments etc.
Participatory assessment of local social, ecoooauc and envuonmcntal condinons and needs.
Participatory target-setting.
5. Monitoring and reporting procedures.

elements, particularly when it occurs
SoE reporting is an important avenue for encouraging these
'A ti Pl ,
as part of a broader planning and management strategy or c on an .
NSW Local Governments (or councils) have been required to produce a SoE report for their local
since 1993. Unfortunately, SoE reportmg was not introduced as part of a
~=~~ (LGA)
.d .
.
h
broader strategy for environmental planning and management, nor was c_ons1 erauon ~!Ven to t e
·1 had at their disposal to complete comprehensive and mearungful SoE
resources t hat counc1 s
•
th r,
fb
1·
I998) Mostly councils view SoE reporting as ano er onn o ureau~ra 1c
reports (Redrn~ ed b State legislation. This view is substantiated by the content. prof~s1onal
pape_rwork requu
y d th
r integration (or lack thereol) ofSoE report information into
quahty of many reports an e use 0
councils' normal planning and management processes.
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. . !997 revealed that most councils do not use the
A survey I conducted of NSW councils in meaningful way (if al all) (Redman 1998). This
mformatton gathered for SoE reports m r~ad any knowledge of Agenda 21 (or Local Agenda
survey also revealed that very few counc\ \ed into a lack of understanding about the importance
21). Tius lack of knowledge~:
a
This means that councils do not appreciate a
of the 5 key elements mention
a (p~erships with State government bodies such as the
' partnership' approach to g~ve~anc~ the Department of Land and Water Conservallon), nor do
Env1ronme~t Pro~ecuon_Au o~ty 3:ach to governance. This means the way councils encourage
they appreciate a partici_patoryt_ af!'nrthcir planning and management processes is often limited to
and practtce 'pubhc part1c1pa 10n 1
.
- d.
.
h If heart d attempts (ie a preference for advertisement, counc1 1 1splays and
superficial
and
a
e
.
·
d
I
·
)
(R
elm
·
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an 1988).
someumes
postaI surveys rather than community meetings an consu tations

tr:

• h bo
pean·ng to paint councils black, it is not. my
. intention to engage in councilDesp11e t e a ve ap
bashing. Rather the aim of my research is to find ways of a~dmgthlocal gb~ve~e: to ovei:come
the institutional and attitudinal (and perhaps knowledge) ~amers ~t ~e oc _ng e mearungfu)
implementat ion of Agenda 21 and SoE reporting. This mcludes within councils themselves _and
between councils and other sectors with which they work. Many of the recommendations
stemming from the survey I conducted actually required action on ~e part of Stat_e and Federal
governments. Such acuon mainly involved training and education for cou_nc~I em!'loyees,
Councillors and the community alike about Agenda 21 and the framework within which SoE
reporting occurs. My recommendations also focussed on the introduction of regional reporting,
an extended time frame for reporting, legislation incorporating Agenda 21, and institutional
arrangements. Some of these recommendations are currently being addressed by new legislation.
Integrated Development

The local Government Amendment (Ecologically Sustainable Development) Act 1997 and to a
lesser extent the Environmental Planning and Assessment (Amendment) Act 1997 both add new
dimensions to council environmental planning and management. The former Act is a means 'to
ensure that councils consciously adopt a fully ecologically sustainable development focus when
carrying out their functions' (Department of Local Government 1997). Hence:
"Councils arr now expt!cted to adopt a strategic ..,.hole of counc1/" approach toward the recognition of
«olog,cally sustainable devrlopment and to respond posmvely to t!nv1ronmenta/ problems ,n their auas. "
(Deparonent of Local Government 1997)

The Act has also expanded the statement of principal activities for councils' Management Plans
to include:
" actmnes in response to. and to address pnonnes 1dent,jit!d
the So£ and any other rt!lnant reports ·· (Secoon 403(2)).

in.

tht! counc,/ 's current comprehenstvt! report as to

The reporting time frame has also been amended and regional reporting is now formally
encouraged (Department of Local Government 1997).

Agencies where these arc involved fo r
.
d gcred species and crit' 1 h b ~ icensmg ~tc. It also strengthens provisions relating to
en an
ica a itat - espec1ally in relation to exempt and complymg
development.
Councils are now being encouraged to ak h ·
•.
.
thr
th
m e t err dec1s1on-makmg processes more transparent
. .
and part1c1patory
ough e local G
.
.
overnment Amendment (Open Meetings) Act 1997 which
ttempts
to
enhance
pubhc
access
to
c
·1
·
.
.
.
a
.
ounc1 meeungs and unprove pubhc access to council-held
1nformalton. So~c 5tate Go_v~cnt Agencies are also subject to this idea of transparency
through new legtsla~ion requmng documentation to be placed on a 'Public Register' (eg the
En vironment Protection Authority's Protection ofthe Environment Operations Act 1997).
New legislation for State Ag~cies (in particular the Environment Protection Authority) will also
have a large effect 0 ~ council responsibilities and ultimately their awareness of environmental
iss~es . . The P;~tecllon of the Environment Operations Act /997, an Act consolidating the
Ieg1~lauon ac!J_m~stered by _the Ns_w Environment Protection Authority (EPA), has the effect of
turrung counc1~s mto EPA-like envuonmental regulators. It does this by bringing some industries
that ~ere_previously regulated b~ councils into the area of EPA operations, but most importantly
by d1ves11ng other areas to counC1ls. Of particular mention are water licences some of which are
now passed to councils. Designated council Officers (Authorised Ollie~) wilt now, like
Authorised EPA Officers, have the authority to issue Pollution Infringement Notices (PINs) for
waste disposal, and noise, air and water pollution. They will also have powers relating to the
requiring of information about pollution incidents, answers to questions and the power of arrest.
Hence, councils arc being pushed more firmly into a role they are unfamiliar with - pollution
regulation. It is unfamiliar because although councils have previously been required to regulate
development the recent passing over, and sharing, of the responsibility for pollution control
suggests a regulation and monitoring role for councils that extends beyond the development
application and building approval stage of their regulation processes. It extends also beyond the
environmental health aspect of council functions, which I do not believe in its current form
addresses ' environmental pollution' in a similar context to the EPA.
T his brief summary of the status of environmental knowledge and legislation should hopefully
have highlighted the rapidly changing role of local government. Today, not only is local
government expected to conduct itself with corporation-like efficiency and productivity, but it is
also expected to be custodian and regulator of the environment, and be more open and involved
with the community. I think these roles are befitting of local government, and provided that
Councillors, council employees and the public are made aware of and educated about the new
roles and responsibilities I behevc, in time, local governments could transform the way people
impact on their local environment and also respond_ (rather than react) to the decr~ase in
environmental health and amenity currently threatcrung our comrnwuues. W e are m fact
witnessin g the process of ' history in the making' ~d should take every opporturuty open to_us to
inform this process with the knowledge we have gam~ over the_l~t century. PartJcularly VJtal to
the process of change is the development of councils that ant1c1pate and embrace the changes
occurring now and those still to come.
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Framing a site (Aotearoa / New Zealand) of Tourist Architecture
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The impact of Tourists on cities and thus b
henomenon within this cen
'
. ~ an P.1anrung, ts a re1atJvely new
p .ed Th . beco
. ~ - The complexmes of this new paradigm are many and
vthant h · e cityfun .mesa! inhabit~ not only by local residents but also by a new subject
a as a new ction connection to the city- the function of Tourism.
Through an understanding and framing ofthis new sub'j ect, the1r
· unpact
·
on the c1·ty could
be b~tter understood and planned for. American Sociologist Dean MacCannell [The
Toun5t:_a new theory ofthe leisure class (1976), Empty Meeting Grounds (1991 )] sees
the tounst ~ ~ m~el for the modem-man-in-general . in the company of Benjamin's
'flaneur', Kri stiva_s stranger' and Deleuze's 'nomad' - a link to a broader sociological
theory of modernism.
~acC~el_I ~e~ T~uri_sm as a paradox: presenting a unified whole through
d1fferent1at10n. D1stmgwshing between Industrial Society as:
" ...that kind o~ society 1!1at develops in a cumulative, unidimensional, growth
sequence, ~y sunply adding on new clements . a new factory, population growth,
a new social class." (MacCannell, 1976)
and Post-Industrial or Modem Society as:
"(T]he coming to consciousness of Industrial society, the result of Industrial
society's turning in on itself... ..elaborating itself internally. The growth of
Tourism is the central index of modernization so defined." (MacCanncll, 1976)
Ci ties that evolved a distinctive "image" during the Industrial Revolution, have since
struggled with changing economic circumstance. Tourism is seen as one method of
economic rejuvenation. These Post Industrial cities have looked for ways to attract
Tourists through developments that have not necessarily served a purpose or fulfilled a
need of the local inhabitants. For example, the Carnegie Melon in Pittsburgh exists ma
city that has no private galleries or art community beyond its institutional walls.
City Planners and Architects are thus confronted with designing and planning for a
heterogeneous group, consisting of the resident local population with a particular
knowledge and desires of the city, and a group of "others", whose knowledge of the city
is mediated by re-presentations.
"'The Postcard image of London is very different on the ground" wrote Sir Norman Fosler
Square. There is ~ danger that
in an article promoting possible re-planning _of
Tourist ghettos become parts of the urban _fabnc • ~ab11ed not ~y !~al residents, but by
transient aliens, on a quest for an authentic expenence of the s1te/s1ght.
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The ublic and private sectors of the Bilbao have pl_anned major p~jects to ~sfomt ~e
• and
p malee 11
· a centre "~or 'European trade• tounsm and
culture . The mam
attraction
city
.
.
which has set Bilbao on the international cultural m~p 1s the new ~u~e~em~ Museum
· ed b American architect Frank Gehry. This USS120 m1lhon, titaruum clad,
design
Y
·
·
Iand ad'Jacent to the nver.
.
railway
its
IPtural architecture has been built on disused
scu
·
Op
H
"
·1
"
'th
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image is now synonymous with Bilbao, as _is ~e era ouse S3J s WI
y ey and
their success has lead other cities to seek s1m1lar results.
New Zealand has recently completed the construction of a national museum: The
Museum ofNew Zealand - Te Papa Tongarcwa (Te Papa). Its reception has been mixed
and its inadequacy bas been contrasted with the success of Bilbao's Guggenheim. Te
Papas architectural failure is seen by many as a missed opportunity to place New Zealand
on the architectural global map.
But, it is contended that the comparisons between these two institutions is questionable,
specifically with regard to their differences in objectives and programs, and more
generally, in their divergent histories and relationship to tourism, and the theoretical
discourse that frames it.
The issues of tourism in New Zealand are complicated by the reputation of its
"naturalness" drawing tourists, rather than its cities. Tourist representations "frame out"
the built environment, focussing instead on the cultural, natural and sporting aspects of
the country. Architecture is merely a framer of, and supplement to, the sights of New
Zealand Tourism.
While it might be possible to frame tourists visiting New Zealand within MacCannell' s
"modem socie~y", there is_ resis~ance to grounding it within Post-Industrial planning
d1~ urse. _The ~temal re!~llons~ps ofN_ew Zealand's bi-cultural population, and in turn,
their relationship to the other of tounsts, and the ground upon which they meet is
complicated and shifting.
Thr~ugh bot~ the site and sight ofTe Papa, it is suggested that to frame New Zealand
tounst planrung on a Post-Industrial site is not necessarily appropriate.
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Urban Planning in Brazil: Paradigms and Experiences
Luiz Cesar de Queiroz Ribeiro and Adauto Lucio Cardoso
IPPUR
Universidade Federal de Rio de Janeiro
Rio De Janeiro
Brazil
Introduction
The purpose of this study is to identify the main urban planning standards in Brazil, as they were
histoncally formulated, and also their utilization in given expenences. We define an urban planning
standard as a set of pnnciples orienting both the "diagnosis of urban reality" and the definition of
the form, object, and objectives of the proposed intervention. The analysis we propose here seeks to
avoid the nsks of studies focusing exclusively on the internal logic of urban planning, dealing with
urban planning ideas on the basis of its relationship with the fundamental dynamics and orientation
of"social thought" in Brazil.
One recurrent aspect in the ideas and practices of the urban planning in Third World countries is the
importation of models developed in Europe and USA. Still, the presence of"foreign" ideas does not
occur without certain adaptations. These are what allow for adjustment of such forms of discourse
to the prevailing issues and representations in social thought, locally.
The social history of the emergence of urban planning, in Europe and the United States, shows that
the "social issue" there appeared as the axis and objective of knowledge and intervention. Urban
planning thought thus appeared early in the century in clear association with social reform ideas. In
the Brazilian case, however, this relationship has not been so clear, and urban planning has thus
acquired a certain ambiguity. An adjustment wass thus needed for this discourse to serve the
country's "real" needs. The notions of modernization, development, and nation-building are the
main themes subsumed under the social issue and that give a distinctive character to the discussion
on urban issues in Brazil.
The urban issue within the social issue: representations of "urban problems" in Brazil and
the resulting planning standards
Some trends of social thought have marked the concepts of the city and how such concepts oriented
the planning models adopted at various moments in Brazilian history. They characterize the
presence - and particularly the absence • of the urban issue in debates on the social issue. This
absence - which is quite significant in itself - appears to reflect the fact that our reformers have
. orgaruzed around different themes from those of their First World counterparts.
The general settmg of our argument comes from Toutaine's analysis of Latin America (Touraine,
1989), which pointed to the difficulties in establishing a political discourse and collective action
for class interests, as occurred in Europe. In Latin America, a sharp division between the elites
and the masses, the social exclusion of broad sectors of society, and the restricted citizenship
originating from late, narrow, and dependent industrial development have characterized the
continent's social_and political _segmentation. Collective action is thus marked by three different
and even contradictory d1mens1ons: class struggle, modernization, and nationalism. To integrate
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The leg_acy of slavery appears to hav': left deep marks on social thought in Brazil throughout the Old
Repub~1c. It was slavery _that d~ed the "racist" tendency in the concepts pointing to both our
peoples supposedly ataVJc infenon_ty and "whitening" as a task for civilizing the country. In was in
tlu~ ~ • an~ to meet then~ rai~ b~ exp~on of the colTce-growing sector, that immigration
pohc1es _were unplem~ted ~ g pnmanly at unprovement of the [Brazilian) race. This discussion
concerrung the fo~ahon of o~ people" in fact shows the kind of displacement affecting the social
sphere, the true O~Ject of which was the nation. To a greater or lesser degree, all of the various
disco~ of the ~e tend~ to present a nation "without a people", or rather, without an organized,
orgarucally constituted society, capable of establishing nation-building dynamics on its own.
In the search for alternatives, intellectuals assumed the self-ascribed role of society-orgaruzers and
nation-builders (Pecaut, I 990). Still, this intellectual mission was only to materialize through state
acuon. In was in this sense that a "state ideology" was established (Lamounier, 1985), the hallmark
of which was "technocratic objectivism", the organizing principle for the enunciation of national
problems and the state's rationalizing action. "Ruralism", in tum, sought to build the Brazilian
nation through its "rutal essence". This was a line of thinking that ascribed to the countryside the
fundamental bases for nation-building: nature and man. Such concepts were to lead (mainly in the
thinking of Alberto Torres) to state intervention aimed at restoring the land tenure structure, with
emphasis on small farms and orienting non-predatory use of nature. As its counterpoint, the city was
seen as a harbor to artificialism and often corruption.

While cities were seen as the "locus of disorder", it was also common to view them as an expression
of national backwardness in comparison to the modernity of international metropolises. Such
concepts were reinforced by the country's adherence to international trade (Cardoso, 1972) More
extensive exchange with modern products and civilization led to a denial of the past, mamly slavCT),
but also indigenous images, together with a desire to identify with a European model (Scvcencko,
1983). In this context, urban interventions aimed mainly at creating a new image of the city, in
accordance with European aesthetic models, allowing the elites to materia~ their distinctl\'C
symbols relating to their new condition. Modemizauon thus became the_orgaruzmg pnnc1ple for
urban intervention. Still such modernization had a kind of non-uruversalness as its main
characteristic. In fact, the ~ew elites sought desperately to remove the illiterate, unc1vilized, mestizo
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populace from sight • both their own and that of foreigners Urban reform created a city just for
sho,~. or as the Braz.than saying goes, "f or the Engl,sh to see".
Throughout the penod of the First Republic, in1erventtons in c1ttes occurred through the so-called
"plans from improvements, beautification, and expansion", wluch did not consider the city as a
whole, concentrating rather on either focused inlerventtons (as in the Pereira Passos Administration,
in Rio de Janeiro) or sectoral ones (as m the "Plan of the Avenues", in Sao Paulo). It was only in the
1920s that debate began on the need for urban planning in Brazil, particularly in the specialized
press, culminating in the invitation to Agache to draft a plan for Rio de Janeiro. In Rio de Janeiro,
the urban reform promoted by the Pereira Passos Administration aimed at producing a new image of
the city, which would also mean a new image of both the nation and the new elites (Sevcencko,
I 983). The latter considered the city a strategic place for their political and social proposal and
needed to create new mechanisms for representation and social distinction at the symbolic level.
This kind of urban intervention, oriented towards a project (and image) of modernity based on
imported models, led to a tacit acceptance of exclusion. The Pereira Passos Reform in Rio de
Janetro completely ignored a huge area, occupied by the masses, a territory marked by exclusion,
informahty, and lack of norms.
Urban affairs in the Vargas Period (1930-1950)
During the Vargas period, politically identified with populism, one observes two shifts in the
conceptualization of the social issue, at society and state level. Poverty was seen as an obstacle to
modernization and nation-building (Gomes, 1982) and the liberal state was seen as anachronous,
since the nation to be built needed rational intervention by [public] power, reinforcing the belief in
technocratic objectivism. The state would have to con.front poverty, through a policy of valuing
labor as both a way to social climbing and a duty for citizens. Labor was seen as a means to serve
the fatherland and build citizenship.
In the representations expressed by the Estado Novo elites, the development of social policies in the
field of housing had a strategic meaning, because it both increased labor capacity and produced
social peace and preservation of the family. It seems strange that at the time the city was not
approached thematically as the object of intervention to shape behavior, particularly if one considers
that the basis for legitimating the Vargas regime had a strong urban slant. This ambiguity can be
explained by the persistence of an anti-urban bias in the intellectual and technical circles that were
draftmg new ideas for social policies, since new representations are slow to spread. The weight of
anti-urbarusm can also be explained by the fact that the regime persisted for years through a pact
between sectors of the dominant classes where regional oligarchies carried considerable weight.
In general, the standard of urban planning that prevailed in this period developed upon American
and French influences. Briefly, their main characteristics were the following:
1. An organicist conception in formulating their diagnosis. The category of natural and social
environment structured a discourse condemning reality and sustaining a concept of the ideal
City.
2. Beautification, monumental ism, and social control over the use of the central areas orienting
mtervention in cities. Major opera1ions including renewal/construction and standardization of
social practices.
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D~g this ~od, the hygienic-functional standard described above was mainly developed through
Rio de Janetro s mast:r plan, ~cd b~ Alfred Agache. Toe influence of Agache's visit extended
over a broader field, s ~ _there 1s mention of his indirect participation in drafting the master plans
for Porto..Alegre and Cwittba, among o~er Brazilian cities. S3o Paulo implemented its "Plan of the
A~enues , and Recife also deve_l ~ its wban master plan. We should point out that all these
iruttaoves occurred under the aegis of 111tervcnors named by the vargas Administration.
The urban issue in the era of developmentalism (1950-•...)
Technocratic objectivism predominated now in the fonnulation of the wban issue, at the service of
national-developmentalism. The nation-building proposal shifted to the economic sphere. This
ideology further succeeded in articulating this project with a practice of accelerated modernization
based on internationaltzation of the economy.
Sociology was to become one of the most important fields for the development of such ideas. First,
through the "sociology of development", which soon led to "theories on marginahty". ln thts line of
thinking, a dualistic concept of society was consolidated; in addition to the opposition between the
countryside and city, referring to the duality between tradition and modernity, there was another
opposition within cities, between the "integrated" and the "marginalized". Such theones tended 10
stress the inability of the new urban-indusnial standards to absorb labor, 111 addition to the inability
of new migrants to adopt the "wban way of life", thus forming a Vicious circle reproducing
marginality. This phenomenon was referred to as "sociopathic urbanization". ln addition, it was
assumed that nation-building would never again be pursued through a "rural essence", but rather
through an industrializing and modernizing perspecti_ve, seen _as the country's "redemptio_n", the
formula for overcoming our backwardness, etc. Nat1on-bwldmg thus hmged on moderruzauon.
which implied urbanization. The latter would allow the country to break with the ~aroclual v1e-1's
persisting in small rural villages, counterposing them With a social perceptJon 1dentJfied with
nationalism.
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During this period the city became an issue, first as an economic problem, i.e., as one of the aspects
to be faced under development policy. The issues of "nation" and "modernization" subsumed the
"social issue", leading our reformers to approach the urban issue as a development issue. Still, at the
end of this period, and beginning mainly with the emergence of social movements in the city, the
social sphere began to predominate in the approach to the urban issue. Throughout this period,
various concepts identified possible parameters for intervening in the urban panorama. To the extent
that the urbanization process became one of the fundamental elements in modernization - either in
the positive sense or because of its "perverse effects" - urban planning was implemented as an
important tool in the formulation of diagnoses concerning urban problems. Together with the
hygienic-functional standard, which was requalified with the adoption of principles from the Athens
Charter and a functionalism based on the "city-machine" concept, new models emerged, shaping
into a dispute for intellectual hegemony in the field, as we will see below.
The standard that prevailed during this period was also built on the basis of imported ideas, no
longer the organicist and functionalist. principles, but proposals for administrative rationalization. In
Brazil, this standard assumed the urban sphere as an economic development problem to be given
rationalizing administrative handling. It was no longer a matter of creating the ideal city, but of
managing existing cities with efficiency, eliminating "distorted" foci resulting from "dysfunctional"
economic growth. It implied a shift from architecture to economy. The basic characteristics of this
approach were the following:

1. A developmentalist conception in formulating the diagnosis [of the urban issue]. "Urban
problems" were seen as growth dysfunctions. The concept of "city" was replaced by that of
"urban" and "urbanization", whereby one conceived of "urban problems" on a regional or
national scale.
2. The object of intervention became state power at local level, to the extent that the causes of
"urban problems" were seen political obstacles to public management of the city or either
insufficient economic development. Administrative modernization were the fundamental
objectives of urban planning action. The plan and the planning process played the role of
organizing and rationalizing public action vis-a-vis cities. Urban policy was centralized, and
the notion of a national planning system was established.
These ideas became wi?ely_ prevalent in Brazil in the post-war period through the systematic
acllVJty of Federal agencies like SERFHAU and CNDU. However, they had already been discussed
previously in s~me institutions like IBAM (the Brazilian Institute for Municipal Administration),
IB~E (the Braz1han Census Bureau), and IAB (the Institute of Brazilian Architects). This standard
gamed h_egemony a~ a moment when "urban contradictions" were already clearly emerging and
shapmg mto a confhct of mterests over the appropriation of the benefits of urbanization and state
action. In the heavil~, auth~ritari_an r,olitical context following the military coup d'etat in J964, this
standard produced a technificallon of urban problems, thereby "de-politicizing" them.
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..
. m raz.il led to serious conflicts
generated by state action.
g conclillons, fueling a hot dispute over the benefits

in the fieId o tr e IIIllOn organization and livin

. .
In the field of social thought, the critique of r 1
the emergin~ social issue as its thrust _with
-dev~l_opmentaltst ideology consohdated with
urban issue m the field of collective consurn ti
H rke~ issue m the_field of production and the
th
in its specificity and not as the necessary r:ul~:f :::;:lmg e social issue came to be understood
movement, that emerged during the constitucional ~ c gro_wth. As a result, the urban reform
promoted a new concept of urban master plans h
th g
g_am<:<1 strong legitimacy and
}Iowever, recent trends in city management, f~:d: e r ;srb~ttve 1J1Struments were central.
reform ideas.
on neo I era ideas are challenging urban
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Conclusion
Beginning in the I_ate 1970s, a new theoretical/political situation began to take shape, the
?evel~pments of which still affect us Brazilians today. On the one hand, we find a certain decadence
m natlonal-developmentahsm,
· · m
·
· 1
·
•the result of the failure of conservative modernization (begmrung
1964) to 1D1p ement an me 1usive development model along the lines of European or American
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did the hopes of the 1930s again begin to be discussed . 1 In h
I9505
f h
th
h
senous Y. t e decade following
the e~~ o t e war, _e country . ad to recover economically and militanly. Improving urban
arneniues w~ give; httle atten~ion. It was only in the late 1950s that ambitious plans for the
, 1cy' s expansion an reconstructton would begin to be discussed, planned and implemented.
"Vladivostok' s Second Birth" •• Khrushchev's New Initiatives
BY the end. of the fourth decade of ~oviet ~le, it was recognized that while the Soviet Union had
recovered m_many ways from the disl~1ons and destruction of World War II, the quality of life
of soviet c1uzens had not kept?~ with the country's tremendous economic, technological, and
military growth. In m~y ciues throughout the USSR, impressive plans were laid for a
sigJlificant improvement m the lives of the nation's urban population. Vladivostok was one of
those cities.

USA
Introduction

Founded in 1860 as a naval post. today Vladivostok is Russia' s larg~st city_l~ated on the Pacific
Ocean. It owes its existence to its excellent natural harbor and _its pos1u~n at the far s~utheastern extremity of the Russian land mass, which made it the logical tenrunus ~or the nan_o~al
Russian railroad. the Trans-Siberian. From a population of only a few dozen sailors mha~umg
primitive barracks during its early years, the ~i1! now has ~ J>?pulat1on of over 700,000 and 1s the
center of an urban region of more than a m1llton. The city s_~arly growth w~ haphazar~. ~d
only over time did it develop in a more rational way. The rruhtary, bu~ucrauc, and cap1tal1_st
city of the early years of this century was changed only superfi~1all_y by the B~lshev1k
Revolution but with the advent of the Five Year Plans, and the consoltdation of power mto the
hands of J~seph Stalin, the city beg.an preparing to transform itself into a model Soviet urban
center.
Vladivostok was altered substantially during the Stalinist era, though it did not experience the
wholesale transformation called for in the centrally-approved master plans of the 1930s until the
post-war, indeed post-Stalin era. None the less, the city experienced a fundamental
transformation during the 1930s, 1940s and 1950s. Vladivostok's economic and industrial
infrastructure was changed substantially, providing opportunities for greater economic expansion
and the realization of some of the long-standing dreams of the city's population which dated back
more than half a century. Vladivostok' s inhabitants, from the beginning among the most
cosmopolitan in the country, were subjected to significant social and political engineering during
the Stalinist era. Chinese and Korean inhabitants were gathered up and expelled from the city.
Ethnic Russians and Ukrainians were arrested and executed for potential treason, and the city's
principal cultural institutions were purged of anyone suspected of less than perfect loyalty to the
Revolution and to Stalin. Ironically. at the same time, plans were drawn up for the complete
transformation of the city into a model of socialist urban planning in the Russian Far East, and
the preenunent example in East Asia and along the Pacific Rim of what was seen to be superior
Soviet urban planning. The architectural and planning legacy of the Tsarist past was to be
modified, adaptively reused, and in many cases completely ignored in the process of creating a
new Soviet city. Older buildings were destroyed or remodeled, new streets and avenues planned,
and at least some new Stalinist buildings were constructed. Overall, however, these plans were
thwarted by the Second World War, especially threatening because of the city's exposed position
so distant from the center of Soviet military, economic, and political power, and only in the
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ManY of the changes taking place in the city during the decade of the I950s resulted from the
visit by Nikita Khrushchev and other members of the Central Committee in 1954, after which
si~ificant investment was made in building and rebuilding the city and its suburbs. When
I(hrushchev returned in 1959, on his way home from the United States. however, he found a city
of almost three hundred thousand residents that had not yet reached its full potential as a model
Soviet urban center. Having looked around the city once again, Khrushchev spoke to a crowd of
fifty thousand in Avangard Stadium, telling them that "Vladivostok is a fine and beautiful city,
but it can and must be made better, more beautiful, more comfortable." It was his comments that
made possible preparations for the entire reconstruction of the city, a project that would prove in
reality to be the most ambitious plan for the city's rebuilding in Vladivostok' s history.
The preliminary plan that resulted from initial meetings ca11ed for the construction of a million
square meters of living space in the city, part of which ~as to be ~ _possible _through the
introduction of newly-perfected mass-produced pre-fabncated housing m the city suburbs.
Enonnous new housing estates with apartment buildings of five to nine stories were to be crca!ed
in the Second River District (on the site of the city's old airfield, made redundant with the
construction of a new airport considerably farther to the north) and along the streets reaching up
to the twenty-eighth kilometer mark on the Trans-Siberian Railway. These were to be the city's
first genuine mikroraiony, and fishing villages and outlying settlem~nts found themselves
surrounded and given new economic orientations by this all-encompassing construction .. Most
impressive to the city' s inhabitants, probably, were the first sixteen-story apartment bu1Jdmgs m
the entire Soviet Far East. built on the site of the old Korean sloboda. along I00th Anmversary of
Vladivostok Street, now the main boulevard entering the city from the north. Simil'.11" housing
projects appeared in eastern and southern ~ of the_city_: new though smaller _housmg estates
were built on the Shkot and Goldobin pemnsulas; Mmnyt gorodok. the old ~lttary settlem~nt
· · · m
· the 1860s, became a new mikroraion in the eastern part
ongmatmg
. of the. ctty. along'thPa1ncc
h
was
to
become
the
largest
park
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d
included
what
an
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Lumumba
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h I th Ian called for a larae number of new schools and km ergartens. e even new
city _as a w o e,th e tprs 227 kilometers oof new water lines, 115 kilometers of new asphalt roads
mouon picture ea e ,
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·investment o f 312 m1·11·10n ru bles for the reconstruction of the port. Beyond the city lnruts, a ne
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academic city was to be built at the thirtieth kilometer mark on the railway in the north, and a
senes of Young Pioneer senJements would be established in ecologically pristine forest and
seashore zones. Finally, it was agreed that with all these projects, the city itself would reestablish
its connccuons with the sea, which it had ignored for decades, and that it would find some way of
dealing with the city's ubiquitous and constantly frustrating hills. All these preliminary ideas
would be combined into the master plan for building what was to be called "Bolshoi
Vladivostok," or Great Vladivostok.
"Great Vladivostok" •· The Ideal Communist City

These draft plans began to be realized as the I 960s passed. Housing was given the highest
pnority. The officially-stated goal was to double the amount of living space in the city within six
years and eventually to provide every citizen with a legally-designated number of meters of
living space. Central sections of the old city would be subjected to urban renewal, with multistory apartment and office blocks scattered about in the midst of historic structures from the past.
The greatest investment in new housing was to be made in the suburbs, however, utilizing almost
exclusively the new technique of mass-produced pre-fabricated materials. These new residential
complexes extended even beyond what was called for in the initial plans: to the south, new
housing was to reach to the very end of the Shkot Peninsula and to the east it would stretch to the
edge of the Ussuri Gulf. Great attention was given to the "greening" of the city as well, and
recreation areas were given special attention by planners and inhabitants alike. The most
important project was the new stadium to be built on the site of the old Semenovskii Market.
where the first civilian landholding in the city had been located. Dynamo Stadium would replace
what had become a dirty and insalubrious part of town with what was to be the city's principal
sports facility.
Development of the city's basic infrastructure kept pace with these more highly-visible projects.
More buses with expanded routes were added to the forty that operated in 1955. The tram system
was extended out to the Goldobin Peninsula after 1960, and eventually reached Diomed Bay (the
older system, which carried eleven million passengers a year in 1931, was carrying fifty two
million by 1959, and was in serious need of expansion). The city sewage treatment system was
expanded, the new airport was improved, and by 1965 the first trolley buses in the Soviet Far
East appeared on the city's streets. The central railroad station was refurbished, and an
1mpress1ve new Morskoi vo/cza/, or Sea Station was built between 1959 and 1964. Immediately
across the tracks from the historic station, the new sea terminal was built in the simple strippeddown design typical of so much Soviet architecture of the early 1960s. Its glass facade along the
waterfront was broken with fourteen columns. while its three stories facing the railway lines were
broken into clearly identifiable floors. offices, hotel rooms, and work areas.
Housing remained the focus of these years of the project, however, and while there came to be
some cntic1sm of the poor quality of construction of the new apartment buildings, none the less
people were provided new housing with toilets, electricity, and running water that they were not
compelled to share with anyone but their immediate families. For the importance of all this to be
appreciated. it must be remembered that housing in Vladivostok, most of it communal, had been
deplorable at best from the early years of Soviet power. These projects meant that by the 1960s,
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\fladivostok was becoming genuinely mod
.
welvc-story apartment buildings were be~rn in many ways. By 1968 the first prc-fabncated
~entral partS of the city. It was a strikit~~is~structed in the former Korea Town, in the
sition as the most important Soviet urbang
onnat1on _of the city that had confirmed its
center on the Pacific.
Po
fhe Realization of Great Vladivostok under Brezhnev

Nikita Khrushchev's forced retirement had no . .
.
commitment to the expansion of Vladivostok ~gn1_fic,an~ impact on the ~entral government's
throughout the next two decades. Much th
e city s evelopment continued at a bri~k pace
leted under Brezhnev and h"
at ad been pl~ned under Khrushchev was ultimately
comp .
. .
is successors, and Vladivostok was transformed. No p ·
symbolized th1 s improvement ~tter than the development of the Sports Harbor 10 the wes~:~

h

south of !he new ~~o S~um. The stadium itself had first been built by Japanese pnsoners
of war, . but was re ui t t~ice ~rward by Soviet laborers. Nearby there was to be a new
oceananum (o~n~? only 10 _l9~.l, it was the first one in the Soviet Far East) and to the north up
the bay, a floatmg ~lfinanu1'.1 for beluga whales and dolphins. A new yacht club was built on
a breakwater ~trctehmg out 10t_0 the bay, and an enormous Olympic sports complex was
constructed adJacent to the stadium itself. Toe Sports Harbor was made the city's principal
beach, ~d on "':3_flll "':eek~nds the area was crowded with citizens swimming, watching sports
compeuuons, sathng, bstemng to music, or simply enjoying the view or the sunshine. Toe beach
itself was expanded to the south, and a new seashore swimming complex served the entire city as
well as the residents of the new mikroraicny being constructed above the beach.
Vladivostok was changing in other ways as well during these years. The infrastructure continued
improve. The rebuilding of entire neighborhoods continued at a rapid pace. The Goldobin
Peninsula was designated as a region for the city's fishermen, for example, and the Egersheld
Peninsula was defined as a residential neighborhood for the sailors of Vladivostok's merchant
marine. The Goldobin region was to have new housing and shops constructed, as well as parks
and a stadium to join the movie theater, hotel and House of Culrure already there, By I981
architects were planning for the city's fifty-sixth mikroraion, a new home for ten thousand
residents, and the city's growth demanded the addition of a fourth district to the city's previous
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three.

Vladivostok was becoming a large and important city, and from a distance the new housing
complexes were impressive and ambitious. Up close, they suffered from careful examination,
however. The quality of construction was never high, and the need to fulfill the "plan" in record
time meant that quality was always less important than qu~tity, and the first residen~ of the new
high-rise apartment complexes paid the price for the madequac1es of the Soviet planned
economy. The five-story apartment buildings of the 1950s and 1960s (commonly know~ as
Khrushchoby, a combination of Khrushchev and trushchoba, slum) o~ten had to be repaired
shortly after construction, and all of them needed substantial re~air (kaprtalny, remont) within a
decade of their completion. The new apartments were located m anonymous _apartment blocks
·th no ·inct·1v1·dual character· Behind them were derelict courtyards
themd
Wt
• • •and in front ofbeh.
10
mpleted
Stores
and
other
communal
facihues
were
years
.
1andscapmg was never co
·
.
h
b
schedule and residents had to travel to older sections of the city to make even t e most as1c
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everyday purchases. Stairways and elevators soon came to be used as garbage dumps and public
unnals. Pride of ownership was lacking everywhere but in people's private apartments. The
neighborhoods had no real soul, and the alienation produced by the ubiquitous massive apartment
complexes was the same to be found in most other Soviet cities of the time. For all their
successes. the planners and architects of "Bolshoi Vladivostok" had not been able to give real life
to the mikroraiony they had created any more than many of their compatriots designing public
housing in the West had done. Ironically, it was those residents of the city who lived in the old
lustoric center who were most satisfied with their living situations, not because of the comfort of
their sometimes older apartments, but because of the vitality, vanety, and convenience of the
central city that surrounded them.

arezhnev style, and completed in 1983 th·s b '!di
.
city. Dehumanizing and intimidating, 'wiih :uri~g :ould come ~o donuna1e the center of 1he
became a symbol of the overweening power of th \ fitting Soviet bureaucracy, the building
remains to this day an example of the worst f Se . oviet Slate m the late communist era. and
buildings all originated with the Khrushchevo pla~:1:~ ~:~~re :nd ~7a~pl~nn'.ng. These
nineteen sixties were somewhat different from thos f th . ' an V: I e e es1~s of the
as the same If anyth·
e o e nineteen e1ghues, the spmt behind
them w
. ·d h
mg, the Brezhnev plans for the overall reconstruction of the city
were more reSlrame t an th?~ adopted during the time of Khrushchev, probably because the
later planners had a more realistic understanding of budgets and financial realiues.

Conclusions
Late Communist Gigantomania
Context and size relationships were always a problem for architectural projects in the former
USSR. and the ambitious plans for Vladivostok resulted in as many grandiose and out of scale
structures and spaces as they did in other Soviet cities. Monuments and memorial complexes
were particular temptations, and Lugovaia Square, with its memorial to Admiral S.O. Makarov,
was typical of the enormous and often poorly-maintained urban spaces to be found throughout
the Soviet Union on its fiftieth anniversary in 1967. The functionalist addition to the old preRevolutionary, Siberian modeme Churin and Company store on Leninskaia Street, executed in
the early 1970s, was a deliberate affront to the architecture of the past in much the same way the
Palace of Congresses in the center of Moscow' s Kremlin had been. They both were intended to
mark the divide between the world of the past and the idealized, scientifically rational world of
the future, and they both ended up looking out of place. The decision to build in such a
modernist style in Vladivostok was a significant one because of plans to redesign entirely the
city's main street, Leninskaia, by connecting it more effectively to the hillside and the bay, to
open it up to the water, to widen it, and to plant trees that were to give it a more pleasant,
"natural" feel. It was a project that did not bode well for other sections of the city' s historic
center, and the new ten-story city administration building of I 977, located on Okeanskaia Street
only a few blocks from Lcninskaia, suggested that other larger-scale projects were in preparation.
For decades, writers and politicians had lamented the city's lack of a large open assembly space.
A 1970 book about Vladivostok argued that the city needed a central open space such as that
provided by Red Square in Moscow. Without it, the author concluded, the city seemed
unfinished. The result was that the pleasant, park-like plaza to the south of Leninskaia, faci ng the
harbor, was converted to a large paved square lacking any vegetation. It was dominated by a
large monument to the heroes of the Civil War, dedicated in 1961, but expanded significantly
later when statues were added to make the previously understated memorial far more impressive
within the context of the empty openness of the city's new central square.

When Mikhail Gorbachev visited Vladivostok in I986, he found a city that had been
fu ndamentally chang~ by c?mrnunist rule. It had more and bener housing than at any time in its
history: thirty new rrnkroratony had been built since the I 950s, with more than seven million
meters of living space. The city's infrastructure, public utilities, and transportation system were
much improved from what they bad been in the past; a new hotel nearing completion, the "Amur
Bay," would be one of the largest in the Soviet Far East, and a new Pioneer Camp to the north of
the city along the Ussuri Gulf was as extensive as any elsewhere in the Soviet Union.
Perestroika meant that it would soon QC possible for foreign firms to be hired to remodel the Sea
Station (a project of the Italian firm Tegola Canadeze), and the former outpost and military
fortress was becoming a window to Asia and the booming economies of the Pacific Basin.
Warships of the United States navy made an official visit to the city in 1990. Yet at the same
time as all these positive developmenis were taking place, as John Stephan has pointed out, there
was extensive prostitution because of the large number of sailors with hard currency in the city; it
could take longer waiting in line to buy an Aeroflot ticket to Moscow than the flight itself took;
fresh fruits and vegetables were frustratingly difficult to find in winter; families were living on
ships in the Bay of the Golden Horn because there was not enough housing for them on shore;
citizens could wait decades for an apanrnent; and the city's sewage treatment consisted of
pouring raw sewage into Peter the Great Bay. Unfortunately, conditions did not improve with the
collapse of communism in 1991 .

In the final analysis. the legacy of Soviet planning in Vladivostok was mixed, then. Its successes
were apparent and striking, as were its failures. Much w~ done, but m~ch was done poorly.
Plannina was often imaginative and thoughtful, but execuuon rarely realized the goals of the
architec;s, landscape planners, and engineers who en visioned a city that would overco~e ~ e
inadequacies of planning in capitalist society. In the end. Vladivostok did become a S0~1t 1 city
during the last thirty years of communist rule, with a.II the benefits and drawbacks that 1mphes.
And it is with that legacy that the city lives today.

It was this square that was to be the new center of the city, and an ensemble of huge new
buildings were to be built around it. On the cast side of the square a modem functionalist
administrative structure for the ci1y·s shipping industry would be built. To the west would be the
House of Soviets, the central administrative tower fo r the Primorskii Krai government, with a
large meeting ha.II adjacent to it. Designed by Moscow architect E.G . Rozanov in a typical late-
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Origins of Green Cities: an applied planning historical study
Dr Maurits van Rooijen
International Education Office
University of Westminster
309 Regent Street
London WI
United Kingdom
As an example to illustrate both the risks and the rewards of applied planning historical
research I will use my own research into the origins of the planning of the 'Green City'. Being
by ori~ a historian, my research into the planning of gre~n o~en s~ac~ _in (European) cities
was executed according to the academic rules of the histoncal d1sc1p!ine. However, the
intention behind it was quite different from conventional hist~rical _research. The aim has been
not to illuminate the past, but to clarify issues of the present discussions about the future of, and
the future planning for, such open space. Historical studies which explicitly aim to support the
debate concerning present policies and issues , in other words, with a focus on the future rather
than purely on the past, can be referred to as applied historical studies.

Often in planning history elementary mistakes arer made regarding retrospective interpretations
and the selective accumulation of evidence. At the same time, pure historical research into
planning issues tend to have limited relevance for the present or, if it does, this sometimes
seems to be nearly accidental. In this contribution, I will demonstrate how one might treat past
and present as equals.
Background
My research about the ongms of green city planning started in the late seventies, and continued
into the eighties. At that tmie, the green open spaces in most major European cities were
suffering from an economic recession forcing urban authorities to rethink the post-war town
planning which had dictated a certain amount of green open space. The parks, the squares, the
stretches of nature along roads and in between housing blocks, suffered in silence by having had
maintenance budgets slashed. The labour-intensive rose features disappeared rapidly, the neatcut lawns were transformed into wild flower fields. Soft ecological ideas and hard economic
reality were allies and forced planners to reconsider the traditional shape of our green cities. At
the same time, town planners started to question the space-consuming creation of suburbs and
new towns, which depended so much on transport (the energy crisis having showed the
weakness of this policy) and deprived the inhabitants of urban cultural excitement (the family
and its 'boring' life-style was no longer the dominant norm).
It is obvious that a discussion about the future of green town planning, a discussion which was
clearly looking for a new direction, had to be linked to the very origins of this planning. What
were the original motives and intentions? Gaining insight in the past would help the present
discussion about the future. And this might be considered as the very essence of any applied
(planning) historical study: its starting point is not in the past, as with conventional historical
studies, but is firmly rooted in the present. One could argue that implicitly many, if not almost
all, historical studies are in a similar situation, but an applied historical study could be
considered different because it explicitly seeks to be so. Such a study does not consider it as an
evil, though it should recognise the risks, as I will describe later. Its prime drive is 1101 so much
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I~ truth, there are many bad examples of studies in which history is only used to support a
v1s1on of, or an ar~ent a~ut, the future. The role of history is then to supply 'evidence' in a
nearly random fashion. Or, tn a non-political sense, history is artalysed with the final outcome
(the pr~ent) already firmly in min~ so all the lines lead straight to the perceived destiny as
deterrnmed trends. It should be obV!ous that this approach might seriously distort the historical
reality. In the words of A.Butterfield: The study of the past with one eye on the present is the
source of all sins and sophistries in history' (Butterfield, op.cit., pp 51-52). Such a study 1s of no
academic value and will fail to' ;idd really new or sound insights to the discussion about
contemporary issues, the very aim of the study. It is therefore crucial that anyone who attempts
applied historical research is aware of the risks involved in such a study, and is cautious about
possible examples of'interprctation with hindsight' (hineininterprerterung, as Burckhard! called
it). To summarise the two key features of applied historical research into one simple statement, 1
argue that in such a study one should consider the present and the past as equals, treating them
both with appropriate academic respect. and integrate them purposefully into one study, rather
than attempting to keep them separate.
Though I accept that one might opt for a more normative than positivistic approach (to which I
am personally more inclined), I do think that in such a case this should be stated explicitly at the
outset of the study, to clarify viewpoints and to avoid any possibility of misleading the reader.
The basics of green town planning
My study had a strong focus on the Dutch town planning his~ory, though I have tried to e"?ch
the study with results of more or less comparable r~earch tn other coun1:1es such as Uruted
Kingdom, Germany and France. I cannot claim any direct relevance of my views for green_toMl
planning world-wide, except that m a simplified form it could be used as a reference for smular
studies.
The purpose of this article is not to prove that my ~alysis of _grc_en town planning ~
academically solid, but merely to indicate what poten?al and 1irrnta~1ons such an appl~
historical approach might have. for this purpose, I will h~t ~ yself to Just two themes ;hie~
emer ed durin m studies. I will present the case for identifying long term ~ds._But rst.
gt b . fl ~he~esults of the ' ad fontes' approach: the identification of the histoncal basics.
r:;:~ide~~~ one of the elementary forms of applied history is to seek a confronta11on of the
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·
· wi·th the ongm
· · al intentions· So, what might. be,? from a purely historic
present-day situation
perspecti ve, the main fundamental motives behind green town planrung.

My research made II clear to me that each basic moll\'C m green _town pl_anning has its own past
and they can be hsted, therefore, according to the lengths of their histon~l r~ts. For the sake
of clanty, 1have idenufied what are arguably the main historical roots, with suitable labels.

l Open Space

Obviously the oldest form of nature is the very absence of cities: common_ownership and the
absence ofplanrung. Such forms of'green' are not designed, but merely ~x~sL _Elements, such
as the commons m England, have survived. They are ro_ugh, lack ~phisucauon ~d do not
really fit urban civilisauon. Yet the concept of commuruty ownership has never disappeared.
During the twentieth century, revivals of the con~t, though not very s~~ful, took place m
the 1920s and 1970s. The origin has remained with us over the centunes, m the op1ruon that
green open spaces in or around cities are to be respected as left-over nature. The view is still
present in the idea that green space really belongs to us all.
II. Public Garden

The gradual opening up of enclosed private parks to the wider public, as happened m the 17th to
20th century in cities such as London, Paris, Berlin, Vienna, and basically all over Europe, was
a political phenomenon, ilJustrating the changes in power in society and the recognition by the
ancicn regime of the need for concessions to maintain or recover some social hannony. Yct the
physical form of the public park retained the features of the private garden and the design was
still very much a !ugh culture based art form. 'Ownership' remained with the King, the State,
the Authority. The public park was a gift to the people (ie those who were willing to adjust lo
higher class norms) and offered respectability for socialisation, for conspicuous leisure, a
compromise of higher and lower cultures and classes.
III. (Villa) Park : Beautification

The creation of villa parks and green suburbs was initially the triumph of the middle classes.
The park offered the wealthy a setting for desirable villas and creating a park could be a
profitable enterpnse. The green environment was the environment for high rate tax payers and
the economic value was evident in more than one respect. Many were therefore not created by
business but resulted from direct involvement of local authorities. Squares, avenue, boulevards,
all could be considered an economically sound investment. Al the same time, these green forms
of beautification supported the civic pride, particularly of the middle classes, who considered
such forms of green spaces very much their own. They harmonised with the well-designed,
well-maintained gardens, with indoor plant collecuons, with holidays in the mountains or on
beaches and outings to the countryside.

IV. Garden City and S 11b11rb
It was people like Haussmarm who integrated green spaces in all forms and shapes in a total
concept of town planrung. It took someone like Ebenezer Howard to give green design an
ideological dimension ~ ' a peaceful path to real reform'. Green town planning and societal
values became closely linked dunng the twentieth century. Green was not an option, but it
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V. Gree11 Cities?
The gr_een town P\annin~ of _the moment seems to have started to move m the direcuon of
ecologi~l sound green cities.. Urban environment and ecological values are becomin
mtertWm~-- Wes~ to have Witnessed the birth of a more holistic vision on the role of ope~
spaces within the city, not_so much as counterpoise offering areas for escape from city life but
rather as an integral part with a less clear or even absent distinction between 'stone' and 'green'.
The ques_tio~ which are ~hind the origins mentioned very briefly above, are amongst other:
Who decides. And f~r ~hich p~se, on whi~h basis? Who are the target groups? What is the
mtenuon of the design. How IS the creanng financed? How is maintenance financ· II
· m
· practice?
·
ensured?. How does 1.1 funct1on
How adaptable is it over time to new demandsiaandY
uses? Unfortunately, in this brief contnoution I cannot discuss such questions in much depth.
The fiv~ historical origins of ~een town plarming mentioned here, combine a possible
cxplanauon of the values or mouves of why we plan and create green cities with their actual
shape. The historical origins are still with us and explain the diversity of green open spaces m
cities and also explain our mid set when it comes to discussing the green town planning. They
show continuity, yet paradoxically, also illustrate the changes which have and will occur over
time when it comes to green town planning at all levels. ln my study I have tried to consider the
function with the form, the purpose with practice. The study seeks to illuminate the debate
about future direction of green town planning by showing the dynamics and by stressing the
time-dimension, which is extremely important for infra-structural development. It clarifies, by
simplification, the complexity of this particular facet of the plarming process. It helps to identify
how truly 'new' certain arguments or ideas are, or bow radically differenL The key issue is that
this approach allows for a confrontation between the contemporary discussion and what might
be considered the original intentions or origins. It should inspire but cannot determine the
outcome of the debate.
Long term trends in green town planning
One of the weaknesses of policy discussions is the involvement of politicians who are rarely
exited by time-dimensional aspects which reach further than one te~ of office. But most
plarmers will agree that in the case of infra-structural works, there 1s a clear argument _for
considering an investment-span of up to a ~~!_WY· The very long term trends, spanmng
centuries, are often ignored, not just by polinc1ans, but also by ~lann_ers and equally by
historians who are nowadays inclined towards studies of very short penods m 11me.

It is impossible

1:

10

summarise here, in just a few lines, a rather ~omplicated analy_s1s of long
trends which have shaped the European green cities from medieval umes. One line of argum
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concerns the process of suburbanisation, normally considered as a typical twentieth century
phenomenon. In my study I argue that suburbanisati?n developed very gradually over the
centunes, initially affecting only the happy few; and tmporuntly'. that t>_ecause_of the feared
econo!Olc implications of this, city fathers had, quite early, a reacnve pohcy ~hich h~lped the
birth of the modem green city. Besides considering the actual num~ an? distances mvolved
in the suburbanisation process, I included specifically the econo!OIC d1mens1on.
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Initially ( 15th-16th and 18th centuries) only the very rich · the economic ~earn · wou_ld leave
the city. This process developed 10 stages, first with summer/week«:"d residences, which later
became homes for those who took retirement away from the city, and finally lead to a
permanent escape from city life. This process can be understood in terms of pull and push
factors as well as in stimulating and restrictive conditions. An example of a pull factor is the
low cost of living in the countryside. An example of a push factor is the perceived high risk in
terms of crim.inality, fire, ill health associated with living in large towns. An important example
of stimulating conditions is the technical development of modes of transport.
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An important example of restrictive conditions is what I have referred to as anti-skimming
policies of the large cities: policies to re-address the pull and push factors, e.g. by creating quite
open, green areas for senlement ~ the city boundaries for those with higher incomes. I also
demonstrated that initially cities would not just create such 'green' town planning in order to
retain their own inhabitants but, because they already had a certain attraction in this respect and
by strengthening the spacious features, they would have an opportunity to attract residents with
higher incomes from other, larger cities. Thus as early as the beginning of the 19th century (in
The Netherlands from 1820s) the (villa) parks were important in attracting higher income
residents with the aim of stimulating the local economy. Green town planning became a key
element of the anti-skimming policy, which primarily intended to retain relatively wealthy
inhabitants.
In the 20th century an emphasis had to be placed on 'relatively' ,since the exodus from the city
started to affect lower and lower income groups, causing a serious economic crisis· in some of
the large European cities. Not only did the economic scale become larger, but also the
geographical scale. The possible emergence of a European sunbelt could be place<I°within this
long-term trend. At the same time the old green cities are having to face increasing levels of
maintenance costs and in the long term might be at risk of an economic implosion, possibly
contributing to the creation of a European rustbelt.

Despite this very brief and simplistic swnrnary, I hope it is clear that one could argue that such
an approach, with a focus on very long term trends, could lead to fresh views and offer an
origin~! fram~v:ork to contemporary discussions by showing possible consequences of
(pl~g) po~1c1es not yet foreseen. But at the same time, one should balance such a positive
conclusion with a summary of the main risks associated with the presentation of long term
trends, as attempted in this example. The study

•
•
•

•

might be suspected of supporting a (hidden) political agenda:
co_uld be ~on~eived as having a limited relevance to the contemporary debate
might be mc!med to a specul~ti~e nature and therefore of lower academic credibility
could be at nsk that the descnptlon of such trends is interpreted as a prediction of the
future.
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Economic, Social and Symbolic Strategies behind a National Law:
Italy, 1942
Michela Rosso
Facolta di Arcbitettura
Politecnico di Torino
Torino
Italy
The paper intends to highlight how a national town planning law (the Italian law of
1942) concludes lengthy period, begun in the J880s, of cultural debate and professional
rivalry. The protagonists of these debates and rivalries were sanitary and civil
engmeers, sociologists, reformers, econonusts, town council officials, archaeologists,
art collectors, and lastly, architects. This process underlines how alliances between
elite urban groups with different interests in the land and property market were formed
and defined on the evaluation of the historical heritage and on possible morphological
innovations.
This was, however, not just a cultural process. The law came to be written by means of
a series of approximations, especially by means of a series of detailed plans that mainly
involved the reconstruction of the historical centres of some Italian citJes: from Turin
to Naples, from Bergamo to Rome. A 'new law' was therefore experimented not in the
development areas. but in the reconstruction of those parts of the cities that put at stake
the most important symbolic values. These situations make it easier to understand the
reasons for the close connections between symbolic and economic strategies, between
the unlikely protagonists of the urban stage (such as art collectors or archaeologists)
and the definition o f the rules that were to govern the construction of contemporary
Italian cities.
The town planning law of I 942 is therefore advanced both as regards the cultures that
brought it about (giving rise to an internal hierarchy over the years), and the operators
and the market. The plans for the reconstruction of Italian historical centres caused
collective groups to be formed, such as the Association of Small Owners, capable of
organising demand, or economic groups, such as insurance companies, capable of
operating at least at block level. These groups were carriers of often incompatible
ideologies and concepts of modernity that the law was not able to reconcile and that
were to clash when post-war construction took place.
This law of 1942 that defined town planning as a 'machine' organising knowledge and
professions, interests and symbolic values, is also the law that ori ginated the general
town planning scheme as an esse~tial instrument for the control of urban growth
almost as a necessity. Born from a n ch and contradictory senes of procedures, the law
was not lo transform the knowledge of the rules that 1s constructed over time into an
idea o f a law that becomes an everlasting truth over the years. For these reasons the
law emphasised the contradictio~s it was formed from: it was modem as regard~ the
way 11 was ~reated, but conserva!1ve as regards the principles it wished to guarantee. It
supported liberal rules but delineated procedures for putting it into practice that
entailed the impersonal regulation of the albeit imperfect land and property market, it
w~ also J~d1cally defined 1~ a corporauve state (the Italian Fascist regime), but it
basically disregarded the pracl!cal role of the pro fessions.
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that I~ to ~he Italian town. planning law of 1942 drives home the fragility of
h1stono&:'"aphical ~d theoretical fonnulations that limit themselves to proffering
compl_e xity (of society and spaces that no longer respond to quantitatively measurable
behaviour, but that can a!so be ~ily narrated in the form of more or less consolatory
parab!es) as the key to mterpretmg the successes or failures of contemporary town
planrung.
This succession o~ events that safeguarded town planning procedures saw, as in the
case of Italy, the different detailed plans on which the law was constructed that should
have ensured th~t close attention was paid to the various protagonists and fue different
times of formation of the constructed city, become, in reality, the stage that allowed
some promoters to construct_ an independent position (both political and economic) that
was to allow them to put their hands on post-war reconstruction and carry it out outside
the framework of regulations that had been so arduously defined.
The case study proposed for discussion in the final part of the paper, the reconstruction
of via Roma in Turin, is intended to be an attempt to highlight how in more than thirty
years (a long time before the Fascist state proposed reconstruction) consent was
constructed around the operation, how the protagonists acted and defined themselves
during the reconstruction of via Roma, how the symbolic plan determined the
formation of alliances that did not just concern the elite groups of Turin.
The paper also intends to show how those alliances, those actors on the stage before the
Second World War, become the protagonists of the reconstruction of Turin, even when
the construction of the city was to involve new development areas and no longer the
city centre. The symbolic strategies had to change, but not all the figurative languages,
in substance other designers were called to give shape to industrial Turin, even 1f the
strategists of the more sizeable building operations were to remain the same.
The most important Italian industrial city, the city with the largest land and property
market and therefore closer to that imagined by those who had, when writing the law of
1942, thought of it in terms of almost perfect competition, that city where it should
have been easier to apply a law of general principles and therefore more likely to be
successful where values (both economic and symbolic) tended to separate themselves
from social and cultural contexts, was to define its own general town planning scheme,
as will be illustrated by another speaker at the conference, outside the framework of the
c ultures and principles contained in the town planning law of 1942.
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In fact, the case study of Turin opens up a whole debate on town planning as a process
that creates, and not only regulates, market, culture, techniques and professions.

Millennium Paradigms and fin de siec/e Urban Climate
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Urban Climate and Global Climate Disruption
The ubiquitous ~he"':1~1/y-polluted city is an emergent phenomenon of the 20th
century, yet the hvab1hty and sustainability consequences of our urb th
·
·
an ermo-geruc
·111·
lifestyIes are .Sil 1tt1e appreciated. At the turn of the millennium, awareness amongst
urb_an. ecoIogists seems to be centr~ on energy and greenhouse gas or COi-<>quova1en1
em1~s1ons conseq~ent ?n. the bunung of fossil fuels. However vital this energyenvironment _equahon, 1t 1s heat which is the essential, active component of climate
change - ~e importance of the greenhouse gases being their heal absorbing capacity.
The relat_1onship betwe_en ~ergy and heat has a covert cosmic agenda: the
consumption of energy meVJtably resulting in the production of waste heat - even
from 'cool' renewable energy use. Once deposited in the urban atmosphere, thennal
pollution rises synchronously with the rising greenhouse gases, impacting, thus, on
both urban and global climate.
Urban thermal pollution in modem cities can be traced to a few powerful in-built
factors, namely: thermal embodiment in the urban mass - the heat island effect, and
the exclusion of cool islands ie of natural evaporative coolers (trees) and heat sinks
(water). Exacerbating factors include urban design which ignores the ingenious
geometry of ancestral urban shadowing and ventilation configurations, morphology
dominated by car-friendly orthogonal (right-angle) street grids, and climate-rejecting,
air-conditioned tower buildings - where the 'urban canyon' effect distorts air
circulation patterns and traps solar radiation. Yet, these cities are creatures of this
century alone, while self-evident in the urban form of 'old cities' - despite their
differing climatic and socio-cultural realities - is frequently an organic streetforrn and
always a human-scale builtform which seem to embody millennium--0ld notions of
st
th
habitability and sustainability, as valid in the 2 I as the 12 century.
When evaluating old cities as possible models for new urban neighbourhoods it is
vital to talce a detached view, to consider: their design as generic potential rather than
as prescriptive, the climatic congruency inherent in the street geometry, the sociospatial coherence of the superimposed urban activities, and the sense of place · not the
dark, fetid alleys and dank, sun-starved buildings. Cont~~rary technology and solar
efficient design can largely overcome these pnm1uve health and amenity
compromising aspects.
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Urban Climate and Habitability
Heat Stress and Thermal Discomfort

' Sensible heat' is influenced by urbanisation since impervious surfaces limit
evaporative cooling, heat 1s stored in the urban mass, and albedo reflections bounce
around urban canyons. all resulting in a diminished heat exchange capacity in cities,
and hence an increase in thermal discomfort (Oke, 1982). Night-sky flushing, a
natural cooling strategy, is further compromised in tropical cities with small diurnal
variations in temperature and, moreover, by global warming, which is most evident at
night. Heat-stroke currently kills about 4,000 people in the USA alone during an
average year (www.tdh.texas.gov).
Thermal Pollution and Air Pollution

On a warm summer day evaporative emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
from motor vehicles arc about three times higher than on an average winter day; and
the probability of photochemical ozone-smog increases by 5% for every 0.S°F rise in
temperature (www.LBL.gov). Respiratory infection (from all causes) causes 4
million deaths worldwide with 250 million new cases being reported annually (Platt,
I996); while increased respiratory-mortality rates, attributed to urban air pollution,
have been specifically observed in large tropical (hot) cities (Jauregui, 1990). Asthma
pandemics seem to be prevalent in cities everywhere now, from London to Sydney.
Urban Climate and Urban Form
The design philosophy proffered here, as a theoretically sustainable and habitable resolution for thermally-polluted cities, accepts the millennium-city paradigm as an
appropriate generic model for 21" century urban neighbourhoods. lnsolation and
ventilation at the metropolitan scale are two fundamental principles requiring
resolution, but the complexity of their interactions can be daunting (Samuels, 1998).
Street Geometry

Organic Grids
The chmatic and human advantages of organic street form cities have been attested to
by urban theorists over the centuries. Vitruvius suggested directing streets away from
prevailing winds; AJberti observed that winding narrow streets minimise the effects of
climatic extremes; Cornelius commented that Nero enlarged the streets of Rome and it
became hotter; and Palladio recommended that streets be broad in cities with cool
climates, but narrow with high houses providing shade in cities with hot climates.
. . .. medieval 1ownsmen, seek.mg protection against winter winds, avOJded creating windtunnels (broad, str.ught streets). In the south, the narrow street with broad overhangs
protected pcdcstnans against both ram and sun ...(Mumford, 1961/91)
th

IJ1 contrast, modem cities world-wide have taken on a 20 century form immensely

influenced by Le Corbusier. Although he later recanted some of his more extreme
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I/eat Islands, Cool Islands, and Heat Sinks
Cities are heat islands. Determining national Heat Inventories 1·nd cd b • • .
.
.
• ex YCity, 1s vital
future research that. shouId be required by Rio Climate.Change
•
·
·
. Conven1100
s1gna10ncs
c~c~tly generating ~~ouse gas source-and-smk inventories _ since heat
em1ss1ons arc no ;Cesshi~nhcal to regulate. The temperature of the wt>an air dome can
be n:om 5 t~ I 0 . gher than ~unding countryside (www.NASA.gov). Trees
provide shad!ng ag~ solar ~1atJon, and arc natural air-conditioners, transpiring
and evaporatively cooling the air around them - and besides their fundamental roles
of sequestering carbon from CO2 and oxygenating the atmosphere they purify the air
by absorbing odours and dust (Bematzky, 1966), and smoke, S{}z and NOi (Robincne,
1972). Vegetated areas also double as heat sinks, and all water bodies are both coole~
and sinks.
The temperature measured on a sun-drenched black tarred road and on the grass in the
shade of an adjacent tree can vary by 14.5°C (author); Givoni (1991) observed a IS°C
reduction in the temperature of walls shaded by trees. Multiplied tens of thousands of
times, by integrating water and vegetation into buildings, streets and throughout cities,
these impacts cannot be negligible.
Cool Buildings, Hot Cities
inadvertently, refrigerative air-conditioning of buildings warms_the urb_an domain.
Heat is pumped from a building's interior (which is a_heat . smk. havmg thmnal
inertia) to the outdoor-air heat sink (Lechner, 1991) - raismg its temperature by the
amount cooled indoors, where it rises to the greenhouse mantle. It should be fcas1~lc
to direct this waste-heat to sinks other than the wban air mass - to water stored ms1de
buildings, for instance, which can then be usefully employed.

Mixed-Use Urban Domains
.
. 1
I ·fng the motonsed-vchicle
Separation of land-uses auto~atlcally mv~tes
travc ' s:~ic consequences, besides
based 20•h century city, but air-and-heat ~d . ullon ar~t:~ly becoming grid-locked.
the inherent socio-economic irony: the gn -tron mevt
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The decentralised nature of the [old] organic city prevented needless circulallOn ·
11 kept the v. hole town m scale (Mumford. 1961191 ).
All streets W1thm the medieval town " ere markets of some kmd (Saalman, 1968)

TIi e Heart of Paris: 500 years ago, or tomorrow?
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climate-Change Cities
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are part of nature,

It seems conceivable to re-create pedestrian-domain, cellular urban neighbourhoods
(with 'hving' bndges, and earth-cooled, cyclone-proof underground buildings a la
Toronto) serviced by subterranean mass transit and surface light-rail and bus systems
powered by hydrogen-fuel-cells or hybrid solar energy. Old cities for new climates?
From yet another perspective, a mixed-use urban domain with a dense network of
pedesman-onented streets naturally populates an area, resulting in heightened
ammauon and natural surveillability opportunities, especially 'afterdark', thus
potenually reducing crime and victimisation opportunities and fear experiences. The
clunatically-appropriate narrow and curved street need not conflict with sight/me
reqwrements for safe places, since a relative widening of the street form (also
advantageous for daylight penetration), in combination with a multiplication of urban
nodes - where streets intersect and ' dilate' - could readily accommodate lines-of-sight
(Samuels, 1995 & forthcoming).
'Cool' Renewable Energy and Urban Ventilation

Given that population numbers, energy and resource c
•
.
.
onsumphon, and greenhouse
-11
gas and heat etn1sstons contmue to increase exponent· II
•·
b h
'nk · ·
ta Y, WI renewable energy
ciues, car on- eat s1 c1t1es, rtaturally-cooled cities and cli t h
.
gh
•
ma e-c angc appropnatc
·di
cities ~er~e rapt Y enou to avoid melt-down? Little matter that the ' millennium'
is a Chrisllan, Western ~yth (o~ly starting in 2001), the magic of the number 2000
and the potency of this on¢e-m-a-thousand-year opportunity does
bl
·1·
1 tary
·
.
.
seem a e to
rnob1 1s~ p ane . consciousness. 1t 1s our special responsibility to ensure that it docs.
the Uruted Nations Intergov~en~al P3:°el on Climate Change (the IPCC) now
acknowledges that we are havmg a d1scern1b/e anthropogenic effect on the climate.

In the end the crucial change is attitudinal
(David Suzuh. 'fheS4crtd Balance, 1997)
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ed m our
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ge. ere are several senses 10
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which history as power and bestows power. In constructing histories f •1s If h
.
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·
td·
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,..._ ,
o 1 e , t e planmng
.
Profession 1s mou ·mg its memucrs understanding of past struggJes and tnumphs
and
simultaneousIy creatmg a contemporary professional culture around th
. '
· h ·
ose memones those
stories. And m c o~smg to tell some stories rather than others, a professional identity is ~haped
invested with meanmg, and then defended. What are the erasures and exclusions · 1- · th'
·
fi · I 'd •
imp 1c1t m e
process o f fiorgmg a pro ess1ona 1 entity? What are some of the hidden meanings and
f
of planning, its nozr face?
prac tees
I begin with ' the official story' of planning history, the story that we desire to belie
bo
B • .
ve a ut
· h ·
oursel_ves. It 1s a ero1c.story. ut ~s 1t a true story? Or is it a myth, a legend? At the very least,
there 1s ~ nozr side to this story, which also needs to be told. Further, the official story is the story
of plannmg by and through the state, part of a particular tradition of city-building and nationbuilding. But there 3:e, and always _h~ve been, alternative traditions of planning, existing outside
the state and sometimes tn oppos1t1on to it. These insurgent planning histories (Sandercock
1998) challenge our very definition of what constitutes planning. They also provide a foundation
for an emerging alternative (to the modernist) paradigm for planning in multicultural cities. In
that sense, they provide us with a 'future imaginary'.
The Official Story
In most countries a course in planning history is a required part of any professionally accredited
planning program. But what is it that students read in such courses? The sub-field of planrung
history has emerged as part of the discipline of planning (rather than as a sub-field of history, like
urban history) only in the last thirty years. Since the first major works in the I 960's - J.W. Reps'
The M aking of Urban America: A History of City Planning in the United States ( 1965) and Mel
Scott's American City Planning since 1890 ( 1969) - interest in the field has grown and its scope
has broadened. There are now many volumes of essays on the subject - the best known and most
widely used of which are those edited by Donald Krueckeberg, The American Planner.
Biograp hies and Recol/ectio11s ( 1983) and lntroductzon to Planning History in the United States
( 1983), and Daniel Schaffer, Two Centuries of American Planning (1988). There is a more recent
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best-seller by Peter Hall C111es of Tomo"ow An lntellec111al Hrstory of Urbat1 Plan11mg and
D ·sign III ilre n. l!t1lleth' Centun ( 1988) the scope of wluch goes well beyond US planning
h1: 1on And there are a host of.h1stoncai case studies of particular pieces of planning history,
co, cn'ng an era, an agency, a city, or a theme. Almost ,~1thout exception these studies come
from withm plarmmg. and are unabashedly modernist m their onentauon. What does this mean?
\\'hat 15 plarmmg history? What constitutes 11s proper field of mq~iry? The answ~r given by_the
histonans idenufied above is a fairly simple one:- to chromclc the nse of the plannmg profession,
11s ins11tut1onahsa11on and its achievements. There are various strands to these histories: from the
emergence of the profession itself, to accounts of the key !deas ~~or peop!e (always great ~en)
shapmg the emergence of plarmmg, to histones of specific pohc1es w1thm ~he field, housmg,
transportation, garden cities, and so on. All of these works employ a descnphve approach in
which the rise of planning is presented as a heroic, progressive narrative, part of the rise of liberal
democracy wah its belief in progress through science and technology and faith that 'the rational
planrung of ideal social orders' can aclueve equality, liberty and justice (Harvey 1989: 11-13).
The choice of individual hero or heroes m these narratives may seem to be quite eclectic, with
some championing Ebenezer Howard, others Patrick Geddes or Le Corbusier, as the founding
fathers of the profession, and most g1vmg prominence to such local heroes as Daniel Burnham,
Fredenck Olmsted and Robert Moses. But beyond these individuals, planning itself is the real
hero, battling foes from left and nght, slaying the dragons of greed and irrationality and, if not
always triumplung, at least always noble, on the side of the angels.
In these modernist portraits of planning, which I refer to as mainstream planning history,
planrung has no fatal flaws. If battles are sometimes, or even often, lost, it is not the fault of the
hero but of the evil world in which he must operate. Common to these mainstream histories are
the followmg characteristtcs. The role of planning and of plarmers is unproblematic. It 1s
assumed that plannmg is 'a good thing', a progressive practice, and that its opponents are
reacttonary, 1rrational, or JUSt plain greedy. It is assumed that plarmers know what is good for
people and possess an expertise that ought to prevail (in a 'rational' society, at least) over
politics. It is taken for granted that plarmers have agency - that what they do and think has
autonomy and power. It is seen as natural and right that planning should be 'solution-driven',
rather than attenuve to the social construction of what are held to be 'urban problems'. There is
no scrutiny of the ideology, the class or gender, race or ethnic origins or biases of plarmers, or of
the class, gender, or ethnic effects of their work. The rise of the profession is a cause for
celebrallon rather than critical scrutmy.
For example, Mel Scott's Amer,ca11 C11y Plan11111g Smee 1890 outlines what have become the
traditional themes of US planrung historiography:- begmning with the attempts to grapple with
issues of urban sanitation, slum housing, and population concentration on the part of late
mneteenth century reformers and settlement house workers, followed by transformations in the
city's built environment accordmg to the standards of the City Beautiful campaign in the early
part of the twentieth century; the development of a 'sc1enllfic' foundation for the profession
un~er the crusade of the _City Functional movement; the emergence of planning at regional and
national scales by mid-century; and finally, a call for a renewed human-centered
comprehensiveness. In tlus sweeping narrative, Scott offers the history of urban planning practice
as an almost seamless evolutionary continuum m which ideas take root, mature into legislative
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•lies and Urban Pla~ning ( 1975),
bsequently critiqued in the Introduction to the second ect·~-sam(Se sets of assumpl!ons, which I
su
110n andercock 1990).
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Peter Hall's Cities of Tomorrow chooses a dozen major th
ct·1
suspects -- slum and sanitation reform, the garden city the Ci';~• r~-~
up all the usual
1
planning, the Cor~usian city of towers, the automobile ~ity, and mo~:~~ and d;v~th of regional
each. His method is to trace these themes to the ideas of a few 'visionan· ,
esf a chapt~r to
. th d d traddl" h
es ' most o whom lived
and wrote m e·ct eca esd s · · mg t e tum of the twentieth century, and then to ,o
~
11ow the fate
of these grand 1 eas an v1s1ons as others (implicitly lesser mortals) seek to . 1
hi h h d ·bes
,
.
imp ement them.
,
· th
Hall s mam eme, w c . e escn
as the real mterest in history', 1·s m
· d1v1·ctuaI human
agency. He wants to show, m the face of what he calls the economic reduct ·
fM
.
· ct· ·ct 1
1omsm o arx1st
.
h1ston~•- that m lVJ ua s ,can and do make a difference, 'especially the most intelligent and
most ongma) arnon~ them (Han_1988:4-~)- Hall's heroes are Ebenezer Howard and Patrick
Geddes, the fathers of_m_odern city p_lanrnng - 'there were, alas, almost no founding mothers'
(Hall 1988:7) - and then mterpreters m the New World like Lewis Mumford Clarence St
Stuart Chase, B~nton ~ac~y~, Rexford Tugwell, and Frank Lloyd Wnght.' But there 1
elegaic note to his narrative m his lament over the gap between the visionary quality of the ideas
and their diluted impacts 'on the ground', where sometimes these grand ideas are 'almost
unrecognisably d!stort~•, and in~eed, after a hundred years of planning pracllce, 'after repeated
attempts to put id~ mto practice_, we find we are almost back to where we started' (Hall
I988: 11 ). What begms as an evolutJonary tale then, ends in a kind of circular finale and lament.
But Hall seems unable to offer any satisfactory explanation for this gap between vision and
reahty, perhaps precisely because he chooses to focus on individuals rather than on social forces.
In his story, therefore, it is the idea of planning which is the true hero, rather than the pracucc.

r;;

t:;

What is missing from these mainstream/modeTTUst histories? At the most fundamental level ontological and epistemological - there has been a failure to address two basic quesuons What
is the object of planning history? And who are its subjects? The boundanes of planning history
are not a given. These boundaries shift in relation to the definition ofplannmg (as both ideas and
practices) and in relation to the historian's purpose. If we define planning as bounded by the
profession, and its objective as city-building, then we generate one set of histories. If we define
planning as community-building, we generate another. If we define planning as the regulation of
the physicality, sociality, and spatiality of the city, then we produce planning histories that try 10
make sense of those regulatory practices over time and space. But in emphasismg planrung as a
regulatory or disciplinary practice, we may miss its transformative poss1bi/i11es, which in tum
may be connected to histories of resistance to specific plarming pracuces and regulatory regimes.
The writing of histories is not simply a matter of holding a mirror up to the past and reporung on
what 1s reflected back. It is always a representation, a textual reconstruction of the past rather
than a direct reflection of it.
Mainstream plarming historians have typically seen their subject as the profession, and their
object as describing (and celebratmg) its emergence. There have been two s1gruficant
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paris or New York?: Contestin M
Skyline1
g elbourne's Twentieth Century
consequences of this approach. One is the absence of diversi ty in these texts. The other is the
absence of any criucaVtheoretical perspective. These sins of omission are the 11oir side of
planrung.
The rest of this paper will provide concrete examples of alternative planning histories which
hopefully, also provide us with an alternative 'future imagmary' with which to confront curren;
urban regimes of privatisation and globalisation.

Ben Schrader
postgraduate Student
flistory Department
University of Melbourne
Parkville, Victoria
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As the strategic plan is yet t~ be adopted it is still too early to say whether the Paris or
the New York model will wm the day. More certain is the fact that neither model will
w~ ~utri&!1t. After all, the prospect of a central city made up of sixty-plus storey
bmldings 1s as absurd as the nollon that Melbourne should turn its back on the
skyscraper altogether. With this in mind, it is apparent that the present debate is more a
battle of ideas than material outcomes. At issue is what city, New York or Paris, will
exert the greatest symbolic power over the future shape of Melbourne. For those
involved in the debate New York and Paris represent ideal cultural landscapes. Among
other things, the soaring skyscrapers of New York arouse images of bustling streets,
brazen corporate power, and 'life in the fast lane'. On the other hand, the street cafes of
Paris offer a less hectic and more sophisticated image of urban life, a place to watch the
world go by or debate the meaning of life. Those on either side of the debate believe
that reform of the building height limits in the central Melbourne - whether it be further
restrictions or greater liberalisation - will contribute to the creation of their ideal cultural
landscape in the city.
The present debate is fascinating because it echoes a similar debate that occurred in the
city during the J920s and 1930s. Then, as now, the debate was generally confined to the
architectural and planning community in the city. Then, as now, it involved those who
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some of the world's tallest office buildings were c~nstructed. However, rut m e
eak ed dunn
· g the J890s depression, when the fortunes of many of
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~ s ~ - w en
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Melbourne's largest, and smallest, companies were lost as the speculative bu ~ that
had supported the city's long boom burst. Confidence was ~er e~oded whe~, 1~ the
middle of the decade, Sydney overtook Me(bourne as _the continents tru;gest c1~. No
longer the 'Metropohs of Australia', the city found itself,_ by century s end,_ m the
humiliating positton of(once again) playing second fiddle to its northern competttor.

roo: :f

less assured of itself than it had
Subsequentiy Melbourne entered. the twentieth century
th
· · f th
.
.
been a decade before. Festivittes such as Federation m 1901 an_d e v1s1t o_ e
American Fleet in t 908 helped to restore confidence in the city but ti was not unit! the
1910s that this assurance was represented in its built environme_nt, ;:vhen_several_l3'.ge
1
scale buildings were constructed m the Central Business Distnct. While rebu1ldmg
was certainly a sign of renewed economic vigour in Melbourne the clou~s _of self doubt
that descended upon the city during the depression had still not ~II~ d1ss1pated. ~~re
remained a feeling that Melbourne had much to do in order to regrun its former pos1tton
as a city of world significance. This feeling of self doubt is evident in the interwar
debate on building heights in the city.
The debate arose in response to a paper presented to the Royal Victorian Institute of
Architects (RVIA) in 1925 by a local architect Marcus Barlow, who called for a
revision in the building regulations to provide for the construction of 300 foot, or even
higher, buildings in the city. According to Barlow, the high price of city land justified
such a measure. Taller buildings, he stated, would enable business to be concentrated
into a smaller area, an arrangement which saved valuable space and suited the
efficiency demands of modem business. Further, construction costs were cheaper in a
tall building, allowing for reduced rentals and lower overhead expenses for the tenant.''
As Barlow saw it, from a financial and spatial point of view it was "absurd" to continue
to limit the height of Melbourne's buildings. 11
The existing limit of 132 feet had been laid down in 1916 and had aroused little public
debate at the time. To most concerned it had seemed a sensible measure and followed in
the wake of such cities as Boston. which had barmed skyscrapers in 1891. 13 Opponents
of tall buildings had convinced the Melbourne City Council that such structures would
have a detrimental impact on the city. Not only did they 'steal' light and air from
neighbouring structures - a vital consideration at a time when sunshine was the main
light source in workplaces - their greater size resulted in increased urban congestion.
More fiightening was the tire hazard posed by ever-higher buildings." In the words of
the historian Michael Holleran, tall buildings "were a terrifying addition to a flammable
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Central to Barlow's case was his conviction that "absurd
d "nhib"
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res c ons
scouraged
investment, an 1
1ted . ~rogress'. a s1tua~on which if not checked would lead to
B
Melbourne s, and Australia s, decline. lssumg a challenge to bis coll
"Thi ·
eagues, ar1ow
asked : . s 1s a young country, on the verge of intensive development; are we gomg to
stand aside, and see such develop~ent retarded? It is the interest of the community that
all byelaws are brought up to date, m order that we are allowed to take advantage ohhis
development, and to hold our place among nations."" The prospect that Melbourne
might slip further down the world wban hierarchy and be reduced to the level of a
"Victorian pro'?ncial city"':"~ a co~t concern of Barlow and his supponers." They
looked to the high-growth cities of Chicago and New York, where buildmg construction
was less restricted, as bluep~ts for their own city. Conceding that regulations were
necessary to guarantee public safety, the reformers remained adamant that such
constraints should not unduly interfere with individual rights or obstruct the
development of civilisation.

Prominent among Barlow's supporters was Herbert Brookes, a successful businessman
and fonner Australian diplomat to the United States. In a I 93 I address to RVIA
Brookes praised the progressive spirit that drove Americans in "everything" and argued
that skyscrapers exemplified the "face of modem wban civilisation". He agreed with
Barlow that limiting the height of buildings would interfere "with the development of
future civilisation as compared to what is happening in other countries."'° Brookes is
overstating his case here because at the time of his address the United States was unique
among Western nations in having an unrestricted buildmg height limit, and that was
only in New York. However, this does not mean that all the assertions of the height
refonners should be characterised as hyperbole. For the likes of Barlow and Brookes
there was a sincere belief that if Melbourne was going to take its place among the
'civilised' cities of the world then it would need to modernise along the lines of New
y ork and Chicago, in their minds, the foremost exemplars twentieth century modernity
and civilisation.
Also expressing the desire to forge a civilised, twentieth century metropolis were those
who opposed height liberalisation. While agreeing that Melbourne n~ed to modernise
to stave off decline, the defenders of the status quo argued that this could be best
achieved through lateral, not vertical expansion. As a former Lord Mayor of Melbourne,
Frank Stapley, explained: "there was, in Melbourne, no necessity for extrem_ely high
buildings, such as had been erected in New York, because _Mel_boume, unlike New
y ork could practically expand in all directions"" Although histonans such as Thomas
van 'Leeuwen have since shown that spatial restrictions were not a s1gmficant
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C tral B ·
saw ii, the development of a concentrated s~scraper distnct m the enk d ~-sm<:55
District would dehumanise the city and make 11 an unpleasant p1ace to wor 3;" . 1ve m.
II was on these grounds that Kingsley Hend~n · the doyen of Me!bourne_s mterwar
architects . anacked the reformers. He chasused Barlow for only seemg the issue from
a "economic" point of view and ignonng the "hwnanitarian standpoint". A~rd1~g to
Henderson the abolition of height limits would simply amount to substantial gift of
unearned ~cremenl to landowners and compel "hundreds of people" to work and live
under (ineffic1en1) electric lighting. Such a situation, he suggested, was far from
humanitarian.1' For Henderson and the other anti-reformers the advance of civilisation
in Melbourne meant adhenng to hwnan scale principles in city building and making
sure that the public interest was served alongside those of the property owner.25
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It appears that the Melbourne City Council was in agreement with this latter view
because despite a 1929 submission by the Royal Victorian Institute of Architects to the
council 10 raise the height limit to I 50 feet (the same as Sydney's) the council refused to
agree, behevmg that the existing limit was more than adequate for the future growth of
the c1ty.2' The council's decision effecllvcly ended the interwar debate, the issue lying
latent until the construction of the multi-storey ICI Building in late 1950s, the
appearance of which led to the abandonment of the old 132 foot limit in the city.2'
The high-nsc skyline which arose in Melbourne as a consequence of the abandonment
of the height limit shows that Brookes' assertion that the skyscraper was the face of
modem urban civilisation was eventually taken-up by Melbourne's city builders.
However, the idea that tall buildings epitomise modernity and civilisation is still not
accepted by all. As in the interwar debate, those who today support a lower-rise skyline
wol!)' that the city will be .dehumarused if an open-ended building height limit is
msui_uted m Melbourne. As m.the mterwar debate, those on the other side are just as
womed that Mel~oum~ will shp ~er down the international urban hierarchy unless
such a open hm1t 1s achieved. A pnmc example of this is the planned construction of the
world's tallest building in the Docklands area of Melbourne, the so-called Landmark
(Grollo) Tower. In a consultant's report prepared for the developers of this project the
wnter declared that:
'
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This is to s_a~ that Grollo'~ tower will provide Melbourne with a 'brand image' that will
prove that ll 1_s up tber~ with the big players on the world stage. I do not want to sound
unduly scep!lcal, but 11 _seems a rather 'big ask' for one building. Moreover, as the
histonan Anth_on~ D. King ~rrectly identifies, although the construction of tall and
spcctacul~ bmldm_gs ~e design~ to present a positive image of a city to other places,
m effect, the public _display of SIZC serves less to demonstrate [a city's) superiority than
to confirm the consciousness of its inferiority.•n Buildings such as the proposed Grollo
Tower show that _th~ sense of insecurity that Melbourne felt concerning its place in the
world at the bc~n~ of ~e twentieth century still exists at the century's end. That
most of Melbourne s city builders continue to use overseas cities as templates for their
city's growth suggests that they are largely oblivious to what lies around them. Rather
than dreaming of Paris or New York, more of them should search for cultural
landscapes and symbols closer to home to confinn their city's identity. Only then, will
Melbourne shed its feelings of self doubt and come to terms with its place in the world
urban hierarchy.
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The Ne1g or ood Paradigm - Origins - Past_ Present - Future
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Germany

The idea of the neighbor~ood is exp_eriencing a renaissance. This sixty year old vision 15
now meant to offer solutions to SOCtal, housing and urban development problems of the
twenty-first c~~- S~p~ of its_ meaning and often used as an empty phrase, the
term now (agam) 1s finding its way mto urban development and planning literature and
is rarely left out of real estate brochures. Currently, the rich in the USA s11ITound their
neighborhoods with high fences in order to protect their wealth. According to
inhabitants ~d real estate agents the · gated communities' give their owners a feeling of
stronger social control and create (anew) the feeling of neighborliness. T.C. Boyle
describes this paranoia impressively in his recent novel "America" in which he sketches
out the contradictory wishful thinking of a peaceful neighborhood in a globalized world.
Hopes have always been raised by the idea of the neighborhood, that by manipulatJon of
the built environment social processes and relationships could be altered. We are
speaking here mainly of the contextual history of ideas and projects in London, New
York and Hamburg.
Decentralization, urban development models and the search for a synthesis
between city and countryside
Since around the tum of the century processes of amassing and the phenomena of
"losing ones roots" have been being identified, mainly by social scientists. Urbanizauon
in this sense was seen to tear humans from the land and was interpreted as a dangerous
mass of disconnected individuals in large cities. In this context decentralization. lowerdensities and structuring of the urban configuration were standard arguments of urban
planners and urban scientists of the late nineteenth century. Deccntral~tion ideas
remained mainly on paper, though. Concrete examples, such as the follllding of new
Garden Cities, were seldom carried out and were often philanthropically motivated, as
in the cases of the factory housing estates of the "gentlemen reformers" like Lever in
Liverpool (Port Sunlight) and Cadbwy in Birmin~am (Bournville). The magn~ic (arge
city as envisioned by Ebenezer Howard, the Eng~1sh founder ~f the Garden City idea,
seemed in short to predominate. One example which served widely as a model was the
London Hampstead Garden Suburb (1906) planned by Raymond Unwin and Barry
Parker. In detail it appears to borrow from middle-age German towns_ such as
Rothenburg. The founding ofLechworth (1903) and later Welwyn <?arden C1ty _(l919)
documents that the idea of the Garden City was not only a theoretic construclion but
could also be carried out in reality.

The right model at the right time: Radburn
Whereas the English Garden Cities fonn case s~dies of developed neighbor~ood
settlement conceptions based on urban planning visions, the USA produced no proJCCIS
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Raymond Unwin and viewed British Garden City are~. They ~eturn~d as convert~
followers of Howard's and decided to create an Amencan version with the financial
support ofBing.
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In 1924 the RPAA founded the City Housing Corporation (CHC) which, with a limited
dividend, was to manage the synthesis of theory and practice and produce a model
settlement. The corporation bought a piece of land in Queens in I 924 and Clarence S.
Stein and Henry Wright began to plan and build Sunnyside Gardens. Because the preexisting street system was in grid fonn the possibility of Garden City style parceling
was impossible. Inhabitants of this first planned garden community include Lewis
Mumford, Perry Como, Bix Beiderbecke and a number of other intellectuals and artists.

Clarence Perry, a member of the RPAA as well as employee for the Regional Plan of
cw York and its Environs, formulated in the "Regional Survey of New York and its
Environs" the basic principles of a neighborhood unit with a separation of the different
modes of mobility and entitled their synthesis "The City for the Automobile Age".
Perry's general principles include setting a population ceiling at 5,000 for an area
surrounding an elementary school, placing daily services on the edge of the estate along
streets, especially at nodes between neighborhoods, the ability to reach central facilities
by foot, rerouting through-traffic, separating the modes of transponation, cul-de-sacs
and a green belt _around the estate unit, thus a separation from other settlements. Perry
dev~loped a positive contrast, a blue print for urban development planning, meant to
avoid the negative aspects of the large city. A number of technical planning principles
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which had been an _integral el~ment of urban design textbooks since the late nineteenth
centurY were effectively combined here.
1n )~28 ~er completion of Sunnyside Gardens the City Housing Corporation bought a
site in Fair Lawn, New Jersey to translate Perry's theoretical fram ework into built
reality. ~wo RPAA mem_bers, Clar_ence S. Stein and Henry Wright, were responsible for
the architecture and design planrung of the estate which was expected to rise 10 th
status of a dominant model internationally. Thomas Adams, Raymond Unwin, Frederic~
Ackermann and Robert~-Kohn were to serve as advisors. In May 1929 the first owners
moved to Radburn and m Autumn Wall Street crashed. Many Radburn inhabitants lost
their positions and incomes and had to move away again. Radbum was never finished
and became a victim of the global recession. The urban planning ideal became a
financial disaster: No one element of the Radbum plan was truly new. It was a (sub)urban model which promoted communitarian life styles though and was meant to meet
modem demands such as that of private transportation. Although the planners had high
hopes for the new sense of community, its inhabitants held predominantly conventional
and conservative values. Radburn became a Mecca for planners while the daily lives of
the "Radburnites" conformed on the whole with those of other American suburban
housing estates.
From idea to plan and into reality: neighborhoods in England
One could in mild exaggeration say that in the nineteen-thirties an urban design model
become dominant which envisioned low densities, decentralization and structuring of
the urban conglomerate with neighborhood units. Differences manifested themselves
only in the (ideologjcal) founding contexts and in building and architectural form.
The Radburn plan was published in England in 1933 and corresponded with another line
of argumentation gaining acceptance in Great Britain. Critics in England complained of
the absence of a social mix in new public housing estates. Neighborhoods with flats
only for lower income groups were seen to promote youth crime and vandalism. For this
reason estates with a uniform social structure were meant to be avoided. New estates
were to be developed with neighborhood units containing social facilities such as
schools and other common facilities. They were to serve to minimize crime and act
positively against forms of deviant behavior.
1n the MARS plan of London (1942) and in the London County Council Plan (1943) the
neighborhood unit formed the central planning element. The plan prescribed massive
action even in areas which had escaped destruction by the war. It foresaw a rebuilding
of destroyed areas in new dimensions according to the ideal of the neighborhood unit.
The planning goals were played through using a neighborhood unit in the East End in
Shoreditch-Bethnal Green as an example. The rebuilding areas were to be similar in size
to the New Towns developed in the framework of massive resettlement projects. They
were to have 60,000-100,000 inhabitants in neighborhood units of 6,000-10,000
persons. The neighborhood units were envisioned as having open space and all
necessary common facilities.
At nearly the same time as the war began discussions grew on how post-war England
should look. It appeared unanimous that a large-scale redesigning of the cities was
necessary. It was evident that urban planning would not only play an important role but
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was to be achieved.
The American and English plans with neighborhood units had been presented at
international conferences and l;iad led to discussion among Gennan planne~. Clarence
s. Stein's partner Henry Wright had in 1932 described his vision of the neighborhood
idea to the Gennan planning community in the journal "die neue stadt". In 1934 Bi:uno
Schwan also published a map and photos of Radbum. It was not the Anglo-Amencan
visions which raised critique but instead, the main shortcoming of western democratic
planning was seen in the "backward world views" which prohibited carrying them out.
But how was one to develop this principle of bringing orderliness to the city, to fulfill
its large scale urban tasks of redesigning of the Fuehrer-cities and equally "developing
the East", without imitating the "decadent" western democracies?
The idea of the "local group as neighborhood cell" took up the neighborhood idea and
managed to use it to connote something completely different, something nationalsocialistic. Within this basic context Germanic-national origins could be stressed which
constituted community with kinship, neighborhood and camaraderie. Expanded for use
in principles of urban design, the idea of the NSDAP local group was drawn upon
during preliminary work for a general development plan for Hamburg in 1941. The
organizational principle of the urban landscape was to follow the political structure of
the party. The local group unit with 6,000 to 8,000 persons presented itself and the
resulting concept was appropriately named: "local group as neighborhood cell."
In the wake of destruction inflicted during the war a further general plan was created for
Ham~urg in 1944. It took up the goal ofreducmg density with the concept "local group
as neighborhood cell" and developed it aggressively. In plans for destroyed areas this

co~cept . was tested and was meant to form the basis for spacious rebuilding of
residential areas. As a structural principle the local group was to be used not only in
H~burg and other cities but also in conquered eastern zones. The "local group as
neighborhood cell" was never built in its pure fonn but there are many plans m which
one could observe how one was meant to imagine them. Heinrich Himmler, the
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Neighborhoods as an urban structuring model for post-war reconstruction
B~ause t~e conc~t ?f_the ''.l~a( group as neighborhood cell" was discredited because
of ,ts nat1onal-soc1ahst1c ongin 11 was transformed int th t
.. II" " d ,,
. " aft 1945 Th
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· e goals appear similar though to pre-I 945 visions despite the
quasi denaz,fic~tlon of th_e terminology. Because Gutschow was familiar with the
London plans his presentation of and claim to the "inventton of the neighborhood unit"
could be deemed false. Th~ the "ideological ballast" of urban planning in Germany was
shed after 1945 and the nanonal-socialistic "local groups as neighborhood cell" idea was
transfonned to a western, democratically envisioned neighborhood unit, called "estate
no~e" in H~?°:g. The German post-war reconstruction thus carried on goals of the
nauo~l-soc,aliS!tc phase, as well as the goals of previous phases, even if racial-political
reasorung was dropped and replaced by other arguments. The depolitisized
neighbor~oods ~ere then grounded in biological analogies such as "organic"
orgaruzauonal uruts.
H.B. Reichow above others, having propagated the "local group as neighborhood cell"
in Germany before 1945, later used biological metaphors and attempted to plan "organic
neighborhoods". Once employed by Konstanty Gutschow in national-socialistic
Gennany, he had no trouble mutating NS-terminology into an apparently depolitisizcd
tenninology which derived from examples in nature. He used the concept of branching
for creating streets in post-war housing estates and the idea of separation of modes of
transportation borrowed from Radbum. Reichow was often mocked as the "Pnncc
Bernard of Oranien". His projects are considered some of the most influential in postwar Germany, though, and his (commonly misunderstood) book "Autogerechte Stadt"
(The Automobile City) in which he primarily propagates the "Radbwn pnnciple" was a
bestseller. Similar, if not more technocratic and free of biologic analogies, the
influential work "The Structured, Low-Density City" followed a similar line of thought.
Its authors did not try to hide the fact that it was produced during the national-sociahstic
era and thus make no attempt to change the terminology. One of the authors, Roland
Rainer, pointed to the neighborhood idea as early as 1948 and published the plans of
Clarence Perry and ofRadbum for German speaking readers.
In post-war Great Britain lowering density, decentralization, slum renewal, housing
construction and spatial (re)structuring were fused into an integrated concept. The term
of choice for the areas to be created according to this model was "New Towns". This
would document the societal shift and genesis of the post-war era. In 1946 the cw
Town Act was passed.

The most influential planners in England propagated the neighborhood idea Gordon
Stephenson had visited Radbum in I929. He had held various positions in the Mirustry
of Town and Country Planning and was later a professor in Liverpool. Thomas Sharps
saw the neighborhoods as part of city expansion rings around the city thus carrying on
the idea of the MARS plan for London. Frederick Gibberd, one of the most important
urban plarmers in post-war England, stressed the meanmg of neighborhoods for
structuring but pointed out in his textbook style work that its sigruficance lie in relauon
to the development of a sense of community.
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The ew Towns in Great Britain represented a large scale experimental field for
canying out the neighborhood idea. The root question here as well was how the social
strucrure of the estate could be planned. Peter M. Mann suggested "socially balanced
neighborhood units" each as a small scale copy of the social strucrure of the complete
city. An empirical study in 1970 concluded that planning according to the principle of
the neighborhood unit with transportation mode separation ("Radburn Planning") was
practiced in most local planning departments.
In England too, though, the concept of neighborhood planning was limited to municipal
housing construction and New Towns. The private housing market operated according
to other principles. In the USA in contrast, were government subsidized housing
construction was nearly non-existent compared to Germany and England, the clever
propaganda machinery for the neighborhood idea allowed real estate speculators to
adopt selective elements and empty terms from the concept. The dominance of market
forces was in no way effected by the fact that the neighborhood concept was propagated
by the government. The preamble of the US Housing Act of 1949 required that the
homes of citizens be integrated into neighborhoods.
Seldom has there been such international consensus among planners as there was on the
vision of urban structuring and neighborhoods. The goal of structuring the city was
internationally accepted. The method of achieving this goal through smaller urban units
and school units was widely consensus. Only in the question of what form the city
should take did the opinions drift apart. The world-wide planning euphoria of the
nineteen-sixties produced technocratic models which reduced and constricted the
neighborhood idea to technical, organizational norms of infrastructure planning. Even
representatives of the modem movement such as Walter Gropius supported the
neighborhood idea and the goals it denoted. Lower density, not complete diffusion of
the city, according to Gropius was the goal of organic neighborhood planning. Jane
Jacobs in contrast strongly criticized the myth of the neighborhood in her book "The
Death and Life of Great American Cities". The "doctrine of salvation by bricks" was a
worn out ideal of planning.
Many e_mpirical s~dies since the nineteen-sixties, including examples in Germany, have
demysllfied the ne1ghborh~ myth. The anticipated strengthening of community rarely
came about. It progressively became more apparent that social behavior social
integration and political consensus could not or could only marginally be ~duced
steer~, changed or affected by spatial concepts. The practice of trying to produce sociai
behavior change, class mixture and political harmony proved to be deceptive in its
~ontext of . false premises. Increasingly the concept of the neighborhood is
mstrurnent~1zed as an e~pty_formula in advertising brochures. Stripped of its original
c~n~ent 11 1s used as an mflat1onary marketing gag along with Garden Cities and Park
L1vm~. It rea_cts to the longing for a small-scale, transparent peaceful world with a
prorruse ofbemg able to create it at a local level.
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illustration of this prop~sftion~ global city-regions represents perhaps the most striking
In th_e adv~ced capitaliSt ~ieties over the immediate post-War decades, a tight functional
relationship be~een t~e national economy and the sovereign state over a definite territorial
expanse was the mvanabl~ order of the day. In each case, this relationship was consolidated
by the cei_itral role of ford1st mass-production industries as the champion propulsiv.e sectors
of~e national eco_nomy, and by t~e enactment of national keynesian welfare-statist policies
des_1gn:<1 to. provide_ the ~ent1al stabilizing mechanisms for these industries and to
~amtam their essentJ~l social b~. To be sure, international trade was expanding greatly
m absolute ten:ns dunng the clasS1cal fordist mass-production period over the 1950s and
196?5, though 11 w~ only toward the end of the 1960s that it began to grow at a pace that
s1gruficantly o~tstnppcd the rate of growth of gross domestic product (Dicken, 1992; Scott,
1998). The penod of the long post-War boom in North America and Western Europe can
thus be seen as a sort of apogee of national capitalisms, even as it was also a period in
which an international economic system was corning once again (as in the late I9th
century) to be a major but nevertheless subservient element of the world-wide economic
order. Much of this order was presided over by the United States in a Pax Americana
opposed on virtually all fronts to the communist bloc.
This was also a period marked by distinctive intra-national patterns of urban and regional
development in North America and Western Europe. In the great manufacturing belts of
these parts of the world, swarms of overgrown industrial cities flourished apace, their
economies based on growth pole industries such as car production, machinery, domestic
appliances, and so on. With few exceptions. the major cities of the fordist mass-production
era were remarkably successful in economic tenns, and all the more so as their industrial
underpinnings were well protected from internal malfunctions and from foreign competition
by activist national policies and administrative arrangements. The central problems of the
industrial cities of this era took the fonn, rather, ofa succession of locational upheavals and
associated forms of social contestation generated by continual dramatic urban growth and
internal spatial re-organization (Scott, I 980).
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planning interventions that yielded little or no _1mmed1ate n~cta1 return ~ mto ~ore
narrowly focussed entrepreneurial approaches directed to enlargmg the m~ctpal business
base. Urged on by local growth coalitions and booster group~, ~rban _o~fic~al~ ~ed more
and more 10 the tasks of persuading new investors to locate within their Junsd1c1.tons and of
building up good local business climates (Eisinger, 1988; Mayer, _I994). N~w urban ~d
regional economic development programs thus expanded apace m the guise of pubhc
relations efforts, incentive packages for in-coming firms (tax reductions, financial
subsidies, special land deals, and so on), municipal brokering of labor relations
arrangements in favor of new investors, and attempts at urban re-imaging (cf. Amin and
Thnft 1995· Bartik 1991; Fainstein, 1991; Gittell et al., 1996; Hall and Hubbard, 1996).
Much' was ~ade, 1:xi, of the alleged growth potential of high-technology industry, and
many localities poured enormous resources and energy into efforts to emulate the
experience of Silicon Valley (Miller and Cote, 1987) though with almost universally
unsatisfactory results. With the increasingly widespread and aggressive adoption of local
economic development programs of these sorts over the 1980s, the predictable result was
that regions became ever more embroiled in wasteful bidding wars with one another in the
race for scarce investments. These unregulated and predatory tournaments have often
tended in practice to provide more benefits to distant corporate shareholders than they have
to local residents, and when they result in the diversion of firms away from locations where
they would have operated more efficiently, they actually have a negative-sum effect.

The emerging system of global city-regions can be viewed in geographic terms as a
complex mosaic or archipelago spread out across the entire world (cf., Amin and Thrift,
1992; Scott, 1998; Storper, 1992; Veltz, 1997), with each individual city-region comprising
a central urbanized mass encircled by an indefinite stretch of dependent hinterland. The
mosaic is linked up across national boundaries to form a dense global network of economic
social, and cultural_ exchanges. Over the last decade or so, this burgeoning spatial structur~
~as begun to ovemde (though not to supplant entirely) the older pattern of core-periphery
interdependency that was such a salient feature of the geography of fordism in both the
national and international arenas.
This evolving situation is in large degree being propelled forward by the massive growth
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nd innovation effects unleashed by new
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:orld economy together with the revital:a:ns ;at~:f:•~ind~trialization i~ the
industries by means of neo-fordist reforms. There can be no clear edt dm mor~ trabd1t10nal
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unsaus act~ry. ou Y, e . t type is made up of sectors like much high-technolo
manufactunng (advanced semiconductor devices, robotics biotechnology etc) n gy
artis~al _and cultural-prod_ucts industries (fashion clothi~g. designer rm'.nitur~,'
mulumedia, ~tc.), and a wide ~rtment of business, financial and other services. The
second type mcludes a notable vanety of industries in assembly process d
k
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d
,
' an pac agmg
sectors (aIong WI. epen en~ networks of subcontractors) that were very much part of the
landscape of ford•~, but which have r~ctur~ over the last couple of decades in ways
that allow for constd~ly more flcx!b1hty, discretionary performance on the part of
workers, and product vanety. Post-f~rd1st '.1"d neo-fordist industries are typically made up
of large phalanxes of small- and med1urn-stZCd producers, but they almost always comprise
large producers too, often enough branch plants of multinational corporations.

fi:.

for present purposes, the significance of the historic shift beyond a dommant fordist
paradigm of industrialization and economic growth is that the crisis of the great classic
industrial cities over much of the 1970s and part of the 1980s has now been succeeded by
strong new rounds of concentrated regional expansion (Saxcnian, 1994; Scott, 1993;
Storper and Walker, 1989). Such expansion has been especially pronounced in the
ascending system of global city-regions, some of which are located in parts of the world
that were once sometimes thought of as development-resistant Third World peripheries.
The resurgence of city-regions in the contemporary period is due above all to the renewed
proclivity of many types of productive activities to agglomerate intensely together in
geographic space, while the spatial clusters thus formed also come to function as staging
posts and consumption points in world-wide commodity chains.

If the production complexes that form the economic base of major city-regions are lightly
anchored in geographic space, recent changes in the technologies of transportation and
communication also make it possible for rising portions of their output to be sold on world
markets (Lipsey, 1997). Specialized multinational companies often play a decisive role in
this process of global distribution (Scott, 1997). Moreover, city-regions that are successful
in the international commercialization of their products are liable to experience a
strengthening of their intra-regional scale economies, and a widening of their economics of
scope as the local division of labor responds to concomitant extensions of the market,
(Cooke, 1997). The net result will be the formation of a yet more robust system of local
competitive advantages, and a propensity for the economic bases of global city-regions
(though not necessarily their non-basic activities) to become more specialized relative to
one another (Krugman and Venables, 1995; Leamer, 1995).
Many novel questions about urban planning and poli~y have come to the fore as global cityregions have become more self-assertive and as nation states have found _thernsch·es less
and Jess capable of providing a protective umbrella for .~ I the geographi~ an~ sccuonal
interests within their dominion. This is not to say that trad1t10nal urban plamu~g issues have
disappeared __ to the contrary, they are as alive as ever -- but that an entirely new and
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corning into being as globalization continues to
unexpected set of problems must now be dealt with, and nowhe~ more so than in the
economic structures of large city-regions. Moreover, the remedial tasks that can .be
identified in relation to these problems entail vastly more complex forms o~ ~ollec_hve
action than the stop-gap entrepreneurial approaches that so many urban admm1strahons
have favored in the recent past.
Global city-regions represent constellations of interde_pend 7nt l~al interests locked
increasingly into competitive (but also collaborati~e) relallon_ships "':'1th one another across
national boundaries. They are made up of uruque and 1mmob!le agglomerations of
industrial and service activities that jointly generate increasing returns for all as an effect of
the social division of labor, learning and innovation mechanisms, labor market processes,
and the cultural norms that often materialize in local production complexes and that help to
guide business behavior and interaction. The economies of these regions, then, are
structured in such a way that the destiny of any single producer is almost always
intertwined with the destiny of all other producers located in the same region. Because of
this inherently communal nature of production, and the further circumstance that markets
alone cannot guarantee the optimal production and allocation of all the complex
externalities that run through these agglomerations, there is of necessity a positive role to be
played by institutions of collective order able to provide critical coordination and temporal
steenng seMces. Such institutions may assume a variety of forms, ranging from agencies
of local government, through hybrid arrangements like quangos or private-public
partnerships, to purely civil organizations like manufacturers' associations, chambers of
commerce, labor unions, community groups, and so on (cf., Clarke and Gaile, 1997; Scott,
1998).
Several theorists have recently pointed out that the deepening trend to globalization seems
to have brought with it a certain abridgment -- though by no means a vanishing away -- of
the regulatory powers of the nation state. This abridgment is perhaps most evident in
declining levels of national economic sovereignty (cf., Amin and Thrift, 1995; Peck and
Tickell, I 994), and in the early signs of an erosion of the legitimacy of the state as the
privileged fountainhead of citizenship and democratic order in the contemporary world (cf.,
Holston and Appadurai, 1996; Mouffe, 1992; Sullivan, 1995).
One further symptom of this condition is the definite (if still indistinct) appearance of new
forums of social regulation that are beginning to complement and to substitute for the
traditional nation state. Some of these forums (such as many kinds of civil associations)
have a purely sectoral expression, and operate only contingently in the geographic domain;
others have an explicitly and necessarily geographic or territorial identity. Three of these
are of special concern here. The first is definable as the global level itself, in the guise of
mternat1onal organizations, _con_tractual re~imes, formal and informal diplomatic
encount~rs, and_so on, thou~ 11 st!II has an ent1rely provisional and inchoate presence. The
second 1s constituted by plunnat1onal blocs, the European Union being the most advanced
s~irnen _of ~e _type: The third is made up of a multitude of localities, with the global cityregion ep1to~zmg, m prospect, t_he most conspicuous case. Together with the existing __
but restructunng -- system of nat_1on states,. this quadripartite administrative structure may
well present a foretaste of the basic scaffold mg of a new regulatory regime that seems to be
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The city-region !hus has special ~caning as a community of interest, even in a globalizmg
world, although 11 must be stressed at once that this remark has nothing to do with romantic
visions of a pre-modern civic republicanism or Tocquevillian comrnunitarianism. What is
implied by the remark is a conception of the city-region as an actual ar.d _ more
importantly - as a potential domain of citizenship distinct from other levels of political
organization, and especially from the sovereign state. The notion of citizenship that J am
seeking to convey here stands in contrast to the usual meaning that it cames as a birthright
granted by the national state. Programmatically, we might think of it in addition as a civil
attribute obtainable by residence in a particular place, and bearing with it substantive rights
and obligations specific to that place (Holston and Appadurai, 1996). In this sense, it would
now be possible to acquire citizenships many times over as individuals move -- even across
national boundaries - from one city-region to another in the course of their lives, thus
voiding the disabling and disfunctional effects of outsider status on participation in local
political affairs. One important consequence of any real reform in this direction would be
the enfranchisement of the large marginalized immigrant populations that ex.ist in many
global city-regions, thus opening the way for their more formal incorporation into the life of
the community, and hence for a more democratic organization oflocal politics.
Notwithstanding the triumphalism of Anglo-American neoliberal capitalism in the present
conjuncture, and its aggressive self-assertion as a model for the rest of the w_orld to fo!low,
there are actually many reasons for supposing that this framework of econonuc and ~hllcal
organization may well reach exhaustion in the not too distant future as it runs up a~ainst its
own intrinsic outer limits. I have suggested in the present paper that ~ere 1s a real
alternative to neoliberalism in the guise of a reconstructed social democratic_mode~ one
that builds on current trends in global city-regions but that seeks to mold them Ill pohtica!ly
..
•
·
lobal catastrophe the quadripartlle
progressive ways. In add1hon, bamng a ma3or g
,
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The Plan for Turin (1956-59): Theory and Practice
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paolo Scrivano
Dipartimento di Progettazione Architettonica
politecnico di Torino
l0125 Turin
Italy

Toe debate over the post-war Plan for Turin (I 956-59) is emblematic of the problemauc
relationship between theory and practice. Prior to and following the proposal for the Plan for
Turin an intense political and professional debate evolved between Giorgio Rigotti, the author
of the Plan, and Giovanni Astengo, the founding member of the Jstituto Nazionale di
Urbanistica (!NU - National Institute of Town-Planning). Rigotti and Astengo were
unquestioningly two key protagonists in post World War II Italian urban planning scene.
In J943. the city of Turin was seriously damaged by allied bombings. Both this destruction and

the expiration of an earlier city plan prompted city officials to commission Rigom to design a
new Plan (1944). However, this appointment was revoked by a Civic Commince after !he
Liberation and at the end of 1946 the municipality organized a competition for a new General
Plan. Due to interruptions in political and economic processes the announcement for a
competition was delayed and only became official in 1948. The idea that Tunn should manifest
its historic vocation as an industrial city was an idea at the core of the competition. Although
planning for the district or region was not seen as essential to the city Plan, the announcement
did request that some consideration be given to the "zone of influence'' of the expandmg
metropolis.
Astengo's proposal for the competition was a continuation of an earlier work. 1n fact. in a 1947
issue of Metron and with Nello Renacco, Aldo Rizzoru and Mario Bianco (ABRR), he had
presented a project for a Regional Plan of Piedmont. The basis of the ABRR proposal was
decentralization and to this end he proposed a North-South thoroughfare - a system of
highways - that efficiently traversed the city L_ (1947 a); _
(1947 b); Serra, E. ( 1991 )).
This was not merely a proposal for a "functional" system of circulauon for. ABRR's goal was
to define external or peripheral development while avoiding direct confrontauon with the fabnc
of the existing city.
The competition of 1948 was without positive results, for neither was a first pnzc awarded nor
did any of ideas generated by the entries have any operauve effect. Studies for a Pian for Tunn
ceased for several years and were only resumed six years later. Although the re~ults were
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Tlus consensus nught be attnbutable to what has been called "persuasive and normative force"
of the Plan for Turin of 1913 [Mazza, L. (1991)). The 1913 Plan had defined Turin's urban
order through a reaffirmauon of both the baroque and neo-dassical onhogonal grid of the city
center and the radio<entric suucture of the periphery. However we might aJso find an
aJternauve explanauon by looking at the discipline of town-planning and examining a problem
which has and continues 10 fetter implementation of progressive planning practices: the problem
of "theory and practice•·

reality''. This "reality" was accomplished throu h
.
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g- stausucal surveys and "scienufic"
is analysis on knowledg Of h
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•
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(1956); - .- (! 960 a); ( 1960 b)]. In fact, Rigotti's urbanism apparently takes place on

profile of the town-planner. TheJT 1delogicaJ positions were not ephemeraJ attachments but

three seerrungly umelated levels: first there is tow I ·
the d
n-p anrung as
emonstrauon of text-book
co •
as precusor to actual implementation of technical and litical
imperatives_of town-planning, that is, theory as merely a preliminary procedure 10 the ;annmg
process; thirdly, there 1s the nouon of the plan itself as theory• or thcory ·m1o pracuce.
•

colored by acuve politicaJ affiliations. Rigoni was committed to the center right of Turin·s city
administration while Astengo was a City Council member for the socialist-communist alliance

[Scnvano. P. ( 199 l )]. Tlus disconnectedness points to the fact that despite the acknowlegement
that confrontations between practice and professional interests were defined by technical

and closely associated with Olivetti's Comunitiz movement [Olmo. C. (1992)].

parameters such as zoning, decentralization, road systems and standards accompanied by legal
and normauve procedures, they were often forgotten on a theoretical level by even the most
cormnitted architects. On this accord it 1s of some interest to note that the word "zoning'" only
appears once in Rigotti's Urbarustica [Rigotti, G. (1947)] .

It's on tlus uncenain field that the contest between Rigotti and Astengo - who was assigned the
iask to design a new Plan for Turin in 1955 - reveaJed itself. Given that Rigotti and Astengo
were of different 1deologicaJ stances. they necessarily held contrary notions of the role and

In the introduction to the fJTst of the two volumes of Urbanistica - published in 1948 and 1952 -

. Rigotti describes his conception of town-planning as a "complex of arts and sciences". Two
areas of study are designated as composition, that "materializes the creative. idea", and
technique. that gives the town-planner "his tools of the trade" [Rigotti, G. ( 1_947)]. For
Astengo. "town-planning science" was a "social discipline" whose sub-specialization of
"anaJyticaJ town-planning" was "definitively a branch of statistics" L_ ( 1947 a)]. Despite the

th ry· secondly there is "theory"

AJthough Rigotti and Astengo figure as key players in a debate which frequently bordered on
the polemicaJ, they do not represent the full spectrum of political controversy which divided
Turin's City Council in the post war years. But the Rigotti-Astengo polerrucs 1s mstrucuve. It
was facilitated by a shared professional vocabulary, and a common field of discussion: that of

obvious mcongruency of their beliefs. Rigotti and Astengo shared similar ideas about the right
approach to pracuce. For both the plan was technically constituted by zoning, technical models

the techmque. However familiar these issues may seem to urban planning, the Rigoru and

and images garnered from examples such as garden- and linear-cities.

They aJso shared the

Astengo debate s1gnaJs not only a paradox m post World War II town-planning but a problem

same set of references but disagreed on which references were appropriate for a given situation.
For instance. Astengo directly or indirectly quoted Walter Gropius's CIA.i\1 contributions,
Ascoral's Les tro1s etabltssements humains and Patrick Abercrombie's County of London Plan,

which contmues to confront planners. For despite the ostensibly oppositional polerrucs. the
debate remained ideologicaJ and never addressed what might be arguably the most significant

while Rigom referenced a more traditional lexicon of town-planning (like. for instance, the XIX

technique seemed to have been considered neutral for both Rigotti and Astengo.

problem in planning: the technical implementation of theory. In fact. in theory and pracuce.

century town-planning). However, in both cases it might be argued that the alignment of theory
with the reference was sometimes questionable.
Both Astengo and Rigotti insisted that analysis and hard knowledge proceed any attempt to
design Here the difference between the two lay in the specifics rums of anaJysis and
knowledge. Astengo insisted that the point of depanure bad to be a "knowledge of facts'
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At the same time, city planning and develo men
.
considering the wider institutional politicl I cannot be unders~ood w1_tho~t
conditions of regulation of production and economy ~ntext: that_IS, cons1denng the
I 995). For Sydney as elsewhere, the globalaccwn°:1all?n (Famstetn, _1~5; Feldman.
·
•
orgarusation of late capttalism, its associated
global fmancial sector' and the m
crcasmg
centrality
and. other ex~n~ntJ·a1
consumption under postmodernism
are regul
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.
influenced the possibilities for development i:i:n~;~~:;.which have s1gmficantly
Favourable global ~onditions for cen~ ci~ construction and property speculation in the
early 197~ and nud and I~te 1980s, boom cycles in the rapidly expanding and
deregu(aung gl~~al fmancial system, were intensified in Sydney by local capital
regulauon ':o_ndill?ns- Th~ effects were intensified by a pro-development state ideology
on bo~ pobu~ sides, seeking to boost Stale growth in the aftermath of deregulation.
lowenng of ~ffs and consequent ~tructuring and downsizing of manufacturing. This
dev~lopment !deology so~ght to~~ on~ O(?POrtunitics for Sydney in ftnancial
sen:1ces, t~unsm and regional administral!on given by the rapid expansion of the Asia
Pacific region. The effects of central Sydney development on heritage and local amenity
produced a~empts to ~rate or stop nc1'." development by City Council regimes centred
on local residents. This m tum produced mterventions by the state government. as a prodevelopment regime, to reduce council obstruction to growth.

Developers ascendant: the 1980s boom
By the time the Labor party won the state election in I 976, the planning foundations of
central Sydney's development beyond the next decade had been firmly set The 1971
City Plan was produced when the City Council had a pro-business Civic Reform
majority. Its use of floor space ratios rather than building height as the central control
mechanism reflected the realities of the disappearance of the old I00 or 150 feet height
limits (the Height of Buildings Act 1912 was repealed in 1957) as American skyscraper
technologies found a profitable locus with Sydney's gradual emergence as Auslralia's
commercial capital from the early 1960s. The planner's vision was of a city of wide .
boulevards bordered by modernist. freestanding high rise offices surrounded by public
plazas, inspired by le Corbusier.
The floor space ratios allowed un~er ~ -1 971 Plan were intended to allow developme_nts
equivalent in floor area to the earlier limit of around )2 storeys. but with mor~ 0c;ub1hty
in building height and shape. Space bonuses ~ere given to encourage provmon of
desired features such as public plazas and re~lm~. The result. _as the late 60s~~ 70s
building boom peaked. was a skyline sprouting with new_building~ usually 15 to _o
storeys or more whose bulk. scale and design ignored thetr 1rnmed1ate built form context.
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and which were often fronted by bleak, windswept pl~- Th~ 000:,la~IT~~ ~~:e
ume Labor won state government m I976, but some maJOr l?roJects 1 . g
•
such as the MLC Centre m Castlereagh Street . were sull bemg completed m the late 70s.
The new state government encouraged these new developments as ~e sta1e's
.
manufactunng sector wilted under a flood of imports following tanff rcducuons m 1973.
Although the Prcnuer saw the City Council as re)auvely powerles (Ashton, I993, p.111)
given the state's powers to have the final say in urb'.'-fl dev~lopment, the government's
aspirations for the city were nevertheless seen as bemg assisted b¥ a Labor~ontr~lled
council. In 1977 the government made new boundaries for the City Council and m 1980
the voting system for !he Council was changed 10 cxcl~dc property lessees (ncarlr all of
these bemg business people). Consequently Labor gamed control of the c?uncil_ m 1980.
The new council. however, was strongly left wing. Thoug~ the~ was a nght wmg
Labor Lord Mayor, the situation was unsatisfactory to the nght wmg state Labor
government (Hanson, cited in Asbto~, 1992, p.97). T~e way ou~ for the government
was to re-amalgamate the Cicy Counc_1l with !he financ1a.!1y non-viable South Sydney
Council (having been split off by a Liberal government m 1967)._ ~owevcr: a b~cklash
agamst Labor at the 1984 council elections, in pan g~ncrated by ~smg gen~cauon
around the city fringe, resulted in mdepen_dcnt councillors becoming_ the maJo~ group on
the council. The Lord Mayor was not an mde~ndent, though: the _direct clccuon for the
mayoralty resulted in Labor retaining the pos1uon (Hanson, C!tcd 1_n Ashton, 1992, p_.97).
To retain some power, Labor made an arrangement m 1985 with Liberal Party councillors
that !hey vote together, 10 shut out the independents.
Such an unstable situation nught have put at risk council approval for Premier Wran's
proposed tourist-based redevelopment of the Darling Harbour railway goods yard,
announced in 1984 as a bicentenrual project. In addition, provisions for environmental
impact assessment in the government's own planrung act passed in 1979 posed a potential
obstacle 10 completing the various shopping, exhibition, and entertainment and other
facilities by the bicentenrual year of 1988. Consequently the government passed a special
act of parliament to give planrung and development control to a new Darling Harbour
Authority, which would not be subject to council controls or even the requirements of the
planning act. When the council, reflecting concened professional and community
opposition. threatened 10 refuse consent for a privately developed monorail to provide a
necessary transpon service from Darling Harbour to the city, the government repeated the
ploy. II legislated 10 exempt the monorail from !he provisions of the planning act and a
number of other acts (Ashton, 1993. p.112), removing it from the possibility of council
refusal or any legal challenge. Even after this, !he council, professional bodies and a
prommenl community opposition group kept fighting the monorail, culminating in a street
rally with at least 7,000 protesters, all to no avail (Ashton, 1993, p.113).
In the meantime the City Council itself could hardly be accused of being antidevelopment. The de facto alliance of Liberal and Labor councillors - the lancr
subordinate to the development push of the state Labor government • let the growing
1980s office boom roll on unfettered except for some concordance with maximum floor
space allowances. Off street parking, wluch increased the rental value of buildings, was
allowed to expand 'much beyond' the provisions of the I 971 City Plan policy
(McDonnell, I 992).

T_he co~cil's greatest difficulties were generated by proposals 10 demolish buildings with
high_ hentage value. The stale go~ernment generally sided with the developers, faiJing 10
use its powers to place conservation orders. The 1971 City Plan had sought to provide a
solution 10 heritage prcse~ation by allow~g developers to transfer the unused floor space
allow_ance from hcntagc sites to add 10 the1r allowance on other sites. But this provision
was hnJe ~d: the hentage allowance ~ormula was 100 complex to apply, it required costs
of con~rvallon 10 be calculated at the ume of development application, and other bonus
prov1~1ons of the Plan could m<;>re easily be used to achieve the maximum floor space
perrnmed under the Plan (Hamson M, pers. comm. April 1998). The destruction of the
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historic Aus~ia Hotel 10 allow constructio f th
among professionals. A similar reaction w n
MLC Centre caused much regret
demolition of the an deco State Bank in M~r uced when proposals for the
headquarters were considered by the council . ~~~ f~ new 32 storey bank
owned State Bank. icholas Whitlam, had~
·.
head of the governmentbank into a new era. Whitlarn wanted a new ~ppomted by the P~ouer to lead the
bank as a major player in !he finance sector Whitloffi~ 10 symbolise his vision for the
that the Labor c~uncillors were under press~ 10 t~s~ong-kcbor c~nnccuons meant
Institute of Architects strongly opposed the demolition as~ b il;auonal Trust and the
element in Mart.in Place's distinctive inter-war strce~pe Thcu tat ngHfo~ a key
the other hand, unexpectedly supponcd demolition· a pl~ onstheeec::1ta!~ Council, on
that he bclie~ed dircc~i?ns 'came down' 10 all gov~mment members of~C ater_stated
for the bank s demoliuon (Chesterman, cited in Ashton 1992 p 183) Th ~ii to vote
organised a protest rally outside the bank, but the issue failed t~ ge~te ede lltute
conc~m. _A special meeting of~ City ~ i l approved the application f;r th~=umty
building m Apnl 1982 (Council of the City of Sydney, 1982. p.297).

° cJ

Two more hcri1:3ge-rcla~ed development controversies, with development the victor each
time, occurred m the nud 80s as !he office construction boom raced toward its peak. The
flfst conce~ed the s1_tc of !he old Anthony Hordcm dcpanmcnt store, which spread over
most of a city block_m !he southern CBD. By the mid 80s the store had been closed for
some time, and a 1J11sccllany of users occupied the old building. In 1986 a Malaysian
property developer, lpoh Gardens, proposed Sydney's l~gest private propeny
development on !he block: a SI billion complex of a podium of five levels surrnoun!cd by
four towers ranging from 22 storeys to 50 storeys, with offices in the tallest two towers
and a five star hotel and serviced apanmcnts in the other two (Sun-Herald I February
J987). The National Trust and the state Heritage Council both opposed demoliuon of the
old store building. The heritage value in purely architectural terms was not insubstanual,
but when the historical imponance of the building as the home of the state's maior rewler
at the centre of a long-gone shopping era was also considered, the loss of the building
would indeed be significant.
The potential loss of a heritage ~uildiog was not been the_major concern of the council,
however. A serious problem with the proposal was that its size exceeded C11y Plan
controls for the site. The proposal included 2,500 car parking spaces, which greatly
exceeded the parking code allowance of a~~ o~ 43~ spaces. but which the .
developer claimed were 'essenual 10 the proJect s vtability (Sun-Herald I Februacy
1987). The government's NSW Traffic ~uthority ~~ it ~uld not_suppon a car park_
bigger than 950 spaces because of its policy of restn~Ung c!ty parking to support public
transport. For the council, the l~ge num?Cr of public parkin_g sp~ creat~ would have
conflicted with its policy of keeping public car parks to the C!ty fringes, while there were
al ad 3 000 public spaces within 400 metrcS of the site which were only three quaners
fu~ 0 w~kdays (Sun-Herald I February 1987). Th~ devel?per's calculations als_o,
· d fl
bonus for the provision of all this parking space. The council s
~:::ct:
floor space ratio of 13.2: I on the site, but the parlcin_g bonus wfuld
take the development from a ratio of 13.4: I, already in excess of the
~~::Cr
8
to I 8: I, well beyond~ code (S~t\J}:b~~ ~~ia~ ~~~e~;~, a
concerns. It saw c_ounc1l approv .
P m with 'millions' of visitors expec!cd m
developments, which was of paru~1ar conce
l l3 and I 15) The government
1
1988 for the bicentennial ccleb~~o~ ~~~;•a
~~ject which inc°iuded a major
The Mmistcr for Planning and
refused to contemplate_ another e ay m
1
hotel (Brereton, cited m Ashton,_199 p. I ; ~ under the planning act and approved the
Environment ~roccC?ed to exercise pows Demolition of the Anthony Hordcm's
de~el_opmenl, mcludi~g !he 2,5~:e~rs strUck fmanci~g pr~lems as the office
bw!ding followed quickly· But
rba!cd by on-site mdustnal rclauons
boom drew 10 an_ end, an~ these w~~ e~~ ground for a decade. ConstrUction restarted
problems. The site remamed as a O e m
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after new approval to build to the originally approved height was given in 1996, even
though tlus contravened the new draft City Plan (The Austraban, I March 1996).
A second major hentage loss occurred several years later. The owner of the Regent
Theatre, whose facade and foyer had a pennanent conservauon order (P~~) under the
state' s hentage act, wished to demolish it and erect a 19 st~rey office building. But the
state Hentage Council, supported by the ational Trust. wished to extend ~e PCO to
cover the whole theatre. The Mimster for Planning and Environment appointed a
Commission of Inquiry to make recommendations concerning the theatre. Commissioner
Simpson concluded that the theatre should be conserved as a total enuty: 'To lose a
bu1ldmg which as a complete entity 1s pan of the city• s historic architectural fabnc as well
as part of its social and cultural record would. in my view, be most unfortunate'
.
(Simpson. 1986, p.4). He added that Sydney's lack ?fa 2,000 seat lync theatre._which
was causing major stage productions to by-pas~ the city, coll:1d be met by ~novatmg the
Regent, although renovauon of the City Council-owned Capitol Thea~ nught '.31so
achieve this. As the evidence suggested a need for only one large lync theatre m Sydney
then, this question would have to be answered before detennining the Regent's fate
(Simpson. 1986, p.4). Simpson's recommendation that the government should acquire
and redevelop the theatre at a cost of $17m was rejected by the government, hard-pressed
for capital spending funds as Darling Harbour project construction reached its zenith.
Renovation of the Capitol and redevelopment of the rest of the council-owned street block
on which it stood appeared to have the potential to provide more developer bonuses and
thus lower net public cost than renovation of the Regent. The Heritage Council removed
the conservation order and the theatre was quickly demolished.
The fight over development of the Anthony Hordern's site was the culmination, for the
state government, of a series of development delays caused by the council. As Ashton
(1993. p.113) commented: 'With an economy in recession and arrangements well in hand
for Australia' s Bicentennial celebrauons - which were to centre in Sydney - the state
govemmen1 was keen to allow maximum development in the City'. As noted, hotel (and
motel) proposals were particularly affected as the independents held up development
applicauons (Ashton, 1993, pp. 113, 115). It was all too much for the government, and
in March 1987 it dismissed the City Council and appointed three commissioners to run its
affairs. with the Prenuer citing the need to overcome delays to hotel and other
development in the CBD (SMH 27 March 1987).
Under the City Commissioners, development applications were processed with alacrity
(SMH _1 August 1993). The government set up a mechanism to involve itself in decisions
on ~aJor development proposals: represcn~ves of the Department of Planning, the
state s Traffic Aulhonty and the City Co~c~ made up a pre-application advisory panel to
advise d~velopers before the formal subrmss1on of development applications {Department
of Planmn~. 1988). The government' s Department of Planning was directly involved in
detenrunauon of a proposal for construction of Bond Tower of 97 levels which was
refused because of adverse overshadowing and other effects.
•
The rule of the independents
In the March 1988 state elections, Labor was defeated and a Liberal-National government
voted _m. Later that year the new government passed the City of Sydney Act. This reestablished separate _councils for South Sydney and the City of Sydney. This time the
City boundary was ughtly drawn ~o exclude all but the CBD and the potential
developm~nt a_rea of P):rmont-Ultirno, the underlying rationale being to permit the election
of a c<;>unc1l with_a C1v1c Reform majority. The act also established a Centrals dne
Planmng Comrmttec (CSPC) which would exercise control over all developme~ts w1th a
value over $50m. and over_the making of plaris for the City. State appointees on the
CSPC would have a maJonty over locaJ government representatives. This ave the
government~ po~enual stranglehold over development outcomes in the
Th
City boundane mdeed produced a Civic Reform-led council. However,\n.the ~ ;er
9
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council elections the independents gai ed
'ty ntre 'as I
n control under the·
·
the c1 ce
a p ace people wanted to be , (F
tr mam goal of re~tabhshing
.
m arrelly and Walton, 1993).
In the meantime the need to revise the 197 l C11
.
between the Department of Planning and the YPl~ led m 1987 to an agreement
Central Sydney ~trategy of 1988 (Holliday c°':hil to review the Plan, wluch led to the
to a new draft City Plan which was exhibited~n ton, !992, p. 1_10). The Strategy led
independent-controlled council. The independe~ul~1991 , Just _pnor to the elecuon of the
the draft plan, including floor space ratios tran ts sagi:eect with fundamental aspects of
encouragement of residential uses (Mcln;me spon., ~ntage and the lack of
fix t~ese_dift:iculties, the council appomted an~~:~n~Ashton\ 1~, PP- 128-129). To
cons1denng its recommendations the inde dents
nt pane O expens After
chief planner from Melbourne. One of t~ults
t~
draft P)an with the new
streetseape, with the final plan, approved in 1996
uirin
on city form and
1
built to the street fr~ntage at the height of older blril~ngs. ~~ !~~~ore~::rf1u~
emphasis on retenuon of lanes and the provision of midbloc.. connccu·
Pan s
buil f
hi h
..
ons, was mtended
to produce a
t orm w c complemented Sydney's traditional streetsca stru
The final plan generally
floor space rauos at those alreadpe
~~'f maximum
.
y prev,wmg
. retained
but all~wed these to increase 1 _cqwval~nt heritage floor space were purchased. nus '
would increase the valu~ of hentage buildings; this and a simplified heritage allowance
formula could thus avoid the problems of the 1971 plan.

:~w:~~i

.

The 1996 pl~'s concern wi~ g?OO urban design was a response to similar concerns
mcorporated mto Melbourne s cay plan a_~ e ear~er: 'Unu~ the election of Lord Mayor
frank Sartor... , and the development of his Living City bluepnnt, Sydney did not have a
cham~ion of urban design as Melbo~ ~d' (Robens, n.d.). The plan' s design
prov1s_
1o~s were ~u~plem:cnted by a rnaJor mcrease ID spe_nding on public spaces by the
council, m assoc1auon with the State government, ID readiness for the year 2000 Olympic
Games. Nevertheless the Lord Mayor has shown flexibility ID the pursuit of the city
beauuful, shepherding a nonconforming Renzo Piano-designed development through the
approval process. At the same time, Sartor saw developers as a 'necessary evil' who
were generally 'not into quality' (AFR 15 January 1998). Toe independent councillors
could thus be viewed as a genuine civics grouping, with civic quality as their leitrnouv.
Two significant groups, in particular, opposed the new plan. The first were the business
and commercial development community, which objected to the draft and fmaJ plan's
encouragement of residential construction in the city (the final plan gave residential uses a
3: 1 floor space bonus((SMH 18' ovember 1992; AFR 16 June 1995; Quinlan. 1998).
The second were property owners in Chinatown. They objected to the lower floor space
aJlowances on their land, which had been imposed to stop new development from
overwhelming the existing character of the area (SMif 10 October 1996: AFR 6 March
1998). The council has so far stood firm on the plan s controls m each case.
The first part of the new city plan, covering heritage buildings and streetseapes. had been
approved in 1992. The starting point for the hentage plan was the 1989 draft Central
Sydney Heritage Inventory, but under pressure from SOMA the CSPC struek nearly 300
buildings from the inventory. One of these was George_Panerson House. which _had
4
high architectural and historic significance. Al_ong wtth its ~t lisung, it was
temporary protection order under the state Hentage Act, but this was revoked by
Planning Mimster because of ·economic hardslup' to the owners. In 199~. developers
ro sed demolishing the back section except for external walls. and adding ~ven stones
S~ 29 August 1995). This had not been resolved when a fire gutted the
nfui~
early 1996 (SMH 3 January 1996): arson was suspectedfMH ~Jan~~~~ (SMH6
caused the government to be condemned by hen~e pro
fi:nuence of the
1
January 1996). In 1997_the CSPC was rcs~ctur /~ ~~ouncil (AFR 25 June 1997). a
council while plan-mak.ing_powe_rs_werc given bac athetic to locaJ government. and of!he
reflection of a Labor Plariru~g MiruSter more
powers enabled the council to produce
Lord Mayor's growing credibility. The tranS er 0
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a new heritage plan which added 43 b~ildings to the pr~tected list. and introduced five
conditions for approving maJor alterauons to hentage sites (SMH 2 may 1998).
The reign of the independent councillors since 1991 has been shadowed by the most
controversial development of all, that of East Circular Quay (ECQ). ln 1986 and 1_988,
Ministers for Planning from both sides consented to rede_velopment along ECQ which
would increase building heights by around 25 metres (Fitzgerald. 1998). In 1991 _the.
CSPC exhibited draft height guidelines for ECQ, which we_re exceeded by an_apphcauon
by CML for a new building. The proposal was strongly reJected by the pubhc. But
because of uncertainty whether the 1986 and 1988 approvals were still in force, the City
and CSPC felt obliged to try and negotiate the proposed height down. ln 1991 the new
Lord mayor and the Minister announced a joint c?nsultation s_trategy ":'ith the developers
and an ideas competition which resulted in adopuon of a maximum height even below that
of previous buildings. To ensure the new developments along ECQ contoi:rned to the
new maximum. the council sold the developers road space so that the budding volume
was the same, but wider and longer. When the old buildings were demolished, views of
the Opera House wluch had never been seen before emerged. As a !C5Ult there w'.15 mass
opposition to the new development. supported by the Sydney Morning Herald, with
major rallies and a 45,000 signature petition (SMH 8 August 1997), all to no avail.
Conclusion
Central Sydney's planning and development since 1975 has seen a strong prodevelopment attitude at both state and local government levels mediated since 199 I, by a
regime of resident-supported intervention at council level to change the direction and
quality of development. This is a reflection of postmodern tendencies for community
groups to become more active in the protection of local amenity. Nevertheless such
activity has its limits, set by Sydney's possibilities for capturing global investment. and
by the continuing legal subordination of local government by the state government
Sydney's attractions for global office and tourism investments, consequent on late
capitalism' s globalisation. have increased the possibilities of modifying their urban
impact. The state has continued to intervene to the extent necessary to ensure that
legitimate levels of development in central Sydney are captured.
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Introduction
Setting up of the first eco-museums in Piedmont in 1995
ed
·
· . ·
d'
arous considerable
d1scuss1on regar mg the roles and tasks of what was then a new ·mstatuuon
·
for
Italy. _Eco-museum can be seen_ as half-~ay between historical research tied to
matenal culture and !hat regardmg defirutaon of strategic guidelines for draftin
of development policies.
g
According to town-planning literature, the main aim of a strategic approach to
promoting an area and inclusion of this in macro-economic development policies
is not so much and not only definition of strategies but rather the need to
establish a coalition of interests that is relatively stable in time, to be responsible
for drafting and applying possible strategies. Area strategic planning, intended to
prevent isolation of rural areas, can therefore represent a means of supporting a
locally-conceived cultural proposal designed to promote a project directed
principally toward establishing a stable consensus around an objective shared by
a high number of local players involved in a process of territorial requalificauon
that promotes rediscovery of their own history, the well-being of the population,
a balanced environment and development opportunities for comparues. It is a
question, therefore, of initiating a process of territonal promotion that expresses
the joint interest of the public and pnvate players involved, linking these to their
historical matrixes. The fact that it is not, in the strictest meaning, a regulatory
approach means that the stra1egic r isk improves coalition of interests around a
strategy. Strategies do not, in fact, stem from a v01d; the m~mory of_the tcmtory
is full of passions and strategic projects, of persons and things, of mtercsts and
opportunities that emerge every now and again but which are unable to condense
in a univocal, rational project.
Political sensitivity consists io seizing the right passions at the right moment
With their village-based structure and different network of interpersonal contacts
from that of the towns, Italian rural areas can become'. where this has not already
ltural social pedagogical, hlstoncal and cconomtc design
hlabppened, fithe chi~ch the' enure ~aero-system feels the need, in order to fonnulate
b
Jd
a oratory or w
new solutions to the problems of isolation that are now ccommg o .
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The historical process of development of a society in its entirety also gives rise to
the fear, m certain social categones or sections of the area, of being in some way
excluded from this process. Some areas are unable to modify their systems in
order to keep step with change. Very often, certain areas are no longer able to
meet the demands of the society in which they are inserted and the externalities
of these areas are unable to find markets that appreciate them. This results in a
gradual loss of historical identity, of the local community which leads to
downgrading of the structure of the area and a certain loss of edge in the
employment market, with the well-known repercussions on that of housing and
services, on the quality oflife and of the environment.
Stimulate passions
H istorically speaking, exclusion of the rural milieu at local level is tied to the
change in the industrial society. Development of industry has led to abandonment
or uncontrolled, indiscriminate urbanization of the countryside according to
whether this is far from or close to major industrial senlements. Areas distant
from the large cities have often experienced industrialization of the valleys close
to the main roads, with a clear division between the old structure of the villages
and the new senlements in the valley. The villages perched on the hills sold their
valley areas to anyone proposing to set up production sites: this was a just price
to pay in order to maintain jobs in the village even at the risk of downgrading the
environment. But, when the classical industrial model was hit by a crisis, even
these makeshift solutions started to show signs of wear.
However, there 1s a risk that the rural environment will once again be unprepared
to cope with a new evolution of society in which the demands of production
overlap with those of rediscovering the values of quality and of the environment
with medium level anthropic characteristics.
However, any idea of rural revenge on the city would be an illusion. The
frequently propounded increase in potential tied to tourism and cultural type
leisure activities - according to which the better-off classes of society advocate a
return to the simple country life - has only a theoretical impact on the social
strucruring of the rural populations to whom this type of high quality tourism is
supposed to bring work and well-being.
The requirements of these consumers are only apparently simple; they are in fact
extrem ely demanding and require a professional quality on the part of the
operators that is not compatible with the current level of unemployment in rural
areas. Also, the importance attributed to the fixed, permanent job is still, today,
the main sign of social integration but nothing could be further from what
tourism-induced development has to offer in that this envisages, in particular,
forms of enterprise based on North European type self-employment,
cooperatives, part-time, seasonal work, a structural dynamism and flexibility of
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employment and also wide-scale use . . .
.
and services companies.
of imttal capital to launch mixed production
Application of stereotYPed gene 11. ed
.
r
hi
•
•
ra Z solutions to the ral h
,ar-reac ng n sks. To claim that th
.. .
.
ru P enomenon entails
. d
. I
e cns1s tn agnculture and h
m ustna structure without the right
ar
t e problem of an
be solved by boosting tourism and extern ~Iles to take root in the country can
operators 1s both incorrect and dam r~nvenmg agricultural workers into tourist
agmg.
If the rural phenomenon can be interpreted t
.
.
a macro 1eve! this is beca th
relative 1y recent phenomenon of exclusion and di • .
'
use e
•
scnminat1on of the rural world
h
o f a Iarge portion of the population is one aspect of a
"
II f
•
muc vaster system that
a f,ects a o our society and which can be recognized in all of society.
Ho':"'ever, if the ca~es and implications of this unease can be ascribed to a global
social system, solutions ~an be fo~d only in the local context and the effects, at
local le~el, are those w~ch detenmne the probability of sliding ever lower 10 a
s low spiral of _downgradmg and exclusion, or of re-establishing an identity in the
specific h1stoncal, cultural and economic context of that panicular territory.
Although rural areas are a classical example of a slow but apparently inexorable
process of exclusion, some key factors for an inversion of trend have been
identified and are now widely acknowledged.
The rural villages, in particular those in which the local authorities have drafted
local development and animatton projects, have solid histoncal bases on which to
launch territorial requalificatioo policies (social, economic and symbolic).

These historical bases are:
1.

Closeness to people's every day problems;

2.

A good - empirical or not - knowledge of the lim1ts and potential of the
territory;

3.

A well-ingrained habit of territorial solidarity;

4.

The legitimate and representative nature of the adnumsrrauons.

Th fi

to be defeated is the feeling of exclusion from macro-econo_m1c

typ: ~ : ~: ; ; :~ evelopment. This feeling o~t~nge c~:!~i~ : : :r~~;~n;;:
of regional or national development cou
factors:
l.

. . f the local employment market and loss of identify and pnde of
Tb hie cn s1s om
· particularly as regards the younger generauons.
e onging
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2.

An increasinoly marginal population in relation to current standards (the

elderly, pensioners, low income. low schooling, little importance to the
cultural heritage of the rural civilization)
3.

Restricted economic, social, symbolic visibility (paradoxically, not having
dramatic levels of unease accentuates the feeling of being excluded from
development processes: not poor enough to deserve attention and obviously
never important enough to capture this).

The struggle at these three levels of exclusion is therefore first and foremost a
struggle inside the territory rather than a dispute with the major external powers
of the State and of the macro-economy and initial actions must be directed
towards internal mobilization, partnership, invigoration of the forms of life
present in the territory and recovery of one's own historical and cultural roots.
The effectiveness of a global measure stems from mobilization of local
factors
Stimulating enthusiasm is the first step. Organizing this in a structured network
on the basis of serious historical research is the next.
Local experience has demonstrated that steps taken at national level to reduce
employment pressure do not have the effects hoped for because solidarity
policies based on temporary employment and short-term contracts simply
accentuate the feeling of exclusion and of loss of the desire to be included by
right in the global development process.
It is clear therefore that, although global measures are necessary, it ·is the
principles and procedures that must be re-examined and replaced with local
objectives.

In this context, forms of territorial partnership have gradually provided a major
contribution to the theoretical construction of a development model that exploits
and capitalizes on the potential of the rural world and which eliminates the
feeling of being excluded, replacing this with pride in having constructed suitable
models and responses for the context in which these are located.
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Abstract
.
This paper presents a study of twentieth century planning practices m
· d 1 •
.
h
I
eve oping countnes It
indicates t at most P armed urban settlements are based on male-d · ed
.·
.
.
.
ommat perccpuons
Tues~ perceptions ~d attitudes dtSCOurage ~e 'other half of the population from formulatin~
solutions_ to emergmg ~ban d_evelopment issues. During policy making, a gender approach
plays an important role m making urban settlements more sustainable by addressing the needs
and priorities of women.

Current urban settlement foiuasts for developing countries indicate that more than half the
absolute poor of Africa, Asia and Latin America will soon be living in cities. Consequently,
the burden of poverty will increase in urban areas and yet urban policy makers and planners
are often poorly equipped to meet this challenge. A gender perspective is essential not only 10
understand the characteristics and process of urban poverty, but also to reduce poverty in a
sustainable and effective way.
This paper discusses the factors, which can be considered for a sustainable development
policy. Sustainable and effective development can be achieved by recognition of the fact. that
gender is a key variable in understanding and responding to the different needs of poor
women and men of society.
Introduction
This paper examines the role of women in human settlement and_urban policy in developing
countries. Gender aware planning is a recent tradition in the planrung ~ develo?ment sector.
Its goal is to ensure that woman, through empowering themselves, achieve equality and eqwty
·
· d 1 ·
•eties This planning approach and development explores the
with men m eve opmg soc1 ·
face to
relationship between gender and development, and provides an ex~ensive P~
.
d Janning practice It also descnbes the conccp1ua1
developing country' s gender poIicy ~ Pbascd
d·
s and needs and identities
.
• tradition
on gen er ro1e
·
explanation . for a new p1aruung
. ues to integrate gender into planning processes.
methodological procedures, tools and_techniq,
. ty t ds to be ignored by those who arc
f women 10 today s soc1e en
.
..
..
f h . and infrastructure. '!be increasing
The fact that the pos1t1on o
.
.
nl
nt by prov1s1on o ousmg
.
.•
involved m human se eme
d . t mational agencies with provmons
concern during the past decade of both governmenlt ~ me m·es has firmly placed the issue
f the deve opmg coun
·
of shelter for low-income popu1attons O .
scale investment in a diversity of housing
1
on the political agenda. This has ~sulteddm
upgrading. These developments make 11
projects. particularly site and service an squa

ar!:~
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critical to examme how far the needs of women are
senlements and housing.

being addressed in the planning of human

Understanding the role of women in the household

ss usually lacks the thorough
investigation
of. basic
.
.
.
The deve1opment po1tcy proce
fails to recognise the
·
requirements
o f each gender of the society · First· the .policy process
.
various roles of women. These roles include reproducmg, managmg ho~seholds. and often
·
·mcomes. In most low- come households women'
earning
. . . . s work. mcludes not only
to guarantee
the
.
work (the child bearing and rearing respons1b1h11es) required
.
.
reprod ucI1ve
maintenance and reproduction of the labour force, but also prod~cttve wo~k, as _µnmary ~r
secondary income-earners. In rural areas most women are also mvolved m agnculture; m
urban areas, they work in infonnal sectors and ~s minim_urn wage works. (Moser 198_1 ;
Roldan 1985: Afshar I985). For instance in rural Smdh, Pakistan, except for a few women m
rich feudal households, all adult women, in addition to their household maintenance, either
work as wage labourers or see~ wage work to supplement household incomes. While
husbands often agree to Joan conditions wives have balance household budge1:5 to potential
disposable mcome within the household, but women do_not usually _control_thi_s. Whe~e the
household is comrnined to self-build their house to certam standards m certam times this can
have an impact on other aspects of household fmance. If house finance is made available at
the expense of the domestic budget, women may end up cutting back on food and working
_much harder in the home to compensate for the drop in resources and to save money.
m
·

One problem arising from the necessity of working at home and outside the in urban areas is
1he increased difficulty women face in maintaining the household. Usually in urban planning
work places are localed far from the housing, which also increases the women' s burden deal
with both responsibilities. The lack of child care centres and near shopping areas and work
places also restrict women from using their ability to contribute fully in the development
process. For this reason, today planners are effectively utilising only a half of the population
of the world.
The second problem which policy making process fails to recognise is the nature of lowincome households, i.e. there are many households which are heterogeneous in structure. The
most important type of household, apart from nuclear families, is women-headed households
in which the male partner is absent, either temporarily (for instance because of migration or
refugee status) or permanently (because of separation or death). It is estimated that one-third
of the world' s households are now headed by women (Buvinic. Youssef, with von Elm 1978).
In urban areas, especially in Latin America and some parts of Africa, the figure exceeds 50
percent. while in the refugee camps of Central America, it is nearer 90 percent. Globally it is a
growing rather than a declining phenomenon.
The economic condition of these households varies considerably, depending on the women' s
work status. If women are educated and involved in the wage earning sector the household' s
condition may be better but again, in some cases of developing countries there has been
discrimination against women regarding the opportunities of employment. If two applicants
are applying for a job and one of them is a woman and other is man, then job will be given to
man due to the dominant society values. The context of female leadership, her access to
productive resources and income. and lastly the composition of the house hold should all be
816

taken into account by the policy-making
..
fact that while women who head the hoproceshs. In add1t1on, it is important to recogru· se 1h
•~ ~~
.
e
nevertheless because they are also the pri
.
consntute a separate catego
.
fi
d
r th
rnary
mcomc
earners
th
.
1
b
ry'
intens1 1e ,or em.
• ·e tnp e urden is likely 10 be
women as Primary user oftbe space
Women equal users of the space both in their house d • th
.
s an m e local comm ·1y· · , .
some cases women are the pnmary users of the res·d ·a1
uru , m ,act m
needs are often ignored or not recognised· in both seinlent1 spaces!·. However, their particular
ements p anrung and ho d .
they are rarely consulted at this stage of human senleme 1 .
use es1gn. and
. . I.
r all
.
n proJects. 1n settlement planru h
most cn11ca issue ,or women nghts to tenure. The tenure .gh .
.
ng t e
.
h th
n t is usually given to the m
on the assumptton t at e men are the in charge of the h
h0 Id And . .
en
•
·
th
"th
•
ouse
this 1s a very
important issue at wt out the nght of the own the land wome
.
.
.
n cannot protect themselves
and their children from an unstable or vtolent domestic situation The ·ght f
.
. .
.
·
n
o owrung lhe
the idea that men are the sole as pnrnary
·
property hmtted to only men
earners and
. remfon:es
.
family supporters w hich, tn ~mt of fact is not correct Therefore, where women have no title
to l_~ d they m~y end up without t:3Pital in the event of marital separation. Mostly the
dects1o~s regardtn~ Ian~ are made with reference to the technical and financial criteria, and
often without co~s1derauon of the cul~e and life style of future residents, especially women.
In many countnes women are restricted by the physical boundaries of the house or the
community, and therefore the settlement lay out affects them profoundly. Their needs in terms
of plot arrangements may be quite different from those of men. For example they may prefer
plots to be grouped around services so that domestic work can be increasingly communal
(Moser; 1987).
The study of traditional pattern of settlements of different cultures in developing countries
defines where plots are arranged with communal orientation: mutual aid and co-operation can
ease the work of women. However, since it is most often cheaper and more efficient to lay out
services on a grid basis, the communal oriented type of panem is not often implemented. For
example at Hyderabad, new housing projects for low-income people in Sindh, Pakistan. roads
and plots were laid out on a grid panem. Another example can be seen in lhe settlement
plarming of George, Lusaka, Zambia, an up gradin~ pro~ect, new layout fo~ lhem to work
in more isolated conditions; again based on the stnct gnd system. The tradiuonal layout had
been circular with women able to carry out housework within sight of each other. Wilh lh_e
new strict grid system they were no longer able to leave their houses unlocked or lheir
children playing under the watchful eye of neighbourhood (Schlyter 1984).
Design Consideration and planning
··
f
· · ·
low priority issue because men. unlike
In some countries the provtS1on o saru1at1on is a
.
.
Middle
women do not re uire the same privacy to perform ablubons. For examp1e m many
,
. qbe use of the purdah (using veil to not show her to male). women can
Eastern countnes, ca
om Ban adesh, India, Pakistan has shown that
. glth
·es only before lhe sunrise or
defecate only on rooftops. A case study fr
.
.
•i ts women can re1teve emse1'
without adequate_pnvate 101 e '.
ms In the slums of Bombay and Karachi. women
after sunset, causmg severe medtcal proble . · bl . . isolated locations where ~Y arc
.
h
t perform their a u110n m
without private tot1ets ave 0
(A •al and Anand I982; Moser I987).
.
particularly vulnerable to rape and moleslatton grv.
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·
· ts because of their low- paying capacity residents can generally
In low cost housmg proJeC ,
.
•
· I
d
afford only limited provisions of services: public water pipes. latnnes, simp e_ roa. s, and open
drains. The projects that do not consider the priorities of _women are not taking mto account
veral reasons· First, women would be better. able to
how th1s can cause severe problems fior Se
fth
·ces
necessary
because the women have
·
·
seIect the prov1s1on o e serv1
. . first hand expenence
.
. of
domestic labour without services. Secondly, the improper provision of services Without
consultation of the frequent user can adversely affect th_e wor~. ~Moser I 987). This is
frequently the case in the design and planning of commuruty fac1ht1es. For example ~ater
pumps, introduced to provide clean water, have broken down becaus~ handles were_ designed
for use by men, and women and children (the principle water bearers m the community) broke
them through their inability to operate them correctly (IWTC 1982).
Follow up of rapid development and modernisation in planning and policy making may also
causes the uncomfortable situations for women. As previously mentioned, although women
are the primary users of the space within the house they are infrequently consulted in house
design. The cultures in which household used to be planned according to gender segregation
are now being planned according to modem ways of design in which traditional women's
autonomy is undermined by defining them as dependants by mixing the spaces for both
genders. For instance in Tanzania, the ' Better Housing Campaign' was initiated to persuade
people to replace traditional houses, built with local materials, with more durable dwellings.
This threatened tradition because it prevented the normal practice of separate accommodation
for different family members (Caplan 1981 ).
In Islamic societies, Muslim women are especially affected by insensitive house design,
because their life is confined to the home only and considered the space in which all social
and communal activity take place. Therefore the design for internal space of the house needs
special consideration. The concepts of extroverted space and introverted space in the Muslim
settlement are ignored in planning process. This changes affect women's freedom, and, as the
same time, the i~position of modem planning adds women's suffering in the sense that they
have to . keep hidden or prevent themselves from entering the extroverted spaces. The
se_g~gau?n betw~n ,extrove~ed and introv~rted spa~s is n~t planned, but women living
~thin _this must s_tJII respect s uch demarcations. For mstance m two low-income settlements
m Tums. _Mellassme, a ~quatter up ~ading proj~t, and Ibn Khalkdun, a planned community
(with _a wide range of uruts from basic core-housing to comparatively elaborate three-bedroom
dwellings), women were dissatisfied with house design, because of the small size of the inner
designed as cross between the traditional dwelling w1·th several
courtyard. Most houses
. were
.
rooms around a spacious mtemal courtyard, and a modern European-style house with a s ace
around the outer walls.
'
p
According to traditional custom women accept primary re
·b ·1·
"
h
b d ·
•
spons1 1 1ty ,or ousehold
u getmg, the financmg of housing and repayment of Joans is often also th ·
·b·i·
.
e1r respons1 1 1ty.
Th
d
e gen er aware approach 1s an approach capable of acknowled ·
th
different housing needs The d·stm
be
.
gmg at women have
.
1 · c1ion
·
tween practical and str 1 ·
d
useful in the clarification of this issue (Moser 1987) Pra t. I a ;g1c gen er needs may be
which arise from concrete conditions of women's . . _c i~a gen er ne~s are those needs,
within the sexual division of labour Accordin to :s1t1orun~: by morality of their gender,
women themselves. in response to li~ing conditfons w:eh~s111~ns, ne~ds are formulated by
c
ey ,ace daily. Therefore in many
8 18

needs such as adequate housing clean
.
,
water supply or c
.
...
- co
"den ti fied as the pracucal gender needs of low 10
•
ornmuruty fac1hues are
1
.
me women both b I
women themselves. In reahty practical needs
h
'
Y P anners as well as by
.
. identification
.
as ,these are, required bY aII ",am1ly,
.
especially
c h I.ldren, and therr
as sue
,

reinforce the sexual division of labour. At the samttun?me~ ~ ~eeds serves to preserve and
.
•fi . . , .
e It is important to rccogru·se tha
b
needs are m no sense em1DJst m content (Moser 1987).
t sue

conclusion
The study of the relationship, responsibilities and status of me
d
.
.
.
.
,.
'
n an women m society can
generate the ,orrnu1atJon of strategies for gender sensitive house planrun· A d" .
·cal · · tha
g.
1versny of
ethical and th eoretJ
cntena
t are culturally specific may also ass· th
.
.
. •
d
1st e strategies The
1uuon to the problems depends on the """;cul
lanning
cntena
an
so
·
·,.· .
P
.
.
r- ~ ar SOCIO-po ll!caJ
context. The strategic needs may mclude the discontinuance of the sexual d"IVISIOn
· · Of 1a bour
the decrease of the b~den of do~estic l~ur ~d chil~care. The consideration of right fo;
land tenure to women s and ho~mg loans m pohcy making may also increase the security of
low-income ~omen. ~ende'. mter~ :ire those that women (or meo for that maner) may
develop by virtue of therr social pos1t1orung through gender attributes. Gender interests can be
e ither strategic or practical each being derived in a different way and involving different
implications for women's subjectivity.
The fact that women, because of their tliple role, have particular needs in housing that differ
from those of men, or low income families generally, indicates that women's needs will not
be achieved by simply 'grafting' on ' women' as a category to existing housing policy. Not
only housing planning but whole urban policies is needed to generate the strategies, which
also takes into account the women's role in society and their responsibilities. These changes
also need a radical shift in the social set-up and the conceptualisation of women as important
part of the society and contlibutors to the development of the nation. Actually any
fundamental changes in attitude towards traditional stereotypes are required before a gender
aware approach can be reached for any change in planning. The sustainability of the urban
settlement an policy can be achieved by studying the gender's needs and their positions in
today's world where women are not only bound to households or child bearers but also
contribute towards development. The upgrades which women have thus far achieved in this
century are due to their own effort and struggle, rather than any planned policy. This is
because policy makers despite the fact that women represent half the user of mother earth
have thus far ignored women's concerns for development.
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The Significance of Genius Loci in a· t . 1C
.
.
is onca onservation and
Urban Plannmg: A Tasmanian Experience
Gwenda Sheridan
Kingston, Tasmania
What can we learn from the past?
This paper_seeks to explore ideas and invite response. Essentially it tries 10 grapple
with meaning m _landscape, both past and present. Our relationslups to existential
space and place IS. a 'gh
fundamental
part of the collective psyche but how can thi' s be
.
linked to dcepcr 1ns1. ts mto what "dwelling" and "place" really mean? r do
thaI we can d1scuss "PIace " without
.
.
be11cve
some deep insight into "Nature" g not
d
.
I
I .
' en er
balance,· mncrHouter reso•ulJon and how internalized beliefs about these have changed
across umc. ow we oncntatc ourselves in, or identify with, "place" is governed by
archetypal forces at work within the psyche.1
Across the millennia of human habitation, three distinct phases can be recognized in
which the meaning of "place" or "dwelling" has markedly shifted ground. In the
pantheistic and animistic mythology of earliest time, the hunter/gatherer psyche was
immersed within Nature and the Life-world. "The earth does not belong to Man, Man
belongs to the earth .... man did not weave the web of life, he is merely a strand in
it. ,JJ Here a balanced, holistic meaning was given to "place". Masculine and feminine
attributes and intuition could be accommodated.4 Such mythologies commanded
respect, reverence, and a sacred dimension towards "forces" that were intangible and
mysterious. Genius Loci - the spirit of the place • was a naturally occurring
phenomenon.
With a change to a sedentary, agrarian existence, orientation to, and identification
with, space and "place" altered. It took hundreds of years for ideas of Nature and the
Life-World to shift as archetypal tensions, often linked to changing religious
mythology within the collective psyche, emerged. While a whole wor!d of s~crures
and bui It form reflecting meaning in the landscape and the ancient behefs of
georoancy can still be found5, this stage saw a growing se_paration of Mankind from
the Life-World, a more paternalistic, "masculine" prevailing cner~ though Genius
Loci was still well incorporated within the collective archetypal behefs. According to
Roman thought every place bad its "being" - its Genius or guard1a~ spirit.~' Th:
spirit gave life to the place, detennincd its character and had the ab1hty to gather
unto itsclf.6
Industrialization over the previous 300 years or so marks the ~ird m~/or P~.ase m
change of orientation and identification and ~xp~essed mearung of place · The
Cartesian model with its emphasis on the sc1en11fic, fr~gmented, ~alyttcal, and
· · 1s
· we11 documented ·7 Such methods necessitated a considerable
,f loss.
mccharushc
"What is lost is the everyday life-world. which ought to be the_real concen! o manhzn
.
rt •cutar ,.& The spht m the collccuve psyc e,
general and architects and PIanners ,n pa . 1
f th hunting/gathering
·
.
.
a1· ed Nature and Life-World essence o e
widened. The mtem iz
.
ed " lace" momentum elsewhere. but not
psyche became instead an essenually scparat ~ _ lace built form.9 Masculine and
one immediately associated with cay-space or ur an P
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feminine were less balanced than previously, inner and outer resolution less easily
resolved. Gcruus-Loc1, at least in settled areas, had all but disappeared.
What exactly did a "sense of place" often referred to, now mean? In 1960 Lawrence
Durrell gave us a clue: "As you get to know Europe slowly tasting the wines, cheeses
and characters of the different countries you begrn to realize that the rmportam
10
determinant of any culture IS after all the sprrrt of f1ace. " It was this Life-World
approach that Alexander and cohorts at Berkeley' sought to pin-point, and reintroduce when they 1denttfied a series of archetypal patterns m the landscape·
patterns wluch gave nse to landscape language(s). The interconnectivity of
Alexander's language structure was vital. "Tire structure of the language IS created by
the network of connectio11S among mdivrdual patterns, • the la11guage lives or not as a
totality to the degree that these patterns form a whole. We can destroy these patterns
very easily if we do not understand what they are. "12 With Alexander's work there is
a return to a recognised need for intuition, feeling, harmony and the intangible _ an
appreciation for "a central quality which IS the root cnterio11 of life a11d spirit in a
13
Alexander's key point is that this central
man, a town, a bur/ding, or a wtlderness".
quality 1s alive and self-sustaining.

with each group of buildings. Later Victorian b . d.
1
and bulk, height and construction mat . I thu1 mgs appeared as well, but in size
•
ena
,
ey
also blended · h
·
Wit their carher
counterparts. In recent studies the Line ofb .1d.
ui mgs which encircle Sullivans Cove has
been referred to as the "wall edge"_21
lt is surprising that so many of the old buildin s
· •
area. It is certainly not due to any governme~t ~:am_~ the Cov~ ~d surrounding
more due to Hobart's slow growth. As with so
hgrutfioTn of their 1~?0rtance, but
d
muc o asmaruan h1sto
· ·
procrastmauon an lack of vision at government level
ed T
ry, mcrtta,
.
22
prevent a own Plannin A
until l 944 and by the l 960s "Hobart was strl/ a city without a 1 ,,21 U
. g ct
with the then formulation of the non statutory Sullivans Cov P anl
P until 1977
0
· · ·
f th C
e eve opment Authonty
junsd1ct1on o e . ove
.
'
. was very fragmentary• resulting ·•n some d"1sastrous bu1ldmg
Government orgaruzat1ons were most at fault. An official heritage bod th H
·
·1 h d
·
·1 9
Y, e entage
Counc1 , . a to wait untl I 97 to eventuate. The Council consists of 15 persons but
·
arguably its balance may not· be absolutely weighted towards heritage c
.
onservauon.
t.mg .,the bu1.1ding mdustry",
Persons represcn
"the
Australian
tourism
·
d
.
,, ,
m ustry,"
"commuru~ mtercsts ,or_example may not be the best equipped representanves to
fight for hist?nc preservabon. 1?e Council has few full time staff and has yet to be
really tested m respect ofTasmarua's cultural heritage.

A Landscape Tapestry

Interpreting the Landscape: Its Meaning and Life-World
Sullivans Cove and Salamanca Place form a large core section of Hobart's waterfront.
It is this "place" which I have taken as my landscape tapestry. Hobart is Australia's
second oldest city and a history of the Cove 1s the history of Hobart. The Cove is both
the natural front door and back door to the city, one which sustains a most dramatic
14
sening. For centuries 1f not millennia, the Aboriginal population had lived with this
small cove, encircled by hills covered in Eucalypt trees, a number of rivulets
emptying mto 1t, a sandy beach at the head of the cove while on its northern side a
small island jomed to land by a sandy spit.1s The lower hills around the Cove, were in
tum backed by higher hills, between 300-SOOm, then mountain foothills, and finally
the vertical presence of dolerite topped and often snow capped Mt. Wellington,
(1270m).
The colony under Capt. David Collins got off to a slow start in 1804. The Cove had
been perceived as a multi-faceted "place", -as a convict penal settlement- but
importantly as a site having commercial, strategic, naval and other advantages. 16 A
grid pattern of streets was imposed on the hilly terrain by Macquarie in J 81 J •17 The
waterfront was the "place" of greatest activity. Over decades the Cove boundary
became straightened, infilled, and altered. From 1828 onwards a series of Georgian
style, stone warehouse buildings was constructed on the northern side, Hunter Island
now having been permanently joined to the shore. Afier 1833, another line of
warehouses emerged on the southern side of the Cove. Here the hillside had to be
quarried out and the built form was set back hugging the cliff line, a good 120' from
8
the wharr' , such that the Land Commissioners of 1826 saw the wide expanse of
public land m front as suitable for "mercanttle a11d Government Stores a11d Battenes"
19
as well for "a delightful Walk and Dnve" • The Salamanca warehouses have been
described as the "best group of Georgwn warehouses rema111111g in Australta. ,,zo
At the head of the Cove too, other buildings were erected, notably a Customs House
an~ the Old Bond Store. The Georgian built form which encircled the Cove displayed
uruty, symmetry and preciseness of detail. Yet there are notable textural differences
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Delving thus briefly back through nearly two hundred years of white settlement
history and built form, and with the earlier thoughts in mind, some assessment and rediscovery of the meanings and Genius Loci in this landscape is now possible. The
natural Geruus Loci of the "place" incorporated the Cove, a connection to the hills,
Mountain and sky above. In simplest geometrical terms the four directions were
represented and presented a natural balance, to which could be added other forms. 24
The horizontal glassy plane of the River Derwent, the natural curve of the sandy bay,
the hills, and foothills (each with rounded form and crowns of vegetation), the
dramatic vertical lines of the Mountain "organ pipes", the massive vertical bulk of the
Mountain itself, the horizonta1 plane of the sky above, but often with rounded
cumulus clouds hanging on the Mountain · all can be interpreted as a wonderful
balance of geomemc forms. The atmospheric conditions about the Mountain must be
added since they create a certain special feel that cannot be ignored. Such an
interpretation allows for Man-in-Nature ~alance, ~~uline ~~ Femi~e energy
harmony, inner enclosure and outer extension. Toe hghung cond1hons which play on
the diverse geomorphic mountain forms cr~te at_ tunes a wonderful _feehng of
the subiect of an,
mystery' wildness' and a strong sense of spmt which. has been
literature poetry and other creative works from the lime o f while senIement lS A. I
26
times th~ Mountain presents like a Turner painting m its contrast of diversity,
colour, depth and richness of form; the whole_~ be a truhly s~bhmed landshcape. And
the strong boundary edges are panicularly s1gruficant; ere 1s ev1 ent t e greatcs1
tension.
lh
b ·1 'orm was grafted on to this landscape with its natural
th
h
When the I 9 century ui 1 ''
·
d G · Loci what effect did it have? In the I 850s- l 890s w1 out t c
meanings an
emus
•
f
•
l the "wall-edge" must ha\'e
20lh century development, what more o an impac
hi " all edge" tlus front-edge face of buildings, whlch colorual
presented. It was t s w
•
h . ntal et very symmctncal geometry m
travelers first encountered. Here was a onzo
Y
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buildmg line matching that of the water, yet of a scale enclosed, and small enough not
to compete with the Mountain. And yet the connection to the venical lines of the
Mountain was there m the precise and symmetncal detailing of windows and doors
which, dark m colour, matched the "organ pipes" so far above. The buff colours of
the sandstone too, contrasted with the sombre dark browns/olive greens of natural
geomorphic and vegetattve forms. The insignificance of the buildings juxtaposed
27
against the majesty of arure was a subject for more than one early artist. Behind,
the town nestled into its amphitheatre enclosure, surely as a place of refuge and
securirj8 against what lay beyond but less able to embrace a belief in being at peace
in a protected place.29 In fact the very solidarity and relative lack of void space in the
building form emphasized the opposite feeling • a sense of inner retreat from an outer
world.
But there was a sense of the buildings really "gathering" the original
"enclosure" quality of the place.30 Thus most of the original Genius Loci still
remained intact and could be respected in this landscape.
The Life-World of this 19"' century "place" needs further research to be assessed
31
accurately but insightful work has commenced and some clear patterns emerge.
Essen/lolly the Life-World pauems created in the place, reflected its natural spiritual
qualities. T11ey gathered. The waterfront was always a meeting place. A departure
and arrival place for families, and ships and people as 19"' century Hoban and
Tasmania came and went. As such, it was an incredibly dynamic place, busy, chaotic,
full of energy and life, the warp and weft of existence. All classes of people could be
found here, from upper class gentry to working class and convict, so it developed
always as a very public place for everybody. It was a wor/ang place too, with multiuse ac/lv1ty. Commercial, industrial, mercantile, and recreation uses, and as well,
mixed residential use, could all be found intermingled in this "place", though more
precise patterns of specific use to the panicular locality could be discerned. It was a
recreation place and a market place, the latter at times utilizing pan of the large area
of open-space in Salamanca. It was always an eating/drinking place from earliest
times - waterfront pubs being panicularly popular. It was panly this very
interconnected multi-use, diverse, subtle, yet apparently ordinary series of patterns in
the Life-world landscape that gave it so much life and sustainability and which added
to the natllral Genius Loci.
The last half of this cenrury has changed the original sense of enclosure, the small-inscale built form, its regular symmetry, its horizontal line of "wall edge", the intimate
linkage to Nature, the hills and Mountam, the original balanced geometry of form and
shape. The tall, venical shapes of modem-built-form compete very definitely now
with the Mountain, shifting the original harmonic balance. But not irretrievably;
original Genius Loci can still be discerned, - albeit with fragility. The Life-World of
the "place" has changed too. Sullivans Cove and Salamanca went through a very
depressed time, waterfront use changed, and the CBD claimed a greater share of
32
commercial and service activity. It was necessary for the Cove and Salamanca to reinvent itself, or else lose all original sense of place. This has in fact happened, not
wtth the lead of the government, but rather concerned citizens, the SCDA, Hoban
City Council, the National Trust and the Battery Point Progress Association.33 The
fascinating fact 1s that in the re-inventton, the archetypal patterns of the past LifeWorld, have persisted, difTerently clothed but everywhere very evident. The Cove is
still very much a people's place. Rich, poor, old, young, tounst, local, gather there.
Now more than ever it is a market place - Salamanca Market is known Australia wide.
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Then too, it is a meeting place, • a shared lace an
.
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take place against the backdrop diverse tapestry of historical time.
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This may c~an~e. A projected $150m proposed development on the waterfront at
Salamanca 1s with the government. News of the proposed development burst int
34
print in late 1997. On almost _the entire length of the southern wharf, encompassin;
much open space area, the proJect would include a 200 suite luxury hotel, J20 strata
title _apartments~ concert hall, conventi_on centre and other "add-ons"35 including a
fanciful submanne car park. The public has only been privy to a computer anist's
impression, but "what disappoints about Oceanport is that it is so ordmary."}6
Quickly the government moved to declare the Project of "State Significance", thus
bypassing normal planning processes and appeal rights. The independence of the
body left to review and pass judgement - the Resource Planning and Development
Commission - itself reconstitl\ted over the I997/98 Christmas period - remains to be
tested. However, the Commission immediately issued a set of Guidelines for a
7
developer Integrated Impact Statement3 inviting public submissions. Meanwhile, the
government may have signed an agreement with the developer particularly in respect
of the sale of the land, even before the public has seen any details. And trying to
obtain relevant government information via the FOi process has proved to be tedious
38
and difficult.
In conclusion it must be said that it is not only the "ordinary" about Oceanport which
upsets, rankles and dismays; it is the total denial that there has been a past, that the
past carries a meaning in its natural fonn and whole Life-world; a meaning m which
diverse archetypal pattern languages can be uncovered, of which natllral Genius Loci,
intact, is significant. All of this so far has been ignored, not comprehended, nor
In its presently constitllted form, the entire language, and meaning of
understood.
the "place" will change irretrievably, the ability to "gather" will be largely foregone,
the link to the Mountain funher weakened. Hobart, Sullivans Cove and Salamanca
will lose its heart and soul and what after all is a "place" without 11s people and Its
spirit?
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Must ~e ! ear Do~n the Walls? The Cultural Dimensions of Urban
Plannmg Ill Twentieth-Century China
Mingzbeng Shi
Department of History
University of Hawaii at Manoa
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822, USA
The city wa(ls o~ Beijing, an architectural wonder of Chinese history and culture, were
demolished m this century to ~alee way for modern ur_ban planning and design. Having
survived numerous natural disasters, peasant rebellions and foreign invasions the
centuries-old walls finally fell victim to the modernist forces of urban renewal e~ly in
this century and to the destructive forces of Maoist socialism in the mid-century. Must
the walls be tom down? Long after the walls vanished decades ago, debates about the
decision to raze them continue to this very day in China. Some denounce the
authoritarian Communist regime for its criminal assault on a landmark of Chinese
civilization. Others harbor a postmodernist nostalgia for historical and cultural artifact
and criticize the fai lures of modernist city planning. Whatever the case may be, as a
monument and symbol of a bygone era, Beijing's city walls still figure prominently in
the collective memories of urban Chinese.
This paper will use Beijing's pl~g history in general and the dis~thng o'. the
city's walls in particular as case studies to explore the cultural _dunens1o~s of Chinese
urban planning in the twentieth century. Based on th~ theore_ttcal premise that urban
lanning ultimately reflects cultural visions, pohbcal ideologies and power: relahO_ns,
ihis article argues that modem city planning in C~a is ~ p~uct of the mt~uon
between foreign concepts of city development and Chinese md1genous ~an trad1t1ons.
Chinese urban planning reflects tensions, conflicts, and accomm_odattons ~een
impulses of global forces to reduce Chinese cities into d~nt~xtualized ~fonruty or
ideological/political monuments and the heightened apprec~auon fo~ Chinese cultural
and local sensibilities in spatial arrangements and preservatton. This essay conclud~
that the transfonnation of China's urban environment must ~ansc~ both the age o
·
dri
by the pursuit of rationality and funcllonahty and the age of
'1:o_d:rrusm
ngtd1 fied SOCI.ali~en
st po1I.1.ICS and be based on a pluralistic and multidimensional sense of
Chinese history and culture.
Imperial Urban Plann~g
.th tr
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1
about four thousan~ years of ~an an P
the be~land of Chinese culture and
Chinese city pl ~ g and design
;~n:e city planning lies in the fact that_the
history. The uru~uenes~ of prem_od
i were " reestablished by age-old trad11ions
buildings and their locattons wtthin the c ty f th~ classical age" (Steinhardt 1990).
set forth in revered literature or documents _tyo bould be built in a square with three
.
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.
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impenal palaces he in the southern part of the c11y. These guidelines for a city with four.
sided enclosure by city walls and moats were all based on traditional Chinese
cosmo_lo~, the yin-yang and five-element theones, and fengshui geomancy.
Organization of space also reflected Confucian ideas about social order and hierarchy.
City walls and walled fortifications are the most disunctive elements identified with the
Chinese city
early all traditional Chinese cities were walled to protect imperial
palaces, temples, granaries, residences from barbarian invasions, tribal uprisings, and
peasant rebellions. Walls were so important to Chinese cities that the characters for
city and wall are in fact identical. Huge gates were usually constructed through the
walls, connecting between difTerent parts of the walled city and between the city and the
outside world. For centuries the towering walls and gates not only defined the skylines
of Chinese cities, but they became part of the cultural ethos of urban China. Traditional
Chinese cities were planned and designed to reinforce the cultural hegemony and
dominance of imperial monarchs. City planners in the imperial times were determined
to uphold imperial power through shaprng and configuration of the built environment.
The urban spatial hierarchy represented powerful testimony to and physical proof of the
imperial order. Maintaining a highly structured and carefully planned city form was just
of the many means the imperial monarchs used to display their legitimized position as
both rulers and guardians of tradition. The alteration of an accepted design was therefore
considered a challenge to the imperial order. Imperial power, therefore, was the most
culturally conservative force shaping the urban milieu of pre-twentieth century China.
Modernist Urban Planning
China' s modem planning experience is primarily a twentieth century phenomenon· it
has undergone three important phases of development: the modernist (1900-5,0),
socialist (1950-78) and global capitalist (1978-1998). The principles of imperial urban
planning came under attack in the 19th century, when Western imperialists transformed
a number of coastal Chinese cities into treaty ports which were enclaves of Western
trade and rnvestrnent and centers of colonial rule in China. Chinese cities elsewhere
w~re also pressw:e<1 to adopt Western ways (Dong 1985). The early twentieth.century
witnessed a massive urban renewal movement in almost every Chinese city. A variety
of political, intellectual, and commercial leaders sought to "modernize" their cities
according to their understanding of what modernity meant. The quest for modernity
took a number of different forms, but there was also a number of common elements.
Many of the urban changes were direct results of political changes in early twentieth
century China, such as the New Policy reform of 1903-08 and the Republican
Revolution of 1911 . The desire to change the urban form was the result of the transfer
of power from the imperial dynasty to a new Republic. Politically it represented a shift
m ideological discourse from emphasizing the supremacy of the imperial power to one
that stressed the primacy of people's rights.
The ne:<1 to revitalize China ~d the newly created Chinese republic required new types
of public spaces--parks, public squares and meeting balls. Municipal governments also
sought to improve public health, with such measures as building modem waterworks an
sewer systems. Many cities sought to improve urban transportation with streetcars and
railroads, and this effort ~ev11ably. involved widening streets and tearing down city
walls. Through both pubhc and pnvate efforts, the architecture of Chinese cities was
transformed, with new-classical Western architecture in the treaty ports and a variety of
attempts to blend modem materials and Chinese styles. One striking aspect ofthis effort
at urban renewal 1s the extent to which the old Chinese cuies, often viewed as the
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prototype of the preindustrial city, were now sub·ect
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and new attempts to restore order and disci r 1 thed a new generation of planning
p me to e urban population (Esherick).
The changes made to the city walls of Beijin b the m
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down parts o_f the city walls, remodeling city gates, and constructing roads to allow
passage of railroads, streetcars and general traffic. These changes amounted to the first
major modern revamping of the city walls in hundreds of years.
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As Beijing's monumental buildings and landscapes, the city walls and gates served 10
anchor the collective memory of the entire city, perhaps even the nation. As worlcs of
art they reminded residents and visitors of the cultural power of tradition. Because they
bad such a wide and symbolic appeal, they were the first elements in the city to inspire
protest when modernist development threatened to destroy them. Movements in
Beijing's urban design have focused on this monumental legacy and the extent to which
it should be replaced by new monuments that intentionally express a "modern" society.
Opposing the Republican government's inclination to demolish and modernize, a
Chinese cultural conservatism emerged, argu.ing against the "mentality of tearing down
walls." Deeply skeptical of plans made by those so called "the new men of purpose and
principle", Leng Wangu, a column.isl for a Beijing newspaper, attacked the government
for failing to "grasp the true nature of China." He also pleaded for "preservation of
ancient relics" (Strand, I996).
The conflict between a foreign modernity and a Chinese conservausm also marked the
debate over the redesign and rebuilding of Zhengyang G~te in 1915 in order ~o impr~ve
traffic flow between the Inner City and the Outer City s busiest commercial d1s1nct.
The municipal government employed a Westerner, the Ge~an archit~t Rothkegel, 10
direct the demolition of the gate's barbican wall, and the city wall on either side of the
tower and to design a new European-style plaza inside the old gate and fou_r new gates
· '
·
gh th
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with broad avenues passrng lhrou
em. espi
.
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tracks, as an unwanted intrusion into urban life. They argued that modem technology
would damage the aesthetic beauty and the imperial serenity of the ancient capital.
Some even maintained, based on the idea of fengshui, that the coming of streetcars
could bring bad luck to perhaps even disaster to city people.
Socialist Urban Planning
The second phase covers the first thirty years of the People's Republic of China.
Swayed by radicahsm and the utopian revolution of Mao Zedong, Soviet style planrung
and design dominated Chinese cities. Shortly after the Chinese Communists took over
power in China in 1949, they embarked on a course of urban reconstruction based on a
socialist agenda. Deeply influenced by the Soviet Union, Chinese cities were
transformed into industrial centers. At the same time, the government cleaned out old
teahouses and pleasure zones, and line major streets with official monuments,
government officers, standardized state-run stores, and plain apartment buildings.
The Beijing envisioned by Mao was to be a symbol of Chinese socialist state, a role to
be enforced with the building- of soviet-style gigantic public structures and squares.
Tiananmen Square was expanded into the world's largest square and used to s1:3ge
political rallies and parades in support of Mao' s utopian idea of continuous revolutJon.
In a symbolic break with the past, Tiananmen square replaced the former embodiment
of imperial power--the Forbidden City--to become the new political center of the nation.
The most ambitious public works campaign of this period was the 1958 Big Ten
Projects, giant buildings such as the Great Hall of the People and the Cultural Palace for
Minority Nationalities conceived primarily as symbolic monuments to the socialist
state.
Ignoring the old city's cultural roots and sophistication, these socialist
monuments tossed together ingredients of Soviet, classical Chinese, and modernist
architectures to create a new socialist identity for revolutionary China.
The communist government also decided that the remaining city walls and towers in
Beijing must be demolished because they were a symbol of feudalism incompatible with
the socialist nature of the city. "In Europe one is, alas, used to seeing the beauty of
histonc cities destroyed to make room for cars. In Peking, it is more original; the city
has been destroyed not under the pressure of existing traffic, but in the prevision of
traffic yet to come" (Leys, 1977). The fate of Beijing's city walls had already been
sealed early as the 1950s, but the actual demolition was not completed until the 1960s,
when Mao become so paranoid about Soviet invasions that he threw every Chinese city
into frantic preparations for war. For a while, tunnel-digging became a national
campaign. People from wall walks of life picked bricks and stones from the rubble of
city walls and used them for the arr-raid tunnels. Mao inadvertently transformed the
ancient defense system of the city walls rendered obsolete by modem aerial warfare to
create a more up-to-date defense. The centuries-old walls vanished from the skylines of
Beijing during the heady days of the Cultural Revolution.
It appears that at the beginning of the century, the advocates of demolition and
reconstruction in the name of modernity were a cosmopolitan class of Western-trained
reformers, and the advocates of preservation in the name of cultural integrity and
traditional Chinese folk belief were an almost xenophobic alliance of local interests.
However, during Mao's China, the cause of modem destruction and reconstruction had
been appropriated by an equally xenophobic, nativist ultra-leftist force, and the
ostracized, marginalized class of Western-trained cosmopolitans had become the
silenced proponents of preservation (Abramson, 1997).
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Liang Sicheng represented a. group of _architectural experts and city planners who
became cultural adv?':ates durmg the radical years of Maoism. Unlike the early 20th
centurY when oppos111on was out of geomantic considerations, Liang's opposition was
out of conce~ of c~ltural preservation. Liang came from a legendary elite family and
his father, Liang Q1c~ao, was ~ pr~minent reformer in the late Qing dynasty. Liang
himself w~ '.'" architectural_histonan who had been trained at the University of
peonsylvarua m the 1920s. Liang had every reason to love the old city of Beijing. No
only was it _h is home; he had ~died all its architectural charms in the course of his
career. To him, to save the Forbidden City was not enough; The great walled city itself
must be preserved. As early as 1950, he drafted a plan to keep all of old Beijing
enclosed into city walls, turning it into a great museum and cultural center, and to build
new modem city next to it. As for the city walls, he had an idea of lining the route
atop the city with flowers, benches, transforming the ring of walls into an elevated park.
~e pointed out that the fl~t tops of the walls ten meters or more wide could ~me _a
ntinuous public park wtth flower beds and garden seats. The gate towers with therr
co wept double roofs could become museums, exhibition halls, refreshment kiosks and
u : ses. The moat surrounding the walls at their base and the strip ofland between the
t ou uld make a beautiful green belt and provide boating, fishing, and skating the city
two co
...
1 fro thr gh f
people. These strategies, he believed, would allow Be1Jmg toodeap_ ~ :u
1~~
while avoiding all the mistakes Western cities had made: a m ~zanon at_wou
contain the explosive effects of rapid development and keep an ancient masterpiece for
aesthetic appreciation (Zha, 1995).
''the
To be sure, L.t ang's proposal bore striking parallel to what Eric Hobsbawm calls
d
•
·
ftrad·t·on"
(Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983). He sought to restore an recreate
1
1
mvenuon o
'
I · · b
older urban fabric and rehabilitate it to new uses, and respond to n~ve situation Y
:Ong advantage of an old one. He attempted to r~ackage the old infras~ture o!
ace for new style recreation and entertamment. To him, tradition an
urban sp
th and modem transformation and cultural preservation
modemity could go to~c:r, He was sensitive to both the homogenizing force of
caused _n o apparent co oot~ nuances of Chinese culture. He discovered that Beij10g's
modernity and tJ_ie deep-r
f atial definition is itself a landmark in the world' s
overall s~~gnd ~~c~eol:e structures of Beijing's street grid, its_system of
history o
an_p
. .
e
must all be preserved to maintain the idenllty of
enclosures -~d its axial s ~ ~ alternative vision for Beijing was beat out by Mao'.s
1
_g
cultural Be1Jmg. Howe~er,
f
·a1·
His dissenting voice was drowned JO
politically-charged utopian ~ISlon o ~~sm~ city: a forward-looking one with no
the political zeal of planrung_a ~cw
es ward communism.
historical baggage to slow its vtctonous march to

· rist Style erned with the revolutionary and pohtlcal
·
Urban Planning- Global Capita
In China today, people are no longer cone .
p1·ed with modernization along
.
I ·
but become preoccu
ideology of Maoist urban P anrun~, . till largely controlled by the government, what
Western lines. While urb'.111 plai:irung is ~ci ation of global, profit-driven, capitalist
becomes increasingly evident is the p
p It . partly in this sense that conflict
. . .s
T .
and overseas. is
d the roblem of modem development vt~-a-vt
forces from Hong Kong, aiwan,
between global ~d local cultures ~fthe d:bate over the future of the Chinese city.
cultural preservatton are at the heart
. \oca1·1Zed cultural traditions CJunese
ti g with
B ...c111es..
Global capitalistic forces are_ com~ ~'A Burst of Renewal Sweeps ~way Old e1Jm:·..
are in the middle of an ident'.ty cnsis.
[to the National Peoples Congress] urg ·
"Stop Bulldozing Beijing History, delegates
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These newspaper headlines all point to an almost daily ritual: Beijing is being quickly
stripped of their character as ancient buildings are tom down for office buildings,
apartment blocks and freeways and shopping centers, which are seen by city officials
and real estate developers as a symbol of modernization. The former sites of the city
walls are now built with Los Angeles-style freeways above the ground and the Beijing's
rapid transit system under the ground, all part of the trappings of an urban modernity.
While feverishly trying to become a world city. Beijing is also struggling to come to
terms with its own past. What many people lament about not only the radically altered
face of the capital, but also the loss of the old urban fabric of alleyways and courtyard
residential houses and especially its close-knit community atmosphere and neighborly
connectedness. There is growing complexity in Chinese popular attitudes toward
cultural heritage and local identity. To a large extent, debates about the shape of urban
development are often debates between differing cultural visions. When development
takes the form of redevelopment, it is seen as posing a threat to at least a part of the
city's cultural identity (Abramson 1997).
The question of urban development vis-a-vis historical preservation is not unique to
China; it faces all countries. Given symbols of repositories of Chinese civilizations,
Chinese planner expenence provides an important case study about how different
cultures react to the onslaught of modernist global forces. An essential cultural goal of
any urban conservation policy is to maintain and continue the city's identity in the face
of ever-stronger global forces fqr homogenization. The crux of identity is that it defines
the difference between places. This difference naturally emerges from each city's
special geographical location, its landscape, the characteristics of its population, and the
activities of its inhabitants. However, through technological change, increased mobility
and improved communication, nature is less of a determining factor in a city's character
than before and the populations of cities are also less differentiated (Abramson I 997).
Thus to an ever higher degree, the difference between cities is derived from each city's
past. For this reason, culturally essential features of the city's past must be retained.
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Introduction
There had been little room '.or citizen's participation in city planning in Japan until the amendment
f the City Planrung Act m I992. However, already before the amendment, some progressive
unicipalities had adopted the systems of citizen's participation in community-based planning, of
:hich Yokohama City was a typical example. Yokohama is situated about 30km to the south of
~okyo and has total area of 433sq.km. With a population of about 3.3 million, it is Japan's second
largest city next to Tokyo.

0

Kanazawa Ward, the place_to be reported on in this s~dy, is located in the souther:n p~ of this c•'?'·
Today there are many civic groups engaged m the improvement of commuru~ m this ward. This
paper '..vi11 report ~n t~e activities in this area based on public-private partnerships as a new wave of
community- bmldmg m Japan.

A Short History of Yokohama City
y,0 k h

was established as Japan's first treaty port in I 859 and the construction of Yokohama's
was the first example of modem city planning in Japan. Although she has
ore1g_n ced the tumultuous times, such as the Great Kanto Earthqu_ake in I923, war damage m
~~~~~ea':id the requisition of major ~acili!i_es by the Allied Forces m the postwar penod, today
Yokohama City ranks among the leadmg c1ues m Japan.

~ ? arr::ttlement

an in the I960s soon had its influence on the city, first by
.
.
The rapid economic growth that beg
th
.
blems caused by the overpopulation were
setting off a population explosion. Among e_~abor
following such wide variety of urban
misguided development and trei:nendous ~ta a: sewera e system, water supply, and garbage
infrastructural investment as the mvestment m ro . 'a1 , _ligt_es The City of Yokohama execu1ed
.
t · cultural and education ,act t .
f th
disposal, or the mvestmen m
f h •ty's central section the reclamauon o e
six major development projects- e.g. the renewaI O t ;~• h ku New Town- ~l designed since 1965
coast along the Kanazawa District, the development _ol ol o that Yokohama City plays within the
. m
. dusma
. 1, economic and socta ro es
to support the maJor
national capital region.
.
. sues of ollution, and the growth of the probl~m
From industrialization and urbanization emerged ; e emissi~n of smoke and effiuen1s from factones
called for immediate solutions. Efforts to reduce
ure of success. As the wave of suburb~
at the source of rivers resulted in 3 certa~ . m~Japan finally reached the stage where peop e
· the 1980's
development began to subs•·de m
. · c1ttes
. m ents which are of the qua1-I1Y higher than ever
.
f es·denttal env1ronm
began to consider the creation r 1

J:S

°

for the citizens.
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At the New Stage of Municipal Administration
'ow that the urban infrastructure, such as paved roads, running water, and sewerage systems, is
;!most completely built throughout Yokohama City, the interest of the public 1s beginning to shift
from funher amplification of the infrastructure to enhancement of local community's consciousness
of their residential environments and to characterization of the city with its own urban landscape
and history. With the overall aim of making the environment of Yokohama City more human and
more responsive to the outside world, a number of specific goals have been proposed: promotion of
solidarity among citizens and establishment of a more user-fiiendly municipal administration both
aimed to make Yokohama a more pleasant place to live in; coexistence with nature and
accomplishment of disaster prevention programs aimed to make the city life safer and more
enjoyable: and execution of measures to enliven the city in terms of its culture and economy.
It goes without saying that the city's administrative capability is not without limits. Rather the
general public are most directly responsible for the city's individuality and culture. In order to
achieve this goal, community-wide initiatives taken by local groups that function as subordinate
organizations of the municipal government will be more significant than the roles played by the
existing organizations.
The vast majority of residents now living in Yokohama City have moved into this city since the
beginning of 1970s, and many of them work in Tokyo. With much of their time consumed for
working and community, people living in Yokohama City are not very deeply attached to their
hometowns, or to their local culture. But many groups are already active, though on a smaller scale.
From the very early stages onward, the City of Yokohama has taken seriously internal teamwork
and partnership with citizens and the business community.
In I 996, the city started the public-private partnership in community-based planning in every ward.
It called upon every citizen to play an active role in the creation of self-government through the
promotion of grass-root democracy within the community. Though these attemp~s are still in a
developing stage, Kanazawa Ward is said to be the most advanced ward to accomplish the attempts
of all the wards in Yokohama City.

oW the s~e ~oup cooperates with a community-organization in an activity of cleanin a small
river, the J1Juh R;erHan!the :ou~ also cooperates with another citizen group in protcctin: a beach
at the_ebb ude, e ir ata ay m an attempt to foster natural ecosystems based on community
plaJllllng.
he Kanaza:wa Yokohama ~ca Total Stud~ (KYATS) or Yok?hama Kanazawa Chiiki Sogo Kenkyu
\udan which :w_as established m l 99~, is_ a uruque multipurpose organization which supports
S erous act1v1tJ~ based on the pubbc-pnvatc partnership in community-based planning. This
nuJJI •zation consists of students and teachers of Yokohama City University and Kanto- Gakuin
organeirsity citizens, corporations and public officers who are interested in the issues. The duties of
Unn'
'
h
1.
f
.
YATS include t e a_ccumu ahon o vanous surveys on Kanazawa Ward, formation of plans for
J( nununity, enlighterung of local groups on the issues they have, and the provision of information.
co ATS has realiz~ the lectures, events and workshops f~r the PllrJ>?Se of fostering natural
J(Y tems and social welfare programs. It also plans to achieve its proiects 1n cooperation with
ccoslys d national governments, universities and institutions, local industries and civic groups in
Joca an
W d
and out of K.anazawa ar .

Conclusion
The following points arc analyzed:
b d on the public-private partnership in Kanazawa Ward arc still in a developing
(I) Movements ase of the movements is restricted, for the present, chiefly -to providing
stage. The rang~
rtunities to discuss local problems.
.
.
fr · KYATS which holds the key for the estabhshment of the parn:iers_h1p,
oppo .
(2) The su~Jects co~ ontmgbcrs and ,to form networks with the individuals and the orgaruzauons
are to mcrease its mem
concerned with thhaeissues. occasions to discuss public projects in local areas, especially within
1 • cessary to ve more
(3) I is ne
nt sectors or between public sectors and private sectors.
the govemme
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Though Kanazawa Ward had already appeared on the stage of history since the medieval times, its
urbanization advanced only after the World War 2. The rapid progress in urbanization during l 970's
has alienated people's lives from natural environment.
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The coastal zone of this area was built in the Kanazawa Reclamation Project during l 970's. This
_project was aimed to build sites for housing and _mode~ small-sized factories. Es~ecially, the
proJect was aimed to relocate collectively the factoncs, which were _randomly lc_x:ated m the urban
area before the project, for the purpose of both the renewal of the city and the improvement of its
environment. A complex of apartments, Kanazawa Seaside Town which is separated from the
business district by a greenbelt, was built in 1978. With nearly twenty years having passed since
then, the new movement of communication between residents and industries arose from the
industrial festival in Kanazawa 1996.
In the 1980s, with the recognition that nature was in danger of irremediable destruction, people
realized that they had new tasks of saving life from extinction and of restoring nature. The
Dragonfly Pond, a son of biotop, made in a primary school i~ a result of such ef!orts. ~arents and
teachers in the school worked voluntarily to make a pond which restored nature m a pnstme state.
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Urban Waterfront Development Patterns: An Integrated Design
Structure
Same forces of technological change in maroume industry, realiuuon of environmental and
ecological values in city design and change m urban society have resulted urban waterfront transformations
a.round the world In Asian land hun~ c111es like Yokohama and Hong Kong. waterfront transformation
1s mainly due to the $ovemment policy on restructuring the urban spaces to accommodate new economic
acuvmes. Unlike c,ues of Western countnes, these Asian c,ucs do not possess 'inner city' problems.
Systematic displacement of pon activity take place before they become redundant. Waterfront change
has been analyzed and desc ribed by Charlicr (1991) based on 'life cycle' model of pon growth, by Hoyle
(Hoyle ct al 1988) based on pon city evoluuon from the primitive stage to redevelopment stages (four/five
stages) and by Van Der Knaap and Pinder (1991) based on urban policy changed. Waterfront change from
planning and urban design aspects need yet to be explored. This paper examines the waterfront
development through comparison of three prominent case study in different cmes namely Battery Park
City (BPC) of New York, Minato Mira, 11 (MM11) of Yokohama and Central Wan Cha, Reclamation
Project (CWRP) of Hong Kong. The ob,cctivcs of this paper 1s four folds. Firstly, it develops a
'thcorcucal framework' 10 analysis waterfront planninfl and development. Secondly. it compares and
contrasts the case studies on design and development issues. Thirdly it identifies weaknesses on them.
Finally conclusion 1s drawn and some rccommcndauons arc proposed for future waterfront development.

The unique quality of water 10 infl
b .
• m rcclamat"
ucnce udt form and human bcmg and th fl "bil"
hape and shore Ii nc confi1gurauon
fro m planning and urban design VICW point 'urcrocds ma.kc waterfront dcvclopmcnc'un~"' e ·~ m bnd
' rnicro' as well as 'macro' level (Figure t). It ,; a, ubli cs,ffn ,15 both :process' and 'product~ndwi~ial
realm such as waterfront promenade, streets Popcnc po •cy and an •mrlcmcntin~ tool'. Design of pubt
,dchncs_ and at a wider f~cwork as out c~mc of spaces etc. ~ a product' is influenced b des, ,c
fo'r ana.lvs1s ,s the comparauvc study of three cross socio;onomic phenomenon. The basic f.!mcwo~
out at 1nrce different seal~. At site level, it cx.amm~~~~':r, ~ascs (Figure_2 a,b,c). Comparison ,s carried
dcs•gll issues such as leading people to water's .edge
ff0 s~rban design soluuons for s,m,br physical
design of waterfront promenade and inner watcrbody • con •ct tw~cn vch1cubr and pedestrian traffic
arc analyzed With respect to operational tools. At sp~cc
Design.of such urban design componcnu
,n1egranon into t~C surroundin_g areas and aJso inc•z:~/~~/ro~t lS studied WIiii respect to Its
obiccuvcs and aims arc analyzed against devclo mcnt c
c,ry s pbnnmg framework ProJCCIS
,rnplcmcntanon mcch~ism t~ draw .a compa.rauvf basis. ;c"tro1, J:bnnmg approval system . and
. dcr framework, cross nauonal
development process within various socio-economic and pol1I 1cal d.1mcns1ons
arc compared.

r·
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Theoretical Framework
There arc few completed waterfront development projects. The selected pro,ccts for case study
have different track of development and arc still under implementation stages. Some changes have been
sought in remaining parts in each case studr.- In such situauon, the best way to analyze waterfront planning
and design 1s to compare and contrast similar cross national case study. Located adjacent to CBD they are
characterized by land reclarnauons and have a similar land use distribution of offices, retails, convcnuonal
and cultural f.icil,ues including s1gn1fican1 a.mount of open spaces, parks and promenades (Table 1). Water
has played the same role-used for recreational and aesthetic purposes. Moreover many planning and design
problems including soc10~conomic L<<ue< are similar in these post industrw c111es during the process of
economic structunn$. Cross national responses on similar issues shows the uniqueness of the society
illustrates an altcmauvc solution and help to form a framework for fururc program.
'
Table 1 Companson of Land Use Oistnbubon
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Fig. 2 a Battery Park City (BPC), New York
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Fig 2 c Cenlral Wan Cha, Redamallon Pro,ect (CWRP), Hong Kong

F,g 1 Urban Design (product• process)

At Site Level

.

Des· n of Waterfront Promenades: In Battery Park City continuous double lining of trees, tnple
rows of benches and street posts of uniform materials and colors coupled wuh_almost constant Width of
promenade grvc the sense of'continuity' of promenade. It_allow, to perform var10us act1Y111es for different
age groups. Continuous tree lining ~n upper p~omcna~c the feeling of enclosure, huml!' scale and al>-0
protect visitors from the Sun, wind and ram. Tho
M.Mu and CWRP allow spatial v,cws along
romcnades due 10 their irregular shorelines, they lac the proper furnitures and landscape treatments.
~romcnadc design docs not directly lead visiton along the water's c~ nor protect them from the Sun,
wind and rain. Sitting arrangement on the concrete steps is not convcn~cnt._Promenade runftng parallel 10
'Sakura Avenue' is narrow and inconvenient for vis11011. l.DCauon of Pacifico Yokohama o~ru~ts t~
view of 'Rinke Park' Lack of ground level activity ~ chologically rest net v,s,1011 leading towar ,,1 dt"
· down towar t hc W2t er at some pan of promenades
·
of promenade However
the stcp~g
_,
booner
h desirect
b
· contact
· wnh
· watcrbody.
'
' m the top and constratn= on t s,
physical
ncretc ~tcps covcrcd ,ro
·v
Ooor bed provided in CWRP arc not convcruent for rclaxauon.
·
h
r' d
d as 'cul-<lc-sac' permitting the view of
Street Patterns: All the str~cts leadmi to 1bf watc sde gel e;rc located at the end of strecu act as a
parks , promenades and water in BPC. T c pu ,can an scu !' ous street walls stone bases, masonr}"
gateway' towards waterfront promenade. _Moreover th• cob~"'c:wuds the woter\ c~ (Figure J). Such
lju,ldings with controlled architecture detailing an,cu~e/u d~ of streets lead people to promenade from
physical quality coupled with ground floor actMty on boI h s,des of streets non-uniform buildtn& setbacks
hinterlands. Discontinuity of $round level awvity on , 1 51 tual access' 1~wuds the water's edge though
and poor views of watcrbody IO M.M 21 all dilute 1he r;,cld
setbacks needs dear int~uon wuh
t~fuc do not allow water's vi<w. Connnuous
despite of physical access. ()pen space created w1 h
surrounding areas. Streets in CWRP ~ommatcd by _vh
actMty draw pcoelc towards the witcrfront
open space systrm at different level IJ!legraung
at podium level ,n CWRP whereas a ~•rate
promenade and also provide a good v,ew. Pcop c
nk
vuious acuv111es ,n MM21. Such design
pedestrian network independent from vehicular streets I1

t
;~ail
t":.a.uu

soluuon may reduce vitality along streets

on \.\ att rfronls

I

fig 2 b Mm,to Mtrat 21 (MM21J, Yokohoin.
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F,g 3 Street Typology

waterbody: North Cove in BPC, easily accessible/visible from the surroundinll areas combines
retails, restauranu, offices and ferry and marina acuvities to provide liveliness and vitality (Figure 4).
Winter garden (enclosed public space) directly open towards the •. orth Cove'. Building setback around
the cove after a certain hcil!ht provide the sense of enclosure and human scale. In Ml\1 21, though the
public oriented acuvincs at lower floors of the office blocks r,rov,de liveliness and vitality, intcgrauon of
such activity to the inner watcrbody IS physically separated by Sakura Avenue'. Moreover the space a.round
the ' ippon-Maru Park' ,s not well interwoven with surrounding areas. Statue Square Space Corridor in
CWRP offer a different iypology of inner watcrbody, as it is connected to hinterlands through open space
corridor (uplifted from the meets) at diffcrcn1 level. Different modes of transportation connects this
comdor from below at street level a.nd the ferry service at the water's edge.

l!!'!,_tt

Battery Park City

Central Wan Chai Reclamation

Minato Mirai 21

s 10 exploit the potential of water for variou
c~RP lack clear cut design principles 10 draw~ recrcauonal purposes. Compare to BPC, MM 21 and
he quahtarivc aspects m planning process. How~:~ p~. Quanuut,vc aspects get more attcnuon than
1 (ticient amount of open space , parks and romcnad ' 1 IS not to deny that ~ch proJCCt has allocated
~ustoric
waterfront edges and images at 'Niptn Maru ~ and 5?med~fral facil1t1es. The preservation of
1
,s 2 bold concept not apparent ,n other cases The l'ftseum an
ow the 'Landmark' building (Dock
~ocks and mtcgraung them with retail restau.:.Ots ;.~ 11 " :1 of open spaces system over various urban
atcrfront pbnninll and design in high density city like H:: Kape system 1n CWRP 1s a bold concept in
v,
Design prmc,ples or BPC arc transla cd
g ong.
,dclincs (urban design and architectural fca~r~;i}~/:~htl:lr.ough the. rcgubnon_of detailed design
ru,lding matc!ials and de~a~ing including the ground floor use c~~;:.:~!l~tc tctght, bu} mtmg,
proJCCI g~als m _MM 21 , mmt~m gu!<!clincs on bnd use, public' facility and buOd~;\:.!~-~n
among t c vanous C';'nccm
panties. Town Development Council confirms and cnnunes the
development plans and implements the agreement. Except from such ~ncral rules the whole dcvclopm t
,s guided by the cxm,ng city pbnning and building bws. Urban dcS1gn pararnct~rs in CWRP rov,d:na
des•git framew1;>rk fouzturievclopmcnu framework describing site specific ~idclincs for comp~hensivc
development sates. . an
,gn vocabubry applied in BPC 1s just the con11nu1ty of vanous legislations
already • P,phcd at different paru of . t~c city. Uni~orm building line and set back, separation of
,ncompaublc land use and contr?I of buddings by the width of street, size of land parcel rather that height
alone arc some of the ~rb~ design as~ addressed by the first city Zoning Ordinance of ,9,6. The 196 1
Zonmg amcn~mcnt with 1ntrod_uct1on of plaza bonus' an~ rcpbccmcnt or setback with FAR has resulted
random locauon of pb~ an~ mtc_rpr~tcd sh1;>p~mg c?nttnu1ty ~d also has produced bulkier and b,~r
building volumes. _Later Special D1stnct Zl?ning applied at vanous sections of the my. What is new ,n
BPC IS the abohuon of the. lengthy pbrintng approval system. Detail design &Uidclincs and the desai:n
review system have replaced 11. As the 1979_Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with cw Yor'lt C,ry
exempted BPC from the no':"-! pbnnu:,g process. BPCA. ~ constructed public infrastructures.
[)evclopers need to take only building ecrm1t. Development legislauons regulating urban design IS weak m
Yokohama and Hong Kong. The 1219 City Pbnningat and Ur6an Building Act in Japan, the t963 Budding
Standard Law and amcndmcnu of Building Standard Law in 1968, 1980 and in 1992 intended to attend the
muumum standard of buildmgs and site layout rather than addressing the complex urban dcs,gn ISSUCS The
,903 Town Planning and Public Health Ordinance of Hong Kong was amended in 1935 and m 1939.
further amendment on Town Planning Ordinance m 1969, tn 1974 and in 1991 added minor changes wluch
arc ,nsufficicnt to address the complex urban desig,, probltms. In fact design control is applied on
individual sate and building through lease system. The Town Pbnning Ordinance controls only type and
,ntcns1ty of land usc. Lac.k of clear urban design vocabulary m terms of concept and in legislauons also
suggest the bu tit outcome of MM21 and CWRP.
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Development Process

Sorth covt, BPC O\tw Yorl.)

f'l. 1ppon M.uu, MM 21 (Yokohm,,a)

SU.rut squ~ spa« comdor, CWRP

(HcogKong)
F,g. 4 Inner waterbody Typology
~edestrian and vehicular traffic interface: Conflict between veh,cubr traffics and pedestrian paths
particularly near the water's edge and at the interface between the emung area and reclaimed land is very
crucial from urban dcS1gn point of v,cw., Bc,ng a rcs,denual precinct, vehicular traffic in BPC 1s less
compare 10 other two cases. Design of cul-de-sac' further reduce speed and vehicular traffic in this
precinct. In MM21, the heavy vehicular traffic road (Kokusai &ulevard) ,s divided into two, one
underground for throuiih fast traffic and another on the ground level for local traffics. Again ar the ground
level street lanes arc diverted by_greenery. Such problem in CWRP is solved by uplifting the open space
system and by providing pedestrian nctwo~k at pod,u~ level. However in all cases the pedcstnan network
from the rc~b,mcd bnd 1oward_s the existing surrounding areas arc obstructed by highway and railways as
Westside highway ,n BPC, Nauonal Route 16, Shu10 Expressway and railway lines in MM 21 and highways
m CWRP

At District Level
Physical design concept in ~attcry Park City (1979 master pbn) was based on eight desi
principles such as extension of the cxim~g streets an~ building blocks, recogn,ablc and undcrstandabfe
form as a part of lowe'. Manhattan improving the existing best neighborhood. MM21 aims to be developed
as a cul~ural cosmopol,s operating around the clock, an information city of the 21st century and a city with
a supenor environment , surrounded by water, green and h1Story. Design obicct,vcs ,n CWR P aim to
opum,zc the potcnual for CBD expansion, 10 extend the visual and physical linkages and bnd use
continuity between the cxmmg urban area and r_cc!amarion development area, 10 regulate the buildmg
form, urban mass and open space that give the d,sunct cell identity and sense of pbcc. furthermore, it
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ihe forces that initiate waterfront change and its outcome in early phase v~ m each pro1cct with
distinct difference between Western and Asian context. Battery Park City has long h1sto,y of development
compare with the other two. Many official and non official plans were proposed. each different not only m
terms of land usc scale but also with respect to pbnning and design concept in the early 196o's. Finally two
powerful actors namely the City of New York and the Sate negotiated each other on_vanous issues such as
financial, physical design, city's participation on devclapmcnts and_low income housing pr?V1S1on Bat1el)'
Park City created in 1968 had an approved pbn, Site and poltucal consensus but suU notlung was
constructed for about one decade. The rigid nature of 191>9 master develop~nt P!"" , f1SCal cns,s, world
wide economic recession due to 1973 oil crisis and slowdown of office and res,dcnual markets in the early
•o's all made the 1969 master development plan stand still. The governor, the State, the U~
Dcvclo mcnt Corporation and the new management of BPCA on 1979 ncgouatcd on Mc_morandum _o
Understanding (MOU), according to which the approval process w_as aban~oncd _and the city would
tax incentives to office development for to yr.; the State would provide $8 million_in
iiua:tee t
bond. The t 7 new master pbn allows incremental impltmcnution, based on s,m~ e tra 1110 concept
of streets an~ ipen space at grade level l_nstcad_of ttmc consumtng ~bnn~and design approval sysrcm. 11
rely on detailed design guidelines and design rev,ddsysbm chcckct YrtBactivity arc intense and sys1cmauc
The pace or watcrftont development an ,sp ccmc~d lp'bn for Yokohama in the 21st cenNI)''
in Yokohama and Hong Kong. The comprchcns,vc ~rogram c rban . frastructurc and transportation and
aims the overall coordinated developments of part indusuy, u
an ai·on ro
of Hol.Kong ,s the
better living and work.in!! c_n_vironmcnt of the Tty. The PO::"~ r~~ s:uJ (, ~4), Sru on Harbor
outcome or various feasibility studv such as cmtory . ~ f>:clo mcnt Strategy (PAD . 1988. 1989)
Rccbmation and Urban Growth (SHRUG), Port bd ~ r the bet~ermcn, of the wholt c11)' and thus
and Mctroplan (1988 -1990). These prOJCCI~ were unc _c Both MMll and CWRP have marked with
have a wider im~lication ~ ?nd the profJ~~- 00uodatiesj stead or pohucal nvalncs they cons111u1c a
smooth 'start up at the initial phase o ?"'vc1opmcnt. n
ncgouations and cooperation among the various_~mes.
1 developers and ciuzcns m wamfron1
Interact ion among development coaliuon-~cmmCr~s cultural difference on planning and
development process shows different pattemsh (Ta _c l)b oadcr context Wnh the legoslauvc po"·er of
development system also shape the waterfront c angc m ad r 0 taX rcv~nuc generated within ,u own
making its own zoning cw York C,ry has been Jcpcn
~1on berwccn tnc neighbor c,ucs despite
boundaries. Coupled w;°th lack of regional policy an uncoor ma
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of close proXJm1ty each city competes wnh each other Hence the office and rcsodcnual market in New
York ,s volaulc. Development programs arc pro cconom1c in Japan and 1n Hong Kong. Regional planning
plays a maJOr role in shaping city level pr0JCCts in Japanese context. Planning system and implementation
mechanism arc based on cooperauon and consensus among land owners and other development coaliuons
Land 1s a scarce and high pnccd commodity. Hong Kong c'<h1b1ts differently. It 1s a Chinese society ruled
bv Briush lcg,slauvc system. AU the land belongs to the Crown and arc leased to public and private
developers
Tabl~ 2 Development Coht:1ons tGovemmenl. Developer and Pubhc) Patterns

rol ad1us1cd to address urban design co
cont h realize the importance of public r ntcxt of waterfronts. On the other ha.nd MM
e~~~attvC meashu;cs ar~ rakthcr weak _towar~ ~t:t~gnlcar urban design goals ~d
' onct c _ess t c ey stage in waterfront devclo
. .
dcvelo~rs and City government (and with public a.nict:~nt tn _each case IS the ncgouat,on bcrwccn
arts of_urban dcs1g11 • development process and design ~ aon)Jig. s). Such negouauoo influences both
~ork City and the State has changed the devclo mcnt d'
pr
The ~cgouauon bcrwcen the cw
-n,e Memorandum of Understanding between 1tc City "rhnSo PC prOJCCts both in 1969 and in 19·9
rocess, shaves cost an.d umc for developers. Detail dcs'an t ,1?tc accelerates the [>lanning and approval
for ail concc~cd P.~•~ as the nature of devclopmcn~ ri'car sPC'l~prd by _BPCA provide 'certainty'
ha.nee the HcXJbil1ty for developers 10 adjust devclo
·
s. ast design rcv,cw process future
cnvolvcment in program _for!"ation and implementation p:~:\a:c1yc? rd<kg. to market condiuons. Public
,n c urban development in njlht track. Thus coo ration and nc I in sign of ~ark and pbyground put
th uplcd with mnovauon dcs1g,, concept lead thc'BPc into a su go iauhn rong development coalitions'
co o's Such negotiation in MM11 and CWRP tends 10 dom~css w ,c w~ in.a state of cnslS till btc
';;a1,i;uvc one. Lick of clear urban design vocabul in concc /:don t::t~t,vc aspects r.uhcr than
l10 fulfill the stratcgi~ goals such as transportation ~rovcmcnr JOO cr~n~'::.'t~:::r~ ~( the0 PIOJ«I
etc.l and low level o public advocacy on planning and urban d~sign all arc responsible f~~
;;;;~~
en"ironments.
.
Both m MM11 and CWRP vanous government and private organizations arc coordinated 10
address the complex nature of the pr0JCClS under normal planning and implcmcntatton mechanism
..t,creas ,n BPC, _the development strategy and the planning approach had to be rev,scd 10 direct the
development at nght track. New_strategy aims to change the negative image of waterfront me. H, h
quality of pubhc r:31m construcu.o!I _by llPCA h~d not only changed the image of waterfront but ~
sumubtcd prrvatc investments. Divis10n of lan<!5 into small parcels allows many developers 10 panicipatc
and also possible for incremental unplcmcntauon based on market condition. Developers arc g,vcn tu
inccnuvcs and cxcmptc~ from lcngthy_aj>proval pr?Ccss .'n hcu of BPCA's design rcv,cw process. Such
strategy is not apparent •~ MM11 and CWRP as neither • ~ of waterfront is poor nor need to ~,ve tu
1•nccntivcs 10 sumulatc private investment. However, an environment of entrepreneur freedom, minimum
ovcrnmcnt ,ntcrvcntion in terms of planning approval process and development conuol system prov,de
~cvclopmcnt ccnainty and flexibility for developers. These proJCCts being a part of comprchcnstve srudy
and supponcd by all levels of governments enhance the funhcr d_evclopmcnt certainty. They ore highly
successful in term of real estate development or to fulfill the stratcg,c goals.
Land reclamation, at the early stage of development is earned out based on cngmccnng aspccu
ather than the urban design criteria, as in the early stage the development coaltuons arc mainly concern
~ith cost benefit analysis. The common problems facing in all case study • lack of water view from
hinterland h1ghW2)' and railway obstruction, pedestrian pathway discontinuity etc. can be solved only ,f
such issu~ arc addressed in the early s~ of ~el<_>Pment wlulc shaping the bndform and shorcltne
d i1ng the rccbmation process. Conservation of a significant part of carficr shoreline (or ~ublic pbcc) can
10 lead people 10 the reclaimed lands- as Nippon -Ma.ru Museum and land mark building 1n MM21,
B~itc Park (and Pier A) in BPC and the 'Stacus Complex" in CWRP.
ry W aterfront site has become a laboratory to testify the urban design conceP.t under pubhc pnutc
anncrsh, in city growth process. Public ~calm ccnainty' and development 'HcXtb1hty' at the key stage of
p I auo~ between the developers and City government coupled w11h cooperauon and conscn.sus among
~dc~l~pment coal,uon' consututc the key clements for success of waterfront development. Waffirfront
~g a special site requires 'site specific guidelines". Exis11ng
lef.:,billons arc 1~~'iti.'~~~~
Detailed dcsig,, guidelines tailored within city's u~o~Jc.,~~ to unck~:d z:::~ten: for C,ty
for developers to calculate cost bcn~fi~ ~ f~r ncral ublic 10 realize the nature of development
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F1g. 5CruoalstageinWaterfront0evclopment

City Council and Community Board play a crucial role to shape land use and ocher parameters of
the proposed projects in cw York. Public panicipation acts as a 'third force' 1n negotiation between City
government and developers uch panic,pation helps to avoid the negative cxtcrnality of the projects but
at the same umc may delay the project. Planning mechanism in Yokohama and Hong Kong allow
muumum public involvement ,n development approval system. However, private sectors or business elites
arc powerful in shapini; the urban development in these societies as they panicipatc in the city growth
process in various ways including m policy formations tasks.
Developers arc provided various tax incentives, financing and even lease space to attract private
investment in ~cw York which is not so common in Yokohama and Hong Kong. Government intervenes
minimum in urban development works, provides an cnvuonmcnt of entrepreneur freedom to stimulate
investment on waterfronts in Asian context. Involvement of land owners and consensus building among
development coaliuons make the pr0JCCt less risky in Japanese society. Hong Kong offers many advant~s
for private sector investment: government's positive nonintcrvcntionist p0licy and balanced fiscal policy,
free market economy, low tax rates, relative stability of domesuc pnces etc. Moreover development
controls such as Site converge, plot ratio, FAR, density etc., arc embedded in land lease provide more
cena,nty for developers. Lease can be seen as a 'development right' for its purchasers. Developers can
change or modify the land use after paying a ccnain 'prcnuum' to the government.

W eakness in Current Waterfront Planning and Urban Des~
Comparative study clearly shows that the water has not been fully exploited. Land reclamation
pushes the earlier shoreline funhcr away thus making the public access and water view from the existing
urban areas difficult. Instead of using water as a 'special land use', 1t has been treated for the aesthetic
purposes only. The potcnua.l of integrating watcrbody with the inner cXJstini: urban areas at the time of
rcclarnauon 10 enhance of the real estate value of the propenies on both cXJsting and reclaimed lands is
not realized. Shape of the land and shoreline configuration in land reclamation process is addressed by
quanutativc aspects such as cn~inccnng and hydrological requirements rather than the qualitative aspects
such as view, lcg1b1lity, accessibility, etc.
Physical present of highways and railways have divided the existing urban lands and the reclaimed
lands physically, visually and perceptually. Lack of land use integration and hence the conunuity of ground
noor acuv1ty funhcr make the waterfront development isolated from the surrounding d1str1cts. E,ncns1on
of the urban blocks and the street pattern towards the water's edge arc not enough. Continuity in street
level actmty, pedestrian network and open space system arc also essential to integrate waterfront sites
with the cxisung urban areas

Conclusions and Recommendations

Based on the comparative analysis of three waterfront cases, it 1s clear that waterfront
development in Asian c,ucs and in cw York are contrasts. At site level, urban design as a 'product',
des,g,, of public realm such as open space, parks and promenades etc. ,n BPC is more successful against the
Asian countcrpans. The success accounts not only the innovative urban design concept but also due to the
1mplcmcn11ng mechanism. uch success ,s the outcome of the continuity of planning and development
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Table 2: Yaounde population increase and annual growth rate

This new development, applied to the periurban space of tropical Africa metropolises
makes for another perception of the roles and strategic and sensitive functions that this
space should henceforth perform. This changes are surprisingly taking place with
grassroots initiatives which precede over government action.
Yaounde: Sustained population growth and spatial expansion.
Urbanisation, the development panem of the third millennium, is taking on a staggering
dimension in developing countries, with an increasingly high urban growth rate.
Cameroon, a tropical African country, best illustrates this new development.
Table 1: A comparison of the evolution of urban growth rate(%) in some areas

1960
1994
2000

14
44
49

Annual population

Year

""Ow1ht1.tel%l

In 1920, Yaounde was just a large village. The urban area bas steadily evolved and
extended as its population increased. From about 5,800 inhabitants in 1926, Yaounde is
presently a metropolis with more than 1,5 million inhabitants (the second biggest town
after Douala, the economical capital) with a high growth rate(6,5%). Where and how the
Yaounde inhabitants who will hit 2 million in the year 2000 live? is a burning issue,
pregnant with implications. This cumulated and uncontrolled growth, coupled with
other urban crises produce many ills and metamorphoses which have become and
should be causes for concern to the various stakeholders involved.

sub-Saharan
Afnca
15
31
35

Populabon

Ycu

Introduction
Yaounde, Cameroon's political capital since 1921 under French colonial rule, was
chosen more for strategic and climatic considerations than for its site (relief). The town
is situated on plateau and hills with steep slopes and areas unsuitable for construction
(31% according to ASSAKO, 1997) and large and flooded valleys (12%). The city is
blessed with a mild climate (19 to 24° C.) and high rainfall (1600 mm/year) unevenly
distributed over the year.

Cameroon

•

Developing
Countncs
22
37
41

Australia

World

81
85
85

34
45
47

1926
1933
1939
- 1945
~ 1952
~ )953
1957
1962
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1964
1967
1976
1980
1985
1990
1995
2000

99
99
99
95
9.0

105985
144723
313706
443000
681000
1024000
1471000
2015000

Annual populanoo
l!rOWU!ratt/%1

90
87
95
90
8,5
7,5
65
6,0

Source. A. FRANQUEVILLE, Yaounde, construire une capztale, PP. J2 and 27
From some 5865 inhabitants in 1926, this large village has grown into a city of about 2
million inhabitants within three quarters of a century. Immigration (especially ruralurban migration) and the higher number.of births compared to deaths are the underlying
factors of this development. Until as recently as the 70's, the spatial growth of the town
was concentric. However, under the pressure of rapid urban growth, the town spread,
encroaching on and invading surrounding territories. Two factors can explain this
reversal in the urbanisation process. The saturation of the initial site of the town, which
can not cope with the population pressure on the one hand, and the action taken by
council authorities under the Yaounde Urban Development Master Plan of 1972, which
made it possible to plan and develop peripheral zones that are today integrated into the
town (such as Essos and Omnisport, situated north-east of Yaounde), on the other hand.
However, smce the 80's there is an overall wanton and uncontrolled territorial expansion
of the town led by grassroots initiatives. This conceals an uncomfortable situation that
the 1982 Urban Planning and Development Scheme of Yaounde (the latest to date)
could not take in account.

Yaounde's periphery: A grassroots initiative
Cameroon's political capital is witnessing a staggering population growth and territorial
expansion, which has conspicuously spanned out of the c~ntrol and man~g~ent of
policy and council makers. Yaounde's landscape is now mai~y shap~ .by _its c111zens.
Land needs outweigh available land, and action taken by pubhc authonues 1s not much
responsive.
Table 3: Evolution of urban surface area needs in Yaounde

Source: UNDP World report, /994.
Although the urban phenomenon is recent in sub-Saharan Afiica (the sixties), the region
is witnessing a real boom within a few decades, while the pace of growth is slower as a
whole. Cameroon, for example, which had only 14 % city dwellers in 1960 (the year it
gained independence) as against 22% for the group of Developing Countries (is a gap of
-8%), will feature in 2000 as one of the most rapidly urbanising countries in sub-

5865
6500
9080
17311
31783
36786
58099
89969

Populabon

1978
1985
1995
2000

Residential density
(mbab/bal
164
184
223
250

Residential sunace
area ""'
2500
3700

6600
8100

Source: A. FRANQUEVILLE, Opell, P.60
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Urban density
(LDhab.'bal
83
107
130
144

Urban surface
area Iba!
4900
6400
11)()()

14000
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Thus, the ongoing change in Yaounde's urban and periurban temtory is talc.ing place
spec1fically along three patterns: "densificauon"(tightly packed), replacement or
expansion, and changes of status.

Dens,jicat,on
Given the lack of accurate and up-to-date studies, only projections can be relied on.
Within two decades, the residential density is reported to have moved from 16400
inhabitants per km2 in 1978 to about 25000 presently. Within the same period, the urban
density is reported to have more than doubled, rising from 83 inhab/ha, to about 140
today. On the field, this is translated by the densificatlon of built souctures, settlement
on interstices and hitherto marginalised areas (such as swamps, hills slopes and other
risk-prone areas), and protected areas (parks). This systematic land occupation and
"squatterisation" of the urban and periurban territory trigger changes in the landscape
and bring about sheer imbalances between what was planned in the 1982 Yaounde
Master Plan and what exists on the field. Thus, there are cases of flood in quarters
located on swamps (12% of the actual urban space) and landslides are frequent. To cope
with this situation, there is need to be more prospective, by developing and equipping
these areas with basic infrastructures (water, power and telephone networks, roads,
amusement parks, socials services, etc..), by channelling and effectively ensuring safety
to human settlements. As it now obtains, human settlements precede basic
infrasouctures and decision of policies makers. When infrasttuctures have to be set up
subsequently, it results in destruction, damage or superposition of souctures.
Replacement or expansion
Some expanse of land hitherto devoted to intra-urban or periurban agriculture are now
occupied by built structures (about 75%), especially by wantonly and spontaneously
self-built dwellings on risk-prone or supposedly protected areas (50%). Likewise, the
residential surface area is reported to have trebled within two decades, climbing from
2500 ha in 1978 to about 8000 presently. As concerns the urban surface area, it has
considerably swollen and, according to estimate, now stands at about 1400 ha. This
means a territorial conquest and expansion of the city to the detriment of periphery
territories. [Available maps or air photographs on Yaounde are unfortunately outdated
and cannot show these trends. Satellite and radar images taken at different times and
from different sources shall be used to substantiate these pattern of changes].
Changes ofstatus
Changes are taking place especially on periurban and pericentral territories where urban
dynamics is more felt. The main feature of this trend is that Yaounde city dwellers, rich
or poor, hailing from the locality or elsewhere, working there or not, are in for a
"scramble" .for periurban land. Viewed from the angle ofland occupation, the resulting
landscape is really peculiar. Modem and sumptuous mansions rub shoulders with
traditional huts and semi-modem houses. According to a survey carried out by this
researcher between 1996 and 1997, 5% of occupants of periurban Yaounde could be
considered as wealthy, against 25% for the middle class , and 70% for the poor (from
Cameroon standard).This social mixing expresses a glaring change in ownership hence
land use and occupation [ land use in this area is presently under study by this
researcher]. Contrary to the town where there is a clear-cut distinction between wellplanned and equipped quarters (such as "Bastos") and popular quarters (such as
"Briquetterie"), periurban settlements are now a synthesis of many social classes.
Although there are few initiatives coming from the private sector to develop plots, the
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bulk is dominated by grassroots initiatives (such as the"
" .
h
~a neighbourhood, south of
Yaounde). There are many reasons for th.
urban land (95% in the CBD), the high c~:t :sd ;~penurban land: the saturation of
rnanaged) by the Urban and Rural Land D I tcult access to plot developed (or
(MAETUR), the relative availability and lo
eve op;ent and Equipment Authority
J000/m2, against CFA Frs. 8000 to 150001:~ ~SI o periurban land (CFA Frs. 500 to
of some natives (the Ewondo group of Beti U:~e) ~~:c;~ounde ), the low interest
Bamileke groups), the proximity and the availability the high pared'; the Eton or the
State social houses through the National Real Estate Corporatio~(~I; ~mall su~ply of
of Yaounde dwellers (a University Lecturer earns about $450 per mooth•) , eetc
poor
.. mcome

It is now evident that the city is spreading steadily and systcmatt·call
·
•
·
· h th ·
fr
Y on its penwban
temtory wt~ e unpetus om the people. The ongoing trend is that the development of
the to~ will more than ever before, rest on the periurban space which will become the
residenttal area of preference for the majority of city dwellers. The
f
.
C
t°
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.
process 0
deveIo~mg or_ rea mg new outs . s temtories has indeed been unleashed. Tlus new
urban hfe setting of the future, which is emerging trough assimilation, absorption and
integration, performs many functions.
Features and Functions of the Periurban area of such Tropical Cities as Yaounde
Periurban Yaounde, this semirural, semiurban territory in tune or out of tune with the
downtown shows at the same time a strange complexity and antagonism, which are 11s
main features. Based on these features and on the role it plays, this space can be
delimited to a radius of 50 km from the city's downtown, with understandably some
shght differences with regard to the interior, which is peculiar when one looks at how
the town presently spreads (about a radius of IO km) and at the interaction taking place
there in.

Some indicative features of tropical Africa periurban space
Ongoing studies carried out by this researcher have made it possible to come out with
the essential features of what can be taken to be the outskirts territory in tropical Africa.
These characteristics cut across one another and integrate aspects which are
interdependent : level of direct reliance on the to~ (from 50% of inhabitants) _for goods
and services from or to the town, the rate of v1s1ts to the town, traffic, proxmuty and
availability, kinds of activities, density and continuity of th~ built-on land and
inhabitants, composition of the population, attitudes ~d perceptions of the residents,
the presence of "cities services" (PMUC, FM broadcast1~g, ), etc.. These vanables are
interdependent and have led to the delimitation of ~wban Yaounde and l~ter on,
made it possible to proceed to a spatio-tempor3! analysis. In a context of a mu\t1faccted
crisis, periurban Yaounde perfonns many functions.

~e:~

The periurban territory: a disputed and unorganised setting
[, 1 d
1
Periphery Yaounde is und_er pressure arising from e~erywh_:·
: \ ; ~ :d
ownership are extremely high. A case study of Yaoun e cam 0
. the
0
th
1997 reveals that 80% (of the 25? responde~ts)/J. e s~e~~f:~h :;;';.~::ched
neighbourhoods of Yaounde were involved in an . tsputes, ou
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rts The
.
d 300/c found a settlement m customary or m em cou .
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b ttributed 10. saturation of space
an amicable settlement an
upsurge and widespread c'."5es of land dispute. s c:;i :~ in the ci~ centre, the lack of
in downtown Yaounde, high cost and scare1ty P1
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houses in town and the increasingly high building cost smce the devaluation of the CFA
franc (before February 1994, IFF=0,02F CFA, and presently, JFF=O,0IF CFA), the
market value of periurban plots, urban poverty in the city (in 1993, 30% of the city
dwellers of Yaounde were extremely poor, according to the World Bank, 1995), urban
problems and cnses, the relative proximity and accessibility. However, this rapid split
of land and the town's expansion arc taking place in a wanton manner, (50% ASSAKO,
Opcit, 1997) and this results in a chaotic, undcrequiped and haphazardly developed
landscape, which is a source of nuisance. These plots appear as living spaces, showing
the traits of what will be Yaounde's future shanty towns, facing serious ecological
problems.
A dumping and experimental ground for environmental crises
Yaounde, located in the humid equatorial area, is blessed with many assets (water, soil,
green vegetative cover, temperature, climate, .. ) which unfortunately have turned out to
be sources of nuisance. The hitherto luxuriant forest is undergoing accelerated
degradation all around the town (less than 5% of urban land cover). There are some
remnants of the forest, but how long will they survive? The degradation process of the
forest has occurred in two ways: industrial logging up to the 70's, and there after cutting
of trees for domestic and commercial needs (agriculture, charcoal, firewood, timber, .. ).
The gradual replacement of cocoa farms (due to the cocoa crises of 1986 to 1995, and
the pressure on lad) by seasonal crops (maize, cassava, banana, vegetables, etc.. )
without fallow and the use of manure expose these fragile forest soils to erosion,
depletion and other hazards. This deforestation and ~lcarin~ of _lands could be,_with
various forms of pollution, the likely causes of the (m1cro-)chmat1c changes (cychcal?)
that every Yaounde city dweller is feeling and talking about. (This year especially,
peaks of 35°C. in the month of Ja~mary wher~ recorded!); In a_ parallel development, all
the refuse produced in Yaounde 1s dumped m the towns neighbourhood without due
processing. This is done in two ways: naturally and man-made. Yaounde is located on
one of the high altitudes of the southern "carneroonian plateau" (I 000m). The main
rivers found in the area spring from the slopes of the town's hills (Mfoundi, Abicrgue,
Mefou) and carry along all sorts of refuse. Given that water supply networks are_no~cxistent in the town and in the neighbourhoods of Yaounde, water from nver which 1s
polluted upstream is used downstream for ~arious purposes (~nking, cooki?g,
household, washing, growing of crops, fish farming, etc..) one can easily grasp the high
prevalence of water-borne diseases in th_ese ne_ighbourhoods. ~an-made pollution
mainly consists in carrying household_or 1!1dustnal_refus~, emptymg c~ls. And
dumping their contents in the surroundmg nvers or m hastily arranged rubbish dumps,
but very often, this is done clandestinely. This was the case for Nkolfulul(located 7 km
north-west Yaounde), or for Mbankomo now (situated at 10 km south-west the town).
These refuse arc sometimes burnt up, which causes air and water pollution, and
threatens the surrounding greenery; the rubbish also attracts flies, mice, and other
animals which are potential vectors of numerous diseases. In some instances, people
settle on sites which were formerly refuse dumps, and this causes landslides (it
happened some years ago at Oyomabang, located 5 km west of the city).
A ref11ge and compartmentaltsed setting
.
The neighbourhoods of tropical Africa towns were the first to ~~ hit by the rural_-urban
migration phenomenon during the establishment of modem c1t1es. T~ dat~, this area
appears to be a laboratory for the reversal of trends: urban-rural migration (lJ-tum
migration). The reasons for the departure having become these of return. However, 11

should be noted in ~e ~asc of Yaounde that, smcc pcriurban land has
. .
and more value, ~s is a :und_amental factor in opting for the "ta!t:1 g::t~:;~
strategy. The outskirts ~~mg IS a new refuge for disillusioned city dwellers who for
various reasons, are l_ll1Wl mg to move away from the town. The behaviour f .
is arnbi_va(ent, and this can be easily iden~fied when one analyses their per~ti:~~:~
vis their h~mg _space. Thus, ~e way of hfe here is mid-way between the town and the
village wh!ch _is ex~emely difficult to differentiate. This shows a original and new
pattern whic~ IS taking shape. In terms of activities carried out for example, rural and
urban ac1tv111es, adapt_ed to the context and environment, coexist here in a perfect
symbiosis and mtegrallon. C~mpartmcntalisation cannot be done easily. The fact that
activities _are comp_lemen~ 1_s based on_initial considerations, since it is a place shaped
by its res1den~s, with therr _rationale, the~ perception, ambiguities which arc somerimcs
at variance with pre-establish~ con~IJons. This is a genuine living space, contrary to
the suburbs ~f ~estc?1. countnes which are well designed dormitories. This grassroots
initiative which 1s gauung ground, draws its "strength" and "weakness" from the Urban
Development Master Plan. Indeed, the latest Urban Planning and Development Scheme
of Yaounde, dating from I982, was never followed by an implementation decree, thus
emains unenforceable. Moreover, data and projections are outdated and even
r ontradictory on many issues. For instance, a park was planned to be established on a
c ·vale property having a land deed! The other flaws of the Master Plan are that , it was
:phazardly designed and that it does not take into account what exits on the field. All
these loopholes open the way for the settlement of squatters and the development of
shanty towns.

d

Conclusion
The y aounde urban area is becoming increasingly dense and sprawling by_cncroac~ng
on surrounding territories. The majority of Yaounde city _dwellers, hard hit by vano_us
•
h · these territories to seek refuge hence the high stakes for land ownership.
'
d
Ir d
cnses rus m
nfo~ately, these squatter settlements derive from the grassr<>?ts an arc a ca Y
U
.11 hi h will become even serious in future, 1f the vanous stakehol?ers ~o
plague~ by I s w c~ent trends. The absence of public authorities in this.area I~ quite
not ~bc1pat:O~nshould urgently be filled. The functions that tropical Afiica ~urban
ast~rus~g .
. future call for more awareness by the various actors involved
tcmtones will ass~e m .
hers ) Here the challenges arc many:
al
ouncils
pnvatc sector rcsearc ,.. ·
•
.
(State? 1oc c . • .
. soci~ and territorial integration, combating pollut~on,
planrung, devel~p~g, ms~g
.din safety etc..). ls it not right now, to consider
poverty and social mequalilles, proVl . g•?
'
the dictum that "a stitch in time saves nine .
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An ambiguous enterprise: the short, unhappy life of Canadian regiona l
planning
P.J. Smith
Department of Earth and Atmospheric ciences
University of Alberta
Edmonton AB T6G 2E3
Canada

In many respects, Canada would seem to be a most natural arena for regional planning. Not
only 1s II a large and diverse country, where regional differences are deeply engrained in the
national consciousness, but regional issues have long been the stuff of Canadian politics, and
the rhetoric of regionalism - of regional divisions and regional disparities - has permeated
national discourse smce before Confederation in 1867 Indeed, the strength of regional
sentiment 1s marufest m the very structure of Confederation, in the way that powers are
d1v1ded between the federal and provincial governments and in the jurisdictional disputes that
are one of the great constants of Canadian political life. But it is here that the dilemma for
regional_planning arises -:- the dilemma and the inescapable ambiguity. To a very large extent,
regionalism m Canada 1s subsumed m the provinces, the most powerfully entrenched
ms111u~1ons of decentralization It is the pro~inces that identify themselves with the country's
mo~t significant r ~onal d1v1S1ons and so claim to represent the true regional interests, the real
7
reg1o_nal comrnuru11es And while these attitudes do not necessarily negate regional planning,
cenamly not m theory, they do cloud it in the public perception Above all, they have the
effec1 of diminishing regional planning as a separate enterprise, over and above what provinces
already do m the broader provincial-cum-regional interest
In practice, although regional planning has been held out as a desirable ideal since at least the
1920s, and although it was received with genuine enthusiasm for a time, chiefly in the 1960s
and ~ 970s, it has not been . able to secure a permanent place in Canada's planning
establishment, let alone wm wide popular suppon The 'Cinderella discipline' it has been
tagged by one Canadian scholar (Hodge 1994), except that when this Cinderella left the ball
the pnnce showed little interest in pursuing the romance In 1980, the plan for the Torontocentred region, the most ambitious regional planning exercise ever mounted in Canada, was
offic1ally pronounced dead, so beginning what another scholar refers to as the ' retreat from
regional pl~~g• (Frisken 1982). Through the 1980s the retreat became a rout, as regional
planrung acuv1ues were abandoned by all levels of government in all pans of the country This
process culminated in 1994 when Alberta's regional planning system, which was the most
highly developed in Canada and probably the most successful , was disbanded by order of the
provincial government As a formal institution, regional planning had lasted 44 years in
Alberta, and in Canada just over 50
A sh~n life t~en, and not a particularly glorious one. A close assessment of Canada's regional
plannmg achievements has yet to be written, but the available record is largely one of failed
dreams and wasted ~ffon. Fony years ago, the noted American planner, Harvey Perloff
(1957), described regional p_lanrung _as a ' remarkably elusive' concept and Canadian experience
bears that out Fo_r one thing, regional planning has been taken to mean so many different
dungs m so many different s1tua11ons, m part because of the widely differing kinds of regions it
has been applied to, and in pan - a not altogether related pan - because of the diverse
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Jn theory, as planners have conceived it since quite early in this century c d.
·
h th
d" ·
, ana 1an regional
planning as ree ,st mct strands to it (Genier 1972, Robinson and Webster 198S
Cullmgworth 1987): a resource conservation strand to which we can dd
·
1
d I
t
fi
.
'
a , asareauvely
rec~nt . eve opmen : a concern or enV1ronmental protection; a regional development strand
which, m the Canadian context,. has ~hi~fly n_ieant trying to overcome the economic and social
problems of disadvantaged or lagging regions, and a physical development strand focused
mainly on settlement patterns and growth problems in rapidly-urbanizing r...,;ons lt
I
d
· · h
~er
was a so
to be exp~te '. agam m t eory, that the three strands would be thoroughly integrated in actual
planning s1tuauons, and t_o a linuted extent that was indeed achieved Regional development
plans, for example, mv:ina~ly depend~ on a variety of physical development proJects, while
plans for urban expansion m metropolitan regions usually took some account of impacts on
agricultural land, natural ecosystems and so on. For the most pan, though, each of the strands
of regional planning was acted on independently. Each had its own distinct territorial
framework, its own administrative structures, financial arrangements and the like, all under the
jurisdiction of quite separate public authorities Even when the value of an ·integrated
approach was recognized, as it often was in specific situations, it proved difficult to establish
effective connections, let alone sustain them over extended periods This is not surpnsmg. of
course. Inter-organization relations are notoriously problematic, and it was one of the
inherent weaknesses of regional planning, as it was practised in Canada, that it typically
required the collaboration of a variety of agencies from different levels of government At the
very least, several provincial and municipal agencies would be involved, since planning regions
were usually conceived at a sub-provincial scale Federal agencies were some11mes involved
as well, especially through regional development programmes, with all the extra jurisdictional
difficulties that were then entailed Not only did special agreements have to be negouated so
that the federal government could act on matters that properly lay within provincial
jurisdiction, but programmes that were essentially concerned with the allocation of resources
between regions that were highly unequal, when viewed at the national scale, dtd not
necessarily fit well with development needs within individual regi_ons, as viewed from the
regions themselves. In some provinces, the mix was funher co~pbcated by the eXJstence of
regional municipalities, an upper tier of municipal government which cut across other regional
divisions more often than not
Regional planning thus had to operate in an ext~emely complex administrative environment
The surprise really is not that it ultimately failed but that 1t survived as long as_11 did,
'
'
Th t rutOry reoional planning authonues, m
sometimes with a fair measure of success
e sa
,,,.
.
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··
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muruapaht1cs are the accepted rcprcsentau,es of local interests. ho" should regional plaMJng
be perccs,e<P - as a local acm1tY or a central one? - an e,cpress1on of local ,...,, shes or of
central v.1IP
·
In some instances. the aJlS\\er "as cr.stal clear The Toronto-centred region plan. for
cicample. "as unequ1,ocall} a central pl~ It ,,as concci\ed as the key element in a provincev.1de programme of regional plaMJng and development and "as large!)' the work of a central
planrung agen~ operating outside the statutol') frarnC\\ork of urban and regional planrung
msutuuons The plan had strong polmcal support as "ell, at least at the provincial level At
the muruc1pal level 11 v.as a very different story With the sole exception of the Muruc1pality of
~fetropohtan Toronto, the many muruc1pal1ues in the region were not consulted during the
preparauon of the plan and had no stake m its success Most, in fact, were hostile to 11,
because of 11s implicauons for their pamcular comrnuruues Municipal resistance was not the
onl} reason that the plan was eventually abandoned, but 11 was the most significant for the
regional planrung concept AbO\ e all. it demonstrated that a centralized, technocratic, topdown style of planning. which had seemed the most rational way to proceed in the 1960s,
when Ontano ·s regional planning programme was iruuated, had become unacceptable a mere
decade later Moreover. in a tnurnph of rncrcrnentahsm over long-range compreheDS1ve
planrung. even as the plan was bClng refined by the Government's left hand, its nght hand was
talang decisions that ran counter to the plan's mtenuons These \\-ere ad hoc dec1S1ons, made
m response to local demands and reflCCIIIlg the pohucal pressure that development interests
and muruc1pal governments "ere able to apply
There 1s a most revcallllg tr0n} in these outcomes On the one hand, municipal government 1s
lughly valued in Canada, and pro,inaal governments, which have sole constitutional authority
over murucipal institutions. generally profess to believe in the need for a strong system of selfgo,·crrung local authonues On the other hand, provincial governments do not hesitate to
impose their ,...,11 on municipaliucs when they consider 11 in their interest to do so Why, then,
did tlus not happen in the case of the Toronto-centred region plan? At first, when the plan
was promulgated in 1970. the Go,ernment simply assumed that the munietpalities would do
v.hatC\er the plan rcqutred them to do When it became clear that they would not be willing
collaborators. the Go,·emmcnt came to fear that there was too much to be lost, in terms of
pohucal cred1b1hty and panisan support. for too uncenam a gam, if the munic1pahues were
forced to bend to the plan· s prcscnptions In tlus pamcular confrontation between provincial
rrught and municipal desucs. regional plannlllg was readily sacnficed, which suggests that its
consutucncy "as not all that strong to begin with. 11 conflicted with too many entrenched
mterests provmcial as well as local
Perhaps more surpnSl!lgly, the same can be said of those Situations where the responsibility for
regional plarming \~as vested duectl~ m the municipal111es themselves This is best exemplified
b~ Alberta's expenCllce and can be explained by refernng to a diagram constructed by a
Canadian pol.ttical sc1en1JSL Warren '\fagnusson ( 1985), to describe his conception of the local
state (Fig I) The issue of unmediate relC\ance as whether regional planning organizations
were consututed as genuine local go\Cmments or as local agencies of the central state In the
Alberta case. they were cl~ intended to be the former As far as the Albena Planning Act
was concerned. regional planrung comrruSSJons were special-purpose local authorities Their
spectal Pl"?°se·. ob,,ousl~. "as regional plannmg, and a region, in tlus context, was simply a
set of adJotnmg muruetpaliues. usuall) centred on a city The municipaliues were officially
members' ofthClr respecU\e colllllllSSlons and v.ere represented on their govenung boards by
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In reality, the situation was never this straightforward All too often, cspectally in mattm of
critical local importance, individual municipalities found themselves m open conflict \\-1th their
regional planning comnussions The poSttion of the commiSSIOOCfs was also inherently
contradictory. They were betng asked to wear two hats, one regional, the other local But 11
was a rare corrunissioner who coula put the local hat aside when local interests "'ere m pla)
Most often, it was left to professional staff, the regional planners to represent the regional
interest, if necessary agamst the interests of indr.idual municipalines From tlus pcrspecu, t
regional planning came to look more like a central activ11y than a local one, earned on. m
Magnusson's terms, by local agenetes of the central state :Sot only was regional planrung
imposed on the municipalities by the provincial government, but an
of confuet (and the)
were many) it was all-too-easily interpreted as an unwarranted constra111t on l!lllllCtpal
autonomy - the autonomy that the Planrung Act was supposed to grant The disputes raged
on for 40 years, but in the end this was the rock on which Alberta s regional planmng S)5tem
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foundered
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that great to began with At the same time. needless to say, the circumstances that once made
regional planning seem such a necessary procedure had not miraculously disappeared Already
there 1s evidence, fi-om various pans of Canada, that new forms of regional planning
organization are struggling into life We might think of them as postmodern forms, perhaps, in
the sense that they represent deliberate adaptations to the highly political environment in which
plarming now has to operate Making these new orgaruzations work is one of the greatest
challenges that Canadian planning faces as 1t looks ahead to the 21st century
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In the politics of the competing empires the planning of the entire city became an important
strategy. The replanning of the capital city Washington in 1902 set up the international
standard for the expression of national claims. Other famous examples are the competition of
Greater Berlin in 1910 and its attempt to form a centre for a future empire, and the planning
of New Delhi in 1913 as a demonstration of colonial power. Also in the case of Canberra the
ideas of unification of the nation and the expression of its grandeur played an important role.
But in a country which was considered at the time as "one of the most democratic in the
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world" another more specific question became imponant: How could democracy be expressed
in the design of the city?
Investigating the plans and the reports which were submitted for the competition of the new
Australian capital in 1912 we find no consensus regarding the appropiate form for a capital of
a democratic state. Nearly all kinds of international city planning, related to the origins of the
planners, were submitted to address this question. Concerning the layout of the entire city the
prefered strategy seemed to be that of radio-concentric arrangements with the obvious
symbolic accentuation of a centre, but also grids and other geometrical webs and even totally
informal designs were considered as applicable. Regarding the arrangement of the
government buildings several types were presented, but there was a common tendency
towards monumentality combined with 3 certain symbolic meaning.
One of these types was the radio-concentric layout with the parliament in_the centre ~d the
.
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ro sed by the Australian comrruss1oner
ministry departments around it, as it v.as already P po
th
John Sulman in 1909. A second type was e
Alexander Oliver in 1901 and elaborated by
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Agache. A third type, exemplified by the entries of Ole Jacob Holme or Alexander Forbes,
was that of grouping of the government buildings around an urban place suggesting the idea
of a forum with its especially republican meaning. A forth type used the strategy of
combining the governmental functions into one big building complex appearing as a
dominating castle or palace. This kind of expression of the general values of a democratic
government can be found in the plans of Ernest Gimson or Elie! Saarinen. And a fifth type
was the arrangement around a green mall, which was obviously adopted from Washington as
an existing model for a democratic capital. Sometimes it was simply copied as in the design
by Herbert Kellaway, sometimes it was modified as in the plans by Harold van Buren
Magonigle or Bernard Maybeck, sometimes it was more elaborated as in the plans by Walter
Burley Griffin.
But also on the level of architectural style the authors reflected the problem of democratic
meaning. An exuberant classical Beaux-Arts style was mostly used to express the general
importance of the government, the state or the nation and its high level of culture. Some
architects like Agache or Walter Scon Griffiths/Robert Coulter/Charles Henry Caswell
proposed diverse historical styles to express the different functions of the buildings. Finally
some others like Saarinen or Griffin were searching for a new harmonious and uniform style
to express on one band the dignity of a capital and on the other the values of democracy.
Especially the latter expressed in his writings and plans a double search for introducing
democracy in city planning: First on the level of satisfaction of the needs of the greatest
number of people, and second on the level of symbolic expression of democratic order in the
layout of the city and the style of architecture. Thus realisation and representation of
democracy were two ways of introducing political ideas in city planning which did not
exclude each other.
Altogether the plans adopt in an astonishing way monumental forms which often derived
from autocratic regimes for the new purpose of expressing democracy. Together with the fact
that architectural and urban monumentality not only was possible but even desirable to
illustrate the values of democracy - an idea which seemed to have been lost in the course of
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Introduction
Land Readjustrn~t (L~) is a land development technique used in many countries
around the world mcludm_g Germany, Sweden, Japan, Taiwan and Korea. In essence it
is a method w~er~by an irregular ~attcm ~f agri~ultural l~d holdings is re-arranged
into regular butldmg plots and equipped with baste urban mfrastructure such as roads
and sewers. A percentage of each landowner's holding is contributed to provide land
for roads and parks, and for some plots to sell to pay the costs of the project Its use has
been particularly widespread in Japan where it is commonly referred to as 'The Mother
of City Plarming. • This paper outlines the approach and key findings of a research
project designed to evaluate the role of LR in the development and planning of the
Tokyo suburbs in the post-war period.
LR is a method whereby a group of landowners can join forces to develop or redevelop
land. In essence, LR is a process whereby landowners pool ownership of scattered and
irregular plots of agricultural land, build roads and main infrastructure, and then
subdivide the land into urban plots. Each landowner must contribute a portion of their
land holding (usually about 30% of the total) to provide space for roads, parks and other
public space, and for reserve land. The reserve land is sold at the end of the project to
pay the costs of plarming, ad.ministration and constru~tio_n. The a~tiveness of the
method for landowners is based on the fact that substanttal increases m the value of land
can be achieved by the process, so that the value of the individual land holdings can be
greatly increased, even though t~e remaining area !s sm~I-~. The ~lion for planning
authorities is that projects proV1de land for pubhc fac11it1es, and build needed urban
infrastructure.
There are two main reasons for wishing to understand better Land R~justment as used
in Japan. The first is that LR is a key part of the Japanese urban_planning ~ystem, about
30 per cent of the current urban area having been ~ev~lopcd "".1th LR proJects. Thus to
be able to understand urbanisation and urban plaruung i_n Japan 1~ 1s abso~utely necessary
to understand the role of LR. However despite ~onstderable interest in the Japanese
urban planning system and techniques since the nuddle 1980s (e.g. Alden 1986, ~ ebbert
1986 J989 J994 Hebbert and Nakai 1988, Karan 1997, OECD _I 986, Shaptra et al
1994), ther~ has b~en no detailed examination of the effects of the widespread use of LR

the century when often dictatorships of all kinds used monumentality for their purposes - the

for land development in Japan.

competition for Canberra 19 I 2 is a striking lesson that meaning in architecture does not
depend on the form itself but on its use.
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nee agnculture, than to western countnes. Since Japan 1s also much farther advanced in
the process of urban1sa11on than most of the other rapidly developing countries of Asia,
a better understanding of the Japanese case may be of special interest to planners in
those countries.
The second factor that gives relevance to the current study is that LR has been the
subJect of substantial international interest as a possible land development technique for
developing countries. In part because of Japan's extensive experience with LR and also
because of their enthusiastic response to the opportunity to share their expertise,
Japanese experts, with substantial government backing, have played a central role in the
resulting technology transfer project designed to enable other countries to make use of
the LR method.
Since 1979 nine international conferences have been held to discuss the transfer of the
LR technique to developing countries, especially those in Southeast Asia. A large
literature in English has thus accumulated on how to design, finance and implement LR
projects. As Japan has been the Asian country which has most extensively used the
technique Japanese planners have played a prominent role in sharing their experience
and expertise. The Japanese contributions to the debate set out a persuasive case that LR
is a suitable land planning and development technique for developing countries,
particularly those in Asia. The interpretation of the Japanese experience included: a
critique of the failure of western planning methods in developing countries and an
outline of the parallels between the Japanese experience and that of Asian developing
countries; an analysis of the Japanese urban development process, approach 10 city
planning and the role of LR; a description of LR as an effective way of allowing
landowners to bear some of the burden of providing urban infrastructure; a portrayal of
LR as a consensus based co-operative land development technique; and a positive
assessment of the applicability ofLR in developing countries in Asia.
However, apparently as a result of the fact that the literature is focused on the transfer of
the LR technique, existing case studies have focused on projects themselves. Thus while
questions of how to design and carry out projects have been extensively examined, there
has been little examination of the overall effects of the use of LR in Japan. More
surprising, there has also been almost no research of this sort published in Japan. It
appears that in Japan, LR projects are so common, and their direct public and private
benefits are seen to be so self-evident, that they have ceased to attract very much
academic attention, and the main focus of study is how to ensure that they are applied
more widely.
Because LR projects have been used to develop a third of all urban areas in Japan it is
reasonable to expect that to some extent the nature of Japanese urbanisation as a whole
has been influenced by this reliance on LR for land development. It seems reasonable to
suggest that while case studies for the technology transfer project are appropriately at
the individual project scale, in order to study the role and outcomes of LR as an urban
planning method the study area should be at the city or regional scale. Because urban
planning interventions can result in a range of effects, both anticipated and
unanticipated, it seems important to examine the overall impact of LR projects.
Research Questions
The hypothesis examined was that due to several aspects characteristic of the way LR
projects are used in Japan, it is reasonable to expect that they will tend to promote an
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extensive patt:1:1 of urban development or sprawl. Because LR •
.
way of orgarusmg a range of interests • th urb
proJects are a particular
landowners, local and central governrnen: an~ the ~e d~velopm~t/roccss, including
expected to have predictable impacts on 'developmC:tpoapttment mlnustry! they may ~e
f h LR ·
.
ems.
particular, certain
aspects o ow
projects ar~ org~sed seem likely to have profound effects on which
areas are developed, the ways m which areas are developed, and when.
First, the f~ct _that in Association projects (responsible for 54% of all proJects since
1954), a maJonty of the landowners in the project area must agree to participate before a
project can be begun can be exp~t~ to result in a range of effects. It seems likely that
in urban and partly W:b3:" areas 11 will be more difficult to organise LR projects than in
areas farther from ex!stmg deve_lopment. This is partly because for a given area more
people must_be convm~ but IS also critically due to the fact that larger landowners
tend to receive substantial benefits from projects due to increases in land value white
those who own only their own house benefit Jess, if at all. In areas where th~re has
already been significant urban development, there will be more landowners who own
smaller plots, therefore more people who will gain little from the project. Further, where
significant amounts of urban infrastructure arc already available, particularly in the form
of roads, even larger landowners may find it unattractive to join the project, as their land
would already be ripe for development without the significant costs of the land
contribution and time associated with project development. Thus LR projects wilt be
more likely started in areas away from existing built up areas and commuter rail
stations, and will therefore contribute to the creation of extensive patterns of urban
development.
Second, it seems likely that the policy of re-zoning from Urbanisation Control Arca
(UCA) to Urbanisation Promotion Area (UPA) status on project commencement as an
incentive for LR implementation will tend to undermine Senbiki, the main land use
control system, by encouraging large scale land developments in areas zoned UCA. It
therefore seems likely that it will be easier to gain consent for projects in areas outside
the current UPA than within it, as the zoning bonus will provide a major mcentive for
landowners within UCA areas to join projects which is not available to landowners
within UPA areas.
Third, projects typically take a very long time from initial conception_to co~pletion,_~d
30 years not unusual. Because of the fact that most development IS restnctcd within
project areas until the replotting is completed, it seems likely that th~ l~ng d_evelopment
period required for the projects will mean that some development actlv1ty ~It be forced
to leapfrog over current LR projects into previously undeveloped areas while the proJect
is in process. Further, if these other areas are non-LR, then they may become more
difficult to organise in future. Therefore .if LR projects . arc not . developed
comprehensively in urban fringe 8:"~•tong p~Ject devel~pmcnt tun~ within LR areas
will tend to delay urbanisation within LR proJects and will result m increased rates of
development in other nearby, non LR locations. This seems likely to encourage
haphazard sprawl development in those areas.
For the above reasons it seems reasonable to suggest that the w_idespread use of LR~!
likely to significantly contribute to the development of an extensive urban form, andh
h wider area than would otheIWlse ave
spread of scattered development over a muc . t d t • rease urban sprawl rather
been the case. In other words the use of LR WI11 en
me
than prevent it as is commonly claimed by Japanese plarmers.
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Case Studies

In order to determine the effects of the widespread use of Land Readjustment for land
development on the pauerns of urban growth, case studies were designed to find out
how LR affects what land gets developed, where, and when. The case studies examined
these questions at two spatial scales. The approach at the metropolitan scale was to
examine the location of all LR projects in Saitarna, the suburban prefecture immediately
north of Tokyo, and ask whether projects tend to encourage scattered development, or
tend to reinforce compact patterns of development. The case study examined the impact
of proJects on patterns of development by examining the relationship of new project
location to existmg urban development and to commuter rail stations. The assumption
was that new projects that are within or adjacent to built up areas, or are within walking
distance of a railway station will tend to promote compact efficient development,
whereas projects which are neither within or adjacent to existing developed areas, nor
close to railway stations wilJ be more likely to promote extensive forms of urban
development., or urban sprawl. All projects initiated from 1960 to 1994 were analysed to
determine how patterns of LR project locations have changed over the last 35 years.

Conclusions
The evidence of the case studies suggests that LR does romote
.
of development at the_metropolitan scale. Some 44 e~ cent of~~re ex_tens1ve patterns
since 1960 have been to locations which seem likelypto p O t
proJec!s (?,300 ha)
r mo e an extensive scattered
urban settl_ement pattern, or sprawl. Of that area 20 per cent was in the sort ~f locauon
deemed hig~y likely to promote sprawl. Thus there has been large areas of new
develop_ment m places where urban de~elopment should probably have been prevented,
and which would probably have rema.med less developed without the
· ts Th
·
·
tb
th
.
proJec . ese
proJects are 1mportan ecause ey will have effects on the location of new residential
dev~lopment for m3:11y years to come. This pattern of development seems likely to result
in _high~r long term mfrastructure costs, and a greater reliance on private automobiles for
daily tnps.

In the Japanese context however, equally important is the way in which LR projects

The effects of ~R on urb~ f~rm at the lo~al level are more complex. Although build up
in the long run 1s faster within LR areas, 1t does seem that long project times can result
in delayed build up within project areas, and much development occurring outside them.
It therefore . seems that where_ it has been impossible to develop LR projects in a
comprehensive marmer, the mam problems of sprawl have continued.

affect development at the local scale. Therefore it was also necessary to examine the
relationship between LR and local patterns of land development and infrastructure
provision. It seemed important to understand the factors influencing location of new LR
projects and to gain a better understanding of the relationships of the different actors
involved in the process. Who are the key actors in initiating new LR projects, local
government planners, or local l3:11downers? Where are the key decisions about timing of
development, size and location of project, urban design, etc. taken? Why are there areas
with many projects, and other areas with few? Where are the key locational decisions
made? How is LR project location related to broader development and urban planning
objectives? Is LR initiation mainly determined by planning processes, or mainly by
local landowners making decisions based on their own development strategies? What
are the key factors that affect the initiation of LR projects, and which limit its
applicability in different circumstances?

LR projects clearly do not prevent scatteration. In all the case study areas the process of
urbanisation continues with a very high degree of scatteration, both inside and outside
LR project areas. Development has thus been spread rather evenly throughout each of
the three case study areas. Although LR projects do in the long run build up more
quickly than non LR areas, for much of the case study period rates of build-up were
comparable between the two areas. Further, much active agricultural land remains
throughout the areas under study, even in areas which were already partly built up thirty
years ago, and within LR project areas. Projects do not seem to encourage scatteration
either, however, so it may be that the extreme degree of scatteration seen in Japanese
suburban areas is essentially unrelated to LR projects, resulting more from the
fragmentation of land ownership and the lack of controls over land subdivision and
development.

To answer these questions interviews were carried out with the local government
departments responsible for supervising and initiating LR projects. The goal of the
interviews was to determine the planning framework for new residential areas, priorities
for LR use, strategies to encourage LR use including organisational frameworks,
resources devoted to LR, regulatory techniques employed, and the criteria for local
government initiated projects. Clearly these factors will have a big effect on how
development occurs, with important long-term impacts on urban growth patterns and on
the built form of new urban areas.
'
It was also thought necessary to determine what the impacts of project implementation
on the rate and nature of land development activity have been. It is conceivable that the
l<><:3t_ional patterns of ~R projects discover~ at the metropolitan scale could be quite
stnking, _at ~he_sam~ time that they had httle overall impact on actual development
pauems 1f s1m1~ar kinds and rates of development were also taking place in non-LR
areas. To exanu_ne the effects of LR projects on urbanisation at the local scale largescale GIS mappmg of land development patterns during 30 years inside and outside LR
project areas in three suburban case study cities was carried out.
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It seems clear that within LR projects the worst kinds of haphazard growth along
existing rural roads is prevented. By reorganising land holdings into regular plots and by
providing roads and public space, LR projects provide the infrastructural framework
within which urbanisation can proceed in an orderly and structured manner. Thus the
problem of haphazard unserviced development is eliminated within project areas. This is
clearly much more efficient than constructing these basic urban services after fiinge
areas are already built up. However, basic urban facilities such as roads, sewerage and
parks are found almost exclusively in the LR areas. In non LR areas urbanisauon has
proceeded along existing rural lanes, frequently by building a short dead-end_lane from
the existing road. This is the typical sprawl style development the 1968 planrung system
was designed to prevent. Because urban facilities have only been built wi~n the LR
areas, larger scale network infrastructure such as the arterial road system remams largely
non-functional.
The fact that haphazard development has continued outside the LR projects underl~es a
serious problem with LR as an urban planning instrument. It is very hard Io get proJ~ts
started, and they are easy to oppose, even in Japan where there_has ~een a long tradH~~n
of LR It seems to be extremely difficult to develop LR proJects III a comprehe~s1,e
marm~r, particularly in places where urbanisation pressure is strong. Because proJects
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also need to be kept relatively small for practical reasons, it is quite common to end up
with a scattering of LR projects surrounded by a general sea of sprawl. Thus while it is
clear that within LR areas the problems of haphazard sprawl are decisively avoided, it is
the fact that LR projects themselves have been rather haphazardly scattered throughout
the newly urbanising areas ofUPA that has been most problematic.
All the case study areas have seen an extremely slow process of development. While
much development has taken place, in each case study area over half the buildable land
remains unbuilt. Within the three case study areas from 1968 to 1991-2 some 28 per
cent of the buildable land was built up, about 1.2 per cent per year, totalling 52 per cent
by the end of the period. If that rate of build-up continues, it will take another 40 years
for the case study areas to be fully built up. In comparative planning terms this is an
extremely long time for such relatively small areas of suburban fringe land to be
developed. These long development periods seem likely to produce a range of effects,
both negative and positive. However the uncertainty that this is likely to produce in
residential areas provides a great contrast with suburban residential areas in other
developed countries.
The effects of the widespread use of LR for land development are therefore complex,
and difficult to neatly summarise. At the metropolitan scale, it appears that LR projects
have had some positive impact because many projects have been developed along the
radial rail corridors. However there has also been a significant tendency to develop LR
projects in locations which will be likely to promote metropolitan sprawl. The impacts
of these d evelopments could be very great over the long run. At the local scale it has
been difficult to develop LR projects comprehensively, and so local governments could
not prevent continued sprawl within the UPA areas where LR was intended to play the
main development role.
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Theory and practice in planning: further apart than ever?
Tony Sorensen and Martin Auster
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Leonie Sandercock's recent book Towards Cosmopolis has been hailed
''th
·
rtant bo0 k
1 ·
•
as
e most
1mpo .
on P ~ g practice of the late 20th century". However, the book' s
analysis of, and _prescnpttons for, the ends and means of urban planning bear little
resemblance to either current professional practice or the logic that underpins ·1 Th
there is a sizeable gulf between what Sandercock understands as planning prac~~e an~
w hat planners actually do. Moreover, there appears to be little to justify the extravagant
claim made about the book's practical importance since it is difficult to see how the its
ivory tower prescriptions might be incorporated into some future mainstream urban
planning.
Accordingly, this paper seeks to understand the nature and origin of the discordance
between normative academic and the reality of urban management using Towards
Cosmop?lis as _a platform to hang our arguments. Incidentally, this is hardly an original
theme smce discordance between theory and practice has endured for much of the
twentieth century.
Our analysis starts with a discussion of urban planning's current ends and means. It
differs markedly from that understood by Sandercock by tracing planning's
development as an essentially conservative and market support mechanism limited to
five main problems:

1.

The management of negative externalities. Since, however, such externalities are
endemic to urban living, we can only focus on the major ones.

2.

The efficient supply of private and public infrastructure. This means minimising
the cost of such services relative to quality and quantity goals. Where
infrastructure is constructed using public capital or has implications for other
public investments, the state has a direct interest to protect.

3.

Society has a vested interest in preserving historic buildings that provide a link 10
the past and in creating aesthetic public spaces. Moreover, the public owns a large
area of our cities for ceremonial events, public buildings, parks and recrea1iooal
areas which need protection from insensitive development in just the same way
that private owners seek to avoid negative externalities.

4.

In our capacity as individual residents, communities or businesses we arc
generally interested in living, working_ or operating _in cities_whose myna_d of
developments are aesthetically harrnoruous and funcllon effic~ently. The pnvate
sector usually, but not always, finds it difficult to coordinate sympathellc.
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effective and efficient development at the same place and time, partly because of
the transactions costs involved and private schedules. Public planning is more able
to perform this difficult coordination role.
5.

The built environment has a long life-span and, if poor development (by whatever
definition) proceeds, the outcome may be with us for a long time. At the very least
every private development could benefit from a second opinion so that it could be
improved m some way.

Whatever academic planners might wish otherwise, these are essentially the functions
that planners perform. In so doing, they are fundamentally acting at the margins of a
basically market system of resource allocation. There is a justification for this focus that
1s largely ignored by Sandercock. She secs planning in largely social welfare terms,
whereas, in practice, mainstream planning primarily seeks its justification in economic
terms. Indeed, Towards Cosmopolis barely mentions questions of economic efficiency,
which is, in our opinion, a fatal omission. Thus we sketch an economic theory of
planning which is also ideologically based in a defence of private property. Viewed
from this perspective, planning is also very much a conservative task, a contention that
is borne out by a brief survey of the immediate reasons why planning has been
introduced by states during the twentieth century.

This _l~ads us to speculate, fina!ly, on the source of the chasm between academic
theonsmg and the world of prachcc,_both in the case of Sandercock' s book, and more
generally over past decades. We thi.nk that the answer in both cases 1· ·
11
f
· I· •
1es m a we developed s~c 0 . socia Justice ~t assumes much higher priority in their personal
agenda ~ m ~Jcty at large. While we have no problem with this condition, nor with
advocatmg rerned_ics to the _prob_lcms such analysts perceive, there has been typically, in
the case of planrung, a maJor difference between what is fervently wished and what is
likely to happ~ ~?w and in the future. In our view, the gulf is so great to render the
arguments cunos1hcs rather than anything to be taken seriously. In the meantime there
1s maJor work to do firming up both positive and normative theories of planning in a
deregulated market economy. Sandcrcock's book misses this target by a long way.

This brings us to a second important theme. Sandercock characterises mainstream
planning somewhat insultingly as modernist, and advocates post-modernist thinking.
While the relativism of the latter is a problem in its own right for the agenda that I have
advocated, the former assessment is plain wrong. Contemporary development control
planning has long out-grown the rationalist ideal that she disparages. Rather, market
oriented planning of the kind we describe is more concerned with arriving at negotiated
outcomes between planners, community groups, and developers. Moreover, the best
planning of this type no longer works within rigid zoning provision, but rather uses
performance standards to generate, flexibly, a wide variety of acceptable outcomes.
Maybe we are missing something, but it is difficult to see discussion and compromise
among diverse participants seeking the best solution possible rather than the best
possible solution, and within a framework of fixed rules, as scientific rationalism.

In short, we sec major flaws in the analysis of the ends and means of planning contained
in Sandercock's book. These are mainly errors of omission. However, there are also
problems of commission. It is surprising in this day and age to see perpetuated the idea
that planning should and can be about rectifying social welfare issues. Much as many of
us might be concerned with poverty, gender inequality, and discrimination against racial
or sexual minorities, it seems bizarre to think that these constitute a significant agenda
for professional urban planners employed in the local or state government arena. We
argue that these ?roblems are best tackled through the state social security system,
through commuruty advocacy groups, or through hiring storefront professionals to
represent the relevant interests. Those professionals might receive their training in urban
sociology and not in urban land-use planning. This will avoid the complaint that if
planning is about everything, maybe it' s about nothing. It is also paradoxical, that the
trend towards flexible planning we identified earlier is likely to provide more rather than
less opportunity for such interest groups to argue their case in the public arena.
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The Rise and Decline of Urban Design: The case of Jakarta's Old
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Urban space at Jakarta's Old Town

Jakarta' s Old Town has a specific history. Colonial and Chinese buildings and spaces,
along with their commercial activities and settlement, shaped the identity of Jakarta's
Old Town. Each building in this area has its own individual concept of space and
represents a different culture. On the other hand, the systematic development of
Jakarta as a city caused the role of urban space to change. Activities in the area now
known as Jakarta's Old Town have developed, with part of the district becoming more
livable by revitalization. Old museums and many buildings (shops, offices etc.) were
added to or changed their activities. M.any urban spaces redesigned in such a way that
they had good streetscape, but they were redesigned as spaces, not as places where
people can go for enjoyment and for a whole range of activities. As the city
expanded, nsmg population made people move to the suburbs, leaving Old Town as a
death town. In response, steps were taken to make this district more livable. Now we
can see increases in the design of urban space. Chinese shopping areas and
settlements, Colonial offices and entertainment buildings all went through many
changes m the big city, and now this district is in need of integrated and good spatial
design. The partial and praxis design make the declining of this area and of course
their urban space.
Background: Overview
Urban Design in Jakarta developed along with the planned development of Jakarta
City. ~rban desi_gn itself was attractive and developed during this past 20 years, and
especially over Just the past 10 years. Until this time, preservation-- which is one
element of urban design--had been an interest of Indonesia' s architects and planners
rather than the broader area of urban design as a discipline. Because of this, Jakarta
has been strong in preservation, but this did not result in an integrated urban design.
Planne~ ~evelo_p ment of the city of Jak~a started with the development of the highnse bu1ldmgs (1.e., offices, apartments, nu xed-used buildings) which sprang up during
the economic boom of the 1970's as the "new town" rapidly emerged. It was not until
the middle of the 1980s that urban design as such started gaining favor in Jakarta.
This movement included the conservation and preservation of old areas as well as
giving more systematic planning to the development of space. Thus, spontaneous
growth and development were gradually combined with more thoughtful, broad-scale
urban planning.
~akarta's Old _~o\vn itself has a specific identity with its own area, buildings, and even
its own _acttv111es, although _the activities have changed a lot since the 17th century
when this area was first bmlt. In this enclave, Colonial and Dutch influences, along
864

Culture background that is shaping the type of urban space

•

In the early I_6th century, Jakarta's Old Town, which was called Batavia by the Dutch,
began to be influenced by the Dutch. Batavia, or Jakarta, was close to the harbor and
thus because an important area for many reasons-- physically, socially, culturally,
politically, and economically. Jakarta was one of the important harbor cities that
developed along with the rise of government and commercial / economic buildings.
The civic centre was built in a square shape , originally with the government buildings
ringing the square. Some of these building, though, became converted to commercial
purposes, and some of them began to be modified into a Chinese style. The urban
spatial design from one place flowed into Chinese commercial areas that were called ..
China towns. " This communities had strip patterns of development which spread to
follow each community's development along streets or sometimes entire areas. These
Chinatowns became unique communities within Jakarta.
Steeped in hundreds of years of history, such areas have also flourished as locations
for culture and history. In addition, as such areas flourished, they were coveted as
places for business, recreation, shopping, and tourism. Hence, the historic and cultural
districts merged with the co~erciaJ and social activities in places such as Fatahillah
Park and Glodok' s Chinatown, where spaces were used for many different human
activities.
•

Types and changes of urban spaces

The dynamic planning and development of Jakarta was caused by urbanization and
the population increase in Jakarta. Acculturation of several cultures and values from
different regions and ethnic groups has influenced the use of space both physically
and socially. Consequently, out of this complicated cultural s~stem emerged a
complex community social behavior, and this in turn has ha~ ~ns1derable mfluen_ce
on the general people' s perception and evaluallon of the obJectlves of urban spallal
planning and also on the development of urban space itself. The changing func11on _of
the buildings over time was caused by changing activities and shows the complexlly
of the relationship between social and physical space.

In Jakarta •s Old Town, urban space as a civic centre became a usual public space
with some commercial activities. The buildings surrounding 11 became cornmerc1al
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and spread out along Chinese commercial areas with shopping streets and
communities.
The types of urban spaces (physical space) here remained almost unchanged, but their
activiues, functions, cultural values and some identities have changed a lot. Changing
activities are following by changing identities, and of course the loss of the spirit of
the place. That 1s when the problems began.

2. Fatahillah Park
Fatahi~lah Park is an old Jakarta's central park. It was a civic centre with some
Colorual and go~ernment building. Now, since the government has shifted to the
south, the functions of the buildings at Fatahillah Park have been changed t
commercial office buildings, museums, cafes/restaurants, and other sorts 0~
buildings. The activities in this urban space have become open to the public with
some identities still appearing such as square shape, ornaments of some buiidings
and the plaza.

The rise of urban design
•

Case study : Elements of aesthetics which were used, circulation/spatial design,
connections with the building/ enclosures, vista, axis, sequence, symbol, focal
points, a glimpse toward an objective view, planning etc.

The social and economic changes within the community of Jakarta have in the last
decade greatly accelerated. Progress and development in many fields have been
instrumental for the emergence of new community classes in Jakarta, especially in
Jakarta' s Old Town as the heart of where the development started. All these social and
economic changes have no doubt played a determinative role in shaping and
establishing the way people--e.g., planner, designer, government and private sector-view and evaluate each component of urban planning. Members of the private sector,
supported by the government' s regulations and plans, have changed the face of
Jakarta' s Old Town area.. (Focus on Glodok " China Town " and its surrounding area
as a case study).

3. The Waterfront Area
This is a Northern of Jakarta city centre/old town. In this part of Jakarta' s Old
Town area, one can see that-since 1994-initiative has been taken to coordinate
the management of the Northern coastal area through a waterfront development
project which has as its aim to integrate all parties involved in coastal area
development. This involves a public-private partnership.
All this area has been developed through a Public-Private Partnership. During this
period (about 10 years) become the rising of urban design period. All the public
space gets more attention, especially in physically. Pedestrianisation, greening,
facilitation for public services etc. have increased tremendously. The rerum of
aesthetics to this area is leading to visual improvement schemes.

The developmental acuvmes of Jakarta rest on the following principles and
references, such as: (Jakarta, p. 10 & 36 )

I. Jakarta is geared to become a service city, including improvement of public
services.
2. Jakarta has a strategic plan, such as: Integration of social community
development, environmental cleanliness and greening etc.
3. The development of waterfront City at Jakarta' s Northern Coastal areas is an
integrated continuity of the development of other places and areas, including the
surrounding of Jakarta' s historic city centre.
In this case, Jakarta's Old Places (i.e., historic city centre) include: Glodok " China
town" with Chinese residential and commercial area, Fatahillah park with its Colonial
buildings, and the surrounding district with modem building and examples of urban
designing.
1. Glodok "Chinatown"
Glodok "Chinatown" was a business area that was dominated by retail stores and
shops. There are many ch_anges of activities and elements of urban space which
can be found: the funcuons, streetscape and pedestrian with their aesthetic
elements. buildings enclosures, vista, symbols, focal points and sequence all with
'
spatial design and circulation.

The declining of urban design

•

Changes of Life style.

To see how the urban design grew in Jakarta's Old Town, we see physical
development or building development has occurred along with some aesthetic factors.
Urbanization and the increase in Jakarta's population have affected the City's
community structures, and this in turn has also affected certain cultural values and
changes in life style.
Urban designers have tried hard to see urban space in te~ of its p~ysical and social
structures. Parallel with this, urban planners and designers_ think of ways of
structuring this space in order to turn it into a manageable ~llecllon of ~pace "-1th has
its own order. The space where people go for a social hfe chan~es mto the_place
·
·
· and pass·ng
through, which can be hke an
where people go JUSt
for shoppmg,
eaung
1
any place anywhere.
•

Historical preservation.

I

Economic grown made this area change from residential and retail into
866
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This area as a historical area needs preservation not only for the buildings but also for
the spirit of the place. Many cultures that influence this area should not make multiple
identities and separate or partial spatial design.

Rethinking the Significance of the City Bea t"f I M
u•u
ovement

Conclusion

Gilbert A. Stelter
pepartment of History

The role of urban design in planning is very important. The whole urban planning
system makes for a bener place design with all identities that are reflected by the
people, the history, and the environment.

University of Guelph
Guelph, Ontario, Canada

Some suggestion for this area are:

This paper is based on~ ongoing cx~ination of the City Beautiful movement in Canada, but m
concerns go beyond _national _boundanes to the larger body of international ideals and practises thii
made up th~~ maJor plannin~ mov~t ofthe Twentieth Century. The City Beautiful movement
is usually d1s~ss~ by_ academics, with some notable exceptions such as William Wilson (Wilson,
I989); Cana~an histon~s tend to use terms such as "failure", "grandiose fantasy'', or suggest that
it was essen~1ally boostensm (Van N~s, 1975; Smith, 1979; Weaver, 1977). Much of this negative
approach murors the contemporary views of Garden City advocates like Thomas Adams who was
imported into Canada to serve as the Town Planning Advisor to the Federal Government's
Commission of Conservation in 1914 (Artibisc and Stelter, 1981; Simpson, 1985). Recent work on
the planning of specific Canadian cities, however, has indicated that some of this criticism may be
unjustified.

•
•
•
•

Design should be as a mirror of community,
Design should reflect the history or people can include nostalgia,
Urban space can express the perspective of everyday life,
Design should consider the whole area as an environment, including classifying
buildings, forms and street panems according to their history, styles, diversity,
disorder and so forth.
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I have begun to look at the ideals and proposals of the Canadian movement both at the national and
at the local levels. I am concentrating on six selected cities: Halifax, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,
Calgary, and Vancouver. This has led me to ask the following questions. Did the City Beautiful
movement really represent a very narrow approach to planning by concentrating only on
beautification to the exclusion of other issues? Was it regarded as incompatible with the objectives
of its rival, the Garden City movement? Was it basically a failure, with no or few examples of
completed projects?
I am finding that the movement looks quite different when viewed from the contemporary
perspectives of proposals, newspaper and periodical coverage, and public involvement of various
kinds. The movement was very complex, making it difficult to generalize about motivations and
goals, or about the leadership structures, the degree of public support, and the extent of outside
"expert" advice. At this stage, it seems to me that the movement represented some very positive
aspects of urban planning, in spite of its obvious and well-documented weaknesses. I will outline
four of these positive characteristics in the following pages.
First, the Canadian City Beautiful movement emphasized the possibility of the city as a work of art.
Beautification proposals usually included a combination of three features- a civic centre complex
in the currently fashionable Beaux Arts style, grand diagonal avenues, and a system of connected
parks. Canada's largest cities grew quickly at the end of the 19th century, with Montreal and Toronto
four or five times as large as their nearest regional competitors; during the first two decades of the
20th century Montreal grew from 267,000 to over 600,000, 3:11? Toro~to from about 200,000 to
almost 500,000. But this growth seemed wicoordinated; th~ c1~es obviously lac~ed the coh~ce
and grandeur of some of Europe's great cities. When Canadian elites gathered t_o discuss sugg~ons
for reforming the physical environment, Paris was invariably the model, as 11 was to ~ose m the
United States, in Latin America, and even in non-Western places hke Istanbul. But Canadian leaders
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did not look to Pans directly, although they would have appreciated Baron Haussmann's radical
surgery on a medieval city. Rather, they looked to Paris through the screen of the American
experience, beginning with the Chicago World's Fair of 1893. Willi~ Langton, a leader among
Toronto architects, concluded that " the point of departure was, without doubt, the Chicago
Exhibition, which gave the public a new idea of the possibilities in the building of cities ... It is since
then that the wave of civic improvement has swept over the country." (Langton, 1905). Subsequent
developments in Washington, Chicago, San Francisco and Cle~eland were reported on regularly,
often by those architects directly involved in the process (Rettig, 1912). Canadian architects like
Langton regularly VlSlled American cities and reported back to their colleagues in some detail. Any
architect associated with the superstar of the movement, Daniel Burnham, was greatly in demand
in Canada, as was the case with E.H. Bennett who was hired to do a City Beautiful style plan for
Ottawa just before World War One. Bennett relied heavily on Canadian associates for detailed local
information about Ottawa, and even incorporated ideas from a vocal local opponent, Noulon
Cauchon, into his report (Bennett, 1914).
Second, the City Beautiful movement proposed urban solutions to the problems of the big city. The
city was thought ofas an entity, an organic whole that could be made more healthy by concerted
acuon mvolving the entire community in a physical sense. In contrast, Garden City thinking often
considered the downtown cores of cities as unredeemable and concentrated instead on what they felt
they could control - new suburban and satellite city development. In this respect, Jane Jacobs' charge
that Lewis Mumford and other Garden City advocates were basically anti-urban had a good deal of
merit. It could certainly be argued that the Garden City approach involved a kind of countrification
of the city, while City Beautiful principles were based on traditional European urbanism which owed
little if anything to a nostalgia for the rural way of life. City Beautiful proposals were much more
comprehensive than its critics would have us believe. The various Toronto schemes all emphasized
improving traffic circulation by the creation of diagonal avenues that focussed in on the core
(Langton, 1906). Bennett's Ottawa plan is known for its stress on improving the ceremonial centre
of a national capital but it also provided detailed plans for railway rationalization and.other traffic
flow. And it also proposed a detailed system of z.oning to protect residential areas, although like most
City Beautiful plans, it did not address the problems of housing directly (Federal Plan Commission,
1915).
Third, the City Beautiful movement involved a wide spectrum of the city's leadership and captured
the imagination of the public. It was led by amateurs in planning - architects primarily, but also the
business elites, municipal politicians and bureaucrats, and reformers of various stripes. William
Langton noted that "Plan malcing is in the air; we have caught it from our generation."(Langton,
1906). In most cities, the local elites gathered in Canadian C lubs to hear the latest ideas. Proposals
received wide press coverage and informed discussions took place in national periodicals. In
Toronto, leadership was provided by the local architectural association and by the Civic Guild; in
Vancouver, by the Vancouver Beautiful Association. In Montreal, two separate schemes were
conceived and actually built by groups of businessmen and by a major corporation. The Garden City
movem_e nt, ?n ~e other hand, "'.as usually led by professional planners. After the complete
profe~stonahzatton of_ the planrung_proces~ by the 1920s, planning literature became highly
technical and unaccessible to the pubhc. Judgmg by the coverage of planning questions in the local
press and in periodicals, the public apparently had lost interest, and control as well.
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In a second phase, a comprehensive plan by Harlan Bartholomew for Vancouver in 1928 became
the basis for most subsequent planning. The City Beautiful elements most apparent were the focus
on a new, dramatic civic centre and the alignment of several of the major traffic arteries
(Bartholomew, . I 928; P~s,' 198~). But the m~st obvious example ~f the continuing life of the
rnovement was tn the nalton s capital, where earlier proposals were revtved and revised and brought
to fruition in the Greber plan in the 1950s (Greber, 1950). By their very nature, capital cities lend
themselves to planning schemes that emphasize the monumental and symbolic quality of the
governmental core, but in Ottawa's case, the added emphasis on a series of parks and of a
surrounding green belt helped transform a relatively non-descript industrial city into an attractive
symbol of the country (Taylor, 1989; Hillis, 1992).
ln summary, I argue that the legacy of the City Beautiful Movement is far more important than is
usually recognized by planners and academics. In reality, it represented some of the most positive
aspects of the urban planning tradition, including a respect for hierarchical relationships in the
physical organization of the city and an understanding of the necessity of enhancing a city's identity
by the construction of centres with symbolic meaning.
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In 1915, the Queensland_ government's failure to respond to a large public protest over
the sale of a public camping ground at the Sunshine Coast prompted one local resident to
complain:

.. man m brief authority 1s soulless. and when we thought. poor
silly fools, our ti/le deeds would ever be sacred. we awoke,
betrayed again by Mammon.
private ownership has powerful
friends, e'en m the People's Party. and soon the sllllness. narural.
undefiled will hear the raucous shouts of salesmen. bartering the
people ·s her11age for money. (The 'People's Poet' , Nambour
Chronicle, 24 December 1915)

This paper will consider the extent to which the public has been able to influence
plann.ing decisions at the Sunshine Coast over the past 100 years of development Since
the earliest days of white settlement, the Sunshine Coast region of Queensland bas been
the site of bitter debates over the sale and development of land. Looking at the Swisbine
Coast today, it may seem that private developers have won the battle against those who
sought to preserve the natural beauty and unsophisticated charm of the region. Those
who have supported development have argued that it is vital to the region's ~nomy.
However, community and environmental groups have also had some reso~ wins
against the forces of government, business and private interests. They, too, chum to be
working for the benefit of the community.
Now after more than a century of pitched battles between opposing fo_rces on the
Sunshine Coast it appears that a more conciliatory relationship is developing betwee_n
government, developers, business people and the local community. One aspect of this
new relationship 1s an enthusiastic comm1nnent by both local and state gove~ents
toward community consultation. Today, Sunshine Coast residents are ~gularly invued
to parucipate in consultation meetings. These are purported to amst planners and
government to more adequately represen t the needs and wants of the local community
• appea_
rs to represent
move
. consultatlon
The commitment to commuruty
H a positive
I will argue
·
· ·b
f dec1sion-malcing power. owever,
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0
public. I will argue that the process of commumi cm:re power to the community
symbolic. The idea that community consultation prov, es
1s illusory
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l will present several examples - both historical and contemporary - to support this
argument. My aim 1s not to cnuc1se the individuals involved m community consultation
at the Sunshine Coast, but rather to provide a cnt1cal analysis of the process in which they
are involved and to challenge some of the assumptions which are inherent in that process.
In this paper l will quesnon the openness of government and bureaucrats to be influenced
by public opinion. However, I will also quesuon the extent to which the Views which are
represented as public opinion truly represent the community as a whole or, indeed, the
community's best interests. l will argue that the process as 1t stands virtually guarantees
that planning decisions will continue to be made for the benefit of vested interests rather
than the ordinary residents of the Sunshine Coast.
For more than a century, both sides of the development debate at the Sunshine Coast have
claimed to represent the best interests of the community. ln this paper, l will show that,
in fact, the people of the Sunshine Coast have paid dearly for the wins and losses of both
sides of the development debate. After a century of debates over the sale and
development ofland at the Sunshine Coast, Mammon still prevails.

public Places, Urban Youth and Local G
Culture in Hobart's Franklin Square1 overnment: the Skateboard
Elaine Stratford
De~a~tyentfoTf Geogr~pby and Environmental Studies
Un1vers1 o asrnama, Hobart , Tasmania
Introduction
Hobart's Franklin Square is a site of European cultural heritage, and a verdant haven of
lawns, elms and oaks, m the heart of the central business district It is a ven r, th
•p
le in the Parks' entertamm
·
·
ue or e
.
. .
ent program, a significant summer tourist event. It has
cop
also bee~ claimed by s1gruficant_numbers of youths, particularly skateboarders who use
park fittmgs and fixtures on which to perform their tricks. Since the early 1990s th
have been numerous attempts by Hobart City Council and State Government to · ' ere
· Ii
h · H
improve
planru~g or yout s ~ obart ~d Tasmania more generally. The skateboarding subcul~e ~as bee~ ~~ectally vocal ID requesting a centrally located, purpose built facility,
wh!c_h_ might nuru~se the damage to Franklin Square. Until recently, Hobart's skating
facthhes were restncted to. areas ~way froi_n the CBD, and street skating remains an
1llegal act. However, there 1s growmg official recognition that skating can be a tourist
drawcard ~Annabel Geddes, pers.comm., 7 April 1998). There is also a growing
understandmg that many youths use skateboarding as their main fonn of transport.
ln this paper, I examine the history of some of the interrelationships among government
youth, and public space, focusing on Franklin Square. I use literature about planning:
youth in cities, Hobart's civic history, and perceptions of multiple use conflict in
Franklin Square (Wood and Williamson 1996). I also draw on primary sources on
Hobart's youth and urban planning, research I started in July 1997: (I) over 300
interviews conducted by students at the University of Tasmania in and around the
Square (2) in-depth interviews with six key informants from state and local government,
and from the community and (3) six taped interviews with skateboarders.

The paper establishes the ground for further comparative work on youth and planning
strategies in other cities. The reform of South Australia's road rules to accommodate
skateboarding, in-line skating, and scooters (SA Department of Transport I995)
exemplifies the potential for this comparative work, especially since Tasmania's new
bicycle code may be expanded to recognise other small wheeled vehicles as legitimate
transport (Robert Valentine, pers.comm., 7 April 1998). The launch of Melbourne's
skate plan has also been hailed as nothing short of 'brilliant' in Hobart's local press
(Waterhouse 1997, 5), also receiving considerable promotion around Glenorchy in
Hobart's north, where a facility known as Skate Central was opened in December 1997
(Anon 1997). Skate Central is noteworthy because youths were involved in the planning
process from the beginning.

Franklin Square, Urban Governance and Youth
.
In 1811, Governor Lachlan Macquarie laid out George's Square ID the place of the
original (1804) Government House (Hobart City Council 1988). The Square was part of
' This phrase 'skateboarding sub-culture" is used here with caution, since there are seven! groups of skateboardm 1n
Hobart. Subtlerics of style, demeanour, and argot are hard for 'outsiders' to pick. fa•en so, Gr<g Stewart and John
Williamson, slca1ers since the mid 1980s, and cnt1cal to skatebo>rdcrs being heard_by go,·cmment, note that the
needs of ramp and street skaters a,e different, inferring the need for ne,ible planning strategies.
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4
a larger area designated for various civic functions. Following the end of transportation
m 1853, part of that area was turned into a park. A photo~ph from 1863 shows a statue
of the one time Governor, Rear Admiral Sir John Franklm. :nie photogr?ph does not
show the oak trees that were planted that year, commemorating the mamage of_HRH
Edward The Prince of Wales and HRH Pnncess Alexandra of Denmark. One oak 1s still
marked by a small dark plaque recording that even~. In 1898, the park'_s care was
enshrined in Government Notice o.57, and was given to the commuruty through
provisions in the Crown Lands Act of J890 (54 Victori~ 8). That Noti~e regulated
visitation to the park and banned animals. It also prohibited any offensive acts that
would disturb the peace or that would lead to damage.
Since J923, though, Franklin Square has been manag:<1 by Hobart_City Co~cil. It is
currently maintained by the Parks and Landscape Um~ (Hobart City Council. 1997a).
Planning and maintenance of the park occurs within a ~ework ~at mcludes
economic development, environmental management, commuruty well-be~g, quality
management and customer service, and urban enhancement (Hobart City Council
1997b). Council must provide statutory planning in line with legal and corporate
requirements, managing its properties efficiently, and undertaking urban design projects
to enhance the character of the city and maintain high standards of amenity. It must also
promote community awareness of heritage and conservation, in accordance with the
Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993, and the Historic Cultural Heritage Act
1995. As part of this brief, Council is to "Establish appropriate mechanisms for the
conservatton and management of all culturally significant Council property" (1997b, no
page), and that includes Franklin Square.
The State Government's Office of Youth Affairs is responsible for the development of
policy on youlh in Tasmania. Building on the plans set down in the Youth Ministers'
Council from 1992, the State's youth policies are designed to enhancing equity,
participation and access for people aged between 12 and 25, ' youths' as defined by the
Uruted Nations (Office of Youth Affairs 1995). The Office recognises that youths are
often defined as in trouble - and thus as victims, or as being trouble - and thus as
problematic to the rest of society. In policy documents, the positive attributes and the
potentJal of youths are emphasised, and a series of issues that have traditionally required
!he attention of planners (among others) are discussed. These issues include
accommodation, transport, housing, family and community support and services, and
the provision of education, training and employment.
The Office of Sport and Recreation has also acknowledged that there is a probable
strong positive correlation between hi~er levels of un- and under-employment among
youths, and levels ofbored~m and dehnquency. It also notes that ' Lifestyle and cultural
trends have led to a ~han!Png pattern of sport and recreation in which social sport and
unstructured recreation 1s more popular' (ht11J·//www.tased.cdu.au/osr/industry.hrm,
accessed 14 ~fay 1998, no page). Skateboardmg 1s one such activity, and the State
Government 1s aware that. centrally located facilities are warranted to accommodate th e
~ccds o f this sub-popu Iallon of youths. Indeed, there are several references to this issue
m Parhament (Hansard: 31 August 1995, I September 1995, 20 September 1995, 7 May
1996, 4 September
1996,. I. October 1997, 15 October 1997). Some ofthese d"1scuss1ons
·
,
meIude ca IIs ,or the prov1s1on of a central skate place for youths.

y 0 uth and Public Space
Gill Valentine ( 1996) reminds us that childhood is a cultural

•
•
.
construchon, and that
modem childhood 1s a set of circumstances inferring incompetence d
d
. and deIayed respons1·b·li
scgrcgat10n,
1 ty. Valentine argues that ptanrun
· · , cpen
f ence'
.
g 1s part o a senes
·
· hi
of rcgu_Iatory regimes ~ w ~h pubhc space is repeatedly reinforced as adult space to
the point where that hrrutahon seems natural (hegemonic). Her assert·
'
·th A
1·
ions are not
,sotated, w_1
~tra tan commentators such as Ken Poll< (1997), Leonie Sandercock
(1997), ~nan _Simpson (1997) or Rob White (1997) having published work on the
interrelationships bctwee? youth 'problems' and changes to the ways in which spaces
and places are produced, owned', and contested.
Valentine also suggests that research on children and youth has increased dramaticall
since the publication of various articles in Britain and the United States in the
J970s. Based around perceptions of place, mapping exercises, and cognitive studies
these early projects linked children's ' levels of spatial awareness to the ways that adul~
control and restrict the_ir use of space' (_Valentine 1996, 205). There is also an expanding
literature on geographies of fear and crime, and on planning responses to these, a ' local'
example of this being Andrew Paterson's (1992) Adelaide central business district
Crime Prevention Plan.

miJ.

Franklin Square has been territoria\ised by youth, then, and their presence there and
around the city centre is reflected in community debate about safety in the city and
damage to various sites. Hobart's The Mercury newspaper has reported on the issue of
youth in the city in dozeris of articles and letters to the editor. One letter from M.
Wallace of Battery Point notes:
Toe Hoban City Hean organisation [to market the CBD) is trying 10 entice people into the cuy
w1th free parlung and large amounts of money in adve-rns,og ... Bui what can be done 10 malce the
central city area safe so as [sic) people can be sure they wtll not be haruscd as they walk about the
central city? If you take tJmc 10 speak to the gencnl public many have had nasty expencnces by
bemg harassed for money or pushed about by young adolescents who have taken over the city
streets and the mall to the detriment of business. shopownen [sic) and the public. The polic:e have
hmned rcso=es and must be frustrated by all the paper work genmted repomng these assaults,
and with little success in apprcbendmg the pcrpctntors. Can ' 1 we recla1m the city and move these
people on - or else bus,oess in the city will gradually slow down and close down (The Mt muy,
Tuesday 8 July 1997, I 8)

Appeals such as this infer a need for policing and planning remedies that uphold
normative views of the city as an economic arena, and that reinforce the negative
stereotype of youths as incompetent and without value. They also disenfranchise youths,
eliding them from 'the general public' and from citizenship. Eleven days after Wallace's
letter, Lisa Hankey of North Hobart wrote:
I am always glad 10 see lads waitmg around in Franklin Square for buses or soc1ahsmg rather than
in the mall or around the shops. I lhink it is an cxc:ellent use of a park wluch IS othcrwuc generally
only used as a thoroughfare. One side of the park which IS almost never used could be tnnsfonned
mto a skating ramp area wtth no real inconvcrueoc:e to most park users. Tlus would encourage the
le.tels 10 be physically active and keep them from the Government bu1ldm~ end of the pa,k (The
Saturday Mercury, 19 July 1997, 18).

Hankey also sees merit in 'zoning' youthful activities away from precincts _o~ economic
activity. Her comments might also be seen to reflect an ign_orance (albeit mnocen_tly
based) of the cultural heritage of Franklin Square and the considerable pubhc and pohcy
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pressures on the municipality and the state to protect that heritage. Finally, like many
Hobartians, Hankey is conflating skaters into another category of youths who are known
locally as the Mallies". This mistake supports Gill Valentine's _claims that all youths are
considered deviant and that their claims for space in public places are considered
illegitimate and dangerous.

Youth and the Public Space of Franklin Square

.

.

So what is the recent conflict about the uses of the public space that 1s Frank.Im Square
and what have been the planning responses to it? Clearly, the park is a busy central
place, in which multiple use conflicts occur. At times there. can be as many as one
hundred youths in the park. In March J998 I observed approxlffiately ~s number on a
fine Friday afternoon, one skater informing me that everyone was h~gmg out befo~e a
rave party later than night. As well as college kids, skaters, and Malhes, th~ Square 1s a
pedestrian zone for office workers, and around 11s edges, commuters wait for Metro
buses. Parents bring children to the park, and several elderly people often feed the
pigeons.
According to another skater, more and more youths have been coming to the park
because it is central, pleasant, and has features that make for good - but n?t great skating. He also acknowledged that skating has damaged those features. Evidence for
his observations is apparent throughout the park. The _sandstones th~t surround the
fountain and statue of Franklin are chipped and covered m wax and paint residue from
the bottom of boards. Park benches, which are regularly painted by Council
maintenance crews, are just as regularly scuffed and splintered as skaters slide across
them. The marble and granite edging to the speaker's corner is chipped, as is the stone
and metal edging to the giant chess board. Street lights in the park have been broken,
there is graffiti on bus shelters, and the extensive area of paving around the fountain
(which provides the flat surface on which to skate ,vith sp~d) is broken in several
places. However, to a question of mine about the alleged conflict between Council and
skaters, the skater responded:
Yeah I don't understand a 101 ofit ... I think there are a few bad eggs ... who maybe .. . damage
some'of the sandstone lining out of the fountain ... but I don't really see how it can cause so much
trouble really ... I can understand that they have to respect other people's space ... and they are a
bit noisy ... but I mean it doesn't really harm that many people and I don't know, where else can
they go?

This same Friday afternoon, I also interviewed a group of six young women. Skaters are
almost always young men, and these women did suggest that one reason for this is
because they get ' bagged' or teased by the young men when trying to skate. (This
gender differential is being planned for in State Government as evident in policy from
the Office of Sport and Recreation, which recognises that girls and women tend to avoid
male dominated sports for this reason. For example, the Office is working to provide
opportunities for females to become proficient at particular forms of recreation away
from the gaze of their male peers.)

• According 10 Wood and Wilhamson ( 1996, 2) Mal hes is a tenn used in Hobart to ·refer 10 a group of 50<:1al
·misfits", some of whom engage in socially d1srup11vc behaviour [such as drinking alcohol in one small area of
franklin Square and rnteract1ng neganvcly with skaters and others). The members of the group arc usually
unemployed or unemployable [stc], socially ahcnatcd from the general community and have low standards of living·
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When asked about their perceptions of th hi
.
•
.
.
e stoncal features f th
women admitted to bemg m the Square aim t d .
e park, the young
11
examined the statues and plaques. When qu ~~ ~ Y' and noted th_at they had never
o;d en a out the role of history in our lives
one S- ·
,

°

Yeah, it's the roots ... We need to know where we
.
We ... have to know where we come from in ord ~• :nung from to know where we are going.
look through history you sec so many mistakes w:cano . ow why whe have to do slUfT. When you
•
tmprove cac gencranon.

prospect
Evidence from observations and interviews with skaters suggests th t
f
· t h e vaIue o f Frankl"m Square particularly as a park Ho a many
recogruse
th o them do
·
ed"
•
.
'
· wever, ey a1so have
certain and 1ffiffi 1ate imperatives for space These needs _ to perfio
d rod
•
di
•
·
rmanp uce
their own spaces ~ ? aces -. outweigh any consideration they may otherwise have for
the cultural and histoncal hentage of the Square. Some have also suggested th t
·r
·1
'd
b - f: . .
a even 1
Counc1 prov1 es ~ p_urpose ui1t ac11ity, some skaters will continue to use Franklin
Square. Perhaps this is because members of the sub-culture tends to reject control and
the regulation of their travels through the urban.
Furthermore, conversations with local and state government employees in youth affairs
and with one Alderman_ involved, in youth issues, lead me to conclude that Hoban Ci~
Council has been cogrusant of the need for youth spaces for some time. Indeed, my
preliminary assessment is that Council's recent planning history is characterised by a
generally proactive approach to_youths, although this approach is usually constrained by
an awareness of the power of business and rate payers, and the need for political
expedience. Even so, two outreach workers have been employed by Council since the
mid-1990s, and both are on the streets helping youths with various issues of concern,
including organising special skate events on Council properties around the CBD, or
three-on-three basketball in Franklin Square on Saturday afternoons. In April 1998, a
youth centre was opened just down from the park, and that facility is to be used for a
range of programs dealing with health, welfare, education, training, and community.
And critically - at least in relation to Franklin Square - Council has been planning
mechanisms by which to provide a skate facility. In 1997, it commissioned Greg
Stewart, a graphic artist and skater, to find appropriate sites around !fobart that might fit
the needs of both skaters and Council. An estimated $35 000 will likely be used to
advance this plan to fruition.
State Government's history of involvement in planning _for routh c_an also be seen_as
··
Ith gh agam· much of this work is occumng m a climate of dechmng
pos1t1ve a ou ,
,
- 998) Th
resources and increasing demand (Judy Hebblethwaite, pers.comm. Apn1 I . · ese
issues are too complex to deal with here, beyond noting ~at pohcy and planning have
been drafted in the past with an understanding that lean t1IDes are here for a while yet.
nt does fund numerous programs for youth across a range
.
E ven so, the State G overnme
of portfolios (Office of Youth Affairs and Family 1998)-

·r th recent planning history of youth in Hobart
However, it appears to me that even 1 . ;
and for youth, and even if skaters are
10
results in positive outcome_s for ~ ~ er:; several underlying issues about youth,
able to secure a purpose built facihty m ~ Th ' 1·ssues include the hegemony of adult
.
d b
overnance remam. ese
bi
publ1c ~pace, an ur an g
Jannin and urban governance '.o pr~tect t s
space m the city; the tendency for ~ be m!nitored, controlled, and d1sc1plmed; and
hegemony; the v iew that youths shou
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the desire among youths to resist adult scripts about acceptable and unacceptable
beha\iours, and to claim spaces and places like Franklin Square for themselves. To
conclude with a story, the irony of which cannot be escaped:
Mr Hiddmg: ... my mate and I, out of an old floorboard, manufactured a skateboard with the steel
wheels off a roller-skate, and we were sensational on these things ... and we would be going down
ignonng the traffic totally, and ... we would duck between the traffic and jump onto the footpath,
just hlce they do these days ... and disappear behind some trees. One day my father came out at tea
tune. He was complalDIDg to my mother about these idiot lods on these funny loolang boards with
whtels under them playing chicken with the motor cars and, of course, I Just agreed that they must
have been complete idiots. Here we are 30 years later and we are still talking about 'terrible
skateboards'. It really is a bit of a joke. The other thing is having raised four children and being
from a large family myself, as other Members of this house are, and being fathers [sic) of young
people, we are very careful not to make judgmental comments about a lot of young people
because there but for the Grace of God go each one of us. Every parent ID the house knows that
feeling.
Mr Lennon: And they'll vote one day, too (Hansard 15 October 1997, no page available online).
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tbe Cumberland _County Council Planning
Belt and the Anb-Urbanist Imperative.
Scheme, Sydney's Green
}licbard Strauss,
pepartm~nt of_ Bist~ry, Philosophy and Politics,
Macquarie Umvers1ty.
. This i_s a gho? story' a story of a shon lived council and its stillborn Green Belt: of the forces
of aou-urbarusrn which both engendered the council's vision and hastened its demise.
The Cumberland County Council was convened in 1945 as an amendment to the Plannina
Bill of that year. It~ len members were to be elected by the sixty-nine constituent councils of the "
region_, and were given three ye~ to produce a planning scheme for the Sydney region.' The
council had a turbulent career lastmg_a ht~e over a decade, involving such planners John P. Tate,
Sidney L. Luk~r. and Rod Fraser. In its third year the council produced the Cumberland County
Council Planning Scheme Report, an~ a s~ial act of parliament was passed to extend its life. In
t 951 the Cumberland County c;ounctl Ordmance was passed, conferring planning powers 00 the
council. These P?W~rs are 5ittll m force, although the council itself was superseded by the State
Planning Authonty ID I 962.
The council approached its task in the spirit of post-war reconstruction. William C. Andrews.
then Senior Planner, remembers:
Professional men after the 1939-45 war were anxious to improve the cities and the
countryside towns ..... All the chiefs.... were men looking ahead - endeavouring to see that
better things were done in a ~tter way than previously.'
Geoffrey Faithfull. who bad been Deputy Chief Planner fortbe council has similar recollections:
In the early days it was a bit of brave new world ~luff; we were all lea_rnioi and there
was a feeling, a spirit, that you were trying to do something to improve the s11uauon. and m
fact doing it in spite of adver.;ity.'
Urban growth was anticipated, although not in the v_olume in which it wo~ld ~ome. The Council
souoht to manage urban development and the undesirable effects of wbarusalloo '.'11d
..
ind;strialisation. T he methods they used were peculiar to the time. and to a plannmg tradition.
When the Cumberland County Council Planning Scheme was re~ned to the minister for
Local Government, the Hon. J. J. Cahill, on the 27th of !uly, 1948. rurality was central to ,ts
agenda. It was undoubtedly an optimistic scheme, declanng that:
This is a planning scheme for a vital and pro~pcrous region. for the second wbi~e Cl;Y of the
British Empire, for the other towns of the region and the broad acres between t em.
The first of Sydney's regional_plans, it w~ also the last to owe so much to British utopianism. It
hinted at the danger of a loonung urban disaster:
.
. 'f ve ones are naturally conscious of the
Densely populated countnes. even !he
bowe~er where there is an abundance
importance of rural areas. lo countnes t e us . ia. s r mitl~s an attitude which leads to
rd
of land. there is a tendency to rega lb~ co~~~•d:o~b~re so n~ticeable as in the cities.
1
neglect of its pro~r care_and prescr:iauc:;:; val!~~fthe rural background either to the whok
where the populations fail to appre~ate
country or to the cities themselves.
which rovided for rural work as well as 'natural' play.
The Green Belt was inteoral to an urban plan
P
. . .
.
it . a broad bell of agri_c~ltural land
"
The Green Belt was. in pnnc1ple if n~ ID e;eyn~~~oJob Prospect to the military lands at
forming a semi-circle around Sydney: from oms ·
e

~ti"::~.:/
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Hollsworthy. Lot sizes were set at five acre minimum, as indeed were 101 sizes in areas zoned ' rural'
The fiie acre minimum had been arrived al after consultation wilh lhe Department of Agriculture,
who advised lhal this was the minimum area required for horticulture around Griffith! The Green
B_elt \\ as 1~ be contiguous " ith other open space. II would divert urban expansion to satellite cities,
gn e urbanites ~ccess 1_0 open space, and preserve or recreate a certain type of agricultural production.
The latter 1s quite a unique approach, in that it intended 10 preserve a mode of production; urbanites
would have an opportunity lo work in rural industry as well as play in a rural atmosphere.
~lthou~h Peter Spearritt has noted that the Green Belt 'caught the public's imagination • . 11 is
not certain that 11 was received with total comprehension. Residents affected by the Green Belt zonino
"rote to the Council 10 point out extensive park land and open space which already existed in their "
locahues.' Evidently. the Scheme was 001 as well understood as the Council would claim.' The
functi?n of the Green ~elt was to be quite distinct from other open space. The land uses were
complimentary but not mterchangcable.
This is not to suggest that The Green Belt was an entirely indigenous product. Whatever the
local_popularity ~or anti urbanism, ours was a sideshow on a larger stage. The Green Belt.
predictably. was imported from Britain. To some extent. it was a case of pure immitation:
....when visiting the CCC (sic) we saw progress maps of the Scheme ... one ......
showing the existing residential development (Scheme pink). Beyond was the buff area for
rural. These were little more than existing development. Jack can recall vivid!) Howard
Sherrard asking questions one day - a very topical question al the time for Sir Patrick
Abercrombie ·s cheme for metropolitan London with the famous Green Belt around
London. Howard Sherrard asked the question - Has the CCC given any thought to the
creation of a Green Belt around Sydney. Well. on our next visit 10 the CCC they had given
thought to the Green Belt. It took exactly one month ....... to put stippled green spots
around the perimeters of the pink areas over the buff colour for the rural zones. And that is
how the Green Belt was originally formed.'
The language of the Cumberland Plan echoes that of the Greater London Plan of 1944; the
typese_t~ng, bin~ing and_illustration are of a kind. T_h~ Green Belt of London, the first ' white city' of
the Bnush EmpJTe. was intended to preserve the Bnushness of the region aoainst the progress of the
industrial city, warding off the evils of modernity and healing the wounds ;f war. The plan's
architect. Sir Patrick Abercrombie. was well versed in anti-urbanism and drew on a fine pastoral
tradition.

'[he •crusad~' was bei_ng waged all over the world d
· an crusaders could look elsewhere than the
British empire for anll-urban inspiration.
While the Green Belt was a strategy bo
df
. .
d.
rrowe rom Bntai B · ·
h b ·1 ,
n. ntain was not alone in seeking
10 change I e u1 t ,o~ 1ctated by urban capital. A Green 8
resumably by a planru~g body quite different io form from elt was attempted at Moscow,
)960s there was debate in the Second and Third lnte ti althc Cun:ibertaod Co_unty Council. In the
the countryside to the transition to socialism the co:~ ~n refgar~mg the relauonship of cities and
•
us1oas o which had an anti-urban flavour.u
In the United States planners had developed an a ·a ·
• . .
1.,ewis Mumford pointed to the desirability of rural 'banf,11w~~t~' dtSlmctJve American tone.
evco identified these as Green Belts, pointing to their ' naw~•
e mcd_commurutJes. Mumford
salubrious 19th Century residential railway suburbs Indeed 1~~~~acf m th~deve~opm_ent of
'counter-attack:' to over-urbanisati~a· lhe p'roblem coth othguc ode su urb itself was a
good and natural
d ·
•
wi
e m em suburb v. as that
·
mass production an pnvatc transport had spoiled an exclusive success •• Em h • • , .1
·
M mf d'
·
pcities
as1smg
· and effi1c1ency,.
commuruty
u or s argument forthe planning of America's
a d,armb yb
was carefully non-<:ommurust: la 7M Living City Architect Frank: Lloyd Wright went~ ~ ur s
calling for a modem Jef~ersom!l" de_m~cr of part-time farmers. In this American Jcri~adeDoyd
Wright proposes a utopian society, Usoma , where modem technology bas reunited humanity and
nature:

t

.... true simplicity by way of simples growing out of the free democratic citizen's own
devotion to life on is own ground; the citizen himself sometlling of a farmer here. free of all
unfair transactions."
Stirring stuff! Lloyd Wright had arrived at bis own version of what Abercrombie had called 'Feng
Shui·.
We can at least conclude that anti-urbanism has occurred to tllinkers from diverse political
backgrounds. It is a romantic, reactionary after-effect of the Industrial Revolution.
The last of the Green Belt was released in 1958, although the ideology underpinning it had
passed out of the planning discourse well before t~is. The ~hief County Planner, _Co~nsellor Luke
bad declared in his 1956 report that there was notlling more important to the funcllonmg of the
County Plan than the Green Belt:

The assumption of the importance of agriculture to cultural identity and to the mental health of
the metropolitan population predated the Second World War. At the tum of the century, Ebenezer
Howard bad opposed rurality to urban ills in founding the Garden City movement.'0 The concept
had not lost currency: due to an anticipated growth in population, planners saw the need for the
infusion of sylvan beauty into the metropolis of the future:

The Green Belt•... is in my ftnn conviction (italics struck from draft), one of the vital
components of the County Scheme, the pre~n:ati_on of which must be maintained al all costs.
Without it, the indescribable sprawl and md1scnrruaate development of the metropolis cannot
be controlled. nor can decentralisation be brought about. Indeed. 111s the very foundatJoa of
the county scheme."

...the peat-up population will inevitably avail themselves of the country, though in decreasing
intensity as their centrifugal dispersion increases the ratio of openness."

During the followino year the Green Belt, in the original sense of the tenn, was abolCisbed,_~nd a_oe;
Cluef County Plann~r appeared. At the cod of 1959, io a nice irony. the only power . ounc1 rrdetaioe1
· ·
· · the remaining rural areas of the region acco mg o
was the power to sanction v~alloas to zoruag~
.
y f the Local Government Act to
Clause 52 of the scheme ordmance. Hill had u seeuoa 242 1
and Country Plaooiog)
suspend the rest of the scheme. la 1962 the_ ~ ~o~~~~~h~u;';aated the Cumberland County
Amendment Act ushered in the State Planning ut on \ed as an administrator of rural lands.
Council entirely. The Cumberland County Council s~rvi f rural lands would amount to a defence of
~owever. In these diminis~ed circ~~stan~~-~rotyte,ct:::,~e:ed accordingly.
its very shaky tenure, and 1ls defimuon o ru 1 1
. . doubted weaknesses. the thtee most penmeo1 are a
Of the Cumberland County Co~~c!I s uo Government portfolios": and a sigmlicanl
lack offunds: competition with State uub~eJ·md It to determine whether the lauer is cause or effect.
underestimation of population growth. It 15 1 icu
or both.
. f r
C
·1and its Green Bell principle held no anracuon o
Certainly, the Cumberland County ounci

Nature \\ as also to be valued in its primal state" , while the Green Belt proper was 10 be projected
into the city." While the Green Belt was in part an attempt to preserve prime agricultural land" , it
\,as an attempt lo conserve in Britons that attachment to the land which made them great.
What other ideological traditions underpinned the Green Belt? Marx had made a clear claim
on anti urbanism in the Communist Manifesto. citing the ''Combination of agriculture with
manufac~ri~g in_dustries; gradual abolition of all the distinction between town and country by a more
equable d1stnbuuon of the populace over the country'' as an indicator of progress towards socialist
goals.(Karl ~arx and ~rederic~ Engels. Manifesto ofthe Communist Party. 1848) Planner George
Clarke descnbes the philosophical stance of the Cumberland as being quite radical:
..... w~ ~isscmbled. but in our hearts, we were utopian crusaders out to change the
urbanismg world.( Clarke m Ashton. Planning Sydney)
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•
the dominanl ALP right wing, which favoured robust suburbanism. The minister, P.O. Hill had
reportedly declared:
··fuck the Green Belt, I want to get rid of it; its a bloody nuisance, its in the way. And I want
to oet all that land available for the Housino Commission and other developers to start to
bu~d housing on before the next election."~
The housing boom which beset the Cumberland County. and the concomitant population growth
which outstripped the Cumberland's expectations" was the a priori cause of Green Belt's demise.
bul it was the nature of the housing which would consume so much space.
As a direct response to Green Belt releases, the Cumberland County Council and affected
local councils sought to include an alternative rurality in the new subdivisions. Bill Harrison recalls:
....that great rear-guard action that Rod Fraser was conducting to establish the principle of
development contributions .... in the new subdivisions as a consequence of the Green Belt
abolitions. Monoghan (who replaced Haviland as Under Secretary to Local Government)
was unenthusiastic ... Rod said thal he described them as creeping socialism.(Harrison while
interviewing Ashton)
The major concerns of constituent councils were to maintain lot sizes at one quarter of an acre, to
enforce Tree Preservation Orders in areas of new development, and to seek a developer's
contribution to a park land fund. This last measure was intended to maintain acceptable levels of
public open space in the new suburbs." Council set this at the rather arbitrary figure of 10%. to be
paid to counci I by the developer in money or kind.
The Cumberland County Council's Green Belt fell in the face of overwhelming suburban
expansion and underwhelming political support, yet this was not the last word in anti-urbanism.
Paradoxically, the agrarian thrust of post war suburbanisation continued with the quarter-acre block
(and larger). Sydney turned to its burgeoning National Parks and to Recreational Open Space for
interaction with nature. and to the commodity culture associated with them. Retreating from the
vision of integrated primary production embodied in the Green Belt, Sydney turned to the more
comfortably suburban pattern of consumption. Four wheel drives, Gortex tw , and hobby fanns share
in the legacy of this Green Belt, which was in any case an entirely notional preserve.
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The Planner at the Movies: The silver screen as a mirror of
planning and architecture, 1918-1998

Again (I 943), are emphatic, with all th
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Special Professor
Departmen~· of History
University of Nottingham
Nottingham, UK

pJanning messages are difficult to identify
Gold made this point at the IPHS Londo
very often they are accidental. John
number of stills including attractive plansn~~ t~nce m l 994 when he showed that a
or were obscured.
esigns were only briefly on the screen,
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Almost every textbook on the history of modem architecture includes the notorio
sl!ll fro~ Fritz Lang's Metropolis ()926) showing the vertical, business city oft~:
el~te._A_rrcraft fl1~ by and m?tor vehicles _roll alon~ vertiginous bridges. Usually, the
sl!ll 1s included m order to imply that science fiction made a big contribution to the
Mode~ Movement in architecture, by defining modernity and establishing modernism
as an . ideal for architects. With literary quotations and paintings and drawings
appcann~ less -~~ently in the architectural textbooks, we tend to accept the cinema
as the mam art1sllc influence on modem architecture.
That still from Metropolis has just about saved my bacon on two occasions in the last
year when per':eptive audienc~ have questioned whether there is any connection
between the cmema and architecture, let alone planning. The second of these
occasions, in Japan, was a near-disaster, and I was saved only by a friendly European
colleague who pointed out that the Japanese have no concept of urban form. However
the reaction of my Japanese audience reminded me that simply to suggest a number of
connections is not necessarily persuasive. On the other hand, all use of art tends to be
allusive, drawing even on unconscious reactions. Even within architecture itself the
detection of influences and inspiration often lacks documentary support, and is b~ed
largely on appearances and forms.
So, the connec~ion betwee_n the cinema and urban design, though often presented as
very pla~1ble, 1s always ~1~cult to establish objectively. The influence of the city on
the film 1s always more v1s1ble than that of the film on the city. The influence of the
the New York skyline on Fritz Lang when he was planning Metropolis is well known,
not least because it rests on Lang's own reminiscences. Lang's vertical city clearly
recalls Bruno Taut's Stadtkrone and other products of German Steinercsque symbolism
in the 1920s,'
Fewer problems are raised by documentary films designed to promote town planning
or train planners. The impressive The City (1939), made for the New York World's
Fair by Lewis Mumford and other anti-urban Americans centered on the Regional
Planning Association of America, conveyed a clear message in favour of small towns
and technological metropoli, despite its lack of a didactic script. Many other planning
documentaries were more mundane but the subject - the city itself - was often
photogenic and exciting. The British The City ( I 939), an essay on London traffic
problems and the engineering answers set out in the Bressey Report, was the very
opposite of its American contemporary in terms of production techniques, and
message, nevertheless included some interesting documentary shots of London. In
fact. the structure and content of planning films, from whatever the country, often
mark them out from the earliest frames. Low-angle sunlight, and happy children
playing on grass. are common features. Contrasts between the industrial past and the
planned environment of the future, as in the Boumville Village Trust's When We Build
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The historian can sometimes claim to detect th b hi .
can often mislead.2 The audience, meanwhit:'11m:t b~dsight and over-enthusiasm
message. We can assume that young planners 'and ~hi too random to r~1ve a
patrons, at least until the_1970s, but to be sure that they 1::1:r~:iuent cinema
films we would need evtdence such as that provided . di . P d g lesson from
m anes an memos Planners
were probabl y re1uctant to confess fonnally that films espcciall i
fi
influenced them.
'
Y eature !ms. had
The safest wa~ to proceed would. be to discuss documentary films but the results
w~uld be pre_d1ctable. _Documen~es w~e on a different circuit from feature films,
bemg shown m ed~cattonal and CIVIC enVIrOnments rather than in commercial cinemas.
They were educational rather than political, so usually provided a bland account of
planning prog_rcss rather ~an adv°':3ting controversial policies. Their greatest strength,
perhaps, was m the cmohonal quahty of their advocacy. But as they were rarely shown
in commercial cinemas, they appealed mainly to middle-class, educated people who
were no doubt already committed to the implicit planning goals.
The interest of feature films lies in their potentially large audience, with a wide social
range but mainly attracting the working classes. The equipment of the commercial
cinema allows a very strong impact to be created on an audience which, sining in great
comfort, is suscptible to influence. The most striking feature film in the field of wban
design as still The Fountai11head. It seems to be easier to make films about architects.
who can appear as heroic figures, than about planne~. Neverthe)ess, the architec! in
The Towering Inferno (1974) is gradually ovetbome by the pohce chief, a practical
figure who ultimately promises to tell the architect how to build office blocks.

In the absence of films about planners and planning, the city - mor~ or less planned - !s
the subject of the story or the source of influence. In science-fiction fi~s, th_e c1~_1s
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from other species, and the Newtonian model of a mechanical Universe.

Par adigms and Town Planning Theory Since 1945
\"igel Taylor
.
.
(School of Planning and Architecture, Faculty of the Built Environment,
the West of England, Bristol BS16 lQY, United Kingdom).

umvers1ty
• · of

1. Introduction: Changes in Tmm Planning Thought and Paradigms
Over the fifty year period since the end of the Second World War there ha~e ~en a
number of important shifts in town planning theory. But what_have been the most s1grufic'.1°t
changes, and how significant have these changes been? In this paper I offer a retrospecuve
overview of the most significant shifts in town planning thought since 1945. I shall
concentrate on theory about town planning which has been concerned with clarifying what
kind of an activity town planning is. and hence what skills are appropriate to practice it ; i.e.
I shall be examining changing conceptions of town planning itself ove~ the last half century.
In studies of the history of ideas, it has become fashionable to describe significant
shifts in thought as ' paradigm' shifts. Thus Galloway and Mahayni (1977) described notable
changes in post-war town planning theory down to the mid 1970s as 'paradigm changes' . I
shall therefore examine changing conceptions of town planning since 1945 in tenns of the
idea of paradigm shifts. After clarifying the notion of ' paradigms', I offer, from a British
perspective, an account of wha~ seem 10 me to be the two most significant shifts in town
planning thought since 1945. 1 I argue that whilst, on a weak interpretation of the notion of
paradigms, we might speak of these changes as paradigm shifts, in anything like a strong
sense of the tenn the changes in town planning theory since I945 should not be described
as paradigm shifts.
2. The Idea of Paradigms and Paradigm Shifts
The use of the tenn 'paradigm' 10 describe major shifts in thought was first coined
by Thomas Kuhn (I 962) in his account of the history of scientific thought. Before Kuhn, it
was widely assumed that scientific knowledge had grown steadily through history as more
and more empirical evidence of phenomena had been accumulated. Kuhn's examination of
the actual history of science led him 10 reject this gradualist , evolutionary view of the
development of scientific knowledge. For according to Kuhn, if we examine any branch of
science, we find that certain fundamental views or theories tend to prevail for very long
periods - often for hundreds of years. These relatively settled views of the world, or of some
pamcular phenomenon within it, are generally so fundamental to people's whole conceptual
scheme of reality that it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, for most people to think of
reality as being different; rhat, indeed, is why such views are fundamental (they are, literally,
·world views'), and also why they remain stable for very long periods of time. It is such
enduring world views which Kuhn calls 'paradigms' . Examples in the history of science
would be the pre-Copernican view that the Earth was flat and at the centre of the Universe,
the pre-Darwinian view that human beings had somehow been created on this planet separate

1 . Lack of s pace preclude s me from considering in t his paper t he
allegPd shift from 'modern i st' t o 'post - modernist ' plann i ng
thought .
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_Under a given paradigm'. continued empirical investigation may lead 10 some
theoreucal advance. B~t _accordmg to Kuhn, most scientific research and theoretical
development ope~ates wi~n_lhe_fundamental presuppositions of a prevailing world view or
paradigm- MoSt normal scien.ufic re~rch is therefore directed at filling in some of the
details of, and thus furth~r refirung, a given paradigm; it is what Kuhn calls ' puzzle-solving'.
f or Kuhn, ~en, paradigms are fundamental theoretical perspectives or world views.
paradigm shifts are _therefore co~espondingly fundamental, and typically occur infrequently
in the history of ~ience. Any given paradigm, once established, shapes the whole way a
scientific comrnuruty (and bey~nd that, the general public) views some aspect of the world,
and tends to endure for centunes, not just decades. Given this, on anything like a Kuhnian
conception of paradigms, it seems intuitively improbable that there would have been several
paradigm shifts in town planning thought over the shon span of the last fifty years.
3 . Two Important Shifts in Toffll Planning Thought since 1945
In this section I summarise what seem to me to be the two most significant changes
in post-war town planning thought. The first was the shift, in the 1960s and early 70s, from
the urban design tradition of planning to the systems and rational process views of planning.
The second was a shift from a technicalist to a politicised conception of planning which,
through the l 970s and 80s, eventually crystallised around the idea of the planner as someone
who was, or ought be seen as, a manager of the process of arrivi_ng at ~tannin~ judge_ments
rather than someone who possessed a particular substantive expen1se which qualified~ (or
her) to make these judgements himself. Under this view, the pl~r 1s seen ~s a kind_of
•facilitator', drawing in other people's views and skills to the bus1_ness o f ~ planrung
judgements. ' Communicative planning theory' is the latest expression of this view.
(t} From the Planner as a Creative Designer to the Planner as a Scientific Analyst and

Rational Decision-Maker
For almost 20 years following the Second World Wa~, town pl_anning theory ~
·
dominated by a conception which saw town planrung essenua!ly as an exercise
pracuce was .
. .
. stretched back into history' arguably as far
in physical design. This view of town planrun~ b k th that) Its long historical lineage
as the European Renaissance (arguably even fu er ac an ha~ came to be called town
is shown by the fact that, for as far back as
=i=\~; by architects and builders,
planning was assumed to be most appropnate Y d t n planning were not distinguished
surveyors and civil engineers. Indeed, archttectureal.anl ow tanrun
· g was seen as architecture.
. ry· what we now c town P
f town Hence the assumption that the
throughout most of human his1O •
0
albeit on the larger scale of a whole town, 0 ; pan_ ~e desi~n _a •master plan· - for a town
main tool of town planning was seen to be a arg.ehi~tecture design and town planning also
- Like
or part of a town. The c1ose link. between arc d d as· central 10 town planrung.
_
explains why aesthetic considera~ons were r: ga~ ea!beit an •applied' or ' practical' _an in
architecture, town planning was vie~ed as an ::t~ be accommodated. This concepuon of
which utilitarian or ' functional' reqmrements ~ted dOwn to the 1960s and most planners 10
·
town planning as 'architecture wnt· 1arge' pers1s . K ble's Principlts• and Prac11ce
oif Tiow,1
the post-war years were 'architect-planners' ·. Le,.wisd :gen based conception of town plaruung.
d h. hys1ca 1st es1 and Country Planning put forwar t 15 P d d texts of the 1950s and 60s.
and was one of the most widely recomrnen e
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Against this background, the bursting onto the scene in the I 960s of the systems and
rauonal proces views of planning (rtpresented by e.g. Brian McLaughlin's Urban and
Re,~1onal Planning: A Systems Approach) appeared co many to constitute a rupture with a
centunes-old traduion. It is worth noting that the systems and rauonal process views of
planning are conceptually distinct. and hence two theories of planrung, nol one. Thus the
~ystems view is prem1ssed on a view about the ob1ect that town planning deals with, viz: the
IO\\ n, or the environment in general, is viewed as a 'system' . By contras!. the rational
process view of planning is concerned with the method or process of planning itself; in
pan1cular. it advances a conception of that process as one of making instrumentally rational
deCISIOns.
But if we set aside this important distinction. both the systems and rational process
views of planning, taken together. represented a radical departure from the then prevailing
design-based view of town planning. The shift in planning thought which their adoption
implied can be summarised under four points First, an essentially physical or morphological
view of towns was to be replaced with a view of 1owns as systems of inter-related activities
in a constant state of flux. Second, whereas town planners had tended to view and judge
towns predominently in physical aod aesthetic terms, they were now to examine the town in
terms of its social life and economic activities. Third, because the town was now seen as a
'live' functioning thing, this implied a 'process' . rather than an 'end-state' or 'blueprint'
approach to town planning and plan-making. Fourth. all these conceptual changes implied
in tum a change in the kinds of skills, or techniques, which were appropriate to town
planning . For if town planners were trying to control and plan complex, dynamic systems,
then what seemed to be required were rigorously analytical, 'scientific' methods of analysis.
However, although this changed conception of town planning was undeniably
important, it is not clear that it represented a Kuhnian 'paradigm shift'. Apart from anything
else. the design-based tradition of 1own planning was not completely superceded by these new
theories of the 1960s. Although the shift in planning thought described above did have the
effect of marginalising considerations of design and aesthe1ics in planning theory for about
20 years. in British town planrung practice. and in particular in lhe development control
sections of planning authorities, many planners still continued to evaluate proposals for
development partly in terms of their design and aesthetic impact. Moreover, following the
publication of the Essex Design Guide of 1973, various local authorities sought to place their
pracuce of design control on a clearer theoreucal foo1ing by articulating 'principles' of good
design for !heir areas of jurisdic1ion. This was significant. For it drew attention to the fact
that. at the level of ' local ' planning, the physical form and aesthetic appearance of new
development remained a necessary and significant consideration in town planning. It was
there~ore only at the broader, more strategic level of planning that the design-based view of
planrun_g was supplam~d by the changing concep1ion of planning ushered in by the systems
and rational process views of planning.
The revolu1ion in town planning thought of the 1960s described in this section did not,
therefore. involve the complete replacement of one view of town planning by another.
Rather. the real revoluuon was in clarifying a distinction between two levels of town
planning. one !tra1egic and longer term, and the other ' local ' and more immediate. The
altered conception of town planning brought about by systems and rational process thinking
was a conception most appropnate in strategic town planning. Although there were also
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lessons from systems and rational process thinkin i ,
,
giving greater consideration to the social a d
g ?r local small area planning (e.g. in
approaching local planning as a rational n rC:e:~~:;c effects of development proposals; m
design-based conception of planning remair{ed
' c)~t th1s latter scale the traditional
1
a rejuvination of practical and theoretical ime::, ~vant.th _eed. the last decade has witnessed
planning.
m aes cues and good urban design in town
rt to the Planner as a Mana er and . Communicat ,

. Although ~e shift f~om _seeing (strategic) town planning as an exercise in h sical
planru~g and design to seemg it as a rational process of decision-making dirccte:: 1 the
analythins~s a~ co:tr~l o_f urbban sys~ems was undoubtably a radical shift in thinking, there was
one
g at e es1gn- ased view, and the systems aod rational process views. shared in
common. Both pr~su_med that the town planner was someone who possessed, or should
P?ssess, some spec1ahst kno-:vledg~ and s~ - some substantive expenise . which the layman
did not pos~s. It was this w~ch qualified the planner, literally. to plan, and which
buttressed clauns that town planrung was a ' profession'. Clearly, views about the content of
this specialist ~kill had changed. Under the traditional design-based view of town planning,
the relevant skills were those of aesthe1ic appreciation and urban design. Under the systems
and rational process views, the skills were those of scientific and log1cal analysis. But still
under both conceptions, the town planner was conceived as someone with a special
knowledge, understanding, and/or skill. However, this whole concepuon of the planner as
an expert 'at planning' also came to be challenged by an alternative view of town plaruung.

!

The challenge emerged again in the 1960s, when it came to be openly acknowledged
that town planning judgements were at root judgements of value (as distinct from purely
scientific judgements) about the kinds of environments it is desireable to create or conserve
Once this view was taken, it raised the question of whether town planners had any greater
'specialist' ability to make these judgements than ordinary members of the public. Indeed.
people's experience of much of the planning of the 1960s - such as comprehensive housing
redevelopment and urban road planning - seemed to indicate not. The emergence of the view
that town planning was a value-laden, political process therefore raised not so much the
question of what the town planner's area of specialist expertise should be, but, more
fundamentally . the question of whether there was any such expertise at all.
From this radical questioning of the town planner's role, there developed a curious
bifurcation in planning theory which has persisted to this day. On the . one hand, some
planning theorists have continued to believe that the practice of town planning requ1~es some
specialist substantive knowledge or skill - be it about urban design. systems analys1S, urban
regeneration sustainable development, or whatever. Such theorists have therefore continued
'
·'
·issues which PIanrung
· . seeks to
to develop substantive
planning theory on the d1f,erent
address. On the other hand, there has developed a tradition of planning tho_ught which openly
acknowledges that town planning judgements are value-laden and pohucal. One _possible
conclusion which might have been drawn from this would he to reJect enurely the '.deda_thal'.
·1
·
II and some ra 1ca
town planning involves, . or r~uires'. s~me speci~o:pe;ist ; ; ~ ~ans !995). However.
9
planning theorists have flirted with this view (e.g.
m
•
1· . I ture of
h ha
cknowledged the value-laden and po 111ca na
most planning theorists w o ve ~ .
th u ht This rc·ects the idea that the to,1n
planning have developed an_altemauve line o~ do t~ ~ake be~ter planrung dec1S1ons or
planner is someone who 1s specially quail ie
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so the argument goes) what 1s ' belier· 1s a matter of value, and
re.::ommendauons - because (
.
.
.
plaIUk!rs have no uperior expertise m making value-Judgements over environmental Options.
,\'.e\ertheless. the view 1s sull taken that the town planner pos~esses (or should pos~~s) some
,pec,ahst skill. namely, a skill in_ managing the process of amvmg at planrung dec1s1ons and
tac1htaung action to realise pubhcly agreed goals.

Through the 1970s and 80s. therefore, a tradition of pla~g t~eory ha_s emerged
\\hich views the town planner's role (and hence bis or her ·pr~fess1onal_ expertise) as one
ot ,denufying and mediating between different interest groups involved m, or affected by,
land development. 1n tlus way. the town planner 1s seen as someone who acts as a kind of
cypher for other people's assessments of planning issues. rather than s?m~one who is
specially qualified 10 assess these issues him- or herself. The town planner _is v1e~ed as not
so much a technical expert (i.e. as someone who possesses some supenor skill to plan
towns) . but more as a 'facilitator' of other people's views about how a town, or part of a
town, should be planned.
An early version of this theory of town planning, and of the planner's role, was Paul
Dav1doffs (1965) ·advocacy' view of planning in the 1960s. John Friedmann's (1969) action
theory of planning. as well as the planning theory promulgated in the 1970s and 80s by
theorists concerned with the problem of 'implementation' in planning - with their view of
effective planning as requiring skills of networking, communication and negotiation, further
developed the •facilitator' model of planning. The most recent version is the communicative
planning theory IDSpired , particularly, by Habermas's theory of communicative action (see
e.g Forester 1989: HeaJey 1992; Fischer and Forester 1993; Sager 1993). In this, the skills
of inter-personal communication and negotiation are seen as central to a non-coercive,
•facilitator' conception of town planning. Indeed , in relation to involving the public in
planning, it has even been suggested that the kinds of inter-personal skills needed by the
communicative town planner are those of the listener and the counsellor (Healey and Gilroy
1990 p 22). This view of the knowledge and skills relevant to town planning is a far cry from
the view that the specialist skill of the town planner resides in being either an urban designer
or a systems analyst.

.
4 · conclusion: Change and Continuity in Town Planmng
Thought
Unquestionably, there have been significant cha
.
.
the end of the Second World War. Generally speaki ;ges 10 to"".n planrung thoug_ht since
. ogse engdabg~g 10 town pla"":1ng n~w
operate with a very different conception of town p~!nrun·
ll f
h
•
, an nng to that acuv1ty quite
ki
different s s, rom t e archnect designer-planners of fifty
.
1
1 0 f town I ·
,
years ago. The idea for
P anrung as managing the process of arriving at plannin decisions; and
examp_e ,_
•negouatmg
agreements for. . action' , and hence of the town pianoer as someone
g
_ .
who 1.s
pnmanly a manager, a facilitator, ai:1d as a communicator, would not really have occurred
10 early post-war master planners like Lewis Keeble. Correspondingly, the idea that the
prime ta~k _of town planners was to undenake surveys of the physical and aesthetic
characten_sucs of a towns, and then sit in front of drawing boards drawing up master plans.
would strike most present day planners as hopelessly outmoded, naive, and undemocratic.
These are significant changes in people's conception of the activity of town and
country planning, ~nd there is no harm in describing these changes as paradigm shifts, 50
long as we appreciate that we -are employing this term in a fairly loose or weak sense.
However, in anything like the strong sense of the term as used by Thomas Kuhn, it is
doubtful whether we should describe the changes in town planning thought since 1945 as
paradigm shifts. For in the strong sense of the term, a paradigm shift is marked by a
fundamental change in world view - a kind of Gestalt switch in people's whole conceptual
scheme. And whilst there have. been significant discontinuities in planning thought since
I945 . there have also been continuities across these changes. Indeed, it makes just as much
sense to view the shifts in town planning thought over this period, not as ruprurcs between
incommensurable paradigms of. planning, but rather as a 'filling out' of the rather limited
conception of planning which prevailed in the immediate post-war years. On this account.
the story of town planning theory since 1945 has been one of developing sophistication as
the different aspects and greater complexity of town planning activity have come to be
appreciated.
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fNTRODUCTION Not only the living, but also the dead are accommodated in highrise
buildings in Hong Kong. This represents a quiet revolution in Hong Kong Chinese
burial practice since the 1950s. It is the result of the growing acceptance by Hong
Kong's population of the official strategy, adopted in the 1960s, to encourage
cremation. Today, Hong Kong's many large columbaria are striking buildings, the
largest of which have offered architects a complex challenge. Columbaria, where
cremated ashes are stored in niches which can accommodate either the remains of a
single individua~ or of a couple or a family, are immensely important to the families
concerned. Columbaria are the scene of huge crowds at the public holidays of
Qingming and Chongyang, the Gravesweeping Festivals, when relatives gather to pay
their respects to their deceased forebears.

This paper will discuss the background to the widespread adoption of the practice of
cremation in Hong Kong since the early l 970s. It will then look at the landscape
anefacts that have resulted, by providing details of the current provision for cremation
and ~s_hes storage in _Hong Kong. It will describe the principles underlying the design of
murucipal columbana, of two of the columbaria built by the non-profit Chinese
Permanent Cemeteries Board, and of the single large commercial columbarium. It will
conclude by discussing some of the issues raised. lt is a companion paper to others on
Hong Kong's cemeteries {Teather 1997a; Teather 1997b; Teather 1998; Chow and
Teather 1998).
A TRANSFORMATION IN BURIAL PRACTICE: FROM COFFIN BURIALS T O
CREMATIO~ In 1993, 68 per cent of those who died were cremated, compared with

35 per cent m 1~76 (Government Information Services 1977 and subsequent years).
The full paper gives data on niche provision in 1996-7 in walls and columbarium
buil~gs by the two municipal providers, by the three major private non-profit
providers, and by the single large commercial provider.
Underlying the huge increase in demand for spaces for storage of ashes are two factors.
The first is the influx of population to Hong Kong since I945, and the second is the
cultural need to keep ancestral remains intact and appropriately stored.
Popula~ion influx: in 1945, as a ~esult of the wartime outflow of people, Hong Kong's
pop~atto_n was a mere 650 000, SIX months after the British returned it was one million.
~grauon from Mainland China in subsequent decades brought the population to 5
million by 1981. In 1995, it was 6.3 million (Skeldon 1994; Siu 1996). Many of those
who fled to Hon~ Kon~ in the mid twentieth century hoped eventually to return to their
anc:estral ~ome m mainl~d China, as had generations of previous emigre s in the
Chinese diaspora lo this case, however, this has not taken place. For the vast
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ADOPTION OF CREMATION lo encouraging cremation, the British· H
K
·
blish · th
m ong ong were

atte_mptmg to esta
m e colony a practice established in Europe and the USA
durm~ the 1890s (~11993). Th~ first colwnbarium in the USA mentioned by Curl is
one m San FranCJSCO, 1895, with 2000 niches. Although columbaria are a wellestablished European arte~ct, dating back to Roman times, the imposing colurnbaria of
Hong Kong may well be without precedent in Chinese culture

In order to encourage Hong Kong Chinese to adopt cremation, close attention was
given to appropriate columbarium design, in order that descendants felt that the niche,
as the final resting place, was. 'fitting', and that there was no loss of &cc involved.
Future research may reveal that the failure to take this step was one reason for the
continuing resistance to the official policy of cremation in Mainland China.
A TRANSFORMATION IN ARTEFACTS: FROM CEMETERIES TO COLUMBARIA No

new municipally-run cemeteries have been established in Hong Kong since I950. In
1960, when land at Cape Collinson on Hong Kong Island was designated for a complex
of private cemeteries to be managed by the Chinese Permanent Cemeteries Board
(CPCB), by the Roman Catholic Church, and by Buddhist and Muslim organisations,
the municipal provision was for a crematorium, a series of public columbaria and a
public Garden of Remembrance. Despite an increase in population from two to just
over three million people from 1950 to 1961, public grave spaces were not provided.
All further municipal provision has been in the form of columbaria within existing
cemeteries with the exception of a crematorium and columbarium at Fu Shan on a new
site near Sha Tin in 1985. New coffin graves in public and private cemeteries alike are
now managed on a cycle of exhumations after a period of six to ten years, with the
option at that stage of cremation, or of transfer of remains _to an urn_grave._ As a re~t
of the exhumation policy, the two large public cemetenes estab~ed m 1950 still
·
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MUNICIPAL COLUMBAIUA:_ BUREAUCRATIC SOLUTIONS Older columbaria, buih and

?Y

managed the Urban Services, -~d the Region~ Services, Departments (USD, RSD),
are low_nse blodcks, n ~ IIIUIUClpal columbana are up to nine stories high with no
conceSSJons to ecoratJve or cultun1Jy sensitive detail. Frequent signs me ·
.
d inti
.
I
.,.. vanous
instructions an
ormatton, b ocks are labelled., corridors of rank upon rank of niches
are clear~ n~bered, and stark, black and white photographs of the occupants in the
style of 1den_uty cards stare . ba:k at the visitor. At Qingming and Cbongyang,
temporary toilets are parked m Side roads, the big litter bins overflow and ash from
paper offerings spills out round the blazing incinerators, while family groups picnic on
the landscaped lawns. Plantings of trees and shrubs mitigate the starkness of the
buildings.
NON-PROffl, PRIVATE COLUMBARIA: RESTRAINED ARCHITECTURAL LICENCE

Figure 1: Older Cape Collinson Chinese Permanent Cemetery Columbarium
i
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Toe most innovative provider of columbaria has been the CPCB. This is a body
corporate, established in 1913 to provide permanent cemeteries for Chinese residents of
Hong Kong. The CPCB now manages four cemeteries, three with two columbariJ and
the most recent with one. Whereas functionalism is the design principle behind the
USO and RSD Columbaria, the firms of architects collllllissioned by the CPCB had the
opportunity to create buildings that were not only functional but were also cuhural
statements. As a resuh, CPCB columbaria are, in several ways, powerful bndscape
elements. For example, the older Cape Collinson columbarium - which provid_~ 19 600
niches each for two sets of ashes - has a ground plan in the shape of the auspicious and
ancien; eight-sided bagua (Fig. l ; Chung 1989). Huge stone statues o~ mythical ~~s,
spirit guardians, flank the entrances to the second CPC columbanum on .this Site,
completed in 1991. This building can store 60 904 sets of ashes. Further details of two
CPC columbaria will be provided in the full paper.
A

Figure 2: Po Fook Columbarium, Sha Tin
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COMMERCIAL COLUMBARIUM: POSTMODERN

VERNACULAR

The last

.
.
. detail will be the commercial venture, Po Fook (Leung
columbarrum to be discussed tn
PC
lumb . it does not have a backdrop of
1992; Anon 1990). Unlike the seven C . B co . st i against an attractive, bush clad
hillsides of terraced graves (Fig.~), butal!S seen .m eta this steep site is ingenious and
. . (F.1g.2). The architectur anks
so1uuon
mountamSJde
f littleohalls, each one in the styIe of the
0
echoes traditional village vernacular. B
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traditional ancestral worship hall (still existing in many Nev. Territo~ villa~es) ris_e in
ranks in two ,vings up the steep slopes. The niches at Po Fook ~re diffe~entially pnced
according the auspiciousness of each position; thus, fengshur IS exploited. for profit
motives The Hong Kong Buddhist Association (HKBA) has strong reservations about
this development, in that it also blatantly exploits a commercially-provided Buddhist
environment for profit. At present, no other such commercial columbarium exists in
Hong Kong. The developer of the ill-fated, proposed Pat Hung columbarium intended
to run activities such as orchestra concerts. car and pet shows, in order to entertain the
crowds attracted to columbaria and cemeteries at Festivals, and possibly at other times
(Ng 1991).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS There can be few modem cities in which provision
for the dead in this way is so architecturally striking; so closely integrated, in terms of
proximity, with the residential, commercial and industrial quarters of the city; and so
incorporated into the pattern of the year, with the Gravesweeping Festivals included in
the public holiday cycle. Singapore offers an important comparison (Yeoh and Tan
1995). A systematic comparison of the two cities, examining contemporary practices
and landscapes of death, would be useful

Hong Kong's society and economy have been transformed since the end of the .Second
World War, and the adoption of columbaria as the major means of providing for the
dead is part of this transformation. Whereas the population in the early post-war
decades comprised., in the main, poor and poorly educated refugees from villages and
towns, the last twO generations of Hong Kong residents have experienced a westernstyle education and a modem, technologically based economy. Despite this powerful
challenge to traditional beliefs, such beliefs still persist, and no more so than where
death is concerned. However, the traditional omega-shaped grave with its worshipping
platfo~ ~vas an architectonic expression of the ancestor veneration that underpins
ConfuctaIIJSlll (Teather I 997b), whereas, in contrast, the niche is no such symbol. It
must be asked whethe~ the per~st~ce of the practice of visiting the niches containing
ashes _of deceased relat~es at Qingmm~ and Chongyang reflects the persistence of longestablished cultural beliefs embedded m the world of /engshui, or whether it is today
~ore of~ welcome duty ~arried out through a wish to ' pay respect'. It would be
1Dappropnate for a non-Chinese such as myself to debate this question.
The emergence on to the scene of Po Fook columbarium, as a commercial enterprise
reflects not onl_y the fact of Hong Kong's increasing affluence, but the fact that th~
Ho~g Kong ~ese are p~epare~ to invest considerable sums of money in providing for
~eu own or theu parents rema1Ds • and possibly to trade in such provision before it is
ID fact. needed
'
The still:p?we~ nature of the ym world of the dead (its counterpart is the yang world
of_ ~e living). mterpret~d. ~ough_ /en~s~ui, inhabited by both evil and benevolent
:mts, ~atte_med by a distmcuve, ntualisuc, ever-recurring periodicity, is indicated by
e feudin~ m 1991/2 over the proposed new private columbarium at Pat Heun The
~sh o! disco~s:~,~cre would be a fasc~ating project for an appropriate rese!;cher.
e_~ yers ID wu present-day scenano comprise the continuin
tradillonal cosmological world view· the social structur
f Cg nfupre~ce o~. a
·bili ·
'
es o
o c1an fanulial
responSJ lies. commercial motives the marshallin b
1
'
g Y one P ayer or another of gang
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violence; and the bureaucratic state underpinned b th ruI
le of the · t
Y e e of law There could be no
better examp
m erpenetration ofym and yang worlds.
·
Jbere remain some final points to be made The ·
•d
.
cultures that the world of death is polluted in thre IS a WI ef5!'read view among Chinese
e sense o taboo' An
edim
the deve1opment of further research in the area tackled by this .
. th en1 to
la
h
·
paper
IS
e limited
h
nurober of sc o rs w o can mterpret one set of cultural codes, ·m this case
. Chinese
.
to
O
cul
th
f
roembers o
er th
lures. The fact that most such scholars are Chinese may hamper
'
further research, as . ey_ may we~ share the view that research into the worlds and
lan~scapes of ~eath IS mappropnate. and possibly unpropitious. Pragmatically and
ethically'. ther~ IS ~nly so far a non-Chinese scholar can go in interpreting issues such as
those ratsed m this paper. In addition, I am aware that a more informed plannin
perspective on the questions raised here_would be use~ At the very least, this pap!
attempts to take _the study of urban history and the mterpretation of contemporary
urban landscapes mto realms rarely explored.
t
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The Characteristics of Urbanisation in Modem Osaka (1900-1940)
Makoto TERAUCHI
Department of Architecture, Osaka Institute of Technology
Asahi-ku. Osaka 535-8585, Japan
1. Urban development in Modern Osaka
Modernisation in Osaka started with the construction of the Mint Bureau and led to the
development of the spinning industry. In 1882 the Osaka Spinning Mill was established
and from then the spinning industry in Osaka increased in number to 15 factories. B~
1895 the number of spindles had multiplied to 200,000, becoming 40 percent of all the
spindles in Japan. As most of these factories were located in the outskirts of built-up
areas, they had to supply company housing for the labourers. According to the 1897
survey, 14 spinning mills had collectively company housing area of approximately 15,500
nf and approximately 6,800 residing workers. Accommodation consisted namely for
1,000 workers in large-sized companies and for 300 workers in small-sized companies·
they averaged for 700 workers. Because the workers could not commute to th~
factories without means of transport, such factories stood in need of company housing
for their workers. Other new industries such as the paper-manufacturing. the
chemical industry and the copper-manufacturing began to run as by-products of minting
in the period Meiji10-20 (1877-87). During the same time, in Osaka's coastal areas the
Fujinagata Shipbuilding Company which used to construct Japanese-style ships began to
operate and another 5 companies were also established along the Kizu and Aji Rivers.
Thus primitive urban sprawl started from the construction of the modern factories in the
surrounding of urban areas and extended. Consequently these areas deteriorated into
slums.
In September of 1903 the Osaka municipal tram service began to operate as the city's
first method of transport. The new construction of the Osaka harbour brought the
tram-way to keep the means of connection. From then onward the tram-way was
extended
during 4 divided terms • A tram-way network £or
the who Ie ur ban area was
•
11
e~tabhshed in the period 1930-35. While laying down the tram-ways, local a uthorities
w1de_ned the roads concerned. Therefore, the opening of the tram service did not only
provide a means of transport, but also brought wide trunk roads within the urban areas.
It. produced
double
namely running the tram directly and ma k'1ng the fr amewor k
.
. . results;
.
w1th1n the existing built-up areas. The roads constructi·
•
• ·
. .
.
on was carried out within the
ex1st1ng built-up areas during the period from the fi t t
·
rs erm to the third term. In the
fourth term the roads were constructed in the outsk'rts b
d
.
1 , eyon the new urban areas.
The actual town planning system was considered to tart
th
•
. .
.
s
en. This trunk road network
I co1nc1ded with the plan whic h Hanroku Yama h' h
party
.
.
guc 1, w o was an architect and came
back from abroad, drew up 1n response to a request b th
Committee.
Y e 0 saka Urban Improvement
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_Town planning

.
. .
The town planning system was eventually established
such as
t he 1919 Town Planning Act and the TOkyo Urban Im by a series oof legJslation
•
.
lied in Osaka city in 1918 T0 ta
.
provement rdmance, which was
apP.
s rt with, the road plan was drawn up according to the
. ·
Ordinance. 47 routes which were 8-24 ken (l 4 4_
). .
.
.
.
· 43.2m In width were designated in
December of 1919. After this, the Town Pl • A
.
annrng ct came into force, and the
infrastructure under the Act was decided To ut •t
.
·
P I concretely, first the areas where
the town planning
work would be performed were determi'ned. These areas a1so •inc 1ude d
.
the neighbouring towns and villages beyond the existing administrative district of Osaka
city. This was considered to show the intention to make arrangements over the wider
sphere which would be urbanised in the future. In effect, after the determination of the
town planning areas, most of the such areas were incorporated into Osaka city. Owing
to this. it became possible to realised the town planning of Osaka. As for the physical
planning. the plan which included the urban improvement roads was taken a second look
at and determined in 1928. This was called the Comprehensive Osaka Town Planning.
The outline of the Planning was as follows; to construct the trunk roads (town planning
roads) of 103 routes extending to 290 km, to construct and widen the canals of 15 routes
to 42.86 km in length, to establish parks, which include 33 large parks. 13 small parks and
12 park roads, covering an area of 4.64 km;'to construct 2 cemeteries and a drainage
service covering an area of 154.95 km~ The considerable parts which were determined as
the town planning areas were the areas which would be urbanised in the future. The
tram-ways in the suburbs were laid down along the town planning roads which were
decided in 1928. Land use zoning corresponded to land use was carried out as planned.
3. Land readjustment
There were two measures to cope with the expansion of urban areas. One was an
administrative measure; namely the consolidation of smaller municipalities. The other
was a town planning measure; namely construction of infrastructure and land
readjustment.
.
The following case shows to how cope with the expansion of urban areas in Osaka.
Hajime Seki, who was a mayor of Osaka. considered that town planning roa~s as well ~s
housing sites could be constructed while land readjustment work was earned o~ His
·intention
· was seen ·in the land readiustment
work for Miyakojima area started in. 1925.
,
There was another project of land readjustment for Hannan area which :'as carried out
·at1·
Land readu·ustment works for both areas were implemented
by
· t
.
by a pnva e assoc, on.
·a:
t
thod
There was the following concept in the background of such different
d111eren me
s.
• ed
·
nt
. h had to be urbanised was determin as an 1mproveme
methods. The whole area wh1c
..
•
it, th I nd readiustment works in some areas, where local authorities
area. First, among
e a
,
d'
nt
•
•
· I nted as town planning works. The land rea uustme
easily coped with, were imp eme
.
•d
b
.
h
they found difficulty coping with, were came out Y
works 1n the rest areas. w ere
.
•
It
t
•
• .
L I uthorities forced landowners in such difficu areas o
private associations. oca a
• • o· · ·
f
.
.
iations as bodies carrying out. The Building 1v1s1on o
establish land readJustment assoc
.
f
•
f O k Prefectural Office, which was the competent authority o
Police Department o sa a
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•
building control, persuaded pertinent landowners to establish land readjustment
associations. The Land Division of Osaka Municipal Office drew up a master plan. The
establishment of land readjustment associations is as indicated in Fig. 1-4. These
figures show that the associations were independently established at the early stage and
were gradually extended to fill up the gaps. Eventually wider sphere of land
readjustment was implemented. It was the participation of landowners that brought
about good results in using such method.
4. Result of land readjustment
Area of the land readjustment works, which include both works by land readjustment
associations and that by town planning works, is as indicated in Table 1. The year
indicates when the land readjustment associations, which included associations dissolved
halfway, were established. To look at respective wards, as for a ratio of the area of
implementation of the land readjustment works to the whole area of a ward, the old
Nishinari ward indicates the largest. becoming 62% of the whole area. Therefore, many
associations in this ward were established on the earlier stage. The old Sumiyoshi ward
had second largest. becoming 58%. However. the Sumiyoshi had the largest area of
implementation. Both the old Nishiyodogawa and Higashiyodogawa wards relatively had
smaller area. Such wards were expected to carry out land readjustment works after
1940 but in vain.
Table 2 shows the trend of population in Osaka city. At the time of the consolidation
(1925) the population of old city (inner city) areas was about 1,330,000. 15 years later, in
1940 it increased by 210,000 (16%) to 1,540,000. On the other hand, the population of
new city (outer city) areas was 780,000 at the time of the consolidation. 15 years later,
their population remarkably increased by 920,000 (118%) to 1,710,000. Especially the old
Sumiyoshi and Higashinari wards' population had drastically increased by 160% for 15
years. As for year. there was a rapid increase of population in both wards between
1935-40. This trend was to be related to the construction of residential areas.
Table 3 shows the number of housing in Osaka city. The number of housing in whole
Osaka city increased by 191,000 (43%) in the period 1925-40. The ratio of the increased
number of old city (inner city) areas to that of new city (outer city) areas shows 16 to 84.
The number of housing in the new city areas such as old Higasinari and Sumiyosi wards
overwhelming increased. Table 3 shows that the number of housing steadily increased in
the new city areas where many land readjustment works were carried out.
5. Development of built-up areas of Nagaya
There were two types of nagaya (timbered terrace house) which was built in sprawled
areas. These were tori-niwa (indoor path) type and kitchen type. As for a frontage,
tori-niwa type nagaya had a frontage of 2.25kan (4.05m), there was kitchen type nagaya
with a frontage of 2ken (3.6m). The both types faced a narrow road. After the 1909
Building Regulation Rule (Osaka) came into effect. if they build nagaya houses they
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should put a space between a road and b 'Id' .
u1 1ng hne Th
.
between houses in order to prevent th
·
ey a1so had to leave a
e spread of a fire Th'1
space
access to the back. Then, a toilet w
.
·
s space was used as a path
as Put in the back side.
The style of nagaya had markedly changed .nto
W
I
(Japanese-style) nagaya after 1920
W
e stern-style nagaya and yashiki-fu
. • IJ
s.
estern-style nagaya
between trad rt1ona apanese wooden ho .
was a compromise
using and western housin
v h. .
usually had a gate and was surrounded by z
g. 'as iki'-fu nagaya
a ,ence. The gate and fe
variously. The typical yashiki-fu nagaya ho
nee were designed
uses were surrounded by a fence.

6. Land readjustment and construction of Nagaya
Nagaya houses were built systematically in the ar
h
•
.
.
.
eas w ere 1and readJustment works
were carried out. Designation of building lines also led to th
.
•
.
e construction of nagaya
For instance, to give a case of Hannan area where land d' stm
houses.
.
.
rea uu ent work was
implemented, there were two hned nagaya houses dividing the b'--k
. the
""' s •into two parts 1n
centre. All these nagaya houses, which included 2ko-date (semi-detached) and 4kodate. had a frontage of 2ken (3.6m). The exterior of the building followed the traditional
pattern. As blocks were arranged systematically, rows of houses stood in an orderly
line. There was the space of f syaku 5sun (0.45m) between a road and building line, while
a hence was built along the building line. In the case of rows of two-storied houses.
there was wider space, because of moving back the face of second story's walls.
7. Conclusion
Town planning system played a major role in the construction of built-up areas in Osaka
city after 1920s. Especially the construction of built-up areas came out well by land
readjustment works. There are two main reasons as follows.
1) Local authorities drew up a master plan to cope with urbanisation. They started land
readjustment in the areas where they easily coped with. And land readjustment areas
were extended by land readjustment associations. Thus, A lot of housing sites, which
were constructed by the works, could clam the urban sprawl.
2) The land readjustment works gave business chance to those who wanted to have
houses to let. They established land readjustment associations and carried out land
readjustment. Building line designation system also contributed to land readjustment
When Japan entered a war regime, town planning system wasn't getting well. And the
controlled economy was to lead to its collapse. In the postwar the end of land
·
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a building constructed on it became harmonious. Especially, in the case of nagaya
houses, rows of houses were better-matched. Thus land readjustment was considered

lnnef' aty

to contribute to urbanisation in modern Osaka.
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Urban Parks: The Historic Legacy and the Contemporary American
Experience
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UK
This paper examines the historic urban park and explores its c~ntribution to the late twentieth
century urban condition, using a particular park type and location to_reveal the changmg
values reflected in such landscapes. The landscape type under scrutmy 1s the 19th century
urban park of America' s eastern seaboard, based on European origins, as viewed by designers
and managers producing masterplans for their preservation, management and renewal in the
I 980s and 90s .
The parks used in the study are:
Central Park, New York;
Prospect Park, Brooklyn;
Riverside Park, New York;
The Emerald Necklace, Boston and Brookline (the "Muddy River" chain, as it was
originally called, of Jamaica Pond, Olmsted Park, the Riverway and the Back Bay
Fens);
Franklin Park, Boston; and
Fairmount Park, Philadelphia.
The study draws on recent and current masterplans or management plans (some still in draft
form) for these parks and on interviews with many of the relevant landscape architects and
park planners/managers responsible for the parks today.
The original North American urban park prototype drew on European examples such as
Birkenhead Park and the Bois de Boulogne. These were in turn developments of earlier
prototypes - the royal park and the private country estate - which were expressions of an elite
group' s enga_gement with nature, art and landscape painting. Downing, Olmsted and their
contem~oranes developed~~ concept of the North American urban park as a scenic
antithesis to the urban cond11lon and a tool for promoting democracy and social welfare. The
pnnc1pal elements of the park were wa~er, woodland and meadow, linked by curvilinear and
separated footpaths_, bndleways and dri~es t~ create a sequential experience of pastoral
scenery. This scemc approach reached its chmax in the park and parkway systems designed
by the Olmsted firm to hnk urban parks throughout the city, as with the ' Emerald Necklace'
m Boston, and to the countryside beyond.
The issues raised by proposals
and renew such histon·c parks to day refl ect some o f
. to manage
.
the fundamental challenges m
plannmg
for
society as a whole · TheY me
· 1ud e the fio IIowmg
·
Wh
,
a)
at are modem park users needs and are they the same as those identified h th ·
parks were first constructed?
w en e
b) What needs were ignored, then or now?
c) How do cities fund and provide physical and human
,. h
resources ,or t ese parks?

d) Are park users today from the same groups (social
.
.
designed for?
'economic, ethmc) as those originally
e) How appropriate and durable is the original design, parti 1 1 h
being made on it?
cu ar Y w ere new demands are
The study _suggests ~ framework for studying the way current values are expressed bas d
the followmg paradigms:
,
e on

J
2
3
4
5

the park as a democratic place
the park as an historic work of art
the park as nature
the park as educator
the park as paradise.

The Park as a Democratic Place
Both Downing and Olmsted saw democratic ideals expressed in the social mix of those who
used European parks and were keen to demonstrate the more democratic nature of American
society through pai:ks where people from all ~ackgrounds could mingle on equal footing and
where diverse ethnic groups and cultural traditions would be unified in the "melting pot" of
American society.
Today democracy continues to be the most central and challenging of paradigms for urban
parks and sets a context in which all other paradigms must be considered. In a social and
political climate where differences. in cultural expression are now more respected and valued,
the difficulty is to decide how best to identify the needs and desires of all potential park users
and how to provide appropriate)y·for them in such a way that what suits one group does not
preclude provision for, and enjoyment by, another group. There are at least three dimensions
to the issues: ease of access to and within a park; the provision of facilities and programming
of park use; and the funding of park provision. In a sense, all other issues are subsumed
within these concerns, and they are not mutually exclusive. It is a challenge to landscape
architects and planners to note that the public park continues to be a place where the
democratic process is worked out on the ground, and failure to address this is a recipe for
conflict.
The Park as an Historic Work of Art
Downing, Copeland and Cleveland and the Olmsted firm all saw their work as Art. This
drew directly on the artistic and picturesque discourses of I 8th century England, where 1t was
asserted that nature, unimproved by art, was not a landscape and where the attractions of the
beautiful, the picturesque and the sublime were endlessly disputed. Olmsted did not see his
designs as " art for art's sake"; he wanted to use landscape art to meet human_ needs. _
Nonetheless, the centrality of the artistic concept to any of the Olmsted firm s park designs
must be recognised.
If present park managers want to be true to the park's historic origi~s, they _need to
understand the nature of the original artistic intent. The challenge 1s to decide how much of
subsequent design overlays, alterations and additions to keep, whether or not they were true
to the spirit of the original design concept. It appears to be t?e case at present that the
attachment of Olmsted' s name to any park's original layout 1s sufficient to guarantee some
sort of management and rehabilitation investment. This leaves those e_arly ~~ :~;~t a
named designer, and p~icularly without Olmkst~;i:1~~%\:~~:~~:~sm~od ;f the ,;te
Treatment of the h1stonc landscape as a war 0
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twentieth century and current concerns to preserve remnants of cultural heritage. Yet the
question must be asked: what does it mean to assert that our major city parks should remain
true to a form and an aesthetic developed for a very different society, with very different
sensibilities, over a hundred years ago? In the view of architectural theoreticians such as
Markus (1 997), such parks are based on a prototype which confirmed the sponsor/client' s
wealth and position and it is naive to assume that such designs are value-free. One problem
is that preservation can so often focus on the issue of style, at the expense of spatial form and
context which is the more important underlying structure. If Olmsted's and his
contemporanes' spatial structures are to be accepted and reinforced today, it is suggested that
this must be accompanied by an explicit understanding of those structures and what they
mean for equity of access and use.
The Park as Nature
What is impressive about Olmsted' s assertions on the benefits of the "natural" park is the
degree to which they are confirmed by late twentieth century research. The work of Kaplan
and Kaplan ( 1989) in the psychology oflandscape preference leads us to believe that access
to "nature" ,s as important to people now, and for the same reasons, as it was when Olmsted
claimed that nature allowed a healthful escape from the conditions of the city. The Kaplans
discuss the idea of the "restorative environment" in very much the same language that
Olmsted used.

In examining broader issues for park management relating to our current understanding of
ecology, Peter Shepheard (1995) bas posited that, when we talk about "designing with
nall:"'e", we_are mostly in fact ~esting ecological processes, just as eighteenth century
designers did. He suggests that 1f we want the water courses of a park to remain unsilted and
the meadows open, then ecological succession must be halted and the landscape managed to
prevent n~tural processes. This is in contrast to the attitudes of the majority of park managers
today, which often promote exclusive use of native species, at least in the woodland areas of
urban parks. Many of the park plans recognize that the original planting schemes and
protected woodland were not exclusively native. Despite this, "restoration" is normally the
term used_when _dis_cussing interventio~ in and manipulation of the plant community, based
on ecolog1cal pnnc1plcs and use of native species.
The Park as Educator
The pedagogic purpose of urban parks has been part of the prototype from the beginning.
There are three mam categories of educational benefit: nature study and other more
specialised scientific observation; physical education, both organised and informal· and
education in how to behave - the learning of socially and environmentally appropri~te
manners and sldlls.
Modern understanding of ecological processes and habitat requirements have influenced the
development in many park plans of explicit aims to provide a simulacrum of native ecotypes
for educational purposes. There are also more subtle messages which current park design
may carry ~bout the state o~ urban ~atural processes although historic park plans tend to focus
o~ c~~venllonal mterpretatJ~ns. Different managers and user groups may have different
pnonlles for what they consider necessary for education, for example those who want to
remove non-native vegetation compared with those who want it preserved as valuable cover
for birds.
Th~ athletic use ofhistoric_parks for ~hysical education has, in principle, remained very much
as 1t always was. The details of users preferences may change - jogging and roller blading
908

are clearly late tv:entieth century activities _ but the
.
different m pnnc1ple from those between ped . . potenllal conflicts are probably no
central Park, for example.
estnans and horse racers m the early history of
In today' s multicultural society, just as in Olmsted' .
s lime the wban k •
places where strangers come together regardless of cco ' .
. par 1s_one of the few
idea therefore of the park as socially educative . . nonuc,_ethnic or social status. The
11
sensibilities now demand that this is a two-way's ::e:::opnate, al~ough modem
down approach.
p
!her than Sll!lply a patronising, top-

The Park as Paradise
f rom earliest times. garden and paradise have been synon
· •
·
Th
•
ymous m iconography and
symbolism.
e symbolism of the parlc as refuge or paradise
be
·
hi
seems to so deeply
embedded that cnmes w . ch take place in parlcs assume a shock al
fall
.
0
the likely incidence of such crimes in adiaccnt streets Maybe tbi~s .ue o~t bo ldpberoJ>?rtlon to
r
.
'
·
IS 3S II S U
· 1f the
park 1s a place ,or the unbending of faculties (including the defensive), then people ~ill feel
more vulnerable 1f violence threatens. It also means that press coverage of arlc ·
· ·fiabl hi r
•
P cnmes
creates an unJUSU . Y gh ,ear which can then result in the exclusion of many categories of
people from full enJoyment of park benefits.
The problems of violent cri~e underline~ cont~iction in attitudes to parks: they are often
seen m terms of extremes, either as paradise or its antithesis: the desen or wasteland. Once
perceived as the latter, they become by convention places for socially unacceptable
behaviour. This makes a case for neat places near the edge of parks, open, familiar and wellmaintained, where people feel safe to enjoy the landscape.
Conclusion

Without exception, each plan which was studied claims to maintain the original philosophy
or design intent of the park, but to adapt the detail. Yet it is evident that wha11s called
"returning to the original design" for many park plans is often actually a new design,
implemented through management techniques, to manipulate the landscape to fit current
ideas of what landscape architects, planners and politicians feel is important. What is vital JS
that these premises are clearly articulated, and not simply justified by (often misleading)
arguments of historical accuracy or ecological purity.
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Dislocation and Resettlement: Migrant women's experiences of home
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of these settlers, although
ch
.
. communities also ~,ormed .111 other citi
However, unlike the Italians, the Greeks did not fiorm ma,.or rurales su as· •Bnsbane and Adelaide
'
communrt1es (Jupp 1991 · 80)
In New South Wales, the largest Greek sett!
.
.
started to occur in the 1970s as spacious ander:::t~he umer are.is of Sydney. Relocation
city (Burnley 1995). Canterbury became an .
were sought funher away from the
Greek food and specialist cooking ·mgrcd~portant second settlement destination Shops selling
iem.s opened and eventual)
.
di .
community centres were built, funher reinforr.ino th Greek
.
Y lll3JOr r gious and
locality
--., e
community's sense of belonging in the

INTRODUCTION
Arabics

...put it this way, your roots are there but the tnmk is here... you can say the tree is
here because that's where your lads are... your life is here but your heart is there...
and that's what makes ii difficult... you are split up between the two countries. (A
Greek Australian w.oman reflecting on her sense of dislocation).
lbis paper is set in the context of the Australian migrant movement. My focus is the lived
experience of women who came to senle in this country during the post war years. The research is
based on in-depth qualitative interviews with 40 migrant, refugee and first generation Australian
women from the Arabic, Greek and Vietnamese communities. These women's stories of home
provide an understanding of their strug,gle to settle into a new country They also suggest ways in
which planning and housing policy can better respond to the gendered and multicultural landscape
that is contemporary Australia.
THE GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT OF THE STUDY

The local government area of Canterbury was chosen as the geographical focus for the project.
Canterbury is situated about IO kilometres to the west of Sydney's central business district and is
classified as a middle-ring suburb I selected this region because of its large concentrations of
established migrant communities, as well as significant personal knowledge of the area, having both
lived and worked there. I studied the three largest ethnic groups resident in Canterbury·at the time,
namely the Greek, Arabic and Vietnamese. These communities have established vibrant enclaves of
commercial and residential development which continue to thrive today.

GREEKS, ARABICS AND VIETNAMESE: THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF THEIR
MIGRATION
Greeks
Greek settlement in Australia started as early as 1829 and continued throughout the 19th century.
By 192 1, 1500 Greeks were officially recorded as resident in New South Wales. Regional
associations were formed, Greek newspapers published and Greek theatre established (Janiszewski
and Alexakis I995 25). An orthodox church and community centre were also built during this time
(Burnley 1980 133)
After World War [I Australia actively pursued a policy of mass migration to create a large labour
pool for expanding manufacturing industries (Jupp 1991: 75). This policy resulted in thousands of
Greeks migrating here (Burnley 1995 · 182) Sydney and Melbourne became home to the majority
912

1,ebaneSe ~ement in Sydney's inner suburbs dates back to the

earl;

1890s (Burnley 1985· 193).
The c o ~ grew through chain migration as those already settled, financially assisted close
relatives to Join them (Burnley 1995: 178). In the 1930s Lebanese people formed a new settlement
in north-western Sydney, where they became market gardeners and rural labourers (Burnley 1995
178)
Despite Australia's post World War II mass migration policy, it was not until the mid '70s that
Lebanese people migrated in large numbers. This was directly related to the White Australia Policy
being abandoned in 1972 (Jones 1993: 90), and 6nalJy breaking down in 1976 (Jupp 1991 87).
Special concessions to settle were made for those escaping the civil war (Burnley 1985. 193) and
Muslim Lebanese started to anive in significant numbers for the first time (Jupp 1991 · 87). Initially
this was a result of Christian Lebanese businessmen sponsoring Muslims from neighbouring villages
(Burnley 1985 · 193). Civic and religious leaders gave advice about work and ho~ and relatives
were able to provide employment in the small businesses and market gar~, which ~ owned
and operated. These factors were catalysts for specific locality settlements which grew qwckly as a
pattern of chain migration was established (Burnley 1995 · 179).
Such was the case with the growth of Lebanese settlement in the Canteibury area. At its centre, the
suburb ofLakemba became a focus for Muslim people when a large Mosqu~ was co~ed with
aid from the government of Iraq (Burnley J985: 193). "By I 98 I , Austtalia ~d-received around
Lebanese-born Muslims and today they fonn the largest group within the Australian
16 500
M~slim community" (Jones I993 94).

Vietnamese
..
.
suffered from external and internal conflict for many years
PoliucalJy and socially Vietnam ~
vemmeot held power in the nation for over seventY years
(Viviani 1984 6). The French
·as ~o
troduced,
the country divided and a market
. _economy
,i
. colorual
During that time, CathoIictsrn w . 111 . nalism heralded protracted battles for ind"l""'Nence,
established (Viviani I984: 6). The nse of na::ermining Communist rule in the nort_h and a 000 •
with the 1954 Geneva Conference 6nall&i . . 1984· 10) Civil unrest OCCWTed m the 1950s.
Communist government in the_~
Ameri~ co~tted large r,Jlllbers ofn:oops to ~he
escalating in 1965 when the Uruted tates
fought in the couptryside _caUSU18 massive
conflict (Lewins and Ly !985· 5). The ward~opment. "The social dislocauon ~ vast and
· as well as urban ev
5helter" (Le"-111S and Ly
disruption.Jo food produ~o~
he outskirts of towns in temporary
00
millions became refugees liVlllg t
1985: 8).
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The Conunucist forces were victorious in I975, taking over a country devastated by bombing,

chemical warfare, high unemployment, severe deflation and a dislocated 'and divided population.
They immediately set about reshaping South Vietnamese society Those who had occupied
positions of power in the previous government had the most to lose Many escaped in American
evacuations, but for those who stayed there was political re-education, imprisonment, forced
communal labour, food rationing and for their children, denial to higher education (Lewins and Ly
1985 10-12)
Over the next few years thousands left Vietnam, either by escaping illegally or by paying an official
fee to the government Sadly, not all reached safety Many died through the sinking of unseaworthy
and overcrowded vessels, being ignored by some ASEAN states and pirate attack (Viviani 1984·
38) The majority of refugees went to Malaysia or Thailand. if they were refused entry, they made
for Indonesia or pons such as Darwin, Hong Kong or the Philippines. A relatively small number
(2,000 out of over 50,000) actually entered Australia in this way (Lewins and Ly 1985: 26). The
government at the time assumed some respollSl'bility for accepting them (Jupp 1991: 92) and the
first group of refugees arrived on 14 May, 1975 (Lewins and Ly 1985· 14).
Between 1975 and 1988, 120,000 Indo-Chinese made their home in Australia, the large."! refugee
inOux since the end of World War 11 (Burnley 1989. 129). Those who came to Sydney tended to
settle in the west, with concentrations in the inner and outer regions Although the municipality of
Fairfield attracted the highest percentage, many chose to live in Canterbury. The refugees settled
near migrant receiving centres as well as family members for the emotional and social suppon they
provided (Lewins and Ly 1985 34). The availability of rental accommodation and a depressed
economic climate kept the Vietnamese community in Sydney's west (Burnley 1989 in Dunn 1993 ·
232)

HEARING THE WOMEN'S STORIES: BREAKING THE Sll..ENCE
My focus on women and their hitheno untold stories led me to examine different research
methodologies that would access the intuitive, emotional and spiritual aspectS inherent in women's
ways of knowing (Belenky et al 1986). In planning research such knowledge is not often sought or
valued (S~dercock I~5, Sandercock and Forsyth 1992). I was also concerned about the ways in
which mulucultural policy ~ tended to encourage a homogenising of difference. Men speak for
the whole group, perpetuating an acceptance of traditional social and power relationships (de
Lepervanche 1992). I wanted_a r~ch methodology that would 0esh out difference and diversity,
as weU as ~ccount for the subiecuve, personal and holistic nature of existence I based my approach
on the philosophy of phenomenology with its valuing of individual lived experience (Stefanovic
1984)
From there. I ado_p~~ a qualitative, non-positivistic paradigm · This afforded considerable
~ological Oexibility, ~ we~ ~ a way of valuing feelings together with inteUectual knowing.
Anm-d~th, _u~ctured mtervt~g t~ hnique enabled me to encourage the women to tell me
their stones, in ~eir own ways ~d m~etr own. voice. I started with questions about the dwelling _
~e, here and in betwee:1, th~ stones of leaving, journeying and settling. Using Kvale's (1983)
mode of_understandin~ ' which draws the philosophical traditions of phenomenology and
herme?euttc_s togeth~ , I interpreted the rich qualitative data which had been gathered from the inddepth interviews Thi~allowed me to explore the relationships between the women's stories and the
egree to which they informed their meanings of home.
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MEANINGS OF HOME: TOE
CENTD
.........
•1,1
'ntU..11 l OF LOSS

'

By valuing the women's narratives, I established that loss
.
in a new country (Thompson 1996) Major interp et . was central to their experience as settlers
data as foUows:
r ations related to the thematic structure of the
l. Home as a site of power _ its role as la
h
.
acted out, both in relation to the worn ~ p ce w ere ~erence can be safely displayed and
ens own COmmllllltles and the wider Anglo society;

2. Home as a point of tension - notions of homeland dis! .
.
loss belonaing and not bel •
• ocatJon, feelings of attachment and
'
o-·
ongmg. 1ssues of ambivalence t
rality ltural ·
relationships and the mythologising ofthe lost home also ~g:po
' cu
links,
3. Home
as a. symbol of success. _ owning the house and garden as a demonstrallon
. of
.
achi~vement m the face of sacrifice and hardship. The role of the physical dweUing in
atorung for the losses sustained as a result of migration;
4. Hoine as ~ouse and nei~bourhood - the importance of the physical dwelling and the
role of the llClghbourhood in providing a sense of belonging, reinforcing cultural richness
and diversity.

CONCLUSION
I like the area very much I don't like to go very far... we have the Mosque here.
All the Muslim commumty and the Lebanese community...most of them live m this
area It's very social, very close to me. I can go any <by I like, any time I hire. (An
Arabic woman reflecting on her neighbourhood and its sense of belonging).

It is simplistic to discount the potential that the well serviced neighbourhood and its dwellings hold
for those who live there. For the migrant women in this study, there is the opportunity for the
appropriation of personal power, both as a woman within a minority culture and as a representative
of an ethnic group living in white Anglo Australia. The physical house is a tangi'ble way of atoning
for the loses sustained in the migration process. It setves as a symbol of success in the adopted
country and a means ofmaintaining cultural, religious and personal links with the past.
My research indicates that we have to go back and look at issues of diversity within suburban
environments. We have to caution against imposing reform agendas from an ideological stanee that
alienates and denies the lived experience of those we are purponing to ~P Home as both
domestic dwelling and neighbourhood are central to the stories of the ~men discussed here Therr
struggle is inextricably tied up with the notion of home as familiar temtory and must be
acknowledged in terms of the power that this can proV1de
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. within
. industrial I
. of population
both to the concentrat100
d aleen very o en associated
.
h Id
··
.
po es, an so to the deep changes m
the house o sfcohmpods1tion than ID the relationships among their members. As natural
consequences o t ese evelopments the binh of a mettopolt'tan
f 1·, d · h
·
d
.' .
way o he, unng t e 18th
and 19th ce~tunes, ~ the consoh~ahon of the nuclear family as the very pattern of the
Modem farmly sub5tt~ted the ~edteval economic pattern, mostly based on the extended
household manpower. _The medieval household was formed by kinship/members, but also
employees and apprentices w:ider the s_upcrvision of a tools' owner 'father-boss', and they all
lived 1~ a house_where pu~!1c and pnvate spaces ':ere superposed, frequently in only one
room. The medieval
home , as says Professor Wttold Rybczynski, "was a public not a
2
private place". On the_other hand, the Industrial society's house doesn't contain the workplace
an~ore, and 1s mhabtted by peopl~ belonging to the same close family. The factories' space,
a typical manly space, open to public access territory, makes itself different from the domestic
space, womanly and private, by opposition, divided in rooms organized in zones, following
the bourgeois house pattern.

In the history of several countries, the industrialization process has b

In the turning from 19th to 20th centuries, speaking about modem city is the equivalent of
mentionning the United States of America, whose big cities exhibit themselves to the world
like the vitrine of North-American capitalist victory, based on industrial development. A new
urban pattern substitutes the typical planted boulevards of Napoleon lll's Paris and its
corresponding bourgeois house type, which were reproducted all over the Westernized world,
from Osaka to Rio de Janeiro, much helped by the capitalist expansion of a mechanized
society leaded by Europe. The Modem housing pattern followed, as it was proposed in the
first decades of our century by European architects, and spread quickly out since the United
States emerged as the new industrial world power after World War I. A clear Nonh-American
iJea of verticalized collective housing was sent to Europe and to the rest of the World
wrapped in the papers of the mechanized modernity, not disconnected from an urban
conception based on skycrappers and superposed levels of different public traffic _fluxus.
Already from the beginning of the First World War, :his n~w _patt:m 1s composed by 1mag~
borrowed from cities like Chicago and New York. High bmldmg unplantauon 1s controled m
Paris just as in London by strict laws limiting the buildings heights. keeping almost
unch:uiged until today the pattern defined by Haussmann and his team. From typical
European, New World's and Far-East's cities, Paris, Sao Paulo and Tokyo amve at the eve ~f
the World War II metamorphosed in modem metropolises, m the capitalist sens of this
·
· greatest transformations, mamly
expression.
Nevertheless their
. those concenung
. . their
· ,s demograph'1c' profile and the possibilities of long-distance commumcauon were
PopuIation
still to be seen from the end of the war.
Sin_ce the year of l 94~, the allied vict~ry of t~e tw:;st~~m~;
main manners referenctal to all mecharuzed socie Y
g
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The commumcauon media diffuses then the orth-American way of seeing both the life and
the world, and the most powerful and most embracing of them is, und?ubtly Hollyw~od. The
perfect machine spreading out a way of living, which included dom~sllc elec_tnc appliances, a
private car, the husband in the role of a strong, intelligent, logic, consistent and goodhumoured home provider, and the wife playing the intuitive, dependent, sentimental, selfsacnficing but always satisfied manager of an irreproachably clean house, now promoted to
the rang of consummer good. 3
However, the nuclearization process of the familiar unit, lasting from at least the 16th century
up the beginning of the 20th century', has been followed by Its disintegration in the second
half of our century. just as mechanization has been followed by the usc of infonnation. New
kinds of households appear: monoparental families, OJNKs couples - Double Income No Kids
-, unmarried couples - including homossexual ones -, loosely organized group homes, and
new nuclear families, still dominant according to the surveys, but where the parents authority
1s being replaced by a greater autonomy of each one of its members. These are all steps
towards a new social pattern: individuals hving alone. The reasons of such an evolution are
numberless and relatively recent. The year of 1965, for instance, has been pointed out by
Brazilian, European and Japanese national recensements, sociologists and demographers as
the turning point of the fertility rate. Considering data for France, England, Sweden, Italy,
Germany and the Netherlands, Brazilian demographer Elza Berqu6 remarks that "around
1965, the fertility rate of those countries was varying between 3.2 and 2.5 children per
woman. In 1970, this variation falls down to 2.5 to 2.0; in 1975, a large majority has its
fertility between 2.0 and 1.5. The year of 1985 shows figures between 1.8 and 1.3 children per
woman." s Behind the decline of fertility rates is a woman who revindicates, among
other things, a place in the labor market, the liberty of having sexual relationships
dissociated from the catholic obligatoriness of procreation, the right to choose the
moment to have - or not to have - children, the right of having male or female partners •
and the right of leaving them - without being stigmatized by the society. Such a new
feminine attitude supported by the diffusion of contraceptive methods more accessible
and efficient has to be remembered in any consideration about changes in the customs
patterns we inherited from the sixties. Berqu6 summarizes the question saying that "the
pronounced fertility decline the increasing of longevity, the growing participation of
women m the labor mark_et, _the se~ual liberation, the increasing fragility of conjugal
umo~s,_ the pronouncc_d md1v1duahsm, etc, beeing all trends acting in the sens of
mod1fymg the family size, structure and function." •
Around the years 1950 an~ 1960, the use of information begins to show sigris of a
developmen~ d_egree sufficient to succeed mechanization. Only thirty years later,
t~lecommurucallons would _be alr~ady co_mpletely modified, and the notions of physical
disp_lacement would be put m question, ennched by the vulgarization of the concept of virtual
reality. ~st~d of ~ Industrial society, m which we transport people to the places of
mfonnal:lon, m the n smg Post-ln~ustnal society we will carry information and ideas to where
people ·arc. A so-called
way of living is also spreading out v1·a the mass med"1a,
·th
· metropolitan
.
m the population
· · O f Ihe WOTId
whic h 1s not w1 out .importance
.
· movement from the b"tg Clites
to smaller commuruucs. Sa~ Paulo, Pans and Tokyo have experimented the so-called
doughn~t phenomenon, th~t ts, t~e reduction of densities at the core and the growth of
popula11on beyond the adm1mstra11ve boundaries Furtherm
·
anndt years this tren~ has!
been followed by a change m the city's inhabi;ants profi~er_c,mmorreecc
·
· more young smg
• e
wh1·1c-cotiar work ers and students prefer to spe d high
n
er amounts with the rent of a uny
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anmcnt in downtown, rather than to be forced 10
ap distant suburbs far from nightlife and urban . commute everyday for long hours, hving
1e1sures.
1n
The citizen of the large cities around the world seems to
. .
congeners of the o~er countries, being assembled in simi~e m_ore and more smular to ~s
similar cloth~s, havmg entenainemcnt in the same wa • de ~t~n~eof households. we~ng
his house with the same domcs1ic electric applian!es : ki g _tshame plates, equipping
·
th
ftw
bl
'
r ng W1 personal computers
running e s~~ soThi arcs, a e to read, all over the world, the informations saved in the
th
same fl opp~ is ·
s means at . a huge manners revolution 1s currently under oin
probably stimulated by the potenllahty of mass media, even reducing to a minimu~
influence of local cultures.

i:~

Concerning the dcsi~ of domestic s~ace to this population under transformation, innovations
follow a much slowher rh~. Pauhsts, parisiens and tokyans live in houses and apartments
whose sp aces ten~ to be stm1l~ to typo(ogics ranging from 19th century European bourgeois
house - charactenzed by t~e ~logy S_oc1al-lntimatc-Services zones - to the Modem archetype
of the house-for-all, with its uruformity of solutions in the name of a supposed
democratization of spaces general characteristics. Even though its occupation by households
different from the conventional nuclear family is fast growing, as weJI as the diversity of their
way o f living, the spaces design of this house remains untouched, under the argumentation
that feasible economic results responding to the inhabitants needs have already been anained.
Both of the two patterns were originally conceived to the nuclear family, seen as the Modem
household of the Industrial era, at a moment when this typology was absolutely dominant. ln
the case of the European 19th-century bourgeois house, its functionning depended on the
work of domestic personnel, deliberated apart from the boss family. The employees rooms.
the kitchen and the bathroom as well were considered rejection places and hidden in the back
of the dwelling house. Main rooms and entrance halls composed the public face of the house,
the prestige places, in opposition to the intimacy places, or the family's ~c~ooms. In the
Modem propositions from the first European Post-War, remarkably matenalized· within the
German Social Democracy's Siedlungen project, instead, the kitchen was _b~ou&l)t from the
back of the house to be fusionned with the li,ing room, becorrung the p~v1leged pl_ace for
sociability among members of a household where the mother was the mam responsible for
housekeeping.
It is true that the main housing typologies, easily found in the suburbs of every big city in the
world remain nearly the same since several decades ago. The European _Modem Mov~ment
'
w Id wars was the first and the unique moment m the "hole history
.
.
· te II reviewed analyzed
from between the two or
of Architecture when living spaces' design and productl.1onhweregumid~ yand they ~ull do it
.
,,
·
ted criteria, whose rcsu ts ave
accord mg to c1ear1Y ,ormu1a
.
11 over the Westernized world Modem
0
nowadays - an expressive part ho~~g P~~:~~~e onding to also prototypical ~an. city
architects prefigurated a prototypical hvmg Ph
:r-all _ even though the wholeness of
0
and landscape. They created an arc~etyp~
:5:uilding entrepreneurs' tcchno-financial
.
y ofitable clements and concepts For a
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11
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In the sixties, a blowing of renovated air seemed to reanimate the field of investigations on
housing design. Originary from the conservative England, the Archigram group has nourished
his reflexions at the sources of the new technolog1es, but also at idea of the massification by
the mediatized image and of the growing individualism as well. Like Modems, Archigram
members did not dislink domestic space from the city. Their so many times approached theme
of the living capsule was translated in an hypenechnolocical, minimal space serving the
individual, and have been approached in projects which vehiculated concepts such as the
nomad city or the idea of the image as a landscape for the urban movement. Housing only
strictly individual and solitary functions, the dwelling space - which was sometimes reduced
to the dimensions of a big shell or a rucksack - supposed a social life diffused through the city
and the territory. The private space produced by the reconstruction effort after the Second
World War seemed to be read by the group as "a transitory, provisory space, nearly secondary
related to an exterior, overvalorized space", say French researchers Loic Julienne and JeanPierre Mandon. 7
In the last decades, the most part of the so-called innovatory proposals have been
limited either to the use of new construction technics, or to new fa1,ades designs
searching to express fashionable trends, without putting in question function, interior
design, the articulation of interior spaces and their relationship with the urban
environment. Researchers are pointing ciut in the same direction when the subject is the
21st century metropolis: its inhabitant seems to be an individual who lives mainly
alone, even though his life cycle is composed by successive different familiar formats,
telecommunicating through the networks to which he belongs, working at home but
demanding public facilities to meet his equals, searching for his identity by the contact
with information.

between inside and outside? Would it b tt b .
· a cIose re Iahons
· hip? In a private e er e. situated ins1·de the house or apanmem or
withm
'co11 ec11ve or public domain?
•
As a place where social and functional
.
3
· very center of qualitatives housing p:: are nuxed, the public space is situated in the
aspects like form, structure, materials coloemal!cs.dHow 10 integrate various sensitive
patterns would still be adequate? What 3 soun s,. ~octurnal ambiance...? Traditional
out actuahzmg them or even inventing new
possibilities of public spaces?

;5•

h
4 The gap between public and private spaces th
· orms the belief in the Modem archetype ' e unc angeable character of construction
n
•
.
·
as a response to the human 'universal' ecds 1h
indistinct use of 11 to house any household format, co trib led
th
n . • e
monothones and expressionless housing complexes where" theu bl.to e production olf
· ed tr ffi W Id ·
.
pu 1c area targets most y
a IC. ou _I~be pertinent to include between the private and the public
the motonz
spheres some zone~ of transiuon ~longing to the collective of users, containing - why
not? - even extensions of the pnvate sphere? Which are the desirable limits of each
dwel!i~g•s private space? ~ch kind of both collective and public spaces would assure
cond111ons fo~ ~he developpmg ~f new social relations and those already existing? Which
services, trad111onnally located tn one of these spheres, would tend to move into another
one?

s.

Housing complexes have been conceived, for a large majority of them around the globe,
using a single dwelling typology: either detached houses in contiguous parcels, the
geminate units, or the collective bar or tower. The mix of different typologies, besid.es
enriching the landscape, could contribute to induce different manners of social
relationship?

What do Architecture and Urban Design have to say facing this whole situation, if it is
true that the relationship between domestic and urban spaces did not already escape
from their hands to become an attribution of users or bureaucrats, whose references are
nothing more than the above cited patterns?

6. The car as a prolongation of the familiar organization in the everyday life is, in many
cases, omnipresent. How would it be possible to link it both fu~cllonally and symbohcally
the housing function? Which relationships could really exi.st between the car and the
10
dwelling space? New qualities should be attributed to the parking places?

This central question could be unfolded in a numberless of more precise ones. Closing
these considerations we just want to mention some possible initial items of a more
detailed agenda.

We know that the process of decisi~n, concerning housing and urban spaces ~esign, embraces
a numberless of litic, social and economic parameters - and.not only specific ~hitectural

I. In most cases, the new households profiles exist only in some periods of the familiar life
cycle, either in a simultaneous or an alternate way. For instance, one can live alone during
the youth, then in a not married couple, to have children and then prefer a real marriage,
but maybe divorcing afterwards and living alone again or with his or her children... Would
it be reasonable to think that to such an altemance could correspond a flexibility of the
housing space, able to absorb this continuous transformation? Different typologies should
be proposed inside new housing complexes searching to embrace this new diversity of
households and ways of living?
2. New concepts of flexible production but also informal economie's activities reintroduce
the question of working-at-home. Helped by computer equipments, its newest version is
called telework. Now, about the ponion of the domestic space occupied by working
activities, 1s it reserved temporarily or exclusively to the work? Is it really a bridge
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Urban Planner. Ho:,vever, we 1 .
se aces of living _ either private or not - they
intensive, deep society transformauons, wh~ sp
ofnew spaces will be fundamental to
are asked to design. Thus we believe lhat their ~roposa1s
influence those who have the power to accomphsh changes.
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until being attracted some ccntunes latcr, ttho initial words IS 10 exphetl the con rg
nuclearized. Anyway, our principal aim in ese

r':
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y
hnng m those three areas. from the amvmg of the effects of English lndustnal Revolunon. which mcluded the
disscrrunabon of mfonnauons through local mass commumcanon media.
' Rybczynskl. \\' Home · A short history ofan idea. New York: Penguin Books, 1987 p. 26.
' In her book living Room lectures: The Fifnes Family in Film and Te/e,ision. Nina Leibman says that any
persoMage shurlDIDg these tr.UIS or adopnng charactenstics of the other sex would be seen as a dysfunctional if
a man, or an evil, 1fa woman. (Cited by Lyons, J. l eibman's works remtmbered by colleagues. Santa Clara '
Umversuy Internet: hnp://www-tsc.scu.edufrSC/95_96/news/copy/l I_ I3/Readmg.html)
• Tius process of pnvattzation of the familiar life 1s divided grosso modo by French historien Philippe Aries 10
three phases. developed between the 16th and 18th centuries, which would be 1IS fundamental figures: "At first,
the search for a manners individualism, putting apan the mdividual from the collective; then. the multiplication
of sociability groups allowing to escape both from the multirude as the solirude as weU; (...) Finally, the
reduction of the private sphere to the familiar cell, which becomes the privileged seat, if not the sole one, of
affecnve mvestment and innmate retirement." (Quoted by Charuer, R., ,n "A Comunidade, o Estado ca Familia.
TraJet6nas e Tens6cs" [The community, the State and the family. Trajectoncs and tensions]. In: Aries, Ph.,
Chartier, R. Historia da Vida Privado. Vol. 3. Silo Paulo: Companhia das Lcttas. 199 1. p. 409.) Still we suppose
that such a process. launched within the Middle Age wtth preliminary scparanons between the boss' family
members, on one hand. and employees and aprcnhces liv,ng under the same roof, on the other hand, crossed all
the 19th century, reaffirming the bourgeo1sc option for the family nuclearizabon, and cstcndc-se up to today,
towards the extreme individualization: a society composed by mostly people hving alone. It is certainly not a
hneal, regular and univocal evolution, but undoubtly long and hardly reversible.
' Berqu6. E. "A familia no scculo XX!: um enfoque demogr.\fico" (The family at the XXJ century:
demographic approach]. In: Revista Brasileira de Estudos dt Populafifo, volume 6, n• 2, july/deccmbcr 1989.
• Berqu6, E., op. cit.
' Julier,ne, L., Mandon, J-P. "Du logement consohdc ii d·autrcs habitats • une mutation qui tarde". In:
L ·A rchitecture D 'A ujourd ·hui ~ 239, juin 1985. pp. 42-47.
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1. Preface

f rom the 1960s to the early 1970s, the urba
.
.
h d be
I
n environment m Yokka1ch1 Mie
Prefecture,
a
en extreme y deteriorated by
1· II
.
'"' . . .
• •
If
f
h
.
na iona Y notorious 1okka1ch1
Pollution. resu mg rom t ~ operation of petrochemical complexes. In the coastal
area. which was once a fert ile fishing ground, a large quantity of "oil-smelling fish"
had been c~ught b_roadly. People had suffered from noise, vibration and stench. as well
as air pollutt0n which caused ''yokkaichi Asthma".

In Septe mber 1967, nine residents suffering from respiratory diseases sued six
petrochemical corporations for compensation and won the epoch- making ruling which
sided with residents in July 1972. After that, Yokkaichi City, Mie Prefecture, and the
Japanese Government reinforced air pollution restrictions and, at least concerning
sulfurous dioxide, the pollution has been improved remarkably.
The environment in t hose days and the scientific and medical mechanism of pollution
had already been studied considerably by civil authorities and researchers. But studies
about the history of urban environment, culminating in Yokkaichi Pollution, have been
very few. So t his thesis, as the first part of a series of studies about the history,
examines the industrialiution process in Yokkaichi from about 1930 to the end of
World War ll. focusing on the aspects of urban planning.
Before 1930, there were only Mie Spinning Co. (1888~. in 1914 taken over by Toyo
Spinning Co.) and Tomita plant of Toyo Spinning Co. (1917~) as a large factory m
today's jurisdiction of Yokkaichi City. But from the early 1930s. the p~e[ectu_re, the
city, a nd local business circles began to mak~t~at elfo~~~ ~~tr~~s'"t~~:esr~:~
succeeded in attracting Toyo Woolen Co._ to h. h10 ama m I • ed. by the. prefecture in
. .
• Ch.lose
was rec aim
1 - machi' w a1crush
Glass Co. bwlt its P1ant m
from various industrial companies
1925 and had remained unused. The land hadM_ Woolen Co. and Toyo Woolen Muslin
• h
d as almost sold out. 1e
. h.
m t e same year an w
.
.
in 1935 (Figure 1). Because Yokka1c 1
1
th
e mterio_r . ~ so I trace back to about 1930.
Co. were established in
Pollution was caused by induSlrial acllVlhes,
.
.d d to be a changing causal relation
. ment is const ere
.
bn
The history of urban envtron
. . . ( h as land-use regulattons or ur a
· fl tial act!Vlhes sue
1
1·
urban
among environmentally m uen
•cal backgrounds and resu mg
developme nts) social. political and econom1
. of these th1ee elements. around
'
.
the history m terms
d
e nvironment. So. I examme
whic h the following chapters are groupe ·
•
sentative local newspaper m
sh·111bun which was a rcpre
r Local Committee
Mate rials used are mainly lse' • panying materials or ~ te
tes and accom
those days, and shorthand no
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for Urban Planning (MLCUP). MLCUP
.
d h
consisted or naf I ffi .
and cou,1c11men,
an
ad
the
respo
•b·i·
· 1s
• M" p
ns1 11ty to exa · IOna1 o c1als and local offic1a
governments m 1e rerecture.
mme Panning proposals for local
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Environmentally Influential Activities

(1} Active Development

' , , , .... ,

........

______ _____

Mte Woolen
.,,.. Co.·-,,

The above mentioned• industrializaiton cont·mued until. late wa f
F
HeaV}' Industry Co. m 1939 and Ishihara Ind
C
r ime.. or example, Toho
st
d
began their operation in the coastal zo
ur ry ho. ao Naval 011 Refinery in 1941
•
ne O sout em Shioham
wh" h
site for the First Industrial Complex arter the w
..
a ~rca,
1c . 1s t~e
location in northern Hazu in 1942 I th
ar. FuJi Electnc Co. decided ,ts
· n e central part or the city, Daikyo Oil Co. was
established on the reclaimed land in 1943.

',',,

This
·
. industrialization induced
. the rapid increase or popuIat·100, and ·mdustn·a1 comparues
built company ~ouses actively to accommodate concentrating people. Below is an
article in lse-shinbun (11 Ap,-il 1941) :
The ~umber or houses built by Ishihara Co., Toho Co. and other companies last
year 1s · •· · · · near 1.000 (about 800 in the city and 160 in neighboring areas).
Dormitories, which accommodated more than 1,000 laborers, were also
constructed. In addition, it is scheduled to build about 350 houses and
dormitories with accommodation for 800 this year... ·
These industrial and residential developments should have been controlled locationally
so that the residential environment might not be badly influenced. Next I examine the
planning policy by the prerecture and the city.
(2) Let-alone Planning

Yokkaichi City was applied Urban Planning Act (1919) in March 1927. The first official
road plan, which consisted or 15 routes adding up to 50km. was authorized in May
1934 and the first zoning in February 1936. The distribution was 10.3" commercial.
36.4% industrial, 42.4% residential and 10.9" non-designated (light industrial) zone. But
these plans did not fonction as frames for developments.

1000m

====
Figure

. C
as built in Hinaga in 1935 when the first road plan had
w
·
.
Toyo WooIen MusIm· do. Although
one or the official routes ran close to the site, the
..
•
b.
thi
already been authonze .
factory fitted only one comer to the route. Local authonlles did not o iecht to .s
· the alignment so as to fit to t e site m
site plan, and MLCUP approved or changmg

Industrial Location (at the end or the prewar era)

June 1936 (Figure 2).
Official Route

a

El

before
after

500m

I one or Shiohama as residential. industrial
The first zoning designated the coasta z
t
9 Toho Co.. Ishihara Co.
1938 O 193 • .
~ ·
d almost _eve nly· But, from
.
non--ues1gnate
h e without referring
to the wmng,
and
I
Naval Oil Refinery decided to locate er Th
- g was changed in 1940 and
01
area was occupied by industrial use alon~~ zo °)
.
d
· dustnal (Figure 3 •
coastal area was all designate as m

according to industrial
h · d plans were changed
As these examples show, the aut ~nze . based on plans. There were also cases
.
• · dustnal location
location. instead of directing m

Figure 2 Changed Official Route
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and
and
the
the

(l)1936 zonng

where plans were completely give
.
Green Belt ~iven Up" in Ise-shin~~p(Jtarllcle titled '"The Construction of Lar
The City Planning Office • d
ugust 1939) said.
a ge
.
• m or er to
an oasis for citizen, had com
d . conStr~ct a large green belt with 6 6h
·
·d
PIete its des
d
. a as
location outs, e the city. But the sit
•gn an already almost decided the
design was killed·••
e was taken over by a factory and the

map

This le t- alone characteristic of plannin
r
.
well as industrial location. Local g g po icy can be seen 10 residential location as
ovemments allowed co
·
•
industrial areas. and even helped them b
. mpames to bwld houses in
company houses.
Y constructing infrastructure for those
· I Area
(3) Residential Development Adjacent to Large Industna
Mie Prefecture
· t ment proJect,
·
· was
.
. D had been engaged
. in a large land readJUS
which
authonzed 10 . ecen:iber 1939, m Shi?hama. The first coastal part of the project,
367ha. was ~rushed 10 1941 and occupied by factories such as Toho Co., Ishihara Co
and Naval Oil Refinery. Successively, the prefecture set about the second part 314ha.
weste rly adjacent to the first part. It was planned to be a residential area· with ~
population of 30,000 and to be "an ideal new industrial city" with some parks. But
the location was directly adjacent to the large industrial area.

3. Background

Zone

D

Both Mie Prefecture and Yokkaichi City believed that the attraction of industries was
essential to local development. This strong industry--0riented thinking must be a part
of the background of the let-alone planning. But in this thesis. I highlight the
planning ideology as a background. That is. both local governments did not fully
recognize problems resulting from the close relationship between residential and
industrial areas, and the importance of a greenbelt as buffer wne. And this
immaturity of planning ideology is thought to be a background of the residential
development adjacent to the industrial area by the prefecture, as well as of the
Jet-alone planning. I will show this ideology from some examples below.

residential

~ commercial

(1) Neglect of Close Relationship

.
.
The first zoning was referred to MLCUP in 18 January 193_6. A city councilman
questioned about w ning of other cities. and a prefectu_re o~~1al ~nswfiedredh_that ~he
"
•
h hi h t among surrounding cities. I n t IS zoning
industrial percentage was t e g es
it without further discussion."
to be the most appropriate. so sugg~t .that. we passassed in its original form. The
.
.1
t he counciiman sa1·d , and without obJectton.
O . 1t wasB Pt ·0 this original plan. res1denlla
.
di
ly in about 2 minutes. u I
enhre procee ngs were on
·a1
b dly in northern and southern parts
zone was designated adjacent to induStn zone roa

19-40 zoning map {southern part only)/

!///

of the city.

I

I
I
I
I
I

(2) "Green Belt" Plan

.
hich had the potential of buffer agains.~
Local authorities cut down a row of pine~ whand the city had sought to create a
th 01
the industrial area in Shiohama. On e er
·
.
bl k smoke thickly.
green belt" :
.
indutrial area. which exhausts ac . . . . .. . added
Because the expansion of
bl. h alth and hygiene. the city
• ft
onpuac e
will have great m uences

Figure 3 Changed Zoning
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new programs such as sumo and hiking · · · · · · to exs1tmg programs for
improving the physique. Concerning the construction of a green belt, Suzuki
planning official. is now in a hurry to design it.··· lse-shinbun (2 July 1939)
·
But this green belt was not for separating residensial and industrial areas. "We are
investigating the green belt, the general ground and the park, and have a rough
promise of their sites." Suzuki said. Here the green belt is treated as the same kind
of open space as the general ground and the park. This means that the green belt
was planned to be the site for activities such as hiking. The city tried to tackle the
industrial pollution not by the separation of land uses but by the development of
individual physical strength.

4. Urban Environment
Without locational control. companies chose sites for company houses without taking
into account industrial pollution. They were often close to industrial areas. For
example. Ishihara Co. built 200 _houses just south of its factory, that is. just east of
Naval Oil Refinery. "In addition, it will built more than 200 houses this year" there
lse-shinbun (3 May 1941) said. In Feburuary 1941. the company also built about
houses in Chitose-machi, which had almost been occupied by industries, including
Nihon Plate Glass Co..

70

Under let-alone planning. Shiohama had become a large industrial area. Yokkaich has
a strong northwestern wind ·in winter and lsozu, a fishing village, is in the
southeastern part of the industrial area. just beyond the river Utsube. The village had
become located close to and on the leeward of huge industrial plants.
The second part of the land readjustment project was not accomplished before the
war. but at least about 180 houses. which were in the first part. were relocated to
the second part.

So. there appeared close relationships between residential and industrial areas in
various parts of the city, but those relationships did not reach the state of linear
continuity. The close relationship was in embryo at the end of the prewar era.
5. Conclusion
In the revelation process of Yokkaichi Pollution in the 1960s, the land use pattern
with the close relationship was critisized severely as one of causes of the pollution.
Yokkaichi lawsuit was brought in by 9 residents in lsozu. which had become the most
severe place of the pollution, and its ruling also pointed out "the fault of location" .
Trus fault of location had already appeared before the war. even if in embryo.
After the war, successive accidents in the 1950s by industrial plants changed planning
ideology. People had recognized the necessity of the separation between residential
and industrial areas. But planning ideology was still immature. They did not recognize
the importance of administration based on plans. As a result, the essentially same
environmentally influential activities continued and the close relationship had expanded
greatly to provide for Yokkaichi Pollution.
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BACK TO FRONT HOUSING•
. an Australian variation of Radb
.
urn
Jillian W a II 1ss
Department of Architecture Land
University of Adelaide, SA, 5005 scape Architecture and Urban Design
Why did they put the houses back t f
.
o root? Thi ·
.
occupancy evaluations of Radburn housing d ·1 s is ~ recurnng question in many posi
eve opments m. Sydn
prov1'de an ans wer to this question by ex lorin
. ey. Thi s paper attempts to
Dep~ent of Hous~g, (formerly known as ~e N~:e ap~hcauon o_f ~dburn b7 the SW
highlight the dan~ers mhcrent in the importation of H~usmg Comrrusston). In domg so it will
I
feature of Austrahan planning and design in th tw P ~thg concepts from overseas. a prominent
e enl!e century.
Radbum has its origins in the work of Clarence Stein
.
.
. .
scheme, developed in 1933 at Radbum New Je
. and Henry Wn~_t. Their res1denual
of the neighbourhood unit and super bl le .thrsey, was a ~~brid model rruxmg Modernist ideas
oc WI many traditJonal aspects of Am · h ·
Stein and Wright were not concerned with th
dard. .
. .
enc~. ousmg.
.
c stan tsauon of housmg. instead retammg a mix
of detached,
· des1gn
· part1c
· ular1y anu-street.
•
.
dsemi-detached and
. garden apartments· Nor was th. e1r
The~ _inste;th propose! a se_nthes of cul-<le-sacs which essentially had many social and physical
quahues o e Slreet, ut wt reduced traffic flow. As shown in Fig. l, housing was designed to
address both the cul-de-sac and the central spine of common open space. with the house
incorporating two to three entrances.
The work of Stein and Wright was extremely influential and by the early 1940s their ideas were
evident in many Australian post war planning documents. For example the Commonwealth
Housing Commission's Final Report of 1944 recommended extensive government intervention
in the provision of post war housing. The report contained a number of new concepts for
residential subdivisions and site layout. Many were influenced by the original Radburn concept,
however with an Australian variation - the housing was sited back to front. Unlike the double
fronted Radbum housing, these concepts oriented the front of the house towards the park land
with the back of the house and high fenced back yard facing the service way. As shown in Fig. I.
this alteration in spatial organisation represented a radical d_eparture for _Australian housing. This
publication proved very influential, establishing both pohcy and d~1gn philosophies for the
various State housing authorities. The Radbum concept proved particularly popular with the
NSW Housing Commission.

Radburn and the NSW Housing Commission
.
. . (NSW HC) established in 1941, regarded its role as more than
The NSW Housing Comnusswn
'
d
trong commitment to social benerrnen1
. .
.
h using It was un er a s
merely providing low mcome O
• develo large suburban estates. In the late 1940s._ they
and reform that the NSW HC began to
p f the ei'ghbourhood unit. It was not unul the
n
. t the concept o
began designing estates accordmg O
•
th
'th the National Capital Development
.
thonty toge er w1
late 1950s that this State houstng au
jR dbum in Australia ( NSW HC repor1. u. d. P· ,).
Commission in Canberra, pioneered !he use O a
. Mr Landa issued a press release an~o~cing the_
In January 1963 the Minister for Housmg,
fthe world's most modem designs (Sydn~_i
'
. bo hood based on one O
d d rsons' units
construction of a ·new neigh ur
Th design for 900 conages. nats an age . pe E t The
Morning Herald, IO Jan. 1963, ?- !)- ;d constructed in the Green Valley Housmg · S ate.
was based on Radbum design pnnciples
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•

announcement recel\ed much media coverage with the Sydne} Alo~mng H~rald running a front
page arucle enutled ··Back-to-Front" Design at Housing Commissmn 3 million ~und Estate'
The Dail_\ Telegraph also featured a story under the headline. ·Plannmg A ~own W1tho_u1 Fences'
( 1oJan. I963. p. 9). This article outlined the features of the new estate. parucularly notmg that:
...specially designed garden pedestrian-ways would replace streets wherever possible.
Each house would face a "green belt" of gardens and lawns through which a network of
pathways would lead 10 shops, primary school, recreation areas and transport.
To cater for vehicle access, a system of cul-de-sacs streets linked to perimeter roads
would reach the back of every house and block of flats.
To maintain this open-garden atmosphere, no-one will be allowed to erect a fence or any
type of structure in front of his house.
Even the lener box would lose its traditional place and be anached to the back gate.
Figure 1
Australian interpretations of the Radburn concept

r,leo-Radburn and the NSW Housing Commission
The design approach applied at Cartwright was to change by the mid 1960s \\ hen the XSW HC
.
'
began 10 construct. anached town housing ·m Radburn confi1gurat1on
as an alternative
to' walk up
flats . MO\mt D~ttl was one of the first large scale developments, followed by smaller corridor
estates such as Auds, Claymore and Macquarie Fields. In the 1980s, the SW HC continued to
construct ~adburn_ town h_ouse developments on inner city sites as a form of urban consolidation.
Fig. I details a typical design approach.
These '. eo-Radbum' schemes were characterised by standardised dwelling umts.
(predorrunantly anached town houses) designed to be a sculptural mass within a free flowing
landscape. Frequently the housing was designed with little private and no semi-pri,ate open
space, with thls space instead being incorporated into common open space. In addition, the
original Radbum cul-de-sac was reduced to a functional service way, with the front of the house
oriented towards the common open space. Again no anempt was made to develop double fronted
houses, resulting in more ' back to front' housing. These schemes proved popular with both
economists and designers. Financially, attached housing was considered a more economical use
of land and infrastructure than detached houses. Architecturally, anached housing in Radbum
allowed the designer more freedom with architectural massing, elevations and repeated forms.

Post Occupancy Evaluations

Typical Neo-Radburn
- attached town houses
- no semi-private space
- backyard faces street
- front door adjacent to
common open space

Cartwright Radburn
- as proposed by CHC
report
• detached cottages
- no semi-private space
• backyard faces service
way
• front door adjacent to
common open space

Regular Australian
subdivision

D

•

Public open
Sp>ct

Common
open space

• semi-private front
yard addresses street
- front of house faces
street
• no common open
space
• public park instead
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By the early 1980s, many Radburn housing developments, particularly those in large estat:s.
were proving to be unsatisfactory residential environments. Many problems were related to social
and economic issues associated with large concentrations of low income residents. However. post
occupancy evaluations (Sarkissian & Doherty, 1987) (Richards.1990) document~d consistent
problems relating to the physical design. Generally these did not concern the dwelling but rather
the orgarusation of space and circulation around the housing. For example:
The separation of pedestrian and vehicular circulation created 'back 10 front" problems and
difficulties in locating the front door of housing. either vehicular access ways or pede tnan
circulation were afe, particularly at night, due to the lack of surveillance.
Emphasis on the orientation of the h~using for solar access often led to housing which was
out of context with adjoining urban fabnc and created awkward, external spaces.
The reduction of the traditional public dom~in • the ~treet, toa~functional role in order to
create common open space resulted m unused left over open sp ·
tal tity rather than a collection of individual homes
·
The representation of housmg as a to en
clave where the individual home was los1
( particularly in eo-Radburn) created a seedp~ate ~:ving pnvacy and modifying their home
in the institutional mass. People were restnct m ac
. F" Ids summarises these issues in the following passage :
John Huxley, in describing Macquane 1e ,
m was followed mav of the estates' s supposed
And although the planners pretty pa~e 1 • hours d~pu;e boundaT) lines. residents
features have since become flash points.d ei~
or •·hang·10g about.. on the , illage
· the pc estnan ways
complain of noise from those using
d d . to the end of cul-de-sacs. The) "ant fences
greens and tenants feel themselves(cSydnrow/ , /1:rnmg Herald, 12 Feb. 1994. p. SA.)
rather than freedom of movement.
)
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•
~ddressing the Physical

, h uses resulted in such problems can best be explained
d.
h these · back to tiront o
t" s The built environment cannot determine human
Understan mg w . Y
in terms of behavioural aJ:d cultural conven iona· ro nate human activity and behaviour. Within
behaviour. Instead II provides a framework for t1:f' p rivacy regulation. boundary markers and
re 1denual environments, _the conceb\s ~nte~s G~ework (Sanders 1990). The interpretations
1rans111onal spaces are cthriucNalSWin eHstCa hiswev!r presented a residenual environment which did not
of Radbum adopted by e
o
•
acknowledge these concepts.
•
·
temtory as it 1s the core of everyday life. Within the home
The home is regarded as a pnmharydwellin ) territorial markers such as fencing are used t~
th
(dinlcluding e spac~ f~~~~s t~d pnvac/~d regulate expected behaviour. Australian housing
O
e inealate ~pace, cont
lugh degree of phy ical boundanes as territorial markers in the fonn of
gener 1y incorpora es a
. .
f
d M
f th R db
h1 h fenced back ards and low fenced senu-pnvate _ron! yar s.
an:r o
e_ a urn
g
d { d by the SW HC were constructed with httle or no fencing. If private open
interpretations a dopd et was located adiacent to the street, a space usually reserved for the semispace was prov1 e , 1
,
pnvate front yard.
Consequently there was no tonger a transitional space between the public domain (the street) and
the private house. The front yard tracliuonally signifies the f<:>rmal eotr~nce to the house and also
provides passive surveillance ~or th~ street. ~ the Radbum interpretations , the space around the
house was reversed, resulting in a high bamer to the street, of~en compounded m eo-Radburn
schemes by carpons. The formal front entrance w~s located adJace!1t to the comm?n 01_>en space
with no transitionaJ space provided to ensure privacy and security. As shown m Fig. I, the
maJority of the space m these developmen~ re~ained a~ i_ll_defined common ope!1 space. This
was in stark contra I to more tracliuonal res1denual subd1v1s1ons where space outside dwellings
was e11her public. semi-private or private. Prior to Radbum there were few precedents for
common open space in Australian housing.

The S~rategy Plan i~en_tifies a num~r of methods for improving ·the back to front' housing b1
essenually re-e~tabhshing _the pubhc and pnvate domain in accordance with more convenuonal
Australian housmg. These mclude:
transforming the existing poor quality common open space into lugh value pnvate open space.
establishing a network of revitalised public parks, each with their own character or spec1aJ use 10
provide accessible, safe and attractive recreational space;
ensuring dwelli_ngs over look parks from across a public street, thus providing surveillance for the
park and a spatial buffer for the dwelling; and
providing each dwelling, wherever possible with direct street frontage, a front gar?en, a letterbox
and a vis ible path to the front door. In addition the strategy aims to leave no dwellings exposed to
degraded open space or pedestrian networks.
Fig. 2 demonstrates how these objectives can be achieved through the al~eration of road and
pedestrian layout, limited demolition of existing housing stock, infill housing. a maJor fencing
program and the transformation of common open space into public open space.

Figure 2
. .
Redevelopment Proposal for Gracilus and Oreades Ways, B1dwdl
Some town houses removed
to accommodate new garages

Whereas the onginal Radbum concept acknowledged many cultural conventions associated with
American housing. its applicauon in Australia did not. Therefore its use by the NSW HC,
panicularly for housing large concentrations of low income people, resulted in inhibited
behav1ouraJ respon es and contributed to considerable stress, conflict and anxiety for residents.
Post occupancy evaluauons tend to identify more problems with eo-Radburn schemes, which
incorporate attached housing. than those which use detached cottages. This can be explained by
the increase in density. The closer that people live to each other, the more imponant it is to create
spauaJ frameworks which establish territory. privacy and security.

16 new semi-detached houses
along Oreades Way extension
Public open space

Strategies for 'Turning the House Around'
In the mid 1990s, the NSW Department of Housing (formerly the SW HC) initiated a
'e1ghbourhood Improvement Program to address physical, economic and social issues evident in
ma~y pu_blic housing estates. _This paper will examine the strategy developed for Bidwill as
outlined in the document Bidw1ll New Gardens: Neighbourhood Improvement Strategy Plan.
B1dwill was deve~oped in the _1960s and !970 as p_a n of the ~t Druitt estate. Although much of
the suburb consists of a _mix o'. public and private housing, the central core contains a
concentration of 1150 pubhc housing dwelling, with over half in the form of town houses. The
Strategy Plan ackn?wle?ges the s~urce of the problem at 81dwill as a combination of ocial,
econonu~ and physical issues, staung that 'the Radbum concept is confinned ...as significantly
contnbuting to, although n?t. the root_cau e of, the problems facing the residents' (p. l ). The
document describes a new v1s1on for B1dw1ll:
whcr~ peoplf w!ll ~ave the opportunity and encouragement to participate in the
:~~ ; : ~~ 0 t0th1~~cne~~~bou;hood and cor:;munity. Bidwill will be a desirable and sought
surroundin suburb~ Fe!er y va 1ues . an . mar~et _rent levels wi ll become closer to
will come t~ stay (p. ii). er people will view B1dw11l as a stepping stone. More people
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Addre sing the social and economic problems at Bidwill presents_ a far more difficult challenge
than addressing the 'back to front' houses. The Str~tegy Plan does idenufy a num~r of tnll1atives
which target social and economic issues. These include chan~es to dwelling nux and tenure
strategies for improving public transport, community fa~iliues and l_ocal e~ployment, self
management of housing through co-operatives and houSmg associauons. cnme. pre_vention
programs and also a new name for the suburb. In order to make estates such as B1dw11l more
liveable. these initiatives must also be implemented. As demo~stra!ed th r?ugh the experience of
Modernism. physical form can not alone create satisfactory res1denual environments.
Conclusion
.
So why did they put the houses 'back to front '? As this _paper demonstrates, this was a result of
planners and designers not understanding _or respe_ctm~ the cultural_ importance of spatial
organisation around the Australian house. Thi~ was pnmanlr du_e to the influence of Modernism
which promoted the adoption of universal de_s1gn _and plan_nmg 1de~. regardless of local culture
and conditions. Fortunately, there are physical mtervenuons ~h1ch can address many of the
problems associated with 'back to front' housing. _(?ther countn~s have been left with far more
complex legacies of Modernism, most notably Bras1lta and Chandigarh.
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Such work as_there is on the ~ternational diffusion of planning is of four main types. First
and n:iost ~tratghtforw~rd are lessons', whereby planning activity in one national context 1s
descnbed m terms of its value for the practice of one or more others. Such writing can be
found scattered throughout the twentieth century planning literature of most countries (eg
Horsfall, 1904; Burns ct al. I 962; Ashton, 1969; Hambleton, 1995; Borja, 1996). Another
straightforward _a~roach examines the work of international bodies concerned with planning
matters . (eg Williams'. 1996). Such studies typically document national progress toward
mtemattonally detemuned goals (for example, related to the environment).
More am_bitious'. in that they form part of a broader theorisation of international relationships,
are studies which see planning as an integral part of the current wave of economic
globalisation. Thus cities facing . similar problems have often adopted similar planning
responses, consciously borrowing successful ideas and practices from elsewhere to anract
highly mobile investment and consumption (Harvey, 1989). The classic example here is
waterfront regeneration on the Baltimore model, now fully established as an international
phenomenon. Even here, though, the explanation of how exactly the ideas and practices have
diffused is rather broadbrush, reflecting global flows of capital. Newman and Thomley (1996)
have recently refined this by stressing, in addition, the more autonomous role of national
plarming systems and local responses to global circuits of capital. They have not, however.
related their approach to the diffusion of ideas and practices.
Much the fullest and most detailed examinations of international diffusion can, however, be
found in the work of planning historians. The two best known works in English on this theme
are Anthony Sutcliffe's Towards the Planned City (198 I) and Peter Hall's Cities ofTomo"ow
(1988; 1996). In fact though, there is a huge volume of other work from many countries
dealing with diffusion (eg King, 1976; 1990; Smets, 1977; Wynn, 1984; Freestone, 1989;
Watanabe, I 980: 1992; Yerolympos, 1996; Yeob, 1996; Home, 1997; Albers, 1997: Schubert,
1997).
Such studies have examined diffusion as an integral part of wider or deeper enquiries. Their
essential concern has been to show bow a particular city, country or group of countries
encountered key planning ideas or practices from elsewhere. Typically three major concerns
have been evident:

The Daily Telegraph, (1963) 'Planning a Town without Fences ·,' Jo Jan, p. 9.
I.

The mechanisms of diffusion - for example, key personalities, reformist or
professional milieux, intergovernmental actions etc.

2.

Toe extent to which ideas and practices are changed in their diffusion. How they are
applied in specific national settings and why differences are apparent.

3.

The fundamental causation of diffusion. For example, how much does it mirror the

Walliss. J. (1997) ·Lessons from Villawood : The Importance of Spatial o
· · · Ub
rh
rgan1sa1ton m r an
H · • · A h'
ousmg , m re uecture , , eory Review, Nov. vol. 2, no. 2, pp. 41-66.
Walliss. J. ( 1996) Creating Home in Urban Australia : the role of site spac
d r,
Research Masters. unpub.
,
e an onn,
Stein, Clarence S. (1966) Towards New Towns For America, rev. ed, Cambridge, MA, MIT.
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lru I contexts of international relations? How far 1s
larger economic. po 111ca or cu ra
h
the ·text' of planrung·s mtemational diffusion more autonomous or re1ian1 on c ance
:ic1ions.
. 0 uruversal answers 10 these questions ba\'e emerged n:om historical ~rud ies. This reflects
both real differences in the expenence of diffusion m different countnes a nd the different
perspecm es of the planning historians themselves.
Different types of diffusion
At one extreme, diffusion bas been seen as planning quite literally ~posed by the
government of one country on another, typically in a colorual context (cg King, 1976, 199_0).
lo such cases, clearly, the diffusion process has typically been one of transf~renc~. Plannmg
ideas and practices have been received substantially unaltered by local cons1derauons. It has
not been uncommon to fmd the 'purest' expression of planning projects in such settings, since
colonial powers were invariably far less compromised in recognising indigenous democratic
or property rights than in the imperial homeland.
An extreme example of this phenomenon was the

azi garden city-inspired replarming of the
incorporated provinces of Poland in the early 1940s, documented by Fehl ( 1992). Another
example was the Japanese imposition of its own planning approach on Korea in the 1930s
(Kim and Choe, 1997: 153). Many of the planning responses of Eastern European countries
dunng the most repressive phases of the communist era may also be best understood in this
way. Something of the same tendency was apparent in the main formal Empires, especially
those of Britain and France. Thus creation of the imperial Indian capital at New Delhi from
1910, the colonial work of French urbanists such as Henri Prost in Casablanca or Marrakesh
and even the untbinkmg reproduction of Britain's 1932 Town and Country Planning Act
throughout the British Empire were clearly imposed planning forms (lrving, 198 I; Wright,
1991 ; Home, 1997, 179-87).

Yet caution 1s _necessary: it is important not to presume automatically that all such cases of
'.mposed planru~g_have been characterised by a combination of colonial authoritarianism and
md1g_enous pass1v1ty. Recent work by s_everal planning historians, most notably Yeoh writing
on Smgapore ~ 1996?, has shown that madequate political channels for local negotiation of
tmposed planrung did not al_ways ~revent the process being contested in other ways. Except
m the most bru~lly r~ress1ve regimes, riotmg and other forms of protest could be used 10
challenge plannmg acuons._More msidiously, indigenous populations could superimpose their
o~ ~ulturhes onflitbe_ physical s~ctur~s and arrangements provided for them by colonial
p anrung, t us e ec11vely changmg their nature.
At the other end of the spectrum are the diffu ·
·
·
sion patterns ~ •cal m western Europe and the
Umted States throughout this cenru
1988· Hall T 1991) H d'ffu . ry(egSmets, 1977; Sutcliffe, 1981; Wynn 1984· Hall p
- ere 1 s1on may best be und
od
.
•.
•
.' ·
•
• ·
often from multiple sources. In such cases the ri .. ersto as bighJ_y selective borrowmg,
P ont1es of th e rmportmg country (at least as
understood by leaders of the local planni
and prac11ces have frequently been ng mov_ement) have taken precedence. Imported ideas
d d
·
consc1ously changed
ctreumstances. In the early twentieth cc ru fi
.
an a apted to fit local
ry,
or
example
ideas
. and
n
practices such as town extension planni
d
.
•
sueh as the garden city
and the Uruted States (Sutcliffe 1981) n1 an zonm? spread in this fashion around Europe
•
. ater planmng and design ideas derived from the
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modem movement spread in much the same way. Recently we can point 10 the intemauonal
spread of, for example, of traffic calming, garden festivals and waterfront development.
In man_y case~ impon~ ideas and practices have been not just adapted but acrually
synthesised w11h other ideas and practices to create what became in effect funher
inn~vat_ions. Tb~ co~c~pt of the neighbourhood unit provides a class,ic example• of this.
Begmrung as an tmphc11 communitarian notion in the garden city idea, it was fully elaborated
in the 1920s by Perry (I 929) in the USA. It then spread back to Europe in the 1930s and
became overlain with more ambitious ideas of social engineering in 1940s Britain, partly
under the influence of US theorists such as Mumford. Knowledge of these elaborations of the
concept in Britain's wartime plans then spread elsewhere, notably to Sweden, and thence,
rather improbably, to the different ideological climate of Nazi Germany (Sidenbladb, J964:
56; Schubert, 1995). Meanwhile planners in the occupied Netherlands, though drawing on the
same general sources, had secretly been developing their own variations of the neighbourhood
unit idea ( Lock, 1947). The freer international contacts of the early post-war period brought
still greater cross fertilisation, further evolution of the idea and its widespread deployment,
albeit in various forms.
Much of the active motivation for these more promiscuous panerns of diffusion tended to
come from a wider range of agencies than those of governments alone. (The entry of British
neighbourhood ideas into Nazi Germany was, of course, a partial exception because of the
heavy reliance on state intelligence services). Individuals and reformist movements typically
assumed a more autonomous role, learning of foreign ideas and practices through knowledge
of relevant plans and literature, study visits and other encounters. Such actors were clearly
influenced by the larger context of geo-politics, trade or invesonent, but have been far less
determined by it than in colonial contexts.
Between these two broad well recognized tendencies in diffusion can also be identified further
gradations in the relative imponance of 'importing' and 'exporting' countries. Such examples,
where 'borrowing' and ' imposition' blur into each other, require particular subtlety in their
understanding. If we focus on former colonies, it is possible to identify a diffusion process
that might be understood as imposed borrowing or negotiated imposition. Thus newly
independent states found themselves nominally in command of their own affairs yet dependent
still on aid and technical support from the developed world including, very frequently, their
former colonial masters (eg UN Information Centre, 1954; Nevanlinna, 1996: 226-8; 239-41 ).
British consultants, for example, under the auspices of the Ministry of Overseas Development
and the United ations played important post-colonial planning roles tn many former colorues
from the late 1950s (eg MLCERG, 1996). Similar post-colonial initiatives occurred in pans
of the French world. Such planning promised, al least, greater sensitivity to local concerns
than had been achieved under colonial rule. Results often fell well shon of auns, however,
in part because the new post-colonial elites (with whom the negotiation typically occurred)
were themselves too ready to follow the ways of governance defined by thetr predecessors.
Where the balance of power shifted more to the side of the 'importer' then the nature of the
diffusion relationship itself changed subtly but importantly in character. Instead of negotiated
imposition, the process became rather one of undiluted borrowing, still largely unmodified
by local considerations. This was most characteristic of self governing and relatively affluent
countries. However they often showed marked deference in the economic, gco-political or
cultural spheres to the countries whose ideas and practices they were borrowing. The actual
937
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· d greatly but often involved direct reliance on planning
mechanisms of diffus100 vane
.
.
.
the
exporting
country
and mimicry of its planmng pracuce.
expen1se from
.
I f this diffusion process have been typical of the predominantly white
Specific examp es o
.
I A
I'
senled Dominions of the British Empire, such as the most srudied examp e, ustra 1a (eg
. Freestone and Hutchings 1993). For roughly the first half of the cenrury,
Freestone, 1989,
'
· fr
B··h
·
om nus expenence.
Austrarian planning developed mainly by undiluted borrowing
I . I
d'l t d b
.
Another, Jess obvious, example is Japan, characterized by re auve Y un i u e orro,~?ngs
from the most advanced western industrial countries with little adapt10_n for local cond1t1ons
(Watanabe, I 981 ; I 992). Much of this occurred in the period preceding the first Ja~anese
planning legislation of 1919. Yet even as late as 1958 Tokyo adopted a plan based directly
and explicitly on the Greater London Plan of 1944 (Hebben. 1994: 72~3; TMG, 1994: 56).
This was despite the Japanese capital's far greater growth pressures, w~ch soon negated the
proposed green belt-satellite towns strategy. A strikingly similar Australian example occurred
a little earlier in the 1948 metropolitan plan for Sydney (Winston, I957). Here the Britishsryle green belt provisions were effectively abandoned in I959 (Freestone, 1989: 234-6).
A typology of diffusional episodes

We can, therefore, draw together this brief review by suggesting a simple typology of
diffusional episodes, based essentially on the power relationships between the 'importing' and
'exponing' nations:
I.
II.
Ill.
IV.
V.
VJ.

Authoritarian imposition
Contested imposition
Negotiated imposition
Undiluted borrowing
Selective borrowing
Synthetic innovation

As has been shown in the foregoing discussion, this typology reflects the principal themes of
historical writing on the diffusion of planning. Thus there are strong presumptions within
these types as t~ th~ circumstances under which diffusion will also bring changes in the
nature_of what 1s ~emg spre~d. There are_also presumptions about the principal agents of
diffusion and especially the_c1rcumstances 10 which individuals and reformist movements are
hkely to have a role more independent of structural or governmental factors.

:t

Howev~r we sho~l~• by stressing that these categories do no more than characterise the
esseoua . nature o i s1on_ID relauon to indi~idual or, quite often, closely related ' bundles'
of planmng ideas and practices. The episodes m which ideas and practices are diffused may
be extended or of quite shon duration. Similarly they mi'ght be · t
I'gh N
·· I
.
ID ense or s I t.
ot
surpn~mg y, therefore, many countnes have simultaneously experienced more than one
diffusional episode, often overlapplDg and involving multi I
relationship with these different sources might II b d'ffi p e sources. The types of
·
.
.
we e i erent Moreover one ryp 0 f
di.ffus1onal
relauonship can often evolve seamlessly into another. ·
'
e
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The official report on this project contains 350,000 words and a great many maps and
diagrams, and 1s supplemented b y some 80 unpublished technical documents. This paper
can therefore attempt no more than a sketchy outline of some its main features.

BACKGROUND
Singapore shed its colonial shaclcles in 1959 and became fully independent m 1965. The
colonial regi me left the new Republic with a substantially higher GDP than any other
country in South East Asia, but also with a number of serious and growing economic and
social problems. The economy lacked diversity, unemployment was lugh, education and
health services were inadequate, housing was seriously overcrowded and one fifth of all
dwellings were classified as deteriorating or dilapidated.
A vigorous attack on these problems followed independence and in the next ten years
GDP more than doubled, despite a substantial reduction in British military expenditure
preparatory to almost total withdrawal by 1971 . The Government realised very early that
progress required a high standard of physical planning. It sought UN help and, after three
visits from technical missions, international tenders were called by UNDP for the
provIS1on of assistance in undertalcing a four year integrated land use and transport
planning project The Australian firm Crooks Mic he ll Peacock Stewart was successful
and I was its project director. Our mainly Australian team ofte n included members
from the US and Poland, and was strengthened by sixteen short term advisers.
In colonial t imes there had been little opportunity for local people to fill senior professional positions, so there were very few experienced local planners. Many Singaporeans
were returning from UNDP-funded study abroad at the commencement of the project., but
lacked practical experience. On-the-job training was therefore required. Consultants and
local staff worked as a team in a new organisation., State and City Planning (SCP), in
order to make the best use of imported and local expertise and local knowledge.
Planning administration continued to be handled by the Planning Department.
Training aside, the primary tasks of the project were to produce a Concept P lan to
accommodate a 1992 population of 4 million and still leave scope for further growth. and
to assist m the planning of major projects during the contract period. A demographic
study by SCP reduced the 1992 population forecast to 3.4 million (high fertility
assumption) or 2 . 7 million (low fertility), up from 1.8 million in 1967. 4 million was not
expected to be reached until after 2000, too far ahead for realistic quantitative estimates
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to be made of essential items such as land requirements and the factor.; which would
detenmne tnp generation and travel modes and volumes

this best. At the same time they imposed a high cost in ca c
·
transport systems serving those areas
pa tty requtrements for the

A review of objectives followed It was decided to continue with the preparation_of the

- · were
The tests also showed
. that intractable transport problems would r,ollow un1css 11m1ts
set t~ empIoyment in Jw-ong ~ -d to employment and population in the Central Area
Studies set these
· Iy.
. figures provts1onally. at 150,000, 360 ,000 and
. 300 ,ooo respective
These conclusions led_SCP to ITDmediately propose a change in industnal location policy
so as to favow- extensive industry at Jurong and to concentrate intensive industn·e ·
· proposal was accepted
sm
more access,"ble 1oca11ons. This

·4 mil hon plan· as the long range Concept Plan, provichng the framework for major .
development decisions. A ' 1992 plan', quantified on the conservative b~1s of the high
fcmlity assumption, defined an intennediate development stage and proV1ded the basis
for the planrung of the road system and proposals for a mass rapid transit sy_stem (MRT).
But the 20 year time frame of that plan did not serve to gwde development in the
immediate future into those areas which best served short tenn objectives. Notable
among these was the need to contain costs at a ttme when the demands on limited
resources were greatest A '1982 plan' was prepared, within the framework of the ' 1992
plan', to proV1de this gwdance.

PLANNING METHODOLOGY
The project specification reqwred us to examine alternative comprehensive concept
plans before select10g a preferred model Neither tlTOe nor resources allowed these
alternatives to be prepared in detail; we needed a procedure which allowed the evaluation
of strategics m general terms befo.re moV1ng on to the more detailed comparison of
potentially viable options. Havtng made a final selection we had to be able to persuade
the Government and UNDP tbat our choice was the right one. Intuitive comparisons,
though important, were clearly not sufficient. We needed a set of tests wluch would
enable mearuogful quantitative comparisons to be made.
Land constraints (area 580 sq km) dictated that Singapore should continue to be a
compact lugh density city, and that the transport system's land take, and its
env~onmental impact, should be kept to the practical minimum; that in turn required the
d_1stnbut1on _of tnp generating land uses to be such as to minimise peak travel demand. A
simple gravity based worker-trip distribution model was chosen as the medium for the
quantified companson of alternative plans. This ensw-ed the complete integration of land
use and transport planning from the very beginning.
The plan selectton process comprised two stages. In the first the available pre-project
data was col~ted and anaJysed to mfonn the preparation of a series of ' ideas plans'
broad strategics in which planner.;' imaginations were constrained by little more thi:n
geography and the need to accommodate 4 million people. Eleven were prepared and
quantified by_ allocating resident workers and jobs (industrial and other) to each of twenty
zones according to _a com~on set of preliminary assumptions; seven were selected for
tcsttng. Tests provtded est~tes of average work trip lengths, the proportion of short
ai:? 1!1~umber of cross1ngs of certain critical cordons where physical constraints
m1 t imlt ture traffic capac1~es. These results enabled a rough comparison of the
success of each plan In rmrum1smg work-trip lengths and showed that
.
.
~:p!asised devel?ment in a belt along the southern' shore of the islan~~~si:C~u~~d
o main emp oyment nodes m the Central Area and the Jw-ong Industrial Estate, did

tn';
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Database
By this time the project's data collection program was sufficiently advanced for useful
preliminary conclusions to be drawn from its results. The program mcludcd a
comprehensive land and building use survey, a home interview traffic survey and surveys
of eXJsting traffic flows and patterns, socio-economic characteristics and existing social
and physical infrastructure, and a number of surveys specific to the Central Area SCP
employed up to 250 temporary survey assistants, many of them multi-hngual in order to
cope with the range of languages and dialects spoken by households. Information was
also obtained from public authorities, government departments and university sources

Piao selection
The survey results informed the preparation of six alternative ' second stage plans' (Fig.
1), which were practical plans takmg account of known constramts and drawing on the
conclusions from the first stage tests. The principal vanattons between them related to
the level of development in the Central Area and the adjacent existing urban area, and the
pattern of development in the rest of the island. They were more detailed than the ' ideas
plans', bemg quantified in relation to fifty five zones instead of twenty.
The object of the second stage tests was to guide the choice of the preferred plan. It was
therefore important to ensure that the best arrangement of population and employment
within each plan form was being compared. An ' optimising' procedure, designed to
adjust those vanables so as to minimise work-trip lengths within the IDlposed constraints,
was therefore applied to each before testing. The model used employed an iterative
process to adjust population distribution between zones in relation to a fixed employment
distnbution in order to bring about the best result. It also generated an ' index of accessibility' of residential zones, which was helpful in the later detail mg of the Concept Plan.
Second stage testing showed that all six plans could be brought to an acceptable level in
relation to average work trip lengths, within a range of about 3%. The final choice was
therefore based on more subjective criteria, chief among them the ease with which the
staging of development could be varied to meet changing circumstances and the economy
with which utility services could be provided. The ' Ring Plan' was chosen; implicit in it
was the need for a mass rapid transit system (MRT) to serve the areas of densest
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7
development. It was revised to . .
reduce traffic across the most cnt1cal
cordon to a more acceptable level, at
the cost of a 5% increase in average
trip lengths. The l~ng process ~f
turning this sketch into the detailed
Concept Plan then began

Transport planning
Standard transport planning programs
were used to forecast traffic flows
and network requirements, on the
assumption that the system would be
wholly road based and that car usage
would increase in line with rising
incomes. The notional road plan
which emerged would have been
environmentally disastrous and
financially unachievable.

Figure I. Second Stage Plans

Severe constraints on future car usage were obviously essential for the system to operate
with any degree of efficiency, and a greatly improved public transport system would be
needed The practicability of bus-based on-road public transport was thoroughly
explored and found wanbng for the areas of most concentrated development, partly
because of the difficulty of providing sufficient terminal space in the Central Area to
overcame the inefficient loading and unloading inherent in such systems. Reserved
busways were considered and found to be neither attractive nor practical.
These studies, and international comparison with other major cities of comparable size
and GDP per head, confirmed that an MRT system was required. Preliminary sketch
proposals were prepared by London T~sport Board experts in J968 and the project built
on these m exam1rung possible alternatives. Modal split analyses provided estimates of
future passenger nwnbe.rs and these, together with preliminary cost estimates, provided
the data for financial and economic analyses of the system. The financial analysis
sho_wed that revenue would more than cover the annual operating costs and the
r:pair ~d ~eplacement of o~rabng equipment, but not the debt servicing
practice.
ec~~~~:~ll!"aia;~s.~:Otruct:~ Thos_e con clusions have been confirmed in
annual rate of return of about I O%. rpo
g social costs and benefits, showed an

=~1:s"::C~•
~:'1

The traffic studies provided the basis for the design of the 1992
included 106 km of expressways and 241 km
.
~oad system, which
million. A 1982 system and a short term 1971~~:aJor roa~, estunated to cost SS960
construction program were also

recommended. 1:he costs fell within our own estimates of available road funding, wtuch
the Ministry ofFmance somewhat grudgingly conceded were 'reasonable'.
A quasi-independent element of the Transport Plan was the international airport.
Although the single runway at Paya Lebar subjected 200,000 people to noise levels of
JOO PNdB and more, the Department of Civil Aviation bad acquired land for a second
parallel runway, which would have compounded the nuisance. With the support of other
agencies, SCP made an interim recommendation to Government to relocate the airport to
the site of the military airfield at Changi, soon to be vacated by the RAF, where the
impact of noise would be minimal. The DCA resisted bitterly, but the vmcc of reason, or
more specifically the voice of Prime M!ruster Lee Quan Yew, prevailed. Changi 1t was

Central Area plans
Special studies and analytical procedures, which are not described here, provided an
understanding of Central Area activities and their interrelationships and underpinned
recommendations for future growth. Tbc major proposals, arrived at after considering a
range of options, covered plan structure, civic design, the nature, distribution and
intensity of land and building uses, the distribution of population and employment, road
and transport improvements and the provision and management of parking places.

MANAGING DEVELOPMENT
Several factors contributed to the effectiveness of planning and development in
Singapore, first among them being the one-tier system of government Another was the
action oriented approach, which entrusted major functions to statutory authorities and
gave them a budget, a target and a fairly free hand to get on with the job. Tbc potential
for anarchy was mitigated through coordination by the Master Plan Committee,
comprising representatives of the main authorities and departments and chaired by the
Chief Planner, who headed both the Planning Department and SCP. The propensity for
heads of departments and authorities to wear two or more hats discouraged insular
attitudes and was a further mitigating factor.
The extent of government initiatives and direct participation in development was also
important. The Housing and Development Board was building 80% of all dwellings,
while its Urban Renewal Department promoted and managed redevelopment in the
Central Area, where much land was publicly owned. Virtually all industrial development
was taking place on Jurong Town Corporation estates, while the Bases Economic
Conversion Department handled the transition of British military areas to civilian use
There were frequent consultations at senior level with these and other organisations, both
to seek their input into long range plans and to resolve problems associated \vith current
projects. As a result of this broad participation in its preparation the Concept Plan had
wide acceptance well before its formal submission to the Government, and it has guided
development for a quarter of a century. Statutory endorsement has not been necessary.
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· rt case was unique and resulted in one ofSCP's
planners being
. senior
.
.
The a1rpo
translocated mto Parliament to replace the respons1b 1e mm1ster.

PROJECT REVIEWS
It was UNDP practice to monitor projects through a resident project manager, who
participated directly in SCP' s work, and through periodic reviews, ofwh1ch we had two,
supplemented by occasional staff visits. Our reVJew panels consisted of four or five
academics and planning officials with international reputations, drawn from the US, UK,
Sweden and Poland, three Singaporeans from government, private industry and the
design professions, and a UN chair. Reviews lasted for a fortnight, during which we
presented our work, discussed our problems and forward program and absorbed
cnticisms, suggestions and occasional praise. These reviews were salutary, as much or
more for the discipline they imposed on us in prepanng for them as for the contributions
of the panel. They significantly enhanced the quality and acceptance of the end product.

CONCLUSION
In retrospect, our forecasts have stood up reasonably well. Population is a little above the
lower end of the projected range. There are more MRT passengers and fewer cars than
expected, because constraints on car usage are even more stringent than we had dared to
propose. There has been less attention to heritage issues than we would have liked. But
all in all, we were able to take advantage of a rare opportunity to fully integrate land use
and transport planning and to design techniques to meet the challenges posed
These techniques were discussed at some length in the RAPU at the time, but attracted
no discernible interest. We were limited by the capacity of an IBM 360/30 computer and
by lmear models, which required us to make some heroic assumptions at times. Today's
computer power and the availability of non-linear models would make such techniques
far more effec11ve and econom_1cal 1f used today. Australian planning authorities
continue to pay hp service to '_mtegrated' _planning, while showing no real understanding
of what 1t means and hence fa1hng to realLSe its potential.
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1. Introduction
The present Japanese planning system as a whole, which is undergoing a drastic
paradigm shift, can be considered as a planning heritage of the 20th century.
The Japanese plarming system has bun characterized by a strong centralized planning
power in the hands of bureaucrats rather than a decentralized planning system with wide
participation by the people. But the 1992 amendment of the City Planning Act, reflecting
the social need for decentralization, has introduced an important system, i.e. the Municipal
Master Plan which requires intensive participation. This has accelerated, in many localities
all over the country, people's movement for better living environment, or "machizukuri" and
has being changing planning paradigm from the traditional "city planning" to machizukuri
as a whole.
The author's interest lies in the evaluation of the traditional planning sysiem as well
as the changing paradigm of it. Which direction is this change heading for? How will the
20th century planning heritage be enriched and succeeded by the people and planners in the
21st century? These are the basic questions underlying the author's interest.

2. Framework for Analysis

The plarming paradigm that dominates the entire world today is that of "modern
western urban planning." This is a type of urban planning system that emerged in Western
Europe and North America around the tum of the century. This system was developed
basically as a reaction against the growing congested industrial metropolises caused by the
Industrial Revolution and was an effort to put them under strong government control.
The basic mechanism for the control has been, first, to set up the plan for the future
goal of the city, or often called "master plan" and, then, to arrange a set of means to
implement the goal. These implementation tools basically consist of:
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!)"construction projects", or govemmeni 's provision of streets, _parks and other urban
infra trucrure through direct intervention into market mechanism; and
2)"regulations", or government's control over the private use of land and buildings.
which can be considered as indirect intervention.
So "plans", "projects" and "regulations" arc three key concepts of the planning system,
which this paper utilizes as framework for the analysis to follow.
The government's strategy for providing decent built environment has been to recoup
ponion of development benefits, or the British "benerment," created by new developments
particularly in the metropolitan peripheries, converting these benefits into necessary urban
infrastructure. These controls are carried out as strong government actions, particularly of
the local municipality; modem planning legislation has been developed to enable them. A
similar development has taken place in Japan with a uniquely different manner
This paper tries 10 analyze the history of the Japanese planning system as a whole
with a special emphasis upon its unique charae1eristics as viewed by international
comparison and upon its contemporary changes and future perspectives.

3. Brief History of the Japanese Planning System

In 1868 when the new Meiji Government started modernization of Japan after the
Restoration of the Power from the Tokugawa Shogunate, the economic condition of Japan
was more or less the same as that of the developing countries al present. Since then,
however, the population and industry started to concentrate in large cities, leading to today's
economic prosperity. During this period, the central challenge for the Japanese urban
planning has been to solve problems associated with metropolises which have kept
expanding as represented by Tokyo.
In 1888, the Tokyo Urban Arca Improvement Ordinance was promulgated as Japan's
first modem planning legislation. This law was enacted as a national program to start
construction projects to transform the traditional castle town Edo into a modem city, Tokyo,
as the seat of the Imperial government. Thus, the Japanese urban planning was started as
"planning by the State" in order to build urban infrastructure in city centers. Since then,
"the centralized and project-oriented system" has become one of the great characteristics of
the Japanese urban planning until today.

After World War I, disorderly expansions in the peripheries of metropolises due to
industrialization and urbanization has become a problem. To cope with this situation, in
1919, the above-mentioned law, which had been applied only to the center of the Tokyo
Metropolis, was fundamentally amended under a strong influence of modern western urban
planning at that time to be applied to other metropolises, specially to their peripheries. This
became Japan's first City Planning AC!, which is often called the "Old Act." (Since then, it
became customary to ~se the English word "city planning" rather than "urban planning" in
Japan.) At the same tune, the Urban Building Act was also established. Interacting each

other, these two laws have served as the basis for city planning and building administration
of Japan. The ~ Id AC! succeeds the project technique of the conventional Urban
1roprovement Ordmance and has established a new project technique called Land
Readjustment. For the first time in Japan's city planning history, a genuine regulatory
techniques called "Use Zone" and "Use District" were introduced although no planning
technique including the master plan was institutionalized. The city planning administration
had been under the jurisdiction of the Home Ministry, one of the most powerful
government agencies of the State up to the end of the World War II, which was succeeded
by the current Ministry of Construction. A limited number professionals of building and
civil engineering bureaucrats in the ministry were responsible for the city planning
administration for the entire country.
In 1923, just when the technical details of the Old Act were ironed out ready 10
regulate the peripheries of the metropolises, the unprecedentedly severe Great Kanto
Earthquake hlt the Tokyo and ..Yokohama areas. For about ten years following the
earthquake, the gigantic efforts of city planning administration were spent in reconstruction
of the centers of the metropolises through Land Readjustment, with very little efforts spent
on regulation of the peripheries Qf the metropolises. After the middle of the 1930s that
followed the chaos of the earthquake, no tangible results could be accomplished in the area
of city planning at the time when every effort was mobilized for wartime needs and thi
was continued till the World WadI ended.
For about 15 years after the war was ended in 1945, post-war reconstruction was
undertaken in the bombed centers of many cities throughout Japan through Land
Readjustment. In 1950, the Urban Building Act was replaced by the Building Standard
Act, which bas become the basis for building control parallel with the City Planning Act.
Under the poor economic condition at that time, however, land use regulation by these acts
had to be extremely loose.
In the 1960s, Japan enjoyed a phenomenal high economic growth era; reckless
development in the peripheries of metropolises became a major issue. In 1968, the Old
Act was fundamentally amended and the "New Act" was enacted, which bas been in effeCI
since then. Designed to prevent urban sprawl and 10 improve urban infrastructure, the N_ew
Act divided the City Planning Area in the metropolises into the Urbanization Promotion
Arca ("UPA" hereafter) and the Urbanization Control Arca ("UCA," hereafter). The act
'
.
f these
also institutionalized the Policy on Improvement. Development or Conservauon o .
areas, which can be considered as the first case that the planning technique was officially
introduced.

In order to materialize the policy, a strong regulatory technique of
. . . 1· d In the area of project technique the law ha
Development Permission was mstitul!ona 1ze ·
.
·
· 1 d"
ro eels for
established a new category of Urban Area Development ProJcct, me u mg p j
.
I
t and urban redevelopment.
industrial estates, new town deve opmen
.
•
b ve been
B . .
th second half of the 1970s, various planrung techniques a
eg1DD1Dg e
. I d' the Master Plan for Greene!")
enhanced. A series of Sectorial Mast~r ~!ans, rn~ u :8as institutionalized, which is an
(1976), have been started. In 1980 Distnct Plannmg
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importanr planning rechnique borh for derailed regulation and consrruction projecrs at the
disrricl level.
During the second half of the 1980s, the Japanese cities were in the midst of an
unprecedented asset boom. resulting in skyrocketing land prices, or the so-called "bubble
phenomenon." As part of measures to control these land prices, the New Act went through
a major amendment.

(This amendment law is hereafter referred to as the "'92 Act.") The

Act aims at strengthening regulatory powers (i.e. detailed categorization of residential use
zones) as well as planning powers (i.e. creation of the Municipal Master Plan).

What is

important with this law is that, for the first time in the Japanese history, the city planning
problems have been directed from control of new developments around the peripheries of

different from modem western urban plannin wh·
.
g,
ich basically belongs 10
· d · ·
-•
•• •
po1111cs and
where maJOr cc1s1ons are jointly made by .1•
ci !Zens, poh11c1ans a d
· ·
n municipal bureaucrats.
In the background of the "p 0 · t .
r 1ec -onentcd system" Lies a we
I .
.
the urbanization phenomenon and city plannin d . .
. po r re a1Jonsh1p between
g a m1mstra11on In Japan the
.
has rapidly started to concentrate in large cities since th M ... ·
'
popu 1ation
.
e CIJJ era. Because of extreme!
kl
.
.
Y
1oose land use regulation, urbanization went on
.
rec css1Y, crcattng disorderly built
bl
. ,,
. .
environment. This has created two serious problems Th fi
,,
·
e trst pro cm 1s detenorahon
. .
.
of llvmg envuonment , or urban areas which arc overcrowded d fi h
an ire azardous· the
second problem is a "lack of infrastructure." In reality, however, more interest has 'been

The

shown in lack of infrastructure, than in quality of residential environment. The most
important task for the Japanese city planning has been to improve the infrastructure in

significance of this is that a great change has been made from the "centralized and

existing urban area after it is almost completely built up. The metropolises have faced the

rhc metropolises toward planning and regulation of existing built-up areas.

project-oriented city planning system" which had consistently been continued more than one

most serious tasks.

hundred years to enter a new phase of "decentralized and planning-regulation-oriented city

jurisdiction of municipalities.

planning system." Now the keywords arc the "decentralization of powers" and the

established that the "whole city." not the individual municipality, should be dealt with as a

"participation of citizens"

single planning area. Through this principle, the State has exercised regional coordination
among municipalities through the governor.

4. Characteristics of the Japanese Planning System

by national subsidies.

Built-up areas have kept expanding without limits independent of
In order to totally control this, the principle has been

The "centralized and project-oriented city planning system" was financiall y supported
For many_years since the Meiji Restoration, both the State and the

municipality had been poor financially. After the high-growth era in the 1960s, however,
In modem western urban planning system, the local government with a strong

the State has become rich in its finances and the menus of subsidized projects have been

autonomy and planning power covers the entire area under its jurisdiction as the planning
area. It formulates the master plan as an expression of public policies which arc placed in

expanded for the municipality. In order to match funds to these subsidies, the local
government issued bonds, which was again under tight control of the central government.

the center of municipal administration; various projects and regulations are implemented

This has been an extremely advantageous strategy in the inflationary economy after the war.

based on the master plan. In a nutshell, "urban planning is a job of the local government"

As the result, construction projects in city planning have made rapid advances.

and citizen participation is a general practice.

same time, subsidies have expanded local ruling by the central bureaucrats. Recently, in

Modern western urban planning started

At the

aimed mainly at creation and conservation of residential environment in suburbs, placing its

particular, inefficient use of public funds, treatment of pubic works projects as vested

emphasis on land use controls for better living environment.

interests and destruction of natural environment have started to invite criticisms.
The fundamental cause for these Japanese characteristics can be traced

Therefore, the central issue

there has been directed to planning and regulation, rather than to projects.

In contrast, the

10

"strong

urbanization power" and "weak control power." This trend is one which is common to

Japanese city planning has been, in essence, "centralized and project-oriented city
planning.'

many developing countries at present, except perhaps notable exceptions of Korea and

In terms of the "centralized system," the Japanese city planning has been

Singapore, which arc proud of "strong control power." In contrast, Jap~ has n_ot rel'.ed

administered by the Ministry of Construction under the same rules that govern the entire

upon regulation but upon projects, which means it carried out city planntng by mvc_sun_g
public funds which was available as a result of economic development. This is

country through a series of related acrs centering on the City Planning Act.

In terms of the

decision-making process, many orders and circulars issued by the ministry regulate in detail
who can authorize and implement which matters and how.
terms of detailed technical standards.

characteristic that is now standing at a major historic turning point.

Such rules arc prescribed in

Thus, these rules ostensibly regulate room for

policies and political decis ions to be extremely small; in contrast, technical bureaucrats
virtually have large authority to make decisions.

In essence, the local government could
no r c-J rry out city planning freely and citizens could not participate fully. This is quite
prefecture has large authority as the States agent.
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5. Present Change and Future Perspective

In this mechanism, the governor of the
The "centralized and project-oriented system" of the traditional Japane~e cit~ _plann~~g
.
od
with gigantic problems facmg cmes w I e
has been a considerably efficient meth to cope
951
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...
.ally planning manpower and financial sources. are limited. What the ~2
re.,ources. Spccl
.
.
.
Act is suggesting is that the Japanese city planning has now reached a htst_o nc maJor
turning point to deviate from the conventional method. In the background of this are great
currents toward the 21st century, i.e. a population decrease and demands for
decentralization.
After peaking in 2007 with 128 million people, the population of Japan is forecast to
decrease, becoming half. or 67 million people, in 2100, according to a medium forecast by
the Population Problem Research Institute. The 21st century will be an age of "city
planning under low growth, zero growth and minus growth" for Japan. The momentum of
population concentration to metropolises, which had been a continuous source of troubles
for city planning in more than one hundred years in the past, has lost its force in the 1990s.
Granted that Japan is now experiencing a post-bubble depression era, the land developed by
the Land Readjustment Project and the building floors developed by the Urban
Redevelopment Project, (which represent the projects' development benefits to finance the
projects themselves and to improve urban infrastructure,) are no longer sold well after they
arc developed. This indicates that the traditional strategy of improving urban infrastructure
depending on development benefits is no longer workable. At the same time, the
government suffering from fiscal deficits is strongly pressed to reduce public works
investments. Given these circumstances, "centralized and project-oriented city planning
system" has reached its limits.
While the pressure for new development weakens, the concern of residents in existing
built-up areas with their living environment has inflated as a problem close to them. In
addressing this problem, two aspects are demanded. The first aspect is to plan to adjust
beforehand complicated interests among residents already living there and to reach a
consensus on what the ideal image of their area should be. The second aspect is for the
residents to accept the detailed and strict regulations over the built environment in order to
accomplish their ideal image. This is the way toward the "plan- and regulation-oriented
city planning."
This represents demands for part1c1pation by many people in local commumttes,
instead of decisions by a small number of bureaucrats (and politicians) on a State level as
before. It should be emphasized that these people are different from those people thirty
years before. They are the citizens who now have a "know-how" to organize themselves
as volunteers and to develop activities under their own ideas. Various activities of them
arc called "machizukuri." or literally "community building or making."
In conclusion, the Japanese urban planning is presently about to undergo a major
change from "planning by the State and bureaucrats" to "planning by municipalities and
residents," from "project-oriented planning for urban infrastructure" to "plan- and
regulation-oriented planning for living environment," and from "top-down planning" to
"'bottom-up planning." The challenge in the 21st century will probably "How should
community building activities of the people be incorporated in the legal city planning
system."
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REVITALIZATION OF THE WAREHOUSING
ALONGSIDE OPAK RIVER, NORTH JAKART
BY NANIEK WIDAYATJ

7

A

A.RCBITECTURE DEPARTMENT

TARUMANAGARA UNIVERSITY

JL. S. PARMAN NO. 1, JAKARTA 11440
INDONESIA
North Jakarta is a historic~! ~rea which is made permanent from the 1611, to 1911,
.
it had been the city acuv1ty center because there was Sunda Kela harbocentunes,
"th th
"de
pa .
ur that
connected t hat area wt
_e outs1 world. Mean while, the area alongside the 0
River used to be a warehousmg cent.er and a ship workshop.
pak
This area is the one which will be revitalized so that the historical buildm
be
. . d d h . Id funct"
gs can
mamtame an t ctr o
tons can be changed into the new ones suited to the present
need.
After some studies have been made and RBWK (The City Site Plan) which is now used
(until 2005) studied, that _arca can be used as hotels, restaurants and retail shops while the
river ~ a water recreatJon_~cson. ~ buil_ding revitalization is done by adding and
reducmg details on the _o?gi~ bwldings m such a way that the buildings onginaJ
characters and specific distmct1ve marks can be maintained
THE HISTORICAL OBSERVATION/REVIEW

The Opak River area is the one situated m the
North Jalcarta old city which 1s a histoncal area
in the development process of Jakarta city
( from Jayalcarta into Batavia, then was changed
once again into Jalcarta).

~

-

c.-. , ..... ,.... - ... .-1..,..-, 1,1••••1
11,,._. , ... \.o•••- -•,.._J,Lo<._ .... _

One of the important parts of that histoncal
area is Opak River, which when seen from the
North - South Opak River axis is the connector
of two areas namely Sunda Kelapa area
(harbour city in the 141h century Hindu
Kingdom era) and Old Batavia area (Fatah1llah
Garden) wtuch stands for VOC era (the Dutch)
when seen from West - East axis. Opak River
is located between rwo lustoncal signs smce
the West bank was a locatton used for
struggling the oppression ~hile the East ...,-as
used as Batavia fomess m I"F century In
building Jakarta city m union, we need to look
for the red thread connecung the old and
present eras and one of them ts tlus area
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0 ·ver For that the revitalization ofOpak River area is an important step,
'
•
· di
a Ioogs1d e Opak "-' ·
part of revitaliz.ation means
Sunda Kcl~pa area espcc1~ly and the bu!I ng of
35 3
Jakarta North Seaside in general which has "Rebirth of Jayakarta as a theme.

o!

River is a tourism activity supponing factor be
th'
into a water tourism area like in the old da ~use is area can be turned m such a way
the Opak River sides 1s expected to be abl ys. c _planning approach to the bu1ldtngs on
their architectural and histoncal significanC: t~atntatn the old ones, eXJstence suited to
of the ex warehouses and ship workshops can : ~n fr:im RBWK 2005, the function
dihotels, restaurants and
retail shops by add mg and reducing the pans of the c . n_g
I
their ongmal characteristics and special marks ~~II wbe ngs tn sth a way that
Meanwhile the existing potentiality needs to be m
sanufacturveedry be early ndonced_
·
Y cons, enng
environment,
patb andb u1·1d·mg (structure/construction).

tf

EXISTING CONDITTON
Opak River area is a skim dirty neglected one and full of wild ho~ and crim~al c~s.
It consists of ex warehouses and ship and wood workshops. Meanwhile, Opak River itself
gets very much sediment and the water which doesn' t
run becomes black because of being stained. When
seen from the path placing, it can be directly seen from
the two main reaching paths of Jakarta namely Harbour
Road on the South and Pak:in Road on the North sides.
Meanwhile, the west side is planned to be the city open
space. When observed from its buildings, it bas the
historical red thread in the process of forming Jakarta
City.
Condition of F.risting Structure

Its buildings have distinctive architectural value and characteristic which are very
potential if it is developed as ocean resort facility with Sunda Kclapa harbour background
which is full of historical value.

BUILDING CONDITION
Some buildings on the Opak River side are in poor condition. It is because of both the old
age (most were built around the 1glh century) and the lack of the intensive maintenance.
There are, however, a few good ones since they have been renovated.
When seen from the building potentiality, the A and
B buildings are the main ones with high architectural
and historical value so that they' re potential to be
made permanent with building revitalization
approach.

t.

Environment

The environment around the
path is directed to be made
commerc1al a.rca as a
response to the cultural social
potcnnality having economic
e:.. dimension, namely the old
Jakarta cultural corridor with
its other objects such as
Sunda Kelapa area, Oceanic Museum, Kota Intan Bridge and pedcstnan path alongside
West Besar River and Opak River.
-. • , _

p

, •

Path
2.
The existence of the pedestrian paths alongside the Opak River supports the path as a
united part with the environment ofBesar River and Jakarta City Cultural Comdor. The
visual direct view

th
~~~
;ela~ar:
supports the path

location special mark
in the view potentiality being owned.

While the other relatively younger ones, with nonsignificant architectural value and the buildings
wluch have been badly damaged namely the C
buildings can be replaced by the new ones, the CondirionoJC Buildmg
forms of which are suited to the A and B buildings.

~¥HI~

___

i;;t~?J
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The path borders namely road on the three sides and Opak River on the other s1~e ;ia~d
as a multi acces; for the path itself, especially two main rcaclung tracks name y a n
and Harbour Roads
which give the case
of
the
path
connection with the
other Jakarta city
parts.

BUil..DING RESETTING FIT TO THE NEW FUNCTION
When we refer to Red Stone's opinion saying that to get maximum benefit on an old area
is to make new function which can support the existing activities, there is an activity
chain which gives benefits to each other, and can make the area lively and develop. Opak

"

~rnm
_ _
,v
_:. __

lay Out Plan

Existing Lay-Our
Condirion of A and B Buildings

..

Lay-Our Plan
lay-Our Plan
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Planning in Melbourne 1950 _ 1985. Th
.
Ideologies
· e Formation of Professional
Dr Judith Wilks
4 Nineteenth Ave

3.

Building

Sawtell, NSW, 2452

The value building of the building architecture as an old building with a strong character,
and the attractive clements can support the building usage for restaurants and hotel
activities and other supporllng facilities.

Australia
Email:dgb@tpgi.com.au
Introduction

Old buildings with/of high architectural value is also useful
for forming images and attracnons of the marketing of
hotels, restaurants, retail shops and other facilities. The
building function which until now supports the oceanic
activities can be used to form the continuity images
between the old and present time.

The_activity of planning has had a significant effect on the shaping of places and the built
environment,
and the nature
of urban development• especially 1n the decades since worId war 11
· 'f
bod
•
A s1g~1 ,cant
Y of hterat~re describing, measuring, assessing, explaining and accounting fo;
plannmg's influence now exists.

If the try out of these ex warehouses and ship workshop alongside Opak River is
successful, North Jakarta area which bas many ancient buildings can be turned and suited
to the present function and need in such a way to be a magnet for Jakarta City. In
building Jakarta entirely, a tie of red thread between the old and present cultures 1s still
seen.

The urban/planning literature contains many epistemological and theoretical modes of
understanding 'the role of planning' in advanced capitalist nations. My own research was related
to that part of the theoretical discourse surrounding planning which concerns the world views of
planners themselves, and the development of ideologies in planning during the penod 1950 1985. For as Healey (1985) contends, an important part of the ' history• of a profession 1s the way
that its ideologies, and associated bodies of thought have shifted over time.
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However, what we 'know' about the role of planning in social, economic, and political life, 1s
fundamentally related to how we choose to view the wor1d. For example, how we interpret
relations between the state, the development of the economy, the production of the built
environment, and the processes and events which shape these relations, represents what we
'know' rather than immutable truths and scientific facts.

. th h d thodologies during the twentieth century,
In describing the evolution of planning oug t an me
th t from about the
other authors, Reade (1982),_Healey (1983, 1986), a_~:t:gu:n(~~:/,i;~~\e~elop a coherent
1960's onwards the profession has been characten
Y .
•
b lanning itself.
ideology capable of rationalising and legitimising not only planning actions, ut P
. • k ff ' betw n the profession's ideologies, and the
Consequently there has been an en~mic la~ 0 /
few':tudies have mvestig.ited this. Healey
experience of the individual planner in practtc(~· ~ryGalloway and Edwards (19821, and Ba_um
991
and Underwood (1978), Cullen and Knox was' desi ned to redress this dearth of emp1r1cal
(1980), are among the few. My own research
g
work.

My research posed two key questions:

•

. nd socio-political contexts on
What has been the relative influence_of pllannltinge'sa~~o~:;;:elopment of their world views
f I
, profess1ona cu ur '
the development o Pannersd bout the role of planning in general?
about their own planning an a

And,
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k been represented in
d world views about their wor
der study 119S0To what extent have planners belief~roduced during the time period un
their work, for example in the plans t..r.w
85)1

'
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My research aimed to build some bridges between the 'brg' theorres and questions which
surround issues such as the role of planning rn an advanced capitalist society, and the
experrences of people who are engaged in the activity of planning.
J studied a selection of planners who had worked with the Melbourne Metropol itan Board of
Works (MMBW), a large public sector planning and engrneering organrsatron, during the period
1950-85. These planners had all undertaken strategic metropolitan planning duties, at various
levels of the organrsatronal hierarchy.

Ideology is of course a difficult thing to study empirically. Thus I had to 'break down' the
phenomenon of a professional ideology into rts constitutive elements. These include: the
professional association's role in developing a 'place' for the occupation it represents; the ideas,
views and inspirations which professionals draw from their professional cultu re, and the manner
in which they do thrs; the individual practitioner's ethics, values, and beliefs; and the constitution
and construction of professional knowledge.
Ideologies in planning represent a range of orientations or 'world views' about the role of
planning and the role of the individual planner. These world views are developed within certain
contexts - the political-i!conomy, socio-cultural agendas, the organisational setting of planning,
and evolving governmental and political styles and agendas. These contexts critically influence
the nature and composition of planners' ideologies. Moreover, the ability of practitioners to
insert elements of their world view about their practice into their practice is significantly
i nfluenced by these contexts.
Planners Ethics
The Royal Australian Planning Institute has only ever been partially successful in its professional
proJect, which has been weakened by a chronic inability, during the period 1950-85, to explicate
the roles, objectives, knowledge base, and substantive concerns of the activity of planning and its
'representative' professional association. Those planners I studied were critical of RAPl's
leadership in matters such as ethical guidance.
In the absence of a clearly defined ' external' code of ethics in planning, I found that planners had
developed individualised orientations on ethics, which clustered around three main perspectives.
The first was the issue of corruption, and the belief that planners should not be tempted to accept
bribes, or be influenced by those outside of the planning process seeking to impress their own
interest on decision-making. The second was related to the belief that planners should possess a
strong service to the community orientation to their work, which for many planners was
underlined by their belief that they require a social commitment, for example by helping to bring
about greater equity. The third perspective on ethrcs was akin to traditional conceptions about
professional conduct, involving such tenets as 'fairness', ' openness', and 'trustworthiness'.

Planners Values
I found that for the planners I studied it became increasingly difficult for them to apply thei r
professional values to therr p!anning work. This feature of their practice was very significant with
respect t? one of plannin~ s enduring values • equity, or socral justice. For the 'slice' of
metropolrtan strategic planning I studied, the political medratron of planning intensified over the
study penod.
The halcy?n days. of the 1950's and 1960's when planners were deified by both the public and
the polrtrcrans as the experts' with respect to matters of land use planning, were just about over
by the end of the perrod under study. As one planner remarked, "planners were increasingly
seen as one of the groups that you could kick around'. When planners came to talking about
~hether or not they believed that the outcomes of their work represented what was intended in
t e sprrrt of the documents they were worl!11tg on, they nearly all mentioned the conflicts

between the two values of equity a d u• .
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•
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the latter part of the study period ~ ke atter increasingly came to dominate the %onom~c and
equity increasingly difficult.
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Planners Knowledge

ino;;~s~r~:~a~:I'l~~~i~!s~nt'.''!dge is g,ener~lly .held to be a compilation of the skrlls and
.
.
rrowrng pro,essron · and percep11ons of plannrng's area of
expertise are _c~ara?ensed by ambiguity. Nevertheless, many planners bel,eve that they at least
1
possess the drst1n? on of being able to borrow well, and to think in a broader, more synthes,srng
way, than professionals from related disciplines.
I . found that work rated as the most important source of planning knowledge. There was
s1gn_rfrcant dissonance apparent between the skills and roles planners believe to be important rn
the ideal, and those they found to be useful in their work.
Skills planners believe to be important in the rdeal (those associated with attributes such as
idealism, creativity, advocacy, equity, and developing an interface wrth the communrtyJ, were rn
practice not as useful, for example, as skills and roles associated with bureaucratoc and technical
expertise, and preparing advice for politicians. This dissonance occurred not so much because
planning was 'out of step' with reality, but because it is applied rn contexts, or circumstances,
which mediate planning actions and planning outcomes.

Organisational Context of Planning
The organisational context of planning is a significant intermediating influence between planne~
ideologies and planning practice, both with respect to its own characterrstrcs (such as rts structure
and culture), and its relationship to the political machinery.. The publrc sector bureaucratic
organisation is an important setting of planning work and variously acts as a channel for, or a
barrier to, political influences on the work of planners.
Wh

h

d

hy it does this is dependent upon a number of relations rncludrng aspects of

e1:t:~~:,~;ry !~

the e;;ga~~t~C:,town culture such as the combinatio~ . of pe;;s<'na~~f:;
;:~:e!~~e
nd
organisational hierarchy, management practrces,h a
intermediated dunng the
In the case of the MMBW, these relations werel t e~s
d hanging socro-cultural and political
1970's and 1980's by changing govemmenta sty es, an c
agendas.
Professionalism in Planning
f lanners' professional ideologies which was not as
Professionalism, howev_er'. was one el~~~~ ~h! there was only a very small drop ,n the ran~;~
vulnerable to intermedratron. It was O f .
i·sm ,•n the ideal and ,ts usefulness '~
.
of pro essrona 1
•
f
s a c""" or
planners gave to the importance
attribute planners valued, almost as , rt wa of sronal
planning work. Professionalism washanabsence of a clearly defrned external set of i,:mes,n an
behaviour they cou ld hang onto rn t e d . ed the 'durability' of professrona
f dings un er1rn
ethics and values.
These rn
organ isational setting.
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Those planners I studied demonstrated a strong attachment to the importance of professionalism
in planning, and moreover, it was practically useful to them. The 1mporta_n ce and use~ulness of
professionalism was, in part, a response to the absence of a substantial code of external'
professional ethics. That is, these planners had developed, albeit in very vague terms, what
Healey has termed 'internal ethical monitors'

7

f
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.
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I
.
connections betwee th
Ideo og1es in panning need to be made aga· f
• n_ e core elements of professional
1
chronic legitimation problems.
in, P1annmg 15 to have any hope of escaping its

Conclusions
I did not find evidence that planners revise their values when they are no longer congruent with
prevailing socio-cultural or political agendas. The planners I studied demonstrated that they do
have the ability to develop world views, or ideologies which are non-1deolog1cal (in terms of their
functionality to the dominant ideology), and their ideologies are not reducible solely to the
economic and social relations of capitalism within which the activity of planning is located .
For example, during the early 1980's, despite the lack of political commitment to the role of
equity in planning, and hence the increasing dissonance between professional ideologies and
practice, planners demonstrated an ability to reflect on this. They did not unquestioni ngly absorb
' the new ideology', for their value commitment to equity was deeply seated in their world views,
and permeated other elements of their professional ideologies such as ethics and even, on
occasions, professionalism.
However, unlike values, planning knowledge appeared to be less resilient to external change. It
seems that planners' roles and skills do change - that is, become more routinised - in the
bureaucratic or organisational setting.
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I found considerable evidence that individual planners have developed professional ideologies
wh ich serve as a framework by which to view their practice (a 'world view' of their practice).
This framework has the potential to enable planners to transcend the exigencies of everyday
practice. What I found lacking, however, was a shared or group consciousness about these
elements.
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During the period I studied, I found that the planning profession as a whole demonstrated a
chronic inability to develop a belief system based not only on its cognitive authority, but also on
the objective quality of its formal knowledge, and the ethical quality of its knowledge. RAPI, is
partly, but not entirely to blame for this. This contextual features of planning, and their
intermediation of planning, accounts for much of this failure .
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However, it should not be assumed that the weakening of planning's professional proJect has
brought about a concomitant weakening of the individual planner's attachment to certain
elements of their professional ideologies.
I found that when planners are given the opportunity to reflect on the role of elements such as
ethics and values in their work, they demonstrate that they are capable of viewing their own role
as planners in a way which is independent of the circumstances which define the context and
contents of their work.
This being said, the question arises that even if planners are successful in achieving a group
consciousness about such issues as ethics, values and ethical knowledge in planning, what does it
matter if in practice they are constrained by certain realities? Realities which dictate that political
and economic factors will nearly always intermediate the application of planners' ideas about
their work to their work.
That such intermediation of planning work occurs is not in doubt, and a substantial proportion of
my research was_directed at developing an understanding of the mechanisms and channels
through which this occurs. However individual planners have, on the whole, not lost sight of
some of the fundamental tenets of planninjjpfi>r example social Justice and professionalism.
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Planning on the Pacific Rim: Reginald H. Thomson of Seattle
William H. Wilson
University of North Texas
P.O. Box 310650
Denton, TX 76203-0650 USA
Reginald H. Thomson made significant contributions to his region and
to the Pacific Rim. From 1892 to 1911 he was the city engineer of Seattle,
where he planned the radical regrading of the city' s steep hills, secured a safe,
abundant water supply, planned and supervised the construction of effective
sewers, created a hydroelectric power system, and improved the streets. Then
he was, briefly, the first chief engineer of the Port of Seattle. In 191 2 he
became the first superintendent of the sprawling Strathcona Park on Vancouver
Island, British Columbia' s initial provincial park.1
Thomson thrived on his outdoor experience but World War I ended it.
He left in 19 I 5 After his return to Seattle he served on the city council from
1916 to 1922. In 1930, following the death of the city engineer in an
automobile accident, he returned to the city engineer's post for a year.
Through it all Thomson was a consulting engineer to a score of cities and
projects. He died in 1949, aged 92.2
There are three components to Thomson' s success. The first was his
extraordinary character and intellect. Although he was born to a devout
Presbyterian family and lived by a strict moral code, Thomson had a sense of
humor. Partly because of his wit, but also because he had something to say and
was well organized, he was in high demand as a speaker.3
But Thomson was much more than bright and clever. He worked hard,
and once he decided that a project was physically possible and politically
feasible, he pursued it relentlessly. This is the second contributor to his
success. Once determined upon a course of action, he wrote, he tried to meet
criticism courteously, but "I make no promises to change my mind or to change
the nature of the work or to follow any other person's advice." Not everyone
agreed with Thomson' s self-assessment. The sprightly weekly, the Argus,
frequently discoursed on "the bull-headedness and obstinacy for which the city
"4
engineer is noted,
Whatever ?ne•~ views ofTho~son, _Seattle needed a strong planning
hand, and he provtded 1t. When he amved m 1881 the city held perhaps 4,000
souls. When he assumed the engineer' s position in 1892 the population was
around 45,0?0, and ":hen he r~linq_uished it in 191 I, Seattle had grown to
240,00?, a sixty-fold mcrease m thirty years. This burgeoning population
settled m an hourglass-shaped area, pinched at its waist by freshwater Lake
Washington and saltwater Puget Sound, and hampered by a rumpled
topography of steep hills, ndges, and ravines The grades on improved streets
were as steep as 23 percent, that is. a 23-foot rise for each t 00 feet of
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horizontal distance. Hills some alm
l'ff. .
•
ost c 1 -hke h
d.
core except for a short distance north and West ' emrne m the commercial
shallow salt marsh and tide flat lay d"ir
along the waterfront A large
ectIYsouth and eas A hi .
·
up fro m the southeastern comer of the
. . . t.
gh ndge rose
salt marsh to inhibit traffic to the south ~":e~cial dtSlnct, ~mbining with the
th
round with barriers to land travel. Wo;se nt; ' e central city was ringed
was barely above high tide· unusually high, e core of the commercial district
'
water caused flood·
.
Thomson phrased 1t many years later; "I felt that Seattl
_mg. .1n shon, as
anywhere we would be com-lied to climb t 'f
e
wassm a pit, that to get
,..
ou 1 we could "
The extraordinary grant of power under th . '-~,
e etty cu... ,er was the third
•
element o f Thomson s success. The charter of 1896 d I ed h
·
I
.
ecar t atthec1ty
engineer was to contra all official map and survey --1.:.11
"d"
·
h
•
"""" 8. to 1rect and
superv1se t e construction of
. all public works," and to manage all publ'1c
stru~tures. Mor~~ver, the etty-engineer was made chairman of the board of
pubhc works, onginally composed of himsel( the superintendent of streets
se"'.'ers, and parks, and the ~perintendent of lighting and waterworks He.was
obhg~ted to_atte~d all council ~eetings and accorded the right to speak on any
issue mvolvtng his department. The board that the engineer chaired wielded as
much power over the direction and pace of Seattle's growth as any other three
people, for the board was to "command, regulate, control and direct the
erection and removal of poles in streets for telegraphs, telephones and electric
wires for electric lights and motors;" to control railroad tracks, and ~to fix and
regulate the places and manner oflaying down and taking up all ... pipes in
the streets and other public places in the city." The mayor exercised the only
effective authority over the city engineer, for the mayor appointed the engineer
to a three-year term, with the council's consent. The engineer remained the
chairman of the board of public works until 1910, when that year's charter
gave to the mayor the power of appointing the chairman of an expanded
board. 6
Armed with personality, necessity, and power, Thomson battled
Seattle' s steep streets with the objects of granting access to and from
downtown, and providing buildable sites in the regraded areas Some
regrading had already been done, but it w_as neither e~ensive nor, very . .
effective. The greatest impetus to regrading was the city council s dec1s1on to
widen and straighten some streets and to raise all of them in the low, bum~out commercial core following the great fire of 1889 The streets were raised
from about twelve to thirty-five feet.'
Before any regrade work could be done Thom~on had first to address
the legal issues As state law and the city charter proV1ded, the ~wners ~f a_
majority of the .property along any street could call for itfs hregradoinugldbbeys~~:fy
·11·ng to sign, even 1 t ey w
..
a peut1on and many owners were wt 1
•
d
•
•
. ed h ·t" ers to sign
up mtereste
asse~sed An effective regrade requir_ t e pe;~c;:1Commission appraised the
parties for many blocks. Then a_n Eminent Do
• ·on detennined the
buildings scheduled for destruction. Next the commissi
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damages to each property owner resulting from lowering the street grades.
The city paid these awards to the owners of the buildings a?d land. Then the
commission estimated the costs of grading down and repaving each street,
together with the costs involved in the installation of new utilities_. Finally, _the
costs of building destruction, of property damages, and ofregradmg, ~epavmg,
and utilities installation were totaled, and the grand total assessed against all
the properties that the commission judged to be benefitted by the improvement.
The assessment varied with the degree of benefit. Of course, many of the
benefined properties were also damaged ones, so that what was given with one
hand was taken away with the other. In addition, the property owners had to
1
pay to have their lots lowered to the new street grades.
At least, this was the theory. The practice of this vast urban rebuilding
was much less tidy. Some property owners opposed the regrades. Their
property had to be condemned in what were often lengthy proceedings.
Others, although compensated, made trouble about vacating or moving houses
or buildings On the city's side of it, Thomson sent a member of his
department to interview each property owner, to attempt to secure a release
from damages, a release that would lower the total assessment. Now and then
a property owner signed a release 9
Thomson's regrading began in I 897 with First Avenue from Pike Street
near the north end of the present downtown to Denny Way, which borders the
present Seattle Center, where the Space Needle is located. This first of the
Thomson regrades leveled a western toe of Denny Hill that pushed out toward
Elliott Bay In the next few years the regrading of Second Avenue from Yesler
Way at the south edge of downtown through to Denny Way again cut into the
formidable 110-foot hill, but its summit remained, as did the slopes to the east,
north, and south. All this work plus the regrading of Third Avenue convinced
property owners along Jackson Street, that barrier to the south, to petition for
a regrade The progress of the Jackson Street work gives some idea of the
time involved in regrading. Most of the property owners signed in 1904, but
challenges in court consumed some two years' time. In April I907 the city let
a contract. The work went slowly because of its great difficulty, and at last it
was finished in February 1910.10
Meanwhile, back in the north end, enough property owners had decided
that the summit of Denny Hill would have to go. Bringing down the entire
sixty-two city blocks appeared to be too expensive an undertaking, so the
property owners compromised on an area of twenty-seven blocks that included
the summit. The area described a rectangle running from Pine Street nine
blocks north to Denny Way, and from the east side of Second Avenue three
blocks east to the east flank ofFifth Avenue.11
Private contractors performed the work to Thomson's specifications.
Steam shovels. horse-drawn dump wagons, and rail cars moved the earth in
most of the downtown area, while houses, buildings, and public transit rails
were raised on cribbing, added at the bottom as the grade fell, then removed
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from the bottom up after the new grad
regrade to the south of downtown, gi;t~as eStablished In the Jackson street
22 million gallons of water each day at th oses
nozzles shot 18 million to
loosened by dynamite. Much of it went ;te~ ~d rock, material first
as much as forty feet. At the Denny Hill reo t; 00-acre salt marsh, raising 11
hydraulic methods leveled most of the highgra e ndonh of downtown, similar
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·
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Altogether, the downtown, Jackson Street D · Hill
.
, enny , and other
regrades moved Is, 138,542 net cubic yards of earth d k
. h b hm
an roe . The Panama
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d
Can ig, t at enc . ark of United States engineering, moved about
208,400,000 net cubic yards. That is, Thomson's reconfi
· f
. .
b
.
guratlon o an
1ved more than seven percent 0 -f the
eXJsllng ur .an area
mvo
· of a
.
excavation
huge canal m Virtually undeveloped couatry.13
His desire _for Seattle residents to enjoy good sanitation and--to the
extent that an engmeer could arrange it-an abundant urban life. led Thomson
to construct an adequate ~er system. He also initiated the first effective city
water supply, and the first city-owned electric lighting system. He served the
city by d~afting_the neces_sary local, state, or national legislation or assisting in
the drafting of 1t; by helping to secure what became the Hiram Chittenden ship
locks and the ship channel linking lakes Washington and Union to the sea 1'
Thomson's career as an engineer and planner was one of extraordinary
achievement and length, beginning in Seattle in 188 I and lasting until his death
in 1949. The difficulties of Seattle's wrinkled topography required melioration.
Thomson supplied the engineering skill, the powerful will, and the leadership to
establish the regrades, build the sewers, plan the water system, and initiate the
lighting program of a major port on the Pacific Rim_ He was, of course,
greatly assisted by a grant of legal authority, the rise of engineering professionalism, and an enabling, complex technology that only an expert could
manipulate.
Thomson's success also rested upon extraordinary understanding. As
many authors have written, those who were in charge of urban systems gai~ed
an invaluable insight into city problems. Thomson well understood that a ~1ty
must have good sanitation, a commercially honest and expansive trade which
lowers the cost ofliving, and a "stable government" that ensures the other.
necessities. His long and powerful tenure d~ring t?e great day_s ~f Seattle s
growth from J892 to 1911, significantly assisted his adopted city s
achievement of these urban requisites.u

:"d
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I Thomson recounted his work as city engineer 10 .0
p
.
d ( S ttl . University of Washington ress,
Thomson, ed. Grant H. Redfor
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p
f Seattle and in
1950). Thomson summarized his ~ork..for t~c~e:~8~7 to 1932 " See the
Strathcona Park in a notebook enutled Ske
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Seal/le Daily Journal of Commerce, I 9 August 1930, concerning his 1930
appointment as city engineer.
3. For Thomson the humorist, see to A.L. Walters, 22 September
1903, RHT, 89, Pt. I, box I, lpb 3, MUA, UW. For Thomson the speaker, see
his "How and Why Cities Grow" [I 909], RHT, 89, Pt. I, box 6, folder 9,
MUA, UW; and to Mrs. I.H. Jennings, 10 May 1907, RHT, 89, Pt. L box 2,
lpb 5, MUA, UW.
4. Thomson to the Rev. W.T. Hall, 5 October 1910, RHT, 89, Pt. I,
box 3, lpb 9. Seal/le Argus, 19 October 1901, I.
5. Population figures are from Robert C. Nesbit, "He Built Seattle": A
Biography of Judge Thomas Burke (Seattle: University of Washington Press,
196 I), 39, 121, 401. For descriptions of Seattle's topography, see Arthur H.
Dimock, "Preparing the Groundwork for a City: The Regrading of Seattle,
Washington," Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers 92
( 1928), 722; Bagley, History ofKmg County, I 451 , and William C Speidel,
Sons of the Profits: Or, There's No Business like Grow Business: The Seal/le
Story, 1851-1901 (Seattle. Nettle Creek, 1967), 213-38, and end papers. For
the quotation, see That Man Thomson, 14.
6. The Charter of the C1tyofSea11/e, Adopted March 31, 1896
(Seattle: Lowman & Hanford, 1896), 38-61 . For quotations, see 40. See also
The Charter of the City ofSeal/le (Seattle: Lowman and Hanford, 1912), 47,
and Thomson to Warren Olney, 11 January 1904, RHT, 89, Pt I, box I, lpb 3,
MUA, UW.
7 For regrades. see Clarence B. Bagley, History of Seal/le: From the
Earbest Selllement to the Present Time (Chicago· SJ. Clarke, 1916) I 354,
359-62; Bagley, History of Kmg County, I ·678-85, Thomson, That Man
Thomson, 85-93 , and Speidel, Sons of the Profits, 224-30 For raising and
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, 89, Pt. I, box 5, lpb 14; and David McCollough, The
Path Be~een the Seas: The Creation of the Panama Canal, 1870-19/4, (New
York: Simon and Schuster, 1977), 611 . The cubic yardage omits additional
material removed because of slides.
14. For the development of these systems, see Thomson, That Man
Thomson, 39-48; 57-84, and 95-104. For some problems with them, see ibid.,
83-84, Sharon A. Boswell and Lorraine McConaghy, Raise Hell and Sell
N1!Wspapers: Alden J Blethen and the Seal/le Times (Pullman: Washington
State University Press, 1996); and Seattle Argus 16 October 1915, I For
Thomson's other activities, see Thomson, That Man Thomson, I05-19.
15. For quotation and elements of urban growth, see '·How and Why
Cities Grow," n. 3. See also Stanley K. Shultz and Clay McShane, "To
Engineer the Metropolis: Sewers, Sanitation, and City Planning in LateNineteenth-Century America," Journal of American History (September 1978)
65 . 389-411; and Mark H. Rose, Cities of Light and Heat: Domesticating Gas
and Electricity in Urbm1 America (University Park: Pennsylvania State
University Press, 1995).
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The Evolving Middle Landscape: Valencia, California
Patrick H. Wirtz
School of Urhan Planning and Development
University of Southern California
Von KleinSmid Center #351
Los Angeles, CA 90089-0042
Valencia, California, is a case of the transformation of suburbia. Kenneth Jackson
has documented the settlement of what he calls the crabgrass frontier, the rural periphery
of urban centers. Suburbia, an attempt by people to escape the problems of urban areas
and to live closer to nature, is one result of this process of settlement. Three decades ago,
Valencia, California, was once the crabgrass frontier. Today, however, it is a regional
center in the Los Angeles metropolitan area, a concentrated focus of regional employment
and residence that sh= many of the urban problems people moved there to escape.
This paper describes how this regional center developed from a suburban model and how
this growth depended upon a rhetorical interplay between urbanism and pastoral ideals.
Peter Rowe describes suburban development as an attempt to balance a
conceptual dualism, namely, an attempt to gain the benefits of both city and country and,
m the process, remake the landscapes of each. By the 1980s suburbs were taking on
many of the characteristics associated with heavily-urbanized areas, such as demographic
diversity, congested traffic, and diversified centers of regional employment. The
bedroom suburb transformed into sometlung else: regional centers, edge cities, urban
villages.
Peter Rowe, in Making the Middle Landscape, holds the Los Angeles
metropolitan region as a paradigm for suburbs becoming independent of the central city.
But despite this transformation, some of these emerging regional centers still positioned
themselves as pastoral retreats from congested and unsafe urban areas. This is not
remarkable, for when a major rational leap is made in conceptual thinking about the
urban landscape, such as the creation of master planned communities, in response !here is
often a romantic reaction to make the results seem a progressive blending of pastoral
tdeals and the modem technical orientation. Modernity, Rowe bolds, is thus made
palatable to consumers in the guise of tradition.
The histo~ of Valencia, California, supports this theory. Valencia, a masterplanned cornrnuruty north of Los Angeles exists on a former ranch of The Newhall Land
and Famung Company, the master developer of Valencia. Once used for cattle grazing
and growmg crops, in 1965 ewhall Land formally announced a master plan for a new
commuruty on 11s ranch. That community, the new town of Valencia, was planned for
250,000 residents p_lus a s1~ilar number of jobs, and as a regional center for retail office
and other commercial services.
'
'
.
In the_1960s, an~ even still today, the general impression of Los Angeles was that
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.
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'
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gan appeanng o the freeways leading from the central city led by developers
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where high ~tens_1ve or specialty ~es requiring a large population base were located.
Third, Va!~c1a City C~ter was an mtensivc, high density, mixed-use district associated
with trad1ttonal Ame_ncan downtowns. This became a strong marketable idea: the
existence_of an a~1ble, yet separate, center of mixed-use activity to add urbanity to the
metropolitan penphery. Fourth, as a comprehensive new town Valencia was to be an
employment center not merely a bedroom community. This was part of the ideal of
creating a self-contained community, which meant not one completely autonomous from
the larger metro region but, rather, one tliat offered the wide assortment of lifestyle and
employment options within one smaller, comprehensive geographic unit. Fifth, the
y aJencia Master Plan was a commitment to preserve open space as one of several
amenities for residents. Park, pedestrian systems, and home models were designed to
provide residents with daily contact with the out-of-doors.
Valencia in concept was a dialectical landscape reflecting its developers' and
residents' responses to two poles, metropolitan urban life and imagery on one side and
metaphors rooted in romanticism and pastoralism on the other. This dialectic became
more prominent as Valencia matured. In the ensuin~ decades Valencia ~an ~~g
to the changing market for suburbia. The urban periphery began attractmg an mcreasmg
diversity of groups. Changes in household size, housebol~ pur_chasing power, and
national employment composition triggered a stronger emphas!S on issues of homeowner
'lifestyle' in the real estate industry. The urban peri~hery, once ~e popularly-held
bastion of family suburbs, was becoming socially more diverse. More single persons ~d
childless couples were moving to the suburbs, both as a result of n:ietropolitan
employment decentralization and issues of affordability. In response, houswg product
became even more diverse.
d
During the 1980s industrial growth in the Valencia Industnal C~ter an
'
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residential advertising, despite the fact that the valley as a whole was developing in the
other direction. Ads did not neglect to mention the total planned environment,
employment and shopping centers included, but the thrust of the images reinforced
Valencia as a refuge for the modern family.
The most significant event defining the development of Valencia recently is the
first sustaine d development of the town center. However, the original vision of a highdensity, urban core was significantly scaled down. Instead of a forest of residential and
office towers resting upon shopping malls and underground parking, the plans for the
Valencia Town Center focused upon a lower density mixed-use main street featuring a
regional shopping mall, office space, a hotel, and entertainment-sports facilities.
With this project, Valencia was making its claim to regional center status.
Complimenting a major regional shopping mall would be a Town Center Drive main
street project. Town Center Drive will be a shared pedestrian-motor vehicle spine, a
linear focus of commercial retail,.office, and entertainment activities. The plans for the
Valencia Town Center evoke the aura of hometown neighborliness and casual formality,
despite the marked intensity of l:l!ld use and proposed activity when compared to the
surrounding built environment. Continuing the rhetorical interplay with suburbia that
drives the concept of planned communities, these centers are sometimes referred to as
'urban villages.' No matter that the title appears to be an oxymoron, in practice this
represents an attempt to create a place for communal activity at a manageable scale for
residents. The term 'urban' distinguishes these centers from stereotypical, anonymous
suburban sprawl and marks them as places of excitement and activity; 'villages'
meanwhile places them firmly in·-the nostalgic tradition used by American new towns.
The Valencia Town Center as an urban village embodies the middle landscape character
of Valencia, a point of controlled and manageable activity complementing the
surrounding decentralized environment.
Valencia is now staking its claim as a regional center in the developing pattern of
the LA metro region, which now comprises a series of multi-nucleated regional centers,
of which the traditional downtown core is but one node of employment, commerce, and
culture among many other nodes. But if Valencia is fulfilling its original concept as a
comprehensive community, embodied in its master plan of thirty years ago, it is also an
evolving middle landscape: a former ranch turned bedroom community turned city for
suburbanites fleeing older suburban developments.
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By the year 2000, there will be more than half of the world's po lat' r . .
urban areas. Cities as habitats are now confronting all new cha!! pu ion ivmg m
· 1 bl
enges never happened
in histo_ry. Ecolog1ca pro ems_are based on the urban process of highly intense
interactions between h_~an beings ~ d natural environment. Any possibilities to
solve the problems, mitigate the envuonmental stress or change the out of control
situation th~efore must ~ome from the city. Ecological thinking as a new paradigm in
urban planrung and design becomes an urgent mission in the new coming century.
That must be very different from traditional environmental planning, a widespread but
confusing discipline, which seems always too late to face the dispersedly urban
growth situation worldwide.

Context in Taipei
T aipei city was developing with dependency upon the Taipei basin and surrmmding
mountains since 18th century. The space has been trans'.orrning from aboriginal
hunting field, agricultural settlement, modern streets pl~g by Japanese colorual
mment CBD development since 1945 to metropolis sprawling today. How did
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What are the environmental constraints and opportunities of Taipei basin region?

This 1s a typical question we usually ask when the environmentally sensitive area
approach is proposed. Space is divided by different degrees of suitability zones.
"Nature" is valued high and regarded as separation from permissible urban
development area. In fact, although we try to prevent urban activities from sensitive
areas. "nature" was scarcer year by year. Sensitive area divided according to
regulations is a too static and concessive way, which could not stop the tendency of
urban development expansion. Continuous events of environmental disasters reveal
the limitation of these tools to manage the changing boundary of city/nature areas.
From Ecology to "Ecology of Urbanization"
Environmentally sensitive area approach is mostly based on ecology. Ecology, is a
technical theory and a belief system as well. On the one hand, ecology promotes itself
to be an alternative science against other mainstream sciences. Urbanization that relies
on scientific progress produced environmental problems. Ecology as another science
plays a critique role. As a technical approach, ecology is not so much a planning
prescription as an analysis. On the other hand, ecological thinking as a belief system
often builds upon specific nostalgia of pre-modern worldview, place attachment and
environmental amenity. Why we try to pursue designing with nature is originated in
women/men's "physiological and psychological dependence on nature" (McHarg,
1969).
After all, could ecology treat city and natural environment at the same time? Because
of the city/nature dualism thinking behind, the environmentally sensitive area
approach always excludes the urban process outside the environmental analysis. That
1s why McHarg's approach becomes so powerless when dealing with site or area
located in urbanized area. Does the ecological concept still work when urban sprawl
becomes a trend can't slow down? The issue of urban sprawl and environmental
changes is nothing new. Could we rethink it in a more dynamic viewpoint? For
example,

concept~ c_reated b7 the original book Desi
.
McHarg s ms1ghts m a new context b thr gn wuh Nature in 1969 W
Y cc aspects:
· e could place
first, historical vision could prevent h
.
··
t e stahc and
environmentall y sens1twe area analysis Th . .
conccssive outcome f
opportunities are changeable and the ana:lyf e ongmal environmental constraints a:;d
ic procedure becomes more complex.
Second, when the city/nature dualism is dissi atcd .
.
critical ke~ factor. Because the city relies mo~e and ~mension of scale will be the
upon its hinterland, new opportunities will rel
th or~on global network rather
bioregional constraints. The ecolocnca\ scope ocasfety e _u ban process from origmal
.,.
ci w111 e extended fr
b omworld
a asm
region to a larger scale: Northern Taiwan' the Asia-PacifiIC Rim, or the whole
The third dimension
There is an authon·1an·an tendency hiding
..
·
d is the·planning process.
.
in the m~ppmg an v~luatJon _process m environmentally sensitive area approach. It is
not fl~x1blWe ~th~ fehas1ble 10 n~pose a comprehensive design by only one planning
autho:'ty. 1 mt e acce1eratmg and ~controlled urbanized reality, new design and
plannmg approach for future metropohs need not only historical thinking and largescale analysis, but also a localized guiding process to manage change.
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What were the constraints to urban growth that kept Taipei so limited in scale in the
past, and what opportunities released the Taipei urbanization and natural changing
process from the constraints?

~onstraints and opportuniti_es are not fixed concepts in the urban formation process. It
1s _hard to grasp the mearung of th~ w?ole process by natural analysis only, which
might be helpful to our understandmg m the urban ecology problems but not in the
ecological problems for urbanization process. We now need ecology of urbanization
(Harvey, 1996), which provides a historical vision of the whole geographic space and
integrates nature/urban in a dynamic process.
Design with Natural/Urban process
Ho~ coul_d t?e ~oncep! of eco~ogy of urbanizat!on be reflec!ed in urban planning and
design th1nk1?g. The idea of mvolvmg ecolog1cal factors m planning and design is
not a_fresh thmg. But c~ntemporary concern for the rapidly urbanizing world is facing
a quite different s1tuallon. It is unlikely for us to make sense totally, as did the
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A Study on the Beginning of Metropolitan Regional Planning and Conservation
Policies for Kinki (Osaka, Kobe and Nara)
Takashi YASUDA. Tadatoshi KISHI
Department of Architecture, Setsunan University,
Neyagawa, Osaka 572-8508, Japan
0. Preface
The development of suburban residential areas in the Hanshin (Osaka-Kobe)
Metropolitan Area started in the 1910s. With the growth of modern industry, the
expansion of the built-up areas accelerated. In the old city areas. however. wooden
houses built in the early modern age still remained on the narrow streets whereas in the
outskirts, modern industry buildings and cheap tenement houses for labourers were
constructed. Consequently the environment of these areas deteriorated. In 1919 the
Town Planning Act and the Urban Building Act were enacted specifically to construct
facilities for transportation, sanitation, economic activities and the preservation of
security in order to improve these areas. There was no intentional control system
definitely installed in these Acts. because they aimed at constructing such facilities.
Therefore, land us e zoning as the land utilisation planning and a scenic beauty system for
the preservation of scenery could be designated, modified and abolished as these
facilities within the town planning .
The purpose of this paper is to consider the cases of Mt. Rokko and Mt. lkoma, to trace
the trend of suburban development in metropolitan areas and the process of designating
scenic beauty areas, and to show how ambiguous the conservation policies were under
the Town Planning and Regional Planning systems in Japan,
1. The Town Planning system and the Metropolitan Regional Planning during the inter-war
period
The 1919 Town Planning and Urban Building Acts established the first nationwide
planning and building system in Japan. According to the article 10 of the Planning Act,
"special areas can be designated to conserve scenic beauty, if it is necessary to do
so. " As modern industry developed after the First World War, the built-up areas in the
metropolitan regions such as Tokyo and Osaka expanded rapidly. At that time there
were two policies among those who were concerned about town planning. One was to
promote the redevelopment of existing built-up areas and the other was to stimulate the
development of suburban areas. The former, for instance, was advocated by Yasushi
Kataoka who was the president of the Architectural Association of Japan. The latter
was supported by Hajime Seki who was a mayor of Osaka. Both Seki and Kataoka
played important roles in developing the 1919 Town Planning and Urban Building Acts.
In effect the realised planning system did not have any clear principle of planning for
built-up areas. because the purpose of the Act. as mentioned above, was simply to
construct facilities.
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In 1936 the Kanto and Kinki Regional Plans were proposed.
The following schemes were announced in the Kinki Regional Pian. These were a
transportation network scheme, land utilisation scheme, and scenic beauty and
recreation land preservation scheme. They were proposed by the members of seven
prefectural Town Planning Committees in Kinki. Each member was in charge of the
Planning Division in the Ministry of Home Affairs. The conservation area around Ml
lkoma in the east of Osaka and the area from Mt. Rokko to Hokusetau mountain range in
the north were indicated in the scenic beauty preservation scheme. (Fig-1)
.
2 _Suburban development in Kinki
The suburban residential development in Osaka and Kobe started 1n the 1910s and the
foundation of many real estate companies led to a boom of the developme~ m the l~te
191 Os. Mt. Jkoma had been a sacred site since the Ancient Age. The railway service
on the Nara line of Daiki (Osaka Electric Railway Company) opened in 1914._ After that
the development plans for suburban residential and holiday cottage areas_ m Mt lkoma
were proposed by real estate companies.
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3. The Kinki Regional Plan and designation of scenic beauty
In 1926 the Meiji Shrine area was designated as the first scenic area under the 1919
Town Planning Act. The number of designated scenic areas increased since then.
Being different from the beauty areas under the Urban Building Act. such an area under
the Town Planning Act was considered to aim at preserving a scenic area entirely.
However, no such preservation was seen.
570ha at the summit of Mt. Rokko was designated as a scenic beauty area In 1937, while
455ha around Mt. lkoma was appointed in 1939. In the context of the conservation
policy, an official notice to protect scenic beauty was issued in October 1933 and the
National Parks Law was enacted in 1934.
The Kinki Regional Plan proposed in 1936 can be seen as the beginning of the
Metropolitan Regional Planning. It was earlier than the designation of scenic areas in Mt.
Rokko and Mt. lkoma. However, the precise relation between the Plan and the
designation was not recognized. The City Planning Division in the Ministry of Home
Affairs was responsible to the town planning administration as well as responsible to
drafting of regional plans; nevertheless the Metropolitan Regional Planning (the Kinki
Regional Plan) did not become a reality.
4. Preservation of green zones and Metropolitan Regional Planning after the Second World
War
The Urban Building Act was revised to create the Building Standard Law soon after the
war in 1950. There was a complete revision of the Town Planning Act in 1968. The
new Town Planning Law, however. did not strengthen the conservation policies which
included the scenic beauty system, but only made a distinction between urbanisation
promotion areas and urbanisation adjustment areas.
The economic growth after the war brought with it the expansion of metropolitan areas.
There was an obvious need for planning. Therefore, development laws were drawn up by
each metropolitan region, and the Kinki Region Development Law was enacted for Kinki in
1963. The development plan under the Kinki Region Development Law was divided into
existing built-up areas. suburban development areas, urban development areas and
preservation areas respectively. The preservation areas, which include Rokko and
lkoma, are considered to correspond to the conservation area in the Kinki Regional Plan.
As the Kinki Region Development Plan is primarily a development plan, the preservation
concept in it is weak. Nevertheless, the regulation of development in the preservation
area is stricter than in the scenic beauty area in the 1968 Town Planning Law. (Fig-4)
The conservation policy under the prewar National Parks Law was revised into the
postwar Natural Parks Law. Eventually, the Mt. Rokko area in 1956 and the Mt. lkoma
area in 1958 were designated as a national park and a quasi-national park respectively.
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Fig.-2 Mt. Rokko detail map (1938)
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The Guangzhou Municipality was established on 15 February, 1921 . In the Chinese literature,
it was praised as the first Chinese municipality. It was the "fir~t" not in t~e sense t~a~ it was
the first city government of China - the Shanghai Chinese established the_City Council m_19?5
with elements of Western democracy and organizational features Unlike the Shanghai City
Council from 1905 to 1914 which was supervised by the Shanghai circuit and the Shanghai
county government, the Guangzhou Municipality gained independent administrative status
from both the provincial and county governments. Sun Fo, the son of Sun .'1'.at~n and the
first mayor of the Guangzhou Municipality, regarded that the Guangzhou Muruc1pal1ty was the
first in installing "city" as a formal administrative level in the local governmental structure, and
1
it was an "unprecedented municipal institution" in China. The Municipality was further
characterized by its vigorous devotion to design various construction plans. An article in 7he
Far Eastern Review praised that the Municipality would create a city which "will have the
2
material appearance of a modem American or Eurnpean city "
One of the origins of the Municipality was the Municipal Office (shizheng gongsuo) which
existed briefly from 1918 to I920 The Office had a clear schedule of work from its very
establishment It divided its work into two stages. The first stage concentrated on the
demolition of city wall, construction of new roads, markets and gardens, and the second stage
was concerned with education and other urban administrative affairs. In its brief existence,
the Municipal Office successfully tore down the city wall and turned the old sites of city wall
into roads with a width of eighty to a hundred feet. The Office also marked an institutional
breakthrough as Guangzhou did not have a city government before. This institutional
evolution and the Office's devotion to construction works made an indispensable linkage
between tradition and modernity
However, judging from the work and institution of the Guangzhou Municipal Office, it showed
little difference to municipal institutions in other Chinese cities in 191 Os and 1920s After
Yuan Shikai's proclamation in 1914 to disband all the local autonomous institutions, local
bodies governing city constructions only survived under strong supervision from the provincial
and county governments They took a similar institution and title, that is, gongs110 which
simply meant "office". Such "municipal offices" were established in many large cities in China,
such as Nantong and Wuxi in Jiangsu, Kunming in Yunnan, Taiyuan in Shanxi, Chengdu in
Sichuan, Changsha in Hunan, and Beiping They were bureaucratic establishments under the
governments. Some of them might even perform a wider range of functions than that of the
Guangzhou Municipal Office, such as in the field of public health. The Guangzhou Municipal
Office would have remained a bureaucratic component without the revolutionary
transformation initiated by Chen Jiongming. Chen enjoyed his prestige as a political and
military leader of Guangdong from early 19 I Os onwards, and was an ally of Sun Yat sen. In
980

Immediately after
his return to Guangzhou in early November, 1920, Chen had decie
'd d to
·· a!Offi
reform the M urucip . . ce. Sun Fo was appointed to draft the Provisional Regula11ons of
the GllangzhOII }!rmic,~hry._ Sun had professional knowledge in municipal administration.
which was acquired dunng his study in the University of California in mid-191 Os He even
wrote . about . city pl~g in the journal Construction Review which was run by the
Guommdang m Shanghai from 1919 to I920 to promote the idea of construction
The form of government embodied in Sun's Prov1S1ona/ Regulat,ons was a blend of the
American "commission form" of government and strong guidance by the provincial
government. The Guangmou Municipality had an Executive Council, which was formed by
the mayor and the heads of the six bureaus. It was both a decision-making and an executive
body. The Council had a close relationship with the Provincial Governor, that is Chen
Jiongming, as the mayor and bureau heads were appointed by him. This "commission form"
of Chinese style gave unproportionate power to the mayor, and he maintained close
relationship to the Provincial Governor. Important issues such as changes to the city
boundary and the raising of city bonds did not need the consent of the Provincial Assembly
only the Provincial Governor. There was a Municipal Assembly with thirty members
Twenty members were elected, and ten appointed by the Provincial Governor. . The Assembly
was established to drill the sense of popular participation into the masses, and II only served to
be an advisory body. Chen Jiongming adopted the "principle of guidance" (baoyu zhuy1),
who regarded that prolonged debate of ev~ry single issue ~ the both the ProV1Dcial and
Municipal Assemblies would hamper the efficiency of construcuon
Compared to the ex-Municipal Office, the Guangzhou M_unicipality had nume~ous ~~tut_i~~
breakthroughs First of all, the functions were substantially expanded. While the 1 uruc•~
Office only focused on the demolition of city wall and the construcuon of b~oadaliroa~s~
hed urb Ii es in all aspects The Muruc1p ty 10
Guangzhou Municipality actuallYto~c
an v
.
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While the Municipal Office had !irruted its h I .ty proper including Xiguan m t_he west.
Municipality expanded its boundary to the w ~ e c; River Furthermore, it proclaimed the
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Dongshan in the east, and Honam aero~ \ e~?4 which applied the principle of
"expansion of the city pro_per'' scheme: ~Jciing-the greater area into different zones r
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navigational, industrial, commercial and residential development.
This scheme was
remarkable in the sense that it was the first modern zoning scheme produced by a Chinese
municipality It also marked the end of the traditional administrative division of Guangzhou
into the Panyu and Nanhai counties, as the Guangzhou Municipality could exert unitary
administration over its domain
Another feature of the Municipality was associated with its professional personnel. It was
reported that over eighty percent of its staff were returned students from abroad During the
first mayorship of Sun Fo, all the seven members of the Executive Council had been overseas
students in America, Europe or Japan They were young and energetic, and attempted to
minimize the impact of what they viewed as the corrupt traditional practice of the past,
particularly in the realm of politics It was reported by contemporaries that Sun Fo was
typically "foreign" in character. He never accepted invitations to banquets prepared by local
gentry and merchants, and he was described as "socially inept" as he reprimanded those
requesting jobs by guanxi (social connections) This invited attacks from both local elites and
veteran revolutionaries who criticized the Municipality as an "foreign" (yanghua) institution
On the contrary, the Municipality was admired by some western observers as evidence of
''Westernism on the part of the Chinese" which they had been "awaiting with eagerness".3
In its actual operation, however, the Municipal encountered serious difficulties. The goal of
independent finances could not be achieved as both the provincial government and the Panyu
and Nanhai governments were reluctant to shift the agreed tax items to the possession of the
Municipality. As there were continued threat from militarists in the province, and Sun
Yatsen' s Military Government recognized the "warlords" in north China as targets of
annihilation, the Municipality was ordered by the provincial and central governments to make
contributions for military purposes. This resulted in financial difficulties which existed right
after the establishment of the Municipality, and there was an expected deficit ofO.97 million in
the 1921-22 budget, the first budget of the Municipality
ln spite of the financial difficulties, the Municipality still carried out its plans of construction.

Table I shows the budgetary expenditure of the Guangzhou Municipality from 19il to 1924.
The largest proportion of expenditure went to the Bureau of Public Safety and ·Bureau of
Public Works. This unproportionate expenditure pattern helps to illustrate the nature of the
work of the Municipality. The Bureau of Public Safety was transformed from the former
Department of Police Due to its extensive geographical influence by dividing the city proper
into twelve police districts, and the personal influence of Wei Bangping who was the head of
the Bureau and an influential military man in the province, the Bureau of Public Safety enjoyed
the liberty to collect rent tax from shops and households for the exceptional use of the Bureau,
as the former Department of Police had done. As a result, the Bureau of Public Safety had
the largest budget among the six bureaus, as the rent tax was a comparatively stable income
and constituted at least one-third of the regular income recorded in the Municipality's annual
budgets
The Bureau of Public Works had the second largest budget Although the Municipal Office
was criticized by Sun Fo and other commentators as focusing too narrowly on physical
construction, public works were still a key aspect of the new municipality. Similar to Chen
Jiongrning, Sun Yatsen who had defeated Chen and became the de facto ruler of the province,
also desired to glorify his revolutionary ideology by extolling the success of Guangzhou. To
produce a showcase city, large investments were needed to modernize the city by constructing
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Table 1 Bud111.etary exoenditure of the Guano,hou M - ioalitv
uruc1
, 1921-1924
1921 <Feb-Jun.)
1922-23
1923-24
Bureau ofFinance
Recurrent
66,017.00
98,068.00
144 818 00
Contingent
5,520 00
17,400.00
28.,600 00
Total
71 537 00
115,468 00
173,418 00
Bureau of Public Safety Recurrent
1,179,403.00
1,167,887 00
1,789,818 00
Contingent
219,757.00
322,113.00
728,372.00
Total
1,399 160 00
1490,000 00
2,518 190 00
Bureau of Public Works Recurrent
97,476 00
123,412 00
137,386 00
Contingent
429,494.00
2,626,588.00
4,044,892 00
Total
526,970 00
2,750 000 00
4,182,278 00
Bureau of Public Health Recurrent
245,662.00
396,814 00
472,182 96
Contingent
28,894.00
44,186.00
110,624 00
Total
274,556.00
441,000.00
582,806 96
· 40,252.00
S1,559 so
Bureau of Public Utilities Recurrent
61,927 00
42,440.50
15,670 00
Contingent
2,300.00
77,597 00
94,000 00
Total
42 552 00
588,217 40
457,447 73
308,760.00
Recurrent
Bureau of Education
401,640 00
S11,650.00
24,960.00
Contingent
859,087 73
1099867 40
333 72000
Total
Source· Guangzhou shi shizheng baogao huikan (1922-24) (Guangzhou: Guangzhou shi
shizhengting· 1924), pp.78-105.
Although the city's construction was praised by both contemporaries and historians as a
benchmark of modem municipal history of China, its achievement was limited by the lack of
financial resources and the traditional mind-set of the administrators The more
comprehensive administrative scope of the Municipality _m~t that ~ere were more suborganizations within the city government to compete for limned financtal resources Takmg
road construction as an example, the Municipality was less successful than the former
Municipal Office (see Table 2)
1
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which was responsible for the regulation of transportation and public utilities run by _private
parties. was also regarded as a waste of resources. Its work was regarded as routme ~d
simple, and there was no need for the creation of a separate bureau. It was finally abolished m
1926
Table 2 Length of roads (in feet) built from ore- 1918 to 1929
Length of roads (in feet)
1918 and before
40,200
1919
18,800
1920
35,000
1921
26 000
1922
17,000
1923
3,500
1924
8,000
1925
2,900
1926
23,600
1927
3,080
1928
19,400
1929 (first half\
14,760
..
Sources: Guangzhou shi shizhengfu tongi1 gu, Guangzhau sh1 shrzhengfu tongJI nianjian
(Guangzhou: Guangzhou shi shizhengfu, 1929), p.257.

1

Guangzhou shi shizhengting zongwu k b. •·
.
. .
e tanJt gu, Guangzhou sh, shizheng gaiyao
(Guangzhou Guangzhou shi shizhengting, 1922), "preface".

2

"Canton '.n the Chan~ng•,:, The Far Eastern Review, vol.17, no.JO, October, 1921, p 707
·'Canton m the Changmg (see note 2), p.705.

i

• Li Zonghuang, Mofan zhi Guangzhou shi (Shanghai: Commercial Press 1929)
f
d
.
,
, pre ace an
p.2; Zhongguo zhizheng gongcheng xuehui, "Sanshi nian lai Zhongguo zhi shizhen
gongcheng", p.28, in Zhou Kaiqing (ed.), Sanshi nian lai zhi Zhongguo gongcheng (Nanjin:
Zhongguo gongchengshi xuehui, 1947); Lu Danlin (ed ), Shizheng quanshu (Shanghai
Daolu yuekan she, 1928), p.9; "Planning the New Chinese National Capital", The Chmese
Social and Political Science Review, vol.14, 1930, p.388.

The difficulties mentioned above slowed down the speed of construction, but did not dampen
the enthusiasm for construction in the city. The Municipality finished two phases of road
construction scheme designed by the ex-Municipal Office. Civic education and adult
education were promoted in the city with the organization of public forums and summer camps.
It produced prototype construction plans of various kinds, including the inner harbor,
reclamation of land along the Bund, housing estates, an administrative complex, and so on.
Besides frequently visited by people in and outside China, the Municipality was even picked
out by the "China Road Construction Association", an organization devoted to construction
affairs in the country, as a model for "city-level" urban construction, and Nantong of the
Jiangsu Province as the model for "county-level" urban construction.
More importantly, Guangzhou was the revolutionary base on which Sun Yatsen and the
Guomindang conducted anti-ward activities and formed the new Nationalist regime.
Guangzhou' s special status gave its construction experience a special meaning. The
experience of the Guangzhou Municipality was viewed as a model of municipal organization by
4
the Nationalist Government after 1928. The Guangzhou Municipality was different to
previous municipal institutions in China that it creation aimed at serving as a "model" for other
cities to follow. It became the starting point and a significant building block in the process of
state building under the leadership of the Guomindang. It greatly influenced subsequent
municipalities, especially in the organizational aspect. After the Guomindang took over the
national regime, mayor was still given great power according to the new organic laws for
municipalities.
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Location Planning of Welfare Facilities for Elderly People in Japan
• Historical Perspective •
Takashi Yokota
Research Associate
Department of Architectural Engineering,
Graduate School of Engineering
Osaka University
2-1 Yamadaoka, Suita, Osaka 565
Japan

(Number_ o~ facilities located within x from municipal boundary /
Area w11hm x from municipal boundary)

I. INTRODUCTION
lt is fundamental to appropriately locate some kinds of facilities for elderly in both
urban and rural areas against increase of elderly population in Japan. The aim of this study is
to investigate current and past distribution pattem~ of facilities on welfare activities to clarify
the characteristics of their distributions. Author discussed how planning in Japan had dealt
with or ignored the needs for elderly people in the past. The best way for supply of those
services is also important issue to be described in the study.

F(x) == - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (Number of f~cilities i~ th: municipality/Area of the municipality)
where F(x): Loca11onal dcnvat1on lo municipal boundary
x: Distance of municipal boundary (km)

(l)

Fig.4 indicates the derivation of welfare facilities to a special land use zoning: non
built-up area with index Gi defined by equation (2). lt is found that in Osaka, some of them
have a tendency to be located in non built-up areas.
(Number of facilities located in the land zoning i / Total number of facilities)

2. METiiOD

The actual conditions of the four types of welfare facilities listed below in Tokyo and
Osaka prefecture in Japan (sec Fig.1) with time were investigated by using a GIS system.
a) Nursing Home, where only elderly people live.
b) Day Service Center, to which elderly people visit during the daytime to be served.
c) Welfare Center for the Aged, to which healthy elderly people visit to spent time.
d) Intermediate Facility for the Aged, where elderly people stay during rehabilitation
process from hospital to home.
The reason why Tokyo and Osaka were selected as surveyed areas is that characteristics
of those facilities seem to be easy founded in them because of large number of those facilities
in both prefectures.
Author also made comparative analysis of distribution patterns between those facilities
and medical facilities which had been investigated in the previous research° 1.

(2)

Gi ==
(Arca of the land zoning i / Total area)
where Gi : Locational derivation to a land use zoning
i : Type of land use zoning
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3. RESULTS
3.1 Number of welfare facilities per unit elderly people
Fig.2 shows numbers of facilities per unit elderly population of surveyed types of
welfare facilities. It is found that the values of all types are under those of national averages.
ln particular, rhree types except welfare center for the aged have considerably low values.
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4. CONCLUTIONS
:°e distributi?n patterns_o! four types of welfare facilicies in Tokyo and Osaka were
investigated and therr charactenstJCS were analyzed. Findings arc as follows.
(1) Numbers of facilities per unit elderly population of all types of surveyed welfare
facilities both in Tokyo and Osaka arc under those of national averages. It means urgent
necessity of extra locations of welfare facilities.
(2) In Tokyo area, we found that some welfare facilities have a tendency to be located near
municipal boundaries while in Osaka, to be located in non built-up areas. Since those
tendencies derive from the reason that land price in and around those areas is not expensive,
some measures are needed against expensive land price in built-up areas in Japan to keep a lot
of elderly people living in their dear old areas.
(3) Ratio of number of welfare facilities at each land use zoning with time indicates that
some facilities are located in retail and even industrial zone while most of facilities in
residential zone. It needs that the authorities of urban planning have independen1 power co
plan and locate welfare facilities.
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Shanghai Information Port

History and Policy

As early as in the Chunqiu Period, more than two thousands years ago, "Fire Station"
system was set up in China to deliver military information. At Qin Dynasty, "Yizhan"
was built up as an early post system used only by the government. However, the
informational construction of the modem term only began after the "Reform and
Open" times in China Since 1992, China has been making great efforts on its
information constructions. Optical fibber, digital microwave and satellite are the main
means of its long distance communications In the aspect of satellite communication,
the Post Ministry has built up twenty large-scale domestic satellite ground stations,
with seventeen of them being in operation. These Satellite ground stations are able to
apply 2 MBPS digital circuit. The total length of digital microwave trunk line
nationally is about 42 4 thousand kilometres. During "The Eighth Five Period", the
over-whelmingly main lines were cables Chinese government also plans to complete
the more advanced eight vertical and eight horizontal cable networks at the "Ninth
Five Period"
Based on the experimental network, CHINAPAC was put in use in September 1989.
CHINAPAC consists of national main network and local stations. The main network
covers all the provincial capitals, connecting with the telecommunication networks. It
has totally 5800 access, with some international access at Beijing, Shanghai and Hong
Kong, and Macao access at Guangzhou. It also connects Public Group-Data Exchange
with USA, Japan, France, Canadian, Italy, Germany, South Korean and so on, totally
twenty-three countries and areas. This will basically meet the demand of international
communications in China. In the mean time, the provincial and municipal
governments are trying to accelerate their local network constructions too Totally
twenty-four local networks in Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai, Guangzhou, and many other
cities, have been combined into the national main network Now CHINAPAC has
already covered more than four hundreds cities. It applies CCITX 25 basic function
and also special virtual functions such as broadcasting, IBM/SN A network
environment, AP! and so on. It also provides the functions of E-mail, Video, TEX,
EDI, Database Retrieve, The Store & Exchange of Fax, etc. CHINADDN, another
national network, was completed in 1995 It covers all the provincial capitals and
supphes many services like E-mail, EDI, Yideotex and Chinese Internet. The
domestic customers may connect to Internet through CHINAPAC, CHINADDN,
PSTN, etc
"Golden Bridge", "Golden Custom" and "Golden Card" are so called "Three Golden"
projects Gold~n Bridge is to set up the national and international computer network
thro~gh satelhte, cab)~ and digital microwave, for the information exchange and
pubhc e~ents sharing m the economy and people's life. Golden Custom and Golden
Card proiects refer to the national economy and trade information networks. They aim
to use the computer network to effectively manage the national circulation of
990

To accord with the Three Golden Project Sh
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~nformat~on exchange platform, s_et up information exchange network, connect all the
information resou~ces of the SOClety, and explore the information resource network
Thes_e ~etw?rks m~lude statistic information system, bond and stock syste~
pubhcation 1nformat1on. sy~ern, enterprise and administration system, housing and
real estate system, navtgallon and transportation booking system, etc. The whole
project will cost approximately 300 Billion RMB yuan and 250 Billion of it was
planned to invest in the information platform. Up to today, the main framework has
been completed. The cable was paved to every community, and local area networks
and special information systems and database are also under construction. In addition,
some research organisations have been set up to study and maintain the technical
issues for the networks. The experimental information and database systems include
the following several points
I. Work and Training Information System;
2 Research and Academic Education Information System,
3. Infant and Preliminary Education Information System;
4. Medical Care and Health Information System;
5 Finance and Insurance Information system;
6. City Construction and Management Informati?n System,
7. Public Security and Credit Guaranty Information System,
8 Social Service Information System, and so on
.
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Based on the framework of the Shanghai Information Port, The Community Service
Network that was spo_nsor~ by Sha~ghai Civil Administration has scattered many
Base Inf~rmal!on Stations m every d1stnct, street and residential council. Shanghai
Community Service Network supplies twenty services as below.
I Household Service; 2. Government Administration Opening Service; 3. Guideline
in Daily Work and Life; 4. Public Welfare, 5. Position and Job; 6. News And
Declaration; 7. Medical and Health Service; 8 Education and Science; 9. Arts and
Sports; 10 Tourism; 11.Transportation; 12. Business; 13. House and Real Estate, 14.
Bond and Stock; 15. General Merchandise; 16. Meal and Restaurant; 17. Cooking, 18.
Cosmetology; 19. Funeral and Interment; 20 Others.
Of course not all above services come true today, but the following five items have
been accomplished in Luwan District. 1. Government Administration Opening
Service; 2. Household Service; 3. Medical and Health Care Service; 4. Housing and
Real Estate Management Service; 5. On-line Shopping Service.
Now seven hundreds of tenninals have been built up and another twenty hundreds are
on their way within two years. With the support of National City Geography Network,
City Planning Network includes National City Planning System and Local City
planning sub-systems. As the nerve system of a city, it connects to the City
Management and Construction System in every city. Founded by the Central
Government, the National City Geography Information Network provides the
information of administration zoning, economy, geography, transportation, culture
and heritage, and etc. It consists of the central database and local database stations.
People in research organisations and observing stations are responsible for recording
and transforming the information of the environment and constructions.
National City Planning Information Network (NCPfN) is a special network in the
planning field. The corresponding departments in every municipal city, county
government, university, design and research institute, are the main members of the
NCPIN. Many of sub-databases and sub-systems such as virtual city models,
municipal engineering sub-systems are still under exploring, which target to meet the
need of the public security, medical and health care, education, city construction, tax
revenue, commercial activities, etc. So far the office automation in the government,
TV conference, the Custom EDI, a multimedia community and some intelligent
buildings have started operating. Many facilities such as bank, museum, library,
digital newspapers, on-line school, supermarkets and so on have been
informationalized.
Since 1996, Shanghai Education & Research Network and Chinese first intelligent
hospitals have started providing the Tele-medical consultations, which are from
doctors in Shanghai Medical University. As a measure of the city's information
reconstruction, Shanghai government is trying to move every factory out of the "inner
ring area", and this work should be done by the end of the year 2000.
Qiongshan new town

7
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The new town focu~ed m~inly 0~ the three points. I. To construct several "Global
Bigh Intellectuals ViBages_ that will_be equipped with the most advanced information
techniques and built with beaut1ful environment, to meet the need of the
\cJIOwledga~le p~ople who hold a high-level degree such as Ph.D, to work there 2. To
Jan the city with a brand-new concept, mixing the residential area with working
~ ntre, tourist, green-land, and recreational facilities together, combining all of them
into one unit, which accommo~ates not more than 5000 people. The city will be m_ade
p of dozens of that type of unit. 3. Taking advantage of special weather and locat1on,
~1 is planned to be a tourist city. Every unit is also a landscape, a unique tour resource
ith unique style, unique recreational facilities and so on. Many other measures have
;een adopted to make this fresh built city a first class one in the next century
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Problems
There are several problems we are facing to build Chinese Information City
l City construction is not only the duty of the go~ernment: but ~so the du~ of the
individuals, especially in the circumstance of an mfonnauonal city. In which part
. . .
should the government invest? How much?
2 In terms of the project, which one should both the government and the md1v1duals
invest in? Who should control the major share?
.
3 If the government invests in some of the p~ojects, should tt ~ccp the s~ar~ forever
or sell it gradually to the public? In Shanghai the gov~rnmcnt 1s th~ maJor t~vcstor,
but in Qiongshan the foreign investors play the maJor part, which one ts more
effective?
4. Which level of!T equipment should be necessarily established for the basic nct:d of
a teleworking center? How to control the budget we should spend to equip a
teleworking station?
.
.
.
5 In Chinese circumstance, should we build up certain teleworking centre for specific
purposes, such as for journalists, writers or programmers? Or should we construct the
common stations suitable for all different kinds of knowledgablc workers?
Conclusion

Building Chinese Information City is a very big project, which should concern not
only the Chinese researchers, but also the overseas experts who arc deeply demanded
in Chinese market On this project, there are still many issues on discussion and
valuable suggestions arc expected from international experiences.
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There is a dichotomy in the urban planning of large new developments between
structure and process.
Broadly speaking the planning of large new developments proceeds on a vision of
process outcomes but the documents purporting to contain the steps 10 achieve the
process outcomes are dedicated, almost without exception, to structures and main~
built structures.
The process outcomes wished for are among the most elevated one can imagine.
Proponents of development speak of an urban way of life characterised by vitality and
vibrancy, safe neighbourhoods, friendliness, enviable places to live, work and play
and so on. But behind these statements in concept and structure plans lurks the bitter
truth - they are winging it!
The wonderful process outcomes of civic harmony, sustainable village living, the
' learning city', the creative milieu - these oft presented visions for the new town or
re-developed urban area are backed by maps of the physical environment, drainage
diagrams, bus routes, densities, zones and setbacks, locations, elevations and artists
impressions of various buildings often with the artist's impression of contented
citizenry having a wonderful time in the sidewalk cafe.
The process considerations at this stage of planning relate to seepage and flow,
possible pedestrian patterns, transport links and the relationships between various
parts of town, between porches, windows and the street, between the national grid and
the solar panel, between the public school and high school and so on.
As the project progresses, details of social infrastructure are added in. These comprise
core social service requirements (education, health, childcare, a church or ~ 0 - 3
community centre which is often required to do service for all kinds of groups m lhe
community irrespective of their incompatibilities). The number of the~ ~d their
potential client groups will have been indicated by demographic pro1ecnons of
residential take up and the anticipated population's age, gender and culrural pro~les.
.
thod I g·es and consultauons
community need and other comparanve assessment me O O 1 , . . d'
poten11ally inten ing
• · ·
with the new community obliquely represented in ex1stmg or
residents.
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The processes of social infrastructure are assumed to be going to be taken care of by
the pro,i ders of the services that will inhabit service delivery buildings. Although
some pro,·iders make exceptional efforts, these providers are also notorious for their
0 ,,11 sets of boundaries and boundary riding. The leap is made from the justifiable
understanding that these services are essential to any community to an assumption
that once present they will serve wider social and community purposes.
This assumption enables planners to treat social infrastructure like the built
environment infrastructure of roads, railways and rubbish, which can be counted and
placed on maps and. again, as the project progresses, can be made to look nice and
new and modem. The very places where harmony and creativity, vitality and vibrancy
can be expected to leap from the walls and overtake the good citizens of NEWVILLE.
If you are lucky, as the project gets close to being ready for occupancy an enlightened
developer provides funding for a community development worker and the occasional
community meeting and newsletter. The community development worker is largely
left to his or her own devices with a shoestring budget and, generally, is expected to
facilitate rather than structure things. The community development worker is certainly
not expected to lead the community that would be "social engineering" which is
understood to be a horrid activity which takes away people's democratic rights and,
apparently, their tongues.
The irony is that the unlived in and pnstme physical environment of the new
development is actually a social desert and a civic wasteland lacking tradition, kinship
networks, social ties, precedent, identity and often distinctiveness (other than the often
instantly recognisable mark of the particular developer or his architect repeatedly
imposed - what Alice Coleman' refers to as the architect/planner's territorial mark).
All too often, the •vision' things which the public or private developer promised have
not only not been delivered, the possibility of them has been rendered the more
difficult by virtue of

• on the one hand the dominant statements of the urban planning and design that
have been imposed like a tight fining glove on the social and cultural environment
of the residents, and,
•

on the other hand, the absence of that vast number of social and civic structures
and processes on which a vitality, vibrancy, harmoniousness, civility, creativity
etc etc actually depend.

Contrary to the vision makers' suspended dis-belief and in accordance with
exarnin~tion _of th_e situati?n at_ all, these do not spring up unaided overni;~
~omething will spnng up fairy quickly, but 11 may well be nasty, incomplete or simply
madequate and fall far short of harmony, creativity, civility and all the rest.
As Putnam" noted, comm~ties with cohesive civic functioning in the middle ages in
Italy continued to show evidence of high levels of constructive civic engagement in
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In the last few years, the concept of .al .
the non-built social and civic structursoci capital has _begun to be used to talk about
· · outcomes bo es and the elusive soc1a
· I and c1v1c
• . processes
. h promote the v1s1on
w h1c
rrowed by plarmers S .al . .
fi
talcen to re er to levels of trust civi
· oc1 capual 1s generally
present in good amounts ~d :s:gage~~nt and voluntary associatio~, which if
cooperation, efficiency, effectiveness ~sil.!vely, , enhance social relationships.
belonging.
' an people s expenence of identity and
The problem for new communities is that initial!
. .
become entrenched. Early patterns of volun Ylow le_ve!s of CIVIC eng~gement can
absence of kinship or other networks to med"Iat~ assoc~ation may be sl.!tled by an
c mteractton in a new co
·
d
Iack of money, mobility, child care or time to initiate these In th ~uruty. an
trust is slow to develop and the new community . t .• L • • ese cucum_stances
·al
•
ts a n... prcctsely because 11 Jacks
soc1 capital to call on in a crisis. That crisis may mak I.ts
.
.
I
.
e appearance m the gwsc of
unem~ ~yment, a bushfire, illness, the failure of a promised rail link, factory etc. 10
matenal~se and so forth and all these are significant risks in new communities on
ur~an fringes. To press th~ point, while residents in a new suburb require schools,
c~ildcare, and welfare services m order to get on with their lives, many of these are
directed towards ensuring that people can work, and towards meeting other urgent
needs, rather than building up social capital as such.
The other component of social capital, yet to be formally included in the social capital
debate, but clearly on the horizon of those concerned with healthy and harmonious
communities, is the question of relative equality. This nexus bas been researched and
reported for decades and has recently been subjected to rigorous documentation and
analysis by Richard Wilkinson111• He reports that nations and communities with
relative income equality have lower mortality rates than those with widening income
inequality. He goes on to propose that the relationship is not only a direct and causal
one but one which is explained by the psychological impacts of being at the bonom of
the heap, disregarded and despised.
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Key elements of this proposaJ .
mciude:

Again, new communities are especially vulnerable. particul~ly where they are both
physically ·on the outer· and comprised of people who fe~I m other sen~es left out,
unable to access the benefits of citizenship and blamed for It as well. Ominously, the
debate about inclusion which is under way in various academies and even, apparently,
at IO Downing Street hasn' t quite got around to dealing with income redistribution
which is. of course, at the heart of the matter.
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The Community Development Organisation will also have a secured income
based on rental from property endowed by the developer to the COO.

•

Chatter ~II _be promoted by communications through a developer sponsored
commumty directory, web site, notice board and some events possibly monthly
markets and a fair day. These will be sponsored on a reducing funding-hand over
to the CDO basis by the developer.

•

There will also be a community development worker and extensive community
consultations along the way.

Not, you may feel, the traditional or even the reasonable responsibility of the urban
planner. I contend however, that if the urban planner is proposing to make, or permit,
a significant built statement at a place and purporting to create a halcyon social and
civic environment known for its desirability, then providing for social capital and the
means of inclusion is part of that responsibility.
There is too big a gap between stated vision and the actuality of what is to be provided
in most new developments. There is also an unintended double standard in the
endorsement of determinism by architects and designers while the idea of building
structures and processes for social capital is not only unendorsed, it is seen as
unwarranted meddling.
Developing social capital is nof wrong, but it is complex and requires an expertise and
set of skills not imparted in schools of planning and design. However, this does not
mean that these skills are not available, they simply need to be found from elsewhere.
The other problem is that there has not been a model. Urban design models abound
but they are about the design of built elements, spatial relationships, physical
environmental issues or otber aspects of physical infrastructure. The literature on
social and civic structures is not found in this dialogue but in schools of sociology,
government, psychology, ethics and philosophy and, as social impact assessment
practitioners have notedtv, it is always difficult to work across disciplines.
There are, however, some significant partial models to be found from diverse sources
including community economic development literature•;;, kinship and network
development efforts in public housing in the UK"', social impact assessment
literature. especially attempts to assess the densities of networks and quality of social
cohesion for impact assessment"".
The ~ilemma but .also the ex_citing opportunity is to put this host of contributing
matenals together ma real proJect. One such project is the development of a village at
0' Brien Road in the Hills District outside Perth.
Still_at the planning si_ages. _this projec~ proposes to establish a sustainable village and
has mcorporated cons1derat1ons of social and civic identity, civic structure social and
voluntary association processes and tbe development of trust from tbe o~tset. What
bas res':11t~ is a development proposal which has all the usual components including
the_social mfrastructure and social services required by the Community Code of tbe
Shire of Swan ~i~, in ad~!tion, ~~me _other key elements tbat are designed directly to
address the pro3ect s amb1t1ous v1s1on m tangible ways.

This village has a tangibl
.
. . I
e and s1grufi
not JUSt ma ogo and gatewa
. •cant raison d'etre
.
but in the major elem , which ~ill be manifested
the same way that a
originated around such func/' place or pon is at ~ts of the vtllage's layout (in
ions)
e hean of villages which

The point is that rather than leave the community to discover that it needs such
organisations, constitutions and events, rather than hope that the members ~f this
community will have best practice at their finger tips and a sound ~dcrstandmg of
social capital and equality mechanisms, the basics of these will be provided.
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